
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 6:21 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

cancellation 

fresl~nen has dropped POLI and her tutor session Wednesdays at 6 pm can be cancelled. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday 8:43 PM 

~emml.unc.e&~ 

Fwd: 15 minute change 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: 15 minute change 
Date: 3:44:01 PM EDT 
To: @live.unc.edu> 

I need to move your meeting to 11:45 Wednesdays instead of 11:30. Hope that works 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesda? 8:43 PM 

@emml.unc.e&~> 

Fwd: 15 minute change 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Subject: RE: 15 minute change 
Date:                1:04:02 AM EDT 
To: "¥ount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu> 

Tony, 

That works! 

From; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 5:44 PM 

To: 

Subject: 15 minute change 

@live.unc.edu> 

I need to move your meeting to [ ] :45 Wedrlesdays instead of I 1:30. Hope that works 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:45 PM 

l@emml.unc.e&~> 

Re: 15 minute change 

On ~, at 11:04 AM, " 

Tony, 

That works! 

~=rom: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday 6:44 PM 

To; 

Subject: 15 minute change 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I need to move your meetic, g to 11:45 Wednesdays instead of 11:30. Hope that works 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:43 PM 

To: ~live. unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: 2 things 

Ladies, 

The Academic Center will be closed Sunday evening and all day Monday, 
Tuesday, 

I will be out of my of*Ice from 10:30 Thursday, ’ ua~til Tuesdday morning 
me. 

Have a good weekend. 

Tony 

Tutoring sessions will not be held on those two evenings. Tutoring and open study will resume 

I will be traveling with field hockey to PA and DE for weekend games. Call, text or email if you need 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:44 PM 

~carolina.rr.com>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtr< ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~aol.com>; @aol.com>; 

i!aim.com>; I O!yahoo.com 

~live.unc.edu>; i ~!unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~;’ 

~live .unc.edu~; ~live .unc .edtc,; 

~live.unc.edn> 

2 things 

@live.unc.edu>; = 

@live.unc.edtr~-         ~ 

~live.unc.edu-~; 

~hounail.de>; ~ 

@live.unc.edu>; [ 

live.unc.edu>: ~live.unc.edu>; 

;gmail.com>; 

~live.tmc.edu~; 

Ladies, 

The Academic Center xvill be closed Sunday evening and all day- Monday, 
Tuesday, 

I will be out of my office from 10:30 Thursday, until Tuesdday morning, 
me. 

Have a good weekend. 

Tony 

Tutoring sessions will not be held on those two evenings. Tutoring and open study will resume 

¯ I will be traveling with field hockey to PA and DE for weekend games. Call, text or email if you need 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:52 PM 

To: ~gmail.com:~ 

Subje~’t: Re: 2 things 

Going 3 classes behind is not good, but if you commit to earn 6 hours this surmner you could make it up. I hate that you’re behind, but its not something that can’t be overcome. If you need 
to drop it you can Just plan on some surmner school either here 2nd session, or online from Carolina, or at a school near your home 

On at 10:46 PM @gmail.com> 
wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> I am in a class that I don’t think I can handle I need a strong technical musc background but no prerequisites are listed. I am trying to pick up another VP fulfilling class 
and I just emailed the teacher Do you think my chances are low? I am already behind two classes from last ?,ear so do you thili¢ it would be a terrible idea to drop it? 
> 

> On~ at 10:43 PIVl. "Yount, Ton?’" <ton?3,ount@u~c.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Ladies, 
>> 
>> The Academic Center will be closed Sunday evening and all day Monday, 
Tuesday, 
>> 
>> I will be out of my office from 10:30 Thursda? 
need me. 
>> 

>> Have a good weekend. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

> 

until Tuesdday morning 

Tutoring sessions will not be held on those two evenings Tutoring and open study will resume 

I will be traveling with field hockey to } A and DE for weekend games. (;all, text or email if you 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:55 PM 

To: ~liYe.unc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Re: 2 firings 

8:30 orn mort - fri, 6 pm Sundays when we’re open, but not this weekend 

On at 10:53 PM,’ ~live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Ok thank you Ton?’! What time does loudermilk open ? 
> 

> Sent Iicom my/Phone 
> 

>> On at 10:43 PM. "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> ~vrote: 
>> 

>> Ladies, 
>> 
>> The Academic Center will be closed Sunday evening and all day Monday 
Tuesday, 
>> 

>> I will be out of my office from 10:30 Thursday: 
need lne 
>> 

>> Have a good weekend. 
>> 

>~ ToW 
>> 

>> 

until Tuesdday mornin~ 

Tutoring sessions will not be held on those two evenings. Tutoring and open stud?- ~vill resume 

i will be traveling with field hockey to PA and DE for ~veekend games Call, text or email if you 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday 10:56 PM 

To: @gmail.com:~ 

Subje~’t: Re: 2 things 

Don’t have any idea about getting into another class. Its getting pretty late for that, so I don’t know. 

On at 10:54 Pi~ ~gmail.com> 
wrote: 

> I can definitely do two classes this summer especially if Jenny helps me out with online classes here. I really would take this class if I thought I could handle it but I don’t. Do you think 
that teacher will let me in? 
> 

> On~ ~t 10:43 PIVl. "Yount, Ton?’" <ton?3~ount@ua~c.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Ladies, 
>> 
>> The Academic Center will be closed Sunday evening and all day Monday, 
Tuesday: 
>> 

>> I will be out of my office from 10:30 Thursday, 
need me. 
>> 

>> Have a good weekend. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

> 

until Tuesdday morning, 

Tutoring sessions will not be held on those two evenings Tutoring and open study will resume 

I ~vill be traveling with field hockey to PA and DE for weekend games. Call, text or email if you 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow vgyount@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               8:58 AM 
Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edu>; Wigger, Leah Marie <wigger@unc.edu~> 

called Beth Lyons last night about testing for Learning Disabilities. Beth told         that the full battery of testing will take approximately 6 hours (not all at once) and that 

while they would not pull her from class to do the testing, they might need her dua-ing some practice time. Beth did not answer the call last night at home, but she did text 
reminding her that the testing might cause her to miss some practice time. I don’t know what          was trying to accomplish with the call, but I just wanted you to have the heads up that 

there may be some time from practice lost 

We are using new- evaluation team that is probably better and more experienced, but may not be as flexible 

T ony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. 9:19 AM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyons~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mann, Jan M." <ianmann@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 
Date:               9:08:08 AM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thanks Tony. I an~ okay with ~nissing practice time but not okay with missing class. I think she was told the only im~nediate opening was in the mornings 

where she would miss class. She was t~ying to figure a way to get the tes~ting done asap. Apparently, she cannot be on needed tneds without first being 

tested so it is approved for drug testing. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yonnt, Tow 
Sent: Thursday,, ,8:58 AM 
To: Mann, Jan M.; Wigger, Leah Marie 
Subject: 

called Beth Lyons last night about testing lbr Learning Disabilities. Beth told t that the thll batteU of testing will taJ~e approximately 6 

hours (not rill at once) and that while they would not pull her from class to do the teffting, they might need her during some practice time. Beth did not 

answer the call last night at hotne, but she did texl         reminding her that the testing might cause her to miss sotne practice time. I don’t know what 

was trying to accomplish with the call, but I just wanted you to have the heads up that there may be some time from practice lost. 

We are using new evaluation team that is probably better and morn experienced, but may not be as flexible. 

Tony, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. 9:40 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Re 

leaving in an hour for PA - legit 

at 9:36 AM. ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
No reason to believe this is not true But can you verify? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @aim com] 
Sent: Thursday, ):31 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject 

Hey, 
I have a tutoring session with 

Thanks so much! 

Sent from my iPhune 

tonight at 6 I will not be able to attend because I am leaving today for Pensilvania for a galne 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:07 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoling@unc.edu> 

Cancellation 

Thanks 

Tony 

~or German 1 tutoring 
has 2 German tutoring sessions She ~vould like to cancel the Monday night session with and keep the Wednesday night session 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 10:23 AM 

To: @]ive.unc.edu> 

Sublet’t: Re: 2 things 

I’m sorry to have cotffused you. I tneant to say that freshmen in ECON would automatically get a tutor. I will request one for you today and let you know when it gets 

scheduled. 

On , at 10:11 AM, ,@]ive.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hey Tong, 

I didn’t ask for a tutor because I thought you had said if you are in [con     you will have one automatically but I would love an [con tutor 
for the whole semester! I might want another for one of my other classes but I want to see how it goes on my own for a bit. 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday,               10:43 PM 

(:c: Dowd, Katrina M; Adams, Tyler G; Cathro, Guy; Mann, Jan M.; Fulton, Grant; Sagula, Joseph A; rackham; Sander, Thomas J; Levy, Jennifer S; Wigger, 

Leah Marie; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Shelton, Karen C; Barnes, Philip E; Tony Yount 

Subject: 2 things 

Ladies, 

The Academic Center will be closed Sunday evening and all day Monda?, 
will rcs’~me Tuesday, 

T’~toring sessions wi11 not be held on those two evenings. Tutoring and open stu@ 

I wiil be o~.t of my office from 10:30 ~’~h~.usday, 
email i£you need me. 

’~ntii Tuesdday morning, i will be traveling with field hockey ~o PA and DE for weekend games. Call, text or 

Have a good weekep~d 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:29 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: 2 things 

Anson, 

Very sorry I won’t be able to be there. I’ll be on a bus with Field Hockey. We’re stopping at Get~zsburg and I get to teach history on the battlefield for an hour. Vely excited about that 

agree we have the potential for an excellent year academically vere in the Academic Center last night stu@ing So proud 

at 10:23 AM. "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 

> Let’s have a brief meeting today in the conference room after the training session on Fetzer. I think we have the potential to have ari excellent academic year and I will be relying on you 
guys to set the standard and be my watch dogs. Let’s try to anticipate the "weavers and bobbers" (the players who have no personal accountability and protect themselves ~vith excuses to 
basically protect bad or weak character). Tony, you are ~velcome to join us (our meeting ~vill take place aller practice at about 3:30 pm) 
> 

> All the best. And thank you for being willing to do this "thankless" job. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Wednesday, 10:43 PM 
> To 

> Cc: Dowd, Katrina M; Adams, Tyler G; Cathro, Guy; Mann, Jan M. ; Fulton, Grant: Sagula, Joseph A; rackham; Sander, ~I1nomas J; Levy, Jennifer S; Wigger, Leah Marie; Dorrance, Albert 
A IV; Shelton, Karen (2; Barnes, Philip E; Tony Yount 
> Subject: 2 things 
> 

> Ladies, 
> 

> ’]7he Academic Center will be closed Sunday evening and all day Monday, 
Tuesday, 
> 

> I will be out of my office from 10:30 ~Ihursday until Tuesdday morning, 
need me 
> 

> Have a good weekend. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

Tutoring sessions will not be held on those two evenings Tutoring and open study will resume 

! will be traveling with field hockey to }A and DE for weekend games. (;all, text or email if you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Thursday, 2:48 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

Re: tutor assignments. 

Not really. Not in the world if joe Sagula Thanks though 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:42 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSATutoring@m~c.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> I think I know the ans~ver, but I have to ask.. Would it help to move from Tuesday to Monday @ 6pm? 
> 

> Ben Sheu 
> Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
> LrNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> bsheu@email.unc edu 
> Office: 919-843-2328 
> 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, ToW 
> Sent: Tuesday, 11:55 AM 
> To: ASPSA Tutoring 
> Subject: tutor assignments. 
> 

> PSYC mor session tonight - she will not attend sinc~ practice does not end until 6:30 (which really means around 7). If we could move that session to another 
time, that would be helpful Practice will not always extend beyond 6:30 but often it will. 
> 

> ’]Thanks 
> 

> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Thursday 2:51 PM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@nnc.edu> 

Re: Update on 

I think I emailed all of her syllabi. Her ,neeting ti,ne with me is 10:15 on Mondays but we are closed this Monday. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:38 PM, "Charles, Jennifer S" <ienchm(c-~unc.edt~> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
I wanted to follow np about . What day did she reschedule her meeting with you next week? Did turn into you a~qy new- syllabus for cla,ss? If so, 
could yon e~nail them to ~ne? This Monday, I plm~ on meeting with ’to briefly go over their schedule amd how I intend to help them 
this semester. 
ThaJ~k you, 
Jem~ifer Charles 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, ?:42 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-* 

Subje~’t: Re: I’m a problem 

Not a big deal if you don’t miss anymore - you’ll get the hang of this of this. 

On , at 11:58 PM. @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

>TONY!’.! 
> 
> I don’t know what’s wrong with me[ I just realized I missed my tutoring session tonight for geolog?-. V~en you told me I didn’t have L~vice a week, I checked Thursday off in my head. 

Now, looking at the schedule I see that I had a different one tonight. I am so sorry and am clearly not off to a good start[ 

> I promise I’ll get the hang of it soon! 

> Sent Iicom my/Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:11 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Re 

Wow - I do not. the 

Thanks for catching that. 

Tony 

O11 

players should be 

at 10:40 AM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Just wanted to double check... Do you actually want 

" girls are at Wed 8-9. 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell 

in your CGS for ? She has a 3.8 and you didn’t specify a day!time. The other 



From: Yount, Tonv 
Sent: Monday, 2:23:38 PM 
To: ~_.mac.com 
Subject: 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

_pdf (99.0K) 
~ (99.1 K) 
. pdf (99.6 K) 
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~ (97.7K) 
.pdf (98.9K) 
pdf (98.4K) 

fh92.pdf (61.7K) 
fhcoaches, pdf (47.1 K) 
FHtutor92.pdf (64.3K) 

.pdf (99.0K) 
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¯ pdf (99.0 K) 
.pdf (100.0K) 

~ (99.0K) 
iax92.pdf (58.0K) 
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¯ pdf (98.8K) 
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j&~df (98.7K) 
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~ (99.1 K) 

soc92,pdf (61.9K) 
soccertutor92¯pdf (74.8K) 
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vb92.pdf (56.6K) 
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vbtutor92~ pdf (63.7K) 

~ (99.4K) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Yount0 Tow <gyount@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Monday                 ,3:23 PM 

@telenet.be> 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.e&t> 

Re: visit to unc 

So happy that yoffre coming to visit . We’ll keep the secret. 

I have 30 miuutes free from 11:00 am until 11:30 on Tue~tay, the 

I look tbrwa*d to visiting wifl~ you. 

Tony 

Will that work’? 

On , at 1:00 PM. ~lenet.be> wrote: 

Tony 
and myself will visit Chapel Hill from 16 until 19 

Keep this quiet as      s not aware. 
Anyhow we would like to make appointment with you during this period to learn more about how the system is working and the way her study will 

develop. 

A meeting on 17 or 18 between 09.00 and 12.00 would be perfect. 

Please confirm when you have time to meet us. 

Regards 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:35 PM 

Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edtr~; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edn> 

Weekly, and an overload ofintbrmation. 

fl~92-1 .pdf; fhcoaches.pdf; dropinbyday92.pdf; dropinbysubject92.pdf; FHttltor92.pdf 

Coaches, 

First, thanks so much for letting me join the trip. It is so helpful for me to get the see the kids in multiple settings and just to be around them outside of my ofi)ce. Thank you. 

Please find attached the weekly report for last ~veek Not much information as we haven’t done much so far. Maybe 3 or 4 more ~veeks into the semester we’ll have some information indicative 
of of how the kids are doing. 

The second attacl~nent is the coaches MAP repolt. Since that’s new let me explain. All Iiceshmen (and     ) have an individual plan. You will notice that                  is much more 
detailed than some uthers, fur example. ’lEe number ofhuurs required for each student, their tutur assignments and schedules, are part ufthat plan. Must ufthe freshmen have 8 hours tu 
earn. ~Iheir meeting with me each week cuunts for one of their hours Time in Dey Hall with peer tutoring, time in professors offices meeting with prufs are sume other ways that they can 
meet their academic ubligations. We are rolling thuse plans uut tu the students in emails this evemng 

The 3rd and 4th attachments are the drup-in tutur~ng schedules, which will be sent tu all the kids later today. Huurs spent with drup-in tutors alsu cuunt tuward their weekly hours 
cummi~nent. 

The :final attachment is the tutur schedule fur assigned sessions with FH players The players, for example, who are nut freshmen but who do have scheduled tutur 
appointments are included un that list. 

That’s probably more than yuu need, but we are duing sume things differently this fall seeking to impruve our level of service for the kids, so there you are. 

Tony 



DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

BUSI 

EXSS 

MATHiSTAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM F 

07:00 PM B 

06:00 PM 230 l 

07:00 PM 230 l 

08:00 PM 230 l 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~/L 

08:00 PM ~/L 

BIOL 

09:00 PM 2310B 

ECON 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 23 t 0C 

EXSS 

FL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

08:00 PM 23 t 0B 

06:00 PM                       2310B 

07:00 PM                       2310B 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

CHEM 

FL 

08:00 PM C 
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GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

MUSC 

PHYS 

Writing 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TIME ROOM 

06:00 PM G 

09:00 PM G 

07:00 PM                       B 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

07:00 PM H 

07:00 PM C 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

WL 

BUSI 

ECON 

EXSS 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

09:00 PM                       H 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 23 t OB 

07:00 PM 2310B 

06:00 PM N 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TItlE RO0~! 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM VVL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM G 

06:00 PM                       NI 

06:00 PM 230 I 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 t 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM VV’L 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Monday 

Sunday 

09:00 PM                       23t0B 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM F 

09:00 PM                       H 

08:00 PM C 

Monday 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

Wednesday 

Monday 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

08:00 PM 2310B 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

Monday 

06:00 PM 23t0B 

07:00 PM 23t0B 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM G 

09:00 PM G 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 
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TUTOR 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TItlE ROO~I 

07:00 PM G 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

06:00 PM                       I~ 

07:00 PM                       B 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 230 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 230 

09:00 PM 230 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM 230 

08:00 PM 2,30 

09:00 PM 2,30 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM ?~301 

08:00 PM ?~301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM                       H 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM C 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM ~L 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~NL 

08:00 PM ~NL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 
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GEOL 

TUTOR S(~HLI)ULI~ BY SPORT 

TUTOR DAY TIME 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

MATH ) 

PSYC 

GEOG 

PSYC 

MATH 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

GEOG Monday 08:00 PM 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:23 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.edu>; A&uns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jennifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Weekly and an overload of information 

vb92-1 .pdf; vbcoaches.pdf; dropinbyda,v92.pdf; dropinbysnbject92.pdf; vb92.pdf; vbtutor92.pdf 

Coaches, 

Looking forward to next weekend. ~Ihanks for letting me come along. 

Please find attached the weekly report for last week Not much information as we haven’t done much so far. Maybe 3 or 4 more weeks into the semester we’ll have some information 
indicative of of how the kids are doing 

The second attachment is the coaches X/lAP report. Since that’s new let me explain. All freshmen (and those under 2 5) have an individual plan. You will notice that     is much more 
detailed than some others, for example. ’lEe number of hours required for each student, their tutor assignments and schedules, are part of that plan. Most of the freshmen have 8 hours to 
earn. ~Iheir meeting with me each week counts for one of their hours Time in Dey Hall with peer tutoring, time in professors offices meeting with profs are some other ways that they can 
meet their academic obligations. We are rolling those plans out to the students in emails this evemng 

’]7he 3rd and 4th attachments are the drop-in tutoring schedules, which will be sent to all the kids later today. Hours spent with drop-in tutors also count toward their weekly hours 
commi~nent. 

The latest updated student schedules as of noon today is the 5th attachment There will likely be a few more changes, mostly drops 

The :final attachment is the tutor schedule for assigned sessions with VB players. The players, ]’or example, who are not freshmen but who do have scheduled tutor 
appointments are included on that list. 

That’s probably more than you need, but we are doing some things differently this fall seeking to improve our level of service ]‘or the kids, so there you are. 

Tony 



DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

BUSI 

EXSS 

MATHiSTAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM F 

07:00 PM                       ~, 

06:00 PM 230 

07:00 PM 2.30 

08:00 PM 2.30 

09:00 PM 2.30 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM VVL 

08:00 PM VVL 

BIOL 

09:00 PM 

ECON 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 23 t 0C 

EXSS 

FL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

08:00 PM 23 t 0B 

06:00 PM                       23 

07:00 PM                       23 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 2.30 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

CHEM 

FL 

08:00 PM C 
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GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

MUSC 

PHYS 

Writing 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TIME ROOM 

06:00 PM G 

09:00 PM G 

07:00 PM                       B 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 2_30 

07:00 PM H 

07:00 PM C 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

WL 

BUSI 

ECON 

EXSS 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

09:00 PM                       H 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM R 

06:00 PM 23 t OB 

07:00 PM 2310B 

06:00 PM N 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TIME ROOM 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM VVL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM G 

06:00 PM                       NI 

06:00 PM 230 I 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 t 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM VV’L 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Monday 

Sunday 

09:00 PM                       23t0B 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM F 

09:00 PM                       H 

08:00 PM C 

Monday 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

Wednesday 

Monday 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

08:00 PM 2310B 

08:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

Monday 

06:00 PM 23t0B 

07:00 PM 23t0B 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM G 

09:00 PM G 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 
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TUTOR 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TItlE ROO~I 

07:00 PM G 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

06:00 PM                       I~ 

07:00 PM                       B 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 230 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 230 

09:00 PM 230 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM 230 

08:00 PM 2,30 

09:00 PM 2,30 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM ?~301 

08:00 PM ?~301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM                       H 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM C 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM ~L 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~NL 

08:00 PM ~NL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 
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PORT ] 

MATH 

TUTOR S(~HLI)ULI~ BY SPORT 

TUTOR DAY TIME 

Monday 07:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

SPAN 

POLl 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Tuesday 08:00 PM 

PSYC Tuesday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM CGS 

ENGL Monday 07:00 PM 

PORT Wednesday 09:00 PM 

CGS Yount, Tony Wednesday 08:00 PM 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:33 PM 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edtr~; Wigger, ][,ea~h Marie <wigger@nnc.edu-* 

Weekly aM an overload of information 

go1192-1 .pdf; coaches.pdf; dropinbyday92.pdf; dropinbysubject92.pdf, Golf92.pdf; Golftuto192.pdf 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the weekly report for last ~veek Not much information as we haven’t done much so far. Maybe 3 or 4 more weeks into the semester we’ll have some information 
indicative of of ho~v the kids are doing 

The second attachment is the coaches MAP report. Since that’s new let me explain. All freshmen (and those under 2 5) have an individual plan. You will notice that     is much more 
detailed than some others, for example. The number of hours required for each student, their tutor assiglmaents and schedules, are part of that plan. Most of the freslzmen have 8 hours to 
earn. Their meeting with me each week counts for one of their hours Time in De?- Hall with peer tutoring, time in professors offices meeting with profs are some other ways that they can 
meet their academic ubligations. We are rolling thuse plans uut tu the students in emails this evemng 

The 3rd and 4th attachments are the drup-in tutur~ng schedules, which will be sent tu all the kids later today. Huurs spent with drup-in tutors alsu cuunt tuward their weekly hours 
cummi~nent. 

The latest updated student schedules as uf noun today is the 5th attachment There will likely be a few more changes, mustly drops 

The :final attachment is the tutur schedule fur assigned sessions with VB players. The players, [’or example, who are not :first semester freshmen but who do have scheduled 
tutor appulntments are included on that list. 

That’s probably more than yuu need, but we are duing sume things differently this fall seeking to impruve our level of service ]’or the kids, so there you are. 

Tony 



DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

BUSI 

EXSS 

MATHiSTAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM F 

07:00 PM B 

06:00 PM 230 l 

07:00 PM 230 l 

08:00 PM 230 l 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~/L 

08:00 PM ~/L 

BIOL 

09:00 PM 2310B 

ECON 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 23 t 0C 

EXSS 

FL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

08:00 PM 23 t 0B 

06:00 PM                       2310B 

07:00 PM                       2310B 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

CHEM 

FL 

08:00 PM C 
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GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

MUSC 

PHYS 

Writing 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TIME ROOM 

06:00 PM G 

09:00 PM G 

07:00 PM                       B 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

07:00 PM H 

07:00 PM C 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

WL 

BUSI 

ECON 

EXSS 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

09:00 PM                       H 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 23 t OB 

07:00 PM 2310B 

06:00 PM N 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TItlE RO0~! 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM VVL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM G 

06:00 PM                       NI 

06:00 PM 230 I 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 t 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM VV’L 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Monday 

Sunday 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM                       F 

09:00 PM                       H 

Monday 

Wednesday 

08:00 PM C 

Monday 

07:00 PM                       ~310C 

09:00 PM                       ~310C 

07:00 PM                       ~310C 

09:00 PM                       ~310C 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

08:00 PM                       ~310~, 

08:00 PM                       R 

07:00 PM                       B 

06:00 PM                       23 t ~ 

07:00 PM                       23 t ~ 

06:00 PM                       G 

09:00 PM                       C~ 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 
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TUTOR 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TItlE ROO~I 

07:00 PM G 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

06:00 PM                       I~ 

07:00 PM                       B 

06:00 PM                       N 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

06:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM ?~301 

08:00 PM ?~301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM 230 

08:00 PM 2,30 

09:00 PM 2,30 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM ?~301 

08:00 PM ?~301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM                       H 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM C 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM ~L 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~NL 

08:00 PM ~NL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 
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TUTOR S(~HLI)ULI~ BY SPORT 

COURSI~ TUTOR DAY TIME 

DRAM Tuesday 06:00 PM 

PSYC Tuesday 07:00 PM 

DRAM 

SPAN: 

BlOk 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Sunday 06:00 PM 

Monday 08:00 PM 

ECON Sunday 07:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:40 PM 

Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pebames@unc.edu-*; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edn> 

Weekly and an overload of information 

1~x92-1 .pd£ dropinbydasO2.pdf; dropinbysubject92.pdf; l~x92.pdf; laxtutor92.1xtf 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the weekly report for last ~veek Not much information as we haven’t done much so far. Maybe 3 or 4 more weeks into the semester we’ll have some information 
indicative of of ho~v the kids are doing 

The second attachment should be the coaches MAP report but I’ll have to send you that tomorrow morning Iicom the office. The last item that lists all the Lax tutoring appts to date has most 
of that information 
Didn’t get it forwarded properly and I’m already at home today Since that’s new let me explain. All freshmen have an individual plan. You will notice that     is much more detailed than 
some uthers, ]2~r example ][’he number uf hours required fur each student, their tutor assignments and schedules, are part ufthut plan Must ufthe freshmen have 8 hours to earn. Their 
meeting with me each week cuunts fur one of their huurs. Time in Dey tlaH with peer tuturing, time in prufessurs uffices meeting with pru]~ are sume other ways that the?’ can meet their 
academic ub]igatiuns We are rul]ing those plans out to the students in emails this evening. 

’]7he 3rd and 4th attachments are the drup-in tutur~ng schedules, which will be sent tu all the kids later today. Huurs spent with drup-in tutors alsu cuunt tuward their weekly hours 
cummi~nent. 

The latest updated student schedules as uf noun today is the 5th attachment There will likely be a few more changes, mustly drops 

The :final attachment is the tutur schedule for assigned sessiuns with VB players ][’he players, 
appointments are included un that list. 

example, whu are nut freshmen but whu du have scheduled tutor 

That’s probably more than yuu need, but we are duing sume things differently this fall seeking to impruve our level of service ]’or the kids, so there you are. 

Tony 



DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

BUSI 

EXSS 

MATHiSTAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM F 

07:00 PM B 

06:00 PM 230 l 

07:00 PM 230 l 

08:00 PM 230 l 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~/L 

08:00 PM ~/L 

BIOL 

09:00 PM 2310B 

ECON 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 23 t 0C 

EXSS 

FL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

08:00 PM 23 t 0B 

06:00 PM                       2310B 

07:00 PM                       2310B 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

CHEM 

FL 

08:00 PM C 
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GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

MUSC 

PHYS 

Writing 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TIME ROOM 

06:00 PM G 

09:00 PM G 

07:00 PM                       B 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

07:00 PM H 

07:00 PM C 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

WL 

BUSI 

ECON 

EXSS 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

09:00 PM                       H 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 23 t OB 

07:00 PM 2310B 

06:00 PM N 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TItlE RO0~! 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM VVL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM G 

06:00 PM                       NI 

06:00 PM 230 I 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 t 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM VV’L 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Monday 

Sunday 

09:00 PM                       23t0B 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM F 

09:00 PM                       H 

Monday 

Wednesday 

08:00 PM C 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

08:00 PM 2310B 

08:00 PM R 

07:00 PM B 

06:00 PM 23 t 0B 

07:00 PM 23 t OB 

06:00 PM G 

09:00 PM G 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 
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TUTOR 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TItlE ROO~I 

07:00 PM G 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

06:00 PM                       I~ 

07:00 PM                       B 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 230 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 230 

09:00 PM 230 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM 230 

08:00 PM 2,30 

09:00 PM 2,30 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM ?~301 

08:00 PM ?~301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM                       H 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM C 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM ~L 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~NL 

08:00 PM ~NL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 
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TUTOR S( HLI)ULI  BY SPORT 

COURSE TUTOR DAY TIME 

DRAM 

H IST 

Tuesday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 07:00 PM 

ENGL Thursday 07:00 PM 

MATH 

PHIL 

GEOL 

Monday 08:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

Thursday 08:00 PM 

BIOL 

ECON 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 06:00 PM 

H IST 

ENGt 

H IST 

DRAM 

PHIL 

GEOL 

EXS~ 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Thursday 09:00 PM 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

PHIL 

STOR 

H IST 

Monday 06:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 PM 

Sunday 08:00 PM 

Sunday 07:00 PM 
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TUTOR S(~HLI)ULI~ BY SPORT 

TUTOR DAY TIME 

ENGL Wednesday 06:00 PM 

Wednesday 09:00 PM 

ECON 

LS 

SOCl 

BUSI 

Monday 09:00 PM 

Monday 09:00 AM 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

Wednesday 06:00 PM 

SPAN 

kS 

Sunday 06:00 PM 

Lyons, Beth Wednesday 02:00 PM 

PAt~E 2 0F 2 



DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

BUSI 

EXSS 

MATHiSTAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM F 

07:00 PM B 

06:00 PM 230 l 

07:00 PM 230 l 

08:00 PM 230 l 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

BIOL 

ECON 

EXSS 

FL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

09:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM 23 t OB 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

CHEM 

FL 

08:00 PM C 
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GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

MUSC 

PHYS 

Writing 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TIME ROOM 

06:00 PM G 

09:00 PM G 

07:00 PM                       B 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

07:00 PM H 

07:00 PM C 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

BUSI 

ECON 

EXSS 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

09:00 PM                       H 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM R 

06:00 PM 23 t OB 

07:00 PM 2310B 

06:00 PM N 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TItlE RO0~! 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM VVL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM G 

06:00 PM                       NI 

06:00 PM 230 I 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 t 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM VV’L 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Monday 

Sunday 

09:00 PM                       23t0B 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM F 

09:00 PM                       H 

Monday 

Wednesday 

08:00 PM C 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

Monday 

Wednesday 

08:00 PM 2310B 

08:00 PM 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM B 

06:00 PM 23 t 0B 

07:00 PM 23 t OB 

06:00 PM G 

09:00 PM G 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 
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TUTOR 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TItlE ROO~I 

07:00 PM G 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

06:00 PM                       I~ 

07:00 PM                       B 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 230 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 230 

09:00 PM 230 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM 230 

08:00 PM 2,30 

09:00 PM 2,30 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM ?~301 

08:00 PM ?~301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM                       H 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM C 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM ~,~’~L 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5: 50 PM 

~live.unc.edu >; ~carolina.rr.com>; @live.m~c.e&t->;’ 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; ~b~live.unc.edtr>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edw~; 

~aol.com>; ~aol.com>; ~hotmail.de>; 

~aim.com>; )iyahoo.com>; )!live.unc.edu>; 

?}live.unc.edu>; );unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edt~>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ?~gmail.com>;, 

~live.unc.edu’-; ~live.unc.edtc>; ~live.tmc.edu’-; i 

~live .uric .edtr~ 

Tutor Schedule changes m~d a new Drop in Schedule 

dropinbyday92.pdt:, dmpinbysubject92.pdf 

Ladies 

The tutor schedulers did a remake of the tutor schedule over the 3 day weekend. You will get an email later in the evening sending you your tutor schedule, whether or not there have been 

changes. Please check the schedule and be there at the correct time. 

Please find attached the drop in tutor schedule, both by day, and then by subject. 

Tony 



DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

BUSI 

EXSS 

MATHiSTAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM F 

07:00 PM B 

06:00 PM 2.30 

07:00 PM 230 

08:00 PM 230 

09:00 PM 230 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

BIOL 

ECON 

EXSS 

FL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

09:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 23 t OC 

08:00 PM 23 t OB 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

CHEM 

FL 

08:00 PM C 
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GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

MUSC 

PHYS 

Writing 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TIME ROOM 

06:00 PM G 

09:00 PM G 

07:00 PM                       B 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 2_30 

07:00 PM H 

07:00 PM C 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

WL 

BUSI 

ECON 

EXSS 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

09:00 PM                       H 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM R 

06:00 PM 23 t OB 

07:00 PM 2310B 

06:00 PM N 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

PA~E 2 0F 3 



DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TItlE RO0~! 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM VVL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM G 

06:00 PM                       NI 

06:00 PM 230 I 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 t 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM VV’L 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Monday 

Sunday 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM                       F 

09:00 PM                       H 

Monday 

Wednesday 

08:00 PM C 

Monday 

07:00 PM                       ~310C 

09:00 PM                       ~310C 

07:00 PM                       ~310C 

09:00 PM                       ~310C 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

08:00 PM                       ~310~, 

08:00 PM                       R 

07:00 PM                       B 

06:00 PM                       23 t ~ 

07:00 PM                       23 t ~ 

06:00 PM                       G 

09:00 PM                       C~ 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 
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TUTOR 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TItlE ROO~I 

07:00 PM G 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

06:00 PM                       I~ 

07:00 PM                       B 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 230 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 230 

09:00 PM 230 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM 230 

08:00 PM 2,30 

09:00 PM 2,30 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM ?~301 

08:00 PM ?~301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM                       H 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM C 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM ~,~’~L 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, ,5:53 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Tutor Schedule changes 

dropinbyday92.pdf; dropinbysubj ect92 .pdf 

Ladies 

The tutor schedulers did a remake of the tutor schedule over the 3 day ~veekend. You will get an email later in the evening sending you your tutor schedule, whether or not there have been 
changes Please check the schedule and be there at the correct time 

Please find attached the drop in tutor schedule, both by day, and then by subject 

Tony 



DROP-IN TUTOR S( HLDULI  

TUTOII TDIE 11OO~1 

BUSI 

EXSS 

MATHiSTAq 

Writing 

07:00 PM F 

07:00 PM B 

06:00 PM ?_30 l 

07:00 PM 230 l 

08:00 PM 230 l 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

BIOL 

ECON 

EXSS 

FL 

MATH/STAq 

Writing 

09:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 23 i OC 

08:00 PM 23 t 0B 

06:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 2310B 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 i 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

CHEM 

08:00 PM C 

FL 
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GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

MUSC 

PHYS 

Writing 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TIME ROOM 

06:00 PM G 

09:00 PM G 

07:00 PM                       B 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 2_30 

07:00 PM H 

07:00 PM C 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

07:00 PM ~VL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

WL 

BUSI 

ECON 

EXSS 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

09:00 PM                       H 

07:00 PM 2310C 

09:00 PM 2310C 

08:00 PM R 

06:00 PM 23 t OB 

07:00 PM 2310B 

06:00 PM N 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

PA~E 2 0F 3 



DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TItlE RO0~! 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM VVL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

FL 

GEOL 

MATH/STAT 

Writing 

07:00 PM G 

06:00 PM                       NI 

06:00 PM 230 I 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 t 

09:00 PM 230 t 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM VV’L 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Monday 

Sunday 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM                       F 

09:00 PM                       H 

Monday 

Wednesday 

08:00 PM C 

Monday 

07:00 PM                       ~310C 

09:00 PM                       ~310C 

07:00 PM                       ~310C 

09:00 PM                       ~310C 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

08:00 PM                       ~310~, 

08:00 PM                       R 

07:00 PM                       B 

06:00 PM                       23 t ~ 

07:00 PM                       23 t ~ 

06:00 PM                       G 

09:00 PM                       C~ 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 
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TUTOR 

DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TItlE ROO~I 

07:00 PM G 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

06:00 PM                       I~ 

07:00 PM                       B 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM 230 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 230 

09:00 PM 230 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM 2301 

08:00 PM 2301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM 230 

08:00 PM 2,30 

09:00 PM 2,30 

07:00 PM 230 I 

08:00 PM 230 I 

09:00 PM 2301 

06:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM ?~301 

08:00 PM ?~301 

09:00 PM 2301 

07:00 PM                       H 

Tuesday 

07:00 PM C 
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DROP-IN TUTOR SCHLDULI  

TUTOR TDIE RO0~I 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

06:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

08:00 PM 

09:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM ~L 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM 

06:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM WL 

07:00 PM ~NL 

08:00 PM ~NL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM WL 

06:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM ~L 

07:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

08:00 PM WL 

09:00 PM 
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From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:01 PM 

To: ~live. unc.edn> 

Subje~’t: weekly plaa~ 

Altacl~: .pdf 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tony <gyotmt@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:01 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: weekly plm~ 

A~ad~: .lxlf 

Attached you’ll lind your weekly academic plan It contains ?’our tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that ust coming in for 
stud,v time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staff person or tutor to report ?’our hours for you. 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tow <gyount@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday 6:02 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: weekly pla~a 

Attach: pdf 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- maW hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours tbr you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 6:02 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: weekly plaa~ 

Attach: pdf 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu> 

Sent: Monda? 6:02 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-* 

Subject: weekly plaa~ 

Attach: lxlf 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tony <gyount~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:03 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: weekly plaJ~ 

Attach: pdf 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains ?’our tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho*v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

ffyou spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or ha,:e some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact ?’our semester, talk with me to see if we can verify and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that ust coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staff person or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:03 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: weekly plaa~ 

Attach: lxtf 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monda?, 6:03 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu-* 

Subje~’t: weekly plaa~ 

Altacl~: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, ToW <gyount@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday 6:05 PM 

To: @live’unc’e&t~> 

Subjet’t: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find ?,our weekly academic plan It contains ?’our tutor schedule and lets you know how- maW hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and how 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs. recitation leaders, professors during their office hours work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact ?’our semester, talk with me to see if we can veriO7 and cotmt those hours as well a s the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that. u st coming in for 

stu@ time wilt not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report ?’our hours ibr you. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 5:06 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday 6:06 PM 

To: ~live.unc,edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an obiective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

PSYC 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study flours per Week 8.12 

Tutorlul 1.0 

Independent Hours 6.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:07 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Weekly Plan 

Attacl~: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours tbr you. 

Tuny 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

GEOL 

GERM 

Tuesday, 06:00 PM g 

Wednesday, 07:00 PM I 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study flours per Week 8.12 

Tuturlul 2.0 

Independent Huurs 5.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emo~l,unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:07 PM 

To: ~live. unc.edu-* 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains ?’our tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or ha,ze some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact ?’our semester, talk with me to see if we can verify and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that ust coming in for 

stu@ time will not count unless you are in a super~,ised setting in the Academic Center with a staff person or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

PHIL 

BIOL 

CGS 

Monday, 07:00 PM P 

Monday, 08:00 PM F 

Yount, Tony Wednesday, 08:00 PM CC 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 6.0 

Tutoriul 2.0 

Counselor Guided Study 1.0 

Independent Hours 3.0 

Drop-in Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:07 PM 

To: ~live. unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



My 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

MATH 

LS 

PSYC 

MATH 

GEOG 

Yount, Tony 

Sunday, 07:00 PM 

Monday, 11:00 AM 

Tuesday, 06:00 PM 

Tuesday, 07:00 PM 

N 

se~ 

Wednesday, 08:00 PM M 

Wednesday, 09:00 PM CC 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 8°0 

Learning Specialist 1.0 

Tutorial 4.0 

Counselor Guided Study 1.0 

Independent Hours 1.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu> 

Sent: Monda?, 6:08 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edn> 

Subjet’t: Weekly Plan 

Attacl~: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours tbr you. 

Tuny 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

PSYC Tuesday, 07:00 PM U 

Wednesday, 09:00 PM CC 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study flours per ~Neek 8.12 

Tutorlul 1.0 

Counselor Guided Study 1.0 

Independent Hours 5.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:09 PM 

To: ~live.tmc.edtr~ 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Counselor Guided Study 1.0 

Independent Hours 6.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Time spent in professors office during office hours also counts as MAP 

hours. They will be reported weekly by Hayley. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tow <gyount@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:10 PM 

To: @ive. mac.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains ?’our tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and how 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact ?’our semester, talk with me to see if we can verify and count those hom-s as well a s the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that ust coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report ?’our hom-s for you. 

Tuny 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

PHIL 

CHEh~ 

Monday, 06:00 PM I 

Thursday, 07:00 PM L 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Tuturiul 2.0 

Independent Huurs 5.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:10 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

ECON 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 2.0 

Tuturiul 1.0 

Independent Huurs 0.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:13 PM 

Weekly Plan 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

ENGL 

PORT 

LS 

Monday, 07:00 PM 

Wednesday, 08:00 PM 

Wednesday, 09:00 PM 

Wednesday, 11:00 AM 

WL 

D 

see 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study flours per Week ~’.O 

Learning Specialist 1.0 

Tutorial 2.0 

Counselor Guided Study 1.0 

Independent Hours 3.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



Fron~: Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 6:14 PM 

To: @live. unc.edu-~- 

Subje~’t: Weekly Plan 

AltacJ~: 

Attached you’ll fi~d your weekly academic plan It contains ?’our tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

lfyou spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positiveb’ impact ?’our semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that ust coming in for 

stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staff person or tutor to report ?’our hours for you. 

Tony 



My 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

CGS 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 6.0 

Counselor Guided Study 1.0 

Independent Hours 4.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:14 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: - 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

PSYC 

GEOL 

Monday, 06:00 PM S 

Tuesday, 06:00 PM B 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Tuturiul 2.0 

Independent Huurs 5.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tow <gyount@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday 6:15 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attacl~: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains ?’our tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and how 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact ?’our semester, talk with me to see if we can verify and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Rernember that ust coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report ?’our hours for you. 

Tony 



My 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

CGS 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 6.0 

Counselor Guided Study 1.0 

Independent Hours 4.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 6:15 PM 

To: @live,unc,edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



My 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 1.0 

Independent Hours 0.0 

Dr0p-ln Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monda?, 6:15 PM 

To: ~live.tmc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



My 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 6.0 

Independent Hours 5.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:16 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Weekly Plan 

Altacl~: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

MATH 

Sunday, 07:00 PM I 

Monday, 08:00 PM P 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study flours per Week 3.0 

Tuturiul 2.0 

Independent Huurs 0.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:16 PM 

To: ~live. unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



My 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Independent Hours 7.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday 



From: Yount, Tony <gyount~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:17 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains ?’our tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and how 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If~you miss that meeting, you should earn another independe~,X hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact ?’our semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 

stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffpersun or tutor to report ?’our hours for you. 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

PORT 

POLl 

SOCI 

Monday, 06:00 PM D 

Wednesday, 06:00 PM E 

Wednesday, 09:00 PM C 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Tuturiul 3.0 

Independent Huurs 4.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:19 PM 

To: .~live. unc.edu-* 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



My 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 1.0 

Independent Hours 0.0 

Dr0p-ln Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday 



From: Yomlt, Tony <gyonnt~emoil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday 5:20 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edtc~ 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains ?’our tutor schedule and lets you know how many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. ~f°you mi~s that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positi-,~ely impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify and count those hours as well a s the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that. u st coming in for 

stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supe~,ised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report ?’our hours for you. 

Tuny 



My 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

CGS 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Counselor Guided Study 1.0 

Independent Hours 6.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:20 PM 

To: ~unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 
~ 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

GE06 

PHYS 

Monday, 08:00 PM A 

Wednesday, 07:00 PM F 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study flours per Week 8.12 

Tuturlul 2.0 

Independent Huurs 5.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony, -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TONY YOUNT (GYOUNT)> 

Monday,                 8:45 PM 

mac.colI1 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

DRAM 

ENGL 

HIST 

Tuesday, 06:00 PM 0 

Wednesday, 09:00 PM WL 

Thursday, 07:00 PM U 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Tutorial 3.0 

Independent Hours 4.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

ENGL 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study flours per Week 8.O 

Tut0rlul 1.0 

Independent Huurs 6.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

MATH 

CHEM 

PHIL 

Monday, 08:00 PM P 

Tuesday, 06:00 PM C 

Thursday, 06:00 PM L 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Tuturiul 3.0 

Independent Huurs 4.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday~ 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

HIST 

GEOL 

ENGL 

ANTH 

Sunday, 07:00 PM 

Tuesday, 09:00 PM 

Wednesday, 07:00 PM 

Thursduy, 09:00 PM 

WL 

C 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Tuturiul 4.0 

Independent Huurs 3.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

HIST 

PSYC 

DRAM 

Sunday, 07:00 PM D 

Wednesday, 07:00 PM S-T9 

Thursday, 06:00 PM 0 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Tuturiul 3.0 

Independent Huurs 4.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

PHIL 

DRAM 

GEOL 

Sunday, 07:00 PM E 

Tuesday, 08:00 PM 0 

Thursday, 09:00 PM B 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study flours per Week 8.0 

Tuturlul 3.0 

Independent Huurs 4.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday~ 



Team Academic Plans 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Tutorial 3.0 

Independent Hours 4.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Tutorial 1.0 

Tharsday 07:00 P~ 

Independent Hours 6.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

MATH 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 CHEM 

Tutorial 3.0 PHIL 

Tuesday 
Thursdny 

08:00 P~ 

06:00 P~ 

06:00 P~ 

Independent Hours 4.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

H~ST 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 GEOL 

Tutorial 4.0 ENGL 

ANTH 
Independent Hours                 3.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

Sunday 07:00 PM 

Tuesday 09:00 P~ 

Wednesday 07:00 PM 

Thursdny 09:00 P~ 

HIST Sunday 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 PSYC Wednesday 

Tutorial 3.0 DRAM Thursdny 

07:00 PM 

07:00 P~ 

06:00 P~ 

Independent Hours 4.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 DRA~4 Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tutorial 3.0 GEOL Thursday 09:00 PM 

Independent Hours 4.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

Monday, 



Team Academic Plans 

8.0 

2.0 

06:00 P~ 

07:00 PM 

5.0 

0.0 

8.0 

2.0 

09:00 P~ 

07:00 P~ 

5.0 

0.0 

6’.0 

4.0 

1.0 

2.0 

0.0 

LS 

PSYC 

07:00 

07:00 

Study flours per Week 

4.0 

3.0 

0.0 

SPAN 

PSYC 

LS 

0~:00 P~ 

0~:00 P~ 

02:00 PM 

0~:00 PM 

Monday, 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

GEOL 

PHYS 

Tuesday, 09:00 PM B 

Wednesday, 07:00 PM F 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study flours per Week 8.12 

Tuturlul 2.0 

Independent Huurs 5.0 

Dr0p-ln Huurs 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your MAP is a personalized study plan designed to help you study efficiently and effectively in the Academic 

Support Center. It is an objective-based approach that you and your academic counselor design together to 

help you reach your academic potential. Should you have questions about it at any time, do not hesitate to 

speak with your counselor; we want to help you make the most of your experiences in the Academic Center 

and at UNC. 

HIST 

LS 

ENGL 

PSYC 

Sunday, 07:00 PM 

Wednesday, 01:00 PM 

Wednesday, 06:00 PM 

Wednesday, 07:00 PM 

D 

see 

WL 

T 

CGS Wednesday, 09:00 PM CC 

LS = Learning Specialists I ALS = Assistant Learning Specialist J GS = Guided Study J CGS = Counselor Guided Study 

Study Hours per Week 8°0 

Tutoriul 4.0 

Counselor Guided Study 1.0 

Independent Hours 2.0 

Drop-in Hours 0.0 

weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of your MAP hours. 

Monday, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 8:52 PM 

To: ~gmail.com:~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Math 

Just filed the request for Math tutoring. I’ll let you know when it gets filled. 

On at 6:53 PM. .2~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I was wondering if there is a math 

Thanks, 

On 

>> Ladies 
>> 

tutor available this semester If not I can just go to 

at 5:49 PM. "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> ~vrote: 

but I thought it was worth a 

>> The tutor schedulers did a remake of the tutor schedule over the 3 day ;veekend You will get an email later in the evening sending you your tutor schedule, ;vhether or not there have 
been changes Please check the schedule and be there at the COlTect time 
>> 
>~ yuu are traveling and ~vil[ be respunsible ~r 4 sturdy hours this week instead of 8. 
>> 

>> Please find attached the drup in tutor schedule, buth by day, and then by subject. 
>> 

>> TuW 
>> 
>> <dropinbyday92.pd]~<drupinbysubj ect92.pdf9 
> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 8:55 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: Weekly Plan 

instructions are one the studem tu~or agreemem that I em~filed to you lasl week. address is ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorin~(~unc.edu> 

thanks for taking care of that. 

On at 8:52 PM, ~live.unc.edu> 
wroIe: 

Hi Tong, 
won’t be back until tuesday. How do i tell my tutor that i won’t be there? 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,                  6:06 PM 

Subjeet: Weekly Plan 

Attached you’ll fin(] your weekly academic plan It c~ntains your tutor achedule and [els you know h~w many hours you are required to log in ihe Academic Center each 

week and how those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as [ of the bows that you are to earn I[you miss that meeting, you should earn another 

independent how. 

If you spend tirne with TAs, recitation leaders, professors daring their o~’fice boars, worl~ with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB~ or have some other meaningful 

academic ex~)erience that could positively impact yo~t semester~ talk with rne to see if we ca~ verify and count those hours as well as the ones you earn tn the Academic 

C~nter Remember that just cormrN m fbr stu@ time wit] not count unless you are in a supervised setting m ff~e Academic Center with a staffperson ot tutor to red, oft your 

hours for you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.e&~> 

Re: weeldy plan 

I emailed them last week asldng for a schedule change, and their offer was to move it to Mondays at 6pm, which wouldn’t really help. I roll ask them again. Some of 
the issue may be tutor availabilib; so I’ll find out more about that. You might take advantage of these opportunities and we can talk about them more this week in our 
meeting. 

http:i/learaingcenter.unc.edu/find-a-tutor/peer-tuk~ling-2/ 

I’ll keep worldng on the schedule change but it may not be possiNe. They are looldng for more tutors, so the situation could change over time. In the Ineantilne, the 

peer tutoring may be a good resource for you. 

Tony 

On at 8:55 PM, :~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

My academic plan looks great except for my Tuesday Psyc    tutor at 6. I mentioned this to you at our first meeting but just wanted to 
double check. Is there was any way we could switch that time because my practices on Tuesdays do not end until 6:30? 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,                   ~:03 PM 

Subject: weel<ly plan 

A~tached you’ll find your week [y academic plum R contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how many hours you are required to log in the Academic Cen~er each 

week and how those hours are broken dowry. "~’O’dr weekly meeting with me counts as; I of the hours that yo’d are to earn I[you miss that meeting, you should earn another 

independent hour. 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in ~he Learning Center in SASB~ or have some other meaningful 

academic experience ~[~a~ could positxvely impact yo~t semes~eL talk with rne ~o see ff we can verify and comet ~hose hours as well as the ones you earn m the Academic 

C~nter Remember that just coming m fbr stu@ time wl[] not count uniess you are in a supervised setting m ff~e Academic Center with a staffperson ot tutor to report your 

hours for you 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:31 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu>- 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains ?’our tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and how 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

lfyou spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact ?’our semester, talk with me to see if we can verify and count those hours as well a s the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that ust coming in for 
stud,v time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report ?’out hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday: 9:32 PM 

To: ~live.mac.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- maW hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours tbr you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:32 PM 

To: @live.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~ 9:33 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Weekly Plan 

Altacl~: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains ?’our tutor schedule and lets you know how- maw hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as l of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can veri~’ and count those hom-s as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that ust coming in for 

stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staff person or tutor to report yore- hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:33 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:33 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-* 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday 9:35 PM 

To: ~live,unc,edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:36 PM 

To: l@live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains your tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with me counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact your semester, talk with me to see if we can verify’ and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that just coming in for 
stu@ time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staffperson or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tuny 



From: Yount, Tony <g.5,ount@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday 9:36 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attach: 

Attached you’ll find your weekly academic plan It contains ?’our tutor schedule and lets you know how- many hours you are required to log in the Academic Center each week and ho~v 
those hours are broken down. Your weekly meeting with tr~e counts as 1 of the hours that you are to earn. If you miss that meeting, you should earn another independent hour 

If you spend time with TAs, recitation leaders, professors during their office hours, work with tutors in the Learning Center in SASB, or ha,:e some other meaningful academic experience 
that could positively impact ?’our semester, talk with me to see if we can verify and count those hours as well as the ones you earn in the Academic Center Remember that ust coming in for 
stud,v time will not count unless you are in a supervised setting in the Academic Center with a staff person or tutor to report your hours for you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:39 PM 

Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pebames@unc.edu-*; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edn> 

Coaches Map 

Here is what I forgot earlier. 

And here is an example of what goes to the students. This is 



Team Academic Plans 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Tutorial 3.0 

Independent Hours 4.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 

Tutorial 1.0 

Tharsduy 07:00 P~ 

Independent Hours 6.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

MATH 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 ~HEM 

Tutorial 3.0 PHIL ’ 

Tuesday 
Thursdny 

Independent Hours 4.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

HIST 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 GEOL 

Tutorial 4.0 ENGL 

ANTH 
Independent Hours                 3.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

Sunday 

Tuesday 
Wednesday 

Thursdny 

HIST ’ Sunday 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 PSY¢ Wednesday 

Tutorial 3.0 DRAM Thu~sdny 

07:00 PM 

09:00 P~ 

07:00 PM 

07:00 PM 

07:00 P~ 

06:00 P~ 

Independent Hours 4.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

Study Hours per Week 8.0 DRAM Tuesday 08:00 PM 

Tutorial 3.0 GEOL Tharsduy 09:00 PM 

Independent Hours 4.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

Monday, 



INomens Lacrosse 
Team Academic Plans 

Study flours per Week 6’.0 

Tutorial 2.0 

PHIL ’ Monday 06:00 P~ 

CNEM Thursday 07:00 PM 

Independent Hours 5.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

Study flours per INeek 6’.0 

Tutorial 2.0 

Tuesduy 
Wednesduy 

09:00 P~ 

07:00 P~ 

Independent Hours 5.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

H[ST 

Study flours per INeek 6,.0 LS 

Tutorial 4.0 ENGL 

Counselor Guided Study 1.0 PSYC 

CGS     [ 
Independent Hours                 2.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

Sunduy 07:00 PM 

Wednesduy 01:00 P~ 

Wednesduy 06:00 P~ 

Wednesduy 07:00 P~ 

Study flours per Week 

Tutorial 4.0 

Independent Hours 3.0 

Drop-In Hours 0.0 

SPAN 

PSYC 

LS 

Sunday 06:00 PM 

Monduy 06:00 PM 

W~dn~sduy 02:00 PM 

Monday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:46 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Schedule changes 

Good question. 

We were still twing to hire the person to monitor the study room when I left on Thursday, so I don’t know if that person is in place For now, those who need hours should simply check in 
with         at the front desk and he ~vill guide them to the right place to get credit for their hours As soon as a permanent solution is in place, I will email everyone 

Tony 

On at 9:41 PM, ~)live.uaac.edu> 
wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I have a quick question about study hall for the      girls. A few 
people have been asking what room the?- should go to for the proctored 
stu@ hall (so the?’ can check in and log their hours) ~Vhen you get a 
chance, if you could let me know- how this all should work, that would be 
great, and I’ll pass the info along to the team 

Thanks ! 

5:49 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> wrote: 

>> Ladies 
>> 
>> ~I]ae tutor schedulers did a remake of the tutor schedule over the 3 day 
>> weekend. You will get an email later in the evening sending you your 
>> tutor schedule, whether or not there have been changes Please check the 
>> schedule and be there at the correct time. 
>> 

you are traveling and will be responsible ]2~r 4 sturdy hours 
>> this week instead of 8. 
>> 

>> Please find attached the drop in tutor schedule, both by day, and then by 
>> subject. 
>> 

>> ToW 
>> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:48 PM 

To: ~liYe.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Tutor sched 

PORT - Mond ay at 7 pm with 

I know its tough to get there from practice They are aware of the situation and we are working to move it to later ;Vhen that happens, I’ll let you know-. 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu7 

Sent: Monday, 9:51 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Tutor ~hedule 

MATH [uesday, 6:00 pm 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:51 PM 

To: ~live.tmc.edtr~ 

Subject: Tutor Sched 

MATH - Tues - 8 pm 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:52 PM 

To: @live.nnc.edw~ 

Subject: Tutor Sched 

ECON - Wed - 9 pm 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:53 PM 

To: ~liYe.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Tutor Sched 

ECON - Wed - 9 pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:54 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Oops 

Your tutor schedule 
CHE~M - Tues - 6 pm 
BUSI - Wed - 6 pm 



From: Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:55 PM 

To: ,~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Tutor Sched 

GEOL - Thurs - 8 pm 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:55 PM 

To: ~live. unc.edu-* 

Subje~’t: Tutor Sched 

BIOL - Sun - 8 pm 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:56 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tutor 

ECON ¯ Wed - 6 pm 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:57 PM 

To: @live.unc,edu> 

Subject: Tutor 

EXSS - Sun - 7 pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow <gyount@emaJ.l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:57 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tutor 

STOR Sun - 8 pm 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:57 PM 

To: ~ve,nnc.edu> 

Subject: Tutor 

ECON -Mon-9pm 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:58 PM 

To: ~liYe,~mc.edu-* 

Subje~’t: Tutors 

COiVE’~I Tues - 7 pm 
SOCI ~ Wed - 7 pm 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:59 PM 

To: @live,nnc.edu-* 

Subject: Tutor 

BUSI - Wed - 6 pm 



Sent: 

Subje~: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 10:00 PM 
~live.unc.edu> 

Tutor 

DRAiVl - Tues - 6 pm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:01 PM 

~live,nnc.edu-* 

Tutors 

SPAN 

MATH 

BIOL 

- Sun - 6 pm 
- Sun - 8 pm 

- Mon - 8 pm 



Frown: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday. 10:02 PM 

To: ~)live.unc.edu-> 

Subjet’t: Tutors 

N[ATH . Tues - 6 pm 

HIST Thurs - 6 prn 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:03 PM 

To: .~liYe.unc,edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Tutor sched 

still in process - I’ll let you know when it happens 

On at 9:49 PM. ~live uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

Okay sounds good and were you able to get me a soci     tutor? Or is that still in the process? 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 9:48 PM. "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> ~vrote: 

>> PORT - Monday at 7 pm with 
>> 

>> I kno~v its tough to get there from practice. They are aware of the situation and ~ve are ~vorking to move it to later. YVhen that happens, I’ll let you know. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 



From: Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:03 PM 

To: ~unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Weekly Plan 

I’ll take care of that. 

On at 9:53 PM,’ &live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I dropped physics so I don’t need that tutor anymore! How do I arrange that? 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,                  6:;1.9 PM 

Subject: Weekly Plan 

Attached yo~,~’i[ find ynur wee].;ly academic plan It cc~ntains your 0,~tnr achedule ant] [O.s you knnw hc~w many hours you are required to log in ~.he Academic Center each 
week and how ~hnse hours are brnl.;en dnwn. ",2our weekly meeting with me counl;s as I nf ihe ho~,~ra lhal you are tn east,, ~" you miaa lhat meeting, you shn~,~ld earn annlher 
independent ho~,~r. 

If you apend time with TAs, recitatic~n ieadera, pro~’esaors during ~heir o[’[ice hours, work with 0,~tnrs in the Learning Center in SASB, or have some nther meaning:fiA 
academic experience that cou]d posi~.wely il;?pacl your semester, ~.alk with me tn see if we can veri[y and count thoae hn~,~ra as we]l aa ~he ones ynu earn in the Academic 
Coaster Remember ~ha~. j~,~st coming in :[br study ~.ime will not count ~,m]esa ynu are in a supervised ae~fing in the Academic Cen~.er wi~h a ata~[peraon or 0,~tnr to report your 
houra fnr yn~,~ 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:04 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

Cancellation 

Tony 

scheduled for PHYS utor at 7 pm on Wed has dropped the class and should be dropped from the tutor session. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:10 PM 

To: @live.nnc edu> 

Subject: Tutor 

BUS1 - Wed - 6 pm 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:19 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

.~unc.e&~> 

Scheduling issues 

This from 

So, a few quick notes in looking over the tutor schedule .... MONDAYS area bit of an issue. Unfortunately, we cannot start practice until 4:30 PM due to class schedule of ’ 

already comes late since her class lets out at 4:20 PM). 

We are scheduled to practice until 7:00 PM. We often will try to finish before 7:00 PM to help the situation, hopefully done by 6:30 PM with stretching and meetings. 

And then the team is required to be in ice baths since they have weights in the mornings on Mondays as well. This gets them until just about 7:00 PM. 

This makes getting to tutors at 7:00 PM (on time) quite difficult. Can we notify the tutors that some of the girls who have a 7 PM tutor may be a little tardy, since they will be 

coming right from practice (plus without eating any dinner)~ We will be able to move our Monday practice up 30 minutes in mid October when        class schedule changes. 

(and we are limited since has the court/gym before us as well.) We are able to get them out by 6 Pm on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, and 5:15 most Thursdays. 

So no problem except for Mondays. 

I don’t know if this concern can be accommodated but it is a problem as currently scheduled for: 

- PSYC - Tues. 6 pm 
- PORT - Mon- 7 pm 

- PSYC - Tues 7 pm (could 
- ENGL - Mon 7 pm 

move into that session?) 

Even though    says that he’s able to get them out at 6 most days, even if that holds, and sometimes practice runs over - it 
just happens in sports - the kids still would be much more attentive and productive IF they could shower and eat before 
coming to tutoring. I don’t know about availability like you guys do, and for , I have already suggested for 
her as an alternative to that 6 pm session. 

already misses almost as many Thursday nights as so that’s really not an option, and they sometimes miss 
Sunday nights on return travel. And even if they get back on time, they often need Sunday nights to do homework to prepare 
for Monday classes. Fitting in tutoring is tough for them, but if we can shift any of those 4 sessions to later in the evening, we 
would really help these kids. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, , 10:30 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagul@unc.edu-* 

Re: Academic concerns and Weekly info 

Joe, 

Copied you on the email I sent to the tutor coordinators. Thanks for sending what you did. I hope it roll help. I asked them last week to switch       6 pm session. 

The response from Ben Shen, assistant tutor coordinator, was a suggestion that we leave it a 6 pm and force the kid to get so many infractions that you as a coach 

would have to deal ruth the situation. There is a bit of a different mentali~ over here from the new leadership that coaches should be following our lead. I mn already 

pushing the envelope in accepting study hours from our troublesome sophomores who spend time working with I’m not sure that would be approved if I 

actually asked tbr permission. So we’ll ~e how it goes. 

Hapw to have a long conversation about        Not sure we will a]l get to be on the same page, but a good conversation is always good. 

I look forwald to the trip with to have tilne to catch up on her semesler. We roll meet on Wed. and then continue that conversation to Thursday on the trip. 

So happy to have Jennifer Charles on board - really like her. I think she will be ofenomious value. 

Thanks for the scheduling email. We’ll see what happens tomorrow. 

Tony 

On at 8:34 PM, "Sagula, Joseph A" @sagul~a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Thanks for all the information. Very helpful to have this. I think the new plans look like they can be a positive impact. I am hopeful that gets her stuff together, 

going to Europe with the team is on the line for her this semester as well as her academic probation and staying at UNC I also would like to have a conversation 

about        plans, her future, her education, and your perspective on things this weekend. A meet with you and our staff so we can all be on the same page going 

forward and have a consistent message. 

So, a few quick notes in looking over the tutor schedule .... MONDAYS area bit of an issue. Unfortunately, we cannot start practice until 4:30 PM due to class 

schedule of 

already comes late since her class lets out at 4:20 PM). 

We are scheduled to practice until 7:00 PM. We often will try to finish before 7:00 PM to help the situation, hopefully done by 6:30 PM with stretching and meetings. 

And then the team is required to be in ice baths since they have weights in the mornings on Mondays as well. This gets them until just about 7:00 PM. 

This makes getting to tutors at 7:00 PM (on time) quite difficult. Can we notify the tutors that some of the girls who have a 7 PM tutor may be a little tardy, since 

they will be coming right from practice (plus without eating any dinner). We will be able to move our Monday practice up 30 minutes in mid October when 

class schedule changes. (and we are limited since                  has the court/gym before us as well.) We are able to get them out by 6 Pm on Tuesdays and 

Wednesdays, and 5:15 most Thursdays. So no problem except for Mondays. 

Second item is             She will miss classes on Tuesday due to the fact she is required to return home                       I have told her she needs to 

bring a letter explaining the issue to her Tuesday/Thursday professors. Due to this issue we have made arrangements for her NOT to miss classes on Thursday and 

travel with you later in the day along with       Thus, she will not miss any more class than the original six for the season. I have told her she is required to have 

the letter signed by her two professors as verification of their understanding of this situation. 

Thanks for your assistance, and I look forward to your meeting with her this Wednesday. I see the plans for the others, but we need to stay on      along with 

Jennifer Charles is going to assist/mentor them both in encouraging good class attendance, tutor attendance and any additional participation, and any additional 

issues you thinks she can help them with. 

Thanks for your support, looking forward to this coming weekend. 

JS 

From: <Yount>, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,                 5:23 PM 

To: Eve Rackham <rackham@unc.edu>, Joseph Sa~ula <jsa~ula@unc.edu>, "Adams, Tyler G" <tadams@unc.edu>, "Charles, Jennifer S" 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly and an overload of information 

Coaches, 

Looking forward to next weekend. Thanks for letting me come along. 

Please find attached the weekly report for last week. Not much information as we haven’t done much so far. Maybe 3 or 4 more weeks into the semester we’ll have some 

information indicative of of how the kids are doing. 

The second attachment is the coaches MAP report. Since that’s new let me explain. All freshmen (and those under 2.5) have an individual plan. You will notice that 

is much more detailed than some others, for example. The number of hours required for each student, their tutor assignments and schedules, are part of that plan. Most 

of the freshmen have 8 hours to earn. Their meeting with me each week counts for one of their hours. Time in Dey Hall with peer tutoring, time in professors offices 

meeting with profs are some other ways that they can meet their academic obligations. We are rolling those plans out to the students in emails this evening. 

The 3rd and 4th attachments are the drop-in tutoring schedules, which will be sent to all the kids later today. Hours spent with drop-in tutors also count toward their 



weekly hours commitment. 

The latest updated student schedules as of noon today is the 5th attachment. There will likely be a few more changes, mostly drops. 

The final attachment is the tutor schedule for assigned sessions with    :~layers. The players~ for example, who are not freshmen but who do have 

scheduled tutor appointments are included on that list. 

That’s probably more than you need, but we are doing some things differently this fall seeking to improve our level of service for the kids~ so there you are. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:45 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagul@unc.edu-* 

Re: Academic concerus 

I hope you won’t speak to anyone tomorrow. Ben Sheu is the assistant tutor coordinator. He isn’t going to get anyone in trouble. The only person that would get in 

trouble if you said something tolnorrow is me. Remember the day that we were ruing to get books for       and Michelle wouldn’t let Ine buy tl~em? I told you 
exactly what she said to me, that I wasn’t allowed to make the purchase. I believe my text says "Michelle says I can’t" Michelle was upset that I communicated to you 

so directly, and chided me for not using a ’filter’ so soften the blow I gness. I was just telling the truth in as straightforward a way as I conld. 

What it means is that Ben thinks that you shouldn’t practice kids that late. I’m sure Ben doesn’t understand that yon share time in Carmichael with basketball and that 

your hours are limited. Ben’s tbcus is on getting a schedule done and fitting as many kids in as tx)ssible. Its his job. tte will learn, o¥er time, that it doesn’t work that 

way. That’s why I shared your email with him. tte needs to learn. Susan is the boss and she wouldn’t have said that. She gets it. I think Susan will see the email 

tomorrow, and understand the situation, and fix it if she can., if tutors a~re available. We are asking them to fit a lot into a narrow window. I requested that they not 

schedule vb tutors on Thurs or Sun. That leaves the 3 nights, aM if we take 6 pm away, it makes it more difficult, but that’s their job to tigure out how to maI:e it work. 

And if it isift possible due to rotor availability, its my job to find other resources, which is why I sent the peer tutoring option to      just in case Susan can’t fix it 

because of tutor availability. They have scheduled over a 1000 sessions so fax, so I think its easy to understand that there will need to be fine tuning. 

I am sorry now that I share Ben’s initial response. I didn’t Inean to upset you. I just wanted you to undersland that new people are in charge and they ~:re serious about 

their new jobs and haven’t quite gotten the whole perspective of the ath depal~ment yet. It will come. 

Nobody is going to force you to release students to see a tutor. Nobody is going to get yon in trouble. Yon’ve been here forever and when has academics ever had 

any authority? We have 5 new working professionals in our office and they need time to learn and to adjnst to the way we do things. Yonr email was a ve~ helpful 
tool in that learning process. 

I would expect that Susan will deal with it tomorrow and give us as much help as she possibly can. So let’s at least wait and let the process play out. 

at 11:18 PM, "Sagula, Joseph A" <isa~ula,@.unc.edu> 

Tony, 
I app~ecia~e you sendin~ me the copies of the 
But 1 am confused bv the statement: 
The response from Ben Sheu, assistant ~tor coordinator, was a suggestion ~at we leave it a 6 pm and ~e ~e kid to get ~ many infiactions that you as 

a coach would have to deal with the situation. 
So what is that supposed to mean? Have our Md fai~, not get a tutor or make it .~_.[~..~_~_~_~.~.~_~_.~.~.~? Arn I going to be reported 
to ~R.~fiRD3. ? (admh~istrator) for havh~g practice until 6:00 or 6:30 PM as we have for the past 24 years~ Or does that mean I arn being forced to re~ease 
our players; from team practices to meet wRh a tutor. Or th~s a statement: t:hat is ~upposed to help make a ca~e for more tutors so us;e the coaches to 
force the issue? ~ have folh:~wed the ~ead [or 24 years, there r~eeds; to be a bett:er sok~tion! .... I am w?ry confused about: the intention here. 
Who do I need to speak w~dL ~ wilf speak with Beth M~lfer and Michael Beale on Tuesday, do ~ need to speak with Ben and Susan dir’ecdy? Or Michelfe 
Brown’? 
JS 

,.~ ~V~2:RS~’~’ O~ ~(~R~"~ 

F~m~ Yount, Tony 
Sent= Nonday, 10:30 PN 
Te~ Sagula, Joseph A 
Subjeet~ Re: Academic concerns and Weekly info 
Joe, 
Copied you on the email I ~nt to the ~tor cooNinators. ThaWs for sending what you did. I hope it will help. I asked them last week to switch ; 6 

pm ~ssion. The response from Ben Sheu, assis’mut tutor coordinator, was a suggestion that we leave it a 6 pm and tbrce the kid to get so many 

int~actions that you as a co~h would have to den with the situation. There is a bit of a diIt~mnt mentality over hem l}om the new leadersNp ~at co~hes 

should ~ tbllowing our le~L I am Nrea@ pusNng the envelope in accepting study hours from our troublesome sophomores who spend time working 

with Jem~ifer. I’m not sure that would be appro¥ed ifI act~lly asked tbr ~ission. So we’ll see how it goes. 

Happy to have a long conversation about        Not sure we will N1 getto be on the same page, but a good conve~ation is always good. 

I look fo~md to the Np with to have time to catch up on her ~mester. We will meet on Wed. and then continue that conversation ~ Thurs~y 

on the trip. 

So happy to have Jennifer Charles on board - really like her. I tN~ she will be ofenom~ous 

Thanks for the scheduling email. We’ll see what hapNns tomo~ow. 

Tony 



On , at 8:34 PM, "Sagula, Joseph A -4~gula~ia÷unc.edu~ wr( te. 

Tony, 

Thanks for all the information. Very helpful to have this. I think the new plans look like they can be a positive impact. I am hopeful that gets her stuff together, 

going to Europe with the team is on the line for her this semester as well as her academic probation and staying at UNC~ I also would like to have a conversation 

about        plans, her future, her education, and your perspective on things this weekend. A meet with you and our staff so we can all be on the same page going 

forward and have a consistent message. 

So, a few quick notes in looking over the tutor schedule .... MONDAYS area bit of an issue. Unfortunately, we cannot start practice until 4:30 PM due to class 

schedule o~ 

already comes late since her class lets out at 4:20 PM). 

We are scheduled to practice until 7:00 PM. We often will try to finish before 7:00 PM to help the situation, hopefully done by 6:30 PM with stretching and meetings. 

And then the team is required to be in ice baths since they have weights in the mornings on Mondays as well. This gets them until just about 7:00 PM. 

This makes getting to tutors at 7:00 PM (on time) quite difficult. Can we notify the tutors that some of the girls who have a 7 PM tutor may be a little tardy, since 

they will be coming right from practice (plus without eating any dinner). We will be able to move our Monday practice up 30 minutes in mid October when 

class schedule changes. (and we are limited since Women’s basketball has the court/gym before us as well.) We are able to get them out by 6 Pm on Tuesdays and 

Wednesdays, and 5:15 most Thursdays. So no problem except for Mondays. 

Second item is.           .,. She will miss classes on Tuesday due to the fact she is required to return home to deal with a           I have told her she needs to 

bring a letter explaining the issue to her Tuesday!Thursday professors. Due to this issue we have made arrangements for her NOT to miss classes on Thursday and 

travel with you later in the day along with.      . Thus, she will not miss any more class than the original six for the season. I have told her she is required to have 

the letter signed by her two professors as verification of their understanding of this situation. 

Thanks for your assistance, and I look forward to your meeting with her this Wednesday. I see the plans for the others, but we need to stay on along with 

Jennifer Charles is going to assist/mentor them both in encouraging good class attendance, tutor attendance and any additional participation, and any additional 

issues you thinks she can help them with. 

Thanks for your support, looking forward to this coming weekend. 

JS 

I:rom: <Yount>, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,                 5:23 PM 

To: Eve Rackham <_r__a__£_k___h__a____m___@__u_n_D_~__d___u_>, Joseph Sagula <j__s__a_g__u_!__a___@__u_D_D_~__d___u_>, "Adams, Tyler G" <.t__a___d___a_m____s_@.___u___n___c_:_’_e__d___u_.>, "Charles, Jennifer S" 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly and an overload of information 

Coaches, 

Looking forward to next weekend. Thanks for letting me come along. 

Please find attached the weekly report for last week. Not much information as we haven’t done much so far. Maybe 3 or 4 more weeks into the semester we’ll have some 

information indicative of of how the kids are doing. 

The second attachment is the coaches MAP report. Since that’s new let me explain. All freshmen (and those under 2.5) have an individual plan. You will notice that 

is much more detailed than some others, for example. The number of hours required for each student, their tutor assignments and schedules, are part of that plan. Most 

of the freshmen have g hours to earn. Their meeting with me each week counts for one of their hours. Time in Dey Hall with peer tutoring, time in professors offices 

meeting with profs are some other ways that they can meet their academic obligations. We are rolling those plans out to the students in emails this evening. 

The 3rd and 4th attachments are the drop-in tutoring schedules, which will be sent to all the kids later today. Hours spent with drop-in tutors also count toward their 

weeldy hours commitment. 

The latest updated student schedules as of noon today is the 5th attachment. There will likely be a few more changes, mostly drops. 

The final attachment is the tutor schedule for assigned sessions with VB players. The players, 

scheduled tutor appointments are included on that list. 

for example, who are not freshmen but who do have 

That’s probably more than you need, but we are doing some things differently this fall seeking to improve our level of service for the kids, so there you are. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:27 AM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Tutor ~hedule 

That is colrect. 

On at 9:16 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

I’m not sure when I have tutoring. In your email it says tonight at 6. I just wanted to double check that I’m correct. 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:50 AM 

To: 

Subject: Tutor schedule 

MATH ] uesday, 6:,30 pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:44 AM 

Barnes, Philip E <pebames@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Weekly Schedule & Recruits this Friday! 

I will in Ohio with volleyb~Jl this Thursday - Sunday. Leaving Thursday around 4. Returning late Saturday so I will be around Sunday ~noming. 

Traveling with yon ne~ weekend. 

Traveling for me the Sept 20 - 23 weekend. 

Will the recruits still be here on Sunday morning? I’m going to the soccer game at Duke at 11. Happy to meet them before or after that game on Sunday. 

Tony 

O11 , at 10:35 AM, "Barnes, Philip E" <pebames(a)unc.edu> 

Hi Tony- 

You have every Friday free? That’s great! We have 3 recruits this Friday! 

. ) You m~-’_d: with her & Morn after camp. D~xt is here ~:h~s l:~rne, 

~ am asking kids abouL Lheir good classes vs bad classes (size, charismatic teacher) today. 

Thanks. 

From= Yount, Tony 
Sent= Friday, 6:30 PM 
To: Dowd, Katrin~ N; Barnes, Philip E; Lew, Jennifer S 

S~bject: Weekly 

Weekly meetings start next week The schedule appears below so that you can see when your kids are scheduled to meet with me. It should also help in planning for 
recruiting visits, to see when I have free time during the day. 

Here is my weekly schedule: 
Sunday is the first column - 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:30 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Re: ~D 

Lots of thoughts to share. Probably the easiest way is for the 2 of you to get together after practice and call me when we can a]l have one conversation. Happy to do 

that. 

On at 12:17 PM, (~live.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hey Tony,           have been working on this essay for AAAD    that is due tomorrow. We are having a little bit of difficulty on how to 
approach this and set it up in 500-600 words. Our tutor for this class was yesterday but we were unable to go because of the holiday. Do you 
have any thoughts or suggestions? this is the prompt. 

Given that most African Americans believed that segregation should be abolished in post-WWll America, why was there was no sustained 
mass struggle against it until about a decade after the war. How do you characterize the struggle against segregation during that decade 
circa 1945- 19547 That is, what demands did African Americans put forward, what methods did they use to achieve the demands, and what 
successes did they achieve? Your answer should draw on all of the assigned reading for Week 2, and you should provide evidence to support 
your claims. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 1:13 PM 

mckham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Graduation in 

Congrats to all of us. 

just became official 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:34 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: 

https ://unc sona-systems.com/Default.a spx?ReturnUrl / 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,                 2:42 PM 

" " ~yahoo.com:~ 

Re: SOCI 

I do not. And if she were computer competent, she could download the readings and elnail theln to me and I could forward to you. I’ll ask her to come by so we can 

do that. 

On at 1:30 PM, 

Tony, 
Do you have access to 

,@~yahoo.com> wrote: 

account? I am trying to get copies of her SOCI reading’s that her professor posts online... 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:56 PM 

To: .~liYe.unc.edu-~ 

Co: ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: SOCI tutor 

is your SOCI tutor She’s marvelous She needs to read your reading assignments, ~vhich are posted on Sakai So here’s what we need to do. We need for you to download your 
reading assignments to your computer We need you to save them as pdf files, and then email the reading assignments to me so that I can forward them to      so that she can help you 

If you need help doing that, come see me tomorrow-. Its just like you did last year when you sent me your syllabi online So please get that done asap. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:08 PM 

~carolina.rr.com>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu-*; ~live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>: ~live.unc.edu>; ~ 

~aol.com>; ~aol.com>; 

~iaim.com>; ;yahoo.com> 

~live.unc.edu>; }]unc.edu>;    _ 

~live.unc.e&~>; 

~live .unc.edu’-; ~live .unc .edtc>; 

, ;live.unc.edn> 

2 things 

~live.m~c.e&t>: 

~live.unc.edu,>; 

~live.nnc.edu-< 
~hotmail.de>; 

}!live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>: ~,live.unc.edu>; 

;gmail.com>; 

~live.tmc.edu’-; 

Ladies 

All of you required as student athletes, to schedule a rueeting with an Academic Adviser during each seruester. Academic Advisers are now- in Loudcrmilk and you may schedule your apt 
for Loudemfilk through the advising.unc.edu website. Choose the option to make an appointment. Provide the information that is required and then choose an adviser. For example, if you 
are on the volleyball team, you should choose Andrea Caldwell. V~nen you enter her name, you can select the hours that are available in Loudermilk and then schedule an appt. 

Spencer Welborn will be emailing members of the hockey, soccer and lacrosse tearus soon encouraging the scheduling of appointments. Registration for next semester will occur in early 
November, so an October appt is ideal from a scheduling standpoint, and if you make an appointment, noxv you’re ruore likely- to get a time that suits you. Please do so as soon as possible. 

2. For those of you xvho must earn study hall hours, when you get to the academic center, go to the room behind the computer lab. You can sign in there with the monitor, froru 8 ara until 10 
pm, Mon - Thrtrs, froru 8-3 on Friday, and froru 6-10pru on Sunday. Study hall hottrs should be complete by noon on Friday so that the?" can be accurately reported to your coaches. For this 
week,      - since the Acaderuic Center was closed Sun and Monday, only 5 hours will be required for those who normally have 8.4 hours required for those who normally have 6. 1 hour 
required for those who normally have 1. 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, : 3:09 PM 

To: ~live. unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: 2 things 

Ladies 

h 

All of you required as student athletes, to schedule a meeting with an Academic Adviser during each semester. Academic Advisers are now in Loudermilk and you may schedule your apt 
for Loudermilk through the advising unc.edu website. Choose the option to make an appointment. Provide the information that is required and then choose an adviser For example, if you 
are on the volleyball team, you should choose Andrea Caldwell ;Vhen you enter her name, you can select the hours that are available in Loudermilk and then schedule an appt 

Spencer Welborn will be emailing members of the hockey, soccer and lacrosse teams soon encouraging the scheduling of appointments. Registration for next semester will occur in earl?- 
November, so an October appt is ideal from a scheduling standpoint, and if you make an appointment, now- you’re more likely to get a time that suits you Please do so as soon as possible. 

2. For those of you who must earn study hall hours, ~vhen you get to the academic center, go to the room behind the computer lab. You can sign in there with the monitor, Iicom 8 am until 10 
pm, Mon - Thurs, from 8-3 on Friday, and from 6-10pm on Sunday. Study hall hours should be complete by noon on Friday so that they can be accurately reported to your coaches. For this 
week,       - since the Academic Center was closed Sun and Monday, only 5 hours will be required for those who normally have 8 4 hours required for those who normally have 6. 1 hour 
required for those who normally have 1 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tow <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday 3:09 PM 

To: ~yahoo.com-> 

Subject: Re: SOCI tutor 

you are such a dreamer 

On at 3:02 PM, ~v. ahoo.com> 

Wl~Ote: 

You rock. Hopefully she will send the articles by tomorrow morning so I can read them while I am in hem monitoring study hall from 8-12! 

From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

To: ~,~iv e .unc.edu> 

Cc: @,yahoo.corn> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:55 PM 

Subject: SOCI tutor 

: is yonr SOCI tutor. She’s marvelous. She needs to reaxt ?,our reading assignments, which a~ce tx)sted on Sakai So here’s what we need to 

do. @e need tbr you to download your reading assignments to your computer. We need you to save them as pdf files, and then email the reading 

assignments to ,ne so that I can forward them to    _, so that she can help yon. 

If you need help doing that, come see me tomol~ow. Its just like you did last year when you sent me your syllabi online. So please get that done asap. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Tuesday, 5:07 PM 

.@yahoo.com:~ 

Re: 

Gone for the day. I leave at 3. SoW 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:28 PM, .(~vahoo.com> wrote: 

Can you print this for me? I am in the study hall morn but will come and get it! 

htt p://~ L.k,tw/social/upload/P 320110326164208.pdf 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday 7:42 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: 2 things 

nope - that’s good - thanks 

On at 7:41 PM ~live uric edu> wrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> I made an appointment with Spencer Welborn for this Friday Is that too early? 
> Thanks, 

> O1~ at 3:08 PM, "Yount, Tony" <ton,~uount@unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Ladies 
>> 

>> 1. 
>> All of you required as student athletes, to schedule a meeting with an Academic Adviser during each semester Academic Advisers are now in Loudermilk and you may schedule your 
apt for Loudermilk through the advising unc.edu website. Choose the option to make an appointment Provide the information that is required and then choose an adviser For example, if 
you are on the volleyball team, you should choose Andrea Caldwelh When you enter her name, you can select the hours that are available in Loudermilk and then schedule an appt. 
>> 
>> Spencer Welbom will be emailing members of the hockey, soccer and lacrosse teams soon encouraging the scheduling of appointments Registration [’or next semester will occur in early 
November, so an October appt is ideal from a scheduling standpoint, and if you make an appointment, now you’re more likely to get a time that suits you Please do so as soon as possible. 
>> 

>> 2. For those of you who must earn study hall hours, when you get to the academic center, go to the room behind the computer lab. You can sign in there with the monitor, from 8 am until 
10 pro, Mnn - Thurs, from 8-3 on Friday, and from 6-10pm on Sunday. Stu@ hall hours should be complete by noon on Friday so that the?, can be accurately reported to your coaches For 
this week,       - since the Academic (;enter was closed Sun and Mnnday, only 5 hours will be required for those who normally have 8.4 hours required ~2~r those who normally have 6. 1 
hour required for those who normally have 1 
>> 

>> ToW 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:51 PM 

Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu> 

Re 

Will be in town that weekend Will watch FH Sat at 1, and Soccer Sunday at 1. Coming to the banquet Sat night 

On at 7:45 PM. "Barnes, Philip E" <pbames@unc edu> wrote: 

is in and out! 
> 
> is staying for Monday through practice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 7:58 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Sched 

doesn’t have a tutor appt. Tell her to email me if she wants one. 

On at 8:42 Abe, i ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> cannot make that tutor time she has night class Is there another day it could we switched to or another time? 
> 

> 

> 

> On at 9:54 PM. "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> ;vrote: 
> 
>> OEOL Thurs - 8 pm 
>> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:08 PM 

To: @live,nnc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Tutor Sched 

don’t know. I don’t do the scheduling, but I will put that in        request - that she have a session with you. Have      tell me when she can’t come 

On at 7:59 PM. i @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I will have her email you In my original email I had requested one for flae both of us but I will have her email you. Do you think it is possible to find a different time so that we could meet 
together? 
> 

> On 
> 

>> 

>> On 
>> 

>>> On 

>>>> GEOL 
>> 

at 7:57 PM. "Yount, Tony" <ton?Tount@unc. edu> wrote: 

doesn’t have a tutor appt Tell her to email me if she wants one 

at 8:42 AM. @live unc edu> wrote: 

carmot make that tutor time she has night class Is there another day it could we switched to or another time? 

at 9:54 PM. "Yount, Tony" <ton~uount@unc.edu> wrote: 

- Thurs - 8 pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Wednesday, 7:22 AM 

~hotmail.de> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: i&live.tmc.edu> 

Date: ,10:49:31 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyvounk@,uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

,forgot laptop! Susan placed it in your offic!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:57 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Scheduling issues 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Scheduling issues 
Date:                 10:18:37 PM EDT 
To: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Cc:                   .~.unc.edu> 

S usaxl, Ben, 

This from 

So, a few quick notes in looking over the tutor schedule .... MONDAYS area bit of an issue. Unfortunately, we cannot start practice until 4:30 PM due to class 

schedule of 

already comes late since her class lets out at 4:20 PM). 

We are scheduled to practice until 7:00 PM. We often will try to finish before 7:00 PM to help the situation, hopefully done by 6:30 PM with stretching and meetings. 

And then the team is required to be in ice baths since they have weights in the mornings on Mondays as well. This gets them until just about 7:00 PM. 

This makes getting to tutors at 7:00 PM (on time) quite difficult. Can we notify the tutors that some of the girls who have a 7 PM tutor may be a little tardy, since 

they will be coming right from practice (plus without eating any dinner). We will be able to move our Monday practice up 30 minutes in mid October when 

class schedule changes. (and we are limited since                  has the court/gym before us as well.) We are able to get them out by 6 Pm on Tuesdays and 

Wednesdays, and 5:15 most Thursdays. So no problem except for Mondays. 

don’t know if this concern can be accommodated but it is a problem as currently scheduled for: 

- PSYC ¯ Tues. 6 pm 
- PORT ’ - Mon- 7 pm 

- PSYC - Tues 7 pm (could 
- ENGL ’ - Mon 7 pm 

move into that session?) 

Even though    says that he’s able to get them out at 6 most days, even if that holds, and sometimes practice runs 
over - it just happens in sports - the kids still would be much more attentive and productive IF they could shower 
and eat before coming to tutoring. I don’t know about availability like you guys do, and for I have 
already suggested Dey Hall for her as an alternative to that 6 pm session. 

already misses almost as many Thursday nights as soccer, so that’s really not an option, and they 
sometimes miss Sunday nights on return travel. And even if they get back on time, they often need Sunday nights to 
do homework to prepare for Monday classes. Fitting in tutoring is tough for them, but if we can shift any of those 4 
sessions to later in the evening, we would really help these kids. 

Tony 



Flnlil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu>- 

Wednesday,                 9:18 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

556 Hamilton Ha~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:54 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

cancellation 

would like to cancel her HIST :utor, Wednesdays at 9pm Permanent Cancellation. Will not need the tutor for the semester. She will not be there tonight. 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:37 PM 

To: ~gma~l.com> 

Subject: ~a~ 

Attach: nike.doc 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday 2:41 PM 

To: ~gma~l.com> 

Subject: ~a~ 

Attach: .pdf 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:40 PM 

To: @me.com> 

Subject: ir~b 

I-mail: dou<i dibberk@unc,edu 
Phone: (919) 962-7050 
Home Phone: 

Position 
Title-¯ Director General Alumni Association 
Department** Office of the Chancellor (2201) 

Home Location 

Primary Work Location 
Alumni Center 
Campus Box 9180 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27514 
USA 
Phone: (919) 962-7050 

:~(. #ownload VCard (What is this?) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 4:41 PM 

~me.com> 

http ://alumni uric. edu/aboutus/directory asp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:23 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

Chem tuk~ring 

is desperately in need of a Chem tutor She is struggling in    and is unable to come to the CHEM drop in session because that is the evening of her CHEM lab, 
(and also the evening of one of the Dey Hall sessions.) Great kid, good student with aspirations of going to med school, so the CHEM classes are essential, and she’s really struggling. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:33 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

Chem tutor 

see previous email about Chem tutoring, has found a list of CHEivl grad students willing to tutor for a fee. Since we cannot provide a tutor for her, would we cover the fee? 

Probably need to have a policy on that too. Sorry to be a thorn, but the kid really needs help. Karen Shelton would probably pay, but we didn’t want that to happen, so what do we do 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, g:52 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet’t: Tutor change 

PSYC    now- Tuesday @ 9 pm 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 8:53 AM 

To: .~liYe.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Tutor change 

PORT now- Mon at 9 pm with 
SOCI now just like last night - same place and time 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 8:54 AM 

To: ~live.unc,edu> 

Subje~’t: Tutor change 

PSYC - now Tuesdays at 8 pm 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJ~l.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 8:55 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-* 

Subje~’t: Tutor Change 

ENGL now Monday at 8 pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:25 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Serious Student Conflict with Recitation 

FH%20ne~)b20travel%201etter.docx 

She will potentially miss 6 recitations, which is within athletic department policy,      is also redshiNng m~d could conceivably not travel to some events. Any 

snggestions abont a response to this professor? She is terrific and has lots of our kids in her classes. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Verkerk, Dorothy H" <dverkerk@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Serious Student Conflict with Recitation 
Date:                 11:01:14 AM EDT 
To: "Yount, ! ony" <tonyvount@unc.edu> 
Cc:                      ~live.unc edu> 

Dear Mr. Yount: i ’ 
I am writing to you about my concern with the number of classes ................................ :will be missing due to the i ~schedule she gave to her 
Teaching Assistant,              Essentially she will be missing half her recitation sections, which means this’will have a ~erious impact on her final grade. 

My policy is that more than 3 absences will result in a lower grade: i.e., an A will be a B. I am checking with you to see if this is the norm. I have other student 
athletes in my Arl    :ourse, but they are nowhere near missing this many classes. 
She may have to atop the course and find a class, since seems to be a problem. 
thank you for your attention to this situation. 
Dorothy Verkerk 
Associate Professor of Art History 

l=rom~ 

Sent= Tuesday, 8:39 PM 
To= Verkerk, Dorothy H 
Subject= Serious Student Conflict with Recitation 

Dear Dr. Verkerk, 

One of my students                          has infom~ed me that she will be missing at least half of my recitation sections for sports 

events. I’ve attached her schedule to this email. ~¥hat’s the policy in tl~s situation? 

I’m confident she won’t get anything out of recitation ff she’s there for half of them at most, and it certainly goes against the three- 

absences policy. My inclination is to tell her to switch to a different recitation section. If nohhing else, do I simply follow the absence 

policy and have it affect her grade? 

Maybe we can talk more about this during our meeting tomorrow. 

Tha~ks, 



Field Hockey Travel 
Fall 

Schedule 

DATE 

Thursday 
Miss all Friday classes,. 

Friday, 8:00 am 

Thursday,                   3:30 pm 
Miss all Thursday and Friday classes, 

Friday 12:30 pm Norfolk, VA 

Friday, 6:00 am Syracuse, NY 

Wednesday,                 2 pm              Boston, MA 
Miss all Wednesday evening, Thursday and Friday classes, 

LOCATION RETURN TIME 

Lock Haven, DE 
Monday, -1:00am 

Iowa City, IA Sunday.. -11:30pm 

DEPARTU RE Ti M E 

10:00 am 

Charlottesville, VA 
Sunday, -7:00pm 

Saturday 7:00pm 

Saturday, -10:30pm 

ACC tournament 
likely 10 pm Sunday 

TBA - NCAA first round tournament - weekend of 

TBA - NCAA Final Four - weekend of 

If you have any questions regarding travel or class attendance, please contact Field Hockey Academic 
Counselor Tony Yount at 962-9535 (tonyyount@unc.edu). 
Thank you for your cooperation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 12:44 PM 

Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edtr~; Adam~ Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu-*; Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu>; Mann, Jan M. 

<janmarm@~mc.edtr~; rackha~n <rackham@unc.edu-*; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu>; Sagula, Jo~ph A ~jsagula@unc.edu-*; Levy, 

Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Smader, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Wigger, Leah Marie <wigge@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A 

IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

~mac.com> 

Travel 

Coaches, 

I am traveling with volleyball this we&end, leaving at 3 this aRernoon. Returning Saturday night. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:13 PM 

Verkerk, Dorothy H <dverkerk@email.unc.edu-* 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Re: Serious Student Conflict with Recitation 

Dr. Verkerk, 

Thank yon for raising this concern. To answer your qnestion about the norm, the athletic department policy does allow teams to miss 7 days of class over the course of 

a semester,         shonld miss 5 recitation sessions on Fridays (                                         ;) With a successful season and a bid to enter the 
NCAA tournament, she could also miss Friday, Certainly it is a situation that we try to avoid. We did sche&de three of her live clasps for Tuesday/Thursday 

to avoid as many Friday absences as possible. In thct we try to schedule classes on MW with recitations because occasionally the recitations tidl earlier in the week. 

I would like to ofl~r tw’o possible adj ustments that could help with the situation and then rely on your advice concerning a decision to drop the class. Another of our 
has a Friday only class in the School of JOMC. She is completing her obligations by having a classmate open her computer to a Slw~ pe session 

and the student can then ’attend’ the lecture and even pmnticipate in the discussion. Is that a possibility with recitation? 

Also, if we could reduce 
for this weekend’s trip to 

; absences from 6 Fridays to 4, would that be helpful and allow her to remain in the class? (Plane ticket has ah~ady been purchased 

but we conld be flexible with later trips.) 

I have copied this email to Dr. Micbelle Brown who is the director of the Academic Support Program for Studem Athletes. 

Thank you for your consideration and advice. 

Tony Yom~t 

Academic Coun~lor, 

On , at 11:01 AM, "Verkerk, Dorothy H" <dverkerk(~)etnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Yount: 
I am writing to you about my concern with the number of classes will be missing due to the schedule she gave to her 
Teaching Assistant,              Essentially she will be missing half her recitation sections, which means this will have a serious impact on her final grade. 
My policy is that more than 3 absences will result in a lower grade: i.e., an A will be a B. I am checking with you to see if this is the norm. I have other student 
athletes in my Art    course, but they are nowhere near missinc~ this many classes, 
She may have to drop the course and find a class, since seems to be a problem. 
thank you for your attention to this situation. 
Dorothy Verkerk 
Associate Professor of Art History 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, : 8:39 PM 
To: Verkerk, Dorothy H 
Subject: Serious Student Conflict with Recitation 

Dear Dr. Verkerk, 

One of my students,                          has infrn~ned me that she will be missing at l~ast hNf of my recitation sectkms for sports 

events. I’ve attached her schedule to this email. V~hat’s the policy in this situation? 

I’m confident sire won’t get a~ything out of recitation if she’s there for half of them at most, and it certainly goes against tire three- 

absences policy. My inclination is to tell her to switch to a different recitation section. If nabbing else, do I simply follow the absence 

policy m~d have it affect her grade? 

Maybe we can tNk more about this during our meeting tomorrow. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony ~.~gyount(.@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 l 1:00 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Geog lutor 

Geog rotor Monday nights at 8 pm Start next Monday. 

Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Friday, 11:03 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

Re: Chem tutor 

tIere is a list of those who can tutor from the chem dept website. It is course specific so I hope this is helpful 

http:/iwww.chem, unc.eduiundergrads/index.html?display help resources&contentqutoring 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:56 AM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Tony, 

Covering the fee sounds like hiring tiffs person. Have 

they a~re interested in working tbr us. 

Thmflcs, 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Younl, Tony 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

S ubject: Chem tutor 

7:33 PM 

provide us with the contact infom~alion of these folks and we can reach om to them to see if 

see previous email about Chem tutoring, has found a liszt of CHEM grad students willing to tutor for a fee. Since we cannot provide a tutor 

for her, would we cover the fee’? 

Probably need to have a policy on that too. SoW to be a thorn, but the kid really needs help. Karen Shelton wonld probably pay, but we didn’t want that 

to happen, so what do we do. 

Tony, 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Yount, Tony 
Friday, 

Dayton pics 

11:34:55 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Saturday, 11:52 AM 

Geli~, Da~a E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Re: 

is in the honors progrmn 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:08 AM, "Gelin, Dana E" <dgelin~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tow, 

Is in the Honors program? Just want to add that to her bio if so. Right now the only one I have listed tbr that is 

Thanks! tIope VB trip is fun! 

-- Da~a 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Saturday, 9:19 PM 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Re: ethics tutor 

Absolutely. Send the appropriate email to cancel and coW me on it 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:26 PM, &live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I was just looking at my schedule and I have an ethics exam this Friday. On my schedule I am planned to have a tutor this Monday at 6:00 pm 
for ethics. However, my teaching assistant is having a review session at 6:00 pm this Monday as well. I feel that it would be more beneficial 
to attend the review session with my teaching assistant. Would it be ok if I missed the tutor session for that? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 10:45 PM 

@live.~mc.edu-* 

Re: ethics tutor 

N o - follow the directions on the student tutor agreement I em~,led to you. 

Just do what it says 

On , at 9:30 PM, 

do Ijusl email my tutor?? 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On 

,@]ive.unc.edu> wrote: 

at 9:18 PM, "Yount, Tony" <ton,vyount(~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Absolutely. Send the appropriate email to cmicel and copy Ine on it 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:26 PM, z~live.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I was just looking at my schedule and I have an ethics exam this Friday. On my schedule I am planned to have a tutor 

this Monday at 6:00 pm for ethics. However, my teaching assistant is having a review session at 6:00 pm this 

Monday as well. I feel that it would be more beneficial to attend the review session with my teaching assistant. 

Would it be ok if I missed the tutor session for that? 

Thanks, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 2:04 PM 

To: ~unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

You cm~ cm~cel the tutor. But it might be smea~t to stay with the tutor until alter the first midtem~ ~d you get to see how you’re doing. Think about it and let me know. 

Tony 

On at 10:35 AM. ~live.tmc.edtc, wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I was looking at my tutor schedule and I really don’t feel like I need a tutor for geography. The class is going pretty well so far and I 

understand all the material. Should I still remain in the tutor session just to be sure, or is there a way I can cancel that tutor? 

Thanks, 



Flnm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:54 PM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@nnc.edu-* 

Re: Stud), ha]l honr 

ThaNes 

On at 7:36 PM, "Charles, Jennifer S" <ienchar~xmc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

did a hour study hall with me from 6:05-7:05p on 

Jennifer Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday~ 8:30 PM 

Wigger, Leah Marie <wigge@unc.edu>; Mann, Jan M. <janmmm@nnc.edu-* 

Weekly 

Coaches, 

Good luck this week. 

No excess of information this week Brent has done amazing things in upgrading the database ~ve use to track all of our information, create the individual plans that you saw last week and 
help us in many other ways, but the one piece that he did not finish last week was the piece that counts hours. So that ~vill appear next week and the regular weekly format ~vill return as well 

This week in our meetings, all the kids did the same thing. We made their appointments for fall with their University academic adviser prior to registration in November. And we entered the 
information from their syllabi so that I have a calendar of test, exam, project, performance dates in the database. That takes some time so there ~vasn’t much discussion about anything else. 

There are no significant grades to date The hea~T weeks for midterms look like the last week of September and the first week of October. 

I saw all the kids for the regular meetings, except that Monday was Labor Day so I did not meet with since Monday is our regular day But she was in study hall with me Weda~esday 
night 

My schedule for recruiting purposes. - in all week, away this ~veekend ~vith women’s lacrosse Away next weekend,            for personal travel. After that, in town for through 
except for the       weekend. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 8:33 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Yes, before noon. Don’t know the exact departure time for lacrosse, but I have luaach scheduled ~vith out of town guests for 12:30. Morning is clear. 

Or at 8:28 PM. ra ckham <rackham@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thanks Ton?-, 
> 

> Can you meet with a recruit Friday ~ 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Sua~day 8:27 PM 
> To: rackham; Sa~ula, Joseph A; Adams, Tyler G; Charles, Jemaifer S 

> Sulzject: Weekly 
> 

> Coaches, 
> 

> No excess of information this week. Brent has done amazing things in upgrading the database we use to track all of our infomaation, create the in&vidual plans that you sa;v last week and 
help us in many other ways, but the one piece that he did not finish last week was the piece that counts hours. So that will appear next week and the regular weekly format will return as well. 
> 

> This week in uur meetings, all the kids did the same thing We made their appointments fur fall with their University’ academic adviser priur to registratiun in November. And we entered the 
iN2~rmation from their syllabi so that I have a calendar of test, exam, pruject, per~2~rmance dates in the database That takes sume time so there wasn’t much discussiun about anything else 
> 
> ’]’here are nu significant grades to date. ’]?he heavy weeks [’or midterms look like the last week of September and the first week of Octuber. 
> 

> I saw all the kids for the regular meetings, except that Munday was Labur Day su I did nut meet with ’ and since Monday is uur regular day. was in study hall with me 
Wednesday night, and of cuurse I caught up with all ufthem on the trip. 
> 

> My schedule for recruiting purpuses - in all week, away this weekend with wumen’s lacrosse Away next weekend, fur personal travel. After that, in town ~2~r through 
except for the weekend 
> 

> Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu> 

Sunday, ’~ 8:37 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc,edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Sure 

On , at 8: 35 PM. ra ckham <ra ckham@unc, edu> wrot e: 

> Ok -- she arrives RDU at 1040am on a red eye, so can we do 11307 ? I know that’s pushing it but I doubt they can get to campus any earlier. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Smaday, 8:33 PM 
> To: rackham 
> Subject: Re: We&l?- 
> 

> Yes, before noon. Don’t know the exact departure time for lacrosse, but I have hmch scheduled with out of town guests for 12:30. Morning is clear 
> 

> 

> Or at 8:28 PJ~ rackham <rackham@u~ac.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Thanks Tony, 
>> 

>> (;an you meet with a recruit Friday 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Sunday, 8:27 PM 
>> To: rackham; Sagula, Joseph A; Adams, ~[}’ler (3; Charles, Jermifer S 
>> Sut~iect: Weekly 
>> 

>> Coaches, 
>> 

>> No excess of information this week. Brent has done amazing things in upgrading the database we use to track all of our information, create the individual plans that you saw last week and 
help us in many other ways, but the one piece that he did not :finish last week was the piece that counts hours. So that will appear next week and the regular weekly format will return as well 
>> 

>> This week in our meetings, all the kids did the same thing. We made their appointments :[’or fall with their Umversity academic adviser prior to registration in November. And we entered 
the information fi-om their syllabi so that I have a calendar of test, exam, project, performance dates in the database. That takes some time so there wasn’t much discussion about anything 
else. 
>> 

>> There are no significant grades to date The hea.©’ weeks for midterms look like the last week of September and the first week o:[" October. 
>> 

>> I saw all the kids :[’or the regular meetings, except that Monday was Labor Day so I did not meet with ~ and since Mi~nday is our regular day. was in study hall with me 
Wednesday night, and of course I caught up with all of them on the trip. 
>> 

>> [\/~y schedule :[’or recruiting purposes. - in all week, away this weekend with women’s lacrosse. Away next we&end, ]2~r personal travel After that, in town :[’or through 
except for the weekend. 

>> 

>> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 8:40 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducax@ unc.edu>; Sander, 

Thomas J <pacman@nnc.edu-* 

Weekly 

Coaches, 

Congrats on a big weekend. 

No excess of information this week Brent has done amazing things in upgrading the database ~ve use to track all of our information, create the individual plans that you saw last week and 
help us in many other ways, but the one piece that he did not finish last week was the piece that counts hours. So that ~vill appear next week and the regular weekly format ~vill return as well 

This week in our meetings, all the kids did the same thing. We made their appointments for fall with their University academic adviser prior to registration in November. And we entered the 
information from their syllabi so that I have a calendar of test, exam, project, performance dates in the database. That takes some time so there ~vasn’t much discussion about anything else. 

There are no significant grades to date The hea~T weeks for midterms look like the last week of September and the first week of October. 

I saw all the kids for the regular meetings, except that Monday was Labor Day so I did not meet with since Monday is our regular day. and did attend 

the required stud?, hall Wednesday night and weren’t very happy to be there I have some sympathy ~2~r and since they are seniors and really haven’t had to do this before 

will meet with Director Brown this week and discuss options with her. 

My schedule ~2~r recruiting purposes. - in all week, away this weekend with women’s lacrosse. Away next weekend            for personal travel. After that, in town for through 
except for the       weekend 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:44 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

Women’s Golf travel. 

Women’s Golf is competing this week, Mon - Wed in Oklahoma. 

will have sessions affected 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:46 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc,edu> 

Re: Weekly 

second thought, I am driving separately on that trip so I could see her after lunch - maybe 2:30, before I leave for the mountains. Maybe that ~vill be better for them. 

On at 8:35 PM. ra ckham <rackham@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ok -- she arrives RDU at 1040am on a red eye, so can we do 11307 ? I know that’s pushing it but I doubt they can get to campus any earlier. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Smaday, 8:33 PM 
> To: rackham 
> Subject: Re: We&l?- 
> 

> Yes, before noon. Don’t know the exact departure time for lacrosse, but I have hmch scheduled with out of town guests for 12:30. Morning is clear 
> 

> 

> On at 8:28 PJ~ rackham <rackham@u~ac.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Thanks Tony, 
>> 

>> (;an you meet with a recruit Friday ? 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Sunday, 8:27 PM 
>> To: rackham; Sagula, Joseph A; Adams, ~[}’ler (3; Charles, Jermifer S 
>> Sut~iect: Weekly 
>> 

>> Coaches, 
>> 

>> No excess of information this week. Brent has done amazing things in upgrading the database we use to track all of our information, create the individual plans that you saw last week and 
help us in many other ways, but the one piece that he did not :finish last week was the piece that counts hours. So that will appear next week and the regular weekly format will return as well 
>> 

>> This week in our meetings, all the kids did the same thing. We made their appointments :[’or fall with their Umversity academic adviser prior to registration in November. And we entered 
the information fi-om their syllabi so that I have a calendar of test, exam, project, performance dates in the database. That takes some time so there wasn’t much discussion about anything 
else. 
>> 

>> There are no significant grades to date The hea.©’ weeks for midterms look like the last week of September and the first week o:[" October. 
>> 

>> I saw all the kids :[’or the regular meetings, except that Monday was Labor Day so I did not meet with and since Mi~nday is our regular day. was in study hall with me 
Wednesday night, and of course I caught up with all of them on the trip. 
>> 

>> [\/~y schedule :[’or recruiting purposes. - in all week, away this weekend with women’s lacrosse. Away next we&end ]2~r personal travel After that, in town :[’or through 
October except for the weekend. 
>> 

>> Tony 
> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:06 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tntor Changes 

There has been a change in the Wednesday tutor time for you - see below - 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorinq@unc.edu> 
Subject: Tutor Changes 
Date:                 11:33:02 AM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>, "Greene, Michael" <greenemt@email.unc.edu> 

Tony and Mike 

We’ve made the following adjustment 

- 6pm tutoring now (was 7pm) 

- 7pm tutoring now (was 9pm) 

9pm tutoring now (was 6pm) 

-9pm tutoring now (was 6pm) 

They are all still meeting with on Wednesdays. Please let your students know. 

Thanks! 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:21 PM 

@live. unc.edu>; 

Tutor cancellation 

.~live.unc.edu> 

Your AAAD    tutor,                   can no longer tutor on Monday and Thursday nights Your tutor sessions have been cancelled. We are looking to hire a new tutor and I will put in 
a request for each of you to receive AAAD tutoring when we make the new hire. So you don’t need to attend that tutoring session anymore until you get a new notice from me. 

Tony 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:39 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutor Changes 

please note the changed tutor schedule below for your Sunday nights. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorinq@unc.edu> 
Subject: Tutor Changes 
Date:                 1:52:15 PM EDT 
To: "Greene, Michael" <greenemt@email.unc.edu>, "Overstreet, Tia" <overstre@unc.edu>, "Myers, Leslie" 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>, "Beatty, Greg" <flpbeatty@email.unc.edu>, "Orr, Kym N" 
<orr@email.unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Counselors, 

Please note the following changes and communicate these changes to your students. 

-Sunday 9pm with "has switched to (same time) 

-Sunday 9pro with      has moved to 6pro 

-Sunday 9pro with has moved to 6pm 

- Sunday 6pm with : has switched to @ 9pro 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Wednesday Tuk~r 

It depends on the availability of the tutor - the?’ only come in certain hours and certain nights of the week? Did you ask the tutor if you could have another session? 

On , at 9:09 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ton?’, 

Is there anyway I could meet with the tutor again sometime later this week? On Wednesday perhaps? I have a test on the 18th and I don’t feel prepared f,ar it. 
Let me know-’. 

Thanks for all your help!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:49 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Wednesday Tuk~r 

I ~vill ask in the am - what is her name? 

On at 9:21 PM, @live unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Yeah she said she would be here but ~vasn’t stare how to set it up, so i figured i would just ask you. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 9:18 PM. "Yount, Tony" <ton??-ount@unc. edu> wrote: 
> 
>> It depends on the availability of the tutor - they only come in certain hours and certain nights of the week? Did you ask the tutor if you could have another session? 
>> 

>> 

>> On at 9:09 PM ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Tony, 

>>> Is there anyway I cuuld meet with the tutor again sometime later this week? On Wednesday perhaps’? I have a test on the 18th and I don’t feel prepared for it. 
>>> Let me knuw[ 

>>> ~fNanks [’or all your help!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:56 PM 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Enterprise: Hold Alert 

If it is mandatory, ~ve will pay for it Please send to me the document that tells you that it is mandatory and I’ll ask compliance how we pay for that. 

The hold on your account is placed by the athletic dept to keep students from dropping classes that might take them below 12 hours and make them ineligible. Do you need to change your 
schedule during this semester? How soon do you need for this to be done? 

I’m sorry these things keep happening to you We don’t have man?’ graduate students. Just tell me what you need and we will make it right. And I’m curious what you thought of Iowa and a 
very, different part of the US. 

On at 9:35 P2~ @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 

> I get mails that there is an enrolhnent hold placed on my accouaat Are you able to resolve this or what do I have to do? 
> 

> Also, I found out that the fee for the ~ is mandatory. You said it is not mandatory and because of that the scholarship can’t pay [’or it It is over 4005 so I wanted 
to ask again if the scholarship eventually pays for this mandatory fee 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: AppDevSur~port(&kenan-flagler.unc edu [mailto:AppDevSupport~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Mi)nday, 6:40 AM 
> To: 
> Subject: Enterprise: ttold Alert 
> 

> [)ear 
> 

> 

> A hold has been placed on your Universi~" account, which controls your access to Enterprise. You must log into into your Student Center via ConnectCarolina (http://mv.unc edu) using 
your Onyen and password to determine the office that has placed the hold. You are responsible for resolving the issue(s) causing this hold with the appropriate ol!fice. 
> 

> 

> NOTE: DO NOT REPLY TO T[tlS MESSAGE AS RESPONSES WILL NOT BE ANSWI~RED KI:.NAN-t:[.AG LER BUSINESS SCt IOOL DOES NOT NORM~,.L[.Y PLACE ttOLDS ON 
STUDENTS’ ACCOUNTS AN[) C./MNNO’]7 REMOVE HOLDS PLACEr) BY OTtlER CAMPUS OFFICES. 
> 

> 

> This email message was generated upon request from an Enterprise administrator. It was created on            6:00AM. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday ,8:56 AM 

To: ~gmail,com> 

Subje~’t: missed caJl 

I left my phone in my office last night, and dicha’t come back to get it, and that’s why I didn’t return your call. Let’s try for later tonight? rm so sorry things are more complicated than usual, 
and that’s really hard to imagine. Let’s talk tonight. I’m in the midst for 4 ~veekends of travel in a row-, 2 down, 2 to go. But I’m enjoying it 

Talk to you tonight 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:42 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: travel list 

Thanks 

at 9:27 AM. "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Here you go Tony! 

Players, 
Here’s the travel roster to We are only allo;ved to take 26 to ACC games. 

-Tom 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ynunt, Tony 
Sent 9:27 AM 
To: Sander, ’]2aomas J 
Subject: travel list 

Zorfl, 

Would you put me in the travel list email distribution. Helps ~vith the canceling of tutor sessions 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,                  9:57 AM 

rackham <rackham@unc~edu>; Sagula. Joseph A <j~gula@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jemaifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edtt> 

heads up 

Just to let you know-, 
e,~er 

has 3 ma3or exams this week (CHEM    MATH 
PHIL , Will be a rough week for her. That’s as tough a week as any 

is likely to ha~,e 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:03 AM 

(~live.unc.edu>; 

,@li’~e. unc.edu>; 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Tutor Cancellation 

~live. unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>;                            @live.unc.edu-~ 

Ladies, 

Remember to follow proper procedure for canceling tutor appointments due to team travel. Emai[ the address above and cancel your sessions J2~r Wednesday night. Name the subject and 
course number, and the tutor in your email Copy me on the email. Do that before noon on Wednesday. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, ,10:29 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Dropping a class 

Yes, come see me and we’ll get that done. 

On , at 10:26 AM (~live.tmc.edu~ 

Wl~Ote: 

Hi Tony, 

Yesterdaylfoundout am           so l will be around an extra year, can l drop a class this semester and only take12 hours because l 

tool< that summer school course this summer? 

Im thinking about dropping because I really don’t need that class for anything. 

Let me know, 

Thanks, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:39 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Dropping a class 

And I’m really sorry about the , but I know how much you want to play. 

On at 10:26 AM. r(~live.tmc.edu~ 

wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Yesterdaylfoundout am           so l will be around an extra year, can l drop a class this semester and only take12 hours because l 

took that summer school course this summer? 

Im thinking about dropping because I really don’t need that class for anything. 

Let me know, 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, [ 1:38 AM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

request the change 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:11 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: reimbursement for books 

Reilnbursement deadline is          so you’re fine to turn in the additional smf[~ I believe that when they get the ieimburselnent check ready, they email to come 

pick it up at SASB at the cashiers office. Your earlier materi~J has been submitted. 

Tony 

On at 12:38 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I wanted to know if you had gotten my earlier email including my receipt of purchase for the sl~orts business journal subscription? AI~), I wanted to ask 
two things: 1. i had to buy two more books (for reading assignments in my classes) can I s~till mm in a ~eceipt and syllabus ibr these books or is the time 

period closed for reimbursement claims? 2. Do you have any idea ifI have to pick up my lei~nbursement check or if it is mailed to ~ne? 

Thmlk you 

Best Regards, 

@.cjmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:46 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Student Athlete Holds 

Susan, 

I have two         students,                                      in the MAC program at Kenan-Flagler, ant                                     , in the MBA program at Kenan-Flagler 
Both have schedule changes invobAng new sets of class in the middle of the semester. Both need access to their scheduling capabilities on Colmect Carolina. Can we remove the hold on 
each of their accounts please so that they can make the proper ac~iustments to their schedules? 

Thank you. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday 5:29 PM 

Maloy, Su~n B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Student Athlete Holds 

Thanks 

On at 5:23 PM. "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email uric edu> ;vrote: 

> Taken care of Thanks. 
> 

> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tolry 
> Sent: 2:46 PM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Student Athlete Holds 
> 

> Susan, 

> 

> I have two students, in the MAC program at Kenan-Flagler, and in the 2vIBA program at Kenan- 
Flagler Both have schedule changes involving new- sets of class in the middle of the semester. Both need access to their scheduling capabilities on Connect Carolina. Can we remove the 
hold on each of their accounts please so that they can make the proper adjustments to their schedules’? 
> 

> Thank you. 
> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:30 PM 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Enterprise: Hold Alert 

Your registration hold for fall has been removed 

On , at 9:35 PM. @kenan-fiagler uric edu> 
wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 

> I get mails that there is an enrollment hold placed on my account. Are you able to resolve this or what do I have to do? 
> 

> Also, I found out that the fee for the Association is mandatory You said it is not mandatow and because of that the scholarship can’t pay for it. It is over 4005 so I wanted 
to ask again if the scholarship eventually pays for this mandatoW fee. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: AppDevSupport~kenan-flagler.unc.edu [mailtu:AppDevSuppurt(&kenan-flagler unc edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 6:40 AM 
> Tu: 
> Subject: Enterprise: Huld Alert 
> 

> Dea~ 
> 

> 

> A hold has been placed un your University account, which cuntrols yuur access to Enterprise. You must log into ~nto your Student (;enter via CunnectCarulina (http://my unc.edu) using 
your Onyen and password to detennine the uffice that has placed the hold. Yuu are respunsible fur resulving the issue(s) causing this huld with the appropriate uffice 
> 

> 

> NOT[~;: IX) NOT REEL Y T© THIS ]k,ff~;S SAG E AS RY~SPONSES WZLL NOT B E ANSWERED. KY~NAN-[~ .AGLER BU SIJ\~2~SS SCHOOL DOES NOT NORMALLY PLACE H©LDS (JN 
STUI)ENTS’ ACCOUNTS AND CANNOT REMOVE HOLDS PLACED BY OT[{F,R CAMPUS OVFICES. 
> 

> 

> ’]’his email message was generated upon request frum an Enterprise administrator. It was created ot 6:00AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, ~): 18 PM 

~live.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: 

Bring it to me. 

On at 7:30 PM, ~live.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Tony, 

What do we do with the travel letter signature verification form? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:22 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Michelle’s email address 

You need to go see her. 

Michelle Brown <michellebrown@unc.edu> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday 9:28 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Tutor 

SO1Ty, jUSt got the answer to the question and its no. 

Apparently, riley want the tutor to ask for the extra time instead of having the student ask. New policy. Sorry 

On . at 9:07 AM, ’ ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dea r Tony, 

Do I have a tutor tonight or did it not work out with 

Sorry I am a pain haha. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:01 AM 

@live,~mc.edu-* 

Re: thanksgiving break qnestion 

pretty cormnon practice not a big deal 

enjoy your break 

On at 10:37 AM. .2~live.u~ac.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 

> I had a question pertaining to Thanksgiving break. Tuesday ~ve have a run in the morning and then I have class from 8-9, I also have a class from 11-11:50. My 11 o’clock 
class is my lfit and I looked on a schedule and it’s a day where we as a class just choose an act~vi~ to do (like a free day) I was ~vondering the possibility of missing just the 11 o’clock class 
that Tuesday for travel plans to get home for break? Would it be acceptable to miss that class? 
> 

> thanks, 
> 

> 

> Sent licom my/Phone 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:28 PM 

To: ~live. unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Fwd: Physics Tntor 

You can start the following week at 7 pm on the 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutorina <ASPSATutorinq@unc.edu> 
Subject: Physics 
Date:                 ,12:48:19 PM EDT 
To: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

One of our science tutors - has agreed to take on the second level physics course PHYS 

and will meet with her on Tuesdays at 7pm. Their first session will be ’ 

Please let these students know. 

Ben %heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Re: Physics 

Thank you so much. 

will be traveling on the Tuesday, the 

Tow 

on her way to Florida for She can begin on the 

O11 at 12:48 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring(a)mlc.edu> wrote: 

One of our science tutors - has agreed to take on the second level physics course PHYS 

and will meet with her on Tuesdays at 7pm. Their first session will be 

Please let these students know. 

Ben Stteu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:15 PM 

~email.unc.edu-* 

position 
Title," Professor 
Department: Economics (3289) 

Primar~ Work Location 
202 Gardner Hall 
Campus Box 3305 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-3305 
USA 
Phone: (9:[9) 966-5345 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:27 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

was just in nay office talking about graduating in 7 semesters. The only way for that to happen is for her take 18 hours next spring, the maximum allo~ved of 12 hours in the sunmaer, 
and 18 hours in the fall. That would get her to 120, but that is a brutal load. 

She only took 12 hours her first semester and took one 13 hour semester last year to account for the 5 hours that she is behind. She has not taken any summer school hours to make for 
those 5 hours that she is behind. That is ~vhat is creating the difficulty. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:34 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu:~; Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Nicole, 

Would Friday morning ~vork for that conversation for you? I am otherwise engaged after 1 ~:30 on Friday, and I know- you are leaving today. Would next week be better for you. 

Ton?, 

On 

wrote: 
at 11:01 AM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.u~c.edu> 

> Tony, 
> 

> She can’t sign until Feb and we are trying to get her in in Jan And I just got clearance from Lance (our compliance officer) for you to make my "one call of the week". Her cell # is, 
Also since she is having             she has some questions for Nicole, our trainer. Can you co-ordinate your call with Nicole so as soon as you are finished with ?,our conversation 

with you hand the phone to Nicole? I kno~v these NCAA rules are SO RESTRICTIVE but ~ve must follow- them. 
> 

> And then Chris, Lance wants you to put in Tony’s call into ACS Thank you evelyone. 
> 

can you share with Tony the kinds of things you are interested in academically (via email) so he can more thoroughly prepare lbr his phone call? And ~ve all love the idea of you 
coming m early You will too![ 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Monday 6:41 PM 
> To: Dorrance. Albert A IV 
> Sut~iect: 
> 

> I should be able to talk with her if" she has committed and signed an l.OI. Would be very helpful to know her academic interests, but certainly she should take ENGL next spring when 
she is not in season 
> 

> One real negative is that she won’t be able to schedule until the entire rest of the student body has scheduled in early November, so we will be picking from what’s left, so having a 
conversation to see what her academic direction will be helpful, and then sitting down with her after the Nov registration period is finished so we can see what’s left available that will make 
sense for her is probably the best thing to do tlappy to talk with her. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 4:43 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Tony, 
>> 

>> We have a admit coming named I am checking with compliance to see if you are allowed to call her to advise her on what she can take. Do you mind gathering your 
thoughts on what she can take (only 12 hours because she will be working as well ). We are trying to get a tuition grant for her in the 
spring. She will be coming in with an 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Sunday, 8:40 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Aibert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sander. Thomas J 

>> Subject: Weekly 
>> 

>> Coaches, 
>> 

>> Congrats on a big weekend. 
>> 

>> No excess of information this week. Brent has done amazing things in upgrading the database we use to track all of our information, create the individual plans that you saw last ~veek and 
help us in many other ways, but the one piece that he did not finish last week ~vas the piece that counts ho~trs. So that will appear next week and the regular weekly forruat will return as ~vell. 
>> 

>> This week in our meetings, all the kids did the same thing. We ruade their appointruents fur fall with their Universi~" acaderuic adviser prior to registration in November. And we entered 
the itfformation from their syllabi so that I have a calendar of test, exam, project, performance dates in the database. That takes some time so there wasn’t much discussion about anything 
else. 
>> 

>> There are no significant grades to date. The hea~T weeks for midterms look like the last week of September and the first week of October. 
>> 

>> I saw all the kids fur the regular meetings, except that Monday was Labor Day so I did not meet with since Monday is our regular day. and did 
attend the required study hall Wednesday night. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Tony 
> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu7 

Sent: Wednesday 5:13 PM 

To: @welchallyn.com> 

Subject: Re: 

She reached out yesterday actually and was supposed to come by today and discuss courses and a double major but sotnething else kept her away today. I’m sure 

we’ll have that discussion this weekend on our trip to the mountains and I can catch you up next week. I believe that her plan involves a major in Business Journalism 

and we were going to talk about other options. She will need to declare her major by November when we register for classes for next semester. 

On at 4:O0 PM, ~welchallvn.com> wrote: 

Tony 

Hope you’re doing well and settling in to m~other year! I was wondering if we could get on the phone briefly and you co~fld waJk me through your 

impression of      academic agenda and which direction she’s headed. 

Whenever I ask her ques~tions about it, we seem to get caught up in things other than the subject tnatter that I’m interested in... 

I’d rather you didn’t mention that I’tn reaching out to you re this., would have tne banned fiom the campus! 

Thanks 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:16 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Fall Enrollment 

Your Steele Building Academic Adviser is the right person to see for that. They axe offici~J m~d I am only athletics. They can provide the documentation for ISSS. 

On at 4:56 PM, &live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

I am forwarding you an email from Amanda Mills about my current status for my 120. I am not sure who to contact, so I wanted to send this to 

you so you could take a look. I only need 9 hours to graduate in December and I have already gone through the undedoad process but I guess 

we need to email ISSS. I am not sure if you would be able to email them or if I need to ask an academic advisor at steele building. I have an 

appt booked on Monday with my academic advisor so I can get him to do it then if he needs to. 

Thanks, 

From: Mills, Amanda <aaking@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, :12:J.9 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fall Enrollment 

According to the university’s records, you are not currently registered full4hne in Connect Carolina. As an international student in F-1 status, you must be 
enrolled full-time during the fall and spring semesters of each academic year while at UNC-Chapel Hill This is a US Citizenship and Immigration Service 
requirement for anyone on an F-1 student visa. In general, twelve (12) credit hours fer undergraduate students and nine (9) credit hours for graduate students 
constitute full-thne enrollment at UNC-Chapel Hill. There are few exceptions to this minimum requirement, please review the list of exceptions below and if you 
are eligible Ior an exception, please follow the instructions provided immediately so your record in SEVlS can be updated: 
IExceptions to Full Course of Study 

~, Undergraduate students who are in ~heit final semester of study rnay take less ~han 12 credit hours, if the lesser course credits are all they need in 
order to graduate at the end of that semester. Students must contact their academic advisor or graduation coordinator to request the advisor confirm to 
ISSS (can be sen~ via email to ._a_’_a___k_[_n_g_@#J__n__’_a_iLu___q#:_&_d__u_) how many credits ate required to graduate. Once ~his is received at ISSS, the student will be 
issued a new 1o20 that authorizes a reduced course load fer the final semester on page 3. 

~, Graduate Students must be enrolled during fall and spring semesters even when doing thesis or dissertation reseamh. Graduate students who have 

completed their coursework are considered full-time if they register for 992 (master’s paper), 993 (masteCs thesid) or 994 (doctoral dissedation) for a 
rninimum of 3 credit hours. Registration in 992,993, ot 994 alone ot in combination with other courses constitutes full4ime enrollment. If this is your 

situation, please go into the Connect Carolina system and register for the appropriate course (992,993,994) and make sure it is for 3 credit hours. 
Please reply to this emaH immediately and inform me of your curtent situation. Our office has a very ~m~ted amount of time befere we ate required to report 
students’ failure to enroll fulffime in SEVlS. ~ will need you to resolve this ~ssue (either by registering fu~t~me, or following the instructions to meet an exception) 
~mmediate~y. Please make sure to keep me informed of your s~uafion, ff we do not heat back from you and you are not a fullfime student, we would have to 
terminate your SEVIS recotd. If there are other reasons that you are not able to enroll fulltime, you musl d~scuss these reasons w~th an advisor at ISSS 
hnmediately so that we can provide instructions on ways to help protect your SEVIS status. 

Amanda 
Ass~sta~t D~reetor-Student and Support Services 

~ntemat~ona~ Student & 
FedEx Global Education Center, Room 2004 
The UNversity of No~th Carolina at Chapel Hi~ 

301 P~tsboro Street; CB# 5240 
Chape~ H~]]~ NC 27599-5240 

TeL 919-962~ 1380; Fax, 919-962-4282 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday 5:19 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Fall    Enrollment 

But I just looked at your records and you have 110 hours credik m~d you are enrolled in 9 hours, and you will not get the 120 needed to graduate unless you have 

some other hours that you c~n transfer in. Do you know how you are getting to 120 hours? 

On at 4:56 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

I am forwarding you an email from Amanda Mills about my current status for my 120. I am not sure who to contact, so I wanted to send this to 

you so you could take a look. I only need 9 hours to graduate in December and I have already gone through the underload process but I guess 

we need to email ISSS. I am not sure if you would be able to email them or if I need to ask an academic advisor at steele building. I have an 

appt booked on Monday with my academic advisor so I can get him to do it then if he needs to. 

Thanks, 

From: Mills, Amanda <aaldng@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:19 PM 

T~: 

Subject: Fall Enrollment 

According to ~he university’s records, you are not currently registered full4ime in Connect Carolina. As an international student in F-1 status, you must be 
enrolled full4ime during the fall and spring semesters of each academic year while at UNC-Chapel Hill This is a US Citizenship and Immigration Service 
requirement for anyone on an F-1 student visa. In general, twelve (12) credit hours for undergraduate students and nine (9) credit hours for graduate students 
constitute full4hne enrollment at UNC-Chapel Hill. There are few exceptions to this minimum requirement, please review the list of exceptions below and if you 
are eligible Ior an exception, please follow the inshuctions provided immediately so your record in SEVlS can be updated: 
Exceptions to Full Course of Study 

~, Undergraduate students who are in their final semester of study may take less than 12 credit hours, if the lesser course credits are all they need in 

order to graduate at the end of that semester. Students must contact their academic advisor or graduation coordinator to request the advisor confirm to 
ISSS (can be sen~ via email 1o ._a_’_a___k_[#(A@#_[_n_/a_iLu___n_9_’~_&_d__u_) how many credits ate required to graduate, Once ~his is received at ISSS, the student will be 

issued a new 1o20 that authorizes a reduced course load for the final semester on page 3, 

¯ Graduate Students must be enrolled during fall and spring semesters even when doing thesis or disser[a[ion research. Gtadua[e students who have 

completed their coumework are considered full4ime if they register for 992 (masteYs pape0, 993 (master’s thesig) or 994 (doctoral dissedation) for 
minimum of 3 credit hours. Registration in 992,993, ot 994 alone ot in combination with other courses constitutes full4ime enrN~ment, if this is your 
situation, please go into the Connect Carolina s~stem and register for the appropriate course (992,993,994) and make sut~ it ~s for 3 credit hours. 

Please reply to this emai~ immediately and inform me of your current situation. Our office has a veq limited amount of time before we are required to repo~ 
students’ failure to enroll fulltime in SEVlS. ~ will need you to resolve this ~ssue (either by registering run,time, or following the instructions to meet an exception) 
~mmediately. Please make sure to keep me informed of your s~uat~on, ff we do not heat back from you and you are not a fuiit~me student, we would have to 
terminate your SEVIS record. If there are other reasons that you are not able to enroll fulltime, you mus~ d~scuss these reasons with an advisor at ISSS 
immediately so that we can provide instructions on ways to help protect your SEVIS status. 

Amanda Mi~ls 
Ass~sta~t D~re~tor-Student and Support Services 

~ntemat~onal Student & Scholar Services 
FedEx Global Education Center, Room 2004 
The UNvemity of North Carolina a~ Chape~ Hill 

301 P~tsbero Street; C~# 5240 
Chapei H~L NC 27599-5240 

TeL 919~962-1380; Fax. 919-962-4282 

h!tp:/!g!o bal. u nc.ed u!isss 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:19 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: Physics    Tutor 

haha 

On , at 7:13 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry, Tony, I just realized yon already said I can sta~ the 24th, I don’t know how I missed that! 

Thank~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:27 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyvount(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Yon can start the following week at 7 pm on the 24th.. 

Begin forwarded mes~ge: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorinq@unc.edu> 
Subject: Physics 
Date:                  12:48:19 PM EDT 
To: "Lee, Jaimie" <iaimielee@unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tony¥ount@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

One of our science tutors - has agreed to take on the second level physics course PHYS 

and will meet with her on Tuesdays at 7pro. Their first session will be 
Please let these students know. 
B~,n 5h~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday 10:44 AM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subje¢’t: Trip info 

He? 

Would send me the trip i~fo email? Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:07 AM 

~live.~mc.edtr~ 

http :/i~vw~v.kenan-flagler.unc. edu/programs/master-of-acc ounting 



From: Yount, Tow <gyount@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:40 AM 

To: @gmail .corn> 

Subject: Re: Trip i~b 

Thanks 

I am driving separately V~hich Panera in Asheville are you going to for dinner? 

On at 11:15 AM. ~)gmail corn> 

wrote: 

> <TeamActivity Packing&Groups docx> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 11:45 AM 

To: @welchallyn.com> 

Subject: Re: 

Hi 

She was just in and we had a good visit. She’s is s~tlll leaning toward the Jonrnalism school and pursning Marketing or PR as a major. She roll need to make a decision 

fairly soon abont declaring a major. ~Ve scheduled a meeting for her ruth her campns Academic Adviser fairly soon and before fall regis~tration. She will likely declaxe 

her major at that time or soon after. ~Ve talked about several possibilities for a 2nd major (Psychology. Sociology which would complement marketing or PR) but then 

I mentioned the possibiliU of using her 5th year to get a Master’s Degree in Accounting through our Business School and she was intrigued by that possibilily. One 

year program, highly regaMed nationally. We have a          kid doing exactly that. Get a Mas~ter’s on somebody else’s dime is a pretty good deal too. 

So she has lots to think abou~ and a meeting scheduled with a non-athletics coanselor up on campus to talk all of this through. So we’re making progress. She’s a great 
kid. 

Hope this helps. 

Take care 

Ton?, 

On at 8:53 AM, ~welchallgn.com> 
wrote: 

Tony 

Thanks lbr your reply, spoke last night and she said that she liked her journalism class though it was challenging, tends to shy away 

from so~nething that she isn’t familia~r with. I’m tving to not give too much feedback re this ’major’ topic (not easy for me). She’s my daughter and I 

obviously want what’s going to tnake her hapw and aJdow her to have a meaningful caxeer. I jufft looked at her semester coursework and didn’t know 

what direction she was headed in. 

Look forward to hearing from you after you meet. 

Thanks 

ixii 

On Wed,             at 5:12 PM, Yount, Tony <tons~ount@unc.edu> wrote: 

She reached out yesterday actually and was supposed to come by today and discnss courses and a double major but something else kept her away 

today. I’m snre we’ll have that discnssion this weekend on our trip to the mountains and I can catch you np next week. I believe that her plan involves a 

major in Business Journalism and we were going to talk about other options. She will need to declare her major by November when we register for 

classes for next semester. 

On at 4:00 PM, "~welcha~l,/n.com> wrote: 

Tony 

Hope you’re doing well and settling in to another year! I was wondering if we could get on the phone briefly and you could walk me 
through your impression of       academic agenda and which direction she’s headed. 

Whenever I ask her questions about it, we seem to get caught up in things other than the subject matter that I’m interested in... 

I’d rather ?,on didn’t mention that I’m reaching out to you re this., would have me banned from the campus! 

Thanks 



W- 
C- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:57 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

Re: Tutor cancelation 

We met yesterday - she didn’t mention that at all. rm spending the weekend with the lax team. I’ll talk with her 

On at 1:16 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> This is a perfect example of what we’re trying to prevent. 
> In previous conversations with Susan, we’ve told our own students that if they miss - it’s on them. The?- ~vill get a notification and an infraction for missing for these reasons The?’ 
SHOULD be plalming ahead and they can start to work ahead There is rarely a situation where "I have nothing to do". There is always more review, reading ahead, etc 
> Please inform that she should attend her tutoring tonight, or if she misses, she will receive a notice. 
> 

> Ben Sheu 
> Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
> UiX-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
Tu: ASPSA Tuturing 
Subject: Tutor cancelatiun 

>Iti, 
(;an i cancel my ANTH 
Tony Yount. 

Thanks 

(a?hotmail.com] 
11 : 17 AM 

tutor [’or tunight I have english paper due tomurrow and a geology quiz that I need to complete and I have nuthing tu du fur anthropulugy. [v[y acedemic a&’isur 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:25 PM 

~icloud,com> 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn~ unc.edu> 

Re: Cancel rotor 

The rules on the student tutor agreement that you signed and that I emailed to you so that you have a copy state that you need to notify by noon on the day that you need to cancel Please 
do it the right way in the future. 

Tony 

On at 3:19PM, 

Hi, I would like to cancel my English 

Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

~icloud.com> wrote: 

tutor for tonight. I am in V,,rginia *vith the team. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:31 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

TUTOR SCHEDULE 

Changes take effect beginning next week on Sunday night. 

- Moved HIST    to Thurs @ 8pm 



Vrolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet"*: 

Yonnt, Tony <gyonnt@ema~Lunc.e&~ 

Thursday,                  7:35 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

TUTOR SCttEDULE 

Changes take effect beginning on Sunday night this week 

- Wed @ 8pm tutoring for MIST Moved CGS to 9pm 

- you’ll go to tutoring at 8 and come see me at 9 after your tutoring is over. 

Tony 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Yount, Tony <gyount~emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday,                  7:36 PM 
@live.unc.edu’~; 

TUTOR SCttEDULE 

Stal~ting ne:d week. 

-Tues @ 6pm with              HIST 
-Tues @ 6pro with             HIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, { 7:37 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~;. 

TUTOR SCHEDULE 

@live.unc.edu> 

Start next Tueschy 

-Tues @ 6pm with HIST 
-Tues @ 7pm with HIST 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJJ.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:39 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Re: Changes 

gen,~ 

Thanks, All 

Tony 

students notified. 

O11 at 4:16 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 

Counselors, 
Please see below regarding changes and new additions. All sessions will start this Sunday. 

Note: - his Thursday Sessions - he has a prior commitment and will not be able to attend 

CHANGES 

ADDITIONS: 

- Moved to Tues @ 9pm HIST moved GS to Wed 8pm and 9pm 

- Moved to              Tues @ 9pm HIST 

- Moved to Wed @ 9pm for HIST    (own session) 

- Moved GS on Tues from 8pm to 6pm with 

- Moved GS on Thurs to 8pm with 

- Moved AAAD tutor to 7pm with 

- Moved HIST to Thurs @ 8pm 

- Wed @ 8pm tutoring for HIST Moved CGS to 9pm 

-Tuesday @ 6pm with GS 
-Tues @ 8pm with HIST 

-Tues @ 8pm with HIST 
-Tues @ 8pm with HIST 

-Tues @ 6pm with HIST 

-Tues @ 6pm with HIST 
-Tues @ 6pm with HIST 

-Tues @ 6pm with HIST 

-Tues @ 6pm with HIST 
-Tues @ 7pm with HIST 

-Thurs @ 9pro with HIST 

-Thurs @ 9pm with HIST 

- Mort @ 8pm with HIST 
-Thurs @ 7pm with EXSS 

. . . -Thurs @ 7pm with EXSS 
-Thurs @ 7pm with EXSS 

-Sun @ 8pm with BIOL 

-Sun @ 8pm with BIOL 
-Sun @ 8pm with BIOL 

-Sun @ 8pm with BIOL 
-Sun @ 9pm with BIOL 

-Sun @ 9pm with BIOL 

-Sun @ 9pm with BIOL 
-Sun @ 9pm with BIOL 

-Sun @ 7pm with BIOL 

-Sun @ 7pm with BIOL 
,-Sun @ 7pm with BIOL 

-Sun @ 7pm with EXSS 

More additions to come. 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:18 AM 

To: ~live. unc.edu-* 

Subject: Wolves 

Thought you might enjoy reading this I used to live here and wolves have returned and this is about a woman who works with them. 

http ://www.bozemandailvchronicle. corn/sports/outdoor s/at ticle d93a6d56-1bcS-11e3-a6dS-001 a4bcf887a.hm~1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:44 AM 

~unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~email. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtr~; ~live.~mc.edu>; 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

DRAM privilege cards 

@live.m~c.e&~; 

~live.unc.edu-* 

~live.unc.edtr~; 

Ladies, 

Don’t get your privilege cards. Don’t worp), about the deadline. 

New arrangements are being made for student athletes. Detailed instructions will come sometime later today or Monday 

No need to get privilege cards today. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:39 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Re: DRAM privilege cards 

Bring me the receipt and we’ll get you reimbursed and ignore the instructions that you are about to get 

On~ , at 11:21 AM. "i ~)live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hey tony, what if I already bought my privilege card? 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On i at 9:44 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Ladies, 
>> 

>> Don’t get your privilege cards. Don’t worry about the deadline. 
>> 

¯ New arrangements are being made for student athletes. Detailed instructions will come sometime later today or Monday. 
>> 

>> No need to get privilege cards today. 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                  11:55 AlVl 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edtr~; Wigger, Le~h Marie <wigger@unc.edu~ 

weekly 

,golf.pdf 

Here is ~vhat the new ~veekly looks like    has only 1 required hour       normally has 8 but she got all those yesterday and that’s more than enough considering where she was last week. 
says that she is much more productive studying alone instead of surrounded by 300 people, and I agreed. So we agreed that in her semester a~vay from the team, she would continue 

to meet with her tutors, and to meet with me. but that no other hours would be required in the Academic Center. We are pursuing a lighter academic load for her and I will update you next 

week oft that 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                  12:04 PM 

Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edtr~; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edn> 

Weekly 

Here is the new weekly. Hours are listed on the left. Tutor hours required and attended are listed first. Independent hours are the hours the?- log in the study room. Extra time includes their 
meeting with me and any other hours I decide to award (meetings with profs during ofi)ce hours, peer tutoring time at De?- Hall, professor reviews before tests) The tlceshmen should have 
earned 8 hours this week and they all did, except     who is only required to meet with me. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                  12:08 PM 

Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Le~% Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edtr~; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@nnc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

< @gmail.com> 

WeeHy 

Here is the new weekly. Hours are listed on the left. Tutor hours required and attended are listed first. Independent hours are the hours the?- log in the study room. Extra time includes their 
meeting with me and any other hours I decide to award (meetings with t~rofs durin~ ofi)ce hours, peer tutoring time at De?- Hall, professor reviews before tests) The tlceshmen should have 
earned 8 hours this week and the?’ al[ did, except                                  r, who were a bit short            was away with       and got al[ that she needed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday                   12:11 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducax@ unc.edu>; Sander, 

Thomas J <pacman@nnc.edu-* 

Weekly 

Here is the new weekly. Hours are listed on the left. Tutor hours required and attended are listed first. Independent hours are the hours the?- log in the study room. Extra time includes their 
meeting with me and any other hours I decide to award (meetings with profs during office hours, peer tutoring time at De?’ Hall, professor reviews before tests). The non - traveling freslzmen 
should have earned 8 hours this week and the?’ did well.                       were the egregious offenders this week. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 13, 2013 12:20 PM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

just texted her - she has a long history (~Jready) of not getting to meetings. 

On Sep 13, 2013, at 12:13 PM, "Welborn, Spencer" <swelbom~em~fil.unc.edtf> 

wrote: 

Just an FYI - 

Can you have eschedule her advising appointment? We were scheduled to meet this afternoon (12pm), however I have not seen her at 

this point. Maybe she can reschedule for next Friday. 

Spencer 



Frolil" 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:01 PM 

~unc.edu>; 
< ~live. unc.edu>; 

~live. unc.edu-*; 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

DRAM privilege cards - instructions 

@live.unc.edu>: 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

Here are instructions tbr acquiring tickets to see the plays "that yon aace required to see. Please follow them exactly. 

Thank you all for your patience as we have tried to work on finalizing the purchasing of tickets for required Playmakers productions. Here are the instructions that 

you need to tell your students who are in drama andwho are on the booklist. 

Students will need to purchase individual student tickets for each of the Playmakers productions at the Playmakers Box Office in the Center for Dramatic 

Arts. They are not using the privilege cards so they can purchase all of their tickets individually for each production or purchase all three at once if they 

know the dates. 

2. Students will need to inform the person at the window that they are on the student-athlete list and need to get a student ticket. 

3. Students will have to show their One Cards when they go to the box office. 

4. Ticket availability is not guaranteed so students should plan ahead and get tickets ahead of time. 

5. The box office is open from 12-6 Monday-Friday and two hours before each performance. Students will only be able to pick up their tickets when there is a 

manager present, so they should make sure they do not wait until the last minute. 

6. Students can only receive one ticket per production. 

It is very important that you let me know if any of the students on the list drop their DRAM class and need to be removed. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyotmt~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday-,~               ~:07 PIvl 

rackham <rackhmn@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j~gula@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jermifer S 

~enchar@unc.edu> 

Weekly" 

Here is the new weekly. Hours are listed on the left. Tutor hours required and attended are listed first. Independent hours are the hours they log ia the stu@ room. Extra time includes their 
meeting with me and any other hours I decide to award (meetings with profs during office hours, peer tutoring time at Dey Hall, professor reviews before tests) The tieshmen should have 
earned 8 hours this week and they all did, except        who is only required to meet with me weekly. ’l’he three upperclassmer~ with required hours did not reach the 8 required but they 

did work with Jennifer, who rep( rted hours by email that are not added in.       met with pro:Pessors, not added in. 

I will send an email and outline a uniform system :[’or collecting and veril~’ing that information. They are working hard. Jennifer is a marvelous help. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN~TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Sunday, 11:00 AM 

@unc.edu> 

Re: DfUMM privilege cards 

Bring your receipt to me at your meeting this week and roll mm m~d then will get you rei,nbursed 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:29 AM, ~unc.edu> wrote: 

What if I already got my privilege card? I purchased them on Wednesday. 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday,                   9:44 AM 

Cc: Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: DRAM privilege cards 
Lad:.es. 

Don’t get your privilege cards Don’t worU about the Sept 13 deadiine. 

Ne’~ arrangements are being made for student athletes. Detailed ins,*.ructions ’~iii cerc, e sometime iater today or Monday. 

No need to get privilege cards today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:55 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I-mail: bbakt©erriaii,unc,edu 
Phone: (919) 962-0233 
Fax: (919) 962-0489 

Position 
Title: Director of Lifetime Fitness Proqram 
Department: Exercise & Sport Science 

Primary Work Location 
215B Woollen Gym 
Calqqpus Box 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-8605 
USA 
Phone: (919) 962-0233 
Fax: (919) 962-0489 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:55 AM 

To: @li~Te.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: comact 

I-mail: bbakt©erriaii,unc,edu 
Phone; (919) 962-0233 
Fax; (919) 962-0489 

Director of Lifetime Fitness Proqram 
l)el~artme~t; Exercise & Sport Science 

Primary Work Location 
215B Woollen Gym 
Calqqpus Box 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-8605 
USA 
Phone; (919) 962=0233 
Fax; (919) 962-0489 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:13 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: - Tutor 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 
Subject: o - Tutor 
Date: 9:35:36 AM EDT 
To: "Greene, Michael" <.qreenemt@email.unc.edu>, "¥ount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu>, "Blanton, Brent $" 
<blanton@unc.edu>, "Beatty, Greg" <~qpbeattv@email.unc.edu>, "Myers, Leslie" 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>, "Overstreet, Tia" <overstre@unc.edu> 

Hey all, 

-Tutor GEOG    , HIST    , GEOG    , and GEOG 
Please let the following students know. 

has a child sick at home and will not be able to tutor tonight. 

recommended that 

Maybe they can come here and meet at their normally scheduled time and just meet in 

Ben Sh~’u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 

still meet together and review their notes to prepare for their upcoming test. 

empty room to review with each other? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:13 AM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: - Monday ENGL Appt. Chm~ge 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutorin.cl <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 
Subject: - Monday ENGL Appt. Change 
Date: 10:44:45 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

I just wanted to let you know that s Monday night ENGL appointment has been moved to another tutor. ) beginning 

tomorrow night . Her appointment is at the same time, however. Please be sure she is aware to look fo~ tomorrow (Monday) night. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:58 AM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@unc.edu-* 

Re: Follow up 

You’re awesome. I said what I said in the meeting about the         iust to remind the coaches that they will be going through tough weeks and might need some 

encouragetnent and a little love. The feeling was the these freshtnen are capable from day one, mid I believe that       is, but the other 3 will have growing pains like 
most freshmen have. I think they will be fine, and probably don’t need the attention the sophs are getling, but I do think they would appreciate just some 

acknoMedgemeut that they are students and that they do have rough weeks and demanding schedules. I think they would appreciate that. 

I think the best way for me to get the information about hours that you spend with them wonld be in one email at the end of Thursday evenings work that wotfld list 
eve .rything the kids did during that week. Then I could add it to the weekly report. That would reaJly be helpful tbr me. Then I’ll ask the kids to email me on Thursdays 

as well, to list the things that they did without you (met with protEssors, went to Dey ttall) ~ that I can compile the reports on Friday morning. 

Thanks 

Tony 

O~ at 9:50 AM, "Charles, Jennifer S" <ienchar~unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Momhag Tony, 
I’m not sure if you add. tu@ session with ~ne fbr last Wed fi’om 7-8pIn at Loudennilk. Also, he mention to tne on her histow test she received 
a 100% on map portion and 2/5 on the multiple choice portion. She believes overall she probably receive a B on the quiz. Also, I do mind assisting with the 

us well. I will start checking up on them to see how they m’e doing. Any suggestions for me? 
Thaxtk you for assisting me with helping keep up with the our volleyball players. Yonr AWESOME! 
ThaJnk you, 

Je~mifer Charles 

Volunteer Assistant Coach 

Universi~ of North Cm~olina 

O: (919~ 843-2041 

C: 

E: je~char(i~ unc.edu 

<image00l .jpg> G(} ~’.,\R [~I:1 }’; 



To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emM.unc.edu> 

Mondw,                  11: 54 AM 
rackham <rackham@unc.edu>; Sagula,~ Joseph A <i           ,~ ~gula@unc       . . edu>     , Admns       , Tyler ~ G <tadams@unc.ed Charles, Jennifer S 

~enchar@unc.edu> 

m~d fl~e missing hour 

did not miss a tutoring hour. She missed her regular weekly meeting with Beth Lyons. 

Andrea Caldwell, advising, set up a meeting in SASB with a learning specialist and    attended that meeting, and did not let Beth know that the meetings were at the same time and that 
would be missing her regular meeting ~vith Beth Beth recorded the no show and that’s where the missing hour came from. The s? stem actually did work correctly, and    should have 

informed Beth that she wasn’t going to be there We talked about that today. 

Tony 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:55 AM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

Re 

I roll do that today. 

O! at 11:08 AM, "Fava, Nicole M" <fava~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony- 
If I am unable to make it to speak with today, would it be possible for you to give her my cell number. 
Thank you! 
Nicole 
Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports lvledicine Center 
929-962-2067 (office) 

9 J.9-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e- 
mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Fava, Nicole M; Yount, Tony 
Cc: Dorrance ~.lh~d- ~ 1V 
Subject: RE: 

9:31 AM 

Hey Nicole, 

can call you at any time if you want. She’s allowed to initiate a phone call to any staff member at any time; we can only initiate a call to her 

once per week. Thanks]! 

Lance 

13.1.3.2.2 Telephone Calls Initiated by Prospective Student-Athlete at His or Her Expense. 

Institutional staff members may receive telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete at the prospective student-athlete’s own expense at 

any time, including before July 1 following the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Fava, Nicole M 

Sent: Monday, ~ 7:24 AM 

To: Yount, Tony 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Markos, Lance M 

Subject: RE: 

Tony- 

Unfortunately, due to an injury in yesterdays game, I may not be able to make the 3:30 phone call today. I have to the injured athlete to an appt this 

afternoon. To make things easiest for you, if we/you call from your office in Loudermilk, I will do my best to be there at 3:30 or at least by the end of 

your conversation. I apologize for the inconvenience. 

Anson!Lance- if I don’t make it in time, is there any restrictions!rules against calling me regarding medical questions? 

Thanks! 

Nicole 

Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 

Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

919-962-2067 (office) 

919-843-4982 (fax) 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 

the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Wednesday 3:04 PM 

To: Fava, Nicole M 

Cc: Yount, Tony; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: 

That sounds good. Shall I come to Stallings!Evans, the soccer office? Where should we do this.? 

Tony 

On 13, at 2:53 PM, "Fava, Nicole M" <fava@email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> Tony- 

> 

> Monday afternoon would work best for me. I should be done with treatments!pool workout with the team by 3:30. If Jessie is free could we call 

her then? 

> 

> Thanks! 



Nicole 

Nicole M, Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 

Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer! Womens Rowing The University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

919-962-2067 (office) 

919-843-4982 (fax) 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

> From: Yount, Tony 

> Sent: Wednesday, 2:34 PM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV~ Fava, Nicole M 

> Subject: Re: 

> 

> Nicole, 
> 

> Would Friday morning work for that conversation for you? I am otherwise engaged after 12:30 on Friday, and I know you are leaving today. Would 

next week be better for you? 

> 

> Tony 

> 

> 

> On at 11:01 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" 

> <anson @email.unc.edu> 

> wrote: 

>> Tony, 

>> She can’t sign until Feb and we are trying to get her in in Jan. And I just got clearance from Lance (our compliance officer) for you to make my "one 

call of the week". Her cell # is              Also since she is having           she has some questions for Nicole, our trainer. Can you co-ordinate 

your call with Nicole so as soon as you are finished with your conversation with Jessie, you hand the phone to Nicole? I know these NCAA rules are 

SO RESTRICTIVE but we must follow them. 

>> 

>> And then Chris, Lance wants you to put in Tony’s call into ACS. Thank you everyone. 

>> 

>> can you share with Tony the Idnds of things you are interested in academically (via email) so he can more thoroughly prepare for his phone 

call? And we all love the idea of you coming in early. You will too!! 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Yount, Tony 

>> Sent: Monday, 6:41 PM 

>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

>> Subject: 

>> 

>> I should be able to talk with her if she has committed and signed an LOI. Would be very helpful to know her academic interests, but certainly she 

should take ENGL next spring when she is not in season. 

>> 

>> One real negative is that she won’t be able to schedule until the entire rest of the student body has scheduled in early November, so we will be 

picking from what’s left, so having a conversation to see what her academic direction will be helpful, and then sitting down with her after the Nov 

registration period is finished so we can see what’s left available that will make sense for her is probably the best thing to do. Happy to talk with her. 

>> 

>> Tony 

>> 

>> 

>> On at 4:43 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Tony, 

>>> We have a midyear admit coming named I am checking with compliance to see if you are allowed to call her to advise her on what 

she can take. Do you mind gathering your thoughts on what she can take (only 12 hours because she will be working 

.    . .. We are trying to get a tuition grant for her in the spring. She will be coming in with an 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: Yount, Tony 

>>> Sent: Sunday, 8:40 PM 

>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; 

>>> Sander, Thomas J 

>>> Subject: Weeldy 

>>> Coaches, 



>>> Congrats on a big weekend. 

>>> No excess of information this week. Brent has done amazing things in upgrading the database we use to track all of our information, create the 

individual plans that you saw last week and help us in many other ways, but the one piece that he did not finish last week was the piece that counts 

hours. So that will appear next week and the regular weekly format will return as well. 

>>> 

>>> This week in our meetings, all the kids did the same thing. We made their appointments for fall with their University academic adviser prior to 

registration in November. And we entered the information from their syllabi so that I have a calendar of test, exam, project, performance dates in 

the database. That takes some time so there wasn’t much discussion about anything else. 

>>> 

>>> There are no significant grades to date. The heavy weeks for midterms look like the last week of September and the first week of October. 

>>> 

>>> I saw all the Idds for the regular meetings, except that Monday was Labor Day so I did not meet with since Monday is our regular day. 

and :lid attend the required study hall Wednesday night. 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>>Tony 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:29 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu> 

Re: md the missing hour 

vbcoaches.pdf 

Yes, It ~vas in this doctunent ~vhich I sent to all of you on Sept 2. 

at 11:57 AM. rackham <rackham@nnc.edu> wrote: 

> Did Jennifer kno,a     had this meeting? This is why we have assigned Jennifer to     so that we know EVERY IVIEETING    has on her schedule. There shouldn’t be an opportuni~z for 
to m~ss anything if we know when all her meetings are. Doesn’t seem that complicated to have her whole schedule documentea 

> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Mi)nday, 11:54 AM 
> To: rackham; Sagula, Joseph A; Adams, ~[}’ler G; Charles, Jennifer S 
> Subject: md the missing hour 
> 
~ did not miss a tutoring hour. She missed her regular weekly meeting with Beth l.yons. 
> 

> Andrea Caldwell, advising, set up a meeting in SASB with a learning specialist and attended that meeting, and did not let Beth know that the meetings were at the same time and that 
would be missing her regular meeting with Beth. Beth recorded the no show and that’s where the missing hour came from ~flne system actually did work con-ectly, and should have 

informed Beth that she wasn’t going to be there. We talked about that today. 
> 

> Tony 
> 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:14 PM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@unc.edu-* 

Re: Follow up 

Beth didlft know about the SASB thing either. And it should not ke a regulax meeting,    did say today that she has one follov~dp meeting, but it should not turn into a 

regula~ thing. 

On at 1:07 PM, "Charles, Jennifer S" <ienchar~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Tony, 

I’m interested in knowing more about when does Andrea set up these meetings with SASB. So, I ca~ make sure she does not miss those meetings. I was 

under the impression she was meeting with Beth at I 1:00am but was not aware of the meeting schedule with the SASB. Is this a weekly meeting or how 

often is schedule to meet with SASB through the semester? I will work to make sure this does not happened again. 

Jennifer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 1:29 PM 

Crocker, Diane Marie qtcrocke@unc.edtp 

Re: Address 

Thank yon very. mnch 

Tony 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 1:19 PM, "Crocker, Diane Marie" <dcrocker@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I need your home address to process your expense report for reimbursement. 

Thank you, 

~iane Cr Dcker 

UNC Athletic Business Office 

(919) 843-9270 

dcrocker @uNc . edu 

<imaqe001.jpg> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 2:42 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Tutors 

Cancellations have to be made by noon on the day of the tutoring, so its too late to cancel for tonight. If you ~vant me to cancel the tutor for the rest of the semester, I can do that tomon-ow, 
but I would suggest giving her one more chance. I spoke with the tutor coordinators and they will take a look at your course specifically and see if the?’ can find another person. 

On 3, at 2:21 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, do I have to go to my philosophy tutor who said she didn’t even think she was qualified to help me? She didn’t help me at all last time and I don’t know- if it would even be worth 
it..unless I have to of course! 
> 

> 

> Sent licom my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:45 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor cancellation. 

~vill not travel so I didn’t send the notice to them.~,        will travel and I talked to her this afternoon. Sunday is really difficult for them as their return to 
campus time is 7 pm, but they are flying from Miami and who knows when they will really arrive. What should they do when they are unsure of their actual time of return? 

Or at 6:39 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> ~vrote: 

> Tony, 
> Thales for emailing all of them. Does Women’s Soccer have teammates that don’t travel to eveU game? 
> I only ask this because I noticed this email didn’t go out to every women’s soccer player - 
since I just searched through last week’s Tuesday sessions to see who came tap under Women’s Soccer. 
> Hopefully we get notices from all of them. 
> rll start to go through them tomol~cOW. 
> You say they are scheduled to return to campus on Sunday.. Are the?- planning on going to tutoring Sunday night? 
> 

> 

> Ben Sheu 
> Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
> Lr>,-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> bsheu@email.unc edu 
> Office: 919-843-2328 
> Cell: 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> Frnm: Yount, Tony 

> Sent: Mi)nday, 3:55 PM 
> To: 

-just to name a few I know that they have tutoring too 

> Cc: ASPSA Tutoring; Sander, Thomas J; Don-ance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Tutor cancellation. 
> 

> Ladies, 
> 

> Remember to cancel your tutor sessions according to the policy in the Student-Tutor agreement that I sent to you Notification must be emailed by noon on the day of the session If you 
are cancelling a Sunday night, you must do that by Friday morning. You can do that ahead of time before you leave and have all of it taken care of in one email 
> 

> ASPSA staff- women’s soccer is leaving for Florida tomorro*v afternoon and will not return return to campus until approximately 7 pm Sunday evening 
> 

> Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:53 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor cancellation. 

Thanks, I will so reform Return flight ETA I don’t know We ask the coaches for the return to campus time for the travel letter so that’s what I’ve got from soccer 

On 

wrote: 
at 6:50 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

> What time is their flight ETA? If they are unsure of actual time of return... I ;vould say cancel. If they- aren’t the only one in that session, chances are they can just show up and say- they 
got back early. 
> If they are the only one.. then the tutor may not be there - so it really- depends on if they really need the session or not. If they really need the session and the?, think the?, can get to it, 
then don’t cancel it. 
> 

> Ben Sheu 
> Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
> UN-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> bsheu@email.unc edu 
> Oflice: 919-843-2328 
> Cell: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tuny 
> Sent: Monday, 6:45 PM 
> Tu: ASPSA Tuturing 
> Subject: Re: Tutur cancellation. 
> 
> will not travel so I didn’t send the nutice to them. will travel and I talked tu her this afternoon Sunday" is really difficult fur them as their return tu 
campus time is 7 pm, but the?’ are flying frum Miami and who knows when they will really arrive. What shuuld the?’ do when the?’ are unsure of their actual time of return? 
> 

> 

> Or at 6:39 PM, ASPSA Tuturing <ASPSATuturing@unc.edu> wrute: 
> 

>> Tony, 
>> Thanks for emailing all uf them.. I)ues Women’s Soccer have teamanates that don’t travel to every game? 
>> I only ask this because I nuticed this emai[ didn’t go out tu every women’s soccer player - 
s~nce I just searched thruugh last week’s Tuesday" sessions to see who came up under Wumen’s ~occer. 

>> Hop~[’uHy we get notices frum all of them 
>> I’ll start tu gu thruugh them tomurrow 
>> Yuu say they are scheduled tu return to campus un Sunday... Are they planning on guing to tutoring Sunday night? 
>> 

>> 

>> Ben Sheu 
>> Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
>> UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes bsheu@email.unc.edu 
>> Office: 919-843-2328 
>> Cell: 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original _Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Monday-, 3:55 PM 
>> To: 

-just tu name a few. I know that they have tuturing tuo 

>> Cc: ASPSA Tutoring; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Tutor cancellation. 
>> 

>> Ladies, 
>> 

>> Remember to cancel your tutor sessions according to the policy in the Student-Tutor agreement that I sent to you. Notification must be emailed by noon on the day of the session. If you 
are cancelling a Sunday night, you must do that by Friday morning. You can do that ahead of time before you leave and have all of it taken care of in one email. 
>> 

>> ASPSA staff - women’s soccer is leaving for Florida tomorrow afternoon and will not return return to campus until approximately 7 pm Sunday evening. 
>> 

>> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emM.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:58 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Anso~ 

Spoke ruth      and her father tonight. Answered lots ofquestions (language placement, math placement, registration timeline, class selection, etc.)Typical s~ff- 

nothing unusual. Good conversation. 

Tony 

011 at 5:56 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Tony!! 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent; Monday, 3:59 PM 

To; Markos, Lance M 
Cc; Fava, Nicole N; Yount, Tony; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

All, 

I spoke with            briefly jnst after 3:30 this a£ternoon. I explained the rule that she could contact us. She is going to caJl Nicole later today. 

Since she was ddving when I cMled and her pa~ents were not present, she asked if she could call me later this evening with her parems pre~nt. Based on 

the rule Lance quoted below, [ said yes a~d plan to talk with her tonight on a call that she initiates. 

Tony 

at 9:31 AM, "Markos, Lance M" <markos,~;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Nicole, 

:an call you at any time if you want. She’s allowed to initiate a phone call to any staff member at any time; we can only initiate a call to her 

once per week. Thanks1! 

Lance 

13.1.3.2.2 Telephone Calls Initiated by Prospective Student-Athlete at His or Her Expense. 

Institutional staff members may receive telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete at the prospective student-athlete’s own expense at 

any time, including before July 1 following the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Fava, Nicole M 

Sent: Monday, 7:24 AM 

To: Yount, Tony 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Markos, Lance M 

Subject: RE: 

Tony- 

Unfortunately, due to an injury in yesterdays game, I may not be able to make the 3:30 phone call today. I have to the injured athlete to an appt this 

afternoon. To make things easiest for you, if we/you call from your office in Loudermilk, I will do my best to be there at 3:30 or at least by the end of 

your conversation. I apologize for the inconvenience. 

Anson!Lance- if I don’t make it in time, is there any restrictions!rules against Jessie calling me regarding medical questions? 

Thanks! 

Nicole 

Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 

Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

919-962-2067 (office) 

919-843-4982 (fax) 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 

the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:04 PM 

To: Fava, Nicole M 
Cc: Yount, Tony; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: 

That sounds good. Shall I come to Stallings/Evans, the soccer office? Where should we do this.? 

Tony 

On : , at 2:53 PM, "Fava, Nicole M" <fava@email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> Tony- 

> 

> Monday afternoon would work best for me. I should be done with treatments!pool workout with the team by 3:30. If 

her then? 

> 

is free could we call 



Thanks! 

Nicole 

Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 

Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer! Womens Rowing The University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

919-962-2067 (office) 

919-843-4982 (fax) 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

> From: Yount, Tony 

> Sent: Wednesday, 2:34 PM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert’A IV; Fava, Nicole M 

> Subject: Re: 

> 

> Nicole, 

> 

> Would Friday morning work for that conversation for you? I am otherwise engaged after 12:30 on Friday, and I know you are leaving today. Would 

next week be better for you? 

> 

> Tony 

> On i            at 11:01 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" 

> <anson @email.unc.edu> 

> wrote: 

>> Tony, 

>> 

>> She can’t sign until Feb and we are trying to get her in in Jan. And I just got clearance from Lance (our compliance officer) for you to make my "one 

call of the week". Her cell # is              Also since she is having ACL surgery she has some questions for Nicole, our trainer. Can you co-ordinate 

your call with Nicole so as soon as you are finished with your conversation with Jessie, you hand the phone to Nicole? I know these NCAA rules are 

SO RESTRICTIVE but we must follow them. 

>> 

>> And then Chris, Lance wants you to put in Tony’s call into ACS. Thank you everyone. 

>> 

>: can you share with Tony the kinds of things you are interested in academically (via email) so he can more thoroughly prepare for his phone 

call? And we all love the idea of you coming in early. You will too!! 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Yount, Tony 

>> Sent: Monday, 6:41 PM 

>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

>> Subject: 

>> 

>> I should be able to talk with her if she has committed and signed an LOI. Would be very helpful to know her academic interests, but certainly she 

should take ENGL 105 next spring when she is not in season. 

>> 

>> One real negative is that she won’t be able to schedule until the entire rest of the student body has scheduled in early November, so we will be 

picking from what’s left, so having a conversation to see what her academic direction will be helpful, and then sitting down with her after the Nov 

registration period is finished so we can see what’s left available that will make sense for her is probably the best thing to do. Happy to talk with her. 

>> 

>> Tony 

>> On at 4:43 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Tony, 

>>> 

>>> We have a midyear admit coming named I am checking with compliance to see if you are allowed to call her to advise her on what 

she can take. Do you mind gathering your thoughts on what she can take (only 12 hours because she will be working as well for my brother Pete as a 

hostess at 411W or Spanky’s). We are trying to get a tuition grant for her in the spring. She will be coming in with an ACL reconstruction. 

>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: Yount, Tony 

>>> Sent: Sunday 8:40 PM 

>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; 

>>> Sander, Thomas J 

>>> Subject: Weekly 



>>> Coaches, 

>>> 

>>> Congrats on a big weekend. 

>>> 

>>> No excess of information this week. Brent has done amazing things in upgrading the database we use to track all of our information, create the 

individual plans that you saw last week and help us in many other ways, but the one piece that he did not finish last week was the piece that counts 

hours. So that will appear next week and the regular weekly format will return as well. 

>>> 

>>> This week in our meetings, all the kids did the same thing. We made their appointments for fall with their University academic adviser prior to 

registration in November. And we entered the information from their syllabi so that I have a calendar of test, exam, project, performance dates in 

the database. That takes some time so there wasn’t much discussion about anything else. 

>>> 

>>> There are no significant grades to date. The heavy weeks for midterms look like the last week of September and the first week of October. 

>>> 

>>> I saw all the kids for the regular meetings, except that Monday was Labor Day so I did not meet with since Monday is our regular day. 

and did attend the required study hall Wednesday night. 

>>>Tony 

>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:07 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor cancellation. 

send the email any~vay just to be sure 

Oi at 9:03 PIVI, " .~live.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 

> Do I need to cancel my Physics tutor or do they alrea@ know I’m starting next week? 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 3:55 PM. "Yount, Tony-" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Ladies, 
>> 

>> Remember to cancel your tutor sessions according to the policy in the Student-Tutor agreement that I sent to you. Notification must be emailed by noon on the day of the session If you 
are cancelling a Sunday night, you must do that by Friday morning. You can do that ahead of time before you leave and have all of it taken care of in one emai 1. 
>> 

>> ASPSA staff- women’s soccer is leaving for Florida tomorrow afternoon and will not return return to campus until approximately 7 pm Sunday evening. 
>> 

>> Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday 10:06 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor cancellation. 

yes, and copy me on the email 

at 10:02 PM, " ~live.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Is this who I’m supposed to email? ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorinq@unc.edu> 

Thanks, 

~=rom: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ):06 PM 

To; 

Subject: Re: Tutor cancellation. 
send ti-~e emaii anywa? just to be sure 

On , a,* 9:03 EM, " ~?live.unc. edu > wrote: 

> Hi Teny, 
> 

> Do I need to cancei my Physics t’~tor or do tJ~ey airea@ know I’m starting next week? 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> 

> Sere from m? iPhene 
> 

> On at 3:55 PM, "¥otit~t. Tot~" <tonvvount@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Ladies, 
>> 

~> Remember to cancel your tutor sessions according to t~e policy in the Sludeni-Tutor agreement that I sent to you. Notification must be emaiied by noon on the day of the 
session. If you are cancel]ing a Sunday nighL you must do lhal by Friday morning. You can do that ahead of time be:[bre you leave and have all o:[ it taken care of’in one 
email. 

)> ASPSA stair- women’s soccer is le~ving :[br F]orida tomorrow ~[);emoon and wi]i not return return to campus until approximately 7 pm Sunday evening. 

)> Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:05 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edn> 

Fwd: 

OK to respond tc mother? I talked ruth and her dad last night when they called me. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~..qmail.com> 
Subject:, 
Date: 8:38:59 AM EDT 
To: <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Hi Tony; 
I am sony we were not able to get back to you last night. 
Thank you for helping     with her conrse selection. 

Do yon mind if we do this via email? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, : 9:19 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edn> 

Re: 

’I’ha~lcs 

Just trying to be sure 

On 

wrote~ 

at 9:05 AM, "Markos, Lance M" <markos~email.unc.edu> 

Yep .- we*re all allowed ~:o wri~:e to 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:05 AN 
To: Narkos, Lance 
Subject: Fwd: 

OK ~ respond t~       mother? I ~ked with      md her dad last night when they called me. 

Begin ib~varded mes~ge: 

F rom: @.qmail,com> 
Subject: 
Date: 8:38:59 AM EDT 

To: <ton~yount@unc,edu> 
Hi Tony, 

I am sorry we were not able to get back to you last night. 
Thank you liar helping      xith her cour~ ~lection. 

Do you mind if we do this via email? 

Thank~ 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 AM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

We can do that. I was able to speak with 

Tony- Yount 

Academics Counselor, Women’s Soccer 

aaad her dad laser night. Any questions you have, just send them. 

On , at 8:38 AM, ))gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I am sorry we were not able to get back to you last night. 
Thm~ you for helping      ~-ith her course selection. 

Do you ~nind if we do this via email? 

Thm~s, 



From; 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony vg3~ount@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  9:39 AM 
Barnes, Philip E <pbaaales~unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrma M <kmdowd@unc.e&>~; Lew, Jmmi![~r S <jenw.levy@unc-edt~> 

From Beth Lyons ~vho was on duty last night. 
el~’ised study room like the,; are supposed to do, and one other girl that Beth didn’t know) took over a tutor room that the foreign language 

Instead of slgmng in to the sup ,             ,~ - - -    ¯ ~ ÷~ *~,~ ~t that ~eonle in the room next door asked Beth to go and quiet them down. Beth said it was loud, 
tutor had ust vacated, turned up the musm and and were ~ouct ano cnsrup~lv~ ~, ~*~ ~,~***      r ~ 
and that      appeared to be dancing. V~en confronted~ they told her that they were reading Drama assignments The?’ did calm down after Beth confronted them, but were causing a 

study hall problem. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:54 AM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

http://www.fridaycenter.uaac edu/cp/cco/courses.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:51 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: See Dr. Janken in his office hours - 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ Nlive.unc edu> 
Subject: Fwd: See Dr. Janken in his office hours - 
Date:                  11:47:14 AM EDT 
To: "ton¥¥ount@unc.edu" <ton¥¥ount@unc.edu> 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Janken, Kenneth" <krianken@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: See Dr. Janken in his office hours 
Date: 2:18:50 PM EDT 
To: ’ @live.unc.edu> 

I’m very worried about your work in AA~A3) and I want you to visit my office hours to,no,row,             I find it unacceptable 

thaty~uhaven,tevenbegunt~madSummerSn~w.I,mn~tsumwhyy~uhaven,tyetpurchasedtheb~k you have known that it is 

required reading from the beginning of the semester. Morn, the book is on mse~e reading in the Undergraduate Librmy, so you could have 

gone them to mad it. (And you shonld head there so you can be caught up on Wednesday.) 

But more generally, you seem not to be engaged ruth the work in class. You don’t have much to say in discnssion. And I have to say that I 

am ve~, veo~ surprised by your approach to the higher education available to you at UNC. It is my hope that the types of courses that you 

can take at Carolina roll surprise you and encourage you to widen ?-our academic interests. But that can’t happen if yon don’t do the 
reading. Is 11~is occurring in your other classes as well? I would really like to know. If it i~ then 111~ink we need to work on ways to get you 

more engaged. 

I look tbrwad"d to saeing you tomorrow morning. 

Sincemly, 

Dr. Janken 

Dr. Kenneth R. Jmflcen 

Depextment of Africar~ African An~efican, and Diaspora Stndies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link tbr information about my publications: 

http:i,’www.uma ss.edu/umpress/lilleirav~i~rd- w-logan - and- dilcvama- at~ican- amcfican-intellectua~ 

http:/iuncpm ss. uric .ed~,’l_~o ks/T- 8059.htm! 

htti’~:/iandpmss:nd:edu/booki p0()780 

_~_t£:_,!:’_E_r!@m ss.nd.edu/booki P00723 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony-<gyount@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  12:57 PM 

Charles, Jennifer S ~enchar@unc.edu> 

Re: Drop in tutor available 

Drop ins for foreign language every, mght we me open. They oae lis~ted on the drop in tutor sheet under FL (foreign language) Jack does PORT in addition to other 

languages during the drop in. 

OI at 12:39 PM, "Charles, Jennifer S" <jenchar~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi ToW, player told her that there w~s one 
I wonld like to know if there is a drop in tutor tbr PORT    available on Sunday? 

nention to me that a ~ 

offered at on Sunday night. Could you verify this for me please? I looked over the email you sent me about drop ~n tutors and I did not see a session available. 

Thanks° 
Jem~ifer 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:31 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 
Subject: 
Date:                  3:01:56 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Can you please let know that will be available to meet with her at noon tomorrow. 
meeting... 

mentioned thal         should have the following done by the time they meet: 

-Bring all the articles printed out to the session 

-Have all of the articles already read 

-Have specific questions about them 

Thanks! 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

did have some stipulations to agree to this 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:33 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Done, 

Thank yon 

On 

wrote: 

at 3:01 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATntoring~unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Can you please lel know thal will be available to meet with her at noon tomorrow. 
meeting.,. 

mentioned tha.          should have the following done by the time they meet: 

-Bring all the articles printed out to the session 

-Have all of the articles already read 

-Have specific questions about them 

I felt like they were pretty reasonable... So please pass along the information. 

Thanks! 

~n Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

did have some stipulations to agree to this 



Fl’om; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday                  5:46 PM 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Re: Privilege Caacd 

Hi, 
Thank you all for your patience as we have tried to work on finalizing the purchasing of tickets for required Playmakers productions. Here are the instructions that 

you need to tell your students who are in drama and who are on the booklist. 
Students will need to purchase individual student tickets for each of the Playmakers productions at the Playmakers Box Office in the Center for Dramatic 

Arts. They are not using the privilege cards so they can purchase all of their tickets individually for each production or purchase all three at once if they 

know the dates. 

2. Students will need to inform the person at the window that they are on the student-athlete list and need to get a student ticket. 

3. Students will have to show their One Cards when they go to the box office. 

4. Ticket availability is not guaranteed so students should plan ahead and get tickets ahead of time. 

5. The box office is open from 12-6 Monday-Friday and two hours before each performance. Students will only be able to pick up their tickets when there is a 

manager present, so they should make sure they do not wait until the last minute. 

15. Students can only receive one ticket per production. 

Ol at 5:31 PM, ’ ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 
You told me not to purchase my privilege card tbr drmna but the deadline was this past Friday so l was wondering what I should do about it. 

Thank you! 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 



From: Yount, Ton?’ <gyount@emaiLunc.edu-- 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:00 PM 

To: 
Subjet’t: MATtt tutor 

- MATH 

Start on Monday. 

Mon @ 9pro with 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:02 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu>; rackhmn <rackham@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Accepted into the Honors Program 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:03 PM 

Shelton, Kaxen C <kcs@unc.edtv~; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu>; Catbro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edn> 

md 

Accepted into the Honors Program today. 

did not get an email today so rm not stare about her status. 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:04 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet’t: PSYC tutor 

Starts Sunday night. 

Tony 

- PSYC    Sun @ 6pm with 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:05 PM 

To: @li~Te,nnc.edu> 

Subje~’t: PSYC tutors 

Start tomorrow night 

Tony 

- PSYC    Ved@6pmwith 

- PSYC     ues@6pmwith (Starts NEXT week) 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJ~l.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:07 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-* 

Subjet’t: HIST tutor 

Starts next Monday 

Tony 

- HIST    Mon @ 9pm with 

- CGS @8pm with Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:42 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Fwd: PSYC tutors 

Tutor conflict involving ~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ Nlive.unc edu> 
Subject: Re: PSYd tutors 
Date: 7:36:41 PM EDT 

To: "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

I won’t be able to do the wednesday @6 because I have a writing rotor the saa~e ti~ne. 

Wednesday nights at 61 have a wriling rotor 

On            at 7:05 PM, "Yount, Ton??’ <tonyvount~unc.edu> wrote: 

- PSYC    Wed @ 6pm with ~ 
- PSYC    Tues @ 6pm with 

Start tomorrow night 

Tony 

(Starts NEXT week) 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:42 PM 

To: @live.nnc.edu> 

Subject: Re: PSYC tutors 

I’ll work on that. 

On , at 7:36 PM, " ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony. 

I won’t be able to do the wednesday @6 because I have a writing rotor the same time. 

Wednesday nights at 61 have a writing tutor 

On           {, at 7:05 PM, "Yount, Tony" <k~n~oun(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

- PSYC : Wed @ 6pm with 

¯ - PSYC : Tues @ 6pm with 

Start tomorrow night 

(Starts NEXT week) 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:12 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: PSYC Exam Review - Wednesday @ 9:00pm 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC 

evening      at 9:00pm in Room 2310A. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

:hat our Psychology tutor, ;, will be conducting on Wednesday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:40 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: PSYC tutors 

Go to your writing tutor as usual. The 6 pin Wed PSYC tutor has been cancelled. 

Tony 

On at 7:36 PM, " ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I won’t be able to do the wednesday @6 because I have a writing tutor the same time. 

Wednesday nights at 61 have a writing tutor 

On            , at 7:05 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyvount(~unc.edu> wrote: 

- PSYC    Wed @ 6pm with 

- PSYC    Tues @ 6pm with (Starts NEXT week) 

Start tomorrow night 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:47 AM 

@live.nnc.edtr~ 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@nnc.edu>; Shelton, KaJcen C <kcs@unc.edu> 

Tutor Cancellation 

Caroline, 

Please remember to cancel your Thursday night tutor session with due to team travel 

Thanks 

Tony 

ASPSA staff- ~" is traveling to Charlottesville and wil[ be away Thursday night. This should be the only session affected. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:55 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Yes - wonderful. After this Sunday, wome~fs soccer will not miss another Sunday until late November. 

Thank yon 

On , at 8:50 AM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring(~unc.edu> w~ote: 

Tony, 
Can I adc~       [o an existin~ SPAN    ~n Sunday nights @ 9pm? 
If I remember correctly -Soccer has a bunch of Sundays and Thursdays, will they be done by then? 
Considerin@ how many she will miss because of travel._ Will this help? 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:28 AM 

Barnes, Philip E <pbame@unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Lewy, JenniI~r S <jenny.levy@unc.edtr~ 

aM advising apt. 

make-up advising appointment with Spencer is this afternoon at 1:30. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, i 10:37 AM 

Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc.edu> 

Recruits this weekend. 

Phil, 

Attached is a sheet that I would rely much like for the incoming to fill out for me. 

And here is the to do list for them: 

By far the most important thing is for them to take either the ACT exam, or the SAT Math Subject Test Level 1 or 2 BEFORE they come to orientation next summer. They calmot register for a 
Math class at Carolina without a score from one of those 2 sources The only exception is if they took the AP calculus exam. Math Placement can also come from that 

Second, even if they have an SAT score that will get them admitted, I would advise them to take the exam again to get the best possible score. Admissions uses their score [’or a predicted 
GPA for their freshmen year, and that score has implications for study hail, hours, etc Doing their best rather than relying on a score that is adequate ]2~r athletics admission is a good idea. 

Tell them that I will be contacting them in late Jan or early Feb about registration for orientation. The earlier the?" do that, the better their chances of coming when they want to come. 

They should be certain to report all testing scores to Carolina, AP, IB, SAT, ACT, Subject Test scores They should print copies of their results and bring them with them to orientation. 

Getting hours in summer school from communi~ colleges or school near home is a good idea. They shimld el:nail me to see what will transfer. 

has a major PHIL paper to write this we&end and its due at 8 pm on Sunday She will need some time free from recruits to work on that paper 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:44 AM 

To: ~live.unc,edu>; 

Subject: MATt1 tutor 

~live.unc.edu> 

Ladies, 

How is the tutor group going? What kind of feedback do you have for me on what you are getting from your tutor sessions 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, l 1:11 AM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

h ttp://admissions.unc edu/exp~ore/academics/credit-for-~utside-coursew~rk/transfer-credit-eva~uati~n-for-current-students/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:33 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

Fwd: M_AT tt tutor 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~live.unc edu> 
Subject: RE: MATH tutor 
Date: 2:16:55 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tony~’ount@unc.edu> 

I enjoy the tutor sessions I wish they were a bit longer. Also are we able to go more than once a week? The lady is helpful though. 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:43 PM 

To: 

Subject: MATH .:utor 
Ladies, 

How is the tutor grmlp gnir, g9 What kind o:[ ~eedback do you have g,)r me nn what yo~,~ are gethng ~om your 0,~tor sessinns. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 4:20 PM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Paper topics 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Paper topics 
Date:                  3:12:21 PM EDT 
To: Tony Yount <ton¥¥ount@unc.edu> 

To: All Paxt~cipants 

From: Bernmd Boxill 

I am attaching the paper topics. Next tuesday I will have a lot more advice to give about wridng them. Tomon~ow read the Chike Jeffers 
article. We have a guest lecturer, so lets look good! 

First Set of Paper Topics for Philosophy 57.docx 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "PHIL 
click this link to access Messages for this site: PHIL 

" site. To reply to this message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:44 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

New tutors 

~@email.nnc.edtr~ 

- Mon @ 6pm SPAN    with 

-Sun @ 9pm SPAN    with - your sessions will start 11 days from now. 



From: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday,                  9:24 PM 

Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu>; Lewy, Jennit~r S <jenny.levy@unc.edu> 

Daily    and     repor~t 

is supposed to be with me from 9 - 10 each Wednesday night in study hall, actually studying I found her tonight in the printing room 12 minutes late. The ensuing conversation 

was not pleasant and ended with me telling her that I wanted for her to just one thing right 

is playing the         game in study hall. She got all of her required hours done so that she could mn around and flirt like         did last year I informed her that if she was in the 

AC in the evening, and not ~vith a tutor, she needed to be in the monitored study hall room with the other freshmen. 

is usually with them and the 3 of them are quite tM1 of themselves and haven’t yet decided to play by the rules I’ve been patient until tonight, trying to like these kids and get along 

w~th them. That prett5’ much ended tonight. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:59 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Official Transcript 

I’m here MOn - Fri 9-3 except this friday m~d next Monday. After 1 I have fewer appts. But I wouldn’t laiow how to order a transcript 

regis~trar’s office        they would know. 

Tony 

- but if you ca]l the 

On . at 11:55 AM, " ~live.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Hey Tong, 

I need to order an official transcript from 
What da~,s and times are you available to meet? 

Thanks, 

~nd get it sent over here but I am not sure how/where to send it to. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emofil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday,                  12:12 PM 

~live.unc.e&c~ 

Away from the once 

I will be away from the ofiice Friday,                        for some vacation time in the Rocky Mouaatains. I ;vill have my cell and computer, but will often be out of range I will 

respond, but it rnay not be instant. Monday meetings with I?eshmen will not be held. I will resume no~To~al hours Tuesday at 9 am. 

And I will probably bore you with beautiful pictures when I get back. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday 1:15 PM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

Re: Away from fl~e office 

I’m sorW. I did not see that email. ~ e can’t reschedule it for , because the schedules are already set. So you should email the ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> address and tell 
them you are scheduled to return from team travel and 6 and that you ~vill try to get to the session, but that you can’t control the exact time of return and that its possible that you ~von’t be 
there 

On at 12:57 P2~ " ~live.uaac.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> 

> I wrote you ari email a couple of days ago but unfortunately did not get an answer. We arrive at 6 on ,Sunday arid my PSYC tutoring is scheduled at 6. I think that will not work out. Could 
we reschedule it at 7? 
> 

> Thank you 
> Have a great weekend[ 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> ~chrieb "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Ladies, 
>> 

>> I will be away from the office Friday,                        for some vacation time in the Rocky Mountains. I will have my cell and computer, but will often be out of range I will 
respond, but it may not be instant. Monday meetings with freshmen will not be held I will resume normal hours Tuesday at 9 am. 
>> 

>> And I will probably bore you with beautiful pictures when I get back. 
>> 

>> Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:53 PM 

To: _ _ ~live.unc.edu>; 
<      (a)live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Tutor Cancellations 

’@live. unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Ladies 
Here are tutor session cancellations that are coming up. 

-She mentioned she spoke with most of her students already 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  8:02 PM 

Wigger, Leah Male <wigger@unc.edu>; Mann, Jan M. <janmann@~ nc edu-~ 

Weekly 

Coaches, 

I compiled everything this afternoon, leaving early in the morning for Colorado, so Thursd0y’s tutor and study hall reformation are not in there the the hours listed don’t represent the whole 
week. Didn’t see a ~vay around that but I did want you to have the updates on the grades, as midterms are started to come in. I’ll be back in the office Tuesday morning. 

A late update on 
And she is down to 9 hours So if these two significant efforts to help her get through the first semester aren’t adequate, the next step could be a withdrawal, and a start over in 

January. That decision doesn’t have to be made soon 

Tuny 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, g:04 PM 

Fulton, Gra~t <gfulton@unc.edu-*; Shelton, Kaxen C <kc@unc.edu>; Catbro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu> 

Weekly 

.pdf 

Coaches, 

I compiled evelything this afternoon, leaving early in the morning for Colorado, so Thursday’s tutor and study hall information are not in there and the hours listed don’t represent the ~vhole 
week. Didn’t see a ~vay around that but I did want you to have the updates on the grades, as midterms are started to come in. I’ll be back in the office Tuesday morning. 

Congrats to nc for acceptance to the Honors Program. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday 8:05 PM 

Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarne@unc.edu>; Le~.% Jennit~r S <jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

< ~gmail.com> 

Weekly 

ax.pdf 

I compiled evelything this afternoon, leaving early in the morning for Colorado, so Thursday’s tutor and study hall information are not in there and the hours listed don’t represent the ~vhole 
week. Didn’t see a ~vay around that but I did want you to have the updates on the grades, as midterms are started to come in. I’ll be back in the office Tuesday morning. 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 8:08 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: ONce hours 

have seen them 3 times, never in a setting where I had my camera ready They are truly spectacular. I’m 63 ?’ears old and travel all the time. You have to be really lucky to see them. 

On at 5:59 PM. @live uric edu> ~vrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> 

> I just wanted to let you know that I went to ALL four of my professors office hours this week[ I am also meeting with my AAAD teacher tomorro~v at 12 since my History recitation is 
cancelled. Just letting you know so you can add hours to my baby sitter’s tally chart Have fun this weekend in Dakota! (Or whatever nature place you are going to) 
> 

> I meant to ask you if you have ever seen the northern lights. I watched a documenta~z on YouTube on ho~v they can be seen from Yellow Stone and Yosemite (i think) National Parks. If 
you see them please take a picture for me’. It’s on my bucket list to see them in person., and mermaids. 
> 

> Goodnight! 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent ficom my/Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, g:09 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu>; rackhmn <rackham@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Weekly 

I compiled everything this afternoon, leaving early in the morning for Colorado, so Thursday’s tutor and study hall information are not in there and the hours listed don’t represent the ~vhole 
week. Didn’t see a ~vay around that but I did want you to have the updates on the grades, as midterms are started to come in. I’ll be back in the office Tuesday morning. 

reports this - "I just wanted to let you know that I went to ALL ]2mr of my professors office hours this week! I am also meeting with my AAAD teacher tomorrow at 12 since my 
History recitation is cancelled." 

Good luck on this very big weekend of contests. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emo]l.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  8:47 PM 

Wigger, Leah Marie <wigger@unc.edu>; Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edtr-~ 

Weekly 

Coaches, 

I compiled everything this afternoon, leaving early in the morning for Colorado, so Thursday’s tutor and study hall reformation are not in there the the hours listed don’t represent the whole 

week. Didaa’t see a way around that but I did want you to ha~’e the updates un the grades, as midterms are started to come in 

A late update on - she was 
the next step could be a withdrawal, and a start over in 

January. That decision doesn’t have to be made soon 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 4:37 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: New tutor 

-GEOG : Mondays @ 8pm with 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 4:38 AM 

To: ~live. unc.edu-* 

Subje~’t: New tutor 

-GEOL    Mondays @ 8pm witl~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJLunc.edu~ 

Sunday, 11:26 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Tntoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu-* 

Re: Cancel rotor 

If you will read the policy and pay attention to the cancellation procedures, you well see fl~at for canceling a Sunday night tutor, the notice needs to be sam by noon on 

Friday. Please pay attention to those details so that you can get things done the fight way. 

Tow 

On at 10:21 AM, " @,live.m~c.edu> wrote: 

I am currently in                                        . I have a math     Jtor at 7 tonight, but I don’t know if I will be back in time. 
We are supposed to arrive in Chapel Hill around 6:30 or 7, so I probably will be running a few minutes late. 

Thanks, 

From: ASPSA Tutorinq <ASg~SAFui:orit;£@un~:,edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, ! 12:17 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Cancel tutor 
Thank~ 
You’re ail set. For future -please ~ndude which courage ~t ~s (GEOG 

B~n 5heu 
Assbtant Tutorial Coordinator 
U NC Academic Support Program for SLudent-AtMetes 

#.::[]~5.~@ e m a i L u n c, e d u 

Ce~l: 

Sen~: Wednes6ay, 1~:35 AM 
T~: ASPSA Tutodng 

Sub~e~t: Cance~ tutor 
Hey my name ~s 

Thanks, 

~rHJ your sport, 

nd I wouid like to cancel my geography tutor for tonight at 8. My tutors name is, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN~TONY YOUNT (GYOL~T): 

Sunday,                  3:48 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Re: Math Subject Test 

What is the schedule lbr the morning of alumni weekend. The math test doesn’t take the three or four hours. It might not conflict with anything. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:37 PM, " ~live.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

I am trying to register for the Subject Math test so i will be able to take a math next semester, The last day to sign up for the 
test 

is tomorrow but its the same weekend as parent/alumni weekend. The next date is         I figured that was to late because the scores 

wouldn’t be in in time for next semester registration. Would you recommend me waiting and talking a math my sophomore year or next 

semester and register for 

Thank you, 



From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Sunday, September 22, 2013 9:27:40 PM 
To: Sagula, Joseph A 
Subject: Re: Volleyball Weekly Organizational meeting_ September 23, 2013 
Importance: High 

Congratulations to all on a big weekend. I hope you won’t mind if I choose this over the staff meeting tomorrow. Back in the office Tuesday morning. 

htt~s://barracuda45~.uncaa.unc~edu/cgi-m~d/getstubbedattachment.cgi/DS~42~jpg?charset=utf-8&cid=F4~3F~83-399D-zk%~-B:[2C-C~379AB1]~73E%4~hi~- 
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On Sep 22, 2013, at 8:38 PM, "Sagula, Joseph A" <jsagula@unc.edu> wrote: 
Good evening all, 
This past weekend was a great time for our Tar Heels, as we went 2-0 vs the Big Ten 
We now prepare for ACC play this Wednesday 
I want to thank everyone who helped make this past weekend’s home matches successful. A great crowd on Friday night with 

the band, Fever, cheerleaders, and Ramses. 
A great environment, and everyone was into the match. And then a surprisingly good crowd on Saturday evening as well (despite 
the rain). Great job marketing. 
THANK YOU ALL for making it a first class event. 
We will meet for our weekly organizational meeting tomorrow morning. 
The meeting tomorrow will be in the MEDIA ROOM in Carmichael (next to the elevator, just at the South entrance) 
Once again we will have two groups. 8:10-8:35, and 8:35-9:30 AM 
September 23, 2013 - CARMICHAEL MEDIA ROOM We w~l~ have coffe!! 
Agenda: 
8:10 -8:35 AM - Group 1: COACHES with SPORTS MEDICINE staff and STRENGTH & CONDITIONING (only). Administrators are 
always welcome 
8:35-8:45 AM -Grou p 2: ACADEMICS REPORT -weekly reports, discussion of 2013 Guest Coaches, update of study hall, tutoring, etc. 
8:45-9:15 AM - SPORTS MARKETING & SPORTS INFORMATION - planning for ESPNU GAME ON Wednesday, programs, promotions, 
band, fever. 
REVIEW OF INTRO VIDEO’S, edits, changes, music, etc. 
9:15-9:30 AM - OPERATIONS - and issues for the coming weekend plans for two visiting teams (NCSU & NOTRE DAME) visiting teams, 
practices WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, locker rooms, officials, parking. 
PINK JERSEY STATUS, TURN IT PINK MATCH (October 11, Tar Heel Town date - OCTOBER 26, This Saturday Football vs. ECU home, 
Alumni volleyball weekend this Saturday, Sept. 29 
9:40-10:00 AM - WEEKLY VOLLEYBALL COMPLIANCE, discussion and updates for record keeping, and file on our sharedrive for 
VOLLEYBALL used by coaches to 
document log of compliance issues, questions, and answers. 
10:00 AM - volleyball staff to discuss potential meeting times to review fund raising goals and needs. Schedule a time to meet with Matt Terrell 
and Michael Beale with Coach JS 
I appreciate the opportunity to have you bring your expertise as part of our volleyball program and look forward to your continued input and 
support. 
See you in the morning 
JS 
JOE SAGULA, Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
PO Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

OFFICE: 919 962-5228 FAX’: 919 843-8543 

CELL: CAMP: 919 612-7009 
Official UNC website: www.qohee~s.com 
Camps and clinics: vvww.carolinavolleyball,com 
<FEB73987-ECFF-4605-9E37-0F29279E51 D6.png> 

<FEB73987-ECFF-4605-9E37-0F29279E51 D6.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, ):28 PM 

Re: Tutoring 

~live.unc.edu> 

Follow the tutor cancellation policy on the Student Tutor Agreement that I sent you by email. By noon tomorrow send an email here and explain why you won’t be coming to the AC. You 
have math tutoring ~vith       ? 

On at 8:15 PM, " ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

He?’ Ton?-, 

Hope you’ve had a good ~veekend. 

Because I’m trying out the Dey hall tutoring I don’t need to come to nay math tutoring in Loudermilk with 

Thanks ! 

Sent Iicom my/Phone 

tomorrow. Ho~v do I handle this/make sure he knows I won’t be there? 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:20 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor 

ThaNes 

She told me about that apt last week in our meeting. 

On at 9:11 AM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring(~unc.edn> wrote: 

Assistant ]ul:ori~l Coordin~l:or 
U NC Academic Suppo~t [,’rogram for Student--Athletes 

~.~.h.~.~.¢~ ~.~.[:~ ~.~.~!~ 
Office: 
Ceil: 

From: 
Sent: Mon~ag~ 9:00 ~M 
T~: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Tutor 

I am canceling tonight’s tutor session because of a 
Thank gou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Monday 11:21 AM 

~email.unc.edu.-* 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fo~varded message: 

From: ASPSA Tntofing 

Date at 9:20:29 AM MDT 

To: "Yount. Tonv" 
Subject: 

I was able to add her to a group session on Wednesday night @ 6pm with 

,~en She~ 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC ~,cademic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Monday, 2:04 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: 

I am in the Chicago a~iport right now and I can’t check. I’m sorry. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 11:00 AM, " 

Hey tony. 

What subject is "this tutor tbr? Business? 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 3:21:21 PM 

To:l 

Subject: Fwd: 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSA’I’~a~x;e~a~’~mc eda> 

Date at 9:20:29 AM MDT 

To: "Yount, Tow" 
Subject: ’ 

I was able to add her to a group session on Wednesday night @ 6pm with 

B~n Sh~’u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

~.~.M.~.~.¢~ :~ ~..~ ~.~.!.[ :.~.~ ~ >:.e.~.~. v. 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Monday, 2:04 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@m~c.edu> 

Re: 

I’m in the Chicago airport now and I can’t check. For what subject is that session please? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or at 10:20 AM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSAi"a~oril-~mc.edu> wrote: 

I was able to add her to a group session on Wednesday night @ 6pm with 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Monday, 2:18 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: 

It is a tutor for business 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 11:00 AM, " 

Hey tony. 

What subject is "this tutor tbr? Business? 

wrote: 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 3:21:21 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSAT~a k; e~ >.2i~’~mc eda> 

Date:                  ~t 9:20:29 AM MDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <.:onvs ount~a::unc 

Subject: 

I was able to add her to a group session on Wednesday night @ 6pm with 

Ben Sh~’u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

! ?.~..b.f~ ,.=~.@ :~ ~..~ ~.@ :.~.~ ~ 2~..:.e.. ~J. ~..~. 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <~gyount(.@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:52 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Tutor 

Hist tutor tonight at 9:00 pm 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach, 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:56 AM 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu-~ 

New player? 

Tom Timmermans jusl email saying I should add -. 

Is she a new player and someone that I should meet with? 

Also, could you do a change of slams so thai and 

when I do schedule runs. 

Thanks 

Tony 

would disappear from our team lists on Connect Carolina? They are showing up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt,@~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:06 AM 

~gmail.com:~ 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:31 PM 

@live.nnc.edu-~ 

De~lree: AS Doctor of Philosophy 
Na]or= Economics 
School-¯ College of ArLs and Sciences 
~osition 
T~tie: Teachinq Assistant 
#epa~tme~t~ Eco~qom~cs (3289) 

Local Location 

DownLoad VCard (What is this?) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:41 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Change 

Tutor schedule change 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 
Subject: Change 
Date:                  9:57:21 AM EDT 
To: "You~t, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu> 

Please let know we’ve added her to ECOiX 

Be’.n Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

on Monday @ 6pm 



From: Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:05 AM 

To: @grnail.corn> 

Subjet’t: Re: Tutor 

Yes that is an acceptable reason. Please forward this email to the ASPSA address to properly cancel ?’our tutor session tonight. 

Tony 

On at 11:00 AN~ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

> Hi tony. I was wondering if I could have an "excused absence" from my Econ tutor tonight? I have a very very difficult Hmward business case + data analysis paper due tomorrow that I’ve 

been working on for quite some time and am having trouble figuring out due tomorrow in my JOMC class It’s really intense and comparable to a masters course - - 

> 
> Hope all is well, 
> 

> 

> Sent Iicom my/Phone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:41 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Tutor 

here is an example of the right way to do the tutor cancellation th~       iust sere to ns. Check with me first and then notify the tutors. It helps the ustem 

operate more efficiently if you follow the insurrections that were given on the policy sheet that you signed and that I emailed to you. 

Thanks. 

Begin ibm’arded message: 

From: TONY YOUNT <~¥ount@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tutor 
Date: 11:04:35 AM EDT 
To: ~.qmail.com> 

Yes that is an acceptable reason. Please ~brward this email to the ASPSA address to properly cancel your tutor session tonight. 

Tony 

On at 11:00 AM, ~mail.coln> wrote: 

Hi tony. I was wondering ifI could have an "excused absence" from my Econ tutor tonight? I have a ve~ ve~ difficult Harvard business 

case + data analysis paper dne tomorrow that I’ve been working on for qnite some time and am hmdng trouble figuring out due tomorrow in 

my JOMC                     class. It’s really intense and comparable to a masters course - - 

Hope all is well, 

Sere t~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:57 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

cancel tutor session 

Tony 

would like to cancel permanently her PHIZ session, Thursdays at 6 pm, effectively immediately. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:01 PM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@nnc.edu-* 

Re: Study Sessions Update 

did not coW me on the email to cancel her tutor tonight. I don’t know if she did that or not. It is too late now to send the email however. I’ll check to see if she did. 

Tony 

On at 12:52 PM, "Charle s, Jennifer S" <i enchar~unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 
How are you? I hope you enjoyed your trip! Just waJ~ted to update you. So far so good on my end. The ladies have been real good about communicating with 
in regards to homework assigmnent, quizzes, and tests. This week I did not have m~y sessions with thegn. Also, since we have a game tonight, tutor is 
schedule not to meet with her, right? I’m just making sure. 
Thmlk you! 
Jem~ifer Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Wednesday 1:09 PM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@nnc.edu> 

Re: Study Sessions Update 

Policy says that she has to cancel by noon on the day, of the appoint,nent so that’s why it would be too late. She roll prolmbly get an i,ffraction for this if she hasn’t 

entailed the cancellation already 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

O11 , at 1:06 PM, "Charles, Jennit}r S" ~ienchar(&unc.edtv> wrote: 

I’m hopethlly she did. Iffbr re~son she did not, why wouldn’t she be able to etnail or call to say she need to cancel clue to game today? Therefore, wonld she 
be penalize for not doing so? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent= Wednesday, I:01 PM 
To= Charles, Jennifer S 
Subject; Re: Study Sessions Update 

did not copy me on the email to cancel her tutor tonight. I don’t know if she did that or not. It is too late now to send the email however. I’ll check to 

see if she did. 

Tony 

On            , at 12:52 PM, "Charles, Jennifer S" ~ienchar(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Toil}’, 

How are you? I hope you enjoyed yonr trip! .lust wanted to update you. So fax so good on my end. ~[lae ladies have been real good about communicating with 
in regards to homework assigrm~ent, quizzes, and tests. This week I did not have any sessions with them. Also, since we have a game tonight, :utor is 
schedule not to meet with her, right? I’m just making sure. 
Thank you! 
Jem~ifer Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ.l.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:59 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Travel List tbr PitLsburgh 

thm~s Tom 

On at 5:56 PM, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman(~unc.edn> wrote: 

Tony, 

This is the fist wit~ ~ ~o,,,v going in place of 

-Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas .1 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:06 PM 

To: Lohse, Dave clark 

Subject: RE: Travel List for Pittsburgh 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 AM 

To: Sander, Thomas _I 

Subject: Travel List for Pi~burgh 

Tom: Do you have a travel list for Pittsburgh. I don’t want to waste my time writing notes for the ESPN3 folks on players who won’t be making the trip. 

Thanks. 

A reminder to leave uniforms out for us at 1 p.m. I will return trophy then. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

:ell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

PiR flight list.pdf> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:44 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: AAAD + HIST 

Ben 

I missed this email while flying back on Monday and did not notify the 3 kids that are mine on this list. 

emailed all of them tonight so i        should be able to attend tomorrow night. Ivly apologies. 

Tony 

and absences were not their fault. I have 

O11 , at 12:04 PM, "Sheu, Benjamin" <bsheu~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey all, 
Please see the additions attached. 
These have been confirmed to start tonight! 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

< _HIST_AAAD_ ,pdf> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:55 PM 

To: ~live.nnc.edu~; 

<    ~live.unc.edw~ 

Subject: HistolT Tutors 

@live.unc.edu>; 

- HIST 

- AAAD 

- HIS7 

- with - Mondays at 9 pm - Table N-T1 

- with - Wednesdays at 9 pm 

witl~ - Thursdays at 9 pm - start tomorrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 8:49 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tra~sIbr Credit 

Here is who you need to contact to fix the ECON    thing. Send her an email that includes the email you forwarded to me yesterday a~d then tell her that your 

transfer credit was entered as ECON     nstead of ECON    as promised. Ask her what you need to do to fix it. 

Tony 

(919) 843-3625 

Position 
Tkle: Student Information Specialist 
Department: Admissions (2432) 

Primar7 Work Location 
UnderQraduate Admissions 
Campus Box 2200 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27599 
USA 
Phone; (91:[9) 843-3625 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emM.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:14 AM 

Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~.5,@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pba~ne@unc.edtv~ 

APR 

Coaches, 

Here is the APR report Brent roll submit on Friday for the academic year. 

l a~d , cost us points - ~ hasn’t graduated, and sat out a semester, enrolling in Jan so those two things kept us from a pert~ct score. 

Tony 

Begin tbm’aMed message: 

From: <scanner@unc.edu> 
Date:                  10:07:23 AM EDT 
To: tony ~tount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:           10:07:23 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner(~unc.edu 



Overal| APR - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Student Athlete Fall 

Elig Pet 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Elig 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

:Yes Yes 

iYes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Spring Points Earned/ 
~ Points Possible 

Pet 

414 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

414 

4/4 

4/4 

"Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Graduated This Term 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

Reason Not Retained 

Yes Yes Yes No 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes :Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Graduated This Term 

3/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

i Unknown/Other 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes No 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

4/4 

3 / 4 Left institution by choice (Known NOT to transfer) - Unknown/Other 

4/4 

4/4 

414 

4/4 

414 
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Yes Yes Yes Yes 4 / 4 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 4 / 4 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 4 t 4 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 4 i 4 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 4 / 4 

Points Earned: 110 Points Possible: 112 

Eligibility Points Earned: 56 Eligibility Points Possible: 56 

Retention Points Earned: 54 Retention Points Possible: 56 

Delayed Graduation Points: 0 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:19 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

.pdf 

Coaches, 

Here is the APR report Brent roll submit tomorrow for the        academic yeax.           cost us 2 points,          ,1 point, and we could get 
lost point back. Brent is looking into that. Has she used a missed term previously? If not. we could get that point back. 

Tony 

Begin tbm’axded message: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:20 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

.pdf 

Coaches, 

Here is the APR report Brent wi]l submit tomorrow ]2)r the         academic year.             cost us 2 points 
is looking into that Has she used a missed term previously? If not, we could get that point back. 

Tony 

I point, and we could get lost point back. Brent 

Begin 12~rwarded message: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:22 AM 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edu~; Wigger, Lea~h Marie <wigger@unc.edu-* 

made an 86 on her first PSYC exam. So happy for her that something good happened. Maybe there is a light at the end of the tunnel. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:49 AM 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu> 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.e&~> 

Re: Visit with today - one academic concern voiced 

Johr~ 

Thank you for including me on that email. 

I would mid two things. About #1, the system works quite well for all but first semester first year students. Under the current registration system tbr incoming freshmen, 

there is no priority registration tbr athletes, and building appropriate schedules tbr that population is difficult and we are often scrambling during the first week of class 

to build a ~hedule tlaat fits mtl~ their sport schedules. I know that Advising is considering a revamp for the first semester registration tlaat occurs currently during the 

orientation period. If that revision could include priority registration tbr incoming tkeshmen, our athletes could build more appropriate schedules tbr their first semesters. 

About #2 - your me~no~y is stellar. Is was            and she is ~             , ~najor. The issue arises frequently and is not isolated to this class. It is particularly 

relevant in ENGL    Yhere participation is essential to the grading process. We try to have our freslm~en take ENGL    in their off season and it helps. I have a 

situation in an Art History course where the team is missing potentia]ly 6 Fridays this fall. When recitations fall on Friday; it does make grading difficult. The policy 

states that the absence is excnseck but the policy does not guarantee the opportunity to make up the work (or participation) that is missed. That is a common issue for 

athletes and some discussion among the FAC could be veu beneficial if it helps our kids ruth oppoflunifies to make up missed participation. 

Thank you so much for listening to our kids and seeking their feedback. We are luck,/to have you as an advocate. 

Tony 

On . at 4:11 PM, "Stephens, John B" <stephens(~sog.unc.edu> w-rote: 

Jan thanks again for being so accommodating tbr me to meet your team and have a brief conversation. I appreciate your welcome and enjoyed taJking 

with the ffmdents. 

Tony- good to see yon at the SAAC meeting last w-eek; just wanted to loop you in on what I heard. 

I asked about their abili~ to use early registration to get courses they needed, and any other questions or concerns. 

Here’s what I heard from today’s conversation. 
1. Early registration - generally working well - students getting class schedules that work with team obligations. 
2. Reported by            [Jan - correct me if l’m wrong; I recall she is a              major, but am not great on tracking names]. One 

challenge (        semester, one course) -excused absences. Teacher is granting the absence, but counting down on class participation. 
Options offered by the teacher so far: 

a) Come to another section at 5 PM on Mondays. Jan notes: conflicts with team practice!conditioning, or 
b) Do extra credit. Teacher only referenced this recently;      is not sure if/how to do it. 
Overall concern: getting appropriate class time or extra credit to "make up" for lower participation due to excused absences. 

reported she had this teacher for           and generally had good interaction with her. [I believe this is an Arabic language course]. 
I only promised to raise this with my FAC colleagues, and look for patterns that could be addressed through policy. However, if this continues 
as an issue, I might be open to an appropriate teacher-to-teacher conversation. 

Jan thanks again. 

Tony let me know if there is other context to this situation. 

Thank~ John 

Associate Professor of Public Administration al’~d Governrnent 
School of Government 
Carnpus Box 3330 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 
(919)962-5190 voice 
(919) 962-2705 15x 

Skype: 

<image001.gif> <image00Zgi,~> <image003.gif-> <image004.png> 
<image005.png> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 1:56 PM 

To: ~live. unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Sure come by an~ime between 10 and 3 

O~ at 1:51 PM, ~live.unc.edn> 

Wl~te: 

Hey Tony, 

Quick question, I am working on my application for the Business School and I was wondering if I could meet with you tomorrow to go over the 

essays that I have to write. 

From: Yount, Tony <tonwount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6::1.7 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: 

It is a tutor for business 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:00 AM, 

Hey tony, 

What subject is this tutor for? Business? 

From: Youn[, Tony <~’Vourtt @uric edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~:2:1:21 PM 

To; 

Subject: Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <AgPSATutoring@unc,edu> 

Date: at 9:20:29 AM MDT 

To: "Yount, Tony" <t~~nc,,edu> 

Subject: 

I was able [o add her to a group session on Wednesday night @ 6pm with 

Ben 5heu 

Assistan~ Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 3:49 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Transcript 

I took the transcript over this afternoon and got a copy. It says 4 credit hours on it from 

Tony 

Is that what you were expecting? 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 4:19 PM 

To: ~yahoo,com> 

Subje~’t: Pharmacy 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 4:50 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 2 Essays 

I like what you have to say in both essays. There are some sUlistic things you might consider. Both are one paragraph. It would probably look bette~; and read ~nore 

easily if there were two paragraphs. 

And in each essay, you end a sentence wifl~ a preposition, mad you shouldn’t do that. 

So if you want to come by tomorrow and talk about them, that wonld be fine. If not, that’s fine too. 

On , at 1:12 AM, " ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I’m not sure if you will have time to read these, but I have a draft for both my Personal Statement and the Teamwork Essay. I’m attaching 

them just in case you get a chance to read over them--let me know what you think if you do!! I’m working with Dana on my resume, and I 

need to do the Global Essay tomorrow but it was a lot to tackle. I’m sure I’ll pester you with more questions tomorrow when I check in--thank 

you as usual! 

P.S. Working on this application is making me feel a LOT better about those exams. 

P.P.S.           still has not e-mailed me back and I have almost given up hope... 

<Personal Statement.docx><Teamwork Essay.docx> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 7:25 PM 

To: ~liYe.unc.edu-* 

Subje~’t: Testing Date 

From 

Tuesday the 

Tony 

about testing. 

at 3 ;vould be best! Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <~gyount(.@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:25 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Mann, Jan M. ~anmann@unc.edu>; Wigger, Leah Marie <wigger@unc.edu> 

9 hours 

I just ~vanted to remind you that since you are now down to nine hours for the semester that it would be an in NCAA violation ifyou practiced or competed with the     ;earn. You have to 
be in 12 hours in order to do that so I just ~vanted to be sure that I said that to you so that ~ve don’t wind up with any issues for the team. And congratulations again on your psychology 
grade. That is wonderful news. 

Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Friday, 8:2g AM 

~live.m~c.edu> 

Re: 2 Essws 

Hi I won’t be in until 10 this morning but I ~vill be there from 10 until three 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 12:36 AJvL " ~live uric edu> wrote: 
> 

> Okay I attached the revised two just for fun, as well as my global essay. I’m not sure if it is too corny--I went with a women in business thing and I really hope it isn’t too dramatic becau se I 
really like it. I’ll come by tomorrow- morning to check with you and show you my resume--then I’ll be done! Talk to you then’. 
> 

> 

> From: Yount, Ton?- <ton?Tount@unc.edu> 
> Sent: Thursday 3:50 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Re: 2 Essays 
> 

> I like what you have to say in both essays There are some stylistic things you might consider. Both are one paragraph It would probably look better, and read more easily if there were 
two paragraphs 
> 

> And in each essay, you end a sentence with a preposition, and you shouldn’t do that 
> 

> So if you want to come by tomorrow and talk about them, that would be fine. If not, that’s fine too. 
> 

> 

> On at 1:12 AM, " ~hve.unc.edu<mailto: ~live.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Tony, 
> 

> I’m not sure if you will have time to read these, but I have a dral~ for both my Personal Statement and the Team*york Essay. I’m attaching them just in case you get a chance to read over 
them--let me know *vhat you think if you do{! I’m working with Dana on my resume, and ! need to do the Global Essay tomorrow but it was a lot to tackle I’m sure r [1 pester you with more 
questions tomorrow when I check in--thank you as usual! 
> 

> 

> 

> PS. Working on this application is making me feel a LOT better about those exams 
> 

> PP.S. still has not e-mailed me back and I have almost given up hope. 
> <Personal Statement docx><Teamwork Essay.docx> 
> 

> <Global Essay.docx> 
> <Personal Statement.docx> 
> <Resume.docx> 
> <Teamwork Essay.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                  12:05 PM 

Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Testing Date 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Testing Date 
Date: 7:24:29 PM EDT 
To: ~live.unc.edu> 

From ~bout testing. 

Tnesday the at 3 would be best’, Thank yon 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                  1:05 PM 

Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~.5,@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pba~ne@unc.edtr~ 

Weekly 

.pdf 

I moved weekly repolt to for the fall, and will bring her back to *or the spring. No issues to report on her at this time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:06 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Weekly 

.pdf 

I moved :eport over to for the fall and will put her back in for the spring. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyount@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:45 PM 

To: ~yahoo.com>; 

Subject: Chem tulx~rs 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday      with 
-7pm CHEM    -Rooms 

- 7pm CHEM    - Room S 

DROP-IN - 8pro CHEM - Room S 

Wednesday with 

- 6pm CHEM    - Room S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony, -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Friday, 6:52 PM 

@live uric edu> 

Re: 

No Sunday. Monday 9-3 

Sent from my iPhone 

On i, at 5:07 PM,’ ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 
Sorry I wasn’t able to stop by today. Will you be in the office anytime Sunday? 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, S:S6 PM 

To 

Subject: Re: 

Sure come by anytime between 2,0 and 3 

On , at 1:51 PM, @live.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Quick question, I am working on my application for the Business School and I was wondering if I could meet with you tomorrow to 

go over the essays that I have to write. 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:17 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: 

It is a tutor for business 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 11:00 AM, " 

Hey tony. 

What subject is this tutor for? Business? 

wrote: 

From: Yount, Tony <~,ount @kin< ,edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:21:21 PM 

To~ 

Subject: Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSArutor n~q@unc.edu> 

Date: at 9:20:29 AM MDT 

To: "Yount, Tony" 

Subject 

I was able to add her to a group session on Wednesday night @ 6pro with 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-g43-2.~2g 

Cell: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 11:10 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

CHEM tutor 

Susan, Ben 

Thanks for scheduling the students for CHEM THeir email response to the ne~vs was quite happy             had alrea@ made plans to go home for the weekend (lives in 
and she will not be able to get back for Sunday night’s session All this happened too late for her to follow the policy. She will begin the following Sunday, 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ.l.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:29 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re --M_ATtt Iutofing 

ThaNes 

On . at 6:42 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <itownsend(~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

Tony was not here tonight, so I went ahead and entered a tutoring request for for MATH She said she was really struggling. She 

has a test on Wednesday, so if there is any possibility of getting a meeting before then, she would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9]_9 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~ema]l.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:35 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagul@unc.edu-* 

Re: Volleyball Weekly Organkational meetin~ 

Thanks, 

I will enjoy that extra half hour of sleep in the morning. My last meeting tomorrow ends at 1:30. I do see                         on Mondays before 1:30 so its 
possible that I could have some information that’s not in the weekly repoll, but only on those 4. But I’ll be fiee from 1:30 - 3:00 with no one scheduled so far for that 

hour and a half. 

Tony 

O11 at 8:28 PM, "Sagula, Joseph A" <isaRula~unc.edu> wrote: 

Volleyball Weekly Organizational meeting_ 

Good evening all, 

This past week was a great time for our Tar Heels, as we went 2-0 in the ACC defeating both NCState and Notre Dame 

We now prepare tpo go on the road this week at Syracuse and Boston College 

I want to thank everyone again who helped make this past week’s home matches successful. 

A great TV match on ESPNU on Wednesday night with the band, Fever, cheerleaders, and Ramses. 

And a surprising good crowd with positive results on Friday as we also welcomed back our ALUMNI 

I think the night went very well with introductions and videos 

We will meet for our weekly organizational meeting tomorrow morning. 

The meeting tomorrow will be in the CONFERENCE ROOM in Carmichael 

We will start a little later tomorrow morninq 

Once again we will have two groups. 9:00-9:30, and 9:30-10:15 AM (no Academic report at this meeting) 

-CARMICHAEL CONFERENCE ROOM We wil have coffee! 

Agenda: 

9:00-9:30 AM - Group I: COACHES with SPORTS MEDICINE staff and STRENGTH & CONDITIONING (only). Administrators are always welcome, 

NOTE: We will schedule a separate time later in the day to meet with Tony Vaunt and update ACADEMICS since he has scheduled student meetings 

(Tony please contact me for any available time you may have open on Monday). 

October & November Calendars still being finalized on by Tuesdax, 
9:30-10:15 AM - Group 2: SPORTS MARKETING & SPORTS INFORMATION, OPERATIONS - away trip score reporting, interviews, for Syracuse & BC 

Preliminary plans for           - Pink Night vs. Dook 
- and issues for the coming weeks plans for visiting teams, practices, locker rooms, officials, parking. 

- PINK JERSEY STATUS, TURN IT PINK MATCH,          . Tar Heel Town date - 
10:00-10:15 AM - WEEKLY VOLLEYBALL COMPLIANCE, and RECRUITING discussion and updates for record keeping, and file on our sharedrive for VOLLEYBALL used 

by coaches to 

document log of compliance issues, questions, and answers~ 
10:15 AM - 11:30 AM: volleyball staff to discuss potential meeting times to review fund raising goals. 

Nike ordering, practices goals for this week, travel plans and itineraries, travel team, Eve’s travel on Tuesday, Joe’s trip to Houston, etc. new 

Ipad software ..... 

I appreciate the opportunity to have you bring your expertise as part of our volleyball program and look forward to your continued input and support. 
See you in the morning 

JOE SAGIJLA> H~.~;d Volle~,,bai== Coacii 

L~NIV~RSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

[~<-~ ~ ~d cli~ic~: www.carolinavolleyball.com 





From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, ): 12 AM 

To: ~gmx.net-~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Dropping 

The deadline is Oct 14, so there is time. You camaot do it online and it involves getting a signature Iicom a Dean. You need to come by and talk about that ~vith me. 

Tony 

Or at 8: 5 8 AM. ~glr~’~ net> wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 

> Can still drop a class? 
> 

> Have a great day[ 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  10:03 AM 

~)live.nnc.edu> 

ASPSA Tnmring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-* 

tutor 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:27 AM 

To: ~live.nnc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: tutor 

was just sending her the address. She’s going to cancel a session tonight. 

On at 10:03 AJ~ TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

> ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:44 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tutoring 

To cancel send m~ email to ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorin~@unc.edu> to cancel, cow me on the e~nail. Tell them you’re traveling this week and have a ton of 

work to co~nplete beibre you leave Thursday am. 

On at 10:31 AM, .,(~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Is there any chance that I can cancel my POLl    tutor for tomorrow? I am hoping to use that time to get ahead on some other work. 

Also, ill have a paper I would like someone to take a look at, I can just go to a drop in tutor right? I don’t need to schedule anything? 

Thanks, 



From: Yount, Tony <g3Jonnt@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:44 AM 

To: @live.anc.edtt> 

Subjet’t: Re: tutoring 

and do all that by noon today. 

On , at 10:31 AM, 5~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Is there any chance that I can cancel my POLl tutor for tomorrow? I am hoping to use that time to get ahead on some other work. 

Also, if I have a paper ~ would like someone to take a look at, I can just go to a drop in tutor right? I don’t need to schedule anything? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 5:27 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edu> 

Nike Order 

Ben, 

Thanks for doing this for us all. 

Rain Jacket - Dark Blue - size XXL - $75.00 

Early Retail Coaches Game Day Polo - White ruth horizontal Blue Stripes - size XL - $32.50 

Training NC5 Speed SiS Top - Crray - XI,- $22.50 

Total $130.00 

Tony Yount 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 12:38 PM, "Sheu, Benjamin" <bshet~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Staff, 

will be out of town on 9/25. 
Please notify your students below. 

B<:n Stteu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 
Cell: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:33 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc¯edu> 

Re: MATtt 

Ben, 

In a perfect world, Joe would let zolne to tutoring 
Joe from abom a month ago abont Mondays¯ 

¯ But I know he wants her to be at eveu practice¯ This from 

So, a few quick notes in looking over the tutor schedule .... MONDAYS area bit of an issue. Unfortunately, we cannot start practice until 4:30 PM due to class 

schedule of 
already comes late since her class lets out at 4:20 PM). 

We are scheduled to practice until 7:00 PM. We often will try to finish before 7:00 PM to help the situation, hopefully done by 6:30 PM with stretching and meetings~ 

And then the team is required to be in ice baths since they have weights in the mornings on Mondays as well. This gets them until just about 7:00 PM. 

This makes getting to tutors at 7:00 PM {on time) quite difficult. Can we notify the tutors that some of the girls who have a 7 PM tutor may be a little tardy, since 

they will be coming right from practice {plus without eating any dinner). We will be able to move our Monday practice up 30 minutes in mid October when 
class schedule changes. {and we are limited since Women’s basketball has the court/gym before us as well.) We are able to get them out by 6 Pm on Tuesdays and 

Wednesdays, and 5:15 most Thursdays. So no problem except for Mondays~ 

So maybe he lets her come tonight, but long term I know that is an issne. 

Tony 

On at 5:27 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing(~unc.edu> 

We nave a math tutor on Mondays at 6pm. I know this is extremely short notice, but if that works for you -go ahead and show up tonight. You’ll meet 

with 
On the notes I see that you requested for any time after 7pro._ This is the only session going on. 

Please let me know if you can make it - I will add it to your permanent schedule. 

B~?r~ Sh~:u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, ’,                 5:50 PM 

~)live.unc.edu>; @live. unc.e&t> 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edw~; Sagula, Joseph A ~.jsagula@unc.edu> 

Textbooks and schedule changes 

Your            schedules are so different than the            ~hat I wanted to make sure that you knew- that the last day to order textbooks for the fall semester is        . If your classes 

are going to change, and if you are going, to need new textbooks, please try, to get that information before        and get to me to fill out a book fo~rn so that you can get your textbooks 

paid Ibr. 

Any questions, please let me know 

’]?on’>’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:01 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Re: MATtt 

Got it - I’ll write copy Joe on your otter to and see if he will go along. 

On at 5:50 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATntoring~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

I do remember our conversations about that._ I didn’t know if that would be at all different for since 

only time we have a MATH session going on. 

~f she’s not able to get that to work, she should be doing drop-in w~th 3r tutoring at Dey 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordh~ator!Academ~c Cotmse~or 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student.-AtMetes 

Office: 919-843--2328 

Ce~h 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 5:33 PM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: Re: MATH 

Be~, 

In a pert~ct world, Joe would let, come to tutoring since 

This l?om Joe tkom about a month a~o about Nondays. 

so, a few quick notes in looking over the tutor schedule .... ~ONOAYS area bit of an issue. Unfortunately, we cannot start practice until 4:30 PM 

due to class schedule of 
already comes late since her class lets out at 4:20 

We are scheduled to practice until 7:00 PM. We often will try to finish before 7:00 PM to help the situation, hopefully done bg 6:30 PM with stretching 

and meetings. 

And then the team is required to be in ice baths since the~ have weights in the mornings on Mondays as well. This gets them until just about 7:00 PM. 

This makes getting to tutors at 7:00 PM (on time) quite difficult. Can we notify the tutors that some of the girls who have a 7 PM tutor may be a little 

tardy, since they will be coming right from practice (plus without eating any dinner). We will be able to move our Monday practice up 30 minutes in 
mid October when        :lass schedule changes. (and we are limited since Women’s basketball has the court/g~m before us as well.) We are able to 

get them out bg 6 Pm on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, and 5:15 most Thursdays. So no problem except for Mondays. 

So maybe he lets her come tomght, but long tem~ I ~ow ~at is a~ issue. 

Tony 

On            , at 5:27 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATut~rm~:i~unc.edu> 

wrote: 

That time is the 

’. But I know he wants her to be at eve~" practice. 

We have a math tutor on Mondays at 6pro. I know this is extremely short notice, but if that works for you - go ahead and show up 

tonight. You’ll meet with 

On the notes I see that you requested for any time after 7pro... This is the only session going on. 

Please let me know if you can make it-I will add it to your permanent schedule. 

B~n Sh~’u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu(~email.unc.edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:06 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagul@unc.edu-* 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: MATH 

Joe, 

Ben has a tutor session for       at 6 on Monday’s for her MATH    class. I shared ruth Nm your concerns from a Sept 2 email about the difficulties of practicing 

on Monday nights and we had requested a tutor session staxting at 7 or later, but the 6 pm session is the only one available. Since       is out for the season, we 

wondered if it would be possible tbr       to leave practice early on Monday evenings in order to get to this session. 

Thanks for considering this option. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 
Subject: MATH 
Date: .5:27:47 PM EDT 
To: " I@live.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

We have a math tutor on Mondays at 6pm. I know this is extremely short notice, but if that works for you -go ahead and show up tonight. You’ll meet 
with 
On the notes I see that you requested for any time after 7pm... This is the only session going on. 
Please let me know if you can make it-I will add it to your permanent schedule. 

Ben Sh~’u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:46 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagul@unc.edu-> 

Re: MATtt 

Thmlks Joe, that should help her quite a bit. 

Tony’ 

On at 6:31 PM, "Sagnla, Joseph A" <isagula~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Yes 

Tha~: will be fine, Please go ahead and work out the schedule witP 

Thanks Tony 

Of~ (N?: UNC we~ ~ ~t~: www.~oheels.com 

F~m~ Yount, Tony 
Sent~ Monday, 6:06 PN 
T~ Saiula, Joseph A 
~e~ Sheu, Benjamin 
Su~jeet~ ~wd: MATH 

Joe, 

Ben has a ~tor session for 

at 6 prn 

of praclicing on Monday" nights and we had requested a tator session sIarting at 7 or later, but tile 6 pill session is the only one available. Since 

out for the season, we wondered if it would be possible for to leave practice early on Monday evenings in order to get to this session. 

Thanks for considering this option. 

Tony, 

Begin forwarded message: 

at 6 on Monday’s for her MATH    class. I shined with hi~n your concerns from a Sept 2 email about the difficulties 
is 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorinc/@unc.edu> 
Subject: MATH 
Date: 5:27:47 PM EDT 
To: " .@[!v_e__:u__.n_c_:e__d__u> 
Cc: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

We have a math tutor on Mondays at 6pro. I know this is extremely short notice, but if that works for you -go ahead and show up tonight. You’ll meet 

with 
On the notes I see that you requested for any time after 7pro... This is the only session going on. 

Please let me know if you can make it-I will add it to your permanent schedule. 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 911-141-1111 

Cell: 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, g:55 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 
October Deadlines 

Ladies, 

Important Dates in October: 

October 7: 

You will activated for spring registration. The "enrollment dates" window on your Connect Carolina page will indicate your registration date for spring semester Priority registration 
times will come later. Don’t be concerned if you are not scheduled to register early in the morning. That will change at the proper time. You can begin building your shopping carts for spring 
Ladies, 

Important Dates in October: 

October 7: 

You will activated for spring registration. The "enrollment dates" window on your Connect Carolina page will indicate your registration date for spring semester Priority registration 
times will come later. Don’t be concerned if you are not scheduled to register early in the morning. That will change at the proper time. You can begin building your shopping carts for spring 
Here is the Registration website with tips for spring registration: 

October 14: 

Last day to drop a class. Go to advising in Steele or Loudermilk. ’]?ell them you are an athlete Get them to sign off on the form and then bring the form to me in Loudermilk [’or a stamp and 
a signature Remember that you can’t drop below 12 hours, and that you shouldn’t drop a course without checking with me first. 

Last day to declare a course Pass/D/Fail. That is done through Academic Advisers in Steele or Loudermilk. You do not need my signature ~2~r that, but remember that you cannot 
pass/fail a course that meets a General Education Requirement for you You should check with me first. 

October 17: 

Last day to purchase books for those on book scholarship. If there’s anything your courses require that you haven’t purchased, Oct 17 is the cut off date. 

By the end of October: 

You should have completed an appointment with a University Academic Adviser in preparation for spring registration It’the adviser emails you a copy of your worksheet after that 
meeting, please forward that worksheet to me 

SOPHOMORES: 

If you have not declared a maj or, your time is growing short Have the conversations that you need to have. Narrow your choices. Let’s get this done. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:05 AM 

Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu> 

Re: Meet Recmi’B at FiNey 

That roll work. At Finley? 

and can I have the email addresses of those that were here 2 weekends ago so I can get what I need from them? 

, at 11:02 AM, "Barnes, Philip E" <pbames~)unc.edn> wrote: 

How is Thursday at practice to meet with 4 of the 

Twitter 

ww~.carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
3:t0 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 275!,4 

Fax: 919.843.8175 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:12 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: October deadlines 

You roll still be a part of the priority reques~t for members of the 

But its np to yon if you want to be doubly snre that you get it. 

so I don’t think you’ll need to go throngh them. 

O~ at 11:09 AM, (~/live.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Can you s~till get me athletic priority, ibr next semester? And do I need to do what this email says.. 

Please respond to:accessibiliW~unc.edu 

If yon have would like to reqnest priority, registration the deadline to do so is 5:00 p.m. Monday, 

If you’ve had priority, registration in the past, this does not mean that you automaticaJly get it this semester. You must formally request the accommodation 

eve~ semester. 

Juniors a~d seniors: think critically aIx~ut whether or not you need priority regi*_ration, as you will automaticaJly register before most students at UNC. 

Graduate Students will register belbre Undergraduates so priority is not required 

You must provide the following infomiation: 

1. First Name, Last Name, PID 

2. How would registering early address specifically the impact of your medical condition/disability? BE DETAILED AND SPECIFIC 

Those who receive priori~ registration will be assigned the 8:00 a.m. time slot on the day their class registers. 

Priority regi*_ration is not a~ accommodation to be used to guarantee students get the classes they wanVneed to meet major or graduation requirements. 

DO NOT reply to this email. 

REPLY to: accessibili~-(~unc.edu 

Accessibility Resources & Service at the University of North Carolina 

http://accessibilitv.unc.edu 

This email was sent to you as a student registered with the Office of Accessibility Resonrces & Service atUNC Chapel Hill. 

If this email was sent to you in error, please send an email toaccessibility@unc.edu to be removed t?om our system. 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

, at 8:54 PM, "Yount, Tow" <tonDoun(a)nnc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

Important Dates in October: 

October 7: 

Yon will activated for spring regis~tration. The "enrollment dates" window on your Connect Carolina page will indicate your registration 
date for spring semester. Priority registration times will come later. Don’t be concerned if you are not scheduled to register early in the 
morning. That will change at the proper time. You cm~ begin building your shopping carts for spfng. Ladies, 

Imtx)rtant Dates in October: 

October 7: 

You will activated for spring registration. The "enrollment dates" window on your Connect Carolina page will indicate your registration 



date tbr spring ~mester. Priority registration times will come later. Don’t be concerned if you axe not scheduled to register early in "the 

morning. That roll change at the proper time. You cm~ begin building your shopping carts lbr spring. Here is the Regislration website ruth 

"tips lbr spring registration: 

October 14: 

Last day to drop a class. Go to advising in Steele or Londern~ilk. Tell them you are an athlete. Get them to sign offon the form and then 
bring the form to me in Loudermilk for a stamp and a signature. Remember that you cm~’t drop below 12 hours, and that you shouldn’t drop 
a course without checking with me first. 

Last day to declare a course PasgD/Fafil. That is done through Academic Advisers in Steele or Loudermilk. You do not need my 
signature lbr that, but remember that you cannot pass/t~il a conrse that meets a General Education Requirement for you. You should check 
with me first. 

October 17: 

Last day to purchase books tbr those on book scholarship. If there’s an~hing your courses require that you haven’t purchased, Oct 17 
is the cut off date. 

By the end of October: 

You should have completed an appointment with a University Academic Adviser in preparation for spring registration. If the adviser 

emails you a copy of your worksheet after that meeting, please for~vard that worksheet "to me. 

SOPHOMORES: 

If you have not declared a major, your time is gromng short. Have the conversations that you need to have. N~ow your choices. Let’s 

get this done. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: reimbursement receipt- 

I roll be 

On at 11:51 AM,’ ~live.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi Tony. 

Will you be in your office tomorrow around 11 ? I have one last receipt to turn in for reimbursement. I also wanted k) make sure that my $65 sports 

business journal receipt was turned in because I already picked up one check but it was only for $100 which I am assuming is coveting the $40 tbr L~t 

class m~d $60 tbr my MasteringBiology... Just wanted to make sure. 

Let ~ne know if you roll be av~filable. 

Thm~k you. 

Best Regards, 

@.qmail.com 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:11 PM 

To: ~gmail.com~ 

Subje~’t: Today’s meeting 

To YVhom it may concern. 

spent the 11 am hour with me today,       , in my office completing her Business School application. She had questions about the editing of several of her essays and she 
worked in my office to resolve the issues ~vith the essay until near noon Today is the final due date for that application. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, Field Hockey 

919 962 9535 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:00 PM 

mckham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Sagula. Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jennifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

I got the first progress report on today from her COMM proll 

It had an A- on it. VeW proud of her. Its not a final grade, doesn’t change her GPA, but I think it does show- a different ~vork ethic, some added maturity. And thanks to Jennifer for all she’s 
done. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:29 AM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@unc.edu-* 

Re: IndividuaJ Mtgs 

sure 

Or . at 9:27 AIVl, "Charles, Jennifer S" <jenchar~unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Mornhlg Tony. 
I’tn plm~ on stopping b~ 
Jemlifer 

individual meeth~gs today. If’that’s okay with you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 10:48 AM 

Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Re: saturday 

I roll be the~e ruth camera 

On Oct 2, 2013, at 10:20 AM, "Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey- 

I’m wondering if you’re planning to be at the WLAX banquet on Saturday ... and if you might be shooting phok~s at it. JeffCamarati roll be in 

Blacksburg that day with football. It’s not essential m get photos of the banqueL but I’d love to mn a gallery online and have stuff tbr possible media gnide 

use. 

No pressure either way - let me know what yon think. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:54 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tutor cancellation 

Your 8 pm session tonight ~vith 

Tony 

has been cancelled due to tutor availability No 8 pm session tonight 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:53 PM 

To: @live.nnc.edw~ 

Subject: major 

your major is not properly declared, they only have the EXSS - they do not have you down for the general major, so your tar heel tracker thing doesn’t work. Its a simple paperwork thing 
from me, and then a meeting with your adviser. Have you made an appt to do that yet? 

Come see me, we’ll ILx it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 4:13 PM 

Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Re: saturday 

yes 

On Oct 2, 2013, at 3:24 PM, "Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers,@~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Cool, good to hear. What roll be the bes~t way to get photos from you? Will yon put them on your site and send out the email to eye,one? 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 

On Oct 2, 2013, at 10:47 AM, "Yonnt, Tony" <tonyyount@anc.edu> wrote: 

I roll be there with camera 

On Oct 2, 2013, at 10:20 AM, "Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey - 

I’m wondering if you’re planning to be at the WLAX banquet on Saturday ... and if you might be shooting photos at it. Jeff 

Camarati will be in Blacksburg that day with football. It’s not essential to get photos of the banquet, but I’d love to mn a galle~ 

oNine and have stuffli)r possible media guide use. 

No pressure either way - let me kmow what you think. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919~ 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
~3oH’eels.com 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:13 PM 

To: ’@live.nnc.edw~ 

Subject: Re: major 

come by BEFORE you go so that I can give you the paper that you’ll need 

On at 4:50 PM, " @live uric edu> wrote: 

> I have an appt with my advisor on the 13th! rll stop in to see you then thali.Zs tony 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> Or at 2:52 PM. "Yount, Ton?-" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> your major is not properly declared, they only have the EXSS - the?- do not have you do}vn for the general major, so your tar heel tracker thing doesn’t work Its a simple paperwork thing 
from me, and then a meeting with your adviser. Have you made an appt to do that yet? 
>> 

>> Come see me, we’ll fix it 
>> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:18 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tutor 

We just hired someone for CHEM i - I think he’s on Sunday nights. I will put in both requests m~d get back to you as soon as they are filled. 

Tony 

On at 5:32 PM, ~live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

It’s 

Physics 

’ from the               team. I was wondering if there’s any way I could get a tutor for Chert 

could use some help in these classes. 

Thanks! 

and for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:26 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

& progress report 

Same progress report I mentioned last night I only looked quickly at the grade. There was a note from the proIi    had asked for an extension on a paper assignment which he granted 
tl~rough last Friday He then said that she did not turn in the paper and would get a 0 on the assignment which represents 20% of the course grade. 

version is that she asked for the extension so that she complete the intel-,ziew that is necessary to complete the paper. She chose to inter~dew her morn who hasn’t had time to talk with 
her until tonight. She plans to finish the paper tonight and submit it and explain the situation to the prot\ Don’t know how that will all turn out, but that is both sides of the stoW to this point. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:22 PM 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Foreign Language Subslitutions 

Thanks Spencer, 

COMM    can count for the major, for Foundations as a Lang Snbstitute, AND for Connections, US Diversity? is that correct? And then we can have 

choose which place to count COMM    and have her take another course to fill the other requirement. 

Thanks, 

Tony 

On at 3:32 PM, "Welbom, Spencer" < swelbom(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI -- 

1 think that she will be fine with the other courses that she has taken. 

From; Siedentop, Nicholas .l 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:36 AN 
To; Welbom, Spencer 
$,,bject: RE: Foreign Language Substitutions 

Spencer, 

I apologize for the delay. Email messages received while I was out of the office last week got lost in my inbox. 

The question is whether she can use COMM    . COMM    and COMM    as both major courses as well as FL subs. 

Yes, language and math subs[:itu[:ions may be douMe coun~:ed [or both Fou~dal:~o~ a~d major and rmnor courses, urfless the department speci[ies 

otherwise. The Depar[men[ o[: Communication Studies a~lows douMe counting, per Mike Wakman (former DUS, July 2012). In the old curriculum, this 

type of douMe counting was not a~owed. 

My main question being whether COMM    can count as FL sub, Literary Arts and major course? 

A course cannot be douMe counted for both Foundations (F[. sub) and Approaches (L~terary Arts}. So h~ th~s case, COMM can e~ther count for :1.} 

and major course or 2) t.iterarv Ar~:s and major course...but not MI ~:hree. 

I am unsure ~f a course can count as a foundation, approach and major course .... 

Never al~ three. 

Cheers, 

N~ck 

N~cholas S~edentop 

(;urrR:ulu~r~ D~rector 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 ~ Chapel ~-{~, NC 27599-350~? I Tg~9.gs2.58Z9 

*~Confidenti~lity notice: TMs emai~ message, including any attachments, ~s for the sole use of ~ntended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized reu~ew, use, disclosure, or d~stdbut~on ~s proh~Nted.*~ 

F~m= Welborn, Spencer 
$ent~ Nonday, 7:10 PN 
Te~ Sledentop, Nicholas ~ 
$ubject~ Foreign Language Substitutions 

Nick: 

I trust that this email finds you well. ~ asked me to reach out to you re: , and the potential of major 

courses fulfilling FL subs. As I type this message I notice that may have already emailed you about this student. 

The question is whether she can use COMM    , COMM and COMM as both major courses as well as FL subs. My main question being whether 

COMM    can count as Fk sub, Literary Arts and major course? Any information you can share would be greatly appreciated. I am unsure if a course 

can count as a foundation, approach and major course .... 

Thanks for gout help and I look forward to hearing from you.. 

Spencer Welborn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, ToW <gyount@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:10 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu>; Duncan, Heather M <hmduncan@email.unc.edtv> 

Mistaken Drop 

Mr. Derickson, Ms. Duncan, 

dropped RELI on Monday of this week. See drop sheet below. The course that was actually dropped offher schedule in 

Connect Carolina was PSYC sect When tried to do her PSYC homework tonight, she had been removed from Sakai access for that class and 

discovered the mistaken drop. is a PSYC nmjor and needs to be in that class this semester. She is still enrolled in RELI , sect one and sect for the 

recitation and those are the courses that should have been dropped. 

She has emailed the PSYC profto let her know that she did not intend to drop PSYC i 

What does she need to do to correct the situation. She has a BIOL 
after 11 am. 

exam Thursday morning and will be available to do any paperwork or come see you if needed 

Thanks for your help 

ToW Yount 
Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 
919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:02 AM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Re: Academic All-America Soccer Nominations Open! 

Froln the academic s~andpoint: 

Tony 

On 

award. 

are probably eliminated due to the athletic componem and playing time, so that leaves us 3 really solid academic nominees, and won the 

at 10:09 PM, "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse(~unc.edu;, wrote: 

Dana and Tony: 

Can you let me know what women’s soccer players may be eligible for nomination. 

The standard has now been raised to a cumulative 3.3 and they have to be sophomores or above. 

Thanks for your help: Deadline is 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: "cosida news@cosida.com"<cosida news@cosida.com> 

Reply-To: "academicallamerica @cosida.com" <academicallamerica @cosida.com> 

Date: Wednesday,               4:38 PM 

To: Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Subject: Academic All-America Soccer Nominations Open! 

CoSIDA Members: 

The nomination forms for the Capital One Academic All-America® men’s and women’s soccer programs are now available! 

All nominations for the Capital One Academic All-America® program must be done online through the CoSIDA Web site. Nominations will be accepted only from 

current CoSIDA members, and members may nominate student-athletes only from their own institution~ If you are not currently a CoSIDA member, visit 

for information on purchasing a membership. 

To nominate student-athlete(s) for the Capital One Academic All-America~ program, visit the Academic All-America® Web site at 

http:!!www.cosida.com!aa 

and log in with your CoSI DA user name and password. If you do not have your user name and profile, click the link next to "Forget your Iogin information?" and your 

user information will be sent to the e-mail address that appears in the CoSIDA directory~ 

You will be asked to select one of two buttons (the left is for nominating in NCAA Division I, NCAA Division II, or NCAA Division III, and the right is for NAIA, CIS, 2- 

year, and Other. The online system will automatically determine the correct Academic All-America district. 

Completing most of the rest of the nomination form is a matter of choosing the sport and position and filling in the blanks. There is a data field for additional 

supporting nomination which has a minimum of 150 characters and a maximum of 500 characters. This data can be copied and pasted from other applications. 

Do NOT enter a PO Box as a university address. The CoSI DA awards system cannot ship to PO Boxes. 

CoSIDA members have the option to save a nomination and submit it at a later time. Please note that there are "Save" and "Submit" buttons at the bottom of the 

nomination form. Nomination forms which have been saved still must be submitted before the nomination deadline! 

When you are ready to submit the nomination form, hit "submit" and the system will e-mail a receipt for the nomination~ Make sure to save this confirmation e-mail, 

as it contains a unique ID number which will assist in troubleshooting if necessary. 

The nomination deadline is Tuesday at 6 p.m. Eastern time, but don’t wait until the last minute! 



REMINDERS: 

The nominee must be a starter or important reserve with legitimate athletic credentials. 

Nominees must have a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.30 (on a 4.0 scale) in BOTH undergrad and graduate work. This MAY NOT be rounded up to 

3.30 -- thus, a student-athlete with a 3~299 GPA is not eligible~ Nominees in graduate school must have a cumulative GPA of 3~30 or better both as an undergrad 

AN D in graduate school. For example, a student-athlete with GPAs of 3.0 in undergraduate work and 3.9 in graduate school would not be eligible, even if the 

average of the two combined was above 3.30. 

Nominees must have reached sophomore athletic and academic standing at your institution (true freshmen, red-shirt freshmen and ineligible athletic transfers are 

not eligible) and must have completed at least one calendar year at your institution. 

Nominees must have participated in at least 50 percent of the team’s games (in the position listed on the nomination form). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:01 AM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Foreign LaJ~guage Subslitutions 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Foreign Language Substitutions 
Date:              3:32:27 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <ton~rgount@unc.edu> 

FYI --- 

t l:hinl~ that she will be ~ine wil:h [:he oth~-’_~r courses [:hat she has taken. 

Fmm~ Siedentop, Nicholas ~ 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:36 AM 
To= Welborn, Spencer 
Subject= RE: Foreign Language Substitutions 

Spencer, 

~ apologize for the delay. Ema~l messages received wh~le I was out of the office last week got ~ost k~ my inbox. 

The question is whether she can use COMM     COMM    and COM~    as both major courses as well as FL subs. 

Yes, language and mat~ subs[:~tu[:~ot~s mav be double coun~:ed h:~r both Foundal:~o~ a~xt major and rmnor courses, urfless the de~artment specifies 

otherwise. The Departme~t o[: Communication Studies a~lows douMe counting, per M~ke Wakman {former DIJS, Ju~y 2012). In the old curriculum, tffis 

type of douMe counting was not allowed. 

My main question being whether COMM    can count as FL sub, Literary Arts and major course? 

A course cam~ot be douMe counted for both Foundations (FL sub) and Ag~proaches {t.[terary Arts}. So in tMs case, COMIV~ can e~ther count for ~.) FL 

and major course or 2) t.iterarv Art:s and major course...but not all t:hree. 

I am unsure if a course can count as a foundation, approach and major course .... 

Never all d~ree. 

Cheers, 

N~ck 

N~cholas S~edentop 

Ct~rrR:ulum Director 

Office of U~dergraduate Curr~ctda 

Campus Box 3504 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 ~ T 9:].9.962.5819 

*~Confidentiality notice: TMs emai[ message, including any attachments, ~s for the sole use of ~ntended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged informat:~om Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distr[but[o~ is prohibited.** 

F~m: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Nonday, :7:10 PM 
To[ S[edentop, Nicholas J 
Subject: Fore[gn Language Substitutions 

Nick: 

I trust that this email finds you well. ~sked me to reach out to you re: and the potential of major 

courses fulfilling FL subs. As [ type this message I notice that may have already emailed you about this student. 

The question is whether she can use COMM COMM and COMM as both major courses as well as FL subs. My main question being whether 

COMM    :an count as FL sub, Literary Arts and major course? Any information you can share would be greatly appreciated. I am unsure if a course 

can count as a foundation, approach and major course .... 

Thanks for your help and I look forward to hearing from you.. 

Spencer Welborn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 5:47 PM 

@live,unc.edu> 

Tutor cancellation 

Tony 

will not be available next Wed night, No session with her that night. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 9:14 AM 

To: ~live.tmc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Meeting 

I have open period 10-10:30 on Tuesday - come on in. 

On , at 8:34 AM i-~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Can we meet sometime soon? I am free Tuesday after 9:~L5 am. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 10:30 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>; 

Subje~’t: tutor cancellation 

@live.unc.edu> 

has a schedule conflict and is unable to tutor on Sunday night ( ) from 6-10pm. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu7 

Sent: Sunday, 7:46 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Chaa~ge 

You go to tile main desk in Loudermilk to find out where the tutor is.      roll be able to tell you. I roll t.w to shift the session to later in tile evening, but that ~nay not 

be possible. For tomorrow night, get thele as soon as you call and I will let them know you’~e going to be late. I check on the POLI tomonx3w. I still have 30 requests 

that haven’t been filled. 

Tony 

On , at 7:30 PM, (a)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

I’m sorry about the hasty email. I was frustrated when I got a warning because I legitimately don’t think I ever received that message in the 

first place. But if I have a tutor every Monday, I won’t miss it! I have class on Mondays and Wednesdays until 6:15 pm though, so could I 

change the time of it? Where do I go in Loudermilk to meet this person? And even if it’s a group one, could I get into a poll    tutoring 

session? I’ struggling to maintain C’s in both of these and people have said that because those are towards my major I need at least a C+. 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday,                1:1:05 AM 

Sub~eet: Fwd: Change 

- note the original emaii date of ¯ Next time I’ii [ext as well. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Change 
Date: t 0:40:32 AM EDT 
To: @live.unc.edu> 

Tutor schedule change 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorincj@unc.edu> 
Subject: Change 
Date:                  9:57:21 AM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Please let know we’ve added her to ECON 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9~9-843-2328 

Cell: 

on Monday @ 6pro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 8:06 PM 

Subject: 

Dowd, Katnna M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Bm~nes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edt~,; Le~T, Jem~ifer S ~-~jenny.levy@nnc.edu>; Bowers, 

Matthew B <mattbowel~@unc.edu>; Holma~, Laurie J <lholman@unc.edt~, 

Alumni Weekend 

Feel free to share with anyone you like. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 8:08 PM 

To: ~gmail.com>; 
< @gmail.com>; 

@gmafil.com> 

Subject: Alumni Weekend pics. 

@gma~l.com>; 

@gmafil.com>; 

~gmail.com>i 

Please share with other alums as I don’t have most of their current addresses 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 8:29 PM 

Bowers, Matfl~ew B <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Re: Alnmni Weekend 

ofcourse 

On Oct 6, 2013, at 8:24 PM, "Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbo~vers@unc edu> 
wrote: 

Ok if I post some to GoHeels? ( crediting you, of course)? 

...................................... 

Matt Bowers 
UNC Athletic Communications 

>POBox2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(mobile) 

>> On Oct 6, 2013, at 8:06 PM. "Yount, Ton?-" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Feel flee to share with anyone you like. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 9:32 PM 

To: @live. unc.edu>; 

Subje~’t: pics 

~live.unc.edtr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 9:35 PM 

@gmaJl.com 

pics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Ton?, <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday,               10:46 AM 

@live.unc.edtr"~ 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu:* 

tutor cm~cellalion 

Please remember to cancel your Mon at 7pm tutor session tonight by email the ASPSA address above by noon today 

CREED meeting tonight 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 11:34 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu>; 

Subject: picture 

@live.unc.edu> 

I hope the two of you had a lovely evening. 





From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 11:34:48 AM 
To: 
Subject: pic 
l~,ttachments: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

DSC 0043.jpg (1.2M) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:09 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Tntors aM schedule changes 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Tutors and schedule changes 
Date: 5:14:01 PM EDT 
To: @live.unc.edu>, @email.unc.edu>, 
< @live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu> 
Cc: Joe Sagula <isagula@unc.edu>, Anson Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Karen Shelton" 
< kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ladie~ 

The follomng sessions have been added, or moved. Please take advantage of the opportunities. 

) - ECON    with on Mondays @ 9pm 

) - POLl    with on Wednesday @ 6pm (NOT tonight -start next week) 

) - POLl with on Tuesdays @ 7pm 

) - PORT with on Mondays @ 7pm 

) -SOCI with 

) - MATH with 

)-POLl with 

)- ECON 

on Wednesdays @ 8pm (NOT tonight- start next week) 

on Wednesdays @ 9pm (NOT tonight -start next week) 

on Wednesdays @ 6pro (NOT tonight -start next week) 

with           on Mondays @ 8pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-* 

Re: Weekly Infraclion Notice 

Ansor~ 

Its my fault¯ The email that had the information was not sent to 

Tow 

¯ That is on me entirely. I didn’t add her names to the address list. 

On , at 10:46 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV -.anson@emaal.unc.edu wrote: 

??? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO/D 

ASPSA Tutoring <~,..°.o...P...S...A...T...u..t..o..[!.~]~.@..~!..n...c..:.~..d..~.> wrote: 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ~1.1 tutoring session on 

documented infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

at 6i00P~. This is your fi~t 

All infractions will be recorded c ~mulatiwly for the semester (not by individual class). Studen[s who have a history of infractions rnay lose [heir 

tutoring privileges. 

1st infrac[ion = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 
With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been H_E_.L_D._: 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have .~ business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal 

form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, 

it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~,:i~) within 

the timeline listed below. 
For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 
For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:14 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:26 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: TODAY BY 5PM IS THE DEADLINE! Priority Registration Fall Semester (Undergraduate Student) 

You should get priority, regifftration through athletics, so I don’t think that you need to do this. 

On , at 11:23 AM, " ~live.unc.edn> 

wrote: 

Should I do this? 

From: Accessibility Resources & Service <accessibility@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, :10:26 AM 

To: 

Subject: TODAY BY 5PM IS THE DEADLINE! Priority Registration --- Fall: Semester (Undergraduate Student) 

Please respond to: accessibility@unc.edu 

If you have would like to request priority registration the deadline to do so is 5:00 p.rn. Nonda~/, 

If you’ve had priority registration in the past, this does not mean that you automatically get it this semester. You must formalb! request 
the accommodation every semester. 

Juniors and seniors: think critically about whether or not you need priority registration, as you will automatically register before most 
students at UNC. Graduate Students will register before Undergraduates so priority is not required 

You must provide the following information: 

1. First Name, Last Name, PID 

2. How would registering early address specifically the impact of your medical condition!disability? BE DETAILED AND SPECIFIC 

Those who receive priority registration will be assigned the 8:00 a.m. time slot on the day their class registers. 

Priority registration is not an accommodation to be used to guarantee students get the classes they want/need to meet major or 
graduation requirements. 

DO NOT reply to this email. 

REPLY to: accessibilitv@unc.edu 

Accessibility Resources & Service at the University of North Carolina 

http:/!accessibility.unc.ed u 

This email was sent to you as a student registered with the Office of Accessibility Resources & Service at UNC Chapel Hill. 

If this email was sent to you in error, please send an email to accessibilitv(o)unc.edu to be removed from our system. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:14 PM 

@email.unc.e&~> 

rotor cancellation 

Tony 

has a schedule conflict and is unable to tutor tomorrow night. 6 pm 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:16 PM 

To: @liYe,~mc.edu-* 

Subject: Fwd: Tutoring 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 
Subject: Tutoring 
Date: 1:07:27 PM EDT 
To: ’ @live.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

We have added tutoring for you for AAAD with 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

on Mondays @ 6pm. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:26 PM 

To: @live.unc,edu> 

Subject: "tutor change 

Tony 

(W )---moved HIST    to 8pro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:33 PM 

Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro@email.nnc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Thanks, Scott 

Emailing her professors now 

On at 4:20 PM, "Oliaro, Scott M" <oliam(&email.unc.edn> wrote: 

Tony- 

Dr. Brickner is treating for a 

symptoms resolve or decrease. 

scott Oliaro MA, ATC 
Head Athletic Trainer 
Associate Director of Sports Medicne 
UNC Chapel Hill 

¯ Because of her symptoms, he has asked her to rest and not attend class or perform activities until her 

www,goheeis.corn 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:52 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

isn’t veW good at checking her email. When I texted her tonight, she said she didn’t kno~v she had a tutor, even though the email was sent 
there for 2 more weeks due to previously assigned events. 

She knows now but ~von’t be 

Tony Yount 
Academic Couaaselor, Women’s Lacrosse 

On , at 6:44 PM. @gmail.com> wrote: 

> He?’.                was added to nay tutor schedule last Monday ( 
could give me an idea of what is going on with her and this session. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

for a session at 6pm She did not show tap last week or this week for her session. I wanted to see if anyone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:03 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Willimns, Kathy <ld~willia@email.unc.edu>; Navalinsky, David B ~dbnav@email.unc.edu>; 

Konrad, Charles E <cek@email.nnc.edu> 

Professors, 

, first year student enrolled in yotu- respective classes listed below, was involved in a accident Friday morning She is currently being treated fbr a 
concussion. Dr Brickner at Student Health today advised her to rest and not attend class or perform activities until her symptoms resolved or decrease. She would have emailed you herself 
but her restrictions include no computer screens. I ~vill update you again toward the end of the week. If you need to communicate ~vith        you can do so through me 

BIOL 

DRAIM 

DRAM 

GROG 

Thank you very much. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 

962 9535 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:20 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Texdx~oks and schedule chmages 

I will ask if we make an exception foi 

Tony 

and let you know 

On at 10:12 PM, " @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> Since my second Module stalts on I think I ~von’t be able to purchase books (or even know the required books) before 
earlier, maybe that’s possible. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony [mailto:ton’~wount@unc edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 5:50 PM 
> To: 
> Cc: Shelton, Karen C; Sagula, Joseph A 
> SubJect: Textbooks and schedule changes 
> 

> 

> 

> Your schedules are so different than the undergrads that I wanted to make sure that you knew that the last day to order textbooks :[’or the fall semester is 
classes are going to change, and if you are going to need new textbooks, please try to get that information before 
textbooks paid for. 
> 

> Any questions, please let me know 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

But I will ask and try to get the infom~ation 

If your 
and get to me to fill out a book form so that you can get your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:15 AM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmerma~@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Textbooks and schedule chm~ges 

I know the deadline to order books is 

for ? 

Tony 

won’t know what books she needs for her second Modnle in the school? Can we make an exception 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "                     @iive.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Textbooks and schedule changes 
Date:              10:12:03 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Since my second Module starts on            , I think I won’t be able to purchase books (or even know the required books) beibre But I 

will ask and try to get fl~e infonnation earlier, maybe that’s possible. 

Thank~ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonvvonnt~unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 5:50 PM 

To: 

Cc: Shelton, Karen C; Sagula, Joseph A 

Subject: Textbooks and schedule changes 

Your schedules are so differem than the undergrads that I wanted to make sure that you knew fl~at the last day to order textbooks for the fall 

semester is . If your classes are going to change, m~d if you are going to need new textbooks, please try to get that infom~ation betbre 

and get to me to fill out a book form so that you can get your te:~books paid for. 

Any questions, please let me know. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:12 PM 

Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Thanks Scott. I notified profs and will do the stone with 

On , at 11:42 AM, "Oliaro, Scott M" <oliaro~,~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

is also being tr~-_~ated for symptoms. Was doing well bu~: today had headache and h-_~lt e>:hausted and was unaM~:_~ to make it to 

classes. She was told to stay home and rest today. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 9:33 PM 

To: Oliaro, Scott M 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks, Scott 

Emailing her protEssors now 

On           , at 4:20 PM, "Oliaro, Scott M" <oliaro(i~?email,tmc,e&t> wrote: 

Tony- 

Dr. Brickner is treating for a 

symptoms resolve or decrease. 
Scott Oliaro MA, ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer 

Associate Director of Sports Medicne 

UNC Chapel Hill 

¯ Because of her symptoms, he has asked her to rest and not attend class or perform activities until her 

www.goheels,corn 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l,unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:29 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc,edu> 

Re: Progress Report 

my best guess is she doesn’t have the drat’t ready in time to get it read but I don’t know that t;ar sure 

On , at 12:25 PM. ra ckham <rackham@unc.edu> ~vrote: 

How- is it possible she is turning in a paper without anyone reading it. She had meetings with you, Jelmifer, beth, tutors.. 
I don’t understand the point of all these meetings if she is not turning in assignments or getting papers read. 
How is that happening? 

Sent from my iPhone 

>> On , at 12:13 PM. "Yount, Tony" <ton??-ount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> I read the paper and saw the profs remarks. Clearly, she had not mn that paper by any writing tutor or me. 
>> 

>> 

>>> On          , at 11:43 AM. rack_ham <rack_ham@unc edu> wrote: 

>>> Thanks Tuny, 
>>> 

>>> ! know Jennifer went tu English class this murning and she was there spoke with the professur after class and we shuuld have mure informatiun from 
>>>    is nuw in her Suci class and Jennifer will meet with her when she gets uut. 
>>> ! understand she received a C un an English paper and we should have a Soci midterm exam grade shurtly. 

>>> Sent ffum my zPhone 

>>>> On , at 10:50 AM. "Yount, Tuw" <tonyyuunt@unc edu> wrote: 

>>>> Coaches, 

> > > ± : yuu asked yesterday, here is an instant update un progress reports. 

>>>> From ENGL prufessur, a progress repurt that lists the current grade as "unsatisfactu~" and had the following comment. 

>>>> " seems disengaged while in class and has at least 3/4 absences. She also needs help with her writing skills" 

shurtly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:39 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: 

thank you so much - I will let her l~o~v 

On , at 1:32 PM. @gmail corn> ~vrote: 

Hey Tony. 

I wanted to mention, since 
revie~v. It’s in room Q. I don’t know if she has something at that time or not, but I ~vanted to make the offer because of the timing of the midterm. 

> On , at 9:52 PM. "Yount, Ton?-" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> isn’t veW good at checking her email ;Vhen I texted her tonight, she said she dich~’t know she had a tutor, even though the email was sent 

has a midterm in AAAD on Thursday, that I have a session tomorrow night at 7 with other athletes in her class ~vhere ~ve will be doing exam 

there for 2 more weeks due to previously assigned events¯ 
>> 

>> Tony Yount 
>> Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 
>> 

>>> On , at 6:44 PM. ~)gm ~il c ~m> wrote 

>>> Hey.                was added to my tutor schedule last blunday ( 
could give me an idea of what is guing un with her and this sessiun. 

>>> Thanks, 

¯ She knows now- but won’t be 

) ]2~r a session at 6pm. She did not shuw up last week or this week for her sessiun I wanted to see if anyone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:07 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Texdx~oks and schedule chm~ges 

I just heard tlcom Tom in Compliance and we can make an exception for your textbook purchases after 
and get them covered 

Tony 

¯ So come see me when you know what you need and we will do the book form 

On , at 10:12 PM, " @live uric edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> Since my second Module starts on , I think I won’t be able to purchase books (or even know the required books) before 
earlier, maybe that’s possible. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tunyyount(~unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 5:50 PM 
> Tu: 
> Cc: Shelton, Karen C; Sagula, Joseph A 
> Subject: Textbuoks and schedule changes 
> 

> 

> 

> Your grad schoul schedules are so different than the undergrads that I wanted to make sure that yuu knew that the last day tu order textbouks 12~r the fall semester is 
classes are guing to change, and ifyuu are going tu need new textbuoks, please try tu get that information before 
textbuoks paid [’or 

Any questions, please let me knuw. 

Tony 

But I will ask and try to get the information 

¯ If your 
and get to me to ]*ill uut a book form so that you can get your 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:09 PM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@unc.edu-* 

Re: Update 

I can move the meeting back to 11. It makes absolutely no difference when that meeting occurs. 

On 
w1ote: 

, at 2:04 PM, "Charles, Jennifer S" <jenchar(~unc.edu;, 

Tony, 

I spoke wifl~    a~er class and she mentioned she chmaged her meeting on Mondays with you to 11:45am because she wmats to attend weights. Can you 
please make sure she keeps her original Monday time slot with you at 11 ? (She mention to me fl~at she would communicate this information back to you.) 
She is not allowed to chmqge her academic meetings with you or Beth for a~y reasons. Also,      SOCI    professor told her today that she did not 
believe she did well on her midtenn. She will email today her grade and give her test back to her on Thursday. 
ThaJlk you, 

Jennifer Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:29 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

Re: Athlete Pertbnna~ce Reports 

None are ~nine. I do believe that is 

On , at 6:05 PM, "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown,@~nnc.edtc> wrote: 

For the [:act that I do not know which sports these student--athletes are in, I am forwarding i~ ~o all, P~ease ~et me know if we can ~dentif? that many 

these are in spring sports who wou~d not have had a travel letter to present for the fall. ~ wou~d ~ike to share that information with the professor if 

that ~s the case, Otherwise, ~t wou~d be interest~n8 to look into why so many of them d~d not fulfN their responsibility. P~ease provide me w~th 

mformatkm on your studet~[:-al:h~etes. 

Than~ you, 

Michel[e 

Fmm~ Conway, Patrick ~ 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:07 PH 
To~ Brown, Hichelle 
SubjeCt: Athlete Performance Repots 

Ms. Brown: 

I forwarded my reports to you about athletes in Econ this morning. I neglected to provide information about receipt of travel letters. The 

following athletes did not provide me with travel letters: 

Best wishes. 

Patrick Conway 

Patrick Conway 

Professor and Department Chair 

Department of Economics 

Gardner Hall, CB 3305 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

(T) 919-966- 5334 

(W) 919-966-4986 

http;/iwww.unc.eduihom~ipconway 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:08 PM 

Subject: 

Fulton, Grant <gfulton@nnc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C <~kc@unc.edu~; Cathro, Gny <gnycathro@unc.edu;, 

Spring Schedules 

Ladies, 

In a conversation with Coach late last week we talked about the attempt to schedule a conm~on lift time for the team in the spring that isn’t at 7 am. YVhat we would like to do is to have each 
of you prepare your shopping cart for registration for the spring semester by . Then we can look at your proposed schedules and see where the best opportmfity to locate that lift 
session for the whole team so that you don’t have to get up at 7 am. 

Please take care of this by the first so we can make the decision before the first registration day. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:08 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Spring sche&fles 

Ladies, 

In a conversation with Coach late last week we talked about the attempt to schedule a common lift time for the team in the spring that isn’t at 7 am. "¢~q~at we would like to do is to have each 
of you prepare your shopping cart for registration for the spring semester by . Then we can look at your proposed schedules and see where the best opportunity to locate that lift 
session for the ~vhole team so that you don’t have to get up at 7 am. 

Please take care of this by the first so we can make the decision before the first registration day. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:54 AM 

@live,nnc.edtr~ 

Re: Spring Schednles 

I emailed your profs already and let them know 

Get better. 

On , at 9:28 AN~ " @live.uaac.edu> wrote: 

> Hey tony     told me to email you and let you know- that I’m not feeling well at all, yesterday I slept all day and today I’m going to probably do the same. They thilzk I have a 
I believe and he wanted me to email you about missing classes. 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On , at 9:07 PM. "Yount, Ton?-" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Ladies, 
>> 

>> In a conversation with Coach late last week ~ve talked about the attempt to schedule a common liI’t time for the team in the spring that isn’t at 7 am. "¢,qaat we would like to do is to have 
each of you prepare your shopping cart for registration for the spring semester by Then ~ve can look at your proposed schedules and see where the best opportuni~z to locate that 
lift session for the whole team so that you don’t have to get up at 7 am 
>> 

>> Please take care of this by the first so we can make the decision be]2~re the first registration day 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:56 AM 

Salyer, Sheru~ L <salye@email.unc.edu-*; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Re: 

@email unc edu>; 
@email.unc.edu> 

@emaJl.unc.edn>: 

Professors, 

update 

is still suffering ficom the results of the accident, and has been advised by the doctors to remain in her room resting today as well 

Tony 

On , at 12:44 PM, TONY YOUNT <gyount@email uaac.edu> wrote: 

> Professors, 
> 

> , enrolled in the respective classes below, has been advised by her physician today to stay home and rest today If you have questions or communications for her, 
you are welcome to send them through me. 
> 

> EXSS 
> EXSS 
> EXSS 
> EXSS 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
> 962 9535 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ, l.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:00 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

ASPSA Tntoring <ASPSATntoring@nnc.edu-~; Yonnt, Tow <ton~yonn~@ unc.edu> 

Re: Cancel Business    Tumor 

You need to be more detailed than that. Why are you canceling. For what prior obligations. 

On , at 10:48 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey there, 
My name is 
prior obligations. 
Thank you, 

and I am a member on the women’s team. I would like to cancel my Business tutor tonight at 6 due to 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:15 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

rotor cancellation 

I just deleted the tutor request for 

Tony 

for GEOL She no longer wants that session. Says the tutor was not helpful and she is better off studying on her own. 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               1:17 PM 

Welbom, Spencer ~swe]bom@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Just sent her a text. 

On , at 1:15 PM, "Welbom, Spencer" <swelbom(&email unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you have ’, reschedule our appointment? She was not present during our scheduled apt this morning. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:11 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Sherry, 

Scott Oliaro’s email today said that she was told to stay home all day. He has been updating me on a daily basis so I would expect in the am. I jns~t texted her to see 

bow’s she feeling and I roll let you know. 

O11 , at 5:47 PM, "Salyer, Sherry L" <~]ye~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, In the EXSS    class, our exam is coming up--in fact I gave it to them today. Due            . It is through a national organization and I am not 

sure they can/will take it after I send it all of the rest of the class. I will check. 

I have not contacted     today (and I have been out of town since Sat afternoon) 

I will need to get the test to her once she is able to "think" again. I assume she is not at practice today either? 

Sherry 5alyer, Ed.D. 

Masb:_~r Lectur,-:~r, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

De~)artment of t?’,<erdse and Sport Science 

Cg#8700, 211 Fetzer Hail 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-694.7 

r:ax: 919.-962- 0&~9 

Fail 2013 Adv~s#~g/Of[:ice hours: 

Mondays 2-4. 

Tuesdays :[ 1:00-I 2:15 

Wednesdays 1:15-3:00 

or by apgmmtment or chance m my 211 Fetzer orfk:e 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:03 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

Re: Math or Stor 

I am exactly the same way about math, and given those two options, I would choose STOR 

On , at 6:45 PM, ~live.tmc.edu> wrote: 

HeyTony, 

Just a quick question as I am looking at my classes. For someone who absolutely hates math and would rather bear crawl the Kenan stadium 
stairs backwards 3 times a day for a year than be in a hard math class what should I take Math    or Stor    ? 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wedne sday, 8:19 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: AAAD class contribution - 

Thanks for sending that. 

There is an awl’ul lot of encouragement there actually but your mind is made up. I’ll process the drop tomorrow, And we can talk about summer school options at next 

week’s meeting. 

Tony 

On , at 8:01 PM, " ’,~live.anc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Janken, Kenneth" <!,njanken~emadl.unc.edu> 

Date: at 2:05:16 PM EDT 

To: " ~?~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: ~L~kD class contribution - 

Dear 

As promised, I am writing you with my evaluation of your contribution to the class. The cour~ syllabus contains the s~andards I’m using to 

evaluate this portion of your grade: "ttow did your pre~nce make a difference in the class? What did you add m class discussion? Did you 

suggest new ways of looldng at or reading autobiographies? Did you talk about how the readings affected your understanding of African 

American experiences and histo~T? Or did you ~nafinly observe other class ~nembers and/or echo what they said? What did you do to ensure 

the success of this class? These axe the types of questions that I will ask when I evaluate this portion of your grade." 

I think you are struggling with this portion of the class. I appreciate that in the last couple of class meetings you have pointed the class’s 
attention to a particular passage in the reading, attention to which yon think advances the discussion. I w-ant to encourage you to contim~e 

doing this, w-hile at the same time devoting more attention to shaxpeNng your verbal ability to di~uss w-hat you’ve pointed out. Today, for 

exmnple, you asked the class to consider one of David Lems’s points, the substance of which I cannot remember. When I asked you what 

conclusions you drew from it, you simply paraphrased Lewis point rather than elaborate on it. One way to improve in this regaN is to keep 
doing it. There a~e other ways, and I invite you to visit nay office hours lx~ talk about it with me. 

While I have notice some welcome improvement in tlae most recent meetings of class, I frankly tell you tlmt l~r most of the semes~ter you 

have been disengaged from the intellectual work oftl~e class. I thought, tbr example, that it was completely inappropriate to play games on 

your phone the day that was reserved tbr students to work on their essays. It does not appear to me that you consistently give the course 

material the intellectual respect that it deserves in order for it to be understood. 

I thiik it is important to build on what appear to me to be recent adjustments in your attitude towaxd the course subject. I’d like to talk with 

you about what assistance you think you need to get you to be a more consistent contributor to the class. So please visit me during my office 

hours. 
Sincerely, 

Dr. Janken 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Depa~ment of African, Atiican American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle ttall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 

http:/iwww.umass.e&~/an~press/ti fle/ravfi~rd- w- lo~z~aa- ~md- dile~rm~a- afi~ican- americium- intellectual 

http:/iuncpress.unc.edu/books/T- 8059.html 

http:/iundpress~nd ~eduibooL:P00780 

http:/iundpress~nd ~eduibooL:P00723 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:16 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

More October Things to do 

Ladies. 

1. If you have not met ruth your University Academic Adviser, please make an appoiutment and meet before your registration date in November. Next week is a 

really good time to come by for a conversation ruth me abont building your shopping carts for spring regifftralion. Your regifftration date is now up on Connect 

Carolina. Your registration time roll be adjusted when Priority Registration is approved. I roll be in the office for part of the day on Thursday of fall b~eak, 

those of yon who don’t get to go home. 

for 

2. Freshmen - weekly meetings with me next week are optional. If you aren’t going to come in, plea~ ulxtate me on new grades via email or text. 

3. Freshmen and Sophs who have not declaJced a major, please visit this website and rake advantage of these resources to learn more about possible majors. 

https://advisi~N.unc.edu/f~r-students/advice-by-s~mdent~ye~c/~rst-ye~students/pre~e~is~rati~n-w~rksh~ps~fal~- -workshops/ 

These are not drop in sessions; you must register and guarantee a seat. 

4. Drop Deadline ~ld Pass/D/Fail deadline is Monday,      . On Friday,      and Man      , Advisers in Steele Building will be available all day for this 

purpose, and advisers will be available in Londermilk 10 - 3 for that purpose. Remember to get the drop form signed, and then bring the form to me. Remember that 

dropping below 12 hours is not allowed if you would like to remaJn eligible. 

5. From Academic Center Director Dr. Brown: 

We would like to provide you with the following reminder regarding the 2nd floor of Loudermilk hours of operation and when it is available for student-athletes. 

At all other times, the facilities are closed. In addition, the third and fifth floors of Loudermilk are closed at all times unless it is opened for a scheduled function or 

event. 

The 2nd floor of Loudermilk is open during the following times: 

Monday through Thursday = 8:00am to :10:00pm 

Friday = 8:00am to 5:00pm 

Sunday = 6:00pm-10:0Opm 

Please let your counselor know if you have any questions. Thank you. 

Dr. Brown 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:58 AM 

@gmail.com:~ 

Re: More October things to do 

You would also not get credit for the WB requirement, in addition to not getting the VP. And remember that it isn’t just pass/fail. It is pass/D,D ~/fail. So if you made 

any kind of D, the grade does go on your transcript. So if you can get to a C-, the pass/fail option would help protect your GPA, but not if the grade is any kind of D. 
I would probably tU to talk to the professor about your chances going forwaM. I would hate for you to ruin your GPA which is good, but I’d also hate for you to lose 

those two credits. The other factor to consider is the Business School? I think you had told me that you weren’t applying anymore. Is that right? They wonldn’t like to 

see a pass/fail on a transcript. 

So lots to think about. 

On , at 9:25 AM, ~mail.com> 

wrote: 

I got a 47 on my ARTH class and I don’t see myself doing well on the next two extorts due to the structure of the tests. Shotfld I declare a pass fail? I 

know I roll not receive the VP credit but I would still receive the hours right? Let me know what yon think 

Thanks, 

On , at 9:15 AM, "Yount, Tony" <towyounl~unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

1. If you have not met with your University Academic Advise~; please maJ~ce an appointlnent and meet before your registration date in 

November. Next week is a really good time to come by for a conversation with me about building your shopping carts for spring 

registration. Your registration date is now up on Connect C~xolina. Your registration time will be adjusted when Priority, Registration is 

approved. I will be in the office for part of the day on Thursday of fall break,      for those of you who don’t get to go home. 

2. Freshmen - weeldy meetings with me next week are optional. If you aren’t going to come in, please update me on new grades via email 
or text, 

3. Freshmen and Sophs who have not declared a major, please visit this website and take advantage of these resources to learn more about 
possible majors, https://advising.unc.e&/for-stadents/advice-by- student-yeaa~"first-year-studentsipre-regi~amtion-workshops/Ii~ll- -_ 
workshops/ 
These are not drop in sessions; you must register and guarantee a seat. 

4. Drop Deadline and Pass/D/Fail deadline is Monday~      . On Friday,       and Mon      , Advisers in Steele Building will be 
available all day ~br this purpose, and advisers will be available in Loudermilk 10 - 3 ~br that purpose. Remember to get the drop form 
signed, and then bring the form to me. Remember that dropping below 12 hours is not allowed if you wonld like to remain eligible. 

5. From Academic Center Director Dr. Brown: 

We would like to provide you with the following reminder regarding the 2nd floor of Loudermilk hours of operation and when it is 

available for student-athletes. At all other times, the facilities are closed. In addition, the third and fifth floors of Loudermilk are closed 

at all times unless it is opened for a scheduled function or event. 

The 2nd floor of Loudermilk is open during the following times: 

Monday through Thursday = 8:00am to 10:00pm 

Friday = 8:00am to 5:00pm 

Sunday = 6:00pm-10:00pm 

Please let your counselor know if you have any questions. Thank you. 

Dr. Brown 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:46 AM 

@live,~mc.edu-* 

https://www.unc.edu/sis/adlrdxfereq.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:5 5 AM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

http ://advising.unc. eduicurriculmrv’acadelnic-worksheets/ 



Froill~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount. Tony <gyonnt~email.unc.edu>- 

Thursday,                10:58 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@unc.edu> 

Permanent tutor cancellation 

, would like to cancel pemaanently here GEOL    tutor session with 

like to cancel permanently. 

Thursdays at g pm. She 15els see is getting no value from the sessions and ;vould 

Tony 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:13 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Dropping ttisto~y 

If you drop, and pass the 12 hours left for this fall, you will have 64 houm credit. Carolina requires 63 credit hours to return for the 6th semester, so you’re OK there. 

However~ you should have 75 hours at this point so to get back on graduation pace, you would need to take 15 for your lafft 3 selnesters AND earn 12 hours this 

summer. 

So those are the facts yon need so that you can make your decision. If you think you’re going to fail, I’d drop it. I yon think yoffm going to pass the class, I’d probably 
keep it. Up to you. 

Tony 

On , at 12:48 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I think I want to drop History 

out. 

, but I’m not certain if I can go down to 12 hours. Please let me know if this is possible, if not, I’ll just stick it 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 2:31 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Nike Allo’anent 

gen,~ 

Thanks agaJn for doing this. 

Please add the following to my order: 

Nike Storm Fit Jacket - Black - Ske XXI, - $150.00 

Please delete I’rom my previous order 

Rain Jacket - Dark Blue - size XXL - $75.00 

Training NC5 Speed S/S Top - Gray - XL - $22.50 

On Oct 10, 2013, at 1:52 PM, "Sheu, Benjamin" <bsheu:~email.unc.edtc, wrote: 

Hey all, 

We have been given more money for our staff! Every person is allotted an additional .~55 (total of ~185). 

Please review your previous order and adjust it accordingly. Please only send me changes and additions so I don’t put you down for something 

multiple times. 

If you don’t have your order written down elsewhere -let me know I can send you what I currently have. 

Also - Nike is no longer offering Women’s sizes in the polo shirts. One option is to order some "SWOOSH ONLY" (there will be no Carolina logo on 

them) polos from the Golf Line when it becomes available in November. Since these are for use at Events, we will limit the colors to Carolina Blue, 

White, Navy, Grey and Black. The cost is roughly ~;25-~;35. If you would like to hold some of your funds for that purpose, please let me know. 

Please get me the new orders by Tuesday, 10/15. 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

!~.~.~.~.~.¢~ ~ ~.~!.[:~ ~ ~.~.~! ~ 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:34 PM 

@live.nnc.edtr~ 

http :/iwww.kenan-flagler .anc.eduicxecutive-developraent/unc-busines s-essentials 



From: Yount, Tony <gyount@emoiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:38 PM 

To: @unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Shopping Coxt 

I don’t think there is such a liak. In Connect Carolina, you can click on the section number of courses that you axe interes~ted in, and it will tell you what requirements 

the com~e fulfills just above the course description. 

,, ;~live unc,edu> wrote: On , at 6 28 PM, ¯ 

Hey Tony, 

Could you send me the online link to the courses and their descriptions and the gen eds they fulfill? I used to have it in an email from you but 

I think ~ deleted it. 

Thanks so much, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Friday,                12:13 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Prog report 

from SOCI professor 

C- 



Yount, Tony <gyount@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday,                12:57 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Progress Retx)rts 

you are correct - we don’t need to be checking on you do we? 

On , at 12:48 PM, " ~)live.tmc edu> 

wl~te: 

Hi Tony, 

My physics lab TA mentioned that some of the other TA have been receiving progress report forms they have to fill out for their student- 
athletes, and she didn’t receive one for me and wanted to make sure she isn’t supposed to be filling one out. I’m guessing it’s because I don’t 

need a progress report but I]ust wanted to check with you to make sure! 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:59 PM 

@gmail.com>; 

Priority RegiS_ration 

@live. unc.edtr~ 

If we have managers who come to practice and who ~vould benefit from Priority’ Registration, please send me their names and PID’s by noon Monday and I can put them on the list 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:21 PM 

To: @da,org> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Thanks 

Appreciate the inlb. Look forward to working with you this sun~mer \ 

On , at 1:03 P’~{, @da.org> wrote: 

>Hit 
> My name is I will be coming to UNC the fall of and playing Here is the info that coach Barnes asked us to fill out and send to you. Thanks! 
> 

> 

> Name: 
> Email: @da org 
> Cell phone: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> "]’his communi~tio~ (inCluding anv attachments) is intended for the use of the intended recipient(s) only and may contain information that is confidential, privileged or legally protected. 

An?" unauthorized use or dissemination of this communication is strictly prohibited If you have received this communication in error, please immediately noti(y the sender by return e-mail 
message and delete all copies of the original communication. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ, l.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                1:22 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Weekly 

,.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yt~unt, Tony cgyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday 1:23 PM 

Sander Thomas J <pacman@t~nc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ¢~anson@emoJl.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc edu> 

Ducar, Chris -~ztucar@unc.edu>                                                                                 " 

Weekly 

.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                1:24 PM 

Levy, Jem~ifer S <jem~y.levy@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edtr~; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdow@unc.edtr~ 

Weekly 

pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                1:24 PM 

Fulton, Gra~t <gfulton@unc.edu-*; Shelton, Kaxen C <kc@unc.edu>; Catbro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edn> 

Weekly 

.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                1:24 PM 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edtv~; Wigger, ][,ea~h Marie <wigger@nnc.edu-* 

Weekly 

pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                1:32 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Priority Regi~Jcation 

We are just filling out the application. Registration dates are in the first 2 weeks of November Dates are already up on Connect Carolina specific to sophs juniors seniors frosh 

On , at 1:29 PM. @gmail corn> wrote: 

When is priority registration? 

Sent Iicom my/Phone 

>> On , at 12:58 P\{, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> If~ve have managers who come to practice and who would benefit from Priority Registration, please send me their names and PID’s by noon Monday and I can put them on the list. 
>> 

> Th ank s 
>> 

>> ToW 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TONY YOUNT (GYOUNT)> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 4:51 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Re: Database Commentary 

That sounds like me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 11, 2013, at 4:40 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@unc.edu> wrote: 

If anyone is looking for the comment below, one of my guys has it - you entered it under the wrong student... 
B 

"One new grade. A- on a POLl paper. She’s in great shape. Mature. No issues here." 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or 
entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e- 

mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records 

law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student 
educational records are subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TONY YOUNT (GYOUNT)> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 4:55 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Re: Database Commentary 

I don’t remember. I would have to look to the database and see you later an A- on the poly paper. Or I could just 
eliminate the student that I have or not mature and narrow down quite a bit. But I don’t remember I’ll check it on 
Monday. Weekly reports have already been sent 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 11, 2013, at 4:51 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@unc.edu> wrote: 

For whom was it intended? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 4:51 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Database Commentary 

That sounds like me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 11, 2013, at 4:40 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@unc.edu> wrote: 

If anyone is looking for the comment below, one of my guys has it - you entered it under the wrong 

student... 
B 

"One new grade. A- on a POLl paper. She’s in great shape. Mature. No issues here." 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for 

the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. 
Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 

recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina 

Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official 
(NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Saturday, 8:12 PM 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Re: e~ra time on chem test 

That’s the professors option. Go to class prepared to take the test In the classroom He may not respond 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 4:41 PM, " @live.tmc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Beth, 
> 

> I sent an email to my chem professor at noon yesterday asking if I could take the test at another time then 8, at the accessibility resource center because of a class conflict I have yet to 
receive an email back from her How- should I proceed? 
> 
> thank you 
> 

> 

> Sent fi-om my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 11:25 PM 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Appointment Tomorrow 

I roll check ruth Beth and te:d the exact numbers by noon 

On , at 11:23 PM, " (~kenan-fla~ler.nnc.edu> 

wrote: 

thanks so much. swamped ruth class up until noon ~ I don’t think I can make it by so I’ll "take your word tbr it’. thmaks! ! 

On , at 11:16 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyoun~unc.edu> wrote: 

I believe that it is 6120 Fayetteville Rd, Durham, NC 27707 

I believe the suite number is 240 in that builNng but I can confirm that tomolrow Inoming. And if you come by, Beth has a business caid 

with the exact information on it. 

Tony 

On , at 11:12 PM, " ~kenan- flagler, unc. edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Would you mind shooting me the address to my appointment tomorrow? I cannot seem to find a location to put into my 

phone for the drive over. Thanks so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:39 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Tntoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-* 

ASPSATutoring@unc.edu Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

send an email to that address and to me saying that you have Rising Stars and you ~vill miss you tutor session tonight. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony’ -q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TONY YOUNT (GYOUNT)> 

Monday,                2:13 PM 
@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Cm~celation 

You need to tell them why 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:00 PM, " @~ive.unc.edu~> wrote: 

Im from the field hockey team. I would like to cancel my Psych tutor for tomorrow night at 6 with 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:15 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: and    - PSYC appt tomorrow 

Absolutely - I will text them 

On 

w1Dte: 

, at 3:08 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmalo ,v~email.nnc.edu> 

Woul(J you want she slime for 

Susan 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 2:12 PM 
Te: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: and - PSYC appt tomorrow 

Done 

and , or would you like to kee~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:10 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok thank you. Please be sure the girls are informed, 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Nonday, 2:09 Plvl 
To: Plaloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: and - PSYC appt tomorrow 

Absolutely 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:43 PM, "Maloy, Susan B" <._s__b___n_~#_[__o_3_@_#_~__a_!_[:__u___n__£:__e_d___u_> wrote: 

Tony, 

I believe and will have just had a test in PSYC tomorrow morning. I would like to cancel their 9pm 

PSYC session tomorrow night in order to conduct another PSYC exam review during that time. I normally would not like to 

do this, but I am not sure working ahead with new material during Fall Break week when they will not have another class 

until next week will be productive. Please let me know if you are ok with this so I can publicize the review. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919- 962- 8247 (fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount0 Tow <gyount@ema~l.tmc.edu> 

Monday,                3:57 PM 
Sagula, Joseph A qsagula@unc.edu>; rackham <rackham@unc.edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu> Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edt> 

Progress Report 

PORT    - B 

came in today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:49 PM 

Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro@email.nnc.edu-~ 

Re: and npdates 

Saw    today - looked awful - sent her home 

Thanks for the update 

On , at 5:44 PM, "Oliaro, Scott M" <oliaro(~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

Tony- 

is back to class. Asymptomatic but not fully recovered. Re-test Wednesday 

- Still symptomatic but better. May return to class. 

¯ Saw Dr. Brickner. Did not take test today in a class. Will test when asymptomatic. 

Scott Oliaro MA, ATC 
Head Athletic Trainer 
Associate Director of Sports Medicne 

UNC Chapel Hill 

www.goheeis.com 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:04 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fall Break Academic Center honrs 

Ladies, 

The Academic Center will close at 5 pm tomorrow and reopen at 8 am on Monday. 

If you are required to get study hall hours for this week, your number should be 4 instead of 8 clue to the closure. 

Freshmen please update me on new grades this ~veek by text or email. 

No need to cancel tutor appointments for this Wed, Thurs or next Sun night since ~ve are closed, but please remember to cancel appts all other times, even ~vhen traveling with teams, for 
CREED, Rising Stars, etc Remember to include me on the email Aix,~) to include the specific reason for your cancellation in flae email to ASPSATutoring@unc.edu Tutoring 
<ASPSATutoring@unc.edu>. 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:43 AM 

To: @unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: grades 

Got both - tha~ak you 

On , at 9:23 AM, " S~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I know I toid you yesterday when i dropped in, but I got an 80 on my Art History exam and an 86.39 on my drama exam. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:53 PM 

To: @gma~l.com> 

Subject: Fwd: 

Attach: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <scanner@unc.edu> 
Date:                1:49:34 PM EDT 

To: tony yount <ton¥¥ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent fiom "R11153" (Allcio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:           13:49:34 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner(a)unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l,unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:44 PM 

@unc,edu> 

Re: 

Yes - she gave me that. 

At least I remember adding a 59 to her stuff- I think it ~vas INLS. 

This week’s weekly will have projected grades for all of them and projected GPA. Lots of progress reports came in on Monday. I emailed you about 
PRs before sending the ~veekly out on Friday. 

On , at 7:12 PM. ra ckham <rackham@unc.edu> ~vrote: 

Hey Tony, 

I know on Monday you mentioned that 
Do you have that on your files? 

Thanks, 

Sent ficom my/Phone 

did not have any- grades in her INLS class. However, she received a 59 on her exam. 

Should have 2 more days worth of 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emad,unc.edu~ 

Thursday,                1:20 PM 

@amscan.com> 

Re: ttello! and .... 

So sorry that it took so long to answer. She did drop the course, though that did put her 3 hours behind graduation pace and will l~quire summer school to catch up. 
She has never taken a normal fnll load since she’s been here, and in spite of all her summer school, she’s still behind because of that, but just 3 hours behind now after 

the PHYS drop. 

Hope you’re well. 

Tony 

On , at 9:40 AM, ~_@amscan.com> wrote: 

Hi Tony! 
It was great seeing you and everyone this past weekend. I was going through Tarheel withdrawal. Love this team. 

I know you said you hadn’t heard from me and that was probably a jinx. When we spoke the other night I had started to say that 
is really 

struggling with physics, but didn’t think it was the time to discuss. She is really trying and did well in high school. The tutor didn’t show up the night 

before her test this week and that wasn’t helpful. I am just not sure if she should drop the course. 

What are your thoughts? If you need to call me I can be reached at                     or my cell 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJ.l.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 6:30 PM 

To: Gelled, Da~a E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: GPAs 

Tony 

011 

- 3.844 

- 3.684 
(graduated May )- 3.505 

, at 9:00 AM, "Gelin, Dana E" <dgelin(~a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

If you have not already passed this info on to 

(For academic All-America nominations) 

Thanks! 

Dana 

, could you please let me know the players who currently have a 3.2 or better cumulative GPA? 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu7 

Sent: Friday, 1:37 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: ARS Decision 

Attach: Cover.docx 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "kyons, Elizabeth M" <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: ARS Decision 
Date:               10:13:07 AM EDT 

To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Can you please remind her to do this ASAP! ! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Accessibility Resource Services <accessibility,~unc.edu> 

Date: at 9:22:38 AM EDT 

To: " ih)live.unc.edu> 
Co: "Lyons, Elizabeth M" <emlvons~em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Subject: ARS Decision 

Our committee met on Tuesday to review your case and feel we may be able to provide assistance. Please review the 
attached letter which will also be sent to your home address. The next step is to meet with a representative in our 
office to discuss reasonable accommodations before they are set in to place. To schedule an appointment please email 

accessibilit-~J:~unc,ed,~ with the subject line, "Accommodation Meeting". We will then work with you on scheduling a 
time to meet with either Tiffany Bailey (Director) or Melissa Senior (Accessibility Specialist). 

Please let us know if you have any questions! 

Best, 
ARS Staff 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                9:45 PM 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Books Module 2 

Thmiks 

I will turn all of that in on Monday. Hope you’~e well enongh to play tomorrow. 

Tony 

On , at 9:41 PM, " :¢~kenan- flagler.nnc.edn> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I have purchased all coursepacks and books for next Mod. 

Attached you find an Amazon order and 2 studv.ru!d: orders. Also the Syllabus for each course which lists the required materials. I had to order: 

¯ MBA I : Coursepack + The Goal: A Process of Ongoing Improvement (see Syllabus) 

¯ MBA : Coursepack + Strategic Marketing Management, 7th Edition (see Syllabus) 

¯ MBA : Coursepack (see Syllabus) 

¯ MBA : Coursepack (see attached PDF" Introduction", Page 7 lists "required readings" 

Totals is .~5:11,88 

Sorry for the messy listings. Is that understandable? 

Thanks, 

j MBA Ciass of     I UNC .,’,<enamFlagier Business School 

~er.unc.edu i ~:iiv,:ww.linkedi¢.,.comiin., 

Helto 

Order Confirmation 
Order #10~-2843879-.42.90644 

Thank you for shopping with us. We’d like to let you know that Amazon has received your order, and is 

preparing it for shipment Your estimated delivery date is below. If you would like to view the status of your 

order or make any changes to it, please visit Your O~de!s on Am~xon ~om. 

Your estimated deiivery d~te is: 

Tuesday, 

Monday, 

Your orde[ will be sent to: 

You~ shippiq9 speed: 

Standard Shipping 

~ Strate.~tio Marketing M~r!a.qerner!t, 7th Edition $43.15 

Ci’,~mev, Alexa..",de~,Ketier, Philip: Paperback 

Soid by Amazon corn LLC 

GoldratL Eliyai:u M.,Cox, JeIt,z~.,lqiford, David: 

Paperback 

Soid by Amu~zon.oom LLC 

Item Subtotal: 

Shipping & Handling: 

Total Before Tax: 

Order Total: 

If you want more information or need more assistance, go to Help. 

$18.95 

$62.10 

$4.98 

$67.08 

$67,08 



Thank you for shopping with us 

Lap[ops 
s ]abtels 

You have successfully placed the following order with 

~tem Qty, 

MBA    : ~/todole 2 = ~/tarketing Core Concepts and Tools 

Pdn~ed TEXTPAKTM 

8hdnk4Nrapped 

"FEX’FPA~r~’~ Dels~e[y -. Pks~.-Up 

P&~ase F.~seat you~ UNC iD :o the C/;;b a~ t~e :ime of p,c~up The C/ub wi11 ver, Yy 

8a~es Tax 

Price 

$105,60 

$17,01 

$0,00 

$o.oo 

$9,20 

You have successfully placed the following order with 

PH81:ed TP:.’X’I’PAK=~’~ 

’T~TPIkKTM {)e£w~ry - 

distt@~;ted ,*o you by t!~e f’,4BA En~’ep:eneut:ship ~nd Ve: tu~ C~piCa; C;~;b 

name agai:~st ~!~e :~£~i,~£~ p~:rc’hase hs~ and p;ov~de h:x~ v,’it:~ a prin~ed 

Pdnted TEXTPAK~ 

ShriqkZWrapped 

’TEXTPAKTM {)elivery - Pick-U{} 

Qtyu 

i 

i 

i 

Price 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$92,64 

$13.33 

$o,oo 

$0.00 



Printed TEXTPAK~ 

TEXTPAKTM De~very - P~cR-Up 

Sa~s 

$127,44 

$23.08 

$0,00 

$0,00 

$21,84 

< MBA 
(1).pdf> 

Syllabus.docx><Joint Marketing Syllabus .docx><MBA Syllabus.docx><01 Introduction 



Fm~l~: Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu>- 

Sent: Sunday, 7:14 PM 

To: 
@live.unc.edw~ 

Sub.ieet: tutor cancel 

Hope you’re not in too much pain Send an email to this adda-ess, copy me on the email, and explain why you can’t come Be specific about the tutor’s name, su~ ect and time you are 

cancelir~g 

Take care of yourself 

ASPS¯~-Tutoring@unc~ . edu Tutoring <ASPSATutoring(~unc... edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:54 PM 

Wigger, Leah Marie <wigge@unc.edu>; Mann, Jan M. <janmmm@nnc.edu-* 

Weekly 

pdf 

Coaches, 

First, thanks for including me on the trip. I loved it. Loved being in the boat, loved the discussion about Core Values, loved sharing pictures with the group. First class operation as al~vays 
Thanks for letting me be a part. 

Second, the Nike Order - ~at I would like is the Nike Storm Fit pants, black I need the XL size, with the XL inseam - at least that’s from the Nike sizing chart on their website. Don’t know if 
you can even specify that, but that’s what it would take to fit. I am happy to pay whatever I need to pay. That’s a lot of money to spend on me 

A different format this week. I did not meet with all the frosh last week due to break. Instead I have the short grade report for you on the kids that I am tracking The projected grade is on the 
right side of the form. If there is an asterisk by the grade, it is from a progress report from the professor in that class. If there is no asterisk, then it represents my best guess based on 
in]2~rmation self-reported by the student. The GPAs listed below are what it would be if grades were issued today. 

It is important to remember two things when looking at the GPA projections Most GPAs rise from this point in the semester until the end, and most of the pr~iected grades are based on less 
than half of the require work in the class In other words, the kids have time to get better. The drop deadline has passed and there will be no more dropped classes. 

has only 2 grades reported, one good and one very tough BIOL exam. Plenty of time to fix that and one BIOL test can be dropped, so it looks worse than it could be 
marvelous pleasant surprise. 

- 3.54 

2.9 

-2.85 

- 1.5 

- 3.25 



Frolll" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Yount, Tony <gyounl~em~d.unc.edu~ 

Sunday,                9:59 PM 

Barnes, Philip E <pbame@unc.edw~; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@nnc.edt~-; Levy, JenniiEr S ~jenny.levy@unc.edu> 

Projected GPA ~’or is 2.825 - doing quite well 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:15 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJd.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Weekly 

.pdf 

Coaches, 

A different formut this week. I did not meet with all the frosh last week due to break. Instead I have the short grade report :[’or you on the kids that I am tracking The projected grade is on the 
right side of the form. If there is an asterisk by the grade, it is from a progress report from the professor in that class. If there is no asterisk, then it represents my best guess based on 
information self-reported by the student. The GPAs listed below are what it would be if grades were issued today. 

It is important to remember two things when looking at the GPA prolections Midst GPAs rise from this point in the semester until the end, and most of the prc~jected grades are based on less 
than half of the require work in the class In other words, the kids have time to get better. ’]7he drop deadline has passed and there will be no more dropped classes. 

has an F on a progress report, but in her other 3 classes, she simply has no grades yet. She says that she’s good in all 3 of them and I’m not worried about her as much as I am about 

reported her 2nd PSYC exam to me on Friday, and she did better than the first, but still failing. We dropped one of her troubled classes but she just hasn’t accepted that this place is 
hard and she has to reach a new level of understanding the material li’om her classes She’s trying, but needs some help from her teammutes to help her ’get’ the idea that success in the 
classroom requires much more commitment than in high school She’s fi-ustrated and embarrassed.tier 6 hours credit from sun.her school may save her from an eligibility situation. 

started poorly, but j ust this evening reported two grades that represented significant improvement in 2 of her classes. Not worried about her eligibility. 

~s struggling, but will likely pick it up at the end as she did last semester. Her schedule is much more difficult than last year. She is ac~justing. I think she will make it      and 
both have a little cushion,      can afford a 1.5 semester and still be eligible for spring. 

cushion is about the same. She could afford a 1.4 this fall and still be eligible for spring, as long as she passed 6 hours. 

is fine, and will leave in Dec and will not cost us an APR point since she will leave eligible to return. 

is not and will cost us and APR point, and maybe 2 points, if she doesn’t get to a 2.0. She has no GPA cushion to work with at all. 

- 2.825 

-3.33 

- 1.433 

- 3.0 

2.425 

- 2.5 

-3.14 

- 1.175 

- 3.4 

- 0.75 

-1.6 

0.5 

- 3.335 

- 3.433 

-3.0 

-0 

- 2.75 

2.325 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:42 AM 

Levy, Je~mit~r S ~enny.le~@unc.edu-* 

Re: 

Very impressed with how she’s handling stuff- veiN much like this kid She’s actually going to be fine 

On , at 10:36 AM, "Le,~3~, Jelmifer S" ~iermy.le,~N@unc edu> ~vrote: 

Tony, 
I met with her a week or so ago and she was stressed over Psyche because 
she did poorly on her first test. 

She expects a lot from herself academically, and said she was having a 
hard time balancing school work, sports and social. 

I told her to shift her school work to her more productive hours of the 
day - so after practice she could have more do~vn time and hang out with 

girls 

Just an update - great kid 

Thanks, 
>__ 

JenW 

On 9:58 PM; "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> wrote: 

>> Projected GPA for is 2.825 - doing quite wel[ 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:54 AM 

Fulton, Gra~t <gfulton@unc.edu-*; Shelton, Kaxen C <kc@unc.edu>; Catbro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edn> 

Was just in the oftice with terrific news about her SWAH class midterm and oral exam, a B and an A 

Lifted her project GPA from .6 something to .9 something - that’s a big step, getting turned arouaad in that class 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Spring Regis~xafion Things 

1. I have your worksheets updated and rea@ for you to use in planning your spring schedules. Come by and see them, or get a cop?’. 

2. Connect Carolina has a very good arid useful tool to help you plan. Go to your page and choose Tar Heel Tracker. In the upper right corner of the page that comes up, there ~vill be a green 
button that says "view summary report". Make sure that your browser ~vill allo~v pop up windows and click the button It will list your Gen Ed requirements, and those that appear in red are 
the ones that have not been fulfilled. If you have chosen a major, your major requirements will be shown in the same ~vay 

3. FOR FRESHMEN ONLY: All first years must complete this module concerning registration by . You should complete it before you register in 3 weeks 
https :i/a dvising.unc edu/first- ,vear-registration-and-meeting-supplement-modu le/ 

4. If you haven’t seen your University Academic Adviser, its a god idea to do that 

5. If you’re on book scholarship, and you’re recently dropped a class - I need your books 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:33 AM 

;@unc.edu> 

Re: Math2 SAT score! 

Thanks 

I will take that over when I take 

On , at 9:26 AM, " 
wrote: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hey Tony! 

This is ;vhat my morn sent me for my SAT scores. I don;t know if this is helpful to you but just in case! She resent the official scores to UNC. 

From: @cox net~ 
Sent: Monday, 4:44 PM 
To: 
Subject: Math2 SAT score! 

Hey! 

I ordered another official copy of your score to be sent to UNC - chapel 
hill! In the meantime this is the copy I had in my folder that you can show 
the academic advisor They should receive the official copy this week! 
< Sat Math2 Scores.pdf><     Sat Math2 Scoresl.pdf><     Sat Math2 Scores2 pdf><     Sat Math2 Scores3.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:24 PM 

@yahoo,com> 

https ://pharma cy.unc edu/programsithe-pharmd/prospective-pharmd-stud ents/c ontact-u s 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:47 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

Tutor ~ssion cancellation 

would like to permanently cancel her ENGL weekly session with ¯ Student says that the sessions are not that helpful for the very specific topics that she is 
required to write about for 

Please remove that session Iicom her schedule. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Tuesday, 2:50 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Priority Regis~tration; 

We have applied for priori~" registration for you and all mmnbers of the team. The application has not been heard yet so the times have not been changed. They usuaJdy 

don’t get change until just a day ortwo before registration starts so it’s nothing to worU abont 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:48 PM, " ¢b~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

My name is                   and I do work study with the                    . I was told that because of my involvement with the team 

I was going to be receiving early registration for Spring semester however, I do not think it has gone through; my date right now is 

My PID is , please let me know if the information I see on my connect carolina is correct or if there is anythingl should do. 

Thank you very much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Tuesday,, 4:10 PM 

Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thin,ks. Saw    today’ m~d she looked like she was making progress. Thanks for the update 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:44 PM, "Oliaro, Scott M" <oliaro(?~)email.nnc.e&~> wrote: 

Tony- 

collided with       shoulder. Has          symptoms. Has a test Thursday. Was instructed to rest tonight and not exacerbate symptoms. 

Asked her to email you later but wanted to give you a heads up. is doing better, did not pass all of her tests yet. 

Scott Oliaro MA, ATC 
Head Athletic Trainer 
Associate Director of Sports Medicne 

UNC Chapel Hill 

www,goheels.com 
Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:04 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-~ 

Subje~’t: SeYera~ TNngs 

First, an apology~. 

Sat night ~vhen I snapped at you, I apologize for that It is especially- embarrassing that it came after our team discussion about respecting every-one. I didn’t and I’m sorry-. 

The reason that I snapped was that I was enjoying my favorite part of the weekend sitting with nay 2 seniors on the last retreat I’ll have with them I wanted a candid picture, not a posed one. 
I really don’t like posed pictures and I asked    to take it because I knew she would do what I asked and not inject herself into the scene¯ You have a way to tlying to take over scenes, 
conversations, of making it about you instead of allowing others to do as they- ~vish So that’s why I snapped I know that Coach Mann has talked about that ~vith you on other occasions It 
is something that you need to work on, but I was very- much in the wrong Saturday night and I regret that it happened¯ 

The more important matter is this. I have now- received progress reports from 3 of your professors, all but ENGL They list a B in SPAN    , a D+ in MATH    , and an F in BIOL 
That’s a current GPA of 1.43. Your spring GPA is good enough to cover a 1.4 semester and keep you above a 2.0, but you would be right on the edge of eligibility I hope you’re doing ~vell in 
ENGL    , but I wanted you to know what your professors had sent to me and to let you know how close to a danger zone you are on eligibili~. 

Please give me an update on ENGL and your grades in that class, and please let me know ifyou need more tutoring, time ~vith Beth Lyons, or anything else that you need to rescue your 
semester¯ 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:14 PM 

Mann, Jan M. <jaJ~mann@unc.edu-* 

Re: 

I thilzk she’ll finish better than a 1 4, but BIOL and ENGL are really tough courses and not the easy to recover from bad starts I’m anxious to see what she has to say. 

On 

wrote: 
, a t 8: 07 PM, "iVlann, Jan ivI." <j amnann@tmc, edu > 

> Lovely! YVhat do you thilzk ? 

> 

> Coach Jan Mann 

> L~NC ;Vomen’s Golf 

> janmann@unc.edu 

> Cell 

> 

> Sent licom my if’hone 

> 

>> On , at 8:05 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> ;Vl-ote: 

>> 

>> Just sent to after receiving a progress report today: 

>> 

>> I have now received progress reports from 3 of your professors, all but t:.NGI~ They list a B in SPAN    , a ]~>~ in MATH    , and an F in BIOl.    . ~Ihat’s a current GPA of 1.43. Your 

spring GPA is good enough to cover a 1.4 semester and keep you above a 2.0, but you would be right on the edge of eligibility I hope you’re doing well in ENGL , but I wanted you to 

know what your professors had sent to me and to let you know how close to a danger zone you are on eligibility 

>> 

>> Please give me an update on ENGL and your grades in that class, and please let me know if you need more tutoring, time *vith Beth Lyons, or anything else that you need to rescue 

your semester. 

>> 

>> 

>> Tony 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:35 PM 

Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu> 

Re: Tomorrow 

Schedule is clear 12:45 - 1:30 Look forward to seeing you. 

Tonny 

On 

wrote: 
, at 9:30 Piv~ "Cathro, Guy" <guycatlzro@m~c.edu> 

He?’ Ton?-, 

Just wondering/[’there is an?’ chance ~ve can drop by with a recruit tomorrow for 10 mins, sometime between 11:30 and 1:30? 

Let me know, no worries either way... 

Guy 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:18 AM 

@live,~mc.edu-* 

http ://honorscarolina. unc edu/current-students/apply-to-honors-carolinai 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:47 AM 

To: @nnc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Grade 

wow- great- congrats 

On , at 9:56 AM, " (~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

TONY! 

I got a 98 on my geography written assignment 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:54 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: tutor 

Just filled this morning aiter I went in to nag theln. 

CHEM tutor - - Sunday at 7 pm 

PHYS tutor - - Tuesdays at 8 pm 

And come in this week and lets talk about your schednle. When can you come? 

On , at 10:00 AM, ~live.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

It’s from the team. I was just wondering if those requests for the Chem    tutor and the Physics    tutor were ever filled. 

Also, can I come in and meet with you sometime this week. I need help planning my Spring semester. I think we planned a lot of my classes 

out before but I forgot what we decided to do. 

Thanks! 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:18 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: tutor 

We just hired someone for CHEM - I think he’s on Sunday nights. I will put in both requests and get back to you as soon as they arefilied. 

Tonv 

On , at 5:32 PM, @live.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

It’s           from the women’s      team. I was wondering if there’s any way I could get a tutor for them 

and for Physics    , I couid use some heip in these classes. 

-I-hanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emoil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:01 PM 

@live.nnc.edu-~ 

Vick~ \Walker         Assistant to Director of Undergraduate Studies                  962-2534                             GA 107 



From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ 1:33:25 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Robertson Scholars First-Year Recruiting 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

UNC First year Flyer.pall (1.4M) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Robertson Scholars First-Year Recruiting 

Date: 1:29:37 PM EDT 

To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony: 
FYI - you may have some students interested. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wedne sday, 1 : 52 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: [,FIT 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email uric edu> is the person to email for LFIT 

Send her the course and section you want to be placed in 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:25 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu-* 

Subje~’t: ECON 

erobinson@admissions.unc edu 

Emma Robinson is the admissions person you need to email 

Send her the email you got that approved ECON and ask what you need to do to get it fixed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:23 PM 

mckham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Toniglffs Plan - 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Subject: Tonight’s Plan - 
Date:               8:25:17 PM EDT 
To: "¥ount, Tony" <ton~/ount@unc.edu> 

Tonight, I will be working on my thesis statement for SOCI 

I finished. 

@live.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:24 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Toniglffs Plan - Pmnt 2 

Thesis Statement.docx 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Subject: Tonight’s Plan - Part 2 
Date:               8:52:25 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu> 

This is the thesis statement I worked on tonight in our session. 

Thankyou! 

@live.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:24 PM 

mckham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Study Plm~ for tonight 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Subject: Study Plan for tonight 
Date:               8:48:59 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@...unc.edu> 

Tony, 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tonight i read the first three chapters and to answer the question given, the police would be present in the parks around the community to 
stop any rallies that African Americans wanted to hold. this when police brutalities began and the black community began to fight against any 
police enforcement. 

Thanks, 

Tonight i will be reading the city for my AAAD    class, we have to read the first two chapter, and answer the question, what role did the 

police play in Oakland California? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:34 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

was at tonight’s stud?- session and was told that she needed to email me a study plan for the hour and email the results to me at the end of the session. She complained about 
distractions in the room so I moved her into Dana Gelin’s private office and shut the door. She stayed maybe 15 minutes aI’ter the regular session ended, but I have received no emails. 

Tony 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:17 PM 

Mann, Jan M. <ja~mann@nnc.edu> 

Re: Executive Cup Dinner 

I roll be there 

’I’h~k yon ve~ much 

C8AI1~ 

On at 10:47 AM, "Mann, Jan M." <im~mann(~unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Tony, 

Wanted to make sure that you received an invitation from Julie Domina for the Executive Cup dinner on 
Jan 

(~hc~l s ........................... 

Hope you can make it! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 2:02 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

S~uden ~ Se trices Assls~a 

203 Davie Hall 

Psyd~o~ogy DepL, UNC.-CH 

Chape~ I-{HI, NC 27599 

,9tuden t ,Services Ass~5t~n t 

203 Davie Hall 
Psychology Dept,, UNC-CH 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

..E.: r..q.a.i~: @ ~ v e, u n c. e d u 

Phone: 919-962-7~49 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 2:15 PM 

To: @live.nnc.edu-~ 

Subject: ~lfpaced 

http ://fridaycent er.unc, edu/cp/catalog/institutional index.html 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 3:28 PM 

To: @hotmail.com> 

Subject: Re: ttours 

Thanks , In the future tell me the teachers name and the class that the teacher teaches please. 

On , at 6:26 PM, @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I had meeting ~vith my teacher wedaaesday at 1 Just letting you know for my hours 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                10:48 PM 

Fulton, Gra~t <gfulton@unc.edu-*; Shelton, Kaxen C <kc@unc.edu>; Catbro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edn> 

Weekly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                10:49 PM 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edtv~; Wigger, ][,ea~h Marie <wigger@nnc.edu-* 

Weekly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ.l.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                10:50 PM 

Barnes, Philip E <pbame@unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Lewy, JenniI~r S <jenny.levy@unc.edtr~ 

Weekly 

pdf; gr.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:50 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Weekly 

pdf; gr.pdf 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Friday,                10:51 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Weekly 

pdf; gr.pdf 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 11:21 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tutor 

Here is the policy~ and it is too late to cancel for tonight. 

Appointment Cancellations 

The student is ultimately responsible for making sure cancellations are communicated properly. Appointments should not be canceled beyond special 

eircmnstanees. 

--[if !supportLists]-- >* <’.--[endifl-->Students may not cancel or resd~edule an appoinanent directly ~Jth the tutor. 
<!--[if ’.support~Lists]-- >~ <!--[endifl-->Anytime the student is scheduled to be absent due to team travel, (s)he should communicate the absence with the 

tutor no later thaaa the session prior to traveling, in addition to following the caxacellation procedures listed below. 

- - [if ! suppor~isks] - ->* 

--[if ! support~.ists]-->* 

- -[if ! support£,ists]- ->~ 

-- [if !supportLists] - 

counselor. 

-- [if !supportLists]- 

the tutori~J 

- - [if ! supportLisks] - ->* 

- -[if !support~.ists]- 

On 

<!--[endii]-->For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

<!--[endif]-->For Appointments betbre 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

<’.--[endii]-->For Sunday Appointments - Appoint~nents must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

<’.-- [endit]-->In order to cancel an appointment, students must send an email to ASPSATutoring@unc.edu and coW their academic 

<’.-- [endif]-->All cancellations outside of reran travel must be approved through the s~dent’s academic counselor BEFORE being emailed to 

<!-- [endil]-->Cancellation emails should include the date, time, subject, tutor nan~e, and reason for cancellation. 

<~--[en~-->/~y cancellations o~tside the ~Abremen~oned policy will be recorded by the rotor as an academic infi~tion. 

, at 9:56 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Ton~; 

Is there anyway I could cancel my chem tutor for tonight. I’m not t~eling ve~ well but lb~ot the rules tbr canceling tutor sessions and w~n’t sum who to 

con~ct. If it’s too late to cancel I completely m~de~nd though. 

Thanks~ 

From: Yount, Tony <toms"ount(~unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:54:29 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: tutor 

Just filled this morning after I went in to nag them. 

CHEM tutor - - Sunday at 7 pm 

PHYS tutor - - Tuesdays at 8 pm 

And come in this week and lets talk about your schedule. When can you come? 

On , at 10:00 AM, @live.unc.edu<mailto: ~)live.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Hey Ton~; 

It’s       from the      team. I was jnst wondering if those requests for the Chem    tutor and the Physics    tutor were ever filled. Also, can I 

come in and meet with you sometime this week. I need help planning my Spring semester. I think we planned a lot of my classes out before but I forgot 

what we decided to do. 

Thanks! 

From: Yount, Tony <toms"ount(~unc.edu< mailto:tonwount~)unc.edu>> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:18 PM 

To: 



Subject: Re: tutor 

We just hired someone for CHEM 

Tony 

- I think he’s on Sunday nights. I will put in both requests and get back to you as ~on as they are filled. 

On , at 5:32 PM, @live.unc.edu<mailto: @live.unc.edu>> 
wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

It’s            t?om the              teaJn. I was wondering if there’s any way I could get a tutor tbr Chem 

I could use some help in these classes. 

Thmlks! 

and lbr Physics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:31 AM 

Subject: Help ns help you 

Ladies, 

We need 2 things frora you. Spencer Welborn and Jenn Townsend are preparing a presentation for the faculty in a few weeks. Their goal is to present a total picture of the student-athlete at 
Carolina. 

The 2 things that we need are A) Your answer to this question: 

What is one thing you have learned since you became a student-athlete at Carolina? 

and B) If you have pictures of some cultural, travel, learning experience that you have had at Carolina that is connected with athletics, and you have a picture that illustrates that experience, 
please send it. We want to show the faculty that you lives are always about sports - that sometimes you travel and learn, that you Sel~’e the community. 

So if you can help us, just reply to this email, answer the question, and attach a picture if you have one to share. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:31 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Help us help yon 

Ladies, 

We need 2 things from you. Spencer Welbom and Jenn Townsend are preparing a presentation for the faculty in a few weeks. Their goal is to present a total picture of the student-athlete at 
Carolina 

The 2 things that ~ve need are A) Your answer to this question: 

What is one thing you have learned since you became a student-athlete at Carolina? 

and B) If you have pictures of some cultural, travel, learning experience that you have had at Carolina that is connected with athletics, and you have a picture that illustrates that experience, 
please send it. We ~vant to show the faculty that you lives are always about sports - that sometimes you travel and learn, that you serve the community. 

So if you can help us, just reply to this email, ans~ver the question, and attach a picture if you have one to share. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil,unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:34 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

Re: cancellations 

just let her kno~v. Thank you vely much 

On 

wrote: 
, at 9:22 AiV~ ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 

9pm w~th starting tonight¯ 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Cotmselor 
UN-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 9:21 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Re: cancellations 

Oh - excellent - please do that - thank you very much¯ (;an I notify today? 

On , at 9:10 AM; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc edu> 
wrote: 

>> Tony, 
>> Can I replace her with for Spanish’? 
>> Does she still need it? 
>> 

>> Ben Sheu 
>> Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor UNC Academic Support 
>> Program for Student-Athletes bsheu@emaihunc edu 
>> Office: 919-~3-2328 
>> Cell: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Monday, 9:05 AM 
>> To: ASPSA Tutoring 
>> Subject: cancellations 
>> 

>> Please cancel permanently for , a Monday session with 
in good shape in both classes and feels her time could be better spent working on other courses¯ 

>> 

>> Thanks 
>> 

>> Tony 

for SPAN, and a Tuesday session ~vith forPOLI ¯ She 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emM.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:35 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: 10:06:11 AM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc,edu> 

A) I’ve learned that our sport doesn’t define us. But also that because we love it so much and it takes up so much of our time, we aren’t able 

to focus on other things as much as we might have wished we could, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emad.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:36 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Help us help you 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:              @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Help us help you 

Date:               10:01:33 AM EDT 

To: "Yount, Tony" <ton~rgount@unc.edu> 

I have learned that everyone here genuinely wants to help you. We have countless help outlets for every subject and every type of assignment, as well as 

everything in the athletic reahn. It’s great to have support at eveu comer of the University. 

On . at 9:30 AM, Yount, Tony wrote: 

Ladies, 

We need 2 things t?om you. Spencer Welbom and Jenn Townsend are preparing a presentation for the facully in a few weeks. Their goal is 

to present a total picture of the student-athlete at Carolina. 

The 2 things that we need are A) Your answer to this question: 

What is one thing you have lema~ed since you became a student-athlete at C~xolina? 

and B) If you have pictures of some cultural, travel, learning experience that you have had at Carolina that is connected with athletics, and 

you have a picture that illustrates that experience, please send it. We want to show the faculU that you lives are always about sports - that 

sometimes you travel and learn, that you serve the communiU. 

So if you can help us, just reply to this email, answer the question, and attach a picture if you have one to share. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:22 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Help us help you 

and I have a pic from gettysburg 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: " @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Help us help you 
Date:               10:58:36 AM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@...unc.edu> 

A) That although being a student-athlete is time consuming, it motivates you to stay on track with Four work because you don’t have a lot of 

time to slack off. We have all the resources we need to succeed and if you take full advantage of them then you should be able to be 
successful. 

B) I don’t have a picture but we went to Gettysburg and I learned a lot from Tony about it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:30 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Help us help you 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: " @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Help us help you 
Date:                12:53:15 PM EDT 

To: "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu> 

Since becoming a C~xolina athlete I have lem~ned how to balance academic responsibilities along with athletic requirements. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:31 AM, "Yount, Tony" <ton,vyoun~unc.edu> wrote: 

What is one thing you have learned since you became a studem-athlete at Carolina 



Sent: 

Sub jet’t: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu> 

Monday                1:38 PM 

ASPSA Tutorin~ <ASPSATuloring@unc.edu> 

anolher cancellation 

Please cancel PORT session permanently. The session is with 
?~’[ondays at 7 pro. 

Thanks 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:16 AM 

~,,e: 

Subject: 

Fulton, Grant <gfulton@nnc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kc@unc.edu;; Cathro, Gny <gnycathro@unc.edu;, 

Schedules due 

Ladies, 

A reminder that you are to send your ideal, preferred academic schedule to me by Friday, I realize you’ll be on a plane and in Boston most of that day so I encourage you to send the 
schedule before you leave. 

Please send it by email and in this format. Since all of you are not the best at checking email, please remind your teammates to get this done. 

We will try to identify the period of the day with the least conflicts in an effort to find the best time for a time conditioning activi~ that isn’t at 7 am. Thaaks for your help. 

Tony 

classes 

ENGL sect 
LFIT sect 
SOCI sect 

HIST sect 
ECON sect 
BIOL sect 

BIOL sect 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:12 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: dept holds 

No issues from any of the dept holds 

On , at 10:02 AM, " ~,~]ive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I hmTe some dept holds on my account (i think they are all expired though) but I wanted to make sure there wasn’t anything I needed to do in order to be 

able to register lbr clasps on the 

ttolds: 
Spring Minimum Enrollment 

Hold 

the first 3 are from spring and fall 
the lasl one is from spring 

Let me know what you think. 

Tha~k you. 

Best Regards, 

@.qmail.com 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:14 AM 

To: @gma~l.com> 

Subject: Fwd: 

Attach: pdf 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <scanner@unc.edu> 
Date:               10:08:49 AM EDT 

To: tony yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent fiom "R11153" (Allcio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:           10:08:49 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner(a)unc.edu 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:21 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: tutor 

Appoinanent Cancellations 

The student is ultimately responsible for making sure cancellations are communicated properly. Appointments should not be canceled beyond special 

circumstances. 

--[if !support~ists]-->* <!--[endii]-->Students may not cancd or reschedule an appointment directly with the tutur. 

<!--[if !supporlJ 5sks]-->c~ <!--[endif]-->An.3~ime the student is scheduled to be absent due to tean~ travel, (s)he should communicate the absence with fl~e 
tutor no later than the session prior to traveling, in addition to following the cancellation procedures listed below. 

-- [if !supportLists] -->* 

-- [if !supportLists]-->* 

- -[if ! support£ists]- ->, 

-- [if ! supportLists] - 

counselor. 

-- [if !supportLists]- 

the tutori~J stati~ 

-- [if !supportLists]-->, 

- -[if !snpport~ists]- 

<!--[endif]-->For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

<’.-- [endi~]-->For Appointments befnre 5pro - Appointments mast be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

<’.--[endii]-->For Sunday Appointments - Appoint~nents must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

<’.-- [endif]-->In order to cancel an appointment, students must send an ema~l to ASPSATutoring~nnc.edu and copy their academic 

<’.-- [endif]-->All cancellations outside of team travel must be approved through the s~dent’s academic counselor BEFORE being emailed to 

<!--[endif]-->Cancellation emails should inclnde the date, time, subject, tutor name, and mason for cancellation. 

<!--[endif]-->Any cancellations outside the ~tbrement~oned policy will be recorded by the rotor as an academic rot?action. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:35 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Help us help you 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                      @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Help us help you 
Date:               11:42:09 AM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu> 

What is one thing you have learned since you became a student-athlete at Carolina? 

One thing I have learned since I became a student-athlete at Carolina would be respect. We are treated with 
respect wherever we go and respected as players and students. We learn to respect a team by defeating them with 
hardworking dedication, talent, and unity. We respect ourselves and the ones around us by pushing to be the best. 
We don’t accept when each other isn’t doing their best and this leads us to be so successful. I have learned to 
respect our professors and do more to achieve more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emad.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:35 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Help us help you 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: " @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Help us help you 
Date:                12:13:02 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu> 

One thing I have learned since becoming a studem-athlete at North Caxolina mid how to manage Iny time mid focus on the important aspects in each 

subject. Its almost impossible to be able to read and study evelything about each subject so therefore realizing what itelns mem~ the most and proceed 

from there. 

Thanks, 

On . at 9:30 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tom¢-ount(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

We need 2 things t~om you. Spencer Welbom and Jenn Townsend are preparing a presentation for the facul~, in a few weeks. Their goal is 

to present a total picture of the student-athlete at Ca~rolina. 

The 2 things that we need are A) Your ~swer to this question: 

What is one thing you have learned since you became a student-athlete at Carolina? 

and B) If you have pictures of some cultural, travel, learning experience that you have had at Carolina that is connected with athletics, mad 

you have a picture that illustrates that experience, please send it. We want to show the faculty that you lives are always about sports - that 

sometimes you travel and learn, that you serve the communi~,. 

So if you can help us, just reply to this email, answer the question, m~d attach a picture if you have one to share. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Spring Schedules by 

Ladies, 

A reminder that you are to send your ideal, preferred academic schedule to me by Friday, I realize you’ll be on a plane and in Boston most of that day so I encourage you to send the 
schedule before you leave 

Please send it by email and in this format. Since all of you are not the best at checking email, please remind your teanzmates to get this done. 

We will try to identi~ the period of the day with the least conflicts in an effort to find the best time for a time conditioning activity that isn’t at 7 am Thanks for your help 

Tony 

classes 

ENGL , sect 
LFIT sect 
SOCI sect 

HIST sect 
ECON , sect 
BIOL , sect 

BIOL sect 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emofil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,                1:49 PM 

Fulton, Gra~t <gfulton@unc.edu>; Shelton, Kaxen C <kc@unc.edu> Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu> 

ACC tourney and exams 

Coaches 

(Friday, ) and (Tlaursday, ) have major exams while on the trip professor wants her to take the exam on Thursday, on Friday I haven’t 

heard from anyone else yet with an exam conflict. 

I see 3 options. 

1. Have the kids take the exams before they leave, prof will let her do that but she would have to take in on Tuesday before Wednesday’s lecture which will be included on the exam. 

2. I can call Boston College and arrange to have their academic staffproctor the exam at their academic center. That is our preferred policy over here so that no Carolina person is involved in 
giving the exam. It just looks better that way is the feeling over here, and removes an?- chance of a conflict of interest The complication is that the students would need to be transported to 

BC to their academic center at a time convenient to the BC academic staltl 

3. I can come t,a Bustun and give the tests in the hotel~ with permission from the professors. 

I am happy to do either 2 or 3, pending transpoltation arrangements. If you decide to have me come up, I could come for all of the trip, or part of it as needed with flight arrangements. If I 

carne at a different time, I would be happy to rent a car and provide my own transportation fur the time I am there. 

I am ready to contact professors and make arrangements, but I’ll await your decision on ~vhich path you want to pursue. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:16 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: tx~li paper 

Absolutely not. First. you can’t email papers to me period. Second, I can’t revise it for you. That would be an Honor Code violation. What I can do is read the paper 

with you as a writing tuk~r would, bnt I cannot revise it under any cil~cumstances. Please do not emafil papers to me ever. 

Tony 

On , at 3:l0 AM, 

HeyTony, 

I finished the rough draft for my poli paper which is due Thursday the 
be in for my meeting sometime before 8pm. 

Thankyou! 

<TheAtencoMovement.docx> 

@live.unc.edu-* wrote: 

¯ If you get a spare moment could you possibly revise it for me? I’ll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:16 AM 

Subject: Priority Regis~tmtion Times and Holds 

Ladies, 

Times 

Your registration tinre should be changed to a priority registration time by Friday afternoon, and should be an early morning appt. (8 or 8:30). Please check on Connect Carolina to see that 
there is a time before 9 ant for your registration. On that morning, you will be allowed 30 minutes in the system to schedule your classes. After 30 minutes, you will be locked out of the 
registration system until later in the day and gain access again at the time that is currently- listed as yo~tr registration time. 

Holds 

Your Counect Carolina has a list of Holds on your registration account. You can ignore these holds, as they will not affect your enrolhnent: 

Dept Hold - Ertrollment - is only for the fall semester and will not affect your registration for spring. 
Installment Payment Plan - will not affect registration until after 
1 st Year Sdt 3rd Sere Adv Appr - will not affect registration until ~ve register for Fall 

If you have a Parking Hold, or a Finance Office Hold - get it paid several day-s BEFORE your registration day, as those holds could prevent you front registering. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:35 AM 

Subject: 

Matin, Jan M. <janmann@nnc.edu>; Wigger~ Le~l Marie <wigger@unc.edu> 

Priority Regis~trafion Tilnes and Holds 

Ladies, 

Ttmes 

Your registration time should be changed to a priori~ registrauon time by Friday afternoon, and should be an early morning appt (8 or 8:30) Please check on Connect Carolina to see that 
there is a time before 9 am for your registration. On that morning, you will be allowed 30 minutes in the wstem to schedule your classes. After 30 minutes, you will be locked out of the 
registrauon system until later in the day and gain access again at the time that is currently listed as your registration time 

Holds 

Your Connect Carolina has a list of Holds on your registration account. You can ignore these holds, as they *vii[ not affect your enrollment: 

Dept Hold - Enrollment - is only for the fall semester and *vii[ not affect your registration for spring. 
Installment Payment Plan - ~vil[ not affect registration until after 
1 st Year Sdt 3rd Sere Adv Appr - will not affect registration until we register ]2~r Fall 

If you have a Parking Hold, or a Finance Office Hold - get it paid several days BEFORE your registration day, as those holds could prevent you from registering. 

The AC will be closed for Halloween - too difficult :for tutors to park anywhere No need to cancel tutor appmntments for Thursday night. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:36 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Priofi~, Registration Times aJ~d Holds 

Ladies, 

Times 

Your registration time should be changed to a priority registration time by Friday aftel"noon, and should be an early morning appt. (8 or 8:30). Please check on Connect Carolina to see that 
there is a time before 9 am for your registration On that morning, you will be allowed 30 minutes in the system to schedule your classes. After 30 minutes, you will be locked out of the 
registration system until later in the day and gain access again at the time that is currently listed as your registration time. 

Holds 

Your Connect Carolina has a list of Holds on your registration account. You can ignore these holds, as they will not affect your enrollment: 

Dept Hold - Em-ollment - is only for the fall semester and will not affect your registration for spring. 
Installment Payment Plan - will not affect registration until ai’ter 
1 st Year Sdt 3rd Sem Adv Appr - will not affect registration until we register for Fall 

If you have a Parking Hold, or a Finance Of Iice Hold - get it paid several days BEFORE your registration day, as those holds could prevent you from registering 

The AC will be closed f,ar Halloween - too difficult for tutors to park anywhere. No need to cancel tutor appointments for Thursday night. 

Tony 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony--~ gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:36 AM 

Subject: 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edn> 

Priority Regis~ation Times mid Holds 

Ladies, 

Times 

Your registration time should be changed to a priority registration time by Friday afternoon, and should be an early morning appt. (8 or 8:30). Please check on Connect Carolina to see that 
there is a time before 9 am for your registration On that morning, you will be allowed 30 minutes in the system to schedule your classes. After 30 minutes, you will be locked out of the 
registration system until later in the day and gain access again at the time that is currently listed as your registration time. 

Holds 

Your Connect Carolina has a list of Holds on your registrauon account. You can ignore these holds, as they will not affect your enrollment: 

Dept Hold - [gnrollment - is only for the fall semester and will not affect your registration for spring. 
Installment Payment Plan - will not affect registration until after 
1 st Year Sdt 3rd Sem Adv Appr - will not affect registration until we register :[’or Fall 

If you have a Parking Hold, or a Finance Office Hold - get it paid several days BEFORE your registration day, as those holds could prevent you from registering 

The AC will be closed for Halloween - too dil!ficult for tutors to park anywhere. No need to cancel tutor appointments [’or Thursday night. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:37 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; _ ~gmail.com>; 

~b~live.unc.edu>; ~live.nnc.edu-*; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~bellsouth.net~; 1 

b;live.unc .edu>; ’ ~live.unc .edu>; 

~live .unc.edu:>; ’ ~yahoo .cam: 

~live.unc.edu>; t~gma~l.com>; 

b;live.unc.edu:,; ~live.unc.edu> 

~live.nnc.edw~; 

~aol.com>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Sagnla, Joseph A <j sagul@unc.edu>; rackham <rackham@unc.edu;; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu.;; Charles, Je~mifer S 
<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Priofi~, Registration Times m~d Holds 

Ladies, 

Tirnes 

Your registration time should be changed to a priori~" registration time by Friday afternoon, and should be an early mot~qing appt. (8 or 8:30). Please check on Connect Carolina to see that 
there is a time before 9 am for your registration. On that mot~qing, you will be allowed 30 minutes in the system to schedule your classes. After 30 minutes, you will be locked out of the 
registration system until later in the day and gain access again at the time that is c~trrently listed as your registration tinre. 

Holds 

Your Connect Carolina has a list of Holds on your registration account. You can ignore these holds, as the?" will not afl;ect your enrollment: 

Dept Hold - EnrolM~ent - is only- for the fall semester and will not affcct your registration for spring. 
Instalhnent Payment Plan - ~vill not affect registration until after 
1 st Year Sdt 3rd Sem Adv Appr - will not affect registration until we register for Fall 

If you have a Parking Hold, or a Finance Office Hold - get it paid several days BEFORE your registration day, as those holds could prevent you from registering 

The AC will be closed for Halloween - too difficult for tutors to park anywhere. No need to cancel tutor appointments for Thursday night. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:58 AM 

Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu:~; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edn> 

Class registration while in Boston 

Coaches, 

While in Boston, on Thursday morning, the juniors ~vill have registration appointments, some from 8:00 - 8:30, and some licom 8:30 - 9:00. They will need wifi access and to be free for that 30 
minute window on Thursday morning. Will only affect the juniors. Actually, it looks like that only affects 

registration appt will be at 8 or 8:30 on Friday. She is the only person that will register on that day (TransiEr students don’t get to register with their class - that’s why she is at an 

odd time) 

Their specific times (8 or 8:30) will be posted on Friday al’ternoon of this week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:23 AM 

Mann, Jan M. <jasunann@nnc.edu-* 

Re: Priority Registration Times and Holds 

She did not come to her lneeting this morning, and we need to have that conversation. We have talked about the spring in past meetings and her shopping cart is in great shape But she will 
need to have wifi access and 30 minutes next Wednesday morning at either 8 or 8:30 

Tony 

On , at 10:20 AM. Mama, Jan M. <janmalm@UnC edu> ~vrote: 

Tony, 

Have you spoken to 

Jan 

Coach Jan Mann 
L~NC Women’s GoK 

Cell 
919-962-4273 Office 
Goheels.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:35 AM 
To: 
Cc: Mann, Jan M.; Wigger, Leah Marie 
Subject: Priority Registration Times and Holds 

Ladies, 

Times 

about registration since she is competing in the Spirit Games during registration? 

> Your registration time should be changed to a priorib" registration time by Friday afternoon, and should be an early morning appt. (8 or 8:30) Please check on Connect Carolina to see that 
there is a time before 9 am for your registration. On that morning, you will be allowed 30 minutes in the system to schedule your classes. After 30 minutes, you will be locked out of the 
registration system until later in the day and gain access again at the time that is currently listed as your registration time 
> 

> Holds 
> 

> Your Connect Carolina has a list of Holds on your registration account. You can ignore these holds, as the?’ will not affect your enrollment: 
> 

> Dept Hold - Enrollment - is only :for the fall semester and will not affect your registration for spring. 
> Installment Pa?’ment Plan - will not affect registration until after Year Sdt 3rd Sere Adv Appr - will not affect registration until we register for Fall 
> 

> ]I*you have a Parking Hold, or a Finance Office Hold - get it paid several days BEFORE your registration day-, as those holds could prevent you from registering. 
> 

> The AC will be closed for Halloween - too difficult for tutors to park anywhere. No need to cancel tutor appointments for Thursday night. 
> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:35 PM 

,@live.~mc.edu~~ 

Re: DTH Interview 

ofcomse, I’ll be in the office until 3 

On            , at 12:24 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr, Yount, 

I am writinga story on            player            for the Daily Tar Heel and Dana Gelin said that you might be a good person to talk to 

about      being in the MBA program while playing a varsity sport. Is there any chance that I could come talk to you this afternoon about 

that? It would only take 5 or 10 minutes. 

Thankyouvery much, 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnl@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday,                12:56 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Shelton, Karen C ~kcs@unc.edn> 

Hold to prevent regis~tration 

Account past due that will prevent registration - you can see details on your Connect Carolina page. You should clear that as soon as possible so you can take advantage of priortiy 

registration and get the schedule you want. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:56 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu> 

Matin, J~l M. <jmm~ann@unc.edu> 

Holds that prevent registration 

@live.unc.edn>; @live.unc.edn>; 

Ladies, 

Account past due that will prevent registration - you can see details on your Connect Carolina page. You should clear that as soon as possible so you can take advantage of priortiy 
registration and get the schedule you want. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:58 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Re: DTH Interview 

I am a part time employee and I leave at three each day. 

On , at 12:50 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr. Yount, 

Thank you very much. I actually have class until 2:50 so I can rush over to Loudermilk but I might be a bit late. Would later in the day work 
better for you? 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday,                12:34 PM 

Subject: Re: DTH Interview 

of course, I’il be in the o[fice un[ii 3 

On            , at :12:24 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr. Yount, 

I am writing a story on player for the DaiiyTar Heel and Dana Gelin said that you might be a good 

person to talk to about being in the MBA program while piaying a varsity sport. Is there any chance that I could come tall< 

to you this afternoon about that? It would only take 5 or tO minutes, 

Thank you very much, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@em~l.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday,                12:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

< @live.unc.edu~; 
<, @Iive.unc.edu-~ 

Levy, Jennifer S <jem~y.le~3~@unc.edt~" 

Holds that prevent registration 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu:~; @live.unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

Account past due that will prevent registration - you can see details on your Connect Carolina page. You should clear that as soon as possible so you can take advantage of priortiy 

t-eg strat on and get the schedule you want. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:01 PM 

@live.~mc.edw~; 
< @live.nnc.edu-* 

Donance, Albert A IV <anson@emafil.unc.edu:> 

Holds that prevent registration 

@live. unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

Account past due that will prevent registration - you can see details on your Connect Carolina page. You should clear that as soon as possible so you can take advantage of priortiy 
registration and get the schedule you want. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:02 PM 

@live.unc.e&~>; 
<        @live. unc.edu>; 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu> 

Holds that prevent registration 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

Account past due that will prevent registration - you can see details on your Connect Carolina page. You should clear that as soon as possible so you can take advantage of priortiy 
registration and get the schedule you want. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:03 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Holds that prevent registration 

You have a hold that will prevent your registration. You roll need to see your primaxy advisor in your department. This is what it says: 

Advi~r Approval Flag Your Primary Major department requires departmental advising prior k) registration for the upcoming term. Please visit your Prim 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:07 PM 

,@live.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: DTH Interview 

sure - right M~en you get om of class would be great 

On , at 1:00 PM, (~live.unc.edn> wrote: 

Okay, is there any chance that I could call you for a five minute interview at any time after three? 

Thank you, 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, :12:57 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: DTH Interview 

I arm a part time employee and I leave at three each day. 

On , at :12:50 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr. Yount, 

Thank you very much. I actually have class until 2:50 so I can rush over to Loudermilk but I m;ght be a b;t late. Would iater ;n the 
day work better for you? 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:34 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: DTH Interview 

of course, I’li be in the office until 24 

On            , at :12:24 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr. Yount, 

am writing a story on player for the Daily Tar Heel and Dana Gelin said that you might be 

good person to talk to about being in the MBA program whiie playing a varsib! sport. Is there any chance that 

could come talk to you this afternoon about that? It would only take 5 or :~0 minutes. 

Thank you very much, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:07 PM 

@live.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: DTH Interview 

On 

- sorry - should have included that 

, at 1:00 PM, (~live.unc.edn> wrote: 

Okay, is there any chance that I could call you for a five minute interview at any time after three? 

Thank you, 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, :12:57 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: DTH Interview 

I arm a part time employee and I leave at three each day. 

On , at :12:50 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr. Yount, 

Thank you very much. I actually have class until 2:50 so I can rush over to Loudermilk but I m;ght be a b;t late. Would iater ;n the 
day work better for you? 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:34 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: DTH Interview 

of course, I’li be in the office until 24 

On            , at :12:24 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr. Yount, 

am writing a story on player for the Daily Tar Heel and Dana Gelin said that you might be 

good person to talk to about being in the MBA program whiie playing a varsib! sport. Is there any chance that 

could come talk to you this afternoon about that? It would only take 5 or :~0 minutes. 

Thank you very much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:19 PM 

Peek Roberi K <pee@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu> 

Re: E:~an 3 

Dr. Peet, 

My name is Ton?- Yount and I serve as the Academic Adviser for             here at Carolina.       tells me that you have a BIOL    exam scheduled for Friday,      and 
unfortunately she is scheduled to be in Boston at the ACC Tournament Wed - Sun of that week. I will be accompanying the team on their trip and I would be happy to facilitate 
administering the exam il’you are comfortable with that situation. I taught AP American Histo~’ for my years at Chapel High so I am familiar with exam procedures. 

I can arrange for       to take the exam on Friday at a facility at Boston College under the supervision of a member of their Academic Support Staff; or I could administer the exam at the 
team hotel in isolated setting I could print the exam from an email that you send could at the timing of your choice if you ~vanted to protect exam securi~z until at’ter ?’our own students had 
begun their exams I am happy to work with whatever parameters you set ]n most circumstance, I would hand deliver the exam to your office on Monday morning. 

Please let me know if I can be of assistance in this matter. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Field IIockey 

919 962 9535 

On , at 9:33 PM, Peet, Robert K <peet@unc.edu> wrote: 

> In concept, that sounds good. I will probably not have the exam ready until sometime the night before Hope that works ]2~r you. If not, you can ac~iust your timing a bit 
> 

> RKP 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 PM 
> To: Peet, Robert K 
> Cc: Yount, Tony 
> Subject: Exam 3 
> 

> Dr Peet, 
> 

> My name is and I am inyour BIOL class on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 11:00am. I mentioned to you a week or so ago that I am on the team here 
at ErNC and that I will be away at the ACC Tournament in Boston on             and will miss exam #3. However, Tony Youm, our academic counselor, will be traveling with us and, if it is 
okay with you, can proctor the exam so that I can take it at the same time every else does. He will contact you to make arrangements. 
> 

> Thanks for your understanding, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:28 PM 

Cai, Yong <caJyong@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

and SOCI 

Dr. Yong, 

My name is Tony Youaat and I serve as the Academic Adviser for             here at Carolina.          tells me that you have a SOCI    exam scheduled for Thursday,       and 
unfortunately she is scheduled to be in Boston at the ACC Tournament Wed - Sun of that week. I will be accompawing the team on its trip al’~d I would be happy to facilitate administering 
the exam if you are comfortable ~vith that situation. I taught AP American History for many years at Chapel High so I am familiar with exam procedures. 

I can arrange for         to take the exam on Friday at a facility at Boston College under the supel~zision of a member of their Academic Support Staff, or I could administer the exam at the 
team hotel in isolated setting I could print the exam from an email that you send could at the timing of your choice if you ~vanted to protect exam securi~z until at’ter your own students had 
begun their exams I am happy to wofl~ with whatever parameters you set In must circumstances, I wuuld hand deliver the exam tu yuur office un Munday murning. 

Please let me know if I can be of assistance in this matter. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselur, Field Huckey 

919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:35 PM 

@live,nnc.edu-* 

Snmmer school and scholarships 

I talked with Tom Tirmnermans in Compliance and he did say that Athletics does not cover students for surmner school who are on financial aid You should ask at the financial aid office for 
summer school assistance He did say that some exceptions are made in rare cases where the coach can demonstrate a significant financial need on the part of the student, so if you wish to 
pursue athletics aid for stammer school, you should start with Jenny 

Tony 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:39 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Issues Gaining Priority 

Tom - these 2 are not activated into the registration system for spring, so they will not only not get priori~" registration, right now they cafft regis~ter at all. 

Tony 

Begin ibrw~ded message: 

From: "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@unc.edu> 
Subject: Issues Gaining Priority 
Date:                at 5:35:25 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

The students below are not activated for the spring term, so they cannot receive priority. Let the coaches know so they can telllhe studenlsthey have work to do before 

they can regisler. 

Thanks, 

B 

A ssociale Director 

Academic Snpporl Program for Studenl-Athleles 

O ffice ofihe Executive Vice Chancellor and Provosi 

U niversily of N orth Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919} 962-9536 ofc I (919} 962-8247 fax 

Londermilk Cenler for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CO N FIDEN TIALITY N O TICE: This e-m ail message, including aHachmenls, if any, is inlended solely for lhe person or enfily to which il is addressed and may ceNain 

confidenlial and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohiNled. If yon are not the intended recipienL please contact the 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of ~he original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by 

an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational recordsare subject to FERPA. 



From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, .6:36:41 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Robertson Scholars First-Year Recruiting 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

UNC First year Flyer.pall (1.4M) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc~edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Robertson Scholars First-Year Recruiting 

Date: at 1:33:25 PM EDT 

To:                       @live.unc.edu>,                            @live.unc.edu>, 
~@live~unc.edu> 

Begin forwarded message: 
From: "Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Robertson Scholars First-Year Recruiting 

Date: 1:29:37 PM EDT 

To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony: 
FYI you may have some students interested. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:36 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Holds that prevent registration 

, at 5:52 PM, ~live.unc.edu~ wrote: 

I schedtfled a meeting for at 230 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On , at 1:03 PM, "Yount, Tony" <ton?ivount@unc.edu-* wrote: 

You have a hold that will plevem your registration. You roll need to see your primary advisor in your department. This is what it says: 

Advisor Approval Flag Yonr Primary Major department requires departmental advising prior to registration for the upcoming telrn. Please vi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:02 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

permanent tutor cancellation 

Tony 

, has dropped MIATH , and her tutor session should be cancelled 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:34 PM 

To: @live,nnc.edu>; 

Subject: Boston 

~live.unc.edu> 

So I won’t be coming to Boston - new policy from Dr. Brown that says that exams given while teams are traveling must be given in the academic facility of the host school I can still arrange 
for you to take the exams, and the coaches will figure out the transportation, but you’ll be taking them at Boston College most likely in their academic facility. 

Sorry about that. 

I haven’t heard from either of your professors, but I will email them tomorrow- and let them know and get working on the arrangements. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 9:07 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Re: permanent tutor cancellation 

did see that She ~vas sitting with me last night and mentioned it and I didn’t remember the other emaih Thalzks for taking care of that. 
On Oct 31, 2013, at 8:59 AM. ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 
Did you see my email to you on Tuesday regarding 

Already taken care 
Thanks 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
U2X-C Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaihunc edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
Cell: 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tuny 
Sent: Wednesday, Octuber 30, 2013 10:02 PM 
Tu: ASPSA Tuturing 
Subject: permanent tutor cancellation 

, has drupped MA~III 

Tuny 

and her tutor sessiun should be cancelled. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:30 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoling@unc.edu> 

additional session 

Tony 

has asked and has agreed to an availability for an extra session for next Wednesday at noon, if we cari get approval for that. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 12:15 PM 

To: @gmx.net-~ 

Subject: [,FIT registration 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email unc.edu> 

Send an email to Ashley and she can put you in an LFIT class. Send her your name and PID, and the specific class that you want to take 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:21 PM 

Gisselman, Steve <sdgis@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedules due 

Steve, 

That was just a sample ,schedule to show them how to send their schedules to me. I haven’t received them all yet. ~Vhen I do, I make a grid that will show all of the 

schednles that they propose for their spring classes and then we can see what is the mofft conflict free hour. 

Tony 

011 , at 11:00 AM, Gisselman, Steve <~tgiss@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Tony, 

By the looks of the schedule below, il: a~)p~-:~ar’s as if the 8am hour is open Would this be the case? 

Steve 

F~am: Fulton, Grant 

Sent: Thursday, 10:54 AM 

T~: Gisselman, Steve 

Subject: Fwd: Schedules due 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Yount, Tow" <tonwountf~unc.edu~ 
Date: , at 9:16:03 EDT 

To: ??Aive.unc.edu>. 

(dAive.m-~c.edu% ’ 

,~;live. anc.edu>, 

~gmml.com>, " 

~igmail~com>, " 

~ilivexmc~edu>, ’ 

@live.m~c.edu>, 

;dAive.anc.edu>, 

2q~_~!:__c__?__n_!>, 

i~’~live.unc.edu>, 

Z~;live.unc.edu>, 

(dAive. anc.edu>, 

,%Jive. unc.edu>, 
~2_a_~L_c_~:__r_p, 

................................. .2~ 2 _~_~ _0_9_:_c_!? g!>, 

a)live.unc.edu>, 
~z’Jive.unc.edu>. ’ 

,,@~live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Fulton, Grant" <gfolt~:~n(r-~unc.edu>, "Shelton, Karen C" <kcs(~unc.edu>, "Cathro, Guy" <~auvcathro~}unc.edu> 
Subject: Schedules due 

Ladies, 

A reminder that you are to send your ideal, prefected acade,nic schedule to ,ne by Frida>; 

Boston most of that day so I encourage you to send the schedule before you leave. 

I realize you’ll be on a plane and in 

Please send it by email and in this format. Since all of you are not the best at checking email, please remind your teanunates to get this done. 

We will try to identify fl~e period of the day with the least conflicks in an et~[brt to find fl~e bes~t time tbr a time conditioning activity flint isfft at 

7 am. Thanks tbr your help. 

Mon Wed (Fri) classes 

ENGL 105, sect 001, 10- 10:50 

LFIT 114, sect 004, ll - 11:50 

SOCI 131, sect 002, 5 - 6:15 

Tues Thurs 

HIST 262, sect 001, 9:30 - 10:45 

ECON 410, sect 002, 12:30 - 1:45 

BIOL 101, sect 003, 2:00- 3:15 



BIOI, 1011, sect 019, Tues only 4 - 6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 5:40 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Psyc tutor 

says no. I’ll see tonight at the game mid ask her. 

On Oct 31, 2013, at 4:45 PM, Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu~email.unc.edu> wl~ote: 

Tony, 
You had put in a request for and 
Monday 6pm for 

Does that work? 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

-do they still need one? I can put them in a Sunday 6pm session for -then a 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Academic Awaxd Form 

Paperwork colnpleted and left with Tom about a week ago on the chair in his office, awaiting your signature. It was the day i 

Tony 

was here. 

On Oct 31, 2013, at 10:08 PM, Dorrance, Albeit A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Haw:, w~:, done thi2; 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@clooclleclroups~com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer<oaches@clooq!eclroul~s,com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:29 PN 
To: division-i-mens-soccer-coaches@gooNegroups,com; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@qooNegroups,com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Academic Award Form 
If you need a Te~un Academic Award nomination form hem is a link - hitp:i,’www.nscaa.comiawaNs’collegc/leam-academic 

Director o~ College Program~ I Nationa~ Soccer Coaches A~ociation o~ America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas Cit~, KS 66~01 I 913 362 ~747 x ~0ZS I 9~3 362 3439 

Wi~;con~;in Office: 920 674 439~ ~ Cell: 

NSCAA~com I Twitter: (0NSCAA I gacebook 

Are you ready for Soccer’s Biggest Party? 

Find out more about NSCAA College Selwices at 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To tmsubscribe from this group and s~op receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccei~ coaches ~ unsubscribe!i?;googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches~p, ooglep, roups.com. 

Visit this group at htt~:i/grou~s.goop, le.co~r~groupidivision-i- womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://groups.gooo~le.comiaroups~opt out. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Academic Awaxd Form 

AnsoI~ 

The second email that you sent has a liszt of teams whose nominations, it says, HAVE BEEN received. It looks to me like tl~ey have the nominalion already. 

On Oct 31,2013, at 10:47 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tony! Tom? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent-" Thursday, October 3:1, 20:[3 ~0:~7 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject." Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Academic Award Form 

Papel-vvork colnpleted and left with Tom about a week ago on the chair in his office, awaiting your signature. It was the day 

Tony 

On Oct 31, 2013, at 10:08 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV -<anson!i~;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

was here. 

Have we done this yet? 

From: division-i-womens-soccer<oaches@qooqleqroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@0ooc~le0roups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent-" Thursday, October 3:1, 20:[3 3:29 PN 
To." division-i-mens-soccer-coaches@goocflegroups.com; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches.~)cjooglegroups.com 
Subject-" {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Academic Award Form 

If you need a Tean~ Academic AwaJcd nomination tbrm here is a link - ht~p:i/~’.nscaa.com/awards/college/tean~-academic 
Rob K~ho~ 
Director o~ College Programs [ National Soccer Coaches Association o~ America 
800 Ann Ave, ~ansas City, KS 66X0~ 
Wisconsin O{fice: 920 674 439~ 
NSCAA.com I Jwitter: @NSCAA I gacebook 

Are you read~ for Soccer’s Biggest Party? 

Find out more about NSC?~k College Services at ~a~a~x.nscaa.comicolIe~e. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coachesf~;ao~g.!garoups.com. 

Visit this group at httr.~:/igroups.google.com,’ar~up/division-i- womans- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://o~r~ups.google.com/grouos/opt out. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, ,9:11 AM 

@live.nnc.edu> 

Re: Priority Registration Times and Holds 

You’re fine. That’s not an issue that will keep you from registering I really recommend that you try PHIL with Jan Boxill. She’s great 

On at 8:26 AM. @live.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> 

> For registration If I haven’t had an advising meeting yet will I have a hold ? I couldn’t get an appointment that was before the ellrollment date. 
> 

> 

> 

> On at 9:36 AM, Yount, Tony wrote: 
> 

>> Ladies, 
>> 

>> Times 
>> 

>> Your registration time should be changed to a priority’ registration time by Friday afternoon, and should be an early morning appt. (8 or 8:30). Please check on Connect Carolina to see that 
there is a time before 9 am for your registration. On that morning, you will be allo~ved 30 minutes in the system to schedule your classes. After 30 minutes, you ~vill be locked out of the 
registrauon system until later in the day and gain access again at the time that is currently listed as your registration time 
>> 

>> Holds 
>> 

>> Your Connect Carolina has a list of Holds on your registrauon account You can ignore these holds, as the?, will not affect your enrollment: 
>> 

>> Dept tlold - Erzrollment - is only ~2~r the fall semester and will not affect your registration ~2~r spring. 
>> installment Payment Plan - will not affect registration until after 
>> 1st Year Sdt 3rd Sere Adv Appr - will not affect registration until we register for Fall : 
>> 

>> If you have a Parking Hold, or a Finance Office Hold - get it paid several days BEFORE your registration day, as those holds could prevent you li’om registering. 
>> 

>> The AC will be closed for tlaHoween - too difficult [’or tutors to park anywhere. No need to cancel tutor appointments for ’l~hursday night. 
>> 

>> ToW 
> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 9:14 AM 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

she’s in ~ny office now waiting 

On Nov 1, 2013, at 8:05 AM, Welborn, Spencer <sweltx~m~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you le : I will be 10 minutes late? I will be coming from my 9:00 in Steele. 

Speneer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Univcrsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
20~ Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~H0 
T: 919.[t43.~9 ~[7 
F: 9~[9.962.6f~8~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:57 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Le~.% Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu>; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

3rd ruffaction 

When you were a no- show for your BUSI tutor session this Wednesday, you hit your 3rd infraction. From the student tuk~r agreement Ix~licy that yon agreed to in 

Angust, it requires a warning. So this is the warning. All yon need to do to avoid the next step is A) show up for your appointment or, B) cmacel the appointment by the 

proper procedure that you agreed to in August. Please be responsible and let’s get through the semester ruth a~other infraction. 

Tony 

Academic Infracti~m Po|icv 

All infi’~tions will k~ recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individuM class). Students who have a history ofi~actions may lose fl~eir tutoring Nivileges. 
St~dent~ ~heir coaches, ~d their academic co~m~lor will be notified of e~h docmnen~ed ac~emic infraction via emml. 

1 st infr:~fio~ = ~Van~ing 

2nd i~mction S~’ike one 

3rd intiaction SMke l~vo 

4th in,action Strike tl~ree 

Wi~ Strike three, N1 tuto6N services roll [~ suspended until a mandatory meeting with fl~e studen~ head coacl~ academic counselor, associate director of academic 
suppo~, and ttuofiN coordinator has bee~ HELD. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:03 AM 

.@live.~mc.edu-* 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edu>; ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

3rd and 4th infraction 

You didn’t cancel your tutor appointments this week like you should have, and you acquired your 3rd and 4th infraction. According the polic~v that you agreed to in 

Angust, you have reached the warning stage. Since we know where yon were this week, and since your 3rd and 4th infraction came so close together, we won’t have 

the meeting will all the people listed below. But this email is your warning that you need to comply ruth the tx)licy a~d either show up to your appointmenl, or cancel 

the aptx~intment as you agreed "to do M~en you signed the agreement in August. 

Tony 

Academic Infracfi~m Policy 

All infr~tions will ke recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individuN class). Students who have a history of ill, actions may lose their tutoring vivileges. 
Siudent~ 1heir coaches, ,rod their academic cotm~lor will be notified of e~h docmnenled ac~emic infraction via emml. 

1 st infr:mfio~l = Wanting 

2nd infiaction Sn’iRe one 

3N iniiaclion = Strike ~vo 

4th in~acfon S~’ike tltree 

Wi~ Strike three, N1 tureen se,vices will ~ suspended until a mandatory meeting with fl~e studeng head coaclg academic counselor~ assocmte director of academic 
suppo~, and mtofiN cooNinator has bee~ HELD. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:30 AM 

To: Cai, Yong <caJyong@unc.edu> 

Cc: @live.unc.edt~> 

Subject: Re: and SOCI 

Dr. Yong, 

now tells me that you will allow her to take the exam that she will miss due to field hockey travel next Thursday on Wednesday of next week, the at 11:00 am. The 
Accessibili~z Center in the SASB Building on campus has agreed to proctor the exam The phone nunaber there is 919 962 8300 and the email address is accessibility@unc.edu. They 
routinely proctor exams for students with special needs and have agreed to proctor exams for us as well. They ask that you call the number above to al~cange transfer of the exam and 
parameters for the administration of the exam. 

Thank you so much for your cooperation in allowing one of our students to take an exam early so that she can travel with her team to the ACC Tournament If there are any questions, 
please do hesitate tu ask. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselur, 

919 962 9535 

On at 2:28 PM, TONY YOU~f’ <gTuunt@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dr Yung, 
> 

> My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the Academic Athdser :[’or here at Carolina. tells me that yuu have a SOCI exam scheduled for Thursday, and 
unfurmnately she is scheduled to be in       at the ACC Tournament Wed - Sun of that week. ! will be accompanying the team on its tr~p and I would be happy to facilitate a&ninistering 
the exam/[’yuu are cumfortable with that situation. I taught AP American Histu~" fur many years at Chapel High su I am familiar with exam procedures 
> 

> I can arrange for          tu take the exam on Friday at a facility at              under the supervision of a member uf their Academic Support Staff, or ! could administer the exam at 
the team hotel in isulated setting. I could print the exam from an email that you send cuuld at the timing ofyuur chuice ifyuu wanted to prutect exam security until after your uwn students 
had begun their exams. I am happy tu wurk with whatever parameters yuu set In must circumstances, I would hand deliver the exam to your office on Munday morning. 
> 

> Please let me l,muw if I can be of assistance in this matter. 
> 

> Tuny Yuunt 
> Academic Cuunselor: 
> 919 962 9535 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:40 PM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@nnc.edu> 

Re: study hall honrs 

Thanks, 

Added to the report 

On at 11:48 AM, Charles, Jennifer S <ienchar~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 
Study Hours: 

Non: I hr 
Met with professors: ART 1 hr & SOCI 1 hr 

Non: 2 hr 
Tues: Met with professor SOCI :I hr 
Wed: :t hr 
Thurs: Met with professor SOCI 35 rains 

Non: 1 hr 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 2:26 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Thank you 

You should be all set, 
but I need your pret%rred spring academic schedule by tonight 

On at 2:22 @live uric edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
Thank you for emailing with my professor! Have a great weekend! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday 2:26 PM 

Shelton, Kaxen C <kcs@unc.edu~; Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu>; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu> 

Spring Schedules 

Coaches, 

These are the people that I have not heard from regarding schedules: If you could remind them at dinner tonight that would be great. 

is set to take her exam Wed at 11 before you leave for Boston next week Still working on arrangements for 

Here is what the grid looks like so far: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Sunday, 11:56 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring Cancellation 

Oh favorite freslmaan you are too late to cancel a Sunday night appointment that has to be done by noon on Friday You’ll just have to take the infraction 

Sent from my/phone 

>On~ at 11:55 AM, ’ 

Tonight I need to cancel my tutor session at 7:00 PM for PHIL 

Thanks, 

Sent licom my/Phone 

’@live uric edu> ~vrote: 

I have to attend a drama performance for one of my classes. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 12:38 PM 

r@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Tntoring Ca~cellalion 

what you get ~vhen you don’t sho~v up for a tutor appt no worries - you get three 

On , at 12:01 PM, @live uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> What’s an infraction?? 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On , at 11:56 A2~L "Yount, Ton?’" <tonyyount@unc edu> ~vrote: 
>> 

>> Oh favorite freshman you are too late to cancel a Sunday night appointment that has to be done by noon on Friday. You’ll just have to take the infraction 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>>> On , at 11:55 AN[ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> Tonight I need to cancel my tutor session at 7:00 PM for PHIL I have to attend a drama pelformance for one of my classes. 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> 

>>> Sent fi’om my ~F~hone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:39 AM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagnl@nnc.edu-* 

Re: academic updates volleyball 

How about 2 pm in Iny office then. My last meeting should end at 1:45 

Tony 

On at 9:31 AM, Sagula, Joseph A <isagul~unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Tony, 

Since we haven’t really had a good face to face meeting with our staff in weeks, I would like to know if you have time to meet with all of us today for 30 minutes or 

so, to review our present team academics. Also, the fact we could be traveling for first/second round of NCAA’s and the impact that could have on our team this year 

with final exams. 

The recent weekly report, as of Friday      is very optimistic with most of the team. I also think it would be important for us all to understand the exact protocol in 

dealing with        and professors, and tutors, to insure we are all following proper procedure because I feel somewhat puzzled by some of the recent issues with 

our efforts. We want to make sure we all understand what is proper, do the right thing, and understand the extra support we are all making to guide 

SUCCESS. 

Also FYI in my face to face conversation with        ; mother & father yesterday, we have come to find out that her parents were not aware of any academic 

issues that’ has (ie. failing Econ in the summer, probation by the university,                           , etc.) ’ has not been upfront with her mother in 

particular, and has only mentioned a few passing things to her father. I did make some efforts and sent an update to her mother this summer with our concerns, but 

I never received a reply. (the "tree and the fruit") Thus, with less than one moth of classes to go before exams I want to make sure we all have the same philosophy 

going forward in working with 

So, the only thing scheduled for our staff today is an important budget meeting at 2:30-3:~_5 or 3:30 at the Business office in Loudermilk. We can come to you before 

that, or afterwards if that makes things easier. We will be in the office after 11:00 AM today. 

Thanks again for your support. 

JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:51 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

position 
Title," Professor 
Department: Economics (3289) 

Primary Work Location 
202 Gardner Hall 
Campus Box 3305 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-3305 
USA 
Phone; (9:[9) 966-5345 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:56 AM 

Peek Robert K <pee@unc.edu> 

t@live, unc.edu> 

Re: E:~m 3 

Te st_Accommodation.docx 

Dr. Peek 

Patrice Bo~an, Learning SpecialisqJAcademic Counselor at Boston College, will be the person proctoring the exam for       on Friday. I spoke with her on Friday 

afternoon. She is happy to assis~t in the administering of the exam. She sent this document a~d asked that you complete it a~d send it to her. Her contact in[brmation is 

here. 

Tha~nk you again for your consideration in allowing ~o take the exam while at the ACC tournament. If I can be of a:ay assist~x~ce, please let tne know. 

Patrice Bouzan 

patfice91@bc.edu 
Learning Specialist/Academic Counselor 

Learning Resources for Student-Athletes 

Boston College 

p: 617-552-8533 

Tony Yonnt 

Academic Counselor; Field Hockey 

919 962 9535 

On at 4:53 PM, Peek Robert K <peet(~unc.edu~ wrote: 

This should be fine. 

ThaJlks for helping out. 

Robert Peet 

..... OriginaJ Message ..... 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:19 PM 

To: Peek Robert K 

Cc: i ; Younk Tony 

Subject: Re: Exam 3 

Dr. Peek 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the Academic Adviser for            here at Carolina.       tells me that you have a BIOL    exam 

scheduled tbr Friday,      mad untbrtunately she is scheduled to be in Boston at the ACC Tournament Wed - Sun of that week. I will be 

accotntmnying the temn on their trip and I would be happy to t:acilitate adtninistering the exmn if you are comfortable with that situation. I taught AP 

American History, for my yems at Chapel High so I am i:amiliar with exam procedmes. 

I cm~ arrange for       to take the exam on Friday at a facility at Boston College under the supervision of a member of their Academic Support Stat~ or 

I could administer the exam at the team hotel in isolated setting. I could print the exam fi’om an email that you send could at the timing of your choice if 

you wanted to protect exam security until after your own students had begnn their exams. I am happy to work with whatever parameters you set. In most 

civcums~ace, I would hand deliver the exam to yonr office on Monday morning. 

Please let me know ifI ca~ be of assistance in this matter. 

Tony Youut 

Academic Counselor 

919 962 9535 

On at 9:33 PM, Peek Robert K <peet~unc.edu> wrote: 

In concept, that sounds good. I will probably not have the exam ready until sometime the night before. Hope that works for you. Ifnok you 



ca~ adj ust your timing a bit. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Peet, Robert K 
Cc: Yount, Tony 

Subject: Exmn 3 

9:24 PM 

Dr. Peer, 

My name is and I am in your BIOL class on I mentioned to you a week 

or so ago that I am on the team here at UNC and that I will be away at the ACC Tournament in Boston on and 

will miss exam #3. However, Tony Yount, our academic counselor, will be traveling with us and, if it is okay with you, can proctor the exam 

so that I cm~ take it at the same time eve~y else does. He will contact you to make arrangements. 

Thanks for your understanding, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:12 AM 

@live.unc,edu>; @live.unc.edw~ 

Will not be available to tutor this ~veek No need to cancel those appointments. She won’t be here. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:13 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

You’ve been added to i 

Tony 

STOR tutoring session. You will now be expected to be there, or cancel using proper procednre if you cannot attend. 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorinq@unc.edu> 
Subject: 
Date: i                at 9:01:44 AM EST 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Per a note on our nightly report from our monitors, has been attending STOR tutoring. I have officially added 

her to the session. Please inform her of her required attendance and procedures -as well as how to request one in the future instead of just going to 

whatever she feels like. 

Thanks! 

Ben Sh~’u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 10:21 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
exam proctoring policy 

TestAccommodation.docx 

This from Boston College. I thought as you were writing the policy, you might want to see what other universities have. 

Tony 



BOSTON COLLEGE 
CHESTNUT HILL MASSACHUSETTS 02467-3804 

LEARNING RESOURCES FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 
Yawkey Athletics Center, 400 

(617)552-8533; (617)552-0822 Fax 

Patrice Bouzan, Learning Specialist 
Bouzan@bc.edu 

Student’s Name: 

Profes sor’ s Name: 

Campus Address: 
Campus Extension: 

Course Title: 

Testing Accommodations Form 

phone 

Pick-Up/Delivery of Exam: 

Special Considerations 

How much time is allowed on this exam? 

Is there any additional information about your exam that we should know? (The student will not be allowed 
to have materials’ in the room unless you specify otherwise here.) 

Please Specify date and time student will take the exam: 

Signature of Instructor: Date: 

Please return this form to Learning Resources for Student-Athletes one week before the 
examination date. 

For Office Use Only: 

Proctor’s Signature: 
Time Began: Time Finished: 
Received by: Date: Time: 

TestAccommodation.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:35 AM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-* 

Re: Cancel Tutorin 

you need k~ send this email to ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorin~(~unc.e&~> to make the cancellations offical 

On , at 10:29 AM, (~live.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi Tong, 

I would like to cancel the following tutor lessons for this week: 

Wed, - SOC[ 8pm 

Thur, [ - HIST 7pm 

Sun, , - PSYC 6pm 

And I will not be able to come to our appointment on Thursday because we are already in 

Thank you and have a great day:) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ.l.unc.edu7 

Monday, , 11:37 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

Re: Cancel Tutorin 

don’t you also have a 9pro appt on Sunday’? Do you think you will miss that one also? 

On . at 10:29 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I would like to cancel the following tutor lessons for this week: 

Wed, - SOCl 8pro 

Thur, - HIST 7pro 

Sun, - PSYC 6pro 

And I will not be able to come to our appointment on Thursday because we are already in 

Thank you and have a great day:) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emM.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:34 PM 

Peer, Robert K <pee@unc.edu> 

Re: Exam 3 

I am sorry, that the process has become so colnplicated as well. Thank you for your consideration. 

Tony 

at 3:30 PM, Peet, Robert K <pee ,~unc.edn> wrote: 

rllis has becom,:_~ sufficiently complicat~d tll~t I w~l admin~st,~r the ex~m mvse~ 

Bob 

From= Yount, Tony 
Sent= Monday, 9:56 AN 
To: Peer, Robe~ K 

Subject: Re: Exam 3 
Dr. Peet, 
Partite Bo~a& Learning SpeciaJist/Academic Counselor at Boston College, will be the ~rson proctoring the exam for on Friday. I spoke with 
her on Friday afternoon. She is happy to assist in the administering of the exam. She sent this document and asked that you comple~ it and ~nd it to her. 
Her contact intb~mation is here. 

Thank you again for your consideration in allowing 

know. 

Patrice Bouzan 

#atrice91~bc.edu 
Learning Specialist/Academic Counselor 

Learning Resources for Student-Athletes 

Boston College 

p: 617-552-8533 

Tony Youut 

Academic Coun~lor, Field Hockey 

919 962 9535 

On 

to take file exam wlfile at file ACC tournament. If I can be of any assis~tance, please let me 

, at 4:53 PM, Peer, Robert K <p__e__~2_~Lr_Lc_:__e__d___t_~ wrote: 

This should be fine. 

Thanks for helping out. 

Robe(t Peer 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sere: Wednesday, 2:19 PM 

To: Peet, Robert K 

Cc: Yount, Tony 

Subject: Re: F~xam 3 

Dr. Peer, 

My nmne is Tony Yount and I serve as the Academic Adviser for            here at Carolina.      tells me that you have a BIOL 

exam scheduled for Friday,      aM unfortunately she is scheduled to be in Boston at the ACC Tournmnent Wed - Sun of that week. I 

will be accompanying the team on their trip and I would be happy to facilitate admiNstering the exam if you are comfortable with that 

situation. I taught AP American History for my yeal~ at Chapel High so I am familiar with exam procedures. 

I can arrange for      to take the exam on Friday at a facilibl at Boston College under the supervision of a member oftbeir Academic 

Support Staff; or I could administer the exam at the team hotel in isolated setting. I could print the exam from an email that you send could at 

the timing of your choice if you wanted to protect exam security until at~ter your own students had begun their exams. I am hapw to work 

with whatever parameters you set. In most circumstance, I would h~md deliver the exam to your oIfice on Monday morning. 

Please let me know ifI can be of assistance in this ~natter. 

’Folly Yount 

Academic Counselor, 

919 962 9535 



On a’t 9:33 PM, Peet, Robert K <peet((tuac.ed~> wrote: 

In concept, that sounds good. I will probably not have the exam ready until sometime the night before. Hope that works for you. If not, you 

can adjust your timing a bit. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Pee’t, Robert K 
Cc: Yount, Tony 

Subject: Exam 3 

9:24 PM 

Dr. Peer, 

My name is and I mn in your BIOL class on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 11:00am. I mentioned to you a week 

or so ago that I am on the temn here at UNC and that I will be away at the ACC Tournament in Boston on and 

will miss exam #3. However, Tony Yount, our academic counselor, roll be traveling with us and. if it is okay with you, can proctor the exam 

so that I can take it at the same time eveD’ else does. He roll contact you to make arrangements. 

Thanks for your understanding, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:10 AM 

To: ~nnc.edu> 

Subject: 

http ://www. dentistrv, unc edu/academic/ dh/bsdh/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Fulton, Grant <gfulton@nnc.edu>; Cathm, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu~; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edtc, 

Schedules and workont time 

After studying your proposed schedules, we decided last night to tly and put your spring workout at 8 am on Tuesdays, so please do evelNthing you can to avoid that hour as you 
schedule. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:30 AM 

@aol.com~-- 
Re: Schedules a~d workout time 

We lcaow, we’re not going to be able to get everybody at 8 am. So you’ll work out another workout time with coach and steve 

On at 9:31 AM. .~aol.com> wrote: 

> He?’ tony my ideal schedule has a class at 8am on Tuesday/Thursday and would be hard for me to avoid that time 
> Sent licom my iF’hone 
> 

>> On at 9:25 AM, "Yount, Tony" <ton?qy’ount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> After stu@ing your proposed schedules, we decided last night to try and put your spring workout at 8 am on Tuesdays, so please do everything you can to avoid that hour as you 
schedule. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 



From: Yount, Tony <gs.:ount@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:33 AM 

To: ~unc.edu> 

Subje~:t: Re: 

Ms. 

On at 9:50 AM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

How should I address her in my email? As Dr. or Professor....? 

F~om: Yount, Tony <~unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:10 AM 

To: 

Subje~zt: 
~mcademic/dh/bsdl~’ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:32 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoling@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Canceling physics tutor permanently 

Susan, Ben, 

Please cancel i 

Tony 

PHYS tutoring session permanently. Her explanation is below. She has abom a 3.6 cum GPA and I trust herto make this call. 

Begin ibrwa~ded message: 

From:                      ~,live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Canceling physics tutor permanently 
Date:                 at 11:04:51 AM EST 
To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Hi Tony; 

I don’t think I really need my Physics tutor anymore. She is helpful but I don’t think physics is her main subject. I am also doing well in the class. Is it 

possible to cancel it and not have it anymore? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:32 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: Canceling physics tuk~r permanently 

Done 

On at 11:04 AM, @live.uric edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 
> I don’t think I really need my Physics tutor anymore. She is helpful but I don’t think physics is her main subject. I am also doing ~vell in the class Is it possible to cancel it and not have it 
anymore? 
> 

> Thanks ! 

> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:39 PM 

To: @live.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: [,FIT 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email unc.edu> 

Send the email to her, request a specific LFIT section and time and she can put you in the class. Send the email asap. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:15 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoling@unc.edu> 

Re: Canceling physics tuk~r permanently 

sure 

On , at 2:09 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <~ASPSATutoring,@~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tony, 
We’re almost ready to give out tutor evaluations ---when we do Lhese, can you still have 
Thanks 

Assistant Tutorial Coord~nato~Academ~c Counselor 
U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O[fice: 919-.843-2328 
Ce~l: 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:32 PM 
To; ASPSA Tutoring 
Subject: Fwd: Canceling physics tutor permanently 

S usa~l, Ben, 

Plea~ cancel 
tNs call. 
Tony 
Begin fom, arded mes~ge: 

fill one out for us7 

PHYS tutoring session pelmanently. Her explanation is below. She has about a 3.6 cum GPA and I trust her to make 

From:                      ,~.,[ive.unc.edu> 
Subject: Canceling physics tutor permanently 
Date:                 at 11:04:51 AM EST 
To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
tli Tony, 

I don’t think I really need ,ny Physics tutor anymore. She is helpful but I don’t think physics is her main subject. I am aJso doing well in the 

class. Is it possible to cancel it and not have it anyanore? 

Thasiks! 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:11 PM 

To: @gmafil .corn> 

Subje~’t: Adobe Premiere 

http~//~vw~v.amaz~n.c~m/Ad~be-I5.emiere-E~ements-12-D~wn~ad~dp/B~F8LJXKY/re~sr 1 2?ie l~FS&qid 1383700216&sr 8-2&keywords adobe+premiere 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony, q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Tuesday,                 11:09 PM 

~rocketmail.com> 

Re: 

I’ll be there between 915 and throe come in anytime yon can 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:44 PM,’ ~rocketmafil.corn> wrole: 

Hey Tony, 

I had a meeting about my classes and scheduling this past night and was wondering when you would be available tomorrow for me to 
come in and talk to you about classes for this spring as well since I register Thursday morning. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Tuesday, [ 1 : 12 PM 

..com:~ 

Re 

has access to that information on connect Carolina. SpecificaJly what the charges are for. I cannot see that on my version of her page. She can go to the cashiers 

office tomorrow morning and find ont exactly what it’s for or she can call the cashiers office in the morning when it opens. The number is available on her connection 

Carolina page 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:04 PM, ~ .com> wrote: 

_ has a hold on her account and I can’t figure out why. When I go to pay bill it says the website isn’t working. I can’t imagine why we would owe 
$1000. I guess she can’t sign up for her classes for winter till this is taken care of. 

Can you help? Or tell me who I should call or e,nail? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:04 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Help us help you 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                      @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Help us help you 
Date:                 at 10:33:41 AM EST 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Hi Tony! 

Sorry I am just getting back to you about this, I hope I’m not too late! 

One thing I have learned being a student-athlete at Carolina: 
I have learned the important of time management and hard work when it comes to performing at a high standard on the field, off the field, 
and in the classroom. I appreciate the level of work my teachers expect from me in the classroom and my coaches expect from me on the 
field. It is definitely a difficult adjustment as a freshman and it challenged me, but I feel like I have matured so much during my 4 years here 
and I am very proud of the work ethic I have learned from being a student-athlete. 

I’m not sure if this is the type of travel you are referring to but our team went to         Lhe summer after my freshman year. We attended 

some of the as it was held in that summer, but we also travelled the country and learned a lot about the 
culture and history. We visited and the . just to name a few. A few pictures are attached, the first one is 
a sculpture at the Let me know if you need better quality photos, I think these are from Facebook. 

Thanks, 



From: ¥o ~nt, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:30 AM 

To: 



Subje~:t: Help us help you 

Lad~es, 

We need 2 things f?om )~eu Spencer We]borr_, and Jenn To’~nsend are preparing a preser_,tatior_, fer the facu]t)~ in a few ’~ eeks. Their goal is to preset’_,,’, a total picture of the 
student-athlete at Caroiina 

The 2 tlrings that we need are A) Your ans’~er te this question: 

What is one thing you ha’re 1earned since you became a student-athlete at Carolina’~ 

and B) Ifyeu have pict~mes of some cuiturai, travei, learning experience that you have had at Carolina that is comrected ’~ith athietics, and you_ have a picture that illustrates 
that experience, please send it. We want to show the f’acul~- that yeu lives are ahvays about sports - that sometimes you tra~,~el and learn, that 5~ou serve the cemmunit)~ 

So if you can help us, just repiy to this email, answer the qu.estion, and attach a pictttre ifyeu have one to share. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:04 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Help us help you 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’                     ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Help us help you 
Date:                , at 10:35:08 AM EST 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Here are a few more photos from not sure which one is best so I figured I’d send you a few! 



From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:30 AM 

To; 

Subject: Help us help you 
Ladies 

We need 2 thi%s J¥om you. Spencer We]born and Jenn Townsend are prepari% a presentation ~,)r the :[~cu]l~,’ in a :[~w weeka. Thmr goal is to presen~ a ~otai picture of~he 
studenl-alh[ele al Cam]ina. 

The 2 things ihal we need are A ) Your anawer to this question: 

What is one lhing you have ]earned since you became a student-alk]ete at Carolina? 

and B) if you have picturea o:[ some c~,~lt~,~ral, 1rave], learning experience ~.hat you have had at Carcflina 1hat ia cc~nnected with a~.h]etica, and you have a pic~.ure that illustrates 
that experience, please aend it. We want to show the facu[!y !ha! you lives are always abml~ sports - that aome~imes yml travel and ]earn, ~ha~. you aerve the communi~.y. 

So ifyml can help ~,~s, just reply to this email, answer ~.he quean.ion, and attach a pict~,~re if you have one to share. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu:~; 

’@live.unc.edu~> 

Tutoring appt changes 

@live.tmc.edu-~; 

Ladies, please note your new times, da~vs and places with the tutors listed below. 

On . at 5:23 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <~ASPSATutoring,@~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 
I moved meeting place with - She will meet on Monday @ 7pm with at N-T6 (North end, table 6) 

and will meet with starting NEXT WEEK in Room L on Thursdays @ 6pm. 

Thanks! 

B~?n Stteu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:03 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>; 

Subject: video 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Ladies~ 

We would be thrilled if you would help us out. If you can, please do. 

Tony 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@,unc.edu> 
Subject: video 
Date:                 at 9:24:05 PM EST 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Hi, Tony: 

We are trying to put together a video that would show a typical day in the life of some of our student-athletes. If you could please ask some of your 

students to help out, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Here are some instructions: 

1. They can shoot the video with their cell phones. 

2. We need to have a clip of each student introducing herself with her name, sport, year, major, hometown, anything else important. 

3. We would like to have brief clips of various times during the day (example: shooting the alarm clock when they wake up or giving a brief intro 

of what they are doing in the morning, going into class, leaving class, weights, training room, practice or game, tutoring!study hall, studying 

on own, any leadership!community service!extra stuff) 

4. Any dialogue they can do to explain why they are taking classes, anything else they are doing, or giving background of things they can’t shoot 

like practice would be awesome. 

5. Here is a sample video: b~t..t.#~:.~[:~:~.w...:y.9..u.~t-u.~b..~:~c-~-.m..~.~:~~[[~ 

6. This video is more geared toward recruiting it seems, so they can focus more on themselves and less on introducing teammates, etc. Also, 

they don’t have to turn the camera toward themselves if they don’t want to, they can just do their voice and shoot the things around them 

7. If you can get me the dips by Wednesday at noon, I would greatly appreciate it!!The students can email me the clipsor theycan download 

them from their phone by USB or if you can think of a more advanced way, that is fine. 

Thanks so much1! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJLunc.edu~ 

We dne sday, 10: 38 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: video 

On 

and are on board. 

at 9:24 PM, Townsend, Jenn <itownsend~,2~unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi, Tony: 

We are trying to put together a video that would show a typical day in the life of some of our student-athletes. If you could please ask some of your 

students to help out, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Here are some instructions: 

:1. They can shoot the video with their cell phones. 

2. We need to have a clip of each student introducing herself with her name, sport, year, major, hometown, anything else important. 

3. We would like to have brief clips of various times during the day (example: shooting the alarm clock when they wake up or giving a brief intro 

of what they are doing in the morning, going into class, leaving class, weights, training room, practice or game, tutoring!study hall, studying 

on own, any leadership!community service!extra stuff) 

4. Any dialogue they can do to explain why they are taking classes, anything else they are doing, or giving background of things they can’t shoot 

like practice would be awesome. 

5. Here is a sample video: ~.h..t..t.P..~/Z..w.~..w.L~:~W~Q~.u..t.~.u...b..~.e.~.c.~Q~Lw...a.~:~j~~ 

6. This video is more geared toward recruiting it seems, so they can focus more on themselves and less on introducing teammates, etc. Also, 

they don’t have to turn the camera toward themselves if they don’t want to, they can just do their voice and shoot the things around them 

7. If you can get me the clips by Wednesday at noon, I would greatly appreciate it!!The students can email me the clipsor theycan download 

them from their phone by USB or if you can think of a more advanced way, that is fine. 

Thanks so much!! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
91_9 962 9538 

9!9 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:54 AM 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu>; rackhmn <rackham@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Re: Homework for stud?, hall 

Coaches, 

reported that she finished her outline while working with and she read for most of the honr. 

reIX~rted about 30 minutes into the period after finishing her paper with 

anywhere - graJnmar, spelling, sentence structure. It wa.s solid throughout. 

I read the paper, slowly and carefully, and I could not find a single error in it 

- the assignment listed below was due in class today m~d      reported that she had already done that reading and the work as~)ciated with it. Instead, she 
and I spent much of the period planning her spring semester,    and       were by earlier in the day to work on their shopping carts tbr registration on Monday, 
and      needed time to work on her shopping cart, which we did. We also talked about options for meeting her foreign lm~guage requirement which is of great 
concern to her. 

It was a productive evening. 

On . at 6:55 PM, Charles, Jennifer S <ienchar~unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Tonight these individuals need to be working on the following things for classes: 

will meet ~,ith a writing tutor (       ) to ~,ork on Engl    paper from 7 until 9. She must get her Engl    paper done before her port tutor tonight. 
She only 2 pages left to write. While she is working with her writing tutor could you look over her soci    paper? 

will also meet with a writing tutor ( ) at 7p. 1)uring the study hall time with you she will be working on outlining her paper for AAAS 
She may need some feedback about her prompt. 

needs to be reading for her classes as follow: 
Reli (directly from her syllabus) 

Persian literature 
Reading: 

¯ 
’_’__P___e__~:~j_’_a_!L_I_:j)__c_’~kt__u___r__e_’_’- 

(fi’om a 1965 b’amian Ministry of Culture publication, reproduced in Iramian online) 

¯ Description of the ~hahnama (Firdawsi’s Book of Kings, ca. 1020), from The Shahnama Project (Cambridge University), with links to database of 
miniature illmtrations 

,, Sa’di’s Gulistan (1258): read the first 3 stories in both d~apter 1 (’qhe Mwaners of Kings") and chaptc!? 2 ("~lJae Morals of Dervishes"). 
¯ Poems ofRumi (d. 1273): read sections on 

Distorted Versions and Translations From Versions By Coleman Barks" (IbraJaim Gamm’d’s Dm’-al-Masnavi website) 
,~ Poems by Haf~z .(d. 1391): read poems number 1_, 

Notes 
Study questions: How is Persian poet*y related to politics? How is Persian poet*y related to Sufism?( 
Web sites: 

¯ Persian lano~mge and literature (Iran Chamber Society) 

¯ The Packa~rd Hummfities Institute: Persian Texts in Translation 

¯ Persian Literature (Columbia Unive~,~i~ libraries) 
¯ UNESCO celebration ofRumi’s 800th birthday in 200"7 

Recitations, Review 
~[lqmqk you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ~l.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:35 AM 

’@live.unc.edu> 

course traJ~sfer 

https://itsuther wufoo.c om/forms/c ourse-approval-fom¢/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:31 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc,edu> 

m~d BUSI tutor 

Please pennanent~cancell 

Thanks 

Tony 

BUSI tutoring session with Wednesdays at 6:00 pm. She reports that she is going to Dey Hall and finds those sessions more helpful. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:28 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagul@unc.edu-* 

Re: TEAM ROSTER 

She said that conversation ruth you went very well mid was very appreciative of that. She firfft raised tile issue a week ago Monday. I thought that conversation Inight 
happen at the end of the spring semester so she surprised me. She felt awful about the idea of being a quittel; and felt that her parents would not be supportive. But she 
decided to talk with them at home last weekend and they were supportive. She has huge academic goals, and since she arrived has lowered her goals academically in 
terms of majors due to the time commitment. For , it is a decision that makes sense due to the goals that she has. She is a great kid, and I will continue to track 
her and advise her whenever she needs an~hing, 

Tha~ks tbr being understanding a~d supportive of a tough decision on her pext. 

O11 at 12:07 PM, Sagula, Joseph A <i~ul~r@.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

on another subject.., for team updates 

I am sure you know by now that has decided to not play volleyball anymore. We had a discussion on Monday afternoon/evening. We 

are saddened by this, but knew it was probably coming. Just surprised it happened when it did (during season). But in her case it makes sense for all, 

and we have been very supportive about this with her. She has been of value to this team on the court at practice every day and she understands that 

from all coaches and the team. She informed the team on Tuesday and we all discussed it and are in support of She will be missed. 

I know she has already spoken with you about this last week. 

So, I know you will continue to guide her as needed and be a resource for her on behalf of all of us. 

She has some excellent academic goals and I encourage her to pursue them all here at UNC. She will continue to be a great representative of UNC and 

even with her short time with volleyball. 

J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:40 PM 

@live,unc.edu-* 

https://itsuther wufoo.c om/forms/c ourse-approval-fom¢/ 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:50 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Registration 

Blinkness says so - 60% A, 35% B 

Take it 

On at 1:36 PM, ~live.unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi Tow, 

I was looking at electives to register in since the Psychology class I wanted were closed and I tbund ENGL 

good elective tier my GPA? 

Thm~s, 

with Prot}ssor Curtain. Is this a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:20 AM 

,@live.~mc.edu-* 

[omail: se~iyer©eme~il, unc,edu 
Phone; (9:t9) 962-6947 
Fax: (919) 962-0489 

Position 
Title: Master Lecturer/Assistant Dean 
Department," Exercise & Sport Science (3292) 

Primary/Work Location 
2:[:[ Fetzer Hall 
Campus Box 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-8700 
USA 
Phone; (9:t9) 962-6947 
Fax~ (919) 962-0489 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                 9:54 AM 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email unc.edu> 

Tell the course and section number and the time of this. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:15 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: priority registration 

Just checked the list that was submitted. He was on the list and the PID is correct. Connect Carolina is down right now so I can’t go to his page. 

O11 at 9:46 AM, Sander, Thomas J <pacman(a)mlc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

One of our student managers appears not to have received priority registration even though the rest of the group has. Any ideas? 

His name is 

-Tom 

Tom Smader 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:10 PM 

Larson, Jennit~r L <jlarson@email.unc.edu-* 

Re: 

Dr. Larson, 

Thank you veiN much for that information. I am surprised by the attendance issues as team travel should not have caused an?- absences since September ended. I do know that she was sick 
one day this week, but the problem sounds bigger than that I should see her tonight at the ACC tournament and I will have a conversation ~vith her, and I will let her coach know as well. 

Thank you for the warning. We’ll get on it 

Tony Yount, 
Academics Counselor, Women’s Soccer 
919 962 9535 

, at 12:05 PM. Jennifer Larson <j larson@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> I hope this note finds you well. 
> I’m am writing because I am veW concerned about performance in ENGL . Her attendance has lately been sporadic at best; she has not been working with or staying in 
contact with her assigned group; and she is now missing multiple assigmnents. 
> 
> We have exchanged a l~w emaiIs, and she indicated that she want to come back to class and make up the work (and that she has been dealing with extenuating circmstances); however, 
she has not followed through with any concrete plans, so we are approaching a point at which it would be veW difficult l~r her to pass the cowse. 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any quesuons or need any additional in]2~rmation from me 
> 

> Best, 
> Jennifer 
> 

> Dr. Jennifer Larson 
> Depar~ent of English and Comparative Literature 
> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel ttiH 
> jlarson@email ~c.edu 
> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:25 PM 

Dorrance, Alberi A IV <a~son@email.unc.edtr~; HolmmL Laurie J <lholman@unc.edu-* 

Coaches, 

Just got an email from i ENGL professor. The two most dmnning sentences from that email are these: 

"Her attendance has lately been sporadic at best; she has not been working with or staying in contact ruth her assigned group; and she is now missing multiple 

assignments." 

AND 

"we axe approaching a point at which it would be very difficult tbr her to pass the course." 

And ibr Anson about , another email fio~n a prof 

She attends class. She is completely disengaged and has fallen behind in the reading. She answers either ruth an "I don’t 

know" or with silence. She earned a C on the first written assignment; I have not yet graded her second assig~unent. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 2:06 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: pics 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emM.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:08 PM 

Levy, Je~mit~r S ~enny.lewy@anc.edu-* 

Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: TONYYOUNT <.qyount@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: 
Date:                 at 1:24:44 PM EST 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>, Jenny Levy <lholman@unc.edu> 

Coaches, 

Jus~t got an email from ENGL professor. The two mos~t damning sentences from that elnail are these: 

"Her attendance has lately been sporadic at befit; she has not been working with or staying in contact ruth her assigned group; and she is now missing 

multiple assig~maents." 

AND 

"we a~ce approaching a point at which it would be ve~ dilticult tbr her to pass the course." 

AM liar Anson about , another emM from a prof 

She attends class. She is completely disengaged and has fallen behind in the reading. She answers either 

with an "I don’t know" or ruth silence. She earned a C on the fi~st written assignment; I have not yet graded her second 

assignment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 1:01 PM 

Barnes, Philip E <pbame@unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Lewy, JenniI~r S <jenny.levy@unc.edtr~ 

Weekly 

I kno~v that was sick last ~veek, and did not even attend the game last night in Cal-?’. That would explain some of the absences, but the email from the prof sounded like a 
longer term issue is not good about coming to her meeting, but most of the grades she has reported ~vould not have indicated a problem I hope to see her on Tuesday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Saturday, 8:10 PM 

;@nnc.edu> 

Re: TuesdW meeting 

Co,ne by anyii,ne you can between nine and three Monday or Tuesday. And if she hasn’t emailed you e,nail her again or the best thing to do is just to go over them and 

speak to someone directly hard to say no to a face 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 8:04 PM, ))tmc.e&l> wrote: 

Hey Tony 

I am supposed to take a quiz before class on Tuesday so I won’t be ableto make our9am meeting that morning. Is there a time before 
Wednesday to meet so we can go over my class schedule for next semester? Also, the dentistry lady never replied to me and I sent the 
interest email on Tuesday morning at llam. What should I do? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Saturday, 8:10 PM 

@unc.edt~~ 

Re: TuesdW meeting 

And good luck to,no~row 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 8:04 PM, ~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony 

I am supposed to take a quiz before class on Tuesday so I won’t be able to make our9am meeting that morning. Is there a time before 

Wednesday to meet so we can go over my class schedule for next semester? Also, the dentistry lady never replied to me and I sent the 
interest email on Tuesday morning at 11am. What should I do? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 8:43 PM 

@live. unc.edu-* 

worksheet summaxy 

- worksheet.pdf 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Sunday, 9:39 PM 

,@live.tmc.edu> 

Re: 005.PDF 

One of the academic advisers can do it 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:43 PiV~ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
My dad asked me to get this filled out. Do you know who can do this? 
Hope you enjoyed your weekend, 

< 005.PDF> 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:02 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Religion Cour~ this Spring 

Hi 

You missed your Ineeting today. 

Haha 

I would still love for you to drop by and tell me how it all went. 

You should print the email and take it to one of the Steele Building advisers. That’s the next "dean" you should talk to. They cm~ guide you through the approval 

process, though it may not be much. We really can’t keep you tkom taking courts at Duke if you wa~t to, but the advisers will know if there are rules governing those 

things. You should also go to this website to get approval tbr the Duke course to transfer. 

https:/iitsuther.~vufoo.conv’forms/course-appmw~-fomv’ 

On at 2: 38 PM, ~1 ive. unc. edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony! 

Do you mind answering a question for me? I have attached my correspondence with a professor at Duke and I want to you to clarify what my next step should be! 

What ’Dean’ should I email next to proceed with getting this approved? 

Thanks for any advice! 

From: Wesley Kort <wkort@duke.edu> 

Reply-To: Wesley Kort <wkort@duke.edu> 

Date: Monday, ; 2:07 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Religion Course this Spring 

Dear 

Thank you for your message and for your interest in my course. You can take the course, but going about doing that is a bit complicated. As I understand it and as it 

has occurred in the past, you’ll not be able to register for the course until after classes begin. I may be wrong, but that’s how it seems to be. In addition, there are 

complications at your end. If I’m right, it means that you must get approval for the course from a Dean, and that requires getting a syllabus. I hope these 

complications are not daunting. Go to your dean; tell her or him that you have corresponded with me and that I have assured you that you can take the course. 

When you are all clear over there, let me know and Iql check into what’s required here. But I think that you’ll simply have to come to class and get an access number 

from me for enrolling. 

I hope to see you in January. If you bring along a friend or two, there will be room for them, too, and having company will make the trip over a little more pleasant! 

Cordially, 

Wesley Kort 

..... Original Message ..... 

To: 

"wkort@duke.edu" <wkort@duke.edu> 

Sent: 

Mon, 18:38:24 +0000 

Subject: 

Religion Course this Spring 

Dear Professor Kort, 

My name is              and I am a first year student at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. One of my good friends is at Divinity School 

at Duke and has recommended looking into Duke’s Religion courses. Your course on the Theology and Fiction of C.S. Lewis caught my curiosity. I am 

interested in being in your class in this coming spring. How can I do to obtain your permission to enroll, and if I cannot what can may I do to eventually 

be in this class? Thank you for reading this email, Professor. I appreciate any advice you send my way. 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:52 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutming@unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <ton~ount@unc.e&~> 

Re: Tutoring Session 

The policy says you have to cancel by noon of the day you want to cancel the rotor. Please follow the policy correctly. 

Tony 

On at 5:42 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: ASPSA Tutorin~ 
Subject: Tutoring Session 

5:38 PM 

My name is              I’m on flae              team and I have a tutoring session tonight at 9. I have a group project to work on m~d my group 

would like to meet at 8:45pm tonight and they can’t meet any other time. I’m sorry li)r the short notice and inconveNence. 

Thmak you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:53 PM 

~@live.unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Tutoring Session 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tutoring Session 
Date:                 , at 6:51:41 PM EST 
To: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorinq@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

The policy says you have to cancel by noon of the day you want to cancel the tutor. Please follow the policy correctly. 

Tony 

On at 5:42 PM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject; Tutoring Session 

5:38 PM 

My name is              I’m on the               team and I have a tutoring session tonight at 9. I have a gronp project to work on 

and my group wonld like to meet at 8:45pm tonight and they can’t meet any ofl~er time. I’m sor~’ for the short notice and inconvenience. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 10:18 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

video 

http://ww~, voutube.com/~vatch?v 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:52 AM 

Fulton, Gra~t <gfulton@unc.edu-*; Shelton, Kaxen C <kc@unc.edu>; Catbro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edn> 

Coaches, 

has a PSYC tutor tonight at 6. She was worried last night about some team activity tonight ( ) that could interfere and didaa’t know if she should cancel her tutor session 
tonight Should she? 

More importantly, she has a DRAM paper due Thursday (,that is mostly ~vritten due to good use of her time in       ) and a GROG paper due Thursday followed by a GEOG test next 
Tuesday. The next 7 days could yew well determine whether or not she is eligible to return to Carolina in the spring, so any encouragement that you could oiler would probably be a good 
thing over the next 7 days. The GEOG grade is critical and she currently has an F based on the first 20% of her work in that class. 50% of the grade ~vill be determined in the next 7 days 

She is working, and trying, but there is a big mountain to climb. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ernaJ|.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,                 ,9:11 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Regis~ation Tips 

@live.t nc edu-~; 

Ladies, 

Please be certain that you ha’~’e done all of the following things before you register in the mormng: 

1. Check your registration time - its on your Connect page. Click on the ln,2a to Em-ollment dates - details 
2. Check’our shopping cart today to see if the courses you want to take in the spring are still open. 
3. Click on the section numbers of the courses that you want and look at the Class Notes section at the bottom to see if the course is restricted in some way. 
4. Tomorrow morning, if you cannot get into a course and get the big red ’X’, I can’t fix that You would save time instead of texting me to go ahead and call the department that you want to 
enroll in, and ask for their student services assistant - the person who can answer questions about undergrad enrollment. That is the person who can help you get into the class. 

Good luck. If you have questions about course selection, don’t hesitate to come by today before 3, or call me tonight 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:13 AM 

@live.unc.edu-*; 

@live. unc.edu>; 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu> 

Regis~ation Tips 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

Please be certain that you have done all of the following things before you register in the morning: 

1. Check your registration time - its on your Connect page Click on the link to Enrollment dates - details 
2. Check your shopping cart today to see if the courses you want to take in the spring are still open. 
3. (;lick on the section numbers of the courses that you want and look at the Class Notes section at the bottom to see if the course is restricted in some way 
4. Tomorrow morning, if you cannot get into a course and get the big red ’X’, I can’t fix that. You would save time instead of texting me to go ahead and call the department that you want to 
enroll in, and ask for their student services assistant - the person who can answer questions about undergrad enrollment. That is the person who can help you get into the class, or explain 
why you can’t. 

Good luck. I£you have questions about course selection, don’t hesitate to come by today before 3, or call me tonight 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:14 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~li ve. unc. edu-*;" 

~live.unc.edu~; 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu> 

Regis~ation Tips 

@unc.edu>; 
@live.nnc.edu-* 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.e&~; 

Ladies, 

Please be certain that you have done all of the :following things before you register in the morning: 

1. Check your registration time - its on your Connect page Click on the link to Enrollment dates - details 
2. Check your shopping cart today to see if the courses you want to take in the spring are still open. 
3. (;lick on the section numbers of the courses that you want and look at the Class Notes section at the bottom to see if the course is restricted in some way 
4. Tomorrow morning, if you cannot get into a course and get the big red ’X’, I can’t fix that. You would save time instead of texting me to go ahead and call the department that you want to 
enroll in, and ask for their student services assistant - the person who can answer questions about undergrad enrollment That is the person who can help you get into the class 

Good luck. If you have questions about course selection, don’t hesitate to come by today before 3, or call me tonight. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:20 AM 

@live.unc.edu-*; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~ 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

’@live.unc.edu>; 

Donance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu:> 

Regis~ation Tips 

~live.~mc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

Please be certain that you have done all of the :following things before you register in the morning: 

1. Check your registration time - its on your Connect page Click on the link to Enrollment dates - details 
2. Check your shopping cart today to see if the courses you want to take in the spring are still open. 
3. (;lick on the section numbers of the courses that you want and look at the Class Notes section at the bottom to see if the course is restricted in some way 
4. Tomorrow morning, if you cannot get into a course and get the big red ’X’, I can’t fix that. You would save time instead of texting me to go ahead and call the department that you want to 
enroll in, and ask for their student sel~’ices assistant - the person who can answer questions about undergrad enrolhnent. That is the person xvho can help you get into the class. 

Good luck. If you have questions about cottrse selection, don’t hesitate to come by today before 3, or call me tonight. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:3l PM 

@emaiLunc.edu>; 

@)hotm~Jl.com:~; 
,@live.unc.edu>; 

~,~blive.unc.edn>; 

Levy, JeImifer S <jermy.le~)~@unc.edt~" 

Regis~ation Tips 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@ive.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.e&~>: 

@live.unc,edn> 

~@live.unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

Please be certain that you have done all of the :following things before you register in the morning: 

1. Check your registration time - its on your Connect page Click on the nk to Enrollment dates - details 
2. Check ~ ur shopping cart today to see if the courses you want to take in the spring are still open. 
3. (;lick <~n the section numbers of the courses that you want and look at the Class Notes section at the bottom to see if the course is restricted in some way 
4. If you are currently in a seminar, you may n ~t be able regi ster :for a spring seminar until 12:01 am on the morning of        Those that haven’t had a seminar get the first opportunity in 

the 2nd semester. 
5. Tomorrow morning, if you cannot get into a course and get the big red ’X’, I can’t fix that. You would save time instead of texting me to go ahead and cal[ the department that you want to 
enroll in, and ask for their student services assistant - the person who can answer questions about undergrad enrollment That is the person who can help you get into the class 

Good luck. If you have questions about course selection, don’t hesitate to come by today before 3, or call me tonight. 

’]?on’:,’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:18 PM 

L~,live.unc.e&~>; 

@live.unc.edu*; 
@ive.unc.edu~; 

First year selninars 

@unc.edu> 
’,&)live .unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; 
-@live.unc.edu>;. 

Ladies, 

A note *icom advising letting us know that if YOU ARE CLYP, REX,rTLY ENROLLED In a first year seminar, you will not be able to register for another one until 

have a backup plan for any seminar course you had in your shopping cart. 

~ at 12:01 am. So please 

If you are NOT enrolled cun-ently in a seminar, you will have first choice tomorro~v. 

The wise policy is to enroll in a full 5 course semester tomorruw (6 coarses if you need an LI:IT), and ’It¢EN if the seminar you want is available on Nuv. 18, swap a cuurse fur the seminar. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu-*; 

:@live. unc.edu>; ’ 

Fiist year selninars 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

@live. unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

A note Iicom advising letting us know that if YOU .~,_E CU~,RENTLY ENROLLED In a first year seminar, you will not be able to register for another one until at 12:01 am. So please 
have a backup plan for an?- seminar course you had in your shopping cart. 

If you are NOT ewolled cun-ently in a seminar, you will have first choice tomorro~v. 

The wise policy is to enroll in a full 5 course semester tomorro~v (6 courses if you need an LFIT), and THEN if the seminar you want is available on Nov’. 18, swap a course for the seminar. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:18 PM 

@live.nnc.edu-*; 

@live.tmc.edu-~ 

Filst year selninars 

@live.nnc.edu-*; 

Ladies, 

A note Iicom advising letting us know that if YOU AR_E CU~,RENTLY ENROLLED In a first year seminar, you will not be able to register for another one until at 12:01 am. So please 
have a backup plan for an?- seminar course you had in your shopping cart. 

If you are NOT ewolled cun-ently in a seminar, you will have first choice tomorro~v. 

The wise policy is to enroll in a full 5 course semester tomorro~v (6 courses if you need an LFIT), and THEN if the seminar you want is available on Nov’. 18, swap a course for the seminar. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:19 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
,,~!live.unc.edu>; 

Firs~t year seminars tomorrow at registralion 

@live.~mc.edu>; 

@ive.unc.edu>; ’ ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>;                                  ~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu> 

Ladies, 

A note from a&’ising letting us know that if YOU ARE CURRE~fLY ENROLLEI) In a first year seminal-, you will not be able to register for another one until i 
at 12:01 am. So please 

have a backup plan for any sermnar course ynu had in your shopping cart. 

If you are NOT enrolled cun-ently in a seminar, you will have first choice tomorrow. 

The wise policy is to enroll in a full 5 course semester tomorrow (6 courses if you need an LFIT), and ’ItIEN if the seminar you want is available on Nov. 18, swap a course for the seminar. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:49 PM 

Larson, Jennit~r L <jlarson@email.unc.edu-* 

Re: 

Jelmifer, 

I met with        today. She has been              and still showing some effects. I shared your concerns ~vith her and she assured me that she is addressing the issues and is working 
to meet the requirements of the course. 

I appreciate so much this notice that you sent Please continue to keep me reformed if is not doing what she needs to do 

Tony 

, at 12:05 PM. Jennifer Larson <j larson@email nnc edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> I hope this note finds you well. 
> I’m am writing because I am veW concerned about performance in ENGL Her attendance has lately been sporadic at best; she has not been working with or staying in 
contact with her assigned group; and she is now missing multiple assigmnents. 
> 

> We have exchanged a few emails, and she indicated that she want to come back to class and make up the work (and that she has been dealing with extenuating circumstances); ho~vever, 
she has not followed through with ariy concrete plans, so we are approaching a point at which it would be very difficult for her to pass the course. 
> 

> Please let me know if you have any quesuons or need any additional iN2~rmation from me 
> 

> Best, 
> Jennifer 
> 

> Dr. Jennifer Larson 
> Department of English and Comparative Literature 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel t Jill 
> jlarson@email unc.edu 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP {FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TONY YOUNT 

(GYOUNT)> 

Tuesday, 5:55 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: PHIL 

That is a wonderful offer from him about grading for the course. If he is going to be that lenient then I doubt the honor court would Be as harsh as they could 

be. I think that’s a very good sign. However with the honor court you never really know what’s going to happen so you should proceed as thoroughly and 

completely as possible doing everything the honor court folks ask you to do. 

I do think his email is quite encouraging though. Thanks for keeping me up-to-date. Please continue to do that as we go through this. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:46 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

This is an email I got from the teacher. So now I know for sure that he will report me. Let me know what you think of this email.., hopefully I won’t 
have eligibility issues. 

Thank you so much! 

De: Sayre-McCord, Geoff <sayre-mccord@unc.edu> 

Enviado: martes, :[7:54 

Para= 

Asunto: Re: Ensayo de Filosofia 

I left messages for three different people, but did eventually hear back. My understanding is that it is up to me what sanction within the course 

is, with me having the options to flunk you on the paper, on a section of the course, or on the whole course, while it is up to the Honor Court to 

determine the University’s sanction (suspension or probation). I discussed your concern, and mine, that the University sanction not end up 

imposing an unfair burden on you because you are an athlete, and was told that the Honor Court takes such considerations into account. As for 

the course, my recommendation wili be simply that you fail the paper and not more. And I will offer you the opportunity to write a new paper, due 

not long after the end of the semester, to replace the one you handed in {and for which you will not get any credit). The grade on the new paper, 

if you decide to write one, will be capped at 90 points. 

Sincerely, 

Geoff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 8:20 AM 

Re: billing di~repaJ~cy 

Hello 

I know that office doesn’t open until 8:30 I’ve been talking with If Cashiers will clear her she can register again at 12:15 

Tony 

On Nov 13, 2013, at 8:05 A’~L @ corn> wrote: 

> I wrote you yesterday to resolve the sulzject. I understand that my daughter is now blocked from getting the preferential times for her courses which are necessaW due to her athletic 
obligations to your school Please list any holds until this discrepancy is resolved You may call me immediately at any of the phone numbers listed in my emails from yesterday. I also left 
you a voicemail this morning with my cell phone number. 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 

> 

> Sent Iicom my/Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:20 AM 

Re: billing di~repaJ~cy 

I seut 

Tony 

am email about the account hold on and the followed with a text the next week. I mn sony that she didn’t get you involved sooner. 

On Nov 13, 2013, at 8:26 AM, ~2 .corn> w~me: 

Tony. 

Thank you tbr your reply. I learned of the billing problem just yesterday. Communication is lacking in a major way here ruth       . I t~ar that she’ll be 

compromised yet again ruth her course selections tbr next semester. This was completely avoidable withj ust average commumcanon. This has been a 

very frustrating experience thus far with perhaps the most important college issue - course selection ...... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2013, at 8:23 AM, "Yount, Tony" <ton’~ionnt~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello 

I know that office doesn’t open until 8:30. I’ve been talking with If Cashiers will clear her she can register again at 12:15 

Tony 

On Nov 13, 2013, at 8:05 ~L ~ .corn> wro~: 

> I wrote you yesterday to resolve the subject. I understand that my daughter is no~v blocked from getting the preferential times for her courses which are 
necessaW due to her athletic obligations to yo~ school. Please list any holds until this discrepancy is resolved. You may call me immediately at any of the 
phone n~bers listed in my emails from yesterday. I also leR you a voiccmail this morning with tW cell phone nmnber. 
> 
> Thank you, 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:44 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu>; rackhmn <rackham@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Progress Repo(ts 

These second round progress reports (sent to professors last ~veek) arrived today. 

PORT - B- (40%) 
co~ev~ -B- (6O%o) 

RELI B (60% of grade for the course) 

SOCI - A- (60%) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:34 PM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@unc.edu-* 

Re: homework for study hall "tonight 

and    are both worldng on their papers right now is sick I guess and not here. 

On at 6:24 PM, Charles, Jennifer S <ienchar¢~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
Tonight these individuals need to be workiug on the followiug thiugs for classes: 

Needs to work on Comm    paper. She had mention she wa.s going to have         (tutor) assistmqt her will the structure. At the end of the session please 
have her show you what she’s done akeady, ttopefully she’s written her outline and has written 2 pages already. 

She will be worldng on her Book ~amalysis. She has already read the book. She plans on gathering more inIbm~ation throughout the book for to help construct 
an outline or possible a thesis. She may see       . tonight as well. 

She needs to study for her Reli    quiz for this Friday. _After the session, can you quiz her on the test material. She is supposed to have her note cards 
finish. Let me ~know how she does? 
ThaJ~ you, 
Jeanifer Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:06 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

<lqanqi@emesi[,unc,edu 
(919) 962-9805 

(919) 966-9920 

Position 
Title: Associate Director for ~ducation 
Department: UNC Inst for the ~nvironment (3118) 

Primary/Work Location 
3i2 Whitehead , UNC 
Campus Box 1105 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27599 
USA 
Phone: (919) 962-9805 
Fax: (919) 966-9920 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:20 AM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@unc.edu-* 

Re: homework for study hall "tonight 

She did not come 

On at 10:08 AM, Charles, Jennifer S <ienchar,~nnc,edu> wrote: 

did come to study hall with you lastnight? I know she was not feeling well but missing study hall not comJnunicathag with you is not accepted. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:34 PM 
To: Charles, Jennifer S 
Subject: Re: homework for study hall tonight 

and    are both working on their papers right now.      is sick I guess and not here. 

On            , at 6:24 PM, Charles, Jennifer S <ienchal~i?;uuc.edt~> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
Tonight these individuals need to be working on the following things for classes: 

Needs to work on Comm    paper. She had memion she was going to have        (tutor) assistaaat her will the structure. At the end of the session please 
have her show you what she’s done already. Hopefully she’s written her outline m~d has written 2 pages already. 

She will be worldng on her Book Analysis. She has already read the book. She plans on gathering more ht[’o~anation throughout the book for to help construct 
an outline or possible a thesis. She may see tonight as well. 

She needs to study for her Reli quiz for this Friday. After the session, cm~ you quiz her on the test material. She is supposed to have her note cards 
finish. Let me know how she does? 
Thmlk you, 
Jennit;cr Charles 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:27 AM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@unc.edu-* 

Re: homework for study hall "tonight 

for this semester? 

On at 10:23 AM, Charles, Jennifer S <ienchar,~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Cam you tell me what building is A_~d) 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, 10:20 AM 
To: Charles, Jennifer S 
Subject: Re: homework for study hall tonight 
She did not come 

On at 10:08 AM, Charles, Jennifer S <ienchat,~unc.edu> wrote: 

located? 

did come to study hall with you lastnight? I ~know she was not feeling well but ~nissing stu@ hall not communicating with you is not accepted. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:34 PN 
To: Charles, Jennifer S 
Subject: Re: homework for study hall tonight 

and are both working on their papers right now.      is sick I guess and not here. 

On            , at 6:24 PM, Charles, Jennifer S <ie!-~charf;tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony. 
Tonight these individuals need to be wor ~king on the tbllowing things tbr classes: 

Needs to ~,ork on Comm    paper. She had tnention she was going to have        (tutor) assistant her will the structure. At the end of the session plea~se 
have her show you what she’s done already. Hopefully she’s written her outline a~nd ha~s written 2 pages already. 

She will be working on her Book Analysis. She has already read the book. She plm~s on gathering more hfformation throughout the book forto help construct 
an outline or possible a thesis. She may see        tonight as well. 

She needs to study for her Reli quiz for this Friday. After the session, cm~ you quiz her on the test material. She is supposed to have her note cards 
finish. Let me l~aow how she does? 
ThaJlk you, 
Jennifer Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:29 AM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@unc.edu> 

Re: homework for study hall "tonight 

Hanes Art Center, Room 116 if you are asking about this semester. 

On at 10:23 AM, Charles, Jennifer S <ienchar~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Cam you tell me what building is AAAD 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, 10:20 AM 
To: Charles, Jennifer S 
Subject: Re: homework for study hall tonight 
She did not come 

On             , at 10:08 AM, Charles, Jennifer S %ienchar, d;unc.edu> wrote: 

located? 

did come to study hall with you lastnight? I ~know she was not feeling well but ~nissing study hall not communicating with you is not accepted. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:34 PN 
To: Charles, Jennifer S 
Subject: Re: homework for study hall tonight 

¯ ~ and are both working on their papers right now. Taylor is sick I guess and not here. 

On , at 6:24 PM, Charles, Jennifer S %j_~!!_c_!~_~_Lr2~)_unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
Tonight these individuals need to be working on the tbllowing things for cla~sses: 

Needs to work on Comm    paper. She had *nemion she wa~s going to have i       (tutor) assistant her will tile structure. At the end of the session plea~se 
have her show you what she’s done already. Itopefully she’s written her outline mad has written 2 pages already. 

She will be working on her Book _Analysis. She has already read the book. She plmas on gathering more hffonnation throughout the book for to help construct 
an outline or possible a thesis. She may see        . tonight as well. 

She needs to study for her Reli quiz for this Friday. After the session, can you quiz her on the test material. She is supposed to have her note cards 
finish. Let me kmow how- she does? 
~[laa_nk you, 
Jennifer Charles 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:59 PM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@unc.edu-* 

Re: Stu@ sessions hours 

ThaNes 

On at 8:43 PM, Charles, Jennifer S <ienchar¢Zunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Touy, 

Here are the study hours: 

: 3ha" 25m 

: lhr 

: 21~r 30m 

Jennifer Charles 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 9:57 AM 

To: ~email.unc.e&~> 

Subject: Re: petition 

’I’h~lcs 

I am going to email fl~em, but yon should get that information on yonr own. 

On i , at 9:04 AM,. (~live.unc.edn> w~ote: 

From: Oidham, Ann g. <aoldham@emaikunc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:51 AM 

To~ 

Subject: petition 

Please find attached a letter regarding your petition. 

A ~’. toA s~te D ean 

(23 # 3 ] ~0, t010 S lee~e B uil~ng 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:21 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

in your ENGL recitation, is on the and had home games on the following Thursdays: 

Oct 10, Oct 17, Oct 24, Oct 31. 

The team’s pre-game warmup routine occupies all the players from 5 until game time, and games usually end around 9pm 

~vas legitimately involved in team activities on those 4 occasions. I attended the games and can confirm that she ~vas present on each of those 4 dates. 

She was in my office this morning and in our discussion of her academic progress for the semester, she mentioned that there ~vere attendance issues with her recitation. Please let me know- if 
I can be of assistance in any way ~vith the progress of this student 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Women’s Soccer 

919 962 9535 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:07 PM 

King, Snsan Robinson <kingsr@emml.unc.edu> 

and 

Dr. King, 

Thank you very much for your recent progress report concerning student athletes            and               first years currently enrolled in your JOMC         class. Professor 
feedback is so valuable for us. You indicated that each student was missing 4 of 6 home~vork assignments. I have spoken with each of the young women and I hope that you will see the 
completion of those assigunaents. 

Thanks again for helping us keep our student athletes on track. 

Ton?- Yount 
Academic Counselor, Women’s Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:19 PM 

Jackson, Jerma A <jaj@email.unc.edu> 

Dr. Jackson, 

, is registered as a student in your HIST class this semester. She has not attended since September because she and I both thought that she had 
dropped the class. We did not discover until this ~veek that in fact, the class is still on her schedule Clearly she and I had a serious disconnect in communication. It would be enormously 
helpful to me in trying to reconstruct the events that led to this mistake on our part if you could tell us the date of         last appearance in class. We will try to appeal to academic 
advising to have the class dropped from her schedule, but knowing the date that she stopped attending would be veW helpful 

Thank you so much for your consideration. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Couaaselor, Women’s Lacrosse 

919 962 9535 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 2:22 PM 

To: @live. unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Professor 

, is registered as a student in)’our HIST this semester. She has not attended since September because she and I both thought that she had dropped 

the class. We did not discover until this week that in fact, the class is still on her schedule. Clearly she and I had a serious discolmect in communication It would be enormously helpful to 

me in trying to reconstruct the events that led to this mistake on our part if you could tell us the date of"          last appearance in your recitation class We will tO- to appeal to academic 

advising to have the class dropped from her schedule, but knowing the date that she stopped attending would be veW helpful 

Thank you so much for your consideration. 

Tony Yount, 

Academic Cotmselor, Women’s Lacrosse 

919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:44 PM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@nnc.edu-* 

Re: Weekly 

No - I put in the ~eport - I did not see ’ ¯ ~Jl week. She com~nunicated why she was absent Wed night. She did not communicate why she was absent on Monday. 

On at 4:29 PM, Charles, Jennifer S <iencharCZunc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, 

Did meet with you on Monday? Ifnok what wa~s the reason she ~nissed or why was her tneeting cancelled? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 3:42 PM 
To: rackham; Sagula, Joseph A; Adams, Tyler G; Charles, Jennifer S 
Subject: Weekly 
Coaches 

Good luck this ~veekend Looking forward to both games. 

Please find attached the regular weekly report, the grade report, and an early ruaa for spring schedules Spring schedules will continue to evolve with more classes opening at 
midnight Sunday for freshmen and midmght Monday for CO2v~/i classes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 9:46 PM 

C,e: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagnla~nnc.edu~; rackham <rackhmn@nnc.edu~; Adams, Tyler G 

<tadams@unc.edu~; Charles, Jennifer S <jenchar~@unc.edu> 

SeNor Day pics 

Enjoy, Please share with the parents. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJlunc.edu~ 

Monday, 1 h 17 AM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmennm~@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks Tom - I’ll have her check her e~na~l for the waiver approval. 

On at 11:02 AM, Timmermans, Tom <timme~rnans(~unc.edu> wrote: 

OK sotmds good, ?’hat isjust wha{: :;he was 

From: Mays, Sally D 

Sent: Monday, ll:O0 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: 

She didn’t sign a form with me, so I am not sure what that means. The procedure wouM be to have waived out online. 

Sally Mays M~ ATC, LAT, CSCS 

U~five~i~ ofNo~ C~olina at ChaN1 Hill 

Head A~letic Trainer 

VolleybMl, W~es~ling, Meals Te~s 

919 962 2067 (w) 

Confidentially Notice: This e-mail messa~e, includin~ any a~achments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please con~ct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Nays, Sally D 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: 

i0:48 AM 

Thanks Saftie. I guess she was under the impression that whatever form she signed with you meant she waived ouL 

Tony. See below. Have her check for the e-mall. If she doesn’L have the emaiL she unfortuant[v wH[ eb responds[hie for the charge. 

"]’om 

From: Mays, Sally D 

Sent; Monday, 20:46 AM 

Tm Timmermans, Tom 

Subject; RE: 

Tom 

She should have received an email confirming that she waived out online. Have her check her email. Otherwise if she did not waive out she is responsible for 

the payment. Can contact .]anis Matson at sports medicine for any further questions. 

Thanks 
Sally Mays MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Head Athletic Trainer 
Volleyball, Wrestling, Men’s Tennis 

929 962 2067 (w) 

(c) 
929 843 4982 (f) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Timmerman$, Tom 
Sent: Monday, 10:31 AM 
To: Mays, Sally D 
Cc: Ciocca, Mario F; Young, Marissa Veronica 
Subject: 

Hi Sally, 

is currently being charged $688 for health insurance, mentioned that she signed a waiver form with you to opt out of the 

insurance. Is this correct, and if so could you clqeck to see why she wasn’t waived out. The outstanding balance is keeping her from registering, so we 

are just trying to figure out what is going on. 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of CompiianceiFin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919,962.7851 I Cell              Fax 91_9,962.6002 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:58 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmerma~@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Insurance 

Here is the elnail thread that’ 

I’In sony its in your lap. 

Tony 

sent to me. From this it appears that’ had reason to think that she was aJl clea:r. I don’t really know what to Inake ofthi~ and 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Insurance 
Date: at 12:09:16 PM EST 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Below, she confirms that it’s all done. But my name appears on the list again a week orso later. That’s when I call her, and she left me a 

voicemail that I will bring to you later today to listen to. 

From: Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:12 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Insurance 

No need, I now know its done, lhank you!!! 

Sally Mays LAT, A-[C, CSCS 

Head Athletic Trainer 

Volleyball, Wrestiing, Mens Tennis 

ceil 

919 843 4982 fax 

91.9 962 2067 work 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail mes~ge, including an?, attachments, is [br the sole use of in[ended recipients) and ma.y coataia confidential and 

privileged iatbnnation. Aay tma.ufl~orized review, use, disclosure or distrib~Non is prohibited. If you are not *,he inten&d recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply e-mail ;and destroy all copies office original message. 

On, , a[ 9:11 PM, @_[[~:_e_:_u_!2E:#_d__u_> wrote: 

So do we print out the waiver document and turn it .nto you’# 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:21 PM, "Maya, Saily D" <smays@emaii.unc.edu> wrote: 

Here’s the link. 

On a t 7: O0 P M, "r a c k h a m" < .r_a_. _c_ ~:h_._4 .r [_ ! ~__q!2 cL:~_~ ~.> w re t e: 

Hey you 4, 

Please follow up with Sally to see what it is you are missing. I know you think you have done what you need 

but for some reason it is still showing that is incorrect. 

tf you have questions, ask Sally--she is the one who knows what you need to do 

Thanks. 

(:.;© ?AR 
Sincerely, 
gve Rackham 

Assistant Head Volleyba]t]l Coach 

U~iversiW of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena 

310 South Road 

Chape~ H~H, NC 275~5 



mckhsm@unc,~d~ 

httg:h~#~w,faceboek,comica relinavolleyba!! 

Fro~= Hays, Sally D 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:57 PH 
To= Sagula, 3oseph A; rackham 
S~bject; Insurance 
The following ~ndividuals have not waived ou~ or enrolled in ~he mandatory universi~ insurance plan: 

Sally Hays MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Universibl of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Head AtMetic Trainer 
Volleyball, Wrestling, Hen’s Tennis 

smays@email.unc.edu 
9:19 962 2067 (w) 

Confident~al~ Notice: This e-mail message, ~ncluding any a~achments, is for the sole Llse of intended recipient(s) and may con~in 
confidential and prwileged inforrnation Any unauthorized review, use, d~sciosure or distribution ~s prohibited. If you are not ~he intended 
recipient, p~ease contact [he sender by reply e--nlail and destroy al~ copies of [he original message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:14 PM 

Charles, JenniI~r S <jenchar@nnc.edu-* 

Re: 

Still working on it with To~n and S~]ly 

Not yet resolved,      needs to find the elnail that says she waived her insurance. When she finds that email, we can to go cashiers office and fix it. 

On , at 2:00 PM, Charles, Jennifer S <jenchar~unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Did’ get things situated Ibr with the hold on her account? If so, M~en will she be allo~,ed to register or clasess? 

Jem~ifer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 18, 2013 2:16 PM 

rackham <rackhan@unc,edu> 

Re: Exam week 

I would like to if I could. It would be very helpful to present Advising with a list of people and exams that need to be excused on Monday morning. The students will still have to see an 
adviser individually, but ~ve could perhaps arrange walk in hours for them to do that, especially if we are the Dec, 5, 6 site and have to leaved Chapel hill on the 3rd 

On Nov 18, 2013, at 2:02 PM. raclcham <rackham@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> 
> Thalzks again for meeting with our recruits this past weeL’weekend. And thalzk you for this info. 
> We will meet on Sunday December 1st as a team AFTER practice. The selection show is at 9pm that night. I believe practice is scheduled approximately 630-830pm. 
> Let us kno~v if you plan to come by, 
> Thanks. 
> GO TAR HEELS! 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Eve Rackham 
> Assistant Head Volleyball Coach 
> University of North Carolina 
> Carmichael Arena 
> 310 South Road 
> Chapel Etill, NC 27515 
> 919-962-5233 (u) 
> (c) 
> 919-843-8543 
> rackham@unc.edu 
> 

> www guhee]s.com 
> http://www facebuo k.con~,carulinavulleyba]l 
> http ://twitter. com/uncvo]leybaH 
> wv,~,, car ulinavo Hey ball. c um 
> 

> 

> 

Origina[ Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tuny 
> Sent: Monday, Nuvember 18, 2013 2:01 PM 
> Tu: rackham; Sagula, Juseph A; Adams, Tyler G; Char]es, Jennifer S 
> Sut~iect: Exam week 
> 

> Cuaches, 
> 

> Just reviewed exam excuse pulicy with advising since we are likely tu miss so many the first exam weekend, and [ike]y the secund weekend as welh 
> 
> The policy is that with a written exam excuse from advising, the student is allowed to take the final exam AFTER the original exam date, and at any time at the professor’s convenience 
dming the following semester. If the kids want to take the exams ~vhile a~vay, I can ask the Academic Support Staff for the host school to proctor exams on the road. If you are gathering for 
the selection show, it might be helpful if I could be there and generate a list of ore exam needs that evening so that I could get them to Advising the next nmrning and get started on that 
process. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:47 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Biostatistics 

Melissa Hobgood 

Student Services Manager 
Biostatistics 

3103-E Mcgavran-Greenberg HI 

135 Dauer Drive 
Campus Box 7420 

27599-7420 

USA 

T: 919-966-7256 
F: 919-966-3804 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:29 PM 

Bynum, Noel <nlbynum@email. unc.edu-* 

Re: Academic Advisots Form 

Hi Noel, 

She has completed 108 hours at Carolina and is currently enrolled in 15. That roll bring her total to 123, m~d complete all of her graduation requirements at the end of 

this semester. She is indeed on track to graduate in December. 

IfI can be of fi~rther help, please don’t hesitate to ask. 

Tony 

On Nov 19, 2013, at 1:09 PM, Bynum, Noel <nlbynutn~)emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I have an academic advisors form here for (PID ) that recommends her for OPT. I didn’t see any completion date. Could you 

please verify that she is eligible for graduation this Fall Semester an expected to graduate 12/15/20137 

Thanks! 

Noel 

Mr. Noel L. Bynum 

International Student and Scholar Advisor (ISSS) 
<hnage001.jpg> 

FedEx Global Education Center, Room 2004 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro Street; CB# 5240 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5240 

Tel. 919-962-5661; Fax. 919-962-4282 

._h__t__t_ _p__:Z/__o_!_s___s__s_:__u___n__c__:_?__d___u_Z 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender 

by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, ; 1:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: reimbursement checks 

usually the cashiers oNce sends m~ email ruth the checks me ready. 

Nate Yarbrongh in our once forwards those requests, and I don’t know where they go from there. 

On i , at 12:13 PM, i ~live.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I was just wondering if there was a website or ~meone I could ask abx~ ut receiving my final reimbursement check tbr the last few things that I had turned 

in. 

Let me know iffl~ere is an?~here for me to check. 
Thm~k you. 

Best Regards, 

~.¢Imail.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:02 PM 

Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu-* 

Re: Independent study tbr Athlete. 

Dr. Spang, 

Thank you for working with     . I have folx~-arded your email to our new director of the Academic Support Program, Dr. Michelle Brown. She is in regulax contact 

with the Universi~ Administrators and Provost James Dean. She will have access to get the answers to the very good questions that you have. I have spoken with her 

about this situation this afternoon. As ,soon as she has answers, I will be happy to get them to you. 

Thanks again tbr your willingness to work with 

Tony Yom~t 

Academic Coun~lor, 

919 962 9535 

On Nov 19, 2013, at 10:25 AM, Spang, Jeffrey T <ispan~)med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Tony, 

has asked me to be a mentor for an independent study project in the spring. Because of all the recent NCAA/UNC independent study 

issues I just want to get it all nailed down. I have been working with Faculty members in the Department of Exercise and Sports Science to try to 

figure out exactly how to do this since I am a faculty member in the School of Medicine. Do I need to have someone from major 

Department be the advisor? Can I be the advisor on my own? 

Where are the regulations posted about creating this independent study and how to grade/evaluate? 

Any assistance you can provide in getting this ready for us for the spring semester would be appreciated. 

Thanks-jeff 

Jeffrey T. Spang, MD 

Certificate of Added Qualification in Sports Medicine 

Sports Medicine, Knee and Shoulder Surgery 

Assistant Professor 

University of North Carolina Department of Orthopaedics 

Chapel Hill, NC USA 

(919) 966-9066 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:04 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Independent study tbr Aflalete. 

is a :          player, working toward an EXSS degree, mid Inedical school when she returns to        after graduation. Dr. Spa~g is our knee and 
shoulder surgeon for athletics. 

I cel~finly don’t know the answers to these questions. Sotmds like another qnestion for when yon meet ruth the FAC or the Provost. 

Thanks 

Tony 

Begin forw~rded Inessage: 

From: "Spang, Jeffrey T" <jspanfl@med.unc.edu> 
Subject: Independent study for            Athlete. 
Date:                  at 10:25:44 AM EST 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>, "Cathro, Guy" <guycathro@unc.edu> 
Cc:                                   @live.unc.edu> 

Dear Tony, 

has asked me to be a mentor for an independent study project in the spring. Because of all the recent NCAA/UNC independent study 

issues I just want to get it all nailed down. I have been working with Faculty members in the Department of Exercise and Sports Science to try to 

figure out exactly how to do this since I am a faculty member in the School of Medicine. Do I need to have someone from major 

Department be the advisor? Can I be the advisor on my own? 

Where are the regulations posted about creating this independent study and how to grade/evaluate? 

Any assistance you can provide in getting this ready for us for the spring semester would be appreciated. 

Thanks-jeff 

Jeffrey T. Spang, MD 

Certificate of Added Qualification in Sports Medicine 

Sports Medicine, Knee and Shoulder Surgery 

Assistant Professor 

University of North Carolina Department of Orthopaedics 

Chapel Hill, NC USA 

(919) 966-9066 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu-* 

Re: Independent study tbrl Athlete. 

Dr. Spang, 

Associate Dean Spencer Welborn from the Advising Office was just in for a conversation and I shared your email ruth him. His recommendation is that yon work ruth 

Sherry Salyer in the EXSS Department. They would have procedures for establishing independent study- courses, and standards that those conrse must meet. 

major is EXSS so the depaxtment link makes sense. The department would then be the officiaJ sponsor of the course. Just passing that on from Dean Welbom. 

Tony 

O11 . at 10:25 AM, Spang, JettYey T Nispang@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Tony, 

has asked me to be a mentor for an independent study project in the spring. Because of all the recent NCAAiUNC independent study 

issues I just want to get it all nailed down. I have been working with Faculty members in the Department of Exercise and Sports Science to try to 

figure out exactly how to do this since I am a faculty member in the School of Medicine. Do I need to have someone from major 

Department be the advisor? Can I be the advisor on my own? 

Where are the regulations posted about creating this independent study and how to grade!evaluate? 

Any assistance you can provide in getting this ready for us for the spring semester would be appreciated. 

Thanks-jeff 

Jeffrey T. Spang, MD 

Certificate of Added Qualification in Sports Medicine 

Sports Medicine, Knee and Shoulder Surgery 

Assistant Professor 

University of North Carolina Department of Orthopaedics 

Chapel Hill, NC USA 

(919) 966-9066 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:43 PM 

Gelin, Da~a E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Re: 

That’s great - I actually think it was 3 weeks in the fall and then gone again in the spring. This fall roll be her firs~t full semester on campus. 

Demfs List for the fall semester, last year, not the spring. 

Tony 

On Nov 19, 2013, at 2:26 PM, Gelin, Dram E <dgelin@mac.edu> wrote: 

How does this sound to you? 

Academic Accomplishments 
is highly intelligent and is a hard worker who manages her time well. As a result, she has a 3.45 GPA and has earned Dean’s 

List honors despite the time demands of . What’s even more impressive, however, is that she has maintained outstanding 
grades even while traveling internationally with 1 . During the first semester of her freshman year, she missed two 
weeks (777) of class while in at the Even at that early stage of her collegiate career, she had the 
maturity necessary to communicate with all of her professors and assure that she would not fall behind in her work while she was 
gone. Throughout her career, she has displayed that responsibility, working with her professors as well as any student-athlete I’ve 
had here. She is working toward a major in communication studies and likely will add a minor in her junior year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:48 PM 

Cathro, Guy <gnycathro@unc.edu> 

banquet 

Dana just told me that you have restricted numbers at the banquet Don’t mind at all not eating or having a seat, but would certainly like to photograph the kids, and 
again. Would that be allo~ved? 

Tony 

should she win 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Tuesday, 4:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Important hffo~:mation from the Honor Syfftem 

I aan maJly impressed with how you am handling this situation. I think it speaks veU highly of you. Make your meeting with the person as soon as you can and go in 
with lots of questions. If you want to come by to talk abom what you should ask please feel free to do so. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 3:54 PM, ~live.anc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tow, 

I am fom,aacding you the email from the honor court. I have to schedule a meeting this week ruth a student. I guess he’ll explain my options. I’ll let you 

know what does he tells ,ne. 

Also, I talked to            about it. She thanked ,ne for telling her even before I got the official email and told me to write a letter explaining what 

happened, but more importantly saying what did I lea, ned from it and send it to her by the end of the week. I also told Anson about it. 

Thanks Tony! 

Begin tbm-arded mesmge: 

From: <ipa~unc.edu> 

Date: 02:24:56 p.m. GMT-5 

To:        a?live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Important Information from the Honor System 

Dear 

The Office of the Honor System received a report that you may have violated the ttonor Code. Please click on the following link to view 
your message ti~m the Honor System. You will need m login using your @emaJl.unc.edu email address in order to view this mesmge. 

If you have any questions, please contact the Office of Student Conduct at 919-962-0805. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:43 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Important hffonnation ti~m the Honor System 

I roll be in the office to,no,row frown 12 - 12:30 with no appt scheduled. Come on in 

On at 12:28 AM, ~live.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

The meeting will be tomorrow at I pm. I’m done with classes at 11:50am, is there any chance that you roll be in the office between 12-1 pm? If not, I can 

skip a class in the morning. Right now, this is more important. 

Thank you Tony! Son3., to bother you. 

On at 04:31 p.m., "Yount, Tony" <tonyvount(~unc.edu> wrote: 

I am really impressed with how you are handling this situation. I think it speaks very highly of you. Make your meeting with the person as 

soon as you can and go in with lots of questions. If you want to come by to talk about what you shonld ask please feel fi~ee to do so. 

Sere t?om my iPhi~ne 

On , at 3:54 PM, ))live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I mn forwarding you the eln~l from the honor court. I have to schedule a meeting this week ruth a student. I guess he’ll explain 

my options. I’ll let you know what does he tells me. 

Also, I talked to           about it. She thanked me for telling her even before I got the official email and told me to write a 

letter explaining what happened, but more importantly saying what did I learned from it and send it to her by the end of the 

week. I also told Anson about it. 

Thanks Tony! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <ipa~nnc.edu> 

Date: 02:24:56 p.m. GMT-5 

To: <        ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Important Information from the Honor System 

Dearl 

The Office of the Honor System received a report that you may have violated the Honor Code. Please click on 

the tbllowing link to view your message from the Honor System. You will need to login using your 

@gmafil.unc.edu email address in order to view this message. 

If you have any questions, please contact the Office of Studem Conduct at 919-962-0805. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:03 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

permanent ca~cellation 

Please cancel BUSI tutoring appt. permanently 

Her comments this morning in a text were "I have an A and she is honestly the worst tutor. We teach her what is going on rather than the opposite." 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emad.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:00 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Help 

If we me in the final four, I will meet with the teaaa~, get a lisnt of all extorts that coatlict with Final Four weeken& m~d get exam excuses from advising for you. Then you 

and the professor would work out a time to take the exam AFTER the originally scheduled date. Nothing you need to worry about right now. Giving the prof a heads 

up that it could happen is a good idea, but the advising office roll pv~vide excnses for yon show professors so that you don’t have to wonT about taking an exam that 

day. 

Tony 

On l at 10:33 AM, (~a)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

For exams I know it’s hard but you can get them rescheduled if you have three in a 24 hour period...l don’t have that but I do have an exam at 
7 pm on Friday the ..,the same day of our semi-final game (assuming we make it that far and assuming the game is at night because the 
time is TBA). What do I do? Do I skip the game and take my exam or can I get it rescheduled for a later date? If the game is at 51 can drive 
myself back to school after the game to take the exam (we have three hours to take it so if I get there a little late it shouldn’t be a problem) 
or if the game is at 8 maybe I take the exam and drive myself over to the game and just get there late (skip warm up and stuff and go right to 
the bench or just not dress for that particular game), What do you suggest? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:00 AM 

Gelin, Da~a E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Re: academics at "the final 4 

On Nov 20, 2013, at 10:33 AM, Gelin, Dana E <dgelin(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. Thought I’d to a quick note on players who are in the Honors program? Can you tell me who is in it now? Thanks! 

From: <Yount>, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:58 AM 

To: Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: academics at the final 4 

I only know of one exam that needs to be given. Mostly it will involve writing papers. For the 

most will be working on assignments and papers and projects. 

kids, there are only 5 days of class left in the semester and 

On Nov 20, 2013, at 8:27 AM, Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> wrote: 

Is there any note that would be worth adding for this weekend from an academic perspective? Are people taking lots of tests on the road or anything? 

(Just working on game notes and if there’s something academics-related to add, wanted to do that.) 

Thanks! 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:21 AM 

To: ~]ive.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Help 

no need for a meltdown yet - 

On , at 11:03 AM, ~live.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Okay thanks Tony! I had a minor meltdown. 

~=rom: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, :10:59 AM 

To; 

Subject: Re: Help 

If we are in the finai four, I will meet with the team, get a list of ali exams that conflict with Final Four weekend, and get exam excuses from 

advising for you. Then you and the professor would work out a time to take the exam AFTER the originally scheduled date. Nothing you need 

to worry about right now~ Giving the prof a heads up that it could happen is a good idea, but the advising office will provide excuses for you 

show professors so that you don’t have to worry about taking an exam that day. 

Tony 

O~ at 10:33 AM @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

For exams I know it’s hard but you can get them rescheduled if you have three in a 24 hour period,..I don’t have that but I do have 

an exam at 7 pm on Friday the    _the same day of our semiofinai game (assuming we make it that far and assuming the game 

is at night because the time is TBA)~ What do I do? Do I skip the game and take my exam or can I get it rescheduled for a later 

date? If the game is at 5 I can drive myseif back to school after the game to take the exam (we have three hours to take it so if I 

get there a little late it shouldn’t be a problem) or if the game is at 8 maybe I take the exam and drive myself over to the game 

and just get there late {skip warm up and stuff and go right to the bench or just not dress for that particuiar game), What do you 

suggest? 

Thanks, 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:50 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: absence 

Professor Lit~vack, 

from your CO~I class, leaves this afternoon for where she will participate in the NCAA Final Four championship weekend for 

We do not include this event on Student-Athletes travel letters since we did not know until last Suaaday afternoon that we would be eligible to participate, but we were successful on 
Sunday and will play in the national semi-finals Friday afternoon 

Thales for working with 

Tony Yount, 
Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 

919 962 9535 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:48 PM 

Turchi, Boone A <BOONETURCttI@UNC.EDU> 

ECON exam 

Dr. Turchi, 

You asked me to email you about the status of the ECON exam for 
happy to do so anytime before then. 

Loved watching the Presidential Medal of Freedom Ceremony today. 

Thales for working with on this exam. 

Tony 

¯ I will be leaving campus around 1:30 pm tomorrow-¯ If you’d like me to physically pick up the exam I ~vould be 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow <gyount@emaJ.l.unc.edu: 

Wednesday,                  1:54 PM 
@unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor Session Cancellation Stlnda.y ( ) 

I will not be in tonight, and rny two tutor sessions at 8 and 9 pm are cancelled The : 

sessions 

Tony 

and competing or traveling and they won’t be here, so I cancelled the 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:06 PM 

Turchi, Boone A <BOONETURCHI@UNC.EDU> 

Re: ECON exam 

Thanks very much. I ~vill pick it up tomorrow- morning. Staff meeting at 3 that will untbrtunately last too long. 

Thanks again. 

Tony 

, at 1:55 PM. Turchi, Boone A <BOONE Tr_rRCHI@UNC.EDU> wrote: 

> Tony 
> The exam packet will be available for pickup aller 3 pm today (Wednesday). See the receptionist in Gardner 107. Instructions for administering the exam will be attached. Have Fun! 
> Boone 
> 

> Professor Boone A Turchi 
> Department of Economics - UNC 
> CB# 3305 Gardner Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 
> (919) 966-5348 
> 

> email: B ooneTurchi@unc.edu 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Wednesday, 13:48 
> To: Turchi, Boone A 
> Subject: ECON exam 
> 

> Dr Turchi, 
> 

> You asked me to email you about the status of’the ECON exam for 
happy to do so anytime beJ2~re then. 
> 

> Loved watching the Presidential Medal of Freedom Ceremony today 
> 

> Thanks for working with on this exam 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

Carolina Population Center 
CB #8120 Umversity Square 
123 W. Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516-3997 
(919) 966-2837 

I will be leaving campus around 1:30 pm tomorrow. If you’d like me to physically pick up the exam I would be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:09 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

McCnllen, Ashley D ~mcculle@email.unc.edu-* 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:41 PM 

~live.~mc.edtr~; 

Texdx~ok issues 

@live.unc.edw~ 

Please take care of this by Monday 

Please find a~ched the list of kvaok scholarship student-athletes who have dropped a class fhmt~ghout the semester; bt~t did NOT remm their books. 

In order to prevent a charge to their accotmk student-athletes need to bm~g their dropped classes l~)oks tothe 2nd floor of Ernie William~n Athletic Complex and 

deliver t~            . Smdent-afNetes will have m~til Monday               at 5:00 pro. This list was created by the boo.tote smItl Ifs,~u I?el there are ~x~y 

discrepancies, ple;~se let me know and I will do my 

Thank~ 

EXSS 

HIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ; 10:50 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.~mc.edu-* 

Textbook issues 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Please take care of this by Monday. 

Please find attached the list of k~aok scholarship student-athletes who have dropped a class fhmughout the semestel; but did NOT ream their books. 

In order to prevent a charge to their accotmk student-athletes need to bring their dropped classes books tothe 2nd floor of Ernie William~)n AtNedc Complex and 

deliver to’              Stt~dent-athle~s roll have und] Mnnday                at ~:00 pro. This li~t was created by the bookstore smtt~ If you t~e] there are any 

discrepancies, ple;~se let me know and I will do my 

Thankg 

POLl 

ENGL 

SPAN 

POLI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:57 PM 

@live.unc.edu-*; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Textbook issues 

@gmail.com>; 

Please take care of this by Monday. 

Please find a~ched the list of kvook scholarship student-athletes who have dropped a class fhmughout the semestel; but did NOT return their books. 

In order to prevent a charge to their accotmk student-athletes need to brh~g their dropped classes books tothe 2nd floor of Ernie William,~n Athletic Complex and 

deliver to’              Stt~dent-alhletes roll have until Mnnday                at ~:00 pro. This list was created by the bookstore staf[~ If you tEel there are any 

discrepancies, ple;~se let me know and I will do my best k~ get lhe situation araighlened 

Thanks, 

SOCI 

PHIL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:10 PM 

@live,~mc.edtr~ 

Ignore the last emml 

I found your name on a spreadsheet that I kept as students returned their books. Please ignore the last email. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:07 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:47 AM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.ed~>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Last night was ti~n - to beat them so badly in their place. Congrats 

In all the good news about and there has been a lot, I got two progress reports yesterday that temper that good news a bit 

The SOCI    report has a D on it. We asked for these reports just over 2 weeks ago so it is fairly current. That grade is based on material submitted before Oct 8, and we are waiting on a 
paper grade that was submitted on 11/7 that could substantially raise that grade. And 40% of the course work is yet to be turned in. So while she is on a good trajectow, there is more lit’ring 
to do in this course. She has an oral presentation today, according to the syllabus, that could also help. After the oral presentation, all that is left is the final. 

In ENGL there is no grade on the report Here is the note: 

did quite ~vell in her second essay, but has not been doing ~vell with ID quizzes which may suggest that she hasn’t been preparing for class. I’m not prepared to hazard a guess as to 
her present grade other than to say that it’s precarious. Attendance has been satisfactory since last report." 

When I asked about this, she said that she is doing extra credit projects to make up for the poor qmz perl2~rmance and she is aware of the problem and working on it 

R ecent progress reports in COiVN/I and PORT had B- on them. N0 report from the MGNT course but that looks like an A- based on reported grades. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 10:54 AM 

Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edtr~; Adam~ Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu-*; Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu>; Mann, Jan M. 

<janmann@unc.edu-*; rackham <rackham@unc.edu>; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edtr~; Sander, Thomas J <pacmaJ~@unc.edu>; Le~.% 

Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@~mc.edu-*; Wigger, Leah Marie <wigge@unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C 

<kcs@unc.edu:>; Do~rance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Bea~es, Philip E < pba~cnes@unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

~@mac.com> 

Out of town 

Coaches, 

I will leave today to Norfolk to join Field Hockey at the Final Four. 

The weekly reports will be delayed until early next week. I will hold weekly meetings with the freshmen next week. The AC will be closed from Tuesday afternoon until the following Monday 
morning until normal operations resume Tutoring will continue on its normal schedule until the exam for that particular class is given. When the Academic Center opens ~Nain in Dec, we will 
be open until 11 pm through the end of the exam period. 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~ema£unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 11:27 AM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Fwd: 

Here is the etnail from Dr. Jackson about your attendance in HIST     It documents your last day of attendance in that class as       . You should attach that email 

to your appe~], Milch should be submitted to the Advising Office BEFOf~E you go home for Thm~sgiving, so that it c~ be heard in time. 

I have tried to reconstruct what happened in Sept that led to this confusion about your decisions to drop the class. I cm~ not recall the details. Clearly you and I had a 

breakdown in communication. I can look at my database and see that I removed HIST    from the courses that I was tracking for you, so clearly, I believed that you 

had dropped the class. What I cmmot reconcile is that there is no way that I would agree to that without telling you to go throngh the proper drop procedure. 

But it is clear that you thought you had dropped the class atter a conversation with me, a~d that you stopped attending the class. That much is obvious t?om the 

attendance records. I am ~rry that we are in this situation. Plea~ complete the appeal m~d include the email below from Dr. Jackson that you did, in/hct, stop 

attending the class on 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jerma Jackson <jaj@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Re: 
Date:                  at 1:36:33 AM EST 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Dear Ton5,, 

I received your etnail and have mm~aged to ascertafin the laser class 

jaj 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

Date: Sat, 21:37:54-0500 

Frnm: @gmail.com> 

To: Jerma Jackson Ni~i@email. unc.edu> 

attended. Please see the e~nail ~nessage below. 

Hi Dr. Jackson, 

was one of my students and attended her last class on Friday             . She did not attend the midtenn exam and she has not been in class 

since. I emailed her at one point m~d she said that she had dropped the class. However, I now see her on my connect carolina roster of students. 

Best, 

On at 2:26 PM, Jerma Jackson ~i~4i@email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

and 

Below is an email from the acade~nic counselor of the 

If so could you ofl~r insight to the ques~tions posed in the email below. 

Mm~y thanks, 
jaj 

rega~ting . Do either of you know this student? 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: 

Date: Fri,            14:19:09 -0500 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount~unc.edu> 

To: Jackson, Jerma A <iai(a)emafil.tmc.edtp 

Dr. Jackson, 

, is registered as a student in your HiST class this semester. She 

has not attended since September because she and I both thought that she had dropped the class. We did 

not discover until this week that in fact, the class is still on her schedule. Clearly she and ~ ha@ a 



serious disconnect in communication, it would be enormously helpful to me il~ trying to reconstruct the 

events that led to this mistake on our ~art if you could tell us the date of               last appearance in 

class~ We will try to appeal to academic a@vising to have the class dropped from her schedule, but 

knowing the date that she stopped attending would be very helpful. 

Thank you so much for your consideration. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, 

919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:29 AM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

Re: THURSDAY 

You have to email Ashley McCullen <~:mcculle(~em~Jl.unc.edu> m~d ask her to put you in a class. Give her the nmnber of the course, and the seclion number, and 

make sure that section is open so that she cm~ add you to the section. 

See you toNght. 

Tony 

011 at 11:09 AM, ~)live.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Hi Tong, 

I’m not coming today at 12am because we are in as you know. I did not get in 
right? How do I still get in it? 

I guess because I’m not a freshmen 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Ton?, -4’0 U~NC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOUNT)> 

Thursday, 3:03 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmenna~@unc.edu> 

Re: 

She roll finish in December. She wotft be here in the spnng 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:21 PM, "Timmermans, Tom" <~hnmel:man~r~c.ed~> wrote: 

t h~w:_~ h~:’r down ~s b~:’ing here in the spring as well. ~s 7 credits ~] she needs to gr~du~te by t:he end of the fail? 

Thanks, 

Tom 

~mm: Copeland, Jacquelyn D 

Sent: Thursday, 2:12 PM 

T~; Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Hi Tom, 

She came up on a report for one of our processors and I just wanted to be sure you knew she was only in 7 hours this Fall. Also, her GIA hasn’t been 

disbursed, and I want to be sure that is correct. 

Thanks, 

Jackie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Thursday, 4:04 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

Re: Tutoring session Sunday 

I trust her. She’s a she should be able to decide that for herself 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

Ok by you? 
Is this permanent? Or just this Sunday? 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Com~selor 
LrNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc edu 
Office: 919-843-2328 
(;ell: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:53 AM 
Tu: ASPSA Tuturing 
Subject: Tuturing sessiun Sunday 

To whum it may concern: 

I wuuld like to cancel my Sunday tutoring session (Tpm, econum~cs 

Thank yuu 

Sent fi-om my iPhune 

, at 3:44 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 

with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:06 PM 

Subject: Banquet Pics are here 

Feel free to share 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 10:11 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: My wall 

’@kenan- flagler.unc.edtr~; 

this photo won’t make the wall of my office (unless        wins the Elite 89 awa~rd ne:~ year - and since that would require the death or withdrawal of      , we 

don’t want that to happen) but it will make the wall of my house. Some days at work, especially winter days when it is snowing in the Rockies, and a coach or an 

administrator has done a particnlafly dumb thing as they do from time to time, I remember that I conld be skiing ins~tead of sitting in an office in Chapel Hill. And then 

one of yon three will walk into my office and life will be interes~ting again. I have grown to love all three of you, and admire the way you have adjusted and survived as 

yon discovered the realities of playing           in Chapel Hill. I am quite thankful to have 3 more semesters with two of you, and so hapw to have      around 

for one more. Watching people grow up ~s the greatest reward an educator can have. That you have each allowed me to be a witness to that process makes me so 

very hapw. Thank you all tbr sharing your lives, your ups and downs, and for filling my wall with good memories. Love to you all. And I think we should go to Bob’s 

anyway. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:32 PM 

Subject: Exam and Holiday hours in the AC 

Ladies, 

Have a great holiday AC hours are as follo~vs 

The Academic Center will close at 5 on Tuesday afternoon, arid reopen Monday morning, and 8 am. 

From until the end of exams, the AC will be open until 11 pm. 

Tutoring: Regularly scheduled tutoring sessions will continue to be held until the exam in that course has been given 

Exam review sessions: Will be held in addition to regularly scheduled small group tutoring sessions. I will email you the schedule when it is available. 

No ~veekly meetings this week, but please update me on grades by text or email. We will meet the ~veek after Thanksgiving for our last session of the semester. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@aol.com>; 

~!aim.com>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edt~-; i 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

¯ @live.unc.edu~; @live.unc.edu>; 91ive.unc.edu>; 

,~live.unc.edu~;                              @live. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-*; 

;@aol.com>; @hotmail.de>;, 

@yahoo .corn >; @live .unc .edu>; 

;@unc.edt~-; @live.unc.edu>; 
@gm~fil.com>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com--; ;@live .unc .edu>; 

@live.unc.edn>; @live.unc.edu~; 

Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edup; Adams. Tyler G <tadams@nnc.edu>; Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edn>; Mann, Jan M. 
<janmann@unc.edu-*; mckham <rackham@unc.edu>; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu:~; Sander, Thomas J <pacma~@unc.edu>; Le~.% 

Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j sagul@unc.edu-*; Wigger, Leah Marie <wigge@unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C 

<kcs@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

@mac.com:~ 

AC Hours for holiday and exams 

Ladies, 

Have a great holiday. AC hours are as follows 

The Academic Center will close at 5 on Tuesday afternoon, and reopen Monday morning, and 8 am 

From until the end of exams, the AC will be open until 11 pm 

Tutoring: Regularly scheduled tutoring sessions will continue to be held until the exam in Chat course has been given. 

Exam review" sessions: Will be held in addition to regularly scheduled small group tutoring sessions. I will email you the schedule when it is available. 

b~RESHMEN 

No weekly meetings this week, but please update me on grades by text or email. We will meet the week after Thanksgiving for our last session of’the semester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema]l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 25, 2013 9:16 AM 

mckham <rackha~n@unc.edu> 

Re: recruit tomorrow 

absolutely - come on over 

On Nov 25, 2013, at 8:40 AM, rackham <rackham(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 
Can you meet with a recruit tomorrow around 1230pm? 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Head Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena 

310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 

(c) 

rackham@unc.edu 

www.goheels.com 
~p--;L!--w----w-~--.-f-~--e---b--~-~-k--.~--~-mL~j~--n-~-v---~-~j~--b-~j~! 
http:/Itwitter.comluncvolleyball 
www.ca roNnavolleyball.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyoun@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:00 PM 

@live.tmc.edu.> 

Re: Exam aJ~d Holiday hours in the AC 

No - AC closes at 5 for the break 

On . at 1:13 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Do I have my tutoring session this Tuesday at 8:00 pm for Math 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday,                 ; 10:32 PM 

Subject: Exam and Holictay hours in the AC 
,’Ladies, 

iiave a great ho]iday AC hours are as goih)ws 

The Academic Center wili close at 5 (m Tuesday a [*emo(m, ~, and reopen Monday morning, and 8 am. 

From u.nti[ the end of exams, the AC wit] be open unlit 1 i pro. 

Tutoring: Regularly schedu]ed *utormg sessions wi]l continue to be held unli] the exam in that course has been g~ven 

Exam review sessions: Will be held in addition to regu[ar]y schedu]ed sma]l group ~utormg sessions I wilt email you the schedu]e when it is available. 

No wee].;ly meetings ~kis week, but please update me on grades by text or emaii. We wiil meet the wee].; after Thanksgwing :[br ~ur iast session of~ke semesler. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Monday, 4:25 PM 

Mann, Ja~ M. <ja~mann@nnc.edu-~ 

Re: Freshman year 

Them usually announced in early Februa~~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

Tony, 

Thin,ks, 

, at 3:57 PM, "Mann, Jan M." <iamlaml~unc.edu> wrote: 

was asking about CTOPS dates tbr the summer. Am they out yet? 

Jan Mam~ 
UNC Womeffs Golf 

Office: 919-962-4273 

Cell: 

Begin tbm-arded mesmge: 

Date: 
To: Lea1~ Wigger < wiggm(~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Mmm, Ja~ M." <ianmann~unc.edu > 
Subject: Freslm~an year 
Reply-To: 

Coach Leah, 

~amal.com> 
at 1:23:31 PM EST 

~gmail.com> 

My morn wanted to know what the date is for t?eshma~ orientation next fail. We have a cruise late in the summer and hopethlly the dates do 

not contlict! Please let me kmow:) 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Monday, 4:27 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

Re: rotor 

She got an eight page paper dumped on her today that she needs to write tonight that’s the mason she was in earlier today talking to me 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 2:54 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" </’sS}~S,/\T~s~orin~.:::~sP, c.<~d~a> wrote: 

Do you Imow why? I h~ven’t c~mcelled this yet, 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:49 AM 

To: ASPSA Tutoring 

Subject: tutor 

I will not be attending tonight’s Port    tutor at 6. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:03 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Imtx)rtant hffonnation ti~)m the Honor System 

keep me posted 

On . at 5:11 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I got the emaJl saying There was sutticient evidence to chalge me tl)r plagiafi sm. I aJready emailed the next person I have to taJk to. I’ll meet ruth him next 

week and I’ll let you know what happens then. 

Thank you mad I hope you have a good Thanksgiving, 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <usag~unc.edu~ 

Date: i 03:48:45 p.m. GMT-5 

To: <       ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Important Information from the Honor System 

Dear 

The Student At*orney General has ~nade a cha~rge decision regarding your Honor Code matter. Please click on the following link to view 

your message from the Student Attorney General 

If you have any questions, please contact the Honor System Office at 919- 966-4084. 

Sincerely, 

Best regards, 

Robe~ 

Robert Barker 

Judicial Programs Coordinator 

Office of the Dean of Students 

The U~fiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill SASB North, 450 Ridge Road - Suite 1106 Campns Box 5100 Chapel Hill, North 

Carolina 27599- 5100 

O: 919.962.0759 

F: 919.843.9778 

rbarker~b~unc.edu 

"1 have Inissed more than 9000 shots in my career. I have lost almost 300 games. On 26 occasions I have been entrusted to take the game 

winning shot.., and Inissed. And I have f~filed over and over and over again in my life. And that is why... I succeed." 

-Michael Jordan 

This email and any files transmitted may contain confidential i~fformation as protected by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 

(FERPA). If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, or distribution is prohibited. If yon have 
received this electronic commanication in error please notiI}’ me by telephone or return e- maid and delete this message from your system 

completely. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11 : 11 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu-* 

Subject: Fwd: 

Attach: .pdf 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <scanner~unc.edu> 

Date: at 11:07:22 AM EST 
To: tony yount <tonyyount@email.unc.edu>, <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:           11:07:21 (-0500) 

Queries to: scaaaner~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:51 AM 

@live. unc.ed~; 

,~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.~mc.edu:~; 

~)live.unc.edu>; 
~ @live.unc.edu> 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu> 

Scholarship Book Order for spring 

~live.nnc.edu~; 

@live.unc.ed~; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edt~-; @live.unc.edu>; 

If you received this emml, you are on book ~holarship for the spring. Please ,select one of the Ii~llowing options and let me know asap by emaJl or text which of these 

options you would like me to process for you. 

I. I am corn,~0~able wi~l~ my schedule; please have my books pro-packaged 

2, I am c0mforlable wilh mos~ 0[ my schedule; please p~aopaokage all books excap[ for .................. (loll me lhe class 

3. I am nol comfortable wilh my schedule; please do N OT pro-package my books 

Thanks ladies, 

H ave a grea~ break (if you gel one) or win 2 ( ) or get to ~he Final Four (     ) 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:56 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edn>; 

Matin, J~l M. <jmm~ann@unc.edu> 

Spring Scholarship Book Orders 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.nnc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edn>; : @live.nnc.edu> 

Ladies, 

If you leceived this email, you are on book scholarship for the spring. Please select one of the following options and let me know asap by email or text which of these 

options you would like me to process for you. 

1. I am com~odable with r,,iy schedule; please have my books pro-packaged 

2. I ar,,i comfortable with most ol my schedule; please pro-package all books except for ....... (1ell me the class) 

3, I am nol comfortable wilh my schedule; please de N OT pro-package my books 

Thanks ladies, 

H ave a greal break. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:58 AM 

@live.unc.edtr>; 

2bJive.unc.edtr>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
(~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~-; ~ 

@live.unc.ed~> 

Levy, Je~ifer S ~e~y.le~@unc.edu> 

Spring Scholm~hip Book ONers 

(~:email. unc.edu>; 

2~live.unc.edu>;                             ~live.unc.edu-~; 

[@live.tmc.edu>;                            @gmail.com>; 

~live.m~c.e&>;                            ,~]live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu:>; :@live.unc.edu:>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

If you received this emml, you are on book scholarship tbr the spring. Please select one of the following options and let ,ne know asap by emafil or te:~ u, hich of these 

options you u, ould like me to process for you. 

1. I am somforlable with my schedule; please have my books pro-packaged 

2. I am cornforlable with most of my schedule; please p~eopackage all books except for .................. {{eU me the class 
,.i. lain nelcomfo~tablewith my schedule; please do NOT pro-package mybooks 

Thanks ladies, 

H ave a grea~ break. 

Tony 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.e&~>; 
-@live.unc.edu> 

Donance, Albert A IV <anson@emml.unc.edu;> 

Spring Scholm~hip Book O~lers 

@live.unc.e&t>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-*; 

@live.unc.edu-*; 

Ladies, 

If you received this emml, you are on book ~holarship for the spring. Please ~lect one of the li)llowing options and let me know asap by emaJl or text which of these 

options you would like me to process for you. 

I. I am c0rn,~0~able wi~l~ my schedule; please have my books pre-packaged 

2. I ar,,i comfortable with most ol my schedule; please pre-package all books except for ....... (lell me the class) 
3. I am n01 c0mf0r~able wilh my schedule; please d0 N OT pre-package my books 

Thanks ladies, 

H ave a grea~ break (if you gel one) or win 2 ~ or get to ~he Final Four (: 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:27 PM 

Bowers, Matthew B <matibowers@unc.edu> 

Re: WI,AX majors 

l~xl 115.pdf 

Matt - sorry this took ,so long. 

The second colunm is the primary major and the 3rd column is the seconda¢- 

If the 4 letter codes a~e a problem jus~t send me a~ email and I’ll strmghten it out. 

On Nov 22, 2013, at 4:06 PM, Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers(~unc.edu > wrote: 

Hey - Fin working on the 2014 women’s lacrosse media guide. Could I please get an updated liszt of majors for the team at your convenience (no rush)? 

Also, could I please get a list of team members who made the Dean’s List? 

Thanks very much. TaJk to you soon. 

-matt 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

-mobile 
GoHeels.com 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday 8:24 PM 

To: ~live.unc.e&~> 

Subje~’t: Re: tx~oks 

thm~k you deax - and when I see you at the gmne tomorrow, you’d better say hello 

On , at 8:00 PM, (~live.unc.edu;, wrote: 

Hey Tony! 

I’m 8ood with my schedule. I’d like to order all my books! 

Thanks!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:50 AM 

Shelton, Kaxen C <kcs@unc.edtv~; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu>; Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu> 

Weekly and more 

.pdf; fhgr.pdf 

Coaches, 

3 things this week. First a chart that shows each studems degree progress by giving you the number of credit hours they have eanred, and then whether they are ahead 

of graduation pace, on pace for on tilne graduation, or behind the required pace. are not on the list as they should graduate in a few 

weeks. 

has been, ever since I sta(ted working here, a reliable good grade for our kids. Not so this semes~ter as Dr. Navdlinsky has toughened things quite a bit. 

The paper that normally lifts didn’t do that so much this year. So that development is going to hurt us a bit. 

Among the fi’eshinen,       has taken a slight downturn recently, bnt the only freshman in tronble is         She has lifted her projected GPA from .9 to 1.1 in the 

last month, and there could be a bit more of a lift with exams, but I will be very snrprised if she avoids academic probation this semester. Her spring schedule is about 

as easy as it can it be. I’ll help her through fire appeals process at the end of the semester so that she can be enrolled in the spring. 

I hope you each have wonderful holidays. 

Tony 

Name Hours 
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15 

62 

53 

79 

44 

12 

94 

12 

125 

12 

43 

49.5 

12 

4O 

59 

87 
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46 
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Ahead On Pace Behind 

yes 

17 

8 

4 

1 

3 

3 

20 

3 

28 

10.5 

3 

5 

14 

12 

26 

1 

13 

needs 3 summer school hours for a graduation 

summer school hours for a graduation 

hours for a         graduation 

graduation 

gradnation 

redshirt 

grad pace 

pace 

redshirt 

for graduation 

gradnation 

redshirt (transfer hours pending) 

(transt~r hours pending) 

pending) 

redshirt 

graduation 

graduation 

graduation 

graduation 



15 yes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:03 AM 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edtv~; Wigger, Lea~h Marie <wigger@unc.edu-* 

Weekly and more 

.pdf 

Coaches, 

3 things this week. First a chaxt that shows each students deg~ee progress by giving you the number of credit hours they have earned, and then whether they are ahead 

of graduation pace, on pace tbr on time graduation, or behind the required pace. Your team is so wonderful - aJways ahead. 

DRAM    has been, ever since I started working here, a reliable good grade tbr our kids. Not so this ~mester as Dr. NavaJinsky has toughened things quite a bit. 

The paper that nom~ally litts didn’t do that ~) much this year. So that development is going to hurt us a bit. 

Happily, none of your freslm~en roll have oxay academic or eligibility issues. 

I hope you each have wonderful holidays. 

Tony 

Hours Ahead On Pace Behind 

112 7 

16 1 

9 6 

32 2 

62 17 

47.5 32.5 

114 9 

78 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:22 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Scholarship Book Orders 

Do you know which 7 hours you’ll be mldng? 

You can go ahead and apply for graduation and apply for the underload now. That opened on 

to do. 

Tony 

so when you get that done, you can tell Ine what you want me 

On at 9:50 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tow! 

So I mn set with my schedule for next semesler bm I am enrolled in a lot ~nore classes than I will be actually taldng (7-hours) since I haven’t declared an 

under load. What should I do for my books? 

Thal&s and have a great Thanksgiving, 

Sere from my iPhone 

On at 11:58 AM, "Yount, Tony" <ton’vs,onnt~nnc.edtv~ wrote: 

Ladies, 

If you received this email, you are on book scholarship tbr the spring. Please select one of the lbllowing options and let me know asap by 

email or te~ wNch of these options you would like me to process ibr you. 

i I am comforlable with my schedule; please have m~, books p~e-packaged 
2. I am conffoMable wiIh mosI of my schedule; #~ease pre-package all books exceN lot .................. (tell me 1he c~ass) 
3 ] an: not conffortable with my schedtfle; please do N O T pre-package my books 

Thanks lad~es, 

Have a greal break. 

Tony 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:30 AM 

@live,~mc.edu-* 

transt~r credit re-ewluafion 

h ttp://admissions.unc edu/exp~ore/academics/credit-for-~utside-coursew~rk/transfer-credit-eva~uati~n-for-current-students/re-eva~uati~n-~f-transfer-credits/ 
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From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday,                 1:18 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Title; Academic Affairs Coordi[~ator 

Phone~ (919} 962-.2078 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 3:10 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: aa~d ARTH 

in your ARTH    course this fall, told me today that you had agreed to allo~v her to take her final exam while 
this weekend. Thal~ you for being flexible with our student athletes during the NCAA tournament. 

is with tJae volleyball team in Wisconsin 

I am Tony Yount, the Academic Couaaselor for the team and I will be accompanying the players to Wisconsin and I will be the person arranging for the exam to be given at the Univ of 
Wisconsin in their academic facility’. I have checked with the coaches about the practice schedules (~vhich are mandated by the NCAA) and will have a window when she could take 
the exam on Friday morning before 10 am, or on Saturday morning, befbre noon. 

I kno~v that professors are concerned with exam security’. I would like to offer you several options and let you choose the method that you are most comfortable with. I can provide you ~vith 
the email address of an Academic Counselor at the Umv of Wisconsin to send the exam directly We will pay for the cost of a next day delivery by FedEx. I am leaving campus at 5 on 
Thursday afternoon and I could physically deliver the exam to the counselor who will administer the exam. 

told me that you are comfortable ~vith       delivering the exam to you in a sealed envelope. I am also happy to perform that function if you prefer. 

Thal~ you again for working ~vith Plea se let me know- how you would like to handle delivery of the exam 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Volleyball 
962-9535 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:34 PM 

@live.~mc.edu-~ 

Re: Exam aJ~d Holiday hours in the AC 

The~e is a schedule, but the room numbers for the reviews have not yet been added. That will come tomorrow. Its almost done 

On at 6:25 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Is that an exam review session schedule yet? 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:59 PM 

To; 

Subject: Re: Exam and Holiday hours in the AC 

No- AC closes at 5 for the break 

On at 1:13 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

To,ny, 

Do I have my tutoring session this Tuesday at 8:00 pm for Math    ? 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:32 PM 

To: 

Subject: Exam and Holiday hours in the AC 

Ladies, 

Have a great t:,oliday. AC i-~eurs are as tbliows 

The Academic Cemer will close at 5 on Tuesday s:[~;elr, oon, and reopen Monday momi~g, and 8 am 

From unil[ lhe end of exams, the AC will be opel1 until 11 pro. 

Tutoring: Regularly scheduled tutoring sessions will con~lnue t~ be held until the exam in that course has been g~ven. 

Exam review sessions: Will be held in addlti~n to regularly scheduled small group tutoring sessions I will emal[ you the schedule wSen it is wadable. 

[~ESt 1% 

No weekly meetings this week, but piease update me on grades by text or emaiL We will meet the week after Thanksgiving fbr our last session o:[the semester. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 6:37 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu-* 

Subjet’t: Fwd: and Math project 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: TONYYOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: and Math project 
Date: at 5:33:38 PM EST 
To: @live.unc.edu> 

Prot~ssor 

asked tne to email you about her MATH    project, which I believe she s~fid was due to you on Wednesday of this week. She apologizes that 

she will not be able to complete that project on time and asks if she cm~ complete the work at a later time? I apologize for the partial email. Today has 

been quite crazy in this olYice,     will, I hope, be clemed to communicate directly ruth you soon. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Women’s Soccer 
962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:13 PM 

RyaJ~, Eric D <edryan@emml.unc.edu-* 

Final Exam 

ProtEssor Ryan, 

a student in your EXSS    course this fall, asked me this afternoon to email you about the possibility- of administering her final exam while 
volleyball team in Wisconsin this weekend Thank you for being flexible with our student athletes during the NCAA tournament. 

is ~viththe 

I am Tony Yount, the Academic Counselor for the team and I will be accompanying the players to Wisconsin and I will be the person arranging for the exam to be proctored by academic 
personnel at the Univ of Wisconsin in their academic facility’. I have checked with the coaches about the practice schedules (~vhich are mandated by the NCAA) and will have a 
window when she could take the exam on Friday morning before 10 am, or on Saturday morning, before noon 

I kno~v that professors are concerned with exam security. I would like to offer you several options and let you choose the method that you are most comfortable with (1) I can provide you 
with the email address of an Academic Counselor at the Univ of Wisconsin to send the exam directly (2) We ~vill pay for the cost of a next day delivery by FedEx. (3) I am leaving campus at 
5 on Thursday afternoon and I could physically deliver the exam to the couaaselor who will administer the exam. 

I would happy to return the exam to you on Monday morning, or if you prefer, we would return it by FedEx after she finishes the exam 
if you have questions, and how you ~vould like to proceed. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Volleyball 

962-9535 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 7:16 PM 

To: ~li~Te.unc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Fwd: and Math project 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live.unc=edu> 
Subject: RE: and Math project 
Date: at 6:40:46 PM EST 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Hi Mr. Yount, 
can finish the project later if she needs to. Send her my best wishes for a speedy recovery! 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,                 6:37 PM 

Subject: Fwd: and Math project 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: TONY YOUNT <,clyount@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: and Math project 
Date: at 5:33:38 PM EST 
To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Professor 

asked me to email you about her MATH    project, which I believe she said was due to you on Wednesday of this week. 

She apologizes that she will not be abie to complete that project on time and asks if she can complete the work at a iater time? I 

apologize for the partial email. Today has been quite crazy in this office, wiil, I hope, be cieared to communicate directly 

with you soon. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counseior, Women’s Soccer 

962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:23 PM 

Loeb, Jealmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Final EX,~JIJ 

Dr. Loeb, 

a student in your PYSC        course this fall, asked me this afternoon to email you about the possibility of a&ninistering her final exam ;vhile 
volleyball team in Wisconsin this weekend Thank you for being flexible with our student athletes during the NCAA tournament. 

is with the 

I am Tony Yount, the Academic Counselor for the team and I will be accompanying the players to Wisconsin and I will be the person arranging for the exam to be proctored by academic 
personnel at the Univ of Wisconsin in their athletics academic facility I have checked with the coaches about the practice schedules (which are mandated by the NCAA) and will 
have a window when she could take the exam on Friday morning before 10 am, or on Saturday morning, before noon 

I kno~v that professors are concerned with exam security. I would like to offer you several options and let you choose the method that you are most comfortable with (1) I can provide you 
with the email address of an Academic Counselor at the Univ of Wisconsin to send the exam directly. His name is David Mattison and aI’ter a confirming arrangements ~vith him tomorrow, I 
will provide his email address. (2) We will pay for the cost of a next day deliveW by FedEx (3) I am leaving campus at 5 on Thursday afternoon and I could physically deliver the exam to the 
counselor ~vho will administer t2ae exam 

I would happy to return the exam to you on Monday morning, or if you prefer, we would return it by FedEx after she finishes the exam, or by fax to a number that you could provide. 
Please don’t hesitate to ask if you have questions, and please let me how- you would like to proceed concerning custo@ of the exam 

Tuny Yuunt 

Academic Cuunselor, VulIeyball 

962-9535 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 2, 2013 10:41 PM 

dm4@ahtletics.wisc.edu 

Volleyball Tournament- exam proctoring 

IVLr. Mattison, 

My veW good friend Jayme Mitchell Porteus tells me that you may be able to assist us this week with some exam proctoring as our volleyball team comes to Wisconsin for the NCAA 
tournament 

So far it looks like we will need to administer 4 exams on Friday morning before our scheduled practice time at 10:30. l£you could help us in that ~vay, we ~vould celtainly appreciate it I will 
join the team in Madison late Thursday evening and if you are agreeable, will deliver the exam takers to your academic center on Friday morning. My cell number is The office 
number appears below. If you have a few minutes for a phone conversation tomorrow, that would be great 

We were so So1Ty to lose Jayme to Wisconsin and we love her rm so happy that I’ll get to visit with her for a day or two in Madison. Thanks so much for your help. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Volleyball 

919 962 9535 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 2, 2013 10:48 PM 

dm4@at~etics.wisc .eztu <dm4@ahtle~J~cs.wi sc .edu> 

Volleyball Tournament- exam proctoring 

IVLr. Mattison, 

My yew good friend Jayme Mitchell Porteus tells me that you may be able to assist us this week with some exam proctoring as our volleyball team comes to Wisconsin for the NCAA 
tournament 

So far it looks like we will need to administer 4 exams on Friday morning before our scheduled practice time at 10:30. ]1"you could help us in that ;vay, we ;vould celtainly appreciate it I will 
join the team in Madison late Thursday evening and if you are agreeable, will deliver the exam takers to your academic center on Friday morning. My cell number is The office 
number appears below. If you have a few minutes for a phone conversation tomorrow, that would be great 

We were so So1Ty to lose Jayme to Wisconsin and we love her rm so happy that I’ll get to visit with her for a day or two in Madison. Thanks so much for your help. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Volleyball 

919 962 9535 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 2, 2013 11:01 PM 

dm4@athletic s.wisc .edu <dm4@ahtletics.msc.e&t> 

Volleyball Tutoring mad exam prock)fing 

IVLr. Mattison, 

My yew good friend Jayme Mitchell Porteus tells me that you may be able to assist us this week with some exam proctoring as our volleyball team comes to Wisconsin for the NCAA 
tournament 

So far it looks like we will need to administer 4 exams on Friday morning before our scheduled practice time at 10:30. l£you could help us in that ~vay, we ~vould celtainly appreciate it I will 
join the team in Madison late Thursday evening and if you are agreeable, will deliver the exam takers to your academic center on Friday morning. My cell number is The office 
number appears below. If you have a few minutes for a phone conversation tomorrow, that would be great 

We were so So1Ty to lose Jayme to Wisconsin and we love her rm so happy that I’ll get to visit with her for a day or two in Madison. Thanks so much for your help. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Volleyball 

919 962 9535 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 2, 2013 11:06 PM 

dm4@athletics.wisc.edu 

Volleyb~Jl and F.x~2n Proctoring 

IVLr. Mattison, 

My veW good friend Jayme Mitchell Porteus tells me that you may be able to assist us this week with some exam proctoring as our volleyball team comes to Wisconsin for the NCAA 
tournament 

So far it looks like we will need to administer 4 exams on Friday morning before our scheduled practice time at 10:30. ]1"you could help us in that ~vay, we ~vould celtainly appreciate it I will 
join the team in Madison late Thursday evening and if you are agreeable, will deliver the exam takers to your academic center on Friday morning. My cell number is The office 
number appears below. If you have a few minutes for a phone conversation tomorrow, that would be great 

We were so So1Ty to lose Jayme to Wisconsin and we love her rm so happy that I’ll get to visit with her for a day or two in Madison. Thanks so much for your help. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Volleyball 

919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:19 PM 

Ryan, Eric D <edryan@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Final Exam 

Eric, 

Thank you for your reply. The email address at the Univ of Wisconsin is dm4~athletics.wisc.edu. That is for David Mattison, who is their tutor coordinator and 
academic counselor. His telephone number is ~08-2~2-9181 

I would be happy to return the exam in a sealed envelope to yonr department office early Monday morning. 

I hate m complicate matters but I believe       will have this conversation with you tomorrow. In the m~hapw eveut that we lose our Friday night game aM are 
eliminated t~om the tournament, the NCAA arranges flights home the foflowing day tbr the team. We have no control over flight times and if the NCAA scheduled us 
for a early morning Sat llight, then        would be unable to take her exam. We can certainly give the exam Friday morning, but we can’t guarantee that we can give 
on Saturday, pending the match results and possible NCAA- scheduled flight times. We would only give the exam Friday morning if you were comfortable with that 
mrangement slIme it is before your scheduled time. 

Tony 

On , at 9:43 AM, Ryan, Eric D <edrvan(&email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I am ok with having an academic counselor at Wisconsin proctor the exam. I would just need the exam (in a sealed envelope) by Monday morning to 
enter the grades tbr the class,        would just need to bring a scanmm with her. 

Can you set this up and provide the contact at Wisconsin I can send the exam too? 

Thank~ 
ER 

Eric D. Ryan, PhD 
Stallings Fellow Assistant Profes~r 
Depaactment of Exercise m~d Stx~rts Science 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
209 Fetzer Hall, CB #8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 
Email: e&5 an(~email.unc.edu 
Office: 919-962-0297 
Fax: 919-962-0489 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Younl, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 7:13 PM 
To: Ryan, Eric D 
Subject: Final Exam 

Professor Ryan, 

her final exam while 

NCAA tournament. 

a student in your EXSS    course this fall, asked me this afternoon to entail you atx~ut the possibiliU of administering 
is with the volleyball team in Wisconsin this weekend. Thank you for being flexible with our s~deut athletes during the 

I am Tony Yo~mt, the Academic Counselor for the team mad I will be accompanying "the players to Wisconsin and I will be the person arranging tbr the 
exam to be proctored by academic personnel at the Univ of Wisconsin in their academic facility. I have checked with the coaches about the practice 
schedules (which axe mandated by the NCAA) and will have a window when she could taJ~e the exam on Friday morning before 10 am, or on 
Saturday morning, before noon. 

I know that professors are concerned with exam security. I would like to offer you several options and let you choose the method that you are most 
comfortable with. (1) I can provide you with the enmfil address of an Academic Counselor at the Univ of Wisconsin to send the exam directly. (2) We roll 

pay for the cos~t of a next day deliveD, by FedEx. (3) I am leaving campus at 5 on Thursday afternoon and I could physically deliver the exam to the 

counselor who roll administer the exam. 



I would hapw to return the exa~n to you on Monday morning, or if you pret:er, we would return it by FedF~x a2[’ter she finishes the exam. 

if you have questions, mad how you would like to proceed. 

ToW Yount 

Acade,nic Counselor; Volleyball 

962-9535 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~ema]l.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:37 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: and ARTH 

Thank you so much for that email. 

The email address at Wisconsin is dm4~athletics.msc, edu. The administrator will be David Mattison, the tutor coo~linator and an academic adviser at the University 

of Wiseonsin. His phone number is 608-262-m 3~. 

I am happy to print the images in color and have them ready. I have a call in to David just now to ask about the powerpoint presentation. 

I will return to Chapel Hill Saturday evening and would happily deliver the exam to a location that you specify early Sunday morning, or later Sunday afternoon (I will be out of town in the middle of the day with 

family obligations.) If that doesn’t work, I could easily deliver it to your office Monday morning by 8;30. 

Thank you for being flexible with our student-athletes as they compete in the NCAA tournament. 

Tony 

On at 10:21 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Tony Yount, 

Thank you for your message and especially for offering your sePvices. I should say that the exam includes a page with instructions 

and three essay prompts along with a PowerPoint of slides that accompany each essay prompt. When I proctor the exam, l distribute 

the sheet with the prompts and project the PowerPoint onto a screen. If the administer of        exam has access to a computer 

and projector       can follow my format; however, if it is more convenient the administer can simply provide       with printed 

images (that would otherwise have appeared on the PowerPoin9 at the beginning of the exam. 

If the administer of the exam has already been identified it would be great for me to have his or her e--mail address so that I can relay 

this information. [ can simply send the exam prompts and accompanying images (in both a PowerPoint and a Word document) to 

this person and CC you on all these exchanges. I would ask that someone arrange for the prompts to be printed for      and if she 

does not use PowerPoint, it would be great if someone could print off the three pages with images for her in color. However, if this 

administer has not yet been identified, I wonder if [ could send you these materials to print and physically deliver them to the 

administer. 

is allotted two hours for the exam, but she might be able to complete it with in one hour’s time. Whichever of her two 

available windows, Friday morning and Saturday rnornin9, works best for her and those facilitating her exam is fine with me. 

In terms of the delive~7 of her exam, it would also be great to have you handle that. Aside from security, my priority is getting the 

exam to grade as soon as possible due to my tight grading deadline as an instructor. If you happen to be around campus at some 

point Sunday, I could retrieve it from you then, otherwise, it would be great if we could arrange a way for me to get the exam from 

you Monday morning. 

Please let me know your thoughts on all of the above. 

All best, 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:09 PM 

To: 

Subje¢t: and ARTH 

in your AR’]]I    course this    told me today that you had agreed to allow her tu" take her i!mal exam while 

m Wiscoasin this weel~end Thank you for being flexible with o~r studeat athletes d~lriag [he NCAA tournament 

is wi~h the volleyball team 

I arn ’]?ony Youat, the Academic Cu’uaselor for the team and [ will be accompaaying the players to Wisconsin aad ] will be the person arraaging R~r ~he exam to be given at 

[he "b’niv of Wisconsin in ~hefi academic ~aci [it?’. [ have checked with the coaches about the practice schedules (which are mandated by the NCAA) and wili have a 

windu’w when she could take the exam. on Friday raoming be:f;:)re 10 ara, or on Saturday morning, before noon 

I ]~ nu’w that professors are conceraed wi[h exam security. I would lille to offer you several options and let you choose fl’~e mefl’~od [hat you ate most comfortable whh i can 



provide you wilh ihe emaii ad&ess of ~m Academic Cmlnselor at the Univ of Wisconsin to sent] the exam directly. We wiil pay ]k~r the cost of a next day delive~T by FedEx I 
am leaving campus at 5 on Thursday a ~lemotm a~d I could pi~ysicaily del~ver lhe exam ~o the counselor who will adminisler the exam 

told me lhal you are corn garlabie with        deilveri~g lhe exam to you in a sealed envelope. I am also happy lc~ perfomo that ftmcticm if’you preK~- 

Thanlt you agai~ [br working wilh Piease lel me k~c~w how you would like to h~mdle dei~veiT oflhe exam 

Teeny Yount 
Academic Counselor, Vo]ieybali 
962-9535 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:58 PM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

Re: Recitation ENGI, 

sure - come by when you can 

On at 6:34 PM, ~live.nnc.edu;, wrote: 

HeyTony, 

Could we meet tomorrow somehow? I have a problem with my recitation teacher. She wants you to confirm my absences throush 

I have time all day from ~_lam. 

Thanks Tony! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:36 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Conflict and cancellation notice for the week 

Just sent the review- session schedule out. 

The \lATH    session tomorrow night at 6 with 
student that I ~vould ask 

In addition, freshman player, lost 
sessions this week 

Tony 

meets at exactly the same time as \SXTH sect final class of the semester. Don’t know if anything can be done but I told the 

over the Thal~sgiving holiday and will not be in Chapel Hill this week at all, and will obviously not be at her tutor 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~ema]l.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:24 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: and ARTH 

I can drop the exam at Hanes Art Center on Sunday. I am heading to the mountains in the am to cut a Christmas tree (family tradition) and can stop by Hanes and 

drop the exam as we return from the mountains. My guess on the timing is late afternoon. May I text you when we get close to CH? 

Tony 

On at 1:18 AM, (a)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear David, 

I appreciate your speedy reply. Since I will be on campus Sunday, from 2pm-10pm, I can easily meet you at whatever time during that slot 

would be most convenient. When would be good? 

Could we meet in the lobby of the Hanes Art Center? The building is at the intersection of South Columbia and Franklin St., next to the 

Ackland Art Museum. 

Tomorrow, I will send you and the exam materials. 

Should either of you need to call me, my number is 

Best wishes, 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, ~:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: and ARTH 

thank you so much for khat email. 

the email address a~ Wisconsin is dm4@athletics.wisc, edu,-the administrator will be David Mattison, the tutor coordinator and an academic 
adviser at the University of Wisconsin. His phone number is ~0s-262-~-131 

I am happy to print the images m color and have them ready. I have a cali in to David just now to ask about the powerpoint presenNtion 

I will return to Ci~apei Hill Saturday evening and would i~appily deliver the exam to a location ti~at you speci,~ early Sunday morning, or later Sunday aRernoon (I will be out of town in the 

middie of the day with ~amily obligations.) If that doesn’t work, I could easiiy deliver it to your office M onday morning by 8:30 

Thank you for being fle×[bie with oui student-athle[es as they compe[e in the NCAA tournamenL 

Tony 

On at i0:21 AM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Tony Yount, 

Thank you for your rnessage and especially for offering your services. I should say that the exam includes a page with 

instructions and three essay prompts along with a PowerPoint of slides that accompany each essay prompt. When l 

proctor the exam, I distribute the sheet with the prompts and project the PowerPoint onto a screen. Ill the administer of 

exam has access to a computer and prqjector       can follow my formal however, if it is more convenient, the 

administer can simply provide with printed images (that would otherwise have appeared on the PowerPoint) at 

the beginning of the exam. 

If the administer of the exam has already been identified it would be great for me to have his or her e-mail address so 

that ][ can relay this information. I can simply send the exam prompts and accompanying images (in both a PowerPoint 

and a Word document) to this person and CC you on all these exchanges. I would ask that someone arrange [or the 

prompts to be printed for      and if she does not use PowerPoint, it would be great if someone could print off the 



three pages with images for her in color. However, if this administer has not yet been identified, [ wonder if ][ could send 

you these materials to print and physically deliver them to the administer. 

is allotted two hours for the exam, but she might be able 1o complete it with in one hour’s time. Whichever of her 

two available windows, Friday morning and Saturday morning, works best for her and those facilitating her exam is fine 

with me. 

in terms of the delivery of her exam, it would also be great to have you handle that. Aside from security, my priority is 

getting the exam to grade as soon as possible due to rny tight grading deadline as an instructor. Ill you happen to be 

around campus at some point Sunday, ! could retrieve it from you then, otherwise, it would be great if we could arrange a 

way for me to get the exam from you Monday morning~ 

Please let me know your thoughts on all of the above. 

All best, 

t:rom: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:09 PM 

To: 

Subject; and ARTH 

in yo~.u ARTH    co~.usc this told me toda? ti,’~at you ha d agreed to allow her to take her final exam while 
voile?ball team m Wisconsin this weekend. Ti_,’~atfi< you f~,r being flexibie ’~ith our stu.dem athletes during the NCAA tournament. 

is with ,:he 

I ant Ton? You.hi, the Academic Counseior fbr the team and I will be accompanying ,:he players to Wisconsin and I wiii be ,:he person arrac, ging for rite exam to 
be given at rite Uni’v of Wisconsin in their academic facility, i have checked ’~ith the coaches abou.t rite practice schedules (which are mandated hy rite 
NCAA) and       ’~ill have a windo’~ when she could take the exam on Friday morning befbre 10 am, or on Saturday morning, before noon 

I know that professors are concerned with exam securib’. I would like to offer you several options and let you choose the me,:hod that you are most 
comfortabie with I can provide you with the email ad&ess of an Academic Counseior at the L-c, iv of Wisconsin to se~:,d the exam directly’. We wiil pay for the 
cos,’, of a next day deliveg~" by FedEx. I am lea’ring campus at 5 on ~xursday afternoon and I ceuid pl~sicaily deliver the exam to the co’~nseior who will 
administer ,:he exam 

told me that you are comA;~rtable wi,:h       del:,ve*ir_,g the exam to you m a sealed errveiope. I am also happy te perfotrr:, that function if you prcl~er 

That2._ you again %r ’~� otkmg ,~¢ith Please let me lc~ow how you wo’~id iike to handie deli’v cry of the exam. 

A cademic Counselor, Volieyba[] 
9,’12-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:57 AM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks Nicole 

We covered a lot of bases yesterday ruth a meeting with advisers, and with communication ruth her professors s~ from the academic end, we’re good and just waiting 

until she’s able k~ perform academically again. 

Tony 

O11 at 9:54 AM, Fava, Nicole M <thva@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony- 
I know met with you yesterday about rescheduling her exams. Please let me know if I can be of any help or if you need anything from the medical side to 
facilitate this. 
Thank you 

Nicole 
Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Mledicine Center 
9:t9-962-2067 (office) 
9.t9-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: TNs e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e- 

mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:53 AM 

To: Jones, Dawna IVl; Yount, Tony 
Cc: Mliller, Beth; Fava, Nicole MI; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

To~ ~ 
FYI. I mn sure you are top of things with . but here is a reaching out from our Dean of Students Office. 

Tha~ you, and I shall leave this matter in your hands it" is in need of"some academic relief/help" due to her injury. 

TaJ<e care, 

LanT 

<imageOOl.png> Larry Ga~, 
t!;xecmi~ e As~ ~cia*c Dh~ctor of A~[de~ics 

Unive~iiy of North Carolina 

Fmm~ Jones, Dawna M 
Sent~ Wednesday, 8:49 AM 

To~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 

~e~ Miller, Beth; Fava, Nicole M; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: RE: 

C 

Hello Larry, 

k@ office ofte~ does faculty notifications ~f the student i3 go~ng to m~s3 class, ca~ coordinate w~th advising for exam extensions if ~eed be, or 

co~ect the st~,dent to add~tio~al resources on camDus if need be. ~ have reached out to dkectlg, but wa~ted to offer assistance via your 

department in case ~;he ~s not able to respond at this time. 

Dawna 

Dawna M. Jones ] Student Assistance Coordinator 

Office of the Dean of Students 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Student and Academic Services Building, North (SASB North) 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 I Campus Box 5100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5~_00 

Tel.: 919-966-4042 I Fax: 91.9-?,43-9778 ] 71~ (NC-RELAY) 

dawnaj@email.unc.edu 

UNC Student Affairs: Fostering Student Learning and Success 

Con[identiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, tf you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:43 AIM 
To: Jones, Dawna M 
Cc: Mliller, Beth; Fava, Nicole MI; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 



Importance= High 
Dawna: 

Good morning, and as you can see, Beth Miller forwarded me your email about assisting 

What t~’pe of assistance did yon wish to provide lbr       I have copied this etnail to both Nicole Fava fi’om onr Spots Medicine Start" amd ~son 

Do~amce our }lead Coach so they a~e aware of your o~)r to help 

~amk you lbr reaching out and I look lbm, a~’d to yonr response. Plebe t~el free to contact ~ne by phone at 962-8725. 

Ta~e ca~e, and have a good day[ 

<imageOOl.png>~.~ar~;" ~O~ Jr~ 

}!xccu~i~’e A~ocJak: DJtvc~?r of A[bletic~ 

! !mve~sib, ofNo~tJ~ C~ux~lma at ChapeJ Hill 

From= Hiller, Beth 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:00 PN 
To= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Subject= ~: Student Athlete INury 

I_arrv, Please see the ema~ below ~s there anything Dawna can do for Feel ~ree to respond to her. 

Thanks, 
~geth 

From= Jones, Dawna N 
Sent= Tuesday, [~:44 AN 
To= Hiller, Beth 
Subject= Student Athlete Inju~ 

Hi Beth, 

We were made aware that was injured during a match. I have reached out to the student to offer support, but also wanted to contact 

you to see if there is any way I can be of assistance. 

Best, 

Dawna 

Dawna IVI. Jones I Student Assistance Coordinator 

Office of the Dean of Students 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Student and Academic Services Building, North (SASB North) 

450 Ridge Road, Suite :1:106 I Campus Box 5:100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 

Tel.: 9:19-965-4042 I Fax: 9J~9-843-9778 I 711 (NC-RELAY) 

dawnaj@emaiLunc.edu 

UNC Student A]]airs: Fostering Student Learning and Success 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential in]brmation. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. Ij you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies oj 

the original message. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:36 AM 

To: .~liYe.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: - COMM    exam 

Prnf?ssor 

My name is Tony Yonnt and I serve as the academic counselor for the          team.                in your COiVK’~I    class this semester, infbrmed me this morning that you will allow 
her to take the exam she is missing this weekend on the reading day next week here at ou~ academic-center Thank you for being flexible with our student athletes as they compete in the 

NCAA tournament. 

The exam would be a&ninistered by an Academic Adviser from Steele Building so that no athletic personnel would be involved in a&ninistration. I could provide you ~vith the email address 
of the Steele Building adviser who ~vill proctor for your direct transmission to the adviser, or I would be happy to come to your office arid pick up the exam in a signed and sealed envelope 
and bring it to the Academic Center and hand it over to the Adviser proctoring the exam. I could return the exam to you in the same manner. I am happy to accommodate any method you 
choose to maintain exam security. 

I will email you the name and email address of the adviser who will proctor the exam as soon as I have that al~anged 

Again, thank you for being flexible with our student athletes 

Tony Yount 
Academic Connselor, 
919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:56 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Tntor torfight 

of course - that makes sense email ASPSAtutoring unc.edu and cancel your session and copy me on the email 

On at 10:50 AM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi tony I have an important paper due at midnight tonight and would like to be excused from my 6pm Econ 

Sent from my iPhone 

tutoring session 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:28 AM 

Morgm~, Wendy <kubica@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Volleyball team & final exam, take 2 

Dr. Morgan, 

academic counselor for volleybaJl at the University, of Wisconsin and he will be D~octoring the exams. His email address is dm4~athletics.msc.edu and his phone is 60s- 
262-9131 

I will be joining the team in Wi~onsin Thursday evening and would be happy to deliver the exams in a scaled, signed envelope, or you could email David directly with 

the exam. We will also pay to FedEx the exam to Wisconsin so you have options regarding exam security and we are hapw to accommodate. 

For the return of the exams, David has scan and fax capability if you would like the exams returned that way. We could FedEx or I could return the signed and sealed 

documents to you on Monday morning. Again, your choice. 

Them is one complicating factor. If we losc the game on Friday night, the NCAA schedules onr return flights the next day (Saturday morning) and it is possible that 

flight times conld prevent the administration of the exam on Saturday morning. With yonr permission, we conld administer the exam on Friday morning and guarantee 

that it gets done. I will await your thoughts on that matter. 

Thank you so much tbr being flexible with our studem athletes aa they compete in the NCAA tournament. 

ToW Yount 

Academic Counselor, Volleyball 

919 962 9535 

On at 10:03 AM, Wen@ Morgan <kubica(~ad.unc.edtc, wrote: 

Hello! 
This is a message resend.... I apologize; I included an incorrect name in my first email. 

Two of my students                                  are hoping to take my final exam (currently scheduled for 8am on Saturday) while traveling to Wisconsin. 

In order to accommodate this, I would need to be able to contact the appropriate staff at that school. Could you please help advise me with the best way to 

proceed? 

Thankyou! 

Wendy 

Wendy Morgan, PhD 

Lecturer 
Communication Studies Department 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Bingham Hall 314A 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@emml.unc.edu-* 

Fwd: - COMM exam 

Professor ’ 

Assistant Dean Spencer ~Velborn of Academic Advising roll be proctoring 

<swelbom~email.unc.edu~ 

Again, thank you very. mnch for yonr tie,filly ruth our sgadent athletes. 

Tony 

exam next Wednesday. His email address is Spencer Welbom 

Begin forw~:rded Inessage: 

From: TONYYOUNT <.qyount@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: - COMM    exam 
Date: at 10:35:34 AM EST 
To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Professor 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the academic counselor for the         team.                in your COMM    class this semester, 

intbrmed me this morning that you will allow her to take the exam she is missing this weekend on the reading day next week here at our academic center. 

Thank you for being flexible with our student athletes as they cotnpete in the NCAA tournament. 

The exam would be administered by an Academic Adviser fiom Steele Building so that no athletic personnel would be involved in administmlion. I could 

provi& you with the email address of the Steele Building adviser who will proctor for your direct transmission to the adviser, or I would be happy to 

come to your office and pick up the exmn in a signed and sealed envelope and bring it to the Academic Center and hand it over to the Adviser proctoring 

the exam. I conld return the exam to you in the same mmmer. I am happy to accommodate any, method you choose to maintain exam securi .ty. 

I will emaJl yon the name and email address of the adviser who will proctor the exam as soon as I have that arranged. 

Again, thank you tbr being flexible with our student athletes. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, 

919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 6:02 PM 

Subject: Spring Textbook Orders 

All right ladies, 

The of you are the delinquems who did not respond to the first email ~ I will try email one more time betbre the text mes~ges start. 

If you received this email, you are on book ~holarship tbr the spring. Please ~lect one of the tbllowing options and let me know asap by emaJ4 or text which of these 

options you would like me to process tbr you. 

1. I am eomIortable wi~h my schedule; please have uly books p~eopackaged 

2. I am c0m[0[tab[e ~;ith re0s~ 0[ uly schedule; please pro-package all books except f0L ................ (loll me the chess) 

3. I au~ nol cou~ferlable v’dlh my schedule; please do N OT pie-package my books 

Thanks ladies, 

H ave a greai break. 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:45 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: + ENGI,    absences 

Ms. 

for the 
, a student in your ENGL     recitation, asked me to document her             related absences from your recitation. The following 4 Thursdays were travel days 
~vas not in Chapel Hill on these 4 days. By University- policy, these absences should be excused since she ~vas representing the University- on a team. 

Thursday, 
Thursday, 
Thursday, 
Thursday, 

Thank you ve~- much for your ~vork with our student athletes 

Tony Yount, 
Academic Counselor, 
919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Wednesday, 7:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Textbook Orders 

You don’t have to reply. But your books are listed for 11~e next semester and they could be packaged for you to pick up at’read of time if you would like to do that. It 
would eliminate the need to send in all that information about which books you have to buy- and wait for a check. You could call the cashiers office and ask about the 

check for module two 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:55 PM, i,~live,~nc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

t thinl~ I don’t: have to reply?! I will let: you know about rny book~.; n~-:~xt year when t baw~ to buy t:hern. 

A~so, I am noL sure ~f~ got my book rnoney for Modkde 2 back. ~ never’ got a message that ~ can pick up a check. Do you know what the status 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:02 PM 

To: 

Subject: Spring Textbook Orders 

All figN ladies, 

The of you are the delinquents who did not respond to the first small ,so I will try small one more time before the text messages siart. 

If you received this small, you are on book scholarship for the spring. Please select one of the following options and let me kmow asap by small or text 

which of these options you would like me to process for you. 

1. I am c0mferlable wil[I my schedule; please have my be0ks pro-packaged 

2, I am somioHable wifl! nlos~ el my schedule; please D’e-package all books exsep~ for (tell me ~he class} 

3. I arn not comfortable wilh my schedule; please de N OT pre-package my books 

Thanks ladies, 

Have a g[eal break. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:29 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Textbook Orders 

Let’s try that and see if it works. 

On , at 8:03 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh, so you already know which books I will need for next year? I thought that I have to hand in my book orders individually like fast semester. 

So if they are listed it would be great to have [hem pre-packaged (~ am comfortaMe w~th my schedu~e)~ 

Thanks~ 

Fram: Yount, Tony [mailto:ton~ount@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:59 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Spring Textbook Orders 

Yon don’t have to reply. But your [~oks are listed for the next semester and they could be p~kaged for you to pick up ahead of time if you would like 

to do that. It would eliminate the need to send in all that inR)~ation about wNch books you have to buy and wait tbr a check. You could call the casNers 

ottice and ask a~ut the check for module two 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

Hi Tony, 

I think I don’[ have to reply?! I will let you know about my books next year when I have to buy them. 

Also, I am not sure if I got my book money for Module 2 back. I never got a message that I can pick up a check. Do you know what the 

sta tus 

T h a ~ 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:02 PM 

To: 

Subject: Spring Textbook Orders 

All right ladies, 

The of you are the delinquents who did not respond to the first email so I will try email one more time before the text messages start. 

If you received "this email, you are on book scholarship for the spring. Please select one of the ~bllowing options and let me know asap by 

email or text which of these options you would like Ine to process for you. 

I. lain comf0dable ~;ilt~ rn’~, .’;chedule; please ha~,e my b0eks preq~ackaged 

2 I arrl comfortable wiih meal of my schedtlle; t)lease pre-package all books excep~ for ................. flell me lhe class} 

3. I am no~ cornloliable wilh [ny schedule; please do NOT p~e-package my books 

Thanks ladies, 

Have a greal break. 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 9:28 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: and ARTH 

Thank you so much. I was able to print from the power point m~d will have the images securely with tne until Friday morning. 

I will text yon on Sunday afternoon. 

Thank you for all your help. 

Tony 

011 at 12:20 AM, ,~)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Yes, that would be great. Please feel free to text me Sunday when you are by Hanes Sunday afternoon. 

As promised, I attach here        exam materials: a document with her essay prompts and the accompanying PowerPoint with images. It 

occurred to me that if it is better to show       printed images you should be able to print the PowerPoint, but if you have difficulty doing 

that I can transfer the images into a word document. 

I spoke with today and she knows to bring a blue book for exam. 

Thank you again for your help, 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday,                 9:23 AM 

Subject: Re: and ARTH 

[ can drop the exam at Hanes Art Center on Sunday,                                                                         and 

can stop by Hanes and drop the exam as we return from the mountains, My guess on the timing is late afternoon. May [ text you when we get 

ciose to CH? 

Tony 

On , at 1:18 AM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear David, 

I appreciate your speedy reply. Since I will be on campus Sunday, from 2pm-lOpm, I can easily meet you at whatever time during 

that siot would be most convenient. When would be good? 

Couid we meet in the lobby of the Hanes Art Center? The buiiding is at the intersection of South Columbia and Franklin St., next 

[o the Ackiand Art Museum. 

Tomorrow, I will send you and David the exam materials. 

Should either of you need to cail me, my number is 

Best wishes, 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: and ARTH 

Thank you so much for that emaii. 

The emaii address at Wisconsin is dm4@athletics.wisc, edu. The administrator will be David Mattison, the tutor coordinator and 

an academic adviser at the University of Wisconsin. His phone number is 



i am happy to print the images in color and have them ready. I have a call in to David just now to ask about the powerpoint presentation 

i will return to Chapel Hill Saturday evening and would happily deliver the exam to a location that you specify early Sunday morning, or later Sunday aff~emoon (i will be out of 

town in rile middle or rile day wi[il family obligations.) i[ [ilat doesn’t work:, I could easily deliver it to your office Monday morning by 8;30 

-[hank you for beiF,,g flexible with our student-athletes as they compete ill the NCAA tournament 

Tony 

On at i0:21 AM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Tony Yount, 

Thank you for your message and especially for offering your services. ] should say that the exam includes a 

page with instructions and three essay prompts along with a PowerPoint of slides that accompany each essay 

prompt. When ][ proctor the exam, ][ distribute the sheet with the prompts and project the PowerPoint onto a 

screen. ]f the administer of exam has access to a computer and projector can follow my 

format; however, if it is more convenient, the administer can simp[y provide with printed images (that 

would otherwise have appeared on the PowerPoint) at the beginning of the exam. 

if the administer of the exam has already been identified it would be great for me to have his or her e-mail 

address so that ] can relay this information~ ] can simply send the exam prompts and accornpanying images 

(in both a PowerPoint and a Word document) to this person and CC you on all these exchanges. ][ would ask 

that someone arrange for the prompts to be printed for. .      and if she does not use PowerPoint, it would 

be great if someone could print off the three pages with images for her in color. However, if this administer 

has not yet been identified, ] wonder if ~ could send you these materials to print and physically deliver them to 

the administer. 

is N[otted two hours for the exam, but she might be able to complete it with in one hour’s time. 

Whichever of her two available windows, Friday morning and Saturday morning, works best for her and those 

facilitating her exam is fine with me. 

In terms of the delive~, of her exam, it would also be great to have you handle that. Aside from security, my 

priority is getting the exam to grade as soon as possible due to my tight grading deadline as an instructor. ]f 

you happen to be around campus at some point Sunday, ] could retrieve it from you then, otherwise, it would 

be great if we could arrange a way for me to get the exam from you Monday morning. 

Please let me know your thoughts on all of the above. 

All best, 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,                 3:09 PM 

and ARTH 

in your ARTH    cnurso this     told me tnday that ynu had agreed tn allow her to take her final exam whi[o 

~s wi th the w) lieybal[ team in i}~isconsi[i this woekend "]?hank you for being l]exible with our studen~ athletes dL~ing tho :NCAA 

i am Tony Yount, the Academic Counselor fer the team and I wi[] be accompanying the players ~o Wisconsin and [ will be the person arranging 
for ,the exam ~o be given a~ the Univ of Wisconsin m their academic ~eildy i have checl~ed with the coaches about ~he practice schedules 
~which are rnan daed by ~he N CAA ) and will h ave a window when she could ~ake the exam on Friday rnorn ir~g b eJk~re I 0 am, or on 
Saturday morning, before noon. 

i knnw tha,t professors are concerned with exam security. [ wnu[d like to offor you severai options and le~ ynu chonse the method that y ou are 
most cot~[brtab]e with ] can provide ynu with the email address o~’an Academic Counselnr at the Univ of Wmcnnsm tn send the exam direcdy. 
We will pay ~%t the cost nf a next day delivery by Fec~{x I am leaving campus at 5 on Thursday M~ernoon and [ could physically deliver 
exam to ~e counselor who will administer the exam 

~old rne that you are comgortable with 

if you prefer 

delivering the exam to you m a sealed envelope ] am also happy to per[orrn that [unction 

Thai< yeu again %r working wi,:h Please let me kc, ow how you would like to handle del:,ve*y of,:he exam. 

Tony Yo~.mt 
Academic Cou.nseior, 



962-9:535 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:47 AM 

Loeb, Jealmie H <loeb@unc.edu> 

Re: - Final Exam 

Jealmie, 

Thanks for your emaih The email address at the University of Wisconsin is dm4@athletics.wisc, edu for David Mattison, who is their tutor coordinator and an academic counselor for several 
teams I spoke with him this morning They do have scan and fax capability in the building where he will proctor the exams He is anticipating an email from you. 

We have 4 exams to proctor and we hope to do them all on Friday morning,     will walk from the exam building to the practice gymnasium and will be in practice until the noon hour. She 
will not have access to a computer during that time until after the start of your exam that day at noon. If you like, I could hold her cell phone until after your exam has begun for an added 
measure of securi~. 

I am happy to clarit) what ~ve as Academic Counselors do The bulk of our time as Counselors is spent working with the freshmen. We meet with them weekly to check on academic 
progress, try to anticipate their academic needs and help them with time management issues as they matriculate to Carolina and college level sports. We report to the coaches on a weekly 
basis about their progress. Those duties are not the same as those of our Learning Specialists, who work directly with students who have learning disabilities. It is entirely possible that a 
freshmen would see both a counselor and a learning specialist on a weekly basis. 

Counselors are responsible for requesting tutors when we think it would be beneficial We are also responsible for communicating UNC and NCAA eligibility requirements to the students, 
and making certain that their schedules meet both UNC and NCAA requirements. Each team, even non-scholarships teams such as rowing and fencing, has an academic counselor. Your 
students who are athletes should be using their academic counselors to plan schedules and schedule tutoring 

After the fresl~man year, ~ve see them less often if they have earned a 26 or better, but still arrange for tutoring and consult with them about their schedules 

I am so sorry this took so long. I wanted to finish the description above and I put the email into the draft folder and just got back to it. 

Tony 

On at 7:30 AM, l,oeb, Jeannie II <Ioeb@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Tony, 
> 

> I very much appreciate that you took the time to address my biggest concern (exam securi~) before I even asked about itt ! am OK doing this digitally so long as I have 1) the proctor’s 
word that the email with exam will be erased once it has been used and 2) the student promises not to talk with others in the course until she has taken the exam. 
> 

> Either exam window is OK with me--she will need a scantron to record her answers I will email David the exam as well as instructions ~2~r returning results (he just needs to scan the 
scantron and email the results back). 
> 

> (As an aside, I must admit that I have not been flexible in this regard until recently. I’ve had issue with trying to keep opportunities fiiir between athletes and non-athletes.) 
> 

> 

> On an unrelated note, I am currently working on a strategy to help athletes/first generation students/struggling students perform optimally in my course (for Spring semester). I’ve met with 
Susan Malay and Dr Michelle Brown..but I wanted to ask for clarification on something. As an "Academic Counselor" what do you do exactly--and is this the same or different from the 
"Learning Specialists" that you all also have? Does every athletic division (e.g volleyball vs. football, etc) have their own "Academic Counselor?" I want to make sure I understand the 
resources that my students already have in place. If you don’t have time to answer this, however, no worries--I know that this is a very hectic time of yea!! 
> 

> Thanks again and hope you have a good rest of the week, 
> Jearmie 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Monday, 10:23 PM 
> To: Loeb, Jeannie H 
> Subject: - Final Exam 
> 

> Dr. Loeb, 
> 
> a student in your PYSC course this fall, asked me this afternoon to cmail you about the possibility of administering her final exam ~vhile is with the 

team in Wisconsin this weekend. Thaak you for being flexible with our student athletes during the NCAA tomnamcnt. 
> 

> I ant Tony Yount, the Acadenric Counselor for the teanr and I ~vill be accompanying the players to Wisconsin and I will be the person arranging for the exam to be proctored by academic 
personnel at the Univ of Wisconsin in their athletics academic facility. I have checked ~vith the coaches about the practice schedules (~vhich are nrandated by the NCAA) and will 
have a window when she could take the exam on Friday morning before 10 ant, or on Saturday morning, before noon. 
> 

> I know that professors are concerned with exam security. I would like to offer you several options and let you choose the method that you are most corr~fortable with. (1) I can provide you 
with the email address of an Acadenric Counselor at the Univ of Wisconsin to send the exam directly. His name is David Mattison and after a cotffirming arrangements with him tomorrow, I 
will provide his email address. (2) We will pay for the cost of a next day delivery by FedEx (3) I am leaving campus at 5 on Thursday afternoon and I could physically deliver the exam to the 
counselor ~vho will administer the exam 
> 

> I would happy to return the exam to you on Monday morning, or if you prefer, we would return it by FedEx after she finishes the exam, or by fax to a number that you could provide. 
> Please don’t hesitate to ask if you have questions, and please let me ho~v you would like to proceed concerning custody of the exam. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, 



> 962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:11 AM 

David J. Matfison <DM4@athletics.wisc.edu-* 

Re: UNC student’s fin~l exam 

Good Inorning David, 

I have the printed copies of the art so that piece is already in place. 

Looking forward to seeing you in the morning. 

Tony 

O11 at 10:09 AM, David J. Mardson <DM4(~athletics.wisc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning 

Thank you for the materials and instructions, Glad to help! 

Sir~cer~:_@ 

David %)J’~ MaLtison 

Academic Advisor and Tutor Coordinator 

Department of ~ntercol~egiate Athletics 

University of W~scof~s~r~-.Mad~son 

D M4@;~ tM e~:4cs,wisc,edu 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.eduj 
Sent: Wednesday, Ii:48 PM 

To: David J, Mattison 

~: Yount, Tony 

Subject: UNC student’s final exam 

Dea" David Mattison, 

I am the instructor of ARTH course, 

Tony ¥ount. file Acade*nic Counselor t~x"                   team, irdbrmed me that you will a&nkdster her final exam later this week. I very *nuch 
appreciate your assist~mce. Tony has offered to supply you with the materials for the exam, but since it may also be usefbl fbr you to have them in your 
inbox, I attach them to this message. 

~l~ne exam is designed to be completed within an hour, but        can have up two hours to finish ~t. The exan includes a page (with insg’uctions amd three 
essay prompts) along with a PowerPoird of slides that accompany each essay prompL When I proctor the exam, I distrihnte the shee~ with the prompts and 
project the PowerPoint onto a screen. ~’ you have access to a computer arid p~Rjector       cau follow my t~mnat; however, if it is ~nore convenient. Tony 
wfl~ provide yon wi~h prin~ed images to show        at the hegintdng office exam. She can have all of these images at her disposal through the duration of 
the exam~        should record her responses i~ a blue bool,, which she will bring. :~ter fl~e exmn, I would appreciate it ~’ you could collect her bNe book 
and put it in am envelope, seal the envelope, and si~ the seN. 

If questions or concerns arise, please [’eel tree to contact me via e-mail at this address or phone at 

Mmryflranks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:30 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: updated grades 

thmfl~s 

On , at 10:28 AM, 

Tony, 

Here are my most recent grades, 

chem exam 3- 77 

chem lab final- 87 

engl feeder 3.1- 91 

phil second quiz- 76 

phil paper- 90 

thanks, 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 11:57 AM 

To: @gmx.net-~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Meeting 

counted last night as our meeting no need to worry 

On at 11:56 AM. @grr~x.net> wrote: 

He?’ Ton?-, 

Would it be ok if we do our meeting at 2 when I come for history? 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 3:27 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Ce: @live. unc.edu~ 

Subject: ÷ ENGL    absences 

Ms 

asked me to verify travel and game dates for you for semester. 
The travel dates indicate days when        ~vas out of town and traveling ~vith the team. 
The game dates indicate days when home games were held in Chapel Hill. 

Travel dates: 

Thurs, 
Thurs, 
Thurs 
Thurs, 

Home game dates: 

Thurs, 
Thurs, 
Thurs, 
Thurs, 

Tony Yount, 
Academic Counselor, 
962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Thursday, 4:00 PM 

David J. Matfison <DM4@athletics.wisc.edu-* 

Re: I have throe tests 

We are hoping for one more fiom a psychology professor named Jeanie Loeb. I gave her your contact infomiation this morning. You may not hear from her until later 
on this evening she was veD~ concerned about exam securi~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 

Hi Tony, 

Just want to let you know that I have three tests (one ARTH 

Thanks 

DJ 

David "DJ" Mattison 

Academic Advisor and Tutor Coordinator 

Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 

608.262.9131 

test and two Corn Studies tests). Should I expect more? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:01 PM 

Geli~, Dasm E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Re: 

She is not thinking about grad school f,ar next year And I emailed the information about the scholarships to her. So she is seen the infom~ation and she did not indicate interest. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Dec 5, 2013, at 3:25 PM, "Gelin, Dana E" <dgelin@unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 
> 

> We’re talking about post-grad scholarships in a meeting .. do you know ~vhether is thilg:ing about grad school? (I can check with her, but wanted to ask you first.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Thursday, 5:04 PM 

McCombs, Mark A <mmccombs@email. unc.edu> 
Re: math 

Thank you ve~- much. The exam ~vill be proctored by an academic counselor from the University Wisconsin. Will administer the exam tomorrow- morning How- would you like the results 
returned to you 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 5:00 PM. "McCombs, Mark A" <lnmccombs@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> dear tony, 
> 

> i have attached a cop?’ of the math final exam for 
hours the exam is closed book, closed notes, calculators are permitted 
> 

> please contact me if you have questions. 
> 

> thanks 
> 

> Mark McCombs 
> UNC Math 
> 

> OJTice Hours 
> Monday 12-1230pm 
> Tuesday 3-4pm 
> Wednesday 330-430pm 
> Thursday 3-4pm 
> and by appointment 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> <m linale× am 

it is essential that the exam be kept secm-e and that take the exam in a proctored setting, the time limit is 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Thursday, 5:35 PM 

McCombs, Mark A <mmccombs@email. unc.edu> 
Re: math 

It will be there Monday morning by 9 o’clock thank you vely much for helping our athletes out 

Sent from my/phone 

> On at 5:19 PM. "McCombs, iVlark A" <mmccombs@email uric edu> wrote: 
> 

> please seal the exam paper in an envelope and sign across the flap the exam needs to be returned to the main math office in Phillips 327 when you get back to chapel hill. 
> thanks. 
> 

> Sent iicom my/Phone 
> 

>> On at 5:03 PM, "Yount, Tol’~y" <ton?Toun@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> "[’hank you very much. ’]’he exam will be proctored by an academic counselor from the University Wisconsin. Will administer the exam tomorrow morning. How would you like the results 
returned to you 
>> 

>> Sent from my !phone 
>> 

>>> On at 5:00 PM, "Mc Combs, Mark A" <mmc combs@emai h unc edu> wrote: 

>>> deal- tony, 

>>> i have attached a copy of the math    final exam for 
hours, the exam is dosed book, closed notes calculators are permitmd. 

>>> please contact me if you have quesuons 

>>> thanks. 

>>> Mark McCombs 
>>> UNC Ma~ 

>>> Office Hows 
>>> Monday 12-1230pm 
>>> ’]Nesday 3-4pm 
>>> Wednesday 330-43~m 
>>> ’]Nursday 3-4pro 
>>> and by appointment 

>>> <m    fmalexam .p~ 

it is essential that the exam be kept secure and that take the exam in a proctored setting the time limit is 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Thursday, 5:36 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

Re: Co,ffiict and cancellation notice tbr the week 

I’m sorry I don’t know when is coming back 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 5:33 PM. "ASPSA Tutoring" <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> He?’ Ton?-, 
> 
> will have some drop-in tomorrow- still in addition to the session tonight @ 6pm. 
> We don’t have anything else.. 
> As for      - Does she have a final for PHIL 
> She has tutoring on Sunday @ 7pm - is she going to be back for that? 
> 
> Ben Sheu 
> Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
> UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> bsheu@email, unc edu 
> Office: 919-843-2328 
> (;ell: 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Tuesday, 8:36 PM 
> To: ASPSA Tutoring 
> Subject: Cor~flict and cancellation notice for the week 
> 

> Just sent the review session schedule out. 
> 

> The X~b~Ttl session tomorro*v night at 6 *vith 
student that I would ask 
> 

meets at exactly the same time as MATH sect final class of the semester. Don’t know if anything can be done but I told the 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 12:26 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Thank you ve~y ~nuch for that information. I will let her lmow. 

Tony 

On at 10:42 PM, ~live.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Mr. Yount, 
I haven’t seen in several weeks. I don’t know whether she was going to come for tutoring next Thursday. Her class project will be due 
the next morning, so she may not see a need. The other tutee in her session and I have no other sessions next thursday, so we are going to 
meet at 7pro next Thursday       If you could let her know, I would appreciate it. 

Sincerely 

Dept. of Anthropology 
UNC Chapel Hill 

@unc.edu 
h~p:!/anthropology,unc~edu!people/grad students/ 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:28 AM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: + ENGL absences 

Happy to help. I was a teacher for 30 and years and I really appreciate attention to detail and to fairness. Thank you so much for your work with our student athletes. 

Ton?, 

On at 8:41 PM, @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thal~k you so much, Tony! Because you sent me this verification for                        I am able to compute their grades fairly and accurately. The?- missed more classes than the 
original travel documents detailed, so this is much more accurate. Yotu- help is much appreciated!! Thank you. 
> 

> All best, 
> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Thursday, 3:27 PM 
> To: 
> Cc: 

> SubJect: ~ ENGL absences 
> 

> 
> asked me to veri~ travel and game dates ]’or yuu ]’or semester 
> The travel dates indicate days when i       was uut oftuwn and traveling with the team 
> ’]’he game dates indicate days when hume games were held in Chapel Hill 
> 

> ’]?ravel dates: 
> 

> Thurs, 
> Thurs, 
> Thurs 
> Thurs, 
> 

> Hume game dates: 
> 

> Thurs, 
> Thurs, 
> Thurs, 
> Thurs, 
> 

> Tony Yuunt, 
> Academic Counselor, 
> 962 9535 
> 

> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJ~l.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 12:30 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu:~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Tutor! 

Carefuk you’re sta, rting to act like 

Don’t won31 about it 

Jus~ do well on exams. 

and that’s rislu 

On , at 7:12 PM, ,~)live uric edu> wrote 

Tony I have a dilemma! So for some reason I thought my tutor tonight was at 7 instead N: 6 so I missed it. My brain was just in a jumble. Me 

and all the other freshies were sitting in a room studying the entire time so I promise I didn’t skip it on purpose. I’m sorry!!!!!!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:35 AM 

Advising tbr Student Athletes AAP <advisingtbrstudentatbletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Re: update 

Hello Andrea 

She emailed each of her professors today, after making face to face contact with all of them yesterday. She said they were veD~ understanding and cooperative. 

Her exam plan is this: 

Take her regtdarly ~heduled exam on Monday. 

Take her exam scheduled for tomorrow on Tuesday of next week. 

Take the reading day off 

Take her exam scheduled for Saturday of this week next Thursday 

Take her regularly scheduled exam ne:~ Friday. 

Fly home on Saturday. 

That is an ambitious plan and I cautioned her today to back away if she does not feel capable. But she was visibly improved today so perhaps with 3 more days, she’ll 

be ready on Monday. 

I hope she can. She promised to check in ruth me daily so we can see how its going. 

Thanks tbr your concern and your good work with her. 

Tony 

On at 6:46 PM, Advising for Student Athletes A~AA~ <advisingfors~dentathletes~%M~unc.edu > wrote: 

Hello Tony, 
I hope you are well. I wanted to follow-up with you to see how 
responding, just curious. 

Take care, 
Andrea 

health is progressing and to get a status of when she plans to take final exams. No rush in 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:37 AM 
To: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: Fwd:           update 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> 
Su bj ect: u pdate 
Date: at 5:31:36 PM EST 
To: @unc.edu>, @unc.edu>, 

~,email.unc.edu> 
’@unc.edu>, ,@live.unc.edu>, 

Professors, 

was seen today by doctors and athletic trainers. She was advised to stay out of class through Wednesday. She will visit Academic 

Advising tomorrow and seek exam excuses for her ENGL and IVLAffH exams since they axe scheduled for tiffs week and the health care 

professionaJs aren’t sure that she will be ready. She has been adviscd to stay away frown computer monitors and we me communicating by 

old-fashioned phone caJls. So she will not be in class for the remainder of the semester. I will continue to update you as progress occurs. 
She will be in touch with each of yon about exams as she is able. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Cotmselor, 
962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 12:25 PM 

Perry, Clara A <caperry@unc.edu-* 

Re: computer work 

I mn in Wisconsin today - miv~time is fine. An.vtime next week is fine, at your convenience - just co~ne when you 

onyen - 

onyen password - 

uncaa - 

Thank you 

Tony 

On Dec 6, 2013, at 11:46 AM, Perry, Clara A <caperry@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey guys, 

I will need to do some work to your computers - moving them from the U NCAA network to the campus network. Depending on the number of files, 

this process could take up to an hour or so. I need to schedule with all of you so that this work can be done. You wouldn’t need to physically be here, 

but I would need your onyen, onyen password and uncaa Iogin. Please let me know if there is a time today (prior to :1:30 pm) or next week that I can 

work on this. 

Thanks so much and I look forward to invading your space sometime soon! 

Clara 

Clara Andrews Perry 
University of Nor[h Carolina Athletics 
9.t9.843.9921 phone 

9:19.962.6002 fax 
ca e~unc.edu 
~.~.~:.g.9.[? 3.~ !.~.: ~.9.t??. 



From: Yount, Tony <~gypunt(.@ad.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:47 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Subjed: Re: Math final 

I will scan and email llae test when I return to Chapel Hill later this evening. 

Thanks, Ton.,/’ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:40 PM, 

Hello, 

~}live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I understand you have                  Math    final. I won’t be on campus today, but I will be on campus for a short time tomorrow. If 

you could leave the test in my mailbox in the Math office which will be open tomorrow, or alternatively scan the test and email it to me that 

would be great. Whichever is most convenient for you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony, q’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TONY YOUNT (GYOUNT)> 

Sunday,                 5:57 PM 

~gmaJl.com 

Fwd: Exam 

Hem is e~m. Please let me kmow if them are any- problems, Thank you for being flexible. My phone number is’ 

Tony 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fr~n: "scanner~unc.edu" <scanner(~unc.edu> 

To: "Yount, Tony" <ton~’oun~unc.edu> 

This E- mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:           17:43:46 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner(&unc.edu 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:31 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: COMM    exam 

Thank you for that. Our campus box is 3107, but if you wonld prefer, I wonld be hapw to come pick up the exam in person tomorrow morning if you would like. You 

could seal the exam for delivery to Dean Welborn. I believe that he and      have agreed to administer the exam at noon on Wednesday. 

Tow 

On at 8:58 AM, ?bJive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning, 
I will be on campus in the late afternoon today, and I am happy to drop offa copy of the COMM 
number I should use? How late will I have access? I will also be on campus 8--~.Iam [:omorrow. 

Thank you, 

exam ~Or Is there a campus box or office 

From= Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 2:31 PM 
To= Welborn, Spencer 
Subject= Fwd:             - COMM    exam 
Prot~ssor 

Assistant Dean Spencer Welbom of Academic Advising will be proctonng 

<swdbon-g~email. m-~c.edu~ 

Again, thank you very much tbr your flexibility with our student athletes. 

Tony 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

exa~n next Wednesday. ttis email address is Spencer Welbom 

From: TONY YOUNT %qyount@ema!!.unc:edu> 
Subject: - COMM    exam 
Date: at 10:35:34 AM EST 
To: < ~live.unc.edu> 
Professor 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the academic counselor for the         team.               , in your COMM    class this semester, 

intbrmed me this morning that you will allow her to take the exam she is missing this weekend on the reading day next week here at our academic center. 

Thank you for being flexible with our s~dent athletes as they cotnpete in the NCAA tournament. 

The exam would be administered by an Academic Adviser fiom Steele Building so that no athletic personnel would be involved in administmlion. I could 
provi& you with the email address of the Steele Building adviser who will proctor for your direct transmission to the adviser, or I would be happy to 
come to your office and pick up the exmn in a signed and sealed envelope and bring it to the Academic Center and hand it over to the Adviser proctoring 
the exam. I conld return the exam to you in the same mmmer. I am happy to accommodate any method you choos~ to maintain exam securiU. 

I will emaJl yon the name and email address of the adviser who will proctor the exam as soon as I have that arranged. 

Again, thank you tbr being flexible with our student athletes. 

ToW Yount 
Academic Com~selor, 
919 962 9535 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:35 AM 

Morgm~, Wendy <kubica@email.unc.edu> 

Re: team & finaJ exam 

Dr. Morgan, 

I jnst delivered the hard copies of the exams 

on the road. 

Tony 

took in Wisconsin to your Dept Chair’s office. Thank you for allowing our sVadents to take the exam 

O11 at 10:02 AM, Wend?, Morgan <kubica(a)ad.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello[ 
Two of my students are hoping to take my final exam (currently scheduled for 8am on Saturday) while traveling to Wisconsin. In 

order to accommodate this, I would need to be able to contact the appropriate staff at that school. Could you please help advise me with the best way to proceed? 

Thankyou[ 

Wendy 

Wendy Morgan, PhD 

Lecturer 

Communication Studies Department 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Bingham Hall 314A 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:36 AM 

Loeb, Jealmie tt <loeb@unc.edu> 

Re: - Final Ex~Jn 

Jealmie, 

I just delivered the hard copy of the PSYC 
exam on the road. 

Tony 

exam and answer sheet to your office. I slid the sealed envelope u~der your door Thank you again for allowing us to administer 

On , at 4:41 PM, Loeb, Jealmie H <loeb@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 

> No need to apologize at all!! I completely u~derstand (and I’ve had one of those days too--this is the first chance that I have gotten to respond to emails b/c of so many meetings)! 
> 

> Thank you so ve~z much for your thorough answers! I really appreciate it, as ~vell as all that you do for the students! 
> 

> I have emailed David the exam. It is OK if you do not hold her cell phone (rm guessing that if she *really* wanted to text people about it, she’d use her tldends’ phones if she didn’t have 
hers). 
> 
> Thank you again for arranging this{ Hope the traveling goes well! 
> 

> Jeannie 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Thursday, 9:47 AM 
> To: Loeb, Jeannie H 
> SubJect: Re: -Final Exam 
> 

> Jeannie, 
> 

> Thanks for your emaih The email address at the Universi~ of Wisconsin is dm4@athletics.wisc.edu for [)avid Mattison, who is their tutor coordinator and an academic counselor for 
several teams. I spoke with him this morning. ’]’he?, do have scan and fax capabili~ in the building where he will proctor the exams. He is anticipating an email from you 
> 

> We have 4 exams to proctor and we hope to do them all on Friday morning, will walk from the exam building to the practice gymnasium and will be in practice until the noon hour. She 
will not have access to a computer during that time until after the start of your exam that day at noon Kyou like, ! could hold her cell phone until aRer your exam has begun for an added 
measure of security. 
> 

> I am happy to clari]}’ what we as Academic Counselors do. The bulk of our time as Counselors is spent working with the fteshmen. We meet with them weekly to check on academic 
progress, try to anticipate their academic needs and help them with time management issues as they matriculate to Carolina and college level sports We report to the coaches on a weekly 
basis about their progress Those duties are not the same as those of our Learning Specialists, who work directly with students who have learning disabilities It is entirely possible that a 
freshmen would see both a counselor and a learning specialist on a weekly basis 
> 

> Counselors are responsible :[’or requesting tutors when we think it would be beneficial. We are also responsible for communicating UNC and NCAA eligibility requirements to the students, 
and making certain that their schedules meet both ErNC and NCAA requirements. Each team, even non-scholarships teams such as rowing and fencing, has an academic counselor. Your 
students who are athletes should be using their academic counselors to plan schedules and schedule tutoring. 
> 
> After the freshman year, we see them less often if the?" have earned a 2.6 or better, but still arrange for tutoring and consult with thenr about their schedules. 
> 

> I am so sorq- this took so long. I wanted to finish the description above and I put the email into the draft folder and just got back to it. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> On at 7:30 AM, Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Ton?’, 
>> 

>> I very much appreciate that you took the time to address my biggest concern (exam security) before I even asked about it! I ant OK doing this digitally so long as I have 1 ) the proctor’s 
word that the entail with exam will be erased once it has been used and 2) the student promises not to talk with others in the course tmtil she has taken the exam. 
>> 

>> Either exam window is OK with me--she will need a scantron to record her answers. I will email David the exam as well as instructions for rentming results (he just needs to scan the 
scantron and email the results back). 
>> 

>> (As an aside, I must admit that I have not been flexible in this 
>> regard until recently-. I’ve had issue with trying to keep 
>> opportunities fair between athletes and non-athletes.) 
>> 

>> 

>> On an unrelated note, I am currently working on a strategy to help athletes/first generation students/straggling students perform optimally in my course (for Spring semester) I’ve met 
with Susan Maloy and Dr Michelle Bro~vn..but I wanted to ask for clarification on something As an "Academic Counselor" what do you do exactly--and is this the same or different from 
the "Learning Specialists" that you all also have? Does every athletic division (e.g. volleyball vs. football, etc.) have their own "Academic Cou~selor?" I want to make sure I understand the 
resources that my- students already have in place. If you don’t have time to answer this, however, no ~vorries--I lcaow that this is a very hectic time of yea!! 
>> 

>> Thanks again and hope you have a good rest of the week, Jeannie 
>> 

>> 

>> 



>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Monday, 10:23 PM 
>> To: Loeb, Jeannie H 
>> Subject: - Final Exam 
>> 

>> Dr Loeb, 
>> 
>> a student in your PYSC course this fall, asked me this aJ~ernoon to email you about the possibility of administering her final exam while is with 
the volleyball team in Wisconsin this weekend. Thank you for being flexible with our student athletes during the NCAA tournament. 
>> 

>> I am Tony Yo~t, the Academic Counselor for the team and I will be accompanying the players to Wisconsin and I will be the person arranging for the exam to be proctored by academic 
personnel at the Univ of Wisconsin in their athletics academic facility. I have checked with the coaches about the practice schedules (which are mandated by the NCAA) and will 
have a window when she could take the exam on Friday morning before 10 am, or on Saturday morning, before noon. 
>> 

>> I know that professors are concerned with exam secmity. I would like to offer you several options and let you choose the method that you are most cor~ffortable with. (1) I can provide 
you with the email address of an Academic Counselor at the Univ of Wisconsin to send the exam directly. His name is David Mattison and after a confirming arrangements with him 
tomorrow, I will provide his email address. (2) We will pay- for the cost of a next day delive~ by FedEx. (3) I am leaving campus at 5 on Thursday afternoon and I could physically deliver the 
exam to the co~mselor who will administer the exam. 
>> 

>> I would happy to return the exam to you on Monday morning, or if you prefer, we would return it by FedEx after she finishes the exam, or by fax to a number that you could provide. 
>> Please don’t hesitate to ask if you have questions, and please let me how you would like to proceed concerning custo@ of the exam. 
>> 

>> 

>> Tony Yount 
>> Academic Counselor, 
>> 962-9535 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:39 AM 

McCombs, Mark A <mmccombs@email. unc.edu> 

Re: math 

I just delivered a hard copy of         exam for           for MATH    for the Math Department office. Thank you for allowing us to administer 
asked me last night to scan the exam and email to him, and I did so. 

Tony 

exam on the road. 

On , at 5:46 PM, McCombs, Mark A <mmccombs@email uric edu> wrote: 

> no problem, thank you 
> 

> Sent from my ]Phone 
> 

>> On at 5:35 PM, "You~at, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> ~vrote: 
>> 

>> It will be there Monday morning by 9 o’clock thank you rely much for helping our athletes out 
>> 

>> Sent from my- ]Phone 
>> 

>>> On at 5:19 PM. "McCombs, Mark A" <mmccombs@email.unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

>>> please seal the exam paper in an envelope and sign across the flap. the exam needs to be returned to the main math office in Phillips 327 when you get back to chapel hill. 
>>> thanks. 
>>> 

>>> Sent li’om my ~Phone 
>>> 

>>>> On at 5:03 PM, "Yount, Tony" <ton?Lvount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Thank you very much. ~Ihe exam will be proctored by an academic counselor from the Umversity Wisconsin. Will administer the exam tomorrow morning, ttow would you like the 
results returned to you 

>>>> Sent from my ]Phone 

>>>>> On at 5:00 PM, "McCombs, Mark A" <mmccombs@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> i have attached a copy of the math    :final exam 12~r 
3 hours, the exam is closed book, closed notes, calculators are permitted. 

>>>>> please contact me if you have questions 

>>>>> Mark McCombs 
>>>>> L~C Math 

>>>>> Office Hours 
>>>>> Monday 12-1230pm 
>>>>> Tuesday- 3-4pro 
>>>>> Wednesday 330-430pm 
>>>>> Thursday 3-4pro 
>>>>> and by appointment 

>>>>> <rr ,finalexa~ pdL- 

it is essential that the exam be kept secure and that take the exam in a proctored setting, the time limit is 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:22 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: - COMM    exam 

I don’t get to campus that early. My cell is            and if you would text, I am hapw to come get it at the end of your exam session. An alternative would be to 

take the exam np the quad to the Advising Office in Steele Building and leave it for Spencer Welborn. He will administer the exam in Steele Building. I spoke with 

Spencer earlier today and he asked how you like for the exam to be returned to you? 

Tony 

On , at 10:04 AM, ?bJive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

1 will be administering another exam for a student at 8am tomorrow. If you are on campus and can meet me at Bingham 02 (the basement floor) at 

7:55am, t can lland you tl’~:~ &,<a[f~. Oth~-_~rwis~-_~., I can drop it off when my administn~tion concludes 

Thank you for your flexibility. 

From; Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 

Sent’- Monday, 9:31 AM 
To," 
Subject.¯ Re: - COMM    exam 

Thank you for that. Our campus box is 3107, but if you would prefer. I would be happy to come pick up the exam in person tomorrow morning if you 

would like. You could seal the exam tbr delivery to Dean Welborn. I believe that he and have agreed to administer the exam at noon on 

Wednesday. 

Tony 

On           , at 8:58 AM,               ~_l_}_~:_e_:_u___rLc_:_e___@_ > wrote: 

Good ~TiOrrling~ 

1 will be on campus in the late afternoon today, and I am happy to drop offa copy of the COMM 

number I should use? How late will I have access? I will also be on campus 8-:].Iam tomorrow. 

Thank you, 

Is there a campus box or office 

From; Yount, Tony [mai!to:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 2:31 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject," Fwd:             - COMIVl    exam 
Prot:essor 
Assistant Dean Spencer Welborn of Academic Advising will be proctonng 

Again, thank you ve~?" much for your flexibili~ with our student athletes. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

exam next Wednesday. Ills email address is Spencer Welbom 

From: TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: - COMM    exam 
Date: at 10:35:34 AM EST 
To: < @live,~nc.edu> 
Professor 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the academic counselor for the         team.               in your COMM    class this semester, 

inforn~ed me this morning that you will aJlow her to take the exam she is missing this weekend on the reading day next week here at our academic center. 

Thank you for being flexible with our student athletes as they cotnpete in the NCAA tournanent. 

The exam wonld be administered by an Academic Adviser l~om Steele Building so that no athletic personnel would be involved in administration. I could 

provide you with the email address of the Steele Building adviser who will proctor for your direct transmission to the advis~r, or I would be happy to 

come to your office and pick up the exam in a signed and sealed envelope and bring it to the Academic Center and hand it over to the Adviser proctoring 
the exam. I could return the exam to you in the same mariner. I am happy to accommodate any method you choose to maintain exam securib,. 

I will email you "the name and emaJl address of the adviser who will proctor the exam as soon as I have that arranged. 

AgaJn, thank you for being flexible with our student athletes. 



ToW Yount 

Academic Counselor, 

919 962 9535 



I~’rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Yount Ton,~ ~gs~ount’@em~ikunc-edu~ 

Monday,                 11:27 AM 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edw~ 

schedule 

I have a call in to Mar?- Leigh Creedon in tl~,e Public Policy Department who will be able to explain the PLCY    recitation situation. She was not in the office when I called but she will call 

back and I’ll have an answer for you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:50 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga~lo@unc.e&~> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu-*; TimmennaJ~ Tom <dmmerman@unc.edu-* 

Re: 

Tom, 

Here is UNC email address 

~email.unc.edu> 

She is in town for the remainder of the week. She is coming to my ottice tomorrow and says that she can come to EWAC before she leaves. 

Thanks 

Tony 

On , at 12:35 PM, Gallo, Jr., Lany A. <athgallo~,%unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony: 
It is our understanding that at the conclnsion of the Semester will be seven (7) credits short of graduating. A University Degree Audit has 
co~ffirmed this amount of credits (7) needed to complete her degree. This deficiency is due in paxt to her repeating two (2) courses during her ca~reer at UNC- 
Chapel Hill. 

The Departmeut of Athletics will pay for oue (1) on-line course for the Semester. This amount equMs approximately $2,9{)0. 
It is also our understm~ding the WILL complete her degree this She will em’oll in a University near to the 

and will take the four (4) other credits needed to complete her degree fi’om UNC-Chapel Hill ~ she will also be responsible tbr paying fbr these 
four (4) credits. 

will have to sign a "new" scholarship agreement fbr the tba’ee (3) credits she will be enrolling in here at VNC-CH. Please provide an e~nail address to 
Tom Timmerm~ms so he may send a new scholarship agreement, or if she is still in the Chapel tIill area, she can stop by Tom’s office ~md sign the 
agreement. 
Thank you, mad if you or       should have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Regards and HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 
Larry 

<imageOOl.png> LaF]~’)~ (~(~ ~ro 

l!!xecutive As~ciak~ Dilecto~ of’Athletics 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday,                2:00 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmerma~s@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks, Tom 

Will do 

On 

>< 

, at 1:53 PM. Tirmnermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> ~Vl-ote: 

- ASA -        pdX’> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:26 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu>; rackhmn <rackham@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Grades watch 

From our challenged trio - the first 2 grades are in. 

B m COlvflM 
-B- inRELI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:52 AM 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 

Re: Volleyball Clmstmas Pa(ty 

Thanks Eve, 

Son)’ I’ll have to miss. Academic Center is open til 11 that night and Wednesday is my night to work. Lots of kids have exams the next morning. Hope you all enjoy. 

Tony 

011 at 9:14 PM, rackham <rackham@unc.edu> wrote: 

wit’.,,"., o~.-’, as w~.-’.// {a// players a r~-.-’. 

My house address is 

Parking is semMimited so the more carpooling the better. On the corner there is a playground, which is open to park 

in front Ofo ~fyou need directions, cal~ or text me but ~ figured everyone follows a phone or GPS @ 

SincerelN 
Eve Raekham 
Assistant Head Volleyball Coach 
UniversiW of North Carolina 
Carmiehael Arena 
310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-5233 (o) 

rackham@unc.edu 

h~p:llww~,facebooEcomlcarolJnawllevbalJ 
h~p:#twi~er.comluncvoJleyball 
www.ca rolinavolieyba~l.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:53 PM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: - COMM exam 

I can come and do this for her if that’s OK with you. Or you could take it down? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: -COMM    exam 
Date: at 12:33:44 PM EST 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tony¥ount@unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

I dropped off the exam in a sealed envelope with the lady at the second floor reception desk in the Steele Building at around tO:30 am today, as 

S~encer was o~t of office at the moment. She was happy to ac(:e~t the envelope ~mt~ Spencer returned 

Would it be possible [:or someone [o leave the completed exam in my ma~box on [he firs[ [:]oor o[: Bingham Ha~l? One of our administrator’s wou~d 

need to unlock the mail room. Otherwise, ~ can slop by jus[ after’ 3pro to pick ~t up d~rect~y. 

P~ease ~et me know if you have any questions. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:04 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Major 

Did you see an Academic Adviser to declare - You cm~’t declare a major just ruth me. You have to see an Acadetnic Adviser - and getting that officially declared will 

help you get the courses that you need. 

On . at 11:53 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

tti tow it’s :) 

I looked on connect Carolina, aJ~d it says I’m undecided. We declared my majors earlier this semester. Does it just say that matil next semester? And if 

so, how should I get into classes that are for majors only’? There were a few I couldn’t get into because of that. Let me know what I need to do. Thank 

you 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:16 PM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Re: - COMM    exam 

Will do 

On at 2:02 PM, Welbom, Spencer <swelbom(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Pl~:,ase I~:,[: her know thai: I have receiv~-:~d the ~:,’,<am. In addition, since gingham is a short waIk from nly office I w~II returt~ to the completed exam 

g~ngha~T~. 

F~m: Yount, Tony 
Sent= Tuesday, 1:53 PH 
To= Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: Fwd: - COMM    exam 

I can come a~d do tNs tbr her if that’s OK with you. Oryou could rake it down? 

Begin tb~-arded mes~ge: 

From: @!!ve_ u n ~:__e___d___u__> 

Subject: RE: - COMM    exam 

Date: at 12:33:44 PM EST 

To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyo~n~@unc.~d~> 

Hi Tony, 

I dropped off the exam in a sealed envNope w~th the lady at the second floor reception desk h~ the Steele Building at around I0:30 am today, as 

Spencer was out of office at the moment. She was happy to accept the envelope unt~ Spencer returned. 

Would it be possibk~ for someone to leave the (:ompkd:ed exam in my ma~box on the first floor of Bingham Hall? One of our admk~strators wot~d 

need to unlock the ma~l roorm Otherwise, ~ can stop by ~ust after 3pro ~:o pick R up d~rec:~:~y 

P~ease ~et g~e kRow if you have any quesL~ons. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow <gyount@ema]l.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                  1:52 PM 
Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; rackham <rackham@unc.edu> Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu> Charles, Jem~ifer S 
<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Re: Grades watch 

Two new- grades posted this am 

- I>,~S - C+ 
- MGix~2 - B+ 

I’ll do another run this evening. That’s all that’s posted officially to this point for the 3 we’re watching so closely 

On at 10:26 PM. TONY YOL~,~2 <gyount@email.unc. edu> wrote: 

From our challenged trio - the first 2 grades are in 

- B in COMiVl 
- B- lnRELI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:36 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: Tutors tbr the Spring Semester 

you’ll need one for EXSS and I requested one for SPAN 

On at 2:56 PM. .~live.u~ac.edu> wrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> 

> So I will be taking anatomy (exss    ), exss Spanish 
you think? As for my math classes I would just like to see 
> 

> 

> 

Stor     Math     I feel like I ~vould need a tutor for spanish 
during his drop in hours 

for sure, but im not sure about exss and ~Vhat do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:51 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu>; rackhmn <rackham@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 
<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Re: Grades watch 

ne~v grades 

- ENGL    - C 

current cumulative GPA -2 130 

no other new grades for our 3 

Current team GPA 2.884 with maybe 1/4 of the grades in Certainly looking better than last semester at this point 

On at 1:51 PM, TONY YOUNT <gyoun@emai[.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Two new grades posted this am 
> 
> - INI.S -C~ 
> -MGNT -Bq 

> 

> I’ll do another run this evening. That’s aH that’s posted officially to this point Jl)r the 3 we’re watching so closely 
> 

> On at 10:26 PM, TONY YOUNT <gyounV~email unc edu> wrote 

>> From our cha]lenged trio - the first 2 grades are in 

>> - B in COMM 
>> - B- in RELI 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:16 PM 

@live. unc.edu-* 

Re: Tutors tbr the Spring Semester 

Professors control that, so I would email each of your professors and ask if the materi~J that you need will continue to be available to you before your exam, or if you 

need to print aJl of that information now so that you roll have it. 

Sony’ that isn’t a definitive answer, but it is under the control office professors and they won’t all do it the same way. 

On at 12:50 PM, ~a)live.unc.edu-* wrote: 

Tony are my classes going to delete from sakai before I get back to school because like my notes and powerpoints and everything are like on 
their and I wont be able to organize my studyin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:45 PM 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edu> 

Jody, 

has registered for MUSC 
a~val-d was for 

Thanks veW much for you help today Have a great holiday. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, 

919 962 9535 

online through the Friday Center for the spring semester. Athletics will cover the ti~ll cost of her enrollment, The scholarship 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~ema]l.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 8:46 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu>; rackhmn <rackham@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jermifer S 
<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Re: Grades watch 

2 new grades tap - 

m PORT    - B - current fall GPA 2.850, cure - 2.185 - one more grade to go 

in AAAD    - A- cuaTent fall GPA, 2.9, cum 2.530 - one more grade to go 
also now- has a 12 hour spring schedule 

still has no grades posted 4 grades yet to post 

Next posting will be midday tomorrow- 

On at 7:50 PM. TONY YOE~’T <gyoun@email uric edu> wrote: 

new grades 

- ENGL - C 

current cumulative GPA - 2.130 

no other new grades ]2~r our 3 

Current team GPA 2.884 with maybe 1/4 of the grades in. Certainly looking better than last semester at this point. 

On at 1:51 PM, TONY YOUNT <gyoun@email.unc edu> wrote: 

>> Two new grades posted this am 
>> 
>> - ]NLS    - C~ 
>> - MGNT - B ~ 
>> 

>> I’ll do another mn this evening. That’s all that’s posted officially to this point :[’or the 3 we’re watching so closely 
>> 

>> On at 10:26 PM, TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> From our challenged trio - the first ~ grades are in. 

>>>    - B m cob~{ 
>>> - B- in RELI 
>>> 
>>> 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:02 AM 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu>; rackhmn <rackham@unc.edu>; AdaJns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Charles, Jermifer S 
<jenchar@unc.edu> 

Re: Grades watch 

first grade is up 

AAAD    - C 

we’re almost to the halfway point of grades posted 

current team semester GPA - 2.94 and better than last year 
team cumulative - 2898 - down from 2.963 

On , at 8:45 PM. TONY YOE,2,~’T <gyoun@email uric edu> wrote: 

2 new grades up - 

in POR;P - B - current fall GPA 2 850, cure - 2 185 - one more grade to go 

in 2~.AD     - A- current fall GPA, 2.9, cum 2.530 - one more grade to go 
also now has a 12 hour spring schedule 

still has no grades posted 4 grades yet to post 

Next posting will be midday tomorrow 

On at 7:50 PM. TONY YOUNT <gyount~email unc edu> wrote 

>> -ENG L - C 

>> current cumulative G P.z’~ - 2 130 

>> no other new grades [’or our 3 

>> Current team GPA 2.884 with maybe 1/4 of the grades in. Certainly looking better than last semester at this point. 

>> On at 1:51 PM. TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Two new grades posted this am 

>>> - INLS - C+ 
>>> - MGNT - B+ 

>>> I’ll do another run this evening. That’s all that’s posted officially- to this point for the 3 we’re watching so closely 

>>> On , at 10:26 PM, TONY YOLJ~IT <gyo~m@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> From our challenged trio - the first 2 grades are in. 

>>>> - B in CO)vLM 
>>>> - B- in RELI 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:21 PM 

~gmail.com>; 

Fwd: Men’s Basketball vs. Kentucky - WHITE OUT 

@gmail.com> 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Steinbacher, Rick’’ <rick@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Men’s Basketball vs. Kentucky- WHITE OUT 
Date:                  at 8:20:56 AM EST 
To: UNCAA-Everyo~e <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu>, "Sobba, Gary" <gsobba@tarheelsports.com>, "Beros- 

Adrian ¢b, aramark.com" <Beros-Adrian@aramark.com> 

image and s~:ory link: 

ht[P:iiwww~goheels.comiViewArticle.dbml?SPSID=658:155&SPID=:12965&Dg LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=29700&ATCLID=209339595 

From= Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent= Friday,                8:20 AM 
To= UNCAA-Everyone; Sobba, Gary; Beros-Adrian@aramark.com 
Subject= Men’s Basketball vs. Kentucky - WHITE OUT 

All - 

Thanks to Brand Jordan (Nike) our Men’s Basketball game vs. Kentucky will be a white out game. Nike has sent us over 20,000 white t shirts (design 

and story link below) to distribute for tomorrow’s game against Kentucky in the Smith Center at 5:~_5 pm. 

We had hoped to have several hundred extra t-shirts to make sure that everyone in attendance could get one. Nike worked very hard to make this 

happen but has come up a little bit short. We will have about 20,500 shirts for the 21,750 seat arena. 

We will be placing the shirts 50% L / 50% XL in Smith Center seats throughout the day today. We will not be placing shirts in Athletic Department 

comp seats to help account for this slight shortage. We will order more t-shirts for distribution to the athletic department staff (hopefully at the 

January department wide meeting). 

If you are attending tomorrow’s game, please help us by wearing something WHITE, by understanding why there are no shirts in your comp seats, and 

also by encouraging fans not to take extra shirts from their fellow fans seats. 

We appreciate your understanding and support. 

Go Heels, Beat Kentucky!!! 

Rick Steinbacher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Saturday, 9:24 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Merry Chris~tmas 

Come see me as soon as you can when you get back and we ~vill work in it 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:22 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi ton?-, 
SorW for getting back so late!! Hope you are well and had a great Christmas! 

> To be honest I am not sm-e if my level    con~m class is for my specific IOC. I just picked a class that fit my schedule and rm really hoping Brett can get me out of it. 
Hope break is going ~vell and happy new- year! 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 16, 2014 10:58 AM 

Taylor Chumney < ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: [FORMAI, NOTICE] A Message from Chancellor Carol L. Folt 

This jus~t came in after your e~nail. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <no reply@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: [FORMAL NOTICE] A Message from Chancellor Carol L. Folt 
Date: January 16, 2014 at 10:48:41 AM EST 
To: <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Deoa Coa~lina Communib~: 

I am writing today to provide my perspective on a topic that has been reported in the media recently, and more importantly, is of great concern to our 
commuNly: what we are doing to ensure the integrib~ of our support for student-athletes and their success from admission to graduation. Carolina’s recent 

academic and athletic improprieties shook our Universi .ty to its core. In spite of,seven investigations (http:i/rawlingspanel.web.nnc.edu/related-links/) and 

numerous reforms already in place, this continues to be a painful journey for the Carolina communily, and I roll not ignore the lessons learned. 

Even as we contin ue this work, Carolina is facing a surge of new stories in the national and local media abo ut the academic preparation of our student- 

athletes. This interest was sparked in part by highly publicized claims abx~ ut s~tudent literacy, and continues in the media almost daily. I ta~e these claims 

very seriously, but we have been unable to reconcile these claims with either our own Facts or with those data currently being cited as the source for the 

claims. Moreover, the data presented in the media does not match up with those data gathered by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions. For example, 
only m,o of the 321 s~mdent-athletes admitted in 2012 and 2013 fell below the SAT and ACT levels that were cited in a recent CNN report as the 

thieshold for reading levels for first-year students. And those two students are in good academic standing. Neve(theless, we axe investigating all the claims 

being made and, if they axe found to have ~nerit, I roll take all appropriate actions. We also will do our best to correct assertions we believe are not 

based in fact. 

This issue is pair of a larger national conversation about the role and impact of college sports and even further about the commitment schools make to 

ensure their students receive the support they’ need to succeed in the classroom as well as on the playing field. I assure you that I will not accept an.vthing 

less than the excellence we expect Carolina to represent for our students and the community. 

I am asking tbr your patience and uMerstanding today. I still have many questions, and I an~ seeking to understaM the complete picture of what 

additional work we need to do in this area. We have learned many lessons in the past few yea~s, and I am actively building on those lessons to continue 

to improve our community. It is our responsibility, to address these issue~ the people involved, and the media attention being generated by them, very 

thoughtfully and thoroughly. Our goals are to be proactive in our analysis and solutions, to protect the privacy rights of individual students, and to apply 

the rigorous standards of assessment expected here at Caxolina. Whether we agree or disagree, we must welcolne health?" debate, respect each other 

and in that way show the tree character of our Caxolina colnmuni~. 

In closing, I want to thank you for your commitmeut to and concern for our students, facnl .ty and stafi; and for making this great institution even stronger. I 

will keep you i~fformed ofonr progress and the results of our work. Our impressive, dedicated and talented students from the classroom to the playing 

field and the work ofour faculb’ and staffto improve the lives ofmillions ofNorth Carolinians is what makes us so proud ofCa~olina every day. 

Best, 

Carol L. Folt 

Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 11:13 AM 

Teryn Brill < @gmail.com> 

Incoming freslm~en 

Hi TelTn, 

Can you plea se send the names of the incoming freshmen for next fall tbr field hockey? We need to get that intbrmation to the orientation folks so that we can reselwe spots for the incoming 
freshmen. 

Thanks. 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:34 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet’t: Re: COMP 

I roll put the requesl in right now 

On , at 11:13 AM, 

Good morning Tony, 

Is there any chance to get a COMP tutor? 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:35 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.edu> 

Re: Canceling Tutor 

yes 

On at 10:50 AM. ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
You are comfortable with this, I assume? 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:11 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring 
Cc: tony youaat@gmail.com 
Subject: Canceling Tutor 

To ;Vhom it may Concern: 

I would like to cancel my Econ tutor tonight at 6pm because I have a paper to do that is due tomorro~v. Thalzks 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:59 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: tutoring 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Wednesday, 2:57 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: Question about Honors classes 

Hello 
Honors courses am available for you to take in the fall semester The best path to get into the honors program at this point is to take an honors class fl~at you’re 
interested in in the fall and then have a good relationship with that professor and ask the professor of an honors class to recommend you for the program. That’s a 
pretty good way to get into the program is a groat program to be in. And I would encourage you to do that. In terms of talking to someone when you come for 
orientation you will meet witk Academic a&isers from the campus and you should ask them about the honors program. My guess is tkey’ll tell you just exactly what I 
did but that’s a good question to ask at orientation. 

Tony 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 

On at 2:50 PM, ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
I learned that offers to join Honors Carolina had gone out and I didn’t receive one. I am interested in honors 
courses. Is that something I can do even without being in Honors Carolina? Also, is there anyone I can talk to 
about being considered for Honors Carolina? 
Looking forward to seeing you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TONY YOUNT (GYOUNT)> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 2:20 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Re: Progress Report 

I didn’t do that. I want the same people I had last semester but I imagine you white those out. Is that true? I plan 
to be back in Chapel Hill tomorrow for a little bit I can do it tomorrow afternoon. Or if you can sort by class just 
do all the freshman 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2014, at 2:00 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@unc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

Just a friendly reminder that all check-offs must be completed by the end of business today. I will run both next 
week’s and the final progress report over the weekend so they can both be processed by Nate and company on 

Monday. 

Thank you and, as always, let me know if you have questions, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or 

entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e- 

mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records 

law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student 
educational records are subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TONY YOUNT (GYOUNT)> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 3:10 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Re: Progress Report 

Not at all. That’s great news. Just go with what I had for the fall 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2014, at 3:04 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@unc.edu> wrote: 

Don’t come back for this; you have more important things on the plate. Besides, all checks from the fail are still in 
place. Any new students you need me to check? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 2:20 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Progress Report 

I didn’t do that. I want the same people I had last semester but I imagine you white those out. Is that true? 

I plan to be back in Chapel Hill tomorrow for a little bit I can do it tomorrow afternoon. Or if you can sort by 

class just do all the freshman 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2014, at 2:00 PM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@unc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon, 
Just a friendly reminder that all check-offs must be completed by the end of business today. I will run 

both next week’s and the final progress report over the weekend so they can both be processed by 

Nate and company on Monday. 

Thank you and, as always, let me know if you have questions, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for 

the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. 



Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 

recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina 
Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official 

(f4CGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:57 AM 

@live.unc. 

.~live.unc.edw~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Fwd: Reminder to Students 

Student Tutor Agreement.docx 

~live.unc.edu>; @aol com>; 

~live.unc.edn>; ~live.nnc.edu-*; 

.~live.nnc.edw~ 

I have attached the Student-Tutor Agreement form if you’d like to pass on a new copy to your students. 

Some key things to remember: 

Appointments should not be ¢onceled bel/ond s#e¢iol ¢ir¢umstonces. "Not having new material to go over" and "1 didn’t plan ahead and need to work 

on classwork for another class" are not considered special circumstances and should warrant a conversation with the student regarding better 

planning and time usage. 
Please emphasize that anytime the student is scheduled to be absent due to team travel, competition and!or required events (CREED, Rising Stars, 
etc), (s)he should communicate the absence with the tutor no later than the session prior to traveling, in addition to following the cancellation 
procedures listed below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

In order to cancel an appointment, students must send an email to :{~.~[~.}.~J~!~!]~@.~].[!~=~.~ and copy (CC) their academic counselor. 

All cancellations outside of team travel and competition must be approved through the student’s academic counselor BEFORE being emailed to the 

tutorial staff. 

Cancellation emails should include the date, time, subject, tutor name, and reason for cancellation. 

Thank youl 

Assistant Tutorial Coor’d~nator/~cadem~c Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Offk:e: 9~,9-843-2328 

Ce~l: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:57 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fwd: Relninder to Stadeuts 

Studeut Tutor Agleement.docx 

I have attached the Student-Tutor Agreement form if you’d like to pass on a new copy to your students. 

Some key things to remember: 

Appointments should not be ¢onceled bel/ond spe¢iol ¢ircumstonces. "Not having new material to go over" and "1 didn’t plan ahead and need to work 

on classwork for another class" are not considered special circumstances and should warrant a conversation with the student regarding better 

planning and time usage. 
Please emphasize that anytime the student is scheduled to be absent due to team travel, competition and!or required events (CREED, Rising Stars, 
etc), (s)he should communicate the absence with the tutor no later than the session prior to traveling, in addition to following the cancellation 
procedures listed below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

In order to cancel an appointment, students must send an email to :{~}~.}/~j~!~2!]~.~].[~[~=~.~ and copy (CC) their academic counselor. 

All cancellations outside of team travel and competition must be approved through the student’s academic counselor BEFORE being emailed to the 

tutorial staff. 

Cancellation emails should include the date, time, subject, tutor name, and reason for cancellation. 

Thank youl 

~en 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordh~ator!Academ~c Cotmse~or 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Offk:e: 919-843--2328 

Ce~l: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Friday, 5:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Welbom, Spencer" 

Date:                at 11:45:39 AM EST 

To: "Yount, Tony" <~k!U~f?.~.~:~j~.~.~.:~{.~ 
Subject: 

Tony: 

Good morning. Can you have 

appointment. 

reschedule an advising appointment when you see her again? She was not in attendance for our 11:30am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 8:08 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Fwd: PID’s 

Sent Dom my iPhone 

Begin forwazded message: 

Fr~a: "Sagula, Joseph A" ~isagnla@unc.edu> 

Date: February 19, 2014 at 7:28:15 AM EST 

To: "Yount, Tony" <toms"ount(~unc.edu> 

Cc: rackham <racld~am,@~unc.edu> 
Subject:              PID’s 

Tony, 

Here are the PID’s for our four 

We may be adding one more manager, but I have to meet with her later this week 

I will send it over when I meet. 

Thanks, 

Js 

Ca~r~ps ~d clinic~: www.carolinavolleyball.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Tuesday, 8:02 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: tutor cancellation 

hnportant group project. Nice work. As your acadmnic adviser ,ny reco,nmendation is that yon give the project your ,naximum effort and do the best job you can 

possibly do. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 1:19 AM, ~live.unc.edtr> wrote: 

Hi, 
I am very sorry but I need to cancel my 8pm tutor for stor 
meet with my group for. 

tomorrow night. I have an important group project due Wednesday that I need to 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:16 AM 

@live,~mc.edu-* 

https ://itsuther.wufoo.com/forms/transfer-credit-reevaluation-fonrd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Thursday, 4:3g PM 

@unc.edu> 

Re: courses 

I don’t believe that there is a limit on the number of courses you caaa count for both ,najors. I’ve never heard of that. But your advisor will know the definitive answer to 

that question 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:01 PM, ~unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

I just wanted to ask a quick question while I’m prepping for my advising meeting for next week. I am minoring in both Environmental Studies 

and Sustainability. Some of my class can count towards both. What is the maximum number of class I can use for both minors? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Sundw, 6:13 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: summer school 

Hello      I am driving back from my sisters house at the beach for the next three hours m~d can’t really .type in answer to your email but the conversation would be 
great if you waut to call me the mm~ber is              We could talk about what you need to take in summer school 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:41 PM, ))live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr. Yount, 

Sorry I never got back to you on            ! I told her that you sent your regards and she was beyond happy to hear your name and told me 
to tell you hi! I also had a few questions regarding summer school. I emailed the people you instructed to regarding class selection (Ms. 
Wyrick) but did not receive much information from her on what classes I should take this summer, but rather got information on the curriculum 
for my possible major of interest. Does this mean that I should pick any classes I want? What classes incoming freshman usually take over the 
summer? Also, does class time matter? Sorry to bother you with all these questions at once! I’m just trying to finish registering for summer 
school and need to pick my classes. Thank you so much for your help! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Snndw, April 6, 2014 6:49 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: Student confirmation tbr awmds--please respond as soon as possible!!! 

are graduating in May the rest of the s~dents are not ,nine 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 6:34 PM, "Townsend, Jenn -~~mc e~ ;~ wrote. 

Hi, 
Could you please take a look at the ~ollowing students and please let me know as soon as possible ff the ~Nlowing students are graduating in May or 

December? 
th We are trying to solidify our Top Five Male and Female student-athletes ~or our banquet on April B0 . ff you could please respond by tomorrow at 

noon I would appreciate it. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

2 ~...9.::~.§ 2.:.,~ 2.’~::~ (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:38 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

http :/ihonorscarolina. uric. eduicurrent-student sicurriculmn/apply-to-honor s-car olinai 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday-, 1:40 PM 

To: ~live.tmc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: SPC 

Advising can do that 

On at 12:51 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony do you know what or who can fill ont a transient student form? 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Monday, 11:05 PM 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Re: CCO ASTR 

Didn’t you give them the book tbrm at the bookstore? That should’ve been all you needed to get the books and you shouMn’t of had to pay for them 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:03 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deaz Tony, 

What do yon need to get me a reimbursement tbr the two books? They are 100 dollars together. 

I can pass by at 9 or before if you need something in person. Leaving at 9.30. 

Thank ye, 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dan Reichart < @gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: CCO ASTR 
Date: at 10:08:08 PM EDT 
To: @live.unc.edu> 

You are correct, it should be: unc 

l’m asking COO to fix AS~,I=, 

And, yes, you need to get both. 

But fee~ f~ee to get the textbook on Amazon. You can even go one edition back and save lots of $. 

cheeL~, 

On Mon, at 7:18 PM, ~live.tmc.edtr> wrote: 

Dr Reichast, 

I logged in to web assign, the code on the syllabus ibr ASTR says The code for ASTR    says 

this the conect code for the lab? 

Also, are the two ebooks Astro, tomy with Skynet: O~,r Place In Space! andAstronomy 101: The Solar System both required? 

Thank you, 

Is 

Dr. Daniel E. Reicha:rt 

Director of the Skynet Robotic Telescope Network 

Director of PROMPT and Morehead Observatoly 

Bowman a~ld Gordon Gray Professor 

Depaxtment of Physics and Astronomy 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office Phone: (919) 962- 5310 

Skynet on Facebook: https:i/www.ihcebook.com/SkynetRTN 
Skynet on Twitter: https://twitter.conv’SkvnetRTN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Monday, 11:08 PM 

~live.anc.edu> 

Re: CCO ASTR 

I need a printed copy of the part of your syllabus that says that you have to have it. It needs to say that it’s required. And I would need a cop>" of the receipt that shows 
that you paid that money. You can slide it under my office door tomorrow before you leave. I p~obably won’t be in nntil nine or 930 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:06 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I did, but these are extra, they were not on the list. They are on the homework software. 

On at 11:05 PM, Yount, Tony <tonvyount,@~unc.edu > wrote: 

Didn’t you give them the book tbnn at the bookstore? That shouldve been all you needed to get the books and you shouldn’t of had to pay 
for the,n 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 11:03 PM,’ ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Tony, 

What do you need to get me a reimbursement tbr the two books? They are 100 dollars together. 

I can pass by at 9 or before if you need something in person. Leaving at 9.30. 

Thank ye, 

Begin forwmded message: 

From: Dan Reichart < @~Imail.com> 
Subject: Re: CCO ASTR 
Date: at 10:08:08 PM EDT 
To: @live.unc.edu> 

You are correck it should be: unc 

~’m asking COO to fix ASAP. 

And, yes, you need to get both. 

~ut feel free to ~et the textbook on Amazon. Yoa can even ~o one edition back and save ~ots of $. 

cheers, 
dr 

On Mon, at 7:18 PM, ~ib~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dr Reichart, 

I logged in to web assign, the code on the syllabus for ASTR     says           The code for ASTR 

says               Is this the correct code for the lab? 
Also, are the two ebooks Astronomy with Skynet: Our Place In Space! andAstrono,~ 101. The Solar 

System both required? 

Thank you, 

Dr. Daniel E. Reichart 
Director of the S~’net Robotic Telescope NePa, ork 
Director of PROMPT and Morehead ObservatoW 
Bowman and Gordon Gray Professor 



Department of Physics aJad Astronomy 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office Phone: (919) 962-5310 

Skynet on Facebook: https://w~a~.facebook.comiSks~netRTN 

Skynet on Twitter: https:i/t~vitter.com/Sks~netR’l~N 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:06 AM 

Subject: My Travel Plans 

Ladies, 

I will be leaving today with the volleyball team for its trip to Turkey and Italy. I ~vill be without cell service for the entire trip, but will be able to check email each day. If you have immediate 
academic needs, please contact Brent Blanton (blanton@unc.edu) 919 962 9536. I ~vill return to the office Tues,        and resume normal hours. 

Congratulations to all 4 teams on excellent spring semesters. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Tuesday, 3:33 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Re: gpa m~d major stuff" 

I would schedule another class for session 2. I would also go talk to journalism school to see what their situation is ~,ith a 3.8. Cover your bases both wws 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:52 PM, (&live .unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

I went to my teacher about my B+ and it is not going to change to an A-. I am registered for my two classes for summer session I but i 

calculated my gpa if I made both A’s and it comes out as a 3.082. Do they round up or do i need to go talk to the j-school/or take another class 

for session 

Thanks! 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, ToW <tonyyoun~unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             1:43 PM 

~live.tmc.edtr> 

Re: Summer School 

Jomc    with Tim Carothe~s 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:21 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tong, 

Inn looking back at the email gou first sent us about summer school and I think 1 want to of ahead and confirm the two classes we discussed 

are the ones I want to take. I think it was English    and the writing class with the professor who previouslg worked for sports illustrated. 1 

don’t know the actual name of the second class but I was planning on emailingAndrea. Let me know if l’rn on the right track, 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Wednesday, 3:45 PM 

@nnc.edu> 

Re: Graduation Photos 

I should be able to do that to,no~row. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Sent from my iPhone 
On             at 6:03 PM,                        k~)unc.e&t> wrote: 

Tony - 

Hope you are enjoying your trip with the Volleyball team! At your convenience, do you mind sending me a few graduation photos that you took of 

your teams? 

Thanks! 

Graduate Assistant 

Student-Athlete Development 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919-843-2306 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 7:46 PM 

Lee, JaJmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation schedule availabili~ 

Not available sessions 11,12,13 

Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 

Here af¢_~ the dales tof our Day 
student atMetes, Thank you~ 

<[--[if [snpp~gists]-->2. 
<[--[if [snpp~gists]-->:~. 
<~--[if ~sup~l,ists]-->4. 
<~ - - [if ~ sup~)~l,i sts] - 
<~ - - [if ~ sup~)~l,i sts] - ->~, 
<~ - - [if ~ sup~)~l,i sts] - ->7, 
<~--[if ’. sup~l~Lis~s]-->8, 
<~--[if ’. sup~l~Lis~s]-->9, 
<~--[if ’. sup~l~Lis~s]-->10. 
<~ - - [if ’. sup~l~Lis~s] - -> 11. 
<~--[if ’. sup~Lis~s]-->IZ 
<~- -[if ’. sup~Lis~s] - 

<[--[endit]-->Mon 6/2 

<[--[endit]-->Mon 6/9 

<!-- [endit]-->M on, {’?/1~4 

<!--[endii]-->Thurs, 6/~9 

<~--[endi~-->Mon, ~/2:3 

<~-- [endiO-->Thurs, 6/2~ 

<~--[endi~-->Mon, 7/7 

<~--[endi~-->Thurs, 7/10 

<~ -- [endi~ - -> M on, 7114 
< ’.--lendifF->Thurs, 7/17 

< ’.--lendifF->Mon, 7/21 
<’.-- [endi~-->Thurs, 7/24 

<’.-- [endi~-->Tues 7/29 

<!--[if’,supIx~rtLisls]-->l¢ <’--[endif]-->Thurs, 8/14 
Please r’espond no later than this Monday, 5/:19. After ~ receive this ~nfor’madon, ~ w~ get back to you aH about sign ups. 

Thank NouH! 

Academic O:mnse]or {Women’s Baske~ba]l/’Men’s & Wome~Ys Swimming & Divi~g) 
Academic Suppor[ Program ~ot Student Athletes 
UnJversR[y of Nort~ Caro]~na-g~ape[ Hfl[ 
9I_9-843--6566 w 

Confident~al~ N(:,t~(:e: lhis e-mail mess:~ge, m,::luding any ;3~ac~ments, is for t~e sole use of ~ntended recip~enl:(s) and m:H con[a~n conridenti;31 and pri,,qleged information. Any unaul:hor~zed 

review, use, disclosure or d~stdbution is prohJbite,,, ff you are not the intended =’ecipient, piease contact the sende=" by repi’f e-mail and destroy ali copies of the original messsge. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Wednesday, 7:50 PM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.tmc.edu> 

Re: Summer School (WSO) 

I’,n iu turkey a~d luggage is in Italy. We reunite and I can check my computer. My memory tells 

Me this: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Ou , at 1:16 AM, "Strassner, Rachel <-:.:.t?..~.~.~5~zl,..cd~.~.n.!.~!~.!:2:.’:..c..:!~.q.g~ wrote: 

Tony, 

Need some clarification on the number of credits the following SAs are enrolled in for Maymester or Summer 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 
To: ¥ount, Tony 

Cc: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Summer School (WSO) 
Tony, 
Below are the               student-athletes who will be receiving a portion of athletic aid for Maymester and/or Summer Session I. (Summer 
will be confirmed closer to the beginning of the session.) Individuals receiving a book scholarshi~ have been designated with an "X" in the book 
column. Please kee~ me ~osted of any changes. 

3_2 NR SJ. 6 X 

22 NR SJ. 6 X 

3_3 NR S$ 3 X 

R = Resident 

NR = Non 

resident 

$I = Summer One 

F .: :..: 5):i 9- 9r.;2. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Monday, 2:47 PM 
T~: geatty, Greg; 81anton, grent S; Greene, Michael; kee, Jaimie; Ma~oy, Susan B; Myers, keslie; Orr, Kgm N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; 
Townsend, Jenn; gount, Tony; Brown, Michelle 
Ce: Vangelder, Marie~le A; Markos, kance M; Timmermans, Tom; 
5uNeet: Summer School Compliance Reminders 

ASPSA Staff, 
As coaches confirm summer school requests for student-athletes receMng any ~ortion o~ athletic aid, the information will be emailed to you. Please 
be reminded i~ a student-athlete who is receiving atNet~c aid dro~s or withdrawals ~rom any class(es) during the Maymester, Summer Session ~ or II, it 



is imperative you notify me promptly. We need to ensure the student-athlete’s athletic aid is adjusted accordingly and to divert any potential 

violations. 

Also, if a student-athletes is on a book scholarship and drops the course, he/she is responsible for returning the book(s) directly to Student Stores. If 

the book is not returned, the student-athlete will be charged the full cost of the book in accordance with UNC Students Stores Refund policy, 

(htt s: itsa s.unc.edu ’UNCStoreFront s /Textbook RefundsSummer.s ~). Please continue to communicate this information to each student- 

athlete. It has also been included in their Summer Grant-In-Aid Agreement they have or will sign, through their ACS portal. 

Thank you in advance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Monday, 6:19 PM 

Re: lm~guage placement 

Congrats. You’re done. No lm~guage for yon 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:23 PM, wrote: 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 12:22 PM 

To: ’TONY YOU NT’ 

Subject: language placement 

Hi Tony! 

So I just took the language placement exam. I have attached my score. I was wondering, what does my score mean? Like did I place out of language, or 

will I have to take one semester of language or more than one semester? 

Thanks!! 

<language placement.pd£5> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT/CN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Thursday, 3:49 PM 

@earlklink.net> 

Re: Holds 

I’m in Turkey ~vith painfully limited Wi-Fi. You will need to email Brent Blanton at the academic center and he can help you Blanton@unc edu 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:31 PM, ~earthlink.net> wrote: 

He?’ tony Is the hold on my account the 200 dollar fee and if so do I pay or the school?? Hope your trip is fantastic[![ 

Sent Iicom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: classes 

Hi 

I’m just back from 2 weeks in Europe and back in the office today. I’ll put together ,some i~fformation and send you an emaJl tonight. What axe your arrival and 

departure times for your visit next week? 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Ou at 1:48 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I wasn’t sure what email to use for you (please see my note below), I am sending to the UNC email. I also know I need to go online and review 

the classes this week, 

Thankyou! 

Sent: Monday, 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: classes 

9:18 PM 

Hi Tony, 

Coach Mann mentioned that we should meet to talk about picking classes next Sunday because I have orientation that Monday and Tuesday. 
Please let me know what time works for you, 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Tuesday, 2:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: classes 

Late Sunday evening will probably be best for Ine. Them have been some changes to the orientation schedule and it may actually be more beneficial for us to meet 

about classes on Tuesday evening. You actually will not choose your classes until the Wednesday after you return home 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:28 PM, ,~)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I am arriving late Saturday night and I leave Wednesday morning. Any time Sunday works for me. I hope we can meet up on Sunday. 

Thankyou! 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: classes 

Hi 

I’m just back from 2 weeks in Europe and back in the office today. Iql put together some information and send you an emaii tonight, What are 

your arrival and departure times for your visit next week? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:48 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I wasn’t sure what email to use for you (please see my note below). I am sending to the UNC email, I also know I need to go 

online and review the classes this week. 

Thankyou! 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To’, @gmail.com 

Subject~ classes 

9:18 PM 

Hi Tony, 

Coach Mann mentioned that we should meet to talk about picking classes next Sunday because I have orientation that Monday 
and Tuesday, Please let me know what time works for you, 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Tuesday, 2:35 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: classes 

I will actually see you twice on Monday akernoon and again on Tuesday so we can work it out then and if you and your mom would like to meet on Sunday night I’m 
perfectly fine doing that as well. It might give you m~d your parents if they’re coming a chance to get lots of queslions answered so fl~ink about fl~at and we’ll see 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:33 PM, ,~)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tuesday evening sounds fine. What time and where should I meet you? 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: classes 

Late Sunday evening wili probably be best for me. There have been some changes to the orientation scheduie and it may actuaily be more 

beneficial for us to meet about classes on Tuesday evening. You actually wiil not choose your classes untii the Wednesday after you return 

home 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:28 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I am arriving late Saturday night and I leave Wednesday morning. Any time Sunday works for me. I hope we can meet up on 
Sunday. 

Thankyou! 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: classes 

H~ 

I’m just back from 2 weeks in Europe and back in the office today, I’1i put together some information and send you an email 

tonighL What are your arrival and departure times for your visit next week? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at :1:48 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I wasn’t sure what email to use for you (please see my note below). I am sending to the UNC email. I also know I 
need to go online and review the classes this week, 

Thankyou! 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: :@small.corn 

Subject: classes 

9:18 PM 



Hi Tony, 

Coach Mann mentioned that we should meet to talk about picking classes next Sunday because I have orientation 
that Monday and Tuesday. Please let me know what time works for you. 

Thankyou! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: classes 

Is 8:30 too late for you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:38 PM, ’ ~live.unc.edu> w~ote: 

What time Sunday evening would work for you? That might be helpful as I get ready to attend orientation. 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:35 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: classes 

I will actua[lysee you twice on Monday afternoon and again on Tuesday so we can work it out then and if you and your morn would like to 

meet on Sunday night I’m perfectiy fine doing that as well. It might give you and your parents if they’re coming a chance to get lots of 

questions answered so think about that and we’ll see 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:33 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tuesday evening sounds fine. What time and where should I meet you? 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday. 1:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: classes 

Late Sunday evening will probably be best for me. There have been some changes to the orientation schedule and it may actually 

be more beneficial for us to meet about ciasses on Tuesday evening. You actually wili not choose your classes until the 

Wednesday after you return home 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:28 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I am arriving late Saturday night and I leave Wednesday morning. Any time Sunday works for me. I hope we can meet 
up on Sunday, 

Thankyou! 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: classes 

Hi 

just back from 2 weeks in Europe and back in the office today. I’1i put together some information and send you an 

emaii tonight. What are your arrivai and departure times for your visit next week? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:48 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 



I wasn’t sure what email to use for you (please see my note below). I am sending to the UNC email, I also 
know I need to go online and review the classes this week. 

Thank you! 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: @gmail.com 

Subje~: classes 

9:18 PM 

HiTony, 

Coach Mann mentioned that we should meet to talk about picking classes next Sunday because I have 
orientation that Monday and Tuesday, Please let me know what time works for you. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN TONY YOUNT (GYOLINT)> 

Wednesday, 10:32 PM 

~wisc.edu~> 

Re: Registering for classes 

That would be great I should be in the office 10-3 on Friday but I can be flexible to match yore- schedule. Let me know when you’ll be available. 

Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:16 PM. ~wisc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

Hi *@. Yount, 

Just wanted to let you kno~v that rll be in to~vn for orientation tomorrow night and Friday. Maybe we can meet up Friday so I can register for classes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roberta Kelly <mkelly@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 23, 2009 9:06 AM 

Yount, Ton5, <gyount@email.unc.edtr~ 

PRAC 

Tony, 

Here is an update on one of the names submitted for PRAC in the Spring 

registration 

ithdrawn eft’ective 9/11/09 

Roberta 

Robelta A. Kelly, EdD. 
Interim University Registrar 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB Nort2a, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-9840 
Fax - 919-843-8709 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:31 PM 

@nnc.edu> 

elite 89.jpg; l~x - locker room.jpg; gym - canni~ipg 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

7(}live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:10 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edtv~; 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu:>; Myers, Leslie --%smyers@email.unc.edtc,; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edt~-; Sheu, Benjamin 

<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Bearry, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia--~overstre@unc.edu> 

RE: PSYC    Sec    Exam Review - Wednesday @ 6:00pm 

Noted! 

"Int~griO’ is doing the r~ght thing, even when no one is ~ooldng. " 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, ~6:50 

To: 

Cc: Lee, Jaimie; lesmyers; Yount, Tony; bsheu; Beatty, Greg; Overstreet, Tia 

Subject: PSYC    Sec    Exam Review - Wednesday    @ 6:00pro 

Hello All, 

t would l~ke to ~nv~te you all to on E~cam Review for PSYC    Section 

at 6:00pro in Loudermilk Room 231 

Hope you all con make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

$usan 

Sus an M a lo y 
Tutorial CoordinatorA tcademic Counselor 

UNC Academic Sugim~ Program for St~dem~lthletes 

919~962-9892 (o~ce) 

919~962-8247 

s bmaN),(a~mai£ un e. ed. 

that our Psychology tutor, ~ill be conducting on Wednesday evening 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 3:17 PM 

~]ive.unc.edu-~; @live.tmc.edtr~; ~live.unc.edu-~; 

7@live.unc.edu-~;                    ~live.unc.edu> 

~,~bunc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greene~nt@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaJmielee@unc.edu>; 

Orr, Kym N <orr~email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tons)~ount@unc.edu> 

5navailaNe ( 

Student-Athletes, 

Your tutoring session with has been cancelled tonight 

Please see your advisor for any questions regarding your schedule. 

B~?n Stl~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Progr,am for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919-843-2~28 

Ce~l: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 10:52 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

FW: A Call For Action - Honda Inspiration Award 

Hi, 

Would you all mind reading the description below and let Kym and I know if anyone qualifies for the award? 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 4:52 PM 

To: Orr, Kym N; Brown, Michelle; Townsend, Jenn; Lane, Cricket; Gelin, Dana E; Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: FW: A Call For Action - Honda Inspiration Award 

Colleagues, 

Below is information for the Honda Inspiration Award. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

From: PrestoSports [mailto:verl~1~restosports.com] On Behalf Of Nora Lynn Finch 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 11:23 AM 
To: Miller, Beth 
Subject: A Call For Action - Honda Inspiration Award 

COLLEGIATE WOMEN 
SPORTS AWARDS 

NOW is time to nominate worthy candidates for the Honda Inspiration 
Award! 

WHAT is the Honda Inspiration Award,? 



¯ It is one of the most respected and admired awards in the nation! 

¯ It recognizes student-athletes who have been an inspiration in the 
face of adversity. 

WHO should you nominate? 

A female student-athlete in any sport who is an inspiration because 
of her steadfastness and resolve to overcome significant misfortune 
or disability to attain recognizable athletic success this year, such as 
life threatening illness or potentially career ending injuries, but not 
drug or alcohol addictions or pregnancies. 

HOW do you nominate? 

¯ Enter your nomination information on our website: 
www.collegiatewomensportsawards.com 

¯ Click on the Inspiration Award button on the homepage upper left 
hand corner. 

¯ Or fill out the attached nomination form! 

¯ Learn the criteria and process for nominations here! 

WHEN do l nominate? 

¯ The deadline for nominations is April 11,2014. 

If you have any questions please contact Nora Lynn Finch, Chair of the 
Collegiate Women Sports Awards Inspiration Award Committee at 
nlfinch@theacc.org. 

Thanks very much for your interest in this award. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:00 AM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATuto6ng@unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <ton~ount@unc.e&~> 

Cancellalion 

I need to cancel my Spanish tutoring for tonight at 6pm 
We got a practice and dinner scheduled for 4:30 and 7 
Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:53 PM 

Subject: 

Fulton, Grant <gfulton@nnc.edu>; Shelk~n, Karen C ~:kcs@unc.edu.; 

Advising Aptx)intments 

Ladie~ 

These s~dents have completed their spring selnester advising appointment as of 

WFH - COMPLETED advising appointment as of 

19:39 

18:24 

10:18 

12:07 

11:29 
17:01 

11:21 
11:51 

Graduating seniors do not need to schedule an appt. 

If you have an appt scheduled between now and registration day, then you ~xe fine. If not, see the elnail from emlier today and schedule one please. 

Ton?, 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, 4:01 PM 

~live.~mc.edtr~ 

Yount, Tony <ton~ount@unc.e&~> 

RE: Physics Tutor       at 8 pm 

Thanks 
I have noted your c,~ncellation. Please remember ~o CC your counselor on all canceU,~tion em,~ils. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordh]atoriAcadem~c Counselor 
LJ ~C Academic Support Prosrm~ for Student-AtMetes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 
Cell: 

~[om: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:19 PM 
To: ASPSA TutoHn8 
SubjeCt: Physics Tutor at 8 pm 
~ wanted to notifv Vou that I win not be able to attend mv tutor session tonisht, I have to meet with a Stoup for a project on campus at 8, I am sorrv for 
canceHin8 so manv of mv tutor sessions. 
lhanks 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:45 PM 

<overstre@une.edu> 
Unavafilable 

Student-Athletes, 
will be unavailable tonight. Your sessions with her have been cancelled tonight. Please see your counselor for further instructions regarding your MAP. 

Assistant Tutorial Coo~dit~ator/Academic 

Li NC Academic Support Program for Student-A~hletes 

Office: 919-843-2328 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 4, 2014 12:06 PM 

mckham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; Charles, Jermifer S 
<j enchar@ em ail.unc .edu-* 

Weekly 

0403vbgrades.pdf 

Coaches, 

The weekly this week is just the grade report. My office was full all week ruth people needing help with registration so the normal weekly meetings ruth fieshmen were 
usually overrun ruth upperclassmen. There was simply no time k~ write the blurbs on each so the grade report will have to do this week, and I missed Monday 

afternoon and eveNng ruth mad missed many individua] meetings to get that done. It was a chaotic week. Registration roll end, mereifully, with the 

t?eslmaen on Tuesday. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 4, 2014 12:12 PM 

Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edtv~; Shelton, Kaxen C <kc@unc.edu>; Teryn Brill, 

Weekly 

04031hgrades.pdf 

~gmail.com> 

Coaches, 

The weekly this week is just the grade report. My office was full all week ruth people needing help with registration so the normal weekly meetings ruth fieshmen were 

usually overran ruth upperclassmen. There was simply no time to write the blurbs on each so the grade report roll have to do this week, and I missed Monday 

afternoon and evening ruth and mis~d many individual meetings to get that done. It was a chaotic week. Registration roll end, mereifully, with the 

t?eshmen on Tuesday. 

A second round of progress reports has been sent to prot~ssors. Updated progress report grades should begin to appear next week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:17 PM 

Advising tbr Student Athletes AAP <advisingtbrstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

A 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emofil.unc.edu~ 

Friday,            11:20 PM 

Advising tbr Student Athletes AAP <advisingtbrstudenta’thletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Andrea, Spencer 

has been readmirted aYter taking the           ~mester offto play professionally in        She will be emailing yon 

soon regarding enrolling for summer and fall to work on completing her degree. She’s a great kid. Thm~lcs in advance for helping her through the process. 

Tony 



From: tonsToun@unc.edn 

Sent: Sunday, 6:13 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: summer ~hool 

Hello 
g~eat if you want to c~2ll me the number is 

m~d can’t ~e~Jly Upe in answer to your email but the conversation would be 

We could talk about what you need to take in sum~ner school 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:41 PM, ~livea~nc.edu> wrote: 

Mr. Yount, 

Sorry I never got back to you on            ! I told her that you sent your regards and she was beyond happy to hear your name and told me 
to tell you hi! I also had a few questions regarding summer school. I emailed the people you instructed to regarding class selection (Ms. 
Wyrick) but did not receive much information from her on what classes I should take this summer, but rather got information on the curriculum 
for my possible major of interest. Does this mean that I should pick any classes I want? What classes incoming freshman usually take over the 
summer? Also, does class time matter? Sorry to bother you with all these questions at once! I’m just trying to finish registering for summer 
school and need to pick my classes. Thank you so much for your help! 

Sincerely, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tonsToun@unc.edn 

Sunday, 6:49 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: Student confirmation for awalds--please respond as soon as possible!!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

are graduating in May the rest of the s~dents are not Inine 

at 6:34 PM, "Townsend, Jenn -~~mc e~ ;/wrote. 

Hi, 

Could you please take a look at the following students and please let me know as soon as possible if the following students are graduating in May or 

December? 

We are trying to solidify our Top Five Male and Female student-athletes for our banquet on If you could please respond by tomorrow at 

noon I would appreciate it. 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:[.9 962 9538 

2~-~::~.§g.:.’~g.’~Z (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:20 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~; Dormnce, Albert A IV ~son@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 

On at 11:31 AM, ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu~; wrote: 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your BIOL    tutoring session on atSi~p~. This is your fif~ 

documented infraction and shall be considered Strike three. 

At this point in time, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of receiving tutorial services is at risk. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual clas@ S~udents who have a history of in[ractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory mee[ing with the s[udent, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached 

Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, 

and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.~}!~.~.~t~t~!~i~2~2!~3g~!).~).91~=~.~.~) within the timeline 

listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pm - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

B~n Sh~’u 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O[fice: 919-.847;-27;28 

Cell: 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday-, 10:01 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: JOMC is 3.0 Credit Hours 

take a photo of your schedule and send it back to her. Even with the extra hours for JOMC 

On          . at 9:41 PM,              @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

He5’ Ton5’. 

Tricia Robinson just sent me this email_. I didfft think I was registered for more than 

Thwack you, 

, you’re still only at hour 

honrs?! Cm~ yon help me clarify please? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <tmrobins@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: JOMC is 3.0 Credit Hours 
Date: at 5:18:15 PM EDT 
To: <tmrobins@email.unc.edu> 

JOMC     tbr        is a credit hours course, as listed in the Course Details (found on the JOMC website). Student Records and 
Regi~xation in Carroll Hall will manually update the credit hours. You cannot exceed 17 hours at this time. THIS INCIIJDES WAIT- 

LISTED COURSE. We ask that you check your schedule to ensure that you roll not exceed 17 hours. If it is your plan to take 18 hours, 

please let me know. Othe~vise, please adjust your schedule so that we may make the corrections. 

Thmlk you, 

Tricia Robinson 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:45 AM 

Fulton, Gra~t <gfulton@unc.edtr~; Shelton, Kaxen C <kc@unc.edu>; Teryn Brill 

current registration 

~gmail.com> 

as of this ~noming after the freslmien registered - here is where we axe with schedules. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:53 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Looking tbr Biochem Clasps 

From Spencer, 

Tony. Onr biochem course is biol    or chem     They are cross listed and count as the biochemistry In which she speaks. We always tell students to take bio 

chem the firfft semester of junior year. Do we ofi~r it in summer? Currently at Dnrham Bnlls game 

On. at 6:17 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I just received an ema~l from iniblming me that I have not met their biochelnistly requirement. I 

am very. stressed because they will not allow me to begin classes in if I cannot prove that one of the classes that I took in the biology or chemistly 

departments can cross-reference as a biochem class. Do you know or can you give me the infoimation of someone who would know what courses 

offered at UNC are considered "biocheln"? 

Except for BIOC        all other BIOC classes are only for graduate students. I thought that my BIO 

have counted for the reqnirement, bnt I am waiting to hear back from          to see if they will accept that credit. 

would 

Hope all is well. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:41 AM 

mckham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 
<j enchar@ em ail.unc .edu-* 

update 

progress report on            : in SPAN 

has snccessfully vegis~tered for ENGL    from 

and STOR : from 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 5:19 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagnl@nnc.edu-* 

Tuesday recruiting moved from 11 am to 12:30 pm - We can leave at 6:30 am and be fine. 

Glad we got that worked out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:53 PM 

@gmail .corn> 

Summer School 

I spoke ruth         today about snmmer school,                       too many days of class to enroll in a summer school class. I mentioned the possibili~ 

of online summer school. The choices are veo~ limited. Carolina does not allow freshmen to enroll in normal online classes (most of what is on the website). But we 

could ask for permission from the Dean’s office for yon to enroll in one of the three courses listed for second summer session from So look at those 

3 courses and see if they interes~t you at all, and let me know. I’ll do the leg work here to find out if its even possible for you to enroll. 

http://fridaycenter.m~c.edtlcp/cco/courses.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Youut, Tow <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            8:14 PM 
@gmail .corn> 

Summer School 

I spoke ruth your mom today about summer school,                     is too many days of class to enroll in a summer school class. I mentioned the possibili~ 

of online summer school. The choices are veu limited. Carolina does not allow freslnnen to enroll in normal online classes (mos~ of what is on the website). But we 
could ask for pmraission fiom the Dean’s office for you to enroll in one of the tl~ee courses listed for second summer session from               . So look at those 
3 courses and see if the’y- interes~t you at all, and let me know. I’ll do the leg work here to find out if its even possible for you to enroll. 

And please get your UNC email established and register lbr Orientation and let me know when you get those things done. 

http:i/fridaycenter .unc .edu/cF’cco/courses.html 

Tow 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:22 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

CHEMISTRY , General Chemistry 

Instructor: @email.unc.edu 

Exams: Your grade is based on three hourly exams and one comprehensive, multiple-choice final. If you have concerns about test-taking, please consult 
the Learning Center. Please bring your one-card to all exam sessions. Failure to bring your one-card may result in a zero on that exam. 

The hourly exams will be on during normal class times. The final will be on Tuesday, at :12:00 PM. 

Important notes about exams: 

The hourly exams are optional. The final is required. There are no make -up exams. No exams will be given early. 

U.S. History, 

History 

All examinations axe maJadatory. No maJ~e- up examinations will be given unless a dire emergency develops, e.g., a ~fious illness. Make-up exams will cn!v be given with 
instructor’s permission mad on Thursday,        at 5 P.M. The room will be announced the last week of school. The infftructor reserves the fight to give unannounced 
qnizzes, for which there roll be no make-up tests. The weight of the pop quizzes will be dedncted from the final exam. 

LrNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF ECONOIVffCS 
ECON .006:1 
MWF 

Rita A. Balaban Phone: 919-843-8823 

Missed Exams: There are no make-up midterm examinations. You are fore~vamed well in advance to properly schedule your time and make proper arrangements for other potential conflicts. 
If you must miss a midterm exam, say due to illness, you may be permitted to transfer the missed credit to the final examination To qualify for a transfer of credit, you must contact me before 
the start of the missed midterm examination and provide me with an acceptable explanation. You are required to support your explanation with documentation ~vithin 2 business days of the 
exam. For example, if you miss an exam on a Friday, then you ~vill have until Tuesday to provide your documentation. If the explanation and documentation are approved by Dr Balaban, 
then the weight of the midtenn ~vill be placed on the final exam. 

Ifyuu miss both midterm exams, then your final exam will unly carry a ~veight uf 70%, ie a 10 percentage point penalD" applies. Ifyuu are unable tu attend the fina[ exam, then yuu wil[ need 

to provide me with an "Exam Excuse" from flae Dean’s Office no later than Wednesday,         at 3:30pm. The make-up for the final exam will be held at 8am on Wednesday, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, ToW <gyount@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             11:11 AM 

Drs. Broome, Browr~ Rennet 

For two of the past 3 weekends student-atNetes competing for the               team have encountered challenging situations regarding exam make up policies 

that could significantly impact their academic success in the spring semester. I write to you to use these two situations to illustrate the difficulties faced by most student- 

athletes at Carolina and to advocate for changes in policy that will guarantee that student-athletes who miss scheduled exams will be granted the opportunity’ to take 

them. 

Situation 1 - Due to transportation issues, a                game vs Northwestern scheduled for Sun.       at Northwestern was postponed until Monday. That 

decision was made Sat a£temoon,       and students had no way to anticipate that schedule change would occur. Within hours, a new m~d updated travel letter was 

created for stu&nts to send to their t~roi~ssors,              had an exam scheduled tbr Monday morning that was absolutely essential tbr her success in tim 

course. She sent the appropriate email to her professor on Saturday’ but ,~eceived no response. His syllabus s~tates: Exam Attendance: All students MUST be 
present tbr exams. A make-up of missed exams will only be allowed with approved medical absences or otticial universi .ty acli~dties; otherwise, a 

missed exam will result in a g!’ade of zero for that exam. If you know that you will miss an exam, you must nofif.v the insta’uctor before the event takes 

place and not afterwards. Scheduled absences (i.e., tmiversi .ty sponsored) are to be brought to the instructor’s attention dining the first two ~-eeks of 

the semester. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:25 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email. unc.edu> 

players and CHEM exam 

Here is the s%dlbus froln the relevant Chem class 

CHEMISTRY General Chemistry 

Spring 

instructor: .~email.unc.edu 

Exams: Your grade is based on three hourly exams and one comprehensive, multiple-choice final. If you have concerns about test-taking, please consult 

the Learning Center. Please bring your one-card to all exam sessions. Failure to bring your one-card may result in a zero on that exam. 

The hourly exams will be on during normal class times. The final will be on Tuesday, at 12:00 PM. 

Important notes about exams: 

The hourly exams are optional. The final is required. There are no make -up exams. No exams will be given early. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:40 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email. unc.edu> 

Dr. ttackney’s syllabus 

EXSS    Syllabns.pdf 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: <no subject> 
Date:            at 11:41:43 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 



EXSS - Human Physiology 

Class Time and Location: AM, Fetzer 109 

Instructor: Dr. Anthony C. Hackney 
Professor Exercise Physiology & Nutrition 
Office: Fetzer Hall 203 
Email: ach@email.unc.edu 
Office hours: TueiThur 12:15-2:00 pm or appointment 

Teaching Assistant: ~email.unc.edu) 

Textbook: Tortora and Derrickson. Principles of Anatomy and Physiology. 2013. 
13th Edition. Wiley & Sons. Inc. (although earlier editions are perfectly fine 

as well). 

Course Objectives: 
1. To learn the fundamental concepts in human physiology using a systems approach. 
2. To gain an understanding of how the body maintains homeostasis in the face of a 

constantly changing environment. 
3. To build a strong foundation of knowledge in the area of physiology for future courses in 

the health sciences. 

Course Prerequisite: EXSS    or BIO 
permission only) 

or an equivalent course (with instructor 

Grading: 

Grades ~vill be assigned using the follo~ving scale: 

_> 93% = A 73-76 = C 
90-92 = A- 70-72 = C- 
87-89 = B+ 67-69 = D+ 
83-86 = B 61-66 = D 
80-82 = B- _< 60% = F 
77-79 = C+ 

Exam 1: 15% Final Exam: 25% 
Exam 2: 15% 
Exam 3 15% 
Exam 4: 15% 
Exam 5: 15% 
(approximately every 3 weeks) 

Exams: Exam questions will be derived from material covered in class (Powerpoint lectures and 
class discussion), and will include both multiple choice as well as true false and identification 
questions. The chapters in the book often provide greater depth and detail than what we will 
cover in class, but they are quite useful for helping you to further understand the material 
presented and discussed in class. 



Exams 1 to 5 are not cumulative. The Final Exam will be cumulative in nature. 

Class Attendance: Students are expected to attend all scheduled meeting times. There will be 
no additional lectures held for those who miss class. 

Exam Attendance: All students MUST be present for exams. A make-up of missed exams 
will only be allowed with aooroved medical absences or official university activities; 
otherwise, a missed exam will resnlt in a grade of zero for that exam. If you know that you 
will miss an exam, you must notify the instructor before the event takes place and not 
afterwards. Scheduled absences (i.e., university sponsored) are to be brought to the 
instructor’s attention during the first two weeks of the semester. The Final Exam cannot 
be rescheduled except for extreme circumstance as per campus-wide policy. 

HONOR CODE: If you are not familiar with the instrument of the Student Judicial Governance, you can 
pick up a copy in the Office of the Dean of Students in Steele Building. The guidelines for the 
appropriate academic behavior will be strictly enforced. 

Tentative Daily Schedule 
(Subj ect to change at the instructor’s discretion. Final Exam date is the only set date.) 

TOPIC TEXT PAGES 

Introduction to Physiology, (Jell Physiology 

Cellular Membrane Transport 

Metabolism: Overview and Carbohydrates 

Metabolism: Fats and Proteins 

1-19, 29-103 

11025-1052 

Energy expenditure and post-prandial states 
Endocrine System: Overview, Hypothalamus, 
Pituitary and Select Hormones 

Endocrine System: Stress, Metabolic, and 
Water Balance Hormones 

680-714 

TBD 

Nervous System: Overview and Divisions 

Nervous System: Reflex Arcs and Brain 
Basics ofNeurophysiologyi ANS 

Nervous System: Action Potentials and 
Nerve Transmission 

447-485,581-599 

606-628 

Nelwous System Case Study* 



TOPIC 

Muscles: 

Muscles: 

Skeletal 

Cardiac and Smooth 

Muscle Case Study* 

Cardiovascular System: Blood and Heart 

Cardiovascular System: ECGiCardiac Cycle 

Cardiovascular System: Hemodynamics 

Cardiovascular System: Vascular System 

Cardiovascular System Case Study* 

Respirator}, System: Ventilation 

Gas Transport 

Respiratory System: Acid/Base Balance 

Respiratory System Case Study* 

Renal System: 

Renal System: 

Kidney Structure/Function 

Urine Formation and 
Acid/Base Balance 

Digestive System: Overview 

Immune System: Basics of Function 

TEXT PAGES 

327-358 

728-866 

918-959 

11065-1124 

967-1012 

875-905 

The Final Exam will be given on Monday, at 8:00 AM 

Itagcizedtopics are to be reviewed by the students on their own as this is prior material from 
Anatomy 

* Indicates that the case studies will be used if time permits 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 1:45 PM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: Re: appeaJ 

I would add to the answer for #2 that you found other classes ruth fewer assignments much more manageable because you had more lime to focus on assigtm~ents and 

complete them. The situation in ENGL just moved too quickly for you to adjust to and to fully comprehend. 

On at 1:20 PM,                   ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Here is a draft of my appeal. Do you think I should change an?rthing? I attached my 

significant amount of english assignments. 

and the excel document that shows the 

<ENG[. appeal answers.docx><appeal questions.pdl~><ENGI appeal support.xlsx>< ~df> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:20 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email. unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonFyount@unc.edtv~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Professor comments in a class this week 

Michelle, 

I roll hapw to facilitate a meeting, but may I make a snggestion? In the ne~ 25 days unlil May 6      has 6 lacrosse games (including a 5 day stretch in Bos~ton at the 

ACC tonmament. She will return from that trip and take 5 final exams,      will not want to have this conversation at all but she is a great kid and will do what she is 

asked to do. It would be much better for her if this conversation could happen atter her final exams and after she is done with the class thai she has with Deb Southall 

where the offending rema. She will not be leaving town after exams as the NCAA lacrosse tournament will open here on May 9th and will be here practicing 

with the leam until the end of May. So if we could do this after the semester ends, it would be much less stressful on 

Tony 

¯ , at 6:54 PM, Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@elnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Lissa and I spoke and we thonght it would be good to meet with          to talk over the situation. We understand that she was "venting" but we do 

want to show her that we really a~e interested in hearing from her what happened and support her how we can. In addition, we would like to full s’to~ so 

that we can assess the climate on cmnpus and communicate it too. 

It would be great if you can facilitate this meeting. Does she come meet with you at any particulax time or can you look at her schedule to find some time 

open for her (around classes) and then we can match it with my schedule and Lissa’s? 

Thank you~ 

Michelle 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Levy; Jennifer S 

Sent: Friday, ~ 2:08 PM 

To: TONY YOUNT; Cunningham, Bubba 

Cc: Broome, Lis~ L; Steinbacher, Rick; Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Breut S 
Subject: Re: Professor comments in a class this week 

I also met with     this morning. Her intention in "venting" to Tony Yount was not to get the professor in trouble and she is concerned about the 

repercussions ot tins. I spoke to her more about the situation AND reinfomed that her instincts were correct and that it was OK to colnmunicate the 

situation. 

It is my belief that Professors at UNC should not be singling out our athletes dnring their classes, making negative or derogatoD~ remarks or 

generalizations about UNC athletes. 

I encouraged her that if it happens again to have the courage to speak directly to the teacher after class and let her know that her remarks made during 
class were offensive to her and tire other athletes in the class. 

She is one of 4 athletes in the EXSS Sports Managelnent class that she says has 30/35 people. The athletes were singled out in fiont of their peers. 

If the professor had singled out other students for their ethniciU, race, religion, sexual orientation - this would never be OK. 

Wanted to share those thoughts, 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

On 12:06 PM, "TONY YOUNT" ¯ @gmail.com> wrote: 



All, 

I spoke with_              this morning. She is the student who shared 

with me, and then with Coach Levy, the comments made in class about 

student athletes that are shared below,         is naturally 

concerned about her own anonymity since she will remain in the class 

for another 5 weeks, and in the EXSS department for 3 ,nore years. She 

would very much appreciate it if her Identity could be protected. 

Thanks 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 

919 962 9535 

On 

wrote: 

at 11:22 AM, Cnnningham, Bubba <bubbac@e,nail.unc.edu> 

Thanks for sending. 
Dimppointing to hear, obviously we all feel difl}renfly. 

Bubba 

Sent ficom nay iPhone 

On            at 11:03 AM, "Levy, Jennit}r S" 

<jem~y.lew@unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hi Bubba Lissa and Rick 

Sorry to bother you, but I w-anted to bring to your attention 

comments that were made by a professor in one of my s*adent-athletes 

classes this week. 
This stadent was ve~ upset by the pro/~ssor’s comments and came to 

talk to our academic advisor, ToW Yount. 

This type of outward negative attitude, by someone who is in a 

position oflTNFLUENCE over students, should not be tolerated in the 

classroo,n. The professor’s comments only perpetuate a negative 

culture towads our s~dent athletes on campus. 

Please read below - this is the exchange between me and my s~Padent 
athlete. 

Thankyou, 

Jenny 

On 10:30 AM, "Levy~ Jem~ifer S" <jenny.levy@unc.edu> wrote: 

Jenny’s question:      i beard something was said in one of your 

classes yesterday by one of your professors? What was said, who was 

the professoc what class? 

Oh with my exss    class with mrs. southall, and her talking abom 

Olympic sports being pointless and that most Olympic athletes don’t 
need scholarships because they axe mostly ti-om upperclass thmilies. 

She was just saying that college sports is a business and 

basketball and tbotball is all that matters. I just was venting to 

tony becau~ I took it personally even though I knew she wasn’t 
directing it to me 

Jenny’s question: Are there other athletes in your class? 

Yes there are and in my class. 



She 

likes most of the athletes in our class 

Was her comment merest to be memo? 

No I don’t believe so, I mean she is very opinionated and her 
husband is one of the people that encouraged the tutor to come out 

about the athletic scandal. She is just a strong believer that 

college athletics and education don’t work togetber. But she likes 

athletes, she jns~t thinks college sports is all about money so 
there is no point in having lax or smmming or baseball even exist. 

I obviously jnst disagreed ~ I was venting to tony about it 

afterwards 

Sent from my iPhone 

Follow the Heels... 

Goheels.com @uncMax 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:51 PM 

ESTIMATED SCALE BASED ON 3 TESTS = 270 POINTS (NOT PERCENT) 

A 222°270 points 

B 200o22:L points 

C 165-199 POINTS 

C MINUS = :162 POINTS 

D :[30-:16:1 POINTS 

F BELOW :1.30 

THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE HOMEWORK WHICH WILL CHANGE THE SCALE WHEN IT IS ADDED. THE CURRENT HOMEWORK AVERAGE IS ABOUT 92%. 

I do not have raw scores for all 3 exams for all of our kids since they usually told me letter grades. 

total is safely above 200, 

total is saYely above 165 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:54 PM 

ESTIMATED SCALE BASED ON 3 TESTS = 270 POINTS (NOT PERCENT) 

A 222°270 points 

B 200o22:L points 

C 165-199 POINTS 

C MINUS = :162 POINTS 

D :[30-:16:1 POINTS 

F BELOW :1.30 

THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE HOMEWORK WHICH WILL CHANGE THE SCALE WHEN IT IS ADDED. THE CURRENT HOMEWORK AVERAGE IS ABOUT 92%. 

I do not have raw scores for all 3 exams for all of our kids since they usually told me letter grades. 

total is safely above 200. 

Iotal is saYely above 165 

total is around 190 

total is satEly above 165 

total is at least 185 

x~tal is in the 175 range. 

All are s~£ely in the C range going in to the final exam ~sed on test sco~es. Ho~nework is 10% which is currently not added in. The final exmn 
s~:me as the other 3 tests at 22.5% of their grade for the course. 

is wo~nth the 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:59 PM 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Re: 

On 

- double Inajor in PSYC BA and EXSS general track 

- double major in EXSS general track AMST. 

at 12:52 PM, Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Can you give me majors for 

Thanks! 

-- Dana 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:55 PM 

To: ~unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu-* 

Subject: 

b~unc.edu>; ~unc.edu>; 

BIOL iat’o that requested last night 

Here is the scale that      sent to students after 3 exams. 

ESTIMATED SCALE BASED ON 3 TESTS = 270 POINTS (NOT PERCENT) 

A 222°270 ~)oints 

B 200-22]. goints 

C 165-1_99 POINTS 

C MINUS = 162 POINTS 

D 130-:161 POINTS 

F BELOW 

THIS DOES NO-[ INCLUDE HOMEWORK WHICH WILL CHANGE-[HE SCALE WHEN IT IS ADDED. THE CURRENT HOMEWORK AVERAGE IS ABOUT 92%. 

I do not have raw scores for all 3 exams for all of our kids since they usually told me letter grades. 

tota] is satEly above 200. 

tota] is safely above 165 

tota| is around 190 

total is satEly above 165 

total is at least 185 

total is in the 175 r~ge. 

All are s~£ely in the C range going in to the final exa~ based on test scores.    ~ is in the B r~ge. Hotnework is 10% which is currently not added in. The final exam 

is worth the same as the other 3 tests at 22.5% of their grade for the course. 



From: Yount, Tony ~gyonnt@emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:56 PM 

To: ~unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject:       Weekly 

~unc.edu>; ~unc.edu>; 

Coaches, 

Weekly this week contains both commenta~ and grades 

BIOL info thal    requested laser night 

Here is the ~ale that       sent to students after 3 exams. 

ESTIMATED SCALE BASED ON 3 TESTS = 270 POINTS (NOT PERCENT) 

A 222-270 goints 

B 200-22:1 points 

C 165-199 POINTS 

C MINUS = :162 POINTS 

D 130-:16:1 POINTS 

F BELOW :130 

THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE HOMEWORK WHICH WILL CHANGE THE SCALE WHEN IT IS ADDED~ THE CURRENT HOMEWORK AVERAGE IS ABOUT92%~ 

I do not have raw scores tbr all 3 exams tbr all of our kids since they usually told me letter grades. 

tot~2l is safely above 200. 

totaJ is s~l’ely above 165 

total is around 190 

.otal is safely above 165 

total is at least 185 

total is in the 175 range. 

All are sa£ely in the C range going in to the final exam based on test scores,      is in the B range. Homework is 10% which is cunently not added in. The final exam 

is worth the same as the other 3 tests at 22.5% of their grade for the course. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:52 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; DucaJc, Chris <ducag@unc.edu>; PaJladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com> 

Weekly 

Coaches, 

Weekly this week contafins both commentaD~ and grades. I included grades becanse we have received lots of npdated progress reports from profes~rs. Nine days of 

class left. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 8:48 PM 

Fulton, Gram <gfulton@unc.edu~; Shelton, KaJ’en C <kc@unc.edu>; Teryn Brill < ~gmail.com> 

10 
5 

11 
1 

10 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 8:56 PM 

Fulton, Gra~t <gfulton@unc.edu~; Shelton, Karen C <kc@unc.edu>; Teryn Brill < ~gmail.com> 

Coaches, 

We got our first update today on student-athlete regis~alion for s~adents. 5 of 7 are registered, should register soon as 

sessions roll begin to fill vely soon. 

I will be out of the office most of the day Monday (after a recruit visit early Monday) for a quick ~ip to and lemm on Tnesday at midday (for 

a recruit visit Tuesday). I will be in Tuesday afternoon aM out again Wednesday momin~ . Then things should get back to normal Wed attemoon. 

Tony 

Name PID Soo(t Dates Session 

10 
5 
11 
1 
10 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 8:59 PM 

Coaches, 

We got our first update today on student-athlete regis~alion for incoming first-year s~adents. 5 of 7 are registered, should register soon as 

sessions roll begin to fill very soon. 

I will be out of the office most of the day Monday (after a recruit visit early Monday) for a quick Np to and ~emm on Tnesday at midday (for 

a recruit visit Tuesday). I will be in Tuesday afternoon aM out again Wednesday momin~ . Then things should get back to normal Wed attemoon. 

Tony 

Name PID Spolnt Dates Session 

7 

5 

7 

7 

6 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday.             9:01 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email. unc.edu~; Ducar, Chris ~xluca@unc edu~; Pa]ladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

Coaches, 

We got our first update today on studeut-athlete regis~a~don for i ~tudents. 5 of 8 a~e registered, should register soon as 

sessions will begin to fill very soon. 

I will be out of the oIlice most of the day Monday (after a recruit visit early Monday) for a quick trip to and return on Tuesday at midday (Ibr 

a recruit visit Tuesday) I will be in Tuesday afternoon and out again Wednesday morning 
Then things should get back to normaJ Wed attemoon. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,             9:03 PM 

~unc.edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu> Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<j encha~:email.unc.edu> 

Coaches, 

We got our first update today on student-athlete regis~alion for students. 5 of 8 axe registered, shonld register soon as 

sessions will begin to fill vmy soon. 

I will be out of the ottice most oft ~e day Monday (after a recruit visit eaxly Monday) for a quick trip to and return on Tuesday at midday 

a recruit visit Tuesday). I will be in Tuesday attemoon and out again Wednesday morning Then things should get back to norma] Wed attemoon. 

Tony 

Name PID Spmqt Dates Session 

5 

1 
3 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:07 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Orientation addition 

Jo~Inie, 

Can we please add 

She roll be on tl~e team. 

to the list of athletes who need to register for ofientaton? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~yahoo.com> 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Fwd: BIOL    Review for 

~aol.com>; 

@ 4pm 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

Please remember to attend this session. Also please be awar 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 
Subject: BIOL Review for @4pro 
Date: at 11:17:56 AM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 
will be coming to meet with your 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 
ssbmal ov,~ ~)emai 1. uric .edu 

students for an exam review on at 4pm. Please be sure they are all there. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:17 PM 

To: ;live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Ask him if I cm~ proctor the exaa~ while you axe in Boston. 

On at 8:37 AM, ~live.unc.edn> w~ote: 

Ummmmm, I think I have a~other problem~ 

On 8:09 AM, "Hackney, Anthony C" <thackney@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will not write the exaa~ until I finish lectures on Wednesday. 

Dr. Hackney 

A.C. Hackney, PhD, DSc 

Professor Exercise Physiology & Nutrition 

Dept. - Exercise & Sport Science 
Dept. - Nutrition - (fillings School of Globa] Public Health 

University of North Carolina - Chapel ttill, NC 

I~’rom: 

Sent: Tnesday, 7:57 AM 

To: Hackney, Anthony C 

Subject: Exmn 5 

Good Morning Dr. Hackney, 

In regards to Exam 5, we will be away that Friday Ibr the ACC Tournament 

at Boston College. We leave Wednesday sometime, but they have yet to send 

out our intinemty c~a~t~ing what time we are leaving exactly. I was 
wondering if we could schedule a time where I could take the exam prior 

to leaving. I roll hold myself accountable for knowing the tnaterial and 

PowerPoint slides that I miss in lecture on Wednesday. Sony for the 

inconveifience. 
Thank you, have a good day, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:22 PM 

;live.~mc.edu> 

Re: edited english appeal 

That’s temfic - really nice job. I think yon’re ready to send it in. 

And I also lust got a pror 

On           , at 8:33 AM,                         ~live.unc.edn> wrote: 

<ENGL appeal answers.docx> 



Fronl~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount0 Tony <gyount~emaiLunc.edu7 

Tuesday,             1:25 PM 

rackham <rackhasn@unc.edu> Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagul@unc edu> Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<j enchar@) em all .unc .edu~ 

BIOL progress reports 

From BIOL - the officM word with 75% of the grade in tl~e books. 



Fronl~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount0 Tony <gyount@emaiLunc.edu7 

Tuesday,             1:26 PM 

rackham <rackhasn@unc.edu> Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagul@unc edu> Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<j enchar@) em all .unc .edu~ 

BIOL progress reports 

From BIOL - the officM word with 75% of the grade in tl~e books. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu> 

Tnesday,             1:26 PM 

rackham <rackh~n@unc.edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edn>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<j enchar@ em ail.unc .edu-~ 

B1OL progress reports 

From BIOL - the olticial word with 75% of the grade in the books. 

In addition 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:27 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<j enchar@ em ail.unc .edu-* 

BIOL progress reports 

From BIOL - the official word with 75% of the grade in the books. 

In addition 

AAAD 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:19 PM 

Bowers, Matthew B <matibowers@unc.edu> 

Re: Saturday? 

Of course, m~d you can tell that I mn insulted she didn’t just ask me in the first place, mid that I doing this as a favor to you and not her. 

On at 2:03 PM, Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edn> wrote: 

He5,, Tony - 

has asked             if he can shoot group photos ofthe       (axed shots ofeach      with her pa~ents) at the banquet after Saturday’s 

game vs. Towson. It doesn’t look like :an be there because he will be shooting the finals of the ACC Track & Field Championships late that 

afternoon a~d evening. 

Is there any chance that you will be at the function, and if so could you possibly shoot the photos’? 

Let me know what you think and we’ll try to ~nake other plans if necessa~. Thanks, Tony see you tomorrow evening. 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

-mobile 
~oH~els,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 8:15 AM 

Domina, Julie ~idomina@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: Flight 

Hey Julie, 

We’re waidng on the professor to decide if he will let her take it m 

On Apr 15, 2014, at 1:06 PM, Domina, Julie <jdomina@email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hey Tony -just want to doublecheck that you want the same flights as 

Date: Wednesday, 23 April 20I:1 

Flight: :tOg4 

Depart: I:35 PM 

Arrive: 3:26 PM 

Date: Sunday) 27 ~pr~ 20~4 

F~ght: 1~82 

Depart: 7:35 PM 

Arrive: 9:32 PM 

next Weds-Sun? Their itinerary is below. Thanks! julie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 1:01 PM 

Domina, Julie ~idomina@email.nnc.edu> 

Levy. Jennifer S ~ielmy.levy@unc.edu> 

Re: Flight 

Je~my, Jtflie, 

physiology professor roll not allow the exam to be proctored in Bostor~ but will allow her to take it early (if he finishes) 

On Apr 15, 2014, at 1:06 PM, Domina, Julie <~jdomin@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony -just want to doublecheck that you want the same flights as 

Date: Wednesday, 23 AI~ri120i4 
Flight: :1.084 
Depart: ?,:?,5 PM 

Arrive: 3:26 PM 

Date: Sunday, 27 A[.~ri12014 
Flight: 1582 
Depart: 7:35 PM 
Arrive: 9:32 PM 

next Weds-Sun? Their itinerary is below. Thanks! julie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. April 17, 2014 9:51 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

and policy 

Anson, Toni, 

FYI     . will have to switch one of her summer school courses. It will not impact the finances but I wanted to alert you to the policy since it will impact 

forward and others going forward as we try to get kids to graduate in 7 semesters, or finish their degrees online. 

. going 

The policy is a role I just learned about. It is buried on page 415 and it says: "No more than two online courses in any one department or curriculum may count toward 

a major, minor, or degree in the College of Arts and Sciences." 

has taken one COMM class online last summer, and may only take one more COMM class online for the rest of her academic career here. I share this 
because it will impact students seeking to complete their degrees once they leave Carolina. The policy is short-sighted since most of the kids going pro in sports will 
have been here for 2 years and have most of their general education requirements completed. The classes that they need are the ones in their major, and this role will 
make the completion of their degree more difficult. Jenn Townsend and I will be raising this issue with advising in the near fnture. But I wanted you to be awme in the 
event you had the opportuniW to speak to any of the higher ups in academics in the Universi .ty. The policy is quite restrictive for student athletes who leave early to play 
professionally. 

I spoke with      1 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:20 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Summer Courses 

The m~swer is yes to all those, depending on these things: 

You get approvaJ[ to transfer those courses through the admissions.unc.edu website, 

And, 
You can schedule all those courses this summer and earn C- or better grades. 

Glad you had your meeting. Glad you’ 

On           , at II:50AM, I :@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I just had Iny acadelnic advising meeting yesterday and I am going to try. to major in Econ a~ld mm~agelnent in society. I was wondering ifI can take 

SOCI    and transfer it in for the MGMT major? Also cm~ I take BIO , BIO     , SOCI    m~d PHIL    all this smnmer and have all of it 

transfer in? I have yet to transfer any credit. 

Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:32 PM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu-* 

Advising Appt. 

After our conversation about summer school and COMM classes online, I spoke with Academic Adviser Andrea Caldwell about your situation. She sugges~ted that 

you schedule an appointment ruth her as soon as you can to discnss your COMM major and a path to graduation that considers your snmmer school options, your fall 

schedule, and a plan for after you leave next December. I think the meeting is an excellent idea and would be very helpful k~ you, and may pre~nt some options to you 

that you haven’t considered. So please do that as you can. 

Go to advising.unc.edu and select ~hedule an appointment. Do it ~)on. 

Tony 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu7 

Friday, 12:41 PM 

Garth, Christy Lynn <cgarth@unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting with Prospective Transfer Student Today... 

Hi ChrisF, 

Soriy to answer so sloMy. I was in Greensboro this am watching my golfers mad just got back to my 

On           , at 11:38 Alvl, Garth, Chrisbl Lynn <cgarth@unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi Tony! 

Thank you so much for meeting with our prospective student athlete today for swimming! Two quick items: 

1. Could we change the appointment to either earlier, say 12:30pm or later say 2:30pro? He was scheduled to have lunch with the team on 

Franklin St from 1-2:30PM. I’m so sorry to ask for changes. 

2. Here is some background on him: His name is and he’s a transfer from His , was 

a         here at Carolina and graduated    years ago. I have no idea what his academic interests are, but he’s just looking for a good fit 

and comfortable feel with the team. 

3. If you could walk him around the AC that would be awesome] 

Thanks so much for any help that you can give us! Work your usual Tony Magic! 

Take care, 

Christy 

Christy Garth 

Men and Women’s Assistant Swim Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

PH: 919.619.3899 

Fax: 919.962.1603 

cgarth@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 10:20 AM 

~med.unc.edu> 

Hapw Birthday 

Have a great day, to go along with the great life that you are Inaking for yourseli~ I am so proud to lmow you, so happy when you visit my office, so blessed that you 

have been and continue to be a tmrt of my life. 

Tow 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 6:03 PM 

mckham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; Charles, Jennifer S 
<j enchar@ em ail.unc .edu-* 

Weekly 

,grades.pdf 

Coaches, 

The grade report again this week as so many new progress reports were sent or updated. I was out most of Monday, half of Tuesday and Wednesday for various 

reasons. Study hall was closed Monday and Thursday nights so it was m~ odd week. 

What appears below is my best guess of where our kids will finish tbr the spring semester. Di~sters, and miracles, can happen on exams, but at this point I do not 

anticipate a~y academic issues with any of our kids. 

-3.5 
- 3.0 

,2.7 
-2.9 
- 3.0 

1-2.6 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 6:03 PM 

mckham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; Charles, Jennifer S 
<j enchar@ em ail.unc .edu-* 

Weekly 

grades.pdf 

Coaches, 

The grade report again this week as so many new progress reports were sent or updated. I was out most of Monday, half of Tuesday and Wednesday for various 

reasons. Study hall was closed Monday and Thursday nights so it was m~ odd week. 

What appears below is my best guess of where our kids will finish tbr the spring semester. Di~sters, and miracles, can happen on exams, but at this point I do not 

anticipate a~y academic issues with any of our kids. 

-3.5 

-2.9 

-2.7 

-2.9 

- 3.0 
’-2.6 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 6:07 PM 

Fulton, Gra~t <gfulton@unc.edu-*; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu> 

Weekly 

grades.pdf 

Coaches, 

The grade report again this week as so many new progress reports were sent or updated. I was out most of Monday, half of Tuesday and Wednesday for various 

reasons. Study hall was closed Monday and Thursday nights so it was an odd week. 

What appears below is my best guess of where our kids will finish tbr the spring semester. Di~sters, and miracles, can happen on exams, but at this point I do not 

anticipate a~y academic issues with any of our kids. 

- 3.6 
- 3.5 
- 3.0 

-2.3 
.3.8 
-3.5 

- 2.3 
- 3.2 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu7 

S amrday,            6: 0 8 PM 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc edtr~; Wigger, ][,eaJl Marie <wigger@unc.edu-~ 

Weekly 

Coaches, 

The grade report again this week as so many new progress reports were sent or npdated. I was out most of Monday, half of Tuesday and WedneMay for various 

reasons and did not see bnt about hal. Study hall was closed Monday and Thursday nights so it was an odd week. 

What appears below is my best guess of where our kids will finish for the spring semester. Disasters, mid miracles, can happen on exams, but at this point I do not 

anticipate any academic issues with any of our kids. 

- 3.3 
2.6 

- 2.3 
-3.8 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnl~ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Saturday,            6:14 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <duca@unc.edn>; PaJladino 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com> 

Weekly 

Coaches, 

The grade report again this week as so many new progress reports were sent or npdated. I was out most of Monday, half of Tnesday and Wednesday for various 

reasons and did not see but about half of my kids. Study hall was closed Monday and Thursday nights so it was an odd week. 

What appears below is my best gness of where our kids will tinish for the spring ~mester. Disasters, and miracles, can happen on exams, but at this point I do not 

anticipate any academic issues with any ofonr kids.           is rea]ly my only worry at this point. I think she’ll be OK, but there is a risk with her. I’ll be 

accompanying to Boston next week for the ACC tournament and we’ll do some studying. 

- 2.4 
- 3.7 
’- 2.75 

- 3.4 

-3.1 
- 3.2 

-2.5 
- 3.7 
2.8 

- 2.8 
- 2.95 

-3.1 
- 2.9 

-3.1 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 6:19 PM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edtr~; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edtr~; Lynch, Becky 

<rmlynch@mml.unc .edu> 

Weekly 

grades.txlf 

Coaches, 

The grade report again this week as so many new progress reports were sent or updated. I was out most of Monday, half of Tuesday and Wednesday for various 

reasons and did not see but about half of my kids. Study hall was closed Monday and Thursday nights so it was an odd week. 

What appears below is my best guess of where our kids will finish tbr the spring semester. Di~sters, and miracles, can happen on exams, but at this point I do not 

anticipate a~y academic issues with any of our kids. 

- 3.4 
- 2.4 

-3.3 
¯ 3.4 

-3.1 
- 3.4 

- 3.2 
-2.3 

-2.9 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 6:20 PM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc.edtr~; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edtr~; Lynch, Becky 

<rmlynch@mml.unc .edu> 

Weekly 

grades.txlf 

Coaches, 

The grade report again this week as so many new progress reports were sent or updated. I was out most of Monday, half of Tuesday and Wednesday for various 

reasons and did not see but about half of my kids. Study hall was closed Monday and Thursday nights so it was an odd week. 

What appears below is my best guess of where our kids will finish tbr the spring semester. Di~sters, and miracles, can happen on exams, but at this point I do not 

anticipate any academic issues with any of our kids. I would hedge a bit on           and,          . Both are low enough that a bad e~m period could put them 

below a 2 on cumulative GPA and would require solne summer school. I don’t think it will colne out that way, but I’m not as confident with those 2. Study time with 

me in Boston next week would be a goo 

- 3.4 

-3.3 

- 3.4 
3.1 

- 3.4 
- 3.2 

-2.3 

-2.9 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 11:33 AM 

Drs. Broome, Brown. Renner 

For three of the past five weekends student-athletes competing for the                team have encountered challenging situations regarding exam make up 

policies that conld significantly impact their academic success in the spring semester. I write to you to use these two situations to illufftrate the difficulties faced by maser 

student-atltletes at Carolina and to advocate for changes in policy that will guarantee that s~udent-athletes who miss scheduled exams will be granted the opportunity to 

take them, 

Situation 1 - Due to transportation issues, a                gmne vs Northwestern scheduled for Sun. March 30 at Northwestern was postponed until Monday. 

That decision was made Sat afternoon, Apr 29 and students had no way to anticipate that schedule change would occur. Within hours, a new and updated travel letter 

was created for students to send to their proi~ssors,               had an exam scheduled tbr Monday morning that was absolutely essential tbr her success in the 

course. She sent the appropriate elnail to her professor on Saturday but received no response. While this professor does allow makeup exam~ there is no provision in 

his syllabus to cover this situation (see EXSS    below), so she didn’t know if she could accompany her team on its flight to Chicago, or should stay in CH to take 

the scheduled exam. Messages were left on the professors office phone during the weekend. With no answer from the professor, and with        in her room 

studying for the exam early Monday morning, I met the professor at his office when he amved to work. He did agree to allow her to take the exam late, and I picked 

up and drove herto the airport, amving 8 minutes before boarding. (She did take the exan~ upon return and did well.) 

Situation 2 - Two weekends later,         and another lacrosse player                 were scheduled for a CHEM    exam on a Friday. Both      and 

had games in Syracuse and the teams chartered at flight that left at 11 on the Friday of the CHEM    exam. As s~ated in the syllabus, the professor 
refused to allow any makeup exams and would not allow anyone else to proctor the exam at all. The result of that policy is that the value of the final exam increased 

dramatically, which allows Ii)r l~wer opportunities for students to learn by examination, and places greater pressure on the student tbr the final. (CHEM    below). 

Situation 3 - again with               and with "the same EXSS prot~ssor as situation 1, there is an exam scheduled for Friday, April 25.        and the team will 

leave Wednesday afternoon Ibr the ACC Tournament in Boston. The professor will allow her to take a make up exam, but her choices are A) Wednesday monling 

only if the professor has finished writing the exam or, B) Monday morning of the first day of exams with her fiua1 in that class scheduled for Monday aAernoon. Neither 

is ideal for the student, since she will need to prepare Man and Tues evenings, perhaps not knowing if the exam will actually be ready, or taking the exam the following 

Monday, instead of actually being able to stud.v ibr her fiual exam. 

The san~ple of course ~’llabi provided below, all from current          classes, illustrates the vas~t inconsistency of exam make-up policies across campus. For the 
student athlete, negotiating these policies can be frustrating, and detrimental to their academic success. From my observation, there appeaxs to be a growing trend on 

campus to eliminate make up exams entirely, where proi~ssors opt to put more weight on succeeding exams rather than dealing with "the messy nature of make-up 

exams. With 30 yeaJcs of teaching experience behind me, I understand that inclination. Students can use a va~ety of excuses to delay an exam, and eliminating make-up 

exams solves that problem for the professor. But for the student athlete, with a travel letter that details absences at the beginning of the semester, the prot~ssor knows 
ahead oftilne that a student will miss an exmn. Regular students make a choice to not show up on exam days. The student athlete does not get to make that choice 

when the reason for the absence is representing the University. in a competition. By University policy, the absence from class is excused, but the policy does not 

guarantee the opportanity to make up missed work. I believe that policy should be revised to allow for the make-up of exams Inissed when away by University- 

approved competition. 

Please find below sample syllabi. Thank you very much for yonr consideration. 

Tow Youn 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:00 AM 

(~:live.unc.edu-*; 

@live.unc.edw~; 

~live.mac.e&t>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.anc.edu>; 

@live.anc.edu>; 

@live.unc.e&>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu~; 

@live.unc.edu;,; 

@live.unc.edu;,; 

,@live.unc.edtr>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live. unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.~mc.edtr~; @live.~mc.edtr~; 

[(~:live.unc.edu-~; @live.unc.edu>; 

3!live.unc.edu:>; @live.unc.edt~-; 

~live.unc.e&~; ~live.unc.edu>; 

:@live.unc.edt~-; @live.unc.edu>; 

(~live.anc.edu>; 

@live.nnc.edtp; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.tmc.edu~; 

"@ive.tmc.edu~; @email.unc.edu>; 

@live.nnc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edtr~;                             @live.unc.edu>; i 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu~>; i 

Levv; Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu>; Dowd, Kat6na M <kmdowd@unc.edu> 

Tournament Travel Letter 

Travel Letter - Toumament..docx 

Ladies, 

Please find a~ ACC Tournament travel letter attached. Please tbrward this to your professors. 

AI~, plea~ have someone in each of your cla~sses pay close attention in classes on Thur~tay and Friday tbr any guidance your proi~s~rs might give about your 
upcolning findl exams. Please pack appropriately so that you can study efl~ctively while in Boston in your down time. 

Tony 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:37 AM 

Subject: Exa~n Review Schedule 

Ladies, 

Attached please find the exam review schedule. Please remember that regularly scheduled tutoring appointtnents roll continue unitl the final exam for that course has 

been given. You may take advantuge of BOTH your regularly scheduled appointlnenk AND the scheduled exmn review. 

Please remember to cancel ruth ASPSAtutoring the regularly scheduled appointments that you do not plan to attend. 

roll not be available for Math tutoring after May 1. 

Freshnren - there will be a special presentation following CREED tonight about applying to Business School if you are interested. 

I will be traveling with women’s lacrosse ti~r the ACC Tournament leaving on 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:56 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Athletic updat~ 

Thm~s for the update. 

I believe that 

,On at 12:23 PM, Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu~ wrote: 

H elk_~ MI, 

He~’e is updated orientation registration info. I copied the info sent from orientation and pasted next to our original spreadsheeL Please check names 

and let me knowif any need to be added~ Thankyou! 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday,            4:0~ PN 
To= Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Sheu, BenJamin; Orb Kym N; Yount, Tony; Lee, 3aimie; Overstreet, Tia; Bea~, 
Greg; Greene, Michael; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject= ~: Athletic update 

t jt~st re(:e~ved the first list of studen[: athletes who have registered for orient:atkm, ~ wanted to get ~t to vot~ all immedkd:ely s~nce some of you have 

been ~tcMn~ for it aH week ... happy now, Tony?~. ~),,.jld 

~mm= Jordan, Scarle~ L 
SeBt= Friday, 3:55 PM 
To= Lee, 3aimie 

S~bjemt= Athletic update 

Attached. 

<image002.jpg>Smarlett L. Jordan 
New Student end Ceroline Perent Progrems 
SASB South, Suite 3318, CB#5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-8304 
scarie~t@unc.edu 

<master aspsa orientation list incomin9 $-As.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:57 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Athletic update 

Thmflcs for the update. 

I believe that’ 

O11 , at 12:23 PM, Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello 

Here i~; k~pd~Led orienti~tion registration in~o. ~ cop~ed the ~nf.:? sent from orient~tion ~nd pasted next to otlr original ~;preadsheeL Plei~5;e check 

and let me know if any need to be added~ Thank you! 

F~ Lee, ]aimie 
Se~t~ Friday,            ~:0~ PM 
To= Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Sheu, Benjamin; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Lee, ]aimie; Overstreet, Tia; Bea~, 
Greg; Greene, Michael; Blanton, Brent S 
S~bjeCt= ~: Athletic update 

Hello 

~ just receiued the first Jist of student atMetes who h~ve registered for orientation. ~ w~nted to get it to you aJl immediately sh~ce some of Vo~ h~ve 

been ~tcMng for it al~ week ... hs;ppy now, tony?. 

F~m= Jordan, Scarle~ k 
Sent= Friday, 3:~5 PN 

Te~ Lee, Jaimie 

Subject= Athletic update 

Attached. 

<image002.jpg>S~arlett t. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

SASB South, Suite 3318, CB#5490 
Chapel Mill, NC 27599 
919-962-8304 

<master aspsa orientation list incoming S-As.xlsx> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:31 AM 

To: ~gmail.com:~ 

Subject: Re: Travel Letter 

You already gave her one - 

On , at 11:14 AM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I was saying the travel letter tbr the whole ~mester because one of my teachers wmats it k~ excu~ me from ~me in class opportunities. 

Thank you! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 4 11:58 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Internship Credit 

Congmtulalions - that’s great. Credit is granted by Academic Departments. Stmnt with Sharon Jones in the J- 

On             at 11:49 AM,                 ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

So I just found out that I got a internship for the summer out in California. Before I accept, however, I need to make sure I will be able to get conrse 

credit for it. Could you get back to me with information on how I find that out or with what I need to do ASAP. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:53 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ] 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@ahoo .com>; @ailn.coln >; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~unc.edu:>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu;,; 

Fwd: Learning Center event to promote to students 

Finals Boot Camp Flyer - pdf 

~live.unc.edu>; @hotmail.de>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ,~live.unc.edu>; 

@aol.com>; @aol.com>; 
@glnail.com>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

The Learning Center will help you conquer FINAL EXAMS! 

Join your fiiends for ~.upe~,~ed stud:~ camaraderie~ academic coachm~ snacks and prizes: 

Lemnmg Center staffwill be on hand to provide on-the-spot academic coaching or stu@ 
s~ategies. 

Reserve your spot N OW at: https:iileamingcenter.unc, eduiregister-for-classesi 

¯ -- You aze cu~ently subscribed to 

advisingdeans as: swelborn(~email.unc.edu.To unsub~fibe click here: h~p:/’ilists.unc.eduiu? 

id=63019162.08adcd0b0d2b6f13fe284669ca119d38&n=T&l=advisingdeans&o=34581460 or ~nd a blm~k email to leave-34581460- 

630 ] 91 d2~ 08adcd0 b0d2b6fl 3fc284669cal 19d38r~listse~’~unc .edu 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:23 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbati@email.unc.edu>; YounL Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; 

Re: LFIT Final E~xn 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

I am happy to help in any way. 

Tony ¥ount 
Academic Counselor, 

On at 6:52 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Mrs. Battaglini, 

My name is i and I am in LFIT class. I am scheduled to talce the final tomorrow morning at 9ran since I roll 

be leaving with the team to go to Boston for the ACC tournan~ent tomorrow at 1 lam. However, I was 

for a while 

Since I have been unable to study and would be unprepared to take the final tomorrow I was hoping I conld either take the exam upon return on 

Monday, or while we are in Boston ruth my academic advisor, Tony Yonnt, who I have CC’ed in this email. I apologize for the laser minute change but I 

hope you can accommodate me in some way. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:44 PM 

Ducat, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

~yahoo.com-~; Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtv>; Yount, Tony <toWyomat@unc.edw~ 

Re: CTOPS 

Hem am detailed instructions on how to do eve~-thing. Your email and ONYEN are established so I know that you have a password to log onto Connect Carolina. 
Your owen is      - your password is whutever yon established when you created your ONYEN. Log on to Connect Carolina. You have several things to do them 
including, providfig your Social Security Number, completing a communi~ standaacds statemeut, and providing an immunization health histoW. Plea~ take care of all of 
those things asap. 

You are also NOT cleared to register Ibr snmmer school. Plea~se lbllow these instructions if you am planning on attending this summer: 

A t}w of you plan to enroll in second session smnmer school in mid July. Them am two steps that you must take before you roll be allowed to enroll in summer school. 
It is time to complete those two steps. If you are NOT coming to summer school, please skip to #3. 

1. Send an email to (using your unc email account) to Jennifer Thompson in the Admissions office at Carolina. Her email address is:adict@email.nnc.edu 
In that email, identify yourself by name and PID. Tell her that you am an incoming first year student and that you would like to have your enrollment date ~olled forwaM 
so that you may enroll in summer session II at Carolina. 

2. Send an email to Andrea Caldwell and Spencer Welbom in the Advising office at this address: advisingtbrstudentathletesAAP~unc.edu 
Identi~ yourself by name, PID, and six)ft. Tell them that you plan to enroll in 2 summer school courses (NCAA requires you to be a full-time enrolled student) in 
Summer Session II and ask tbr their advice in course selection tbr the smnmer. Andrea mad Spencer shonld be your tirst, and will be your ben source of advice about 
course planning for your time at Caacolina. You will get in[bmaation from many soume~ but Spencer and Andrea mad their team of advisers am your officiaJ contact 
about your academic path through Carolina. Please take advantage of this msoume. You will not be allowed to register until this step has been completed. 

3. A relnin&r that as you create your unc email address, AND as you register for Orientation this summer, please ema~l me to confirm your new ema~l address, a~d to 
let me know when you axe coming for orientation. I spent 33 years in high school, both attending m~d teaching, and its a specidl time that you are experiencing now. 
Don’t be in such a hurry, to get hem that yon miss out of the veU best of high school. Finish shong in the classroom, have a groat time, and we’ll see you hem soon. 

Ton3, 

On at 11:34 AM, Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry to hear that    but thanks for getting back to me. Yes, call Tong. He will definitely be able to help 

Bird 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:19 AN 
To= Ducat, Chds 
Subject= Re: CTOPS 
I’m having trouNe signing up tbr classes m~d seRing up my email. It keeps telling me to set up a pro~ ? rm going to call toW tiffs aRemoon. I will also 

have my tmn~fipt sere by the end of the week 

Sent from IW iPhone 

, at 9:45 AM, "Chris Ducar" <ducm,@:email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL]:C¼ HERE. 

This message includes the tbllowing a ’ttachmenks: 
[Down,load Attavhment: NewStudcntOrien~ationRcgistradoa, 34286.pdfl 



lust got an email from Tony Yount and he shared that you have not registered for CTOPS (Orientation) 

If you have an questions about it, please email him at tonyyount@unc.edu or you can give me a call. 

Here’s his original email in case it got lost in your inbox: 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the soccer team hcre at Carolina. If you have already received your letter from Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, 

congratulations again When the admissions letter comes, please respond quickly so that you can complete registration for New Student Orientation - details in 

the attachment below. Please remember that you cannot take an?’ of the steps below until you have accepted your oiler of admission. 

l. First, you must pay, or det?r, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the University’s computer system. This will allow 

yuu establish your UNC email accuunt, and to register R~r New Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming summer 

Here is the website for inR~rmatiun about Orientatiun: h[tp://nscpp.unc edu/:[irat-year-studen~.siurientaHun 

New Student Orientatiun is a two-day prugram. There are many different sessions during the summer You can chuose any of the sessiuns that yuu would like 

to attend that are labeled (FY). There is no advantage regarding fall course availability by coming early. We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or 

other factors will itffluence your schedule. If your target session is Session 5, please register for that session as soon as possible as that 

session is usually the most popular of the surmner. Please check with Eve before you register as the?" coaches may have specific dates in mind for you. 

Detailed instructions for completing New Student Orientation are attached Please follow those instructions exactly. When you complete steps 3 and 4, please 

email me using your new UNC email address. Once it is established, I’ll be using your UNCl email account for all correspondence going forward. There ~vill be 

several more emails coming about preparation for your year at Carolina. 

Please remember that [’or Math Placement at Carulina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Sut~iect test, ur the ACT Math test score, ur an AP 

Calculus Exam score. Having those scures available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal. ~I1ne qualil}’ing score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520, 

and and qualifying scure un the ACT Math purtiun is 27. Either of those scores places you out uf MATH 110 at Carulina 

We’re glad to have you with us. Please don’t hesitate to email or call if you have any questions. 

Ton?" Yount 

Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell: 

office: 919 962 9535 

email: tonyymlntf~’)unc.edu 



you did noL wish Lo receive this, please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:25 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc, edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc. edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Re: guiding principles 

Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction copy.pdf 

I’m in, and I tried to stir up some trouble. Have fun. And I did this on a Mac in the Boston airport. Nor sure that 
the formatting will hold true. 

Tony 

On Apr 23, 2014, at 9:46 AM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> wrote: 

<Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction.pdf> 



DRAFT 
Friday, March 28, 2014 

Principles Guiding Contact Between Faculty and Academic Support Progra~ 
for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) Staff 
¯ Student-Athletes are students first 
¯ Decisions about academic content, requirements, and expectations are the 
exclusive domain of faculty, subject to University, College and department rules. 
°Contact between ASPSA Staff and faculty should focus on ways to foster student 
learning 
oASPSA Staff may not pressure faculty for special treatment or for grades. 
¯ Faculty may not impose standards or requirements on student-athletes that are 
greater than those required of other students in the same classroom 
¯ Faculty may not ask advisors what final grade a student-athlete requires to remain 
eligible 

Principles Guiding Contact Between Faculty and Coaches 
¯ Coaches and their support staff (including, but not limited to: director of 

operations, administrative assistants) are prohibited from initiating 
communication with student-athletes’ course instructors for the purpose of 
soliciting or discussing information related to grades and/or academic 
performance. 

¯ This prohibition extends to any academic personnel (including, but not limited to: 
teaching assistant, etc.) who is responsible for assigning or grading a student- 
athlete’s course work. 

¯ All such communication regarding student-athletes’ grades or academic 
performance must be coordinated through ASPSA. 

Principles Guiding Contact Between ASPSA Staff and Student-Athletes 
¯ Student-Athletes are students first 
°Discussions between ASPSA Staff and student-athletes should focus on ways to 
foster student learning. 
¯ Discussions also should focus on the student-athlete’s well-being and on 
pursuing individual academic interests and career plans. To this end, ASPSA Staff 
can offer advice and guidance with respect to courses and majors. 

Re sou rce s 
When an instructor, administrator, or student has a question or concern, s/he may 
use any or all of the following resources: 
¯ UNC-Chapel Hill Athletics Compliance Guidelines for Faculty http:// 

faculty.web.u nc.edu / 
¯ Contact the appropriate Director of Undergraduate Studies, Department Chair, or 

Dean https: //college.unc.edu/undergraduateed/directors-of-undergraduate- 
studies/ 
¯ Contact the Director of ASPSA, Dr. Michelle Brown (mbrown3~email.unc.edu) 



¯ Contact the Honor System (for matters of possible academic or student conduct 

infractions) htt.~:!!studentconduct.unc.edu!honor-system 
¯ Contact the University Ombuds Office htt.n’!!www.ombuds.unc.edu! 
¯ Contact the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education or the equivalent 
person in the instructor/student’s professional school 

administrationcontacts! bobbi-owen-senior-associate-dean-for-u ndergraduate- 
education! 
¯ As a last resort, contact the Provost http://provost.unc.edu/ 

Some of the bulleted statements above have periods, but other don’t. Stay consistent. Also, there is 

at least one place where the term "advisor" is used instead of "counselor." We should make sure we 

are consistently using the term "counselor" to refer to ASPSA personnel. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:26 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc, edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc. edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Re: guiding principles 

Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction copy.pdf 

I’m in, and I tried to stir up some trouble. Have fun. And I did this on a Mac in the Boston airport. Nor sure that 
the formatting will hold true. My comments are, like Brent’s, replies to other comments 

Tony 

On Apr 23, 2014, at 9:46 AM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> wrote: 

<Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction.pdf> 



DRAFT 
Friday, March 28, 2014 

Principles Guiding Contact Between Faculty and Academic Support Programs 
for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) Staff 
¯ Student-Athletes are students first 
¯ Decisions about academic content, requirements, and expectations are the 
exclusive domain of faculty, subject to University, College and department rules. 
¯ Contact between ASPSA Staff and faculty should focus on ways to foster student 
learning 
oASPSA Staff may not pressure faculty for special treatment or for grades. 
¯ Faculty may not impose standards or requirements on student-athletes that are 
greater than those required of other students in the same classroom 
¯ Faculty may not ask advisors what final grade a student-athlete requires to remain 
eligible 

Principles Guiding Contact Between Faculty and Coaches 
¯ Coaches and their support staff (including, but not limited to: director of 

operations, administrative assistants) are prohibited from initiating 
communication with student-athletes’ course instructors for the purpose of 
soliciting or discussing information related to grades and/or academic 
performance. 

¯ This prohibition extends to any academic personnel (including, but not limited to: 
teaching assistant, etc.) who is responsible for assigning or grading a student- 
athlete’s course work. 

¯ All such communication regarding student-athletes’ grades or academic 
performance must be coordinated through ASPSA. 

Principles Guiding Contact Between ASPSA Staff and Student-Athletes 
¯ Student-Athletes are students first 
¯ Discussions between ASPSA Staff and student-athletes should focus on ways to 
foster student learning. 
¯ Discussions also should focus on the student-athlete’s well-being and on 
pursuing individual academic interests and career plans. To this end, ASPSA Staff 
can offer advice and guidance with respect to courses and majors. 

Re sou rce s 
When an instructor, administrator, or student has a question or concern, s/he may 
use any or all of the following resources: 
¯ UNC-Chapel Hill Athletics Compliance Guidelines for Faculty http:// 

faculty.web.u nc.edu / 
¯ Contact the appropriate Director of Undergraduate Studies, Department Chair, or 

Dean https: //college.unc.edu/undergraduateed/directors-of-undergraduate- 
studies/ 
¯ Contact the Director of ASPSA, Dr. Michelle Brown (mbrown3~email.unc.edu) 



¯ Contact the Honor System (for matters of possible academic or student conduct 

infractions) htt.~:!!studentconduct.unc.edu!honor-system 
¯ Contact the University Ombuds Office http:!!www.omhud~.un~-.edu! 
¯ Contact the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education or the equivalent 
person in the instructor/student’s professional school https:!!~:ollege.unc.edu! 

administrationcontacts! bobbi-owen-senior-associate-dean-for-u ndergraduate- 
education! 
¯ As a last resort, contact the Provost http://provost.unc.edu/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:13 PM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; Charles, Jennifer S 

<j enchar@ em ail.unc .edu-* 

Has regis~tered for 2 summer school classes, She’ll be in ENGL    ruth 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu7 

Wednesday, ~ 10:13 PM 

rackham <rackhan~@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; Charles, Jennifer S 

<j enchar@ em ail.unc .edu-* 

Has registered for 2 summer school classes, She’ll be in ENGL 

in class. 

and take an AMST class at the same time the other two players are 

She roll come to Orientation June 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Yount, Tow <gyounl@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             10:18 PM 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@m~c.edu> 

tells me that her PSYC tutor has agreed to 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 12:38 PM 

To: .~live.unc.edtr> 

Subject: Re: tti Tony’. 

Thin,ks 

Lots of good news there. 

Tony 

at 11:55 AM,, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I remember you told me that you’re not going to be here for my meeting today so I figured that I would email you everything. I received an 88 
on my last psychology exam and I received a 97 on my last Math exam. I also received a 14.5 out of 20 on my final Spanish quiz so my 
combined quiz grade in Spanish is an 84.5. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:39 PM 

Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro@email.nnc.edu-~ 

Re: 

’I’hm~ks. So happy 

Or at 10:32 AM~ Oliaro~ Scott M <oliaro@e~nail.unc.edu> wrote: 

In case has not made you aware. She has been going to class this week 

practice. 

Scott Oliaro MA, ATC 
Head Athletic Trainer 
Associate Director of Sports Medicine 

UNC Chapel Hill 

and she is returning to 

www.goheeis.com 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential end privileged information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 2:48 PM 

~gma~l.com> 

Welcome to Carolina Soccer 

My name is Tony Yount and I’m fl~e academic adviser for women’s soccer at Carolina. Congratulations on being admitted and becoming a past of the program. There 

are some things that you need to do now that you’ve been admitted, and some of them need to come fairly quickly. Certainly we’d want to have all these things done 

by June 1 at the very latest. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 2:53 PM 

Junk, Cheryl <tweete@email.unc.edu> 

Re: VeriI}iing NCAA competition tbr i 

Hello Cheryl, 

Yes,     is on the     :cam and their competition will demand that tbey travel on May 6 for practice rounds on May 7. Their destination has not yet been armonnced 

(6 pm Sunday evemng, I believe) but there is no doubt that they roll receive an invitation to the NCAA tournament, and the 6fl~ roll be a travel day for the 5 women’s 

Thank you ~) much tbr helping with the exam excuse. 

Take care 

Tony Yount 

Acade~nic Counselor, Wo~nen’s Golf 

Or at 2:41 PM, Junk, Cheryl <tweeter~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Tony, 

Just need you to confirm for me that is on th~ and is competing in the NCAA regionals. I just issued her an exam 

excuse for a class that she says conflicts with travel to that competition. Thanks for the confirmation, cj 

Cheryl F. Junk, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean 

Fine Arts & Humanities Advising 

011 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 3110 

UN C-Chapel ttill 

27599-3110 

Office: (919) 843-9026 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Acade~nic Advising webpage:http:iiadvising.unc.edu 

<imageOOl.png><imageOO2.png> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 2:56 PM 

~gma~l.com> 

Welcome to Carolina Soccer 

My name is Tony Yount and I’m fl~e academic adviser for women’s soccer at Carolina. Congratulations on being admitted and becoming a past of the program. There 

are some things that you need to do now that you’ve been admitted, and some of them need to come fairly quickly. Certainly we’d want to have all these things done 

by June 1 at the very latest. 

You will need to establish your UNC ONYEN (Only Name You’ll Ever Need) and password and email accounts asap. Directions to do those things are included in 

this document. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:02 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

Welcome to Carolina Soccer 

New Student Orientalion Registration - pdf 

My name is Tow Yount and I’m the academic adviser for wommfs soccer at Carolina. Congratulations on being admitted and becoming a part of the program. Them 
are s~me things that you need to do now that yon’ve been admitted, and some of them need to come fairly quickly. Certainly we’d wmat to have all these things done 
by June 1 at the veW latest. 

You will need to establish your UNC ONYEN (Only Nmne You’ll Ever Need) and password m~d email accounts asap. Directions to do thi~se "things are included in 

this document. 

You will need to register for orientation as a transfer student. The dates are listed at the bottom of this little, along with instructions for registering. 

http://nscpp.unc.edu’tmnsfer- students’orientation 

The biggefft thing to accomplish before June is registering for fall classes. We should do that 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ, l.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:22 PM 

Levy, Je~mit~r S ~enny.le~@unc.edu-* 

Monday exams 

Here’s the list: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 8:31 PM 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edtr~; Wigger, Lea~h Marie <wigger@unc.edu-* 

Just checked her Connect Carolina page. Her admission decision has been made bm she hasn’t acted on it yet. Whafs happening with her? 

Tony 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 8:34 PM 

Subject: UNC e~nail 

>; >; 

Ladies, 

I jnst checked yonr Connect Carolina pages and it shows that your UNC email hasn’t been registered so far. Please do that as soon as possible. Yon all have things 

yon need to submit to Carolina. The list can be found on your Connect Carolina page. Please check that, and register for summer orientation as soon as possible. 

Ton 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 9:08 PM 

Loeb, Jealmie tt <loeb@unc.edu> 

Participant Pool 

Dr. Loeb, 

I am traveling with the womeffs lacrosse team in Boston.                                 both approached me yesterday telling me that they were short 

participant pool hours for PSYC         They explained that they were counting on earning online honrs while here in Boston (Wed - Sun trip for the ACC 

Toummnent) and they were unable to complete the assigned hours because the website wouldn’t let them. 

I advised to contact the participant pool site through the published email address, and to email you explaining their situation. I don’t know how the participant pool 

works ruth your class. I an~ simply contirming that both students expressed concern over not being able to finish an a~ssignmem in your class. 

Thanks 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacross 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday 11:30 AM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.~mc.edu-* 

Snmmer School Books 

Rachel, 

is leaving for 

can I anthorize her for book purchase for summer school? 

Thanks 

training this Thursday and would like to get her summer school books before she leaves the States. When 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:14 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edtr~; Ducat, Chris ~<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Some Progress 

is registered for orientation July 7 & 8. 

is registered for Jtfly 28 & 29 and .ells that’s when the rest are coming as well. Thal’s some progress 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Football Foundation <news@footbedlfoundation.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 11:34 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun~@unc.edu> 

2014 NFF Hampshire Honor S ociely Membership Announced 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

NA I ONAL FOOTBALL FO 12 N D.ATI O N 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME 

Media Contact: Phil Marwill i 917-579-42561 pmarwill(~footballfoundation.com 

Please use the fbllowing link to tweet this release: 

http ://bi t. h~/S5PA2E 

2014 NFF Hampshire Honor Society 
Membership Announced 

Record number of members set in the Society’s eighth ),ear. 

IRVING, Texas (April 29, 2014) - The National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame (NFF) 
announced today the members of the 2014 NFF Hampshire Honor Society, which is comprised of 
college football players from all divisions of play who each maintained a cumulative 3.2 GPA or better 
throughout their college career. A total of 838 players from 267 schools qualified for membership in the 
society’s eighth year, setting a new record for the number of members in the history of the program, 
which began in 2007. 

"We continue to raise the bar each year for the number of student-athletes who qualify for membership in 
the Hampshire Honor Society," said NFF President & CEO Steve Hatchell. "The Hampshire Honor 
Society plays an important role in highlighting that college football players clearly play a leadership role 
in the classroom as well as on the playing field. We congratulate each of these young men for their 
commitment to excellence." 

The NFF Hampshire Honor Society capitalizes on the NFF’s current National Scholar-Athlete program 
greatly expanding the number of scholar-athletes the NFF can recognize each year. The program further 
strengthens the organization’s leadership role in encouraging academic performance by the student- 
athletes who play football at the more than 700 college and universities with football programs 
nationwide. The initiative has honored 4,927 student-athletes since its inception, and the program has 
experienced growth every year in either members or school participation since its launch in 2007. The 
2014 class of 838 players represents a new high water mark for members, eclipsing the old record mark 
by 117 student-athletes. 

don F. Hanson, the chairman and founder of The Hampshire Companies, provided the endowment to 

launch the NFF Hampshire Honor Society in 2007. He made the contribution as part of his legacy to the 
organization after serving as NFF chairman from 1994-2006. He currently serves the organization as a 
chairman emeritus. Each player awarded with membership in this year’s Honor Society will receive a 
certificate commemorating their achievement. 

"We have honored mote than 4,900 student-athletes in the last eight yeara thanks to Jon Hanson’s 
generosity," said NFF Chairman Archie Manning, "We are grateful for his passionate belief in the 
scholar-athlete ideal, and the Hampshire Honor Society allows us to showcase the names of tomorrow’s 
leaders while inspiring future generations to follow in their footsteps." 

Qualifications for membership in the NFF Hampshire Honor Society include: 

Being a starter or a significant contributor in one’s last year of eligibility (or a senior who has 

declared for the NFL Draft) at an NCAA Football Bowl Subdivision, Football Championship 
Subdivision, Division II, Division III or an NAIA college or university; 

Achieving a 3.2 cumulative grade point average throughout entire course of undergraduate study; 

and 

Meeting all NCAA-mandated progress towards degree requirements. 

The Hampshire Honor Society represents a powerful component in the organization’s rich history as an 
innovator in promoting the scholar-athlete ideal. Launched in 1959 with a donation from Hall of Fame 
coach Earl "Red" Blaik, the NFF’s National Scholar-Athlete Awards, presented by Fidelity Investments, 
became the first initiative in history to grant postgraduate scholarships based on a player’s combined 



academic success, football performance and community leadership. And, since its inception, the NFF 
National Scholar-Athlete Awards program has awarded $10.4 million to 787 top scholars and community 
leaders. 

Currently, the NFF distributes more than $300,000 a year at the national level through the program to 16 
individuals. Each winner of a National Scholar~Athlete Award r~ceives an $18,000 post-graduate 
scholarship. Additionally, the William V. Campbell Trophy, endowed by HealthSouth and hosted at the 
New York Athletic Club, is given to one member of each year’s class as the absolute best. The winner of 
the Campbell Trophy, claimed by All-American guard John Ursche~ (Penn State) in 2013, receives a 
total scholarship of $25,000 and a 24-inch, 25-pound bronze trophy. Through, its chapter network, the 
NFF also awards an additional $1.3 million to local high school student-athletes, bringing the NFF’s 
annual scholarship distribution total to more than $1.8 million. 

SCHOOL 

Alabama State University 

Albion College (Mich.) 

Albright College (Pa.) 

Albright College (Pa.) 

Albdght College (Pa.) 

Albright College (Pa.) 

Anderson University (Ind.) 

Appalachian State University 

Arkansas State University 

Assumption College (Mass.) 

Assumption College (Mass.) 

Auburn University 

Augustana College (111.) 

Augustana College (111.) 

Augustana College (111.) 

Augustana College (111.) 

Augustana College (111.) 

Augustana College (111.) 

Austin College (Texas) 

Austin Peay State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Azusa Pacific University (Calif.) 

Ball State University 

Ball State University 

Ball State University 

Ball State University 

Baylor University 

Baylor University 

Bemidji State University (Minn.) 

Bemidji State University (Minn.) 

Benedict College 

Benedictine College (Kan.) 

Benedictine College (Kan.) 

Bentley University (Mass.) 

Bentley University (Mass.) 

Bentley University (Mass.) 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

iNDUCTEE 

Bobby Wenzig 

Michael Vandermus 

Shane Catts 

JT Harding 

]y Hughes 

Levi Myers 

Josh Compton 
[ony Washington* 

Brian Davis 

Mike Bates 

Emanuel Riggins 
Steven Clark 

Eric Chandler 

Eric Dratnol 

Sarl Hartweg 
Eric Link 

Kyle Snow 
Erik Westerberg* 

Nathan Packard 

Reese Bulmash 

Josh Carroll 

Kyle Harrison 

Jared Sexton 

Iosua Siliva 

Ben Stansfield 

Gavin Willisson 

Nick Grunsky 
Joel Cox 
7_ane Fakes 

Joseph Fazio 

3onnor Ryan 
Stefan Huber 

Jordan Najvar 

Tyler Abrahamson 

Buckley Wright 

Martin Epps 

Ray Gragg 

Brad Lorang 
Brian Benedetto 

Michael DiLegge 

Kent Kozar 

Luke Buttenhoff 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

Bethel University (Minn.) 

Bethel University (Tenn.) 

Bethel University (Tenn.) 

Bethel University (Tenn.) 

Bethel University (Tenn.) 

Blufffon University (Ohio) 

Bluffton University (Ohio) 

Boise State University 

Tom Keefe 

J.D. Mehlhorn 

Grant Mitchell 

Michael Schmalzer 

Jared Schultz 

Josh Treimer 

Dedrick Brooks 

Joe),, Dienye 
Levi Estes 

Thomas Petty 
Derrick Baksa 

Shawn Frost 

Spencer Gerke 



Boise State University 

Boise State University 

Boise State University 

Boise State University 

Boise State University 

Boise State University 

Boston College 

Bridgewater State University (Mass.) 

Brigham Young University 

Bdgham Young University 

Brigham Young University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Brown University 

Bucknell University 

Bucknell University 

Bucknell University 

Bucknell University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

Butler University 

California Lutheran University 

Campbell University 

Campbell University 

Campbell University 

Capital University (Ohio) 

Capital University (Ohio) 

Capital University (Ohio) 

Capital University (Ohio) 

Carleton College (Minn.) 

Carleton College (Minn.) 

Carleton College (Minn.) 

Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) 

Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) 

Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) 

Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) 

Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) 

Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) 

Carroll College (Mont.) 

Case Western Reserve University (Ohio) 

Case Western Reserve University (Ohio) 

Central College (Iowa) 

Central College (Iowa) 

Central College (Iowa) 

Central College (Iowa) 

Central College (Iowa) 

Central College (Iowa) 

Chadron State College (Neb.) 

Chadron State College (Neb.) 

Chadron State College (Neb.) 

Chadron State College (Neb.) 

Clemson University 

1.revor Harman 

Sabe Linehan 

Ebo Makinde 

~irby Moore 
Matt Paradis 

Joe Southwick 

.lake Sinkovec 

~yle Cocozza 

~evin O’Ma .ry 

Skyler Ridley 

Daniel Sorensen 

Daniel Austin 

Matthew Billeci 

John Bumpus 

Jordan Evans 

Sole Hooper 

1.ellef Lundevall 

~,lexander Norocea 

~,dewole Oyalowo 
~,lexander Phelan 

Donald Sproal 
Michael Yules 

1.racey Smith 

~ayne Stewart 

~¥1e Sullivan 
Sal Vallala 

ESryce Barry 

Kevin Cook 

1.rae Heeter 

Matt Jenson 

Dylan Johnson 

Matt Lancaster 

~ade Markley 
1had Satre 

Jimmy Schwabe 
ESrendan Shannon 

Jayme Szafranski 
~,ndrew Pankow 

Shad McMichael 

~urt Odom 

Michael Rudisill 

&ustin Clarridse 
Domenic Hebebrand 

Jason Hutchins 

Ryan Kremcheck 

Shase Gottschalk 

Nick Herringer 

Sole Rystedt 

Ryan Jok 

Rob Kalkstein 

Jacob Krause 

Eric Rolfes 

Daniel Santoro 

1"ucker Smith 

Michael Siegersma 

Scott Campbell 

Steven Magister 

Nolan Blythe 
Jacob Edleman 

Joe Flahert)/ 
ESlaine Forsythe 

JJ Kotz 

1"anner Price 

Slen Clinton 

Pierre Etchemendy 

Sam Parker 
7_ach Sandstrom 

Shandler Catanzaro 



Coastal Carolina University 

Coastal Carolina University 

Colgate University 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of the Holy Cross 

College of VVilliam & Mary 

Niccolo Mastromatteo~ 

Jeffery Salley 

Shane Wilson 

Pete Anastasio 

Jack Daly 
Mike Fess 

Philip Gough 
Max Librizzi 

John Macomber 

Scotty O’Donoghue 
Jon Smith 

Mike Tucker 

~,ndrew Zitnik 

Brent Caprio 

College of William & Mary 

Colorado Mesa University 

Colorado School of Mines 

Colorado School of Mines 

Colorado State University 

Colorado State University 

Colorado State University 

Columbia University 

Columbia University 

Columbia University 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

Cornell University 

Curry College (Mass.) 

Curry College (Mass.) 

Curry College (Mass.) 

Curry College (Mass.) 

Curry College (Mass.) 
Dartmouth College 

Dartmouth College 

Dartmouth College 

Dartmouth College 

Dartmouth College 

Dartmouth College 

Davidson College 

Davidson College 

Delaware State University 

Denison University (Ohio) 

Denison University (Ohio) 

Denison University (Ohio) 

Denison University (Ohio) 

DePauw University (Ind.) 

DePauw University (Ind.) 

Drake University 

Drake University 

Drake University 

Drake University 

Drake University 

Drake University 

Duke University 

Duke University 

Duke University 

Duke University 

Duke University 

Duke University 

Duke University 

East Carolina University 

East Stroudsburg University (Pa.) 

East Stroudsburg University (Pa.) 

East Texas Baptist University 

Eastern Illinois University 

Eastern Illinois University 

Eastern Illinois University 
Eastern Kentucky University 

Matt Cdsafi 

Jake Edmiston 

Shad McGraw 

Ryan Wood 

Tanner Hedstrom 

Shris Nwoke 

Weston Richburg 

Brian East 

Luke Eddy 
Z_ach Olinger 

Ty Bostain 

,Grant Gellatly 

Jeff Mathews* 

Jeff Claffey 
Kevin Fruwirth 

Brett Kane 

~,lec Marcucci 

Keith Rosseel 

Robbie Anthony 

Dean Bakes 

Mike Banaciski 

Sole Marcoux 

Michael Runger 

Shase Womack 

Seth Beeson 

Shris Gorman 

Marco Kano 

Joel Elliott 

~,ndrew Johnson 

,George Kuntz 
Kurt Wilhelm 

Indi Lavarias 

Eric Maim 

Brandon Coleman 

Dustin Davis 

Seth Hedman 

Kolby Knuth 

Kevin Marshall 

Mike Ratelle 

Kenny Anunike 

Brandon Braxton 

Ross Cockrell 

Dave Harding 

Sarett Patterson 

Perry Simmons* 

Juwan Thompson 

Trent Tignor 

Robert Bleiler 

Sreg Blue 

Jacob AIford 

~,ndre AIvarez 

Sameron Berra 

Dominic Pagliara 

Jordan Berry 



Eastern Kentucky University 

Eastern Kentucky University 

Eastern Michigan University 

Eastern New Mexico University 

Edinboro University (Pa.) 

Edward Waters College (Fla.) 

Edward Waters College (Fla.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Emory & Henry College (Va.) 

Florida Atlantic University 

Fordam University 

Fordam University 

Fort Lewis College (Colo.) 

Fort Lewis College (Colo.) 

Franklin & Marshall College (Pa.) 

Franklin & Marshall College (Pa.) 

Franklin & Marshall College (Pa.) 

Franklin & Marshall College (Pa.) 
Fresno State 

Fresno State 

Gallaudet University (D.C.) 

Gallaudet University (D.C.) 

Gallaudet University (D.C.) 

Gallaudet University (D.C.) 

Gallaudet University (D.C.) 

Georgia Tech 

Gettysburg College (Pa.) 

Grinnell College (Iowa) 

Grinnell College (Iowa) 

Grinnell College (Iowa) 

Grinnell College (Iowa) 

Grinnell College (Iowa) 

Grinnell College (Iowa) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Gustavus Adolphus College (Minn.) 

Hampden-Sydney College (Va.) 

Harding University (Ark.) 

Harding University (Ark.) 

Harding University (Ark.) 

Harding University (Ark.) 

Harding University (Ark.) 

Harding University (Ark.) 

Hardin-Simmons University (Texas) 

Harvard University 

Tyler Hom 
Ichiro Vance 

Sy Maughmer 

Shristopher Barnard 

Sody Harris 
Darrien Carmichael 

Jerry Martin 

Sole Beyeler 

Kyle Boden 

~,dam Pugh 
Zeb Rhodes 

Shad Williams 

Kenton Williams 

Evan Williamson 

~,ndrew Stryffeler 

~,nthony Pesanello 

Joseph Sullivan 

Doyle Bode 

Evan Wagstrom 
Sam Dickinson 

Mike Haines 

Frank Strumolo 

Brendan Wengerter 
Lars Bramer 

Derek Carr* 

Ryan Bonheyo 
Nicholas Elstad 
Michael Hantge 
Peter Leccese 

~,dham Talaat 

#MII Jackson 

Matthew Pennella 

~,ndrew Clark 

Solton Feller 

Seth Gustafson 

Seth Howard 

Kevin Hwang 

Quinn Rosenthal 

Wyatt Adams 

]orey Asao 

~,lex Brodjeski 
Kellan Euerle 

David Gschneider 

Bryce Kroells 
Mitch Moore 

Nolan Wester 

]revor Winkelman 

#Mlliam Ferrell, Jr. 

~,lex Finley 

Ty Finley 

Nathan Kadlecek 

~,din Menkin 

Erik Ragsdale 

Jeremiah Vivio 

Shuck North 

~,ndrew Berg 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Harvard University 

Henderson State University (Ark.) 

Hillsdale College (Mich.) 

Hiram College (Ohio) 

Hobart College (N.Y.) 

Josh Boyd 

Sameron Brate 

Danny Frate 

Reynaldo Kirton 
David Mothander 

Nnamdi Obukwelu 

Michael Pruneau 

~,ustin Taylor 

Kelton Hays 

Steven Embry 

Brendon James 

Sory Davis 



Hobart College (N.Y.) 

Hobart College (N.Y.) 

Hope College (Mich.) 

Huntingdon College (Ala.) 

Huntingdon College (Ala.) 

Huntingdon College (Ala.) 

Huntingdon College (Ala.) 

Huntingdon College (Ala.) 

Huntingdon College (Ala.) 

Idaho State University 

Idaho State University 

Idaho State University 

Illinois State University 

Iowa State University 

Iowa State University 

Iowa State University 

James Madison University 

James Madison University 

John Carroll University (Ohio) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Johns Hopkins University (Md.) 

Juniata College (Pa.) 

Juniata College (Pa.) 

Juniata College (Pa.) 

Kalamazoo College (Mich.) 

Kalamazoo College (Mich.) 

Kalamazoo College (Mich.) 

Kalamazoo College (Mich.) 

Kalamazoo College (Mich.) 

Kalamazoo College (Mich.) 

Kansas State University 

Kansas State University 

Kean University (N.J.) 

Kean University (N.J.) 

Kean University (N.J.) 

Kean University (N.J.) 

Kent State University 

Kent State University 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kenyon College (Ohio) 

Kutztown University (Pa.) 

Lafayette College 

Lafayette College 

Lafayette College 

Lafayette College 

Lafayette College 

Lafayette College 

Lake Forest College (111.) 

Lake Forest College (111.) 

Lake Forest College (111.) 

Lamar University 

Lebanon Valley College (Pa.) 

Michael Green 

Daniel Sweeney 
Michael Atwell 

Sarrett Fletcher 

Dakota Hooper 
Sameron Lewis 

Tyler Robinson 

Ryne Taylor 

Ryan White 

Luke Austin 

Brendon Garcia 

]revor Spence 

Jordan Neukirch 

~es Boyer 

Kyle Lichtenberg 

Jeff Woody 

Tyler Snow 

Sameron Starke 

Breen Cullivan 

JD Abbott 

John Arena* 

Jared Beekman 

Vincenzo Bonaddio 

Mark Bozzo 

Joe DiTrolio 

Bob D’Orazio 

~,ndy Laychur 

J.P. Marquess 

Robbie Matey 
Nate Winek 

Mike Zikoski 

Brandon Felus 

Z_achariah McCaulley 

Jared Shope 

Nicholas Bolig 

lan Good 

Jake Larioza 

Brett Thomas 

Joseph Widmer 

Josh Wise 

Jonathan Coleman 

Evan Loomis 

Dwayne Brown 
Jim Dennis 

Bob Klecha 

Hank Limardo 

~,ndrew Christopher 
Max Plunkett 

Stuart Brown 

Brad Couts 

Reed Franklin 

Keith Jones 
Z_ach Morrow 

Ryan Rosen 

Sam Ventling 

Daniel Waters 

Matt Connors 

Mike Boles 

Brad Bormann 

Sreg Kessel 

Jake McTighe 
Mark Ross 

~,lex White 

Edward Dobernig 
Michael Garetto-Balmer 

Jake Rotkvich 

Kollin Kahler 

Sean Fakete 



Lebanon Valley College (Pa.) 

Lebanon Valley College (Pa.) 

Lebanon Valley College (Pa.) 

Lehigh University 

Lehigh University 

Long Island University - CW Post (N.Y.) 

Luther College (Iowa) 

Luther College (Iowa) 

Lycoming College (Pa.) 

Lycoming College (Pa.) 

Lycoming College (Pa.) 

Lycoming College (Pa.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Macalester College (Minn.) 

Manchester University (Ind.) 

Manchester University (Ind.) 

Manchester University (Ind.) 

Marist College 
Massachusetts 

Massachusetts 

Massachusetts 

Massachusetts 

Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Massachusetts Maritime Academy 

Massachusetts Maritime Academy 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Middle Tennessee State University 

Middlebu ,n./College (Vt.) 

Middlebury College (Vt.) 

Middlebu~ College (Vt.) 

Montana State University 

Montana State University 

Montana State University 

Montana State University 

Montana State University 

Moravian College (Pa.) 

Moravian College (Pa.) 

Moravian College (Pa.) 

Moravian College (Pa.) 

Morehead State University 

Mount Ida College (Mass.) 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nate Luckenbill 

Nate Myers 
Kevin Smith 

Sergio Fernandez-Soto 

Kyle Lechner 

Tommy V~lliams 
Keaton Palo 

Rich Vickers 

S.J. Arhontakis 

Ryan Boccagno 

Robbie Brodish 

Mike Ciotti 

~,dam Bauer 

Levi Brown 

Michael Darrow 

Joe Dykema 

~,uburn Jimenez 

Nolan Kriegel 
Daniel Ricci 

Jesse Russell 

SJ Smith 

Scott Barry 
Joe Hunter 

Jacob Meyer 

Tyler Ramsey 
James Balchunas 

Rhys Borchert 

Heath Gould 

Brent Johnson 

Jake Laux 

Matt Merelino 

Max Powers 

Joel Santisteban 

Billy Thalheimer 

John Wenzel 

John Moriarty 

Brandon Rodrigues 
Max Bullough* 

Mark Scarpinato 

Blake Treadwell 

Logan Kilgore 
Matthew Crimmins 

McCallum Foote 

¢,/illia m Sadik-Khan 

~,ndy Austin 
Tanner Bleskin 

Preston Gale 

Sody Kirk 

DeNarius McGhee 

Julian DiGiacomo 

Nicholas Fitzsimmons 

Keith Hinds 

Robert Moyer 

Sorey McSweeney 

Michael Babich 

Jack Barteldes 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

Nebraska Wesleyan University 

North Carolina Central University 

North Central College (111.) 

North Central College (111.) 

North Central College (Ill.) 

Ryan Beebe 

Tyler Chamness 

Sorey Cundall 

Spencer Fecht 
John Hovendick 

Michael Huettner 

~,aron Lorraine 

Kelby Vandenberg 
Jordan Reid 

John Cannova 

Shane Dierking 

~,lex Mann 



North Central College (Ill.) 

North Central College (111.) 

North Central College (ILL) 

North Central College (Ill.) 

North Central College (111.) 

North Central College (ILL) 

North Dakota State University 

North Dakota State University 

North Dakota State University 

North Dakota State University 

North Dakota State University 

Northern Arizona University 

Northern Arizona University 

Northern Illinois University 

Northwest Missouri State University 

Northwest Missouri State University 

Northwest Missouri State University 

Northwest Missouri State University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Oberlin College (Ohio) 

Occidental College (Calif.) 

Occidental College (Calif.) 

Ohio Dominican University 

Ohio Dominican University 

Ohio Dominican University 

Ohio Wesleyan University 

Ohio Wesleyan University 

Ohio Wesleyan University 

Ohio Wesleyan University 

Oklahoma State University 

Oklahoma State University 

Oklahoma State University 

Oklahoma State University 

Olivet Nazarene University (111.) 
Ottawa University (Kan.) 

Ottawa University (Kan.) 

Ottawa University (Kan.) 

Ottawa University (Kan.) 

Ottawa University (Kan.) 

Ouachita Baptist University (Ark.) 

Pacific Lutheran University (Wash.) 

Pacific Lutheran University (Wash.) 

Pacific Lutheran University (Wash.) 

Pacific Lutheran University (Wash.) 

Pennsylvania State University 

Pennsylvania State University 

Peru State College (Neb.) 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Peru State College 

Pittsburg State 

Pittsburg State 

Pittsburg State 

Pittsburg State 

Pittsbur,g State 

Pittsburg State 

Plymouth State 

Plymouth State 
Plymouth State 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

(Neb.) 

University (Kan.) 

University (Kan.) 

University (Kant) 

University (Kan.) 

University (Kan.) 

University (Kan.) 

University (N.H.) 

University (N.H.) 
University (N.H.) 

Chad O’Kane 

Nathan Schweitzer 

[,,lick Siezak 

Spencer Stanek 
Michael Weldner 

3 re,c,I Whalen 

Ryan Drevlow 
~,ndrew Grothmann 

Brock Jensen 

Danny Luecke 

Ryan Smith 

Drew Emanuel 

Kyle Walker 

Matt Krempel 

[revor Adams* 

Cody Carlson 

Joel Gantz 

Bryant Hummel 

Jeff Budzien 

Pat Hickey 

Tyler Scott 

Mike Trumpy 
Brandon Williams 

Zachary Kisley 
Joshua Godick 

Matthew Matulaitis 

Brent AIlerding 

Dominic Clegg 
Nate Weeks 

Shris Badenhop 

Mason Espinosa 

Colton Poncsak 

Seth Swary 

Clint Chelf 

Caleb Lavey 

Shadie Moore 

Connor Sinko 

Mark Kosrow 

]ravis Adamson 

Morey Croson 
Garrett Galanski 

Jon Hilliger 
Jared Wilson 

Clark Gaddis 

Ben Kaestner 

Sam Lavis 

Jordan Patterson 

Jonny Volland 

Ty Howle 

John Urschel* 

Mitch Boshart 

Garrett Campbell 

Derrick Davis 

Dayton Graf 

Jon Kolman 

Curtis Larsen 

Caleb Lempka 

Each Lempka 

Lance Steffen 

Conner Combes 

[’,late Dreiling 

Levi Kuntzsch 

Scott Lester 

Jared Vinoverski 

Joe Windscheffel 

3regg Callanan 
[’,late Dubois 

Josh Morgan 



Plymouth State University (N.H.) 

Pomona Pitzer Colleges (Calif.) 

Pomona Pitzer Colleges (Calif.) 

Pomona Pitzer Colleges (Calif.) 

Pomona Pitzer Colleges (Calif.) 

Pomona Pitzer Colleges (Calif.) 

Pomona Pitzer Colleges (Calif.) 
Portland State University 

Princeton University 

Princeton University 

Purdue University 

Purdue University 

Purdue University 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (N.Y.) 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (N.Y.) 

Rice University 

Rice University 

Rice University 

Rice University 

Robert Morris University 

Robert Morris University 

Robert Morris University 

Robert Morris University 

Robert Morris University 

Robert Morris University 

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology (Ind.’ 

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology (Ind.I 

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology (Ind.’ 

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology (Ind.’, 

Rowan University (N.J.) 

Rowan University (N.J.) 

Rutgers University 

Rutgers University 

Rutgers University 

Rutgers University 

Rutgers University 
Sacramento State 

Sacramento State 

Saint Francis University 

Saint John’s University (Minn.) 

Saint John’s University (Minn.) 

Saint John’s University (Minn.) 

Saint John’s University (Minn.) 

Saint John’s University (Minn.) 

Saint John’s University (Minn.) 

Saint Xavier University (Ill.) 

Saint Xavier University (111.) 

Saint Xavier University (Ill.) 

Saint Xavier University (Ill.) 

Sam Houston State University 

San Jose State University 

San Jose State University 

Shepherd University (W.Va.) 

Shepherd University (W.Va.) 

Shepherd University (W.Va.) 

Shepherd University (W.Va.) 

Simpson College (Iowa) 

Simpson College (Iowa) 

Simpson College (Iowa) 

Simpson College (Iowa) 

Simpson College (Iowa) 

South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

Jason Stefano 

Dalton Bolger 

Duncan Hussey 

Ryan Randle 

Kyle Roskamp 
#Veston Staubus 

Michael Weil 

Mitch Gaulke 

Phillip Bhaya 

Max Coale 

Sody Davis 

Trevor Foy 

Rob Henry 
Matthew Brown 

Jessie Maynard 

Tanner Leland 

Klein Kubiak 

Michael Kutzler 

Paul Porras 

Mike Cook 

Kyle Cooper 
Malik Johnson 

Eric Lowry 

~/ince Mongelluzzo 

D.J. Myers 

Mathew Angel 

Terry Chin 

Shad Compton 

Ryan Landwehr 

Dominic Caruso 

Kyle Jones 
Paul Carrezola 
Brandon Dodd 
Robert Jones 
Quron Pratt 

Julian Tartacoff 

Trent Eskew 

Markell Williams 

Kyle Harbridge 
Kevin Battis 

Blake Belland 

Dylan Graves 
Jack Hedlund 

Joey Kinnan 

Solin Moynihan 

J.D. Barchard 

Zach Dolph 

Jacob Ghinazzi 

Spencer Nolen 

Matt Boyles 

Nicholas Kaspar 

Jon Meyer 

~/ince Drzal 

Robert Hayes 

Michael Haynes 

Troy McNeill 
David Adams 

Russ Fairfield 

Dillan Hamilton 

Ryan Olson 

Sole Wigert 
~,ndrew Brown 

Brandon Hubert 

Josh Kage 

R.C. Kilgore 

~,lex Parker 

Taylor Suess 

Trevor Tiefenthaler 



South Dakota State University 

South Dakota State University 

Southern Arkansas University 

Southern Illinois University 

Southern Illinois University 

Southern Methodist University 

Southern Methodist University 

Southern Nazarene University (OkJa.) 

Southern Utah University 

Southern Utah University 

Southern Utah University 

Southern Utah University 

Springfield College (Mass.) 

St. Cloud State University (Minn.) 

Stanford University 

Stephen F. Austin State University 

Stonehill College (Mass.) 

Stonehill College (Mass.) 

Stonehill College (Mass.) 

Stony Brook University 

Stony Brook University 

Syracuse University 

Syracuse University 

Tarleton State University (Texas) 

Temple University 

Temple University 

Tennessee State University 

Tennessee State University 

Tennessee Tech University 

Tennessee Tech University 

Tennessee Tech University 

Tennessee Tech University 

Texas A&M University - Commerce 

Texas A&M University - Kingsville 

Texas Christian University 

Texas Christian University 

Texas State University 

Trine University (Ind.) 

Trine University (Ind.) 

Trine University (ind.) 

Trine University (Ind.) 

Trine University (Ind.) 

Trine University (ind.) 

Trine University (Ind.) 

Trinity International University 

Tdni ,ty International University 

Trinity International University 

Trinity International University 

Tdni ,ty International University 

Troy University 

Tusculum College (Tenn.) 

Tusculum College (Tenn.) 

Union College (N.Y.) 

Union College (N.Y.) 

Union College (N.Y.) 

Union College (N.Y.) 

United States Military Academy 

Bryan VVitzmann 

¢,/insto n Wri£1ht 

Tyler Sykora 
~,ustin Pucylowski 
Luke Thuston 
Randall Joyner 

Ryan Walker 
Stan West 

Jacob Allie 

~,ustin Anderson 

Solton Cook 

Bradley Meyer 
Scott Leech 

Phillip Klaphake 

Sonor McFadden 

Ryne Chambers 

John Jenkins 

Pat Jenkins 

James Lanier 

Jawara Dudley 
Scott Hernandez 

Shadey Loeb 
Richard MacPherson 

~,aron Doyle 

Ryan Alderman 
Matt Falcone 

Kadeem Edwards 

]imo’dqy Murphy 

Jerry King 

Sory McDonald 

Seth McDonald 

James Normand 

]evin Moore 

Zane Brown 

Jon Koontz 

John Wooldridge 
Blake McColloch 

Ben Clark 

Blaek Combs 

Jeff Harbrecht 

Tony Miranda 
Saleb Nitz 

Derek Posey 
Jim West 

Ben Blagg 

Thomas Kenney 

]revor Knight 

John Melton 

Ethan Ming 
VMII Scott 

Brian Alexander 

Bo Cordell 

Shades Law 

Jacob Lebowitz 

Michael Miceli 

Joshua Rose 

Shane Finnane 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 

United States Military Academy 
United States Military Academy 

Thomas Holloway 

Ryan Kalnins 
Patrick Laird 

Mitch McKearn 

Richard Rainey 
Zach Reichert 

~,nthony Stephens 

John Szott 

Hayden Tippett 
Daniel Whita ker 

Holt Zalneraitis 



University at Albany 

University at Albany 

University at Albany 

University at Albany 

University at Buffalo 

University at Buffalo 

University of Alabama 

University of Arizona 

University of Arizona 

University of Arizona 

University of Arkansas 

University of California 

University of California 

University of California 

University of California, Davis 

University of Cincinnati 

University of Colorado 

University of Dayton 

University of Dayton 

University of Dayton 

University of Dayton 

University of Delaware 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Dubuque (Iowa) 

University of Georgia 

University of Georgia 

University of Houston 

University of Illinois 

University of the Incarnate Word (Texas) 

University of the Incarnate Word (Texas) 

University of the Incarnate Word (Texas) 

University of the Incarnate Word (Texas) 

University of the Incarnate Word (Texas) 

University of the Incarnate Word (Texas) 

University of Iowa 

University of Iowa 

University of Iowa 

University of Kentuck~ 

University of Maine 

University of Maine 

University of Maine 

University of Mary Hardin-Baylor (Texas) 

University of Mary Hardin-Baylor (Texas) 
University of Mary Hardin-Baylor (Texas) 

University of Mary Hardin-Baylor (Texas) 

University of Memphis 

University of Memphis 

University of Memphis 

University of Michigan 

University of Minnesota 

University of Minnesota 

University of Minnesota 

University of Minnesota 

University of Minnesota 

University of Minnesota Duluth 

University of Minnesota Duluth 

University of Minnesota Duluth 

University of Minnesota Duluth 

University of Minnesota Duluth 
University of Minnesota Duluth 

~,lex Helmer 

Eric LaPorta 
Z_ach Morton 

Rhakeem Wiggins 
~,lex Nuetz 

Solby Way 
Sade Foster 

Brian Chacon 

Jake Fischer 

Tevin Hood 

~,ustin Tate 

Ted Agu (posthumous) 

Mitch Bartolo 

Mark Brazinski 

~,nthony Kaspar 

~,usten Bujnoch 

Nate Bonsu 

Shris Cortopassi 

Pat Dyer 
Grant Huckestein 

Solin Monnier 

Mike Milburn 

Bryan Bradshaw 

Tyson Carter 
Noah Evans 

Brock Haas 

~,ustin Hatzinger 

~,ustin Hughes 

Logan Kunzie 
Matt Levin 

Doug Lillibridge 

Saleb Vogel 

Shristopher Burnette 
~,aron Murray* 

Kevin Forsch 

Nathan Scheelhaase 

Trey Anderson 

Juan Asencio 

Shavis Barton 

Matt Bass 

Devin Haywood 
Emmanuel Nunez 

Sasey Kreiter 
James Morris* 

Brett Van Sloten 

Joe Mansour 

~,rron Achey 

Michael Mangiarelli 
Marcus Wasilewski 

Josh Holt 

Eliiah Hudson 
~,ndy McAteer 

Derek Williamson 

Tom Hornsey 

Jacob Karam 

Jesse Milleson 

Sourtney Avery 

Derrick Engel 

Jake Filkins 

Shris Hawthorne 

~,aron Hill 

Ed OIson 

Jordan Bauman 

Shris Blake 

~,lex Brown 

Jeron Johnson 

Joe Reichert 

~,ustin Selvick 



University of Minnesota Morris 

University of Mississippi 

University of Mississippi 

University of Mississippi 

University of Montana 

University of Mount Union (Ohio) 

University of Mount Union (Ohio) 

University of Nebraska 

University of Nebraska 

University of Nebraska 

University of Nebraska 

University of Nebraska 

University of Nebraska at Kearney 

University of Nebraska at Kearney 

University of Nevada 

University of New Hampshire 

University of New Hampshire 

University of North Dakota 

University of North Dakota 

University of North Dakota 

University of North Dakota 

University of North Texas 

University of Northern Colorado 

University of Northern Iowa 

University of Oklahoma 

University of Oklahoma 

University of Oklahoma 

University of Oklahoma 

University of Oklahoma 

University of Pittsburgh 

University of Redlands (Calif.) 

University of Redlands (Calif.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of Rochester (N.Y.) 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die‘go 

University of San Die,go 

University of South Dakota 

University of South Florida 

University of Southern California 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) 

Brendon Foss 

Tyler Campbell 

Shris Conley 
~,ndrew Ritter 

Bo Tully 

James Kent 

Michael Maier 

Jake Lon‘g 
Spencer Long* 

Brent Qvale 

Pat Smith 

S.J. Zimmerer 

Matt Berry 

Drew Wa‘gner 

Joel Bitonio 

Mike MacArthur 

Shris Setian 

Jake Hoerchner 

Jake Miller 
7_eb Miller 

Brian Otto 

Each Orr 

Seth Lobato 

Dan Kru‘ger 
Kass Everett 

Brannon Green 

Gabe Ikard* 

Trey Millard 
~,ustin Woods 

Matt Yoklic 

Kevin Grady 

Sean Woods 

Kenneth Apostolakos 

Dylan Bochicchio 

Michael Brown 

Scott Brueni‘g 

Zachary Cicero 

~,ndrew Foltz 

Daniel Galliard 

Jordan Honjiyo 

Ross Kloeber 

~,ntonio Orte‘ga 

~,n‘gelo Persichilli 
vMllie Roberson 

~Mlliam Ruiz 

Robbie Beathard 

Robert Beyer 
Thomas Cobbs 

Ryan Downin‘g 
Glint Johnson 

Mason Mills 

Blake Oliaro 

Mike Ruffino 

Marcus Murtha 

Luke Sager 

Devon Kennard 

Kee‘gan Bra‘g‘g 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) Jon Curtis 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) Garrett En‘gelhardt 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) Riley Dombek 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) Ben Duncan 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) Harry Pitera 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) vMllie Schneider 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) Griffin Snyder 

University of St. Thomas (Minn.) ~,avier Ver‘gara 

University of Tennessee Daniel Hood 

University of Tennessee at Chattanoo‘ga S.J. Murrell 

University of Tennessee at Chattanooga Patrick Sutton 



Iniversity of Texas at San Antonio 

University of the Cumbedands (Ky.) 

University of Toledo 

University of Tulsa 

University of Tulsa 

University of Utah 

University of Utah 

University of Virginia 

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire 

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire 

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire 

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire 

University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh 

University of Wisconsin-Stout 

University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

Utah State University 

Utah State University 

Utah State University 

Utah State University 

Valparaiso University 

Vanderbilt University 

Virginia Tech 

Wartburg College (iowa) 

Wartburg College 

Wartburg College (iowa) 

Washington & Jefferson College (Pa.) 

Washington & Jefferson College (Pa.) 

Washington & Jefferson College (Pa.) 

Washington & Jefferson College (Pa.) 

Washington & Jefferson College (Pa.) 

Washington & Jefferson College (Pa.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Washington University in St. Louis (Mo.) 

Wayne State University (Mich.) 

Wayne State University (Mich.) 

Wayne State University (Mich.) 

Weber State University 

Wesleyan University (Conn.) 

Wesleyan University (Conn.) 

Wesleyan University (Conn.) 

Wesleyan University (Conn.) 

West Texas A&M University 

West Virginia University 

West Virginia University 

West Virginia University 

Western Carolina University 

Western Carolina University 

Western Illinois University 

Western Illinois University 

Westfield State University (Mass.) 

Widener University (Pa.) 

Widener University (Pa.) 

Widener University (Pa.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 
Willamette University (Ore.) 

Eric Soza* 

Mitchell Mascaro 
7_ac Kerin 

Gabe Moyer 

Cody Wilson 

Sean Fitzgerald 

~,nthony Denham 

Jake Snyder 

Jy Corbett 
Coltan Ellis 

Nick Hirsch 

Mitch Olson 

Cory Wipperfurth 

David Goebel 

Cole Klotz 

Joe Paulus 

Marshall Rutherford 

Bryan Spakowicz 

Clayton Christensen 

Jake Doughty 

Jamie Markosian 

],ravis Reynolds 
~,lex Grask 

Fitz Lassing 

],rey Gresh 

Jimmy Clark 

SJ Herrington 
Jared Wauters 

Steven Licht 
7_ach Marsh 

B.J. Monacelli 

~,ndrew Pingitore 

Sraig Popp 

Brandon Trefelner 

~,lex Bruns 

]ate Byers 

Danny Lee 

Peter Lowery 

~,ndrew Skalman 

Colin Webb 

Seth Wight 
~,ndrew Matt 

Chet Privett 

Stefan Terlecl~i 

],ony Epperson 

Jeremy Edelberg 

Kevin Hughes 

Matt Long 

Joe Ricciardi 

Dustin Vaughan* 

Pat Eger 
Curtis Feigt 

Nick Kindler 

Clark Sechrest 

Ben Watkins 

Ethan Bachinski 

Jimmy Holtschlag 
Joe Kreinsen 

Colin Masterson 

Mike Pacitti 

Jermaine Quattlebaum 

¢~,’att Briggs 

K¥1e Davey 
Josh Dean 

Kyle Derby 

Joseph Harman 

Cuyler Hudson 
Ryan Johnston 



Willamette University (Ore.) 

Willamette University (Ore.) 

William Jewell College (Mo.) 

William Penn University (Iowa) 

Williams College (Mass.) 

Williams College (Mass.) 

Williams College (Mass.) 
Williams College (Mass.) 

Williams College (Mass.) 

Wingate University (NO.) 

Wingate University (N.C.) 

Wingate University (N.C.) 

Wittenberg University (Ohio) 

Wittenberg University (Ohio) 

Wofford College 

Wofford College 

Wofford College 

Wofford College 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Mass.) 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Mass.) 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Mass.) 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Mass.) 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Yale University 

Youngstown State University 

Youngstown State University 

Youngstown State University 
Youngstown State University 

].J. Matsumoto 

Matt Parr 

Sean Shelton 

Brock Peery 

Kevin Barbary 
Qadir Forbes 

Sean Hurley 
Mike Lomio 

Nathan Saffold 

~,ustin Anthony 

Robbie Nallenweg 

]immy Rogers 

Spencer Leno 

Kyle Sanning 

]ymeco Gregory 

Paul Inclan 

James Lawson 

James Zotto 

John Antonopoulos 

Tim Grupp 
Ehab Hamdan 

Paul Monahan 

George Buck 
Jordan Jefferson 

Michael Leunen 

Max Napolitano 

Nicholas Okano 

John Oppenheimer 

Beau Palin 

Derek Russell 

Sameron Sandquist 
Kurt Hess 

D.J. Moss 

]orrian Pace 

Dom Rich 

"2013 NFF National Scholar-Athlete 

2013 A~FF National Scholar-Athlete Derek Cart (Fresno State) leads a record 838 players 

J~om 267 schools named to the 2014 N-FF Hampshire Honor Society, which is" comprised 
of college football players from all divisions of play wh o each maintained a cumulative 3. 2 

GPA or better throughout their college career. 

About the Hampshire Foundation; 
The Hampshire Foundation is the charitable arm of The Hampshire Companies, a 
privately-held, fully-integrated real estate firm that has more than 50 years of hands-on, 
cycle-tested experience in acquiring, developing, leasing, repositioning, managing, 
financing and disposing of real estate. Founded by 2on F. Hanson, who served as NFF 
Chairman from 1994-2006, Hampshire is headquartered in Morristown, N.2., has 102 
employees, and currently owns and operates a diversified portfolio of 259 properties in 



28 states totaling more than 25 million square feet. Learn more at 

www. hampshireco, com. 

About The National Football Foundation~ 
Founded in 1947 with early leadership from General Douglas MacArthur, legendary Army 
coach Earl "Red" Blaik and immortal journalist Grantland Rice, The National Football 
Foundation & College Hall of Fame is a non-profit educational organization that runs 
programs designed to use the power of amateur football in developing scholarship, 
citizenship and athletic achievement in young people. With 120 chapters and 12,000 
members nationwide, NFF programs include the College Football Hall of Fame, the NFF 

Leadership Hall of Fame, the NFF Scholar-Athlete Awards presented by Fidelity 
Investments, the NFF Showcases, the NFF Hampshire Honor Society, the NFF Faculty 
Salute Initiative presented by Fidelity Investments, the NFF National Scholar-Athlete 
Alumni Association, and scholarships of more than $1.3 million for college and high school 
scholar-athletes. The NFF also presents the William V. Campbell Trophy endowed by 
HealthSouth and hosted at the New York Athletic Club as well as bestowing several other 

major awards at the NFF Annual Awards Dinner in New York City. NFF corporate partners 
include the Allstate Sugar Bowl, Fidelity Investments, Herff Jones, Liberty Mutual 
Insurance, the Sports Business Journal, and Under Armour. For more information, please 
visit www.footballfoundation.orq. 

Follow the NFF in Social Media 

Email: news@footballfoundation.com 
Phone: 972-556-1000 

Web: ./__~__t _t _p_._’/.!_" .w_ w. _ w. _,_f_o_. _o_ t__b_. _a__/./_~o__u__n__d_,~___t.~o_~,_?.Cg/ 

This email was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu by news@footballfoundation.com 

Update Proflle/Email Address i Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe’" Privacy Policy. 

The National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame, Inc. I 433 East Las Colinas Blvd., Ste. 1130 I Irving I TX I 75039 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:36 AM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

mckham <rackhan@unc.edu> 

Orientation 

I have on my list that yon’ve registered for Orientation for the first session. Bm the latest update that we received from the Orientation oltice shows that 

you are not registered. Have you registered, and do I have the right session? Do you have an email confirming your registration? If you could forward that to me, then I 

ca~ get fl~ings straightened out with the orientation otfice. 

I hope your recoveu is going well. 

Thanks, 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:19 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagnl@nnc.edu-* 

Seln 1 - 1.85 
2 - 2.385 

3 -2.6 

4-2.6 

5 - 2.92 

6 - 3.025 

7 - 3.075 

8 - 2.708 

cumulative - 2.699 

Sem 1 - 2.825 

2 - 2.746 

3 - 3.0 

4 - 3.053 

5 - 3.0 

6 - 3.62 

7 - 3.075 

8 - 2.708 

cnmnlalive - 2.699 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:24 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagnl@nnc.edu-* 

Seln 1 - 1.85 
2 - 2.385 

3 -2.6 

4-2.6 

5 - 2.92 

6 - 3.025 

7 - 3.075 

8 - 2.708 

cumulative - 2.699 

Sem 1 - 2.825 

2 - 2.746 

3 - 3.0 

4 - 3.053 

5 - 3.0 

6 - 3.62 

7 - 3.325 

8- 3.0 

cnmnlalive -3.138 

Se~n 1 - 1.42 

2 - 2.38 

3 - 2.66 
Eslimated spring semes~ter - 3.0 

cumulalive - actuaJ after 3rd semester -2.174 



Guidelines for Student-Athlete Focus Groups re. MAP - Discussion Summary 

Notes/comments should be anonymous - not attributed to an individual; "your" refers to the individual and the team represented 
Use the provided questions as discussion starters - do not feel compelled to stick with each question as the conversation may 

naturally cover all the areas. Before moving on to the next section, review the questions and see if you feel the general topics were 

covered. If not, you could ask the specific question where you feel you did not have a discussion. 

Use the grid to assist in categorizing the responses for your summary report. 

Explain the purpose of the Focus Group 

Thanks for participating. We can’t wait to hear from you. We are going to take the summer to evaluate how things are working so that 

we can make possible adjustments for 2014-25. We really want your observations and ideas included in the conversation. We have a 

few questions just to start the conversation. 

I. Academic Center Study Environment 

:~. Did you find your weekly meetings with your academic counselor to be helpful? Would you change anything about these meetings? 

2. How would you describe the environment in the Academic Center? Is the Academic Center environment conducive to learning and 

studying? Did you fell the environment was welcoming and staff and tutors were respectful? 

3. If you used the Drop-In tutor sessions, how would you describe your experience? Explain. 

4. If you had assigned time in the Independent Study Room, was it a quiet, monitored environment conducive to studying on your 

own? Explain. 

5. If you had Guided Study Sessions, how would you describe the sessions? Were you able to complete academic tasks during these 

sessions? Explain. 

Positives/Supportive 

Academic Counselor Meetings 

Not always necessary - especially if no grades were new. 

Weekly Planning was helpful 

95 

Concerns/Su~estion.~ 

% helpful, not always necessary, good checkin but rarely 

.~ds 15 minutes. 

Academic Center Environment 

Lounge was bad. Tutor rooms were good. Rooms were better than 

Tutors not flexible and don’t allow work on another subject 

Not always necessary every week 

Tutors were more helpful last year. Not as helpful this year. 

Tutors not always reliable schedule wise 

Tutors were always respective, but reluctant to help - "1 can’t tell 

Mixed group - some sessions were geared toward those furthest b~ 

prepared in advance 

Infractions too easily given - 50 minute window often extended by 

Drop-In Tutor Sessions 

MATH tutoring very helpful 

itting at the table. 

~u that" was a common answer 

hind, and sessions not helpful for students who had 

utor 

Independent Study Room 



Independent Study Room - not helpful - could not focus with so many people around. 

People go to just get their hours done and the time isn’t productive 

Value of the room varies depending on the workload that particular week. 

Room is difficult to get real work done 

Guided Study Sessions 

Guided study is helpful - smaller group 

Not helpful- certain time every week isn’t the best use of time 

Could study on their own more effectively 

Effectiveness depends on the tutor and how engaged the tutors were. Easy to waste an hour if the tutor is not engaged. 

II. My Academic Plan (MAP) 

1. The design of the MAP program is to develop a plan that is flexible and tailored to your academic courses, your academic needs, 

and your academic preparedness to do your work. For you, what worked well about the MAP program? 

2. Would you make any changes to the design of the MAP program? Explain. 

3. What is your overall feeling about your MAP this year? 

Positives/Supportive Concerns/Suggestions 

Flexible Design to the MAP 

Timing of tutors is a problem. Tutoring during the day would be mo 

Students should have input on which sessions are assigned instead 

Students should have more say in MAP - which sessions are assigne 

Independent Hours - too many hours required - set number for ea( 

Changes to Design of the MAP 

Overall Feeling about the MAP 

e effective 

~f assignments being made without their input 

h week all semester is not really realistic 



III. Cancellation Process/Infraction Policy 

1. Do you have a clear understanding of the Cancellation Process for a tutor or guided study sessions? Describe. 

2. Do you have a clear understanding of the Infraction Policy? Describe. 

3. What do you think about charging student-athletes 515.00 (the cost of the session) for missed appointments after the third missed 

appointment if the student-athletes did not follow the cancellation policy? 

4. Any additional comments or thoughts about ways the ASPSA can support you and other student-athletes with their academics? 

Positives/Supportive Concerns/SuRRestions 

Understanding of Cancellation Process 

Sunday cancellation is a tough day. Should be some way to cancel o 

The system was understood, cancellation policy was fair 

Understanding of Infraction Policy 

Prior notice for cancelled sessions needs to come sooner 

Appeals process understood - 

Charging for Missed Appointments 

If student does not choose to have a tutor, and the tutor is assigned 

session the student did not choose. 

Nobody wants to leave an extended practice to rush to a tutor - the 

Much rather pay 15 bucks than deal with a coach for infractions 

Sunday 

by the counselor, it seems unfair to charge for a tutor 

late policy should be more flexible 



Additional Thoughts re. ASPSA in General 

More input from students on the MAP 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 3:22 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

Freshmen and Priori~, Registration 

Stephen, 

After onr conversation on Wednesday at the Scholar Athlete lunch, I went throngh the first and second semester GPAs for all 70 my current students (excluding 

current first years who have no second semester GPA. Of course in the first semester they had no priority registration. In the second semester they did. The average 

first semester GPA was a 2.904. The second semester average GPA was a 3.111.41 of the 70 students improved their GPA. 29 students saw their GPAs decline, or 

stay the same. 

The improvement is significanL and could be the result of many t~ctors in addition to priority registration. Obviously to be of any value, we would have to have 70 first 

year GPAs that were not afl~letes who had no priority registration in their second semes~ters to make a valid comparison to actually determine the value of priority 

registration. I have no desire to do impermissible research or offer unauthorized data, but this small ~mple of athletes does seem to indicate that them could be a 

positive impact from priority registration. Testing the hypothesis should be a si,nple matter of gathering first and second semester scores from non-athletes. 

I hope this is helpful in some way. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Connselor, Athletics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 3:48 PM 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edtr~; Wigger, Lea~h Marie <wigger@nnc.edu-* 

Spring grades 

Only 15 or so grades have been posted. A more meaningful grade mn will be available Monday morning and I’ll forwa~rd it when it conies in. 

All are A and B grades so far with 2 exceptions: 

has C in 
- 1N in ENGL    . The professor gave her extended time to complete some work due to the 

Eve .rything else looks good so far, but it is early. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,            3:56 PM 

Shelton, Karen C <kc@unc.eda-~; Fulton, (~rant <gfulton@unc.edu>; 

Early look at grades 

~gmail.com > 

Coaches, 

About 30% of the grades have been posted. A nmch more meaningful run will occur Monday ~Aemooa and I’ll send that one as soo~ as it becomes available. 

Things look ve~~ good. Of the 45 grades or so that have been posted, o~ly these are not in the A or B range: 

¯ C+ in EXSS 

C+ in ENGL 

- C+ m ENGI, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday,           4:00 PM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~.5~@unc.edu>; Bame~ Philip E <pbames@nnc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

<             @gmail co n> 

Early look at grades 

Coaches, 

Abont 30% of the grades have been posted. A much more meaningful run will occnr Monday a£temoon and I’ll send that one as soon e~s it becomes available. 

Things look red~ good. Of the 50 grades or so that have been posted, o~ly these are not ira the A or B range: 

C- in ENGL 

~, C- in PRY(? 

C- in POLI 
, D ~ in PSYC 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:06 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Dncar, Chris <ducag@unc.edn>; PaJladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> 

Early look at grades 

Coaches, 

Abont 30% of the grades have been posted. A much more meaningful mn will occnr Monday a~temoon and I’ll send that one as soon as it becomes available. 

Things look veD~ good. Of the 42 grades or so that have been posted, oNy these are not in the A or B range: 

C in COMM 

. ~ C in PtilL 
C- in ECON 

C- in ENGL 

. IN in LFIT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:09 PM 

mckham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 
<j enchar@ em ail.unc .edu-* 

Early look at grades 

Coaches, 

Abont 25% of the grades have been posted. A much more meaningful mn roll occnr Monday a~temoon and I’ll send that one as soon as it becomes available. 

Things look veD~ good. Of the 15 grades or so that have been posted, oNy these are not in the A or B range: 

~ C in BIOL lab 
C in BIOL lab 

; C in ECON 

The other 12 grades are A or B grades. 

Of the trio that we worry about, only one grade posted for i z and it was a B. Much mole on Monday afternoon. 

Ton?, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:50 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; DucaJc, Chris <ducag@unc.edu>; PaJladino, 

Geo~e W <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

h~comings 

Incoming freshlnen: Only does not have a UNC email address, m~d there also has no orientation appointmem.I just texted her about M~at to do to make 

progress about those issues. 

has also not yet registered for Orientation. The other 3 have. 

does not yet have a UNC email, has not registered for orientation, and needs to schednle her fall classes. She is eligible to do that now. I told her to finish 

at and then con 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:00 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga~lo@unc.e&~> 

Yount, Ton? <tonyyoun@unc.edu-*; Timmennam~ Tom <dmmerman@unc.edu-* 

Re: 

Larry, Tom, 

has passed her           oNine class from Carolina per the agreement below. I am waidng to her from her about the 4 hours she needed to earn from a 

University in    I will keep you updated. 

Tony 

On at 2:05 PM, Gallo, Jr., Lany A. <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 1:50 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Co: Yount, Tony; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Re: 
lmportance: High 

Tom, 

Here is        UNC email address 

,%~email.unc.e&t> 

She is in town for the remainder of the week. She is coming m my office tomorrow and ~ys that she cm~ come to EWAC betbre she leaves. 

Thamks 

Tow 

On            at 12:35 PM, Gallo, Jr., Lany A. <~_bg~_~_ur!~:~_V> wrote: 

~Ibny: 
It is our understanding that at the conclusion of the Setnester : ~,ill be seven (7) credits short of graduating. A Unive~,’sity Degree Audit has 
confirmed this amount of credits (7) needed to complete her degree. This deficiency is due in part to her repeating two (2) courses during her caxeer at 
UNC-Chapel Hill. 

The Department of Athletics will pay for one (1) on-line course for the Semester. This amount equals approximately $2,900. 
It is also our understanding the WILL complete her degree this She will enroll in a University near 

, and will take the four (4) other credits needed to complete her degree frotn UNC-Chapel Hill ~- she will also be responsible tbr paying for these 
four (4) credits. 

will have to sign a "new" scholarship agreement for the tbzee (3) credits she ~,ill be enrolling in here at UNC-CH. Please provide an email address 
to Tom Timmermans so he 1nay send i a new scholaxship agreemenL or if she is still in the Chapel Hill area. she cam stop by Tom’s office and sign 
the agreement. 
Thank you, and if you or       "should have amy further questions, please do not hesitate to contact 1he. 
Regards and HAPPY HOIADAYS! 
Lmq~ 

<imageOOl.png> La}~£~’ (’~a~(~ o~ 
Executive Associate [)irec~r o~’A~hle~ics 
Universily of MoNa Carolina a~ ChatM Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2014 6:58 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Snmmer School Textbooks 

@live. unc.edu> 

I have cleaxance now to fill out book folms for you so that you can get your book 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday,       2014 6:59 PM 

@~ive.unc.edu> 

Snmmer School Textbx~oks 

you obno~-dous humm~ 

I now have clearance to 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, ,2014 7:06 PM 

l@gmail.com>; 

Things to take care of 

No need to do any of these things until you finish at 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Yount, Tow <g3,ount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday:      ,2014 7:06 PM 
@gmaikcom>; 

Things to take cam of 

No need to do aw of llaese things until you finish al mt very soon after you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, ~ 2014 7:08 PM 

@gmail.com>; 

Things to take care of 

New Student Orientation Regis~tration- .pdf 

No need to do m~y of these things nntil you finish at bnt veD, soon after you do these things: 

You will need to establish your [YNC ONYEN (Only Nmne You’ll Ever Need) and password m~d email accounts asap. Directions to do those things are included in 

this document. 

You will need to register for orientation as a transfer student. The dates are lisnted at the bottom of this lilfl(, aJ~ong with instrucfions for registering. 

http://nscpp.unc.edn/tmnsfer- students/orientation 

The biggest thing to accomplish before June is regis~tering for fall classes. We should do that before incoming freslmaen register this summer. Early next week I will send 

yon a worksbeet showing what general education requirements you have fiflfilled by your transferred courses, including yonr current Wisconsin courses, and the 

NOVA courses this summer. That will be a useful guide in selecting classes for the fall. Once you get that, and get the other things on this list accomplished, it would be 

great for us to have a phone conversation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tow <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday: 2014 7:09 PM 

l@gmail.com>; 

Things to take cam of 

New Student Orientation Registrafion - pdf 

No need to do m~y of these things nntil you finish at , but veD~ soon after you do these things: 

You will need to establish your UNC ONYEN (Only Nmne You’ll Ever Need) and password m~d email accounts asap. Directions to do those "things are included in 
this document. 

You will need to register for orientation as a transfer student. The dates are listed at the bottom of this little, aJ~ong with instructions for registering. 

http://nscpp.unc.edn/tmnsfer- students/orientafion 

The biggest thing to accomplish before June is regis*ering for fall classes. We should do that before incoming freshmen register this summer. I will be leaving for 12 da 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:09 PM 

@gmail.com>; 

Things to take care of 

New Student Orientation Registrafion - .pdf 

No need to do m~y of these things nntil you finish at , bnt veiy soon after you do these things: 

You will need to establish your UNC ONYEN (Only Nmne You’ll Ever Need) and password m~d email accounts asap. Directions to do those "things are included in 

this document. 

You will need to register for orientafion as a transfer student. The dates are listed at the bottom of this lilflc, along with instrucfions for registering. 

http://nscpp.unc.edn/tmnsfer- students/orientation 

The biggest thing to accomplish before June is registering for fall classes. ~Ve should do that before incoming fteshmen register this snmmer. I roll be leaving for 12 

days in Europe with the vollev{~all temn       and returning on the     If we could set a time to spend at least 30 minutes on the phone togetehr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:10 PM 

@gmail.com>; 

Things to take care of 

New Student Orientation Regis~trafion - .pdf 

No need to do any of these things nntil you finish at bnt veD, soon after you do these things: 

You will need to establish your [YNC ONYEN (Only Nmne You’ll Ever Need) and password and email accounts asap. Directions to do those things are included in 

this document. 

You will need to register for orientation as a transfer student. The dates are lis~ted at the bottom of this little, a]ong with instructions for registering. 

http://nscpp.unc.edn/tmnsfer- students/orientation 

The biggest thing to accomplish before June is registering for fa]l classes. ~Ve should do that before incoming fteshmen register this snmmer. I roll be leaving for 12 

days in Europe ruth the volleyball team       and returning on the    . If we could set a time to spend at least 30 minutes on the phone together talking about your 

fall class schedule, it would be very helpful. As long as you’re registered by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:10 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Things to take care of 

New Student Orientation Registrafion - .pdf 

No need to do any of these things nntil you finish at bnt veiy soon after you do these things: 

You will need to establish your UNC ONYEN (Only Nanre You’ll Ever Need) and password and email accounts asap. Directions to do those "things are included in 
this document. 

You will need to register for orientation as a transfer student. The dates are listed at the bottom of this little, along with instructions for registering. 

http://nscpp.unc.edn/tmnsfer- students/orientafion 

The biggest thing to accomplish before June is registering for fall classes. We should do that before incoming fteshmen register this snmmer. I roll be leaving for 12 

days in Europe ruth the volleyball team       and returning on the     If we could set a time to spend at least 30 minutes on the phone together talking about your 

fall class scbednle, it would be veu helpful. As long as you’re registered by.     , it will be fine. 

Take care 

Tony Yom~t 

Academic Counselor, Women’s Soccer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:11 PM 

@gmail.com~ 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Things to take care of 

New Student Orientation Registration- pdf 

No need to do any of these things until you finish al but very, soon after you do these things: 

You will need to establish your UNC ONYEN (Only Name You’ll Fxer Need) and password and email accounts asap. Directions to do those things are included in 

this document. 

You will need to register for orientation as a tro~lsfer studem. The dates are listed at the ~ottoln of this link, dlong with instructions for registering. 

http:i/nscpp.unc.edu/tmnsfer- students/orientation 

The biggest thing to accomplish before June is registering for fall classes. We should do that before incoming l~eshmen regis~ter this summer. I roll be leaving for 12 

days in Europe ruth the volleyball team       mid returning on the    . If we could set a time to spend at least 30 mim~tes on the phone together talking about your 

thll class ~hedule, it would be very helpful. As long as you’re registered by      , it will be tine. 

Take care 

ToW Yount 

Academic Counselor, Women’s Soccer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:16 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pac nan@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Dt caJc, Chris <duca@unc edu>; PaJladino 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Grade update 

.pdf 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount Tony <gyount~emaJl.unc.edt~ 

Monday,            10:20 PM 

Sander, Thomas J ~pacman@unc.e& >; Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:-anson@email. unc.edu~; Ducar, Chris <duca@unc.edu>; Pa]ladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edw~; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Grade update 

,.pdf 

60 % complete now- is done with a great start. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:22 PM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~.5,@unc.edu>; Bame~ Philip E <pbames@~mc.edu-*; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@nnc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

@gmail.com> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:23 PM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~.5,@unc.edu>; Bame~ Philip E <pbames@~mc.edu-*; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

@gmail.com> 

Grade update 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:29 PM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~.5,@unc.edu>; Bame~ Philip E <pbames@~mc.edu-*; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

~@gmail.com> 

Grade update 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:29 PM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~.5,@unc.edu>; Bame~ Philip E <pbames@~mc.edu-*; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

@gmail.com> 

Grade update 

laxspring64%.pdf 

64% complete - 

No issues for or 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, i           11:29 PM 

~live.unc.e&t>; ~live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edtr>; ~live. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtc~ 

Mmm, Jan M. <ianmarm@unc.edt~>; Wiggm; Leah Marie <wigger@unc.edu> 

Golf senior pics 

;@aol.com>; 

ve.unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

Golf senior pics are here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow <gyount@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday: 2014 11:32 PM 

@live. unc,edu-> .@live. unc.edtc 
. @live.unc.edtr~;                                  @live. unc.edu>; 

.@live.unc.edu>; ~                                  ~live.tmc.edu~ 

Matin, Jan M. <janmam~@unc.edu>; Wigger~ Leala Marie <wigger@unc.edu> 

Golf senior pics 

@aol.com>; 
ve.unc.edu>; 

Ladies, 

Golf senior pics are here: 



Fi~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emoJl.unc.edu> 

Monday       2014 11:32 PM 

~live.unc.edu> @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtr>; @live.unc.edn>; ~ 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.tmc.edu-~ 

Mare, Jan M. <janmam~@unc.edtt>; Wigger, LeaJ~ Marie <wigge@unc.edu> 

Golf senior pics 

@aol corn>; 
@live.nnc.edtc~ 

Ladies, 

Golf senior pics are here: 

And tbr more of .,, go here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2014 11:34 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

,~liv e .unc.edtr~; @live. unc .edn>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ,~live.~mc.edu-* 

Matin, Jan M. <janmam~@nnc.edu>; Wigger, Le~l Marie <wigge@unc.edu> 

Golf senior pics 

@aol.com>; 

@live.nnc.edu-*; 

Ladies, 

Golf senior pics are here: 

And tbr more o go here: 

Enjoy 

If you’re in Oklahoma, have a great tournament. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:24 AM 

rackham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 

<j enchar@ em ail.unc .edu-* 

BIOL grades 

-B 

C+ 

- C+ 
-C 

-C 

C 

- C+ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emM.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:15 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

.pdf 

Based on the latest i~fformation from 

Begin fom-arded message: 

From: <scanner@unc.edu> 

Date:           at 12:07:42 PM EDT 
To: <~onyyount@unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:           12:07:42 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 

fl~mugh your emails, this is what worksheet roll look like. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emM.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:16 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

.pdf 

Based on the latest information from               thl~ongh yonr emails, this is what 

she’s done at            so that we can begin building her fall schedule. 

worksheet will look like. I roll send this to her early next week after 

Begin forwaMed message: 

From: <scanner@unc.edu> 
Date:           at 12:07:42 PM EDT 

To: <~onyyount@unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:           12:07:42 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanne@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:51 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email. unc.edu> 

Fwd: S ummer school online for 

mo~n now wants a 2nd session online summer school class. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                 @gmail.com> 
Subject: Summer school online for 
Date:           at 3:24:15 PM EDT 
To: Tony :’(ount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony, 

We finally got eveL~thing worked out with acceptance, orientation & the computer. We are registered for orientation 

interested in taJdng GEOL    on line in the summer semesier. If you can help us with this we would be extremely greatful. 

would be 

Sere fi’om my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesda? 9:06 PM 

@email.unc.edu-* 

Summer School registration 

Ladies. 

A few of you plan to enroll in second session summer school in mid July. There are m-o steps that you must take before yon will be allowed to enroll in snmmer school. 

It is time to complete those two steps. If you are NOT coming to summer school, please skip to #3. 

1. Send an email to (using your unc email account) to Jennifer Thompson in the Admissions office at Carolina. Her email address is:adictC~email.nnc.edu 

In that email, identify yourself by nmne and PID. Tell her that you are a~ incoming first year student and that you would like to have your enrollment date rolled forward 

so that you may enroll in summer session II at Ca~colina. 

2. Send an email to Andrea Caldwell and Spencer Welborn in the Advising office at this address: advisin~tbrstudentathletesAAP~b.unc.edu 

Identi~ 5’ourself by noa~e, PID, and sport. Tell them that you plan to enroll in 2 summer school courses (NCAA requires you to be a full-time enrolled s~ldent) in 

Summer Session II and ask for their advice in course selection for the summer. Andrea and Spencer should be your first, ~ld will be your bes~t source of advice about 

course planning for your time at Carolina. You will get infomiation from ~n~y sources, but Spencer and Andrea mid their team of advisers are your official contact 

about your academic path through Carolina. Please take advantage of this resource. You will not be allowed to register until this step has been completed. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:07 PM 

[~gmail.com> 

Re: Summer ~hool oNine ii~r 

On , at 3:24 PIVl, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Tony, 

We finally got every~thing worked out with acceptance, orientation & the computer. We are registered tbr orientation 

interested in taJdng GEOL    on line in the summer semester. If you can help us mfl~ fl~is we wonld be extremely greatful. 

would be 

Sent fiom my iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:07 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Summer ~hool oNine ii~r 

Thanks for getting those details worked ore. 

On          . at 3:24 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Tony, 

We finally got everything worked out with acceptance, orientation & the computer. We are registered tbr orientation 

interested in taking GEOL i on line in the summer semester. If you can help us ruth this we wonld be extremely greafful. 

would be 

Sent fiom my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:08 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Summer ~hool online ii~r 

Thanks for aetting those details worked out. One veD~ happy part of my job is that I never get to deal with money. So I have forwarded your email to Tom S 

On            , at 3:24 PIvl,                  "@gmail.com> wrote: 

Tony, 

We finally got every’thing worked out with acceptance, orientation & the computer. We are registered tbr orientation 

interested in taI:ing GEOL    on line in the summer semester. If you can help us with this we would be extremely greatthl. 

would be 

Sent fiom my iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:09 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Summer school oNine ii~r 

Thanks for getting those details worked ont. One veD~ happy part of my job is that I never get to deal ruth money. So I have forwarded your email to Tom Sander and 

Anson asking if we still have scholarship money left for 2nd Session summer school. 

On             at 3:24 PM,                   ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Tony, 

We finally got everKthing worked out with acceptance, orientation & the computer. We are registered tbr orientation 

interested in taking GEOL    on line in the summer semester. If you can help us ruth this we would be extremely greafful. 

would be 

Sent fiom my iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:09 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Summer ~hool oNine ii~r 

Thanks for getting those details worked ont. One veD~ happy part of my job is that I never get to deal ruth money. So I have forwarded your email to Tom Sander and 

Anson asking if we still have scholarship money leit for 2nd Session summer school. I should get that answer tomorrow. 

On at 3:24 PM,                   ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Tony, 

We finally got everKthing worked out with acceptance, orientation & the computer. We are registered tbr orientation 

interested in taking GEOL    on line in the summer semester. If you can help us ruth this we would be extremely greafful. 

would be 

Sent fiom my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:16 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Summer ~hool oNine liar 

Thanks for getting those details worked ont. One veD~ happy part of my job is that I never get to deal ruth money. So I have forwarded your email to Tom Sander and 

Anson asking if we still have scholarship money left for 2nd Session snmmer school. I should get that answer tomorrow. 

is not yet cleaxed to register for summer ~hool classes anyway. About 2 months ago I sent the incomings instructions on how to get that done. I resent those 

instructions to        UNC email account tonight. She should complete those two steps as soon as possible if she wants to be able to register ti~r summer school. 

I’ll get back to you tomorrow. 

Tony 

On at 3:24 PM, @glnail.com> wrote: 

Tony, 

We finally got everything worked ont with acceptance, orientation & the computer. We are registered for orientation : 

interested in taldng GEOI~    on line in the summer semes~ter. If you can help ns ruth this we would be extremely greattt~l. 

would be 

Sent from my iPad 



Fron|: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday,           .11:33 AM 

rackham <rackhmn@unc.edu>; Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc.e&~>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@anc.edu> Charles, Jennifer S 

<j enchar@ em ail.unc .edu-* 

Grade update 

vbgrades    pdf 

~2) are the missing grades. 

and are on the Dean’s List, has a chance if she makes an A in EXSS 

topped a 3.0 this term and ~ cumulative rose above a 2.5. Major accomplishments tbr both and eligibility is no longer a worry lbr either. 

NOT on the Dean’s List is big news and~ had particularly disappointing ~mesters. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:46 AM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~.5,@unc.edu>; Barne~ Philip E <pbames@unc.edu-*; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

@gmail.com> 

Grade update 

l~xgrades    .txtf 

89.5% complete - it roll be the best academic semester since I’ve been here for women’s lacrosse. I think we’ll finish above a 3.3. 

conld be on the Dean’s List depending on how she does when she fixes her IN in PSYC 

on the Death’s List. Perhaps 5 more when all grades are in. 

A solid consistent across the board excellent ettbrt this semester. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 11:50 AM 

To: ~live.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: petition 

I’m surprised. I thought we had a chance mid you did good work on the 2nd appeal. I’m sony. \ 

On            at 11:46 AM,                         l@live.unc.edu:> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Oldham, Ann" <aeidham,~’~email.u nc.edu> 

Date: at 11:43:27 AM EDT 

To:’ k~Jiw~, u nc edu> 

Subject: petition 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, ToW <g3/ount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Thursday,            11:53 AM 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edu~; Wigger, Lea~h Marie <wigger@unc.edu-~ 

Grade update 

golfgrades    .pdf 

86% complete - 3,436 right now-. 

will not make the Dean’s Lisa, due to not enough hours but both had terrific fiual semesters. 

Removing will lift the team spriug GPA to 3.52. Removing ; would liPt it "to 3.75. 

tinished with a 2.594 iu part because she wouldn’t take our advice to drop a course back in March. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:57 AM 

Fulton, Gra~t <gfulton@unc.edtv~; Shelton, Ka~:en C <kc@unc.edu>; Teryn Brill 

Grade update 

Ihgrades    .pdf 

81% complete, and a very. good semester in progress 

missed the Dean’s List by .031. 

when all the grades are in. 

. @gmail.com> 

made the Dean’s List, along with 

lost her 4.0 to a great HIST prof who gave her an A-. 

¯ Several more will make it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 2:41 PM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.~mc.edu-* 

Rachel, 

I ki~ow that I am worrying yon to death with snmmer school. I wish it wasn’t so. 

. volleyball, is authorized for one session 1 online course. She is not going throngh the Friday Center and infftead is taking an online class first session 

through Connect Carolina. The course is ~vIST     She tried to register today but can’t because it says she has to prepay. 

Can you solve this problem? Thanks. 

And I tried to call and leave a message tbr you but it said that you weren’t accepting messages. You are the myste~ woma~ when people call EWAC and ask for you 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:11 PM 

To: Yount, Tony <ton)youn~unc.edw~ 

Subject: Fwd: petition 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 

Date: at 4:09:33 PM EDT 

To: ~gmaJl.com> 

Subject: Fwd: petitinn 

No other documems a:re available. Majorib, vote was required by co~nmittee of 6 demos. The next appeal ~neeting would be with Dean Worham who will 

have her personal notes regarding the vote m~d instructions on how to appeal further. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

FFOllil : > 

Date: at 3:59:00 PM EDT 

To: ’ ~live.unc.e&~> 

Subject: Re: petition 

I.just got off the phone with Ann Oldham. You may call Dean Wa:rha:m m~d schedule m~ appointment. It may be best if you are accompmfied 

by someone lmowledgeable with the issues and me. Suffice it to say~ that failing grade may be enough to keep you out of the joumgdsm 

school. Since there is no limitation to the nmnber of appeals you can make, I would continue to persist until you aye completely satisfied with 

their answer. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:14 PM, ’ (~:live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: TONY YOUNT <         ~gmail.com> 

Date: at 11:50:00 AM EDT 

To: l(~live.unc.edu~ 

Subject: Re: petition 

I’m surprised. I thought we had a chance and you did good work on the 2nd appeal. I’m sorry. 

Tony 

On at 11:46 AM (~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Oldham, Ann" <aoldharri~;erriail.unc edu> 

Date: at 11:43:27 AM EDT 

To: II~;liw.~ unc.edu> 

Subject: petition 

Ann Olaha~n 

A sst. toA xs, ociate D e~ 

A cademicA d~sing 
CB # 3110. IOIOS teeleB uildng 

919~43~651 



< pdf> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 4:57 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: petition 

Certainly you can go and talk to Dean (we don’t know who that is) Wofl~am or Warhaan. None of us down here has ever heard of that person. We have called Ann 

Oldham to ask who she was talking about. I think the best thing for you is to talk with Spencer about the possibilities in front of you. What I don’t know is whether 
there is any chance of a successful appeal. You can appeal 20 more times, each time you do you’ll use more time mad energy and it has the potential to become a 

frustrating, fune consuming thing for you. So my advice is to schedule a meeting with Spencer to talk abont possibilities, mad what evidence you could offer that we 

haven’t thought of yet. Spencer deals ruth situations like this so mnch mo~e often than anyone in athletics does, and I would trust his advice. 

You had a 2.915 semester. That’s real progress and congratnlations on that. Your cumulative is 2.457. Let’s say the appeal doesn’t come through. You would need to 

have a 3.675 over this summer and next fall and spring to get your GPA to where it needs to be for the Journalism School, and you would still be 2 credit hours short if 

you took 15 in the fall and 15 hours in the spring. The J-School doesn’t let anybo@ in the prograJn until you get to 60 hours. You could make up that difference next 

summer though. 

If the appeal does go through, your GPA would rise to the mid 2.7 range, and you would need to average a 3.5 over the next 35 hours of your course week to get to 

the Journalism School level by the end of next summer. A successful appeal would make it a little bit more manageable, but in either case, that is a very tough road 

considering that you don’t have an off season. 

Your Dad is right. Carolina allows anyone to appeal anything forever. We are a ve~ appeal-friendly school. That doesn’t mean tbey are going to be granted, but there 

are options in front of you. I think it is worth having a conversation with this Dean, as soon as we can find out who the Dean really is. We’re working on that. I also 

think that a conversation with Spencer would give you some good guidance from a person who sees so many morn cases like this. 

On           . at 4:11 PM, i                      ~gmaJd.com> wrote: 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

F~)m: 

Date: at 4:09:33 PM EDT 

To: )~gma~l.com> 
Subject: Fwd: petition 

No other documents are available. Majority vote was required by committee of 6 deans. The next appeal meeting would be with Dean 

Worham who roll have her personal notes regarding the vote and instructions on how to appeal fuN~er. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fo~-a~ed mes~ge: 

Date: at 3:59:00 PM EDT 

To: " ~livea~nc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: petition 

I just got offthe phone with A~m Oldham. You may call Dean Warha~n and schedule an apg~intment. It may ~ best if you are 

accompanied by someone knoMedgeable with the issues and me. Suffice it to say, that l~iling grade may be enough to keep 

you out of the journalism school. Since there is no limitation m ~e humor ofap~als you can make, I would continue to 

persis~ until you axe completely ~fisfied ruth ~eir answer. 

Sent ~om ~ny iPhone 

On , at 2:14 PM, ?~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

l;rom: TONY YOUNT          @gma~l.com> 
Date: at 11:50:00 AM EDT 

To: l(~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: petition 

I’m surprised. I thought we had a chance and you did good work on the 2nd appeal. I’m sor~. 



O[ , ~t ] 1:46 AM ~livexmc.edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Oldham, Ann" <~_g!__d_b~%,_m__@_~_,_m___a_i!_=_u__n_c_=__e_d___u_,> 

Date: at 11:43:27 AM EDT 

To: 

Subject: petition 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 10:53 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Fall classes 

Hello 

And congratulations. It is such a huge honor that you get to do this. rm excited for you. 

Your scheduling restrictions for       are these: 

Practice in fall begins at 2:30 so you should be through with your classes each day by 2 pm at the latest. There will be no praclice on Wednesday afternoons so if you 
need to taJae lab classes, Wed afternoons are great times to schedule those. Other than those things you are t?ee to take may classes that you waist. If you want to have 

a conver~tion about your Honors class options, and talk about how it might help you fulfill your general education requirements, and to also discuss M~at AP credits 

you might bring in a~d what requirements you may have already fulfilled, I would be hapw to talk ruth you atx~ut that. 

I should tell you though that I a~ heading to Europe with the volleyball team from 

any time at 

so if you would like to have a conversation, it should be soon. Call me 

Take care. 

Tony 

On . at 10:31 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Yount, 
I hope that you are doing well and having a good end to the school year! I got an email a few dab, s from honors Carolina requesting that I 

register for my t:all honors courses by        Of course, I can easily do this myself, but I have no idea what to do as [:ax as scheduling, timing, what 

classes, etc m~d thought that I should touch base with you on this. Thanks so ranch and I look forwasd to hearing from you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday,            6:44 PM 

rackham <rackhan~@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; Charles, Jennifer S 

<j enchar~em all .uric .edtc~ 

Final grades 

vbfinal.pdf 

All grades are in. It was a solid semester, especially when remembering so many were in BIOL    and all successfully negotiated that major hurdle. All the freshmen, 

and I believe       had their best semesters. And we should get through the summer without an Honor Code situation, 

which hasn’t happen f 

Spring - 3.058 

Cumulative- 2.945 

Dean’s List: 

ACC Honor Roll: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:59 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducaac, Chris <ducag@unc.edu>; PaJladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Grade report 

grades.pdf 

Gentlemen, 

This aYtemoon I was infom~ed by the Dean’s office that 

We are still missing 3 thll grades ( in BIOL    a~d 

Spring GPA - 3.216 (ditt~rent t?om what is on the grade report - I include 
Cumulalive - 3.012 

Dean’s LisZt: 

ACC Honor Roll: 

, has been certified for graduation. 

in COMP    - hopefully Monday on those grades) 

. the grade retx~rt does not) 

Only one spring GPA was nnder a 2.5 and only 2 freshmen failed to achieve the 3.0 mark. ’ and had their best semesters. - thm~k you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:23 PM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~.5,@unc.edu>; Bame~ Philip E <pbames@~mc.edu-*; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@nnc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

~gmail.com> 

Grade report 

txtf 

We are missing 1 grade ( , COMP ) and has the IN in PSYC 

Spring GPA - 3.332 - best since I’ve been with the team. 

Cumulative - 3.137 - best since I’ve been with the reran. 

Dean’s List: 

this list as well) 

ACC ttonor Roll: 

- the rest of the grades are complete. 

is likely to end up on 

That is a remarkable semester. Congratulations to the kids. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 7:29 PM 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edtv~; Wigger, Lea~h Marie <wigger@unc.edu-* 

Grade update 

~rades.pdf 

We are missing one grade 

Spring GPA - 3.417 

Cumulative- 3.306 

Dean’s List: 

ACC Honor Roll: 

- BUSI 

Good luck tomorrow, had a real breakthrough semester. Ve~ proud 



Fl"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 7:36 PM 

Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu~; Shelton, Ka~’en C <kc@unc.edu>: Teryn Brill 

Grade Report 

grades.pdf 

~gmail.com> 

We are missing 3 grades ( 

Spring GPA - 3.35 

Cumulative- 3.242 

Dean’s List: 

and in ~VMST    and in COMP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:11 AM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.~mc.edu-* 

Rachel, 

; was clemed for one summer 1 online class, and one summer 2 online class. I have copies of that paperwork. The summer 2 class she 

intended to take is full, and she switched to a 2nd snmmer 1 class, COMM just a few moments ago. Jody Cashion at the Friday Center asked that athletics 

confirm that we roll pay. Can yon do that? Cma I do that? 

Thanks 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:14 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edn>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Dncac, Chris <ducag@unc.edn>; PaJladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros < @gmail.com> 

Grades Final 

socfin~J.pdf 

All grades are in. Semester GPA is 3.202 (4th best semester in the last years) 

Cum GPAs below a 2.5 - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:18 AM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~.5,@unc.edu>; Bame~ Philip E <pbames@~mc.edu-*; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@nnc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

@gmail.com> 

Grade Final 

lo,,ffinal.pdf 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:21 AM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~.5,@unc.edu>; Bame~ Philip E <pbames@~mc.edu-*; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@nnc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

@gmail.com> 

Grade Final 

lo~xfinal.pdf 

3.335 GPA for the semester, and that inclndes grade in PSYC. Best semester in the last years. 

Only in sin@ hall next year. ¯ did indeed join the group on the Deans List, and pending grade, she conld as well. 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 2:37 PM 

To: .corn 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Helle 

Good to see you too. I just checked ruth our tutor coordinator. We roll have 2 SPAN tutors for the second session and we’ll get her schednled from the very first day. 

T 

On , at 2:22 PM, .com~ wrote: 

Tony...Great to see you, as always. Was just wondering whether there are tutors available tbr Spanish        session,      believes there axe, but I 

wanted to check if they would be under the auspices on UNC or if we need to arrange independently. Thanks liar any guidance. Good win yesterday. 

Hopefully you’ll have a reach k~ hurry from in 13 days. Have a great trip to : Bes~, 
Sent via Blacl~eny by AT&T 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:42 PM 

To: @gma~l.com> 

Subject: Things k~ do 

Attach: .pdf 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <scanner@unc.edu> 

Date:           at 12:07:42 PM EDT 
To: <~onyyount@unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:           12:07:42 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner,~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:50 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Things to do 

.pdf 

Hello 

I hope things finished well tbr you at           Here is a cow of your worksheet for UNC as it should look ifyou pass all your      classes at          , a~d your 

clasps at       . It is a worksheet lbr an ’undecided’ major. Where I have handwritten things on the worksheet, it indicates that a specific requirement has 

been met. So when we build your schedule for the . we roll look tbr classes that fulfill requirements that you haven’t met. ttalf of your undergrad requirements are 

already met, so that’s a good start. 

I’ll be leaving for Europe for 2 weeks to~norrow. I’ll remm 

for sometitne during that week. 

. My cell is - we should plan about a 30 minute convelsation to get you registered 

Tony ¥ount 
Academic Counselor, 

Begin forwaxded nressage: 

From: <scanner@unc.edu> 

Date: at 12:07:42 PM EDT 
To: <~onyyount@unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:           12:07:42 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanne@unc.edu 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday,             2:53 PM 

~li-~e.unc.edu-~ 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu~ 

BIOL tutor 

You will have a weekly session for BIOL tutoring with 
. Wednesdays at 2:30 in the afternoon in the AC. Starts this week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Yount Tow <D’ount@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,             2:54 PM 
@live.nnc.edu> 

CHEM tutoring 

You have a weekly tutoring session for CHEM    with 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 6:10 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subjet’t: Re: courses 

Hello 

Here is a copy of the exam schedule and it clearly indicates exams on Th and Fri 

From her schedule, she should hm~e exams at 11:30 

There should be no reason to schedule an exam on that Monday. 

Hi Tony, 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:11 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; DucaJc, Chris <ducag@unc.edu>; PaJladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

a problem 

In my euphoria over all the good grades, I forgot one thing, and it won’t be a problem in      , but there is one issue. 

had a great semester bnt she only passed hours, m~d it leaves her with a total of hours passed. To begin a 7th semester at Carolina, you have to have 

passed 78 hours. Her              classes will get here thele so there really won’t be an issue in        but she does have to pass at least one of the 2 classes to 

be eligible      . I told her abont that when we dropped the JOMC class in         but I had forgotten that. 

I’m sorry I didn’t let you know sooner, knows, and knows exactly what she has to do. 

Tony 



From: tonhToun@unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 11:05 PM 

To: ,@live.tmc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: CCO ASTR 

Didn’t you give them the book form at the bookstore’? That should’ve been all you needed to get the books and you shouldn’t of had to pay for them 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:03 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deax Tony, 

What do you need to get me a reimbursement tbr the two books? They are 100 dollars together. 

I can pass by at 9 or betbre if you need something in person. Leaving at 9.30. 

Thank ye, 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dan Reichart < @.qmail.com> 
Subject: Re: CCO ASTR 
Date: at 10:08:08 PM EDT 
To: @live.unc.edu> 

You are correct, it should be: unc 

I’m asking CCO to fix AS~,P, 

And, yes, you need to get both. 

But fee~ flee to get the textbook on Amazon. You can even go one edition back and save lots of $. 

cheeL~, 

On at 7:18 PM, ;@live.tmc.edtr~ wrote: 

Dr Reichaxt, 

I logged in to web assign, the code on the syllabus ibr ASTR says . The code for ASTR    says 

this the correct code for the lab? 

Also, are the two ebooks Astronomy with S~,~tlet: Oztr Place ltl Space! andAscronomy 101: ]he Solar System both ~equired? 

Thmak you, 

. Is 

Dr. Da~iel E. Reichaxt 
Director of the Skynet Robotic Telescope Network 

Director of PROMI?T and Morehead Observatory 

Bowman ~ld Gordon Gray Professor 

Depadment of Physics and Astronomy 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office Phone: (919) 962- 5310 

Skynet on Facebook: https:i/w~v.facebook.com/Sk,~-netRTN 

Skynet on Twitter: https://twitter.con~/SkvnetRTN 



From: tonsToun@unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 11:08 PM 

To: ,@live.anc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: CCO ASTR 

I need a printed copy of the part of your syllabus that says that you have to have it. It needs to say that it’s required. And I would need a cop?" of the receipt that shows 

that you paid that money. You can slide it under my office door tomorrow before you leave. I probably won’t be in until nine or 930 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:06 PM, ’ ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I did, but these are extra, they were not on the list. They are on the homework soltware. 

On , at 11:05 PM, Yount, Tony <ton~?~,oant,~b.anc.edu> wrote: 

Didn’t you give them the book form at the bookstore? That should’ve been all you needed to get the books and you shouldn’t of had to pay 

for the,n 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:03 PM, ~live.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear Tony, 

What do you need to get me a reimbursement tbr the two books? They are 100 dollars together. 

I can pass by at 9 or before if you need something in person. Leaving at 9.30. 

Thank ye, 

Begin forwmded message: 

From: Dan Reichart, @.qmail.com> 
Subject: Re: CCO ASTR 
Date: at 10:08:08 PM EDT 
To: ~live.unc.edu> 

You are correct it should be: unc 

~’m asking C¢O to fix ASAP. 

And, yes, you need to get both. 

But feel f~ee to get the textbook on Amazon. You can even go one edition back and save ~ots of $. 

dr 

On Mon, at 7:18 PM, (ib~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr Reichart, 

I logged in to web assign, the code on the syllabus for ASTR    , says           The code for ASTR 

says              . Is this the correct code for the lab? 

Also, are the two ebooks Astronomy with Skynet: Our Place In Space! andAstronomy 101. lhe Solar 
System both required? 

Thank you, 

Dr. Daniel E. Reichart 

Director of the Sk?,net Robotic Telescope NePa, ork 

Director of PROMPT and Morehead Observatou 

Bowman and Gordon Gray Professor 
Depaxtmant of Physics and Astronomy 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ONce Phone: (919) 962-5310 

Skynet on Facebook: https://www.facebook.comiSkynetRTN 
Skynet on Twitter: https:i/twitter.com/Sks,netR’IN 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:40 AM 

Shelton, Kaxen C <kc@unc.edtr~; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu> 

Final grades 

fin~f.pdf 

Spring GPA 3.346 - Best we’ve ever done 

Cumulative GPA 3.242 - Highest its ever been 

The kids had a great semester. 

Dean’s List: t 

ACC Honor Roll: 

on the De~l’s List is a real sulprise. 

far below her potential. She roll be tile only returning 

A great semester from the academ 

were disappointmems this semester, and 

player in s~ldy hall next ye~x. 

. while making slight progress, is slill falling 



From: Yount, Tow <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10: l 7 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Subject: Session 

@live.unc.edu>;                               ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                 ~unc.edw~ 

Ladies~ 

I will be leaving this af[emoon for 12 day’s in               returning        Should you need an3rthing fi’om the academic center - tutors, textbook questions, 

schedules, etc. - please contact Brent Blanton while rm gone. His oNce is the 2nd once on the right. His office number is 919 962-9536. He has graciously agreed to 

be your contact should yon need help while I’m gone. 

please remember your tutor sessions and cancel, if you need to, in the same way that you did all year. Should you need more th~a~ one 

sessior~/weel~, please contact Brent asap to see if that is possible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             10:25 AM 

Shelton, Kaxen C <kc@unc.edtr~; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu> 

Out of the ottice 

Coaches, 

I will be leaving this afternoon for traveling with the team. Stndents who are in classes while I’m gone have been 

instructed to contact Brent Blanton for academic assistance. I will return to the office Tues,        I will not have cell phone coverage while I’m gone, but should be 

able to check email each night. 

Just an FYI. players taking classes 

class 
- online class t~m 

include: 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:27 AM 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edw~; Wigger, Lea~h Marie <wigger@unc.edu-* 

"mavel 

Coaches, 

I roll be leaving this afternoon for              ’ traveling with the 

I’m gone, bnt should be able to check email each night. 

Just an FYI.       taking classes           session include: 

online classes 

team. I roll return to fl~e office Tries, I will not have cell phone coverage while 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emofil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,             10:29 AM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~T@unc.edu>; Bame~ Philip E <pbames@~mc.edu-*; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

@gmail.com> 

my travel 

Coaches, 

I will be leaving this afternoon for              traveling with the 

I’m gone, bnt should be able to check email each night. 

Jusnt ma FYL       taking clasps                 include: 

online classes 

team. I will return to the office Tnes, ¯ I will not hm~e cell phone coverage while 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:30 AM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.le~.5,@unc.edu>; Bame~ Philip E <pbames@~mc.edu-*; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Rebecca Lynch 

@gmail.com> 

my travel 

Coaches, 

I roll be leaving this af[ernoon for               traveling with the 

I’m gone, bnt should be able to check email each night. 

Just ma FYI. Athletes taking cla~sses                 include: 

enrolled in online classes that start today and end 

team. I roll return to fl~e office Tries. I will not have cell phone coverage while 

Tony 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,             10:32 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; DucaJc Chris <duca@unc.edu>; Pa]ladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu~; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

my travel 

Coaches, 

I will be leaving this af[ernoon for              traveling with the         team. I will return to the office Tnes,        I will not hm,e cell phone coverage while 

I’m goue, but should be able to check email each night. Students who are taking classes           hm, e been instructed to contact Breut Blanton for assistance while 

I’m away. 

Just ma FYI.       taking classes :                include: 

axe in flae classroom 

online classes 

Tow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:35 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducag@unc.edu>; PaJladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>;. @gmail.com> 

my travel 

Coaches, 

I roll be leaving this af[ernoon for               traveling with the         team. I roll return to tke office Tnes,        I roll not have cell phone coverage while 

I’m gone, bnt should be able to check email each night. Students who are taking classes hm, e been instructed to contact Brent Blanton for assistance while 

I’m away. 

Just m~ FYI. ;taking classes include: 

are in the classroom 

online classes 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:36 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducag@unc.edu>; PaJladino, 

George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

my travel 

Coaches, 

I roll be leaving this afternoon for               traveling with the         team. I roll return to the office Tnes        I roll not have cell phone coverage while 

I’m gone, bnt should be able to check email each night. Students who are taking classes first session have been instructed to contact Brent Blanton for assistance while 

I’m away. 

is in a Maymester class and if she is successl’ul, her eligibility issue will be cleared by the end of fi~t session in mid June when grades axe posted. 

Just m~ FYI. taking classes tirst summer ~ssion include: 

are in the classroo~n first session 

o~fline classes that roll mn until 

The latest wol~t from 

Ton?, 



From: ton?Toun@unc.edn 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: Re: gpa m~d major stuff 

3:33 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

I would schedule another class for session 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:52 PM, 

Tony, 

I would also go talk to journalism school to see what their situation is ruth a 

(&live.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Cover your bases both ways 

I went to my teacher about my and it is not going to change to an I am registered for my two classes for                but i 

calculated my gpa if I made both A’s and it comes out as a . Do they round up or do i need to go talk to the j-school/or take another class 

for session I1? 

Thanks! 



From: tonsToun@unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:12 PM 

To: @live.m~c.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: :D 

Looldng forward to a good conversation. Let’s check in about a week before 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:07 PM, (~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you so very much, Tony!! I SO appreciate that! It is definitely an answer to prayer :) Just let me know when/where ~ need to meet you! 

Thank you again!! 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 7:44 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: ! :D 

I would be very happy to take you to                 I don’t mind going eariy at all because I’il take my camera and just catch what’s going 

on around So I’m looking forward to it, you take care 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 1:[:08 PM, @live,unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony! 

I hope you are doing well! :) told me you were going to her and I was wondering if I could possibly 

catch a ride with you? The only thing is that I will need to get there about 2 hours early because I am helping with the 

, so PLEASE do not feel obligated to take me. I can always ask others or rent a car :) 

Thank you! Have a great week!! 



From: ton?Toun@unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: Re: Graduation Photos 

3:45 PM 

~unc.edu> 

I should be able to do that to,norrow. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Sent from my iPhone 

On            , at 6:03 PM, 

Tony - 

Hope you are enjoying your trip with the 

your teams? 

Thanks! 

Graduate Assistant 

Student-Athlete Development 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919-843-2306 

Cell: 

~f~)unc .edu> wrote: 

team! At your convenience, do you mind sending me a few graduation photos that you took of 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tony?-oun@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 7:46 PM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation .schedule availability 

Not available sessions 11,12,13 

Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 

student atMetes. Th~nk 
<~--[if ~sup~ngis~s]-->~. 

<~--[if ~sup~Lis~s]-->2, 

<~--[if ~sup~Lis~s]-->3, 

<~--[if ~sup~Lis~s]-->4, 

<~--[if ~sup~ml,ists]-->5. 

<~--[if ~sup~ml,ists]-->& 

<~--[if ~sup~ml,ists]-->7. 

<~--[if ~sup~ml,ists]-->8. 

<~--[if ’. sup~Lis~s]-->9. 

<~--[if ’. sup~Lis~s]-->10. 

<~--[if ’.sup~Lis~s]--> 

<~--[if ’. sup~Lis~s]-->12. 

<~- -[if ’. supgmLis~s] - ->13, 

1 orient~Lion me~?thlgs/presenti~Lk)ns. Ple~se let me know what d~Les you will NOT b8 a~ble to meet wiLh our incon~hlg 

<!--lendifl-->mon 6/2 
<!--[endit]-->Mon 6/9 

<!-- [endif]-->M on, {5/1.~¢ 

<~--[endi~-->Thurs, 6/19 

<~--[endi~-->Mon, ~/23 

<~--[endi~-->Thurs, 
<~--[endiq-->Mon, 7/7 

<[--[endiO-->Thurs, 7/10 
<[ -- [endi~ - -> M on, 7/14 

<’.--lendifl-->Yh urs, 7/17 

<’.--lendifl-->Mon, 7/21 

<’.--lendifl-->Yh urs, 7/24 

<’.-- [endi~-->Tues 7/29 
<!--[if’.supIxwtLiffts]-->14, <’--[endif]-->Thurs, 8/14 

Please respond no later than Lhis Monday, 5/19. After I receive this inl:orrnaLion, ~ wfl~ get back to you aH about sign ups. 
Thank youH! 

Academic Com~selor {Women’s Elasketballi’Men’s & Womeffs Swmu~mg & Diving) 
Academic Support Program f(: r Student Athletes 

UnJverstLy of Nort~ Caro]tna-.C~ape[ 

9I_9-843-6566 w 

aimielee@unc.edu 
C,:?afident~al~ff Notice: This e-mall mess~ge, m,:;lud~ng any ;?~ac~ments, is for t~e so~e use of ~ntended rec[p~enl:(s) and nv~y contain confidenS;?l and pd,Ale#ed ~nformat[on. Any uaaul:hor~zed 

review, use, d~sc~osure or d~stdbution is prohibite,,. If you are not the irltended :’ecipient, piease contact the sende:" by hsply e-mail and destroy ali copies of the original m~ssssge. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tony?-oun@unc.edu 

Wednesday, 7:50 PM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Summer School (WSO) 

I’,n in a~d luggage is in 

Me this: 

We reunite aud I can check my computer. My memou tells 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On 

Tony, 

Need some clarification on the number of credits the following SAs are enrolled in for Maymester or Summer 1 

-in 6 or9 credits? 
in ~3 or 6 credits? 
- in 3 or 6 credits? 

,::.::i-i: ~ i~ 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 
To: Yount, Tony 

Cc: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

SuNect: Summer School (WSO) 
Tony, 
Below are the women’s soccer student-athletes who will be receiving a portion of athletic aid for Maymester and/or Summer Session I. (Summer 
will be confirmed closer to the beginning of the session.) individuals receiving a book scholarship have been designated with an "X" in the book 
column. Please keep me posted of any changes. 

[ Name          T ~     Enroll R/NR Books Sl/S2 Hours Online 

12 NR $1 6 X 

12 NR $1 6 X 

13 NR $1 3 X 

R = Resident 

NR = Non 

resident 

$1 = Summer One 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Monday, 2:47 PM 
To: geatty, Grey; glanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Ma~oy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; 
Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Vangelder, Marie~le A; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; 
SuNect: Summer School Compliance Reminders 

ASPSA Staff, 
As coaches confirm summer school requests for student-athletes receMng any portion of athletic aid, the information will be emailed to you. Please 
be reminded if a student-athlete who is receiving atNetic aid drops or withdrawals from any class(es) during the Maymester, Summer Session ~ or II, it 
is imperative you notify me promptly. We need to ensure the student-athlete’s athletic aid is adjusted accordingly and to divert any potential 
violations. 



Also, if a student-athletes is on a book scholarship and drops the course, he!she is responsible for returning the book(s) directly to Student Stores. If 

the book is not returned, the student-athlete will be charged the full cost of the book in accordance with UNC Students Stores Refund policy, 

(hit s:/ itsa s.unc.edu IUl~CStoreFront/s iTex~.book/RefundsSurnmer, s ). Please continue to communicate this information to each student- 

athlete. It has also been included in their Summer Grant-ln-Aid Agreement they have or will sign, through their ACS portal. 

Thank you in advance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaikunc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:46 AM 

Levy, Je~mitEr S qenny.lewy@unc.edu-~ 

Yount, Tony <tonFyount@unc.edu-~; TONY YOUNT 

RE: 

@gmail.com> 

Jenny, 

I was informed 
and less in 

is now enrolled in 6 hours, and she only is listed as being covered for 3 credit hours on her 
(if any). Please advise. 

form Not sure if you want to cover up to her equivalency for 

Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director 

University’ of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel tliH, NC 27515 

Phone: 9 ] 9-%2-60(;0 

Fax: 919-%2-6002 

highest ethical and moral program in the countW is better than being conference champs" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: TONY YOUN~ [mailto ~)mac.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:47 PM 
To: Strassner. Rachel 
Subject: Re: 

6 credits All online 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:03 AM. "Strassner, Rachel" <r4strass@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Is i enrolled in 3 or 6 credits for Online or s~andard? 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill EVVAC Building 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-%2-6000 
Fax: 919-%2-6002 

"The highest ethical and moral program in the country is better than being conference champs." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Monday, 10:15 AM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Cc: ’TONY YOUNT’ 
Subject: RE: 

Tony, 

I have only- processed ~ session, so will wait on 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director 
Universi~ of North Carolina - Chapel Hill E¥VAC Building 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-%2-6000 
Fax: 919-962-6ff.)2 

"The highest ethical and moral program in the country is better than being conference champs." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: TONY YOUNT [mailto @gmail com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:11 AM 
To: Strassner, Rachel 
SubJect: 

Rachel, 

I will need to ~vork ~vith Jody at the Friday Center regarding corffim~atinn. 

> was cleared for one online class, and one online class. I have copies of that paperwork. The 
she s~vitched to a 

class she intended to take is full, and 
class, COMM just a few moments ago Jody Cashion at the Friday Center asked that athletics conf’irm that we ~vill pay. Can you do that? Can I do that? 



Thanks 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 4:48 PM 

To: ~hotmaS, l.com> 

Subje~’t: Re: Transcripts 

Go on Connect Carolina. Your login should fftill work and if not you can get a guest login - the transcript reques~t button is in a drop do 

On             . at 6:57 PM,                        @hotmail.com > wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

How are you?! I’m sad I missed yon at alnmni weekend! I imagine your going to be offtraveling and snapping pics this summer. I’m jealous! 

I was wondering how to get a hold of my official transcripts. I’m applying tbr a graduate program and fl~ey inevitably request them. 

Thanks so much’, ttope all is going well down in chapel hill!!! 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gilbert. Erik C. <Erik Gilbert@tmc 

Thursday, May 15, 2014 5:32 PM 

Free Dental Cleaning ! 

Hello- 

I am dental hygienist who graduated from UNC. I am looking for an individual who would be willing to have a portion of his/her mouth cleaned on June 6 (friday) AM only for 
my board exam. 

If you are interested in having a free screening to determine if you are a qualified candidate, please call to set up an appointment at cell. 

Thank you for your time! 

Erik Gilbert, BSME 
UNC School of Dentistry 
Dental Hygiene Class of 20:t4 



Fi~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ,|.unc.edu~ 

Friday,             8:43 AM 

-@nnc.edo> 

Re: Graduation Photos 

O11 , at 5:03 PM, 

Tony - 

Hope you are enjoying your trip with the 

your teams? 

Thanks! 

Graduate Assistant 

Student-Athlete Development 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 9:19-843-2306 

Cell: 

@nnc.edn~ wrote: 

team! At ,/our convenience, do ,/ou mind sending me a few graduation photos that you took of 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 11:14 AM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: Re: application 

Go to this site and fill out the info~:mation on the course you would like to take. ECON    transfer is tricky because the course must involve both macro mid ~nicro 

economics. This is the ofticiaJ and reliable way to find out if the course transfers. It tnay take a week to get the necessa~7 email. 

If yon need a letter from UNC as your 

On            , at 5:05 PM, 

Hey Tony, 

If I want to take Econ at home at 

mentions below, Spencer would be the contact to get that done. 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

how do I find out if it transfers the credit to UNC? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: at 12:06:59 PM EDT 

To: :@fl_,q_!_a_j_L_c___o_r£.,.> 

Subject: FW: application 

corn> 

Please see below, talk to Tony and make sure yoL~ have all ,¢ou need. 

From= ,r~,aol,com [mailto: ~aN,corn] 
Sent= Wednesday, 10:04- AlVl 

To= 
Subject: P,e: application 

she is actually a visiting student 
you have to read the fine print...she needs a letter from UNC and a list of the courses that they ~ecommend herto take. 
As far as the tuition we need a letter from the fiscal office of county...then we will get the same tuition...but it has to be done before tuition 
is paid 
..... OriginaJ Message ..... 

From: com> 

To: ;,~;aol.com> 

Sent: Wed, 9:48 am 
Subject: Re: application 

Is eligible to go to if we lived in ? If so, is the cost structure the same? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 9:41 AM, ’ %aol.com" ~ ,~;aol.com> wrote: 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu7 

Saturday, 5:40 AM 

~live.unc.edu-*; @live.unc.edu>; 

~a)live.unc.edtr~; @live.~mc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu> @live.unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu>; 3!live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edt~-; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edt~-; 

@live.unc .edu>; @live.unc .edu>; ~ 

~live.unc .edu>; ~@ive.nnc .edtr~; 

@live .nnc .edu7; ~live .unc .edu>; 

~(~live.unc.edu;,;                             ~a)live.tmc.edu~; 

@live.unc.edtc,:                                  @live.nnc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; z@live.unc.edu:~; 

@live.unc.e&c~; @live.m~c.edu>; 

@live. unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: DSC 0066.jpg 

@live.~mc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~-; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtc,; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.nnc,edu~; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@liv e.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.e&t>: 

Havefft seen any stuff’in at a]l, bm there is one vely- big fan in today. Good luck on your way to the Final Four. 

And thanks for the best academic semester we’ve ever had. plays at 10 am your lime today and we’ll be dining out in ~ after and following your game 

on Twirler. 





From: Yount, Tow <gyount@emai|.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 8:31 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu-~; ~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtr>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~)bellsouth.neL>; ’                       ,@yahoo.com>;                               @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.m~c.edu>;                              ~)live.uuc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>;                           ~!aol.com>:                             ~gmail.com>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                            @ive.uuc.edu>;                          ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Pics 

Ladies, 

It is a privilege to photograph you models. I am reminded eveW dw of how lucky I am m have the job that I have. When I occa.sionally wind up on the other side of 
the camera, I am reminded of how old nay body is and I am surprised to ~e that old man, because you all make me fed young every day. Thanks ![br l~hat, and 
letting me tag along. Each one of does such a much better job than I did when I wa.s your age of embracing new opportanifies m~d taking full advmatage of what’s in 
front of you. I admire lkak. and all of you so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 21, 2014 11:06 AM 

Lee, Jmmie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Re: Tony?? RE: Orientation ~hedule avmlability 

I meant the nulnbers from the sessions on your list. I will be leaving for the west on tile ~emoon of July 17. I roll be in town for session 11, but not for 12, 13, or the 

July 

On May 21, 2014, at 5:40 PM, Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hey Tony, do you mean 7/2:1, 24, and 29 from rny fist?? 

Or the actual sessions :1:1,:12,:13 which are the following dates: 

FY :1:1 Mon, July :14 -Tues, July :15 

FY :12 Thurs, July :17 - Fri July :18 

FY :13 Mon, July 2:1 -Tues, July 22 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent= Wednesday, May :[4, 2014 7:46 PP1 
To= Lee, 3aimie 
Subject= Re: Orientation schedule availability 

Not available sessions 11,12,13 

Tony 

:1:1am Wed, July 23 - 5pm Fri, July 25 

:1:1am Wed, July 23 - 5pm Fri, July 25 

:1:1am Wed, July 30 - 5pm Fri, Aug :1 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On May 15, 2014, at 12:48 AM, "Lee, Jaimie" <.iaL~,’.,,~e/e<’ ~’~,’.,~:<’&~,> wrote: 

Hello 

Here are the dates for our Day :1 orientation meetings/presentations. Please let me know what dates you will NOT be able to meet with 

our incoming student atNetes. Thank you~ 

I. Mon 6/2 

2. Mon 6/9 

3. Mon, ~,/16 

4. Thurs, ~/~9 

5. Mon, ~/23 

6. Thurs, 6/25 

7. Mort, 7/7 

8. Thurs, 7/I0 

9. Mort, 7/14 

10. Thurs, 7/I7 

11. Mort, 7/21 

12. Thurs, 7/24 

13.Tues 7/29 

14. Thurs, 8/I4 

Ne~se respond no ~ater th~n this Monday, 5/19. After ~ receive th~s ~nformation, ~ w~l~ get back to you aH about s~gn ups. 

Th a n k go u ~ ! [ 

Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketbal~iMer(s & Women’s gwlrnrn;ng & 

Academic S~apport Program for SLudeut Athletes 

U n~vers~b, of North Carolina-Chapel ] 

919-843-6566 w 

c 

Corffi~ential~vi Notice: This e- rna~l messe#e, h?clk=d~r~# any a~[achments, ~s for the so~e k=se or intended recipient(s) an~ mey contain corff~dent~al and 9rMle£1ed ~rffo[ma[~on Any 
unauthorized review; use, d~sc~osure or d~stdbution ~s p[ohibRed I~ you are no[ the imended reop~ent; p~ease contact ~he ser~der by rep~y e- ma~ and destroy al~ copies or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:22 PM 

Lineberry, Crystal Nolam <clineberry@unc.edu> 

CrystaJ, 

Hi. Tony Yount down in Academic Support. I believe that i may have nsed your name as someone from the registrafs office who could verify her 

transcript. Have you heard from the University about her? She is a player who is transferring to If you could 

update me on her, or redirect that inquiry to the person who needs to s~e it, I wonld really appreciate it. 

Tony Yom~t 

Acae 



From: tonyTouu@unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 3:49 PM 

To: ~ear~Nink.nel> 

Subje~’t: Re: Holds 

I’m in ~vith painfully limited Wi-Fi. You will need to email Brent Blanton at the academic center and he can help you Blanton@unc edu 

Sent from my/phone 

On at 7:31 PM, ~earthlink.net> wrote: 

He?’ tony Is the hold on my account the 200 dollar fee and if so do I pay or the school?? Hope your trip is fantastic[![ 

Sent Iicom my/Phone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 1:32 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Form(s) Due Reminder 

I’m in 

On 

, mad I’ve never seen those before, and I’ll be back in the office on Tuesday and can check on it. 

, at 4:53 AM, @gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Hey tony is this something I need to do? 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "InControl Automated Notificalion" <incontrol@acsathletics.coln> 

Date: at 7:03:28 AM EDT 

To: I~gm~Al.com 

Subject: Form(s) Due Reminder 
Reply-To: incontrol~acsathletics.com 

FO R RE    N©E!R 

The following form(sL ~sted below w~th due date~ 

need attention ~n the next 72 hours or are overdue. 

P~ease review the ~st below and ~o9~n on~e to 

complete and s(~bm~t the form(s) now, 

Overdue For~(s} Listing Oue Oate: 
’Athletic Grant-in-Aid 

Student-Athlete Check Out 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 5:06 AM 

@live.unc.edu-*; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

.%bellsouth.net~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.m~c.edu>; _ _ 

~)live.unc.edtt>; 

All the albums 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edw~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@yahoo.com>;_                               @live.unc.edu>; 
~)live.unc.edu>; 

@aol.com>;                             @gmail.com>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                          @live.unc.edu> 

Ladies, here are the addresses for the albums that are up on the web site. Obviously feel free to share with whomever. You can download the full size pictures and 

order prints or do whatever you want with them. 

The future of my camera was threatened last night ("I roll throw it in the ocean") 

https:i/w~-w.icloud.conv’photo stream/# 

https://www.icloud.com/photostream/#. 

https://www.icloud.com, photostream/# 

https:/iwww.icloud.com/photostremni# 

https:/A~a~-w.icloud.com/photo stream/# 

ht~s://~x~vw.icloud.com/photostrean~,’# 

https:#www.icloud.com/photo strea~n/# 



Frown: Yount, Tony <gyount~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:26 AM 

To: ~live.unc.e&t ~ 

Subje~’t: good and bad 

Our coa is in great shape. 

Your foreign language c~dit is not yet posted. So yon might need to email Glynnis Cow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:13 AM 

Levy, Jem~ifer S <jem~y.levy@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edtr~; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdow@unc.edtr~ 

- Dean’s LisZt smdem - 3. 



From: tonyToun@unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: clasps 

Hi 

I’m just back from 2 weeks in Europe and back in the office today. I’ll put together ,some i~fformation and send you an email tonight. What axe your arrival and 

departure times for your visit next week? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:48 PM, ,%live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I wasn’t sure what email to use for you (please see my note below). I am sending to the UNC email. I also know I need to go online and review 

the classes this week. 

Thankyou! 

Sent: Monday, 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: classes 

9:18 PM 

Hi Tony, 

Coach Mann mentioned that we should meet to talk about picking classes next Sunday because I have orientation that Monday and Tuesday. 
Please let me know what time works for you. 

Thankyou! 



From: tonsToun@unc.edn 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:31 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: classcs 

Late Sunday evening will probably be best for Ine. ’][’here have been some changes to tile orientation schedule and it may actuaJly be more beneficial for us to meet 

about classes on Tuesday evening. You actually will not choose your classes until the Wednesday after you return home 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:28 PM, ~live.nnc.edu> w~ote: 

Hi Tony, 

I am arriving late Saturday night and I leave Wednesday morning. Any time Sunday works for me. I hope we can meet up on Sunday. 

Thankyou! 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: classes 

Hi 

I’m just back from 2 weeks in Europe and back in the office today. I’ll put together some information and send you an emaii tonighL What are 

your arrival and departure times for your visit next week? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:48 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I wasn’t sure what email to use for you (please see my note below). I am sending to the UNC email, I also know I need to go 

online and review the classes this week. 

Thankyou! 

Sent: Monday, 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: classes 

~1:18 PM 

Hi Tony, 

Coach Mann mentioned that we should meet to talk about picking classes next Sunday because I have orientation that Monday 
and Tuesday, Please let me know what time works for you, 

Thankyou! 



From: tonsToun@unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:35 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: classes 

I roll actually see you twice on Monday aYternoon and again on Tuesday so we can work it out then and if you and your mom would like to meet on Sunday night I’m 

perfectly fine doing that as well. It might give you and your parents if they’re coming a chance ~o get lots of questions answered so think about that and we’ll see 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:33 PM, ~live.unc.edu> w~ote: 

Tuesday evening sounds fine. What time and where should I meet you? 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: classes 

Late Sunday evening will probably be best for me. There have been some changes to the orientation schedule and it may actuaily be more 

beneficial for us to meet about classes on Tuesday evening. You actually wiil not choose your classes untii the Wednesday after you return 

home 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:28 PM, ’ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I am arriving late Saturday night and I leave Wednesday morning. Any time Sunday works for me. I hope we can meet up on 
Sunday. 

Thankyou! 

From: ¥ount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

To:i 

Subject: Re: classes 

H~ 

I’m just back from 2 weeks in Europe and back in the office today. I’ll put together some information and send you an email 

tonighL What are your arrival and departure times for your visit next week? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:48 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I wasn’t sure what email to use for you (please see my note below). I am sending to the UNC email. I also know I 
need to go online and review the classes this week. 

Thankyou! 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 9:18 PM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: classes 



Hi Tony, 

Coach Mann mentioned that we should meet to talk about picking classes next Sunday because I have orientation 

that Monday and Tuesday. Please let me know what time works for you. 

Thankyou! 



From: tonyyoun@unc.edn 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: clasps 

Is 8:30 too late for you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:38 PM, ~live.nnc.edn> wrote: 

What time Sunday evening would work for you? That might be helpful as I get ready to attend orientation. 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:35 PM 

To:l 

Subject: Re: classes 

I will actually see you twice on Monday afternoon and again on Tuesday so we can work it out then and if you and your morn would like to 

meet on Sunday night I’m perfectiy fine doing that as well, It might give you and your parents if they’re coming a chance to get lots of 

questions answered so think about that and we’ll see 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:33 PM, ~live,unc,edu> wrote: 

Tuesday evening sounds fine. What time and where should I meet you? 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: classes 

Late Sunday evening will probably be best for me, There have been some changes to the orientation scheduie and it may actuaily 

be more beneficial for us to meet about ciasses on Tuesday evening. You actually wili not choose your classes until the 

Wednesday after you return home 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:28 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I am arriving late Saturday night and I leave Wednesday morning, Any time Sunday works for me. I hope we can meet 
up on Sunday, 

Thankyou! 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: classes 

Hi 

just back from 2 weeks in Europe and back in the office today, Hli put together some information and send you an 

emaii tonight. What are your arrivai and departure times for your visit next week? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:48 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I wasn’t sure what email to use for you (please see my note below). I am sending to the UNC email. I also 



know I need to go online and review the classes this week. 

Thank you! 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 9:18 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: classes 

HiTony, 

Coach Mann mentioned that we should meet to talk about picking classes next Sunday because I have 
orientation that Monday and Tuesday, Please let me know what time works for you. 

Thank you! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:22 PM 

Mann, Jan M. <ja~mann@unc.edu-* 

spring GPA 

The final GPA, after the COS for went through, was - and outstanding 

Just a bit of information - without the team GPA is 3.68 

Might be a valuable piece of a conversation about academic commitment, accepting reali~, and listening to good advice when its given. Maybe some good conditions 

for remaining on the team. 

Hope you’re well. 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:31 PM 

To: @live.unc.e&~> 

Subject: Re: S.O.S 

Altach: image thumb~jpeg 

There’s your summer ~hool pro£ The next logical Math cl&ss tbr you to take is MATH               - Covers the basic mathematical skills needed tbr learning 

calculus. Topics are calculating m~d wokmg with functions and data, introduction to trigonometry, parametric equations, and the conic sections. The problem with 
MATH    is that you have to take MATH    first, and that class doesn’t count for graduation. There is a MATH    open in summer 2, but you can’t take it 

because you haven’t taken Math 

So this has been tny observation since staNng here 10 years ago: Any math course can be haxd or easy depending on the professor. So it all cotnes down to this guy. I 
think ifI were you, I would go to class on the firs~ day and try to judge whether this guy is going to be a hardnosed math geek who will make the class miserable, or a 

decent human being who roll help you throngh it. He kind of looks like a goofy- dork in his picture. If he seems awful, you can drop it and take the class next spring 

when you’ll have more choices. 

On at 10:35 AM, ~,@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

I have a question for you. This has been bothering me a lot recently, you know how I feel about math.. 

I’m enrolled in math    this summer. I already took math ;so I am trying to complete my quantitive reasoning requirement. I heard that 

was hard and i’m worried. Is there another math class you would recommend that might be easier? Like Algebra or something thats 

actually math? 



ATHLETIC LAPTOP INSTRUCTIONS- 2014 

UNC student-athletes who are receiving 50% or more athletic grant-in-aid and beginning initial full-time 

collegiate enrollment at UNC are eligible for an athletic laptop grant. 

Preorder your laptop as follows: 

¯ Go to: cci.unc.edu 
¯ Select the "New Students" icon. 
¯ Choose the computer you would like to purchase and select the "Proceed to RAM Shop to 

purchase" button. 

¯ Follow the purchasing instructions (you will need your PID (9-digit personal ID number)). 

¯ In the comment section, indicate you are a student-athlete and your sport. 

¯ If you need help ordering your laptop or have questions regarding a laptop, contact the Rams 

Shop at 919-962-2422. 

2014 RATES 

ThinkPads MacBook Pros 

Computer T440 Yoga Pad W540 X1 Carbon 13" 13" Retina 15" Retina 

Cost (after NC 

tax) $1,451.18 $1,983.05 $2,102.85 $2,372.55 $1,697.74 $2,252.22 $3,146.35 

Athletic Grant $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 

Student Pays     $0.00 $531.87 $651.67 $921.37 $246.56 $801.04 $1695.17 



CC~ Laptop with 4yro Warranty 

ThinkPadT440 Ultrabook ThinkPad W540 ThinkPad X1 Carbon MacBook Pro 13" MacBook Pro 13" w/Retina MacBook Pro 15" w/Retina 

Processor Intel Core i5 up to 2.9GHz Intel Core i7 up to 3.7GHz Intel Core i7 up to 3.3GHz Intel Core i5 up to 3.1GHz Intel Core i5 up to 2.gGHz Intel Core i7 up to 3.2GHz 

(Dual Core, 3MB Cache) (Quad Core, 6MB Cache) (Dual Core, 4MB Cache) (Dual Core, 3MB Cache) (Dual Core, 3MB Cache) (Quad Core, 6MB Cache) 

~V~emory 4GB 1600 MHz DDR3 8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L 8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L 4GB 1600MHz DDR3 8GB 1600MHz DDR3 8GB 1600MHz DDR3 

Display 14" HD+ Color, LED Backl[t 15.5" 3K IPS, LED Backl[t 14" WQHD, IPS, LED Backl[t 13.3" LED Backl[t Glossy 13.3" Retina LED Backl[t Glossy 15.4" Retina LED Backl[t Glossy 

Ant[ glare, LED Backl[t Resolution: (2880x1620) 10 Point Muir[touch Resolution: (1280x800) Resolution: (2560x1600) with IP$ technology 

Resolution: (1600x900) Resolution: (2560x1440) Resolution: (2880x1800) 

Storage 500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 256GB Solid State Drive 500GB 5400rpm Hard Drive 256GB Flash Storage 256GB Flash Storage 

16G B Solid State Drive 

Optical Drive None (ExternaIDrivesAvailable DVD Recordable 8x double layer SuperDrive 
on Accesories Pages) 

DVD+~R DL/DVD+~RW/CD RW 

Weight 3.7 Ibs. 4.5 Ibs. 

Battery Life Up to 8.6 hrs. 

Camera 720p HD 

~ptop with 4yr. Warra~t%~ $1,244.00 

tware & Protection P~a~ 

Tota~ Package Price 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

3year Sealed BalteryWarranty 

1year External BalteryWarranty 

$112.00 

$1,356.00 

ThinkPad Yoga 

Intel Core i5 up to 2.9GHz 

(Dual Core, 3MB Cache) 

8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L 

12.5" FHD IPS, LED Backlit 
lC~Finger Multitouch with Pen 

Resolution: (1920x1080) 

500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 

16GB Solid State Drive 

None (Externa/ Drives Avai/ab/e 
on Accesories Pages) 

3.5 Ibs. 

U p to 7 hrs. 

720p HD 

$1,709.00 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

3year Sealed BalteryWarranty 

$144.00 

$1,853.00 

5.57 Ibs. 

Upto 11.1 hrs. 

720p HD 

$1,813.00 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

1 year External BalteryWarranty 

$152.00 

$1,965.00 

None (External Drives Available 
on Accesories Pages) 

3.15 Ibs. 

Up to 8.7 hrs. 

720p HD 

$2,049.00 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

3 year Sealed Baltery Warranty 

$168.00 

$2,217.00 

Up to 7 hrs. 

720p FaceTime HD camera 

$1,278.00 

Microsoft Office 2011 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of AppleCare Protection 

$322.00 

$1,600.00 

None (Extema/ Drives Avai/ab/e 
on Accesories Pages) 

3.46 Ibs. 

Up to 9 hrs. 

720p FaceTime HD camera 

$1,678.00 

Microsoft Office 2011 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of AppleCare Protection 

$446.00 

$2,124.00 

None (Extema/ Drives Avai/ab/e 
on Accesories Pages) 

4.46 Ibs. 

U p to 8 hrs. 

720p FaceTime HD camera 

$2,373.00 

Microsoft Office 2011 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of AppleCare Protection 

$593.00 

$2,966.00 



ATHLETIC LAPTOP INSTRUCTIONS- 2014 

UNC student-athletes who are receiving 50% or more athletic grant-in-aid and beginning initial full-time 

collegiate enrollment at UNC are eligible for an athletic laptop grant. 

Preorder your laptop as follows: 

¯ Go to: cci.unc.edu 
¯ Select the "New Students" icon. 
¯ Choose the computer you would like to purchase and select the "Proceed to RAM Shop to 

purchase" button. 

¯ Follow the purchasing instructions (you will need your PID (9-digit personal ID number)). 

¯ In the comment section, indicate you are a student-athlete and your sport. 

¯ If you need help ordering your laptop or have questions regarding a laptop, contact the Rams 

Shop at 919-962-2422. 

2014 RATES 

ThinkPads MacBook Pros 

Computer T440 Yoga Pad W540 X1 Carbon 13" 13" Retina 15" Retina 

Cost (after NC 

tax) $1,451.18 $1,983.05 $2,102.85 $2,372.55 $1,697.74 $2,252.22 $3,146.35 

Athletic Grant $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 

Student Pays     $0.00 $531.87 $651.67 $921.37 $246.56 $801.04 $1695.17 



CC~ Laptop with 4yro Warranty 

ThinkPadT440 Ultrabook ThinkPad W540 ThinkPad X1 Carbon MacBook Pro 13" MacBook Pro 13" w/Retina MacBook Pro 15" w/Retina 

Processor Intel Core i5 up to 2.9GHz Intel Core i7 up to 3.7GHz Intel Core i7 up to 3.3GHz Intel Core i5 up to 3.1GHz Intel Core i5 up to 2.gGHz Intel Core i7 up to 3.2GHz 

(Dual Core, 3MB Cache) (Quad Core, 6MB Cache) (Dual Core, 4MB Cache) (Dual Core, 3MB Cache) (Dual Core, 3MB Cache) (Quad Core, 6MB Cache) 

~V~emory 4GB 1600 MHz DDR3 8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L 8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L 4GB 1600MHz DDR3 8GB 1600MHz DDR3 8GB 1600MHz DDR3 

Display 14" HD+ Color, LED Backl[t 15.5" 3K IPS, LED Backl[t 14" WQHD, IPS, LED Backl[t 13.3" LED Backl[t Glossy 13.3" Retina LED Backl[t Glossy 15.4" Retina LED Backl[t Glossy 

Ant[ glare, LED Backl[t Resolution: (2880x1620) 10 Point Muir[touch Resolution: (1280x800) Resolution: (2560x1600) with IP$ technology 

Resolution: (1600x900) Resolution: (2560x1440) Resolution: (2880x1800) 

Storage 500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 256GB Solid State Drive 500GB 5400rpm Hard Drive 256GB Flash Storage 256GB Flash Storage 

16G B Solid State Drive 

Optical Drive None (ExternaIDrivesAvailable DVD Recordable 8x double layer SuperDrive 
on Accesories Pages) 

DVD+~R DL/DVD+~RW/CD RW 

Weight 3.7 Ibs. 4.5 Ibs. 

Battery Life Up to 8.6 hrs. 

Camera 720p HD 

~ptop with 4yr. Warra~t%~ $1,244.00 

tware & Protection P~a~ 

Tota~ Package Price 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

3year Sealed BalteryWarranty 

1year External BalteryWarranty 

$112.00 

$1,356.00 

ThinkPad Yoga 

Intel Core i5 up to 2.9GHz 

(Dual Core, 3MB Cache) 

8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L 

12.5" FHD IPS, LED Backlit 
lC~Finger Multitouch with Pen 

Resolution: (1920x1080) 

500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 

16GB Solid State Drive 

None (Externa/ Drives Avai/ab/e 
on Accesories Pages) 

3.5 Ibs. 

U p to 7 hrs. 

720p HD 

$1,709.00 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

3year Sealed BalteryWarranty 

$144.00 

$1,853.00 

5.57 Ibs. 

Upto 11.1 hrs. 

720p HD 

$1,813.00 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

1 year External BalteryWarranty 

$152.00 

$1,965.00 

None (External Drives Available 
on Accesories Pages) 

3.15 Ibs. 

Up to 8.7 hrs. 

720p HD 

$2,049.00 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

3 year Sealed Baltery Warranty 

$168.00 

$2,217.00 

Up to 7 hrs. 

720p FaceTime HD camera 

$1,278.00 

Microsoft Office 2011 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of AppleCare Protection 

$322.00 

$1,600.00 

None (Extema/ Drives Avai/ab/e 
on Accesories Pages) 

3.46 Ibs. 

Up to 9 hrs. 

720p FaceTime HD camera 

$1,678.00 

Microsoft Office 2011 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of AppleCare Protection 

$446.00 

$2,124.00 

None (Extema/ Drives Avai/ab/e 
on Accesories Pages) 

4.46 Ibs. 

U p to 8 hrs. 

720p FaceTime HD camera 

$2,373.00 

Microsoft Office 2011 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of AppleCare Protection 

$593.00 

$2,966.00 



ATHLETIC LAPTOP INSTRUCTIONS- 2014 

UNC student-athletes who are receiving 50% or more athletic grant-in-aid and beginning initial full-time 

collegiate enrollment at UNC are eligible for an athletic laptop grant. 

Preorder your laptop as follows: 

¯ Go to: cci.unc.edu 
¯ Select the "New Students" icon. 
¯ Choose the computer you would like to purchase and select the "Proceed to RAM Shop to 

purchase" button. 

¯ Follow the purchasing instructions (you will need your PID (9-digit personal ID number)). 

¯ In the comment section, indicate you are a student-athlete and your sport. 

¯ If you need help ordering your laptop or have questions regarding a laptop, contact the Rams 

Shop at 919-962-2422. 

2014 RATES 

ThinkPads MacBook Pros 

Computer T440 Yoga Pad W540 X1 Carbon 13" 13" Retina 15" Retina 

Cost (after NC 

tax) $1,451.18 $1,983.05 $2,102.85 $2,372.55 $1,697.74 $2,252.22 $3,146.35 

Athletic Grant $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 

Student Pays     $0.00 $531.87 $651.67 $921.37 $246.56 $801.04 $1695.17 



lkPadT440 Ultrabook 

Core i5 up to 2.9GHz 

-Core, 3MB Cache) 

1600 MHz DDR3 

tD+ Color, LED Backlit 

ilare, LED Backlit 
lution: (1600x900) 

iB 7200rpm Hard Drive 

Solid State Drive 

(External Drives Available 
on Accesories Pages) 

8.6 hrs. 

!44.00 

soft Office 2013, Windows 8 

,ook Security Cable 

s of Insurance Coverage 

s of ThinkPad Protection 

Sealed Bat[ery Warranty 

External Battery Warranty 

2.00 

ThinkPadYoga 

Intel Core i5 up to 2.9GHz 

(Dual-Core, 3MB Cache) 

8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L 

12.5" FHD IPS, LED Backlit 
10-Finger Multitouch with Pen 

Resolution: (1920x1080) 

500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 

16GB Solid State Drive 

None (External Drives Available 
on Accesories Pages) 

3.5 Ibs. 

Up to 7 hrs. 

720p HD 

$1,709.00 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

3-year Sealed Bat[ery Warranty 

$144.00 

ThinkPad W540 

Intel Core i7 up to 3.7GHz 

(Quad-Core, 6MB Cache) 

8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L 

15.5" 3K IPS, LED Backlit 
Resolution: (2880x1620) 

500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 

DVD Recordable 

5.57 Ibs. 

Up to 11.1 hrs. 

720p HD 

$1,813.00 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

1-year External Bat[ery Warranty 

$152.00 

ThinkPad X1 Carbon 

Intel Core i7 up to 3.3GHz 

(Dual-Core, 4MB Cache) 

8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L 

14" WQHD, IPS, LED Backlit 
10 Point Multitouch 

Resolution: (2560x1440) 

256GB Solid State Drive 

None (External Drives Available 
on Accesories Pages) 

3.15 Ibs. 

Up to 8.7 hrs. 

720p HD 

$2,049.00 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

3-year Sealed Bat[ery Warranty 

$168.00 

IVlacBook Pro 13" 

Intel Core i5 up to 3.1GHz 

(Dual-Core, 3MB Cache) 

4GB 1600MHz DDR3 

13.3" LED Backlit Glossy 

Resolution: (1280x800) 

500GB 5400rpm Hard Drive 

8x double-layer SuperDrive 

DVD+/-R D L/DVD+/-RW/CD-RW 

4.5 Ibs. 

Up to 7 hrs. 

720p FaceTime HD camera 

$1,278.00 

Microsoft Office 2011 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of AppleCare Protection 

$322.00 

MacBook Pro 13" 

Intel Core i5 up to 2.9 

(Dual-Core, 3MB Cact 

8GB 1600MHz DDR3 

13.3" Retina LED Bac 

Resolution: (2560x16( 

256GB Flash Storage 

None (External Drives 
on Accesories P, 

3.46 Ibs. 

Up to 9 hrs. 

720p FaceTime HD c~ 

$1,678.00 

Microsoft Office 2011 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Cow 

4 years of AppleCare Pro1 

$446.00 



ATHLETIC LAPTOP INSTRUCTIONS- 2014 

UNC student-athletes who are receiving 50% or more athletic grant-in-aid and beginning initial full-time 

collegiate enrollment at UNC are eligible for an athletic laptop grant. 

Preorder your laptop as follows: 

¯ Go to: cci.unc.edu 
¯ Select the "New Students" icon. 
¯ Choose the computer you would like to purchase and select the "Proceed to RAM Shop to 

purchase" button. 

¯ Follow the purchasing instructions (you will need your PID (9-digit personal ID number)). 

¯ In the comment section, indicate you are a student-athlete and your sport. 

¯ If you need help ordering your laptop or have questions regarding a laptop, contact the Rams 

Shop at 919-962-2422. 

2014 RATES 

ThinkPads MacBook Pros 

Computer T440 Yoga Pad W540 X1 Carbon 13" 13" Retina 15" Retina 

Cost (after NC 

tax) $1,451.18 $1,983.05 $2,102.85 $2,372.55 $1,697.74 $2,252.22 $3,146.35 

Athletic Grant $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 

Student Pays     $0.00 $531.87 $651.67 $921.37 $246.56 $801.04 $1695.17 



CC~ Laptop with 4yro Warranty 

ThinkPadT440 Ultrabook ThinkPad W540 ThinkPad X1 Carbon MacBook Pro 13" MacBook Pro 13" w/Retina MacBook Pro 15" w/Retina 

Processor Intel Core i5 up to 2.9GHz Intel Core i7 up to 3.7GHz Intel Core i7 up to 3.3GHz Intel Core i5 up to 3.1GHz Intel Core i5 up to 2.gGHz Intel Core i7 up to 3.2GHz 

(Dual Core, 3MB Cache) (Quad Core, 6MB Cache) (Dual Core, 4MB Cache) (Dual Core, 3MB Cache) (Dual Core, 3MB Cache) (Quad Core, 6MB Cache) 

~V~emory 4GB 1600 MHz DDR3 8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L 8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L 4GB 1600MHz DDR3 8GB 1600MHz DDR3 8GB 1600MHz DDR3 

Display 14" HD+ Color, LED Backl[t 15.5" 3K IPS, LED Backl[t 14" WQHD, IPS, LED Backl[t 13.3" LED Backl[t Glossy 13.3" Retina LED Backl[t Glossy 15.4" Retina LED Backl[t Glossy 

Ant[ glare, LED Backl[t Resolution: (2880x1620) 10 Point Muir[touch Resolution: (1280x800) Resolution: (2560x1600) with IP$ technology 

Resolution: (1600x900) Resolution: (2560x1440) Resolution: (2880x1800) 

Storage 500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 256GB Solid State Drive 500GB 5400rpm Hard Drive 256GB Flash Storage 256GB Flash Storage 

16G B Solid State Drive 

Optical Drive None (ExternaIDrivesAvailable DVD Recordable 8x double layer SuperDrive 
on Accesories Pages) 

DVD+~R DL/DVD+~RW/CD RW 

Weight 3.7 Ibs. 4.5 Ibs. 

Battery Life Up to 8.6 hrs. 

Camera 720p HD 

~ptop with 4yr. Warra~t%~ $1,244.00 

tware & Protection P~a~ 

Tota~ Package Price 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

3year Sealed BalteryWarranty 

1year External BalteryWarranty 

$112.00 

$1,356.00 

ThinkPad Yoga 

Intel Core i5 up to 2.9GHz 

(Dual Core, 3MB Cache) 

8GB 1600 MHz DDR3L 

12.5" FHD IPS, LED Backlit 
lC~Finger Multitouch with Pen 

Resolution: (1920x1080) 

500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 

16GB Solid State Drive 

None (Externa/ Drives Avai/ab/e 
on Accesories Pages) 

3.5 Ibs. 

U p to 7 hrs. 

720p HD 

$1,709.00 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

3year Sealed BalteryWarranty 

$144.00 

$1,853.00 

5.57 Ibs. 

Upto 11.1 hrs. 

720p HD 

$1,813.00 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

1 year External BalteryWarranty 

$152.00 

$1,965.00 

None (External Drives Available 
on Accesories Pages) 

3.15 Ibs. 

Up to 8.7 hrs. 

720p HD 

$2,049.00 

Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of ThinkPad Protection 

3 year Sealed Baltery Warranty 

$168.00 

$2,217.00 

Up to 7 hrs. 

720p FaceTime HD camera 

$1,278.00 

Microsoft Office 2011 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of AppleCare Protection 

$322.00 

$1,600.00 

None (Extema/ Drives Avai/ab/e 
on Accesories Pages) 

3.46 Ibs. 

Up to 9 hrs. 

720p FaceTime HD camera 

$1,678.00 

Microsoft Office 2011 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of AppleCare Protection 

$446.00 

$2,124.00 

None (Extema/ Drives Avai/ab/e 
on Accesories Pages) 

4.46 Ibs. 

U p to 8 hrs. 

720p FaceTime HD camera 

$2,373.00 

Microsoft Office 2011 

Notebook Security Cable 

4 years of Insurance Coverage 

4 years of AppleCare Protection 

$593.00 

$2,966.00 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:29 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu>; 

Subject: Computer Purchase 

A~tach: CCI Matrix.pdf 

@live. unc.edu> 

Here is the information that you need to make your computer choice. Please make your choice and follow the directions. If you have any questions, please just call me. 

The laptop grant for the        academic year is worth $1,451.18 (after NC tax). Student-athletes may pick a computer from RAMS Shop of their liking (below and 

attached), but will be responsible for any overage not covered by the athletic laptop grant. It is recommend the student-athletes preorder their laptop to ensure 

the model they choose is available. If the laptop is not preordered, the model may not be available at their Orientation. 

A student-athlete may preorder his!her laptop by following the instructions below. The instructions are also provided on the attachment, along with a matrix of 

the computers offered. Feel free to provide the attachments to your incoming student-athletes. 

The student-athlete can preorder his/her laptop as follows: 

* Go to: cci.unc.edu 

* Select the "New Students" icon. 

o Choose the computer you would like to purchase and select the "Proceed to RAM Shop to purchase" button. 

* Follow the purchasing instructions (you will need your PID (9-digit personal ID number)). 

* In the comment section, indicate you are a student-athlete and your sport. 

* If you need help ordering your laptop or have questions regarding a laptop, contact the RAMS Shop at 919-962-2422. 

Computer 
Cost (after 
NC tax) 
Athletic 
Grant 
Student Pays 

T440 

$1,4S1.18 

2014 RATES 
ThinkPads 

Yoga Pad W540 Xl Carbon 

$:1,983.05 $2,:102.85 $2,372.55 
$3L,453L.:18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 

$531.87 $651.67 $92:1.37 

$1,697.74 
$1,451.18 

$246.56 

MacBook Pros 
13" Retina 

$2,252.22 
$1,4.51.18 

$80:1.04 

15" Retina 

$3,:146.35 
$1,451.18 

$:1695.17 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 11:37 AM 

Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edtr~ 

Re: summer ~hool 

VB summer schedule.pdf 

Feeling mnch better, thank you. Almost back to normal. 

The three incomings are not yet added. That roll be ne~ week. But they are each scheduled for 9:45 and 11:30 classes in addition to the s~dems listed below. 

Tony 

On May 29, 2014, at 11:23 AM, Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey tony, 

I hope you are feeling better. I haven’t had time to look through all the pictures but I’ve sent the link to Jenny, her parents, and my parents and they 

are all extremely grateful to you for doing that. 

Thanks! 

Can you run a schedule for our kids summer school and send it to me? I am looking at open gym times and I want to try to get the best times for 

everyone. Thanks! 

Sincerely, 

Tyler Adams 

University of North Carolina 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office. (919) 843=2041 

Ceil. 

<imageOOl.png > 
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Repo,% ID: NCSR028 
Term: Summez II 
Sport: 

SESSION STATUS EMPLiD     NAME 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Athlete Couroe Breakdown Report 

2nd (M~OR) SUBJ CAT@ 

HIST 

PSYC 

ECON 

ECON 

EXSS 

ECON 

EXSS 

BIOL 

JOMC 

BIOL 

BUSI 

ECON 

ECON 

EXSS 

MATH 

EXSS 

SECT# CLASS# M T W T F STP"~RT 

001 

001 

OO2 

OO2 

001 

OO3 

001 

402 

001 

402 

001 

OO2 

001 

001 

001 

Run Date: 
Run Time: 11:25:41 }~{ 

~qRS GRADE DEAN TOT IN PRO6 

3 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youut, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:32 PM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.~mc.edu-* 

Hi Rachel, 

I’m back in the count~, which memos it must be time to sad’ess you out about summer school money. 

The form submitted for says that her award is for 6 hours in session 2 online. 

Her actua] enrollment is in 3 hours for session 1 m~d she is currently talcing ttIST which runs ti~m 

What do we need to do about that discrepancy? 

She is not registered tbr aa~ing 

Tony 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 1:47 PM 

To: @live.unc.edtv~; 

Subject: Orientation 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Ladies~ 

You are practically here and I’m looking forwa~l to seeing you in a few days. 

http:/iadvising .unc.edu/for- students/advice- by- s~dent-year/newly- admitted- s~dents/newly- admitted- first-years,’ 

sakai.unc.edu 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 2:02 PM 

To: @live.unc.edtr~; 

Subject: Orientation 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Ladies~ 

You are practically here and I’m looking forward to seeing yon in a few days. There are some assig~maents that you need to complete before you come. You’ve 

probably already gotten information atx~ut what you need to do, but I wanted to reinforce it. The first link below roll get you to a brief welcoming video that roll lead 

yon to the second link where yon log in with yonr and password and go to work. From the sakafi link, choose Academic Advising and go to work. There are tasks to 

complete and information to assemble and have with you when you come. 

I’ll be in my office (2018) in the Academic Center on Sunday evening at 8:30 if you and your parents would like to meet, ask questions, get things clarified betbre you 

before you begin on Monday morning. You will be given an overload of information. The most impo(ta~t thing that you will do while you’re here is build your shopping 

cart that roll enable you to register tbr classes. So when you are in session after session on Monday m~d Tuesday, pay closest attention to anyone talking about 

selecting courses and registration. Since you won’t acta~J~ly register for classes until a week after you retarn home, it might be good to have a conversation before you 

leave on Tuesday or We 

I roll see you Monday afternoon around 5 and Tuesday at 8 a~n, but you ~11 have my cell ~ld you should never hesitate to call even with questions that seem 
insignificant. I hope to see you Sunday night. If not definitely on Monday, and if you run into trouble as you work through the items on the web site, call me. 

Ton?, 

http:i/advising, unc .edu’fbr- students/advice- by- s~t udent- year/neMy- admitted- student~newly- admitted- first- year~ 

sakaLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tow <gyonnt@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,             2:17 PM 

Lee, Jaimie vjaimielee@unc.edu> 

addition m~d subtraction to freshmen orientation list 

Please remove: 

Please add: 

women’s soccer 

WOlllen~s soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday,. ¯ 4:40 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Re: classes at 

’I’hmflcs for keeping me in the loop. I do hope they remember that we need to put 

On            at 1:30 PM, Markos, Lm~ce M <Inarkos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

in classes for the fall, a~d we should do that now. 

Tony, 

Quick update on aside 1:torn her’ course change at - she failed her Math class this spring at so tool< those three hours out of 

her evaluation - see attached~ I’ve talked to                 and they know what that means in terms of a possible extra class this summer. I’m not 

hopefl~l that it’ll all go to plan this summer but haw:_~ given th~-_~m the road map. I’rn betting sh,-_~ comes in to UNC short a couple o[ hours and just trains 

with the team this fall 

Lance 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:40 PN 

To: Markos, Lance N 
Cc: ~qmail,com; 
Subject:, classes at 

Lance, 
Here’s what 
English 
History ’ 
Spanish 
These two classes start on 
Music 
Economics. 
So, what we are trying to do is chancle Econ 
1. Art 
2. Art 
3. Art 
4. CST 
These classes all start and run until 
Thanks for your help! 

corn] 

~qmail.com 

is currently enrolled in as of 

for one of these classes below and add one class as well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:20 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: letter to the art depa~ment 

That’s a great letter , and I hope you’ll send it. And rm re~Jly glad you wrote it. 

You should fix the spelling on the word banquet - take the s out. Yon have that trace. 

On at 1:00 PM, @live.unc.edtc, wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I hope you are doing well[ I wanted to send you the letter that I was going to send to the head of the art department and the dean I wanted to know your thoughts on what 
have. 
P.S. i may have already sent this to you 1oi ifi have rm sorry 

- Letter to the UNC Dean.docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:32 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Orientation next week 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Ladies. 

You are practically here and I’m looking forward to seeing yon in a few days. There are some assig~unems that you need to complete before you come. You’ve 

probably already gotten information atx~ut what you need to do, but I wanted to reinforce it. The first link below roll get you to a brief welcoming video that roll lead 

yon to the ,second link where you log in ruth your onyen and password and go to work. From the sakai link, choose Academic Advising m~d go to work. There are 
tasks to complete and information to assemble and have ruth you when you come. 

I’ll be in my office (2018) in the Academic Center on Sunday evening at 8:30 if you and your parents would like to meet. ask questions, get things clarified betbre you 

before you begin on Monday morning. You will be given an overload of information. The most importaJ~t thing that you roll do while you’re here is build your shopping 

ca(t that roll enable you to register tbr classes. So when you are in session after session on Monday m~d Tuesday, pay closest attention to anyone talking about 

selecting courses and registration. Since you won’t actadlly register for classes until a week after you retarn home, it might be good to have a conversation before you 

leave on Tuesday or Wednesday. 

I roll see you Monday afternoon mound 5 and Tuesday at 8 ran, but you ~1 have my cell ~ld you should never hesitate to call even with questions that seem 
insignificant. I hope to see you Sunday night. If not definitely on Monday, and if you run into trouble as you work through the items on the web site, call me. 

Ton?, 

http:i/advising, unc .edtvfbr- students/advice- by- s~t udent- year/neMv- admitted- student~newly- admitted- first- year~ 

sakaA.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 4, 2014 2:13 PM 

Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Summer School Schedule 

Tyler, 

The tutor schedule roll not be set until the week summer school so we don’t 

June 19, 1:45 - 3:15 

June 20, 1:45 - 3:15 

June 24, 1:45- 3:15 

June 27, 1:45 - 3:15 
July 1, 1:45 - 3:15 

July 11, 1:45 - 3:15 

July 16 1:45 - 3:15 

On Jun 4, 2014, at 2:04 PM, Adams, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

I am looking at open gym times for this summer and wanted to make sure there is no conflict with study hall or tutors. 

Eve mentioned that you are planning to structure that time into their day, so I wanted to let you know the times I have so we can both make changes 

if we need to. 

I have all the weekday open gyms scheduled from 2:00-4:00pm, that works best with all the camps that we are working around. 

The days in June 

Thursday J.9 

Friday 20 

Wednesday 25 

Days in July 

Thursday 3 

Friday 4 

Tuesday 8 

Wednesday 9 

Thursday :i0 

Friday 11 

Sincerely, 

Tyler Adams 

University of North Carolina 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office. (919) 843-2041 

Cell. 

<imageOOl.png > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:19 PM 

~live.anc.edu> 

Re: Summer session 2 

Yes you can register, and the hold is that you have to pay up front before you can register. I’m assuming you’re oni 

On            at 2:11 PM, :            ~)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony! 

I know its a little late, but can I still register for a summer session 2 class? I’d like to take math 

anyways and it says there is a hold when I try to enroll. 

Please let me know what I should do. I hope your summer is off to a great start! 

Thanks, 

and get it out of the way since I’m here 



From: tonyToun@unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:33 PM 

To: .edtr> 

Subject: Re: Registering tbr classes 

That would be great I should be in the office 10-3 on Friday but I can be flexible to match your schedule. Let me know when you’ll be available. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:16 PM. ’ edu> ;vrote: 

Hi *@. Yount, 

Just wanted to let you kno;v that rll be in to;vn for orientation tomorrow night and Friday. Maybe we can meet up Friday so I can register for classes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ton?~r-oun@unc.edu 

Thursday, 9:40 AM 

Mann, Ja~ M. <ja~mann@unc.edu-> 

Re: computer charges 

Tom Timmermans roll know how to fix that. 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 9:20 AM, "Mann, Jan M." <ianmann~T~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you know who I shoMd check with on 

Thanks, 

Jan 

Sent~ Wednesday, 

T~ Nann, Jan N. 
Subjeet~ Re: computer char~es 

Th~ 

being charged for her computer. (See email frorn morn below). 

~yahoo.com] 
J.0:32 PM 

On at 9:01 PM, "Mann, Jan M." <janmann@unc.edu> wrote: 

Will check tomorrow and let you know. Enjoyed dinner! 

Coach Jm~ Mann 
UNC Women’s Golf 

ianmmm~T~)unc.edt~ 

Cell 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:47 PM, ~a)yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Jan, 
Thanks to you and for having dinner with us last night! It was great to catch up and for to meet you beth. We had a 
great time in Nonth Carolina. 
We just got back and I checked a credit card statement. I was charged the full amount for computer and the athlete laptop 
grant wasn’t applied. She followed the instructions and noted she was an student athlete and was a golfer. Who should I call to get 
this corrected? 

Thanks, 



Women’s Golf Academic Report- Spring 

Spring GPA 

Cumulative Team GPA 

Dean’s List: 

3.494 

up from 3.387 in fall 

Rank among women’s teams: 

3.355 

(up from 3.2?9 in fall 

Rank among women’s teams: 

1st (1~t in the fall) 

4th (4th in the fall) 

ACC Honor Roll: 

Senior GPA: 3.905 

Junior GPA: 3,680 

Sophomore GPA: 3.280 

Freshman GPA: 3.3/3 

Study Hall, spring - NONE 

Raised Team GPA 
& Personal GPA: 

Raised One 
But Not Both 

Lowered Team GPA 
& Personal GPA 



had their best semesters at Carolina. 

Fall GPA 



Cumulative GPA 

Observations & Recommendations: 

There are no eligibility issues. 

It was a great semester with the exception of            and a subpar 
performance by The seniors finished with their best semesters, and 

took a real step forward to where she should be. 

fall schedule is quite challenging with both ECON and Anatomy in it so 

she will bear watching closely. Her GPA is high enough that study hall is not 
required for her next year.        fall schedule is quite favorable and should pose 

no problem’s for her continued improvement. 

As always, it’s a pleasure to be associated with this team. 

Tony 





Eield Hockey Academic Report - Spring 

Spring 6PA 

Cumulative Team GPA 

Dean’s List: 

3.350 

up from 3.196 in fall 

Rank among women’s teams: 

3.243 

(up from 3.195 in fall 

Rank among women’s teams: 

4th (7th in the fall) 

5th (Sth in the fall) 

ACC Honor Roll: 

Senior GPA: 3.551 

Junior GPA: 3.024 

Sophomore GPA: 3.277 

Freshman GPA: 3.481 

Study Hall, fall 



Raised Team GPA 

& Personal GPA: 

Raised One 
But Not Both 

Lowered Team GPA 

& Personal GPA 

had their best semesters at Carolina. 





Ranked by Fall GPA 



Ranked by Cumulative GPA 

Observations & Recommendations: 

There are no eligibility issues. 

It was a great semester with the exception of subpar performances by 
Those three are usually much better than they were this 

spring, and had they been at their normal levels, we would have done even better. 
improved in the spring but continued to disappoint and is performing below 

her ability level. The rest of the freshmen stepped up quite nicely in the spring and 

are largely responsible for our great spring numbers. Losing          as an 
academic anchor for us will hurt, but          seems poised to take on that roll. 

for another semester is a real bonus for us. has made 
steady progress since she enrolled and her spring is noteworthy. Very proud of 

the girls on this team except for the three mentioned above. 



fall schedule is quite challenging with beginning Arabic in it and she will 

bear close monitoring. She could possibly avoid fall study hall with an excellent 
grade in her summer school class. 

Tony 





From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 10:57 AM 

To: .edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Registering tbr classes 

544 Ridge Road is the physical address, but my ofl]ce is in the footbaJd stadium, above the olympic sport weight room, morn 2018 and not too hard find if you just go 

to the football s~adium. Its in the east end zone. 

On at 7:40 AM, .edu> wrote: 

What’s the address for your office? I think I’ll be able to stop by- around 1. 

On at 10:32 PM, "Youn’~ Tony" <ton~oun@unc.edu> wrote: 

That would be g~eat. I should be in the oNce 10-3 on Friday but I call be flexible to match your schedule. Let me know when you’ll be 

avafilable. 

Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:16 PM, edu> wrote: 

tli Mr. Young, 

Jus~t wanted to let you lmow that I’ll be in town for orientalion tomorrow night and Friday. Maybe we coal meet up Friday so I 

can register for classes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday,            12:57 PM 

~yahoo.~x~m> 

Re: another scanda~ sto~’ 

It won’t go away soon. People are making tnoney of it and don’t want to let that go. But admissions applications continue to rise both in state and out of state so it isn’t 

hurting our s~tus as an elite University. Today’s stories are 9 ?,ears old.       left here in     He’s writing a book and the publiciU is good for him. I doubt anyone 

the academic communiU takes 9 year old ch 
On          at 12:53 PM,.                         ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

~ know we touched on thie when we met with you last Sunday. Do you think this sto~y will ever end o~ i~ going to be recycled and cast a pall over 
education at UNO. I know she is a non-revenue generating spor~ and will definitely be going to class, but will people on the outside think that she was giving 

special passes. $o frustrating that this keeps dripping out and doesn’t seem to go away. Any ~hou~ht~ on thi~? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:23 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edn> 

is now registered for 12 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:08 PM 

~live. unc.edu>; 

VolleybaJl trip pictures 

~live. unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Here are pictures from our trip to in case you want to see them. 

So there is an albnm rifled %vhat we saw" that has 286 pics of just the places that we visited here: 

And there is an album of all of the 660 people pictures here: 

Enjoy 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:42 PM 

Bowers, Matfl~ew B <mattbowers@unc.edu> 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 12:58 PM 

To: @mac.com> 

Subject: Re: Classes 

Hello 

Here’s what you don’t have for your Gen Ed requirements. 

Foreign Language (FL) 

Math (QR) 

Lab Science and Lab (PX) 

Second Math (QI) 

World Before 1750 (Vv~) 

On at 6:31 AM @mac.com> wrote: 

Hi Ton~; 
Hope you are having a good snmmer’. 

hn t~ying to sign up for classes at" .. I know I need a math and science..., also i think im just gonna stick with my art major i guess. Conld you 

possibly tell me what math and science would be best to sign up for? I tried looking on connect carolina and all i conld see was that i havevnt filled the 

requirement bnt it didnt tell me what I need to take and I dont want to sign up for something that isnt going to connt, hn really crap at all this school stuff 

1ol 

Tha~ks :) 



From: Youut, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu7 

Sent: Monday, ~ 1:13 PM 

To: @mac.com> 

Subject: Re: Classes 

Hello 

Here’s what you don’t have for your Gen Ed requirements. 

Foreign Language (FL) 

Math (QR) 

Lab Science and Lab (PX) 

Second Math (QI) 

World Before 1750 (WB) 

But sadly, I found tiffs regulation on page 20 of the undergladuate bulletin. "Students may transfer credit hours from a two-yeox inslitution only Mffle they axe earning 

their first 64 hours of college credit." 

You have earned 64 hours at Carolina, and can no longer earn hours from a 2 year institution. I’m sony, but the Wake Tech option is off the table. 

On , at 6:31 AM, @mac.com> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Hope you are having a good summer’. 

Im trying to sign up for classes at Wake Tech... I know I need a math and science..., al~ i think im j ust gonna stick with nay art major i guess. Could you 

possibly tell me what math and science would be bes"t to sign up tbr? I tried looking on connect carolina ~md all i could see was that i havevnt filled the 

requirement but it didnt tell me what I need to take mid I dont want to sign up for something that isnt going to count. Im really crap at all tiffs school stuff 

lol 

Thaxtks :) 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 3:44 PM 

To: @live.unc,edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: ttold 

The Cashier’s Office is in control of the holds. Congrats on you 

Suite 2215 SASB Norti? 
CB 1.400, 450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1.400 
(~v~ap to SASB) 
~ese: 919-.962-1.368 
F~X: 91.9-962-1568 

8 a,m. - 4:30 p.m, 

8 a,m. - 4:00 p,m, 

On          , at 3:32 PM, ~liv e. unc. e du~; wrote: 

Hi Tony, this is I have a hold on my account for a ticket I paid ages ago Do you know who I should contact? 

From: Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, :1:1:05:48 AM 

To: 

Subject: My Travel Plans 

Ladies, 

I will be leaving today with the volleyball team for its trip to               . I will be ~vithout cell service for the entire trip, but will be able to check email each day. If you 
have irmnediate academic needs, please contact Brent Blanton (blanton(~)unc.edu) 919 962 9536. I will return to the office Tues,        and resume normal hours. 

Congratulations to all 4 teams on excellent spring senrestcrs. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:07 AM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Summer School (WSO) 

Hi Rachel, 

is currently enrolled in: 

Summer 1 - HIST    online, meets l~om 

INLS    online, meets from 

Summer 2 - GEOL    online, meets from 

So she is currently enrolled in 6 hours online, and will finish one online course on     and will start another online class on 

was made tbr all three online classes mad the third class has not yet started and "that could explain why she is overpaid. 

On           , at 10:52 AM, Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

¯ My guess would be tl~at payment 

Tony, 

Did drop additional classes forSl? How man t credits is she enrolled in and are they online ciasses or standard? Financial Aid alerted me due to 

her account being overpaid. 

Any insight? 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:53 PM 

To: Blanton, Brent S 

Cc: Vange[der, Marielle A 

Subject: RE: Summer School (WSO) 

Brent, 

Yes these three in par~cular, athle~c aid was based on 9 credit hours, but only enrolled in 6. The other two, impacts their overall costs and 

equivalencies too. 

From: glanton, grent S 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:44 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Cc: Vange[der, Marielle A 

Subject: RE: Summer School (WSO) 

~’m so~’ry. Am 1 m~ssh~g somethb~g? Are yo~ r~t~’rring to these three? l~’so, ~ do no~ work w~t~ them and "[’o~y ~s o~t ot’the cou~try. ~ don’~ eve~ know wh~’n any 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:36 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Summer School (WSO) 

Brent, 

Again, I cannot stress the important of the staff notifying me promptly of a student-athlete receiving athletic aid drops or aids classes from the 

original approval form the coach and ASPSA staff member signed. If the information is not communicated in a timely manner, this can impact the 

student-athletes athletic aid and eligibility. 

~::. : :::: -/: ~ i~. 

/~:’;0 ’~:::: i’?t)i:¯r g::)’~...’ii:¯’:; 



From: Blanton, Brent S 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:11 AM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: RE: Summer School (WSO) 

B 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:24 PM 
To: Blan~n, Brent S 
Subject: ~: Summer School ~SO) 

Brent, 

Would you mind checking on the three girls below regarding the number of hours they are enrolled in for Maymester and!or Summer 17 

{ i ;i{’i,,~!,r!::: i ’!,: ~::.i: N ::i:;"{:::’: :(i::! rc:::i;i::! ---:~i i’~:~i{:i::~!i{ i--i{ii 

From: TONY YOUNT [__m__a_jj__t_9__{ ~_g_~_a___{!:£9_m___] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:29 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: Re: Summer School (WSO) 

Rachel - Italy interact wes so bad that I couldn’t get online. Brent Blanton can probably do that more easily tha~ I can at this point. See if he will do that 
for you tomorrow, t le is covering me while I’m away t~om real internet, and I atx~log~e. 
On            , at 5:06 PM, Strassner, Rachel <r4 slrass~i~email.unc,edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Did you have a chance to confirm these are the correct number of hours? 

i~.i .:.~ ~::.ii-~ e f 

~rom: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:50 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: Re: Summer School (WSO) 

I’m in and luggage is in We reunite and I can check mg computer. MF memory tells 

Me this: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

Tony, 
Need some clarification on the number of credits the following SAs are enrolled in for Maymester or Summer 1 

- in 6 or 9 credits? 

- in 3 or 6 credits? 

- in 3 or 6 credits? 

~::~..~::~: f~!’:i 

U q ’::< I :itV ’:)i "..io~ tii ( ~.::"oi{~ a -- 

i:: :::i>:,: 5 ];: i~-5;~#:’.-::,()~":~; 

~ .~>.’; ;? 15 .-;76,::- 

"7~q~*: .:: .:~ ~.: :::> i :::’ i" .:: .:&.:i :::; :::..: ~;" :.(::.:..:~ / :: .:-.:::~::v .::: .’r;~ ~r} ;:. ?: ¢ ~7.::: :.:.:: .~ r;." ~5 .{.<:’ i" .~.-r .~ h:.:~ /:)*../.: ::? (:~7.: t~¢.: .~.-::~; :::’ .:.:: :::; :: ~:: .5, " 

~mm: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Monday, &28 PM 

T~: Yount, Tong 

Ce: Sander, Thomas J; ~orrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Summer School 



Tony, 
Below are the women’s soccer student-athletes who will be receiving a portion of athletic aid for Maymester and/or 

Summer Session I. (Summer II will be confirmed closer to the beginning of the session.) Individuals receiving a book 

scholarship have been designated with an "X" in the book column. Please keep me posted of any changes. 

Name           I    PID I Enroll R/NR Books Sl/S2 Hours Online 

12 NR $1 6 X 

12 NR $1 6 X 

13 NR $1 3 X 

R = Resident 

NR = Non 
resident 

S1 = Summer One 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Monday~ 2:47 PM 

To: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym 

Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle 

Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; 

Subject: Summer School Compliance Reminders 

ASPSA Staff, 

As coaches confirm summer school requests for student-athletes receiving any portion of athletic aid, the information will 

be emailed to you. Please be reminded if a student-athlete who is receiving athletic aid drops or withdrawals from any class 

(es) during the Maymester, Summer Session I or II, it is imperative you notify me promptly. We need to ensure the student- 

athlete’s athletic aid is adjusted accordingly and to divert any potential violations. 

Also, if a student-athletes is on a book scholarship and drops the course, he!she is responsible for returning the book(s) 

directly to Student Stores. If the book is not returned, the student-athlete will be char~ed the full cost of the book in 

accordance with UNC Students Stores Refund policy, 

(_h___t_t_ -p--s--~/-!--t--s--a-~-p--s--~-u---n---c--.--e---d---u-/---b-’-~!-~-~-EE~/J-~9~-~-~-~9-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~9.). Please continue to communicate this 

information to each student-athlete. It has also been included in their Summer Grant-In-Aid Agreement they have or will 

sign, through their ACS portal. 

Thank you in advance. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:16 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu~~ 

Re: Summer program training a~d intbnnation 

All 
On 

players 

at 11:09 AM, Townsen& Jenn <jtownsend@nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

We want the chance to go over all of the materials and expectations for our summer program for incoming students. 

I would like to meet next Tuesday, at either 11:00 am or 2:00pm. 

Please let me know which time works best for you. 

Also, can you please let me know the names and sports of all the incoming first year students who will be attending the second summer session. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

.9..~..9.....9..6.2..9..5.~.~. 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:17 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: Summer program training a~d intbnnation 

All players who will be attending session 2. 

I would prefer l I am, since that will be an 8 am morning for me with 

On             at 11:09 AM, Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

We want the chance to go over all of the materials and expectations for our summer program for incoming students. 

I would like to meet next Tuesday, at either 11:00 am or 2:00pm. 

Please let me know which time works best for you. 

Also, can you please let me know the names and sports of all the incoming first year students who will be attending the second summer session. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~.~..~§2..9.5~.~ 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:36 AM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.nnc.edw~ 

Re: 

She is not enrolled for summer 2. She is enrolled in an online course, HIST    that meets from 

Or            at 11:33 AM, Strassner~ Rachel < r4strass@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Can you tell me how many credit hours is registered for summer 2? And if these are online or standard? 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:11 PM 

To: ~live.nnc.edu-* 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Tell me exactly what you did to drop the course’? Summer roles are tricky, and you axe fftill teclmic~Jly enrolled. So to fix it, I need to know exac 

On           , at 2:05 PM,                ,~!live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

I just received an email from my EDUC teacher saying that I am still enrolled in her course. I dropped this from my schedule after the first 

three days because there was no way for me to get online during the times that I needed to with my pro schedule. It is still saying I am 

enrolled in the course. I emailed her and told that it was dropped 2 weeks ago. Has it just not gone through yet? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:22 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Orientation next week 

You are practically here and I’m looking forward to seeing you in a few days. There are some assignmems that you need to complete before 

you come. You’ve probably already gotten information about what you need to do, bnt I wanted to reinforce it. The first link below will get 

you to a brief welcoming video that will lead you to the second link where you log in ruth your onyen and password and go to work. From 
the sakaJ link, choose Academic Advising and go to work. There are tasks to complete and intbrmation to assemble and have with you 

when you come. 

I’ll be in my ottice (2018) in the Academic Center on Sunday evening at 8:30 if you and your parents would like to meet, ask questions, get 
things clarified beibre you before you begin on Monday morning. You will be given an overload of information. The most important thing 

that you will do while you’re here is build your shopping cart that will enable you to register for classes. So when you axe in session after 

session on Monday and Tuesda55 pay closest attention to anyone talking about selecting courses and regis~tration. Since you wolft actually 

register for classes until a week after you return home, it might be good to have a conversation before you leave on Tuesday or Wednesday. 

I roll see you Monday a£temoon aronnd 5:30 and Tuesday at 8 am, bm you all have my cell and you should never hesitate to call even ruth 

qnestions that seem insignificant. I hope to see you Snnday night. If not definitely on Monday, and if you run into tl~onble as yon work 

throngh the items on the web site, call me. 

Tony 

http://advising.unc .edwt’or- s~ldents/advice- b’~’- student- ,~eminewlv- adlnitted- students/newly- admitted- first- years/ 

sakai.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:12 AM 

mckham <rackha~n@unc.edu>; Admns, Tyler G <tadams@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; Charles, Jem~ifer S 
<j enchar@ em ail.unc .edu-* 

Fwd: Important summer dates for incoming freshlnen! 

This came while we were in Italy. We’re trying to screen eveiy athlete. I’ve told them that will be late, but if 
Wednesday, they could be screened. 

Jenn also sent word abont the 4 workshops, and I apologize. I just lost all this while we were in Italy. 

Tony 

and could be here 4 - 6 on 

Begin forwaxded Inessage: 

From: "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> 
Subject: Important summer dates for incoming freshmen! 
Date:            at 10:27:17 AM EDT 
To: "Malo’y, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu>, "Myers, 

Leslie" <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Brown, Michelle" <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>, "Maxwell, Scott (rsmaxwel@indiana.edu)" <rsmaxwel@indiana.edu>, "Bethel, 
Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu>, "Lyons, Elizabeth M" <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Hi, 

We want to make sure that everyone has on his or her calendar the important dates in our academic programming for incoming student-athletes this 

summer. 

Academic screening (for every scholarship student-athlete who we have not already screened): 

4:00-6:00 on Wednesday, 

Note: Please let me know if this does not work. We are willing to find an alternate time on Wednesday afternoon or evening or sometime on the 

Academic Workshops (from 1:45-3:15): 

Friday, 

Friday, 

Friday, 

Wednesday, 

Please communicate this information to your coaches as soon as possible. These sessions are mandatory for any incomin~ new first year student- 

athlete. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9]_9 962 8247 (fax) 



From: Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu7 

Sent: Friday, 11:33 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Questions 

On , at 5:29 AM, ¯ ~!live.unc.edu:, wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I hope you are enjoying your summer:) 

I have a few questions before I get back to the US, 

1. When and where are we picking up our books for the summer session? Or are we getting them in the student store? (I have to attend a 

funeral on Monday in Atlanta and I am not sure if I will be back Tuesday or Wednesday) 

You will get a book form from me m~d then go to Student Sto~es and get your books the old - fashioned way. 

2. I changed my major;) I am thinking that I will double majoring in EXSS and Anthropology. Means I woudl get rid of my Chem minor and my 
Medical Anthropology minor. Can I change that online somehow or do I have to go to Steel Building for that? 

You will need to make an appointment with a Steele Building adviser for that. 

3. With my change of plans, my schedule for next fall changed quite a bit. Is it still possible to change the book order? 

We haven’t filed file bookstore order aa~d won’t until the 2nd week of so your schedule changes will be reflected. I’ll email you about fl~at in early 

I am sure some of these questions are dumb but thank you so much in advance already for your help! 

Not dumb at all - I would make the Steele Bnilding appt as early as possible. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:46 PM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.~mc.edu-* 

Rachel 

is now ready to register for 6 hours of classroom insurrection for summer 2. She has a hold that does not allow registration unless she 

prepays. How should we handle that, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu> 

Saturday,              7:44 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu-~; Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edtr~; 
@email.unc.edtr~; Brenner, John F <John Brunne@unc.edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomin~r@emaAl.unc.edu>; Levy, Jennifer S 

<j enny.levy@unc.edu>;                        .~unc.edu>;                                   ~)live.unc.edu>; 

~,~be mail .unc .edu~ 

Northwestern Itinera~ - Monday 

NU Itinerary.doc 

All, 

Attached is our updated itineraPl for Northwestern. Thank you all for your efforts in making this game happen. 

Go HEELS! 

Phil 



Carolina Lacrosse 

De0art from Finley at 8am - 19 players + 2 Staff 

FLIGHT INFORMATION 

7:34am 8:46amUnited ..... 

~C St~ffMem~g:~ PH~ BARNESi KATR~DOWD~BECK¥~CH 

¯ !gPEN~RSA~2:~g~S~AFFNmMBERS~PH~BAR~S~OSE~ C~DI 

Game Day Info)mation 

11:30 Team ~al at Hilton Garde~ Inn 

12:30- 2:15 @ Hotel 

2:~0~ Pregam~ 

2:45 Wa~ Up 

3:30 PM - N~hwest~m vs. No~ Carolina ~omen’ s LaCrosse G~me in Evanston, IL 

Depa~ ~ at ~:45pm 

8:55 pm - 11:~0 pm S~uthwest Airlines Fli~ from Midway to ~U 

Cell Numbees = = ........................ == == 

Phil Barn~ ~ 

............. .... 
........................................... 

........... ..... 
.......... ........................................................................................................... ......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 10:32 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Summer Session Teaching 

Geog 130_Flyer.pdf 

Hi Everyone° 

you are looking for a SSI class, Ashley Ward sent this to me this morning. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Ward, Ashley 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 9:53 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Summer Session Teachino 

Hi Susan! 

I hope you are doing well! I’m writing to let you know I am teaching a summer session course during Summer Session I. 
The course is GEOG 130 Developing World each day from 11:30 to l:00pm. It will be an interesting course exposing 
undergraduates to the unique issues of the less developed world - topics such as colonialism, population, gender equality, 
disease, and development theories. Attached is a course flyer. I’m currently trying to get word out about the course. If 
you feel comfortable, please distribute as you see fit for those students (or their advisors) who might be interested. Let 
me know if you have any questions! I’m happy to give more details if needed. 

Ashley R. Ward, PhD 
Lecturer, Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Geography 130 The Developing World 
Summer Session I 

MTWTF 11:30am- l:00pm 
Dr. Ashley Ward 

This course is an introduction to the geographic characteristics 
of the developing world: spatial distribution of poverty, 

employment, migration and urban growth, agricultural 
productivity, disease, rural development, policies and 

international trade. We will also explore theories of 
development and major topics associated with subfields of 

geography to examine the impact of environment, culture, and 

location on developing countries in the local and global context. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 24, 2011 9:42 AM 

Halperin, Jack L <jhalperi@email.unc.edu> 

Ticket 2144880 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 09/24/11. A sumrnary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a sholt starve?’ that will provide feedback on ?’our experience with the ITS phone support group. 

ht~p:/;’www.tmcedu/ar-bin/stu~ey followup.pl ?ticket=2144880 

*************** Surnmary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Barbara (bwhicker) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NA\~%: jack 
LAST ix,?kME~: halperm 
LOCATION: 
EM~.[L ADDRESS: jhalperi@emaiI.unc.edu 
PI tONE: 919-308-7462 
DEPARTMI~NT: ath academic counselor 
TICKY~T NI~EV2[3ER: 2144880 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Password Reset 

Client needs to change his onyen password. 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

ITS Response Center 
(919) 962-t Et~LP 
http:/iheIp unc.edu 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, December 17, 2011 11:08 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lislserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Open Letter to Chancellor Thorp 

The following letter was sent to Chancellor Thorp about two weeks ago: 

December 5, 20:~I 

Dear Chancellor Thorp: 

Since the beginning of the economic downturn, SEANC District 25 has sought to assist even more employees with grievances and many other concerns. We have written to you 
previously about some of these concerns, and you instructed Brenda Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources, to meet with our representatives. She has ignored your 
directive. 

Recently, there has been an upsurge in complaints. These include: 

> race, gender, and age discrimination 

> failure to honor veteran’s preference 

> hiring temporary employees and students to replace career employees 

> failure to honor reduction-in-force priority 

> failure to provide lateral transfers to avoid layoffs 

> disciplinary actions against employees for incidents that happened months ago 

>failure to honor our public records request 

> failure to establish accurate affirmative action goals 

> requiring employees to work overtime without noting it on time sheets 

> retaliation for our employee advocacy 

Some are violations of state law and policies, some also violations of federal laws, and the last is a clear violation of the U.S. Constitution. 

Previously, Vice Chancellor Richard Mann assured us that your administration would abide by laws and policies. As President Ross seeks to eliminate the rights and protections 
of career employees under the State Personnel Act, he has tried to reassure us that our legal rights and protections would not be violated. At the same time, it is has become 
apparent to us, and to the community of labor attorneys, that the philosophy of UNC HR is to protect management at all costs and force employees to go to court. UNC’s left 
hand doesn’t seem to know what the right hand is doing. 

We applaud your actions that produced the PRM Report and subsequent actions in Housekeeping. We will continue to follow the implementation of PRM’s many 
recommendations. However, we note that the report was not favorable toward UNC HR, outlining their complicity, sometimes active and sometimes passive, in failing to protect 
the rights and interests of employees. This situation is not limited to Housekeeping. It is widespread. 

We would hope that UNC could come out the other side of this economic downturn with an intact, productive, and relatively happy work force. Instead, your HR department is 
endorsing a race to the bottom, the treatment of long-time, dedicated staff as if they are disposable, and conflict with employee advocates. SEANC District 25 plans to ramp up 
our efforts on behalf of employees. 

Very truly yours, 

~’-’i Description: C:\Users\Hutton\Desktopksmh signature.jpg 

Steven M. Hutton 

Communications Chair 

SEANC District 25 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: ,~. yahoo.com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.org> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 7:35 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.~mc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Tues. news + NC-AAUP letter + Wed. Teach I~r/Speak Out 

Teach In/Speak OUT! on Senate Bill 575 starting at 4:30 pm Wednesday, April 4th on the steps of South Building. 

Attend to be informed. 

State Personnel Act Protections for ALL STAFF! 

[Letter to Chancellors re: Senate Bill 575] 

North Carolina Conference of the American Association of University Professors (NC-AAUP) Letter to Administrations 
http://stopsb575.wordpress.com 

Health divide in NC reflects economic disparities 

http://www.wral .com/news/state/story/:10937272/ 

N.C. Industrial Commission to review workers’ comp policies 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~~t2/~4/~3/~t976375/nc-industria~-c~mmissi~n-t~-review.htm~ 

Perdue names Dempsey Benton to head N.C. unemployment agency 

http://www.news~bserver’c~m/2~I2/~4/~2/I975833/perdue-names-dempsey-bent~n~t~.htm~ 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: .~¥ahoo corn 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.orq> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HuttolL Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, June 8, 2012 11:29 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

lbrum@listserv.unc.edu 

[seanc] Fri. news ÷ UNC Communib~ Meeting Monday 

The UNC Employee Forum invites you to 

A Conversation on Personnel Flexibility 
at the Spring Community Meeting 

[NOT for UNC Healthcare Employees] 

Panelists Include: 

UNC President Tom Ross 
Chancellor Holden Thorp 
Vice Chancellor Brenda Malone 
Professor Altha Cravey 
Professor Jeff Hirsch 

WHEN: Monday, June :~I, 20:~2, :~I - .t 

WHERE: Stone Center Auditorium 

Submit questions in advance to forum_office@unc.edu 
or call 962-3779 

Attendance at an Employee Forum Community Meeting is considered 
work time when it occurs during an Employee’s regular work schedule. 

However, Employees must get approval from their supervisor to attend. 

National survey grades Triangle hospitals on patient safety 

http: //www.news~bserver’c~m/2~I2/~6/~6/2I :~5696/nati~na~-survey-qrades-trianq~e.htm~ 

[UNC and UNC Healthcare, see p. 9] 

THE FY20J.2-J.3 HOUSE BUDGET: 
An inadequate and temporary fix for North Carolina’s growing 
budget pressures 

httD://www.nciustice.~r~/sites/defau~t/~es/BTC%2~ReD~rts%2~-%2~H~use%2~Bud~et’~df 

Falling Behind: Community College Enrollment Soars as Funding Falls 

h ttp://pu~se’ncp~ic~watch.~rc~/2~:~2/06/07/fa~ing-behind-c~mmunity-c~eqe-enr~ment-s~ars-as-fundinq-falls/ 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: ~yahoo.com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.orq> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HuttolL Steve <shuttou@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, June 9, 2012 12:39 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

lbrum@listserv.unc.edu 

[seanc] Sat. news ~ D25 minual meeting & uominations 

SEANC District 25 will hold our annual meeting 
on Wednesday, June 13, at 6:00 p.m. at 

ACME FOOD AND BEVERAGE COMPANY, 110 E MAIN STREET, 
CARRBORO, NORTH CAROLINA 27510 

(ACME is located across the street from the Spotted Dog 
and a few doors down from Bank of America branch) 

Members are encouraged to attend. If you plan to 
attend, please notify Steve Hutton, shutton@email.unc.edu 
so that we have an accurate anticipated attendance count. 

We will be electing officers and delegates for terms 
from Oct 1, 2012, through September 30, 2013. 

Jonathan Stephenson will become Immediate Past Chair 
in October. 

Nominations are open for 

Chair, Vice-Chair, Policy Platform Chair, Bylaws Chair 
and Delegates to Convention in September 2013. 

The above positions comprise the Executive Committee of 
District 25. 

Nominees must be members of District 25, must agree to 
stand for election, and must attend the annual meeting 

in order to be elected. Nominations can be sent to 

Paula Schubert, i ~earthlink.net and 
Archie Lassiter, @yahoo.corn 

UNC football players flocked to suspect class 
httr)~//www.news~bserver~c~m/2~12/~6/~8/212375~/unc-f~tball-Nayers-~cked-t~.htm~ 

Federal regulators approve Duke-Progress merger with minor conditions 

http: //www~news~bserver.c~m/2~12/~6/~8/2123781/federa~-regu~ators-appr~ve-duke~htm~ 

Bernie Sanders Sees Threatening ’Aggressiveness Among the Ruling Class’ 

https: //www.commondreams.orq/view/2012/06/08-7 

Workers Lost Ground During Recession As Bosses Gained 

http: //www.bl~~mberq.c~m/news/2~12-~6-~8/w~rkers-~~st-gr~und-during-recessi~n-as-b~sses-qained~htm~ 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: ~yahoo.com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.orq> 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

3:55 PM 

RelW For I,if} Gala - November 13 

Relay For Life of UNC would like to invite you to our 
Second Annual Gala ANight Under the Stars 

Wednesday,            ] 7:oo-9:3opm 
R&R Grill ] 137 E. Franklin St, Chapd Hill, NC 

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Noel Brewer 
Founder of NC Cervical Cancer Coalition 

Silent Auction [ Hors D’oeuveres [ Door Prizes [ Photo Booth 

Ticket anti Auction proceeds benefit the American Cancer Society 
Dress is Semi-Formal 

Tickets 
$20 for Students 

$3o for Adults 
$5o for Adult Couples 

Purchase Online .................................................... 

~r He~ls~- 
@gmail.com 

wx~.relayl:oldife.org/unene 
Relay For Life of UNC began in ~996 and has raised over $~5o,oo each year with 

the majority of money coming back to UNC Hospitals for cancer research. 
The main event in the spring brings together students, faculty, and the Chapel Hill community 

to celebrate, remember, and fight back. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gullo, John A <gullo@s~g.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:13 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

please do not press the reply button 

List is not acting as it is configured 
Thank you 
John gullo 

You ~Jce currently subscribed to seanc as: 

(It may be neces~u to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

O Malley, Michael S <clover@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 3:15 PM 

mlawrence@cancersupport4u.org; heatherlee@chordomafoundation.org; @jmaappraisals.com; Crreen, Melissa A 

<mgreen@schsr.unc.edu>; Corbie-Smith, Giselle M <gcorbie@med.unc.edu>; mhaye@~hsr.unc.edu; Wright, Grace Ann 

<grace.wrigh@unc.edu>;        @bellsouth.net; ruth.wingate@duke.edu; vala~ie.worthy@duke.edu; nbarrett@komen.org; 
kbethe~@komennctria~gle.org; mmcgrego@komelmctriangle.org; ashleyleighton@unc.edu;               ~)~ahoo.com; Muss, Loretta 

A <lamuss@email.unc.edu>; Hyman B Muss (hymmi muss@med.unc.edu); McCa~ts, Brenda D <mccants2@email.unc.edu>; 

sara williams@med.unc.edu; pblondin@komennctriangle.org; christine rini@unc.edu; Tate, Deborah F <~tate@unc.edu>; 

wizdom.powell@unc.edu 

Mack, Elneter Stroud <emstl~oud@med.unc.edu>; Gellin, Min@ Sue <mindy gellin@med.unc.edu>; Moole, Alexis A 

--~alefi s moore@unc.edu> 

InviVation to a Reception tbr the NCI Director’s Consumer Liaison Group, May 19th 

DCLG Briefing.pdI:, NCI DCLG Invite 5 19 2011 .pptx 

You’re invited to a reception for the National Cancer Institute Director’s Consumer Liaison Group on Thursday, May 19th at 5:15 pm in the UNC Lineberger Building’s 

Lucy Mayo Boddie Atrium. Please RSVP by 5 pm Monday, May 16th to Ms. Melissa Mack (_e____m___s__t__r__o___u___d____@_.____m____e__d__:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_. or 919-966-3036). 

The Director’s Consumer Liaison Group is charged with advising the Institute around opportunities to engage advocacy, philanthropic, and policy-focused 

communities in addressing non-scientific barriers to cancer research and promoting research outcomes that are in the best 

interest of patients. The Group is composed of 15 individuals who have an expert understanding of non-scientific barriers to cancer research as well as the 

perspectives and dynamics of the research, patient, policy, and advocacy communities interested in cancer research. Attached is a briefing sheet of the Group and 

a list of its members. 

The Group is holding its quarterly meeting in the Research Triangle and is spending the better part of the afternoon of May 19th at UNC Llneberger. The theme for 

this quarter’s meeting is partnerships, and while here at UNC, the Group will hear a series of presentations about community partnerships to help translate 

evidence into action to reduce the cancer burden. After the presentations, the Group will adjourn to the Atrium for a reception to meet faculty, community 

partners, and cancer advocates. 
th We hope you can come meet the members of the NCI’s Consumer Liaison Group on May 19 . 

Michael S. O’Malley, Ph.D 

Associate Director 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

CB# 7295 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 

ph: (919)-966-8642 

fx: (919)-966-3015 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alisa Rawls <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 19, 2009 1:55 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png 

Hi Tony- 

Do you have the women’s lacrosse grades list? 

-Alisa 

Pdisa RaMs. U~MC Athletics. POB 2126 Chapel t till NC 275i 5 

Office (919) 962 5552. Fax (919) 843 8175 

GO HEELS 

From: Phil Barnes 

To: Alisa Rawls 

Date: 5/19/2009 1:52 PM 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Ask Tony Yount 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Alisa Rawls 

To: Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Sally Austin <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 5/19/2009 1:35:08 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Hello WLAX and WGolf- 

Have you already turned this in? 

If not, I am happy to do it for you.., please send your list of kids to me..It is due tomorrow... 

From: Beth Miller 

To: Anson Dorrance; Brian Kalbas; C D Mock; Dennis Craddock; Derek Galvin; Donna J. Papa; Elmar Bolowich; Jenny Slingluff-Levy; Joe Breschi; Joe 

Sagula; John Inman; Karen Shelton; Mike Fox; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Sally Austin; Sam Paul; Sarah Haney; Sylvia Hatchell 

CC: Alisa Rawls; Delaine Marbry; Donna Cheek; Jane High; Joan Holt; Kathy Griggs 

Date: 5/11/2009 2:47 PM 

Subject: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Fol ks, 

Please download and complete the attached form for your student-athlete’s who received a 3.0 or better for the Spring semester. Please email this form 

to Stacey Harris by May 20, 2009. 

Thanks!! 
~Beth 



Hi Tony- 

Do you have the women’s lacrosse grades list? 

-Alisa 

Alisa Rawls. U~-~C Athletics. POB 2126 Chapel H~ll NC 275I 5 
Office (919) 962 5552, Fax (919) 843 8175 

GO t tEELS 

From: Phil Barnes 

To: Alisa Rawls 

Date: 5/19/2009 1:52 PM 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Ask Tony Yount 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Alisa Rawls 

To: Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Sally Austin <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 5/19/2009 1:35:08 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Hello WLAX and WGolf- 

Have you already turned this in? 

If not, I am happy to do it for you.., please send your list of kids to me_It is due tomorrow... 

>>> 

From: Beth Miller 

To: Anson Dorrance; Brian Kalbas; C D Mock; Dennis Craddock; Derek Galvin; Donna J. Papa; EImar Bolowich; Jenny Slingluff-Levy; Joe Breschi; Joe 

Sagula; John Inman; Karen Shelton; Mike Fox; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Sally Austin; Sam Paul; Sarah Haney; Sylvia Hatchell 

CC: Alisa Rawls; Delaine Marbry; Donna Cheek; Jane High; Joan Holt; Kathy Griggs 

Date: 5/11/2009 2:47 PM 

Subject: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Fol ks, 

Please download and complete the attached form for your student-athlete’s who received a 3.0 or better for the Spring semester. Please email this form 
to Stacey Harris by May 20, 2009. 

Thanks!! 
~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alisa Rawls <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 19, 2009 1:55 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png 

Hi Tony- 

Do you have the women’s lacrosse grades list? 

-Alisa 

Alisa Rawls. Io~NC Athletics. POB 2126 Chapel Hill NC 275I 5 

Office (919) 962 5552~ Fax (919) 843 8175 

GO t tEELS 

From: Phil Barnes 

To: Alisa Rawls 

Date: 5/19/2009 1:52 PM 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Ask Tony Yount 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Alisa Rawls 

To: Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Sally Austin <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 5/19/2009 1:35:08 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Hello WLAX and WGolf- 

Have you already turned this in? 

If not, I am happy to do it for you.., please send your list of kids to me_It is due tomorrow... 

From: Beth Miller 

To: Anson Dorrance; Brian Kalbas; C D Mock; Dennis Craddock; Derek Galvin; Donna J. Papa; EImar Bolowich; Jenny Slingluff-Levy; Joe Breschi; Joe 

Sagula; John Inman; Karen Shelton; Mike Fox; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Sally Austin; Sam Paul; Sarah Haney; Sylvia Hatchell 

CC: Alisa Rawls; Delaine Marbry; Donna Cheek; Jane High; Joan Holt; Kathy Griggs 

Date: 5/11/2009 2:47 PM 

Subject: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Fol ks, 

Please download and complete the attached form for your student-athlete’s who received a 3.0 or better for the Spring semester. Please email this form 
to Stacey Harris by May 20, 2009. 

Thanks!! 
~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alisa Rawls <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:37 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png 

Thanks so much!!!! This is so extremely helpful! 

Hope you have a great time in MD if you are going, which I think you are. :) 

-Alisa 

/{lisa Rawls. UNC Athletics. POB 2126 Chapel tti]l NC 27515 

Office (919) 962 5552. Fax (919) 84-3 8175 
GO HEELS 

>>> 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Alisa Rawls <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: 8:37 PM 

Subject: Re: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Alisa. 

Dean’s List for spring 

ACC Honor Roll for academic year: 3.0 or better, fall and spring semester\ 

3.0 or above for spring semester only: 

Dean’s List spring 

ACC Honor Roll for the Academic year (3,0 or better for fall and spring semesters) 

3.0 or above for spring semester only: 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Tony 



On at 1:54 PM, Alisa Rawls wrote: 

Hi Tony- 

Do you have the 

-Alisa 

grades list? 

Alisa R~wls. UNC Athletics. POB 2126 Chapel Hill NC 275I 5 
Oftlc{" (919) 902 5552. Fax (919) 843 8175 

GO HEELS 
<mime-attachment.png> 

I:rom: Phil Barnes 

To: Alisa Rawls 

Date: 1:52 PM 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Ask Tony Yount 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Alisa Rawls 

To: Jennifer Cook <cookir@uncaa,unc.edu> 

To: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Sally Austin <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa,unc,edu> 

Sent: 1:35:08 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Hello 

Have you already turned this in? 

If not, I am happy to do it for you.., please send your list of kids to me_It is due tomorrow... 

From: Beth Miller 

To: Anson Dorrance; Brian Kalbas; C D Mock; Dennis Craddock; Derek Galvin; Donna J. Papa; Elmar Bolowich; Jenny Slingluff-Levy; Joe 

Breschi; Joe Sagula; John Inman; Karen Shelton; Mike Fox; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Sally Austin; Sam Paul; Sarah Haney; Sylvia Hatchell 

CC: Alisa Rawls; Delaine Marbry; Donna Cheek; Jane High; Joan Holt; Kathy Griggs 

Date: 2:47 PM 

Subject: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Folks, 

Please download and complete the attached form for your student-athlete’s who received a 3.0 or better for the Spring semester. 

Please email this form to Stacey Harris by 

Thanks!! 
~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alisa Rawls <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:37 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png 

Thanks so much!!!! This is so extremely helpful! 

Hope you have a great time in MD if you are going, which I think you are. :) 

-Alisa 

Alisa Rawls. LY~.IC Athletics. POB 2126 Chapel HLll NC 27515 

OfFice ,/.919) 962 5552. Fax (919) 843 8175 
GO t 1EELS 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Alisa Rawls <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: 8:37 PM 

Subject: Re: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Alisa. 

Dean’s List for spring 

ACC Honor Roll for academic year: 3.0 or better, fall and spring semester\ 

3.0 or above for spring semester only: 

Dean’s List spring 

ACC Honor Roll for the Academic year (3.0 or better for fall and spring semesters) 

3.0 or above for spring semester only: 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Tony 



On at 1:54 PM, Alisa Rawls wrote: 

Hi Tony- 

Do you have the 

-Alisa 

grades list? 

Alisa RaMs. U~’C Athletics. POB 2126 Chapel t till ~-C 275i 5 

Of-flee (919) 9(,2 5552. Fax (919) 843 8175 

GO HEELS 

<mime-attachment.prig> 

Frem: Phil Barnes 

To: Alisa Rawls 

Date: 1:52 PM 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Ask Tony Yount 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Alisa Rawls 

To: Jennifer Cook <cookir@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Sally Austin <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 1:35:08 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Hello 

Have you already turned this in? 

If not, I am happy to do it for you._ please send your list of kids to me_It is due tomorrow... 

>>> 

From: Beth Miller 

To: Anson Dorrance; Brian Kalbas; C D Mock; Dennis Craddock; Derek Galvin; Donna J. Papa; Elmar Bolowich; Jenny Slingluff-Levy; Joe 

Breschi; Joe Sagula; John Inman; Karen Shelton; Mike Fox; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Sally Austin; Sam Paul; Sarah Haney; Sylvia Hatchell 

CC: Alisa Rawls; Delaine Marbry; Donna Cheek; Jane High; Joan Holt; Kathy Griggs 

Date: 2:47 PM 

Subject: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Folks, 

Please download and complete the attached form for your student-athlete’s who received a 3.0 or better for the Spring semester. 

Please email this form to Stacey Harris by 

Thanks!! 
~Beth 



Thanks so much!!!! This is so extremely helpful! 

Hope you have a great time in MD if you are going, which I think you are. 

-Alisa 

Alisa Rawls. LY~,IC Athletics. POB 2126 Chapel HiLl NC 27515 

Office (919) 962 5552. Fax (919) 843 8175 
GO t tEELS 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Alisa Rawls <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: 8:37 PM 

Subject: Re: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Alisa. 

Dean’s List for spring 

ACC Honor Roll for academic year: 3.0 or better, fall and spring semester\ 

3.0 or above for spring semester only: 

Dean’s List spring 

ACC Honor Roll for the Academic year (3.0 or better for fall and spring semesters) 

3.0 or above for spring semester only: 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Tony 

On , at 1:54 PM, Alisa Rawls wrote: 

Hi Tony- 

Do you have the 

-Alisa 

grades list? 

Alisa RaMs. UiN’C Athletics. POB 2126 Chapel t 511 I~-C 275i 5 

Of[lee (919) 962 5552~ Fax (919) 843 8175 



GO HEELS 

<mime-attachment.png> 

From: Phil Barnes 

To: Alisa Rawls 

Date: 1:52 PM 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Ask Tony Yount 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Alisa Rawls 

To: Jennifer Cook <cookir@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Sally Austin <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 1:35:08 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Hello 

Have you already turned this in? 

If not, I am happy to do it for you.., please send your list of kids to me..It is due tomorrow... 

From: Beth Miller 

To: Anson Dorrance; Brian Kalbas; C D Mock; Dennis Craddock; Derek Galvin; Donna J. Papa; Elmar Bolowich; Jenny Slingluff-Levy; Joe 

Breschi; Joe Sagula; John Inman; Karen Shelton; Mike Fox; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Sally Austin; Sam Paul; Sarah Haney; Sylvia Hatchell 

CC: Alisa Rawls; Delaine Marbry; Donna Cheek; Jane High; Joan Holt; Kathy Griggs 

Date: 2:47 PM 

Subject: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Folks, 

Please download and complete the attached form for your student-athlete’s who received a 3.0 or better for the Spring semester. 

Please email this form to Stacey Harris by 

Thanks!! 
~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May zo, zoo9 z:56 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Incoming Students 

FAo9 INCOMING STUDENTS.pdf 

Gentlemen, 

I’ve discussed this a little already, but I wanted to send you my copy of the listing that I want used. Pay special attention to 

page z - it is the nomenclature and system that we will use to classify and service students until they are ready to do on 

their own. Let me know if you have any questions, and get me your lists as soon as possible, also, pay special attention to 

CTOPS dates because the zgth is the last day to register - MAY 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May zo, zoo9 z:56 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Incoming Students 

FAo9 INCOMING STUDENTS.pdf 

Gentlemen, 

I’ve discussed this a little already, but I wanted to send you my copy of the listing that I want used. Pay special attention to 

page z - it is the nomenclature and system that we will use to classify and service students until they are ready to do on 

their own. Let me know if you have any questions, and get me your lists as soon as possible, also, pay special attention to 

CTOPS dates because the zgth is the last day to register - MAY 

Thanks, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 26, 2009 9:27 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walden, Wayne 
<wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Math 2 nights 

Monday and Wednesday evenings - for the remainder of 1st session (and probably 2nd session) with 
7-9 pm in 213A (math lab) 



Reporting-MTA: dns; mxp3.isis.unc.edu 

Received-From-MTA: DNS; smtpsrv3.isis.unc.edu 

Arrival-Date: Tue, 10:11:53 -0400 

Final-Recipient: RFC822; @unc.edu 

Action: failed 

Status: 5.0.0 

Remote-MTA: DNS; smtpsrvl.isis.unc.edu 

Diagnostic-Code: SMTP; 550 5.0.0 < 

Last-Attempt-Date: Tue, 

@unc.edu>... User unknown 

10:12:03 -0400 



From: Tony Yount <ton~onnt~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:12 AM 

To: ~email .unc.edtr~; 

~aol.com> 

Subject: CTOPS 

A~tach: Header 

The deadline for registering for CTOPS is        Yoffve only got 3 
days. Plea~ take care of this as quickly as possible. 

Thank~ 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mail Delivery Subsys~tem <~MAILER-DAEMON@mxp3.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:12 AM 

gyo un@email, unc. edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Returned mail: see transcript for details 

stams.txt; FILE.msg 

The original message was received at Tue, 
from smtpsr,~3.isis.unc.edu [152.2.2.251 ] 

10:11:53 -(MO3 

..... The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ..... 
< ~))unc edu> 

(reason: 550 5.00 <         ~unc.edu>... User unknown) 

..... Transcript of session ]bllows ..... 
... while talking to smtpsrvl isis.unc.edu. : 
>>> I)ATA 

<<< 550 50.0          ~unc.edu> . User unknown 
550 5.1 1          @unc.edu>... User unknown 
<<< 503 5.00 Need RCPT (recipient) 



Reporting-MTA: dns; mxp3.isis.unc.edu 

Received-From-MTA: DNS; smtpsrv3.isis.unc.edu 

Arrival-Date: Tue, 10:11:53 -0400 

Final-Recipient: RFC822; @unc.edu 

Action: failed 

Status: 5.0.0 

Remote-MTA: DNS; smtpsrvl.isis.unc.edu 

Diagnostic-Code: SMTP; 550 5.0.0 

Last-Attempt-Date: Tue, 

9unc.edu>... User unknown 

10:12:03 -0400 



From: Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:12 AM 

To: ~email.unc.edu>; 

~aol.com> 

Subject: CTOPS 

A~tach: Header 

~unc.edu-~; 

The deadline for registering for CTOPS is        You’ve only got 3 
days. Plea~ take care of this as quickly as possible. 

Thank~ 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            ’ 9:29 AM 

~gmail.com 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

testing tomorrow 

Hi 
Dr. Lyn Johnson can get started on the testing here at the center, tomorrow, Thursday at 1. mary 

Mary C. Willingham 
Learning Specialist 
Tutor/SI Coordinator 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

(919)843-6029 
mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             9:29 AM 

~gmail.com 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

testing tomorrow 

Hi 
Dr. Lyn Johnson can get started on the testing here at the center, tomorrow, Thursday at 1. mary 

Mary C. Willingham 
Learning Specialist 
Tutor/SI Coordinator 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

(919)843-6029 
mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:06 PM 

To: Book List 

Subject: Updated Book List I 

Attach: TEXT.htm; Book List .xls 

See attached, has been added to the list for 2nd session. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~i schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



See attached, has been added to the list for 2nd session, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant _&D for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 
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A i 
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198 2 
199 2 
200 2 
201 2 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:53 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Another CTOPS situation 

TEXT.htm 

She is in the proper session, but her credit card was not captured. Have her call and pay the $16o (not again since the first 
payment was never made). She has until Friday to get it done, after that, she will be dropped from the session. Thanks, B 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 1:11 PM >>> 

incoming freshman women’s 
would like to come Session 13, and Is that possible? 

had problems registering, outlined below. She 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Date:, 6:33:40 AM EDT 
To: ncaa,unc, edu 
Subject: Re: CTOPS 

I can do the one in late July, I think it was the 
NOT the     and    one. 

and or : .I know that is the one I am good for! 

My cell phone number is 

My mom did it by credit card, but from the looks of it, it never charged onto her thing! 

thanks for all your help! I am so sorry about all of this :( 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.ur~c.edu> 

To: ~aoLcom>; 

Sent: Mon 9:00 pm 

Subject: Re: CTOPS 

Hey 

Good to hear from you. I’m not surprised that it wouldn’t let you 
register. I think I may be able to help you get registered when I get 

to the office tomorrow. I’ll need two pieces of information. 1. 
Your preferred dates to come. (I know that June 4&5 and June 15&16 are 
completely full) 

2. Did your mom send the money by check, or by credit card. As soon 
as you get that to me, I’ll get to work on getting you into a session. 
It would also be a good idea to send me your cell phone, and your AIM 
name so we can communicate more easily. My cell is 

My AIM is: 
On           at 7:16 PM, i             @aoLcorn wrote: 

@emaiLur~c.edu> 

I registered for this on , but got an email saying my 



payment was not recieved when my mom had sent the money in?! 

I tried again yesterday and now it won’t let me! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tony Yount < ncaa.unc.edu> 

To: @aoLcom>; 

@unc.edu 

> 

Sent: Tue, 

Subject: CTOPS 

10:11 am 

The deadline for registering for CTOPS is . You’ve only got 3 

days. Please take care of this as quickly as possible. 

Thanks, 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 3, 2009 11:25 AM 

Waicus, Kelly <waicus@email.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dr. Waicus, 

I do not have a file for and we never paid NCNP for an evaluation for her. I do, however, see that 
. Perhaps it was covered by her personal 

insurance - not sure.      will need to go to the website at NCNP and download a release form (see link below), fax it to them and 
tell them to fax you (or the correct person) a copy of the report stating that they tested/diagnosed/treated her. Let me know if I can be 
of further assistance. 
Best, Mary W. 

under patient forms (release of information) 

Mary C. Willingham 

Learning Specialist 

Tutor/SI Coordinator 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

(919)843-6029 
mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 3, 2009 11:25 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dr. Waicus, 

I do not have a file for ;, and we never paid NCNP for an evaluation for her. I do, however, see that 
Perhaps it was covered by her personal 

insurance - not sure.      will need to go to the website at NCNP and download a release form (see link below), fax it to them and 
tell them to fax you (or the correct person) a copy of the report stating that they tested/diagnosed/treated her. Let me know if I can be 
of further assistance. 
Best, Mary W. 

under patiem forms (release of information) 

Mary C. Willingham 

Learning Specialist 

Tutor/SI Coordinator 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

(919)843-6029 
mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 3, 2009 3:50 PM 

Compliance; -Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Williams, Andre 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Holliday, Corey <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Gregory, Cassandra <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; Haydon, Joe 

< haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; Copeland, Jackie <jackiecl@email.unc.edu >; Law, 
Greg <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Horton, Toni <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: Out of Office 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

[ will be out of the office on vacation tomorrow and Friday. Not sure how much (if any) internet access [ will have, so you 

should probably just assume that [ won’t be reachable by email until Monday. 1’11 have my computer for files, though, so 

if you have an emergency that can’t wait until Monday, give me a call on my cell and 1’11 try to help 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@u~caao~CoedU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 4, zoo9 1:1o PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Non-Counter Rec Memo 

NON-COUNTER RECOMMENDATIONS.docx 

Here is the format I use... B 



UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Kenan Fieldhouse, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

June 3, 2009 

TO: Amy Herman 
Assistance Athletics Director, Compliance 

FROM: Brent Blanton 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

SUBJECT: Non-Counter Recommendations 

UBJECT: Non-Counter Recommendations 
Program for Student-Athletes 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

- Needs 16 hours to graduate (2.633 gpa) 
I recommend that he be granted aid for the Fall 2009 semester only. 

- Needs 13 hours to graduate (2.449 gpa) 
I recommend that he be granted aid for the Fall 2009 semester only. 

L - Needs 25 hours to graduate (3.706 gpa) 

I recommend that she be granted aid for the full 2oo9-2OlO academic year. 
Playing professionally, so the case will probably be fall only since the season is during the spring term. 

- Needs 40 hours to graduate (2.068 gpa) 
I recommend that she be granted aid for the full 2oo9-2OlO academic year. 
Similar to    , playing professionally will probably limit the need to fall only. 

- Needs 11 hours to graduate (2.685 gpa) 
I recommend that she be granted aid for the Fall 2009 semester only. 

- Needs 11 hours to graduate (2.047 gpa) 

I recommend that she be granted aid for the Fall 2009 semester only. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 4, zoo9 1:1o PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Non-Counter Rec Memo 

NON-COUNTER RECOMMENDATIONS.docx 

Here is the format I use... B 



UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Kenan Fieldhouse, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

June 3, 2009 

TO: Amy Herman 
Assistance Athletics Director, Compliance 

FROM: Brent Blanton 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

SUBJECT: Non-Counter Recommendations 

UBJECT: Non-Counter Recommendations 

Program for Student-Athletes 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

- Needs 16 hours to graduate (2.633 gpa) 
I recommend that he be granted aid for the Fall 2009 semester only. 

- Needs 13 hours to graduate (2.449 gpa) 
I recommend that he be granted aid for the Fall 2009 semester only. 

- Needs 25 hours to graduate (3.706 gpa) 

I recommend that she be granted aid for the full 2oo9-2OlO academic year. 
Playing professionally, so the case will probably be fall only since the season is during the spring term. 

- Needs 40 hours to graduate (2.068 gpa) 
I recommend that she be granted aid for the full 2oo9-2OlO academic year. 
Similar to     playing professionally will probably limit the need to fall only. 

- Needs 11 hours to graduate (2.685 gpa) 

I recommend that she be granted aid for the Fall 2oo9 semester only. 

- Needs 11 hours to graduate (2.047 gpa) 

I recommend that she be granted aid for the Fall 2009 semester only. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Steve Reznick <reznick@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 10, 2009 11:33 AM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 

Tony & Robert - Yes, this can be done. Is the request to drop PHYS 
and replace it with MATH       If so, does the scheduled time for MATH 

fit with her schedule? 

Thanks, 
S. 

Robert Mercer wrote: 
> Let me know - thanks. RJM 
> 

> >>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/9/2009 9:08 PM >>> 
> Robert, 
> 

> Several weeks ago I had conversations with you and with Dr. Steven 
> Reznick about an incoming freshmar 

was not invited to join the Honors Program despite an AI of 
> 3.772. She will likely enter the University (pending AP exam scores) 
> with approximately 60 hours of credit,         intends to apply to 
> j oin that program in January of 2010. In my conversations with you and 
> with Dr. Reznick, you each indicated that if there were students who 
> were unable to register for their First Year Seminar of choice, that 
> perhaps in special circumstances, Dr. Reznick could help us out in 
> rare cases if the request came through you. 
> 

> was able to get into FYS PHY She would prefer to be in 
> FYS MATE Succeeding in an honors level course would certainly 
> enhance application. The opportunity to take a class with 
> the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the Math Department would 
> give her the chance to impress and possibly earn a substantive 
> recommendation letter for the Honors Program. 
> 

> If you could help by forwarding this request to Dr. Reznick 
> we would deeply appreciate it. 

> Thanks 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, 
> Kenan Field House 

J. Steven Reznick 
Professor, Department of Psychology 
Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
CB#3270 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Office: 919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
FAX: 919 962-2537 
Home: 
Web: ~://www.anc.e&~/,~reznick/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, June 10, 2009 11"34 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re" Fwd: 

TEXT.htm 

>>> Steve Reznick <reznick@email.unc.edu> 6/10/2009 11:32 AM >>> 
Tony & Robert - Yes, this can be done. Is the request to drop PHYS 
and replace it with MATH      If so, does the scheduled time for MATH 

fit with her schedule? 

Thanks, 
S. 

Robert Mercer wrote: 
> Let me know - thanks. RJM 
> 
> >>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/9/2009 9:08 PM >>> 
> Robert, 
> 
> Several weeks ago I had conversations with you and with Dr. Steven 
> Reznick about an incoming freshman 
>       was not invited to join the Honors Program despite an AI of 
> 3.772. She will likely enter the University (pending AP exam scores) 
> with approximately 60 hours of credit,       intends to apply to 
> join that program in January of 2010. In my conversations with you and 
> with Dr. Reznick, you each indicated that if there were students who 
> were unable to register for their First Year Seminar of choice, that 
> perhaps in special circumstances, Dr. Reznick could help us out in 
> rare cases if the request came through you. 
> 
>       was able to get into FYS PHY     She would prefer to be in 
> FYS MATI- . Succeeding in an honors level course would certainly 

> enhance application. The opportunity to take a class with 
> the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the Math Department would 
> give her the chance to impress and possibly earn a substantive 
> recommendation letter for the Honors Program. 
> 
> If you could help       by forwarding this request to Dr. Reznick 
> we would deeply appreciate it. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, 
> Kenan Field House 

J. Steven Reznick 



Professor, Department of Psychology 
Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
CB#3270 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Office: 
FAX: 
Home: 
Web: 

919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
919 962-2537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 10, 2009 11:34 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 

TEXT.htm 

>>> Steve Reznick <reznick@email.unc.edu> 6/10/2009 11:32 AM >>> 
Tony & Robert - Yes, this can be done. Is the request to drop PHYS 
and replace it with MATH      If so, does the scheduled time for MATH 

fit with her schedule? 

Thanks, 
S. 

Robert Mercer wrote: 
> Let me know - thanks. RJM 
> 
> >>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/9/2009 9:08 PM >>> 
> Robert, 
> 
> Several weeks ago I had conversations with you and with Dr. Steven 
> Reznick about an incoming freshman 
>       was not invited to join the Honors Program despite an AI of 
> 3.772. She will likely enter the University (pending AP exam scores) 
> with approximately 60 hours of credit,       intends to apply to 
> join that program in January of 2010. In my conversations with you and 
> with Dr. Reznick, you each indicated that if there were students who 
> were unable to register for their First Year Seminar of choice, that 
> perhaps in special circumstances, Dr. Reznick could help us out in 
> rare cases if the request came through you. 
> 
>       was able to get into FYS PHY    She would prefer to be in 
> FYS MATH Succeeding in an honors level course would certainly 
> enhance application. The opportunity to take a class with 
> the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the Math Department would 
> give her the chance to impress and possibly earn a substantive 
> recommendation letter for the Honors Program. 
> 
> If you could help       by forwarding this request to Dr. Reznick 
> we would deeply appreciate it. 
> 

> Thanks 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, 
> Kenan Field House 



J. Steven Reznick 
Professor, Department of Psychology 
Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
CB#3270 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Office: 
FAX: 
Home: 
Web: 

919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
919 962-2537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Steve Reznick <reznick@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 11, 2009 10:43 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Done. 

Tony Yount wrote: 
> Steve, 
> 
> Yes, thank you. The request is to drop PHYS and add MATH, The 
> Math is at 9:30 T/Th and that time slot is open on schedule. 
> 

> 

> Tony 
> On Jun 10, 2009, at 11:32 AM, Steve Reznick wrote: 
> 
>> Tony & Robert - Yes, this can be done. Is the request to drop PHYS 
>>    and replace it with MATH       If so, does the scheduled time for 
>> MATH fit with her schedule? 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> S. 
>> 

>> Robert Mercer wrote: 
>>> Let me know - thanks. RJM 
>>> >>> Tony Yotmt <tonyyotmt@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/9/2009 9:08 PM >>> 
>>> Robert, 
>>> Several weeks ago I had conversations with you and with Dr. Steven 
>>> Reznick about an incoming freshman 
>>>                    was not invited to join the Honors Program 
>>> despite an AI of 3.772. She will likely enter the University (pending 
>>> AP exam scores) with approximately 60 hours of credit. 
>>> intends to apply to join that program in January of 2010. In my 
>>> conversations with you and with Dr. Reznick, you each indicated that 
>>> if there were students who were unable to register for their First 
>>> Year Seminar of choice, that perhaps in special circumstances, Dr. 
>>> Reznick could help us out in rare cases if the request came through you. 
>>>        was able to get into FYS PHY     She would prefer to be in 
>>> FYS MATH, Succeeding in an honors level course would certainly 
>>> enhance application. The opportunity to take a class with 
>>> the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the Math Department would 
>>> give her the chance to impress and possibly earn a substantive 
>>> recommendation letter for the Honors Program. 
>>> If you could help        by forwarding this request to Dr. Reznick 
>>> we would deeply appreciate it. 
>>> Thanks 
>>> Tony Yount 
>>> Academic Adviser, 
>>> Kenan Field House 

>> 

>> J. Steven Reznick 
>> Professor, Department of Psychology 
>> Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
>> Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
>> CB#3270 



>> University of North Carolina 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 
>> 
>> Office: 919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
>> FAX: 919 962-2537 
>> Home: 
>> Web: h~p:iA~ww~ur~c~ed~/~,reznicki 
> 

J. Steven Reznick 
Professor, Department of Psychology 
Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
CB#3270 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Office: 919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
FAX: 919 962-2537 
Home: 
Web: ~ :iiw.ww.u~c. ed ~i~-~rez~d~~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             10:25 AM 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

your request 

Hi 
After reviewing your documentation the following decision has been made: 
Given your past success with Math    and strong SAT scores it has 
been recommended that you enroll in Math ; you would be entitled to 
accommodations (extended time if necessary) and there is supplemental 
instruction available as well. 
If this course proves too difficult we can revisit your request for a 
math substitution at that time. It is recommended you discuss this with 
your academic adviser as you plan upcoming semesters. 
As always, I am available to discuss this decision or assist in 
securing accommodations. 

Regards, 
Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

,~enny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3une :[1, 2009 4:29 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: IWLCA Academic Honor Roll Nominations 

TEXT.htm; [NAGE.gif; [MAGE.bmp 

Tony, 
T think we have a few kids who would qualify. Do you have time to help me out with this? 

Thanks, 
.~enny 

Carolina 2009 Summer Camps 
REGTSTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

.~enny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 
Carolina Lacrosse 

>>> Lellie Swords <lellie.swords@uc.edu> 5/28/2009 :~:E3 PM >>> 

This email contains pictures. To view~ choose this link 

Nominations for the 2009 IWLCA Academic Honor Roll are due by June 30, 2009. Please use the 

link below to nominate your players who qualify for the award. 

http:!!www.zoomeranq.com/Survey/survey-intro.zqi?p=WEB2298DXZDW9H 

As a reminder, the criteria for the award is listed below. 

You may have unlimited nominations for junior, senior, and graduate student athletes whose 
cumulative GPA is above a 3.50. Transfer students must have served an academic year in 
residence in order to be eligible for nomination. 

If no student-athletes meet the 3.50 GPA criteria, you may nominate up to TWO student-athletes 
who have attained junior, senior, or graduate student standing and have a cumulative GPA 
between 3.20 and 3.49. 

If you are nominating any athlete below a 3.50 GPA, the maximum number of nominations you 
can submit are "RNO. For example, you may have one nominee above a 3.5 and one between a 
3.20 and 3.49. You may not have two nominees between 3.20 and 3.49 in addition to unlimited 
nominees above a 3.50. 

If you are only nominating two athletes, please nominate the eligible student-athletes with the 

highest qualifying GPA on your team. 

Please contact Kerri Whitaker, Chair of the Academic Awards Committee, if you have any questions 
regarding the nomination process (.~__0__2___0__@_c___o_]_u__[_n___b_j__a_:__e__d_~!). 

<!-[if !su pport LineBrea kNewLine]-> 

<!-[endif]-> 

This email was sent to you by Cincinnati, Women’s Lacrosse. If you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this link. 



Tony, 
I think we have a few kids who would qualify. Do you have time to help me out with this? 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

Carolina 2009 Summer Camps 
REGI~STER NOW! 
www.carolinalacrosseca mps~com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 
Carolina Lacrosse 

>>> Lellie Swords <lellie.swords@uc.edu> 5/28/2009 1:13 PM >>> 

This email contains pictures. To view, choose this link 

Nominations for the 2009 IWLCA Academic Honor Roll are due by June 30, 2009. Please use the 
link below to nominate your players who qualify for the award. 

http://www.zoomeranq.com/Su rvey/survey-intro.zqi?p=WEB2298DXZDWgH 

As a reminder, the criteria for the award is listed below. 

You may have unlimited nominations for junior, senior, and graduate student athletes whose 
cumulative GPA is above a 3~50. Transfer students must have served an academic year in 
residence in order to be eligible for nomination. 

If no student-athletes meet the 3.50 GPA criteria, you may nominate up to TWO student-~thletes 
who have attained junior, senior, or graduate student standing and have a cumulative GPA 
between 3.20 and 3.49~ 

If you are nominating any athlete below a 3.50 GPA, the maximum number of nominations you 
can submit are TWO. For example, you may have one nominee above a 3.5 and one between a 
3.20 and 3.49. You may not have two nominees between 3.20 and 3.49 in addition to unlimited 
nominees above a 3.50. 

If you are only nominating two athletes, please nominate the eligible student-~thletes with the 

highest qualifying GPA on your team. 

Please contact Kerri Whitaker, Chair of the Academic Awards Committee, if you have any questions 
regarding the nomination pt~)cess (_k_~_0___2__0__@_£9_[_u__r_[)__b_[’_a__~__d__u_.)~ 

<!-[if !su ppo~t LineBrea kNewLine]-> 

<!-[endif]-> 

This email was sent to you by Cincinnati, Women’s Lacrosse. if you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this link. 



Tony, 
I think we have a few kids who would qualify. Do you have time to help me out with this? 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

Carolina 2009 Summer Camps 
REGI~STER NOW! 
www.carolinalacrosseca mps~com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 
Carolina Lacrosse 

>>> Lellie Swords <lellie.swords@uc.edu> 5/28/2009 1:13 PM >>> 

This email contains pictures. To view, choose this link 

Nominations for the 2009 IWLCA Academic Honor Roll are due by June 30, 2009. Please use the 
link below to nominate your players who qualify for the award. 

http://www.zoomeranq.com/Su rvey/survey-intro.zqi?p=WEB2298DXZDWgH 

As a reminder, the criteria for the award is listed below. 

You may have unlimited nominations for junior, senior, and graduate student athletes whose 
cumulative GPA is above a 3~50. Transfer students must have served an academic year in 
residence in order to be eligible for nomination. 

If no student-athletes meet the 3.50 GPA criteria, you may nominate up to TWO student-~thletes 
who have attained junior, senior, or graduate student standing and have a cumulative GPA 
between 3.20 and 3.49~ 

If you are nominating any athlete below a 3.50 GPA, the maximum number of nominations you 
can submit are TWO. For example, you may have one nominee above a 3.5 and one between a 
3.20 and 3.49. You may not have two nominees between 3.20 and 3.49 in addition to unlimited 
nominees above a 3.50. 

If you are only nominating two athletes, please nominate the eligible student-~thletes with the 

highest qualifying GPA on your team. 

Please contact Kerri Whitaker, Chair of the Academic Awards Committee, if you have any questions 
regarding the nomination pt~)cess (_k_~_0___2__0__@_£9_[_u__r_[)__b_[’_a__~__d__u_.)~ 

<!-[if !su ppo~t LineBrea kNewLine]-> 

<!-[endif]-> 

This email was sent to you by Cincinnati, Women’s Lacrosse. if you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this link. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 14, 2009 12:06 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 3 great iPhotos 

yes for biology. 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 06/13/09 10:59 PM >>> 
with around a 2.2 cumulative (and that was a 

struggle) is taking Biology 2nd session of summer school. She has two 
sharp        friends who are going to help her, but she will need all 
the tutoring we can get for her to make it through that class (which 
is necessary for her intended major). 
which is why we kept her out of first session. Hoping that one class 
to focus on will make it possible to pass. Do we have a BIOL tutor for 
2nd session? 

Tony 

DSC 0001 

DSC 0002 

DSC 0003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 14, 2009 12:06 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 3 great iPhotos 

yes for biology. 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 06/13/09 10:59 PM >>> 
with around a 2.2 cumulative (and that was a 

struggle) is taking Biology 2nd session of summer school. She has two 
sharp,       friends who are going to help her, but she will need all 
the tutoring we can get for her to make it through that class (which 
is necessary for her intended major). 
which is why we kept her out of first session. Hoping that one class 
to focus on will make it possible to pass. Do we have a BIOL tutor for 
2nd session? 

Tony 

DSC 0001 

DSC 0002 

DSC 0003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:02 PM 

~email.unc=edu;-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com;                    @email.unc.edu>; 

Volunteer Opportunities 

Carolina Kids Camp.pub; OCRCC Moving.pub; FPG Flyer.pub 

~email.unc.edu;       @email=unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu;       @email.unc.edu 

Hey there, 

Attached are some summer volunteer opportunities.., please let me know if you are interested in participating. 

Academic counselors if you have student-athletes here second session and they are looking for some outreach opportunities ... please pass on and send them to me. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 17, 2009 6:47 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: 2nd session bio 

Re_ 2nd session bio.msg 

will tutor for Bio,     needs to make an appointment - can you let her know? 
I am guessing that we will be here for a while now - mary (bat boy chaperone) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<rcb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 15, 2009 5:13 PM 

Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 2nd session bio 

No problem! We head out on vacation on the 27th and return on the 14th 
of July. I look forward to meeting her. She can make an appointment 
through our web site that is most convenient for her. Let me know if I 
can help get her scheduled. 

from the Writing Center told me that one of the dancers 
fell during the Saturday Bolshoi. Were you there? Yikes! ! 

Quoting Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Hi Robin, 
We have a taking bio during 2nd summer 
session, 2.2 GPA so 1 am not sure that it is a good choice. Will you 
be around at all to work with her? I have a med student who could 
meet with her but it might not be the greatest ’fit’ - maybe you 
could double team her if you are in town at all .... thanks, mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 17, 2009 6:47 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: 2nd session bio 

FlLE.msg 

Robin will tutor for Bio,     needs to make an appointment - can you let her know? 
I am guessing that we will be here for a while now - mary (bat boy chaperone) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<rcb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 15, 2009 5:13 PM 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 2nd session bio 

Header 

No problem! We head out on vacation on the 27th and return on the 14th 
of July. I look forward to meeting her. She can make an appointment 
through our web site that is most convenient for her. Let me know if I 
can help get her scheduled. 

from the Writing Center told me that one of the dancers 
fell during the Saturday Bolshoi. Were you there? Yikes! ! 

Quoting Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Hi Robin, 
> We have a __ taking bio during 2nd summer 
> session, 2.2 GPA so I am not sure that it is a good choice. Will you 

> be around at all to work with her? I have a med student who could 
> meet with her but it might not be the greatest ’fit’ - maybe you 
> could double team her if you are in town at all .... thanks, mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Spencer B. Welborn" <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             9:15 AM 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu>; CynthiaReynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc. edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa. unc. edu> 
ACC Honor Roll Matching 

Greetings...more ACC Honor Roll: 

Our ACC Honor Roll List and our composite are off by a large number. If you could go back and look at your numbers I would appreciate 
it. Below are the numbers on the composite vs. ACC Honor Roll List that you gave me. Please get back to me and let me know the correct 
number. Sports Information is asking us for a solid number so I want to make sure we are accurate. 

Baseball: 
Composite 4 

M. Fencing: 
Composite 14 

W. Fencing: 
Composite 11 

Football: 
Composite 9 

W. Golf: 
Composite 4 

Gymnastics: 
Composite 7 

W. Lacrosse: 
Composite 9 

Rowing: 
Composite 30 

M. Tennis: 
Composite 2 

ACC Honor Roll 3 

ACC Honor Roll 17 

ACC Honor Roll 13 

ACC Honor Roll 10 (I think this is 

ACC Honor Roll 5 

ACC Honor Roll 8 

ACC Honor Roll 15 

ACC Honor Roll 34 

ACC Honor Roll 3 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 29, 2009 11 : 15 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Biology 

Hi Tony,     stopped by and she is going to go to the free tutoring today and/or tomorrow and check it out - I told her to check back 

in if it was not going to work and I would find someone. That meeting just lit a fire under my behind to get more serious about 

finding something else to do - hard to believe that I have lasted 6 years with my mouth! Mary 
>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/29/2009 10:32 AM >>> 

Mary, 

Robin Blanton is out until July 14, leaving my            without a 
Biol tutor. I told her that I think there is an SI for that course and 
she should attend those sessions, but she should drop by your office 
soon to find out if we have other options this summer. Thanks. 

And during Friday’s SI meeting, I’m sitting there the whole time 
thinking that I surely wish that you ran the AC. We think alike, and 

the boys club is on a different planet. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, July 12, 2009 1:27 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 4th of July Thoughts (Out of Office) 

I am out of the office until Monday, July 13 with limited access to email. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Spencer 
Welbom at welbom@uncaa.unc.edu or 919.843.2328. 

Take care, 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Lloyd z~gary lloyd@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 15, 2009 4:32 PM 

Lloyd, Gary<gary lloyd@unc.edw~; SIS-chat <sis-chat@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: [s~dent reco:ds advisory] ConnectCarolina information from last week’s meeting] 

SIS screens to deactivate FINAL.xls; ConnectCarolina presentation to SRAG 20090709 FINAL.pptx; ConnectCarolina Cutover 
Information Fact Sheet V3.pdf 

Some of you may have been at the Student Records Advisory Group meeting 
last week and received the information below from the ConnectCarolina 
]istserv for the Student Records Advisory Group that was sent out 
yesterday. Therefore this may be redundant in[~ormation ]’or folks on 
that listserv too. However, I felt it important to go out to the larger 
list of specific SIS and/or Faculty/Staff Central users. 

’]?he attached documents explain the first phase o17 cut-over to 
ConnectCarolina ]2~r Bio-Demo data that is currently underway. There is 
also a spreadsheet attached with a list of the SIS screens which were 
considered for this cut-over phase to PeopleSoft. If you have any 
questions about the SIS screens involved, please let us know 

’]?hanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [studentrecords advisory] ConnectCarolina information from 
last week’s meeting 
Date: Tue, 14 Ju12009 11:17:34-0400 

From: Debra Beller <debrabeller@unc.edu> 
Reply-To: The student recordsadvisory mailing list. 
<studentrecords advisory@listser~,~.unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: The student recordsadvisoly mailing list. 
<student records advisory@listselw.unc.edu> 

Hello. Attached are three pieces of information from last week’s meeting: 

* the SIS screens spreadsheet which details the changes that begin 
tonight 

* the Project Update powe12ooint which has details of all of the 
set.ice outages that begin tonight 

* the July 2009 Cutover and Selwice Outage Fact Sheet, a handy 
reference to all of the set.ice outages that begin tonight 

You can find additional irffomaation at http://connectcarolina.unc.edu/ 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need an?- other 
information Thanks’. 

Debra 

Debra Beller 
Infolrnation Communication Specialist 
ConnectCarolina 
ERP, ITS 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
211 Mama]rig Dl-~ve 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 919-843-0477 

Email: debrabeller@unc edu 

Web: http://comaectcarolina.uaac edu 

-- You are CUl~ently subscribed to student records advisoW as: gary lloyd@unc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.eduAa?id 15579841.dec7c85eabae38bbf6bbc6cf30daelaS&n T&I student recordsadvisol~’&o 24982859. or send a blank email to leave-24982859- 

15579841. decTc 85eabae38bbf6bbc6cf30dael a8 @listserv.uaac.edu 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate Universig~" Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the Umversity Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
~mail: gary llnyd@unc.edu 



You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

send a blank email to leave-24990995-12908206.f41 f48f5ecd9c1118ddb7ab211979dl 1 @[istserv.unc.edu 



1 

2 

3 Screen 

4 OPD 

5 01N 

6 OPS 

003 

A 
SlS SCREEN REVIEW 

18 012 

19 013 

20 014 

21 

Function 

PID creation 

Name Change Screen 

Update SSN 

Update Addresses 

C 

Status 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Partial 

9 

10 004 Update or Create Permanent Address Remove 
11 005 Locate address Remove 

12 006 i Billing Address Remove 

13 06F i Family Address Remove 

14 007 Basic Bio-Demo Partial 

15 008 Veteran, Handicap Employee Data No action required 

16 009 i Foreign Student Data No action required 

17 010 Combined Bio-demo Address Data Remove 
No action required - This page is 

Name Change already not accessible. 

Contact info--not personal bio-demo No action required 

Electronic addresses Partial 

22 

23 
24 
25 016 

07A 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

Student Attributes/Residency 

i Privacy flags 

31 

32 

Partial 

Partial 



1 

2 

3 Fields/Codes to stay active Updates to PS? Owner of Transition/Maintenance work 
4 SIS group 

S SIS group 

6 SIS group 

7 Refund Address No SIS group 

8 SPECIAL USE-- PLUS 1 No SIS group 

9 SPECIAL USE-- PLUS 2 No SIS group 

10 SIS group 

11 SIS group 

12 SIS group 

13 SIS group 

14 "lnfo Release Flag" and "Deceased Date" No OUR and SIS 

15 

16 

17 No SIS group 

18 

19 

20 E1 from onyen (auto update) Yes SIS group 

21 E2 from application (auto update) Yes SIS group 

22 E6 Parent Plus No OUR and SIS group 

23 E7 Parent Plus No OUR and SIS group 

24 EC OAR/FAFSA No SIS group 

25 Residency Yes SiS group 

26 1: Student Health Service Code No SIS group 

27 2: Inoculation Flag No SIS group 

28 4: Forgiveness No SIS group 

29 6: Foreign language code 1 No SIS group 

30 7: Foreign language code 2 No SIS group 

31 8: Tuition benefit No SIS group 

32 11: NC Prob, Prov, Parent No SIS group 



1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

G 

Notes 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

SIS group needs to remove update access (make 

read-only) to all address codes except: "R," 

and "2" These three need to remain updateable. 

SIS group needs to remove update access (make 

read-only) to all address codes except: "R," 

and "2" These three need to remain updateable. 

SIS group needs to remove update access (make 

read-only) to all address codes except: "R," 

and "2" These three need to remain updateable. 

OUR will set security and SIS will need to shut off 

all fields except Info Release Flag and Deceased 

14 Date 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 
OUR to set access to FA only: SIS group to make all 

22 codes "read only" except E6 & E7 
OUR to set access to FA only: SIS group to make all 

23 codes "read only" except E6 & E7 

24 

25 Turn off all Report Attribute Flags 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

26 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

27 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

28 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

29 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

30 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

31 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

32 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 



A 
3 Screen 

33 

34 

35 

36 2FE 

37 110 

38 111 

119 
39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 206 

45 307 

46 309 

47 314 

48 204 

49 205 

50 207 

Function 

Application (home grown) 

Quick Admit 
i Residency 

iTerm report flags 

Status 

C 

Application No action required 

Pell Summary No action required 

Parent Resource--not personal bio-demo No action required 

Status Summary--not updatable No action required 

Publication flags Remove 

i Prospect/Pre-a pplicant Limited Access 

i Requirements Limited Access 

51 208 i Report Flags Partial 

52 209 High School History Limited Access 

53 210 Raw test scores Limited Access 

54 211 iCollege History Limited Access 

55 213 i Profile/Label request Remove 

56 219 Advisor List of applicants Remove 

57 220 Admissions Iocator display No action required 

58 221 Calculated Test Scores display No action required 

59 222 Profile Display No action required 

60 223 Profile display No action required 

61 225-229 Remove all 

62 230 i Program Requirements Limited Access 

63 231 i Program Requirements Display No action required 

64 235 Communication Definition No action required 

65 236 Communication No action required 

66 240 Test Score identifiers Limited Access 

67 241 iTest Suspense Remove 

68 242 Test Score Calculation Rules Limited Access 

69 250 iCollege Goal Table Limited Access 

70 251 HS unit minimum reqs definition Remove 

71 255 Anecdotal Entry No action required 

72 256 Anecdotal Display No action required 

73 257 Element Audit display No action required 

74 258 Admission Decision Audit Trail No action required 

75 27M Web Document menu Remove 

Remove 

Limited Access 

No action required 

Partial 



33 

34 

35 
36 
37 
38 

D 

Fields/Codes to stay active 

14: Fraternity 

15: Sorority 

16: Grad School Fee 

E 

Updates to PS? 

No 

No 

No 

No 

F 

Owner of Transition/Maintenance work 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

OUR 

39 Flag 5: Misc. Rpts No SiS group 

40 Flag 7: ISP Student No SiS group 

41 Flag 8: CTOPS Session No SIS group 

42 Flag 11: Housing No SIS group 

43 Flag 12: Registration Options No SIS group 

44 Yes 

45 No 

46 No 

47 No 

48 No SIS group 

49 No OU R 

50 No OUR 

51 10: MCR No OUR and SIS group 

52 Yes OUR 

53 Yes OUR 

54 Yes OU R 

55 No SIS group 

56 No SIS group 

57 No 

58 No 

59 No 

60 No 

61 No SIS group 

62 No OUR 

63 No 

64 No 

65 No 

66 No OUR 

67 No SIS group 

68 No OUR 

69 No OUR 

70 No SIS group 

71 No 

72 No 

73 No 

74 No 

75 No SIS group 



G 

3 Notes 
Please make the following flags "read-onlv": 3, 5, 

33 9, I0, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

34 9, I0, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

35 9, I0, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
36 
37 OUR only 
38 

Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

39 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

40 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

41 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

42 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

43 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 

44 

45 

46 used by FA for marital status 

47 used by FA for DOB, gender, ethnicity 

48 

49 

50 only Gary will need access 
OUR to limit access - SIS Group to make all fields 

51 read-only except field 10- MCR 

52 Gary to limit access 

53 Gary to limit access 

54 Gary to limit access 

55 no one claimed this screen 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 no one claimed these screens 

62 OUR only 

63 

64 Friday Center uses this one 

65 Summer School uses this one 

66 OUR only 

67 part of a batch load 

68 OUR only 

69 OUR only--maintenance of historical apps 

70 no one claimed this screen 

71 seems to be related to 345 (Cashier) 
72 

73 

74 

75 never been used 



A 
3 Screen 

76 1C1 

77 270 

78 271 

79 272 

80 273 

81 274 

Function 

Instructor table 

AM Web Document List 

AM Web Document Control 

AM Web Document Name Search 

AM Web Document Suspense 

AM Web Document Migrate 

C 
Status 

No action required 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 



76 
77 
78 
79 
8O 
81 

D 
Fields/Codes to stay active 

E 
Updates to PS? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

F 
Owner of Transition/Maintenance work 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 



G 

3 Notes 
Has to stay on in order to populate instructor 

76 table in SIS until end of Summer II 2010 

77 never been used 

78 never been used 

79 never been used 

80 never been used 

8:1 never been used 



ConnectCarolina Cutover Information Fact Sheet 

For user support, please contact the Help Desk at (919) 962-HELP (962-4357). 

The campus is preparing to launch ConnectCarolina, a new integrated administrative system. The 
first phase of this implementation will take place on July 20, 2009. 

The first phase is a new portal where the online campus directory will be accessed. This phase 
al so re-structures the University’s identity and person management systems to PeopleSoft (the 
software on which the new administrative system is built) which becomes the canonical source 
for person data on campus. Behind-the-scenes, many people from ITS and ConnectCarolina 
teams have been working diligently to create the system, clean up data and minimize service 
outages. 

July 2009 
The initial impact of ConnectCarolina for most of the University will be the online campus 
directory. Changes include a redirect to a new online location in the new enterprise portal and a 
redesigned directory update account interface. Students and employees will also see minor 
changes in the search or update tools. 

Service Outages 
This transition will require some service outages in the days leading up to July 20: 

From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m., there will be a service outage affecting the 
ability to create new PIDs or Onyens; consequently, no hiring that requires creation of a 
new PID can take place during this service outage. Onyen passwords can still be changed 
during the outage. When the outage ends, PIDs and Onyens will continue to be created 
through the same processes as before the service outage. 

From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m, updates cannot be made to information in 
the online campus directory. Look-up will be available during the service outage. When it 
returns, the online campus directory will be in its new location in the portal (a re-direct 
will be in place). 

From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m, campus users will not be able to update 
phone numbers for AlertCarolina notification. This does not affect the ability for 
AlertCarolina notifications to be sent out to numbers already in the system. When the 
outage ends, updates to AlertCarolina will continue to be created through the directory 
and through the same process as before the service outage. 

From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m., Student Information Services (SIS) staff 
users will also experience the service outage as well as permanent changes affecting the 
screens within SIS that update student biographic and demographic information. SIS 
users affected by this change have been invited to training classes to learn the new system 

Students will no longer be able to update biographic/demographic ("bio-demo") 
information (address, gender, birthdate, etc.) in Student Central; beginning July 20, these 
updates must be made through the new portal 



Portal 
The University’s new enterprise portal is scheduled for launch in July (portal is a web-based 
front-end access to PeopleSoft and other enterprise applications). This will be the place for 
prospective students to access the admissions functionality; current students, faculty and staff 
will also go to the portal to use the directory-. Over time, more functionality will be added to 
portal and it will replace Student Central and Faculty/Staff Central. The portal will not 
replace www.unc.edu as the primary information source for the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. The portal will primarily be used by staff, faculty and students to conduct 
transactions (directory, registration, tuition payment, etc.); prospective students will also use the 
portal to access the undergraduate online application beginning in August 2009. 

Changes in Online Campus Directory Service 
When the upgraded online campus director3, launches on July 20, it will be accessible at its new 
portal location. Students and employees will see a redesigned directory interface with minor 
changes in the search or update tools. 

Notable changes: 
¯ Several address fields will be available to students and employees. 
¯ Individuals may provide several types of phone numbers as part of their directory profile. 
¯ Employees’ ability to set privacy settings is unchanged. 
¯ Students will not be able to make their information completely private (known as 

invoking FERPA) through the directory or through Student Central; students wanting to 
utilize this privacy option will have to contact the University regi strar to ensure that they 
fully understand the ramifications of invoking FERPA. 
Employees’ position data will appear within the results of a directory search; however, 
employees will not see their employment or position information appear on the Update 
Personal Information screen; as is the process today, changes must be made through the 
human resources facilitator or representative within their department. 
Hospital employees will no longer be included in the online campus directory-. 

Next Steps 
The ConnectCarolina proj ect implementation continues with the launch of a new online 
application for undergraduate admissions in August 2009; the roll-out of components for the new 
student systems will continue through October 2010. New HR, payroll and finance systems 

based on PeopleSoft will be developed and implemented over the next few years, giving the 
University a fully integrated administrative system. 

Visit www.connectcarolina.unc.edu for more information on the July 20 go-live and upcoming 
ConnectCarolina implementations. 

For user support, please contact the Help Desk at (919) 962-HELP (962-4357). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Lloyd z~gary lloyd@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 15, 2009 4:32 PM 

Ga~ Lloyd <garylloyd@unc.edw~; gyount@email.unc.edu; SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc.edw~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: [s~dent reco:ds advisor] ConnectCarolina information from last week’s meeting] 

SIS screens to deactivate FINAL.xls; ConnectCarolina presentation to SILAG 20090709 FINAL.pptx; ConnectCarolina Cutover 
Information Fact Sheet V3.pdf 

Some of you may have been at the Student Records Advisory Group meeting 
last week and received the information below from the ConnectCarolina 
]istserv for the Student Records Advisory Group that was sent out 
yesterday. Therefore this may be redundant in[~ormation ]’or folks on 
that listserv too. However, I felt it important to go out to the larger 
list of specific SIS and/or Faculty/Staff Central users. 

’]?he attached documents explain the first phase o17 cut-over to 
ConnectCarolina ]2~r Bio-Demo data that is currently underway. There is 
also a spreadsheet attached with a list of the SIS screens which were 
considered for this cut-over phase to PeopleSoft. If you have any 
questions about the SIS screens involved, please let us know 

’]?hanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [studentrecords advisory] ConnectCarolina information from 
last week’s meeting 
Date: Tue, 14 Ju12009 11:17:34-0400 

From: Debra Beller <debrabeller@unc.edu> 
Reply-To: The student recordsadvisory mailing list. 
<studentrecords advisory@listser~,~.unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: The student recordsadvisoly mailing list. 
<student records advisory@listselw.unc.edu> 

Hello. Attached are three pieces of information from last week’s meeting: 

* the SIS screens spreadsheet which details the changes that begin 
tonight 

* the Project Update powe12ooint which has details of all of the 
set.ice outages that begin tonight 

* the July 2009 Cutover and Selwice Outage Fact Sheet, a handy 
reference to all of the set.ice outages that begin tonight 

You can find additional irffomaation at http://connectcarolina.unc.edu/ 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need an?- other 
information Thanks’. 

Debra 

Debra Beller 
Infolrnation Communication Specialist 
ConnectCarolina 
ERP, ITS 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
211 Mama]rig Dl-~ve 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 919-843-0477 

Email: debrabeller@unc edu 

Web: http://comaectcarolina.uaac edu 

-- You are CUl~ently subscribed to student records advisoW as: gary lloyd@unc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.eduAa?id 15579841.dec7c85eabae38bbf6bbc6cf30daelaS&n T&I student recordsadvisol~’&o 24982859. or send a blank email to leave-24982859- 

15579841. decTc 85eabae38bbf6bbc6cf30dael a8 @listserv.uaac.edu 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate Universig~" Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the Umversity Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
~mail: gary llnyd@unc.edu 



You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

send a blank email to leave-24990995-12908206.f41 f48f5ecd9c1118ddb7ab211979dl 1 @[istserv.unc.edu 



1 

2 

3 Screen 

4 OPD 

5 01N 

6 OPS 

003 

A 
SlS SCREEN REVIEW 

18 012 

19 013 

20 014 

21 

Function 

PID creation 

Name Change Screen 

Update SSN 

Update Addresses 

C 

Status 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Partial 

9 

10 004 Update or Create Permanent Address Remove 
11 005 Locate address Remove 

12 006 i Billing Address Remove 

13 06F i Family Address Remove 

14 007 Basic Bio-Demo Partial 

15 008 Veteran, Handicap Employee Data No action required 

16 009 i Foreign Student Data No action required 

17 010 Combined Bio-demo Address Data Remove 
No action required - This page is 

Name Change already not accessible. 

Contact info--not personal bio-demo No action required 

Electronic addresses Partial 

22 

23 
24 
25 016 

07A 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

Student Attributes/Residency 

i Privacy flags 

31 

32 

Partial 

Partial 



1 

2 

3 Fields/Codes to stay active Updates to PS? Owner of Transition/Maintenance work 
4 SIS group 

S SIS group 

6 SIS group 

7 Refund Address No SIS group 

8 SPECIAL USE-- PLUS 1 No SIS group 

9 SPECIAL USE-- PLUS 2 No SIS group 

10 SIS group 

11 SIS group 

12 SIS group 

13 SIS group 

14 "lnfo Release Flag" and "Deceased Date" No OUR and SIS 

15 

16 

17 No SIS group 

18 

19 

20 E1 from onyen (auto update) Yes SIS group 

21 E2 from application (auto update) Yes SIS group 

22 E6 Parent Plus No OUR and SIS group 

23 E7 Parent Plus No OUR and SIS group 

24 EC OAR/FAFSA No SIS group 

25 Residency Yes SiS group 

26 1: Student Health Service Code No SIS group 

27 2: Inoculation Flag No SIS group 

28 4: Forgiveness No SIS group 

29 6: Foreign language code 1 No SIS group 

30 7: Foreign language code 2 No SIS group 

31 8: Tuition benefit No SIS group 

32 11: NC Prob, Prov, Parent No SIS group 



1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

G 

Notes 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

SIS group needs to remove update access (make 

read-only) to all address codes except: "R," 

and "2" These three need to remain updateable. 

SIS group needs to remove update access (make 

read-only) to all address codes except: "R," 

and "2" These three need to remain updateable. 

SIS group needs to remove update access (make 

read-only) to all address codes except: "R," 

and "2" These three need to remain updateable. 

OUR will set security and SIS will need to shut off 

all fields except Info Release Flag and Deceased 

14 Date 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 
OUR to set access to FA only: SIS group to make all 

22 codes "read only" except E6 & E7 
OUR to set access to FA only: SIS group to make all 

23 codes "read only" except E6 & E7 

24 

25 Turn off all Report Attribute Flags 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

26 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

27 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

28 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

29 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

30 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

31 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

32 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 



A 
3 Screen 

33 

34 

35 

36 2FE 

37 110 

38 111 

119 
39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 206 

45 307 

46 309 

47 314 

48 204 

49 205 

50 207 

Function 

Application (home grown) 

Quick Admit 
i Residency 

iTerm report flags 

Status 

C 

Application No action required 

Pell Summary No action required 

Parent Resource--not personal bio-demo No action required 

Status Summary--not updatable No action required 

Publication flags Remove 

i Prospect/Pre-a pplicant Limited Access 

i Requirements Limited Access 

51 208 i Report Flags Partial 

52 209 High School History Limited Access 

53 210 Raw test scores Limited Access 

54 211 iCollege History Limited Access 

55 213 i Profile/Label request Remove 

56 219 Advisor List of applicants Remove 

57 220 Admissions Iocator display No action required 

58 221 Calculated Test Scores display No action required 

59 222 Profile Display No action required 

60 223 Profile display No action required 

61 225-229 Remove all 

62 230 i Program Requirements Limited Access 

63 231 i Program Requirements Display No action required 

64 235 Communication Definition No action required 

65 236 Communication No action required 

66 240 Test Score identifiers Limited Access 

67 241 iTest Suspense Remove 

68 242 Test Score Calculation Rules Limited Access 

69 250 iCollege Goal Table Limited Access 

70 251 HS unit minimum reqs definition Remove 

71 255 Anecdotal Entry No action required 

72 256 Anecdotal Display No action required 

73 257 Element Audit display No action required 

74 258 Admission Decision Audit Trail No action required 

75 27M Web Document menu Remove 

Remove 

Limited Access 

No action required 

Partial 



33 

34 

35 
36 
37 
38 

D 

Fields/Codes to stay active 

14: Fraternity 

15: Sorority 

16: Grad School Fee 

E 

Updates to PS? 

No 

No 

No 

No 

F 

Owner of Transition/Maintenance work 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

OUR 

39 Flag 5: Misc. Rpts No SiS group 

40 Flag 7: ISP Student No SiS group 

41 Flag 8: CTOPS Session No SIS group 

42 Flag 11: Housing No SIS group 

43 Flag 12: Registration Options No SIS group 

44 Yes 

45 No 

46 No 

47 No 

48 No SIS group 

49 No OU R 

50 No OUR 

51 10: MCR No OUR and SIS group 

52 Yes OUR 

53 Yes OUR 

54 Yes OU R 

55 No SIS group 

56 No SIS group 

57 No 

58 No 

59 No 

60 No 

61 No SIS group 

62 No OUR 

63 No 

64 No 

65 No 

66 No OUR 

67 No SIS group 

68 No OUR 

69 No OUR 

70 No SIS group 

71 No 

72 No 

73 No 

74 No 

75 No SIS group 



G 

3 Notes 
Please make the following flags "read-onlv": 3, 5, 

33 9, I0, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

34 9, I0, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

35 9, I0, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
36 
37 OUR only 
38 

Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

39 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

40 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

41 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

42 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

43 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 

44 

45 

46 used by FA for marital status 

47 used by FA for DOB, gender, ethnicity 

48 

49 

50 only Gary will need access 
OUR to limit access - SIS Group to make all fields 

51 read-only except field 10- MCR 

52 Gary to limit access 

53 Gary to limit access 

54 Gary to limit access 

55 no one claimed this screen 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 no one claimed these screens 

62 OUR only 

63 

64 Friday Center uses this one 

65 Summer School uses this one 

66 OUR only 

67 part of a batch load 

68 OUR only 

69 OUR only--maintenance of historical apps 

70 no one claimed this screen 

71 seems to be related to 345 (Cashier) 
72 

73 

74 

75 never been used 



A 
3 Screen 

76 1C1 

77 270 

78 271 

79 272 

80 273 

81 274 

Function 

Instructor table 

AM Web Document List 

AM Web Document Control 

AM Web Document Name Search 

AM Web Document Suspense 

AM Web Document Migrate 

C 
Status 

No action required 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 



76 
77 
78 
79 
8O 
81 

D 
Fields/Codes to stay active 

E 
Updates to PS? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

F 
Owner of Transition/Maintenance work 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 



G 

3 Notes 
Has to stay on in order to populate instructor 

76 table in SIS until end of Summer II 2010 

77 never been used 

78 never been used 

79 never been used 

80 never been used 

8:1 never been used 



ConnectCarolina Cutover Information Fact Sheet 

For user support, please contact the Help Desk at (919) 962-HELP (962-4357). 

The campus is preparing to launch ConnectCarolina, a new integrated administrative system. The 
first phase of this implementation will take place on July 20, 2009. 

The first phase is a new portal where the online campus directory will be accessed. This phase 
al so re-structures the University’s identity and person management systems to PeopleSoft (the 
software on which the new administrative system is built) which becomes the canonical source 
for person data on campus. Behind-the-scenes, many people from ITS and ConnectCarolina 
teams have been working diligently to create the system, clean up data and minimize service 
outages. 

July 2009 
The initial impact of ConnectCarolina for most of the University will be the online campus 
directory. Changes include a redirect to a new online location in the new enterprise portal and a 
redesigned directory update account interface. Students and employees will also see minor 
changes in the search or update tools. 

Service Outages 
This transition will require some service outages in the days leading up to July 20: 

From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m., there will be a service outage affecting the 
ability to create new PIDs or Onyens; consequently, no hiring that requires creation of a 
new PID can take place during this service outage. Onyen passwords can still be changed 
during the outage. When the outage ends, PIDs and Onyens will continue to be created 
through the same processes as before the service outage. 

From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m, updates cannot be made to information in 
the online campus directory. Look-up will be available during the service outage. When it 
returns, the online campus directory will be in its new location in the portal (a re-direct 
will be in place). 

From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m, campus users will not be able to update 
phone numbers for AlertCarolina notification. This does not affect the ability for 
AlertCarolina notifications to be sent out to numbers already in the system. When the 
outage ends, updates to AlertCarolina will continue to be created through the directory 
and through the same process as before the service outage. 

From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m., Student Information Services (SIS) staff 
users will also experience the service outage as well as permanent changes affecting the 
screens within SIS that update student biographic and demographic information. SIS 
users affected by this change have been invited to training classes to learn the new system 

Students will no longer be able to update biographic/demographic ("bio-demo") 
information (address, gender, birthdate, etc.) in Student Central; beginning July 20, these 
updates must be made through the new portal 



Portal 
The University’s new enterprise portal is scheduled for launch in July (portal is a web-based 
front-end access to PeopleSoft and other enterprise applications). This will be the place for 
prospective students to access the admissions functionality; current students, faculty and staff 
will also go to the portal to use the directory-. Over time, more functionality will be added to 
portal and it will replace Student Central and Faculty/Staff Central. The portal will not 
replace www.unc.edu as the primary information source for the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. The portal will primarily be used by staff, faculty and students to conduct 
transactions (directory, registration, tuition payment, etc.); prospective students will also use the 
portal to access the undergraduate online application beginning in August 2009. 

Changes in Online Campus Directory Service 
When the upgraded online campus director3, launches on July 20, it will be accessible at its new 
portal location. Students and employees will see a redesigned directory interface with minor 
changes in the search or update tools. 

Notable changes: 
¯ Several address fields will be available to students and employees. 
¯ Individuals may provide several types of phone numbers as part of their directory profile. 
¯ Employees’ ability to set privacy settings is unchanged. 
¯ Students will not be able to make their information completely private (known as 

invoking FERPA) through the directory or through Student Central; students wanting to 
utilize this privacy option will have to contact the University regi strar to ensure that they 
fully understand the ramifications of invoking FERPA. 
Employees’ position data will appear within the results of a directory search; however, 
employees will not see their employment or position information appear on the Update 
Personal Information screen; as is the process today, changes must be made through the 
human resources facilitator or representative within their department. 
Hospital employees will no longer be included in the online campus directory-. 

Next Steps 
The ConnectCarolina proj ect implementation continues with the launch of a new online 
application for undergraduate admissions in August 2009; the roll-out of components for the new 
student systems will continue through October 2010. New HR, payroll and finance systems 

based on PeopleSoft will be developed and implemented over the next few years, giving the 
University a fully integrated administrative system. 

Visit www.connectcarolina.unc.edu for more information on the July 20 go-live and upcoming 
ConnectCarolina implementations. 

For user support, please contact the Help Desk at (919) 962-HELP (962-4357). 



I::ror~l: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alisa Rawls <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 7, 2009 10:35 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Coach Donna Papa- phone number change 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.png 

Hello Everyone 
Please note that Coach Donna Papa is using her cell phone only now, and her office line has been disconnected. 

If you wish to reach Coach Papa, please call 

Thank you for your attention to this matter 

Alisa 

Wom~fs Golf+ Women’s La+oss+ + XVom~fs ~owin~ + So~ball + M+fs T+mis 

Carolina Attdetics + PO Box ZI ~ + C~iapd ~l NC 27515 

Office (919) 962 5552. Fax (919) 843 8175 

GO HEEI~S 



Hello Everyone 
Please note that Coach Donna Papa is using her cell phone only now, and her office line has been disconnected. 

if you wish to reach Coach Papa, please call 

Thank you for your attention to this matter 

Alisa 

Alisa Rawls Mhlshal] , Administ*~arive Assistant 

Fendng. Vv’omen’s Golf. \Vomen’s Lacrosse ~ Women’s Rowing. Softball. Men’s Temfis 

Carolina Arhle6cs. PO Box 212~a, Chapd Hill NC 27515 

Office (919) 962 5552. Fax (919) 843 8175 

GO HEELS 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:11 AM 

To: Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fail Schedule 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

Hi Tony, 

I just wanted to let you l, mow that I was able to get into Physics I contacted somebody in the Physics Department like you suggested, and they were willing to 

help me. I am now in PHYS ) instead of DRAM l~here is a conlict ruth practice though since the earliest recitations are from 1:00-1:50 pm, 

2:00-2:50 pm, or 3:00-3:50 pm on Mondays and Tuesdays. Right now I am in Recitation    on Tuesday from 1:00-1:50 pro. I’ll contact Derek to see if this is a 
problem, and if it is I will modify my schedule. Thanks tbr your help’. 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:11 AM 

To: gyoun@ema~l.uuc.edu 

Bcc: Ton)’ Yount <’tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.ed~ 

Subje~: Fail Schedule 

Aaach: ~IEXT.hm~ 

Hi Tony, 

I just wauted to let you know that I was able to get into Physics I contacted somebody in the Physics Department like you suggested, and they were willing to 
help me. I am now iu PHYS ) iustead of DRAM There is a conlict with practice though since the earliest recitations are ti~om 1:00-1:50 pm, 

2:00-2:50 pm, or 3:00-3:50 pm ou Mondays and Tuesdays. Right now I am in Recitatiou    on Tuesday ficom 1:00-1:50 pm. I’ll contact Derek to see ifthis is a 

problem, mad if it is I will modify my ~hedule. Thanks for your help! 



<div>Hi Tony,<!div> 

<div>l just wanted to let you know that I was able to get into Physics I contacted 

somebody in the Physics Department like you suggested, and they were willing to help 

me. I am now in PHYS instead of DRAM There is a conlict with 

practice though since the earliest recitations are from 1:00-1:50 pm, 2:00-2:50 pm, or 

3:00-3:50 pm on Mondays and Tuesdays. Right now I am in Recitation on Tuesday from 

1:00-1:50 pm. I&#39;ll contact Derek to see if this is a problem, and if it is I will 

modify my schedule. Thanks for your help!<!div> 

<div> <idiv> 

<div> <!div> 



From: ~gmaikcom> 

Sent: Saturday 2:28 PM 

To: Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: comm 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

hey tony! im now a comm major, so im looking for whafs open now... 





hey tony! im now a comm majorr so im looking for what&#39;s open now.., <br 

clear="all"><br><br> 



Sorry about not including the attachment. Have a look. Dan 

interim Director of Sports Medicine 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

dhooker@u ncaa.unc.edu 
919 966 1384 



The HINlflu has been classified as a pandemic by the WHO. This is a strain of influenza that usually 

causes respiratory illness and is currently spreading via human to human. The concern with this virus is 

that it is not one that humans have developed immunity to and has the potential for causing serious 

illness and death in healthy adults. The virus in humans originated in Mexico and it has spread to many 

other countries including the United States. The present strain of the virus is not as virulent as it 

presented initially, but this virus is quickly and easily spread and may continue to change with time. The 

health department is no longer investigating and tracking each case because there are so many cases. 

They are currently monitoring only those suspected cases that are hospitalized and the number of 

deaths. There were 45 confirmed cases in North Carolina at the end of July when they switched to 

monitoring only those people hospitalized with the disease. The age group 4 - 24 has the highest 

incidence of getting the illness and public health officials are predicting that 10 - 20% of our students 

will contract the disease. The 5 - 49 year old group has the highest incident s of fatalities, so we must 

be respectful of this illness and take our prevention and treatment planning seriously. 

The incubation period for the disease is 1 - 4 days and the infected person may not be aware that they 

are sick for the first 2 days they have the illness. They will usually be contagious for 5 days. 

We are all aware that the H1 N1 flu will continue to spread and we must plan for both preventive 

measures and for treatment. UNC is working in a coordinated fashion with county, state, and national 

planners to minimize the impact and spread of this virus. 

Below are website links that will provide the most updated information, 

including:www.alertcarolina.unc.edu 

www.ehs.unc.edu 

http://studenthealth.unc.edu/ 

http://www.flu.gov/ 

This is a droplet spread disease and the best prevention is to: 

Cover your nose and mouth with a tissue when you cough or sneeze. 

Throw the tissue in the trash after you use it. 

Wash your hands often with soap and water, especially after you cough or sneeze. Alcohol- 

based hand sanitizers can be used if soap and water are not available. 

Avoid touching your eyes, nose or mouth. Germs spread this way. 

0 

0 

Consider vaccination against seasonal influenza and H:IN1 when the vaccine becomes available. 

keep a 6 foot distance from people with the symptoms, 

clean surfaces you contact with your hands with a disinfectant. Be mindful of those frequently 

touched surfaces and clean them often, telephones, refrigerator door or handles, keyboards, 

mouse, light switches, door handles,. 



Keep hand sanitizer, tissues, and disinfectant wipes available in team rooms, lounges, offices, 

weight rooms and computer labs. 

Be careful with habits of putting pens or pencils in their mouth. Good personal hygiene with 

towels, eating utensils, glasses will be essential to controlling the spread of this illness. 

The University, Campus Health & Sports Medicine have been preparing for a pandemic flu for the last 

few years and we have representatives active in the discussion at the hospital, state and federal level. 

The Sports Medicine Staff is preparing with Campus Health to monitor and or evaluate and treat 

suspected cases. We will also provide education and help with options to those athletes that have had 

contact with an ill person. There are many concerns specific to the athletes and coaches that we will 

continue to track. The preventive measures you stress with your staff and your athletes will be a 

competitive advantage if we compete against some schools that take this less seriously. 

As the level of threat from this disease rises, more and more stringent public health rules will come into 

play. This might include cancelling athletic events, restrictions on travel, minimizing group events 

(strength & conditioning, staff meetings, etc.). These decisions and rules will come as a directive not as 

an option for us to determine. It may come without a lot of notice as the government’s response to the 

spread and impact of this disease changes. The public health response will change quickly and impact 

all of us to a greater extent. 

Athletes with High Risk Conditions 

Athletes at high risk for flu complications who become ill with flu-like illness should speak with the 

Sports Medicine staff, or personal physician as soon as possible. Early treatment with antiviral 

medications often can prevent hospitalizations and deaths. Groups that are at higher risk of 

complications from flu if they get sick include: pregnant women; adults who have asthma, other chronic 

pulmonary, cardiovascular, hepatic, hematological, neurologic, neuromuscular, or metabolic disorders 

such as diabetes; and adults with immunosuppression (including immunosuppression caused by 

medications or by HIV). 

Athletes who are ill before their arrival back to campus should delay their arrival back to campus until at 

least 24 hours after their fever resolves without the use of fever reducing medications. 

Athletes who are well but have a roommate or family member with the flu may attend class, practice, 

compete as usual but need to monitor their temperatures and health daily. 

Be vigilant about reporting any flu like illnesses to your Sports Medicine Team. 

Presently Sports Medicine has the following protocol in place to treat suspected cases of flu like illness. 

Any student athlete who is complaining of feeling ill and has the following symptoms should be 

screened for the flu. 

1. Fever (usually high) 

2. Headache 



3. Tiredness (can be extreme) 

4. Cough 

5. Sore throat 

6. Runny or stuffy nose 

7. Body aches 

8. Diarrhea and vomiting (more common among children than adults) 

To get screened: 

1. The student should call the Sports Medicine appointment number 966-3655 or their Athletic 

Trainer and set up an appointment for advice and instruction. 

2. Upon arrival the athlete will be asked to put on a disposable surgical mask and wash their hands. 

3. The athlete will be placed in a treatment room 

4. A physician, athletic trainer or nurse will evaluate the athlete. 

5. If the physician confirms that the athlete has a flu like illness, the physician and the athlete will 

determine the best options for care. If it is feasible for the athlete to go home and be cared for by 

their family that would be recommended. 

6. The athlete with suspected flu will be given specific home care instructions and will be asked to 

voluntarily isolate themselves in their home or if the athlete is not able to go home then in their 

residence or in their dorm room or a residence set up by housing until they have been without a 

fever for 24 hrs. If athletes cannot go home, they should wear a surgical mask while in common 

areas with others. 

7. If Sports Medicine recommends that the athlete be isolated, the preference will be for the ill 

athlete to remain in their room and the unaffected individual will be provided with options for 

temporary relocation. 

8. Athletes living off campus in a one bedroom or single with a shared bath can isolate in place. 

9. Members of their immediate family or roommates should wear a surgical mask when in the same 

room with the infected person and they will be asked to monitor their temperature and health 

every day. If they become ill with the flu like symptoms, they should call their health care provider 

for advice/care. 

10. The Sports Medicine and Athletic Training Staff will maintain regular phone contact with the sick 

athlete and give them directions and assistance on managing their symptoms and helping to 

provide for their needs (meals and fluids, & medications). 

11. If an athlete has flu like symptoms, they must be without a fever for 24 hours and be cleared by 

their team physician before they will be allowed to travel. 

12. Sports Medicine, Physicians, Athletic Trainers & coaches will review the cases of athletes exposed 

to the HIN1 flu and use the preventative medicines (Relenza & Tamiflu) in individual cases as the 

case and circumstances dictate. 

13. Athletic trainers will have Tamiflu with them when traveling with their teams. If an athlete 

presents with Flu like symptoms and a fever, the AT will call their team physician or the on-call 

Sports Medicine physician to discuss their case and plan the treatment and any treatment needed 

for those who have had close contact with the athlete. 



14. The athlete with flu like symptoms will be isolated to a single room and wear a mask when in 

contact with others. 

15. Airlines have not adopted an official policy but if asked will turn travelers with illness away and they 

have the authority to keep someone from boarding. If an athlete develops flu like symptoms while 

traveling, consult with your team physician about allowing the athlete to travel on commercial 

airlines. 

16. Testing for HINI is not recommended because of its high prevalence, but Sports Medicine 

physicians will order the testing when necessary to guide them in giving the best advice to the 

athletes and coaches on managing the illness while their team is in their competitive season. 

Other University Employees 

University employees who are well but have a family member at home with H1N1 flu; can go to 

work as usual. These employees should monitor their health every day. If they become ill, they 

should notify their supervisors and stay home using available leave (sick leave, vacation, bonus 

leave or flexible furlough program). Employees who have an underlying medical condition or who 

are pregnant should call their health-care providers for advice/care, including whether they should 

receive influenza antiviral drugs to prevent illness, before reporting to work. 

Persons who are at high risk of complications from novel influenza A (H1N1) infection (for example, 

persons with certain chronic medical conditions, children less than 5 years, persons 65 years or 

older, and pregnant women) should consider their risk of exposure if they attend public gatherings 

in communities where novel influenza A virus is circulating. 

Employees who are experiencing an acute respiratory illness with a fever greater than 100.4 

degrees along with cough, nasal congestion or sore throat; should not come to work and should 

stay away from others (self isolate). Those who wish to seek medical care should contact their 

health care provider to report illness by telephone or other remote means before seeking care. If 

persons with these symptoms must leave their home (for example, to seek medical care or other 

necessities), they should cover their nose and mouth when coughing or sneezing. A surgical loose- 

fitting mask can be helpful for persons who have access to these, but a tissue or other covering is 

appropriate as well. They should stay home from work, school and any community gatherings for 

24 hours after their fever resolves (their fever should be gone without the use of a fever-reducing 

medicine (antipyretic)) using available leave (sick leave, vacation, bonus leave or flexible furlough 

program. 

Critical employees should contact the Sports Medicine Staff, if they have been exposed to or are 

experiencing symptoms of the flu, for advice on medications and treatment. 

Vaccinations -The government will work out the distribution plan. Most likely there will be a series of 2 

shots aimed at the HINt virus. The shots will be delivered about :i month apart. It takes the body 2 - 3 

weeks to develop the immunity from the shots. It is recommended that the athletes also get the 

regular seasonal flu vaccination. 



FAQ for Sports Medicine. 

1. Can I practice with a fever? 

2. Can I play if my fever is controlled with Tylenol? 

3. Can I get a preventive medication dose, if I have been exposed and I have a competition coming 

up in 2 days? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 11:52 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings, Tutor Schedule 

TEXTf.httn 

Hi Tony, 
Tuesday at 9:45 am wotfld work for me if this is still open. 

Thanks, 

On Sun 
Ladies, 

at 6:49 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyomaK~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Its time to schedule your weekly meeting with me. 

You can view my calendar at: 
[] [] [] [][]http:!!ical.me.com!uncletony!My%20Schedule 

Find a time that yon can meet ruth me each week for 15 minutes that is open on my calendaac. The time should be bem, een 9:30 am and 2:30 pm Mon - Thurs, and 

9:30 - noon on Friday. We’ll keep the same appointment time throughout the semesler unless one of us has an unusual schedule that week. [] 

Send me ma email this evening with the time you’d like to meet. I’ll add them to the calendar on a firsl-come, first-served basis, so check the calendar just before you 

entail me to be sure that your chosen time is still open. I’ll email you back a confirnmtion and we’ll start meeting this week. 

Please bring with you a coW of your course syllabi tbr the first meeting. 

TUTOR1NG 

General tutoring sessions: [] The AC is open 7 - 10 Sun - Thursday for study hall and tutoring 

Math - evmy night 7 - 10 in room 213 B. 

Writing - eveu night 7 - 10 in the writing lab - left side of the computer lab in the AC 

Languages - []Mon - Thurs 7 - 10 [] Mon in room 222, Tues - Thurs - in room 227 

Remember that you need to have 6 hours of study hall credit in the computer by noon on Friday. You can earn hours during the day as well by signing in and 
studying in the building. Individual s~mdy rooms will be hard to find in the evenings, but you can go to the other end of the building mad study in any open space. 
Students often sign in and Ibrget to sign out. Your hours axe lost if you lhil to sign out. Do it’the right way. 

I sent emails earlier today to those of you that have tutoring sessions for your specific courses. Those sessions will start this week. 

If yon need help in a course, let me know as soon as possible mid we’ll work on getting some help tbr you. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 

Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Sunday, 11:52 PM 

~oun@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings, Tutor Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

Tuesday at 9:45 am would work for me if this is slill open. 

Thank~ 

On Sun, 

Ladies, 

at 6:49 PM, Tony Yount <tomwount~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Its time to schedule your weekly meeting with me. 

You can view my calendar at: 
[] [] [] [][]http:!!ical.me.com!uncletony!My%20Schedule 

Find a time that you can meet with me each week for 15 minutes that is open on my calendax. The time should be between 9:30 am and 2:30 pm Mort - Thurs, and 

9:30 - noon on Friday. We’ll keep the same appointment time throughout the semester unless one of us has an unusual schedule that week. [] 

Send me a~ emml this evening with the time you’d like to meet. I’ll add them to the calendar on a first-come, first-served basis, so check the calendar just before you 

email me to be sure that your chosen time is still open. I’ll email you back a confirmation and we’ll start meeting this week. 

Plea~ bring with you a copy of your course syllabi for the first meeting. 

TUTOP, ING 

General tutoring sessions: [] The AC is open 7 - 10 Sun - Thursday for study hall and tutoring 

Math - eveD~ night 7 - 10 in room 213 B. 

Writing - eveE~’ night 7 - 10 in the writing lab - left side oftbe compnter lab in the AC 

Lmaguages - []Mort - Thurs 7 - 10 [] Mort in room 222, Tues - Thurs - in room 227 

Remember that you need to have 6 hours of study ha~l credit in the computer by noon on Friday. You ca~ earn hours during the day as well by signing in and 

studying in the building. Individual study rooms will be hard "to find in the evenings, but you cm~ go to the other end of the building a~d study in m~y open space. 

Students of’ten sign in and tbrget to sign out. Your hours are lost if you fhil to sign out. Do it the right way. 

I sent emails earlier today to those of you that have tutoring sessions for your specific courses. Those sessions will s~art this week. 

If you need help in a course, let me lmow as soon as possible and we’ll work on getting some help for you. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 

Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:34 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Updated Tutorial Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Tutor Schedule.xlsx 

Good evening, 

Attached you should find the updated tutorial schedule as of now. You expect one probably each night as advisors make 

requests etc. Let me know if you will have any trouble making an appointment so we can let the students know. 

Thanks for your hard work and for your attention this email. Take care, 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



TUTOR STUDENTS SUBJECT DAY 

Monday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday 

Sunday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

TIME 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7pm 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-8 ~m 

9pm 

8pm 

8pm 

7-9pm 

7-830pm 

7-830pm 

830-10pm 

830-10pm 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 



ECON101 

ECON101 

ECON101 

ECON101 

ECON101 

ECON101 

H IST140.007 

H IST140.007 

H IST140.007 

H IST140.007 

ECON101 

ECON101 

ECON101 

GERM101 

PORT101 

PORT101 

PORT101 

PORT101 

FREN105 

Language Lab 

Language Lab 

Language Lab 

Language Lab 

SPAN105 

SPAN105 

SPAN105 

SPAN105 

SPAN105 

SPAN105 

SPAN203 

SPAN203 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

7-8 ~m 

7-9 ~m 

8)m 

9)m 

9)m 

9)m 

8)m 

8)m 

7)m 

7)m 

8)m 

8)m 

8:30pm 

8:30pm 

8:30pm 

9pm 

8pm 

8pm 

8pm 

8pm 

7pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7)m 

7)m 

7)m 

8)m 

8)m 

8)m 

9)m 

9)m 



SPAN203 

SPAN203 

SPAN105 

SPAN105 

SPAN105 

Math Lab 

Math Lab 

Math Lab 

Math Lab 

Math Lab 

Math Lab 

Math Lab 

Math Lab 

Math Lab 

MATH110 

MATH110 

MATH118 

MATH118 

MATH118 

MATH118 

MATH118 

MATH118 

MATH118 

MATH118 

MATH118 

MATH118 

PHYS100 

PHYS100 

BIOL101.001 

BIOL101.001 

BIOL101.001 

BIOL101.001 

BIOL101.002 

BIOL101.002 

PSYC101.002 

PSYC101.002 

PSYC101.002 

CHEM101 

CHEM101 

MATH152 

MATH152 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

9pm 

9pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

8pm 

8pm 

8:30pm 

8:30pm 

8:30pm 

8:30pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

8pm 

8pm 

8pm 

9pm 

9pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

8:30pm 

8:30pm 

7:30pm 

7:30pm 

7:30pm 

7pm 

7pm 

8pm 

8pm 



MATH130 

BIOL101.001 

BIOL101.001 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

FREN101 

PSYC101.002 

IVIATH110 

BIOL101.001 

H IST140.007 

SPAN105 

PSYC101.002 

SPAN105 

ECON101 

ECON101 

BIOL101.002 

BIOL101.001 

H IST140.007 

CHEM101 

SPAN203 

BIOL101 

ECON101 

CHEM241 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Monday 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

9pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7-10pm 

7:30pm 

8pm 

7pm 

8pm 

8pm 

7:30pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

8:30pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

8pm 

7pm 

7pm 

9pm 



Room 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 



RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

222 

222 

222 

222 

222 

222 

222 

222 

222 

222 

227 

227 

227 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

222 

227 

227 

227 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 



225 

225 

224 

224 

224 

213B 

213B 

213B 

213B 

213B 

213B 

213B 

213B 

213B 

222 

222 

224 

224 

224 

224 

222 

222 

222 

222 

222 

222 

222 

222 

SRA 

SRA 

SRA 

SRA 

SRA 

SRA 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 

225 



225 

SRA 

SRA 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

227 

225 

222 

SRA 

222 

222 

225 

224 

227 

227 

SRA 

SRA 

222 

225 

224 

222 

227 

222 



TUTOR STUDENTS SUBJECT DAY 

Monday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday 

Sunday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

TIME 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7pm 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-8 )m 

9pm 

8pm 

8pm 

7-9pm 

7-830pm 

7-830pm 

830-10pm 

830-10pm 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

7-9 )m 

Room 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 



Tuesday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Monday 

Wednesday 

7-9 

7-9 

7-9 

7-9 

7-9 

7-9 

7-9 

7-9 

7-8 

7-9 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 

RR 



psyc 101-002 SI 

Drama 115-002 SI 

Geog 111-001 SI 

Soci 122 SI 

Eng 100 

Eng 100 

Eng 100 

Sunday 

Thursday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

7:30pm 

12:00 

7-7:50pm 

8:45-9:45pm 

7:00 

12:00 

2:00pm 

213A 

213A 

213A 

213A 

213A 

213A 

213A 



TBD 

By Appointment 

By Appointment 

By Appointment 

By Appointment 

By Appointment 

Writing lab 

Writing lab 

Writing lab 

Writing lab 

Writing lab 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

7-10pm 

7-10PM 

7-10PM 

7-10PM 

7-10PM 

Computer Lab 

Computer Lab 

Computer Lab 

Computer Lab 

Computer Lab 



Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

7-10 

7-10 

7-10 

7-10 

7-10 

7-10 

7-10 

7-10 

7-10 

7-10 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 2:02 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Tutor Schedule.xlsx 

added the ECON 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 2:02 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Tutor Schedule.xlsx 

added the ECON 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 4:35 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tutor Contact List 

TEXT.htm; FA09 Tutor Information.xlsx 

Here it is... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  9:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

TEXT.htm; Psyc 09.doc 

Attached is feedback form for Psyc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 17, 2009 11:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Andrea Caldwell <andreac@email.unc.edu>; AssocDeanCarolyn Cannon 
<ccannon@email.unc. edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Soci 122 

Dear Brent 

Please pass along the following information regarding Soci 122: 

Students are governed by the catalogue under which they entered UNC, so 
those who took SOCI 122 to fulfill EE should be allowed to count it. At 
the same time, since SOCI 122 no longer meets the criteria for EE, 
students who have not yet taken 122 should be advised to enroll in some 
other course, one that DOES satisfy the criteria for EE. (From Erika 
Lindemalm) 

First-year students, in other words, will NOT be able to enroll in Soci 
122 in order to fulfill their EE requirement; but continuing students 
who have taken it or enroll in it may use it to satisfy EE. 

Thanks for your patience with this. Please let me know if you have 
questions. 

By the way, I will be on vacation for the next two weeks, returning on 
Monday, October 5. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919)843-3341 Fax: (919)962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: 



From: Patricia Helena Fuentes Lima ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:02 AM 

To: Yount, Tony <ton~2vount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

A~tach: ’IEXTf.httn 

She just took her first test. I will provide feedback to my class soon. I guess the best time [] for our meeting would be next week MWF: 2:00-2:50. Let me know when 
you are coming, 

Thanks, 

Patficia 

Tony Yount <tonyyotmt(a)uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Dr. Fuentes Lima 

My name is Tony Yount and I am the acadetnic adviser for                 here at Carolina.                         []is a fieshmen in your f~ORT 

class. Her high school foreign language was Spanish and it was not a good experience for her so she decided to t~ PORT. 

Two weeks ago, after talking in depth ruth her about her experience in Spanish in high school, and ruth her eaxly straggles in PORT here at Carolina, we had her 

tes~ted for a language disability. She scored in the 3rd percentile on the test and roll almost certainly quali~ for the foreign language exception. Because she is in 

season with volleyball and routinely misses Friday classes, we only have her registered for 12 hours. This late in the semester it is probably impossible to drop PORT 

and add another class. 

She is behind in your class due to the three absences related to          and an episode of HINI that caused her to miss last Wednesday as well. After speaking 

with our lean~ing disabilities specia]is~t this morning, she suggested that the best path tbr       at this tx~int in the semester is to meet with you and determine how 

thr behind she is in the course, and if there are steps that she can ta]~e that will allow her to pass the course. I have advised her to speak with you today about a 

meeting with you during your office hours to discuss her situation. If you would permit it, I would like to accompany her to that meeting. It would help me keep her 

on track ifI knew exactly what your expectations were for her. 

Thank you for you time and you attention to this student. 

Patricia Helena Fuentes Litna 

Portuguese Language Coordinator 

Dept of Romance Languages & Literatures 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC []27599-3170 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patricia Helena Fuentes Lima @gmail.com> 

Thursday, 11:02 AM 

gyount@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

She just took her first test. I will provide feedback to my class soon. I guess the best time [] for our meeting would be ne~ week IV1V~W: 2:00-2:50. Let me know when 
you are coming, 

Thanks, 

Patficia 

Tony Yount <tonyyount(a)u ~caa u ~c e& > 

Dr. Fuentes Lima 

My name is Tony Yount and I mn the academic adviser for                  here at Carolina.                          []is a fresh~nen in your PORT 

class. Her high school foreign language was Spanish and it was not a good experience for her so she decided to tly PORT. 

Two weeks ago, af[er talldng in depth ruth her about her experience in Spanish in high school, and ruth her early straggles in PORT here at Carolina, we had her 

tested for a language disabiliU. She scored in the 3rd percantile on the test and will ahnost certainly qua]if?- for the foreign language exception. Because she is in 

season with volleyball and routinely misses Friday classes, we only have her registered for 12 hours. This late in the semester it is probably impossible to drop PORT 

and add another class. 

She is behind in your class due to the three absences related to         and an episode of HINI that caused her to miss last Wednesday as well. After speaking 

with our learning di~bilities specialis~t this morning, she suggested that the best path for        at this point in the semester is to meet with you and determine how 
i:ar behind she is in the course, and if there are steps that she can take that will allow her to pass the course. I have advised her to speak with you today about a 

meeting with you during your office hours to discuss her situation. If you would peimit it, I would like to accompany her to that meeting. It would help me keep her 

on track ifI knew exactly what your expectations were for her. 

Thank you for you time and you attention to this studem. 

Patricia Helena Fuentes Lima 

Portuguese Language Coordinator 

Dept of Romance Languages & Literatures 

The Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC [127599-3170 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:21 AM 

gyoun@ema~l.uuc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Schedule 

Tutor Schedule.xlsx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 "1"1:28 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tutor Schedule 

TEXT.htm; FA09 Tutor Schedule.xlsx 

Have a great weekend! 

Sherron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  7:43 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

TEXT.htm; Psyc doc 

Feedback form Psyc attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:00 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llooor music for 

ACDC You Sl~ook Me All Night Long.mp3 

AC/DC: You Shook Me All NightLong 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               10:01 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: email address 

comm paper #2.docx 

THANKKKKK YOU BABY!!!! 

On Wed, 
wrote: 

> hey baby 

13:44:25 -0400, Tony Youm <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Silvia Tomfigkovfi<tomas@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 3:27 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm; tomas.vcf 

Hi Tony, 

Thank you for your e-mail, communicated ruth me about her illness and I am glad to hear that she feels better. 

I mn sure that she would do better on the exam if she took it next week. I would need to know her schedule to lind the time that works tbr both of us. I could give her 

the test on Tuesday at 11am, 2pm or Wednesday beii~re our regular class time at 9am. Please discuss these times with her a~d let me know. 

I mn assuming that       is getting help with her cour~ work, she has a s~tu@ guide available on Blackboard. She is not the strongest writer (judging from the two 
written assignments the class had), and she does not speak in class~ so I have little sense if she finds the material difficult. I would hope that she can study with someone 

so as to do her best. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Silvia Tomaskova 

Tony Yount wrote: 

Dr. Tomaskova 

from your WMST    course this semester, has been sick since Monday evening. She took an exam on Tuesday am and then 

saw the team trainer. He isolated her from the rest of the team. Wednesday she had a and isolation continued after a visit 

to the team physicimi Kelly Waicus. 

tells me that she has communicated with you. She is out of isolation now-, but is wedge mid will not play lacrosse tonight, or this weekend when the 

team travels to DC. 

It would be wonderful for her if she could take the test seheduled for tomorrow in your class sometime early next week at your convenience. 

If you have any questions, please call me at 

Thanks lbr your consideration of situation. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 

Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 
cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Silvia Tomfi*kovfi<-tomas@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:27 PM 

gyo un@email, unc. edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.httn; tomas.vcf 

Hi Tony, 

Thank you for your e-mail, communicated with me about her illness and I mn glad to hea~" "that she feels better. 

I am sure that she would do better on the exam if she took it next week. I would need to know her schedule m find the time that works for both of us. I could give her 

the test on Tuesday at 11 am, 2pm or Wednesday betbre our regular class time at 9am. Please discuss these "times ruth her and let me know. 

I am assuming that       is getting help with her course work, she has a s~ady guide available on Blackboard. She is not the stronges~t writer (judging fi~om tile two 

written assignments the class had), and she does not speak in class, so I have little sense if she finds the material difficult. I would hope that she can study with someone 

so as to do her best. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Silvia Tomaskova 

Tony Yount wrote: 

Dr. Tomaskova 

saw the team trainer. 

to tile team physicia~ Kelly Waicus. 

tells me that she has communicated with you. She is out of isolation now, but is weak and will not play lac~osse tonight, or this weekend when the 

team travels to DC. 

It would be wonderful for her if she could "mI:e the test ~heduled tbr tomorrow in your class sometime early next week at your convenience. 

If you have any questions, please call me at 

Thanks for your consideration of situation. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 

cell 

from your WMST    course this selnestei; has been sick since Monday evening. She took an exam on Tuesday am a~ld then 

He isolated her fro,n the rest of the tea~l. Wednesday she had a        and isolation continued after a visit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October 12, 2009 2:00 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligibility Meetings 

TEXT.htm 

Don’t forget to tell me when you plan on doing these. Robert, Susan and Dana may drop in on any one of them, but 
they cannot do so if we do not pass the info along. Send me your dates, and I’ll make sure they know. Thanks, B 

Tony, are you doing yours individually? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

,~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                7:43 AM 

Younl, Tony <ton~youn@uncaa.unc.edtc 

Paper 

TEXT.hm~; Walldng a Thin Line.docx 

History,    Paper...The conclusion is still not done, bm thaws okay, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 7:43 AM 

~oun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Paper 

TEXT.httn; WoJking a Thin Line.docx 

History Paper...The conclusion is still not done, bnt that’s okay. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 13, 2009 11:46 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Faculty Day Sheet 

TEXT.htm; FA09 Family Day.docx 

Here it is sir... B 



Dear Faculty Member: 

UNC Athletics is pleased to announce a Faculty/Staff Family Day event at Women’s Soccer. This 

is an excellent opportunity for you and your family to come out and support the Tar Heels as 

you are all invited to attend. The details are below. 

Please RSVP with the number in your party to bclarke@uncaa.unc.edu by Wednesday 

September 23 if you plan on attending. 

UNC Women’s Soccer vs. Wake Forest 
Sunday, September 27th, 5pm at Fetzer Field 
Hospitality event open from 3:45 o 4:45 at the Eddie Smith Field House. 
Head Coach Anson Dorrance will speak to the group at 4pm. 
Autographs with the team following the game. 

¥ A R H E E L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 15, 2009 3:24 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridget, Beth 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Welborn, 
Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Missed Appointments 

- Geog 

Geog 

Geog 

- Span 
- Math 

Math 

- Math 
Math l 

Bio 

Bio 
Bio: 

Chem, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 19, 2009 10:01 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Missed Appointments 10/18 

- EXSS : 

EXSS 

- EXSS 

’- Econ 

¯ Econ : 

Econ: 

- Econ 

- Econ 

Econ : 

Econ 

Econ 

~- Econ 

Econ 

- Stor 

- Stor 

Stor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 20, 2009 9:52 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brid~ler, Beth 
< bridc3erb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Welborn, 
Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Missed Appointments 10/19 

Chem 

Span ___ 

Econ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 20, 2009 11:12 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Athletes with dropped courses 

Athletes with dropped courses.msg 

A few dropped courses from yesterday. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-6002 (fax) 

sbmalo~uncaaoU nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"AdmPros Technical Support" <robertson@admissionpros.com> 

Tuesday, October 20, 2009 9:15 AM 

Crisman, Sean M. <crisman@admissionpros.com>; Maloy, Susan B. 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Athletes with dropped courses 

TEXT.htm; ATH Recently Dropped.pdf 

Athletes with dropped courses <<ATH_Recently Dropped.pdf>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:53 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Williams, Andre <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; Holladay, Joe <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Carolina CREED Meeting, Monday, Nov 

Coaches, 

This is the email that was sent to your first-year student-athletes about their participation in the Carolina CREED 
Program. Please make sure your first-years attend the meeting on Monday, at 7pm in the Hitchcock 
Room of the Stone Center. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

UNC First-Year Student-Athletes, 

Your third Carolina CREED meeting will be Monday, 
7:00pm. 

at the Stone Center in the Hitchcock Room at 

C - Culture 
Freddie Kiger presented a history of UNC and its buildings. 

The Iceberg. The iceberg represents your leadership. The 10% above the water is your skill. The 90% below the 
water is your character. It’s what’s below the surface that sinks the ship. 

Carolina CREED meetings are mandatory for all first year student-athletes. Your coaches will receive attendance 
reports and will receive information to review these sessions with you. If you have any questions, contact me or 
your mentor. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 30, 2009 11:49 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brid~ler, Beth 
< bridc3erb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; I~leissler, Amy 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, I~ym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Missed Appointments 

Span 

Bio 

Chem 

Geoa 

Geo,c. 

Math 

Chem 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:57 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: first-year athlete 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.BMP 

Tony, 

Thank you so much for the prompt response! we will excuse her from all meetings this semester! 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 4:48 PM > > > 

is enrolled and on the active roster. She has EDUC with Dr. Unks from 6 8:50 each Monday evening, and i’m sure that’s why she hasn’t attended CREED. 

Tony 

On , at 4:41 PM, wrote: 

Tony, 

I work with Cricket in Student Athlete Development and co facilitate the CREED meetings for our first year athletes. We have a 
who has not attended any of the meetings and Iwas wondering if you could tell me if she was still on the roster and/or if she has evening class 

and thus is not able to attend, 
Our meetings take place Monday nights at 7pm and we understand that some students have class or lab and will be excused. 

Thanks for your help, 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:57 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: first-year athlete 

TEXT.htm; ]MAGE.BMP 

Tony, 

Thank you so much for the prompt response! we will excuse her from all meetings this semester! 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 4:48 PM >>> 

Tony 

is enrolled and on the active roster. She has EDUC with Dr. Unks from 6 8:50 each Monday evening, and [’m sure that’s why she hasn’t attended CREED. 

On at 4:41 PM, wrote: 

Tony, 

I work with Cricket in Student Athlete Development and co facilitate the CREED meetings for our first year athletes, We have a 

who has not attended any of the meetings and I was wondering if you could tell me if she was still on the roster and/or if she has evening class 

and thus is not able to attend, 

Our meetings take place Monday nights at 7pro and we understand that some students have class or lab and will be excused, 
Thanks for your help, 

<Mail Attachment.bmp> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 7:10 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Missed Appointment,~ 

Span 

Bio 

Cheml 

I will email the tutors who didn’t return a feedback form. 

Have a great weekend. 

Sherron 



From: Patricia Helena Fnentes Lima ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 10:56 PM 

To: Yount, Tony <ton~2vount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

A~tach: ’IEXTf.httn 

Dear Tony, 

[] 

Can I call you tomorrow sometime between 11- lpm? I would like to discuss few things about situation. []Let me know. Patricia 

Tony Yount <tonyyount(a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Professor, 

Thank you very much fi)r the progress report that you sent to us about i in your PORT class. 

The report showed an based on 50% of the course grade,       and I met with you in late Septmnber and you graciously offered to meet with       on a 

weekly basis to help her with the course, admits that she has been inconsistent in attending those sessions with yon. Can you please let tne kmow 

approximately how tnany of those opportunities has taken advantage or? We are not very. happy ruth our athletes when a professor otters to give extra help 

and that opportuniU is wasted. 

Also thank yon for your suggestion on the progress report that       be tested for learning disabilities. In fact, we did have       tested. She scored in the 3rd 

percentile on the language test and will a]most certainly quali~ for the foreign language exception. Because those test results came after the drop deadline for the fall 

semester, and        was only enrolled in 12 hours, we could not drop PORT     So, as we discussed at our meeting in September, our goal was tbr        to 

earn a passing grade. I’ve j ust talked with her and she tell s me that she is aware of her situation and knows what work she needs to do to have a chance to earn that 

passing grade. 

Thank you for your time and effort with her. Please let me ki~ow if there are things that I can encourage her to do. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser, Volleyball 

Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 

cell 

Sure, I roll have an average grade for her veu s~on, please give me couple of days, Patricia 

Tow Yount <ton;~-ount~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Prol~ssor Fuentes Lima, 

I wanted to check on the progress of                          in your PORT        class. The last time I met with you (ruth 

graciously agreed to meet ruth her weekly to help her make progress toward a passing grade in your class? 

Would be kind enough to update ,ne on her progress? 

Thank you veu much. 

yon 

Patricia Helena Fuentes Lima 

Portuguese Language Coordinator 

Dept of Romance Languages & Literatures 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC [J27599-3170 

(919) 843-9115 



Patricia ttelena Fuentes Lima 

Portuguese Language Coordinator 

Dept of Romance Languages & Literatures 

’][’he University of Nofft~ Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC [~27599-3170 

(919) 843-9115 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Allison Battle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 1, 2009 12:47 PM 

Battle, Allison < abattle@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SECC Silent Auction Results 

TEXT.htm; Copy of catalog list-end of day bids 3.xps; Allison Battle.vcf 

Everyone, 
Thank you so much for your participation in this year’s Silent Auction! The department’s auction raised *$1,890 this year, which is $310.00 more than last year! [ would like to 
say thank you to those that contributed items on this behalf. Everyone that participated in the auction, selected their own SECC charity to contribute to. Attached below is the 

list of winners of the silent auction items. 
Please note, that there are only two more pick up dates left, this Thursday (3rd) and next Thursday (10th). Please make sure that you get your forms over to me before 

2:00 p.m. on those days, if you need assistance with anything, please feel free to contact me or your team captain. 

*The negative $100 is for the travel and other expenses of the author of "Stormy Returns". 

Thanks again, 
ab 

Allison Battle 

Administrative Support Associate 

300 Kenan Field House 

Athletic Business Office 

Office (919) 843 9270 

Fax (919) 962 0667 

abattle@u ncaa.unc.edu 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Allison Battle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 1, 2009 12:47 PM 

Allison Battle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SECC Silent Auction Results 

TEXT.htm; Copy of catalog list-end of day bids 3.xps; Allison Battle.vcf 

Everyone, 
Thank you so much for your participation in this year’s Silent Auction! The department’s auction raised *$1,890 this year, which is $310o00 more than last year! I would like to 

say thank you to those that contributed items on this behalf. Everyone that participated in the auction, selected their own SECC charity to contribute to. Attached below is the 

list of winners of the silent auction items. 

Please note, that there are oniy two more pick up dates left, this Thursday (3rd) and next Thursday (10th). Please make sure that you get your forms over to me before 

2:00 p.m. on those days. If you need assistance with anything, please feel free to contact me or your team captain. 

*The negative $100 is for the travel and other expenses of the author of "Stormy Returns". 

Thanks again, 

ab 

Allison Battle 

Administrative Support Associate 

300 Kenan Field House 

Athletic Business Office 

Office (919) 843 9270 

Fax (919) 962 0667 

abattle@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 12:24 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Com puter List 

TEXT.htm; Dec 09 Computer List.xls 

All, 
Please review the attached listing and confirm that the graduation dates you gave me earlier this semester are accurate. I need a correct listing so that I can notify the 

student athletes of when they will be required to return their computers. 

Please verify your sports and respond to me via email ASAP. 
Also, if you are aware of underclassrnen in your sports that are departing UNC early (e.g., withdrawing, transferring, etc,), please ernail me their names so I carl check to see if 

they have computers that need to be returned. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 3, 2009 10:40 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Exam Schedule 

FA09 Exam Schedule.pub 

Check this file out and let me know if it 100% accurate. I pulled from 
the database, so hopefully it is. Thanks, B 



Finals Review Schedule 

Math 118 

Monday December 7 
7:00-8:00pm 

Math 

Geog. ll0 

Biology 

(Hogan) 

Geog. 120 

Tuesday December 8 
213B 

SRA 

213A 

SRA 

7:00-10:00pm 

7:00-8:00pm 

7:30-8:30pm 

9:00-10:00pm 



Finals Review Schedule 

Writing Lab 

Math 

History 127 

Biology 

(Hogan) 

Chem 101 

Wednesda, 
See Mary for 

appointment 

December 9 
207 

213B 

213A 

Auditorium 

SRA 

mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 

7:00-10:00pm 

7:00-8:00pm 

7:30-8:30pm 

8:00-9:00pm 

Education 441 

Drama 116 

(001,002) 

Span. (all 

levels) 

Ital. (all levels) 

Fren. (all 

levels) 

Port. (all 

levels) 

Thursday December 10 
213A 

213A 

Auditorium 

Auditorium 

Auditorium 

Auditorium 

10:00-11:00am 

l:00-2:00pm 

l:00-2:00pm 

2:00-3:00pm 

3:00-4:00pm 

4:00-5:00pm 



History 128 

{Barney) 

Writing; Lab 

Math 

Econ 101 

Math 118 

Econ (All) 

See Mary for 

appointment 

213A 

207 

213B 

SRA 

227 

7:00-8:00pm 

mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 

7:00-10:00pm 

8:00-9:00pm 

8:30-10:00pm 

Friday December 11 

Chem (all) 

Writing Lab 

Math 

See Mary for 

appointment 

213A 

207 

213B 

l:00-3:00pm 

mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 

7:00-10:00pm 



Finals Review Schedule 

Drama 116 

(001,002) 

History 128 

(Barney) 

Econ 101 

(Aguilar) 

History 140 

Writing Lab 

Math 

Econ (All) 

Sunday December 13 

See Mary for 

appointment 

213A 

213A 

SRA 

SRA 

207 

213B 

SRB 

5:00-5:45pm 

7:00-8:00pm 

7:00-8:00pm 

7:00-9:00pm 

mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 

7:00-10:00pm 

7:00-10:00pm 



Finals Review Schedule 

Writing Lab 

Math 

Monday December 14 
See Mary for 

appointment 

207 

213B 

mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 

7:00-10:00pm 

Psychology 

Writing Lab 

Math 

Tuesday December 15 
SRA 5:O0-6:00pm 

See Mary for 

appointment 

207 

213B 

mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 

7:00-10:00pm 

Wednesday December 16 
Writing Lab 

Math 

Biology 

(Desaix) 

See Mary for 

appointment 

207 

213B 

213A 

mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 

7:00-10:00pm 

7:30-8:30pm 



Finals Review Schedule 

Writing Lab 

Math 

Thursday December 17 
See Mary for 

appointment 

207 

213B 

mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 

7:00-10:OOpm 

Chemistry 241 with - TBD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:50 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: 12 Hour Report 

]_2 Hour Report.msg 

Hi Tony, 

i’m guessing you are aware of this? She will need to pass all 6 hours to be eligible for next semester. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jamie Samples <smnples@email.unc.edu;~ 

Thursday, 8:09 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbm~]oy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Defickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edtv~; Lineberry, Crystal <clineber@email.unc.edw~; Kat~ounis, Stephen George 
<katsaoan@email.uuc.edu>; Mmkos, Lance M <m~xkos@email.uuc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <mckyh@email.unc.edu> 

12 Hour Report 

12 Hour Report .xlsx; 12Hour Report Unmatched.xlsx 

Two reports today. 

BIOL    and PORT    on 

attempted hrs. Thanks. 

withdrew from 
This brings her down to only 6 

Jamie Samples 

Degree Audit & NCAA Complim~ce Specialist 

Office of the University Regis~war 

U~fiversity ofNort~ C~acoliua at Chapel Hill 

CB# 2100, SASB North 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 

Tel: 919.962.1081 

Fax: 919.962.3349 



From: 

Sent: 

~’o: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Susan B. Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unoedu> 

Thursday, 8:50 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 12 Hour Report 

F]LE.msg 

Hi Tony, 
i’m guessing you are aware of this? She will need to pass all 6 hours to be eligible for next semester, 

Thanks, 

Susan 



Froill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jamie Samples <smnples@email.unc.edu;~ 

Thursday, 8:09 AM 

Sus~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Chfi stopherP Derickson <cderickson@unc.edw~; C~’st~] Lineberry <cl inebe@email.unc.edu>; Stephen George Katsaounis 

<katsaoan@em~fil.unc.edt~>; Lance M M~rkos -~markos@em~fil.anc.edu>; Rocky Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu> 

12 Hour Report 

12Hour Repo(t         .xlsx; 12Hour Report         Unmatched.xlsx; Header 

Two reports today. 

BIOL    and PORT    on 

attempted hrs. Thanks. 

withdrew from 
This brings her down to only 6 

Jamie Samples 

Degree Audit & NCAA Compliance Specialist 

Office of the University Regis~war 

U~fiversity ofNorfla C~acolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 2100, SASB North 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 

Tel: 919.962.1081 

Fax: 919.962.3349 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Allison Battle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 10:59 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

SECC Last Day 

TEXT.htm; Allison Battle.vcf 

Hello everyone, 
Just one last reminder, that today is the last full collection day for submitting SECC donations. So, please if you have a form or need a form and if you have prepared one and 

just keep missing the opportunity to send it over, get that over to me today before 1:00 p.m. Some have contacted me in years past saying how they forgot to send it over, it 

is only human to forget, especially when you are busy with the daily going ons of life. Remember, today is the last day. 

Last day. 

Thanks, 

ab 

Allison Battle 

Administrative Support Associate 

300 Kenan Field House 

Athletic Business Office 

Office (919) 843 9270 

Fax (919) 962 0667 

abattle@u ncaa,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 12:01 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: Announcement of Sports Medicine Director 

TEXT.htm; Announcement of Sports Medicine Director .msg; Dan Hooker.vcf 

Everyone, 
Please welcome Dr, Ciocca in his new role as the Director of Sports Medicine. We are excited for him to lead us and help provide continued great service to UNC Athletics. 

Dan 

interim Director of Sports Medicine 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

dhooker@u ncaa.unc,edu 

919 966 1384 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

"Ma~’ Covington" <mcow~gtn@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 10:27 AM 

’:rebmann@email.unc.edff@smtp.unc.edu; HirtK Christopher <chirth@email.~mc.edtp; Creightoffa]ex creighton@med.unc.edu; ttooker. 
Daniel <dhooke@email.unc.edu% Bennett, Doug qtrb215@email.unc.edu>; evanss@email.unc.edu; haxry sta~tbrd@med.unc.edu; 

Ma~son, Jmais <jematson@email.unc.edtp; Spang, Jeffrey <jspang@med.unc.edtp; Honeycutt. Ja~e <jwhoneyc@email.unc.edu>; 
Ketterly~ Jen --qcetterly@ema£unc.edu>; King, Kevin <kldng@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wright, Latoya <ljta~vlo@email.unc.edtp; Fav~ Nicole 
<nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walker, Nina <nwalke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pryski, Edmund --~p~Tski@etnail.unc.edu>; Rebmann, Rebecca 
<rebmm~n@em~£unc.edu>; Austin, Staci <saustin@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally --~smay@ema£unc.edu>; Oliam, Scott 
<soliaxo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rucinski, Terri Jo <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Bricknet, ’Tho~nas qom briclme@unc.edu>; 
trulock@email.unc.edu; Taft’, ’Timothy <ttaB@med.unc.edu>; Wa~cus, Kelly <waicus@email.unc.edu~ 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Announcement of Sports Medicine Director 

TEXT 1.htm 

Dear Sports Hedicine Team, 

Than’~ you for your patience during the Sports Hedicine Director search. It has been a long process and I tPank you for 

cont~n’x[ng ~:e del~ve~ stellar se:tvioe %e the UNC OHmrttlt~ity du:t~ng this JnLe:tval. 

It is my pleasure to announce the appointment of Dr. Mario Ciocca as Director oi Sports Medicine beginning January 1st , 

2010. 

Dr. CJecca iEe.s}ived his BS in hiechemical }ngineerJng at CelLlmbJa Un~v}~sity arid h~s medica~ degite} at the University ef 

MedicirH~ and D}ntistry of N}w Jersey. He o?mpleted a Resilency Jr? Intelnal Medicine as well as a Pximary Care Spolts Medicine 

Fellowship at UNC Chapel Hill and is Board Certified in Internal Hedicine with a Certificate of Added Qualifications in 

Sports Hedicine. He is also a Clinical Assistant P~ofessor of Medicine and Orthopaedics at NNC. 

As yo’2 knew, Dr Ciocoa has been enpleyed at Cai~p’2s Health S@:tv~.s}s sitK;e 1998, initia] ]y in Clinica] Medicine feHewed by 

nine yea~s in Sports Medicine. He has served as the Team Physician ior Football, Women’s Basketball, Baseball, Men’s Soccer, 

Hen’s Lacrosse, Fencing, and Golf. Dr Ciocca has held a variety of leadership roles in CHS including Chair of the Infection 

Centre] Connittee and Pres~i}nt ef the Melioal Staf~ as w}ll as serving en several University connittees. 

Please join me in welcoming D~. Ciocca to his new role and wishing him much success as UNC Sports Hedicine continues its 

tradition of excellence. 

Ha ry 

Mary M. Covington, MD 

Executive Director for Campus Health Services 

Campus Health Services 

CB# 7470 James A Taylor Bldg. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@comcast.net> 

Saturday,                  2:3 5 PM 

Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hello Mary, 

It is I just want to let you 
know we got the best gift of all.     got 3 B- and a D in poly. So she has a 2.30 I know for allot 
of families this would not bring joy but for us it did. The personnel health teacher is great and told 

that she is going to meet with her once a week next semester to keep her organized. I am so 
happy about that because she needs that. She stayed up all night and study and got a 96 on her 
exam. Poly did not go well but he gave her a D she thought she did better. That is why I worry about 
history next semester. But    thinks she will be fine with his help. 

Happy Holidays, 



~:ro~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, January 8, 20~[0 2:03 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

calendar 

spring 20J_O (~L).pub 

Best academic vs game sd~edule ever ..... 

Just pull the game dates 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, January 8, 2010 2:03 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

calendar 

spring 2010 (1).pub 

Best academic vs game schedule ever ..... 

Just pull the game dates 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 13, 2010 10:42 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Quick Meeting 

Can we sit down for a few (10) minutes this morning around 11:15? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 13, 2010 10:42 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Quick Meeting 

Can we sit down for a few (10) minutes this morning around 11:15? 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday,               9:05 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu~- 

TEXTI’.htm 

Tony, 

Thank you so much for all the helpful i~fformation. I looked into fitting the second Economics class into my Spring schedule and I [] enrolled in [] the online course through 

Blinn. The course nan~e is ECON 
I am also looking to take a 4 honr Geology class online during the first summer term this year and it 

does include ~he one hour lab credit. The course nmne is GEOL 
. I just wanted to double check that both of these courses were correct 

before I get too lhr into them. Also, about the second semester of English     when am I suppo~d to I~bring the copy of the s~llabus and contact information? I~And 

I have not had a foreign langtuage in a long time, ,so I was wondering if I should I t~ to study for the placement test to get a better score or I~ should I j ust take it and see 

where rm at? I really appreciate all your help win these classes and I look tbrwavd to continue working with you! Thank you again, 



Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com: 

Wednesday, 9:05 PM 

gyounrt@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.eduv- 

TEXF .htm 

Tony, 

Thank yon so much fbr all the helpful information. I looked into fitting the second Economics class into my Spring schedule and 1 [lenrolled in[1 the online course through 

Blinn. The course name is ECON 
I am also looking to take a 4 hour Geology class online dnring the first summer term this yeax mad it 

does include the one hour lab credit. The course name is GEOL 
I j ust wanted to donble check that both of these courses were correct 

beibre I get too thr i ~to them. Also, abont the second semester of English     when am I supposed to [;bring the cow of the s.Mlabus a~d contact intbrmation? ~; And 

I have not had a foreign language in a long time. so I was wondering ifi should i try to s~dy for the placement test to get a better scole ore should I just take it and see 

where I’m at’? I really appreciate all your help with these classes and I look forwaM to continue working with you! Thank you again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 14, 2010 2:46 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutorial Requests 

So we can begin to get tutorial off the ground on Tuesday, let’s get our 
tutorial requests to       by noon tomorrow. That will allow him 
tomorrow afternoon and Tuesday to begin putting the puzzle together. I 
envision next week being a time of fltLX amking sure we are good to go 
that following Sunday. Let me know if you have any questions - we have 
great ECON, SOCI, PSYC, HIST and POLI rotors lined up with the standard, 
foreign language, math, science and writing tutors. 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 15, 2010 2:32 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Text.htm; Mail.msg 

Tony, Wow on the attached note - I am going to let       know that I lef~ the department - should I tell her that the NY 
times is written at an 8th grade level? I will let her Know to refer to it as the ’J’ school in the future, so as not to confuse 
anyone ..... peace, m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~comcast.net> 

Friday               9:46 AM 

Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hello, 

It is Happy New Year !! Mary the personnel health teacher was really good 
to She mention even though you are not in my course I want you to meet with me once a week 
to keep you organized. She also mentioned     should go to job fair or what ever that is. I think 
this a great idea and I would be even willing to pay her for coaching her.     wants to get into 
jaurlism school if possible. And even though she has a learning issue I think she could do great in 
this. I told her to get USA today and start reading it everyday that is much easier than the NY times. 
Please if     misses anything and does not advocate for herself please email RIGHT AWAY !! 

Best , 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 15, 2010 2:32 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 
TEXT.htm; FILE.msg 

Tony, Wow on the attached note - I am going to let        know that I lef~ the department - should I tell her that the NY 
times is written at an 8th grade level? I will let her know to refer to it as the ’J’ school in the future, so as not to confuse 
anyone ..... peace, m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @comcast.net> 

Friday, 9:46 AM 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Header 

Hello, 

It is mom. Happy New Year !! Mary the personnel health teacher was really good 
to She mention even though you are not in my course I want you to meet with me once a week 
to keep you organized. She also mentioned,    should go to job fair or what ever that is. I think 
this a great idea and I would be even willing to pay her for coaching her.     wants to get into 
jaurlism school if possible. And even though she has a learning issue I think she could do great in 
this. I told her to get USA today and start reading it everyday that is much easier than the NY times. 
Please if     misses anything and does not advocate for herself please email RIGHT AWAY !! 

Best , 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:01 PM 

.lennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; CynthiaReynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyoun@email.unc.edu; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welbom <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule Updates 

Tutor Schedule.xlsx 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               11:18 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

mentor sessions 

TEXT.htm; mentors os xlsx 

great if we can start tonight .... 
i double checked with tutor schedule as of friday with no conflicts, let me know 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
bddgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 25, 2010 12:13 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updates 

SP 10 Tutor S chedule.xl sx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:49 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: Music 

Re_ Music .msg 

Can meet at any of those times? 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:44 AM 

To: Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Music 

Attach: TgJx2f .httn 

I can meet Tuesday before 12:30PM or between 5 and 7PM. ~ Wednesday between 2 and 5PM would be better though, or Friday after 2 PM. 

Thanks, 

On Tue, at 8:55 AM, Sherrou Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Can you meet any time on Tuesday?~, What day is good for you? 

>>> @gmail,com> 8:08 PM >>> 

Sherron, 

I just realized this, but I actually won’t be able to tutor Tuesdays at 7 with for MUSC Do you know if there is any other time that 

have her email or phone number and don’t mind passing either along to me I could contact her and see if another time would work, 

On Mon, at 1:07 PM, Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

This is a new addition. Thanks 

Sherron 

>>> @qmail.com> 1:00 PM >>> 

Sherron, 
Is this a new addition to the schedule? I won’t be able to meet with tomorrow but I can meet with her next week. 

could meet? If you 

On at 12:11 PM, Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:49 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Music 

FILE.msg 

Can meet at any of those times? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 26, 2010 2:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule 

SP 10 Tutor S chedule.xl sx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 27, 2010 11:16 AM 

Minsha[[, Alisa Raw[s < arawis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Fall 3.0’s 

TEXT.htm; GPA Tempiate.xls 

Tony, 

Could you send Kim our 3.0 kids for her to fill out the template thanks! 

Jenny 

Winter Elite Camp (December 19 21) 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > Stacey Harris 1/26/2010 12:12 PM > > > 

hello! 

Just a reminder that your list of athlete’s receiving a 3,0 GPA or above is due tomorrow. 

Please use the attached document and email it to me. 

Thanks!! 

Stacey 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 27, 2010 11:16 AM 

Alisa Rawls Minsha[[ <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@emai[.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fall 3.0’s 

TEXT.htm; GPA Temp[ate.xls 

Tony, 

Could you send Kh’n our 3,0 kids for her to fill out the template thanks! 

Jenny 
********************************************** 

Winter Elite Camp (December 19 21) 

v~v.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > Stacey Harris 1/26/2010 12:12 PM > > > 

hello! 

Just a reminder that your list of athlete’s receiving a 3.0 GPA or above is due tomorrow. 

Please use the attached document and email it to me. 

Thanks!! 

Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna J. Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 28, 2010 10:32 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: First Pitch 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.jpg; Donna J. Papa.vcf 

Tony, 
Sorry to hearthat, I hope the surgery goes well. See you soon, 

Donna 

ii~i Coach Donna J, Papa, Carolina So~ball, (919)475~264 

> >> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/28/2010 10:26 AM > > > 

Coach Papa, 

Thank you so much for the first pitch invitation, That would be really fun, and I would love to be on the field especially with this group of seniors that I know so well and like so 

much, I waited a few days before replying because I met with Dr, Spang yesterday and we scheduled shoulder surgery on my throwing arm next week, I have a bone spur that 
is damagin9 the muscles and tendons that connect to the rotator cuff and the spur needs to come out and muscle has to be repaired, So I don’t think I’ll be doing any 

throwin9 this spring, But Iwill be at as many games as I can get to, And I really do appreciate the fact that you thought me, 

Best ofluck on your season. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, January 28, 2010 10:42 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 

Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Holliday, 

Corey <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Head Coaches <-Head 

Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Holladay, Joe <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Larry <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Baddour, Dick <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanchard, John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu; Oregon, Evie M. <oregon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring Life Skill Seminars - Monday, February 15th 

Coaches, 

Please mark this date on your calendars: 

Monday, February 15th @ 7pm & 8:30pm - Required Life Skills seminar, Stone Center, Theater 

Juniors and Seniors will attend the 7pm session (Career Planning - Resume, Cover Letter, 

Interview, etc.) 

First-years and Sophomores will attend the 8:30pm session (Legal Consequences to 

Alcohol/Drug Use in Chapel Hill)) 

The presentation lasts approximately one hour. First-years and Sophomores are welcomed to attend 

the Career Planning session also) 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Cricket Lane, PhD 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina 

Post Office Box 2126 
Kenan Field House 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-843-2040 (voice); 919-843-2327 (fax) 
(mobile) 

cricket@uncoedu 

~ Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

"People do not care how much you know until they know how much you care." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 3, 2olo 11:34 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PeopleSoft Training 

TEXT.htm 

Good mornin~ ~entlemen, 
In looking over the new schedule Susan 

sent out yesterday, it looks Wednesday the 24th from 1-4:3o would work best for me. There are eight spots left, can you all 

attend that one? 

Let me know, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 3, 2OlO 12:48 PM 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: PeopleSoft Training 
TEXT.htm 

Will do, but I probably need your onyen and password. 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 2/3/2OLO 11:43 AM >>> 
thanks brent 

can you sign me up? 

tonyyount 

On Feb 3, 2OLO, at 11:33 AM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

Good morning gentlemen, 
In looking over the new 

schedule Susan sent out yesterday, it looks Wednesday the 24th from 1-4:3o would work best for me. There 

are eight spots left, can you all attend that one? 

Let me know, 
B 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Pyech& Michelle Ann" <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:00 AM 

Cook, Jennifer <cookj r@uncaa, unc.edu:~ 

FW: Max incoming 

ATT00001..bmp; ATT00002..j pe 

Here you go.. Thanks! 

Missy Pyecha 
/~.ssista n~ to ti~e ,,’]i~x~ctor of Under{!rsduate Admissioqs 

Un~s~rsity d North Car@r~a N Chapel Hil~ 
Campus Box 2209. Jacksoq HaI~ 

(hapel t-t~1~ NC 27599 

mpyecha@admissions.u nc.edu 

(919) 9¢2-5292 

~ 
;2-91,19 (fax) 

From: 3enni%r Cook [mailto:cooNr@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:54 AM 
To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 
Subject: RE: wlax incoming 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Room 302 

216 Finley Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 

www.tarheelblue.com 

> > > "Pyecha, Michelle Ann" < mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu >         5:04 PM > > > 

Sure El1 no ~)roblern. Do you mind sending me their names [1} jt~st ~:o make st~re t get everyone on your Hsl:? 

k, lissy Pyecha 

Assistant 1o the D~re@)r ol Undergraduate Admbsbns 

UqJversib, d North Carolina st Chapel Hili 

Car@,Js Sox 2200, Jackso~l Hali 

(:;h%,el H~II, NC 27599 

mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu 

(919} 962-5292 

~ 
d2-9149 (fax 

F~m= Jennifer Cook [mailto:coo~r@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:44 PN 
Te= Pyecha, Nichelle Ann 
Subject= wlax incoming 
Missy, 

Hi[ I was wondering if you could send myself and Tony Yount (tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu) all of our incoming 
~OPS information. Than~ for your help[ 

Freshman PID’s. He wants to update them with all of the 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 10:15 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: wlax incoming 

TEXT.htm; [MAGE.BMP; F]LE.msg 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2:£26 

Room 302 

2:£6 Finley Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:£5 

9:£9 962 6682 

fax: 9:£9 843 8:£75 

vcv~v.ta rh eel bl u e.co m 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Pyech& Michelle Ann" <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:00 AM 

cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Max incoming 

ATT00001..bmp; ATT00002..jpe; Header 

Here you go.. Thanks! 

Missy Pyecha 
/~.ssista n~ to ti~e ,,’]i~x~ctor of Under{!rsduate Admissioqs 

Un~s~rsity d North Car@r~a N Chapel Hil~ 
Campus Box 2209. Jacksoq HaI~ 

(hapel t-t~1~ NC 27599 

mpyecha@admissions.u nc.edu 

(919) 9¢2-5292 

~ 
;2-91,19 (fax) 

From: 3enni%r Cook [mailto:cooNr@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:54 AM 
To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 
Subject: RE: wlax incoming 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Room 302 

216 Finley Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 

www.tarheelblue.com 

> > > "Pyecha, Michelle Ann" < mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu >         5:04 PM > > > 

Sure El1 no ~)roblern. Do you mind sending me their names [1} jt~st ~:o make st~re t get everyone on your Hsl:? 

k, lissy Pyecha 

Assistant 1o the D~re@)r ol Undergraduate Admbsbns 

UqJversib, d North Carolina st Chapel Hili 

Car@,Js Sox 2200, Jackso~l Hali 

(:;h%,el H~II, NC 27599 

mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu 

(919} 962-5292 

~ 
d2-9149 (fax 

F~m= Jennifer Cook [mailto:coo~r@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:44 PN 
Te= Pyecha, Nichelle Ann 
Subject= wlax incoming 
Missy, 

Hi[ I was wondering if you could send myself and Tony Yount (tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu) all of our incoming 
~OPS information. Than~ for your help[ 

Freshman PID’s. He wants to update them with all of the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February lz, zolo ~o:zo AM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Student-Athlete Listing 

Active SAs.xlsx 

Good morning, 

As some may know, we do not have to do as extensive a job in preparing this semester’s PRAC requests. What we need you 

to do is update the attached spreadsheet to reflect everyone for whom you want priority by respective sport. Sort the file 

by your name and simply add rows when you need to add managers, etc., and delete those who need to be deleted. Once 

you completed your updates, return the file for your athletes to me. I will re-compile the master list and resend for your 

approval. Try to have this done by the end of business on Monday. 

Also, please update your listing of students in AdPros for whom you want progress reports. I want them to go out on 
Wednesday, so Sherron will need the prep time. 

Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 12, 2010 10:20 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Student-Athlete Listing 

Active SAs.xlsx 

Good morning, 

As some may know, we do not have to do as extensive a job in preparing this semester’s PRAC requests. What we need you 

to do is update the attached spreadsheet to reflect everyone for whom you want priority by respective sport. Sort the file 

by your name and simply add rows when you need to add managers, etc., and delete those who need to be deleted. Once 

you completed your updates, return the file for your athletes to me. I will re-compile the master list and resend for your 

approval. Try to have this done by the end of business on Monday. 

Also, please update your listing of students in AdPros for whom you want progress reports. I want them to go out on 
Wednesday, so Sherron will need the prep time. 

Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions, 
B 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, February 16, 2010 12:22 PM 

-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Administrative Assistants (Coaches);-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Compliance <- 

Cam pliance@uncaa.unc.edu > 

CTOPS Registration 

TEXT_I.htm 

Coaches, 
As you probably are aware, prospective students are now able to register for their CTOPS sessions at http://nscpp.unc.edu/. 

Student athletes who are on partial athletics scholarships are responsible for their own CTOPS charges and should proceed accordingly. 

However, for student athletes who will be recipients of FULL ATHLETICS GRANT IN AID, there is a certain process they will need to follow while registering so as to not have 

to pay the fee upfront to do so. Here are those steps: 

/0 When asked for their payment option, they will need to select, "Pay with Check" and proceed normally through the remainder of the process. 
2) Following submission of their registration request, they will need to send an email to the following email address (orientation@unc.edu) including the following information: 

I (Insert Name and PID) just registered for the croPs session on (Insert Date). I will be receiving a full athletics grant in aid. Please recalculate accordingly and let me know 

how much (if any) I still owe to complete my registration. 

3) After doing this, the student will receive a response email that will tell them how much payment they still need to submit (e.g., for parents’ charges, etc.). 

4) This amount will have to be paid, via check, within ]_0 davs in order to secure the CTOPS slot. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about this payment information. Other questions about CTOPS should be directed to your academic counselor. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: prac list.xlsx 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 19, 2olo 9:56 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, 

Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Final Review of PRAC Roster 

Look over the attachment and let me know if I missed anyone.., this is our one and only shot. Thanks, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount~uncaa.unc.edt~ 

Friday, 11:18 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Carolina Orientation and Registration 

TEXT.htm; Header 

Welcome to Carolina. This letter will contain some information regarding your responsibilities after receiving confirmation of your admission to the University. As soon 

as you get your acceptance letter, please do everything that the letter asks you to do so that your PID will be activated into the registration system. 

Your PID (Personal IDentification number) is           Memorize it. You will use it literally thousands of limes while you are at Carolina. 

If your PID has been activated tbllowing your accepta~ce letter, then you should be able to do "the following online. 

FIRST - CTOPS is the freshman orientation program for Carolina’s incoming class. Registration intbnnation appears here on the UNC Applicm~t Central page. Enter 

your information and you can register for the session of your choice: 

http:/inscpp.u nc.ed ui 

Your CTOPS fees will not be covered by your scholarship. Please send me an email M~en you register and let me know the date that you plan to attend. I will be in 

touch later about scheduling a time to talk atx)ut course selection tbr your first semester at Carolina. 

SECOND - UNC email - Please go ahead and set yours up. The web site where you do that is here: 

https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi- bi,gunc id/services 
Click on "Create and ONYEN" m~d go from there. You’ll need your PID. 

As soon as you get your account created, please send me an email using that address so I can put it in my address book. 

THIRD - Math Placemem - The Universi~ requires that you earn credit for two math courses. 

Taking the SAT Math 2 exam is not required, but it does make your math placement eaaier. Most of the upper level Math courses require Math 110 as a 

prerequisite. Solid (520 or better) SAT 2 Math scores will get you credit tbr Math 110. Strong AP or IB exam results will also provide guidance tbr the 

math phicement. It would be wise to consider your own math situation a~d consider taking the SAT Math 2 extort. Pleaae emaJl me with any questions 

about Math Placement. Taking care of this BEFORE you get to Carolina is much pret~rred. 

FOURTH - Credit hours - So,ne of you will come in with earned credit hours from AP and IB exams. The registrais office will take care of that if you had your 

scores reported to UNC. If your AP or IB scores are not reported to Carolina, please do that as soon as all of your testing is co,nplete this spring. If you take classes 

from a college this summer other than Carolina, please obtain a coW of your summer school transcript, sealed by the college and unopened. Bring that to me when you 
arrive at Carolina m~d I’ll take it to the admissions office so that proper credit for your coursework can be added to your transcript. The coaches and I encourage you 

to come to Carolina with as many credit hours in place as you can. 

I spent 30 years as a high ~hool teacher a~d I know a bit about the last 3 months of senior year and all the thn things "that come with graduation. Congratulations. 

Enjoy eveu moment. If you have questions about Carolina, please ask them as they occur. My contact info is below. I look for~vard to working with this summer. 

Please put my cell number in your address/phone list~ a~d please send me the cell number that you will be using this summer. 

Take care 

Tow Yount 

Academic Adviser for women’s lacrosse 

cell: 

office: 919 962 9535 

email: tom~ount(&uncaa.unc.edu 

AIM: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:18 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Carolina Orientation and Registration 

TEXT.htm; Header 

Welcome to Carolina. This letter will contain some information regaMing your msponsiNlities after receiving confirmation of your admission to the University. As soon 
as you get your acceptance letter, please do everything that the letter asks you to do so that your PID will be activated into the registration sys~tem. 

Your PID (Personal IDentification number) is           Memorize it. You will use it literally thousands of limes while you are at Carolina. 
If your PID has been activated tbllowing your acceptm~ce letter, then you should be able m do "the lbllowing online. 

FIRST - CTOPS is the freshman orientation program for Caxolina’s incoming class. Registration intbnnation appears here on the UNC Applicm~t Central page. Enter 

your information and you can register for the session of your choice: 

http:/inscpp.u nc.ed ui 

Your CTOPS fees will not be covered by your scholarship. Please send me an email M~en you register and let me know the date that you plan to attend. I will be in 
touch later about scheduling a time to talk atx)ut course selection tbr your first semester at Carolina. 

SECOND - UNC email - Please go ahead and set yours up. The web site where you do that is here: 

https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi- bi,gunc id/services 

Click on "Create and ONYEN" m~d go from there. You’ll need your PID. 

As soon as you get your account created, please send me an email using that address so I can put it in my address book. 

THIRD - Math Placemem - The Universi~ requires that you earn credit for two math courses. 

Taking the SAT Math 2 exam is not required, but it does make your math placement easier. Most of the upper level Math courses require Math 110 as a 
prerequisite. Solid (520 or better) SAT 2 Math scores will get you credit tbr Math 110. Strong AP or IB exam results will also provide guidance tbr the 
math placement. It would be wise to consider your own math situation a~d consider taking the SAT Math 2 exam. Please emaJl me with any questions 
about Math Placement. Taking care of this BEFORE you get to Carolina is much pretErred. 

FOURTH - Credit hours - Sotne of you will come in with earned credit hours from AP and IB exams. The registrais once will take care of that if you had your 
scores reported to UNC. If your AP or IB scores are not reported to Carolina, please do that as soon as all of your testing is complete this spring. If you take classes 
from a college this summer other than Carolina, please obtain a copy of your summer school transcript, sealed by the college and unopened. Bring that to me when you 
arrive at Carolina m~d I’ll take it to the admissions once so that proper credit for your coursework can be added to your transcript. The coaches and I encourage you 
to come to Carolina with as maw credit hours in place as you can. 

I spent 30 years as a high ~hool teacher a~d I know a bit about the last 3 months of senior year and all the thn things "that come with graduation. Congratulations. 
Enjoy eveu moment. If you have questions about Carolina, please ask them as they occur. My contact info is below. I look forward to working with this summer. 
Please put my cell number in your address/phone list~ a~d please send me the cell number that you will be using this summer. 

Take care 

Tow Yount 

Academic Adviser for women’s lacrosse 

cell: 

oNce: 919 962 9535 

email: tom~ount(&uncaa.unc.edu 

AIM: 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:21 PM 

To: Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Meeting 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Hi Tony’. 

[] 

I’m so excited to be starting my journey at Carolina very. soon. The weekend schedtfle is very spacious, allowing the scholars time to wander around 

campus and visit classes, etc. I was thinking that Tuesday morning would be a great time to meet with you. Anyime that works best for you is good with me. I just want 

to begin sorting out classes and all my questions; this just seemed like m~ opportune time to get started. 

Thank "~ou so much! 

On Thu, at 11:31 AM, Tony Yount <tony’!, ount~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Welcome to Carolina. I’m Tony Yount. We’ve met at the Academic Center and I’ll be your academic adviser for the next 4 years. Derek just called and said that 

yoffll be in town       weekend for         interviews. Bes~t of luck to you. That is a marvelous weekend ruth the opportunity to meet so many wonderful 

people. I hope you enjoy it. 

Derek said that you wanted to meet on Tuesday,        to talk about academic issues and your course schedule. I’d be hapw to meet with you that day. When 

you know your sehedule, please send me ma email mad suggest a time mad we’ll get together. 

Take care 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:21 PM 

To: gyo un@email, unc. edu 

Bee: Ton)’ Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Meeling 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Hi Tons,! 

[] 

I’m so excited to be starting nay journey at Carolina very soon. The weekend schedule is very spacious, allowing the scholars time to wander around 

campus a~ad visit classes, etc. I was thinking that Tuesday morning would be a great time m meet ruth you. Anyime that works bes~t tbr you is good with me. I j ust want 

to begin sorting out classes and a]l my questions; this just seemed like an opportune time to get s~rted. 

Thank you so much! 

On Thu, at 11:31 AM, Tony Yount <ton,~5~ount(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Welcome to Carolina. I’m Tony Yount. We’ve met at the Academic Center and I’ll be your academic advis~r for the next 4 years. Derek just called and said that 

you’ll be in town       weekend for                   Best of luck to you. That is a marvelous weekend ruth the opportuN~ to meet so many wonderful 
people. I hope you enjoy it. 

Derek saAd that you wanted to meet on Tuesday,        to talk about academic issues a~d your course schedule. I’d be hapw to meet with you that day. When 

you know your ~hedule, plea~ send me an email and suggest a time and we’ll get together. 

Take care 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:23 AM 

gyount@email.unc .edu; Shem~n Peace <stpeace@uncaa. unc .edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Updates 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sherron,                               both say they "don’t need"    tutoring any longer. I am happy to review ruth them at the end of the semester and I 

wanted to let you know in case this poses a problem with their coaches mad advisors. In any case I got pem~ission from the supervisor on Tuesday to switch the 
sessions so    is t?om 7-8 and 101 from 8 to 9. I have emailed              about this but I do not know how to contact         would you mind letting her 

know of this chm~ge? 

Tttanks! 

On Tue, at 9:19 AM, Sherron Peace < stpeace(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 10:04 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Orientation and RegiS_ration 

TEXTf.httn 

Tony, 

I have not yet received my acceptance letter so I have not been able to create my acconnt or register for orientation. When shonld I be expecting the letter? Should I 
have received it by now? They’ keep insisting I pay the $70 application fee, but Derek specifically told me not to pay. How do I handle that? 

Thanks, 

--- On Fri, , Tony Yount <tonyyount(a~tncaa. une edu> wrote: 

From: Tony Yount <tony.wount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Carolina Orientation and Registration 

To: ’ ~y~hoo.com> 
Date: Friday, 1:14 PM 

Welcome to Carolina. This letter will contmn ~me information regarding your responsibilities after receiving confirmation of your admission to the University. 

As soon as you get your acceptance letter, please do everything that the letter asks you to do so that your PID will be activated into "the registration system. 

Your PID (Persona] IDentification number) is           Memorize it. You roll use it literally thousands of times while you are at Carolina. 

If your PID has been activated following your acceptance letter, then you should be able to do the following online. 

FIRST - CTOPS is the freshman orientation program for Carolina’s incoming class. Registlation information appears here on the UNC Applicant Central 

page. Enter your information and you can regis~ter for the session of your choice: 
http://nscpp.unc.edu/ 

Emily, your CTOPS cost will be covered by your schol~xship. Your parents expenses, if they accompany you, will not. Please follow these directions when 

indicating payanent. 

1) When asked for your payment option, you will need to select, "Pay with Check" and proceed normally through the remainder of the process. 

2) Following submission of your registration request, you will need to send an email to the following ecnail address (orientation@... unc.edu) including the following 

information: 

I (Insert Name and PIB) just registered for [he C[OPS session on (Insert Bate). I will be receiving a full athletics grant in aid. Please recalculate accordingly and 
let me know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my registration. 

3) After doing this, the student will receive a response email that will tell them how much payment they still need to submit (e.g., for parents’ charges, etc.). 

4) This amount will have to be paid, via check, within 10 days in order to secure the CTOPS slot. 

During the week before your visiL we will have discussions about your schedule and get you prepped for your registration. When you register for CTOPS, 

)lease send me an emafil letting me know which session you’ll be attending. 

;ECOND - UNC email - Please go ahead and set yonrs up. The web site where you do that is here: 

https:i/onyen.nnc .edu/cgi- bi~/unc id,’services 

Click on "Create and ONYEN" and go from there. You’ll need your PID. 

As soon as you get your account created, please send me an email using that address so I can put it in my address book. 

THIRD - Math Placement - The University reqtfires that you earn credit [br two math courses. 

Taking the SAT Math 2 exam is not required, but it does make your math placement easier. Most of the upper level Math courses require Math 

110 as a prerequisite. Solid (520 or better) SAT 2 Math scores will get you credit for Math 110. Strong AP or IB exam results will also provide 

guidance for the math placement. It would be wise to consider your own math situation and consider talcing the SAT Math 2 extort. Please email 

tne with any ques~tions about Math Placement. Taldng care of this BEFORE you getto Carolina is tnuch preferred. 

FOURTH - Credit hours - Some of yon will come in with earned credit hours from AP and IB exan~s. The registmr’s office will take care of that if you had 

yonr scores reported to UNC. Ifyonr AP or IB scores are not reported to Carolina. please do that as soon as all of your testing is complete this spring. If you 
take classes from a college this summer other than Carolina, please obtain a copy’ of your summer school transcript, sealed by the college and unopened. 

Bring that to me when you arrive at Carolina and I’ll take it to the admissions office so that proper credit for your coursework can be added to your transcript. 

The coaches and I encourage you to come to Carolina with as many credit hours in place as you can. 

I spent 30 years as a high school teacher and I know a bit about the last 3 months of senior year and all the fun things that come with graduation. 

Congratulations. Enjoy every molnent. If you have questions about Carolina, please ask theln as they occur. My contact info is below. I look forward to 

working with this summer. Please put Iny cell number in your address/phone lists, and please send Ine the cell number that you will be using this summer. 

Take care 



ToW Yount 

Academic Adviser for women’s lacrosse 

cell: 

ofl]ce: 919 962 9535 919 962 9535 

emaJl: tonsTount@uncaa.unc.edu 

AIM: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 10:04 PM 

~oun@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Ca:rolina Orientation and Regislration 

TEXT.htm 

Toll},, 

I have not yet received my acceptance letter so I have not been able to create my account or register for orientation. When should I be expecting the letter? Should I 

have received it by now? They keep insisting I pay the $70 application t~e, but Derek specitically told me not to pay. ttow do I handle that? 

Thank~ 

--- On l;fi, Tony Yomit <tonyyount(a)d~ncaa. une edu> wrote: 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edt~, 
Subject: Carolina Orientation and Registration 

To: ~yal~oo.com> 

Date: Friday, 1:14 PM 

Welcome to Carolina. This letter will contain some intbmmtion regarding your responsibilities after receiving confim~ation of your admission to the Universi~. 

As soon as you get your acceptance letter, please do eve ,rything that the letter asks you to do so that your PID will be activated into the registration system. 

Your PID (Persona] IDentification number) is           Memorize it. You will use it literally thousands of times Mille you axe at Carolina. 

If your PID has been activated following your acceptance letter~ then you should be able to do the following online. 

FIRST - CTOPS is the freshman orientation program for Carolina’s incoming class. Registration information appears here on the UNC Applicant Central 

page. Enter your information and you can register for the session of your choice: 

http://nscDD.unc.edu/ 

Emily, your CTOPS cost will be covered by your schola~cship. Your parents expenses, if they accompany you, will not. Please follow these directions when 

indicating payment. 

1) When asked for your payment option, you will need to select, "Pay with Check" and proceed normally through the remainder of the process. 

2) Following submission of your registration request, you will need to send an email to the following email address (orientation@unc.edu) including the following 

information: 
[ (Insert Name and PID) just registered for the (::TOPS session on (Insert Date). I will be receiving a full athletics grant in aid. Please recakulate accordingly and 

let me know how rnuch (if any) I still owe to complete rny registration. 

3) After doing this, the student will receive a response email that will tell them how much payment they still need to submit (e.g., for parents’ charges, etc,). 

4) This amount will have to be paid, via check, within 10 days in order to secure the CTOPS slot. 

During the week before your visit, we will have discussions about your schedule and get you prepped for your registration. When you register for CTOPS, 

)lease send me an email letting me know which session you’ll be attending. 

;ECOND - UNC emaJl - Please go ahead and set yours up. The web site where you do that is here: 

htlps://onyen.unc .edu/cgi- birv unc id/services 
Click on "Create and ON’r~N" and go t?om there. You’ll need your PID. 

As soon as you get your account created, please send me an email using that address so I can put it in my address book. 

TttIRD - Math Placement - The University requires that you earn credit lbr two math courses. 

Taking the SAT Math 2 exam is not required, but it does make your math placement easier. Most of the upper level Math courses require Math 

110 as a prerequisite. Solid (520 or better) SAT 2 Math scores will get you credit for Math 110. Strong AP or IB exam results will also provide 

guidance for the math placement. It would be wise to consider your own math situation and consider taking the SAT Math 2 exan~. Please email 

me with an}‘’ questions about Math Placement. Taking care of this BEFORE you getto Carolina is much preferred. 

FOURTH - Credit hours - Some of you will come in with earned credit hours from AP and IB extorts. The registmr’s office will t~£e care of that if you had 

your scores reported to [INC. If your AP or IB scores are not relyorted to Carolina, please do that as soon as all of your testing is complete this spring. If you 

t~J~e classes t?om a college this summer other than Carolina, please obtain a copy of your summer school tr~mscript, sealed by the college and unopened. 

Bring that to me when you arrive at Carolina and I’ll take it to the admissions ottice so that proper credit [br your coursework can be added to your transcript. 

The coaches and I encourage you to come to Carolina with as many credit hours in place as you can. 

I spent 30 yeaxs as a high school teacher and I know a bit about the lasl 3 months of senior year and all the fun things that come with graduation. 

Congratulations. Enjoy every moment. If you have questions about Carolina, please ask them as they occur. My contact info is below. I look forward to 

working with this sum~ner. Please put my cell number in 5’our address/phone lists, and please send me the cell nmnber that }‘’ou will be using tiffs summer. 



Take care 

Tony Yount 

Acade~nic Adviser for wo~nen’s lacrosse 

cell: 

once: 919 962 9535 919 962 9535 
e~naJl: tonyvount,@~uncaa.unc .edu 

AIM: 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Derek Oalvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:33 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; Oalvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< @email.unc.edu>; 

< @email.unc.edu>; 

< @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Class Absence Letter for Tuesday 

TEXT.htm; Excused Absence Letter.tif; Absence Date.tif 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@emaiLunc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@era ail.u nc.edu > 

Hi Team, 

Tony has prepared a letter for you to submit to your teachers for your upcoming absence on Tuesday . ] will have copies of the letter available at practice on 

Thursday (tornorrow). I am also attaching scanned copies of the letter. There are two pages.., front and back of the letter. Please submit the letter to your teachers before 

Tuesday. You can either deliver a copy to their office on campus, or send an email explaining the attachments. It is important that you do so before missing the classes on 

Tuesday. 

See you tomorrow (~ have your meal money if you did not get it today). 

Derek P. Galvin, Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office Phone: 919 962 5213 

Web Page: w~rvv.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Octavus Barnes <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Books from Dropped Courses? 

Academic Counselors, 

Are any of you in possession of books that student-athletes have returned to you after dropping courses? Please let me 

know if you are. Student Stores is willing to work with us on bringing them back in a big group for a refund, but we will 

need to organize it if we’re going to take advantage of the opportunity. 

So let me know if you have any and we’ll go from there... 

Thanks, 
Amy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mail Delivery Subsys~tem <~MAILER-DAEMON@mxp2> 

Sunday, 2:36 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Returned mail: see tra2~ript tier details 

s~tus.txt, Mail.msg 

The original message was received at Suaa, 
from mplusx.uncaa uric edu [152.2 228 248] 

14:36:05 

..... The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ..... 
< @email.unc.edu> 

(reason: 553 5.30 <    @email.unc.edu> . User unknown) 

..... Transcript of sessien f, allows ..... 
.... while talking to [ 152.2 1.96]: 
>>> DATA 
<<< 553 5.30 < ~)email ~c edu>.. User unl~own 
550 51.1 < @email.unc.edu>... User ~known 
<<< 503 50.0 Need RCV]7 (recipient) 



From: ToW Yount <tonD~ount~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:36 PM 

To: @em~il.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: New E-mail 

A~tach: Header 

thanks 

one step closer to Carolina - veu excited for you 

Tony 

On , at 2:33 PM, wrote: 

> 

> Hi Tony! II~s from the team! I just set up my new 

> e-,nail so you can now add it to your address book! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:41 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Julie 
Gladchuk <gladchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Octavus Barnes <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Contact information 

email- 

Cell- 

will miss 
Sherron 

you all and keep in touch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 17, 2010 12:44 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; CynthiaReynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc, edu; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

DB is BACK! 

It is now back up, but please remember: if you are done for the time 
being and are stepping away from your desk for ay reason (meeting, 
lunch, etc...), PLEASE close it down to avoid possible issues as a 
result of disconnection while away. That is not what caused this 
outage, but it is something to keep in mind. 

Thanks 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:56 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

email addresses 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.BMP 

Tony, 

! was hoping you could help me out by providing email addresses for the following student athletes: 

(their information does not show up in the student directory and [ am trying to send them an invite to the graduation reception) 

thanks for your assistance! 

Sport Administration MA 

Graduate Intern, Student Athlete Selvices 

Office 919 843 2306 

@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mail Delivery Subsys~tem <~MAILER-DAEMON@mxp3.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:33 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Returned mail: see tra2~ript tier details 

s~tus.txt, Mail.msg 

The original message was received at Man, 
from mail.uncaa.unc, edu [ 152.2 228.252] 

21:33:01-(;,400 

..... The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ..... 
< @email unc.edu> 

(reason: 553 5.3.0 <       @email.uaac.edu>.. User unknown) 

..... Transcript of session follows ..... 
.... while talking to [ 152.2 1.94]: 
>>> DATA 
<<< 553 5.30 < ~r)email.unc.edu> .. User unknown 
550 51.1 < @email unc edu>.. User unknown 
<<< 503 50.0 Need RCPT (recipient) 



From: Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:33 PM 

To: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Hi Tony’. 

Attach: Header 

Thanks for email heads up on your new address. 

The CTOPS session that they want you to attend is ¯ I think all the recruits will be there except 

One step closer to Carolina - congrats. 

Tony 

On , at 9:22 PM, wrote: 

> Hi Tony! 
> 

> IVly email account is now set up. I was wondering about your suggestion for 

> the SAT Math 2. I already have Statistics credit a~d I’m pretty positive I 

> am going to get ~me sort of Calculus credit¯ Is it still necessary to 
> take the SAT Math 2? Also do you know which date they are wanting me to go 

> to for CTOPS? Thanks for all of your help! 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               12:50 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Julie Gladchuk 
<gladchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<j aimielee@uncaa.unc, edu>; John Blanchard <j gb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; i                     @uncaa.unc.edu>; Octavus Barnes 
<obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hello 

I wanted to say hello to everyone and to see how everyone is doing. I hope everyone is doing well and I miss you all! 

Sherron Peace 
@gmail.com 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Sunday, 1:45 PM 

To: Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 2 questions 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

hey tony i have 2 quefftions ~ 
first, when is our actual "registration date" ~ 

second, who is it i need to talk ruth in o~ler to find out whether an internship wonld be able to apply for credit hours. 

ill come in and talk with you ans~vays 

but thanks so much tbr helping me with N scheduling N ill ~e you ~metime this week! 

"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you. Not as the world gives do I give to you. Let not your hearts be troubled, neither let them be afraid." 

[] [] ~ []- John 14:27 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 29, 2OlO 9:55 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Tutorial Schedule 

SPlo Tutor Schedule.xlsx 

Here it is... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

" @collegiate-va.org> 

Monday, 11:35 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Caxolina Orientation and RegiS_ration 

TENTI’.httn 

Hey Tony, 

[] 

I am signed up for orientation 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:54 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

rismg 

rising stars.docx; Part.O01 



Rising Stars is a program dedicated to developing leaders and building the character 

of the young UNC athletes. This is the type of program that I would be honored to be 

apart of. Rising Stars will help develop my leadership skills and teach me useful 

tools to deal with difficult situations that I will encounter in athletics, as well as life. 
The Rising Stars program will teach me how to overcome obstacles, improve my 
communication. I hope to become a leader among my peers as I continue to grow 
here at Carolina and I feel that Rising Stars will help reach this goal. I hope to be 

selected for the Rising Stars program to help me mature into the leader I know I can. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 1:43 PM 

Staff 

ODU ]nfo 

TEXT.htm; ODU Spdnghill Suites Rooming List.xls; ODU Itin.pdf 

Hi Everyone, 
You are on your own for lunch on Saturday. 

Please bring your own nutritious snacks for the bus. 

Emphasis on healthy nutrition. 

Please bring a large water bottle to hydrate. 

Please email me your dinner order by 8:30am. 

Choices are below. 

Kristen Taylor- 

Freemason Abbey 

757.622.3966 

Grilled Filet Mignon 
An 8 ounce cut of the finest aged beef tenderloin, grilled to your specification. 
With roasted new potatoes and steamed broccoli 

Cedar Plank Salmon Oscar 
A boneless fillet of North Atlantic salmon grilled and topped with tender asparagus spears, backfin crabmeat and tlo]landaise sauce. 
Served with wild rice and steamed green beans almondine 

Baked Chicken Parmesan 
Classic Chicken Parmesan baked, sel~’ed homemade sauce and baked ~vith mozzarella and served over linguine 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 21:)6 
Room 1264 
Carmichael Auditorium 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919,259,4901 
Fax: 919.843,817[; 
www,tarheelblue.com 
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UNC WOMEN’S (Rooming; List) 

Springhill Suites 

4500 Hampton Blvd, Norfolk, VA 23508 

Telephone: 757-423-4100 

Check In: Saturday 4/3/10 

Check Out: Sunday 4/4/10 
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ilO.) 

Phil Barnes i12) 

Tony Yount 
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Carolina Lacrosse 
Saturday~ April 3;~ ~ S~day, April 4th 

Saturday, April 3~ ........................... 
lo:ooam ........ Practice - Nax~/Henry .......... 

2:oopm Depart Finley Field (Captains Choice) ........ .... 
..... Bring extra snacks & large water bottle ................. 

5!~5pm Throw Around at tuff on campus (Captains Choice ~ W~cfi~ ~ffit) 

TURFSHOES!iiiiiii(turfsh6~s), mouthguards, sfie~, goggles, AWAYUnifo)m (jerseyliiikilt), Gortexgear, 



Fro~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:48 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Graduation Reception 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.BMP 

Friends across the hall, 

I have been informed that many of you did not receive the email invite to our Student Athlete Graduation Reception. It was probably blocked by the spam filter in Groupwise 

and will need to be retrieved by you, (The subject should rnention sornething about the reception and come from paperlesspost.corn), 

If you cannot retrieve the invite here is the event information (and please RSVP to me): 

Tuesday, 

2 5pm (formal program to start at 3pm) 

Hill Alumni Center 

All student athletes graduating this calendar year have been invited, as well as the head coaches, senior administrators and your wonderful staff. 

We hope to see you there! 

p.s. please feel free to gently remind your seniors to RSVP via the invite. Only a few have replied so far and the final date to RSVP is coming up! 

Spor~ Administlation MA 

Graduate Intern, Student Athlete Sewices 

Office 919 843 2306 

@uncaa.unc.edu 



heres my schedule 

EXS~S Fetzer 
Gymnasium - Rm 

0106 

Fetzer 

Gymnasium - Rm J. MYERS 3.00 LJ 
OlO9 

Stone Center- Rm Staff ~ 3.00 LJ 0209 

Fetzer 
D. 

Gymnasium - Rm 3.00 L.J SOUTHALL 
0104 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:28 AM 

~oun@ema~l.uuc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

schedule 

TEXT.htm; PS CS STATUS OPEN ICN 1.gif 

heres my schedule 

Fetzer 
Gymnasium - Rm S. SALYER 3.00 I~]l 
0106 

Fetzer 
Gymnasium - Rm J. MYERS 3.00 I~]l 
0109 

Stone Center - Rrn 
Staff 3.00 I~]l 

0209 

Fetzer 

Gymnasium - Rm 
SOUTHALL 

0104 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

@gmail.com~ 

Thursday,             2:1 l PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Paper...most of it 

TEXT.htm; V, V, V.docx 

So, I have .vet to finish the conclusio~ but the rest is there. I procrastinated WAY too much, so I don’t tNnk it’s all that great, but there’s not mnch I can do about that 

at this point. If you have time, could you just read through it for any glaring mistakes or contradictions, etc.? Thanlcs in advaaace. 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Friday, 12:19 AM 

To: Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Scheduling... 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Hi Tony, 

So completely uncharacteristically ofmyscl£ I’m t~y-ing to plan my summer school and Fall schedules, which I’ve already changed about a[~ fif~- times. I have a 

few question that you may or may not be able to answer, so I was wondering ifI could come by tomorrow morning before you leave for the golf tournament to discuss 

my schedule with you. Hopefully I’ll see you tomorrow; if not have fun at the golf tournament, and I’ll definitely see you ne~ week 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 21, 2olo 1:28 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 

<jairnielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B. 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, 

Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PeopleSoft Investigation/"Training" 

TEXT.htm 

Knowing that there is still MUCH that we do not know about PeopleSoft, I think it a good idea that we meet as a group to 

go over things and discover exactly what we do not have service-/screen-wise and what we need to find and learn about 

particular applications. On Reading Day, Thursday April 29, we will meet in the Auditorium with the projector and our 

laptops to begin discovering. The applications that are missing will be more easily reported to Susan (she will run the 

program), and we will all be able to see in application what each of us has discovered. 

Please let me know if this presents a problem for you. We will meet at 9:3o before the tutor drop-in luncheon that runs 

from 11;3o-1. 

Thanks, 
B 



All, 
As part of the preparation for Phase II of the Kenan Stadium renovation, all functions housed in the old Kenan Field House will have to relocate to other areas. The Athletic 

Business Office is relocating to 216 Finley Golf Course Road on Monday, April 26th. During that time, our systems will be down for most of the day. If you need assistance on 

that date, you can reach me on my cell phone at or Mike Perkins at 

Thank you for your patience during this time. 

Martina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Sherry Salyer <salyer@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, April 22, 2010 6:12 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc, edu; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B.Welborn@smtp.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS summer school courses 

Thought you would be interested in this. Not sure if I got all of you. 

Pass on to anyone who I did not send it too! Some good (in lots of ways) 
classes for the summer. I just sent this to our listserv. The RECR class 
is phenomenal. I would recommend it HIGHLY. 

Lots of required EXSS courses are still available for first and second 
summer sessions. Take advantage of the smaller class sizes. Can’t get 
into a required class during the fall or spring??--look to summer 
school. Pass this on to your friends. Most EXSS classes in summer are 
open to all majors--not just EXSS. Pass this on to your friends! 

First Session classes open: 
RECR 430--Leadership and group dynamics--required for RECR minors and an 
elective for COAC minors. An absolutely wonderful class. 

EXSS 101--one section still open--required for EXSS and EXSS-SA majors, 
but open to all majors and non-majors 

EXSS 141--who doesn’t need to know about issues pertaining to our health 
and wellness; elective 

EXSS 175--required for ALL majors; but open to non-majors 

EXSS 188--Required for EXSS-SA and EXSS-AT, but open to all majors and 
non-majors 

EXSS 260--Women in Sport. A super elective, open to all majors and 
non-majors 

EXSS 273--Required for ALL majors, but open to all majors and non-majors 

EXSS 324--Required for EXSS-SA majors, but open to all majors and non-majors 

EXSS 326--Required for EXSS-SA majors, but open to all majors and non-majors 

EXSS 376--Required for EXSS, EXSS-AT, EXSS-FP and various physical 
therapy programs 

EXSS 385--Required for EXSS, EXSS-AT, EXSS-FP, but open to all majors 
and non-majors 

SECOND SESSION 

EXSS 141--who doesn’t need to know about issues pertaining to our health 
and wellness; elective 

EXSS 175--required for ALL majors, but open to non-majors 

EXSS 188--Required for EXSS-SA, EXSS-AT, COAC minor, but open to all 
majors and non-majors 



EXSS 221--Required of EXSS-SA majors, but open to all majors and non-majors 

EXSS 275L--Cadaver anatomy lab. Going to medical school, PT, OT. This 
course will knock your socks off. Must have completed EXSS 175 and made 
a B or better in it 

EXSS 276-- Required for ALL majors, but open to all majors and non-majors 

EXSS 290--a special topics class with Dr. Southall 

EXSS 322-- Required for EXSS-SA majors, but open to all majors and 
non-majors 

EXSS 376- Required for EXSS, EXSS-AT, EXSS-FP and various physical 
therapy programs 

Pass this on to your friends. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Gym 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 
Fax: 919-962-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 
the General College 

CB# 3110,2017B Steele Building 

919-843-4481 

Spring 2010 Advising Hours: 

Steele Building Advising Hours: 

Mondays 1:15-4:15 and Thursdays 11:15-1:15 2017 -B Steele 

Departmental advising hours: Mondays 10:00-11:00 and Wednesdays 
1:00-3:00 in 211 Fetzer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, April 26, 20:10 2:34 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Loaner Computers... 

TEXT.htm; May :10 Computer List (to Academics Staff).xls 

All, 
Please review the attached listing. I need your help identifying the expected graduation dates for those individuals whose graduation column is blank. And, for those filled in, 

please confirm that what I have Js accurate! I need a correct listing so that ~ can notify the student athletes of when they will be required to return their cort]puters. 

Please verify your sports and respond to me via email ASAP. 
Also, if you are aware of underclassrnen in your sports that are departing UNC early (e.g., withdrawing, transferring, etc,), please ernail me their names so I carl check to see if 

they have computers that need to be returned. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 
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FINALS REVIEW SCHEDULE 

MATH119 - Wednesday, April 28 @ 2:3opm (room 213A) 

BIOLlol (DeSaix) - Wednesday@ 3:3opm (213B) 

EXSS376 - Thursday, April 29 @ 8:3oam (213A) 

EXSS175 - Thursday, April 29 @ 9:3oam (213A) 

PSYClol (Jordan) - Thursday, April 29 @ 12pm (213A) 

MATHll9 - Thursday, April 29 @ lpm (213B) 

S0(~I122 (Suzuki) - Thursday, April 29 @ 7pm (213A) 

***(Prof. Suzuki will conduct review)*** 

EXSS276 - Thursday, April 29 @ 7:3opm (Auditorium) 
SOCIlol (Hastings) - Thursday, April 29 @ 8pm (213A) 

BIOLlol (DeSaix) - Friday, April 30 @ 2:30 (213A) 

DRAM116 - Tuesday, May 4 @ 7pm (Auditorium) 

PORT - Tuesday, May 4 @ 12pm (Auditorium) 

SPAN - Tuesday, May 4 @ 1:3o (Auditorium) 

FREN - Tuesday, May 4 @ 3Pm (Auditorium) 

ITAL - Tuesday, May 4 @ 4pm (Auditorium) 

GEOLlol (Bartek) - Tuesday, May 4 @ 5Pm (213A) 

SOCh3o - Tuesday, May 4 @ 7Pm (213A) 

***See your advisor if you need assistance with courses not listed*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandra Campo-Manton <campo@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              10:32 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Th is fine with me. 
I will email you the instructions with the final exam on wedn. 
As long as I get the exam by Friday 10AM, I should have enough time to 
grade and submit my grades. 

Thank you 
Sandra 
On 9:50 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 
> I can give her the exam either Wednesday evening, or Thursday evening. Each day, she will be on the golf course during the 
morning and early afternoons. Depending on when the competition finishes, I could administer it late afternoon or early evening either 
day. If you would prefer that she not see it until your other students see the exam on Thursday, then I can wait until Thursday late in 
the afternoon or just after dinner. I will be happy to give the exam on the day of your preference. 
> 
> I will be returning to Chapel Hill the evening that takes the exam. Our office has a scanner that emails, so I will be able to scan 
the exam and email it to you just as soon as I get back to Chapel Hill. You should have the exam roughly 3 hours after she finishes 
taking it. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> On at 1:30 PM, Sandra CAMPO wrote: 
> 

> 

>> Thank You Tony. 
>> I should be able to email you the exam on Wedn (next week). 
>> May I ask when you plan on giving her the exam? 
>> A date and time would help in figuring out the best delivery method. 
>> Email is definitely the best option. You should be able to reach me at 
>> this address all week. Fax is another story. The office may close at 
>> different times during the exam week, and I do not have access to the 
>> fax machine outside office hours. 
>> 
>> Sandra 
>> 

>> 

>> Tony Yount wrote: 
>> 

>>> Professor Campo, 
>>> 
>>> enrolled in your ECON    course this semester, asked me to email you about her final exam in your 
course. I believe that has already talked with you about her exam and the need for her to take the exam while in 
at the site of the I serve as the academic adviser for the and I would be happy to 
proctor your exam in ~ 

>>> I will be happy to get the exam from your office, or via email, administer the exam and deliver it personally the next day, or fax it 
to you immediately. Please let me know how you would like the process to work. 

>>> Thank you for being flexible with 

>>> Tony Yount 
>>> Academic Adviser, Women’s Golf 
>>> Kenan Field House 
>>> 919 962 9535, office 
>>>           , cell 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:17 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

Sounds great! 

Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 

pearley@ uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thanks for that. 

_~:56 PM >>> 

Would it be OK if I ate dinner with you after the practice round? 

Tony 

On , at 2:47 PM, Patricia Earley wrote: 

To ny, 

don’t have detailed information for the whole tournament for you yet, but here is info for Wednesday. 

Practice round at 9:36am. Should finish at about 2:45pm. We will practice for about 1.5 hrs. Should be back 

at the hotel at about 4:30pm. We will probably eat a early dinner so that we are finished by 7pm for the ice 

cream social/rules meeting,     should be available to take the test at 7pm. Let me know ifwe need to 

change anything, if not, we will plan on     taking the test at the hotel at about 7pm. Thanks so much for 

being able to come to us to administer the test to 

Hotel: 

City Hotel and Bistro 

203 SW Greenville BLVD 

Greenville, NC 27834 

252-317-1505 

Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 

pear!e¥@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sandra Campo-Manton <campo@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 5, 2010 8:32 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ex am 
final_Spring 10b.pdf 

Tony, 

Here is the exam. 
No documents allowed. 
No calculator allowed. 

has 2h30min to complete her exam. 

You can email back the exam at this email address. 

Thank you for your help. 
Sandra 

On 5/4/2010 10:30 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 
> that would be great as it would let me print the exam without dealing with hotel business centers. 
> 
> thank you 
> 

> 

> On May 4, 2010, at 2:46 PM, Sandra Campo-Manton wrote: 
> 

> 

>> Would you rather receive it in the morning? 
>> 
>> Sandra 
>> 
>> On 5/4/2010 2:10 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 
>> 

>>> Sandra, 
>>> 
>>> I plan to head to tomorrow around 2:30 to administer the exam 
certain that you are still planmng to send the exam to me tomorrow afternoon? 
>>> 
>>> Thanks 

>>> Tony Yount 
>>> Academic Adviser, Women’s Golf 
>>> Kenan Field House 
>>> 919 962 9535, office 
>>>            cell 

>> 

> 

> 

tomorrow evening. I just wanted to check with you to be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,            11:29 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thank You 

. in AFRI :) 
in Drama 
in Exss 

- in INLS 

WOOT WOOT! ! ! ! ! ! 

On Wed, 
wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> This morning and delivered a bag of some of my favorite things 
to 
> my office with a card from the team. I really appreciate being remembered 
> in that way and for the nice things that you had to say in the card. 
> 
> It has been a privilege to serve as the academic adviser for this team 
for 
> all of the past years, but it was this year that gymnastics truly 
> became "my team". The past two years I spent most of my time with 
lacrosse, 
> traveling with them as often as I could. This year, I switched teams, 
> traveled with you to 3 meets, saw 6 of the other 7 on my own. You are all 
> wonderful people, joys to be around, to spend time with, to tall to. In 
the 
> process, I have learned quite a bit about gymnastics. Watching practices, 
> seeing how hard you work, how much you love what you do makes watching 
the 
> meets so much more enjoyable. I also learned that gymnastics meets can be 
> exciting. Watching the team react as each of you completed your bars 
> routines in New Hampshire to secure the EAGL championship was one of the 
> two most exciting athletic events I witnessed all year (field hockey 
> championship the other). 24 hours of driving for 4 hours of gymnastics 
> seemed crazy to some. Worth every minute of it. I would have been so 
angry 
> with myself had I not seen that happen. 
> 
> Congratulations to each of you who won awards Monday evening. I attended 
> that function in and (not invited this year or I would have 
been 
> with you) and took great pride each year when Derek announced the Karen 
> Kaiser award. I’ve known Karen Kaiser since she was a 7th grader, taught 
> her US History in 9th grade in 1977, and we became good friends all the 
way 
> through her college career here at Carolina. She is an exceptional human 
> being and Tina is certainly a worthy winner of that award that means so 
> much to me. 
> 
> The greatest reward from working in education as I have for the past 40 
> years is the privilege of watching people grow up over time. I thank you 
> all for the opportunity to do that with each of you for at least a brief 
> period in your life. I am deeply saddened by the new rules that Derek has 
> put in place that will limit your access to me and to the way that I like 
> to do my job as academic counselor for your team. Good people can 

18:44:23 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



> disagree. Derek is a good man - no coach at Carolina cares as much about 
> his athletes on and off the field as Derek does - and he and I do 
> fundamentally disagree about the restrictions that he has put in place 
for 
> you. But Derek is the head coach and it is his right to make those rules 
to 
> govern your actions. 
> 
> However, I get to make the rules for how my office is operated, and 
nothing 
> will change there. You all know that my door has always been open for all 
> my athletes - no appointment necessary - whenever you have things that 
you 

> need to talk about. That will not change, And when you request that the 
> conversation remain confidential, you can rely on the fact that it will. 
> Some of you have asked ifI will continue to be your adviser. I don’t 
have 

> a contract with the University. I serve entirely at the coach’s pleasure. 
> Derek could end the relationship with one phone call. So could I. But 
> sometime back in September, and I were talking during her 
meeting 
> and she looked me in the eye and said something to the effect of "You 
WILL 
> be here until I graduate, right?" And I told her that I would be. I don’t 
> break promises lightly. So what I can tell you about my status as your 
> adviser is that I am committed for 4 more years, providing both the coach 
> and the athletic department continue to want me to serve. 
> 
> Thank you again for the gifts, the sentiments in the card, and for 
letting 
> me be a part of your lives for the past year. It was a marvelous 
experience 
> that I have enjoyed and appreciated very much. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Pope <MikePope@AnthonyTravel.com> 

Wednesday, May 12, 2010 9:28 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Mike Pope <MikePope@AnthonyTravel.com> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

University of North Carolina Sports Travel Update 

TEXT.htm 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

Contact 
Mike Pope 
843.5580 
Email 

University of North Carolina 
Athletics Newsletter Highlights 

Cindi Atwater 
843.5076 
Email 

Hotel Deals Nationwide! 

Take Your Team International 

Bus Fleet Expands As Proqram Grows 

Teams and Coaches Deserve The Perfect Dining Experience 

Use Your Mobile Device to Check-In For Your Next Fliqht 

Money Saving Discounts and Benefits Available With Marriott VIP 

Card 

Hotel Deals Nationwide! 

Through the Preferred Hotel Program, Anthony Travel (ATI) has 

more than 200 hotels under a contracted discounted rate nationwide, 

for team and recruitment travel, and the work is on-going to add 

more hotels in every athletic conference in the country. 

ATI has also established strong relationships with hotel 

vendors and account managers nationwide. 

ATI’s relationships with Marriott and Hilton gives access to 

special sports rates though VIP Athletic and MVP programs, 

respectively. 

ATI is a top level account with Marriott, Hilton, Starwood, IHG 

and Four Seasons hotels. 

ATI makes every effort to contract in every city with Marriott, 

Hilton, and IHG or Choice hotels so coaches have options 

and can maximize frequent-stay rewards. 

To take advantage of Preferred Hotel Program and vendor relations 



contact Mike Pope or Cindi Atwater. 

Back to Top 

Take Your Team International 

Are you interested in taking your team or group overseas for the 

ultimate team building experience? When your goals grow beyond 

typical borders, let us help you find the right destination to challenge 

and excite your athletes for years to come. 

Our international travel experts will customize a program tailored to 

meet your requirements. Anthony Travel will create a tour for you to 

combine practice, competition and sight-seeing and give you and 

your members memories to treasure for a lifetime. 

For more information on International tour opportunities contact Mike 

Pope or Cindi Atwater. 

Back to Top 

Bus Fleet Expands As Program Grows 

The Anthony Travel Preferred Bus Program is dedicated to help 

assist with reservations, contracts, negotiations and general 

information when securing ground transportation. Currently the bus 

program has more than 100 busses nationwide and our fleet is 

continuing to grow. 

In addition to the bus program, Anthony Travel has preferred status 

with Dav El Chauffeured Transportation Network and TriStar 

Transportation - worldwide leaders in the transportation industry. 

For more information about Anthony Travel’s Preferred Bus Program 

or to reserve ground transportation contact your Anthony Travel 

Account Manager. 

Back to Top 

Winning Teams and Great Coaches Deserve The 
Perfect Dining Experience! 

While your team is on the road, stop in at one of 80+ Buca di Beppo 

restaurants across the country for a delicious, hearty, family-style 

meal in a fun, team-building atmosphere - and coaches eat for free! 

As an added incentive, the university that reserves the most meals at 

any Buca through Anthony Travel between May 1, 2010, and May 1, 



2011, will receive a $100 team meal certificate to enjoy at the Buca 

location of your choice. So why not choose Buca for all your future 

meal accommodations? Great food, great value, great perks! Buca di 

Beppo! 

For a complete menu or to reserve your team dining experience at 

Buca di Beppo contact Mike Pope or Cindi Atwater. 

Back to Top 

American Airlines 
Continental Airlines 
Delta Airlines 
JetBlue Airlines 
Southwest Airlines 
United Airlines 
US Airways 

Use Your Mobile Device to Check-In For Your Next 
Flight 

Now you can check in on the go with your web-enabled mobile 

device for American, Continental, Southwest and United Airlines 

flights. These three steps can take you from check-in to boarding, 

wherever you are: 

1. Enter the appropriate airline into the browser of your mobile 

device to check in for any flight within the U.S. starting 24 

hours before scheduled departure. 

2. Visit any check-in kiosk to print your boarding pass at the 

airport. 

3. To use your device as your boarding pass, scan the barcode 

on your screen at security and at the gate when boarding. 

This technology is currently available in limited airports. Visit 

your airline provider’s website for a complete listing. 

For more information, please contact Anthony Travel or visit your 

airline provider’s website. 

Back to Top 

Didn’t receive your rewards 
points? 

If you didn’t receive your points for 
past stays (up to 18 months) 
please contact your Anthony 
Travel Account Manager. 

Money Saving Discounts and Benefits Available with 
Marriott VIP Card 

Earn up to 40% off the regular room rate at Marriott hotels! 

Enroll in the Marriott VIP Card program and receive a 40% discount 

off of the regular room rate, based upon availability at participating 

U.S., Canadian, and International Marriott and Renaissance Hotels, 

and a 25% discount at participating select service brands (Courtyard, 

Fairfield Inn, Residence Inn, SpringHill Suites, and TownePlace 

Suites). You can enroll at anytime. For current card holders, new 

Marriott Athletic VIP Cards are being issued. 

Please note: If the hotel is sold out or anticipates being so, the 

Athletic Rate may not be extended. 



To enroll or if you haven’t received your new Athletic VIP card, 

please contact Mike Pope or Cindi Atwater. 

Back to Top 

I~,~,, Anthony Travel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 14, 2010 10:59 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lyons, Beth 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Townsend, Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Orr, Kym N. < knorr@ uncaa.unc.edu >; Overstreet, 
Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Restivo, Sandy <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Tuesday 

Text.htm 

Good morning, 
I’ve touched base with several of you already, but we need to meet as a staff to go over the new building rules as well as 
several other staff issues heading into the summer (CTOPS, summer study hall/tutorial, EOY reports). I originally asked 
about 10, but let’s go with 10:30. We’ll meet in the tube and find a location from there. 

Please let me know if this is problematic for anyone. We are trying to get Spurling to come as well. 

Thanks! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 17, 2OlO 12:42 PM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS List from Last Tuesday 

TEXT.htm; CTOPS 5.n.xls 

Sorry; I thought this was sent to everyone... B 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Monday, 5:23 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS and course selection 

TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Tony, 

My CTOPS orientation is 

soon! 

and . My cell phone number is ¯ I look forward to talking to you and coming out for orientation.¯ Talk to you 

--- On Mon, , Tony Yount <ton)yount@unca~t une edu> wrote: 

From: Tony Yount <tons.wount@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Subject: CTOPS and course selection 

To: 
Date: Monday,            ,11:57 AM 

Ladies, 

I hope you’re really eNoying the end of high school¯ Please send me the dates of your CTOPS orientation session.. We will need to spend some time together 

betbre that session talking about your academic plans for the thll and the registration process when you get here. Also please send me your cell phone numbers 

so that we can communicate more effectively as the time for your orientation approaches. My office and cell numbers are listed below¯ Cell is the best number 

to reach me. Please don’t hesitate to call with any questions you have about academics at Carolina. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Advisel; Gymnaslics 

Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 

, cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:28 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS and course selection 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Tony! 

[] 

I will be going to CTOPS registration on 

Thanks! 

¯ And my cell phone nmnber is ¯ Just let me know whenever will be the best time to meet then. 

[] 

On Mon, 

Ladie~ 

at 6:57 PM, Tony Yount <ton,~5~ount(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope you’re really enjoying the end of high school. Please send me the dates of your CTOPS orientation session¯ We will need to spend some time together before 

that session talking about your academic plans for the fall and the registration process when yon get here¯ Also please send me your cell phone numbers so that we 

can communicate more effectively as the time for your orientation approaches. IVly office m~d cell numbers are listed below¯ Cell is the best nnmber to reach me¯ 

Please don’t hesitate to call with any questions you have about academics at Carolina. 



From: < @aol.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:58 PM 

To: Younl, Tony <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CTOPS and course selection 

Attach: TEXI’.httn 

Hi Tony, 
It’s and my orientation is .Hope all is well! 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Undisclosed-recipients: <> 
Sent: Mon,             12:01 pm 
Subject: CTOPS and course selection 

LadJ es, 

i hope yoi’re really enjoying the end of high school . if you have no alre<]dy 

done so please send me the dates of your CTOPS orientation session. We will need 

to spend some time together before that session talking about your academic 

plans for the fall and the registration process when you get here. My office and 

cell nuKbers are listed below. Cell is the best nu[~ber to reach me. Please don’t 

hesitate to call with any questions you have about academics at Carolina. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser¯ Women’s Lacrosse 

Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 

¯ cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail¯com> 

Tuesday, 10:59 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS and course selection 

TEXTf.httn 

Tony, 

I still have about a week of school left and a couple banquets, but eve ~rything is going great¯ The CTOPS I am attending is          . Did yon want us to meet the day’ 

before that or just th~ongh email and phone? Mom said that we could probably get there that Wednesday, late afternoon, but we may need to do some of this before 

then. Just let me know what is best. I mailed a request to     College to have my transcript sent to UNC on Monday. It will have the 21 hours of college credit I have 

taken through      solar. I have already signed up to take a 4 hour Geology class and lab this summer and I will know about my AP Star test in July. I took the SAT 

Math Subject 2 Test a couple weeks ago and I roll kmow my score later this week. That leaves me still needing to take the tbreign language test online. I tried to go 

online and [ltind the UNC email, but I could not figure out how to set it up. I will try again, but if you know a lhster way that would help. We have been reading the first 
year guide, but we definitely need some help in plam~ing ~ny firs~t semester. Thank you again for your help and I look forward to talking ruth you soon. 

On Mon, at 11:06 AM, Tony Yount <ton,vvount(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope you’re really enjoying the end of high school. Hease send me the dates of your CTOPS orientation session. We will need to spend some time together before 

that session talking about your academic plans for the fall and the registration process when you get here. Also please update me on your Carolina email address. My 

office and cell numbers are listed below. Cell is the best number to reach me. Please do~ft hesitate to call with any’ questions you have about academics at Carolina. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 2:20 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC Calculator 

ACC Honor Roll Calculator.xlsx 

Here it is gentlemen... Use the Calculator tab obviously... B 



Preferred 
Name/Nickname 

Sport(s) GPA Previous Years on Honor 
(Letter Winner) Roll 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy S. Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 11, 2010 11:18 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:                (Out of Office) 

I will be out of the office on vacation until Monday, June 14th. 

During my absence, I will not be checking email regularly. If you are in need of immediate compliance assistance, please call 919- 
962-6000 and ask to speak with a compliance staff member. Otherwise, I will respond to your email upon my return to the office on 
Monday. 

Thanks 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 06/11/10 11:17 >>> 

Susan, 

As of last week, Beth Lyons has assumed responsibility for 
The          team knows of the switch. 

and we’ll talk about it then. 

for academic advising, and I have assumed responsibility for 
does not as of right now. Karen returns to town next week 

Thanks 

Tony 

On Jun 11, 2010, at 8:45 AM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> Just wanted to let you know that the Medical Hardship Waiver was approved for She now has 4 years of eligibility 
remaining. I’m sure we’ll have to do some trickery with her scheduling down the stretch for eligibility purposes (18-hour rule, etc.). 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

> 

> Susan Maloy 
> Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
> UNC Department of Athletics 
> 919-962-9892 (office) 
> 919-962-6002 (fax) 
> sbmaloy @uncaa.tmc.edu 



Fro~tl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 2:08 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: 2010 ]WLCA Academic Honor Roll 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.gif; IMAGE.bm p 

Did Jenny get this to you...if so great if not, here u go. its academic info. 

>>> Lellie Swords <lellie,swords@uc.edu> 6/4/2010 2:00 PM >>> 

This email contains pictures. To view choose this link ... 

Nomi,qatioris fo~ ti~e 2010 [WLC.¢ Academic Nones Roll a,~e due by ~.#.~..~.~.~..~#.$.@.. Ph~se use 
the ~hsk below to nominate your p~ayers who qualify fo~- the award, 

h tt#://www.zoomera nA.comiSu rveyiWEB22A~443HPU~ 

You may have uniimited nemi,qa~ions for jLinior, senior, a,qd graduate s~Lideni athleies wi]ose 

cumulative GPA is above a 3.50~ Transfer students must bare served 

~f [x~ s~ude[~t-a~h~e~ea mee~ ~he 3 50 GRIt ad~er~a, you may ~x~m~nate b~} to "~’~[’YO s~uderfl,~t~el:es 

who have atb~ned jun~or, sen~o~; o~ graduate student standing and have a cumu~atbe GPA 
between 3.20 and 3.49. 

can subm~ are ~/VO. For example, yea may have one nominee above a 3.5 and one between 
3,20 a~d 3.49. Yeu may r~ot haw~ ~wo 8em~eea ~e~wee~ 3.20 amJ 
r~om4~ees above a 

~f yoL~ are on~y nominating two a[hbtes, please nominate ~he eligible student-a[hb~es w~h the 

h~gbest qualit~/~ng GPA on you~ team. 

Piease co~;tact Kim Ch,qstes, Chai,~ of the Academic A,,,va~ds Commitlee. if you have any questions 
regarding ti~e neminaiion p.~ecess ~’kchristo@drew.edu) 

Drew UniversiLy 

97~-408- 3087 off:ice 

973-408- ~0:[4 fax 

kchristo@drew.edu 

This email was sent to you by Cincinnati, Women’s Lacrosse. If you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this link. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             10:37 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

from 

Tony, 

I cannot thank you enough for all the support last year. I am so grateful. 
I enjoyed the conversations we had. However, I intend to remain a part of 
the UNC          team while at Carolina, and based on my understanding, 
we cannot be in communication since only professional communication is 
acceptable. I am sorry for the way things are, but I really do not want to 
be put in the middle of this situation between you and my coaches. It is 
not my place, and is a situation that exceeds my role as student and 
athlete. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 12:01 PM 

To: Younl, Tony <ton)2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Self-paced 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

Hey Tow! So I’m going to sign up for this self-paced online course. I’ll receive 2 credit hours, which I need mad was able to get in touch ruth Jenny and hopefully get 
some scholarship money for it. This is the class, it’s a Communily Health class ( HED ). She wanted me to tell her all the details but all I have is the website and the 
course info to show her? Does that work do you thi~k. Let me kmow, thm~k you. 

http://www.tiida,~,center.unc .edu/cp’catalog/healtheducafi on.html 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gm~fil,com> 

Monday, 1:27 PM 

Yount, ToW <ton~2vount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Re: online course - ignore I st forward... 

’IEXTl’.htm 

Nevem~ind, I looked and now see fl~at’s not possible. I’m t~ying to take a 2 hour because its less expensive. It says on stadent central fl~at I have 118 cum. hours but 

115 credit hours(that’s not including tJae spanish). With the 3 hour summer class I’m taking plus a2 hour self paced I should be good at 120 honrs then right? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, June 2:1, 20:10 2:37 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Eligibility Center update 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.BMP; Eligibility Center update.msg 

Tony, 

Hi, Maybe you will have better luck than me getting time remaining kids to finish this work, Thanks 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 
vcv~v.ta rh eel bl u e.co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, :1:20 PM 

Cook, Jennifer <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligibility Center update 

TEXT_:1.htm 

Hi Jen, 
Time for one last push with a couple of your incoming recruits and the Eligibility Center. We’ve got 5 of them completely done with the EC they are 

, and       . The other four just need to send in final transcr]pts with proof of graduation. 

Must send in final transcript with proof of graduation 

Must send in final transcript with proof of graduation 

- Must send in final transcript with proof of graduation 

Must send in final transcript with proof of graduation 
You might also want to remind everyone that they should also send in a final transc~pt to Admissions instructions should be listed on their web portals with Admissions. 

instructions for sending in final transcripts to the Eligibility Center are listed below, if you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

TO SEND A TRANSCRfPT, send an official, sealed copy to: 

NCAA EI]g]b]lity Center 
Certification Processing 

PO Box 7:L36 

Indianapolis, IN 46207 7136 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 2:37 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony ¥ount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Eligibility Center update 

TEXT.him; [MAGE.BMP; F[LE.msg 

Tony, 

Hi, Maybe you will have better luck than me getting the remaining kids to finish this work. Thanks 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cook]r@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 2:40 PM 

@aol.com; @comcast.net; 

Tony ¥ount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Eligibility Center update 

TEXT.htm; [MAGE.BMP; Eligibility Center update.msg 

@collegiate-va.org; @gmail.com 

girls, 

hi, please read the attached email and finish the existing paper work. I’m tired of getting emails to hunt you guys down. PLEASE DO IT ASAP! Thanks 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 23, 2010 9:49 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jackie Copeland 
<jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

20100623094415725.pdf 

Non-Counter Agreement for your files. 

Amy 



From: < @aol.com~ 

Sent: Monday, 11:55 AM 

To: Younl, Tony <ton)2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: credit transfer 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Mr.Yount, 
Hi my name is and I am going into my senior year at High School, I have verbally committed to UNC ~ and I am ven/excited. I am 
doing my schedule for my senior year and most of my classes will be college level and I was wondering if UNC takes college credits and also AP credits. Thank you 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Saturday, 9:45 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5,youn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

A~tach: ’IENTf.httn 

Tony, 

Thank you ,so much for your help. I roll bring a final cow of my transcript when I come down in the fall along with all of the syllabi. I do not have them saved on the 

computer, so I cannot email them to you. I am so excited about the new van. It sounds awesome!! I can’t wait to be there ne~ fall! Thanks again, 

On Thu, at 7:54 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyounlt~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Congrats on the AP Slit score. That will help. 

Don’t ~nail the transcript - just bring the sealed cow ruth yon and give it to ~ne when yon get hem. I’ll walk it over to admissions and they can add the info to your 
transcript. 

We’ll do what we need to do to get those hours to connt. We have a friend in the Admissions department that usually handles thos~ things for us. Hem’s what you 
can do to help us get this taken care of(and it like a while. They deal with 29,000 students over them that actually are admitted, and another 15,000 each year that 
don’t get in, ,so the wheels move slowly sometimes) If you can email me copies of the syllabi for each of those courses, or bring a paper copy with you, then I could 
get those copies to our gw in the Admissions depaactment and perhaps he can sign offon them. If not, he’ll send "them to "the appropriate departments on campus tbr 
approval. It may like some time, but we’ll get it done. 

I saw the new team van on Tuesday. It is unbelievable. You gws axe going to be so spoiled. 

On , at 2:13 PM, wrote: 

> Ton>; 
> 

> I got my AP Statistics score today and I did make a 4 so that will cover Stor . I checked with Undergraduate Admissions and they did receive my transcript 

from      College. I an~ still in the middle of my summer Geology cour~ and I will then have a transcript for you as soon as grades aace posted - should be aacound 

or . Do you want me to mail the transcript to you or would you like me to hand deliver one to you wben I arrive on campus on           ? Ifyou 

would like me to mail it to you could you please give me the correct address so I can let      know where to send it. 

> When I called the Office of Undergraduate Admissions today, I also tried to check on my     English     course and what I needed to do to get those hours to 

count for English    at UNC. I will also be in the same position with this 4 hour Geology     course Mmn I finish it in a month. I worked very hard to plan hours 

that would transfer to UNC and I just want to make sure we do eve .rything possible to get these credits transferred. The lady I talked to today acted like there was 
nothing I could do until the fall, but when we wem at CTOPS I asked and they acted like they would automatically take care of this. I didn’t know if there was 

someone you could call to double check as I do not want to lose these hours or have to retake a course. Thank you for your help, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyonnt~uncaa.unc.edu7 

Monday, 11:05 AM 

@email.unc.e&l> 

Elkabeth M Lyons <emlyons@uncaaJ.nnc.edtv~ 

Re: Math Major --> Engineering Glad School? 

Header 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 19, 20:10:1:58 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: MANDATORY: security changes part 2 

TEXT.htm; MANDATORY_ security changes part 2.msg; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919=962-9537 
C= 
~ arbrou h~ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cook]r@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 4:12 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

hi! 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.BMP 

Tony, 

Hi, Could you tell me again who was on dean’s list, I have acc honor roll for the spring but not the fall,,,,and who had a spa over 3,0 this spring, I’m writing up the newsletter 

and need to get it done this week! THANKS~! 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S14 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 

www, tarheelblue,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:44 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Advising Transition 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Good afternoon, 

As I am sure most of you, if not all, are aware, we have made several changes this summer in our office - specifically, a 

change in advisor. Tony Yount will now be your academic advisor, and since most of you know him well, this transition 

should be smooth. I just wanted to say that I appreciate my time with you all and I thank you for allowing me to be a part 

of the team for the past five years. You are a great group of young ladies and I wish you the best in all areas of life. Even 

though you have a new advisor, should you need me for anything, do not hesitate to ask. 

Have great final days of summer before reporting to camp, and I look forward to seeing you all around the AC in the fall. 

Take care and thank you again, 
Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box :~1:~6, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC :~7599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:18 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Courses Reserved for Transfers 

Reserve Capacities for Tr Students.xls 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (9~.9) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 952-8247 

>>> "Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@ad.unc.edu> 12:06 PM >>> 
Kym 

Attached is the list of courses that have had reserve capacities set for transfer students. Be aware that some of these seats may already be gone. If that’s the case, 

then you’ll know that the remaining seats are reserved for first-year students. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Best, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

:1002 Steele Building; CB 3:1:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:1:10 

Phone: (9:19) 843-334:1 Fax: (9:19) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: _h___t__t_p_~i_i___a___d__v__[_s_Ln_g_.__u___n__£:__e__d___u__ 



A 

1 DEPT 

2 

3 ANTH 

4 

5 ASTR 

6 

7 

8 BIOL 

9 

10 

11 CLAS 

12 

13 ECON 

14 

15 

16 

17 EDUC 

18 

19 

20 ENGL 

21 

22 

23 GEOL 

24 

25 

26 

2? HIST 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

3? LING 

38 

39 

40 MATH 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 POLl 

46 

Reserve Capacities for TRUG 

Fall 2010 

B 

COURSE # 

C 

SECTION 

145 6 6 

101 1 16 

2 S 

101 1 21 

2 S 

131 1 11 

101 6 9 

7 19 

8 3 

441 1 3 

2 12 

123 9 6 

128 4 15 

101 1 13 

2 11 

159 1 27 

107 1 7 

125 1 9 

127 7 10 

128 6 11 

140 6 8 

151 6 5 

7 3 

9 2 

1S9 6 4 

101 S 7 

6 7 

130 2 5 
152 1 11 
231 6 11 

8 7 

i00 2 9 
6 7 

E 

iSEATS FOR TRANSFERS 



A 

47 DEPT 

48 

49 PHIL 

50 

51 

52 PSYC 

53 

54 SOCI 

55 

56 WMST 

Reserve Capacities for TRUG 

Fall 2010 

B 

COURSE # 

C 

SECTION 

112 1 3 

160 1 11 

101 2 5 

130 1 5 

101 1 5 

E 

iSEATS FOR TRANSFERS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 27, 2olo 1:36 PM 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

August 17 
TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 
We are planning to have our fall staff retreat on August 17 from 9:45-3-ish. Just wanted to put it on your agenda. Do you 
foresee any issues in being here? I know you are backing up your return date this year. 

Thanks! 
B 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:13 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Schedule 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Hi Tony’. 

Hope eve ~r~thing is going well down at Carolina! So we have a chance to change our ~hedule on . I was just wondering if there was anyway I could get 

into "Personal Health" EXS S         . IfI get into this, I would like to also drop the drama class I am in, Drama    . ~ ~Vhen I tried to sign up for it originally it safid it 

was full, but you mentioned that maybe I could squeeze in. ~ It’s something that really interests me and I would love to be in it! Let me know what you think’. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, July 29, 2010 2:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

S! and Mentors 

TEXT.htm 

]f you could, please start putting together your wish lists for $I and Mentors. 

As you know, we will have to pair down a bit for Mentors, so please be very selective in those students who really need 

and will use this service. 

As for $I, ] need a list of classes you would be interested in having S] in for the Fall. 

The sooner the better for any of this information is always good! 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 

brid uncaaounc.edu 



Hi Tony! Sorry to bother you if you are still on your vacation. Even after drop addr 

ALL the English classes are closed and I strongly feel that it&#39;s vital that i 

get into that class based on my potential majors. Did I hear you can write a professor 

and plead with them to get into their class? What do you think my chances are??? I only 

have 12 hours and l&#39;m freaking out a bit. Thanks! - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 5, 2010 10:09 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; image001 .gif 

Hi Tony, 

How the heck are you? Just to keep you in the loop, I have sent to see Marilyn Wyrick to confirm 

(and add notes) that with her schedule she will be on track to graduate in December. I always send these kids 

to Marilyn when it gets close to graduation and issues pop up- not that it happens much, ha. We should 

’chill’ together sometime (as my kids put it). 

Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Student Success 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 

and Academic Counseling 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mary C. Willingham" <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 5, 2010 10:09 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; image001 .gif 

Hi Tony, 

How the heck are you? Just to keep you in the loop, I have sent to see Marilyn Wyrickto confirm 

(and add notes) that with her schedule she will be on track to graduate in December. I always send these kids 

to Marilyn when it gets close to graduation and issues pop up- not that it happens much, ha. We should 

’chill’ together sometime (as my kids put it). 

Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Student Success 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 

and Academic Counseling 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu’- 

Monday, 9:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tons.youn@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: Your Transt~r Credit Evaluation 

NC AD UK7.htln;NC AD UK8.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Your Transfer Credit Evaluation 
[)abe: Wed,           23:40:33 -0400 (EDT) 
From: unch elp@admissions unc.edu 

To:      @email.unc.edu 

RTF Template 

Dear      : 

Thank you for submitting your transcript Jk~r transfer course credit. El In 
accordance with University po]icy, you are eligible to receive the 
following credit: 

]blXTERNAL COURSE 

GRA[~E 

UNC CRED1T 

TRANSFERRABLE HOURS 

CO2vZ%!ENTS 

Accepted 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

HIST 

HIST 

HIS~f 

HIST 

POLI 



For additional irfformation, please see the attached Transfer Credit Gt~ide 
or go to 

http://www.admissions.unc.edu/ApplyiTransfer Students/Transfer Credit Guide.pdf 
[2]. [] The Universi _ty reserves the right to correct comse credit awards in 
the event of an error. [] If you have any questions, please let t~s know. 

Sincerely, 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Lirtks: 

[1] http :i/www.admissions. unc. edui 

http://www.admissions.unc.edu/ApplviTransfer Students/Transfer Credit Guide.pdf 



:~ An Image 

Dear         : 

Thank you for submitting your transcript for transfer course credit, in accordance with University 
policy, you are eligible to receive the following credit: 

External Grade UNC Credit Transferrable Comments 

Course Hours 

Accepted ECON ECON 

Accepted ECON ECON 

Accepted HIST HIST 

Accepted HIST HIST 

Accepted GOVI- POLl 

Accepted ENGL ENGL 

Accepted ENGL ENGL 

For additional information, please see the attached Transfer Credit Guide or go to 
http:i!www.admissions.unc.edu/ApplyiTransfer Students/Transfer Credit Guide.pdf. The 

University reserves the right to correct course credit awards in the event of an error. If you 

have any questions, please let us know. 

Sincerely, 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Transfer Credit Guide 

Congratulations on your admission. We look forward to welcoming you to Carolina. In the meantime, we hope that this guide will help you understand how your 
credits will transfer to UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Understanding You r Course Evaluation 

Exmn Credits You will receive your AP/IB/CI,EP credit report under separate cover. For more information, please 
go to !.g..t.p.]./A.~5.~5.~5.~.d..~..i:.s..s.i..~..r.ks.:.t.!.r..is~:9~!~k~.~A~ti.~1?~iL If you have not done so already, please have 
your official test score report sent to Undergraduate Admissions. 

GENR This designation serves two purposes: 1. It denotes general elective course hours are awarded 
because UNC does not oiler credit for an equivalent course. 2. If you are trm~sferring a course that 
carries more hours than the equivalent UNC-Chapel ttill course, the additional hours are denoted as 
GENR. 

Foreign Language When level one of the foreign language that you studied in high school is taken at the college level, 
hours for the course will not connt toward graduation. This is denoted by a course number of 999 
(example FREN999). 

Physical Education The following code may be listed on your evaluation: PHYA999. This indicates that you have met 

(PE) the PE requirement, but hours are not awarded. (Note: PE courses taken on a quarter system count as 
follows: lhour no credit, amd 2 hours 1 PE credit.) 

Honr Limit ~lhe number of hours that may be transferred from two-year institutions is limited to 64. After 64 
hours, course credit is still a~w~’ded, but hours are withheld. (Note: Transferrable courses earned at a 
four-year institution prior to, or in conjunction with, attending a two-year institution are included in 
the 64-hour limit.) From tour-year institutions, hours toward graduation are limited to 75. Course 
credit earned after the 75-hour limit is still awarded, but hours are withheld. 

"D" Grades ttours are not awarded for courses in which a "D" was earned. However, the course credit can still be 
used to,yard the degree. 

2nd Degree Nursing Only courses applicable to your degree have been noted. 

Remedial/Technical These courses do not transfer, and no credit is awarded. (Note: These courses may not be listed on 
your evaluation.) 

Professional Credit is not awarded for courses that tall under UNC-Chapel Hill professional schools (e.g., 
Business, Journalism, and Education). Once yon are enrolled, please contact the appropriate 
department to petition for credit. ’The department will notify Undergraduate Admissions in writing if 
a change is to be tnade. 

N!A A course is not acceptable for transfer. 

IP ’Ibis denotes a course is "in progress." Please send a final transcript upon completion of the course, 
and we will update your transfer credit based on this information. 

Elective Credit We have detern~ined that the course does not have a specific equivalent. These courses do not tialfill 
major requirements, ttowever, they may still be used toward your degree as elective hours. 

Dnplicate Credit If you have taken two or more courses that equate to the same UNC-Chapel Hill course, only one of 
the courses will be used toward your degree. 

One-Hour Courses We do not grant credit for one-hour courses taken on a semester syste~n or two-hour courses taken on 
a quarter system. 

TREQ999 This code indicates that you will receive ma Associate Degree from a North Carolina Community 
College this spring or summer. Please submit your final transcript that indicates you have completed 
your degree. At that time, we will award your block of 64 hours 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. ~Vhat do I do if I believe the credit I received is incorrect? Please feel free to bring your course syllabus to the Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

when you arrive on campus, m~d we will be happy to review this infonnafion for you. In some cases, we may refer you to the individual departtnent to 
petition for credit. 

2. ~’ill my academic advisor have access to my credit evaluation? Yes, academic advisors currently have access to this information. 

3. Will I receive another credit evaluation once I send nay f’mal transcript? After we receive your final transcript, vve will update your evaluation and will 

send you an e~nail with the revised infor~nation. Please allow two weeks for this to occur. 

4. My transfer credit e-lnail was deleted; can it be resent? Please email us at unchelp@admissions.unc.edu and we will gladly resend your transfer credit 

email. 

5. I didn’t receive credit for my business courses. What can I do? Please refer to 

http:i/www~kenan-flaglermnc.edn/assetsidocumeutsiBSBA-TransfcrRequest.pdffor information on transferring business courses. 

6. I am earning an Associate Degree from a North Carolina Com~nunity College this sprin g or summer. Why do I not have rely transfer hom~? Upon 

completion of the degree and the receipt of your final transcript, we will award your block of 64 hours. 

I do not see my credit from my foreign institution; has that credit been evaluated? We welcome international students who ~vould like to transfer to 

Carolina. Coursework may be transferred from international institutions, but we do require that you have your official transcripts evaluated by an accredited 

evaluation service. This evaluation helps ns understm~d your previous coursework and award proper credit upon your enrollment at Carolina. To have your 

coursework evaluated, please send all trm~scripts from non-US institutions that yon have attended to one of the evaluation services that are part of the 

National Association of Credential Evaluation Services. Then, submit both the originM transcripts as well as the course-by-course evMuation of the credit 

provided by the evaluation service with your application. 



8. The courses that I’m currently taldng are not listed on my evaluation. Will they transfer? These courses will be evaluated when we receive your final 
transcript. 

OFFICE OF UNDERGR~LkDUATE ADMISSIONS 

JACKSON HAI,L I CAMPUS BOX 2200 CHAPEl, HILL, NC 27599-2200 I (t) 919.966.3621 (f) 919.962.3045 I www.admissions.unc.edu 
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TSA Requirement Updates 

Name Changes Require Sooner Notice 

Online Group Check-In Now Available on Southwest Airlines 

Increased Cost of Passports 

InterContinental® Hotels Group Priority Club Rewards 

Travel Tip: Photo copy the 
driver’s license or passport for 
each of your student athletes that 
are traveling. If the athlete loses 
his/her ID you may be able to use 
this to help them get through 
security. 

TSA Requirement Updates 

Domestic airlines are required to collect (and passengers will be 

required to provide) date of birth and gender in addition to name as it 

appears on the government ID. It is imperative, once you have your 

updated team roster, to provide this information to Mike Pope or 

Cindi Atwater. 

Having trouble with formatting? See Mike or Cindi for a TSA team 

travel template. 

Back to Top 

Airlines are Requiring Sooner Notice for 
Name Changes 

Beginning this fall, airlines are requiring name changes to be made 

on tickets issued for groups no less than 72 hours prior to departure. 

Policies and procedures are dependent on the airline. 

If you have questions or need assistance, contact Mike Pope or 



Cindi Atwater. 

Back to Top 

Online Group Check-In Now Available on 
Southwest Airlines 

Southwest Airlines group travel passengers can now check-in online 

at Southwest.com and reserve boarding positions up to 24 hours 

prior to travel. Checking in online will allow passengers to obtain a 

paper ticket to exchange at the Southwest Airlines ticket counter for 

a boarding pass. The paper ticket will reserve your boarding position 

in advance. 

To check your group in online, follow the three easy steps below: 

1. Go online and visit Southwest.com and click"Check-In 

Online" on the home page. You will then be prompted to 

enter the confirmation number and first and last name of one 

of the passengers on the reservation. 

2. After entering that information, a list of passenger names that 

are available to check-in online will appear. You will have the 

option to check in all passengers on the list by checking the 

"Select All Available" box, or you may select specific 

passengers to be checked in. Please note: You can only 

check your group in for up to two flights departing within the 

next 24 hours. If you have more than two connecting flights, 

you can check in for your additional connecting flights at the 

Southwest Airlines ticket counter. 

3. Once passengers are selected, the paper tickets of 

successfully checked in passengers will begin to populate on 

the screen, one at a time. Please make sure to print offthese 

paper tickets and take them with you to the Southwest 

Airlines ticket counter to obtain boarding passes. Please 

note: Certain passengers may not be eligible for online 

check-in and will be required to check-in at the Southwest 

Airlines ticket counter or curbside (if available). 

Once all of the paper tickets are printed, the online check-in process 

is complete. Important! Don’t forget to bring your paper tickets to the 

Southwest Airlines ticket counter so you can get your boarding 

passes. If you do not have your paper tickets, you will be required to 

purchase new tickets. 

If you have questions or need help with the Southwest Airlines group 

check-in options please contact Mike Pope or Cindi Atwater for 

assistance. 



Back to Top 

Increased Cost of Passports 

Charges for U.S. passports increased on July 13, 2010. The cost of 

a new passport for an adult has jumped from $100 to $135. Those 

under 16 will pay $105, which is up from $85. 

Renewing a passport will cost $110, up from $75. Travelers will pay 

a new charge of $82 to add more pages to an existing passport if 

less than four pages remain blank. Formerly, this was a free service. 

Passport cards, which can be used by Americans traveling by land or 

sea on trips to the Caribbean, Canada and Mexico, will cost $55 for 

adults, up from $45. For minors, passport cards will be $40, up from 

$35. 

All costs include a $25 execution fee. 

For help with passports call or visit your Anthony Travel 

representative. 

Back to Top 

InterContinental® Hotels Group Priority 
Club Rewards 

Enroll in the InterContinental® Hotels (Holiday Inn) Group Priority 

Club and collect Priority Club points in a variety of different ways - 

stay at an InterContinental® hotel property, travel miles with partner 

airlines or make a purchase with one of the InterContinental® 

partners. Points can be redeemed for your choice of hundreds of 

rewards. Choose from hotel stays (Reward Nights), airline miles and 

tickets, dining or shopping certificates, a wide selection of brand- 

name merchandise and more. 

Membership is free. Enroll online at PriorityClub.com or by 

contacting Mike Pope or Cindi Atwater. 

Back to Top 

~ Anthony Travel 
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ACADEhtlC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Fall Semester 2010 

ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ~t 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday - 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Begin 

Last Day to Add 

Holiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 

Last Day to Drop (wlDean) 

"IN" changes to F* 

Last Day PasslFail Option 

Fall Recess begins at 5pm 

Classes Resume at 8am 

Thanksgiving Recess 

Thanksgiving Holiday(s) 

Classes End 

Tuesday, Aug. 24th 

Monday, Aug. 30st 

Monday, Sept. 6th 

Tuesday, Sept. 7th 

Friday, Oct. 8th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Wednesday, Oct. 20th 

Monday, Oct. 25th 

Wednesday, Nov. 24th 

Thur.~ Fri., Nov. 25th - 26th 
Wednesday, Dec. 8th 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9534 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9536 

bridgerb®uncaa.unc.edu 843-5669 

jtownsend®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9538 

j mboxill®email, unc.edu 962-3317 

kleissle®uncaa, unc.edu 843-8636 

jamielee®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6566 

emlyons®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6029 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2425 

overstre®uncaa.unc.edu 843-4400 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2328 

yarbrough®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9537 

tonyyount®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9535 

"AB" changes to "F" 

Reading Day(s) 

Exams Begin 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Wednesday, Dec. 8th 

Thur., Dec. 9th/Wed., Dec. 15th 966-4102 

Friday, Dec. 10th 962-8247 

Friday, Dec. 17th 

Sunday, Dec. 19th 

DROP/ADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to get their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any changes in enrollment will be allowed once the on- 

line drop/add period ends. Should you go to the Registrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 

SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE/APPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participating in our structured study program will be required to complete a certain number hours of structured study per week. 

Upperclassmen who are below a certain GPA may also be required to attend according to his/her coach’s guidelines (this will not include 

computer lab usage). Structured Study starts on Tuesday, August 31st. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center (AC) opens at 7pm and small group tutoring will run from 7:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to guarantee 

sufficient time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evening tutoring will begin on Tuesday, August 31sL The tutor schedule is 

available through your academic advisor in the AC. If you need a tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutoring session to be useful and 

productive please arrive with proper books, notes and materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
In the temporary AC, there is no computer lab. It is vitally important that you bring your personal laptop to the AC if you need computer access while 

on the premises. 

CLASS A1-FENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 1OO, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your 
professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your coach will furnish you with travel letters to give to your professors before you miss a class 
due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to give the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LEI-rERS 

All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule 

by handing them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as 

possible. Remind professors each week of pending competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic 

Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 



Sl is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained Sl leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information about 

participation in Supplemental Instruction. 

TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form signed between the hours of 
10:00am ~t 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be signed without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are allotted a maximum of 5800 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by November 5th. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ If you drop a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor - book return ends on October 
20th. 

¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For all "recommended" materials on your syllabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ~t EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ 1 LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Professional School and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At least 120 hours/2.0 cum 
¯ Application for 10th semester (if necessary) 

¯ Last day to file for Fall 2010 graduation - Friday, October 8th 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Business College 
¯ Application for 9th semester (if necessary) 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~t Sciences and fill 

out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meeting with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 

beginning of each semester about scheduling your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enrolled FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. Please contact your Academic Support Counselor PRIOR to dropping or 

adding a course. 

UNC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN ~t CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA ~t HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

~’1"o be eligible for...~ 
3rd Semester 1.8 

4th Semester 1.8 

5th Semester 1.9 

0th Semester 1.9 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

10th Semester 

gpa and 24 total hours 

gpa 

gpa and 48 DA hours ÷ declare major 

gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 96 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

DA = Degree Applicable 



FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 
IMPORTANT!!! 18 de~ree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned durin~ the regular academic year (i.e. fall 
and sprin~ semester). Physical education activity classes DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA e[isibi[ity and therefore 
are not counted toward fuji-time enrollment. Lifetime fitness courses DO count for a[[ students fo[[owin8 the new curriculum. 
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ACADEhtlC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Fall Semester 2010 

ACADEMICS CENTER HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ~t 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday - 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Classes Begin 

Last Day to Add 

Holiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 

Last Day to Drop (wlDean) 

"IN" changes to F* 

Last Day PasslFail Option 

Fall Recess begins at 5pm 

Classes Resume at 8am 

Thanksgiving Recess 

Thanksgiving Holiday(s) 

Classes End 

Tuesday, Aug. 24th 

Monday, Aug. 30st 

Monday, Sept. 6th 

Tuesday, Sept. 7th 

Friday, Oct. 8th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Monday, Oct. 18th 

Wednesday, Oct. 20th 

Monday, Oct. 25th 

Wednesday, Nov. 24th 

Thur.~ Fri., Nov. 25th - 26th 
Wednesday, Dec. 8th 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9534 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9536 

bridgerb®uncaa.unc.edu 843-5669 

jtownsend®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9538 

j mboxill®email, unc.edu 962-3317 

kleissle®uncaa, unc.edu 843-8636 

jamielee®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6566 

emlyons®uncaa.unc.edu 843-6029 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2425 

overstre®uncaa.unc.edu 843-4400 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 843-2328 

yarbrough®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9537 

tonyyount®uncaa.unc.edu 962-9535 

"AB" changes to "F" 

Reading Day(s) 

Exams Begin 

Exams End 

Commencement 

Wednesday, Dec. 8th 

Thur., Dec. 9th/Wed., Dec. 15th 966-4102 

Friday, Dec. 10th 962-8247 

Friday, Dec. 17th 

Sunday, Dec. 19th 

DROP/ADD PROCEDURES 
Student-athletes are now required to get their Academic Support advisor’s signature BEFORE any changes in enrollment will be allowed once the on- 

line drop/add period ends. Should you go to the Registrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE 

THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC 

SUPPORT ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE/APPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE REGISTRAR! 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participating in our structured study program will be required to complete a certain number hours of structured study per week. 

Upperclassmen who are below a certain GPA may also be required to attend according to his/her coach’s guidelines (this will not include 

computer lab usage). Structured Study starts on Tuesday, August 31st. 

EVENING TUTORING 
The Academic Center (AC) opens at 7pm and small group tutoring will run from 7:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to guarantee 

sufficient time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evening tutoring will begin on Tuesday, August 31sL The tutor schedule is 

available through your academic advisor in the AC. If you need a tutor, see your counselor. In order for the tutoring session to be useful and 

productive please arrive with proper books, notes and materials. 

COMPUTER LAB 
In the temporary AC, there is no computer lab. It is vitally important that you bring your personal laptop to the AC if you need computer access while 

on the premises. 

CLASS A1-FENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory. Please note that English 1OO, 101, and 102 have a very strict attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your 
professor of your competition schedule in advance! Your coach will furnish you with travel letters to give to your professors before you miss a class 
due to athletic competition. It is your responsibility to give the letters to your professors. 

TRAVEL LEI-rERS 

All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule 

by handing them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as 

possible. Remind professors each week of pending competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic 

Center - they will ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION PROGRAM (Sl) 



Sl is a series of weekly organized group study sessions facilitated by trained Sl leaders. Please see your academic counselor for more information about 

participation in Supplemental Instruction. 

TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 

¯ Obtain a textbook purchasing form from the Academic Support Center, complete the form, and have your form signed between the hours of 
10:00am ~t 2:00pm in the Academic Support Center. 

¯ Book forms will not be signed without a copy of your schedule. 
¯ Only textbooks and course materials that are listed in the official University Book List as "required" may be purchased. 
¯ You are allotted a maximum of 5800 per semester to buy books. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ You must purchase all of your required textbooks by November 5th. Exceptions are approved on a case by case basis. 

¯ If you drop a course, all textbooks and materials must be returned immediately to your academic counselor - book return ends on October 
20th. 

¯ If you are unsure of your scholarship status, check with your coach. 
¯ For all "recommended" materials on your syllabi, please see your academic counselor. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ~t EVENTS 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ 1 LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Professional School and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services 
¯ Career Guide 
¯ At least 120 hours/2.0 cum 
¯ Application for 10th semester (if necessary) 

¯ Last day to file for Fall 2010 graduation - Friday, October 8th 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

JUNIORS 
¯ LFIT 
¯ See Academic Advisor in Arts ~t Sciences or Business College 
¯ Application for 9th semester (if necessary) 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your sophomore year! Go to Arts ~t Sciences and fill 

out the necessary paperwork. 

MINIMUM ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Each student is required to attend an individual eligibility meeting with an academic counselor each term. Your counselor will contact you at the 

beginning of each semester about scheduling your eligibility meeting. 

You must be enrolled FULL TIME (12 hrs) in order to practice and compete. Please contact your Academic Support Counselor PRIOR to dropping or 

adding a course. 

UNC REQUIREMENTS FOR FRESHMAN ~t CONTINUING STUDENT-ATHLETES 

3rd semester 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The 

Academics Center exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA ~t HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

~’1"o be eligible for...~ 
3rd Semester 1.8 

4th Semester 1.8 

5th Semester 1.9 

0th Semester 1.9 

7th Semester 

8th Semester 

9th Semester 

10th Semester 

gpa and 24 total hours 

gpa 

gpa and 48 DA hours ÷ declare major 

gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 96 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

DA = Degree Applicable 



FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 
IMPORTANT!!! 18 de~ree hours needed to meet satisfactory progress must be earned durin~ the regular academic year (i.e. fall 
and sprin~ semester). Physical education activity classes DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA e[isibi[ity and therefore 
are not counted toward fuji-time enrollment. Lifetime fitness courses DO count for a[[ students fo[[owin8 the new curriculum. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,               12:23 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek 
Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>;      @neotechs.com;       @aol.com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Athletics Services for 

Hi Amy, 

I have read the attached agreement and I have a few questions regarding the 
regulations, hopefully you can clear them up quickly. 

1) Will continuing to meet with my existing academic adviser in the math 
department and contacts in Career Services versus switching to Mr. Blanton 
or Ms. Bridger satisfy this regulation? 

2) I’m not clear on this one as Dr. Lane heads up the Leadership Academy 
which I cannot be involved in per your email. 

3) I will do my best to attend and be on time to all classes. Does # 6 take 
precedent over this requirement since a GPA standard has always been the 
eligibility requirement to my knowledge? 

4) I am unclear as to why any team involvement is necessary. [] Please 
define. 

5) No problem. 

6) I want to graduate on time, therefore I will continue to meet all 
academic goals to do so. 

Thanks for your assistance, 

On Fri, 12:22:49 -0400, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> 

> I had the opportunity to speak both with Dr. Beth Miller (our Sr. Assoc 

> who supervises          ) and            regarding your request for 
> confirmation on what services will be available to you throughout 

> (your senior year). 
> 

> You will have continued access to our Academic Support Services, and can 
> continue to work with Tony Yount for academic needs you may have. Robert 
> Mercer (the Director of our Academic Support Center) is aware that you 
will 
> continue to work with Tony in this manner. 
> 
> You will continue to have access to our Sports Medicine Staff and 



services, 
> as I believe you are still nursing an injured foot back to health. 

> Unfortunately, however, we cannot allow you to participate as a member of 
> our Carolina Leadership Academy, as involvement in that program is 
> restricted to active members of our athletics team. 

> I am attaching a document that I need for you to read, sign, and return 
to 
> me. Since you’re already back in Chapel Hill, you can just drop this off 
> at my office at any time. I need to have it back by next Friday 
> ( ). As we discussed, it contains our expectations of you from 
the 
> academic perspective. Note that we will continue to give you your room 
and 
> board through the "regular" process, wherein you can pick up a check at 
the 
> Cashier’s Office on the first day of classes for each semester. 
> 
> As the document states, you will be subject to drag testing, so you 
should 
> be on the lookout for emails or text messages to alert you to such a drug 
> test. Dr. Dan Hooker will be your contact for drug testing. 
> 
> I’m hopeful that I’ve been able to address each of your questions here, 
> but, if you have further questions about services available to you, 
please 
> don’t hesitate to let us know. 

> Best of luck as you enter your 
> 
> Amy 

> Amy Herman 
> Assistant AD for Compliance 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
> PO Box 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 
> 919.962.7853 (office) 
> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:22 AM 

@email.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@neotechs.com; ~aol.com; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Athletics Services for 

See below in red. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Please let me know if you have any further questions. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@u~xcaao~CoedU 
> > >           @email.unc.edu > 12:22 AM > > > 

Hi Amy, 

I have read the attached agreement and I have a few questions regarding the 

regulations, hopefully you can clear them up quickly. 

1) Will continuing to meet with my existing academic adviser in the math 

department and contacts in Career Services versus switching to Mr. Blanton 

or Ms. Bridger satisfy this regulation? 
As long as you continue to progress appropriately toward graduation and are in communication with an advisor that will 

help you do so, this is fine. 

2) I’m not clear on this one as Dr. Lane heads up the Leadership Academy 

which I cannot be involved in per your email. 

Cricket’s involvement with our student-athletes extends well beyond the Leadership Academy. Therefore, for all of our 
student-athletes who remain on aid but are not active members of teams, we require at least one introductory meeting 



at the beginning of the year with her. The goal of the meeting will be to discuss if you anticipate needing any assistance 

in career planning, resume writing, etc. It might be that this is the only meeting that you will need to have, but it Ls 

required that you have at least one. 

3) I will do my best to attend and be on time to all classes. Does # 6take 

precedent over this requirement since a GPA standard has always been the 

eligibility requirement to my knowledge? 

We do not have "class checkers" for all of our student-athletes to make sure that eveQ/student-athlete is at even! class 
and on time. However, since you are still a representative of our program, we expect you to continue to represent us 

well in the classroom. We have this requirement in our contract because, should we ever get reports from professors 
that you are missing multiple classes, etc., we reserve the right to immediately terminate your scholarship. 

4) I am unclear as to why any team involvement is necessary.@ Please 

define. 

This is our standard contract, which is why it indicates that team involvement "may" be necessary. In your case, no 

further team involvement is required. 

5) No problem. 

6) I want to graduate on time, therefore I will continue to meet all 
academic goals to do so. 

Thanks for your assistance, 

On Fri, 12:22:49 -0400, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

wrote: 
> 

> 

> I had the opportunity to speak both with Dr. Beth Miller (our Sr. Assoc 

AD 

> who supervises and regarding your request for 

> confirmation on what services will be available to you throughout 

> (your senior year). 
> 

> You will have continued access to our Academic Support Services, and can 

> continue to work with Tony Yount for academic needs you may have. Robert 

> Mercer (the Director of our Academic Support Center) is aware that you 

will 
> continue to work with Tony in this manner. 
> 

> You will continue to have access to our Sports Medicine Staff and 
services, 

> as I believe you are still nursing an injured foot back to health. 

> 

> Unfortunately, however, we cannot allow you to participate as a member of 
> our Carolina Leadership Academy, as involvement in that program is 



> restricted to active members of our athletics team. 
> 

> I am attaching a document that I need for you to read, sign, and return 

to 
> me. Since you’re already back in Chapel Hill, you can just drop this off 

> at my office at any time. I need to have it back by next Friday 

> I I. As we discussed, it contains our expectations of you from 
the 

> academic perspective. Note that we will continue to give you your room 

and 

> board through the "regular" process, wherein you can pick up a check at 
the 

> Cashier’s Office on the first day of classes for each semester. 

> 

> As the document states, you will be subject to drug testing, so you 
should 

> be on the lookout for emails or text messages to alert you to such a drug 

> test. Dr. Dan Hooker will be your contact for drug testing. 
> 

> I’m hopeful that I’ve been able to address each of your questions here, 

> but, if you have further questions about services available to you, 

please 
> don’t hesitate to let us know. 
> 

> Best of luck as you enter your senior year! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 
> Assistant AD for Compliance 

> 

> University of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

C¢: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:22 AM 

@email.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >;      @ neotechs.com;       @aol.com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Athletics Services for 

See below in red. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Please let me know if you have any further questions. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~iscbae@~caa.u~coedu 
>>>           @email.unc.edu> 12:22 AM > > > 

Hi Amy, 

I have read the attached agreement and I have a few questions regarding the 

regulations, hopefully you can clear them up quickly. 

1) Will continuing to meet with my existing academic adviser in the math 

department and contacts in Career Services versus switching to Mr. Blanton 

or Ms. Bridger satisfy this regulation? 
As long as you continue to progress appropriately toward graduation and are in communication with an advisor that will 

help you do so, this is fine. 

2) I’m not clear on this one as Dr. Lane heads up the Leadership Academy 

which I cannot be involved in per your email. 

Cricket’s involvement with our student-athletes extends well beyond the Leadership Academy. Therefore, for all of our 
student-athletes who remain on aid but are not active members of teams, we require at least one introductory meeting 



at the beginning of the year with her. The goal of the meeting will be to discuss if you anticipate needing any assistance 

in career planning, resume writing, etc. It might be that this is the only meeting that you will need to have, but it Ls 

required that you have at least one. 

3) I will do my best to attend and be on time to all classes. Does # 6take 

precedent over this requirement since a GPA standard has always been the 

eligibility requirement to my knowledge? 

We do not have "class checkers" for all of our student-athletes to make sure that eveQ/student-athlete is at even! class 
and on time. However, since you are still a representative of our program, we expect you to continue to represent us 

well in the classroom. We have this requirement in our contract because, should we ever get reports from professors 
that you are missing multiple classes, etc., we reserve the right to immediately terminate your scholarship. 

4) I am unclear as to why any team involvement is necessary.@ Please 

define. 

This is our standard contract, which is why it indicates that team involvement "may" be necessary. In your case, no 

further team involvement is required. 

5) No problem. 

6) I want to graduate on time, therefore I will continue to meet all 
academic goals to do so. 

Thanks for your assistance, 

On Fri, 12:22:49 -0400, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

wrote: 
> 

> 

> I had the opportunity to speak both with Dr. Beth Miller (our Sr. Assoc 

AD 

> who supervises and "egarding your request for 

> confirmation on what services will be available to you throughout 

> (your senior year). 
> 

> You will have continued access to our Academic Support Services, and can 

> continue to work with Tony Yount for academic needs you may have. Robert 

> Mercer (the Director of our Academic Support Center) is aware that you 

will 
> continue to work with Tony in this manner. 
> 

> You will continue to have access to our Sports Medicine Staff and 
services, 

> as I believe you are still nursing an injured foot back to health. 

> 

> Unfortunately, however, we cannot allow you to participate as a member of 
> our Carolina Leadership Academy, as involvement in that program is 



> restricted to active members of our athletics team. 
> 

> I am attaching a document that I need for you to read, sign, and return 

to 
> me. Since you’re already back in Chapel Hill, you can just drop this off 

> at my office at any time. I need to have it back by next Friday 

> ( ). As we discussed, it contains our expectations of you from 
the 

> academic perspective. Note that we will continue to give you your room 

and 

> board through the "regular" process, wherein you can pick up a check at 
the 

> Cashier’s Office on the first day of classes for each semester. 

> 

> As the document states, you will be subject to drug testing, so you 
should 

> be on the lookout for emails or text messages to alert you to such a drug 

> test. Dr. Dan Hooker will be your contact for drug testing. 
> 

> I’m hopeful that I’ve been able to address each of your questions here, 

> but, if you have further questions about services available to you, 

please 
> don’t hesitate to let us know. 
> 

> Best of luck as you enter your senior year! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 
> Assistant AD for Compliance 

> 

> University of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:59 AM 

Tony Yount <tons,youn@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: - Your Transfer Credit Evaluation 

NC AD UK7.htln;NC AD UK8.pdf 

Hi Tony, I received this email today and thought it would be best to pass a 
copy of it along to you 
Thanks, 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Your Transfer Credit Evaluation 
Date: Fri,            01:51:29 -04.)0 (.EDT) 
From: unchelp@admissiuns.unc.edu 

Tu:        @email.unc.edu 

RTF Template 

[1] 

Dear      : 

Thank yuu for submitting your transcript :[’or transfer cuurse credit [] In 
accurdance with Universi~ pulicy, you are eligible tu receive the 
following credit: 

EXTERNAL COURSE 

GRADE 

UNC CREr)FI’ 

TRANS b-ERRABLE HOURS 

CO]VfY/2ENTS 

Accepted 

For additional information, please see the attached Transfer Credit Guide 
or go to 

http://www.admissions.uncedu/Applv, iTransfer Students/Transfer Credit Guide.pdf 
[2] [] The University reselwes the right to correct course credit awards in 
the event of an error. [] If you have any questions, please let us know 

Sincerely, 

Office of Undergraduate A&nissions 

UniversitT of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



~inl~: 

[1] ~ttp://www admissions unc.edu/ 

http://www.admissions.unc~du/ApplyiTransfer Students/Transfer Credit Ouide.pdi" 



:~ An Image 

Dear         : 

Thank you for submitting your transcript for transfer course credit. In accordance with University 
policy, you are eligible to receive the following credit: 

External Grade UNC Credit Transferrable 

Accepted MATH MATH 

Accepted ENGL ENGL 

Accepted CHEN CHEM 

Accepted CHEM 

For additional information, please see the attached Transfer Credit Guide or go to 
http:!iwww~admissions.unc.edu!Apply!Transfer Students!Transfer Credit Guide.pdf. The 

University reserves the right to correct course credit awards in the event of an error. If you 

have any questions, please let us know. 

Sincerely, 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

[ !~i Anlmage 



Transfer Credit Guide 

Congratulations on your admission. We look forward to welcoming you to Carolina. In the meantime, we hope that this guide will help you understand how your 
credits will transfer to UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Understanding You r Course Evaluation 

Exmn Credits You will receive your AP/IB/CI,EP credit report under separate cover. For more information, please 
go to !.g..t.p.]./A.~5.~5.~5.~.d..~..i:.s..s.i..~..r.ks.:.t.!.r..is~:9~!~k~.~A~ti.~1?~iL If you have not done so already, please have 
your official test score report sent to Undergraduate Admissions. 

GENR This designation serves two purposes: 1. It denotes general elective course hours are awarded 
because UNC does not oiler credit for an equivalent course. 2. If you are trm~sferring a course that 
carries more hours than the equivalent UNC-Chapel ttill course, the additional hours are denoted as 
GENR. 

Foreign Language When level one of the foreign language that you studied in high school is taken at the college level, 
hours for the course will not connt toward graduation. This is denoted by a course number of 999 
(example FREN999). 

Physical Education The following code may be listed on your evaluation: PHYA999. This indicates that you have met 

(PE) the PE requirement, but hours are not awarded. (Note: PE courses taken on a quarter system count as 
follows: lhour no credit, amd 2 hours 1 PE credit.) 

Honr Limit ~lhe number of hours that may be transferred from two-year institutions is limited to 64. After 64 
hours, course credit is still a~w~’ded, but hours are withheld. (Note: Transferrable courses earned at a 
four-year institution prior to, or in conjunction with, attending a two-year institution are included in 
the 64-hour limit.) From tour-year institutions, hours toward graduation are limited to 75. Course 
credit earned after the 75-hour limit is still awarded, but hours are withheld. 

"D" Grades ttours are not awarded for courses in which a "D" was earned. However, the course credit can still be 
used to,yard the degree. 

2nd Degree Nursing Only courses applicable to your degree have been noted. 

Remedial/Technical These courses do not transfer, and no credit is awarded. (Note: These courses may not be listed on 
your evaluation.) 

Professional Credit is not awarded for courses that tall under UNC-Chapel Hill professional schools (e.g., 
Business, Journalism, and Education). Once yon are enrolled, please contact the appropriate 
department to petition for credit. ’The department will notify Undergraduate Admissions in writing if 
a change is to be tnade. 

N!A A course is not acceptable for transfer. 

IP ’Ibis denotes a course is "in progress." Please send a final transcript upon completion of the course, 
and we will update your transfer credit based on this information. 

Elective Credit We have detern~ined that the course does not have a specific equivalent. These courses do not tialfill 
major requirements, ttowever, they may still be used toward your degree as elective hours. 

Dnplicate Credit If you have taken two or more courses that equate to the same UNC-Chapel Hill course, only one of 
the courses will be used toward your degree. 

One-Hour Courses We do not grant credit for one-hour courses taken on a semester syste~n or two-hour courses taken on 
a quarter system. 

TREQ999 This code indicates that you will receive ma Associate Degree from a North Carolina Community 
College this spring or summer. Please submit your final transcript that indicates you have completed 
your degree. At that time, we will award your block of 64 hours 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. ~Vhat do I do if I believe the credit I received is incorrect? Please feel free to bring your course syllabus to the Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

when you arrive on campus, m~d we will be happy to review this infonnafion for you. In some cases, we may refer you to the individual departtnent to 
petition for credit. 

2. ~’ill my academic advisor have access to my credit evaluation? Yes, academic advisors currently have access to this information. 

3. Will I receive another credit evaluation once I send nay f’mal transcript? After we receive your final transcript, vve will update your evaluation and will 

send you an e~nail with the revised infor~nation. Please allow two weeks for this to occur. 

4. My transfer credit e-lnail was deleted; can it be resent? Please email us at unchelp@admissions.unc.edu and we will gladly resend your transfer credit 

email. 

5. I didn’t receive credit for my business courses. What can I do? Please refer to 

http:i/www~kenan-flaglermnc.edn/assetsidocumeutsiBSBA-TransfcrRequest.pdffor information on transferring business courses. 

6. I am earning an Associate Degree from a North Carolina Com~nunity College this sprin g or summer. Why do I not have rely transfer hom~? Upon 

completion of the degree and the receipt of your final transcript, we will award your block of 64 hours. 

I do not see my credit from my foreign institution; has that credit been evaluated? We welcome international students who ~vould like to transfer to 

Carolina. Coursework may be transferred from international institutions, but we do require that you have your official transcripts evaluated by an accredited 

evaluation service. This evaluation helps ns understm~d your previous coursework and award proper credit upon your enrollment at Carolina. To have your 

coursework evaluated, please send all trm~scripts from non-US institutions that yon have attended to one of the evaluation services that are part of the 

National Association of Credential Evaluation Services. Then, submit both the originM transcripts as well as the course-by-course evMuation of the credit 

provided by the evaluation service with your application. 



8. The courses that I’m currently taldng are not listed on my evaluation. Will they transfer? These courses will be evaluated when we receive your final 

transcript. 

OFFICE OF UNDERGR~LkDUATE ADMISSIONS 

JACKSON HAI,L I CAMPUS BOX 2200 CHAPEl, HILL, NC 27599-2200 I (t) 919.966.3621 (f) 919.962.3045 I www.admissions.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: books question 

~ctr~ttmnto.aq0z 

Hey Ton?’, I was talking to      ~vhen we were getting books today and she 
told me something about the "M00" dollar thing And she told me to just 
check with Jenny..but     said it didn’t actually mean only getting $400 
dollars., it was just what they were putting on the letters this year. So 
below is what i wrote Jelmy and her response if you want to see and wanted 
to know 

........ Original Message ........ 
SubJect: Re: books quesuon 
[)ate: Mon,             15:42:58 -0400 
From: "Jenny Slingluff-Levy" <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: <        @email unc.edu> 

- yes- $400 is just the # UNC puts for a ful[ books scholarship. It is 
how they figure percentages 
J enny 

>>> @email uric edu> 3:04:14 PM >>> 

Jenny, I have a question in regards to my books scholarship. My letter said 
$400 [’or books. When I was buying my books today ! was with     and she 
mentioned that that might not mean anything .that ! was still getting full 
books paid ]2~r. Is that the case ]2~r me’? Thanks See you tomorrow! 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:41 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Classes 

A~tach: TE2xTf .httn 

Tony, 

I meaut to talk to you earlier today, but I wanted to let you laaow that I am thinking about dropping Spanish . Siuce I do not believe {t is a pre requisite for the 
Business School and I feel like I would need to take Spanish    first. I think it would just be too much this semester. I also wanted to double check that I cau drop it 

though befbre Monday and that I tbr sure ~ldo not need the credit to enter in the Business School? 

I was also Ilwondering abx)ut study hail? I thought at study hall each week there would be a math tutor flaere for us to use ii’we needed it, but I am not sure when it 
starts and where we are meeting fbr sure because I have more math classes in my schedule 7-1and I already have a f~w questions on the homework. Thank you for your 

help, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@email.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 10:58 PM 

gyo unV~:emaJd .~mc.edu; j ~gula@unc .edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

VB pregame meal 

TEXT.htm; image002.png 

are you able to join us this Friday for our volley pregame meal 

3:45 PM at: 411 West 

please let me know by Thursday at noon 

love to have you 

Coach Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:16 AM 

Tony Yount <tons,youn@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: Your Transt~r Credit Evaluation 

NC AD UK7.htln;NC AD UK8.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Your Transfer Credit Evaluation 
[)abe: Wed,            00:27:54 -0400 (}~DT) 
From: unch elp@admissions unc.edu 

To:       @email.unc.edu 

RTF Template 

[)ear      : 

Thank you for submitting your transcript ]2~r transfer course credit. [] In 
accordance with University policy, you are eligible to receive the 
following credit: 

]blXTERNAL COURSE 

GRA[~E 

UNC CRED1T 

TRANSFERRABLE HOURS 

CO2v’LMENTS 

Accepted 

For additional information, please see the attached Transfer Credit Guide 
or go to 

http://wwwadmissions.unc.edu/Appl¥/Transfer Students/Transfer Credit Guide.pdl" 
[2]. [] The University- reserves the right to correct course credit awards in 
the event of an error. [] If you have any questions, please let us know-. 

Sincerely, 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

[1] http ://~vw~v.admissions.unc. edu/ 
[2] 
http://wwwadmissions.unc.edu/Appl,//Transfer Students/Transfer Credit Guide.pdl" 



:~ An Image 

Dear        : 

Thank you for submitting your transcript for transfer course credit. ]in accordance with University 
policy, you are eligible to receive the following credit: 

External Grade UNC Credit Transferrable 

Course Hours 

Accepted SPAN SPAN 

Accepted SPAN SPAN 

For additional information, please see the attached Transfer Credit Guide or go to 
http:i!www.admissions.unc.edu/ApplyiTransfer Students/Transfer Credit Guide.pdf. The 

University reserves the right to correct course credit awards in the event of an error. If you 

have any questions, please let us know. 

Sincerely, 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

[ i~(ii Anlmage 



Transfer Credit Guide 

Congratulations on your admission. We look forward to welcoming you to Carolina. In the meantime, we hope that this guide will help you understand how your 
credits will transfer to UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Understanding You r Course Evaluation 

Exmn Credits You will receive your AP/IB/CI,EP credit report under separate cover. For more information, please 
go to !.g..t.p.]./A.~5.~5.~5.~.d..~..i:.s..s.i..~..r.ks.:.t.!.r..is~:9~!~k~.~A~ti.~1?~iL If you have not done so already, please have 
your official test score report sent to Undergraduate Admissions. 

GENR This designation serves two purposes: 1. It denotes general elective course hours are awarded 
because UNC does not oiler credit for an equivalent course. 2. If you are trm~sferring a course that 
carries more hours than the equivalent UNC-Chapel ttill course, the additional hours are denoted as 
GENR. 

Foreign Language When level one of the foreign language that you studied in high school is taken at the college level, 
hours for the course will not connt toward graduation. This is denoted by a course number of 999 
(example FREN999). 

Physical Education The following code may be listed on your evaluation: PHYA999. This indicates that you have met 

(PE) the PE requirement, but hours are not awarded. (Note: PE courses taken on a quarter system count as 
follows: lhour no credit, amd 2 hours 1 PE credit.) 

Honr Limit ~lhe number of hours that may be transferred from two-year institutions is limited to 64. After 64 
hours, course credit is still a~w~’ded, but hours are withheld. (Note: Transferrable courses earned at a 
four-year institution prior to, or in conjunction with, attending a two-year institution are included in 
the 64-hour limit.) From tour-year institutions, hours toward graduation are limited to 75. Course 
credit earned after the 75-hour limit is still awarded, but hours are withheld. 

"D" Grades ttours are not awarded for courses in which a "D" was earned. However, the course credit can still be 
used to,yard the degree. 

2nd Degree Nursing Only courses applicable to your degree have been noted. 

Remedial/Technical These courses do not transfer, and no credit is awarded. (Note: These courses may not be listed on 
your evaluation.) 

Professional Credit is not awarded for courses that tall under UNC-Chapel Hill professional schools (e.g., 
Business, Journalism, and Education). Once yon are enrolled, please contact the appropriate 
department to petition for credit. ’The department will notify Undergraduate Admissions in writing if 
a change is to be tnade. 

N!A A course is not acceptable for transfer. 

IP ’Ibis denotes a course is "in progress." Please send a final transcript upon completion of the course, 
and we will update your transfer credit based on this information. 

Elective Credit We have detern~ined that the course does not have a specific equivalent. These courses do not tialfill 
major requirements, ttowever, they may still be used toward your degree as elective hours. 

Dnplicate Credit If you have taken two or more courses that equate to the same UNC-Chapel Hill course, only one of 
the courses will be used toward your degree. 

One-Hour Courses We do not grant credit for one-hour courses taken on a semester syste~n or two-hour courses taken on 
a quarter system. 

TREQ999 This code indicates that you will receive ma Associate Degree from a North Carolina Community 
College this spring or summer. Please submit your final transcript that indicates you have completed 
your degree. At that time, we will award your block of 64 hours 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. ~Vhat do I do if I believe the credit I received is incorrect? Please feel free to bring your course syllabus to the Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

when you arrive on campus, m~d we will be happy to review this infonnafion for you. In some cases, we may refer you to the individual departtnent to 
petition for credit. 

2. ~’ill my academic advisor have access to my credit evaluation? Yes, academic advisors currently have access to this information. 

3. Will I receive another credit evaluation once I send nay f’mal transcript? After we receive your final transcript, vve will update your evaluation and will 

send you an e~nail with the revised infor~nation. Please allow two weeks for this to occur. 

4. My transfer credit e-lnail was deleted; can it be resent? Please email us at unchelp@admissions.unc.edu and we will gladly resend your transfer credit 

email. 

5. I didn’t receive credit for my business courses. What can I do? Please refer to 

http:i/www~kenan-flaglermnc.edn/assetsidocumeutsiBSBA-TransfcrRequest.pdffor information on transferring business courses. 

6. I am earning an Associate Degree from a North Carolina Com~nunity College this sprin g or summer. Why do I not have rely transfer hom~? Upon 

completion of the degree and the receipt of your final transcript, we will award your block of 64 hours. 

I do not see my credit from my foreign institution; has that credit been evaluated? We welcome international students who ~vould like to transfer to 

Carolina. Coursework may be transferred from international institutions, but we do require that you have your official transcripts evaluated by an accredited 

evaluation service. This evaluation helps ns understm~d your previous coursework and award proper credit upon your enrollment at Carolina. To have your 

coursework evaluated, please send all trm~scripts from non-US institutions that yon have attended to one of the evaluation services that are part of the 

National Association of Credential Evaluation Services. Then, submit both the originM transcripts as well as the course-by-course evMuation of the credit 

provided by the evaluation service with your application. 



8. The courses that I’m currently taldng are not listed on my evaluation. Will they transfer? These courses will be evaluated when we receive your final 
transcript. 

OFFICE OF UNDERGR~LkDUATE ADMISSIONS 

JACKSON HAI,L I CAMPUS BOX 2200 CHAPEl, HILL, NC 27599-2200 I (t) 919.966.3621 (f) 919.962.3045 I www.admissions.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:37 AM 

Tony Yount <tons,youn@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: Your Trm~st~r Credit Evaluation 

NC AD UK7.htln;NC AD UK8.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Your Transfer Credit Evaluation 
Dabe: Fri,            01:51:35 -0400 
From: unch elp@admissions unc.edu 

To:      @email.unc.edu 

RTF Template 

[)ear        : 

Thank you for submitting your transcript ]2~r transfer course credit. [5] In 
accordance with University policy, you are eligible to receive the 
following credit: 

]blXTERNAL COI.FRSE 

GRA[~E 

UNC CRED1T 

TRANSFERRABLE HOURS 

CO2v~rMENTS 

Accepted 

For additional information, please see the attached Transfer Credit Guide 
or go to 

http://w*w,~admissions.unc.edu/Apply/Transfer Students/Transfer Credit Guide.pdf 
[2]. I~1 The Universi~" reserves the right to correct course credit awards in 
the event of an error. [~ If you have any questions, please let us know. 

Sincerely, 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 



Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Links: 

[1] http :i/www.admissions.unc. edui 

http://wwwadmissions.unc.edu/Appl~//Transfer Students/Transfer Credit Guide.pdf 



:~ An Image 

Dear 

Thank you for submitting your transcript for transfer course credit, in accordance with University 
policy, you are eligible to receive the following credit: 

External Grade UNC Credit Transferrable 

Course Hours 

Accepted ENG ENGL 

Accepted SOC SOCI 

Accepted HIS] HIST 

Accepted PSY( PSYC 

For additional information, please see the attached Transfer Credit Guide or go to 
http:!iwww.admissions.unc.edu!Appb/!Transfer Students!Transfer Credit Guide.pdf. The 

University reserves the right to correct course credit awards in the event of an error. If you 

have any questions, please let us know. 

Sincerely, 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

[ !~i Anlmage 



Transfer Credit Guide 

Congratulations on your admission. We look forward to welcoming you to Carolina. In the meantime, we hope that this guide will help you understand how your 
credits will transfer to UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Understanding You r Course Evaluation 

Exmn Credits You will receive your AP/IB/CI,EP credit report under separate cover. For more information, please 
go to !.g..t.p.]./A.~5.~5.~5.~.d..~..i:.s..s.i..~..r.ks.:.t.!.r..is~:9~!~k~.~A~ti.~1?~iL If you have not done so already, please have 
your official test score report sent to Undergraduate Admissions. 

GENR This designation serves two purposes: 1. It denotes general elective course hours are awarded 
because UNC does not oiler credit for an equivalent course. 2. If you are trm~sferring a course that 
carries more hours than the equivalent UNC-Chapel ttill course, the additional hours are denoted as 
GENR. 

Foreign Language When level one of the foreign language that you studied in high school is taken at the college level, 
hours for the course will not connt toward graduation. This is denoted by a course number of 999 
(example FREN999). 

Physical Education The following code may be listed on your evaluation: PHYA999. This indicates that you have met 

(PE) the PE requirement, but hours are not awarded. (Note: PE courses taken on a quarter system count as 
follows: lhour no credit, amd 2 hours 1 PE credit.) 

Honr Limit ~lhe number of hours that may be transferred from two-year institutions is limited to 64. After 64 
hours, course credit is still a~w~’ded, but hours are withheld. (Note: Transferrable courses earned at a 
four-year institution prior to, or in conjunction with, attending a two-year institution are included in 
the 64-hour limit.) From tour-year institutions, hours toward graduation are limited to 75. Course 
credit earned after the 75-hour limit is still awarded, but hours are withheld. 

"D" Grades ttours are not awarded for courses in which a "D" was earned. However, the course credit can still be 
used to,yard the degree. 

2nd Degree Nursing Only courses applicable to your degree have been noted. 

Remedial/Technical These courses do not transfer, and no credit is awarded. (Note: These courses may not be listed on 
your evaluation.) 

Professional Credit is not awarded for courses that tall under UNC-Chapel Hill professional schools (e.g., 
Business, Journalism, and Education). Once yon are enrolled, please contact the appropriate 
department to petition for credit. ’The department will notify Undergraduate Admissions in writing if 
a change is to be tnade. 

N!A A course is not acceptable for transfer. 

IP ’Ibis denotes a course is "in progress." Please send a final transcript upon completion of the course, 
and we will update your transfer credit based on this information. 

Elective Credit We have detern~ined that the course does not have a specific equivalent. These courses do not tialfill 
major requirements, ttowever, they may still be used toward your degree as elective hours. 

Dnplicate Credit If you have taken two or more courses that equate to the same UNC-Chapel Hill course, only one of 
the courses will be used toward your degree. 

One-Hour Courses We do not grant credit for one-hour courses taken on a semester syste~n or two-hour courses taken on 
a quarter system. 

TREQ999 This code indicates that you will receive ma Associate Degree from a North Carolina Community 
College this spring or summer. Please submit your final transcript that indicates you have completed 
your degree. At that time, we will award your block of 64 hours 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. ~Vhat do I do if I believe the credit I received is incorrect? Please feel free to bring your course syllabus to the Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

when you arrive on campus, m~d we will be happy to review this infonnafion for you. In some cases, we may refer you to the individual departtnent to 
petition for credit. 

2. ~’ill my academic advisor have access to my credit evaluation? Yes, academic advisors currently have access to this information. 

3. Will I receive another credit evaluation once I send nay f’mal transcript? After we receive your final transcript, vve will update your evaluation and will 

send you an e~nail with the revised infor~nation. Please allow two weeks for this to occur. 

4. My transfer credit e-lnail was deleted; can it be resent? Please email us at unchelp@admissions.unc.edu and we will gladly resend your transfer credit 

email. 

5. I didn’t receive credit for my business courses. What can I do? Please refer to 

http:i/www~kenan-flaglermnc.edn/assetsidocumeutsiBSBA-TransfcrRequest.pdffor information on transferring business courses. 

6. I am earning an Associate Degree from a North Carolina Com~nunity College this sprin g or summer. Why do I not have rely transfer hom~? Upon 

completion of the degree and the receipt of your final transcript, we will award your block of 64 hours. 

I do not see my credit from my foreign institution; has that credit been evaluated? We welcome international students who ~vould like to transfer to 

Carolina. Coursework may be transferred from international institutions, but we do require that you have your official transcripts evaluated by an accredited 

evaluation service. This evaluation helps ns understm~d your previous coursework and award proper credit upon your enrollment at Carolina. To have your 

coursework evaluated, please send all trm~scripts from non-US institutions that yon have attended to one of the evaluation services that are part of the 

National Association of Credential Evaluation Services. Then, submit both the originM transcripts as well as the course-by-course evMuation of the credit 

provided by the evaluation service with your application. 



8. The courses that I’m currently taldng are not listed on my evaluation. Will they transfer? These courses will be evaluated when we receive your final 
transcript. 

OFFICE OF UNDERGR~LkDUATE ADMISSIONS 

JACKSON HAI,L I CAMPUS BOX 2200 CHAPEl, HILL, NC 27599-2200 I (t) 919.966.3621 (f) 919.962.3045 I www.admissions.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mail Delivery Subsys~tem <~MAILER-DAEMON@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Returned mail: see tra2~ript tier details 

s~tus.txt, Mail.msg 

The original message was received at Tue, 
Iicom rr~xipli.isis.unc.edu [152.2 0.74] 

12:23:45 -(;,400 (EDT) 

..... The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ..... 
< @email.unc.edu> 

(reason: 550-Mailbox ulql, mown. Either there is no mailbox associated with this) 

..... Transcript of session follows ..... 
. while talking to [ 152 19.240.88]: 
>>> DATA 
<<< 550-Mailbox unknown Either there is no mailbox associated with this 
<<~ 550-name or you do not ha’~’e authorization to see it 
<<< 550 5.1.1 User unknown 

550 5 1.1 <:       @email.unc.edu> .. User unlmown 
<<< 503 5.5.1 No recipients 



From: Tony Yount <ton?Tount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:24 PM 

To: ,~)email.unc.edu> 

Sub jet-t: tutor 

Attach: Header 

STOR - Sunday evenings at 8 pm 
BUSI - Snnday evenings at 7 pm 

Both sessions with on the 3rd floor of the Pope Box 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 7, 2olo 4:54 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Database 

Back up and running... B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 

@email.unc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

Demail.unc.edu; 

’ @email.unc.edu; 

Demail.unc.edu 

5:54 PM 

Demail.unc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

@email.unc.edul 

Demail.unc.edu; 

~aemai[.unc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

DemaiLunc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

~emai[.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

Demail.unc.edu; 

"~em ail.unc.edu; 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Slingluff-Levy 

< uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Luther Ridge information 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.BMP; lutherfidge vancabin    .xlsx; shoppinglisgutherrock 10.docx 

Demail.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

Girls, 
Hi, Here is the Luther Ridge information! Please read over both attachments and please email or call me if you have any questions! 

Jenn Cook 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
Carmichael Auditorium 
210 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919 962 6682 
fax: 919 843 8175 
w~rw.tarheelblue,com 



1 

2 
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4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

A 

VAN #1 

CABIN 1 

C 

VAN #2 

D 

CABIN 2 

E 

VAN #3 

CABIN 3 

G 

CABIN 4 



*EMAIL JENN COOK A FACT THAT NO ONE KNOWS ABOUT YOU BY TOMORROW at 5:00pm 

* WE WILL BE DRAFTING TTT TEAMS, (STRATEGY STARTS NOW!) 

Food: YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR BUYING THE FOOD IN YOUR CLASSES AND BRINGING IT ON 

THE VANS! Upperclassman please help out the freshman and sophomores with rides to Harris 

Teeter. 

**Please assign people in your class to go to the grocery store, Jenny will reimburse one person 

from each class. 

Senior’s- Sunday’s Breakfast (& S’Mores) Sophomore’s- Saturday dinner 

Juniors - Saturday’s Breakfast             Freshmen - Saturday Lunch and Snacks 

SHOPPING LIST for LUTHER ROCK: 

Seniors: Pancake mix- the kind where you don’t need eggs/syrup/non stick sprayismore’s 
stuff!!!! (Breakfast Sunday/campfire!) 

Juniors: Cereal, bagels, bags of fruit/ie: apples, oranges, bananas (Breakfast Saturday) 

Sophomores: Pasta, pasta sauce, bread/hotdogs and rolls (Dinner Saturday) 

Freshman: Bread, peanut butter/Jelly, Pretzel s, granola bars/fruit (Lunch Saturday) 

*MUST GET ENOUGH FOOD FOR 33 PEOPLE!* 

*EVERYONE MUST BRING A WATER BOTTLE* 

What to Bring: In a SMALL Backpack 
-Sleeping bag 

-Towel 

-Pillow 

-Comfy clothes (hoodies/sweat pants) Shorts/t-shirts 

-Old pair of jeans 

-Old sneakers 
-Flashlight 

-Plastic bags (for wet/dirty stuff) 

-BRING A WATER BOTTLE 

*NO CELL PHONES/NO IPODS 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjrGuncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 

Gemail.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu 

Gemail.unc.edu 

5:58 PM 

Gemail.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; Gemail.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; Gemail.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu>; Gemail.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; Gemail.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; Gemail.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; Gemail.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

gyountGemail.unc.edu; Phil Barnes < pbarnesGuncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy < uncwlaxGuncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyountGuncaa.unc.edu> 

Luther Ridge information 

TEXT.htm; Part.002; lutherridge vancabin    .xlsx; shoppinglistlutherrock docx 

Gemail.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

Gemail.unc.edu; 

Girls, 
Hi, Here is the Luther Ridge information! Please read over both attachments and please email or call me if you have any questions! 

Jenn Cook 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
Carmichael Auditorium 
210 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919 962 6682 
fax: 919 843 8175 
www, tarheelblue.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 14, 2olo 9:26 PM 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: loth Semester Needs 
TEXT.htm 

Thank you; she came in last year and has a pid? 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 911412OLO 9:19 PM 

- transfer from       after 6 semesters there. In the Business school now and 

will need the spring to finish. 

Tony 

On Sep 14, 2OLO, at 6:47 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

OK, so the list is ready to go except for your three groups (if you have any). Remember to include anyone 

who will need a loth next fall. 

Thanks, 

B 



Thank you; she came in last year and has a pid? 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 911412olo 9:19 PM 

¯ transfer from       after 6 semesters there. In the Business school now and 

will need the spring to finish. 

Tony 

On Sep 14, 2OLO, at 6:47 PM, Brent Blanton wrote: 

OK, so the list is ready to go except for your three groups (if you have any). Remember to include anyone 

who will need a loth next fall. 

Thanks, 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Allison Battle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 10:36 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tables and chairs 

TEXT.htm; Allison Battle.vcf 

Hello everyone, 
we have some bistro styled table and chairs on our front porch that are headed to Surplus. if you know of someone in our department that could use these items for work 

use only, please have them contact me immediately. 

Thank you for your attention to this, and have a great day. 

GO HEELS! 

Allison Battle 

Administrative Support Associate 

Athletic Business Office 

216 Finley Golf Course Road 

Office (919) 843 9270 

Fax (919) 962 0667 

abattle@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 27, 20:10:12:59 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Word Doc Letterhead 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 
Here is the new word doc Letterhead to use. 

Thanks, 
Nate Yarbrough 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Hanager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 

C- 
nateyarbrouqh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 1:00 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Letterhead 

TEXT.htm; 49678 L Arts & Sci.dot; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 
Here is the new word doc Letterhead to use. 

Thanks, 
Nate Yarbrough 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office IVlanager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-929-962-9537 

C- 
n_ateyarbrouqh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: @email .unc.edu; 
<tons,yount@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Fw: Follow-up 

Attach: ATT00001 ..c 

3:13 PM 

@ve6zon.net>; ToW Yount 

Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Kessler, Jim" <jim kessler@unc edu> 
[)abe: Tue, 15:48:06 
To: @email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Follow-up 

- he committee did consider your information this morning and were supportive The attached letter is beg~n sent to you campus address. If you have any quesuons, please 
feel free to contact me 

M+ SecttreStor Stored: total 115302bytes; 
Attacl’unent Link: http://archive02.uncaa.tmc.edu/3786dl 6ed3ae38589ec2f86891d4dca5 

File Name: docx 
ExphT Date: Tue, 14:13:02 -0500 
Size: 115302bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Susan B. Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

APR- (Remaining Sports) Review Your Team 

Hi Guys, 

Here are the sports that I did not have in the email yesterday. Please call me once you have had a chance to go over 

everyone closely. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 

sbm alo~’(~b u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



Overall APR = University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill =’ 

Student Athlete Fall 

Elig 

Yes 

Yes 

Ret 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Elig 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Spring 

Ret 

Points Earned/ 
Points Possible 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

2/2 

2/2 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

Reason Not Retained 

Points Earned: 48 Points Possible: 48 

Eligibility Points Earned: 24 Eligibility Points Possible: 24 

Retention Points Earned: 24 Retention Points Possible: 24 

Delayed Graduation Points: 0 

Page 1 of 1 



Overall APR = University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill - 

Student Athlete 

~s ~s ~s 

~s ~s ~s 

~s ~s ~s 

Points Earned/ 
Points Possible 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

Reason Not Retained 

Points Earned: 76 Points Possible: 76 

Eligibility Points Earned: 38 Eligibility Points Possible: 38 

Retention Points Earned: 38 Retention Points Possible: 38 

Page 1 of 2 



Delayed Graduation Points: 0 

Page 2 of 2 



Student Athlete 

Overall APR - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill = 

Fall 

Yes Yes 

Spring 

Ret 

Points Earned/ 
Points Possible 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

Reason Not Retained 

Yes 4/4 

Yes 4/4 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

Yes Yes 

\ Yes Yes Yes 

Points Earned: 80 Points Possible: 80 

Eligibility Points Earned: 40 Eligibility Points Possible: 40 

Page 1 o£ 2 



Retention Points Earned: 40 Retention Points Possible: 40 

Delayed Graduation Points: 0 

Page 2 of 2 



Overall APR - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill = 

Student Athlete 

Yes I 

Yes I 

No I 

Yes I 

Yes I 

Yes I 

Yes I 

Yes I 

Yes I 

Yes I 

Yes I 

Yes I 

Yes I 

No I 

Yes I 

Yes I 

No ~ 

Yes I 

Yes I 

Yes ~ 

No ~ 

Yes ~ 

Yes ~ 

Fall 

Ret 

Spring 

Ret 

Points Earned/ 
Points Possible 

1/1 

4/4 

0/2 

4/4 

3/3 

1/1 

1/1 

4/4 

2/2 

4/4 

1/1 

4/4 

4/4 

0/2 

4/4 

3/4 

0/2 

4/4 

4/4 

2/2 

0/2 

4/4 

4/4 

Reason Not Retained 

Page 1 of 2 



Points Earned: 59 Points Possible: 68 

Eligibility Points Earned: 33 Eligibility Points Possible: 37 

Retention Points Earned: 26 Retention Points Possible: 31 

Delayed Graduation Points: 0 

Page 2 of 2 



Overall APR - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill = 

Student Athlete Fall Spring Points Earned/ 
Points Possible 

Elig Ret Elig Ret Reason Not Retained 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 
L 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

Yes 4/4 

Yes 4/4 

Yes 4/4 

Yes 4/4 

Yes 4/4 

Yes 4/4 

Yes 4/4 

Yes 4/4 

Yes 3/3 

Yes 4/4 

Yes 4/4 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 
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4/4 

2/2 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

Points Earned: 109 Points Possible: 109 

Eligibility Points Earned: 55 Eligibility Points Possible: 55 

Retention Points Earned: 54 Retention Points Possible: 54 

Delayed Graduation Points: 0 

Page 2 of 2 



Overall APR - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill = 

Student Athlete Points Earned/ 
Points Possible 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

4/4 

Reason Not Retained 

Points Earned: 32 Points Possible: 32 

Eligibility Points Earned: 16 Eligibility Points Possible: 16 

Retention Points Earned: 16 Retention Points Possible: 16 

Delayed Graduation Points: 0 

Page 1 of 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:16 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Study hall question 

TEXT.htm 

Just have her begin her session in the wings. If there is a small group tutorial, they have to speak so noise can become an 

issue. Haven’t heard any other complaints, so maybe it’s just this student having trouble fighting through it - 

understandable. The wings are protected areas, so it shouldn’t be a problem. 

B 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 10:51 AM >>> 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Amy kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.uncoedu> 
Date: 10:37:40 AM EDT 
To: "Tony Yount" <ton uncaa,unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Study hall question 

Tony, 

is there anything that can be done to remedy this or do they just need to grin and work with the 

circumstances as best they can? Let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

From: ~email.unc.edu> 
Date: 12:40:12 AM EDT 
To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.uncoedu> 
Subject: Study hall question 

Hi Amy, 

Recently it has grown very loud on the 3rd floor during study hall. It 

seems to be a snowball effect because once one group gets loud, the others 

get louder so that they can hear each other. I’ve noticed that it is 

usually the tutors]mentors who are the loudest. When the student-athletes 



who I am working with cannot concentrate, we move to the end of the floor 

but can still hear the other groups. Do you have any suggestions for 

something else we can do? Is there a quieter place we could go? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 9:22 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: 

TEXT.htm; RE_ .msg 

Hi Tony, 
If you can follow this trail let me know which option will be best. 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 

em!~,ons@u ncaaou ncoed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 9:19 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

TEXT 1.htm 

Beth, 

There are actually 2 different ways to appeal grades (from how I see it) 

1. General College Administrative appeals committee (advising in Steele Building) Sandra Coats 

2. Request Course Substitutions (see attached procedure doc) 

’s case is interesting because we do not offer subs for both Math and FL - she may want to ask the 
committee for her choice of FL or math and have Dean Woodard expunge that F. 

She would then have to petition the General College to re-take the other with accommodations, therefore 
removing that F. 

Fun stuff, Mary W. 

From: Beth Lyons [mailto:emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 06, 2010 9:00 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Fwd: 

Hi Mary, 
Can you remind me again who gets the petition for withdraw of failing grades prior to diagnosis? Is it Harold? 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 24592bytes; 

File Name 
CSSAC Procedure for RequestinqCourse Substitutions sprinq 20::[.docx 

Expiry Date 
Tue, 04 :]an 2011 08:19:29 -0500 

Size 
14592bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 9:22 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: s 

TEXT.htm; RLE.msg 

Hi Tony, 
if you can follow this trail let me know which option will be best. 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 

em ~,’ons(~u ncaaou ncoed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 9:19 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT_I .htm; Header 

Beth, 

There are actually 2 different ways to appeal grades (from how I see it) 

1. General College Administrative appeals committee (advising in Steele Building) Sandra Coats 

2. Request Course Substitutions (see attached procedure doc) 

’s case is interesting because we do not offer subs for both Math and FL - she may want to ask the 
committee for her choice of FL or math and have Dean Woodard expunge that F. 

She would then have to petition the General College to re-take the other with accommodations, therefore 
removing that F. 

Fun stuff, Mary W. 

From: Beth Lyons [mailto:emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 06, 2010 9:00 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Fwd: 

Hi Mary, 

Can you remind me again who gets the petition for withdraw of failing grades prior to diagnosis? Is it Harold? 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 

emlvons@uncaa.unc.edu 

N+ SecureStor Stored: total 14592bytes; 

File Name 
C$$AC Procedure for RequestinqCourse Substitutions sprinq 201,docx 

Expiry Date 
Tue, 04 ]an 2011 08;~t9;29 -0500 

Size 
~4592bytes 



From: ~(}gmail.com > 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:41 AM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~yount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Coarse Syllabus 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

Good morning Tow, 

[] 

How are you? I know I graduated 2 years ago, but I am now applying to Physician’s Assistant Programs up and down the East Coast, and I was wondering []if you 

could help me find s~me information from when I attended Carolina. []One of the programs is asking me for the Course Syllabus of 3 different classes I took while at 

Ca~;oliua. They want proof that these classes fulfill the pre-requisites required tbr the program. The three classes are EXSS                     , EXSS 

and BIOL I kmow that the course numbers might be dittErent now, but I was hoping you could 

provide me some guida~ce in trying to find "the syllabus for each of the classes. 

Thin,ks so much’. I hope you ~:re doing well! I will be dowu for the Alumni Weekend iu a few weeks. Hope to see you then! 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:12 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~yount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Deadline~ regislmtion 

A~tach: ’I~37f.httn 

Think you meant to send this to someone else ...................... ~ 

On Tue, at 2:45 PM, Tony Yount <ton’~5~oun ,~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

1 [J ~--- ~1 [;Drop Deadline, and declaring a class PasffD/Fail deadline is 

Monday. Dou’t drop a course or declare pas~D/l?ail without checking with me tirst. 

2 [] ~--- ~ []Regislrationdatesforthe semester are as follows: 

Both procedures start in Steele Building. I,ines are likely to be long uext 

Registration begins according to Registration Schedule for Graduate, Professional and Undergraduates with 8 and more terms in Tuesday, 
residence. 

Registration begins for Undergraduates with 6 terms in residence. Thursday 

Registration begins for Undergraduates with 4 terms in residence. Nonday, 

Registration begins for Undergraduates with 2 terms in residence. Wednesday, 

You should begin working on your shopping carts in advance of that registration date. Ny Tuesday and Thursday morning schedules are light, if you want to come in and 
take a look at your worksheet and talk about classes for the spring. I will also normally be in on either Tues, or Wed evenings until registration is over. Text me first to see 
which night. This week, I’ll be in tonight. 

Over fall break, I will also be in the office Thursday and Friday mornings and early afternoons with no appointments scheduled so that we can work on your schedules. 
Please take advantage of those times. 

If you are graduating in      remember that you must apply for graduation at the beginning of the spring semester. If you are a senior and you are underloading in the 
please register for J_2 hours and drop AFTER the underload form has been approved and delivered to Compliance during the first week of class in the       .@ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:38 PM 

Susan B. Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cassandra Gregory < gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; Jackie Copeland <jackiecl@email.unc.edu > 

Re: 

TEXT.htm; [MAGE.gif; ]MAGE_I.gif 

Yes, ] meant         .. Sorry... 
Susan, can you check with the Registrar’s Office to see what this means? I’m also copying Jackie in Financial Aid and Cassandra in the Cashier’s Office to see if they can make 

heads or tails of it. We definitely need to find out why scholarship student athletes appear to have holds on their accounts that might keep them from registering! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 8:06 PM > > > 

Amy, 

That’s P]D, not does play 

The Holds box for student athletes shows those two holds. We’ve had conversations about this with Susan Maloy. Apparently, Advising in Steele Building is using 

the "Sponsored Account" designation to indicate that the student is also a student athlete. ] am worried that this will prevent our athletes from registering. ]just checked four 

scholarship         players and all have them have the same information in their "Holds" box. 

who plays but does is not on scholarship, does not have the "Sponsored Account" in her "Holds" box. 

The "All Enrollment Activity" designation brings up this page, but Academic Support has never cleared anyone to register. I am very nervous about a disaster on registration 
day, with athletes being unable to register. 

De~ri~tio~= UNC-Chapel Hill 

Start 

Rea~om~ Permission required to A/D 

~e~ar~[~e~: University Registrar 

Please contact the Academic Support Program 

obtain the required approvals. 

On at 2:55 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Any idea what this is for? 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Gregory, Cassand ra B" <gregoryc@email.unc.edu > 2:37 PM >>> 

Th~-:~ hold her accouter says it ~cad~-’_m~k: Support 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 



Sent: Monday, 
To: Gregory, Cassandra B 
Subject: 

2:26 PM 

The saga continues. Apparently the Student Health charge is still appearing on her PeopleSoft account because of a glitch in the system. LaToya in Sports Med 

talked with Heather Smith in your office this morning, and they confirmed that this was the problem. But Heather told LaToya that the hold on her account is 

unrelated to the Sports Medcharge said it’s something else. Can you look at it and find out what the hold is for? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 26, 2010 1:33 PM 

- Everyone <- Eve~one@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: [comm] UNC Passport Drive 

TEXI’.htm 

If anyone needs a passport, here’s a good opportuniW to get one. 

Happy travels! 

Lee 

>>> "Seow, Susin" <susin.seow@unc.edu> 10/26,/2010 12:11 PM >>> 
Hello all, 

UNC Global is sponsoring UNC’s annual "Get-A-Passport Drive" on November 17 and 18, where we bring together officials from the U.S. Department of State and a 

photographer for one-stop passport shopping. This event is open to students, faculty, staff and their families, and we have had tremendous response in the past - 

over 1,000 people have applied or renewed their passports during the event. Details about the event can be found at http://global:unc.edu/passportdrive. I have 

also attached a flyer 

with information to this email. 

I would greatly appreciate it, yet again, if you could help us publicize the event by sending this information to any listserv your unit maintains or by putting the info 

on your website. Please let me know if you have any questions or need more information. 

Thanks, 

Melissa 

Melissa McMurray 

Special Assistant for UNC Global 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

FedEx Global Education Center, CB#5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19-962-5374 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<?’ul> 

co~nm as: <ca hre~"mailto:lsnyde@uncaa.unc.edu">lsnyde@uncaa.unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

e~nail to <a hre~"mailto:leave- 27984309- 3967851.200e93c2M74723ab0a8 f426de776f9e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-27984309- 

3967851.200e93c2b474723ab0a8f426de776f9e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:54 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm; [MAGE.gif; [MAGE_I.gif 

Tony, 

According to the Cashier’s Office, the "Sponsored Account" hold is just an identifier, This tells me that it should not interfere with registration next week. I have also been told 

by the Registrars Office that the "All Enrollment Activity" hold should not effect registration, only activity (drop/add) during the term, 

Hope this helps to clarify, 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> Amy Herman 8:38 PM >>> 

Yes, [ meant ... Sorn./... 
Susan, can you check with the Registrar’s Office to see what this means? I’m also copying Jackie in Financial Aid and Cassandra in the Cashier’s Office to see if they can make 

heads or tails of it. We definitely need to find out why scholarship student athletes appear to have holds on their accounts that might keep them from registering! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 8:06 PM > > > 

Amy, 

That’s P[D, not does play 

The Holds box for student athletes shows those two holds. We’ve had conversations about this with Susan Maloy. Apparently, Advising in Steele Building is using 

the "Sponsored Account" designation to indicate that the student is also a student athlete, [ am worried that this will prevent our athletes from registering. [just checked four 

scholarship volleyball players and all have them have the same information in their "Holds" box. 

who plays but does is not on scholarship, does not have the "Sponsored Account" in her "Holds" box. 

The "All Enrollment Activity" designation brings up this page, but Academic Support has never cleared anyone to register. [ am very nervous about a disaster on registration 
day, with athletes being unable to register. 

De~e~’i~tio~: UNC-Chapel Hill 

~o~: Permission required to A!D 

~e~a~e~ University Registrar 

Please contact the Academic Support Program to 

obtain the required approvals. 

................. ~;~ .......... ] 

On at 2:55 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Any idea what this is for? 

/’,. ~=~ :,’i ¢- ~" ~7,~ :.= 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919,962,6002 (fax) 



aj scl~ae~uncaa.unc.edu 
> > > "Gregory, Cassand ra B" <9_r__e__g__o_£~_c__@_e__r_’_n_~[jJ=_u_£~__c_:#__d___u_.> 2:37 PM > > > 

The hold he[ accoun~ says i~ Academic Suppor~ 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:26 PM 
To: Gregory, Cassandra B 
Subject: 

The saga continues. Apparently the Student Health charge is still appearing on her PeopleSoft account because of a glitch in the system. LaToya in Sports Med 

talked with Heather Smith in your office this morning, and they confirmed that this was the problem. But Heather told LaToya that the hold on her account is 

unrelated to the Sports Medcharge said it’s something else. Can you look at it and find out what the hold is for? 

Thanks, 
~ny 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sarah Jacobson <sj acobson@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:57 AM 

gyoun@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tony’ Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: 

TEXT.htln; image001 .gif, image002.gif 

Hi Tony 

is all set --- I’m bad about putting notes in when I get busy, but I just made sure that she’s in as COMM-IOC in they system. 

Let me know if I can help in any other way! 

-Sarah 

Graduation Coordh~ator 

Acadermc Advising Program 

G 017 B Steele Bu~dh~g, 

UNC-CH 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-3:].:[0 

ht[p:/iadvisin~.unc.edu 

sejacobs ~gemail.u nc.ed u 

(9~9) 962.3758 

E~= Tony Yount [mailto:tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat; Thursday, 9:49 AN 
Te= ]acobson, Sarah 
Subject: 

Sarah, 

I wanted to check on I called you earlier this week about geeing her declared a COMM major (IOC) before her registration date 

next Money ~cause she was going to miss her appointment tomom~w with Ken Shuga~ due to the ACC tournament in Ma~’land. The team leaves 

today. 

I checked her smms this am on Connect Carolina and in our limited access over herd in atNetics, we are not aJlowed to see her major. N1 we can see is this: 

We are allowed to see advisor notes, but the last note available still says that she is undecided, and I wanted to confirm that the switch from UNDC to COMM had 

been made. Can you please confirm that for me? 

Sorry to bother you, but we are all learning the new system and tinding things both good m~d bad. 

Thanks, 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 

919 962 9535, office 

, cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 5, 2olo 8:44 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting This Morning 

TEXT.htm 

We ARE meeting this morning on 3 at 9:3o. B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:2o AM 

@ernail.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

DRAM: Futorial 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Hi 
We’ve scheduled a DRAM tutorial for you on Sundays at 9pm with 
Lyons can help you find your tutor. Contact Tony if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Brent 

Come to the AC on Sunday and Beth 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http:/ /tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~3:35 PM 

@ernail.unc.edu; @ernail.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PSYC Tutorial 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Good afternoon, 

We’ve scheduled a PSYC tutorial for you both on Thursday at 8pm with 

questions. When you arrive on Thursday, just ask me for directions to 

Thanks, 
Brent 

table. 

contact Tony if you have any 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http:/ /tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC :~7599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, z:5o PM 

’@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ECON Tutorial Change 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Good afternoon, 

I cannot remember if I sent this out on Friday or not; if so, please forgive the redundancy. Your ECON tutorial has been 

switched to Wednesday nights at 8 with        Let me know if that is not OK; otherwise, we’ll see you on Wednesday! 

Thanks, 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC :~7599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 
Attach: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 12:11 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Jerome Newsome <cjnewsom@email.unc.edu>; Marcus L 
Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Franks Kessler <fkessler@email.unc.edu>; 
Percival Guevarra <guevarra@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harold Woodard ~aarold woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kimberly Town Abels <kabels@unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kfisten N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Martha L Keever <Learnctr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton 
<rcb@email.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer ~nnercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billie KShambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Data M Slivka <slivka@email.unc.edu>; 
Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Gigi Taylor ~vgtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; VickiBehrens <vicki@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
~welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough ~yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: [asmgrs] Database problems with appointment scheduling for Carolina Blood Drive, please reschedule your appointment if asked to do so! 

TEXT.htm 

From: Katrina Coble [mailto:coble@cs.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, November 09, 2010 11:47 AN 

To: All Administrative Nanagers in the College of A~s & Sciences 

Subject: [asmgrs] Database problems with appointment scheduling for Carolina Blood Drive, please reschedule your appointment if asked to do so! 

Please forward in your unit: 

ALERT: TECHNICA~ DIFFICULTIES WITH HOLIDAY CAROLINA BLOOD DRIVE SCHEDULING!!!! PLEASE READ!! 

It has been brought to our attention that for those donors who signed up for the Holiday Edition of the Carolina Blood Drive to be held on Tuesday, De 

"The available times for the Carolina Blood Drive    Whole Blood Donations blood drive on Tuesday, December 14, 2010 have changed and require you to re 

We apologize for the inconvenience and thank you for saving lives." 

The ~l~erican Red Cross is investigating the problem    but we urge you to go in and reschedule your appointment as the message asks you to do. Earlier 

We apologize for the inconvenience and asking you to do this again but we want to make sure we capture all the data again in case the earlier appoin 

Please let me know if you continue to have problems. 

Thanks, 

Katrina Coble 

Katrina B. Coble, Business Manager 

Department of Computer Science 

CB# 3175, Sitterson Hall 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3175 

962 1801, 962 1799 FAX 

"In everything give thanks gratitude is the attitude that sets the altitude for living." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, lo:14 AM 

@ernail.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS Futorial 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Hi again 
I switched you to on Monday nights at 9pm. One issue may have been that you seemed to be in tutorial with 
students in the other section. Not sure if that made any difference, but please do let me know what the issues were. 
can address them, we certainly will. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Brent 

If we 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 96z.9536 ofc 

(919) 96z.8z47 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box :~1:~6, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC :~7599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 16, 2010 12:55 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Marketing Staff Update 

Text.htm; Staff Email.xls 

All - 

As many of you all are aware the Marketing Office has undergone a few staffing changes in the past several months. 

We are excited to welcome two bright young minds to our office in Rachel Penny and .]eft Shepherd. Both are Carolina grads and come to us with a wealth of collegiate athletic 

marketing experience. Rachel was the chair of Carolina Fever and worked with Tar Heel Sports Properties her senior year at Carolina. Upon graduation from Carolina she 
worked in the Sports Marketing office at the University of Tennessee..]eft has worked in various capacities with the Carolina Marketing office for the past 
two plus years. He has managed the Carolina Kids club and serves as our Social Media manager..]eft recently created and launched the Carolina Athletics Facebook page 
which in just two months has over :[59,000 fans. 

Attached is a spreadsheet with all of our contact information as well as a breakdown of our office!sport responsibilities. Please refer to this for any questions you might have 
about who does what in our office and do not hesitate to call any of us with questions, etc. 

Again please join me in welcoming Rachel and .]eft into the Carolina Athletics Family! 

Go Heels, 

Michael 

Michael Beale 
Assistant Athletic Director - Marketing 
University of North Carolina Athletics Association 
P.O. Box 2:[26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:[5 

9:[9-962-5:[93 (~V) 
9:[9-962-:[653 (FAX) 



A 

1 

3 
4 Rick Steinbacher - Assoc. AD Marketing 
5 rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 
6 962-5498 (office) 
7 (cell) 
8 Tar Heel Sports Properties 
9 Kenan Stadium Expansion 

10 Concessions 
11 Band / Cheerleaders 
12 
13 
14 Rachel Penny- Asst. Director of Marketing 
15 rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu 
16 962-5499 (office) 
17         (cell) 

18 Men’s Soccer 
19 Men’s Lacrosse 
20 Women’s Lacrosse 
21 Late Night with Roy 
22 Carolina Kids Club 
23 Fac./Staff Events 
24 
25 
26 
27 



B 

1 SPORTS MARKETING 
2 OFFICE/SPORT RESPONSIBILITIES 
3 
4 Michael Beale - Asst. AD Marketing 
5 mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu 
6 962-5193 (office) 
7 (cell) 
8 Football 
9 Men’s Basketball 

10 Baseball 
11 Men’s / Women’s Golf 
12 
13 
14 Jeff Shepherd - Asst. Director of Marketing 
15 jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu 
16 843-7690 (office) 
17         (cell) 
18 Field Hockey 
19 Volleyball 
20 Gymnastics 
21 Men’s/Women’s Tennis 
22 Softball 
23 Tar Heel Town 
24 Social Media 
25 
26 
27 
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3 
4 Sarah Humphries - Asst. Director of Marketing 
5 shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu 
6 962-5218 (office) 
7 (cell) 
8 Women’s Soccer 
9 Women’s Basketball 

10 Born & Bred 
11 Business Manager 
12 
13 
14 Ross Schwarzber- Sports Marketing Graduate Intern 
15 rschwarz@uncaa,unc.edu 
16 962-5675 (office) 
17             (cell) 
18 Track & Field / Cross Country 
19 Wrestling 
20 Swimming & Diving 
21 Fencing 
22 Rowing 
23 Men’s and Women’s Soccer-Asst, 

25 Baseball - Asst. 
26 Fall Fest 
27 THB.com On-line Auction 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2olo lo:54 PM 

~email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu 

~email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

-@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<ernlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>;             @bellsouth.net; Jennifer Townsend 

<)townsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

BIOL Review 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Good evening, 

will be conducting a BIOL review tomorrow night on the fourth floor of the North Box in preparation for Dr. 

exam on Friday. This email is only being sent to those with tutor appointments for BIOL, so if you know of any 

teammates also in the class, please let them know about this review. For those who had tutorial tonight, I am sure 

told you about this, but I wanted to make sure the word went out to everyone. 

if I’ve messed the time up, please respond to everyone on this email so the word gets out. 

See your counselor if you have any questions/concerns about this session, 
Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: Jeannie Loeb < @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:02 AM 

To: ~gmail.com; Tony Yoant <tonyyount@uncaam~c.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Tony, 

Thank you very. much for taking care of this. ~ 

Have a good week, 

Jeannie 

is a really great s~adent so I’m glad she doesn’t have to miss this exam. 

On Wed, 

Dr. Loeb, 

at 9:59 AM, Tony Yount <tonyyomal@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank for sending exam. [] 

I will keep the exam secure until      takes the exam. We play at 2 pm on Friday and the pre-game meal is set for l0 am. There may be 50 minutes a£ter 

breaJd’ast and before the game for her to take the exam. If not, the next opIx~rtunity would be around 5 Friday afternoon. I roll email a digital image of her scantron 

by Friday evening, destroy the printed copy and delete the ema~l version, and deliver the hard coW of the scantron to your office on Monday. 

Thank you so much for helping with this matter. 

Tony 

On at 12:07 PM, Jeannie Loeb wrote: 

Dear Tony, 

My sincere apologies for the delay in response. [] Somehow, I missed this email. 

You can definitely proctor the exan~ for      [] The class is set to take their exam this Friday at 10 AIVl, I believe. [] If 

close as possible to this date/time, that would be good. 

Attached is the exam. ~ It should print out using a Word program. 

Please have 

1. Answer on a scantron 

2. Using no aids (jus~t her brain :) [] ). 

Thereafter, please: 

1. destroy the exam(the exams are re-used so an unsecured coW would be devastating for my class) -- erase the email with the coW of my exam on 

it, too, please 

2. Scan the scantron and email it back to me as soon as is reasonable. 

3. Please send the scantron m me as soon as you can (e.g. interdepartmental mail is fine--my CB # is 3270) so that I can file it. 

Thanks and let me kmow if you have any questions or concerns. 

Jeaxmie 

could take this exam as 

On Sun, at 9:29 t M Tony Yount <tony5 oun ~t~xlncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professor Loeb, 

My name is Ton5, Yount and I serve as the academic adviser for the           team. Today’s 5-1 win over Old Dominion means that the team 

will participate in the NCAA Final Four next weekend in College Park, MaD’land. I believe that (PSYC ) has an exam 
with you this week. I will be accompanying the team on the trip to Maryland and I would be happy to proctor the exam for I could pick up a 

hard copy on Wednesday before the team leaves, print the exam from an email while we are in Maryland, or l?acilitate the exam tbr in any 

way that you direct. 

Please let me know how I can be of assistance. 



Jemmie Loeb, PhD 
University of North Carolina 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

919-843-7753 

<101 F2010 Exam3 LDS.rtt> 

Jeannie Loeb, PhD 

University ofNoNa Ca~olina 

333 Davie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

919-843-7753 



J:ror~l: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 4:15 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Volleyball 109 Schedule Audit 

109 WVB Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Tony, 

Attached is the Schedule Audit from the Registrars Office for Volleyball. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962-6002 (fax) 
sbmalov@u ncaa,unc,edu 
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Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Volleyball 109 Schedule Audit 

109 WVB Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Tony, 

Attached is the Schedule Audit from the Registrars Office for Volleyball, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962-6002 (fax) 
sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 
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From: Jeannie Loeb @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 12:14 PM 

To: @gmail.com; Tony Yount <mnyyount@m~caa.unc.edtr’~ 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

Thank you vep,.~ much, Tony!’.! [] I really appreciate this! 

[] 

Hope the trip is going well! 

Jea~nie 

On Fri, 

Jeannie, 

at 11:59 AM, Tony Yount <ton53~ount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

has finished her exam. A scanned image of her scantron is attached. I have destroyed the paper coW of the exam in the hotel’s shredder. I have deleted your 

original email containing the exam from tbe uncaa email sel,~er. I will deliver the haxd cow of the scantron on Monday. [] 

Thanks so much for helping in this way. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 

919 962 9535, office 

, cell 

On , at 12:07 PM, Jeannie Loeb wrote: 

Deal Tony, 

My sincere apologies for the delay in lesponse. [] Somehow. I missed this email. 

You can detinitely proctor the exam for      I~ The class is set to take their exam this Friday at 10 AM, I believe. [1 If 

close as possible to this date/time, that would be good. 

Attached is the exam. [] It should print out using a Word program. 

l?lease have 

1. Answer on a scantron 

2. Using no aids (jns~t her brain :)[] ). 

Thereafter, please: 

1. destroy the exam(the exams are re-used so an unsecured copy wonld be devastating for my class) -- erase the email with the cop?, of my exam on 
it, too, please 

2. Scan the sca~tron and email it back to me as soon as is reasonable. 

3. Please send the scmatron to me as soon as you can (e.g. interdepe~mental mail is tine--my CB # is 3270) so that I can file it. 

Thanks and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Jeannie 

could take this exam as 

On Snn, at 9:29 PM, Tony Yonnt <tonvvount~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professor Loeb, 

My name is Tony Yonnt and I ,serve as the academic adviser for the            team. Today’s 5-1 win over Old Dominion means that the team 

will participate in the NCAA Final Four next weekend in College Park, Maryla~d. I believe that (PSYC ) has an exam 

with you thi s week. I will be accompanying the team on the trip to Maryla~d mad I would be hapw to proctor the exam tbr I co uld pick up a 

hard copy on Wednesday bet~re the team leave~ print the exam ficom a~ email while we aJce in Ma~land, or thcilitate the exam Ii~r in 

way that you direct. 

Please let me know how I can be of assistance. 



Jeam~ie Loeb, PhD 

Universi’t.5~ of North Carolina 

333 Da’~Tie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3270 

919-843-7753 

<101 F2010 Exam 3 LDS.rttS, 

Jemmie Loeb, PhD 
University of North Cmolina 

333 Davie ttall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

919-843-7753 



From: Jeannie Loeb < ~(_}gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 12:14 PM 

To: gyount@emaJl.nnc.edu; @gmaJl.com 

Bcc: Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Thank you veu muck Tony!!! [] I rea]ly appreciate this! 

[] 
Hope the trip is going well! 

Jeannie 

On Fri, 

Jeannie, 

at 11:59 AM, Tony Yount <touw~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

has finished her exam. A scanned image of her scm~tron is attached. I have destroyed the paper copy of the exam in the hotel’s shredder. I have deleted your 

original email containing the exam from the uncaa email server. I will deliver the hard cow of the scautron on Monday. [] 

Thanks ,so much for helping in this way. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
North Box, l~enan Stadium 

9~9 962 9535, office 

On at 12:07 PM, Jeannie Loeb wrote: 

Dear Toll},, 

My sincere apologies Ii~r "the delay in response. ~] Somehow, I missed this emafil. 

You can definitely proctor the exam tbr      [; The class is set to take their exam this Friday at 10 AM, I believe. [J If 

close as possible to this date/time, that would be good. 

Attached is the exam. [] It should print out using a Word program. 

Please have 

1. Answer on a scantron 

2. Using no aids (just her brafin :) [] ). 

Thereafter, please: 

1. destroy the exam(the exams are re-used so an uusecured coW would be devastating tbr my class) -- erase the email with the coW of my exam on 

it, too, please 

2. Scan the scantrou and email it back to me as soon as is reasonable. 

3. Please send the scantron to tne as soon as you can (e.g. interdepaxtmeutal mail is tiue--my CB # is 3270) so that I can file it. 

Thanks mid let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Jeannie 

could take this exam as 

On Sun, at 9:29 PM, Tony Youut <tom~-ouut(~uncaa.unc.edu;, wrote: 

Professor Loeb, 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as "the academic adviser tbr the          ~ team. Today’s 5-1 win over Old Dominion means that the team 

will participate in the NCAA Final Four next weekend in College Park, Maryland. I believe "that (PSYC ) has m~ exam 

with you this week. I will be accompanying the team on the trip to Maryland and I would be hapw to proctor the exam lbr I could pick up a 

hard cow on Weduesday betbre the temn leaves, print the exam from aaa e~naJ1M~ile we axe in Maryland, or t:acilitate the exaa~ for in aaay 

way that you direct. 

Please let me know how I cau be of assistauce. 



Jeannie Loeb, PhD 

Universi’t.5~ of North Carolina 

333 Da’~Tie Hall 

CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

919-843-7753 

<101 F2010 Exam 3 LDS.rttS, 

Jemmie Loeb, PhD 
University of North Cmolina 

333 Davie Hail 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

919-843-7753 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <Dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 9:00 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: IYNC photos ti-om today? 

Mail.msg 

Hi Tony, 
An?- chance you can send Anna Katherine a couple of pics tbr Espn corn? 
Could you please text me at and let me know? 
Thanks, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O Bo× 2126 
Chapel tliH, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0383 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

AK Clemmons            @gmail.com> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 8:43 PM 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC photos t?om today? 

TEXTI’.httn 

Dana, 

Hi! Huge favor to ask of you, as I’ve just submitted my stoo~ ... can you forward me m-o or three photos from today? And should we photo credit Courtesy UNC 

athletics? Thanks so much! 

- AK 



Fl’om: 

Sere: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <Dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 9:00 PM 

gyoun@emadl.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC photos from today? 

FILE.msg 

Hi Tony, 
Any chance you can send Anna Katherine a couple ofpics 12~r Espn.com? 
Could you please text me at and let me know’? 
Thanks, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-(;()83 
dgelin@uncaa.unc edu 

www tarheelblue.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

AK Clemmons <           ~gmail.com> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 8:43 PM 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC photos t?om today? 

TEXT.htm; Header 

Dana, 

Hi! Huge favor to ask of you, as I’ve just submitted my stoo~ ... can you forward me m-o or three photos from today? And should we photo credit Courtesy UNC 

athletics? Thanks so much! 

- AK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 9:50 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Women’s Lacrosse - Fall 2010 Schedule Audit 

109 WLA Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Tony, 

Attached is time schedule audit for w, lacrosse from the Registrars Office, Let me know if you see any discrepancies, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa,unc,edu 
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ID 
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Last 
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First Name 
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Sport 

E 
Term Acad Plan 
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i BACO M M 
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i BACO M M 
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EXSSSA 

EXSSSA 

EXSSSA 

EXSSSA 
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COMMMSP 

H 

Decl Date 

RH, 
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STOR 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 29, 2010 11:00 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Corn purer List 

TEXT.htm; Dec 10 Computer List (To Academics Staff).xls 

All, 
Please renew the attached listing and confirm that the graduation dates you gave me earlier this semester are accurate. [ need a correct listing so that I can notify the 

student-athletes of when they will be required to return their computers. 

Please verify your sports and respond to me via email ASAP. 
Also, if you are aware of underclassmen in your sports that are departinq UNC early (e.q., withdrawinq, transferrinq, etc,), please email me their names so I can check to see if 
they ha~/e computers that need to be returned. This is critical, as this might be the last time that we can catch the student athletes before they leave campus. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:20 AM 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

vs Kentucky 

TEXT.htm; Workers Sign Up Sheet.xlsx 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

Hello everyone 
Thank you in advance for your help on Saturday, 

A list is attached of who is working. 

Please review the following info and decide on a warm jacket. 

Temperature will be in the high 40’s & low 50’s. 

Bag Checkers/Ticket Takers- Report to B Doors at 10:30 AM 

Be Presentable and Be on time, do the right thing the night before. 
If you are ticket taking/bag checking, the dress code is (i.e. khaki pants, white collared shirt and team sneakers). 

Thank You! 

Winter Camp 
www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 
~<~<~<~<~<~ 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:~4 
919,259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www,tarhee~blue,com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 2:08 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Spring Online Courses 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

is taking PSYC    online, not PHIL ? 

Amy 

>>> "McDonnell, Carol B" <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 2:04 PM >>> 
Amy, 
[ have not seen that anyone responded yet. As far as the prepayment, [ think if students are covered under documented financial aid, there should not be prepayment. [ don’t 
know anything about these two and their aid. 
But,           is already registered for her course but it’s not Phil    it’s Psyc 

has not registered at all. She already has :[6 hours on her schedule for spring and she cannot add anything else at this point~ Maybe she does not realize that she has 
to apply at the Friday Center site for the online course. 

From-" Amy Herman [ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent." Tuesday,                :[1:39 AM 
To-" McDonnell, Carol B; Gregory, Cassandra B; _lackie Copeland; Cashion, _lody W 
Subject-" Spring Online Courses 

I’m not exactly sure whom I need to noti~ about spring online courses for which Athletics will be paying, so I’tn sending this to all 4 of yo!! If you can give tne mole 

specific insh-uctions~ I’d be happy to leave out those of you that might not need to know! 

So far, we have 2 student-athletes for whom we’ll pay for an online course. See below. 

PHIL 

COMM 

IfI understand correctly; these charges roll be paid for ont of your shop, right, Cassandra? And tl~ere is no longer a need for pre-payment by the students? So students 

can register without having advance ~rmission from ns, right? 

Please correct any of the above information if it is inaccurate, and feel free to provide additional clarification to anything, as well. Thanks for your help! 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hi]], NC 27315 

919.962.7833 (oftice) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

~i schae@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 5:44 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

incoming meetings 

TEXT.htm; ]MAGE.BMP 

Tony, 

Hi, Can you meet with the incoming freshman after the basketball game on Saturday? I just realized some kids don’t get in until around 12, Also can you meet with 2012 
recruit on friday around 2? Thanks a bunch! 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919 962 6682 
fax: 919 849 8175 

www, tarheelblue,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 2:25 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

November Leave 

TEXT.htm 

Please send me your sick and vacation leave for November. 

Thanks, 
K 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 3:15 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana E Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Student Athlete Development Holiday Party 

TEXT.htm 

Hello everyone, 

Cricket Lane and her Student Athlete Development staff would like to invite the Academic Support staff for a little 
holiday get-together here in our lovely office space on Weds., Dec. 15th in the afternoon (time TBA). Instead of a potluck 

and since the next day is the Department Holiday luncheon; we would like to propose a cookie/dessert/holiday finger 

foods potluck. Nothing fancy, but it would help to curb our 3:00 low sugar drop. And to make it interesting, we also 

would like to do a gift exchange (OK, no big sighs here!). Making this very simple....you would just get a $10. gift card 
from wherever and throw it in the pot. If you participate, then you get to pick out a card! Fun, huh? 

So let me know if you are interested in participating by either stopping by my cubicle or emailing me. So take the "BAH" 
out of the old HUMBUG and join us on the 15th for a rollicking Holiday party. Could be some singing/dancing going on 

(just kidding)! But hey, you never know with our group. 

Hope to hear from you soon, 
Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 

Student-Athlete Services 

(919) 962-9146 

srestivo@u ncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 6, 2olo 7:59 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Review Schedule 

Finals Schedule.pdf 

Updates are in orange - GEOL. Thanks, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 6, 2olo 7:59 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Review Schedule 

Finals Schedule.pdf 

Updates are in orange - GEOL. Thanks, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer < rmercer@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Wednesday, 2010 3:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym N. Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: spring admits 

TEXT.htm 

>>> John Blanchard 
Robert, 

3:30 PM > > > 

Please be aware and inform your staff about the following spring admits. 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

~’o: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 10:38 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

W. Golf and Gym Fall 2010 Schedule Audits 

109 WGO Schedule Audit.xlsx; 109 WGY Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Tony, 

I think the attachments should work now. Let me know if you see anything that does not seem right with either of these teams. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

93_9 962 9892 (office) 

93_9 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December lO, 2olo n:57 AM 

Chris Upson <              @yahoo.corn> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

MATH13o Exam Review 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG 

Hi Chris, 

I know I said that we could not do anything before 6 on Sunday, but I was not aware that Tony could open the place up at 

4:3o. Can you do a session at that time? I believe you’ve seen the "1o questions" causing such a stir. If you could respond 

to both me and Tony (copied on this email), I’d appreciate it. If you cannot do it, I completely understand. 

Thanks; have a great weekend! 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, December 21, 2010 9:39 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Out of the Office 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Hello All, 

I just wanted to inform everyone that I will be out of the office starting Tuesday afternoon Dec 21 and will return Tuesday Dec 28th. If you need anything you can reach me on 

my cell phone, I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, 

Thanks, 
Nate 

C 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrough@uncaa,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 5, 2on lO:25 AM 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Book Shifts Upstairs 

Compliance will be in the building beginning Friday fro loam - 2pm. They will return each day next week as well. So we 
can have a presence upstairs to print book lists, etc., I have created the schedule below. Let me know if you have any issues 

with your shift. 

Thanks, 
B 

DAY lo - 2 12 - 2 
Friday Spencer Brent 

Monday Kym Beth 
Tuesday Tony Spencer 
Wednesday Brent Kym 
Thursday Beth Tony 

Friday Spencer Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, u:38 AM 

Tony Yount <mnyyounc~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Sorry to Bother... 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Tony! B 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> L:35 AM 
short version 
Team cumulative GPA Team fall GPA 

2.888 2.988 

2.938 3.019 

3.167 3.377 

2.972 2.839 

details are included below for each team if you need them: 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 10, 2011 9:27 AM 

*Schedule-Weekly; -Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule 

TENYl’.htm; Weeldy Schedule.xlsx 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 
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A B C                      D E 

SPORT DAY DATE i OPPON ENT/EVENT i S]:TE 
M. Basketball Thu. 1!13iVirginia Tech iChapel Hill 

, .W. Basketball Fri. 1/14iNC State iChapel Hill 
M&WSwimming Fri. 1/14iat Dallas Classic (Men Only) iDallas, TX 
M. Tennis Fri. 1!14iat National Tennis Classic iPalm Springs, CA 

, .M. Tennis Fri. 1!14iUNC Invitational iChapel Hill 
W. Tennis Fri. 1/14iat Freeman Memorial Invitational iLas Vegas, NV 

W. Tennis Fri. 1!14iat Palm Springs Invitational iPalm Springs, CA 

, .M&W Track Fri. 1!14iat Virginia Tech Invitational iBlacksburg, VA 
M&W Swimming Sat. 1/15iat Dallas Classic (Men Only) iDallas, TX 

Wrestling Sat. 1/15 iVirginia Tech iChapel Hill 

, .Wrestling Sat. 1!15iClarion University iChapel 
M. Tennis Fri. 1/14iat National Tennis Classic iPalm Springs, CA 

M. Tennis Fri. 1!14iUNC Invitational iChapel Hill 

, .W. Tennis Fri. 1!14iat Freeman Memorial Invitational iLas Vegas, NV 
W. Tennis Fri. 1/14iat Palm Springs Invitational iPalm Springs, CA 

M&W Track Fri. 1!14iat Virginia Tech Invitational iBlacksburg, VA 

, .Gymnastics Sun. 1!16iat George WashJngton Invitational iWashington, DC 
M. Basketball Sun. 1/16iat Georgia Tech iAtlanta, GA 
M. Tennis Fri. 1!14iat National Tennis Classic iPalm Springs, CA 

, .M. Tennis Fri. 1!14iUNC Invitational iChapel 

, .W. Tennis ~Fri. ~ 1/14iat Freeman Memorial Invitational iLas Vegas, NV 
W. Tennis Fri. 1!14iat Palm Springs Invitational iPalm Springs, CA 
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I TIM~    iTV 
2 9 PMiFSPN 
3 7 PMi 
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4 8:30 PMi 

5 TBAi 
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7 All Dayi 

8 All Dayi 
9 All Dayi 
10 8:30 PMi 
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15 All Dayi 
16 All Dayi 

17 All Dayi 
18 2 PMi 
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22 All Dayi 

23 All Dayi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 10:43 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

AII-ACC Academic Team 

TEXT.htm 

Guys: 

AII-ACC Academic Nomination Forms were just delivered. 

Could you forward me your semester grade sheets (the spreadsheet Brent created) for the following: 

Kym - W. XC 

M. XC 

Tony: Volleyball, Field Hockey 

Brent: W. Soccer. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support J’or Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa~unc~edu 

www,tarheelblue,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 1:53 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Ram Rules #3 - Apparel, Awards, and Extra Benefits PLEASE READ 

]MAGE.gif; [MAGE.aspx_]D=0 

All, 
See below for a Ram Rules that was sent out to our student athletes today. Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > "Dick Baddour" <dbaddour@uncaa,unc.edu > 1/12/2011 10:06 AM > > > 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

if you cannot view the images in this email, P[_~_ASE CL,]:CK H~_R_F. 

The Ram Rules 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Vol X * No. 3 * January 12, 2011 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Carolina student athletes about NCAA rules. As a UNC student athlete, it is YOUR responsibility to review the contained 

information to preserve your eligibility to partidpate in intercollegiate athletics. 

Welcome back! We hope you enjoyed your winter break and are excited to be back on campus with your teams. As you begin the 2011 spring semester, we would like to 

remind you of NCAA regulations regarding your team apparel, equipment, and awards. When you arrived on campus this fall, you signed an institutional Apparel Agreement 

(via our online system) in conjunction with your other eligibility forms. This agreement states that any institutional apparel or equipment you receive from IJNC cannot 

be sold, bartered, traded, or given away. Rather, apparel or equipment issued to you will be collected by your coaches at the conclusion of your season and/or career. 

Additionally, according to NCAA Bylaw 16.1.4, any awards you may receive for athletic participation or performance may not be sold, exchanged or traded for another 

item of value, 

At your team’s fall eligibility meeting, you were also reminded that, as student athletes, you are not allowed to receive "extra benefits" resulting from your participation in 

intercollegiate athletes. Doing so would jeopardize your eligibility. An "extra benefit" is any special arrangement provided to you or your family/friends that is not available to 

the general student population. This includes special discounts (e.g., meals or housing), payment arrangements (e.g. cosigning a loan), credits on a purchase (e.g. airline 

ticket, clothing), or reduced cost services (e.g. dry cleaning, transportation, use of telephone) granted to you because you are a student athlete. 

As i’m sure many of you are aware, a recent case at The Ohio State University garnered national attention when several football players received multiple game suspensions 

as a result of their failure to abide by this NCAA legislation prohibiting the sale of awards, gifts, and university apparel. Please take the time to read the recent press release 

below, issued by the NCAA, regarding the circumstances of the case and, as always, contact the Compliance Office (919 962 6000) should you have any questions about this 

information. 

The Ram Rules Bottom Line: 

It is your responsibility to understand NCAA and UNC rules. You can find all UNC Department of Athletics’ policies and other NCAA resources at 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/compliance/unc-compliance.htmJ. Please contact the Compliance Office (919-962-6000) if you have any questions about regulations 

concerning extra benefits or the sale of institutional apparel or awards. 

INDIANAPOLIS Five football student athletes from The Ohio State University must sit out the first five games of the 2011 season for selling awards, gifts and university 

apparel and receiving improper benefits in 2009, the NCAA has determined, 

A sixth football student athlete must sit out the first game in 2011 for receiving discounted services in violation of NCAA rules, 

The violations fall under the NCAA’s preferential treatment bylaws, 

In addition to missing five games next season, student athletes Mike Adams, Daniel Herron, Devier Posey, Terrelle Pryor and Solomon Thomas must repay money and 

benefits ranging in value from $1,000 to $2,500, The repayments must be made to a charity, 

Student athlete Jordan Whiting must sit out the first game next year and pay $150 to a charity for the value of services that were discounted because of his status as a 

student athlete. 



"These are significant penalties based on findings and information provided by the university," said Kevin Lennon, NCAAvice president of academic and membership affairs. 

The decision from the NCAA student athlete reinstatement staff does not include a withholding condition for the Allstate Sugar Bowl. The withholding condition was 

suspended and the student athletes will be eligible to playin the bowl game Jan. 4 based on several factors, 

These include the acknowledgment the student athletes did not receive adequate rules education during the time period the violations occurred, Lennon said. 

NCAA policy allows suspending withholding penalties for a championship or bowl game if it was reasonable at the time the student athletes were not aware they were 

committing violations, along with considering the specific circumstances of each situation, in addition, there must not be any competitive advantage related to the violations, 

and the student athletes must have eligibility remaining. 

The policy for suspending withholding conditions for bowl games or NCAA championship competition recognizes the unique opportunity these events provide at the end of a 

season, and they are evaluated differently from a withholding perspective. In this instance, the facts are consistent with the established policy, Lennon said. 

Gene Smith, associate vice president and director of athletics at Ohio State, said the university will "further enhance" its rules education in the future based on this situation. 

"We were not as explicit with our student athlete education as we should have been in the 2007 08 and 2008 09 academic years regarding the sale of apparel, awards and 

gifts issued by the athletics department," Smith said. "We began to significantly improve our education in November of 2009 to address these issues. After going through this 

experience, we will further enhance our education for all our student athletes as we move forward." 

The standard withholding condition in cases like these involving the five student athletes is four games, or 30 percent of a season, A fifth game was added to the penalty 

because these student athletes did not immediately disclose the violations when presented with the appropriate rules education, Lennon said. 

"Once a student athlete understands a violation has occurred, they must immediately come forward to report it," he said. "That did not happen, so the additional one game 

penalty was imposed." 

The university declared the student athletes ineligible on Monday (Dec. 20) and requested reinstatement from the NCAA. 

As part of their reinstatement, Adams must repay $1,000 for selling his 2008 Big Ten championship ring and Herron must repay $1,150 for selling his football jersey, pants 

and shoes for $1,000 and receiving discounted services worth $150. 

Posey must repay $1,250 for selling his 2008 Big Ten championship ring for $1,200 and receiving discounted services worth $50, while Pryor must repay $2,500 for selling his 

2008 Big Ten championship ring, a 2009 Fiesta Bowl sportsmanship award and his 2008 Gold Pants, a gift from the university. 

Solomon must repay $1,505 for selling his 2008 Big Ten championship ring for $1,000, his 2008 Gold Pants for $350 and receiving discounted services worth $155. 

During the reinstatement process, each case is evaluated based on the specific facts of the particular case by NCAA staff. Prior to reaching a decision, staff considers any 

guidelines established by the Committee on Student Athlete Reinstatement, a student athlete’s responsibility for the violation, as well as any mitigating factors presented by 

the institution. 

The university can appeal the decision to the Division f NCAA Committee on Student Athlete Reinstatement, an independent committee comprised of representatives from 

NCAA member colleges, universities and athletic conferences. This committee can reduce or remove the condition, but it cannot increase the staff imposed conditions. 

Reinstatement decisions are independent of the NCAA enforcement process and typically are made once the facts of the student athlete’s involvement are determined. The 

reinstatement process is likely to conclude prior to the close of an enforcement investigation, It is NCAA policy not to comment on current, pendin9 or potential investigations, 

you did not wish to receive this, please _u__r)__s__u__~_3__s_£_r_L~2__e_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 11:46 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u > 

mentors 

TEXT.htm 

Here is the proposed schedule for mentors who have been requested outside of Beth Lyon’s probation program...Brent-- 
do you have mentor feedback forms and what will be their procedure for getting/returning those, meeting space, nightly 

contact if issues... 

TR7pm 

¯ Sundays 7pm 

Sundays 8pm 

~ M. TR 7pm 
M. TR 7pm 

vlW 7pm 

¯ MW 7pm 

TR 8pm 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w~ 919-843-5669 

(c 
brid uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:44 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: class check 

TEXT. htrn 

Okay Tony, 
Can you tell us where her classes meet? 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa,unc.edu> 
This from football and Beth Bridger and class checking 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

11:29 AM >>> 

From: "Beth Bridger" <brid,qerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:                11:19:25 AM EST 
To: "Tony Yount" <tom/yount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: class check 

didn’t get an answer about class checking       mainly bc they don’t even have anyone hired right now to do it 

i would suggest FH may want to go head and pursue cause who knows when we will be up and running? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 31, 2011 10:35 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

January leave 

TEXT.htm 

Please send me your leave information for the month of January. 

Thanks, 
K 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 3:43 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fw: . hooray! 

TEXT.htm 

Hi 

I am very excited for you! Our academic advisor, Tony Yount, will be in contact with you. He organizes a CTOPs session before camp starts. If you come to CTOPs before 

camp, then you will make only trip up here this summer. Tony will be in touch. The camp website is below on my signature. Congrats on getting in!! 

Coach Barnes 

www,carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.~-901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 
>>> Jenny Slingluff Levy 9:26 PM >>> 
FY~ she is an attacker, plays hoops have no clue hand speed or quickness tall and smart 

> > ) 9:23:03 PM > > > 
Coach Levy, 
I am sure you are swamped getting ready for the season and don’t know if you were notified by the admissions office, but I wanted to let you know 
that I was admitted early to UNG!!! I am so excited about the opportunity to be a Tarheel and also join my sister in Ghapel Hill (if only for 1 year). I 
realize it has been a while since we last communicated, so I just wanted to fill you in and see if you need anything from me. Thanks ,so much and I am 
hoping for a great season for you and the team this year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Je~mifer Goodrich" <executivedirector@nthca.org> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 12:30 PM 

2010 Gladiator by SGI / NFt tCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Awaxd Nomiuatious 

TEXT 1.htm 

REMINDER * REMINDER * REMINDER 
The online nomination system for the 2010 61adiator by $61 / NFI-ICA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award is live and ready to 

accept your nominations! You can access the online system by clicking on the link posted below or by visiting the ’10 Nomination Forms page of the NFHCA 

website. 

http:iin fhca.vir tualroster.comiCollegeAcademicSquad 

An instruction screen will appear once you have logged onto the system. 

Nominations must be completed and submitted by 5:00 p,m, (ESTI on Wednesdayt February I6th. The online system will not accept nominations after this 

deadline. 

Questions? Contact the NFHCA Office at executivedirector@nfhcmorg. 

Je~i[er Goodrich 

NFHCA Executive Director 
P O Box 13289 
Chandler AZ 85248 
Office: 480-895-5751 
Cell: 
Fax: 480-895-5818 
www.nfhca.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 9, 2oll 3:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Two IMMEDIATE Needs 

Good afternoon, 
Two needs of the utmost importance: 

1. Get me a list of ALL people you want included in the Priority Registration Request List and are NOT in the database 

by the end of the week. This means managers, etc. INCLUDE PIDs! We have ONE shot to give the PRAC names; if 

anyone is omitted, they will not receive priority. 

2. Check the Progress Report box for all students you want progress reports on by the end of the day tomorrow. I have 

the data from the Registrar’s Office, and I want to make sure the reports include the correct students. 

Thank you for your assistance with these items; let me know if you have any questions. 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 9, 2oll 3:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Two IMMEDIATE Needs 

Good afternoon, 
Two needs of the utmost importance: 

1. Get me a list of ALL people you want included in the Priority Registration Request List and are NOT in the database 

by the end of the week. This means managers, etc. INCLUDE PIDs! We have ONE shot to give the PRAC names; if 

anyone is omitted, they will not receive priority. 

2. Check the Progress Report box for all students you want progress reports on by the end of the day tomorrow. I have 

the data from the Registrar’s Office, and I want to make sure the reports include the correct students. 

Thank you for your assistance with these items; let me know if you have any questions. 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,           2011 9:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

MATH 

Hi Brent and Tony, 

I met with                     yesterday and it was a very difficult 
session. Both of them calve prepared with notes, books, etc. but these 
resources were not much help for the homework. It looks to me like they 
both copy down everything from the board in class, but the teacher does not 
seem to provide them with the necessary information to complete the 
homework problems. The book is perhaps even less helpful for the homework. 
For instance, last night we were working on circles and ellipses (using the 
equations to find centers, radius length, semimajor/semiminor axis, foci, 
eccentricity). It looks like the instructor derived the equations of 
circles and ellipses, but did not completely explain how to use them. The 
text did not even include these equations. Eventually, with some help from 

and the internet, I was able to figure out how to find these 
different points/lengths. I have studied circles and ellipses several 
times before, but a few of these topics were new and even said that 
he had not heard one of the terms before. 

At the end of our session, I took a look at their syllabus so that I will 
know what’s coming up next. As is the case in many math classes, the 
syllabus is quite vague and only provides the names of the units that will 
be covered. I am confident that with a little preparation ahead of time, I 
will be able to help              understand these concepts. That 
being said, the syllabus was clearly not very helpful. Is there any way to 
get more information about what will be covered in their class? I don’t 
know if you are able to communicate with the professor about something like 
this. If not, would it be possible for me to take a look at their homework 
assignments ahead of time so that I know what is coming up? The questions 
are posted in a pdf on Blackboard so maybe they could send them to one of 
you the day before to forward to me? Do you have any other ideas? 

As I said, I think that with some preparation ahead of time I will 
certainly be able to help              make sense of these concepts. I 
would also be happy to bring in some extra materials (i.e. other textbooks) 
if that is okay. Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2Oll 9:51 AM 

@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: MATH 

TEXT.htm 

Hi 

I think the best thing to do is to get the pdfs ahead of time as you suggested. Approaching the professor for assistance 

probably wouldn’t be the most effective route given the ambiguous nature of the teaching to begin with. Tony, work with the 

girls in getting the resources     needs,      keep us abreast of things, and thank you for your diligence in this matter - I 

know you have quite a bit of work of your own to do. 

Thanks 

Brent 

>>> ’@email.unc.edu>    /2Oll 9:39 AM >>> 

Hi Brent and Tony, 

I met with                       yesterday and it was a very difficult 
session. Both of them came prepared with notes, books, etc. but these 
resources were not much help for the homework. It looks to me like they 
both copy down everything from the board in class, but the teacher does not 
seem to provide them with the necessary information to complete the 
homework problems. The book is perhaps even less helpful for the homework. 
For instance, last night we were working on circles and ellipses (using the 
equations to find centers, radius length, semimajor/semiminor axis, foci, 
eccentricity). It looks like the instructor derived the equations of 
circles and ellipses, but did not completely explain how to use them. The 
text did not even include these equations. Eventually, with some help from 

and the internet, I was able to figure out how to find these 
different points/lengths. I have studied circles and ellipses several 

times before, but a few of these topics were new and even said that 

he had not heard one of the terms before. 

At the end of our session, I took a look at their syllabus so that I will 
know what’s coming up next. As is the case in many math classes, the 
syllabus is quite vague and only provides the names of the units that will 
be covered. I am confident that with a little preparation ahead of time, I 
will be able to help                understand these concepts. That 
being said, the syllabus was clearly not very helpful. Is there any way to 
get more information about what will be covered in their class? I don’t 
know if you are able to communicate with the professor about something like 
this. If not, would it be possible for me to take a look at their homework 
assignments ahead of time so that I know what is coming up? The questions 
are posted in a pdfon Blackboard so maybe they could send them to one of 
you the day before to forward to me? Do you have any other ideas? 

As I said, I think that with some preparation ahead of time I will 

certainly be able to help               ." make sense of these concepts. I 

would also be happy to bring in some extra materials (i.e. other textbooks) 

if that is okay. Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount -<ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:41 PM 

@unc.edu 

Re: tli! 

Header 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:41 PM 

~unc.edu 

Re: 

Header 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            2011 3:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FREN Tutorials 

Hey Brent and Tony, 
I’m not positive as to who I need to notify, but I do not have email 
and will be unable to make my tutor tonight. The 

which is 
at 8, the same t~me a~ my tutor. Let me know if I-can make-this up later 
in the week, or if I just wait til next Tuesday. Thanks so much! Hope you 
guys have a great week! 

On Fri, 2011 15:41:40 -0500, "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hi 
> Your FREN tutorials have been scheduled for Tuesdays at 8pm with 
> 

> 

> Contact Tony if you have any questions or concerns, 
> Brent 
> 

> 

> Brent Blanton 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> (919) 962.9536 ofc 
> (919) 962.8247 fax 
> ~:iTta~f~eelb~e.cstv.comi 
> 
> North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
> PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 16, zon 9:3z AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CSSAC Meeting Update 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 

CSSAC will now be held on the 4th floor of OUR building, and we will provide the food. It is no longer at Upendo Lounge, 

but here in the North Box tomorrow at 8:3° - make plans to attend and have good conversations with the other folks in our 

unit. 

If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to call. 
Brent 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 1, 2011 10:43 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

February Leave 

TEXT.htm 

Please send me your leave information for the month of February. 

Thanks, 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 

kallison@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 2:02 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: March 26th Senior Day 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Tony, 

You can contact james sperling and see if the 5th floor is available on Sat March 26th. He is the one in charge of all the bookings for the Pope Box. 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrouqh@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 2/28/2011 3:11 PM > > > 

Nate, 

post women’s lax game on Sat, March 26, could we bring the team and parents and coaches up for a gathering, watch videos, let seniors give speeches, etc. Parents would 
provide refreshments, How do we schedule either the 3rd or 5th floor. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Laurie Holman" <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: February 28,2011 3:07:27 PM EST 
To: "Tony Yount" <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: March 26th Senior Day 

Tony, is there any way we can get the Pope Box for this event. We play BC at lpm. 
So Iwould say from like 3 5,6? 

Let me know and thank you! 

Laurie 

www,carolinalacrossecamps,com 

Laurie Holman 
Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Carolina Lacrosse 
Friday, March 4th 2 Saturday, March 5m 

Frida3q March 4th ...................................................... 

9:3oam (ES~ Depa ,rt Finley Field (Captains Choice) ........ ......... 
............ Jason s Deli Lunch on Bus (bring extra snacks & empty large water bottle) 

DATE FROM TO DEPART ARRIVE 
S6uthwest 4March [~LEIGH DUR NC PHILM)ELPH!& ......... itaoA 1245P 
aa48 FRIDAY ~LEIGH D PA ..... 

.......................................... : ............. ::::::: :::: ::::::: ::: :::: ........... .................... ::::::::: : 

US A!rways 05 Ma~h PHII~DELPHI PA DENVER CO 61oP 834P 
1972 " SATU Pd)AY .... DENVER iNTERNATI~NAL 

DATE FROM :TO     ~ DEPM~T ARRIVe 

US ~rways o8 Ma~eh DENVER CO ~o’~:re 6~oP    834P 
~97a MONDAY DE~R INTL ~EIGH DURNC ~2o5P 655P 

hotel  nro  t on 
~s~i~hia Center City 
1776 Benjamin Franldin Parkway Philadelphia, PA ~9~o3 
P: (215) 561-88i7 F: (21~)561-185o 

aenn Cook- 
Phil Barnes - 
~isten Cart 

A~ shoes. {el:6at , ~)ew-i~;~ tuff ~hoesl~ mS~fl~ ~ua~ds, sfi~ks~ gog~i~ ~&L ~ AWAY Uniform 0ersey, 
Mlt), long ~{ixe~ Oot~ex ~r~ to~ls 

Fresh~n: ............................... 

Weather Fore~{~: .................... ...................... 
....................... 

Clo~aY~ NigE 47F, ...................................... .... 

Cloudy, Few Showers, High 57F low 47F 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 4, 2oll 3:24 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday Meeting after Spring Break 

TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon, 

I know we are all ready to enjoy the break, but I want to get a meeting on your calendar for the day we get back. Would it 

be possible to meet at 9 that morning? We have several tutorial things to discuss as well as a few other matters. 

Let me know and thanks; have a great break! 
Brent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              8:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Dropping a class 

Hello 

I am one of the students that Kym advises. I am wanting to drop a class, 
but as he is out and the last day to drop is the Monday we get back from 
Spring break, I figured I should direct my questions towards you. Hopefully 
you will be able to help me! I forwarded the email I sent to Kym. Basically 
the background is that I took 14 hours last semester, but failed a class. I 
am enrolled in 15 hours right now, but want to drop the class to avoid 
hurting my gpa again, since everything else is going very well, and because 
as far as I understand, I don’t actully need it for anything. Thats the 
part I want to make sure is correct.., that I don’t need it for my major (I 
would need another social science, but I think I may have one to replace it 
with by exam credit or I can take a class to fufill my other gen eds that 
will fufill the social science requirement?), and that if I drop it I will 
still be okay with NCAA requirements. 

Thankyou! 

~email.unc.edu 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Dropping a class 
Date: Fri, [4:11:58 -0500 
From @email.unc.edu> 
To: <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Kym, 

I hope things are going okay for you. I don’t know if you will get this in 
time, but I really want to drop my sociology    class. I have not done as 
well on the tests thusfar as I would have liked (I got a 70.77 on the 
first, and 68 on the second), and there is only one more. Tests count for 
85% of the final grade (the other 15% is a paper, I got a 95). I think we 
said that I didn’t actually need the class because I had other exam credits 
that could count toward the social and behavioral science approach (please 
correct me if that is wrong). If not, I think I can cover another social 
science when I take my philisophical reasoning, US diversity, or world 
before, right? I just want to know if its possible for me to drop this 
class, I will still have 12 hours. The last thing I want to do is hurt my 
gpa again, especially since I am doing really well in the rest of my 
classes. I will have earned 23 hours total this year by class credit, but 
as we discussed before, I came in with 26 hours. Will I be clear with NCAA? 
Please get back to me as soon as possible, as the last day to drop is the 
first day we get back from break. 

Thanks, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Monday,               8:12 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

appointment 

Brent, Spencer, Tony, and Beth- 
I am contacting all of you because I need immediate academic 
assistance/advice and Kym is normally my advisor. Would anyone of you be 
able to meet with me tomorrow after I get out of class? I am free from 
basically 12:30 until 3:00 (with track practice usually starting around 3.) 
It would really help me out a lot and I would really appreciate it. Hope to 
talk soon. 

. Women’s Track 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:11 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

POLI paper 

TEXT.htln; Part.002 

paper sOll.pdf 
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I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 10:12 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring Schedule Audit - Volleyball 

TEXT.htm; 112 WVB Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Tony, 

Attached is the Spring schedule audit for Volleyball. Please review the numbers and the notes and let me know and let me know if there is anything that you disagree with. 

Also please let me know if it all seems correct as well. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

9~L9 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
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From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday 1:16 AM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~yount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: }tello l]~om 

Attach: 

Hi Tony, 

[] 

I hope you axe well. 

I have a request which I hope yon can do for me. Is there anyway you conld send me a list of all the snbjects that I completed at UNC and the grades that I got. It 

doesn’t need to be ollicia] or anything like that, say Ibr exa~nple the progress sheet that we used to fill in, so I can use it tbr some applications. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer < rmercer@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Monday, March 21, 2011 11:41 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

@hotmail.com>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

> > > Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu> 3/18/2011 7:57 PM > > > 

Hi Robert, 
I hope you are well and ready to enjoy some great basketball. 
As you know, registration for summer school is fast approaching. I was 

hoping that you would remind your academic counselors about EXSS 260 

(cross listed as WMST 260) Women and Sport. This class satisfies the 

Communication intensive and US Diversity Requirements for Arts and 

Sciences, as well as a Natural Sciences above 200. There are 4 brief 

writing assignments and no final exam. 

Thank you in advance for your assistance. 

Go Heels! 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 

CB 3700, 309 Woollen Gym 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 



Fro[~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Laurie Holman <[holman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:43 AM 

gyou nt@em ail.unc.edu; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Head Count for Saturday Reminder 

Part.002 

the entrance is on stadium drive. Pass Navy and the baseball stadium going on ridge road, make a right onto stadium where parker dorm is. Go down to the cross walk 
and entrance is on the left. 

I will talk to Tony and he will be the one letting everyone in. I will tell them to delliver at 3. 

Laurie 

www.carolinalacrossecarnps.corn 

Laurie Holman 
Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
www.tarheelblue.com 
>>> > 6:28 PM >>> 

Hi [.aurie~ 

Make that 90 for the head count. (I forgot to add in Jenny I.evy~s family and it’s always good to have a little extra. 

From: Laurie Holman [mailto:lholman@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4-:27 PM 
Tot 
Subject: Head Count for Saturday Reminder 

Hi 

The caterer wanted to know head count by tomorrow afternoon if possible. 

Thank you, Laurie 

From: Laurie Holman [mailto:lholman@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,             2:35 PM 

Subject: Senior day questions... 

Hi ladies, would love to talk to one of you. My number is             ~ am in the process of finding out if we can eat in the Pope box as to have everything in one location. 

Wanted to let you know the caterer is Gillis Catering and they do the men’s alumni events each year, He is a friend of the Men’s Lacrosse Alumni. 

http://gillisscatering.com/index,html ~ spoke with him earlier and the cost is 9.95 per head, So with the girls and coaches would be 29+3 or 320,00 and you have senior 

parents. So ] don’t know what your budget is or if you can do this. They charged 10.00 per person at the door for all others. Or you could collect up front considering all 

other guests that may be coming for this. 

They would need payrnent in full at time of event. ] was thinking you could probably say 80 or 800..00’??? 
Menu for men’s event: 

BBQ Delicious 
Chicken Delicious 

Green Beans 

Pasta Salad or Green Salad, our choice 
Mac and Cheese Delicious 

Hush Puppies 

Brownies and cookies Delicious Everything was really good! They also had a server for 15.00 per hour if necessary, 

We would need to provide water/drinks. All paper products included 

He would need final head count on Tuesday, 

Let me know your thoughts and I am happy to coordinate with the caterer. 

Laurie 

www.carolinalacrossecarnps.corn 

Laurie Holman 
Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 



PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
www.tarheelblue.com 

www,carolinalacrossecamps.corn 

Laurie Holman 
Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Laurie Holma~~ 3:41 PM >>> 

I spoke with yesterday. We are confirming location tomorrow which will probably be in the Pope Box of the Kenan Football Stadium 5th floor as they have video equip. 

am looking into a company who catered the boys event there last saturday. There may be enough funds to treat the team from the parent fund and we could charge 10.00 

per person. Or we stick with the parents bringing food. We iust needed to confirm that we can have food as they have offered the space free of charge. 

The florist is Victoria Park Florist 919,967,9394 they do beautiful arrangements and are very reasonable. They are off of Weaver Dairy Road abou 3 miles north from Franklin 
st. up Airport/Martin Lther King Road in Timberlyne Shopping Ctr. 

I don’t know of any other although there is one on franklin street. 

Please wait to here from me by Wed. ~ will not be at the event as the men’s team play up at Maryland on the and will be there. 

Have a nice day! 

Laurie 

v~vw,ca roll nalacrosseca rn ps.cor~ 

Laurie Holman 
Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Dgmail.com > 

Hey Laurie! 

3:31 PM > > > 

~ am sick from that basketball game....so needed to get productive to take my mind elsewhere! Anyway ~ was talking to yesterday about the senior day festivities 

and she gave me some assignments..,thought you might be able to help me! 

She wants to give each senior mom a corsage....do you know of a good florist in Chapel Hill that I could order from and pick up before the game? 

Also last year we decorated with ballons._will we be in a location where that would be ok? ~ have heard of two locations for the senior day lunch_,if we are in two locations it 

might be hard to move the ballons...well we could not tie them down... 

Thank you very much! 

See you on saturday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, March 28, 20"1"1 "10:39 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSexample.xlsx 

Hi, 

Could you please send me a list of all your incoming student-athletes who will be attending CTOPS this summer? 

We will need the students’ first and last names, Sports and PIDs. If you could send them to me in the excel format ~ am 

attaching, that would be great! 

~ know that you won’t have all the names right now, but please send me as complete a list as you can as soon as 

possible. As soon as we send the complete list to CTOPS, we can start getting reports of which sessions are students are 

signed up for. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



Name Sport    PID 

Smith, John Baseball 88888888 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, March 28, 2011 1:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: FW: Follow-up re: level 4 of foreign language requirement 

TEXT.htm; FW_ Follow-up re_ level 4 of foreign language requirement.msg 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support J’or Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa~unc,edu 

www,tarheelblue,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hodges, Amanda Ruth" <ahodges@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 12:10 PM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Follow-up re: level 4 of foreign language requirement 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime.822_l 

FYI: Biology Foreign Language requirement reduced to Level 3. 

From: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:06 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J; Caldwell, Andrea L; Cox, Elizabeth Shirer; Harvey, Matthew North; Hodges, Amanda 
Ruth; Howard, Sarah J; Jahn, Michael S; McQueen Earhart, Laura; Nelson, Sarah Beth; Nunn, Charlotte; 
Shuster, Elizabeth O 
Subject: Follow-up re: level 4 of foreign language requirement 

Dear all, 

On December 1, 2010 the Administrative Board did approve to eliminate the foreign language (FL) requirement 
through level 4 for the Biology BS degree, including the quantitative biology track. Thus, students only have to 
complete level 3 of a foreign language. 

By suggestion of Dean Stenross, I will email Dr. Ann Matthysse to determine if the effective date of fall 2011 is 
retroactive for current student (i.e. they do not have to take level 4 of FL), or does this change start with new 
incoming students. More to come ... 

Best, 
Andrea 

Andrea Caldwell 
Senior Advisor, Academic Advising Program 
Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
2018 Steele Building 
andreac@email .unc. edu<mailto: andreac@email .unc. edu> 
V (919) 843- 6052 
F(919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts and Sciences and General College 
Academic Advi sing’s webpage: http ://advi sing.unc, edu<http ://advi sing.unc, edu/> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hutton, Steve" <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 9:57 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Wed. news + FW: worker~student~faculty/commuhity sit-out at UNC-CH this Thursday! 

TENTf.httn 

SEANC District 25 supports the Building Services employees who will be sitting-out at South Building this Thursday. Eve~one is encouraged to stop by South 

Building to demonstrate support. The best time to attend roll be noon, when there will be a rally and speak out. Bring your lunch if you want. If you can’t make it at 

noon, please tly to participate sometime during the day. 

Stand m~ited with your fellow workers in their desire to maintain their 4 day, 10 hour work schedule M~ich has allowed many of them to have second jobs to make 

ends meet during the~ difficult economic times. A change m their ~hedule now will be a major monetary hardship for their tZamilies. Management has not demonstrated 

a need tbr the proposed schedule change. 

[This blog is a source of lesser reliability] 

PeMue Expected to Veto State Health Plan 

http:i/ncblogger.com/2011/04/05/perdue- expected-to- veto- state- health- plan.aspx 

UNC-CH receives $3 million tbr athlete study center 

http:i/www.newsobserver.com/2011/04/06/1107836/athlete- stady-center- fitnded.html 

[A message to students] 

All-Day Sit-Out in Support of Campus Workers! Rally at Noon! 
This Thursday April 7 

9am: Join workers for an aJl-day sit-out in front of South Building! 

12 noon: Major Rally of Workers and Students! 

Join campus workers ficom 9am- 5pm on Thursday April 7th on the steps of South Building to protest attacks on workers rights! There will be food, speakers, 

conversation, peribrnmnces and community. 

...It’s impolIant to be there all day. or as much of the day as you can. Skip class, remrange appointments, ask offfrom professors. But, if you can only make 

pa:rt of the day, the most ilnportant part will be fioln 12 noon to lpm, when workers and students will rally and speak ont to the Inedia. 

Facilities workers from around campus have decided to take vacation time and sit on the steps of South Building next Thursday to protest unfair schedule 

changes by management. They and other workers are courageously standing up for their rights and for a voice on the job in this time of budget cuts, tuition 

hikes, and other attacks on workers and students. 

It’s es~ntial that we as s~tudents support them and sit-out with them! With the climate oft~ar and intimidation that workers face constantly l}om management, 

it’s a risk to speak out as a worker on this cmnpus, let alone to protest publicly. These unfair schedule ch~mges that workers are thcing axe j ust another 

example of the administration ~wying to balance the budget on the backs of workers and students, and we’ve all got to unite to fight these attacks. As workers, 

they face retaliation, increased health caxe costs, unihir schedule ch~mges, intimidation, and decreased benefits. 

We gotta work together to fight for justice on the job and dignity in the workplace for campus workers! 

Chelsea Eaxles 

HOPE Coalition Coordinator 

919-491-6936 

Hear Our Public Employees Coalition 

PO Box 12133 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

Sign our letter to legislators at www.nchope.org! 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 9:04 AM 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 3oe 
Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; 3ennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 2nd meeting of working group 

TEXT. htm 

I can do Monday the :[8th, in the morning. 
Thanks! 

>>> Joe Breschi 4/6/2012 1:53 PM >>> 
can make Monday the 18th! 3[ can’t do the Friday! 

Joe Breschi 
Head Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-5216 
breschi@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Sandy Restivo 4/6/20:[:1:1:28 PM >>> 

Hello all, 
I am trying to set up a Znd meeting of the working group for John Blanchard, Right now, bhe only Z days he has available are Fri, April 15th and Mort. April 18th. Let me know 
what day will work for you and give me a block of time you could meet. We will meet in the Carmichael Conference room and I will confirm as soon as we have a date. 
Thank you in advance, 
Sandy 
Sandy Restivo 
Student-Athlete Services 
(919) 962-9146 
srestivo@uncaa,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13,2011 3:32 PM 

Barbara E Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc, edu; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Support Program Holds 
TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hi Barbara, 
I hope all is well during these ridiculously crazy days. In the midst of it all, can you remind everyone up there that the "All 

Enrollment Activity" hold is only related to dropping and adding during the current term? Also, the "Sponsored Account" 
designation only means that they are on aid - most likely athletics grant-in-aid. They do NOT affect registration for the fall. 

I appreciate it. Many of our students are calling after meeting with advisors and people in the Cashiers Office with concerns. 

Have a great afternoon and evening! 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http:/ /tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 

Descri 
ption: 
smaller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, "1 "1:22 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara E Lucido 
< blucido@email.u nc.ed u > 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Academic Support Program Holds 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, Barbara: 

actually has a hold because he owes for parking tickets. That is what is preventing him from registering, if you 
look at the Enrollment Activity one, you can see that it only applies for Spring semester so that it wouldn’t impact fall 

registration. 

I know it is confusing because I think they put the same title "Enrollment Activity" on all the probation students who 

haven’t met their requirements also. The easiest way to confirm whether the hold is impacting registration is to see 

which semester it applies to. 

Thanks for all of your help! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

> > > "Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 11:12 AM > > > 

Thanks, Brent. All of those holds are very confusing. I just met with                            who is unable to 

register because of a "hold on his account." The only viable one is the REG, so i’ve sent him over to you guys. I can’t 
figure out why he can’t register. The other holds are the universal ones that the registrar puts up, so i’m still confused--- 

as i’m sure are other advisors. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 



Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: ~s://advising.unc.edu 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:32 PM 

To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer Brooks; Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; Townsend, Jenn; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Bridger, Beth; Lee, Jaimie 

Alexis Samatha; Overstreet, Tia; kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Academic Support Program Holds 

Hi Barbara, 
I hope all is well during these ridiculously crazy days. In the midst of it all, can you remind everyone up there that the "All 

Enrollment Activity" hold is only related to dropping and adding during the current term? Also, the "Sponsored Account" 

designation only means that they are on aid - most likely athletics grant-in-aid. They do NOT affect registration for the 

fall. 

I appreciate it. Many of our students are calling after meeting with advisors and people in the Cashiers Office with 

concerns. 

Have a great afternoon and evening! 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

~o://t a rhee lblu eoCStV.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer < rmercer@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

graduating sr’s 

TEXT.htm 

Folks - please send me a list of your graduating African American student-athletes - graduating either in the spring or 

summer. Thank you. 

Tia, Jaimie, Amy - please compile one list and include Beth’s students. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:56 PM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Grades 

TEXT. htrn 

Hi Tony, 
do not know to register for C-FOPS but neither has been admitted yet. Thanks for following up with 

Thanks for the info. Go Heels! 
Karen 

>>> Tony Yount 12:51 PM >>> 

Coaches, 
Attached please find the grade sheet. Pretty good picture of where we are heading into exams. 
The exam review schedule will be ready and posted tomorrow evening. I will email a copy to you and the kids as soon as it is available. 
Records from CLOPS indicates that         has NOT registered for CLOPS.                  have registered for the session that occurs 
remind her, but they pay much more attention to you guys than to me. We lose the reserved spots that we have for them on      . Will 
session and do they know to register for that? 
Tony 

I will email 
come to the last 

and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, April 27, 20"1"1 3:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fall 20"1"1 practice times 

TEXT.htm 

Could you please send me the fall practice times for all of your sports? 

T am putting together the spreadsheet for the College of Arts and Sciences advisors for CTOPS. 

Muchas gracias, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@carolina.rr.com> 

Thursday, 10:47 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@nncaa.nnc.edu> 

’@carolina.rr.com 

- Summer Session 2 

TEXT.htm; image001 :jpg; image002:ipg; image003.png; image004.png 

Section 

Status        [] 

SessionSS 2 

Days & Times Meeting Dates 

ENGL 

Room Instructor 

GreeNaw- Rm ELISSA 

0316 ZELLINGER 

UNC-Chapel Hill I Summer I Lecture 

Class Details 

Status [] Open 

Class Number 2022 

Session Summer Session 2 

Units 3 units 

Instruction Mode Face to Face Instruction 

Class CorrespondenceOptional 

Components Lecture Required 

View Search Results 

Career Undergraduate 

Dates 

Grading Undergrad-graded 

Location UNC Chapel Hill 

Meeting Information 

Days & Times Room Instructor 

MoTuWeThFr 9:45AM - GreeNaw - Rm    ELBSA 

11:15AM 0316 ZELLINGER 

Enrollment information 

Meeting Dates 

Class Attributes 

Class Availability 

Class Capacity 19 Wait List Capacity 

Enrollment Total 14 Wait List Total 

Available Seats 5 

Description 

Required of all students except those exempted by placement tests. Students 

practice the writing conventions that define social, cultural, and professional 

communities. Up to nine papers, including research projects. 

View All Sections First ~1 of l~Last 

Section Status     [] 

Session SS 2 

Days & Times Room Instructor Meeting Dates 

Woollen Gym - RICHARD 

Rm 0304 SOUTHALL 

UNC-Chapel Hill I Summer I Lecture 

View Search Results 



Class Details 

Status [] Open 

Class Number 2591 

Session Summer Session 2 

Units 3 units 

Instruction Mode Face to Face Instruction 

Class Lecture Required 

Components 

Career Undergraduate 

Dates 

Grading Undergrad - graded 

Location UNC Chapel Hill 

Meeting Information 

Days & Times Room Instructor Meeting Dates 

Woollen Gym - Rm RICHARD 

0304 SOUTHALL 

Class Availability 

Class Capacity 30 

Enrollment Total 11 

Available Seats 19 

Description 

Recommended preparation, EXSS 

Wait List Capacity 

Wait List Total 

This course is designed to introduce students 

to marketing within the sports industry, including the unique aspects of the sport 

product and sport consumer markets. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             9:27 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: BIOL Tutoring 

IMAGE.j p eg 

Cool 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:19 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: BIOL Tutoring 

She has practice (an under 19 team) from 5 - 7. She could shower and get there by 7:30? 

Tony 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 5:10 PM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
Can your student come in tomorrow at 6? It would cost too much for    to drive in and pay for parking during the day 
and come out not being worh her while. Since I am here each Tuesday/Thursday evening, they could meet on those days 
in the evening and save money. 

I’ll have 

B 

tentatively set up for tomorrow at 6pm, 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 96z.9536 ofc 

(919) 96z.8z47 fax 

http ://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box :~1:~6, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC ~7599.31o7 

Descri 
ption: 
smaller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 11,2011 10:25 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

the morn call 

Hi Tony!        mom called about the substitution story - I think that 

mail was fuzzy. Did she take a in HS? Can she take Wolol~? Mary 
Are you getting out of town this summer? 

may have called me yesterday as well but my voice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 11,2011 10:38 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: the morn call 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:to          ncaa.m~c.eda] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2011 10:31 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: the mom call 

I got the mom call too. probably did call you about substitution because I am pushing her to get that taken care of. 

Can she take Wolof - yes 

High School foreign language was Spanish 

>>> "Willin~ham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 5/11/2011 10:25 AM >>> 
Hi Tony!       ~ mom called about the substitution story - I think that Jackie may have called me yesterday as well but my voice 
mail was fuzz3). Did she take a in HS? Can she take Wolol’? Mary 
Are you getting out of town this summer? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 9:56 AM 

Alisa Rawls Minshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Spring Semester 3.0’s 

TEXT.htm; GPA Tempiate.xls 

Tony, 

Can you fo~vard the names of 3,0 kids to Alisa, 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

> > > Beth Miller 5/19/2011 9:53AM > > > 

Folks, 

Please download/save first, then complete the attached form for your student athlete’s who received a 3.0 or better for the Spring Semester. Please email this form to Stacey 

Harris by May :~6, 20111, so I can send the letters to each athlete in a timely manner. 

Thanks!! 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, May 20, 2011 2:51 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Latest CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSathletelistsummer’l "1 .xlsx 

Remember, seats are no longer being held for any sessions. 

students do not register by Wednesday, May 25th at 5, they will have to pay a $50 late fee. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 12:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

AII-ACC Academic Information 

Hello All: 

I am in the process of submitting the AII-ACC Academic paperwork for Spring Sports. I have already completed your 

sports, however I have attached a copy for your review. If you would not mind checking over the information to ensure 
accuracy, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Please check the following: 
1. Semester GPA at 3.000 or higher; cumulative GPA 3.000 or higher 

2. Spelling of names 

3. Correct classification (FR, SO, JR, SR) 
4. Correct Major 
5. Make sure I did not leave anyone offthe list from your grade reports. 

Thanks. 

Spencer Welborn 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn~~ uncaa,unc,edu 

www tarheelblue~com 



2o11 AII-ACC Academic 
Nomination Form 

School:    J U~.ve*’~ of-/k/o-rlq~ ~’o-/~,~ [ 
The following student-athletes must have a minimum GPA of 3.00 for both the last semester and for their careers. 

Name Class I M~or GPA GPA 
Semester Career 

Office Use Only 

Academic Advisor Name: I Brent Blanton                        I Date:     [ May 24, 2011 

Return by Friday, June 3, 2011 to Michael Kelly, Associate Commissioner, at the following: 



2o11 AII-ACC Academic 
Nomination Form 

School:    J U~.ve*’~ of-/k/o-rlq~ ~’o-/~,~ [ 
The following student-athletes must have a minimum GPA of 3.00 for both the last semester and for their careers. 

Name I Class I Major GPA Semester GPA 
Career 

Office Use Only 

Academic Advisor Name: I Tony Yount                         I Date:     [ May 24, 2011 

Return by Friday, June 3, 2011 to Michael Kelly, Associate Commissioner, at the following: 



2o11 AII-ACC Academic 
Nomination Form 

School:    J [ 
The following student-athletes must have a minimum GPA of 3.00 for both the last semester and for their careers. 

Name I Class I Major GPA Semester GPA Office Use Only 
Career 

Academic Advisor Name: I Tony Yount                       i Date:    [ May 24, 2011 
Return by Friday, June 3, 2011 to Michael Kelly, Associate Commissioner, at the following: 



2o11 AII-ACC Academic 
Nomination Form 

School: U~.v’ew’~h~ o-)e-/~/o-~ ~’o-/~,~ 

The following student-athletes must have a minimum GPA of 3.00 for both the last semester and for their careers. 

Name Class Major GPA GPA Office Use Only 
Semester Career 

Academic Advisor Name: I Oenn Townsend I Date: I May 24, 2011 
Return by Friday, June 3, 2011 to Michael Kelly, Associate Commissioner, at the following: 

Email Address: l ~@~q~ew~:~.o-r~    lFaxNumber: l-~-~6 -~ ~’~’- 



2o11 AII-ACC Academic 
Nomination Form 

School: U~.v’ew’~h~ o-)e-/~/o-~ ~’o-/~,~ 

The following student-athletes must have a minimum GPA of 3.00 for both the last semester and for their careers. 

Name Class Major GPA SemesterCareerGPA 
Office Use Only 

Academic Advisor Name: I Beth Lyons I Date: I May24, 2011 
Return by Friday, June 3, 2011 to Michael Kelly, Associate Commissioner, at the following: 

Email Address: [ v~_~@~o.-.~    [ Fax Number: [ 33~,-8S4-87q7 



2o11 AII-ACC Academic 
Nomination Form 

School:    J U~.ve*’~ of-/k/o-rlq~ ~’o-/~,~ [ 
The following student-athletes must have a minimum GPA of 3.00 for both the last semester and for their careers. 

Name Class Major GPA GPA 
Semester Career 

Office Use Only 

Academic Advisor Name: I Brent Blanton                        I Date:     [ May 24, 2011 

Return by Friday, June 3, 2011 to Michael Kelly, Associate Commissioner, at the following: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:25 AM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: IWLCA Scholar Athlete Award - URGENT 

IIVL&GE.gif; IIVL&GE.bmp 

Jenny - 

Hey - Tony and I have spoken about this and we don’t have any players eligible to nominate Nominees must be seniors or grad students, must have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3 50 or 
higher and must be a starter or significant reserve 

GPA is , which doesn’t quali(y, is the only seninr with a quali~ing GPA but she has played in less than half of our games, so she doesn’t quali~ as 
a signil;,cant reserve. 

can get her GPA a little bit in the next year, she’d be a fine candidate next year. 

See you this afternoon. 
-rob 

From: Jenny l,ex~, <uncwlax@uncaa unc.edu<mailto:uncwla×(~uncaa.unc.edu>> 
[)abe: Wed,             10:31 : 10 -(MOO 

To: Matt Bowers <mbowers@ad unc.edu<mailto:mbowers~ad.unc.edu>> 
Sutziect: Fwd: IWLCA Scholar Athlete Award -URGF.NT 

Matt, 
I would like to nominate 
Thanks 
Jenny 

for this - she has the highest GPA of our starters. 

>>> Lellie Swords <lellie.s~vords@uc.edu<mailto:lellie.swords,@uc.edu>> 
[ cid: TPS~Q IDHBA.irnage Serve.gif] 

10:07 .a&4 >>> 

This email contains pictures. To view, choose this link ...<http:i/cincirmati.scoutware.net/wlcicgi/viewMail.pl?i W2510070901 244126> 

[cid:LP2KKTEXXERET. 78LVVL CA.bmp] 

Dear Coaches - 

Please submit yottr nominations for the BVLCA Scholar Athlete Award. The Award is given annually to one outstanding student-athlete from each dMsion, for a total of three award 
winners. The criteria for award is detailed below. The winners are invited to and recognized at the All-American Banquet on Jtme 11,2011. 

PLEASE NOTE THE DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION is Wednesday, by 6:00 pro. Late nominations will not be accepted. 

The IYVLCA Scholar Athlete award honors one individual from each division based on outstanding academic and athletic achievement. Nominees must be a senior or graduate student, have 
a minimum cumulative GPA of 3 50, must be a starter or significant reserve, and if the?’ are a transfer student, they must have spent one academic year in residence at their cun-ent institution. 

Please use the link below to submit your nominees 

http ://www.zoomerang.com/Survey/WEB22CFBZM95PYV/ 

If you have aW questions, please email Ken-i VVhitaker at kerriwh@upenn.edu<mailto:kerri~vh@uperm.edu> or call 610.757.8684 

This emailwas sent toyouby Cincinnati, Women’s Lacrosse. ~fy~uwisht~unsubscribe,p~easef~vthis~ink<https://cincinnati.sc~utware.net/w~c/c~i/~pt~utp1?k 619924890531216>. 



Froth1: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 10:00 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer Vacation 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Tony, 
If you could please send me your summer vacation schedule so that ] can put it on the calender for Robert, 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 

C- 
_nateyarbrouqh@uncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, May 27, 2011 12:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Athletes who Graduated 

Athletes who Graduated.msg 

All, 
Perhaps you will find this attached list of Spring graduates helpful. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Lineberry, Crystal Nolan" <clineberry@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 5:27 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Rocky Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu> 

Athletes who Graduated 

Athletes who Graduated 112 052611.xls 

Susan, 

Attached is a spreadsheet of all of the athletes that have degrees posted for Spring 2011. I noticed that there is 
only one        player on the report. 

Thanks, 
Crystal 

Crystal Lineberry, MBA 
Degree Audit and NCAA Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, SASB North, Suite 3100 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone: (919) 962-5161 
Fax: (919) 962-3349 
Email: clineberry@unc.edu 



ID Last First Name IlSport 

Athletes who Graduated in Spring 2011 
May 26, 2011 

IIAth Par Cd ChkoutStat Compl Term 

ACTV AW 2112 

ACTV AW 2112 

ACTV AW 2112 

ACTV AW 2112 

ACTV AW 2112 

ACTV AW 2112 

ACTV AW 2112 

ACTV AW 2112 

ACTV AW 2112 
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ACTV AW 2112 
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Athletes who Graduated in Spring 2011 
May 26, 2011 
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Athletes who Graduated in Spring 2011 
May 26, 2011 
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I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 2:41 PM 

Beth Lyons < emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

New building tour 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 

1 have set up a tour of the new building on Monday June 13th. You are to meet Richie outside of the elevators at Robert’s end of the building at n:3oam to start the tour. Remember 
the rules on clothing and shoes. Wear long pants and closed toe shoes. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Mate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrouqh@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFOlII; 

Sen~: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cowell, Glynis S." <gscowell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Unus~l station 

TEXI’.h~ 

rm on it. I will copy you on my next message to the regional consultant for MySpanishLab in whom I have total confidence. 

Best, 
Glynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 220, CB 3170 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
005 Steele Bldg, 

The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, J.:[: 28 AM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Subject: Unusual situation 

Dr. Cowell 

- an incoming freshman here for first session summer school is in SPAN    with Frank Dominguez. Apparently, she has had trouble ruth 

the MySpanishLab component of the class. She tells me that she has done the assignments, and thought that she had submitted them properly. He told her (see their email 

exchange below) that he assnmed she was not taking the course for credit because he had not seen any of those assignments. IVly question is this: Is there a way to get 
into the program and check whether         did the work? I don’t believe that she is lying to me, but I would certaJmly like to veril}, that betbre advising her further. She 

tells me that the poink~ t?om the lab component aJce a significant part of the grade in the course. 

Any information that you could provide would be very helpful. 

Tony 

> Hey Dr.Dominguez, 
> 

> Sorry I haven’t been in class the past two days, 

> at practice and have been advised to sleep it ott~ In the email that you 

> scnt out with the list of interview time~ my name was not on the list. I 

> was just wondering what "time tomorrow I should come in, since I aJso did 

> not receive a partner. 
> 

> Please let me know as soon as you can. 
> 

> Thanks! 

> On Thu,          08:13:02 -0400 (EDT), FRANK A Dominguez 

> <unclhd@ils.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> ttere is the structure of the final. 

You can come at 12:15 and I will conduct the interview with 

you, but the reason you did not get the communication is because yon are 

not registered on MySpanishLab, although I know that you registered 

w/Blackboard early on. I had assumed that yon had &cided not to take 

the conrse for credit. If you have done any of the course assignments, 

they have not been posted to me. -- Frank 

Tony Yonnt 

Academic Counsclor 

Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office - 919-962-9535 

cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, June 13, 2011 8:52 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

New building tour 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 

lust a reminder, your tour of the new building is today. Please meet Richie Grimsley outside of the elevators at Robert’s end of the building at n:3oam to start the tour. Remember the 

rules on clothing and shoes. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 

C- 
_nateyarbrouqh@uncaa,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, .~une 16, 2011 2:59 PN 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: NCAA Clearinghouse 
TEXT.htm; RE_ NCAA Clearinghouse.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             7:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Tutor for Stor 

I am trying to get 
B 

at 4pm; I’ll let you know once I hear his response. 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:to ncaa.m~c.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:59 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Fwd: Tutor for Stor 

From enrolled in STOR session. 

Tony 

>>> @email.unc.edu<mailto :, ~emaiLunc.edu>> 

Could I request a tutor for my Stor    with                They have 
Open tutorial sessions from 6-7, and this is my only class, thanks. 

9:48 AM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, June "17, 20"1"1 4:5"1 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

CTOPS list--group #’s for sessions 6 and 7 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSathletelistsummer’l "1 .xls 

Hi, 

Here is the updated list for sessions 6 and 7. Please let me know who you would like to meet with for session 6 on 

Monday at 4:45 if you have not already. 

Please let me know by Wednesday who you would like to meet with on Thursday afternoon. 

thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:36 PM 

Su~n MaJoy <sbma]oy@uncaa.tmc.edtr~; Tony Yotmt <tons~count@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Answers to the Questions 

NCAA Letter #2; Pa(t.002 

Tony and Susan, 

I hope this is a start. What time should I come by in the morning? I have workouts at noon and need to take a friend to the airport after 



Phone: .%email,unc.edu 

Date: Thursd 

Dear NCAA: 

In regards to my previous statement, you have proposed a couple questions that were worth me 

answering. One was, "The student-athlete stated that when she registered for JOMC     ’the section 

number was buried in the website and there was no way ... to M~ow that the section I registered for was 

wrong without strenuous searching that I didn’t realize was necessaw.’ Is this an accurate statement? 

Both my academic counselor, Tony Yount, and mysel~ after the thct, found it difficult in the registration 

process to come across this information. After looking at ConnectCarolina, our registration website, did 

we than see the tiny link that suggested we continue to the School of Journalism website. Once on the 

website, we had to click through two more links to finally come across the information that 

ConnectCarolina was to provide. 

Another question, "Do all JOMC majors have to determine on their own which sections are 

degree applicable?" All JOMC majors are given an academic worksheet that projects their concentration 

course schedule. From this worksheet, students are given the courses that they need for their major. 

Here is where they determine which courses to take. From ConnectCarolina is where students 

determine if the course is available for that semester. Usually if a course is oflbred, there are multiple 

sections of that course available at different times to fit into students’ schedules. This means that all the 

sections are the same, but with different professors, and are degree applicable. This has been the case for 

all of my courses except for the JOMC     This is the first time that each section of the com’se was 

different and not degree applicable. Like I stated above, it was very hard to figure out which section of 

JOMC    was the appropriate section for my degree. 

The last question, "Should the student-athlete have been advised regarding the specific section 

of JOMC     in which to enroll?" After I determined my major, the only reason I would go see my 

journalism counselor, Sharon Jones, was ifI could not get into the course that I wanted or if the course 

needed dq)artment approval to enroll. It is not mandatory that students lnake regular appointments 

with their prospective department counselors. They are simply there to advise and direct questions that 

arise. Students are subjected to follow their academic worksheets for their majors and concentrations. If 

I would have found out sooner that the specific section of JOMC     I was in did not count toward my 

major and was not degree applicable, would I than have gone to see Sharon Jones in advance. In the Fall 

. when Tony Yount m~d I went over the courses I was going to take in the Spring     . everything 

looked on track according to my academic worksheet. This meant that no questions were to be projected 

to Sharon Jones and meant there was no reason for me to see her. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 10:40 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: Answers to the Questions for 

TEXT.htm; Re_ Answers to the Questions.msg; PTD Waiver - 
letter.pdf; PTD Waiver-         - Response to NCAA.docx 

- JOMC 

Hey Guys, 

letter is attached, in addition to the letter from J School and my responses. Would you both mind reading 
through this and providing your thoughts? Robert I know you are busy with the candidates, but if you have a few 

minutes to give us your thoughts, that would be great, i’d like to tryto finalize this bythe end of the day tomorrow in 

hopes that the case will be heard next week. 

Thank you, 

Susan 



(1) Please clarify the total number of the SA’s degree-applicable credits and total hours earned. 

The grid in AMA online shows 113 degree-applicable credits but the letter dated June 17, 2011 

states that the SA has 114 degree-applicable credits. In addition, the letter states that the SA 

has earned 127 hours but the grid indicates that the SA has earned 138 hours. Please clarify. 

Part of the discrepancy is the fact that AMA online did not accept the .4 and .7 hours for the transfer 

courses, it simply rounded down. AMA online should read 114.1 degree applicable credit hours. With 

the addition of the most recent summer school class, I forgot to change the 127 hours in the letter to 

130. Therefore, the difference between the 130 hours completed on the transcript and the 138 hours in 

the online application is due to the hours that did not transfer to UNC. There was a Transfer Evaluation 

print-out that illustrates the hours accepted by UNC. 

(2) When was the new registration system implemented? 

We began registration in PeopleSoft (ConnectCarolina) for Fall 2010 courses. Therefore, at the time that 

was registering for Spring 2011, the system was only one semester old. 

(3) Why did Tony Yount, the academic advisor, not identify and/or know that the SA had to enroll 

in a specific section of JOMC .__ for the Immersion requirement and advise the SA accordingly? 

officially became a member of the School of Journalism in Fall 2009. A new set of JOMC 

requirements were implemented for students entering the School of Journalism in Fall 2009 with the 

addition of Immersion courses. These courses were not previously required under the old curriculum; 

therefore, Tony did not have previous experience with Immersion courses and was not aware that only 

specific sections of JOMC    met specific Immersions. He relied on the major worksheet (an official 

document recognized by the University) to guide him, which did not specify any detail relative to JOMC 

490. He saw that she was enrolled in JOMC    which met a graduation requirement per the major 

worksheet, verified in Connect Carolina that the times fit her schedule, and approved her schedule. 

(4) Tony Yount stated that the JOMC worksheet and Connect Carolina do not provide all the 

information necessary for complete and thorough advisement of students. Is this an accurate 

statement? If so, what steps does the institution take to ensure proper advising to student- 

athletes who have an Immersion requirement? Did Tony take these steps? When does the 

section information become available? 
This is an accurate statement to a point. Yes, the major worksheet does not provide detailed 

information specific to JOMC.    When you search for classes in ConnectCarolina, the first screen that 

an advisor sees provides only the following information; the date, time, room #, instructor, and meeting 

dates within the term. Unless one needed to know anything more about the course such as class size, 

course description, etc., there would be no need to click any further into the system; which is in fact 

what happened. Tony did not click on the section # to advance to the next screen because according to 

the worksheet, JOMC , seemed appropriate and the time fit her schedule. Since we are all using a 

new system, we are still learning what information can be found on which screens. Therefore, it is not 

surprising that Tony did not realize that he should have continued to click to further screens to find 

more details about the course. 

The School of Journalism does not require their students to meet with advisors. Although during the 

registration period for Spring 2011 in October 2010, Tony did not recommend that      meet with a 

JOMC advisor to review her proposed schedule, it should be noted that during the academic team 

meeting in early Fall, he did instruct all juniors and seniors to meet with their major advisor to review 

their academic record. 



(5) The SA stated that when she registered for JOMC    , "the section number was buried in the 

website and there was no way ... to know that the section I registered for was wrong without 

strenuous searching that I didn’t realize was necessary." Is this an accurate statement? Do all 

JOMC majors have to determine on their own which sections are degree applicable? Should the 

SA have been advised regarding the specific section of JOMC    in which to enroll? 

Yes, I believe this is an accurate statement for similar reasons as stated above. Since going through this 

waiver process, Tony and      did search further into ConnectCarolina by clicking on the section 

number of JOMC 490 and the description reads as follows, "Small classes on various aspects of 

journalism-mass communication with subjects and instructors varying each semester. Descriptions for 

each section available on the school’s web site under Course Details." When searching for "Course 

Details" as the description mentions, the information was not easy to find on the JOMC website, which 

is what      ~vas referring to when she mentioned "strenuous searching". 

JOMC students do have to determine on their own which sections are degree applicable. They are not 

required to see a JOMC advisor until prior to the term that they will graduate. The normal expectation 

within the School of Journalism is that they obtain the necessary information on their own, whether that 

be through voluntarily seeking a JOMC advisor or research online. Now that we have learned more 

about the information in ConnectCarolina, it is reasonable to expect that the student-athlete should 

have been advised regarding the appropriate section for JOMC, , but at the time, Tony felt that his 

review of her proposed schedule was accurate. 

(6) Is the institution asserting misadvisement? If so, please submit an institutional recovery plan. 

I believe this is a situation where transitioning to a new system can become a factor in advising, which 

impacts this case. With any new system, there are growing pains and bumps in the road from which we 

learn moving forward. 

(7) After becoming aware that the JOMC    section would not fulfill the Immersion requirement, 

and given that the remaining degree-applicable options were either full or not offered during 

the 2011 spring term, was the SA advised to enroll in JOMC even though it conflicted with 

non-championship segment practice two days per week? 

a. If not, why? 

was not advised to attempt to enroll in JOMC once this was discovered due 
to a combination of factors. At the time that this was occurring, Tony was hospitalized 

and did not have access to       academic records or computer access. Since 

practice in the spring was only 3 days a week,      would have missed 2 days 

of practice each week if she had enrolled in this class. Therefore, it was her decision 

not to contact the professor during the first week of class to try to enroll in JOMC 

With Tony being extremely ill and in the hospital unable to meet and communicate 

effectively with      during the first week of school, her main concern shifted to the 

importance of maintaining full-time enrollment. Therefore, she did not discuss the 

matter with her coach. 

b. If so, was it the SA’s decision not to enroll in JOMC    ? Did the SA discuss the 
possibility of taking JOMC : with her coach given the impact that not taking the 

course would have on her eligibility? 



Sent: 

To: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 2:27 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet < overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: Out of the office 

Attach: TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 
! will be out of the office starting Thursday June 30th and will return on Wednesday July 5th. I hope that you all have a great fourth of July: text or call if you need anything. 

Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office IV]anager, Academic Support 
UN¢ Chapel Hill 
W-919-96Z-9537 

C- 
nateyarbrouqh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 11, 2011 8:20 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

CTOPS list 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSathletelistsummerll.xls 

Here is the updated list with students listed for sessions 10 and 11. 

Please let me know who you would like to meet with for session 11. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Rocky" <~rockyh@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:09 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Crystal Nola~ Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu> 

ilnageO01 .png 

It looks like she won’t be eligible based on her currently declared major of BACFDS. She meets the 6 and 18 hour rules since 109 hours cm~ be counted toward 

EXSSFP m~d 112 hours can be counted toward EXSSSA, but she only has 29 applicable hours toward the necessary 49 hours required tbr the 121 hour BACFDS 

major. Perhaps she should add the EXSSSA back as a second major? 

Rocky, James Horton 

Degree Audit a~d NCAA Compliance Specialis~t 

Office of the University Regis~trar 

University ofNorfla C~olina at Chapel Hill 

CB 2100, SASB North, Rm. 3127 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Tel: 919.843.3498 Fax: 919.962.3349 

[image002] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 2:46 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

academic coaches 

TEXT.htm 

T wanted to give you an update on the academic coaches I have lined up so far for the fall. Brent, you already have the 

resumes for                        I have put in campus mail to you the resumes for 
believe that Tony knows all of the CHHS teachers and would be able to give you good feedback if you have any 

questions. 

These teachers have expressed interest, but I am awaiting reply from them as they are presently out of town. I have 
asked them to forward their resumes to Brent: 

Notes 

is open to tutoring but would like to start as academic coach. 

academic coach. 

is interested in tutoring as well as 

had a good interview but both Tony and Bert Wartski gave me the hairy eyeball at the mention of his name. All 

of the other     teachers have in common these characteristics that I think speak directly to the type of people that 

will work well with our student-athletes: 

have a thorough knowledge of their subject, 

have been recognized both locally and/or nationally for their accomplishments, 
LOVE teaching and the process of showing students how to break down difficult tasks/material to spark 

engagement, 

are experienced with this age group, 

are easy going and personable, 
but most of all, have strong backbones in the classroom. 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thank you! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



919-843-8635 o 
c 

kle~ssle @unc~a, unc,edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 11:29 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Business card 

TEXT.him; Tony Yount bussiness card 7-18-11.pub; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Tony, 
Attached is your new business card layout. Please take a look over it and make sure it has everything on it you want. ] plan on submitting all staff business cards today or 

tomorrow. Thank for your time. 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office [Vlanager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 

C- 
pateyarbrouqh@uncaa.unc.edu 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 1:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Business card 

TEXT.htm; Tony Yount bussiness card 7-18-11.pdf; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Tony, 

Let’s try this again, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Tony You nt 7/27/2011 11:36 AM > > > 

Hello Nate 

! couldn’t open the card to check it. Acrobat said the file was damaged or improperly coded. ! don’t know my new address anyway, but now that 

you’re a permanent employed and therefore more valuable than me, I’m sure you’ll get it right. ! trust you. 

Thanks 

Tony 

>>> Nate Yarbrough 7/27/2011 8:28 AM >>> 

Tony, 

Attached is your new business card layout. Please take a look over it and make sure it has everything on it you want. ] plan on submitting all staff business cards today or 

tomorrow. Thank for your time. 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 

W-919-962-9537 

C- 

nateyarbrouqh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 12:21 plVl 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: hi 

TEXT. htm 

Hi 
Thanks for the explanation. You need to communicate your decisions with both Tony and myself before you make them final. T am not sure if we would have advised differently 
but we should be informed. I don’t expect this to happen again. It’s not that hard to talk to us. We are easy to reach. 
3[ am also very excited to begin the season:-) 3[ hope your training is going well and wish you safe travels back to Heaven. See you next Wednesday, if not before. 
Go Heels! 
Coach 

Hi Coach! 
3[ got your voice mail this morning and 3[ would call back but my phone must 
have got water damage recently because 3[ can receive calls and hear people 
but they can’t hear me so 3[ report to just texting until 3[ get my new one 
sometime this week. About my summer class, things were going well with my 
class until a few things got messed up. 3[ didn’t have internet connection 
one week so an assignment 3[ did was late, 3[ also started getting really 
confused with the lesson assignment papers because we don’t really have a 
teacher explaining things to us so 3[ wasn’t really understanding some of 
the assignments and wasn’t receiving the grades that 3[ wanted to get for 
this class. 3[ emailed the teacher about my grades and such and if there 
was anything 3[ can do to bump them up but she said there really wasn’t 
anything she could do which is why 3[ decided it would be better for me to 
drop the course and not end up with average grade because 3[ wanted this to 
help my GPA and not hurt it or keep it the same. 3[ am not sure what the 
deadline was regarding the money but 3[ can check today and see if 3[ can 
find out for you and let you know! Can’t wait for season to start! 

See you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:33 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Possible December Grads 

TEXT.htm 

Please check out the list of names at the bottom of this e-mail. Can you please respond to the following questions for 

each SA: 

1) Will he/she graduate in December? 
2) if so, how many hours does the s-a need to graduate? 

3) if less than 12 hours are needed, does the s-a intend to enroll in an underload? 
4) if not, why? 

Thanks you so much for your help, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 12, 2011 12:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TH U RS DAY 8/18 

TEXT.htm 

All- 

Please mark your calendars for Thursday 8/18 at 10am for our first staff meeting for the new academic year. We will be 

on the 3rd 

We will cover a number of items pertaining to policies, procedures, and protocol for the upcoming semester. Please 

send me any agenda items you would like to cover as I will send out the agenda by Wednesday. 

Thanks! Let me know if you have any questions! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

brid uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 4::37 PM 

Brent Blanton < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Byrne Kleissler <kleissle@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@email.unc.edu> 

Staff Retreat on Tuesday, August 16th 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, Everyone: 

Just wanted to send out another reminder about our staff retreat on Tuesday, August 16th. 

We will be meeting at New Hope Camp and Conference Center from 9-4. The camp is located on Highway 86 between Chapel Hill 

and Hillsborough. Here is the link for directions: ~r~://www.r~ewh           di~’ections.shtml 

We will meet at the Front Pavilion (just follow the signs to the office). There should be plenty of parking. Please feel free to make 

arrangements to meet other people on campus to car pool if you wish. 

A few notes: 

1. Please wear some sort of Carolina shirt, it does not have to be a blue polo, but it would be nice if we could take a group picture 

and have some sort of unity. 

2. We will be active and outside throughout the day so tennis shoes are a must. The forecast right now calls for 86 degrees with 

sunny skies. I would recommend sun screen and shorts. 

3. Cricket sent out a link to the DiSC Assessment. Please follow the link and complete the assessment before Tuesday morning, it is 

extremely important that you complete it before the retreat, if you have any trouble accessing the link, please let Cricket know. 

I think it will be a fun day so I hope everyone is excited! 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 15, 2011 9:34 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Retreat reminders 

TEXT.htm 

Just a few reminders for our staff retreat tomorrow .... 

1. Please make sure that you take the DiSC assessment that Cricket sent out last week. Why don’t you do it right now??? 

It is vital that you complete this before tomorrow morning. 

2. Make sure you wear a Carolina shirt tomorrow. It can be c~ny Carolina shirt (except South Carolina, Brent!). Remember 
this is an active day, so wear comfortable shorts and tennis shoes. 

3. On that note, you might want to bring a change of clothes just in case. This is not a necessity though. 

4. Remember we will be providing breakfast and lunch and drinks for everyone except for Spencer. 

5. Let me know if you have any questions. 

See everyone at 9 tomorrow! Please talk to your coworkers about carpooling. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 15, 2011 12:46 PM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Field Hockey preseason calendar 

2011 Preseason Calendar.docx 

~ Sa ra Koenig 

~i::i:::~i~C a r oli n a At h let ;cs Olym pic Sports 

~ ::i::i::i~::ii:ii::i::i::£~ C a r m i c h a e [ Arena 

skoeniq@uncaa.unc.edu 

"Our love for tb~ place is based on the [act that it is, as it was meant to be, the Univel sity of the people." 



PRESEASON - AUGUST 2011 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 7:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Reminder 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Just a reminder of the staff meeting this Thursday 8/18 at 10am on the 3rd floor. 

Please send me any agenda items you have for the meeting by close of business on Wednesday if you haven’t done so 

already. 

WHAT A FUN DAY TODAY! 

Talk about our fantastic day being just what the doctor ordered. A great reminder of how I love being a part of this staff 

and proud to be a tarheel! Thank for the laughs! 

PS: Bridger Rules! (just a litte "D" humor :) 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid uncaaoUnCoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 9:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Former 

TEXT.htm 

Brent: 

Great form on the second to last picture! Send that pic to Withers and you may give Barth a run for his money at a 

starting job. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 

www.tarheelblue,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 9:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Reminder 

TEXT.htm 

these pictures rock! 

> > > Tony Yount 8/16/2011 9:01 PM > > > 

h ttp://_qallery.me, com/uncletony#100822&view=grid&bgcolor = black&sel= 68 

that link will get you to the pictures that ! took today. 

Tony 

> > > Beth Bridger 8/16/2011 7:21 PM > > > 

All 

Just a reminder of the staff meeting this Thursday 8/18 at 10am on the 3rd floor. 

Please send me any agenda items you have for the meeting by close of business on Wednesday if you haven’t done so 

already. 

WHAT A FUN DAY TODAY! 

Talk about our fantastic day being just what the doctor ordered. A great reminder of how I love being a part of this staff 
and proud to be a tarheel! Thank for the laughs! 

PS: Bridget Rules! (just a litte "D" humor :) 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 

bdd~erb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 9:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Reminder 

TEXT.htm 

Fun fun pictures! it was a great day. Thanks so much for including me in the fun. But as Kym said, I am a half step 

slower today. HA! 

> > > Tony Yount 8/16/2011 9:01 PM > > > 

h ttp://_qallery.me, com/uncletony#100822&view=grid&bgcolor = black&sel= 68 

that link will get you to the pictures that ! took today. 

Tony 

> > > Beth Bridger 8/16/2011 7:21 PM > > > 

All 

Just a reminder of the staff meeting this Thursday 8/18 at 10am on the 3rd floor. 
Please send me any agenda items you have for the meeting by close of business on Wednesday if you haven’t done so 

already. 

WHAT A FUN DAY TODAY! 

Talk about our fantastic day being just what the doctor ordered. A great reminder of how I love being a part of this staff 
and proud to be a tarheel! Thank for the laughs! 

PS: Bridget Rules! (just a litte "D" humor :) 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 

bddgerb@uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 10:24 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Reminder 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Awesome pictures tony enjoyed the day. 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 

W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrouqh@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> TonyYount 8/16/2011 9:01 PM >>> 

http:i/qaitery.me.com/uncietony#100822&view=~ridS~bqcotor=btack&set=68 

that link will get you to the pictures that [ took today. 

Tony 

> > > Beth Bridger 8/16/2011 7:21 PM > > > 

All 

Just a reminder of the staff meeting this Thursday 8/18 at 10am on the 3rd floor. 

Please send me any agenda items you have for the meeting by close of business on Wednesday if you haven’t done so already, 

WHAT A FUN DAY TODAY! 

Talk about our fantastic day being just what the doctor ordered. A great reminder of howIIove being a part of this staff and proud to be a tarheel! Thank for the laughs! 

PS: Bridger Rules! (just a litte "D" humor :) 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@u ncaa,u nc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 3:16 PM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall 2011 Travel letter 

TEXT.htm; Fall 2011 travel letter.pdf; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 

nateyarbrouc~h@uncaa.unc.edu 



UNIVERSITY 

Of NORTH CAROLINA 

NORTH BOX, KENAN MEMOILIAI. STADIUM 
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PO BOX zig6 v 919.962..8247 

CHAPEL I’ll|o|o, NC 27599-21Z6 www.unc.edu 

Fall Semester - 2011 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course niay be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. This is 
to inform you as to when such absences will occur. 

Attached is the varsity sport travel schedule for the student-athlete in your course. The student 
understands that s/he is responsible for all the work of all class meetings and must make 
arrangements with you to turn in late assignments. Please note that because travel rosters often 
change, the student is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected absence. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized University activities and 
who may be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the 
approved period of absence. Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible 
University official to the instructor before the date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in my office. Should you wish to consult this 
list please contact me at 962-9534. I also welcome any questions or Concerns regarding team 
travel or any academic matter concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Mercer, Jr. 
Director 

Harold Woodard 
Associate Dean of Academic Services 
Center for Students Success and Academic Counseling (CSSAC) 

STUDENT NAME: 

PID #: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

follow up... 

TEXT.htm; POLICY-FALL 2011.docx; academic team mtg attendance sheet fall 
2011.xlsx 

All 

Thanks for a great staff meeting this morning. Beginning of the semester always presents a lot of "information" to get 

going. Thanks for all your input and suggestions. 

Attached below are the Fall 2011 Policy/Procedure sheet and the attendance sheet. 

Please print/copy what you need. Also, please turn in your attendance sheets to me when your meetings are 
complete. (Feel free to use the ACS database for team list, the important part is that the students’ have signed with the 

statement they were informed of the material). 

Also, please make note on the attendance sheet who DfD NOT attend. You will have to make arrangements to see those 
students and review the material. 

Keep a heads up for possible "Senior Staff" meeting next week. 

Hope everyone is ready for next week...let the good times roll! 

DYN-O-MITE! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 

bridcjerb @uncaaou ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:09 PM 

Brent Blanton < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@u ncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

enrichment for fall 

TEXT.htm; study table.xlsx 

Hello! 

T have attached the participants in the fall Enrichment Program; I think this represents the most "at risk" returning 

students and the incoming students as well. I realize there are others who would benefit greatly from close monitoring 

as well so please send me those names and I will reach out to them individually for weekly meetings. I am thinking those 

who recently got off probation, those who had a terrible spring, etc. 

Thanks! 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 

emlyons¢~uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
< sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Underload forms 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, 

] spoke with Richard Cramer over in the graduation division in Steele today. He has agreed to be our point person in 
approving our underload graduation forms and faxing them back to us. However, because they are short staffed and also 

because they often do not have updated worksheets on our students, he would like a few things to help make the 

process smoother. 

Could everyone please send me two things as soon as possible (Monday morning at the latest)? 

1. The names and PIDs of all your student-athletes who are underloading fall semester 

2. An email with each underloading students scanned updated worksheet attached 

Thanks and please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 9:44 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Academic support staff phone list 

TEXT.htm; Academic Staff Contact Numbers 2011.xls; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
hate          unc~a~u~coec~u 



I B I c 
STUDENT-ATHLETE SERVICES CONTACT LIST 

A 

1 

2 ~1# 

3 

4 Brent 

5 

6 Dana 

7 

8 Amy 

9 

10 Jaimie 

11 

12 Robert 

13 

14 Tia 

15 

16 Wally 

17 

18 Spencer 

19 

20 Tony 

21 

22 Corey 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 Jeff 

34 

35 Lance 

36 

37 Harold 

38 

39 104 Stadium Dr 

40 4th Floor Pope Box 

41 Chapel Hill, 27599 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

Blanton 

Gelin 

Kleissler 

Lee 

Mercer 

Overstreet 

Richardson 

Welborn 

Yount 

Holliday 

Janssen 

Markos 

Woodard 

I//I 

Associate Director, Academic Support 

Career Development / Assoc. Director of Athletics Communication 

Temp. Learning Specialist, Academic Support 

Academic Counselor, Academic Support 

Director of the Academic Support Program 

Academic Counselor, Academic Support 

Associate Director, Academic Support 

Academic Counselor, Academic Support 

Academic Counselor, Academic Support 

Associate Athletics Director for Football Administration 

Lead Instructor, Carolina Leadership Academy 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

Associate Dean and Director -CSSAC 

~I~[~!: 1[~]~1~" ~I[ 

962-9536 

962-0083 

843-8635 

843-6566 

962-9534 

843-4400 

962-9893 

843-2328 

962-9535 

962-9114 

843-7335 

843-7259 

966-2143 

Brent Blanton- Baseball, Mens Golf, Womens Soccer, Womens Tennis 
Beth Bridger- Womens Basketball, Mens and Womens Swimming 

Amy Kleissler- Football 

Jaimie Lee- Football 

Beth Lyons- Leaning Specialist 

Kym Orr- Fencing, Mens & Womens Track, Rowing 

Tia Overstreet- Football 

Wally Richardson- Football 

Jenn Townsend- M Basketball, Mens Tennis, Softball 
Spencer Welborn- Gymnastics, Mens Lacrosse, Mens Soccer, Wrestling 

Tony Yount- Womens Lacrosse, Womens Golf, Field Hockey, Volleyball 

Belltower parking lot 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, Nc 27515 

CB # 3107 

Dept # 9821 



August 25-28, 2011 

Michigan/Iowa 

2:15pm 

4:30pm 

7:45pm 

8:00pm 

11:00pm 

Depart (Heaven) Henry Stadium - Ridge Road 

Sandwiches delivered to bus - Jersey Mikes 

Fly to Detroit- Flight # DL 2261 

Arrive Hotel 

Dinner 

Lights out 

Ann Arbor Regent Hotel & Suites 

2455 Carpenter Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

Phone: (734) 973-6:100 

9:00am 

:10:OOam 

lO:30am 

:1:00pm 

2:00pm 

5:30pm 

8:00pm 

8:30pm 

:l:1:00pm 

B re a kfa st 

Depart for practice 

Practice @ Field 

Lunch 

Free Afternoon 

Depart for banquet {casual wear) 

Return from banquet 

Team Meeting 

Lights out 

7:45am 

8:00am 

10:45am 

12:00noon 

1:45pm 

2:30pm 

3:30pm 

7:00pm 

11:00pm 

Pre-Game Spike 

Breakfast followed by Team Meeting 

Depart Hotel 

.~.~.,~!.~.,,!~!.~.!].~.~L,(U N C in b lu e) 
Tailgate 

Watch Wake vs Iowa (:1=t Half) or back to hotel 

Study time 

Dinner followed by Team Meeting 

Lights out 

10:15am 

10:30am 

l:00pm 

2:30pm 

4:15pm 

7:00pm 

10:00pm 

11:45pm 

12:30am 

Pre-Game Spike 

Breakfast followed by Team Meeting 

Depart Hotel 

L~C, w lo~.,,v~ (UNC in white) 

Tailgate & Boxed Lunches 

Depart for Airport 

Fly to RDU- Flight # 6564 

Arrive RDU 

Arrive (Heaven) Henry Stadium - Ridge Road 



CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 
Workshop Schedule for Fall 2011 

Date 
8/29/11 Monday 

Day      Group 
CREED Workshop * Eddie Smith Field House 

9/5/11 Monday 
9/19/11 Monday 
9/19/11 Monday 
9/27/11 Tuesday 

Fall Veteran Leaders 7:00-8:15pm 
Rising Stars Workshop #1 
WINTER, SPRING Veteran Leaders Workshop 8:30-10:00pm 
Joint Coaches Workshop * Tim Elmore 8:30-10:00am 

10/3/11 Monday 
10/10/11 Monday 
10/10/11 Monday 
10/24/11 Monday 
10/24/11 Monday 

10/25/11 Tuesday 

CREED Workshop 
Rising Stars Workshop #2 
FALL Veteran Leaders Workshop (re-360) 
Rising Stars Workshop #3 
ALL Veteran Leaders Workshop * Roy Williams; 
WINTER, SPRING Veteran Leaders (pre-360) REQUIRED 
Joint Coaches Workshop * Joe Ehrmann 

11/7/11 Monday 
11/13/11 Sunday 
11/14/11 Monday 
11/14/11 Monday 

11/28/11 Monday 
11/28/11 Monday 
11/29/11 Tuesday 
11/29/11 Tuesday 

CREED Workshop 
^ WTR, SPR Veteran Leaders Workshop (360) 7:00-7:30pm REQUIRED 
Rising Stars Workshop #4 * FALL joint RS/VL_ TT 
FALL Veteran Leaders Workshop (RS/VL joint TT) 8:00-9:00pm 
WINTER, SPRING Veteran Leaders Workshop (LDP) REQUIRED 
Rising Stars Workshop #5 
WINTER Veteran Leaders Workshop 
Head Coaches Workshop * Panel 
Assistant Coaches Workshop * Panel 

12/5/11 Monday CREED Workshop 

^ Workshop to be held... Loudermilk, 2nd floor (Conference Room) 

360-Degree Feedback Process 

Spring Initial Evaluation 
Wednesday, Novem ber 2 - 

Monday, November 7 
Sunday, November 13 Monday, November 14 

CREED 
8/29/11 Monday 
10/3/11 Monday 
11/7/11 Monday 
12/5/11 Monday 

CREED Workshop * Eddie Smith Field House 
CREED Workshop 
CREED Workshop 
CREED Workshop 

RISING STARS 
9/19/11 
10/10/11 
10/24/11 
11/14/11 
11/28/11 

Monday 
Monday 
Monday 
Monday 
Monday 

Rising Stars Workshop #1 
Rising Stars Workshop #2 
Rising Stars Workshop #3 
Rising Stars Workshop #4 * FALL joint RS/VL TT 
Rising Stars Workshop #5 

Revised 8/24/11 



VETERAN LEADERS 
9/19/11 Monday 
10/24/11 Monday 

11/13/11 Sunday 

WINTER, SPRING Veteran Leaders Workshop 8:30-10:00pm 
ALL Veteran Leaders Workshop * Roy Williams 
WINTER, SPRING Veteran Leaders (pre-360) REQUIRED 
^ WTR, SPR Veteran Leadership Workshop (360) 7:00-7:30pm REQ 
WINTER, SPRING Veteran Leaders Workshop (LDP) REQUIRED 

* Veteran Leaders will be grouped according to their competitive seasons and will meet primarily when they are in 
season. Fall - vofleyball, soccer, cross country, field hockey, football. Winter- basketball, swimming & diving, 
wrestling, fencing, gymnastics, track & field. Spring- baseball, softball, tennis, golf, lacrosse, rowing. 

Workshop Times and Location 

CREED 
first Monday 7:00-8:30pm 

n/a Loudermilk, 3rd floor 
of month 

Veteran Leaders Mondays 8:20-9:20pm snacks Loudermilk, 3rd floor 
unless otherwise noted ^ Alternate location... Conf Rm (2nd floor) 

Revised 8/24/11 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 1:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

books 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Tony, 

I asked Amy Herman about books that were ordered online and what’s the best way to get her reimbursed and here is her response, 

The student athlete will need to go through the process of filling out a book form,just as she would do if she hadn’t purchased the books yet, You can then give the book 

form and the receipt for time books to Natalie, who will confirm that all of the purchased books were required for the s a’s courses, Then, if time books were purchased from 

Student Stores online, we might be able to just transfer the charges to us, However, if the books were purchased from Amazon,corn or some outside source like that, we’ll 

have to reimburse them through the normal memo process that you initiate, 

So have the student athlete fill out a book form and give it and the receipt to Natalie to review and confirm that they were all required, And then we’ll go from there in terms 

of how to reimburse, dependin9 on where the books were purchased from, 

Let me know if you have any questions about this! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Nate Yarbrough 
office Ivlanager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 

C- 
nateyarbrouqh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:40 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyoun@nncaa.nnc.edu:~ 

Subject: ECON    REC 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Tony- 

I am schednled for Tuesday at 12:00, but we have practice on Tuesdays, so can I switch into the 12:00 Monday? [] There are 3 open at that time, I jnst can’t change it 

online anymore. [] Thanks! 

(cell) 



From: ~live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:55 PM 

To: ton~ounl@unc.edu 

Subjet’t: @labi 

A~tacl~: TEXT.htm; Espaa~ol    Syllabus.docx 

Hi Tony, 
Here are the syllabi for my courses. Unfortunately, my English    class does not have a syllabus (at least as of now). He seems to be posting the assignments in about two 
week increments. We can talk more about it at my meeting tomorrow. Thanks, 



Espa ol , oto o 
Programacibn (M, J) 

Texto: Anda intermedio y MySpanishLab.com (MSL) 

Agosto 

Ma 23 
Introducci6n a la clase y al MSL 
Capitulo Preliminar B: p 243-252 

Ju 25 
Capitulo Preliminar B: p 253-271 
MSL: cap~tu~o pre~iminar 

Ma 30 
Capitulo 7: p 272-286 
MSL: cap~tu~o 7 

Septiembre 
Ju 1      Capitulo 7:287-297 

Capitulo 7:298-305 
Ma 6 Letras: p 21-24 

MSL: capitu~o 7 
Ju 8 Capitulo 8: p 306-315 

Ma 13 
Capitulo 8: p 316-326 
~SL: cap~tu~o 8 

Mi~rcoles 14 de septiembre - Pel~cu~a: 9 Reinas- Hamilton 100, Hor~ 

Ju 15 

Ma 20 

Ju 22 
Ma 27 

Ju 29 

Octubre 
Ma 4 

Ju6 

Capitulo 8: p 326-338 
Composici6n 1 
Capitulo 8: p 338-345 
Letras: p 25-36 
~SL: capitulo 8 
Repaso para Examen 1 
EXA~EN 1 (cap~tu~os 7 y 8} 
Capitulo 9: p 346-357 
MSL: cap~tu~o 9 

Capitulo 9: p 358-371 
Capitulo 9:372-383 
Letras: p 37-39 



MSL: cap~tu~o 9 
Ma 11 Primera presentaci6n 
Ju 13 Primera presentaci6n 
Ma 18 Capitulo 10: p 384-397 
©esca~o de o~®~o ~ no hay c~ase 

Capitulo 10: p 398-406 
I~SL: capitu~o 10 
Capitulo 10: p 407-415 

Ma 25 

Ju 27 
Noviembre 

Capitulo 10: p 416-423 
Ma 1 Letras: p 40-43 

I~SL: capitulo 10 
Ju 3 Repaso para examen 2 
Ma 8 EXA~EN 2 (cap~tu~os 9 y 10) 

Ju 10 
Capitulo 11 p 424-436 
~SL: cap~tu~o 11 

Ma 15     Capitulo 1 lp 437-455 
Composici6n 2 
Capitulo 11: p 456-463 

Ju 17 Letras: p 44-48 
MSL: capitu~o 11 

Ma 22 Capitulo 12: p 464-487 

unda presentaci6n 
Vacac~ones de 
Ma 29 Seg 
Diciembre 
Jul 
Ma 6 

Segunda presentaci6n 
Repaso para el examen final 

Examen final: ~unes, 12 de diciembre, a ~as 8:00; lugar TBA 



I::rol~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:38 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd:. 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

Just wanted to see if you have any information on why 

Thanks, 

Tom 

dropped two classes late during the summer. 

> > > "Gregory, Cassandra B" <gregoryc@email.unc.edu > 

Tom & 

9:32 AM > > > 

dropped s summer 2 2 at that ) classes late, so whirl1 means she have an outstanding charge in the amount of $_ ~ :~.04. unpaid ( ~329,25 tuition & 

~4.5,79 fees} for this term, 

File Edi[ View Favori~e~ TooD Help 

GRI -      3 

3 O0 



"Cowell, Glynis S." <g~zowell@email,unc,edu> 

Thnrsday,                 10:32 AM 

Tony Yonnt <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Valerie M Ben~a~tt <va~efieb@emml.m~c.edu> 

RE: FW: le~er 

TEXT.h~ 

Ah... therein lies the need for     to send clarification to Global Studies re: through what level a native student receives PL--or better said, at what level the student will begin 
to receive credit. In Spanish, native speakers may begin receiving credit for content courses in the language--primarily lit courses and all those beyond level 6. 

I have copied Valerie Bernhardt in hopes she can facilitate this for you. If she can draft a quick letter that states that by virtue of being a native speaker, educated in the native 
country and in the native language, the student places into level X, thus demonstrating that she has the equivalent of X levels of the language in question. 

Best, 
Glynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 220, CB 3170 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
005 Steele Bldg. 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From: Tony Yount [tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:26 AM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Subject: Re: FVV: letter 

Dr. Cowell, 

A final tbllow up on our conversation yesterday about                    and the language reqnirement lbr Global Studie~ please. When I shared Dea3~ Cannoffs 

letter ruth Barbara Lucido in advising, she raised this question. The Global Studies major ca]ls tbr a la~guage through level 6. Dea3~ Cannon’s letter certifies through level 

4. Baxbam questioned whether that letter would actually fulfill the la~guage reqnirement tbr the Global Studies major. Will the designation in Dean Cannon’s letter that 

is a native speaker be sufficient to fidfill the 6 levels of language requirement tbr Global Studies? My recollection of our conversation yesterday is that it will, 
but I wanted to be certain a£ter Barbara raised the question. 

Tony 

>>> "Cowell, Glynis S," <gscowell~email.unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

2:14 PM >>> 

The student’s letter ti-om Dea~ Cannon, indicating she is a native speaker, was in her permanent file in Advising. The original was also in "there, tblded as if put in an 

envelope, so I assume the letter was returned. I have scanned it and am sending it as an attachment. I have copied Valerie Bernhardt so she knows this has been resolved 

as well. Plea~ send this to           and the advisor in qnestion. 

best, 
Glynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 

Director, Spanish Langnage Program 

Department of Romance Languages mad Literatures 

Dey 220, CB 3170 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

005 Steele Bldg. 

The University of Norl~h Carolina--Chapel Hill 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:03 PM 

To: GC 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10963" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date:           14:03:35 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner~unc.edu 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 30089bytes; 

Attachment LM¢: http://archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/760238a2dbdO3a96281 laa16fe588061 



File Name:     0831140335777.pdf 

Expi~ Date: Tue, 13:22:59 -0500 

Size: 30089b~es 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:16 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

Thanks for getting back to me. I looked in to it some more and only one class ( the class dropped on was a class for which was charged a drop charge. As I 

understand the new policy if you drop within the first four days of summer school, even the first day of classes, you get charged 25% in tuition and fees. The last day to drop 

a class and get charged no tuition and fees was         http://summer.unc.edu/quickreference/deadline. [f you drop between the             you get 75% back and if 

you drop after the you get nothing back. We will pay the dropped fee charge since it was due to a misunderstanding of the summer drop dates. 

Tom 

>>> TonyYount 9:32 AM >>> 

Good morning Tom, 

[ spoke to         yesterday about summer school. [ am in Michigan with volleyball and away from my files, but ] believe that Coach Sagula 

signed off on paying for 2 summer school classes for her last summer. The drops that you see were her selection process, eventually choosing to 

remain in WMST    in summer 1, and INLS    for summer 2. All 3 drops occurred on or before        the first day of Session 2. All 3 drops 

were for Summer 2 classes. According to the summer school web site, the last day to drop and receive credit was . Since was enrolled in 

]NLS    for Summer 2, the drop should have been allowed, from my reading of that information. 

! did work with         at that time and we were working off that website to be sure that no fees would incur. (] didn’t remember why she 

dropped, but she explained yesterday that it was course preference.) So we thought we had done this the right way, following the information on 

the web on the summer.unc.edu website. ! don’t understand the reason for the charge. 

Tony 

>>> Tom Timmermans 9:37 AM > >> 

Hi Tony, 

Just wanted to see if you have any information on why 

Thanks, 
Tom 

dropped two classes late during the summer. 

> > > "Gregory, Cassandra B" <gregoryc@email.unc.edu > 
Tom & J~ckie 

9:32 AM > > > 

dropped a summer 2 2011 ( 2 ~I: l:hat ) class~-_~s late, so which me~ns she have an outst~ndin~[ charge in [:he amo~.mt of $375.04 unpaid ( $32925 t~.~ition & 

$4579 h-_~es) [or this ~:erm. 



File Edjl:. View FavorJtes Tools Help 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Nesvet, Rebecca" <nesvet@unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 5:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: (unnamed suspended student) 

I had no idea this would happen. 
I had prepared to meet with the student tomorrow at 830 to help her learn to use a day planner efficiently.., was she told this was even 
in part because of my email? 
How can we express concern for students who need help adjusting to college if the concern leads to penalties for the student? 
I am not complaining, just wondering whether to deal with similar situations differently in the future. 
Please let me know if she may be allowed to catch up so that I will know how to deal with an upset first year in an empty bldg at 830 
am. 

Rebecca Nesvet 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent:                16:49 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: 

Professor Nesvet, 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the academic counselor for the         team, and for                . Thank you for 
sending your concerns along to Brent, who forwarded them to me as her athletics counselor. I, of course, forwarded your concerns to 
the head coach, Joe Sa~ula. He suspended her from all team activities this afternoon. Your letter was confirmation of a pattern that he 
has seen develop with         and was certainly not the only factor that led to her suspension,        is quite upset and I am sure 
that is why she asked to see you. I wanted to give you a heads up about the situation with        related to         activities. 

Thank you again for sending your concerns about this student. We appreciate the communication very much. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 4:21 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: out of the office 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Just a reminder that I will be out of the office this Tuesday, September 13th for           ] fully expect to be back in 

the office on Wednesday but asleep for Tuesday so if you need me on Tuesday, please be patient for my return text :) 

Thanks! 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

C 

Me~ss~e@unca&unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kieissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 3:39 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: Rescheduie tutor for next sunday 

TEXT.htm 

Unfortunately,     is not available at 5PM due to her commute, and her other appointments are booked with other courses. ] checked our other ANTH tutor, but he is 

booked as well with other courses. ] will let you know if something opens up. 

Thank you, 

Amy 

kany Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

9:19-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

> > > @live.u nc.edu > 11:50 AM > > > 
Hey Amy, 

She wasn’t sure if she was allowed to tell me when she could work and when she couldn’t based on the new regulations that the tutor sessions have created for this year. 
could make a Thursday appointment this week at 6 or 7 if her schedule isn’t filled. Or if she can meet at 5 [ can definitely do that but she didn’t say if she could. 

Thanks! 

From: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent-" Iv~onday, 10:47 AM 
To; Tony Yount; 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Reschedule tutor for next sunday 

My name is Amy Kleissler and I am handling the scheduling of tutor scssions, m ToW forwarded me your emml. 

the database shows                as being available to work only 6-10 on Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday. tler 6PM and 7PM appointments on Sundays are filled 
with other ANTH courses, and she doesn’t work on Mondays. Did tell you that she could work at 5PM? Let me know 

Thanks’. 

Amy IZdeissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

9~19-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Tony Yount < @gmail.co,n> 9:49 AM >>> 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                            @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Reschedule tutor for next sunday 
Date: 7:55:36 AM EDT 
To: Tony Yount ¯ ~.clmail.com> 

Hey Tony, 

I was wondering if I could make my tutor for ne~ Sunday (ANTH    with I earlier than 8 pm. Or if I could switch and make it for that 
Monday 

I discussed with her and she said to talk to you but she wouldn’t miM making it earlier if it fits in the schedule. 

Thanks! 





Frorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 12:31 PM 

@email.unc.edu; Dlive.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LUTHERRIDGE 

TEXT.htm; LUTHER R]DGE list .pdf; lutherridge vancabin pdf 

Girls, 

Hi, Here is the Lutherridge information. Please look over it and read it. Upperclassman please help the freshman with this upcoming weekend with how to prepare!pack and 

take them to the grocery store. [F YOU HAVE CAMERAS/FL]P cameras please bring them. The more pictures and videos the better. Let me know if you have any questions! 
PLEASE EMAIL ME YOUR FUN FACT BY NO LATER THAN 5:00pm tomorrow. IF YOU DON’T GET 1"!" IN TO ME THEN YOU WON’T BE INCLUDED. 

Freshman your fun fact is something that no one knows about you for example last year: 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8]_75 
ww~v.tarheelblue.com 



LUTHER RIDGE: 

Things to bring- 
-Sleeping bag 

-Towel 

-Pillow 
-Comfy clothes (hoodies/sweat pants) BRING TWO SETS (2 hoodies 2 sweatpants) 

-Old pair of jeans 

-2 pairs of sneakers ( :1 pair of sneakers that are old and you don’t care about) 

-Flashlight 

-Plastic bags (for wet/dirty stuff) 

- Tshirts, Shorts etc. 

-BRING A WATER BOTTLE 

-Gortex 

-BUG SPRAY 

-Your toiletries: toothbrush, etc 

-a hat 

-Extra Socks 

WEATHER for THIS WEEKEND: 
Friday: high of 61 degrees/low of 49 degrees- with 30% chance of rain 

Saturday: high of 6:1 degrees/low of 52 degrees- with a 40% chance of rain 

Sunday: high of 67 degrees/low of 52 degrees- with :10% chance of rain 

RULES: 
NO CELL PHONES 

CAN BRING HOMEWORK STUFF 

~EMAIL JENN COOK A FACT THAT NO ONE KNOWS ABOUT YOU BY TOMORROW at 5:00pro 

(upperclassman please help the freshman with this) 

~ WE WILL BE DRAFTING TTT TEAMS, (STRATEGY STARTS NOW!) 

ORDER OF DRAFT WILL BE- PACKO, DOMINATION, REGULATORS, STORM 

FOOD ASSIGNMENTS BY CLASS: Enough food for 35 food people- Jenny will reimburse you 

*Please assign people in your class to go to the grocery store, Jenny will reimburse one person 

from each class. I suggest putting it on one credit card per class. Upperclassman please help the 

freshman get to the grocery store/walmart 

SAT BREAKFAST- FRESHMAN (Cereal/fruit (apples, bananas, etc. we will get milk when we get there) 

and SMORES STUFF! (graham crackers, chocolate, marshmallows) 

SAT LUNCH- SOPHOMORES (bread/Peanut butter/Jelly/Fruit/Pretzels, granola bars, rice cakes) 

SAT DINNER- JUNIORS (Tin foil, Paper plates, Bowls, Cups, Utensils, Napkins)- Go to walmart 

SUN BREAKFAST- SENIORS (Bagels, fruit, granola bars, rice cakes, peanut butter, pancake mix- the 

kind where you don’t need eggs/syrup/non-stick spray) 



VAN #1 VAN #2 VAN #3 WITH TONY 

CABIN I CABIN 2 CABIN 3 CABIN 4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phi[ Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 12:41 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Procedures Form 

TEXT.htm; PROCEDURES FOR UNCAA VEHICLE USE.docx: Trey Parnell.vcf 

Please sign and send back to me. Fax or email. Thanks! 

>>> Trey Parnell 8/25/2011 2:22 PM >>> 

Coaches and Staff, 
if you haven’t done so already, please print off a copy of the attached form and have all those who would possibly drive a fleet vehicle read and sign, These MUST be signed 

and returned before picking up any vehicles this year. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Trey Parnell 

UNC Athletic Facilities 
220 Finley Golf Course Rd 

Phone: 919 962 3506 

Fax: 919 843 5972 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                  7:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: future cacellations 

Ok, thank you. I know these things take time to get straight. Also,~                (sp?) has not shown to any of the tutor sessions 
yet, not sure what’s going on there. It’d be nice to find out what’s going on so I could reschedule students if she is not planning on 
coming. Her time slot is 8pm and I have students before and after. I’m glad we’ve gotten in touch, the majority of my students are 
your advisees. Have a good evening. 

From: Tony Yount [tonvvount~uncaa.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: future cacellations 

I would have but the counselors haven’t been given contact information yet for the tutors. I think that is in the works, and it will be so 
much better to text you all directly when we know kids aren’t coming. Brent wasn’t in the office today and I got the text from 
around 3:00. Sorry I couldn’t let you know sooner. We hope to get tutor contact info soon. 

Tony 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 6:16 PM >>> 
Tony, 
I was supposed to have a session today at 6pm with                      : and when I showed up it had been cancelled. In the 
future please send me an email if a change or cancellation in a scheduled review session occurs. 
Thanks, 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attac h: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 17, 2011 11:21 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Carolina Leadership Academy: Tim EImore (invite) 

Text. htm 

Academic Support, 

The Carolina Leadership Academy is hosting author Tim EImore on Tuesday, September 27 at the Concourse Club in The Loudermilk 
Center. Tim EImore wrote a book entitled, Generation iY, which provides current research on the latest crop of college students as 
well as practical solutions to their greatest challenges. We are inviting staff members in the Athletics Department who work closely 
with student-athletes to attend: student-athlete development, academic support, strength & conditioning, sports medicine (athletic 
trainers & nutritionists) and senior staff. 

What: Presentation by Tim EImore, author of Generation iY 
When: Tuesday, September 27 (11:00am- 12:30pm) 

Where: Concourse Club, Loudermilk Center 
* Lunch will be served 

We will be sending out an evite for the event so that we can get an accurate count for the lunch order. We have included the 
following people (see below) from your area. Please let us know if we have omitted anyone. 

- Shelley 

Academic Support (12) 
Robert Mercer 
Brent Blanton 
Jenn Townsend 
Beth Bridger 
Beth Lyons 
Tony Yount 
Kym Orr 
Spencer Welborn 
Kendra Hancock 
Wally Richardson 
Amy Kleissler 
Jaimie Lee 
Tia Overstreet 

More of Elmore... 
Dr. EImore’s presentation will paint a compelling-and sobering-picture of what could happen to our society if we don’t change the way 
we relate to today’s teens and young adults. Researched-based and solution-biased, EImore’s work moves beyond sounding an alarm 
to outlining practical strategies to: * Guide "stuck" adolescents and at-risk boys to productive adulthood; * Correct crippling parenting 
styles; * Repair damage from (unintentional) lies we’ve told kids; * Guide them toward real success instead of superficial "self- 
esteem"; * Adopt education strategies that engage (instead of bore) an "i" generation; * Pull youth out of their "digital" ghetto into 
the real world; * Employ their strengths and work with their weaknesses on the job; * Defuse a worldwide demographic time bomb; * 
Equip Generation iY to lead us into the future. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carolina Leadership Academy" <info@mafilva.evite.com> 

Saturday, September 17, 2011 12:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Fxite Invitation: Dr. Tim Ehnore, author of Generation iY 

TEXT.httn; Part.002 

Carolina Leadership Academy invited you to 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hogan, Kelly A" <leek@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,                  7:38 PM 

~emaJ 1. unc.e&~>; Tony Yo unt <ton~2voun@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: RE: Bio 

TEXI’.htm 

Great. I’ll hope that we do have a reason to work this out then! 
Thanks for the advanced planning, 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 

(919)-843-6047 
Biology Advising: twitter,corn!Hogan Sherner 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:33 PM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Bio 

Dr. Hogan, 

My name is ToW Yount and I serve as the academic counselor for the team at Carolina. forwarded me your email concerning a November exam date 

that she might miss due to pasticipation in the Firs~t, we have to earn the position in the and we haven’t done that, so I don’t want to 

jump the gun too much. But if we are luck~j enough to make it, I will be accompanying the team on that trip, and I would be happy to proctor her exam in I roll 

look forward to working out the details with you should we earn the right to be thero. 

Thank you for being so flexible in allomng to take her exam on the mad. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor 
Field Hocke>; Volleyball, ~Vomen’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office- 919-962-9535 

cell- 

>>> @ema~l.unc.edu> 7:25 PM >>> 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: f~E: Bio 

Date: Tue,            11:38:47 +0000 
From: "Hogan, Kelly A" <leek@email.unc.edu> 

To: ’                                  @ema~l.unc.edu> 

Your coach or assistant coach may serve as a proctor while you are away if 

you take it earlier or around the same time the other studenks take it. You 

will be given a different version of the exam too. 

If you would like to pursue this, have one of your coaches contact me about 

proctoring it on that day. Thanks. 

Alternatively, this can be the exam you drop. 

Dr. Hogan 

Kelly A Hogm~, PhD 

Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 



(919)-843-6047 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 23, 2011 8:49 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

WLAX Fall 2011 Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; 119 WLA Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Tony, 
Attached is the schedule audit completed by Rocky in the Registrars Office. Please review and let me know if you have some differences. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962-9892 (office) 

919 962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, September 23, 2011 9:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Contact information 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrouqh @uncaa.unc.edu 
> > > Robert Mercer 9/23/2011 9:32 AM > > > 

Please make sure everyone does this... 

> > > "Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu > 9/23/2011 9:18 AM > > > 

Paula is collecting contact information for all of the Undergraduate Education Units. Please send to me the following 

information: 

Name 

Title 

Building Name 

Room Number 

Office Phone 

Home Phone 

Cell Phone 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Ctr. for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

SASB N., CB# 3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

ph: 919-962-1046 

fx: 919-843-5341 

kallison@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:03 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

p 2 and p3 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Hi, here is time youtube channel I created...., and you can see 

ENJOY! 

http:iive~vw.youtube.com/user/uncwlaxl?feature=mhe.e.. 
Jenn Cool( 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S14 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 817S 
www.tarheelblue.com 

part 2 and part 3 .... 



From: ~gmail,com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:26 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5.youn@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

Subject: dropping a class 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

Hey Tony, 
I have wayyy to much work this semester with 5 classes, one of which being the honors class. I need to drop Reli 
Thanks, 

how do I go about doing that? 

UNC-Ch 
Media Studies and Production and Religious Studies 

"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you. Not as the world gives do I give to you. Let not your hearts be tioubled, neither let them be aftaid." 

D [] [] [][] - John 14:27 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 11:56 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Women’s Golf Fall 2011 Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; 119 WGO Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Tony, 

Attached is the schedule audit that Rocky completed for women’s golf. 

By the way, did you ever get a chance to look over the APR for your sports? 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

9].9 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc,edu 



Schedule Audit 

A B C 

1 ID Last First Name 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

D E F 

Sport Term Action Date 

G H I J 

Acad Plan Sub-Plan Subject Catalog 

BSBA BUSI 

BSBA BUSI 

BSBA BUSl 

BSBA JOMC 

BCHINTS INTSIPM ANTH 

............ .......... 
IBCHINTS INTSIPM ARAB 

BCHINTS INTSIPM ART 

BCHINTS INTSIPM INTS 

BCHEXSS EXSSSA HIST 

BCHEXSS EXSSSA PHIL 

BCHEXSS EXSSSA PSYC 

BCHEXSS EXSSSA SPAN 

BAPSYA EXSS 

I BAPSYA HI ST 

BAPSYA PSYC 

BAPSYA PSYC 

iBAEXSS BIOL 

BAEXSS EXSS 

BAEXSS EXSS 

BAEXSS EXSS 

IBAEXSS PORT 

BCHEXSS EXSSEXS BIOL 

BCHEXSS EXSSEXS DRAM 

BCHEXSS EXSSEXS EXSS 

BCHEXSS EXSSEXS SPAN 

BCHUNDC ENGL 

BCHUNDC GEOG 

BCHUNDC HIST 

BCHUNDC SPAN 

BAENGL COMM 

8AENGL ENGL 

iBAENGL SOCI 

BAENGL SWAH 

RH, 



Schedule Audit 

K    L M N Q 

1 Units DA DA Hrs Reg Hrs Comments 

2 3.00 YES i12 15 

3 3.00 YES ~ 

0 

Electives 

~lowed 

i27.5 

P 

Electives 

Remaining 

io 

4 1.50 YES 

8 3.00 YES 16 16 i32 i13 

9 

10 

11 3.00 YES 

12 3.00 ,,YES 
13 

14 

15 

16 

17 3.00 ¥E$ 12 12 35 14 
18 3.00 

19 3.00 YES 

2o 3.oo YEs 

22 

23 3.00     YES 

24 

25 

26 3.00 

27 4.00 YES 13 13 i43 i18 .................................. ~ ................... ~ ..................................................... ......................................... ! ............................................................ ! .......................................................... .............................................................. 
28 3.00     YES ! 

29 3.00 iYES 

3o 3.oo YES i 

32 

34 

35 4.00 YES ~ 

36 

37 3.00 IYES I 

38 3.0O iYES 

39 3.oo 

RH, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

C¢: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 3:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kend ra Ha ncock < kha ncock@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 

tutor must miss sessions next Monday 

TEXT.htm 

Regarding appointments with 

tutoring with these students at 8 and 9PM: 

on Monday, October 10th, she will not be able to meet for BUSI 

Thankyou, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friday, 10:09 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Hi Tony! 

I hope the year has started off well for you! 

I am not sure if it has for ..... 3[ am concerned, Any suggestions? I can be reached during the day at 

email me, Please don’t let know I contacted you. 

You have the patience of a saint and GOD BLESS YOU!! 

Thanks for evet’lthing you do. 

or my cell , Or you can just 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This message is intended only for the addressee and may contain confidential, privileged information. 

if you are not the inten~e~ recipient, you may not use, copy or disclose any in2ormation containe~ in the message. 

If you have received this message in error, please noti2y the sender Py reply e-mail and ~elete the message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 21, 2011 1:59 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Oalvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Working group meeting 

TEXT.htm 

will do my best to attend the morning meetings but I have practice so [ will most likely be late....Thank you 

>>> Sandy Restivo 10/21/2011 9:49 AM >>> 

Hello all, 
John Blanchard would like to schedule another meeting of the working group for about 1 1/2 hours here in the Loudermilk Center 2nd floor conference room. We have a few 

available dates for the week of Oct. 31st: 

MOB. Oct. 31st - 9:00 am or 10:00 am 
Weds. Nov. 2nd - 9:00 am or 10:00 am 

Thurs. Nov. 3rd - 2:00 pm or 3:00 pm 
Please let me know what will work for you. 

Thanks, 

Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 

Student Athlete Services 

(919) 962 9146 

srestivo@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October 24, 2011 9:35 AM 

Please join us for an Open House on Friday, November 4th 

TEXT.htm; Loudermilkcard_72.j pg 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9:~9 962 9538 

9:~9 962 8247 (fax) 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin --~dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 11:49 AM 

Tony Yoant <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Academic All- America Nomination Deadline! 

TEXI’.htm 

Hi Tony, 

Has Nathan already checked ruth you to find out who we have on vball at a 3.3 or higher? If not (or even if so), could yon please send me tl~at lisl? No freshmen, but 

eve~one else is eligiNe. 

Thanks, 

Dana 

Dana Gelin 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 

dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 

w~-.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 10/24/2011 at 11:46 AM, in message <3af18e91a4ca47eab5b3c90418585eb5@its-msxhk3.ad.unc.edtr~, "cosida news@cosida.com" 

<cosida news@cosida.com> wrote: 

CoSIDA Members: 

A reminder that the nomination deadline lbr the Capital One Academic All-America® lbotball and women’s volleyball tean~s is 6 p.m., Eastern Time, on Tueaday, 

Oct. 25. 

All nominations for the Capital One Academic All-America® program must be done online through the CoSIDA Web site. Nominations will be accepted only from 

cunent CoSIDA members. 

To nominate sVadent- athlete(s) for the Capital One Academic All-America® program, visit the Academic All-America® Web site at 

http://~vw.cosida.com/aa 

and log in with your CoSIDA user name and password. If you do not have your user name and profile, click the link ne~ to "Forget your login i~fformation?" and 
your user intbrmation will be sent to the e-mail address that appears in the CoSIDA director. 

Also, district voting tbr the men’s and women’s soccer programs has opened and will continue until 6 p.m., Eastern time, on Tuesday, Nov. 1. 

Thank you for your pextficipation in the Capital One Acade~nic All-America(~ programs! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:44 AM 

~gmml.com 

Tony Yount <gyonnt@email. unc.edu"~ 

Tony Yount <ton?Tounl@!uncaa.unc.edu> 

Acade~nic Advising FW: Worksheet 

TEXT.htm 

rll be paying my fines today and tomorrow as well!!! Thanks Tony! 

From-" Shugart, Ken [kshugart@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, I:k07 AM 
To-" 
Subject: Worksheet 

It was nice to meet you. Your worksheet is attached. 

Happy Halloween! 

Best, 

Ken Shugart 

Academic Advisor 

Academic Advising Programs 

GO06 Steele Building 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2110 

919-843-4361 

kshugart@ad.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 1, 2011 9:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Any 1 credit hour courses for a senior??? 

TEXT.htm 

Can anyone think of any one credit hour courses that are not restricted to fresh/soph? And the student does not get out 

of practice until 7, so it cannot be a 5:30 class. Please help!!! Connect Carolina’s search engine is handicapping me. 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, 11:04 AM 

Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edtp 

I received 2 hysterical phone ca~ls this morning... 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Tony, 

Sorry to bother you. Both my girls are very very upset,     is so afraid she is going to be ineligible and she IS working so hard.       is so upset with her grades. She is 
used to A’s ... They hardly go out when the other girls. If I have to I will pay for special tutors for them. They really are trying to make it work. They (and I) just don’t know 
what else to do. 

Maybe they are overreacting but....I just can’t tell. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This message is intended only for the addressee and may contain confidential, privileged information. 

if you are not the inten~e~ recipient, you may not use, copy or disclose any in2ormation containe~ in the message. 

If you have received this message in error, please noti2y the sender Py reply e-mail and ~elete the message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 1, 2011 4:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

CSSAC meeting Nov 9th 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 

The CSSAC meeting is scheduled for Nov 9th at 8:30 am. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nate,Larbrou~h@uncaaouncoedu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nate Yarbrough 

Yarbrough 

Nate 

Business 

Phone: 

962-9537 

E-mail: yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Pardsh <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 1:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Sunday game tickets 

TEXT.htm 

cant reprint anything til friday, so ill be happy to leave them for ms peacock at will call. we will open up at 1230. Do you want them to pick up just sunday? or whole season? 

or do you want to pick up reast when you return 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ASST. DIRECTOR OF I~CKET OPERATIONS 

>>> TonyYount 11/15/2011 12:01 PM >>> 

Shane, 

Still haven’t received my tickets for the basketball season. ] have to travel with field hockey to their Final Four this weekend, Was hoping to be able to send tickets to her. Any 

chance ] could pick up Sunday tickets this afternoon or tomorrow morning? We’re leaving at 2 on Wednesday to fly to Louisville. 

If that doesn’t work, could they be left at will call for Susan Peacock? 

Let me know what ] need to do, 

Tony 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor 

Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office 919 962 9535 

cell 



cant reprint anything dl friday, so ill be happy to leave them for ms peacock at will call. we will open up at 1230, Do you want them to pick up just sunday? or whole season? 

or do you want to pick up reast when you return 

UN[VERS[T~Y Of NORTH CAROLINA 

ASS[~ D~RECTOR OF []CKE10PER~I]ONS 

>>> lon~Yount 11/15/2011 12:01 PM >>> 

Shane, 

Still haven’t received my tickets for the basketball season, I have to travel with field hockey to their Final Four this weekend. Was hoping to be able to send tickets to her. Any 

chance I could pick up Sunday tickets this afternoon or tomorrow morning? We’re leaving at 2 on Wednesday to fly to Louisville. 

if that doesn’t work, could they be left at will call for Susan Peacock? 

Let me know what I need to do. 

Tony 

TonyYount 

Academic Counselor 

Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office 919 962 9535 

cell 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 1:42 PM 

Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Oelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Field Hockey NCAA itinerary 

NCAA Tourney Itinerary Nov 16th 2011.pdf 

Attached is the itinerary for Field Hockey this week, 

Have a great trip and pull ’em through! Go Heels! 
~ Sara Koeni9 

"Our love [or thL~ place L~ hosed on the [oct that it is, a.~ it was meant to be, the Universi~ of the people." 



November 16th-20th, 2011 

NCAA Final 4 @ Louisville, KY 

l:00pm 

2:00pm 

4:00pm 

6:00pm 

8:00pm 

11:00pm 

Depart (Heaven) Henry Stadium - Ridge Road Team Host : Abbey Heird 

Sandwiches delivered to bus -Jersey Mikes/Panera (502) 767-8127 

Fly to Louisville 

Arrive at Hotel Louisville Marriott Downtown 

Dinner on your own 280 West Jefferson Street 

Study Time Louisville, KY 40202 

Lights out Phone: (502) 627-5045 

8:00am 

9:30am 

10:30am 

12:00noon 

l:30pm 

2:00pm 

5:30pm 

8:30pm 

11:00pm 

Coaches Meeting (Yum! Center Practice Facility) 

Breakfast 

Practice at Field 

Press Conference (Cardinal Park) 
Lunch 
Study Time 

Depart Hotel for Banquet (Gait House Hotel) 

Team Meeting 

Lights out 

9:45am 

lO:OOam 

12:20am 

2:00pm 

3:45pm 

4:30pm 

6:30pm 

11:00pm 

Stretch and Spike Run 

Breakfast followed by Game Plan Re-cap 

Depart Hotel for Field 

~:!.~.~,.~!~.,~:.!.~.,<.~[![!,,::::.,!!I~!~V~.!.,:~.,(U NC in White) 
Tailgate 

ODU vs Maryland 

Dinner 
Lights out 

9:00am 

10:00am 

l:00pm 

3:00pm 

6:30pm 

11:00pm 

Breakfast 

Practice at Field 

Lunch 
Senior Game / Activity / Free Time 

Dinner followed by Team Meeting 

Lights out 

7:45am 

8:00am 

10:20am 

12:00noon 

1:45pm 

5:00pm 

7:00pm 

Stretch and Spike Run 

Breakfast / Game Plan 
Check out / Depart Hotel 

UI~C vs ~,",1~.,,’-~. 
Tailgate 

Depart Louisville 

Arrive (Heaven) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 4:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaaounc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Academic Support E-Letterhead 

TEXT.htm; 11-2645-CAS-Academic SupportPrograms Student Athletes E- 

Letterhead.dot; Nate Yarbroug h.vcf 

All, 

Attached is the new Academic Support E-Letterhead. 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 

ur~caaouncoedu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

May 12, 2015 

Name Here 

Address 

Addresss 

LOUDERMILK CENTER 

FOR EXCELLENCE 

344 RIDGE ROAD 

CAMPUS BOX 3~o7 

CHAPEL HILL~ NC 27599 3~o7 

F 919.962,9537 

F 919,96Z.8247 

Greeting: 

Do not alter the margins or spacing of this template. The layout follows the specific 
guidelines &the University’s new identity system. Consistent adherence to these guidelines 
will help maintain the integrity of the new identity. 

These standards can be found online at http://creative.unc.edu/resources/print-style- 
guide/why -have -a-graphic -identity/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Pardsh <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 21, 2011 3:59 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tickets’ 

TEXT.htm 

N EGATIVE 

already reprinted, have the set ready to be picked up whenever,, just destroy the originals 

UNP,/ERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ASST. DIRECTOR OF I]CKET OPERATIONS 

@ 
>>> Tony Yount 11/21/2011 3:45 PM 

Shane, 

The original printing, sent to my Carrboro address, arrived by forwarded mail today. OK to use them? 

Tony 

TonyYount 

Academic Counselor 

Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office 919 962 9535 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 28, 2011 10:06 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 
Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Volunteer needed...big favor 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, 

Would it be possible for one of you to pick up one of our tutorial coordinator candidates at the airport on Wednesday 
evening and transport him to the hotel? His flight gets in at 9:50 pm and he is staying in the Hampton off Farrington 

Road off of 40. 

Let me know .... 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 28, 20"1"1 "1:03 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Byrne 
Kleissler <kleissle@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tutorial coordinator candidates 

TEXT. htm; [ti nera ry.d ocx; Resu me.pd f; 
Cover Letter.pdf; Itinerary.docx; resume.doc; 

coverletter.rtf;             itinerary.docx; 

Resume.doc; Cover Letter.docx 

Hi, 

I am attaching the itineraries, resumes and cover letters for the tutorial coordinator candidates we are bringing in this 

week. Please make sure you get a chance to introduce yourselves. 

will be here tomorrow, 

Thursday. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

will be here on Wednesday and will be here on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Nesvet, Rebecca" <nesve@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

FW: ~carolina.rr.com 

TENTI’.httn 

From: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Sent: 18:01 
To: 
Subject: RE:      _~carolina.rr.com 

Yes, of course you missed pertinent work - there aren’t any classes in which nothing is done. 
The fact that you missed something pertinent is evident from your confusion about the assignment. 
You can do 2 things about that. (a) bring your draft final project to class for workshopping and (b) see me during office hours. As I expect you have realized, given the very 
large number of assignments that you’ve missed or completed poorly, you will need to do very well on your final. 

Best wishes, 

IVls Nesvet 

Sent: 20:42 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Subject:      ~carolina.rr.com 

@live.unc.edu] 

Hi Professor Nesvet, 

I apologize for the second email but the reason I’m just trying to confirm the direction of the paper and the correct format and to find out if there is anything pertinent that 
missed because I was absent for team        travel. 

Thanks again, 



From: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Sent: 18:01 
To: 
Subject: RE:      _~carolina.rr.com 

Yes, of course you missed pertinent work - there aren’t any classes in which nothing is done. 
The fact that you missed something pertinent is evident from your confusion about the assignment. 
You can do 2 things about that. (a) bring your draft final project to class for workshopping and (b) see me during office hours. As 3[ expect you have realized, given the very 
large number of assignments that you’ve missed or completed poorly, you will need to do very well on your final. 

Best wishes, 

Ms Nesvet 

From~ 

Sent: ~-0:42 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Subject       _~carolina.rr.com 

_~live.unc.edu] 

Hi Professor Nesvet, 

I apologize for the second email but the reason T’m just trying to confirm the direction of the paper and the correct format and to find out if there is anything pertinent that 
missed because I was absent for team        travel. 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 2:42 PM 

~hotmail.co.uk> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa,unc,edu> 

Re: Heels Rock! 

TEXT. htm 

Hi 
Now that T’m back at my desk, I want to officially welcome you to the University of North Carolina! You have chosen wisely and I look forward to working with you over the course 
of the next three years. 1 promise that everyone will work very hard to insure your continued personal development. 
Thank you for working on some of the details still necessary for admission, eligibility, and course credit. Summer School is definitely an option if you are available. We can work 
together to decide which session, and which courses, are best. Tony will help with this as well. 
I hope you are as excited as we are! Thank you for the vote of confidence. You will not be disappointed:-) Welcome once again and go Heels! 

Karen 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, December 12, 2011 9:22 AM 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<]aimie[ee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <]townsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy K[eissler < kleiss[e@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>~ Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer We[born <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wal[y Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holiday time off 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 
Please send me the dates you wish to take off for the Holidays. 
Thal~ks, 
Nate 
Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrouqh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, December 16, 2011 10:15 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu > 

AD Scholar-Athlete 

TEXT.htm 

Hello All: 

This email is to notify you that I have contacted all head/assistant coaches asking for nominations in regards to this years 

AD Scholar Athlete. I wanted to get approval from Mr. Cunningham to continue this annual award which has pushed the 

nomination process back from November to December. In short, I have to work very quickly to ensure that all pieces fall 

in place between now and the presentation. 

I am asking that you help your coach in assisting with the nomination of your sport/s nominees. I have attached the 

generic memo that was sent to your coaches. It is a very quick turn around based on the circumstances. 

We will recognize the students at halftime of the men’s basketball game on January ::)6 (NC State). In addition to the 

students walking onto the court at halftime we have decided to include pictures on the large screens in the Smith 

Center. We will include head shots and a few action shots to enhance the presentation. 

I have a deadline of January 5 to ensure that we can put together all pictures with Dana and New Media. 

Thank you for your help. 

Spencer 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
College oJ~Arts & Sciences 

Academic Support J~or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

(c) 
welborn@ uncaa~unc ed~ 



TO OUR CUSTOMERS: This proof has been created by the Graph-Tex art department staff for your approval Please 

respond as quickly as possible with approval or corrections, Timely approvat is critical for keeping your job in our 

production schedule and completing the job by the requested due date. Please check the position of the graphics, colors 

of graphics and shirts as well as the spelling of a~l words and names. Also, please note, the size of the graphics in this 

proof are not directly proportional to the size of the finished product. Proofs are to show correct placement of design, 

color and correct spelling only. Please be aware that due to monitor calibrations some colors may be off by a shade. 

FULL FRONT RIGHT LEG 



Good morning 

Merry Christmas... 

I received this email update (below) about your academic appeal process on 

I also had sent you a lengthy mnail (and copied to your morn) on 

(sent to Tony and mysell). Thank you. 

for you to review, and help you during this process. 

I have not heard anv~thing since you have sublnitted your appeal. I would also like to see a copy of your letter. 

Have you submitted anMhing else since             ? Have you received any communication fiom Ms Russell or the office of appeals? 

Also curious if you have given any thought to a specific development plan for us to discuss upon return as I had mentioned in my letter. 

Please send me any updates and/or acknowledge receipt of today’s email. 
Thanks and hope you are well, Happy New Year, 

Coach JS 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Cm~nichael Arena- 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 

>>>’ ~carolina.rr.com> 7:28 PM >>> 
Hi Tony a~d Coach Sagul< 

I wanted to summarize the following activities re~ated to my appea~s process: 
After rneetin~ with you on Monday morning, I also met with Chloe Russell (in scsdern~c advising) shout the sppeab process on Monday afternoon, 

~ f began drafting my appeals statement on Monday night and completed a second draft: on Tuesday, 

~ ~ submitted the appeal ~:orm and my appeal request statement on today, Wednesday, 

I just wanted to keep you informed. 

Sincerely, 

From: mailto: ~carolina.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:41 PM 
To: ’Tony Yount’ 
~c: ~mac.com’; .~gmail.com’ 
Subject: UNC Spring     Appeal Letter 

Hi Tony, 

Here is my 2nd revision of my appeal letter. I still have 43 extra words that I need to eliminate but I wanted to get the draft to you for your review. Thanks again 

your guidance as I go through this process. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 11:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jai mielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@ uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa, unc.edu >; 
Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2011-2012 Grade Composite Sheet 

Text.htm 

All, 

The 2011-2012 Grade Composite sheet has been updated on the H drive. 

Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 







I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 6, 2012 10:07 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Oa[vin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen Shelton < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer We[born 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Next meeting of the working group 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sandy 

will be doing a clinic at recess for the middle school kids at ST Thomas More until 12:15....1can come late if that’s the only date and time that works! Thank you 

>>> Sandy Restivo 1/6/2012 10:00 AM >>> 

Hello 

John would like to set up a meeting of the working group for next week; Thurs. Jan. 12th is available for him. We were thinking of meeting over the lunch hour (noon to 

l:30pm) and providing lunch. The meeting would take place here at Loudermilk Center, 2nd fl. conference room. 
Please let me know if this would work for you. 

Thanks, 

Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 

Student Athlete SePvices 

(919) 962 9146 
srestivo@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:22 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

See below the e mail sent by If you are available after loam today would love to connect. 

Also wanted to follow up regarding the tutor situation, 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www,ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

>>> . ~aol.col’n> 10:38 PM >>> 
Hi Jenny! 
We are all looking forward to an awesome season and so happy to be such a part of it!!!! 
I am so sorry to bother you and if my daughters knew I wrote this email they would both kill me so please keep it confidential. I was wondering if I could speak to you you about 

I know you are a very busy person but as a parent I would be remis in not speaking with you. She had a bad start academically at UNC. 
She might not be an A student but she is a good student. Her self esteem and confidence is absolutely gone and I am concerned.. Tony spoke with her today and 

perhaps he can shed some further insight. 
but should be available anytime after 12:30 or 1 PM I realize that is probably not good timing for you 

so anytime you can.... On Friday, I am available anytime but 10-11:30. My cell is and home is 

Again, I must please ask to not mention to my girls that I have contacted you. 
Thank you so much for your consideration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 11:13 AN 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2011 Gladiator by SG[ / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award 
Nominations 

TEXT. htm 

FYI, Please complete:-) 

>>> "Jennifer Goodrich" <executivedirector@nfhca.org> 1/19/2012 10:33 AM >>> 
The online nomination system for the 2011 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award is live and ready to 

accept your nominations! You can access the onli1~e nomination system by visiting the ’11 Nomination Forms page of the NFHCA website. 

An instruction screen will appear once you have logged onto the system. 
Nominations must be completed and submitted by 11:59:59 p.m. (EST) on Wednesda¥~ February 15th_. The online system will not accept nominations after this 

deadline. 

Questions? Contact the NFHCA Office at executivedirector@nfhca.org. 

Jennifer Goodrich 

NFHCA Executive Director 
P 0 Box 13289 
Chandler AZ 85248 
Office: 480-895-5751 
Cell 
Fax: 480-895-5818 
www.nfhca.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, January 26, 2012 9:28 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 
<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 
< pacman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount < @gmail.com>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

TEXT.htm 

Coaches: 

It is that time of year again!!! We will be nominating our representatives for the ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year for Fall 

Sports. (Men’s Cross Country, Women’s Cross Country, Field Hockey, Volleyball, Men’s Soccer, Women’s Soccer) 

The process isrequires each institution to submit one candidate per sport and the ACC will select the ACC Scholar Athlete 

of the Year (one winner per sport). The winners will be announced with the AII-ACC Academic Teams. 

[ am asking for your assistance in identifying an individual that you would like to nominate for your respective sport. 

Please note that the student should be a top athletic performers in addition to one of your top students in the 

classroom. 

Please review the criteria below and let me know who you feel is worthy of the nomination. Please feel free to contact 

your academic advisor for suggestions ([ have copied them on the email as well). [f you could return your nominee’s 

name to me before Wednesday, February 1, I would greatly appreciate it. 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 

1. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 

2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 

3. Candidates must have a 3.0 qrade point averaqe for their career as well as a 3.0 durinq each of the last two semesters 

(Fall 2010, Sprinq 2010). 
4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 

Spencer B. Welbom 

Academic Counselor 
College oJ’Arts & Sciences 

Academic Support J’or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 



welborn@ uncaa,unc,edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 3:30 PM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 

Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Kuonen 

<kuonen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie 

Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - Spring 2012 -W. Lacrosse 

TEXT.htm; Eligible to Compete - Spring 2012 - W. Lacrosse.pdf 

Hi Jenny, 
Attached is a list of your student-athletes who have been certified as eligible to compete in Spring 2012. Please review the list and let me know if anyone is missing. 

Thanks and best of luck this semester! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certifica~on and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 10:37 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

TEXT. htrn 

fyi let’s discuss. 

>>> Spencer Welborn 2/1/2012 10:35 AM >>> 
Coaches: 
Tt is that time of year again!!! We will be nominating our representatives for the ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year for Fall Sports. (Men’s Cross Country, Women’s Cross Country, 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Men’s Soccer, Women’s Soccer) 
The process isrequires each institution to submit one candidate per sport and the ACC will select the ACC Scholar Athlete of the Year (one winner per sport). The winners will be 
announced with the AII-ACC Academic Teams. 
T am asking for your assistance in identifying an individual that you would like to nominate for your respective sport. Please note that the student should be a top athletic 

performers in addition to one of your top students in the classroom. 
Please review the criteria below and let me know who you feel is worthy of the nomination. Please feel free to contact your academic advisor for suggestions (I have copied 
them on the email as well). If you could return your nominee’s name to me before Wednesday~ February 1, I would greatly appreciate it. 
ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 
1. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 
2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 perce~t athletic achievement. 
3. Candidates must have a 3.0 qrade point averaqe for their career as well as a 3.0 durinq each of the last two semesters (Fall 2010, Sprinq 2010). 
4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

College ofArts & Sciences 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

(c) 
welborn @ uncaa.u nc.edu 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 

Coflege oJArts & Sdences 

Academic Support /or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

(c) 
welbornC~uncaa.unc.edu 



fyi let, s discuss. 

~:: Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 

>>> Spencer Welborn 2/:[/2012 :[0:35 AM >>> 
Coaches: 
It is that time of year again!!! We will be nominating our representatives for the ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year for Fall Sports. (Men’s Cross Country, Women’s Cross Country, 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Men’s Soccer, Women’s Soccer) 
The process isrequires each institution to submit one candidate per sport and the ACC will select the ACC Scholar Athlete of the Year (one winner per sport). The winners will be 
announced with the AII-ACC Academic Teams. 
[ am asking for your assistance in identifying an individual that you would like to nominate for your respective sport. Please note that the student should be a top athletic 
performers in addition to one of your top students in the classroom. 
Please review the criteria below and let me know who you feel is worthy of the nomination. Please feel free to contact your academic advisor for suggestions (I have copied 

them on the email as well). Tf you could return your nominee’s name to me before Wednesday, Februa~ 31, I would greatly appreciate it. 
ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 
:[. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 
2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 
3. Candidates must have a 3.0 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 during each of the last two semesters (Fall 20:[0, Spring 20:[0). 
4~ Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Coflege ofArts & Sciences 
Academic Support/or Student-Athletes 
Louderrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 (w) 

(c) 
welborn @ uncaa.u nc.edu 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
College o~fArts & Sciences 
Academic Support /or Student-Athletes 
Louderrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 (w) 

welborn (-~) uncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www. footballvideo s. com" <wdr@footballvideo s. com> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 7:35 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Check out www.footballvideos.com 

TEXT.htxn 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Did you play College Football? Do you know 
someone who did? Or, are you just a huge 
College Football Fan. You have got to 
check out www.footballvideos.com 

YOi~R 
T~n~ of thou~nd~ of Division I, II, ~nd III 
Coll~g~ FootbNI g~m~ ~v~il~bl~ fop 
pumh~ on DVD, op, fop on-lin~ vi~ving on 
The Football Video Network. 

If you have any questions or comments, feet free to emait 
wdr@footbattvideos.com or cart 717 732 5643. 

Check out www.footballvideos.com 

Tens of thousands of College and High School Football 
Games available on video. 

Because the order you set; the better you were. 
Atthoush, "The Eye in the Sky, does not tie". 

America’s Footbatt Games on Your Video Screen. 

YOUR Footbatt Games on Video. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 



I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr~footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Po!igy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                10:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu>; 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: PAYC Exam Review 

image001 .j pg 

@live.unc.edu>; Tony 

Thank you. Does 8 o’clock tonight work for you? If not I could try to do earlier or later. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:42 AM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning, 

I was given your feedback form requesting an additional session before tomorrow’s exam. Let me know what time 

you want to meet tonight and I will make sure a room is available. 

Thanks, 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC :~7599-31o7 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:16 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: PAYC Exam Review 

~email.unc.edu>; 

(I apologize for not hitting reply all before) 

7:00 is actually better for me. Is that ok? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:44 AM, @live.unc. edu> wrote: 

Thank you. Does 8 o’clock tonight work for you? If not I could try to do earlier or later. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:42 AM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning, 

I was given your feedback form requesting an additional session before tomorrow’s exam. Let me 

know what time you want to meet tonight and I will make sure a room is available. 

Thanks, 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC :~7599-31o7 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 12:26 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: PAYC Exam Review 

@email.unc.edu>; 

That works for me. Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:15 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

(I apologize for not hitting reply all before) 

7:00 is actually better for me. Is that ok? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:44 AM, ~,live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you. Does 8 o’clock tonight work for you? If not I could try to do earlier or 
later. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:42 AM, "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning, 

I was given your feedback form requesting an additional session before tomorrow’s 

exam. Let me know what time you want to meet tonight and I will make sure a room is 

available. 

Thanks, 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc ] (919) 962-8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-31o7 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www. footballvideo s. com" <wdr@footballvideo s. com> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 7:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Order by Super Bowl Sunday and pay only $50 per game. 

TEXT.htxn 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

SUPER BOWL SUNDAY SPECIAL! 
Buy any number of games for only 
$50.00/game for all orders placed by 
2/5/2012, Super Bowl Sunday at midnight. 
USE THIS 50 DOLLAR SKU TO ORDER. 
Click here for more on usinq Special SKUs 
Use discount code - Super Sunday. 

Your Football Games on Video! 
Be sure to consider some great            Y~i~R 
footbatt games avaitabte on DVD at 
www. footbattvideos, corn. 

So, ptease, fottow this rink to 
www. footbattvideos, corn and re-rive art of 
those gtorious footbatt memories of yore. 

Feet free to ride any of the rinks on the teft and around this emait. 

Tens of thousands of College Football Games available on 
video. 

Because the order you get; the better you were. 
Atthough, "The Eye in the Sky, does not tie". 

America’s Footbatt Games on Your Video Screen. 

YOUR Footbatt Games on Video. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 



See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
[Jpdate Profile[Email Address I fnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Po!!cy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 7, 2012 5:04 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Drop-In Sessions 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Here is the PDF... 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

http:]]tarheelblue.cstv.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC z7599-31o7 

N Descri 
ption: 
Descri 
ntinn" 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 66685bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date 
Drop-In $chedule.pdf rvlo% 07 ~qay 2012 18 04;00 -0400 

Size 
66685bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Friday, February 10, 2012 8:20 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Buy one or more games, and get one free! 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Thank you for opening my emai[. Be sure to take advantage of 
this week’s special in time. Ride this [ink to 
www.footba[[videos.com an save. 

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL. 
ORDER 1 GAME BY THIS SUNDAY 211212012 AT MIDNIGHT AND 
YOU CAN BUY ONE, OR MORE, GAMES AND GET ONE FREE. 

Just put the game, or games you want in your cart and 

checkout. Then, in the comment section box, at the end of the 
checkout process, notate the free game you want in the 
comment section box. Notate discount code - buy one or more 
and get 1 free game. 

If you have any questions fee[ free to emai[ me at 
wdr@footbaUv~deos.com, respond back to this message, or call 

me at 717-732-5643. 

WDR 
OwnerlPresident 
www. f__~oot___b_ba[[v~deos, corm 

Check out www.footballvideos.com 

Tens of thousands of College and High School Football 
Games available on video. 

Because the older you get; the better you were. 
Although, "The Eye in the Sky, does not lie". 

America’s Football Games on Your Video Screen. 

YOUR Football Games on Video. 

Help me understand what facets of 



SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Emp!oyment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improv!ng Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
tJpdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Pr!y~cy policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



Hi Everyone, 
Please find our trip for the day, Take Care, 

www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s LacFosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O, Box 2126 
Carmichael AFena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Hi Everyone, 
Please see the itin below. 

Please eat before getting on the bus. 

Dinner is one your own, 

Captains 

Please keep in mind when making your packin9 list that it is supposed to rain & snow w/temperatures in the mid 30’s, 

Thanks. 

www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
CaFmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Hi Everyone, 
Please see the itin below. 

Please eat before getting on the bus. 

Dinner is one your own, 

Captains 

Please keep in mind when making your packin9 list that it is supposed to rain & snow w/temperatures in the mid 30’s, 

Thanks. 

www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
CaFmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, February 20, 20"12 6:’17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Robert Mercer < rmercer@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Sample fall schedules 

TEXT.htm; sampleschedules.xlsx 

Hi, 

Our application for priority registration is due Wednesday at 5. We will be passing around the list tomorrow, but I wanted 

to give everyone time to adjust their sample schedules a little bit more. 

At the last committee meeting, the one area where we did not have consistency as an office was in the sample schedules 

and it was noted by the committee. I am attaching two schedules as samples. 

For consistency: 

1. Please only show 15 hours for a sample class schedule. Some schedules had times blocked off for every possible time 

someone could take classes which made it seem like the students were taking up to 21 hours. 

2. Try to be consistent about listing times for breakfast, lunch and dinner. You should factor in times for commuting 

especially if the practice facility is not on campus. 

3. You should put in time for showers, but only after practice or weights. 

~ hope this helps. Let me know if you have any questions. Remember, we will need the sample fall schedules for each 
team by Wednesday afternoon. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



Sample Daih/Schedule A 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

:45 

1:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

11:00 

Monday 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

9-9:50 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Lunch 

Class 

12-12:50 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Weights / 

Meet 

with trainer 

Tuesday Thursday 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Lunch 

Class 

12:30-1:45 

Weights / 

Meet 

with trainer 

Wednesday 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

9-9:50 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Lunch 

Class 

12-12:50 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Weights / 

Meet 

with trainer 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Lunch 

Class 

12:30-1:45 

Weights / 

Meet 

with trainer 

Friday 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

9-9:50 

Tutoring/ 

Study hours 

Lunch 

Class 

12-12:50 

Class 

1:00-1:50 

Weights / 

Meet 

with trainer 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Studying 

Appendix C 



5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

10:00 

:15 

:30 

11:00 

:15 

:30 

12:00 p.m. 

:15 

:30 

1:00 

Sample Daily Schedule B 

Monday 

Morning 

Practice 

Showed 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Tuesday 

Breakfast 

Weights 

Shower 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:15-12:30 

Lunch 

Wednesday 

Morning 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Thursday 

Breakfast 

Weights 

Shower 

Class 

9:30-10:45 

Class 

11:15-12:30 

Lunch 

Friday 

Morning 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Breakfast/ 

Commute 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Appendix C 



:15 

:30 

:45 

2:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

3:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

4:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

5:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

6:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

7:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

8:00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

9:00 

:15 

:30 

Meet 

with trainer 

Weights 

Afternoon Practice 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Study Hall 

Sample Daily Schedule B 

Meet 

with trainer 

Shower/ 

Trainer/ 

Dinner 

Appendix C 



Sample Daily Schedule B 

:45 

10:00 

Appendix C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 21, 2012 4:31 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <j townsend@uncaa.unc, edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc. edu>; 
Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 
PRAC Listing 

TEXT.htm; image001.jpg; prac listing.xlsx 

Attached as promised. Remember to DELETE all students who do not belong to you and those who no longer need priority and add 

your managers where applicable. Get this to me ASAP tomorrow morning. 

Thanks! 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC :~7599-31o7 

~ 
Descri 
ption: 
Descri 
ntinn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, February 27, 2012 9:22 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

CTOPS list 

Hey, 

Please remember to send me your list of incoming students using the Excel sheet I sent out last week. I would really like 

to have them by the end of the day today if possible. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                12:01 PM 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 

Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Eve Rackham < rackham @uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - Spring 

TEXT.htm; Eligible to Compete - Spring pdf 

Hi Joe, 

Attached is a }1st of your student athletes who have been certified as eligible to compete in Spring 

Thanks and best of luck this spring season, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
sbrnaloy@u ncaa.unoedu 

Please review the list and let me know if anyone is missing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Tuesday, March 6, 2012 7:24 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

WDR’s Weekly Email - Please check out my site. 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hello, 
My name is WDR and I am the 
Owner/President of 
www.footballvideos.com, 
A Division of SPARX Enterprises. 

You are receiving this emaiL because I’d Like 
to introduce you to my site and the many 
things you can do and see there. 

You are among a group of over 5,100 
people receiving this emaiL. Most of my 
sales come from this group of fine people. 
very much. 

I thank you 

PLease know, if you do not want to receive these emaiLs 
you can SafeUnsubscribe below. Look for the green 
check. I seriously do not want to send these emaiLs to 
people who reaLLy don’t want to receive them. At the 
same time, however, I reaLLy feel I have some cool 
offerings at www.footbaLLvideos.com you may want to 
know about. 

If you know someone who may be interested in knowing 
about my site, please forward this emaiL to them. 
PLEASE CLICK HERE TO LOG IN first, join The Scoutin~ 
program, and then you get 10% of their net sale. 

So please, check out the site, see if I have any games in 
which you may be interested. 

If you have any questions or comments, feel free to emaiL 



wdr®footba[[videos.com or ca[[ 717 732 5643. 

Please note my Name Your Price Special. Pick out 
any of the tens of thousands of games listed at 
www.footballvideos.com and make me an offer. 

Check out www.footballvideos.com 

Tens of thousands of College and High School Football 
Games available on video. 

Because the older you get; the better you were. 
Although, "The Eye in the Sky, does not lie". 

America’s Football Games on Your Video Screen. 

YOUR Football Games on Video. 

A large selection of Basketball games are also available. 
Click here to Check out my selection of Basketball .game videos 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colle,c]e Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesd ay, 8:48 AM 

Karen Shelton < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Crystal Lineberry 

<clineber@email.unc.edu>; -Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rocky J Horton < rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; TonyYount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

international Competition Waiver - 

TEXT.htm; international Corn petition Waiver APPROVAL - .pdf 

Hi Karen, 
Attached is notification that the international Competition Waiver for has been approved by the ACC for the 

her accountable for this term for eligibility purposes, and she will not be required to meet 60% of her degree until after 
return in,           Tony, [ prorated 9 hours in           md added notes into the database for your review. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbrnaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

term. This means that we do not have to hold 

will be eligible to compete upon her 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAlL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletics Director for Certification and Eligibility 
University &North Carolina 
P.O. Box 3126 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Dear Susan: 

This is to inform you that the international competition ~vaiver for 
student-athlete, has been approved for the           semester according to Bylaw 14.4.3.6-(b). 

Thank you for your assistance in submitting the appropriate documentation and please let me know 
if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner 

Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 
Larry Gallo, Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Amy Herman, Associate Athletic Director for Compliance 
Karen Shelton, Head             Coach 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 ° ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLI,EGE ¯ CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ¯ NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ¯ VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STA’I~ UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phi[ Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, March 9, 2012 10:24 AM 

Larry Oallo <athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmil[er@uncaa.unc.edu>; @emai[.unc.edu>; 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>;               @live.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Oisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Ha[verson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris 

<sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Virginia ]tin 

TEXT.htm; Virginia itin.pdf 

Hi Everyone, 
Here is the itin for Virginia. Have a great weekend watching basketball! 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
3:[0 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:[4- 

Fax: 9:[9.84-3.8:[75 
vwwv.tarheelblue.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday               12:3 7 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; @hotmail.com; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu>; Kathleen Crosby <kathleen.crosby@unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com;       ~email.unc.edu; 

< @gmail.com>; @gmail.com>; Rebecca 
Nesvet <nesvet@unc.edu>; ~chccs.kl2.nc.us; @comcast.net; 

@gmail.com 

Jenn Townsend <jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tonight’s 7pm Sessions 

Good afternoon, 
The freshman have CREED tonight, so if you have a 7pm appointment with freshmen only, you are excused for that hour 
- the students will not here. If it is a group appointment with upperclassmen in it as well, you will still need to report. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter, 
Brent 





Hello Everyone, 
Please see the itin for 

She is from and knows 

Please make sure has someone to eat with at Alpine after her 11am class tomorrow. 

Some of the sophomores have openings it looks like .... 

~ q~ons, please let me know. Thanks for making her feel welcome! 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 

P.O, Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 

310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Hi Again.,,minor adjustment to the previous itin. 

Please make a effort to say "hello" 

www,carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

’ is eating lunch probably after 11:30am. ] got her class times reversed (12:30pm class). 

Fax: 919.84-3.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> ~live.unc,edu> 5:51 PM >>> 

Hey Phil! 

Just a heads up, my class is at 12:30, not 11. ~ can eat with her beforehand at 11 if that’s what you wanted? 

Thanks 

On at S:44 PM, Phil Barnes wrote: 

Hello Everyone, 

Please see the itin for 

She is from and knows 

Please make sure has someone to eat with at Alpine after her 11am class tomorrow, 

Some of the sophomores have openings it looks like .... 

Any questions, please let me know, Thanks for makin9 her feel welcome! 

<Mail Attachment,ipe~> <Mail Attachment.ipe~> 
<Mail Attachment,jpeg> 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.corn 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264- 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.ta rheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 7:52 PM 

Tony Yount <          ~gmail.com >; Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Women’s Lacrosse Sr Day April 7th vs MD 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, hi ,,,hope you had a wonderful break! You deserve it! Can’t wait to hear about your trip. Did you go out West? 

Also, parents are wondering if we can get the Pope Box again and have the same people cater it. 

Did you know the caterers? Can’t remember their name right now. 

The MD game is at 3pm so they would probably need to get in and set up and the part will follow. 
Thanks so much! Laurie 

CAROLINA LACROSSE CAMPS 

Register Online Today! 
Laurie Holman 
Woillen’£ Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Official Athletic Site 



Tony, hi .,,hope you had a wonderful break! You deser~,e it! Can’t wait to hear about your trip. Did you go out West? 

Also, parents are wondering if we can get the Pope Box again and have the same people cater it. 

Did you know the caterers? Can’t remember their name right now. 

The MD game is at 3pm so they would probably need to get in and set up and the part will follow. 

Thanks so much! Laurie 

CAROLINA LACROSSE CAMPS 
Register Online Today! 

Laurie Holman 
Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Official Athletic Site 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Springer Publishing" <chardin@springerpub.com> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 8:00 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Counseling Spring/Summer 2012 Catalog: Free Shipping 

TEXT.htm 

Check out our New Social Work & Counseling Catalog for 
New & Forthcoming Titles, Bestsellers, and Key Textbooks 

Free Shipping! Use Promo Code SWCSS 12 



Enter promo code SWCSS12 upon check-out to 
receive Free Shipping on your order. 

This promotion does not apply to orders outside of North America. For 

all international orders please email chardin@springerpub.com to 

receive a special discount. Offer is valid via www.springerpub.com, 
and is not valid on bulk orders, previous purchases, or in combination 

with any other promotion. 

Fo~kd tO ~ Frie~d] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring 2012 Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; 122 Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Tony, 

Attached is the schedule audit for women’s golf that Rocky completed. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:23 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Cancel PSYC appt 

Brent, 

Thanks, 

Kendra 

dropped PSYC. Can you cancel her appointment with 

Kendra Hancock 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9146 

khancock@uncaa.unc.edu 

if you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



Carolina Lacro s s e 
Friday; March 16th - Sunday, March 18th 

Frida~~, March 16th 

n:ooam .......... Depart Finley Fields for Washington, D.C. (Captains Choice) 
BRING FULL WATER BOTTLES!!! (Jason’s Dell) ....... 

3:3opm Practice : ...... 
5:15pm Check In to Hotel .... 

AWAY U~iforms ~short/long sleeve & ~0rt spandexi kilt), Warm-ups, Rain 
gear, warm clotk~ towels 

Weath~ Fore~ast for Sa~rdav ~reh ~ & Sunday ~rch ~8 

Jenn Cook = 
Phil B~s! 





From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:26 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5.youn@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: NCAA post grad 

Attach: TEXSI’.httn 

Hey Tony! I hope you are doing well!! I just sent an email to Spencer on Monday to see if the NCAA IX~St grad scholarship for spring athletes has opened up yet, He 

just wrote back to say he roll look into it. I jus~t wanted to shoot you an email too..,I don’t want to miss out on my chance this time around haJia. If you can, let me 

know if you hear an~thing, Thanks s~ much for your help’, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:25 AM 

jsagula@unc.edu; Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Feeder 2.1 Assignment 

TEXT.htm; Feeder 2.1- edited.doc 

From: 

Sent: T~ursday, 5:52 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Feeder 2.1 Assignment 

Yep, I had it saved on my computer so rll attach it to this email. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 5:52 PM 
To: 
Subject: Feeder 2.1 Assignment 

I know that this is a random question but do either of you remember reading and editing my feeder 2.1 assignment? This is the finished version as I no longer have the draft. I 
believe this is the day that     was not in class. If you could get back to me as soon as possible, that would be great. I have attached the paper above. 

Thanks, 

From: 

Sent; Monday, 
To: 
Subject: FW: Group Presentation 

9:25 PM 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Group Presentation 

7:27 PM 

Awesome. This is great. Thank you for all the work you’ve put into it. We’ll work on it and rll let you know of any changes. 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

Subject: RE: Group Presentation 

7:17 PM 

We can each do 3 slides and rll do slides 2, 5, and 9 (rll finish it tonight). Just email me it back if you make any changes so I can take note of new stuff. Thanks! 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Group Presentation 

12:48 PM 

We can get a study room in Davis if you want. That might work the best. rll email 
after 6:30, so just text me and let me know if Davis is good with you. 

to see if she wants to help with this. Also, I won’t be able to check my email until 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Group Presentation 

11:39 AM 

6:40 is fine with me, where do you want to meet? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: Group Presentation 

11:33 AM 

Hey 

I wanted to see if you wanted to meet up today to go over our presentation? rm free anytime after 6:30, so if you want to meet around 6:40 or so that would be great. Let me 
know if you’re busy then and we can choose another time. 



From: 

Sent: Thursday, ~:52 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Feeder 2.1 Assignment 

Yep, I had it saved on my computer so I’ll attach it to this email. 

Sent: Thursday, 5:52 PM 
To: 
Subject: Feeder 2.1 Assignment 

Hi, 

I know that this is a random cluestion but do either of you remember reading and editing my feeder 2.1 assignment? This is the finished version as I no longer have the draft. I 
believe this is the day that     was not in class. If you could get back to me as soon as possible, that would be great. I have attached the paper above~ 

Thanks, 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: FW: Group Presentation 

9:25 PM 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Group Presentation 

7:27 PM 

Awesome. This is great. Thank you for all the work you’ve put into it. We’ll work on it and I’II let you know of any changes. 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: Group Presentation 

7:17 PM 

We can each do 3 slides and I’ll do slides 2, 5, and 9 (I’11 finish it tonight). Just email me it back if you make any changes so I can take note of new stuff. Thanks! 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Group Presentation 

12:48 PM 

We can get a study room in Davis if you want. That might work the best. I’ll email 
after 6:30, so just text me and let me know if Davis is good with you. 

to see if she wants to help with this. Also, I won’t be able to check my email until 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Group Presentation 

11:39 AM 

6:40 is fine with me, where do you want to meet? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: Group Presentation 

11:33 AM 

Hey 

I wanted to see if you wanted to meet up today to go over our presentation? I’m free anytime after 6:30, so if you want to meet around 6:40 or so that would be great. Let me 
know if you’re busy then and we can choose another time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 25, 2012 9:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring 2012 Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; 122 Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Tony, 

Attached is the schedule audit that Rocky completed for 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Systems" <c.nawn@texthelp.com> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 11:34 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hear from the Experts - Successful Campus-wide AT Implementations 

TEXT.htm 

Stories of Successful Campus-wide 
Assistive Technology Implementations 

Join Texthelp on April 25th for this special webinar 
as we bring together a unique panel of higher 
education experts who will share their successes in 
implementing assistive technology (AT) software that 
can be used by all students on and off campus. 

Date: Wednesday, April 25 
Time: 2pm - 3pm (EST) 

Win the new iPad and Read&Write GOLD! 
See details below. 

Panelists will share how they successfully 
made Read&Write GOLD reading and 
writing support software available to 
every student on and off campus to 
help improve student performance and 
increase retention rates. 

Learn how they support a wide range 
of learners: 

Those with learning disabilities 
Struggling readers and writers 
Students who need help transitioning to college 
Student-athletes coping with the demands of 
sports and academics 
ELL/ESL learners 

Topics will include: 



¯ How they got the word out and got faculty, 
students, and administrators "on board" 

¯ How they manage training and ongoing support 
¯ What student populations they serve 
¯ How they keep the momentum going 

Leave this webinar with strategies, tools, and examples 
of how you can successfully implement any 
software solution on your campus, 

Ensure that every student, 
regardless of ability, can 
succeed, even with the 
challenges higher education 
can bring! 

"Read&Write GOLD makes having a learning disability 
a non-issue and gives students the confidence they 
need to succeed in higher education. Read&Write GOLD 
has replaced a plethora of antiquated software and 
hardware in my office and made my job considerably 
easier." 

Claude Jordan, Assistive Technology Specialist, Thomas 
Nelson Community College, VA 

Register Today to Win the Hottest Technology on the 
Market - the new iPad and Read&Write GOLD! 

All webinar attendees will be entered in a drawing* to 
win the new iPad and a copy of Read&Write GOLD 
with Texthelp Web Apps ($1200 value)! 

Attendees will also be eligible* to purchase a copy of 
Read&Write GOLD for only $295 ($645 list). 

*Must attend webinar to be eligible. 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Texthelp Systems Inc. I 600 Unicorn Park Drive I Woburn, MA 01801 

Unsubscribe I Send To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hutton, Steve" <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 7:35 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

[seanc] Tues. news ~ NC-AAUP letter ~ Wed. Teach Ira/Speak Out 

TEXT.htm 

Teach In/Speak OUT! on Senate Bill 575 starting at 4:30 pm Wednesday, April 4th on the steps of South Building. 

Attend to be informed. 

State Personnel Act Protections for ALL STAFF! 

[Letter to Chancellors re: Senate Bill 575] 

North Carolina Conference of the American Association of University Professors (NC-AAUP) Letter to Administrations 
http://stopsb575.wordpress.com 

Health divide in NC reflects economic disparities 

http://www.wral .com/news!state/story/:t0937272/ 

N.C. Industrial Commission to review workers’ comp policies 

http: //www’news~bserver.c~m/2~12/~4/~3/1976375/nc-industria~-c~mmissi~n-t~-review.htm~ 

Perdue names Dempsey Benton to head N.C. unemployment agency 

htt~://www.news~bserver’c~m/2~t2/~4/~2/~t975833/~erdue-names-dem~se¥-benton-t~.htm~ 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: Nyahoo com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.org> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bryan Hamilton - Publisher, TBJ" <triangle@bizjournals.com> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 2:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3 days left to register! 

TEXT.htm 

Please join Triangle Business Journal in a celebration honoring Triangle for- 
profit companies for their financial contributions, volunteer and board 
service, and other unique contributions to area charities and nonprofit 

organizations. 

Winners will be announced at the awards event. 

THURSDAY, APRIL 19, 2012 
NORTH RIDGE COUNTRY CLUB 

6612 FALLS OF NEUSE RD. 

RALEIGH, NC 27615 



NETWORKING 
11:00 AM TO NOON 

LUNCHEON AND AWARDS PRESENTATION 
NOON TO 1:30 PM 

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL OUR FINALISTS! 

Accentuate Staffing 

Allscripts 

Bayer CropScience 

Biogen Idec 

Blo 

Blue Water Spa 

Bronto Software 

Cisco 

Deloitte LLP 

DPR Construction 

Eschelon Hospitality 

iContact 

Kerr Health LLC 

Mindworks Multimedia 

New York Life 

Redwoods Group 

Rex Healthcare 

Morgan Creek Capital Management 

Rocky Top Hospitality 

Skanska USA Building 

Time Warner Cable 

Vaco Raleigh 

Wells Fargo 

Individual: $70 
Corporate Table Sponsor: $2500* 

* Includes a table of ten for lunch, a one year subscription (value $96) to Triangle Business Journal, 
premier seating, table signage, company name listed on the program, and a 1/4 page black & white ad 

in the special section. 

REGISTER ONLINE AT TBJEVENTS.COM 

OR CONTACT BECKY SANDEFUR 
919-327-1004 [ BSANDEFUR@BIZJOURNALS.COM 

SILVER SPONSOR COMMUNITY PARTNER 

TRIANGLE BUSINESS JOURNAL IS PROUD TO PARTNER 

WITH SWITCHPOINT...AN APRIL 20 GATHERING OF 

GLOBAL THINKERS AND DOERS. IF YOU’RE 



INTERESTED IN CORPORATE PHILANTHROPY AND 

OUR "A BETTER WORLD" EVENT1 THEN CLICK HERE 

WWW.SWITCHPOINTIDEAS. COM 

This email was sent by: Triangle Business Journal 

3600 Glenwood Ave, Suite 100 Raleigh, NC, 27612, USA 

Update Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 1:43 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Exam schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Tony can you send me the team’s exam schedule thanks 

FYI: took care of the Lutherock reseFvation 

J~nny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

wvcw.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.comi 





I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday,, ):09 AM 

~ kenan-flagler.u nc.edu >;                              ~email.unc.edu>; 

< @uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu >; 

@yahoo.com >;               ~email.unc.edu >; Laurie Holman < Iholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @gmail.com >; 

~email.unc.edu >; Tony Yount ¯ @mac.com > 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Practice Schedule thru I 

TEXT.htm 

Here is our tentative schedule for the next 2 weeks, I have not talked to Coach Breschi so I do not know what time he is going but hopefully if weather cooperates we will 

be down at Finley. 

Tues, OFF 

Wed, Shake out, NAVY 3 4pro 

Thurs, Practice, Finley 2 4 

Fri, OFF 

Sat, OFF 

Sun, Practice, Finley: time TBD (@1 3) 

Mot Practice, Finley: 4 5:30 

Tue~ Practice, Finley: 4 5:30 

Wec OFF ( Graduation Ceremony! Read Day) 

Thurs Practice, Finley 4 5:30 

Fri, Practice, Finley 4 6 

Sat, Practice, Finley: time TBD (@ 2 4) 

Sun, OFF (NCAA Selection) 
Thanks Connie, please let me know of any potential conflicts. 

Jenny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca raps.co!n 

>>> 10:18 AM >>> 

Hi Coaches, 
Ihope allis welI.Justchecking on your practice plans for next week afterclasses end, on Reading and Exam days, before Isend outthe schedule. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 12:00 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Exam Review 

For what subject? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, May 4, 20"12 "1"1:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fall Practice schedules 

TEXT.htm; Fal12011practiceschedules (Autosaved).xlsx 

Please look at the fall practice schedule from last year and let me know if anything has changed for your teams. I would 
like to have this available to give the College of Arts and Sciences advisors by next week. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:27 PM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 

Com pliance <-Com pliance@uncaa,unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

< @uncaa.unc.edu>; Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmNoy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete - Postseason - 

TEXT.htm; Eligible to Compete - Postseason pdf 

Hi Jan, 
Attached is a list of your student athletes who have been certified as eligible to compete in postseason events between terms. One point to note is that we will need to 

recertify by 5:00pm on May 9th, just before competition begins the following day, if more Spring 12 grades are posted. Currently, she is certified per her 

Fall hours as 6 degree applicable hours have not yet been posted. 

Please review the list and let me knowvia email reply that you agree with all who are listed, 
Thanks so much and best of luck at Regionals. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 10:08 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bradley.bethel@unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
CSSAC <cssac@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<gyount@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn 
Townsend <jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N 
Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer 
<rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Writing Center 
<writing_center@unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Jim Kessler <jim_kessler@unc.edu>; Kristen N 

Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; Robin C Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Billie K 
Shambley <shambley@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2012-2013 Parking Permits 

uncblankapp.pdf 

By now you should have received your 2012-2013 Parking Permit Application, if not I’ve attached a blank application. 

The allocation for our units are: 

Craige Deck (CD) 

Smith Center ($11) 

Please send me your completed application by Friday, May 18th so that I can process your application. If you choose not 

to use one of our locations, please send me an email letting me know, that way I won’t be looking for your application. 

If you would like to enroll in the CAP (Commuter Alternative Program), you will be able to register online at 

www.dps.unc.edu beginning July 16th - mark your calendars. 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-962-1046 (ph) 

919-843-5341 (fx) 

kallison@email.unc.edu 



UNC-CH Department of Public Safety University Employee Parkin~ Permit Application 
PID: 
Name: 

Employee Status: (Circle all that apply) 
Permanent Temporally Full-Time Part-Time Disabled 

Department Name: 

Department Number: Shop #: 

Work Schedule: 

Permit Zone Requested: List in order of preference. 

1.              2.               3. 

Post Doc/Fellow 

(days/hours) 

Payment Method: (Circle one) 
Cash    Check/MO Visa/MC Payroll    A J/Department Transfer 

Deduct Permit With Pre-Tax Status: (Circle one) Yes    No 

CAP Registrants -Online registration for CAP will begin 
July 15th at www.dps.unc.edu. 

NEW! Manage your parking account at 
www.dps.unc.edu, select Manage Parking 
Account to view or add vehicles, check 
waiting list position, view permit information 
and more. Please use this site to add vehicles 
to your account at this time. To remove 
vehicles, send an email to parking@unc.edu. 

Signature on this card certifies that I have indicated my preference ofpre-tax status and 
that all information on this application is correct. I accept responsibility for any UNC- 
CH violations that may occur with the vehicles associated with this registration. The 
Department of Public Safety reserves the right to operate according to The Ordinance 
Regulating Traffic and Parking on the Campus of the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. 

Signature Date 

Permit Assignment (coordinator use only) 
Zone 
Type:            Reg AM/PM NR/SR DIS 

DZ PMALG Afterhours MC MC2 
Waiting List Assignment: 
Total State Service Date: 

UNC-CH Department of Public Safety University Employee Parkin~ Permit Application 
PID: 
Name: 

Employee Status: (Circle all that apply) 
Permanent Temporally Full-Time Part-Time Disabled 

Department Name: 
Department Number: Shop #: 

Work Schedule: 

Permit Zone Requested: List in order of preference. 

1.              2.               3. 

Post Doc/Fellow 

(days/hours) 

Payment Method: (Circle one) 
Cash    Check/MO Visa/MC Payroll    A J/Department Transfer 

Deduct Permit With Pre-Tax Status: (Circle one) Yes    No 

CAP Registrants -Online registration for CAP will begin 
July 15th at www.dps.unc.edu. 

NEW! Manage your parking account at 
www.dps.unc.edu, select Manage Parking 
Account to view or add vehicles, check 
waiting list position, view permit information 
and more. Please use this site to add vehicles 
to your account at this time. To remove 
vehicles, send an email to parking@unc.edu. 

Signature on this card certifies that I have indicated my preference ofpre-tax status and 
that all information on this application is correct. I accept responsibility for any UNC- 
CH violations that may occur with the vehicles associated with this registration. The 
Department of Public Safety reserves the right to operate according to The Ordinance 
Regulating Traffic and Parking on the Campus of the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. 

Signature Date 

Permit Assignment (coordinator use only) 
Zone 
Type:            Reg AM/PM NR/SR DIS 

DZ PMALG Afterhours MC MC2 
Waiting List Assignment: 
Total State Service Date: 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Football Foundation <news@footballfoundation.co~n> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 12:22 PM 

Tony Yount <ton~onnt~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

NFF Announces 2012 Football Bowl Subdivision College Football Hall of Fmne Class 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Media Contact: 
Phil Marwill 
Mobile: 917-579-4256 

pmar~vill@footballfoundation corn 

Twitter: ,@,NqTFNetwork 

NATIONAL 
EOOTBALL 
FOUNDNIION 

NFF Announces 2012 Football Bowl Subdivision 
College Football Hall of Fame Class 

14 Players and Three Coaches to Enter College Football’s Ultimate Shrine 

NOTE: Please use the new NFF logo for all stories related to this event. Click here f!)r eps 

andjpeg files of the new h)go. 

NEW YORK, May 15, 2012 - From the national ballot of 76 candidates and a pool of hundreds 

of eligible nominees, Archie Manning chairman of The National Football Foundation & College 

Hall of Finale, announced today the 2012 College Football Hall of Fame Football Bowl Subdivision 

Class, which includes the names of 14 First Temn All-America players m~d three legendaxy 

coaches. 

2012 COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME CLASS 

PLAYERS 

CHARLES ALEXANDER - TB, LSU (1975-78) 

OTIS ARMSTRONG - HB, Purdue (1970-72) 

STEVE BARTKO’vVSKI - QB, California (1972-74) 

HAL BEDSOLE - SE, Southern California (1961-63) 

DAVE CASPER - TE, Notre Dame (1971-73) 

TY DETMER - QB, BYU (1988-91) 

TOMMY KRAMER - QB, Rice (1973-76) 
ART MONK - WR, Syracuse (1976-79) 

GREG MYERS - DB, Colorado State (1992-95) 

JONATHAN OGDEN - OT, UCLA (1992-95) 

GABE RIVE1L/k - DT, Texas Tech (1979-82) 

MARK SIMONEAU - LB, Kansas State (1996-99) 

SCOTT THOMAS - S, Air Force (1982-85) 

JOItN WOOTEN* - OG, Colorado (1956-58) 

* Selection.from the PBS Veterans Committee 

COACHES 

PHILLIP FULMER - 152-52-0 (74~5%); Tennessee (1992-08) 

3IMMY 3OHNSON - 81-34-3 (70.0%); Oklahoma State (1979-83) and Miami (Fla.) 

(1984-88) 

ILC. SLOCUM - 123-47-2 (72A%); Texas A&M (1989-02) 

"We are extremely proud to armounce the 2012 College Football Hall ofFmne Claas," said 

Manning, a 1989 College Football Hall of Famer from Ole Miss. "Each year the selection process 

becomes increasingly more dil~icult, but Gene Corrigan and the Honors Court do an amazing job 

of selecting a diverse group of the most amazing players and coaches in our sport’s rich history. This 

class is certafinly no exception, a~d we look fo~wmd ~o honoring them and celebrating their 

achievements throughout the yem a~ead." 



The 2012 College Football Hall of Fame Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) Class will be inducted at 

the 55th NFF Annual Awards Dinner on December 4, 2012, at the Waldorf Astoria in New York 
City. The? will be honored guests at the National Hall of Fame Salute at the Allstate Sugar Bowl in 

New Orleans on Janua~ 2, 2013 and officially enshrined in the summer of 2013. 

Today’s announce~nent was made from The NASDAQ OMX MarketSite in Times Square, which 

has hosted the event for the past four consecutive years. XOS Digital produced the NFF web 

streams for the second consecutive year, and the Orange BoM and the law firm of Troutman 

Sanders LLP paNcipated as the supporting sponsors of the announcement. 

2012 FOOTBALL BOWL SUBDIVISION 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME CLASS 

NOTES 

11 consensus First Team All-Americans (Alexander- 2N Armstrong, Bartkowsld, Bedsole, 
Casper, Detmer - 2~ Kramer, Myers, Rivera. Simoneau, Thomas) 

ONE unanimous First Team All-American (Ogden) 

THREE multi-year First Team All-Americans (Alexander- 2x, Detmer- 2x, Myers - 2x) 

TWO members of national championship teams (Bedsole, Casper) 

ONE Heisman Trophy wi~mer (Detmer) 
THREE winners of college football major awaxds (Detmer - Maxwell, O’Brien; Myers - 

Thorpe; Ogden- Outland) 

FIYE conference player of the yeax honorees (Alexander, Armstrong, Detmer, Kramer, 

Simoneau) 
F1VE members ofco~fference championship teams (Bedsole, Detmer, Myers, Ogden, 

Thomas) 
TWO NFF National Scholar-Athletes (Casper, Myers) 

TEN offensive players (Alexander, Armstrong, Bartkowski, Bedsole, Casper, Detmer, 

Kramer, Monk, Ogden, Wooten) 

FOUR defensive players (Myers, Rivem, Simoneau, Thomas) 

SEVEN first-round NFL dratt selections (Alexander, Armstrong, Bartkowski - 1st overall, 
Kramer, Monk, Ogden, Rivera) 

FIVE decades represented: 1950s (1) - Wooten; 1960s (1) - Bedsole; 1970s (6) - 

Alexander, Armstrong, Bartkowski, Casper, Kramer, Monk; 1980s (2) - Rivem, Thomas; 

1990s (4) - Detmer, Myers, Ogden, Sitnonean 

COACHES: 

TWO national championships (Fulmer, Johnson) 

SIX contErence championships (Fulmer - 2, Slocum - 4) 

33 bowl berths (Fulmer - 15, Johnson - 7, Slocum - 11 ) 
28 Top 25 finishes (Fulmer - 13, Johnson - 5, Slocum - 10) 

45 First Team All-Americans coached (Fulmer - 19, Johnson - 12, Slocum - 14) 
SEVEN major award runners coached (Fulmer - John Henderson, Peyton Manning, 

Michael Munoz; Jolmson - Be~mie Blades, Russell Maryland, Vinny Testaverde; Slocum - 

Dat Nguyen) 

FOURNFF National Scholar-Athletes coached (Fulmer: Peyton Manning and Michael 

Munoz. Johnson: Doug Freeman. Slocum: Lance Pavlas) 

CRITERIA 

1. First and tbremost, a player must have received First Team All-America recognition by a selector 

organization that is recognized by the NCAA and utilized to comprise "their consensus All-America 

teams. 

2. A player beco~nes eligible for consideration by the Foundation’s Honors Courts ten yeasts after 

his final yeax ofinte~eollegiate football played. 

3. While each nominee’s football achievements in college are of prime consideration, his post 

football recoil as a citizen is als~ weighed. He must have proven himself worthy as a citizen, 

cax~’ing the ideals of football forwmd into his relations with his community and fellow man. 

Consideration may also be given for academic honors and whether or not the candidate earned a 

college degree. 

4. Players must have played their last yeax of intercollegiate tbotball within the last 50 years*. For 

example, to be eligible tbr the 2012 ballot, the player must have played his last year in 1962 or 
thereafter. In addition, players who axe playing professionally and coaches who are coaching on the 

professional level axe not eligible until a£ter they retire. 



5. A coach becotnes eligible three years ~£ter retirement or immediately following retirement 

provided he is at least 70 years of age. Active coaches become eligible at 75 years of age. He must 

have been a head coach for a minimum of 10 years and coached at least 100 games with a .600 

winNng percentage*. 

* Players that ok) not comply with the 50-year rule may still be eligiblef!)r consideralion by 

the Football Bowl Subdivision and Divisional Honors Review Committees, which examine 
unique cases. 

COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF EAME EACTS 

Including the 2012 FBS class, only 914 players and 197 coaches, have been inducted into 

the College Football Hall of Fame from the nearly 4.86 million who have played or coached 
the game over the past 143 years. In other words, only two one-htmdredths of one 

percent (.0002) of the individuals who have played the game have been deemed worthy of 

this distinction. 

Founded in 1947, The National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame inducted its 
first class of inductees in 1951. The first cla~ss included 32 players a~d 19 coaches, including 

Illinois’ Red Grange, Notre Dame’s Knute Rockne, Amos Alonzo Stagg and Carlisle’s Jim 

Thorpe. 

288 schools are repre~nted with at least one College Football Hall of Famer. 

Induction for this class of Hall of Famers will mice place December 4, 2012 at the 55th NFF 

Annual Awards Dinner in New York City’s historic Waldorf As~toria. 

CH:~RLES ALEXANDER 

Louisiana State UniversiU 

Tailback, 1975-78 

One of the truly great runners of his era, Charles Alexander dominated the Southeasteru ContErence 

in the late 1970’s. tte becomes the eighth Tiger to enter the College Football ttall of Fame m~d third 

running back in the last five yeasts, ti~llowing Billy Ca~non in 2008 and Jerry Stovall in 2010. 

Nickna~ed "Alexander the Great", he left Baton Rouge as the most accomplished rusher in SEC 

history, holding the league’s career records for rushing attempts, ya~xls and touchdowns. He beck:me 

the first back in SEC history to break the 4,000-yard barrier and record 40 rushing touchdowns. 

Alexander earned consensus All-America honors and was named team MVP in 1977 by setting 

school and league records with 311 attempts for 1,686 yards and 17 touchdowns. His cames and 

yards marks remain single-season records at LSU. Alexander followed that up by again receiving 

consensus All-America accolades in 1978 by rushing 281 times for 1,172 yards and 14 

touchdowns. His stellar eltbrts as a j unior and senior helped lead the Tigers to back-to-back bowl 

games, rushing for a combined 330 yards in the 1977 Sun Bowl a~d the 1978 Liberty Bowl. 

The Missouri City, Texas, native was chosen in the first round of the 1979 NFL Drat~t by the 

Cincinnati Bengals. He amassed 2,645 rushing yards and 1,130 receiving ~vards during seven 

seasons in Cincinnati, helping the Bengals reach Super Bowl XVI. 

A former member of the Tiger Athletic Founchtion Board of Directors, Alexander worked ruth the 

Louisim~a State Youth Opportunities Unlimited. He also regularly volunteered with the United Way 

in Cincinnati, Ohio, as a member of the Bengals. He was named to the LSU Modern Day Team of 

the Centu~ and is also a member of the Louisiana Sports Hall of Fame, the 75th Anniversm)~ All- 

Sun Bowl Team and the Houston Area All- 1970’s Team. 

OTIS ARMSTRONG 
Purdue UniversRy 

Halfback, 1970-72 

One of the top runners of his era, Otis Armstrong left school owning Big Ten MVP honors, Firfft 

Tea~ All-Conference accolades m~d the league’s all-time rushing record. He becomes the sixth 

Boilermaker to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

The eighth-place finisher in 1972 Heisman Trophy voting mad a consensus All-American, 

Armstrong’s 3,315 career rushing yards set school and conference records and placed him sixth in 

NCAA histoo, at career’s end. Armstrong’s senior campaign in 1972 remains the best in Purdue 

histo~, tte earned the Swede Nelson Awaked tbr great sportsmanship and team MVP honors by 

rushing 243 times tbr 1,361 yards, accumulating 1,868 all-purpose yards (all of which set single- 

sea~n school records at the time). Armstrong led the Big Ten in rushing that sea,n, and his 276- 

yard eflbrt versus Indiana remafins a school best. His 670 career carries remain a school record. 

A first round selection by the Denver Broncos in the 1973 NFL Draft, Armstrong played eight 



seasons with Denver. He led the NFL in rushing in 1974, earning First Team All-Pro honors and 

appearing in his first of two Pro Bowls. The Englewood, Colo., native helped the Broncos appeax in 

Super Bowl XII. Armstrong is m~ active church member, aM he frequently helps young children 

stay out of trouble by teaching tbotball skills. He was inducted into the Purdue Athletic Hall of Fame 

in 1997. 

STEVE BARTKOWSKI 

University of Calitbrnia 

Quarterback, 1972-74 

Another legend in a long line of prolific Pac- 12 passers, Steve Bartkowsld becomes the 16th 

California Golden Bear to be inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Bartkowski earned consensus All-America honors by leading the nation in passing with 2,580 yards 

in 1974. The gunslinger also set ~hool single- season records during his ~nior campaign by 

attempting 325 passes and accumulating 2,387 yards of total offense. He was universally named the 
best quarterback in the West following his senior year after being named team MVP, Firfft Team 

All-Pac- 10, m~ All-Coast Team selection and the NorCal Player of the Year. His four 300-yaxd 

passing gmnes set a school record and still rmak among the top five in Golden Bears history. 

The firs~t pick of the 1975 NFL Draft, Bartkowski played 11 seasons with the Atlanta Falcons and 

one year with the Los Angeles Rams. He was named the 1975 NFL Rookie of the Year, appeared 

in two Pro Bowls and compiled 24,124 career passing yards. 

In addition to his ti~otball exploits, BartJaowski was an All-American first basema~ tbr the Golden 

Bears baseball temn in 1973. tte became a member of the Calitbmia SIyorts ttall of Fame in 1990. 

Bartkowski also hosted the outdoors shows BackroadAdventures with Steve Bartkowski on 

TNN and Suzuki’s Great Outdoors with Steve Barlkowski on ESPN. The Atlm~ta native serves 

on the board of directors for multiple organizations and is a member of the Christian Sportsmen 

Fellowship. 

HAL BEDSOLE 
Universit3" of Southern California 

Split End, 1961-63 

Ahead of his time as a long, big-play threat, Hal Bedsole helped College Football Hall of Fame 

coach John McKay and USC win the 1962 national chmnpionship. He becomes the 31Yth Trojan to 

enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Bedsole set school single-season receiving records during his con~nsus All-America 1962 

campaig~ colralling 33 passes for 827 yards and 11 touchdowns. He became the first player in 

USC histo~ to top 200 receiving yalxls in a single game on Oct. 20, 1962 in a win over California. 

He capped the record-setting yeax with a huge game in the 1963 Rose Bowl, leading top-ranked 

USC over No. 2 Wisconsin with two touchdown passes in a 42-37 Trojans victor. The two-time 
All-Pac-8 honoree led the Men of Troy in scoring in 1961 and 1962 and set a school record by 

averaging 20.94 yards per reception for his career. He caught 82 passes for 1,717 yards with 20 

touchdowns during his yeaxs on campus. 

Drafted by the NFL’s Minnesota Vikings and the AFL’s Kansas City Chiefs in 1964, Bedsole 

played three seasons in Minnesota. Indncted into the USC Athletic ttall of Fame in 2001, Bed~le 

retired at"ter a long caxeer as a radio broadcast sales manager. 

DAVE CASPER 
University of Notwe Dame 

Tight End, 1971-73 

Cited by College Football Hall of Fame coach Ara Parseghian as perhaps the greatest athlete he 

ever coached, Dave Casper earned All-America honors on the field m~d in the classroom. He 

becomes Notre Danrc’s 44th player to be selected to the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Serving as Notre Drone’s co-captain and offensive MVP during his senior season of 1973, Casper 

led the Fighting Irish to a national championship while earning consensus All-America honors. He 

was also named an NFF National Scholar-Athlete, a CoSIDA Academic All-Americml, and m~ 
NCAA tx~stgraduate scholarship winner. Casper was a proficient tight end, catching three passes 

for 75 yards in No. 5 Notre Dame’s 24-23 win over No. 1 Alabama in the 1973 Sugar Bowl. A 

versatile asset, he also saw action at split end, as an offensive taclde and along the defensive line 

during his career. 

Taken in the second round of the 1974 NFL Draft, he played 11 seasons for the Oakland Raiders, 

Houston Oilers and the Minnesota Vikings. The Alamo, Calif., resident was named a First Team 

All-Pro performer five times, appeared in foul Pro BoMs and was chosen to the Pro Football Hall 



of Fame in 2002. 

A long-time member of the NFF Chicago Metro Chapter, Casper sat on the Ronald McDonald 

House’s board of directors begim~ing in 1986. tte founded "the Dave Casper Celebri~ Golf 

Tournmnent in 1985 to benefit the Ronald McDonald House. Casper also supports the Big 

Brother/Big Sister Organization and Rotaxy International. He received the GTE Academic Hall of 

Fame tbr Outstanding Career Achievetnent and Contributions to the Community award in 1993, 

and he was one of six people to receive an NCAA Silver Anniversaxy Award tbr living a life of 
distinction in 1999. 

TY DETMER 
Brigham Young University 

Quarterback, 1988-91 

With a tteisman Trophy, a Maxwell Award, two Davey O’Brien Awards and 59 NCAA records, 

Ty Detmer left BYU as one of the most accomplished quarterbacks in college ti~otball history. His 
accomplishments led him to become a College Football Hall of Fan~e inductee, and the sixth Cougar 

to enter the sport’s ultimate shrine. 

Trace nan~ed a consensus All-A~nerican, Detmer won national player of the yem awards from 
organizations such as UPI, CBS, Scripps Howard and the U.S. Sports Academy. His 15,031 

career passing yards and 121 touchdowns were NCAA bests at the time, and the gunslinger fftill 

holds nine NCAA records. A three-time First Team AII-WAC performer, Detmer led College 

Football Hall of Fame coach LaVell Edwards’ teams to three conference championships, four bowl 
games, three AP top 25 finishes, a 28-21 mn over top-ranked and defending national champion 

Miami on Sept. 8, 1990 and a 37-13-2 overall record. The NCAA Today’s Top VI Award 

recipient still holds 10 ~hool records, including the season and career marks tbr total ofl~nse, 

passing yards and 400-yard games. 

A ninth round selection of the 1992 NFL Dra£t by the Green Bay Packers, Detmer played 14 

seasons with the Packers, Philadelphia Eagles, San Francisco 49ers, Cleveland Browns, Detroit 

Lions and Atlanta Falcons. 

The founder of the Ty Detmer Charitable Foundalion~ he regularly holds the Ty Detmer Youth 

Football League in Grants, N.M. He remains involved in the Davey O’Brien Foundation and the 

Children’s Miracle Network, and he makes yearly appearances at numerous fundraising events for 

youth organizations. A 2000 inductee of the BYU Athletics Hall of Fame, Detmer is currently the 

head coach at St. Andrew’s Epi~opal School in Austin, Texas. 

TOMMY IsHIAMER 

Rice University 

Quarterback, 1973-76 

One of only two quarterbacks in college football histo~3~ to earn consensus All-America honors for a 

sub-.500 team since 1970, Tommy Kramer proved his worth by finishing fifth in Heisman Trophy 

voting in 1976. Kramer becomes the sixth Owl to be inducted into the College Football Hall of 

Fame. 

A consensus All-American in 1976, Kramer led the nation with 3,317 passing yards and 3,272 

yards of total offense. Both masks ranked second in NCAA single-season history at the time. The 

1976 Southwest Contbrence Player of the Year became the first player in league history to top 

3,000 yards of total offense in a single season while also recording tbur of the top eight passing 
performances in SWC histou. The San Antonio native held eveu career and single-season school 

record for passing and total offense tbr more than 30 years, and he led the Owls in passing all four 

years on campus. 

Chosen by the Minnesota Vikings in the first round of the 1977 NFL Draft, Kramer compiled 

nearly 25,000 career passing and 159 touchdowns yards during 14 NFL seasons. He was named 

the NFL’s Comeback Player of the Year and earned his only Pro Bowl berth during the 1986 

can~palgn. 

Kramer was chosen to the Rice Athletics Hall of Fame and also the Texas Sports Hall of Fmne in 

2009. tte earned the nickname "Two-Minute Tommy" lbr executing multiple late-game comebacks. 

A Kiwanis Club member, Kramer is still active with the Rice football program, returning to campus 

annually for the Huddle Up football reunion and serving as the Owls’ honorau captain on numerous 

occasions. 

ART MONK 
Syracuse University 

Wide Receiver, 1976-79 



The winner of the Lambert Trophy as the top college tbotball player in the Eastern U.S. in both his 

freshman and senior seasons, Art Monk became the mark of consistency during his remarkable 

career with "the Orange, earning First Team All-America honors in 1979. Monk is the ninth 

Syracuse player to enter the College Football ftall of Fmne. 

As a senior in 1979, Monk hauled in 40 receptions for 716 yards (17.9 yards per reception) wifl~ 
three touchdowns. He set a school record in 1977 for most receptions and receiving yards by a 

sophomore, catching 41 passes for 590 yards and four scores. With 1,644 career receiving yards in 

35 games, Monk set a school record with a 47-receiving yards per game average. He also 

recorded the greatest game by a receiver in Syracuse histo~ on Now 5, 1977 against Navy, 

catching 14 passes for 188 yaxds and two touchdowns. A versatile playmaker who entered college 

as a running back, he posted 31 kickoff returns for 675 yards and 44 punt returns for 430 yards. 

Monk ranks sixfl~ in school history with 3,899 career all-purpose yards. The last player to lead 

Syracuse in receiving fi~r three consecutive seasons, Monk led Syracuse to its tirst bowl victory in 

13 years with a 31-7 win over McNeese State in the 1979 Independence BoM. 

Chosen in the first round of the 1980 NFL Draft, Monk played for the Washington Redskins from 

1980-93 and the New York Jets in 1994. He set an all-rime single-season receiving mmk in 1984 

by catching 106 passes. Monk broke Steve Largent’s all-rime career receiving record with 819 

career reception~ and he was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Faane in 2008. 

An active member of the NFF Central New York Chapter, Monk sits on the board oftrnstees at 

Syracuse. The co-founder of the Good Samaritan Foundation, he has worked with the Leukemia 

Society, Project Harvest and I Have a Dream. 

GREG MYERS 
Colorado State University 

Defensive Back, 1992-95 

The personification of"student- athlete" and the runner of the 1995 Thorpe Awaxd, G~eg Myers 

claimed as many decorations offthe field as he did for his stellm on-field perforn~ance. Myers 

becomes the second Ran~ to enter the College Football Hall of Fame, following 1981 inductee 
Thurman McGraw. 

The first player in ~VAC histo~ to earn AII-~VAC honors four times, Myers holds the league record 

ruth seven all-conference selections, four as a defensive back and three as a return specialist. A 

tw’o-time Firs~t Team All-American, Myers led the NCAA with 555 punt return yards and three 

punt return touchdowns. Ire also set the WAC record with 1,332 career punt return yards, and he 

posted Colorado State records with three punt return scores and a 15.9-yard average. As a 

defensive back, he totaled 295 tackles and 15 interceptions. Myers helped guide the Rams to back- 

to-back WAC rifles and Holiday BoM berfl~s. 

A 1995 NFF National Scholar-Athlete, he was also named the Honda Scholar-Athlete offl~e Year 
that fall. Myers was named a two-rime Academic All-American and a four-time Academic All- 
WAC honoree. The 1996 Nye Trophy recipient as CSU’s most outstanding male athlete in 

academics, he was named to the NCAA Today’s Top VIII. He earned a bachelor’s degree in 

biological sciences in 1996 and a M.D. from the University of Colorado in 2006. 

A filth round pick in the 1996 NFL Dr’alL Myers played five seasons with the Cincinnati Bengals 

and Dallas Cowboys. A 2001 Colorado State University Sports tfall of Fmne inductee mad a 2012 

Colorado Sports fiall of Fame member. Myers has sponsored the Greg Myers Scholarship Golf 

Tournament to raise money tbr student-athletes, fie has worked with Shriners Hospitals; made 

numerous appearances at inner-city schools; and pexticipated in Doug Pelfrey’s Kicks for Kids. He 

is a member of the Groupsmart Communi~ Outreach Progra~l. 

JONATHAN OGDEN 
University of California - Los Angeles 

Offensive Tackle, 1992-95 

A unanimous All-American and the runner of the Outland Trophy in 1995, Jonathan Ogden was a 

cornerstone left tackle all four years he spent as a Bruin. fie becomes the 1 lth UCLA player to be 

inducted into the College Football ttall of Fame. 

Ogden won the Morris Trophy as the Pac- I O’s top offensive lineman, the UPI Lineman of the Year 
award and shared fl~e Henry "Red" Sanders Awmd as the Brains’ most valuable player as a senior 

in 1995. The four-year sta~ter allowed just one sack as a senior. 

Ogden experienced success early during his yeaxs in Westwood, earning the John Boncbefi) Jr. 

Memorial Award as UCLA’s top freshman and a Freshman All-America nod from The Sporting 

News. Playing for College Football Hall of Fame coach Tern.~ Donahue, lie also helped the Bruins 

win the Pac- 10 title in 1993. Ogden’s No. 79 jersey is one of eight to be retired by UCLA. A two- 



sport athlete, he earned two top-five finishes in shot-put at the NCAA Indoor Championships and 

also placed fourth in shot-put at the 1995 NCAA Outdoor Championships. 

The fourth overall pick in the 1996 NFL Draft, Ogden played 12 seasons ti)r the Baltimore Ravens. 

He started 176-of- 177 games; earned First Team All-Pro honors four times; and appeared in 11 

l?ro Bowls. Ogden helped the Ravens win Super Bowl XXXV. 

He founded the Jonathan Ogden Foundation, which aims to assist inne~ city, students through 

athletics, and the foundation supported the NFF’s Play It Smart program at Patterson HS in 

Baltimore for many years. The Henderson, Nev., resident also established the Ogden Club, which 

hires tutors to work with Baltimore City- high schools, and in turn enlis~ts high school athletes to tutor 

at local elementa~ schools. Ogden stages the Jonathan Ogden Fotmdation Celebrity- Golf 

Tournament, benefihing youths in [,as Vegas and Baltimore. 

GABE RIVERA 
Texas Tech University 

Defensive Tackle, 1979-82 

The most accomplished defensive line,nan in Texas Tech hisqto~3~, Gabe Rivera was a consensus All- 

American as a senior in 1982. He becomes the fourth Red Raider to enter tile College Football Hall 

of Fame. 

Cany-ing the nickname "Se ~or Sack", Pdvera averaged 80 tackles per season from his defensive 

tackle spot. He compiled 62 solo tackles, 43 assists, 10 TFL, five sacks, 25 quarterback pressures 

and eight pass breaJaups during his All-Anrerica campaign in 1982. tte was named an Honorable 

Mention All-American in 1980 and 1981, and earned First Temn All-Southwest Conference honors 

in 1982 and Second Team All-SWC accolades in 1981. 

Chosen witll the 21 st overall pick in tile 1983 NFL Draft, Rivera played six games for the 

Pittsbmgh Steelers. Rivem had his career cut short when he was left a paraplegic by injuries 

suffered in a car accident midway through his rookie season. 

Rivera was inducted into the San Antonio Sports Hall of Fame in 2005. He is also a member of the 

Texas Tech Hall of Honor. He has volunteered as a tutor with Inner Ci~’ Development in San 

Antonio, and he has worked with Gridiron Heroes, a nonprofit that aids high school football playeps 

that have suffered spinal cord injuries. 

MARK SIMONEAU 

Kansas State Universi~ 

Linebacker, 1996-99 

A two-time All-American, Mark Simoneau stands as possibly the greatesqt defender in Kansas State 

histo~y. He becomes tl~e second Wildcat to enter tl~e game’s ultimate shrine following Gaacy Spani a 

decade earlier. 

A three-lime team captain, Simoneau holds a school record with 251 career una~ssisted tackles, 
ranks third in school histou with 400 total tackles, 52 TFL and eight forced fumbles. The 1999 Big 

12 Defensive Player of the Year also notched 15.5 sacks and seven fumble recoveries. A 1999 

Butkus Award rum~er-up and a three-time First Team All-Big 12 selection, he led Kansas State to 

one of the greatest stretches in ~hool history. With Simoneau on "the roster, the Wildcats earned a 

42-7 record, a 28-4 record in Big 12 play, a claim to two Big 12 North titles, three AP top 10 

finishe~ "the first No. 1 ranking in school history, and wins in the 1997 Fiesta BoM and the 1999 
Holiday Bowl. 

Drafted in the third round of the 2000 NFL Draft, Simoneau played 11 seasons for the Atlanta 

Falcons, l?hiladelphia Eagles, New Orleans Saints and Kansas Ci~" Chiefs. He recorded 370 total 
tackles in 124 career NFL games. 

Simoneau has participated in service events with local children’s hospitals, retirement homes and the 

United Way of New Orleans. Simoneau’s high school was the center piece of the book Our Boys: 
A PertEct Season on the Plains with the Smith Center Redmen by Joe Drape. 

SCOTT THOMAS 
United States Air Force Academy 

Safety, 1982-85 

A driving force in one of the mos~t successful four-yeast runs in the history, of Air Force football, 

Scott Thomas earned consensus All-America honors his senior yeaac in 1985. He becomes tl~e third 
Falcon player to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Playing for 2011 Hall of Fame coach Fisher DeBenT, Thomas notched 221 career tackles with four 



TFL, 10 interceptions, 22 pass breaJaups while averaging 28.8 yards per kickoffreturn. He returned 

a punt, kickoff and interception for a touchdown during his 1985 All-America campaign. A t~vo- 

time AII-WAC honoree, Thomas led the Falcons to the first conference title in program history with 

a 12-1 record and No. 5 tinal ranking in 1985. He also guided Air Force to a 38-12 overall record, 
four consecutive bowl win~ tour wins over Notre Drone, the first top 10 finish in acadetny history 

and three Commander-in-Chiegs Trophies with a 7-1 record against s~toried rivals Army and Navy. 

Thotnas also was a four-year lettern~an for the Air Force basketball team, and he logged more than 

4,100 hours of military flight time. He gained national attention dnring the first Gulf War aYter his 

plane went down over enemy territory in 1991. Thomas currently serves as a lieutenant colonel in 

the Air Force reserves while working as a commercial pilot. 

A regular keynote speaker li)r nonprofit organkation~ he volunteers with Young Lit~ youth 

ministries and as a little league coach. He is also a Kiwanis Club member. Thomas ~rved as the 

guest picker during ESPN’s College GameDay visit for the Army game on Nov. 7, 2009. Thomas 

is a 2011 United States Air Force Academy Athletic Hall of Fame inductee. 

JOHN WOOTEN 
Urfiversity of Colorado 

Offensive Guard, 1956-58 

Described as a "quick, agile tackle who provided bone-crnnching lead blocks" by Colorado 

historian Fred Casotti, John Wooten blazed a path for others to follow, becoming one of the first 

African-Americans to earn All-America honors as a lineman. The 1958 All-American will join five 

other Buffalo players as College Footba]l Hall of Fan~e inductees. 

Wooten paved the way for one of the most powerful rushing attacks in college tbotba~l, driving the 

Bulthloes to rank 12th nationally in 1956 with 252.1 yards per game, first in 1957 with 322.4 yards 

per outing and fifth in 1958 with 249.5 yards per game. In 1957, Colorado finished second in tile 

country with 415.2 yards of total ofl~nse per gmne, and rnnning back Bob Stransky ranked second 

nariona2lly with 1,097 rushing yai~ls. The 1957 All-Big 7 pelformer also saw action on the defensive 

line where he recorded halfa dozen fumble recoveries. Wooten aided Colorado to a 20-9-2 overaJd 
record with a 27-21 victory over Clemson in the 1957 Orange Bowl. 

Chosen in the fifth round of the 1959 NFL Draft, Wooten played 10 seasons in the NFL with tlrc 

Cleveland Browns and Washington Redskins, appearing in 136 games. A m-o-rime All-Pro, he 
participated in two Pro Bowls. tte is a 2010 inductee to the Cleveland Browns Ring of Honor. 

After retiring ficom tbotball, Wooten had a long administmrive career with the DaJlas Cowboys, 

Philadelphia Eagles and Baltimore Ravens before retiring in 1998. He was named to Colorado’s 

All-Century Team in 1989, the Texas Black Sports Hall of Fame in 2002 and the Colorado Sports 

Hall of Fan~e in 2004. Wooten serves as the chairman of the Frilz Pollead Alliance Foundation, 
which works to promote diversity in NFL coaching, front olfice and scouting staffs. 

PHILLIP FULMER 

University of Tennessee 

Head Coach, 152-52-0 (74.5%) 

Tennessee’s head coach t?om 1992-2008, Phillip Fuhner led the Volunteers to the school’s sixth 

national chaJnpionship in 1998. Under Fulmer’s leadership. Tennessee finished in the AP top 25 in 

13-of-17 seasons and appeared in 15 bowl games. 

The 1998 NationaJ Coach of the Year achieved 137 wins in his first 15 cmnpaigns, tying for the 
fourth- mofft in a 15-year span in college football history. Fulmer owned two SEC championships, a 

piece of seven SEC East Division rifles, an impressive 5-0 record when playing the nation’s No. 1- 

ranked team, an 88-19 home record and nine 10-win seasons. He trails only College Football Hall 

of Fame coach Gen. Robert Neyland on Tennessee’s all-time runs list. Fulmeds teams appeared in 

two BCS games, winning the first national rifle in the system’s his~tory with a victory over Florida 

State in the 1999 Fiesta BoM. 

Fulmer coached two William V. Campbell Trophy winners in Pe~ton Manning mad Michael Manoz. 

Nineteen players earned First Team All-America honors under Fulmer, ~md 70 Volunteers were 

named Firs~t TeaJn All-SEC during his tenure. He aJso coached nine 1,000-yard rushers ~md six 

1,000-yard receivers. 

A co-captain of the 1971 Volunteers football team, Fuhner is the nariona2l spokesperson for tl~e 

Jason Foundation~ an educational olganizarion aitned at prevenring teenage suicide. A tnember of 

the board of directors tbr Alzheimer’s Tennessee, Inc., he is active with Boys and Gifts Club, Tean~ 

Focus, and Child and Family Services. The 2003 American Football Coaches Association 

president, Fulmer is the co-chair for the Ride for Prostate Cancer event and the vice-chair for Boy 

Scouts of America. He contributed $1 million to the Universi~ of Tennessee to be split evenly 



between athletics and academics. Fulmer was inducted to the Tennessee Sports Hall of Fame in 

2001 and the Knoxville Sports Hall of Fame in 2008. 

JIMMY JOHNSON 
Oldahoina State Universi .ty, University of Miami 

Head Coach, 81-34-3 (70.0%) 

The Oklahoma State head coach from 1979-83 and Mimni head coach frmn 1984-88, Jim~ny 

Johnson continuously led his teans to victory, earning numerous coaching honors along the way and 

the national title ruth the Hunicanes in 1987, capped by a 20-14 victory over Oklahoma in the 

1988 Orange Bowl. 

Johnson began his head coaching career in Stillwater, Okla., leading the Cowboys to a29-25-3 

mark. He won Big 8 Coach of the Year honors his first year after taking Oklahoma State to a 7-4 

record. Under Johnson, the Cowboys won the 1981 Independence Bowl and tire 1983 Bluebonnet 

B oM. tte coached 15 First Team All-Big 8 performers during his tive seasons with the Pokes. 

At Miami, Johnson enjoyed a 52-9 tnark in five seasons wifll five New Yeax’s Day bowl 

appearances. During his final four seasons in Miami, he posted a remaxkable 44-4 record, including 

four top 10 finishes and two national title appeaxances. He earned two Nationdl Coach of the Yeax 

distinctions wMe coaching 12 Fi~5~t Team All-Americans. Johnson’s star pupils included future 

College Football Hall of Famers Bennie Blades and Russell Mai)dand as well as the school’s first 

Heisman Trophy wim~er in Vinny Testaverde. Johnson’s tenure was the genesis of an NCAA- 

record 58 home-game winning s~treak, which las~ted fiom 1985-94. 

A member of Arkansas’ 19(-,4 national championship team, Johnson became the only person to win 

a college national championship as a player and coach and lead a team to a Super Bowl victow 

when he guided the Dallas Cowboys to victories in back-to-back Super Bowl victories tbllowing 
the 1992 and 1993 seasons. In the NFL, he held the Cowboys head coaching job from 1989-93 

and wifl~ the Miami Dolphins from 1996-99. 

A member of the University of Arkansas, Universily of Miami, State of Texas and State of Florida 
Sports Halls of Fame, Johnson supports charities such as The Children’s Health Fund, Malaria No 

More, Ci~’ of Hope, and St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital. Johnson, who works as an NFL 

analyst on FOX, has donated his time visiting troops overseas and hosting a fundraiser for the 

Gridiron Greats Foundation, which raises money for fo~rner NFL players in need of medical 

assistance. 

R~C. SLOCUM 

Texas A&M University 

Head Coach, 123-47-2 (72.1%) 

The head coach at Texas A&M from 1989-2002, R.C. Slocum is the winningest coach in Texas 

A&M and Southwest Conference his~tory. A four-time nationdl coach of the year honoree, Slocum’s 

Aggies experienced reigns of dominance over the SWC, including a 22-game league miming streak, 

a 28-0-1 conference record from 1991-94, and three SWC rifles. He also led the Texas A&M to 
one of the school’s landmark victories on Dec. 5, 1998, with a 36-33 double-oveNme upset of 

Kansas State, which gave the Aggies their only Big 12 championship and only mn over aNo. 1- 

ranked team. 

Slocum led the Aggies to 11 bowl games in 14 seasons, five New Year’s Day bowl appearances 

and 10 AP top 25 finishes. He retired as college tbotball’s sixth-winningest active coach. Under 
Slocum’s leadership, 14 players earned First Team All-America status. Linebacker Dat Nguyen 

submitted one of the finest seasons in school history in 1998, winning the Bednarik and Lombmdi 

awards. 

Slocum, a standout receiver and defensive lineman for at McNeese State, holds a bachelor’s degree 

and a mas~tei2s degree from his alma mater, and he was named a Distinguished Alumnus in 2001. He 

currenfly works as a special assistant to President R. Bowen Loftin at Texas A&M. 

A Texas Sports Hall of Fame and Texas A&M University Athletics Hail of Fame member, Slocum 

served as the chairman of the Children’s Miracle Network in Central Texas as well as the Cattle 

Baron’s Association, which raises seholarship money tbr young people in ranching. He is active with 

Fellowship of Clms~tian Athletes and the Scotty’s }louse home tbr abused children. A lbnner AFCA 

Board of Trustees membel; he served as grand marshal at fl~e Hous~ton Livestock Show and Rodeo 

Parade. 



NASDAC2 Senior Vice President Bob McCooey, College Football Hall of 
Fame coach Jimmy Johnson, NFF President and CEO Steve Hatchell and 
College Football Hall of Fame inductee Steve Bard<owski stand at -limes 

Square before the 2012 College Football Hall of Fame Announcement 
Ceremony. 

About The National Football Foundation: 

Founded in 1947 with early leadership from General Douglas MacArthur, legendary Army coach Earl 

"Red" Blaik and immorta/ journa//st Grantland Rice, The National Football Foundation & College Haft of 

Fame is a non-profit educational organization that runs programs designed to use the power of amateur 

football in developing scholarship, citizenship and athletic achievement in young people. With !2i 

chapters and 12, 000 members nationwide, NFF programs include the College Football Hal! of Fame, the 

NFF Scholar-Athlete Awards, presented by Fidelity Investments, Play It Smart, the NFF Hampshire Honor 

Society, the NFF National Scholar-Athlete Alumni Association, and scholarships of more than $1.3 million 

for college and high school scholar-athletes. The NFF presents the MacArthur Bowl, the William V. 

Campbell Trophy, endowed by HealthSouth, and releases the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) 

Standings. NFF corporate partners include the Allstate Sugar Bowl, the BCB, Fidelity Investments, Herff 

]ones, Liberty Mutual, NCAA Football, and Under Armour. For more information, please visit 

www. footba l lfou nd a tion. orq. 

Email: news@footbailfou ndation.com 
Phone: 800-486-1865 

/ Website: http b iwww,footballfoundation .org/ 

This email was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu by ne~s@footballfoundation.com 

_U_J2__d___a_t__e___P__r_o_~j_e_LE_~__ajJ__A___d__d__r_e__s~. i Instant removal with _S__a_[_e__U__n__s__u__b__s__c2Lb__e_" _P__rj_v__a__c_y____P_,?jj~2. 

The National Football Foundation &. College Hall of Fame, Inc. I 433 East Las Colinas Blvd., Ste. 1130 I Irving I TX I 75039 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 10:48 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bradley.bethel@unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <gyount@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend 
<jjtowns@email.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N Orr 
<orr@email.unc. edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc. edu>; Robert J Jr Mercer 
<rmercer@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Brooks Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Writing Center 
<writing_center@unc.edu>; Nathan John Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Christina Perry <cp@unc.edu>; Kristen N Rademacher <krademacher@unc.edu>; 
RobinC Blanton <rcb@email.unc.edu>; Theresa L Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Parking Permit for 2012 - 2013 

REMINDER 

If you haven’t done so already, please send me your completed application by Friday, May 18th so that I can process 

your application. If you choose not to use one of our locations, please send me an email letting me know, that way I 

won’t be looking for your application. 

The allocation for our units are: 

Craige Deck (CD) 

Smith Center ($11) 

If you would like to enroll in the CAP (Commuter Alternative Program), you will be able to register online at 

www.dps.unc.edu beginning July 16th - mark your calendars. 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-962-1046 (ph) 

919-843-5341 (fx) 

kallison@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 11:05 AM 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Sapp 

<masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney 

< skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sam Paul < spaul@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy 

< u ncwlax@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

ACC Scholar-Athlete Award 

TEXT.htm 

Coaches: 

It is that time of year again!!! 

We are in the process of nominating representatives for the Spring 2012 ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Award (M/W 
Tennis, M/W Track and Field, M/W Lacrosse, Softball, M/W Golf, Rowing, Baseball). 

Each institution will nominate one student-athlete per sport and the ACC then declares one winner for the entire 
conference (one for each sport). 

I am asking for your assistance in identifying an individual that you would like to nominate for your respective sport. 

Please note that the student should be a top athletic performer in addition to one of your top students in the classroom. 

Please review the criteria below and notify me of who you would like to nominate. Please feel free to contact your 

academic counselor for suggestions (I have cc’ed all counselors). 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 

1. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 

2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 
3. Candidates must have a 3.0 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 during each of the last two semesters 
(Fall 2011, Spring 2012). 

4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 

Thank You. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
College oJ~Arts & Sciences 
Academic Support J~or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 



919-843-2328 (w) 

(c) 
v,~elborn@ uncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 10:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Orientation presentations this summer 

TEXT.htm; 20"12 Orientation Dates-3.pdf 

Hi, 

T have attached the schedule for Orientation this summer. We will still be doing our presentations during the afternoons 

of Day 2 of the regular first year sessions. Those dates will be: 

June 5, 8, 12, 19, 26, 29 
July 10, 13, 17, 20, 24, 31 

August 17 

I think it would be good for all of us to do at least one presentation so that we are not overburdening any one person. 

Please let me know if you cannot do any of these dates. I will have the schedule done by early next week. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



First Year Orientation Session 1: 
First Year Orientation Session 2: 
First Year Orientation Session 3: 
Transfer Orientation Session 4: 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 

Transfer Orientation Session 
First Year Orientation Session 

Transfer Orientation Session 

First Year Orientation Session 

2012 ORIENTATION SESSION DATES 

5: 

6**: 
7: 
8: 
9: 
10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: 
15: 
17: 
18: 

Monday, June 4 -Tuesday, Jtme 5 
Thursday, June 7- Friday, June 8 
Monday, June 11- Tuesday, June 12 
Friday, June 15 (CSTEP Program, June 14) 
Monday, June 18-Tuesday, June 19 
Thursday, June 21 - Friday, June 22 
Monday, June 25- Tuesday, June 26 
Thursday, June 28 - Friday, June 29 
Monday, July 9 - Tuesday, Julyl0 
Thursday, July 12- Friday, July 13 
Monday, July 16 - Tuesday, July 17 
Thursday, July 19- Friday, July 20 
Monday, July 23- Tuesday, July 24 
Friday, July 27 
Monday, July 30- Tuesday, July 31 
Wednesday, August 15 
Thursday, August 16- Friday August 17 

** Session 6 is designated as the Honors Carolina Orientation Session. All Honors Carolina Students will receive a 

special invitation to attend the designated session that is specifically tailored to the Honors Carolina student 
population. Only Honors Carolina students and parents/families will be in attendance. 

Transfer Orientation: 
Friday, June 15; Friday, July 27; Wednesday, August, 15 

First-Year Orientation Day 1: 
Jtme 4, 7, 11, 18, 21, 25, 28; July 9, 12, 16, 19, 23, 30; August 16 

First-Year Orientation Day 2: 
Jtme 5, 8, 12, 19, 22, 26, 29; July 10, 13, 17, 20, 24, 31; August 17 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 10:20 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: 2012 IWLCA Academic Honor Roll Nominations 

CompuServe GIF graphic.gif; IMAGE.jpg; CompuServe GIF graphic.xxx 

Tony - I’m assuming this will fall in your realm and that you will handle it, but if there’s anything I can do to assist please let me know. 

-mb 

From: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:50 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers~unc.edu>, Jenny Levy <uncwlax~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: 20:12 IWLCA Academic Honor Roll Nominations 

Hi Tony & Matt! Please see below. I figured you are the two men for this job! 

>>> Gothard Lane .           ~comcast.net> 5/23/2012 3:44 PM >>> 

If ,ou cannot see the images properly, please click here. 

May 23, 2012 

P~ease get your submissions in for the 20:~2 ][WLCA Academic Honor Roll 

This honor recognizes individuals in our game. Please note that this is separate from the IWLCA 

Academic Squad, which is for team recognition. 

You may have unlimited nominations for junior, senior, and graduate student athletes whose 

cumulutive GPA is above a 3.50. Transfer students must have served an academic year in residence 

in order to be eligible for nomination. If no student-athletes meet the 3.50 GPA criteria, you may 

nominate up to TWO student-athletes who have attained junior, senior, or graduate student 

standing and have a cumulative GPA between 3.20 and 3.49. If you are nominating any athlete 

below a 3.50 GPA, the maximum number of nominations you can submit is TWO. For example, you 

may have one nominee above a 3.5 and one between a 3.20 and 3.49. You may not have two 

nominees between 3.20 and 3.49 in addition to unlimited nominees above a 3.50. If you are only 

nominating t~vo athletes, please nominate the eligible student-athletes with the highest qualifying 

GPA on your team. 

To nominate your players, please complete the zoomerang survey or forward this email to the 

person who will put your players up for recognition. 

http://www.zoom eranq.com/Survey/WEB22FPM EFWU 5A 

announced on August 

Thank you, and please email Kerri Whitaker at kerriwh@upenn.edu if you have any questions. 

Thanks[ 

Kerri 

Kerri Whitaker 



Assistant Lacrosse Coach 

University of Pennsylvania 

235 South 33rd Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215.898.9042 office 

215.573.6030 fax 

Please don’t include me in future emails. 

IMAG E.xxx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 1:56 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: WFH issues 

TEXT.htm; WFH Issues.msg 

Tony, 

Can you take care of these concerns? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Linebem/, Crystal Nolan" <clineberry@unc.edu~ 

Thursday,             3:42 PM 

Susm~ Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Rocky Ho~on 4a~ckyh@emml.unc.ed~ 

Issues 

TEXT 1.h~ 

Susan, 

needs to declare her major because she is entering her 5th term. 

, needs to declare a sub-plan. 

Thanks, 

Crystal 

Crystal Lineberry, MBA 

NCAA Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

CB# 2:100 

SASB North, Suite 3:100, Room 3:128 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2:100 

Phone: (9:19) 962-5:16:1 

Fax: (9:19) 962-3349 

Email: clineberry(a~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 8:04 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Last Chance - End of Month Special. 

TEXT.htm 

~pecial ends today. 

Please note my current end of the month special. 
Buy one game, and get another game free. Just 
put the one game you want in your shopping cart 
then checkout. In the comment section box at the 
end of the checkout process, just notate the free 
game you want. You can buy 2 and get 4, 3 and 
get 6 games etc... Write in discount code - BOGO. 
This special ends thursday, at midnight 5/31/2012. 

This will be the last month special discounts will be 
offered to all 8,600+ receipients of WDR’s Email so 
take advantage of this special now. 

Please also note prices for most games listed at 
www.footballvideos.com will go up as of June 1, 
2012. Get your games now at the lower 
discounted price. Last Chance. 

If you have any questions feel free to email me 



back from this email, or at wdr@footballvideos.com . You 
can also call 717-732-5643. 

Just ride this link to www.footballvideos.com and 
purchase your footb~ 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www. foot ba livid eos. com 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
~rk 

! #rn @ E£rrn@E P!#yer 
l am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This emaJl was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
IJpdate ProfilelEmail Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I ~riva~y ~#!!~y. 

:!:! >’ i!! i::i!:i.i:!Zi:! 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 9:55 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Summer I! students/CTOPS session 5 

TEXT.htm 

Can you please send me your list of students who are attending session 5 and then attending summer session II? 
Orientation needs it to make sure that they make special housing/checkout arrangements for them. 

If you happen to know that your students will already be situated with housing (ex: moving into their permanent dorms 

Sunday night), please let me know that also. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, Nay 31, 2012 11:23 AN 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: .~unior Pan American Championship Dates 

TEXT.htm; ,~unior Pan American Championship Dates.msg 

Hi Tony, 
I have attached an email from Nick Conway, U-2:[ National Team Coach. The biggest time block in the fall semester could potentially impact; 

, and possibly Tf selected, they could miss two full weeks and two days. 

Any thoughts or suggestions? 
Go Heels! 
Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nick Conway <nconway@nsa£eldhockey.com: 

Tuesday, May’ 29, 2012 1:25 PM 

Ainslee Lamb <Ainslee.Lamb@bc.edu>; JenAverill ~averiljd@wfu.edu~; Char Morett <cxml2@psn.edtr~; Beth Anders 

<eanders@odu.edu>; Helen Knull <fiknull@ath.msu.edu>; Justine Sowry <j ustine.sowry@louisville.edu>; Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kristen ttolmes-Wim~ <ld~@princeton.edu>; Missy Mehayg <mlmterp@umd.edu>; Maureen Nelson 

<mnelson3@its.jnj.com>; Nancy Stevens <nancy.stevens@uconn.edu>; Paul Cad@ <paul.caddy@uconn.edu>; PanMa L Bustin 

~me.com>; Phil Sykes --~psykes@albany.edu>; TaxaJelley --~tdanielson@stanford.edu>; Tracey Fuchs > 

<tfuchs@northwestern.edu>; TmceyGriesbaum <tmcey-griesbau~n@uiowa.edu:> 

Junior Pan American Championship Dates 

TEXT1 .htm; new.jpg 

Hi Coaches, 

Hope this finds everyone fit and well. 

Please be advised that the Junior Pan American Cha~pionship program has been released over the holiday weekend. Unfortunately, the progran~ is less than idea] with 

reference to the duration of the tournament. Our first match (v Brazil) is on September 10 with the Final scheduled for September 23. There axe no less than 8 rest 

days scheduled during the tournmnent at the moment and as much as I would like for the tournament to be shortened it is highly unlikely that any changes roll be 

initiated. 

Our tentative trmM plans are to depaxt on either September 7 or September 8 pending flight opportunities with a definitive return on Monday’ September 24. 

Obviously the~ dates conflict with the NCAA and High School sea.sons, crossing over three weekends in total (September 8-9, 15-16 and 22-23). Can I request 

that you each review these dates from the perspective of your athletes availability, during this period? If you tbre~e any issues or there are any changes to the 

availability of your athletes plea~ let me know as soon as possible. 

For your reference the u21 program through the remainder of 2012 is as follows: 

June 1- 8: National Championship 

July 9-12: Junior National Canip (all squad athletes) 

Jnly 12-14:u21 Training Camp (athletes available for selection to the JPAC) 

Angust 16-22:u21 Training Camp (JPAC squad plus train-ons) 

September 7/8-24: Junior Pan American Championship 

Many thanks tbr your assistance with this matter. Please let me know if you have aW questions or concerns that arise as a result of this inlbnnation. 

Regards, 

Nick. 
Nick Conway 
WNT Assistant Coach 
USA Field Hockey 
2800 Olympic Parkway 
Chula Vista, CA 91915 
Cell: 
http://www.usfieldhockey.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Teresa Farnum & Associates, Inc." <info@teresafarnum.com> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 9:49 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Workshop Giveaway I Enter Now for All-Sessions Retention & Recruitment Pass 

Mr. Yount, 

This[July, Teresa Farnum & Associates (TFA) will be hosting our 8th Annual Student Retention & 
Recruitment Workshol~[ []in Baltimore, Maryland, and we’re giving away two all-sessions registration 
passes--one for you, one for a colleague. Both passes include a catered dinner event[as well as an[Inner 
Harbor cruise.* To be entered in the drawing, justin[here: 

When: July 16-19, 2012 

Where: [Tremont Plaza Hotel & Grand Historic Venue in Baltimore, Maryland 

Session Descriptions:[Click here for session summaries and learning outcomes. Examples of 
topics [include: 

¯ Root Causes of Student Attrition & Strategies for Promoting Persistence to Completion 

¯ Adult Learners: Research-based Strategies for Recruitment and Retention 

¯ Retention by Design: How Complex Campus Environments Influence What Students Do (or Don’t) 

¯ Enhancing Educational Productivity: A Maerolevel Approach to Institutional and Student Success 

¯ Five Steps to Building a Successful Retention Plan 

¯ Online Learners: Refining Student Services to Improve Retention 

Distinguished Presenters: A total of[nine eminent practitioners will join us for this event, including 
University of Maryland, Baltimore[] County[] President Freeman Hrabowski, III, Ph.D; James Groccia, Ed.D.; Joe 
Cuseo, Ph.D.; and Cam Cruickshank, Ph.D. [ 

Winner Notification: The recipient of the all-sessions passes will be contacted by email on Monday, June 11th. 
Please note that ~ou can only~n~er the d[awing once. 

Want to register now for the Workshop? We’ll[] take lo% off registration fees 
just for []joining our newsletter mailing list by June lo! Use code MAIL on the 

payment page. 



All the best, 

Teresa Far~m & A~oc~tes 

~The total []value of the passes is $17oo. [] Please note that the winner is responsible for assuming travel 
expenses. Special hotel rates are available for Workshop attendees. 

Please click hereD if you do not wish to receive additional communications regarding our 8th Annual Student Retention & Recruitment Workshop. 

In addition to the Workshops, TFA offers a variety of other enrollment management events and services. Occasionally, we send emails alerting people to these 
,romotional notifications. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 3:39 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Meeting with Incoming Freshmen 

TEXT.htm 

Hello all, 

At our compliance staff meeting this afternoon, the topic of holding an educational meetincl for our incoming freshmen 

who are enrolled in 2nd summer session came up. We already meet with the incoming freshmen to go over 

some pertinent compliance reminders soon after they arrive on campus in the summer. 

We were curious to see if your staff meets with these incoming student-athletes to discuss academic issues (Honor Code, 

structure of our academic support system, etc.), and if so, to see if we could potentially tag along to those meetings to 

talk about a few compliance issues for about 10-15 minutes. (The reason I’m emailing the 4 of you is that we know there 

are incoming freshmen in your sports who are enrolled in 2nd summer session.) 

We’re just trying to get a feel for what is already being done for those particular freshmen in order to determine how we 

can best educate them as efficiently as possible. 

T look forward to hearing your thoughts. 

Thanks! 

Assistant Director of Compliance/Rules Education 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 843-4738 

~uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

TEXT.htm .msg 

Tony, 

I know you are already aware, but just passing along anyway from the Registrar’s Office, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Roclcy" <~roclg’h@email.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 11:26 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Crystal Nola~ Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu> 

TEXT 1.htm; image001 .png 

is currently ineligible due to GPA, but is enrolled in three courses this summer. Thanks 
Rocky Horton 
NCAA Cotnplim~ce Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 2100, SASB NorflL Rm. 3127 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Tel: 919.843.3498 Fax: 919.962.3349 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, June :15, 20:12 4:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated student athlete list and important info about session 5 

TEXT.htm; CTOPSlist6-’I 5.xlsx 

Here is the list of all students and their status for CTOPS or TSOP registration. Please let me if anyone should be 

removed from the list or if you have any additions. We still have about 16 students who are not registered yet; please 
make sure you are communicating to your coaches about the status of the students who still need to register. 

I will send the session 5 groups information as soon as I have the finalized list later this afternoon, but please review 
this list for your students who will be in attendance Please remember that ALL of the students in that session will 

need to attend the 4:45 session in Room 3408. We expect your attendance as well to hear a brief presentation 

from the campus advisors. After they are done speaking, the football student athletes will stay in 3408 and the rest of 

us will go to separate rooms (I will let you know those rooms as soon as I have that information). Remember that this 
meeting will take away some of the time we normally use to work with our students, so you might want to prepare to 

work with them at some other point during their attendance at Orientation or speak with them before they arrive. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, June "18, 20"12 9:04 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Meeting at 4:45 today 

TEXT.htm; Session5groupsfinal.xlsx 

Here is the final list of student-athletes attending session 5 today and their assigned groups. Everyone will be attending 

the 4:45 meeting today in room 3408. This will be a tight space so we need to make sure that the kids all sit close 
together; we should also try to keep the       players up front because they are staying in the room. After a brief 

introduction to the College of Arts and Sciences advisors, we will leave the players in room 3408 and the rest of 

us will take our students to other rooms. 

Here are the room assignments: 

a. Kym--since you only have one student, I will let you find your own space 

b. 3102--Jenn ( ) 

c. 3411--Brent 

d. 3409--Spencer 

e. 3206 A--Tony ~ 

f. 3206B--Beth I 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Teresa Farnum & Associates, Inc." <info@teresafarnum.com> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 6:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Four Weeks Remaining Until Student Retention & Recruitment Workshop 

[] Mr. Yount, 

July 16 marks the start of TFA’s 8th Annual Student Retention & Recruitment Workshop! [] Hosted 
in Baltimore, Maryland, it features [] a broad array of sessions focused on [] essential components of enrollment 

management and facilitated by experts with extensive backgrounds in college administration, teaching, and 
research []in [] public, private, and for-profit institutions. 

Sessions ..S.~.~.~.i.~g.the [] Gamut of Retention & Recruitment 

Attendees can select from a total of 12 two-hour workshop sessions[] (plus a full-day session!) with a range of 
topics such as: 

Retention by Design: How Complex Campus Environments Influence What Students Do (or Don [] t) 

Second-Year Programming: Exploring Models and Best Practices 

Using Research Findings to Advance Effective and Evidence-Based Teaching 

Adult Learners: Research-based Strategies for Recruitment and Retention 

Five Steps to Building a Successful Retention Plan 

Distinguished Presenters 

We are delighted to have a number of[]eminent facilitators join us for this event including Joe Cuseo, Ph.D.; 
Freeman Hrabowski, III, Ph.D.; Jim Groccia, Ed.D.; [] and C. Carney Strange, Ph.D. 

[] ..F...1.g.x..i_b..1.~...P_.l~.’....~.’_n.g 

Pricing Option 1: TFA offers [] la carte, per-session pricing, with session costs ranging from $99-$225/session. 
Pricing Option 2: Purchase an All-Sessions Workshop Pass for[] $689. 

Group discounts ~% are also available. 

Outstanding Location [] 

This four-day event (July 16-19) will take place at the celebrated, all-suite Tremont Plaza Hotel & Grand Historic 
Venue. Special Workshop rates of $129/night are available through TFA. 



Questions? Don’t hesitate to contact us via phone, email, or social media outlets--all of which [] are []listed below. 

.~..S...i~g3..~..~..o..~.a.~y [] for this event ! 

Best regards, 

Teresa Far  m & A oc  tes 

196 2nd NH Turnpike 
New Boston, NH 03070 

P: 303.953.8763 
F: 866.361.5467 

Email: in fo @..t..e..r..g.s...a..f.a..g..n_.u....m..:..c_o_.m.~ 
Website: www.teresafarnum.com 

Please click here []if you do not wish to receive additional communications regarding our 8th Annual Student Retention & Recruitment Workshop. 

In addition to the Workshops, TFA offers a variety of other enrollment management events and services. Occasionally, we send emails alerting people 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:23 PM 

@live.unc.edu 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; TonyYount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: REMINDER: Summer Session l! cancellation fee 

TEXT.htm 

please make sure this is taken care of since you are dropping a lab as per our discussion 

Coach 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Carmichael Arena 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 

>>> Tom Ticnmermans 10:51 AM >>> 

All, 
Tomorrow (         , is the last day to drop a class for Summer Session IIwithout being charged a cancellation fee. Please make sure your SA’s are in the right classes and 

have dropped the classes they do not intent to take. 

http://summer.unc,edu!registration/deadlines to cancel drop and withdrawal/ 

Let me know if you have any questions/issues, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans i Assistant Director of ComplianceiI~’in~ Aid i Uaiversi~ of North C~olina 

ONce 919.962.7851 iCell             iFax 919,962,6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 10:26 AM 

hrsmith@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Heather, 

My name is Tom Timmermans and I work in the UNC compliance office. One of our student athletes ~ was recently dropped from her AFAM 

~for the summer. Through some mis communication from my end her summer session I bill was not paid and therefore the class was dropped. I am working with the 

Cashiers office and the office of scholarship to fix this problem ASAP. Since the balance will be paid by athletics, could you re enroll         in to the class so she can 

continue her participation? 

Thank you so much for your help, 

Tom 

Tom Tim nenn~s i AssisVa~ Direck~r of Complia~ce/Fin. Aidi I Jruversi~y ot’No~2n Carolina 

O[tice 919.962.7851 iCel~             ’, iFax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yarbrough, Nathan John" <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 2, 2012 4:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; bradley.bethel@unc.edu; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<gyount@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

B-school / MAC Program using the classrooms on the 2nd floor 

All, 

On July 11, 17, 18 and the 24th the B-school will be using classrooms 2301-2303 and 2406-2408 from 5:00pm-7:30pm. 

Also In the two main study areas they will have food for just the b-school kids. So please let your kids know that it’s not 

for them. If you have any questions please feel free to ask. 

Thanks, 

Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, July 10, 2012 10:53 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: 2012 Academic Momentum Awards 

Advisors: 

Please read below in regards to a recognition that may be appropriate for some of your students. This is a great 

opportunity for someone who has shown academic improvement throughout their collegiate careers. Please let me 
know if you have anyone that meets the criteria and that you would like nominated for the award. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 

College o/Arts & Sdences 

Academic Support/or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridl~e Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

919-619-9893 (C) 

welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "National Consortium for Academics and Sports" <info@ncasports.org> 7/9/2012 2:38 PM > > > 
Havi~g trouble viewing this email? click here 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with National Consortium for Academics and Sports. Please 
reconfirm your interest in receiving email from us. If you do not wish to receive any more emails, you can unsubscribe here 

Education Sport Entertainment 
Bringing Education to Sport and Entertainment since 1995 

July 9, 2012 

Scholar-Balle@ is now entering into its sixth year presenting the prestigious 
Academic Momentum Award in collaboration with the National Consortium for 
Academics and Sports (NCAS). The award seeks to recognize student-athletes 
who have demonstrated a significant academic improvement throughout their 



collegiate careers. 

Please note that this year we plan to recognize a total of 40-50 student-athletes as 
Academic Momentum Award recipients. Last year a total of 49 student-athletes 
were recognized for academic improvement and a commitment to academic 
excellence. Eightymine nominations were received from 55 different colleges and 
universities across the country last year. With your involvement this year our goal 
is to reach at least 200 nominations. 

We are reaching out to you with the invitation to nominate one male student-athlete 
and one female student-athlete from your institution for this esteemed academic 
award that signifies student-athletes who not only pedorm on the field or cou~ but 
who also excel in the classroom. Award recipients are decided based on each 
student-athletds academic improvement, and the impact that improvement has 
had on his or her classmates, teammates, coaches advisors, and professors. 

Please refer to the attached Guidelines and Nomination Form for additional 
information. The final deadline for nominations to be submitted is October 1, 
2012. 

You can either mail in your completed Nominations Form(s) to Dr. C Keith 
Harrison, 4000 Central Florida Blvd. BA2 Suite 205C Orlando, FIodda, 32816- 
1400 or you can fax completed Nomination Form(s) to the attention of Dr. C. Keith 
Harrison at (407) 823-4771 . 

Thank you for helping us to recognize and reward those student-athletes who are 
excelling academically. 

Once again, thank you and we look fowvard to hearing from you. 

Dr. C. Keith Harrison 

This message was sent to wetborn@uncaa.unc.edu by info@ncasports,org 

Unsubscribe t N@n~@ 8ub~(:£~_s~ion I Forward Email t ~ort Abuse 

4000Central Florida Btvd, BAZZ, Suite ~,t30rtando, FL, 32816~400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

The National Football Foundation <news@footballfoundation.com> 

Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:53 AM 

news@footballfoundation.com; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Colleges Continue to Add Football Teams 

TEXT.htxn 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Media Contact: 
Phil Marwill 
Mobile: 917-579-4256 
pmarwill~footballfoundation, com 

Twitter: @NFFNetwork 

NATI O NAL 
FOOTBALL 
FOUNDATION 

Colleges Continue to Add Football Teams 

Five schools set to launch in 2012 with 17 more new programs in the works. 

DALLAS, July 10, 2012 - The National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame (NFF) 
highlighted today that five new college football teams are set to take the field for the first 
time this season, joining 28 new programs that have begun play since 2008 and 17 more 
programs set to launch between 2013 and 2015. 

"It’s exciting to see the launch of these programs because they are giving high school players 
the opportunity of playing at different levels in regions of the country where those options 
did not previously exist," NFF President & CEO Steven J. Harebell. "Football’s popularity 
has never been greater, and the fact that so many schools are embracing it is a testament that 
more and more college administrators see the value of the sport to a student’s overall 
educational experience." 



Football Programs Added Each Year 

Universities and colleges are adding football at all levels, and administrators have developed 
sound plans, ensuring the new programs address the unique financial, academic and long- 
term obj ectives of their respective schools. The 50 institutions listed below, who have 
implemented firm plans during the past few years, coupled together the more than 20 schools 
with exploratory committees, create a clear and undeniable trend that presidents and trustees 
nationwide see the value of a football program as part of their overall academic mission. The 
trend stretches back for decades. Since 1978 when the NCAA changed its method for 
tracking attendance figures, the number of schools playing NCAA football has steadily 
increased by 154 schools. 



The rationale for adding football varies at each institution, and all of the decision makers who 
helped develop a plan for launching a program explain that an in-depth study played a critical 
role in finding the right level of play and the proper financial balance. Small colleges may 
cite increasing enrollment and addressing gender imbalances while larger universities might 
highlight the role of football in raising the institution’s profile and its ability to attract 
research grants. All mention creating a more vibrant on-campus community and connecting 
with alumni. 

The schools have added programs at all levels of play in every region of the country, 
experiencing successes that run the gamut. Their achievements include notching impressive 
attendance figures; attracting increased enrollment; garnering national publicity; expanding 
their donor bases; earning playoff berths; and receiving invitations to j oin conferences at the 
next level. 

New .Schools by Division: 2008-14 

For example, the University of Texas at San Antonio, which launched its program last year 
as a Football Championship Subdivision independent program, attracted 56,743 fans to its 
opener against Northeastern State (Okla.) at the Alamodome. The Roadrunners continued to 
post high attendance marks throughout the season, topping 25,000 spectators in all six home 
games and attracting an average of 35,521 per game. UTSA’s 35,521-per game attendance 
would have led the Football Championship Subdivision, and the 213,126 total attendance 
mark would have also led FCS by nearly 15,000 fans. Moving to the Football Bowl 
Subdivision in 2012, they will play in the WAC for one year before accepting an invitation to 
ioin Conference USA in 2013. The Roadrunners’ 35,521 home attendance average would 
have also led the WAC and ranked second in Conference USA last year. 

Georgia State, which launched its program in 2010 at the FCS level and will begin play in the 



FBS Sun Belt Conference in 2013, has seen annual donations to its Panther Athletic Club 
Annual Fund grow steadily from $32,000 and 230 supporters in the 2009 to a projected 
$600,000 and 1,200 individuals this fiscal year. The Panthers program has received 
unprecedented national publicity for the school, including the front cover of ESPN the 
Magazine and a national televised game against Alabama. The team’s home contests in the 
Georgia Dome have averaged 15,600 fans during the past two seasons, including 30,237 for 
the inaugural game. 

Old Dominion, which j oined the Colonial Athletic Association for its inaugural season one 
year prior to Georgia State, posted a 10-3 record in 2011, placing second in the Colonial 
Athletic Association and reaching the second round of the FCS playoffs in the program’s first 
year of playoff eligibility. The Monarchs drew an average attendance of 19,818 fans over 
seven games, ranking sixth in FCS. The program was one of 12 FCS teams to draw an 
average of 100 percent or more of stadium capacity throughout the 2011 season. They have 
accepted an invitation to compete in Conference USA beginning in 2013 at the FBS level. 

South Alabama, which fielded a club team in 2009 and will compete in the FBS Sun Belt 
Conference this year, has boasted average attendance for the past three years of more than 
18,000 fans, exceeding the minimum FB S attendance requirement by more than 17 percent. 
Jaguar season ticket sales have also been robust with more than 8,400 sold each year, ranking 
the school second in the Sun Belt Conference. School officials also mention football as a 
factor in increased enrollment, which has expanded from 13,090 in 2006 to more than 15,000 
this past year. 

Lamar University, which brought back its football program in 2010 after a 21-year hiatus, led 
the Southland Conference in average attendance this past year, drawing 14,443 fans per game 
and ranking them 17th in the FCS. Like South Alabama, school administrators also cite the 
Cardinals football program as a major contributor to the significant rise in enrollment, which 
surpassed 14,021 this past fall. The size of the student body has steadily grown from an 
enrollment of 9,906 since 2006 when talk of football began in earnest on the Beaumont 
campus. 

Campbell University, which re-launched its football program in 2008 and plays in the 
Pioneer Football League at the FCS level, has seen applications to the school nearly 
quadruple from 3,259 in 2007 to 12,000 applicants in 2011. Administrators at the school, 
which accepts around 1,100 students each year, credit football for playing a significant role 
in the increase. 

"The return of college football to Campbell University has energized the entire campus 
community," said Campbell Athletics Director Bob Roller. "We have enj oyed tremendous 
support from our students, alumni and the surrounding counties. As we add lights to our 
stadium for this coming season, we expect to draw additional fan support. It was absolutely 
the correct move by our administration to make this decision." 

The University of New Haven (Conn.), which reinstated its program in 2009, posted an 11-2 
record in 2011. The season marked the team’s second straight Northeast-10 Conference 
championship, culminating with them reaching the NCAA Division II quarterfinals for the 
fifth time in school history. The Chargers attracted standing-room-only crowds, drawing a 
total of 20,853 fans out of a possible 21,700 total capacity to its seven home games. The 
attendance figures made them one of just 12 Division II programs to draw 96 percent or more 
of stadium capacity in 2011. The 2011 season also saw the first home NCAA playoff game in 
school history, which became possible because of renovations to Ralph F. DellaCamera 
Stadium. Administrators also partly attribute the school’s record-setting enrollment, which 



grew from 2,500 in 2008 to 4,607 undergraduate students this past fall, to the return of 
football. 

"The University of New Haven has seen exponential growth in numerous areas after Charger 
football was reestablished in 2009," said New Haven Director of Athletics Deborah Chin. 
"The reinstatement of the football program coincided with the university’s record-setting 
enrollment numbers in 2008, and the growth has continued over the last four years behind the 
leadership of President Steven Kaplan. The entire region has enjoyed a restored sense of 
community surrounding the football program." 

Colorado State-Pueblo, which started its program in 2008, ranked fourth in NCAA Division 
II attendance in 2011, attracting 53,494 fans to its seven home games and filling its stadium 
to 117.57 percent capacity. The throngs of Thunderwolves fans had plenty of reason to cheer 
as the team posted an 11-1 record, claiming the Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference title 
and making an appearance in the NCAA Division II playoffs. 

St. Scholastica (Minn.), which began play in 2008, won the Upper Midwest Athletic 
Conference, finishing the 2011 season with a 10-1 record and appearing in the NCAA 
Division III playoffs. The team had ten players earn First Team UMAC All-Conference 
honors, and head coach Greg Carlson, who built the program from scratch in four years, was 
named UMAC Coach of the Year. 

Robert Morris University (Ill.), which started competing in 2011 as a member of the Mid- 
States Football Association, added more than 80 new students to its enrollment numbers this 
past year, according to school officials, and administrators also cite new relationships in the 
community as a benefit of the program, including sponsorship and charitable donations to the 
university. The Eagles closed out their first season with a 4-4 record and the 15th rated 
scoring defense in NAIA. 

On the conference level, The Patriot League announced in February that it would allow 
schools to provide football scholarships starting with the 2013 class. Collectively, the seven 
members who play football in the conference (Bucknell University, Colgate University, 
Fordham University, Georgetown University, College of the Holy Cross, Lafayette College 
and Lehigh University) will have 420 football scholarships at their disposal after the 
transition. The scholarships represent a significant increase in the number of student-athletes 
who will have the opportunity to continue their educations while benefiting from their on- 
field experiences. 

"The approach will allow our member schools flexibility to determine the most effective use 
of their financial aid resources to attract highly-qualified Division I scholar-athletes in a very 
competitive academic and athletic marketplace," said Patriot League Executive Director 
Carolyn Schlie Femovich in a statement when the announcement was made. "The 
introduction of this financial aid model for football will strengthen the Patriot League’s 
ability to compete for outstanding student-athletes while continuing to uphold the high 
academic standards of the League and its member institutions." 

Five Programs Launching in 2012 

¯ Bluefield College (Bluefield, Va.): NAIA, Mid-South Conference - President David 
Olive, Athletics Director Peter Dryer, Head Coach Mike Gravier. 

¯ Lindenwood Universitv-Belleville (Belleville,Ill.): NAIA, Independent - President 
James D. Evans, Athletics Director Scott Spinner, Head Coach Jeff Fisher. 



¯ Misericordia Universi~ (Dallas, Pa.): NCAA Division III, Middle Atlantic 
Conferences - President Michael A. MacDowell, Athletics Director Dave Martin, 
Head Coach Mark Ross. 

¯ Point Universi~ (West Point, Ga.): NAIA, Independent - President Dean C. Collins, 
Athletics Director and Head Coach Kevin Porter. (Note: Point University was 
formerly named Atlanta Christian College, which was located in East Point, Ga.) 

¯ Wayland Baptist University_ (Plainview, Texas): NAIA, Central States Football 
League - President Dr. Paul Armes, Athletics Director Dr. Greg Feris, Head Coach 
Butch Henderson. 

17 Programs Launching in 2013- 2015 

(Listed chronologically and then alphabetically.) 

¯ Alderson-Broaddus College (Philippi, W.Va.): NCAA Division II, Independent (Club 
Level in 2012 and full member of the West Virginia Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference in 2013) - President Richard A. Creehan, Athletics Director and Head 
Coach Dennis Creehan. 

¯ Berry College (Mount Berry, Ga.): NCAA Division III, Southern Athletic Association 
(2013) - President Stephen R. Briggs, Athletics Director Todd Brooks, Head Coach 
Tony Kunczewski. 

¯ Florida Tech (Melbourne, Fla.): NCAA Division II, Gulf South Conference (2013) - 
President Anthony J. Catanese, Athletics Director Bill Jurgens, Jr., Head Coach 
Steve R. Englehart II. 

¯ Hendrix College (Conway, Ark.): NCAA Division III, Southern Athletic Association 
(2013) - President J. Timothy Cloyd, Athletics Director Amy Weaver, Head Coach 
Justin Buchanan. 

¯ Mercer University (Macon, Ga.): NCAA Division I Football Championship 
Subdivision, Pioneer Football League (2013) - President William D. Underwood, 
Athletics Director Jim Cole, Head Coach Bobby Lamb. 

¯ Oklahoma Baptist University (Shawnee, Okla.): NAIA, Central States Football 
League (2013) - President David W. Whitlock, Athletics Director Robert Davenport, 
Head Coach Chris Jensen. 

¯ Reinhardt University (Waleska, Ga.): NAIA, Mid-South Conference (2013) - 
President J. Thomas Isherwood, Athletics Director Bill Popp, Head Coach Danny 
Cronic. 

¯ Southwestern UniversiU (Georgetown, Tx): NCAA Division III, Southern Collegiate 

Athletic Conference (2013) - President Jake B. Schrum, Athletics Director Glada 
Munt, Coach Joe Austin. 

¯ Stetson University (DeLand, Fla.): NCAA Division I Football Championship 
Subdivision, Pioneer Football League (2013) - President Wendy B. Libby, Athletics 
Director Jeff Altier, Head Coach Roger Hughes. 

¯ University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, N.C.): NCAA Division I 
Football Championship Subdivision, Independent (starting in 2013 and subsequently 
j oining the Football Bowl Subdivision and Conference USA in 2015) - Chancellor 
Philip L. Dubois, Athletics Director Judy Rose, Head Coach Brad Lambert. 

¯ Warner University (Lake Wales, Fla.): NAIA, Independent (2013) - President Greg 
Hall, Athletics, Director Kevin Jones, Head Coach Jeff Schaum. 

¯ College of Idaho (Caldwell, Idaho): NAIA, Frontier Conference (2014) -President 
Mary Henberg, Athletics Director Marty Holly, Head Coach TBA. 

¯ George Fox University (Newberg, Ore.): NCAA Division III, Northwest Conference 



(2014) - President Robin Baker, Athletics Director Craig Taylor; Head Coach Chris 
Casey. 

¯ Houston Baptist University_ (Houston, Texas): NCAA Division I Football 
Championship Subdivision, Southland Conference (2014) - President Robert B. 
Sloan, Jr., Athletics Director Steve Moniaci, Head Coach Vic Shealy. 

¯ Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, Ga.): NCAA Division I Football 
Championship Subdivision, Conference TBA (Anticipated in 2014) - President Daniel 
S. Papp, Athletics Director Vaughn Williams, Head Coach TBA. 

¯ Finlandia University_ (Hancock, Mich.): NCAA Division III, Conference TBA (Date 
TBA) - President Philip Johnson, Athletics Director Chris Salani, Head Coach TBA. 

¯ University of New Orleans (New Orleans, La.): NCAA Division I Football 
Championship Subdivision, Independent (Date TBA) - President Peter J. Fos, 
Athletics Director Derek Morel, Head Coach TBA. 

Nine Programs Launched in 2011 

¯ Ave Maria University (Ave Maria, Fla.): NAIA, Independent: President H. James 
Towey, Athletics Director and Head Coach Kevin Joyce. 

¯ Concordia University (Ann Arbor, Mich.): NAIA, Mid-States Football Association - 
Interim CEO Russell L. Nichols, Athletics Director Andrea Gorski, Head Coach 
Nathan Robbins. 

¯ Ohio Mid-Western College (Sharonville, Ohio): U.S. Collegiate Athletics 
Association, Independent - President Scott Reese, Athletics Director and Head Coach 
David Pool. 

¯ Presentation College (Aberdeen, S.D.): NCAA Division III, Upper Midwest Athletic 
Conference - President Margaret A. Huber, Interim Athletics Director Bob 
Schuchardt, Head Coach Andy Cart. 

¯ Robert Morris University (Chicago, Ill.): NAIA, Mid-States Football Association - 
President Michael P. Viollt, Athletics Director Megan Smith Eggert, Head Coach 
Jared Williamson. 

¯ Siena Heights University (Adrian, Mich.): NAIA, Mid-States Football Association - 
President Sister Peg Albert, Athletic Director Fred Smith, Head Coach Jim Lyall. 

¯ Stevenson Universi~ (Owings Mills, Md.): NCAA Division III, Middle Atlantic 
States Collegiate Athletics Conference - President Kevin J. Manning, Athletics 
Director Brett Adams, Head Coach Ed Hottle. 

¯ University of Texas at San Antonio (San Antonio, Texas): NCAA Division I Football 
Bowl Subdivision, (Conference USA in 2013) - President Ricardo Romo, Athletics 
Director Lynn Hickey, Head Coach Larry Coker. 

¯ Virginia Universi~ of Lynchburg (Lynchburg, Va.): U.S. Collegiate Athletics 
Association, Independent - President Ralph Reavis, Acting Athletics Director and 
Head Coach Willard Bailey. 

Six Programs Launched in 2010 

¯ Georgia State University, (Atlanta, Ga.): NCAA Division I Football Bow1 Subdivision 
(Transitional, playing in the FCS Colonial Athletic Association in 2012 before moving 
to the FBS Sun Belt Conference in 2013) - President Mark P. Becket, Athletics 
Director Cheryl L. Levick, Head Coach Bill Curry. 

¯ Lamar University (Beaumont, Texas): NCAA Division I Football Championship 
Subdivision, Southland Conference - President James Simmons, Athletics Director 
Jason Henderson, Head Coach Ray Woodard. 

¯ Lindsey Wilson College (Columbia, Ky.): NAIA, Mid-South Conference - President 



William T. Luckey Jr., Athletics Director Willis Pooler, Head Coach Chris Oliver. 
¯ Notre Dame College (South Euclid, Ohio): NAIA, Great Lakes Intercollegiate 

Athletic Conference (Currently a Candidate for NCAA Division II) - President 
Andrew P. Roth, Athletics Director J. Scott Swain, Head Coach Adam Howard. 

¯ Pacific University (Forest Grove, Ore.): NCAA Division III, Northwest Conference 
(2010): President Lesley M. Hallick, Athletics Director Ken Schumann, Head Coach 
Keith Buckley. 

¯ University of South Alabama (Mobile, Ala.): NCAA Division I Football Bowl 
Subdivision, Sun Belt Conference (Bowl and conference title eligible in 2013): 
President V. Gordon Monlton, Athletics Director Joel Erdmann, Head Coach Joey 
Jones. 

Five Programs Launched in 2009 

¯ Anna Maria College (Paxton, Mass.): NCAA Division III, Eastern Collegiate Football 
Conference - President Jack Calareso, Athletics Director Stanley C. Vieira, Head 
Coach Vincent Sinagra. 

¯ Castleton State College (Castleton, Vt.): NCAA Division III, Eastern Collegiate 
Football Conference - President David Wolk, Athletics Director Deanna Tyson, Head 
Coach Marc Klatt. 

¯ Old Dominion University (Norfolk, Va.): NCAA Division I Football Championship 
Subdivision, Colonial Athletic Association (j oining the Football Bowl Subdivision and 
Conference USA in 2013) - President John R. Broderick, Athletics Director Camden 
Wood Selig, Head Coach Bobby Wilder. 

¯ University of New Haven (West Haven, Conn.): NCAA Division II, Northeast-10 
Conference - President Steven H. Kaplan, Athletics Director Deborah Chin, Head 
Coach Peter Rossomando. 

¯ University of the Incarnate Word (San Antonio, Texas): NCAA Division II, Lone 
Star Conference - President Louis Agnese, Jr., Athletics Director Mark Papich, 
Head Coach Larry Kennan. 

Eight Programs Launched in 2008 

¯ Campbell University (Buies Creek, N.C.): NCAA Division I Football Championship 
Subdivision, Pioneer Football League - President Jerry M. Wallace, Athletics 
Director Bob Roller, Head Coach Dale Steele. 

¯ College of St. Scholastica (Duluth, Minn.): NCAA Division III, Upper Midwest 
Athletic Conference - President Larry Goodwin, Athletics Director Don Olson, Head 
Coach Greg Carlson. 

¯ Colorado State University-Pueblo (Pueblo, Colo.): NCAA Division II, Rocky 
Mountain Athletic Conference - President Lesley Di Mare, Athletics Director Joe 
Folda, Head Coach John Wristen. 

¯ Dordt College (Sioux Center, Iowa) NAIA, Great Plains Athletic Conference - 
President Erik Hoekstra, Athletics Director Glenn Bouma, Head Coach Greg 
Youngblood. 

¯ Grand View University (Des Moines, Iowa) NAIA, Mid-States Football Association- 
President Kent Henning, Athletics Director Troy Plummer, Head Coach Mike 
Woodley. 

¯ Kentucky Christian University (Grayson, Ky.) NAIA, Mid-South Conference - 
President Jeff Metcalf, Athletics Director Bruce Dixon, Head Coach Mike Furrey. 

¯ Lake Erie College (Painesville, Ohio): NCAA Division II, Great Lakes Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference - President Michael T. Victor, Athletics Director Griz 



Zimmermann, Head Coach Mark McNellie. 
Lincoln University of Pennsylvania (Lincoln University, Pa.): NCAA Division II, 
Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association - President Robert R. Jennings, Athletics 
Director Dianthia Ford-Kee, Head Coach Olabaniji Abanishe. 

About The National Football Foundation: 
Founded in 1947 with early leadership from General Douglas MacArthur, legendary Army coach Earl "Red" 
Blaik and immortal journalist Grantland Rice, The National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame is a non- 
profit educational organization that runs programs designed to use the power of amateur football in developing 
scholarship, citizenship and athletic achievement in young people. With 121 chapters and 12,000 members 
nationwide, NFF programs include the College Football Hall of Fame, the NFF Scholar-Athlete Awards, 
presented by Fidelity Investments, Play It Smart, the NFF Hampshire Honor Society, the NFF National Scholar- 
Athlete Alumni Association, and scholarships of more than $1.3 million for college and high school scholar- 
athletes. The NFF presents the MacArthur Bowl, the William V. Campbell Trophy, endowed by HealthSouth, and 
releases the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) Standings. NFF corporate partners include the Allstate Sugar 
Bowl, the BCS, Fidelity Investments, Herff Jones, Liberty Mutual, NCAA Football, and Under Armour. For more 
information, please visit www.footballfoundation.orq. 

Email: news@footballfoundation.com 
Phone: 800-486-1865 
Website" http :![www.footballfoundation.orq/ 
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News from Texthelp 

TEXT.htxn 

Remarks from the President 

Hello everyone. I wanted to take a moment to review some 
of the exciting developments that took place at Texthelp 
during the last year and more importantly, take a peek at 
what we have planned for the future. 

As always, our Development team has been busy working to 
ensure that we remain the #1 provider of AT software. This 
is the same team that developed many of the ground- 
breaking features in Read&Write GOLD today such as 
Screenshot Reader which reads aloud any inaccessible 
LexL. This is one of Lhe most popular feaLures on Lhe 
Read&WriLe GOLD Loolbar and we are proud Lo have been 
Lhe first Lo offer Lhis capabiliLy more Lhan 5 years ago. 

Keeping in that same innovative spirit, we released our first 
Web Apps (Read&Write Web, eBook Reader, Speech and 
Dictionary) in October to bring Read&Write features to the 
Cloud. The Apps (FREE for site license and single user 
customers with SMS) have received rave reviews from 
teachers and students alike. The suite has just been 
expanded to include a Spelling App and all Apps can now 
be Lrialed for free from our websiLe. More Apps including 
Read&Write for Google Docs are planned for Lhe 
upcoming monLhs so waLch for news about Lhese! 

With the release of Read&Write 5 GOLD for Mac in 
January, the Mac version now includes a feature set almost 

idenLical to the PC. In June, we released Read&Write GOLD 
for PC: 10.0.4 wiLh significant enhancements to Word 
Prediction. In LesLs using acLual documenLs wriLLen by 
sLudenLs, we have seen a 13% reducLion in keysLrokes 
required as well as a 42% improvement in idenLifying Lyped 
words. See more on Lhe enhancemenLs below. Try it wiLh 
your sLudenLs Loday and see if you agree Lhat Read&WriLe 
GOLD has one of Lhe best Word PredicLion producLs available. 

The effort to continuously improve our products is driven by 
our commitment to provide our users what they need to 



succeed. We enhance/add product features based on input 
from our growing customer base and more recently, our 
Advisory Board made up of experts from across North 
America. If you have suggestions for how we can further 
improve our products, we would love to hear from you. 

Stay tuned for more exciting news from Texthelp regarding 
Mountain Lion and Windows 8 compatibility, Google Docs, 
Fluency Tutor Version 2.4, Read&Write GOLD for PC Version 

11, ePubs, and more. 

As always, we appreciate your continued support and look 
forward to working with you in the year ahead! 

Jack Dolan 
President, Texthelp Inc. 

Enhanced Word Prediction in Read&Write GOLD for PC 
In Read&Write GOLD for PC 10.0.4, Word Prediction has been enhanced 
to include three new word banks with over 1 million of the most common 
phrases used in spoken English, fiction, popular magazines, newspapers, and 
academic texts. In addition, the new Word Prediction engine uses the phonetic 
map found in the Read&Write GOLD Spell Checker to return 

additional suggestions when a word is spelled phonetically or using flexible spelling (e.g. 
leaving out vowels). Users can easily get even more suggestions or turn off the phonetic 
checker with a single click. Try it today and let us know what you think! 

The 10.0.4 update will automatically be deployed if automatic updates are turned on. If 
not, Version 10 users should go to "About" to get the update. 

Call 888-248-0652 or email u.s.info@texthelp.com for more information. 

New Spelling Web App 
A Spelling App has been added to our Web Apps suite (Read&Write Web, eBook 
Reader, Dictionary, and Speech)! The ~p~!!!ng App is designed for smaller 
mobile devices and allows users to type or paste a single word and get spelling 
suggestions, text definitions, and picture images. 

Single Users get Web Apps 
Read&Write GOLD (V10 PC or V5 Mac) single user customers with a current SMS 
agreement can now access all of the Web Apps for free, including Spelling! 

Try Web Apps for FREE 
Free Web Apps trials are now available. Try any or all of the Web Apps for 30 days! 

FREE Fluency Tutor 90-Day Trials 
:In just 90 days, you and your students can see and hear the benefits of using Fluency 
Tutor, our web-based solution to help all students, including developing readers, 
struggling readers, and English language Learners, build oral reading fluency and 
comprehension. This research-based software program has proven to be successful across 
all tiers of the RTI model as a reading intervention. Get started today! 



New Webinars 
"Tips for Successful K-12 AT Implementations" 

In September, we will be hosting a complimentary K-12 Assistive 
Technology Implementation webinar with a diverse panel of educators 
who will share how they have successfully made Read&Write GOLD 
reading and writing support software available to every student in 
their school or district to help improve student performance. 

Watch for Registration information to be sent out soon! 

"Read&Write GOLD and the Common Core State Standards" 
With the implementation of the Common Core State Standards, more focus has been placed 
on literacy and critical skills. This complimentary one hour webinar will cover how to 
combine 21st Century skills with literacy support tools contained in Read&Write GOLD. This 
session will provide for a basic overview of the Common Core State Standards, the 
instructional changes based on the new expectations, and specific tool and strategy uses 
with Read&Write GOLD for reading and writing. Join us to learn how to help all levels of 
learners meet the new standards. 

When’ Tuesday, September 25, 3:00PM EST                  ~ 

"Tips for Successful Higher Education A T 
Implementations" 
In April, we held a webinar featuring a panel of Higher Education experts discussing how 
they have successfully implemented Assistive Technology at their college or university. 
Listen to the webinar recordinc]. 

Closed Captioning of Our Videos 
You asked. We listened. All of the Read&Write GOLD feature and overview 
videos for PC and Mac are now closed captioned! See them on our YouTube 
Channel! 

In addition, be sure to watch our newest videos on PDF Accessibility Ed!~, 
Lexiflow eBooks, and eBook Reader. 

If you have a video to share, let us know! Check out all of the customer-submitted videos 
on our YouTube channel! 

District Administration Top 100 Products 
District Administration’s Readers’ Choice Top 100 Products nominations are 
open! Educators are invited to share which products they are using and how 
they contribute to the success of their districts. We thank all of you who 
nominated our products in the past and hope you will do so again 
for 2012! 

Read&Write GOLD in the News 
Read&Write GOLD has received quite a bit of press over the last few months: 

¯ About.com - A Read & Write GOLD Standard for Text Accessibility 
¯ The Lantern - Ohio State University’s Office for Disability Services receives $7.5K in 

assistive technology 
¯ About.com - Make Colleqe Textbooks Accessible - Four Steps to Aid Readers with 

Print Disabilities 
¯ Technology&Learning - Read&Write 5 GOLD for Mac Review 
¯ UNH Signals (University of New Hampshire IT Newsletter) - Conquerinc] Lanc]uaqe- 



Based Learninq Disabilities with Read&Write GOLD Software 
¯ OnCampus (Ohio State University Faculty Staff Information Hub) - Overcomino~ 

Obstacles - Students with disabilities had limited resources at OSU when it came to 
assistive technology - until now 

¯ The Edson Leader (Alberta) - School Division is Doinq Away with Special Needs 
Labelling 

¯ Bookshare BIog - Assistive Technoloc~/Spotl!qht - Texthel~p A~ps 

2012 Texthelp Scholarship Winner at MiraCosta 
Texthelp and MiraCosta Community College in Oceanside, CA are pleased 
to announce the winner of the 2012 Texthelp Scholarship, Bongkod 
Wongpan. The Scholarship consists of $500 along with a copy 
of Read&Write GOLD to support a noncredit ESL student who is planning 
to transition to a credit program. 

Bongkod came from Thailand 2 years ago and started taking ESL classes at MiraCosta to 
help with her English and break down the communication barriers she faced. Based on the 
recommendation of her teachers, she started using Read&Write GOLD to help with her 
reading and pronunciation. In the fall, she will begin taking classes to realize her dream of 
becoming a Biological Technician and plans to make full use of her new copy of Read&Write 
GOLD. Congratulations Bongkod! 

Fluency Tutor Research 
A recent study with 5th graders in the Waubesa School District showed that students using 
Fluency Tutor out-performed students in the control group on both number of words correct 
per minute (WCPM) and reading fluency. Read the results of the McFarland School Pilot. 

Texthelp Partners Receive CODiE Awards 
Congratulations to three of our publishing partners, 
Discovery Education, Archipelago Learning, and TCI, for 
receiving 2012 CODiE Awards! 

These three companies exemplify what it means to provide solutions that not only support 
the Common Core State Standards, but also include support tools to give every student 
access to their materials. We are proud they have chosen to embed Texthelp technology in 
their award-winning solutions! 

The Howard School and Texthelp Bring Read&Write GOLD to Trinidad 
The Howard School in Georgia, in partnership with Texthelp, is 
bringing Read&Write GOLD to the Eshe Learning Centre in 
Trinidad! The Eshe Learning Centre was founded over 25 years 
ago by Dr. Esla Lynch for students with learning disabilities. Dr. 
Lynch was diagnosed with dyslexia in college after years of 
struggling in school and understands how difficult it is for 
students with learning disabilities to succeed. 

In July, teachers from the Howard School will be in Trinidad 
training teachers and students. Click here to learn more about 
Dr. Lynch and stay tuned for an update on this exciting venture! 

e2020 Inc. Releases New Toolset using SpeechStream 

In April, e2020 released Close ReaderTM, a robust toolset that 

supports the close reading prescribed by the Common Core 
Standards. Close Reader is embedded with Texthelp’$ 



SpeechStream to provide read-aloud capability with synchronous dual-color highlighting, a 
talking dictionary, and study annotation pens to improve comprehension and analysis. 
Interactive text and audio supports within the text allow students at all reading levels and 
language abilities to access grade-level reading selections. 

SpeechStream enbedded in Pearson’s NovaNET for ELL Learners 
In April, Pearson announced that they have embedded 
SpeechStream into their curriculum to speech-enable the 
NovaNET Courseware for English Language Learners and other 
struggling students. 

Share a success story 
We would love to hear how you or your students are successfully 
using any of our our products. Share your stories with other 
educators on Facebook, Twitter, Google+, or Pinterest! 

This Spring, Texthelp exhibited at IRA and ISTE as well as at 
many regional conferences. 

Click on the link below to view a special Fluency 
Tutor presentation that was given at IRA by Edie Eastman from 
McFarland Community Schools, WI. 

"Waubesa Intermediate School - Hear how students usincl E!~#~cy 
Tutor saw significant increases in 5th grade reading scores" 

Texthelp will be busy exhibiting at conferences throughout the US and Canada in the 
coming months. We hope you will stop by and see us at an event near you! 

National AHEAD Conference 
Visit Booth #37 at the AHEAD Conference in New Orleans July 10-13 and be sure to stop 
by this session while at the conference! 

¯ "The Impact of the Cloud on Higher Education’" - Doug Rosette, Texthelp 
Thursday, July 12th, 2:00pm - 3:00pm in Bayside C 

Plan Ahead for ATIA Orlando 2013 
If you are planning on attending ATIA Orlando 2013 (January 30 - February 2), reqister 
now and get a 5% discount! Use discount code EDC3 and include "Texthelp". 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Texthelp Inc. I 600 Unicorn Park Drive I Woburn, MA 01801 

Unsubscribe I Send To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 

~ iContact- Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Friday, July 13, 2012 9:23 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; wdr@footballvideos.com 

Buy one get one free! 

TEXT.htm 

Please Check out this weeks special. 

Buy a game and get one game free. Buy 2 or more games, and get 2 or 
more games free. 

This special expires this friday, 7/20/2012, at 4pm where you are. 

Just pick out the game, or games you want, and put them in your cart. 
Checkout and then in the comment section at the end of the checkout 
process notate the free game or gaems you want. 

Also, in the comment section box, notate discound code - BOGO. 

Email me at wdr@footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 



The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
_U__pdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I _P_ _r_ Lv_ _a_ _c_ _v_ _ _P_ _o_ J_i_ _c_y . 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Sidney Young" <support@intuit.com> 

Monday, July 16, 2012 9:56 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tripp Phillips <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson 
Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Teresa Vanderford 
<tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
uncdiving@uncaa.unc.edu; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your payroll processing is initiated by Intuit. 

Payroll processing status 
DirectDeposit Service CommunicationStatus updateDear tonyyount@tmcaa.unc.eduWereceived your payrollon July 16, 2012at 
7:61AM Pacific Time.Funds will betransferred from thebank account number endingin: XXXXon July 17, 2012.Amount to 
bewithdrawn:         Paychecks will betransferred to youremployees’ accountson: July 17, 2012Please downloadyour payroll 
here.Funds aretypicallywithdrawn before normalbanking hours so please make sure youhave enough fundsavailable by 12 a.m. on the 
date fundsare to be withdrawn.Intuit mustobtain your payroll by 5p.m. Pacific time, two banking daysbefore your paycheck dateor 
your employees will not be paidon time. QuickBooks does not processpayrolls on weekends or federal bankingholidays. A list of 
federalbanking holidays can beaccessed at theFedeml Reserve website.Thank you for yourbusiness.Sincerely, Intuit Payroll Services 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Thisnotification is being sent to inform youof a critical matter concerning yourcurrent service or software. 
Please notethat if you previously opted out ofreceiving marketing materials fromIntuit, you may continue to receivenotifications 
similar to thiscommunication that affect your serviceor software. If you have any questionsor comments about this email, please 
DONOT REPLY to this email. If youneed additional information pleasecontact us.If you receive an emailmessage that appears to 
come from Intuitbut that you suspect is a phishingemail, please forward it to immediatelyto spoof@intuit.com. Copyright 2008 Intuit 
Inc.QuickBooks and Intuit are registeredtrademarks of and/or registered servicemarks of Intuit Inc. in the UnitedStates and other 
countries. Thisnotification is not intended tosupplement, modify, or extend the Intuitsoflware license agreement between youand Intuit 
for any Intuit product orservice. Intuit Inc. CustomerCommunications2800 E. Commerce Center Place, Tucson, AZ 85706 



Fro~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 17, 20:12 10:10 AM 

Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS session 12 groups 

TEXT.htm~ CTOPS session12.xlsx 

Attached are the students who will be here for Session 12 on Thursday Friday. Please let me know if you do NOT plan on meeting with your students at the 4:45 session on 

Thursday. If I do not hear from you, I will put your student’s names on the list for the meeting, 
Thankst 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

93_9 962 9538 

93_9 962 8247 (fax) 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 0:56 AM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: New Address! 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hey Tony- - - 

[] 

and I just moved into a new apartment by Southpoint. Do I need to update the AtNetic Department with this information? 

I already went on to update as well as contacting Mrs. H! Tuing "to cover all my bases’. 

Let me know! Hope your summer has been t~bulous’. We will catch up soon - I’ve been on the road all July and will con6nue to be! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday,             4:15 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <gyount@email.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: peer tutoring this fall 

Hi     EDUC ’ is a 3 hour elective pass/fail course that meets for 15 weeks (semester) either on                    pm at 
Dey Hall. Peer Tutors are required to have a 3.0 gpa and A or B in the class(s) they tutor. Student’s may miss one class during the 
semester. I would love to have you if you are interested just go to the learningcenter.unc.edu and follow the find a tutor link. Thanks 
for your interest. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Or at 3:46 PM, ’ ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Mary, 
> My name is I and I was wondering if there is any chance I could peer tutor in dey hall this fall. I would love to tutor in 
History courses (particularly latin american or guerrilla warfare courses) or french courses also. I’m studying abroad in 
this spring and would love to keep up with my french communication skills. I play volleyball here at UNC and my academic advisor, 
Tony Yount, has notified me that this is a great opportunity. My last question is does the tutoring provide me with one hour of credit 
towards my transcript? 
> Thank you so much for your time ! 
> Best Regards, 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, July 20, 2012 10:22 AM 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Session 13 CTOPS students 

TEXT.htm; Session13groups.xlsx 

Here are the students who will be attending Session 13 on Monday and Tuesday. Please let me know if you DO NOT intend to meet with your student during the 4:45 session 

on Monday, If I do not hear from you, I will forward all of your students names to CTOPS to attend the meeting, 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

A B 

Name PiD 

c 

Session 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 

D 

Group 
15 
9 
1 
1 
1 

E 

Letter 
B 
D 
B 
C 
A 

F 
Total Charges 

$384.00 
$2~0.00 
$384.00 
$2~0.00 
$270.00 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

G 

Amount Paid 
$384.00 
$210.00 
$384.00 
$210.00 
$270.00 

H 

Balance Due 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

" @email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 5:07 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

review 

Hi Tony, 

and I are going to have a Final Review session for her bioethics class tomorrow at 1:30, if that’s okay. 
were out of town, so I’m CC’ing Brent to make sure someone knows this is happening. Thanks, 

said you 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncvvlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 3:39 PM 

Stephen Oisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson < sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Phi[ Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

W Lacrosse tentative fall schedule 

TEXT.htm; Fall Calendar.pub 

Hi All, 
[ hope all is well! Couple of organization things... 

1. Freshmen welcome dinner is this Saturday at my house, starting at 6:30, would love for you to be there, understand you are busy, let me know if you plan on coming 

2. First team meetinq: Tuesday @ 3:30 at locker room facility 
3. Attached fall schedule: please review and let me know if [ have missed anything, or [ need to change anything. I plan to go through this with team on 

Steve/Tony trying to figure out a weekly yoga time waiting to see class schedules, but maybe thinking 1:30 2:30 on Wednesdays prior to any afternoon classes. 

Thanks looking forward to the year! 

J~nny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

wvcvv.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.comi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 7:27 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; wdr@footballvideos.com 

Superman is a customer - how bout you? 

TEXT.htm 

It’s a birdl it’s a planel no; it;s Superman. 

Actually it’s Princeton’s own Dean Cain who played 
Superman on TV, and free safety for the Tigers in 
1986. He is one of tens of thousands of happy, 
satisfied customers who got a chance to see 
themselves play the game they love so much - 
College Football. 

Count yourself among the many people, famous or not, who understand 
the value of taking a trip back in time, and reliving every play of that 
great game or games.. 

Please ride this link to www.footballvideos.com, jump into that phone 
booth and see yourself as Superman - again.Email me at 
wdr@footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any questions. 



WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Please know there is always a 
VOLUME DISCOUNT available for you if you are interested 
in buying several games. Check it out. 

Go to www.footballvideos.com or email me at wdr@footballvideos.com 
or call 717-732-5643 with any questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improy!ng Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
[Jpdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Po!!cy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 11:42 AM 

Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 

< pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Women’s Lacrosse Fall Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Fall Calendar.pub 

Attached is our fall schedule through November. As you know, things are subject to change, but we try to stay on course and usually do! 

if you have any questions, please let me know. [ will update our roster as soon as [ know. 
As of now, Taylor Thomas will not be returning to the team. 

Jenny" 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"www.footballvideos.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Monday, August 20, 2012 8:03 AM 

Tow Yount <tons~oun@uncaa.unc.edu-~; wdr@lbotballvideos.com 

I taught Andre Reed how to be a Wide Receiver 

"l~2XT.htm 

Andre Reed should be in the NFL Hall of Fame. 
Okay, I got to tell the story. 
Did you know I taught Andre Reed everything he 
knows about being a wide receiver? 
Actually, that’s not true, I am sure he learned a lot 
after he left my Alma Mater Kutztown University. 
But before then, alot of his success can be 
attributed to me, and my tutalidge. 
It’s true, when I was a Senior at Kutztown, back in 
1980, Andre Reed was my back up. A back up that 
never got in the game, and ended up red-shirting 
that year. 
My memories of him that year were of a skinny kid 
from Dieruff who had to endure standing in the hot, 
cold, and rain, trying to learn what I was doing to 
set KU receiving record after KU receiving record, 
just in case I got hurt. I never missed playing a 
down my senior year. Except for the much 
appreciated, time out, walk off, Coach Baldwin 
gave me when I caught my 40th reception of the 
year to set the school record, at the time. Andre, 
by the way, smashed all of my records by the time 
he was done at KU. 
The next year I was still at KU finishing up my 5th 
year and I was the wide receivers coach for the 
team. My job, was to teach Andre Reed, and 
several others, how to follow up what I did for the 
last 4 years. It wasn’t an easy act to follow. 
Truth be told, Andre wasn’t the best receiver that 



year and I doubt he played much, but he did get 
the benefit of my coaching for a whole season. 
I can remember him getting so mad at me when I’d 
have the receivers do one of my favorite drills. 
They would run a 10 yard crossing pattern, I’d be 
waiting there with a bag and slam it into them as 
soon as they caught the pass. It was my attempt to 
teach them how to catch and hang on in traffic. If 
you’ve ever seen Andre play, he was one of the 
best at coming acrossed the middle and making 
the catch. 
The next year I was out of KU and had lost touch 
with the football program whilst I developed my 
business career in Houston Texas. 
Low and behold, a few years later, I was watching 
an NFL game on TV, and saw some Buffalo Bill 
make this remarkable catch. The graphics came 
on the screen and there was a close up of Andre 
Reed. This was the first I heard of his meteoric 
rise the years after I played and coached him at 
KU. I couldn’t be happier for him! 
Andre played for many years in the NFL, played in 
several Super Bowls, and generally dominated 
secondaries in NFL games all over the country. 
He deserves to be in the Hall of Fame. 
Amazingly, I have never communicated with Andre 
since those days at Kutztown. I have no idea what 
he thinks about me and my influence on his career. 
All I have is the signed picture above. He gave this 
to my brother who saw him after a Bills game and 
asked that my brother give it to me. 
I have several of Andre’s games at Kutztown. If 
you watch them you will see he was a man among 
boys when he played in college. 
So check out Andre, or check out the games you 
played in, or someone you know played in, by 
riding this link to www.footballvideos.com - 
America’s Football games on your video screen. 
Because, the older you get - the better you were. 
WDR 
OwnedPresident 
www.footballvideos.com 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colleqe Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Fort,yard ernail 

this email was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc,edu by wdr@footba v deos co ~ :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

www.footballvideos,com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Yarbrough, Nathan John" <yarbro9@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 8:22 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@emml.unc.edu’~; Beth Lyons <emlyon@uncaa.unc.e&~; Tony Yount <gyount@emaiL unc.edu>; Jmmie Alexis 

Samatha Lee <ja~mielee@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu~; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandra S Restivo <srestivo@email.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson < wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I roll out of the office today 

TEXT.htm 

will out of the office today with a massive migraine and also some sort of stomach bug. have a great weekend and I will see everyone on Monday, 

Thanks, 
Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 24, 2012 10:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: BS Staff Meeting Policy 

Me Gusto! 

> > > "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 8/24/2012 10:25 AM > > > 

OK. We now have a "strike" system that we will put into place from here on out. If you miss the meeting, you receive three 
strikes. If you are late, you receive one for every five minutes tardiness. Cell phone usage is a strike. As soon as you reach strike 

three, you buy coffee/Dr. Pepper for everyone the following week. 

I’ll listen to dissent (if there is any.) but. 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

http://goheels.com 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kathy Duff?/< kduffy@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 12:17 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mystery? 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Tony, 

I’m doing a little detective work this morning ............ [ have and E Z Go invoice that [ need to figure out who ordered the part. 

The only "clue" I have is the order number which is "Tony08!15" sooooooo your name came to mind, 

Did you happen to order a windshield for a golf cart from E Z Go? 

Thank you. 

K athy Duffy 
UNC Athletic Facilities 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

CB# 85OO 

Chapel Hill, NC 2751.7 

91.9 962 0640 office 

mobile 

91.9 843 5972 fax 

kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 30, 2012 3:36 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@email.unc.edu>; Matt 
Terrell <mterrell@unc.edu> 
RE: Briefings 

Good afternoon, 

Natt Terrel[ will meet with us on Tuesday, September [ I from 3-5 to update us on the department[]s new strategic plan. The 

meeting will take place in the conference room. 

From: Terrell, Matt 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 3:28 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Blanton, Brent S; Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Briefings 

Brent and Harold [] If possible, please copy me on the notification [] just so I have the location. Thanks for the help! 

- Matt 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 3:25 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Woodard, Harold 
Cc: Terrell, Matt 
Subject: RE: Briefings 

Brent and Harold, 

The meeting is set for Tuesday, September 11 from 3-5pm in Loudermilk. Can you please arrange a location 
there and notify appropriate staff? Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 3:30 PM 
To: Woodard, Harold; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Briefings 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 

After polling the staff, [ believe the best time would be at 3pm either on Tuesday the [ [th or Wednesday the [ 2th (preferably 

Tuesday). 

Let me know if more is needed, 
great 



From: Woodard, Harold 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 6:59 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
(::c: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Briefings 

Vince, 

I am out of town til next week, so I will ask Brent Blanton to go ahead and identify the best date for our staff to 
receive this important briefing. We have staff meetings twice per month on Tuesdays. Perhaps that might be a 
mutually convenient time. 

Thanks. 

Harold 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 28, 2012, at 11:00 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Harold, 
Can you please check with the ASPSA staff to identify potential dates, times and location for the 
meeting requested below? Please pass the information on to me and I[]11 try to schedule with Matt. 
Thank you. 
Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 
Subject: Briefings 

To-" 

Re: 

Strategic Plan Task Force 
Unit Briefings 

Our intemal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business 
unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan [] giving our Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in 
advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if 
needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back to me with a time or two that I can meet with your staff [] if you 
can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a projector), or 
we can have the meeting in the Rams Club [] s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I []ve missed a group, if you want a 
group pulled out separately from a larger group, or if I have the staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for 
each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

? Operations [] Clint 

? Sports Medicine [] Clint 

? Strength & Conditioning [] Clint 

? Rams Club [] John 



Ticket Office [] ,lohn 

Administrative Staff [] Karlton 

Facilities [] Karlton 

Finley Golf Course [] Kavlton 

Sport Support Staff [] Karlton 

Business Office [] Martina 

Communications [] Rick 

Marketing/New Media [] Rick 

Compliance [] Vince 

Student-Athlete Services [] Vince 

Coaches [] TBD how we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Ooemtions 
O 919-843-6412 IF 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 10:48 AM 

Tony Yount <gyount@email.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

student 

Hi Tony, We had a     ’last night at Dey Hall who came for quite a while - our new appointment system was not 

working great but when it does (hopefully next week), we can share spreadsheets of student activity from over there. In 

the meantime, today a list will appear at the LC website of all of the classes we can tutor over there along with some on 

specific nights. Look for updates over the next two weeks while I am still tweaking my roster with return tutors and 

volunteers from different departments on campus. Currently, I have 70 tutors and some (listed at the website) are by 

appointment instead of Dey with Sunday and Thursday night openings. Best, Mary 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, September 7, 2012 11:13 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Copier 

Everyone, 

The copier is up and running; however, we still need some parts. So you can make copies, but not staple; and your 

copies will come out below rather than the left area (which is now detached from the main machine). So be gentle .... 

;) 
Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 

Student-Athlete Services 

(919) 962-9146 
srestivo(£# u nca a.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 10, 2012 3:55 PM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting tomorrow 

Tony areyoufeeat9amtomorrowforameetingw!laxstaffforweekend? 

Thanks, 

J~o~ 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 10, 2012 6:41 PM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Logan Ripley <rllogan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Vehicle Usage 

TEXT.htm; PROCEDURES FOR UNCAA VEHICLE USE.docx; Trey Parnell.vcf 

Hi Everyone, 

Please read, sign and return the Procedures for UNCAA Vehicle Use to Trey Parnell. Please use the fax below or scan / email. The only major change in the policy is that if a 

vehicle is returned excessively dirty then a $25 fee per vehicle will be assessed. If you have any questions please let me know. Thank you very much. Phil 

Trey Parnell 

UNC Athletic Facilities 

220 Finley Golf Course Rd 

Phone: 919 962 3506 

Fax: 919 843 5972 
*********************** 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 

Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 



PROCEDURES FOR UNCAA VEHICLE USE 

VAN RESERVATIONS 
Submit a written request to Trey Parnell at 220 Finley (fax # 843-5972, email tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu). 

Requests must be received at least ONE WEEK prior to the pick-up date (Exception: ACC and NCAA 

post-season competition). If there is a change in itinerary or cancellation, please contact Trey Parnell. 

Vans are available to every varsity team, and reservations are on a First-Come, First-Serve basis. 

To ensure availability, please submit your requests in a timely manner. 

Van Pickup 
Pick up the packet at 220 Finley, between the hours of 8:00 AM- 3:30 PM, Monday-Friday. You may 

pick up the packets and then come back for the vans at a later time if necessary. If you plan on leaving 

your vehicle, you must park inside the gated compound. 

Van Return 
Please return the vans on the date indicated on your vehicle request form. This is very important as 

we must have time to perform routine maintenance and clean the vans before the next team checks 

them out! 

¯ Return the vehicle packets to Trey Parnell or drop them in the Carolina Blue Mailbox located inside the 

gated vehicle compound. Please do not return packets via campus mail! 

¯ Please do no return the vans dirty. Please remove all trash that was brought into the vans. Teams that 

return vehicles dirty will be assessed a 525.00 cleaning fee per vehicle. 

Gas & Gas Cards 
GAS CARDS ARE FOR GAS PURCHASES ONLY 

USE REGULAR GRADE GAS ONLY 

Your van will be full when you pick it up. As a courtesy to the next team using the van, please fill up 

each van before returning. You will only be charged for the miles traveled not the amount of gas used. 

Be sure to complete ands~n ourtri milea e notin the date the van 

was returned, as well as any problems there might have been with the van. 

RECEIPTS FOR ALL GAS PURCHASES MUST BE RETURNED. Ira gas receipt is not included in the 

returned with the packet the team will be responsible for paying for the gas. 



Accidents/Damages 
In the event of an accident, the ACCIDENT REPORT FORM enclosed in each packet MUST be completed 
and returned Trey Parnell. This is for the Universitv’s insurance policy/records and will not affect your 

personal insurance. Our insurance company requests that accident forms be turned in within 48 hours 

of an accident. 

Insured Drivers 
Only university employees will be allowed to drive Athletic Fleet Vehicles and Vehicles rented from 

outside agencies. NO STUDENT-ATHLETES ARE ALLOWED TO DRIVE VEHICLES AT ANY TIME. 

Important Numbers 

Trey Parnell ................................................... 962-3506 (office) 

(cell) 

UNC Public Safety Dispatcher ...................... 962-8100 

I have read and understand all vehicle use policies and procedures 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 7:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; wdr@footballvideos.com 

Are you a possible customer? Who is my typical customer? 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, 

I hope you’ve been enjoying my emails. 

Feel free to contact me and let me know what you’d 
like to see in one of my emails. 

Stand by for some exciting new stuff. 

I wonder if you may be a possible customer. 

What are some attributes of my typical customer? 
Glad you asked, listed below is some interesting 
information about my customers and the products 
they buy. 

Did you know that 93% of my sales come from 
customers using a credit card? 

63% of my orders come from people ordering for 
the first time. 37% of my orders are from people 



re-ordering. My stuff is awesome and you should 
know, a lot of folks that buy my stuff like it, and 
come back to buy again and again. 

98% of the stuff I sell is Football Games. 2% of my 
sales come from basketball and other sports such 
as hockey and volleyball. 

92% of my customers are male. Just 8% to the 
gals. 

82% of the stuff I sell is game film. 

Anyhow, just thought you might want to know. 

Please stand by for some more cool stuff coming 
down the line. 

Until then, be sure to ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and check out tens of 
thousands of college football games available on 
video. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
SPARX Enterprises 
www.footballvideos.com 
www.makesparx.com 
and SPARX Sports. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colle.qe Football 
Learn more about improvin~¢l Youth Athletics 

Ride 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 



Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, September 14, 2012 2:22 PM 

sharon@llmi.org 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Carolina Women’s Lacrosse at Lutherock 

Hi Sharon, 
We are looking forward to coming in today. 

[ have a question about our invoice for this year, [went back and looked through the prices for the past 4 years that we have been coming up and this year we are being 
charged $50 per person per night? [just noticed this, but it is over double then what we have paid in the past and am hoping that this is an error. 

2009 Moretz Lodge $24 per night, per person 

2010 Whisnant Village $21 per night, per person 

2011 Pioneer Cabins $14 per night, per person 

2012 Moretz Lodge $50 per night? 

[ really hope this is not correct, obviously it is my fault for not looking closer when [ signed the contract. [just knew from past years the price range and assumed it had not 

changed. 

Thanks, 

J~gny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

wvcw.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.comi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 17, 2012 10:18 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; harold_woodard@unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Happy Belated Birthday 

Everyone, 

Please help yourself to cupcakes in the break room in honor of Shelley’s birthday yesterday. They are red velvet with 
cream cheese frosting. 

Enjoy and don’t forget to send wishes Shelley’s way! 

Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 
Student-Athlete Services 

(919) 962-9146 

srestivo@u ncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 17, 2012 11:07 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym 
Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Toners for the printer 

Everyone, 

On Friday T know that there were all colors of toners on the shelf above the printer they serve in the Copy Room. Today 

noticed they were all gone except for a black one. Nate and [ will have to lock them up in a supply room. We thought it 

would be convenient for everyone that they be located right above the printer they serve; BUT NOT ANY MORE!! 

Tt is very disappointing that we are "out" this money in our budget..., they are very expensive! 

But also if you know of who/where the toners may be, let me or Nate know. it may be possible someone has the same 

printer and is using the toners here. 

Thanks, 
Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 

Student-Athlete Services 

(919) 962-9146 
srestivo~u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 8:47 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring challenges 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

Can you send me a bullet list of challenges that you/student athletes are experiencing currently with our tutoring structure/lack there of. 

I would like to bring it up with my administrator, but I need some concrete facts that ] can address and help problem solve. 

Also ~ am interested in knowing why Dye Hall is / or is not effective for our SA? 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REG]ST ER NOW! 

www,ca rolinalacrosseca mps,com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Russell, Chloe" --~cjrussel@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  11:42 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <gyoun~email.unc.edtr> 

Tony Yount <ton?Tom~i@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Worksheet 

TEXT.htm; image005.pug; image006.png; pdf 

Your academic worksheet is attached, Please let me know if you need anything else. 
Best, 
Ms. Russell 
Chloe I. Russell, M. Ed. 

Academic Advisor 

Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1005 Steele Building, 214 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919-843-8912 (p) 

919-962-6888 {f} 

~i~c.edu 
CONFIDENT~LITY NOTICE: 
This e- toNI, including any altachments, is intended lbr the sole use of the addressee{s) m~d n~y contain legally privilog~ ~d/or confidontial intbrmation. If you are not the intended recipient, you are horeby notified 
that any use, disse~Nnation, copying or retentiol~ of this e-mail or tfie inlbrmation contain~ fiemin is strictly prohibitS. If you have r~eived this ~ nmil in orror, please immediatdy noti[)" the sendor by telephone or 

reply hy e-mail ~ld pormm~ently delote this e- mail h’om your computor system. "I3~ank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               2:51 PM 

~live.nnc.edu-~ 

Tony Yo un’t <gyonnt@email. unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <ton?Tount’~!uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Worksheet 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png; image002.png; 

Dear 

As promised, attached is a copy of your updated Global Studies worksheet. Be sure to let me know if you have questions. 

Best, 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3210 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3JA0 

Phone: (9:19) 843-3342 Fax: (929) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http:iiadvising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"IVlail Delive~ System" <MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 4:13 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Delivery Statns Notification (Failure) 

sIatus.~ 

The follomng message to <scodonne@email.nnc.edu-- was undeliverable. 
The mason for the problem: 
5.3.0 - Other mail syfftem problem 554-’5.4.6 Hop connt exceeded - possible mail loop’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 2:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Drop-in Schedule 

Hello All, 
There have been a few changes to the drop-in schedule (check it out), specifically a change in time for 

6pm to 9pm on two days and two additional ECON hours with      and then some various room changes. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 2:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Drop-in Schedule 

Hello All, 

There have been a few changes to the drop-in schedule (check it out), specifically a change in time for 
6pm to 9pm on two days and two additional ECON hours with      and then some various room changes. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 8:06 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; wdr@footballvideos.com 

BOGO ends today and your games on-line. 

TEXT.htm 

This weeks Special BOGO Sale! 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and save. 

Buy one game, and get one game free. Buy 2 or more games, and get 
2 or more games free etc...My famous BOGO special. I know you guys 
like this one. Have at it. 

This special ends today at 5pm where 
you are. 

Just pick out the game, or games you want, and put them in your cart. 
Checkout and then in the comment section at the end of the checkout 
process notate the free game or games you want. 

Also, in the comment section box, notate discound code - BOGO. 

Email me at wdr@footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 



WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Also, check out this interesting special which also ends today at 
5pro where you are. 

If you bought your games from me on VHS or DVD over the last 22 
years, you can see each game online for only $30 each. 

This offer includes a 1 year subscription to 
The Football Video Network and your upload fee. 
Check it out. Just use this sku to order 
30 DOLLAR SKU adjust the quantity accordingly. 
HOW TO USE SPECIAL SKUS 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colle.qe Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wd~@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

www.footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideo s.com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 8:06 AM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; wdr@footballvideos.com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

BOGO ends today and your games on-line. 

TEXT.ht~n 

This weeks Special BOGO Sale! 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and save. 

Buy one game, and get one game free. Buy 2 or more games, and get 
2 or more games free etc...My famous BOGO special. I know you guys 
like this one. Have at it. 

This special ends today at 5pm where 
you are. 

Just pick out the game, or games you want, and put them in your cart. 
Checkout and then in the comment section at the end of the checkout 
process notate the free game or games you want. 

Also, in the comment section box, notate discound code - BOGO. 

Email me at wdr@footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 



Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Also, check out this interesting special which also ends today at 
5pro where you are. 

If you bought your games from me on VHS or DVD over the last 22 
years, you can see each game online for only $30 each. 

This offer includes a 1 year subscription to 
~~T~~~h~~~e~~~~~F~~~o~~~o~~t~~b~~~a~~~~[~~V~~i~d~~~e~~~o~~~~N~~~~e~~t~~~w~~~o~~r~~~k~ and your upload fee. 
Check it out. Just use this sku to order 
30 DOLLAR SKU adjust the quantity accordingly, 
HOW TO USE SPECIAL SKUS 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Emp!oyment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 7:47 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; wdr@footballvideos.com 

Buy one get one free special. 

TEXT.htm 

This weeks Special BOGO Sale! 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and save. 

Buy one game, and get one game free. Buy 2 or more games, and get 
2 or more games free etc...My famous BOGO special. I know you guys 
like this one. Have at it. 

This special ends Friday 10/12/2012 
at 5pm where you are. 

Just pick out the game, or games you want, and put them in your cart. 
Checkout and then in the comment section at the end of the checkout 
process notate the free game or games you want. 

Also, in the comment section box, notate discound code - BOGO. 

Email me at wdr@footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 



WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Check out The Free Football Video Network 
The entire visual history of college football on-line. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Emp~Qyment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colle.qe Football 
Learn more about improy!ng Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by ~Ndr~footballvideos.com I 
._U_pdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I ._P__r_i__v__a__c_y___P__o_!!_c_y. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 8:36 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: new ENGL 101 sections for Spring 2013--tell your students 

TEXT.htm 

Counselors, 

See below. Let me know if you have further questions. 

Bradley RoHo Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Smdem-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C          F (9!9) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Danielewicz, Jane M 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 5:01 PM 
To: Ve~j~jian, Henry; Cohen, Marc D 
Cc: Hammer, Bradley Aaron; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: new ENGL 101 sections for Sprin~j 2013--tell your students 

Hi Henry and Marc--Please inform your students of the opportunity to enroll in ENGL 101 as a bridge- 
course, before taking ENGL 105. Here are the course times, etc.: 

The ENGL 101 / Spring 2013 schedule is: 

101.001 TR      9:30-10:45 Kathleen Crosby MU 204 
101.002 MWF 9:00-9:50 Ashley Reed MU 111 

Students may "opt-in" to ENGL 101. They will receive 3 credits. They can take ENGL 105 either next 
summer (it will be offered in both summer sessions) or in the Fall 2013 if they choose to take ENGL 
101 in Spring 2013. 

They are only required to take ENGL 105, so some students may decide to move directly to ENGL 
105 after ENGL 100. Please take an active role in advising your students as to their best options. 

Bradley B.--please pass this information along to Athletic Academic Advising. 

Let me know if any of you have questions. Thank you. 



Best, 
Jane 

Jane Danielewicz 
Hiskey Distinguished Professor in Research and Undergraduate Teaching 
Associate Professor 
Director of the Writing Program 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
CB# 3520 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

Writing Program (919) 962-6920 
Office (919) 962-1988 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 10:59 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

Thank you for your hard work with I met with her on Monday and we talked about her classes, the use of tutors and LD specialist. Is there anything that I can do at 

this point to help you help her? I saw her grades and know you are concerned about History and her Education class. 

I spoke with her    this morning, because          and I discussed her        helicopterin9 ways and that it is driving everyone crazy. Anyway, I am working with 

to set some boundaries for her and also to have .          communicate with her more effectively. 
The one question that came up with her is can we set a time for her to touch base with you and how often lx per month? That way she is not constantly 

hounding you? 

What do you think would be reasonable? 

Thanks, 

J~nny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 9:29 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 
Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Grade Report 

My apologies. I said that I talked with                in the Dean’s office. That would be 
not               , who was a former student of mine from Chapel Hill High School. 

On Oct 17, 2012, at 9:56 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

This is where we are right now. Some midterms are not yet graded, though the first round of tests are 

complete. If there is an asterisk, it represents a progress report from the professor. Otherwise the grade is 

my best guess based on the self-reported grades by the student. Where there is no grade, we just don’t 

have any significant feedback from the prof or the student. 

Some of the grades are bad. Those usually get better after the second round of exams. This is just a 

snapshot of where we are right now. 

I talked with              in the Dean’s office this afternoon. She said that normally in situations like 

this, she has the registrar clear the schedule for       and withdraw her from all her classes and the 

Universitv for the fall semester. She agreed to hold off on that until the end of next week. I talked with 

and she has it set up for to call me in the morning so that I can go over her 

options about her classes and the possibility of continuing from off campus and perhaps earning some 

credit. 

I will be away for the weekend leading a retreat for’ 

Tony 

< 1017fhgradereport.pdf> 

Good luck at Maryland 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 9:29 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen 
Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Grade Report 

My apologies. I said that I talked with                in the Dean’s office. That would be 
not               , who was a former student of mine from Chapel Hill High School. 

On Oct 17, 2012, at 9:56 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

This is where we are right now. Some midterms are not yet graded, though the first round of tests are 

complete. If there is an asterisk, it represents a progress report from the professor. Otherwise the grade is 

my best guess based on the self-reported grades by the student. Where there is no grade, we just don’t 

have any significant feedback from the prof or the student. 

Some of the grades are bad. Those usually get better after the second round of exams. This is just a 

snapshot of where we are right now. 

I talked with              in the Dean’s office this afternoon. She said that normally in situations like 

this, she has the registrar clear the schedule for       and withdraw her from all her classes and the 

University for the fall semester. She agreed to hold off on that until the end of next week. I talked with 

and she has it set up for to call me in the morning so that I can go over her 

options about her classes and the possibility of continuing from off campus and perhaps earning some 

credit. 

I will be away for the weekend leading a retreat for 

Tony 

< 1017fhgradereport.pdf> 

Good luck at Maryland 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday,           2012 6:54 PM 

Steven May <skmay@email.unc.edu> 

~gmail.com; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Remaining in Comm    (IGNORE THE FIRST EMAIL) 

Hi Steve, 

I hope you are having a nice and relaxing Fall Break. As you have already been notified by the Dean, I am back in the 
hospital. 

Unfortunatly, the Dean and I have decided it would be best if I did not return back to campus this 
semester. I will be heading home to         to get myself well and in a better place before returning to campus. 

Fortunatly, the Dean as allowed me, depending on the professor’s descretion, to finish out the semester without acutally 
"attending" class. This means we would work through e-mails, faxes, proctours for exams, and any other technology we 
can think of. With this oppurtunity, I am able to finish up credits I have already have started and stay on track to 
graduate. 

So what I need to know from you is if you are willing to allow me to finish up the course without being in class. What that 
mainly will entail for our Comm    course is allowing me to electronicly turn in the remaining papers and working out 
how to take the exams. I am working with my Academic Adsivor through the Athletic program, Tony Yount, to help with 
this process (I have cced him on the email). If you are willing, together the three of us can work out the details. 

I cannot express how much this oppurtunity would mean to me. It would elimnate the stress of having to lose credits for 
graduation when I am trying to finally get the help I need to get well. However, I understand that it would be extra work 
on your end and understand if you cannot allow me to do this. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to ask away. 

Thanks in advanced for the help. Class has been a pleasure with you and I am sad I won’t be there. 

Hope you are having a great fall break, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday,           2012 6:59 PM 

davisag@email.unc.edu 

@gmail.com; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Remaining in Comm, 

Hi Andrew, 

I hope you are having a nice and relaxing Fall Break. As you have already been notified by the Dean, I am back in the 
hospital. 

Unfortunatly, the Dean and I have decided it would be best if I did not return back to campus this 
semester. I will be heading home to         to get myself well and in a better place before returning to campus. 

Fortunatly, the Dean as allowed me, depending on the professor’s descretion, to finish out the semester without acutally 
"attending" class. This means we would work through e-mails, faxes, proctours for exams, and any other technology we 
can think of. With this oppurtunity, I am able to finish up credits I have already have started and stay on track to 
graduate. 

So what I need to know from you is if you are willing to allow me to finish up the course without being in class. What that 
mainly will entail for our Comm    course is allowing me to electronicly turn in the remaining papers, blogs electronicly, 
get the class notes from a friend, and working with my group for the project via electronicly (Was thinking of ideas to do 
this and thought I could have a video of my question I have to present on a point point). I am working with my 
Academic Adsivor through the Athletic department, Tony Yount, to help with this process (I have cced him on the email). 
If you are willing, together the three of us can work out the details! 

I cannot express how much this oppurtunity would mean to me. It would elimnate the stress of having to lose credits for 
graduation when I am trying to finally get the help I need to get well. However, I understand that it would be extra work 
on your end and understand if you cannot allow me to do this. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to ask away. 

Thanks in advanced for the help. Class has been a pleasure with you and I am sad I won’t be there. 

Hope you are having a great fall break, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2012 7:03 PM 

matthewmgreen@unc, edu 

~gmail.com; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Remaining in EDUC 

Hi Matt, 

I hope you are having a nice and relaxing Fall Break. As you have already been notified by the Dean, I am back in the 
hospital. 

Unfortunatly, the Dean and I have decided it would be best if I did not return back to campus this 
semester. I will I~e heading home to         to get myself well and in a better place before returning to campus. 

Fortunatly, the Dean has allowed me, depending on the professor’s descretion, to finish out the semester without acutally 
"attending" class. This means we would work through e-mails, faxes, proctours for exams, and any other technology we 
can think of. With this oppurtunity, I am able to finish up credits I have already have started and stay on track to 
graduate. 

So what I need to know from you is if you are willing to allow me to finish up the course without being in class. What that 
mainly will entail for our Educ    course is allowing me to electronicly turn in the remaining papers, getting notes from a 
friend in class and working out how to take the exam. I am working with my Academic Adsivor through the Athletic 
department, Tony Yount, to help with this process (I have cced him on the email). If you are willing, together the three of 
us can work out the details. 

I cannot express how much this oppurtunity would mean to me. It would elimnate the stress of having to lose credits for 
graduation when I am trying to finally get the help I need to get well. However, I understand that it would be extra work 
on your end and understand if you cannot allow me to do this. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to ask away. 

Thanks in advanced for the help. Class has been a pleasure with you and I am sad I won’t be there. 

Hope you are having a great fall break, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 10:15 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 10/22 

- PSYC    - 8:00PM 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 10:15 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 10/22 

- PSYC: - 8:00PM 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:24 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc. edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email. unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa. unc. edu> 

FW: Pre-Registration Academic Advising 

TEXT.htm 

Each of your first year students has been sent this forwarded e-mail message from Barbara Lucido in Academic Advising. 

Please feel free to remind them about these opportunities for group advising to take place in the Loudermflk Center for 

Excellence. 

Take care. 

Harold 

From: Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:17 PM 
Subject: Pre-Registration Academic Advising 

Dear First-Year Student-Athlete 

We hope that your first semester at UNC is going well and that you are taking advantage of the many opportunities available 

to you on our campus. 

Prepare Now for Spring Registration: 

First-year students will register for spring 2013 classes beginning on Wednesday, November 14, 2012. You must meet with 

an academic advisor in the Steele Building in an individual appointment or attend a group advising session during the fall 

2012 semester. 

If you have not yet met with an academic advisor in the Steele Building for an individual registration advising appointment, 

you will have the option of attending one of two scheduled group advising sessions specifically designed for student-athletes. 

They will be held on the 3rd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence on: 

¯ Monday, October 29, 6:30-7:30pm 

and 

¯ Tuesday, October 30, 6:30-7:30pm 

Note that you need attend only ONE of the two sessions. If you prefer to schedule an individual appointment with an 

academic advisor, visit advising.unc.edu, and click on "Schedule an Appointment." 

Questions? Please contact either Barbara Lucido (.blucido@email.unc.edu) or Chloe Russell (cjrussel@email.unc.edu). 

Best regards, 

Academic Advising Program 



Subject: MEB photo shoot 
Location: Fo~st Theater 
Start: 11/11/2012 12:00 AM 
End: 11/12/2012 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 25, 2012 4:05 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hey Tony, 

Thanks for this. FYI, 

Thanks again! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:01 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dean Manning, Dr. Jordan, 
> 

~ has now heard from her 4 l~rofessors about the possibility of continuing to do the course work and 
earn credit for the l:all, even though she is now in         for the remainder of the semester. Steve May in COMM , Matthew 
Green in EDUC Katherine Roddy in MATH have agreed to allow to continue to work from home and submit 
assignments electronically. Andrew Davis in COMM ~ recommended that        ~vithdraw from that course. I have a couple of 
questions going forward. 
> 
> I will be contacting the three professors who a~reed to her request to continue to arrange the scheduling and proctoring of exams. 
When       returns to campus for                     in November, would it be permissible to administer exams to her at an 
off campus location while she is in Chapel Hill? 
> 

> What does need to do to be withdrawn from COMM ? She would like to remain enrolled in the other 3 courses. 

Thanks to you both for your help. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Cotmselor, 
919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Jordan, Elizabeth A" <eaj ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 4:41 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Tony, 

It’s my understanding that exams could be administered at an off campus location as long as the instructor approves. 

For the drop of COMM    It sounds like Dean Manning’s office has been very involved in this situation and they may be able to do 
the course withdrawal. If Dean Manning’s office does not do this, then would need to submit an appeal through Academic 
Advising to petition for a course drop. 

is very fortunate to have you working so closely with her. I am sure that your help and advocacy will help her to get through 
this tough time. 

Beth Jordan 

Elizabeth Jordan, PhD 
Senior Lecturer 
Associate Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Psychology 
334 Davie Hall, CB 3270 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 4:01 PM 

To: Manning, Melinda L; Jordan, Elizabeth A 

Cc: Karen Shelton 
Subject: 

Dean Manning, Dr. Jordan, 

~ has now heard from her 4 professors about the possibility of continuing to do the course work and earn 
credit for the falll even though she is now in for the remainder of the semester. Steve May in COMM , Matthew 
Green in EDUC , Katherine Roddy in MATH have agreed to allow to continue to work from home and submit 
assignments electronically. Andrew Davis in COMM    recommended that        withdraw from that course. I have a couple of 
questions going forward. 

I will be contacting the three professors who agreed to her request to continue to arrange the scheduling and proctoring of exams. 
When        returns to campus for                     in November, would it be permissible to administer exams to her at an 

off campus location while she is in Chapel Hill? 

What does need to do to be withdrawn from COMM    ? She would like to remain enrolled in the other 3 courses. 

Thanks to you both for your help. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, 
919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Manning, Melinda L" <manning@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Elizabeth A Jordan <eaj ordan@email.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I would be okay with her coming on campus to take the exams if we could have her take them in a way in which there would be no 
possibility of her running into . I could ask Disability Services (located in SASB North-one floor above mine) if we could use 
their testing rooms for her exams. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:00 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dean Manning, Dr. Jordan, 
> 
> has now heard from her 4 professors about the possibility of continuing to do the course work and 
earn credit for the fall, even though she is now in for the remainder of the semester. Steve May in COMM , Matthew 
Green in EDUC ~ Katherine Roddy in MATH have agreed to allow to continue to work from home and submit 
assignments electronically. Andrew Davis in COMM ~ recommended that withdraw from that course. I have a couple of 
questions going forward. 
> 
> I will be contacting the three professors who agreed to her request to continue to arrange the scheduling and proctoring of exams. 
Whet        returns to campus for                     in November, would it be permissible to administer exams to her at an 
off campus location while she is in Chapel Hill? 
> 
> What does need to do to be withdrawn from COMM ? She would like to remain enrolled in the other 3 courses. 

Thanks to you both for your help. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, 
919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Teresa Farnum & Associates" <info@teresafarnum.com> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 12:21 PM 

info@teresafarnum.com; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

9th Annual Student Retention Workshop Coming to Nashville 

Nashvillei                      . USA! Teresa Farnum & Assodates is dell 

our 9th Annual Student Retention Workshop will be held ~om JMy 22-25~ 2013 at the historic[] UNon 

Station Hotel in downtown Nashviliei 

The 2013 Workshop []boasts a total of 15, 90-minute sessions focused on topics related to student 

achievemenL includ~g 14 sessions that have never []previously been[] offered plus TFA [] s signat~e 

topic, Five St~s to Buildin                     . [] 

To []preserve the partidpant-centered character of this ~que event,             ~[]feat~es small 

session sizes, person~zed materials, and struct~ed opport~ties to Nscuss and strate~ze about 

attendees~ own institutional environments. To accomodate ~dividual preferences, re~strants will 

have[]the[]option of p~chasing either a la carte sessions ($89/each session, early         or an ~- 

sessions workshop pass ($599, early bkd rate~, both of which w~l be eligible for group discountsi Note, 

too, that attendees [] will be[] extended a[] spedal Workshop rate of oNy $169/night at the UNon Station 
Hotel 

Praise for TFA Workshops 

A high-ener~, i~ormafion-packed workshop that offers practical solutions and well-researched, 

timely i~ormation. I left the workshop w ith::istrate~es that we can apply both short-and long-term at 

our institution: [] 

Dr. Christine Leichliter, Dean ofEnrollment, Corcoran College of Art & Desi , 

As a three-time attendee [can honestly sa} ~ed our student success and 

retenfion strate~es at WCCC:[] 

~ FaeGuerin, Coordinator of Student Academic Outcomes &Success, Warren CountyCommunityCotlege 

[]What I appredated was the quality of the presemers and the opportunity to reNly t~e an in-depth 
~ different 

from what you ~                     ~i[] 

Jill Randles, Assistan iV ice Provost for Undergraduate Education, University of Maryland Balt~more County 



W0rksh0p regis!rati0n will Open ~ January 2013. In the meantime; we’~ be sharing updates about 
presenters and sessi0n topics on Our website at: w~:teresafarnum:com: 

Please; mark your calendars and join us next July in Nashville! 

Please ~click here if ~ ~arding ~u~ 9th Annua! S!udent Retention ~rk~h~p 

In addition to the WorkshopS~ TEA 0fiefs a variety 0f 0~her enr0!!ment management events and servicesi occasi0na!!yi we send emails 

a!eriing pe0p!e to these 0pp0rtunities:~ Click here to remove your name from both the w0rkshopmai!ings and any future inf0rmational 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Manning, Melinda L" <manning@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 3:12 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I don’t have the ability to withdraw her from one class-do you know who her academic advisor is? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 29, 2012, at 2:28 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dean Manning, 

Will you withdraw 

Thanks 

Tony 

from COMM ? What does need to do in order to make that happen? 

>>> Thanks to you both for your help. 

>>> Tony Yount 
>>> Academics Counselor, 
>>> 919 962 9535 

> 

> On Oct 25, 2012, at 11:09 PM, Melinda L Manning <manning@email.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> I would be okay with her coming on campus to take the exams if we could have her take them in a way in which there would be no 
possibility of her running into . I could ask Disability Services (located in SASB North-one floor above mine) if we could use 
their testing rooms for her exams. 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPad 
>> 
>> On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:00 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Dean Manning, Dr. Jordan, 
>>> 
>>> , has now heard from her 4 professors about the possibility of continuing to do the course work and 
earn credit for the falll even though she is now in for the remainder of the semester. Steve May in COMM    , Matthew 
Green in EDUC , Katherine Roddy in MATH have agreed to allow to continue to work from home and submit 
assignments electronically. Andrew Davis in COMM recommended that withdraw from that course. I have a couple of 
questions going forward. 
>>> 
>>> I will be contacting the three professors who agreed to her request to continue to arrange the scheduling and proctoring of exams. 
When       returns to campus foJ                     in November, would it be permissible to administer exams to her at an 
off campus location while she is in Chapel Hill? 
>>> 
>>> What does need to do to be withdrawn from COMM ? She would like to remain enrolled in the other 3 courses. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Manning, Melinda L" <manning@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 5:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Great-let me know if there’s anything else I can do to be helpful! 

Melinda Manning, JD 
Assistant Dean of Students 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Suite 1106, SASB North 
450 Ridge Road, CB# 5100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: (919) 966-4042, Fax: (919) 843-9778 
http://deanofstudents.unc.edu 
Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2012 4:03 PM 
To: Manning, Melinda L 
Subject: Re: 

Yes, its Elizabeth Jordan. I’ll work with her. 

Thanks 

On Oct 29, 2012, at 3:12 PM, Melinda L Manning <manning@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I don’t have the ability to withdraw her from one class-do you know who her academic advisor is? 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On Oct 29, 2012, at 2:28 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Dean Manning, 
>> 
>> Will you withdraw from COMM ~ What does ,, need to do in order to make that happen? 
>> 
>> Thanks 
>> 
>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

>> On Oct 25, 2012, at 11:09 PM, Melinda L Manning <manning@email.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>> 

>>> I would be okay with her coming on campus to take the exams if we could have her take them in a way in which there would be 
no possibility of her running into I could ask Disability Services (located in SASB North-one floor above mine) if we could use 
their testing rooms for her exams. 
>>> 
>>> Sent from my iPad 
>>> 
>>> On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:00 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Dean Manning, Dr. Jordan, 



>>>3                         ’, has now heard from her 4 professors about the possibility of continuing to do the course work and 

earn credit for the fall, even though she is now in for the remainder of the semester. Steve May in COMM , Matthew 
Green in EDUC . Katherine Roddy in MATH . have agreed to allow to continue to work from home and submit 
assignments electronically. Andrew Davis in COMM recommended that withdraw from that course. I have a couple of 
questions going forward. 

>>>> I will be contacting the three professors who agreed to her request to continue to arrange the scheduling and proctoring of 
exams. When       : returns to campus foJ                      in November, would it be permissible to administer exams to 

her at an off campus location while she is in Chapel Hill’? 

>>>> What does need to do to be withdrawn from COMM ? She would like to remain enrolled in the other 3 courses. 

>>>> Thanks to you both for your help. 

>>>> Tony Yount 

>>>> Academics Counselor, 
>>>> 919 962 9535 

>> 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:46 AM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Spring Schedule 

Attach: TENfl’.httn 

Hi Tony, 

So, I’m finding myself with a bit of a problem again...I need to take 9 more degree applicable hours in the spring. 

I will take CHEM    (and lab) for 4 hours, and then want to take CHEM    (for 2 hours). That leaves me with three more hours to make up, and (due to not having really any 
prerequisites) I can only take MATH    That seems like a really bad idea, since the only math class I took at UNC was my freshman year (MATH ?. 

I’m going to come by tomorrow to chat about it, just wanted to give you a heads up. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 1:57 PM 

~gmail.com>; 
~gmail.com>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christopher Reed <creedl3@eagles.nccu.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@hotmail.com>; ~email.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>;                    @gmail.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr~uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Markiewicz <markiewiczmm@email.appstate.edu>; 

~gmail.com>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ADHD, Self-Regulation, & Executive Functioning 

TEXT.htm 

Some of you may be interested in attending this lecture tomorrow: http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=6534 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Char)el Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C          I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Inc." <c.nawn@textlaelp.com> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 11:08 AM 

Tony Yount <tonFyount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

News t~om Texthelp 

’I~37f.httn 

I know that many of you may have been affected by the 
recent storm and that it may be weeks or even months 

before things are back to "normal". All of us at Texthelp 
wish you the best and hope that you and your families are 

safe and well. If there is anything we can do to help during 
this difficult time, please let us know. 

Since our last newsletter, we have been very busy as I am 

sure you all have been with the start of a new school year. 

Here are just some of the exciting things that have 
happened at Texthelp: 

Read&Write for Google Docs 

ToolMatcher 

Fluency Tutor 2.4 

Read&Write 10 GOLD update for Windows 8 

K-12 Implementation webinar 

Webinars on CCSS and Teacher’s Toolkit 

Read&Write GOLD special pricing for students 

with IEPs 

New pricing and packaging options for unlimited 

site licenses 

In addition, we recently welcomed two new members to 

the Texthelp team, Jim Sullivan and Beth Molaskey. Jim is 

the Sales Director for OH, IN, and MI while Beth is the 
Sales Director for So CA, AZ, NH, NV, and UT. If you live in 
any of those states, you will be hearing from Jim or Beth 

soon but in the meantime, feel free to contact them 
directly at i.sullivan .@.texthelp.com or 

b. rnolaskey@ text help.corn. 
As always, we appreciate your continued support and look 

forward to working with you in the year ahead! 

Jack Dolan 

President, Texthelp Inc. 

Recognizing that many schools today cannot afford to 

purchase the assistive technology that their students with 

IEPs need to help them succeed, we are very excited to 
announce Read&Write GOLD IEP for only $295 for a single 

user copy. Read&Write GOLD IEP (PC or Hac, DVD or USB) 

has all of the same features as Read&Write GOLD but is 
available at this special price to schools or authorized 

agencies who are purchasing it for K-12 students with IEPs. 
Call 888-248-0652 today to order or learn 

In September, we introduced our newest Web App, .~__d__~___W__£[t__~__f_~_r___~__o___o_~Ll__e___~__o__~_s_.--, 

which allows teachers and students to create and collaborate on ~ 
documents in real time in the Cloud. Download it today for free on the 
~_L~_[_o_y_D_~__~.t_.o_E~. and make your Google Documents accessible! 
"The Read&Write for Google Docs App is fantastic. I love that it is always 
available in Google Docs documents. The toolbar icon is a visual reminder for 
students that they can use the text-to-speech and other support tools they know and love 
from Read&Write GOLD, all while working in Google Docs." 

Sally Garza, Technology Director, The Lawrence School, OH 
Try all of the Web Apps for free for 30 days!      [~ 



¯ . Also in September, we announced ToolMatcher, a 

i~i free online tool that matches an individual’s 
support needs with the appropriate features on 
the Read&Write GOLD toolbar. Try it today! Simply 

I check the boxes next to the accommodations that 
| align with your student’s needs. 
-Then click the "See how Read&Write GOLD can 

help" button to create a table showing which Read&Write GOLD features best meet 
their needs. 

As a Microsoft GOLD Development partner, we work 
closely with Microsoft in order to have updates ready for ...... 
our customers. Thus, when Windows 8 was released on 
October 22, we also released an update to Read&Write 
10 GOLD for PC to support Windows 8. In addition, this 
update includes a new smaller Remote User Build option 
for those who want to put the Remote User download on 
their websites for their users. 

¯ ._F_[_u__&r_L£’_~____T___u__t_£_r____2_:__4_. includes an array of new features for 
>(i teachers and administrators, offering more ease in managing 

user accounts and greater access to student performance 
data. For struggling readers, especially those in RTI Tiers 2 or 
3 or who are English Language Learners, Fluency Tutor is the 
perfect solution to quickly assess and give students the 
necessary reading interventions to succeed. 

Read below to learn more about our newest complimentary webinars. 

"Hear from the Experts N Successful K-12 District-wide AT 
Implementations" - In September, we hosted a K-12 AT Implementation webinar 
with a diverse panel of educators who shared how they have . 
successfully made Read&Write GOLD available to teachers and .~i 
students in their district to help improve student performance. 
If you missed it, watch the recordino~. 

"How Read& Write GOLD’s Reading and Writing Tools 
Support Common Core State Standards" - This webinar 
describes how to combine 21st Century skills with literacy support tools 
contained in Read&Write GOLD. Specific strategies for using Read&Write GOLD 
tools for reading and writing were included. Tfyou missed the first one in 
September, another one will be held on November :[Sth at 3pm. 

"Using the Teacher’s Toolkit in Read&Write GOLD" - In this webinar, attendees 
learn about the powerful features of the Teacher’s Toolkit in Read&Write GOLD. 
The Toolkit allows teachers to manage the features of the Read&Write GOLD. ]~f 

you missed the October date, the next one will be held on ._D___e__c___e____m___b___e__r____6__t___h___a__t___ 
__2_p__E[. We also invite you to watch the .£&c_’_g_r__(_!!_[]£ of the October webinar. 

._R____e_g_i___s__t___e___r___t___o___d___a__y_ for any of our complimentary webinars! 

Read&Write GOLD and Fluency Tutor were both selected as winners of ComputED 

Gazette’s 20~L2 EDDIE Awards! 

Multi-Level - Language Arts: Read&Write GOLD with Web Apps 

Early Elementary - Reading Website: Fluency Tutor 

The awards target innovative and content-rich programs and websites and 
are selected based on academic content, technical merit, subject approach, 
and management system. 

Dr. ]an Hasbrouck recently completed a white paper, "_L_~_LLd___e_L_s_’_~_~a___n__~i__n_.~l,____A_A_s__e__~L_n_~,___a___n_~1___ 
Teaching Reading Fluency", to help today’s teachers faced with the requirements of the 
new Common Core State Standards and the need to provide challenging and complex 
text for all students, including students who are reading below grade level and English 
Language Learners. 
Dr. Hasbrouck, a leading expert on fluency, states: "Fluency Tutor is a powerful reading 
intervention solution, With the supports built into the program, students who struggle with 
reading and comprehension find the wide variety of passages Fluency Tutor offers exciting 
and interesting which spurs attention and enthusiasm." 

Watch Lori Revel, Reading Lab Teacher at Winburn Middle School in    ~i 
KY, answer questions about their use of Fluency Tutor: ...... 

¯ Part 1 - Why they chose Fluency Tutor 
¯ Part 2 - Students Response to Fluency Tutor 
¯ __P_~__r_t___~___:__Z_h___e___~_e___n___e__f_t_t__s____o_~__~ Lu___e_~_~ Z_Z_u___t__o___r. 



See how Read&Write GOLD helps in the Workplace and read stories from three 
custorners who are using the software to help them succeed. 

Curt King, a college student with dyslexia who started using 

Read&Write GOLD in middle school, is featured in two videos 
from the Yale Center: 

Success through Technology -- Using Read&Write 

GOLD to ConverL Your Notes to Audio mp3s 

GOLD to Create a Stud~ Guide from your Notes 

We love to hear how people are successfully using our products. 

Share your stories on Youtube, Facebook, or Twitter! 

~~ 

In the past few months, we exhibited at AHEAD in New Orleans and     . 
Closing the Gap in Minneapolis, as well as at many regional           ~i 

conferences, 

Click on the link below to view a presentation that was given at 

AHEAD by Texthelp’s Doug Rosette: "The Impact of the C;oud on 

Higher Education". 

We invite you to review two of the presentations that were given at CTG: 

"Collaboration in th~ ~loud - ~airin~ An~’where Access with Eve~Tg~here Su[~oort" by 

Martin McKay, Texthelp 

"Got Diverse Learners? Lawrence Schoo! Shares Best Practices" by Sally Garza, 

Technology Director, Lawrence School, OH 

We will be busy at conferences throughout the US and Canada in the coming months. 

We hope you will stop by and see us at an #.v_~.~.t_. near you including: 

Visit us in Booth #121 at AMLE in Portland, OR from November 8th - 9th. Register to win 

a copy of Read&Write GOLD and see product demos including the new Read&Write for 
Google Docs App! If you are attending, we have a fE~ exh~b~ h~[] ~s~ for you! 

While at AMLE, be sure to check out Lori Revel’s session: 

"Improving Reading Fluency & Comprehension in the Middle School: What 

Works!", Lori Revel, Winburn Middle School, KY, Friday, Nov 9th, 2:00 - 3:15pm 

Visit us in Booth #10 at Accessing Higher Ground in Westminster, CO from November 

14th - 16th for demos and information on our newest releases as well as a Read&Write 
GOLD MOBILE drawing. 

Attend this great session by the team at Marist College while you are there: 

"’Marist College’s Learning Disabilities Support Program Graduates 

Independent Learners", Jean Vizvary, Director of Special Services at Marist 

College, Denise Martin, Rob Egan, and Kathy LaBarbara, Thursday, Nov 15th at 
8:00am in the Standley I Lab 

If you are going to ATIA Orlando 2013, reqister now and get a SOlo discount! Use 
discount code EDC3 and include "Texthelp". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Texthelp Inc. <c.nawn@texthelp.com> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 11:08 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

News from Texthelp 

TEXT.htm 

Remarks from the President 

I know that many of you may have been affected by the 
recent storm and that it may be weeks or even months 
before things are back to "normal". All of us at Texthelp wish 
you the best and hope that you and your families are safe 
and well. If there is anything we can do to help during this 
difficult time, please let us know. 

Since our last newsletter, we have been very busy as I am 
sure you all have been with the start of a new school year. 

Here are just some of the exciting things that have happened 
at Texthelp: 

Read&Write for Google Docs 
TooIMatcher 
Fluency Tutor 2.4 
Read&Write 10 GOLD update for Windows 8 
K-12 Implementation webinar 
Webinars on CCSS and Teacher’s Toolkit 
Read&Write GOLD special pricing for students with 
IEPs 
New pricing and packaging options for unlimited 
site licenses 

In addition, we recently welcomed two new members to the 
Texthelp team, Jim S..llivan and Beth Molaske¥. Jim is the 
Sales Director for OH, IN, and MI while Beth is the Sales 
Director for So CA, AZ, NM, NV, and UT. If you live in any of 
those states, you will be hearing from Jim or Beth soon but 
in the meantime, feel free to contact them directly at 
j.sullivan@texthelp.com or b.molaske¥@texthe!p.com. 

As always, we appreciate your continued support and look 
forward to working with you in the year ahead! 

Jack Dolan 



President, Texthelp Inc. 

Read&Write GOLD IEP 
Recognizing that many schools today cannot afford to purchase 

.~ ~’:~:~~.: the assistive technology that their students with IEPs need to 
i~ii~ili~7:.% ~ i!i?:ii.:i~.:~.~i:~i~.:i!::~I! help them succeed, we are very excited to announce 

~5~;~i~: ~:~ :~:i~-:~: Read&Write GOLD IEP for only $295 for a single user copy. 
.-~.~ .~:~.::~: ~ Read&Write GOLD IEP (PC or Mac, DVD or USB) has all of the 
~: ~:~:~ : ~: ~:~:~: same features as Read&Write GOLD but is available at this 
.... ’ .......... ::: ............. ~~":~ :~~"~: special price to schools or authorized agencies who are 

~ .......... ~"~ purchasing it for K-12 students with IEPs. 

Call 888-248-0652 today to order or learn more! 

New Web App for Google Docs 
In September, we introduced our newest Web App, Read&Write for Goocjle DocsTM, 
which allows teachers and students to create and collaborate on documents in 
real time in the Cloud. Download it today for free on the Chrome Store and 
make your Google Documents accessible! 

"The Read&Write for Google Docs App is fantastic. I love that it is always 
available in Google Docs documents. The toolbar icon is a visual reminder for students that 
they can use the text-to-speech and other support tools they know and love from 
Read&Write GOLD, all while working in Google Docs." 

Sally Garza, Technology Director, The Lawrence School, OH 

Try all of the Web Apps for free for 30 days! 

Have you heard about ToolMatcher? 
Also in September, we announced ToolMatcher, a 

~ free online Lool Lhat maLches an individual’s support 
~ %~.-~.!!~!~.~          ...,,..,,., !:.!,~.~         needs with the appropriate features on the 

Read&Write GOLD toolbar. Try it today! Simply 
check the boxes next to the accommodations that 

Then click the "See how Read&Write GOLD can help" button to create a table showing 
which Read&Write GOLD features best meet their needs. 

Read&Write GOLD for PC Update 
As a Microsoft GOLD Development partner, we work closely 
with Microsoft in order to have updates ready for our 

customers. Thus, when Windows 8 was released on October 
22, we also released an update to Read&Write 10 GOLD 
for PC to support Windows 8. Tn addiLion, Lhis updaLe 
includes a new smaller RemoLe User Build opLion for Lhose 
who want Lo put Lhe RemoLe User download on Lheir 
websiLes for Lheir users. 

Fluency Tutor 2.4 - Reading Intervention Solution Enhanced! 
Fluency Tutor 2.4 includes an array of new features for teachers 
and administrators, offering more ease in managing user 
accounts and greater access to student performance data. For 



struggling readers, especially those in RTI Tiers 2 or 3 or who are English Language 
Learners, Fluency Tutor is the perfect solution to quickly assess and give students the 
necessary reading interventions to succeed. 

New Webinars 
Read below to learn more about our newest complimentary webinars. 

"Hear from the Experts N Successful K-12 District-wide AT 
Implementations" - In September, we hosted a K-12 AT Implementation webinar 
wiLh a diverse panel of educaLors who shared how Lhey have 
successfully made Read&WriLe GOLD available Lo Leachers and 
sLudenLs in Lheir disLrict Lo help improve sLudent performance. If 
you missed it, watch the recording. 

"How Read&Write GOLD’s Reading and Writing Tools 
Support Common Core State Standards" - 
This webinar describes how to combine 21st Century skills with literacy support 

tools contained in Read&Write GOLD. Specific strategies for using Read&Write 

GOLD tools for reading and writing were included. If you missed the first one 

in September, another one will be held on November 15th at 3pro. 

"Using the Teacher’s Toolkit in Read&Write GOLD" - In this webinar, attendees 
learn about Lhe powerful feaLures of Lhe Teacher’s Toolkit in Read&WriLe GOLD. The 
Toolkit allows teachers Lo manage Lhe feaLures of Lhe Read&WriLe GOLD. If you 

missed Lhe OcLober dale, Lhe nexL one will be held on December 6Lh at 2pm. 
We also inviLe you Lo waLch Lhe recordinc] of Lhe OcLober webinar. 

Re~3ister today for any of our complimentary webinars! 

Eddie Award Winners 
Read&Write GOLD and Fluency Tutor were both selected as winners of ComputED Gazette’s 
2012 EDDIE Awards! 

Multi-Level - Language Arts: Read&Write GOLD with Web Apps 
Early Elementary - Reading Website: Fluency Tutor 

The awards target innovative and content-rich programs and websites and are 
selected based on academic content, technical merit, subject approach, and 
management system. 

Fluency Tutor Research 
Dr. Jan Hasbrouck recently completed a white paper, "Understandinq, Assessin_q, and 
Teachinq Readinq Fluency", to help today’s teachers faced with the requirements of the new 
Common Core State Standards and the need to provide challenging and complex text for all 
students, including students who are reading below grade level and English Language 
Learners. 

Dr. Hasbrouck, a leading expert on fluency, states: "Fluency Tutor is a powerful reading 
intervention solution. With the supports built into the program, students who struggle with 
reading and comprehension find the wide variety of passages Fluency Tutor offers exciting 
and interesting which spurs attention and enthusiasm." 



Lori Revel Answers Questions about Fluency Tutor 
Watch Lori Revel, Reading Lab Teacher at Winburn Middle School in KY, 
answer questions about their use of Fluency Tutor: 

Part 1 - Why they chose Fluency Tutor 
Part 2 - Students Response to Fluency Tutor 
Part 3 - The Benefits of Fluency Tutor 

Read&Write GOLD in the Workplace 

See how Read&Write GOLD helps in the Workplace and read stories from three customers 
who are using the software to help them succeed. 

The Yale Center for Dyslexia & Creativity 
Curt King, a college student with dyslexia who started using 
Read&Write GOLD in middle school, is featured in two videos 
from the Yale Center: 

Success through Technology - Using Read&Write GOLD 
to Convert Your Notes to Audio mp3s 
Success throuqh Technoloqy - Usinq Read&Write GOLD 
to Create a Study Guide from your Notes 

Share a success story 
We love to hear how people are successfully using our products. 
Share your stories on Youtube, Facebook, or Twitter! 

~iiiiiiiiiii!:.::::.:.iiii ::i: !ili::i::i 

In the past few months, we exhibited at AN[AD in New Orleans and ............................................................................................. 
Closing the Gap in Minneapolis, as well as at many regional 
conferences. 

AHEAD 2012 
Click on the link below to view a presentation that was given at AHEAD 
by Texthelp’s Doug Rosette: "The Impact of the Cloud on Hiqher 
Education". 

Closing the Gap 2012 
We invite you to review two of the presentations that were given at CTG: 

"Collaboration in the Cloud - Pairinq Anywhere Access with Everywhere Support" by 
Martin McKay, Texthelp 
"Got Diverse Learners? Lawrence School Shares Best Practices" by Sally Garza, 
Technology Director, Lawrence School, OH 

We will be busy at conferences throughout the US and Canada in the coming months. We 

hope you will stop by and see us at an event near you including: 

Association for Middle Level Education (AMLE) 2012 
Visit us in Booth #121 at AMLE in Portland, OR from November 8th - 9th. Register to win a 
copy of Read&Write GOLD and see product demos including the new Read&Write for Google 



Docs App! If you are attending, we have a free exhibit hall pas~ for you! 

While at AMLE, be sure to check out Lori Revel’s session: 

"Improving Reading Fluency & Comprehension in the Middle School: What 
Works!", Lori Revel, Winburn Middle School, KY, Friday, Nov 9th, 2:00 - 3: 15pm 

Accessing Higher Ground 
Visit us in Booth #10 at Accessing Higher Ground in Westminster, CO from November 
14th - 16th for demos and information on our newest releases as well as a Read&Write 
GOLD MOBILE drawing. 

Attend this great session by the team at Marist College while you are there: 

"’Marist College’s Learning Disabilities Support Program Graduates 
Independent Learners", Jean Vizvary, Director of Special Services at Marist 
College, Denise Martin, Rob Egan, and KaLhy LaBarbara, Thursday, Nov 15Lh at 
8:00am in Lhe SLandley I Lab 

Plan Ahead for ATIA Orlando 2013 
If you are going to ATIA Orlando 2013, register now and get a 5% discount! Use 
discount code EDC3 and include "Texthelp". 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Texthelp Inc. I 600 Unicorn Park Drive I Woburn, MA 01801 

Unsubscribe I Send To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

w~. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com > 

Friday, November 2, 2012 8:14 AM 

~oun@email.unc.edu; wdr@tbotba] lvideo s.com 

Tony Yount <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Yanas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Less than 2 months until Christmas. 
This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 
Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 
Remember, vwwv.footballvideos.com is a maii order operstiom Some 
games ~ake ~p to 6 weeks to de~iver, 

Order your games now and get a free 
Christmas delivery guarantee. 

WDR 
Owner/President 

Ever work really hard building something you think 
is really great? I did. I call it The Bo~ Game 
Channel at The Free Football Video Network. 
~ink and check it out. See classic old 
school Bowl games on-line - free. 

Todays special - Buy one get one free. Buy 2 get 
2 free etc... Special ends today at 5pro. Just put 
the game, or games, you want in your shopping 
carl. then checkout. Then, in the comment section 
box, at the end of the checkout process, notate the 
free game, or games, you want. Also notate 
discount code - BOGO. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about im~Youth Athletics 

Fort,yard email 

[his emsi[ was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc,edu by _w_.d_r__~_f._o_o__tb_.a__lj.v_jd___e.o_s_:_co_lN :: 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privao/Policy, 

www.footballvideos.corn 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

w~. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com > 

Monday, November 5, 2012 7:57 AM 

~oun@email.unc.edu; wdr@tbotba] lvideo s.com 

Tony Yount <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Yanas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Less than 2 months until Christmas. 
This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 
Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 
Remember, vvvwv.footballvideos.com is a maii order operstiom Some 
games ~ake ~p to 6 weeks to de~iver, 

Order your games now and get a free 
Christmas delivery guarantee. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvid eos. co m ........................................................................... 

Check out The Bowl Game Channel at The Free 
Football Video Network. Don’t cost nothin’. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This eraail was sent to tom,5,ount@imcaa,unc.edu by wdr~footballvideos.com i 

Update Profile/gmail Address Irls~ant iemeva[ ~’~i~il Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy’, 

www.footballvideos.com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:20 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Registration Holds 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Hi Tony, 

T have holds on my account, but they are for terms that have already passed (not for Spring 

tomorrow, Thanks! 
). I just wanted to double check that they will not affect my registration 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

www. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 8:37 AM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; wdr@footballvideos, com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 49 days till Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Order your games now and get a free 
Christmas delivery guarantee. 

Email me at wdr@,footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Check out The Bowl Game Channel at The Free 
Football Video Network. Don’t cost nothin’. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 

Ride 



See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wd[@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Russell, Chloe" --~cjmssel@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 1:07 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tony Yo unt <ton~To unt@ unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton?~oun~)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Worksheet 

TEXT.htm; image001.png; image002.png; .vdf 

Your academic worksheet ~s attached. Please let me know if you need anything else. 
Best, 
Ms. Russell 
Chloe I. Russell, M. Ed. 

Academic Advisor 

Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 

College of Arts & Sciences and 6eneral College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1005 Steele Building, 214 Bast Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919-1~43-$912 (p) 

919-962-6{t1~1~ 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This e- mail, including any altachments, is intended lbr the sole use of the addressee[s) mad may contain legally priviloged a~d/or confidontial intbrmation. If you are not the intended recipient, you are horeby notified 
that any use, dissemination, copying or retentiol~ of this e-mail or tfie inlbrmation contained fierein is strictly prohibited. If you have rec~,iwd this e- nmil in orror, please immediately notit) the sendor by telephone or 

reply hy e-inail, mid pormmmntly delote this e- mail h’om your computor system. Thank you. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 4:46 PM 

Tony Yomat <ton~youn@unc.edu-~ 

Tony Youm <tonyyounl@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Worksheet 

TEXT.hUn; image001.png; image002.png; 

~live.unc.edu> 

PLCY.pdf 

Dear 

As promised, attached is a copy of your academic worksheet. Be sure to let me know if you have any questions whatsoever. 

Good luck this weekend! 

Best, 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

:1002 Steele Building; CB 3:1:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:1:10 

Phone: (9:19) 843-334:1 Fax: (9:19) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: ~:!/advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 1:50 PM 

BradleyRichard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thanksgiving 

All, 

Would you please let me know your work schedule for the week of Thanksgiving so that I can pass it along to Dean 
Woodard? 

Thanks, 
Nate 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Russell, Chloe" --~cjrussel@emal.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  4:38 PM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton~\voun@ unc.edu-~ 

Tony Yount <ton?Tounl@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS Course Emollment 

TEXT.him; image001 .png; image002.png 

Tony Yount left me a voicemail today concerning enrollment in an EXSS course requiring MATH     Unfortunately, your transfer credit fur MATH    and 

will not result in MATH    being automatically placed on your academic record. Therefore, you wqll need to contact the Exercise and Sport Science Department 

directly to enroll in the course. My suggestion would be to visit the office so that you can speak to someone in person. Ashley McCullen should be able to assist 

you and her ofiSce is located in Fetzer 209. 

Best, 

Ms. Russell 
Chloe ]. Russell, M. Ed. 
Academic Advisor 
l)i~asion of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
College of Arts & Sciences and (~eneral College 
University of North Carolina at Chapel tiill 
] 005 Steele Building, 214 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3110 
919-843-8912 (p) 
919-962-6888 (f) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This e- mail, including any attachments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) m~d inay contain legally privileged aJ~d/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are h~r~hy notified 

that anV use, dissemi~xatiolL copyi~xg or retention of this e-mail or the information conta ned herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e- mail in ~rror, please immediately notify the sender hy telephone or 

reply by e-maiL and p~rmm~ntly delole this e- mail l~om your computor system. Tfiank yon. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:54 PM 

Tow Yount < ~gmal.com>; ToW Yount <Ionyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS Course Enrollment 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png; image002.png 

Hi Tony, 
this is the email T received. 
Thank you very much for your help! 

From: Russell, Chloe [cjrussel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: IVlondav 3:37 plVl 

To: 
C¢: Yount, Tony 
Subject: EXSS Course Enrollment 

Tony Yount left me a voicemail today concerning enrollment in an EXSS course requiring MATH    Unfortunately, your transfer credit for MATH    and 

will not result in MATH    being automatically placed on your academic record. Therefurc, you will need to contact the Bxercise and Sport Science Department 

directly to enroll in the course. My suggestion would be to xdsit the office so that you can speak to someone in person. Ashley McCullen should be able to assist 

you and her office is located in Fetzer 209. 

Best, 
Ms. Russell 
Chloe ]. Russell, M. Ed. 

Academic Advisor 

Di~dsion of Social and Behavioral Sciences 

College ofAl"ts & Sciences and General College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1005 Steele Building, 214 Bast Cameron Avenue, CB 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599o3110 

919-843-8912 (p) 

advising.unc.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This e- mail induding any attachments, is intended [or the sde use of the addressee[s) and may contain legally privileged and!or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are heroby notified 
fl~at any use, dissemination, copying or ro~ention of this e-marl or tim informaUon contain~t her~in is strictly prohibited. If you have recdved this e- mail in orror, please immediatdy notify the sender by to~ephone or 
reply by e-mail, and perm~mntly delete this e- mail from your comp~ter syst ore. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Monday: 5:49 PM 

Todd L Austell <tlaustel12012@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: CHEM Exam Conflict 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you so much. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 

He is also CCd to this email. 

From: Austell, Todd L [tlaustel12012@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday,                5:43 PM 

Subject: RE: CHEM Exam Conflict 

Don’t stop studying... 
We’ll work something out. 

Send me your team proctor’s name and position. 

Todd 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 5:39 PM 
To: Austell, Todd L 
Subject: RE: CHEM    Exam Conflict 

Professor, 

I received your email that the exam will remain on Thursday. As I previously mentioned, our team has an official university proctor who will be traveling with us this weekend. 
If there is any possible way that I will be allowed to take this exam (or some comparable form of the exam), then please let me know what arrangements I need to make. I 
could take the exam on Thursday and would be happy to give up my phone/computer on Wednesday night and Thursday, so that there could be no possible way of 
communication between others taking the exam and myself. 

I am aware that you drop an exam, but I was hoping that would be my first exam, as I performed significantly better on the second exam, and strive to continue to do better 
on subsequent exams. I regularly attend your help-sessions and am desperately trying to receive a better grade in your course. Tt is not my decision to miss this exam, and I 
requested to stay in Chapel Hill on Thursday to take your exam, and then drive separately, but the athletic staff gave me a firm no. I do not wish to complain or make this a 
burden upon yourself, I am looking for the same opportunity as the other students who get to take all four exams. 

If there is going to be no solution and I will not receive credit for this exam, I am just asking to know this evening. I have another exam on Wednesday, which I have not 
studied for as much due to preparation for the organic exam. So, if I will not be taking your exam, then I will devote that time to studying for my other exam. Thank you. 

From~ 

Sent: Sunday 

To: Austell, Todd 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: CHEM Exam Conflict 

11:45 PM 

Hi Professor, 

I am on the                   and we just advanced to the Final Four, which will be held in Virginia next Friday though Sunday. As we won our elite eight game this 
afternoon, we were just told that our travel schedule has changed and that we will be leaving Chapel Hill this Wednesday afternoon. So, I cannot be in class to take the exam 

on Thursday. I have copied my academic advisor to this email, who also serves as a proctor when we travel (and people miss exams). If you would allow him to proctor your 
exam for me, I could take it on Thursday morning, like the rest of the class does. If you do not allow others to proctor your exams, I would be happy to come in at a 
time/location that is convenient for you. Please let me know what you would prefer and I can also meet with you in person to speak about it, if you would prefer. Thank you. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Becker, Jeffrey A." <jabecke@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  6:11 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

CLAR    / quiz for 

TEXT.hm~ 

Tony: 

is to take a slide quiz in CLAP, ~n Thursday. As she will be travelling for competition, she tells me that you are able to proctor the 

quiz. Can you confirm what technicM set-up you can hand,e? The quiz is timed - ideally the slides (5 in al~) need to be show on a laptop or other 
screen. Can you handle a Powerpoint file? or is .pdf preferred? If you could let me know by Wednesday, that would be appreciated. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becker 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mappinq Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-81~.0 U.S.A. 

email: awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

w~. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com > 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 7:47 AM 

~oun@email.unc.edu; wdr@tbotba] lvideo s.com 

Tony Yount <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Yanas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 42 days till Christmas, 
This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 
Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 
Remember, vwwv.footballvideos.com is a maii order operstiom Some 
games ~ake ~p to 6 weeks to de~iver, 

WDR 
OwnedPresident 
www.footballvid eos. co m ............................................................................ 

Check out The Bowl Game Channel at The Free 
Football Video Network. Don’t cost nothin’. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Collecle Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tom/~/ount@imcaa,unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com i 

Update Profile/Email Address Irls~ant iemeva[ wi~il Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy’, 

www.footballvideos.com 67 Greenrnont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Becker, Jeffrey A? <jabecke@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:33 PM 

Tony Yonnt <tonyyounY,~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: CLAIR / quiz fo~ 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Thanks for your message~ 1 enjoy working with in class, and [’11 be rooting for the team to beat Syracuse. 

I will get the quiz pulled together and send it to you tonight. If it is too large for email, I may send it via Dropbox.com. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becket 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mappinq Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

email: awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWIvIC on Facebook! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Becker, Jeffrey A. 
Subject: Re: CLAR / quiz for 

19:51 

Jefl]cey, 

Thmiks for being flexible ruth our student athletes as they prepme for the Final Four. 

I serve as the Academic Counselor for I have a 30 year teaching career in the Chapel Hill Carrboro City, Schools behiM me so I am quite l:amiliar and 
comfortable with giving exams, and the team ave leaving for Norfolk Wednesday afternoon. I am traveling to Norfolk Thursday afternoon and conld give the 

exam after dinner on Thursday evening if that is acceptable to you, or on Friday morning. 

I will have my Mac laptop and I roll be able to use a Powerpoim presentation on my 15 inch ~reen. I will certainly be able to time the exam, and each slide as yon 
instruct. My cell number is This is the email that I use tbr University business. Plea~ let me kmow what else you need ficom me in order to give 

her slide quiz. 

ThmN you again for working with our s~tudent- athletes in such a ilexible way. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, 

On at 6:10 PM, Jeffrey A. Becker <iabecker~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony: 

is to take a slide quiz in CLAR on Thursday. As she will be travelling for competition, she tells me that you are able to 
proctor the quiz. Can you confirm what technical set-up you can handle? The quiz is timed - ideally the slides (5 in all) need to be show 
on a laptop or other screen. Can you handle a Powerpoint file? or is .pdf preferred? If you could let me know by Wednesday, that would 
be appreciated. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becker 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mappinq Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

email: awmc@unc~edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Becker, Jeffrey A." <jabecker@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:07 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounl@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: CLAR quiz fo~ 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Excellent, thanks~ If you are on campus, T have a mailbox in Nurphey Hall; the mailroom is adjacent to the Classics office in room 212 (the secretary 
there can point you in the right direction). 

thanks again - good luck for the final four! 

Jeffrey Becket 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mappinct Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 

email: awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWIv]C on Facebook! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Becker, Jeffrey A. 
Subject: Re: CLAR / quiz for 

00:03 

Jeffrey, 

ThaJ~k you. Files received and "the PowerPoint will run on my Mac. We axe .set to administer the qu~ on Thursday evening. I will seal the quiz as ~on as she finished, 

and return the document to you Monday morning. Where would you like tbr me to deliver it. 

Tony 

On at 11:25 PM, Jeffrey A. Becker <jabecker(~)elna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

T have just shared a link with you (via Dropbox.com) for the quiz for              to take on Thursday. There are two files: a 

Powerpoint with 5 images and a cover slide and a quiz paper. The instructions appear on the quiz. In terms of time, 3 minutes should be 
allowed per slide, for a total of 15 minutes. Per my own policy, I allow a few extra minutes - maximum of 5 - for students to finish up at 
the end of the timed portion. 

Let me know if you have any difficulties. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becker 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mappinq Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

email: awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 

From: Becker, Jeffrey A. 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: CLAR    / quiz for 

13:33 

Tony, 

Thanks for your message. I enjoy working with in class, and I’ll be rooting for the team to beat Syracuse. 

I will get the quiz pulled together and send it to you tonight. If it is too large for email, I may send it via Dropbox.com. 



thanks, 

Jeffrey Becker 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mapping Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

email: awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 

From-" Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Becker, Jeffrey A. 
Subject-" Re: CLAR quiz fol 

19:51 

Jeffrey, 

Thanks for being flexible with our s~ldent athletes as they prepare for the Fin~J Four. 

I serve as the Academic Counselor for I have a 30 year teaching career in the Chapel Hill Carrboro City- Schools behind me so I am quite 
familiaJc and comfortable with giving exams, and the team are leaving for Norfolk Wednesday afternoon. I am traveling to Norfolk Thursday 

afternoon and could give the exam a~er dinner on Thursday- evening if that is acceptable to you, or on Friday morning. 

I will have my Mac laptop and I will be able to use a Powevpoint presentatiou on my 15 inch ~reen. I will certainly be able to time the exam, and each 

slide as you iustruct. My cell number is             This is the emaJl that I u~ tbr University business. Please let me know what else you ueed from 

me iu order to give       her slide quiz. 

Thm~k you ag~fin for working ruth our s~deut-athletes in such a flexible way. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, 

On at 6:10 PM, Jeffrey A. Becker <iabecker(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony: 

is to take a slide quiz in CLAF on Thursday. As she will be travelling for competition, she tells me that you 
are able to proctor the quiz. Can you confirm what technical set-up you can handle? The quiz is timed - ideally the slides (5 
in all) need to be show on a laptop or other screen. Can you handle a Powerpoint file? or is .pdf preferred? If you could let me 
know by Wednesday, that would be appreciated. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becker 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mapping Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

email: awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Youut, Tony" <~tonyyoun~unc.edu’- 

Thursday, ~ 10:32 AM 

~live.~mc.edu>; ~kenan- flagler.unc 

Fwd: Scholarship Oppor’mni~ in Communicatiou~Joumalism 

Header 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Inc." <d.odea@texthelp.com> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 2:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

How Mobile is your MOBILE Contest! 

TEXT.htm 

~     Send us a picture of you with your 
Read&Write GOLD MOBILEfora chance 

Contest Details 

WewanttoseehowmobileyourRead&Write 
GOLD MOBILE is! Where do you or your students use 

Enter for a chance to w,n an Amazon G,ft Card~ 



Mark McKusker, CEO of Texthelp, 
took his MOBILE to Beijing, China! 

Contest ends Friday, November 30th at 5:00pro EST. 

Winners will be notified and announced Wednesday, December 5th. 

Prizes: 

¯ $25 Amazon Gift Card for picture taken furthest from Texthelp’s 
headquarters (Woburn, MA) 

¯ $25 Amazon Gift Card for person who traveled furthest with their 
MOBILE 

GRAND PRIZE $50 Amazon Gift Card for Most Unique picture 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ext h e Ip I n ( 
888~248~0652 
wwwitexthel 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Texthelp Inc. I 600 Unicorn Park Drive I Woburn, MA 01801 

Unsubscribe I Send To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Texthelp Inc. <d.odea@texthelp.com> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 2:53 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

How Mobile is your MOBILE Contest! 

TEXT.htm 

~ Send us a picture of you with your 
Read&Write GOLD MOBILEfora chance 

Contest Details 

WewanttoseehowmobileyourRead&Write 
GOLD MOBILE is! Where do you or your students use 

Enter for a chance to w,n an Amazon G,ft Card~ 



Mark McKusker, CEO of Texthelp, 
took his MOBILE to Beijing, China! 

Contest ends Friday, November 30th at 5:00pro EST. 

Winners will be notified and announced Wednesday, December 5th. 

Prizes: 

¯ $25 Amazon Gift Card for picture taken furthest from Texthelp’s 
headquarters (Woburn, MA) 

¯ $25 Amazon Gift Card for person who traveled furthest with their 
MOBILE 

GRAND PRIZE $50 Amazon Gift Card for Most Unique picture 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Texthelp Inc. I 600 Unicorn Park Drive I Woburn, MA 01801 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

www. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com> 

Friday, November 23, 2012 10:57 AM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; wdr@footballvideos, com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 32 days till Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Your football games on video. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Email me at wdr@.footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Check out The Bowl Game Channel at The Free 
Football Video Network. Don’t cost nothin’. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 

Ride 



See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wd[@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

www. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 7:09 AM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; wdr@footballvideos, com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 29 days till Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Your football games on video. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 

Order today by midnight and get a free 
Christmas Guarantee delivery. 

See this link for my Christmas delivery 
st o ry http:J/www.footballvideos.com/content/more-rush-order-information 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Email me at wdr@footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 



Check out The Bowl Game Channel at The Free 
Football Video Network. Don’t cost nothin’. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
~rk 

~portunities 
l am a Former Player 
l am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wd[@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I fnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 9:54 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Elizabeth M 
Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N Orr 
<orr@email.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@email.unc.edu >; NateYarbrough 

<yarbro9@email.unc.edu > 

Harold Woodard < harold_woodard@unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

[like all of these questions so far. Here are some more ideas: 

1. What experiences in your career and prior leadership positions have prepared you for this Director position? What do 

these experiences have in common with this position? What are the differences? 

2. Describe your technical experiences in the role of Director of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and 

describe your experience with and approach to technology as a tool in the Academic Support Center. 

3. Tell us about your involvement with and experience facilitating change. What was the most challenging? How did you 

participate? What was the outcome? 

4. To add to the management style question that Brent mentioned....How do you know you are succeeding with your 
staff? 

5. (This could be repetitive.) Tell us about your approach to leadership. What is it in your leadership style that gives you a 

sense of fulfillment? What is frustrating? Give us an example of an episode that took strong leadership skills. Tell us what 
went well and what was problematic. 

6. What are three or four things that your closest associates at work would say about you? 

7. Tell us about an important success in your career. What did you do to achieve success and how did you go about it? 

Tell us about a failure. What contributed to the failure? What did you learn from each? 

Will someone be compiling these questions for the group? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/20/2012 4:51 PM > > > 
thoughts. 

What is your overall philosophy for an academic support program and where do you feel it best fits in the University 
community? 

ao To whom do you currently report and what are the pros and cons of that reporting line? 
How much of our current situation do you know and what made you apply for the position? In stating that, what are your 



initial priorities once on the job? 

3. Relationship-building is one of the most important aspects of this iob. Give examples in your past that make you feel 
qualified for this responsibility. 

4. What is your management style? How involved in the day-to-day are you in terms of oversight and why has that become 
your approach? 

5. Philosophy aside, what is your approach to balancing the demands of the office’s responsibility and protecting the overall 
mission of the institutiont 

6. Who bears the responsibility of student success/failure.~ 
7. Are you prepared to not only move this office toward the University but also the University towards the needs of its 

students.~ Explain your answer. 

Hy biggest concern about having a script for each candidate is that it can stifle true dialogue that [ believe is absolutely necessary at 

this stage of the process. Questions should not only elicit answers but also steer thought in the candidate that can lead to good 
return questions and discussion. Let’s not get too hung up on a script and not allow for that. 

Have a wonderful Thanksgiving everyone, 
B 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Maloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

I suggest we reply to all so that we can avoid duplicating questions and unnecessarily bombarding Wally’s email. Mine 

questions are as follows: 

1. How, do you think, does UNCs culture and academics differ from your current or previous universities? How 

would you learn more about the similarities and differences if you were offered the position? 
2. What experience do you have working with admissions? What approach do you (or would you) take when 

representing the academic support program’s perspective to admissions and to athletics regarding admissions 

issues? 
3. Considering the unrealistic expectations coaches sometimes place on academic staff, what practices or policies 

do you (or would you) put in place to protect your staff from such expectations and to help your staff maintain 

positive relationships with coaches? 

4. What do you do to continue developing as a professional, and how do you (or would you)encourage 

professional development among your staff? 

Bradley R.H. Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C i        ~ IF (919) 962-8247 
bradlev.bethel~,unc.edu 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Maloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 



All, 
The search committee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the position 

to campus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, November 27th 
at 3pro. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the finalists as we go 
through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can compare their responses to 
the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank you for your help with this 
request. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-9893 (W) 

)(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 10:56 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email.unc.edu>; 
NateYarbrough <yarbrog@email.unc.edu > 

Harold Woodard < harold_woodard@unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

Great questions Brent - I think you can do both -- have scripted questions and some free expression; I am 
also interested in this person’s interactions with my department 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

>>> On 11/26/2012 at 9:44 AM, in message <49420FA03278DE49BB2A7015EBSCCSC9663061@[TS- 

MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu>, "Orr, Kym N" <orr@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I agree. All of the candidates are going to have different things that they bring to the table. ! prefer open dialogue 
in order to see their true strengths and weaknesses. Having a script to refer when talking to them may not allow 

them to fully give us a picture of their leadership style and ability. 

BTJK 

Kym 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:51 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, 
Nate; Yount, Tony; ’Cricket Lane’; ’Jaimie Lee’; ’Jennifer Townsend’; ’Tia Overstreet’; ’Susan Maloy’ 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

My thoughts. 

What is your overall philosophy for an academic support program and where do you feel it best fits in the University 
community.~ 

a. To whom do you currently report and what are the pros and cons of that reporting line? 
2. How much of our current situation do you know and what made you apply for the position.~ In stating that, what are 

your initial priorities once on the job? 
3. Relationshipobuilding is one of the most important aspects of this job. Give examples in your past that make you feel 

qualified for this responsibility. 
4. What is your management style.~ How involved in the day-tooday are you in terms of oversight and why has that 

become your approach.~ 

5. Philosophy aside, what is your approach to balancing the demands of the office’s responsibility and protecting the 



overall mission of the institution~ 
& Who bears the responsibility of student success/failure~ 
7. Are you prepared to not only move this office toward the University but also the University towards the needs of its 

students? Explain your answer. 

Ny biggest concern about having a script for each candidate is that it can stifle true dialogue that I believe is absolutely 
necessary at this stage of the process. Questions should not only elicit answers but also steer thought in the candidate that 
can lead to good return questions and discussion. Let’s not get too hung up on a script and not allow for that. 

Have a wonderful Thanksgiving everyone, 

B 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Maloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

I suggest we reply to all so that we can avoid duplicating questions and unnecessarily bombarding Wally’s email. 

Mine questions are as follows: 

1. How, do you think, does UNCs culture and academics differ from your current or previous universities? 

How would you learn more about the similarities and differences if you were offered the position? 

2. What experience do you have working with admissions? What approach do you (or would you) take when 

representing the academic support program’s perspective to admissions and to athletics regarding 

admissions issues? 
3. Considering the unrealistic expectations coaches sometimes place on academic staff, what practices or 

policies do you (or would you) put in place to protect your staff from such expectations and to help your 

staff maintain positive relationships with coaches? 

4. What do you do to continue developing as a professional, and how do you (or would you)encourage 

professional development among your staff? 

Bradley RoHo Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C         -IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Wally Richardson [maJlto:wricha@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; 
Blanton, Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Maloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

All, 
The search committee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the 

position to campus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, 



November 27th at 3pm. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the 

finalists as we go through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can 

compare their responses to the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank 

you for your help with this request. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-9893 (W) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 26, 2012 11:22 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Elizabeth M 
Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
< swelborn@email.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@email.unc.edu>; NateYarbrough 

<yarbro9@email.unc.edu > 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard 

< harold_woodard @u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

I will not be here, but my main concern would be that the candidates get an ACCURATE idea about our department 

including who we are, how we operate, and other pertinent information. Given this is the only opportunity they have to 
meet with people inside the department, I would think it would be important to give candidates ample time to ask 

questions. It would be hard to imagine any quality candidate would not have more questions than we would have time 

to answer. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

> > > Cricket Lane 11/26/2012 10:56 AM > > > 
Great questions Brent - I think you can do both -- have scripted questions and some free expression; I am also interested 

in this person’s interactions with my department 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

> > > On 11/26/2012 at 9:44 AM, in message <49420FA03278DE49BB2A7015EB5CC8C9663061@ITS- 
MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu>, "Orr, Kym N" <orr@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I agree. All of the candidates are going to have different things that they bring to the table. I prefer open dialogue 

in order to see their true strengths and weaknesses. Having a script to refer when talking to them may not allow 

them to fully give us a picture of their leadership style and ability. 

BTJ K 

Kym 



From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:51 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orb Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, 
Nate; Yount, Tony; ’Cricket Lane’; ’Jaimie Lee’; ’Jennifer Townsend’; ’Tia Overstreet’; ’Susan Maloy’ 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

Ny thoughts. 

What is your overall philosophy for an academic support program and where do you fee[ it best fits in the University 
community? 

a. To whom do you currently report and what are the pros and cons of that reporting line? 
2. How much of our current situation do you know and what made you apply for the position? In stating that, what are 

your initial priorities once on the iob? 
3. Relationship-building is one of the most important aspects of this iob. Give examples in your past that make you feel 

qualified for this responsibility. 

4. What is your management style? How involved in the day-to-day are you in terms of oversight and why has that 
become your approach? 

5. Philosophy aside, what is your approach to balancing the demands of the office’s responsibility and protecting the 
overall mission of the institution? 

6. Who bears the responsibility of student success/failure.~ 
7. Are you prepared to not only move this office toward the University but also the University towards the needs of its 

students? Explain your answer. 

Ny biggest concern about having a script for each candidate is that it can stifle true dialogue that I believe is absolutely 
necessary at this stage of the process. Questions should not only elicit answers but also steer thought in the candidate that 

can lead to good return questions and discussion. Let’s not get too hung up on a script and not allow for that. 

Have a wonderful Thanksgiving everyone, 
B 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:19 PM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orb Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; Blanton, 
Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Maloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

I suggest we reply to all so that we can avoid duplicating questions and unnecessarily bombarding Wally’s email. 

Mine questions are as follows: 

1. How, do you think, does UNCs culture and academics differ from your current or previous universities? 

How would you learn more about the similarities and differences if you were offered the position? 

2. What experience do you have working with admissions? What approach do you (or would you) take when 

representing the academic support program’s perspective to admissions and to athletics regarding 

admissions issues? 

3. Considering the unrealistic expectations coaches sometimes place on academic staff, what practices or 

policies do you (or would you) put in place to protect your staff from such expectations and to help your 

staff maintain positive relationships with coaches? 

4. What do you do to continue developing as a professional, and how do you (or would you)encourage 

professional development among your staff? 

Bradley RoHo Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Cha-oel Hill NC 27599 I T (919) 962°2237 
C          IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel(~unc.edu 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:49 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Yount, Tony; 
Blanton, Brent S; Cricket Lane; Jaimie Lee; Jennifer Townsend; Tia Overstreet; Susan Maloy 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Questions for ASPSA director candidates 

All, 

The search committee charged with helping select the new ASPSA director will be bringing the finalists for the 

position to campus over the next few weeks. Our staff will be meeting with the first of the finalists on Tuesday, 

November 27th at 3pm. Dean Woodard has requested that our staff generate some questions to ask each of the 

finalists as we go through this process. The goal is to ask the candidates the same questions, so that we can 

compare their responses to the same questions. You can send the questions to me and I will compile them. Thank 

you for your help with this request. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-9893 (W) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"May, Steve" <skmay@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  10:15 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: and a COMM exam. 

That is fine, Tony. Just have the new proctor for the exam contact me directly and I can email the exam to him!her. That person then 
can, ideally, return the exam to the main office of Communication Studies on the first floor of Bingham Hall. The staff will put it in 
my mailbox. 

I have learned that I will be unavailable all day Wednesday, too. So, it will be important that the proctor contact me tomorrow. 

Enjoy the trip with the volleyball team! 

Steve 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:07 PM 
To: May, Steve 
Cc: 
Subject: L and a COMM exam. 

Dr. May 

Until today (Monday) I was all set to proctor         COMM exam on Wednesday afternoon at an off campus location. I learned 

this morning that I have to accompany the volleyball team to Iowa starting tomorrow through Friday for the NCAA tournament. 
Tomorrow morning I will arrange for another academic counselor to proctor the exam. When I have the details set, I will email you 
with the time of the exam, the location, and the name of the proctor, who will be on the academic staff in athletics, or at the SASB. I 
can still pick up and deliver the exam as you instruct, if it is ready by 3 tomorrow, or have the proctor do that as you instruct. I will 

email with details tomorrow. 

I apologize for this inconvenience, but I will work it out so that the exam is proctored appropriately and returned to you in a timely 
manner. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:11 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harold 

Woodard < harold_woodard@unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tutorial Sessions During Final Exams 

Hey Everyone, 
Just wanted to let you know that the below email was sent to all tutors last night. We will continue with all tutor 

appointments throughout the exam period. Obviously sessions will end as each exam occurs, but it will be the 

responsibility of the tutor and the student to determine this. Please be sure that your students are aware that their 

sessions will continue for each course until their final exam. [ will be getting a review schedule out as soon as [ can, 

hopefully today, for your review. [ do have a penciled in version if you are curious about the schedule at this point. Feel 

free to check in with me. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Hello All, 

Final exams are fast approaching. I hope that you are now working with your students to prepare for their 

finals. I would like to go ahead and lay out the framework for how the tutorial program will function during 

the following two weeks (           ). In an attempt to minimize confusion for all parties and continue to 

service our students without disruption, we would like for all regularly scheduled tutor sessions (per your 

schedules throughout the semester) to continue through Thursday,                  . Additionally, in 

order to service larger groups of students during this final exam period, we would like to offer a few 

additional Drop-In review sessions in various subject areas. With this said, we may need to add an additional 

hour or two to your schedule beginning Thursday,           thru 

With this structure, you will be responsible for knowing when your students’ exams are in order to determine 
when you will end your tutorial sessions with each student. I am certainly available to discuss end dates with 
you as needed. 

I will follow up with each of you with additional review sessions to add to your schedule as soon as I am able 



to orl~anize a plan. 

If you have any immediate concerns with rel~ard to your schedule and the ensuinl~ holiday break, please 

contact me as soon as possible. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~zbuncaaou ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 7:09 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; wdr@footballvideos.com 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 27 days till Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Your football games on video. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 

Order today by midnight and get a free 
Christmas Guarantee delivery. 

See this link for my Christmas delivery 
st o ry http:J/www.footballvideos.com/content/more-rush-order-information 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Email me at wdr@.footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Help me understand what facets of 



SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Ride 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
_U__pdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I _P_ _r_ ! _v_ _a_ _c_ _v_ _ _P_ _o_ J_i_ _c_y . 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  8:25 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

Hi 
could meet with you tonight from 9pm 9:30pm. Would that help? Please let me know so that [ can confirm with him. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>>                                @live.unc.edu>            10:03 PM >>> 
Hi Susan hope your week has been well, I am sorry for the late notice on the tutor cancelation tonight, and I am also sorry I missed you in your office tonight. ~ was just 
wondering if there was a possible way ~ could email my tutor to tell him ~ am sorry for the late cancelation and if I could please reschedule for thursday night at the same time? 

let me know 
thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 3:08 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard 

< harold_woodard@unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Academic Center Open Friday 12/7 

Hey Everyone, 
I just wanted to be sure that you were all aware that the Academic Center will be open for study time and a few exam 

reviews on Friday, December 7 from 6pm-11pm. Please be sure that your students are aware. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jacol: Smith, Kfisten" <kj smith@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 4:21 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

NCAA Volleyba),l Photographers-Photo Selling Opportunity 

TEXT.htm; image004.png; image001.jpg; image005.png 

G reetings! 

The NCAA is reaching out to all credentialed photographers from the ist and 2nd rounds of the DI Women’s Volleyball tournament. We realize some of you will not 

be contractually able to sell photos, but please take a look at this great opportunity. 

:~:: cid:image001.jpg@0 ICDD 16A.5389FOE0 

Kristen Jacob Smi6 

Assis~t Director, Ch~pionships ~d Nliances 

NC~ 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IMiana 46206-6222 

(w): 317-917-6584 

(c): 
@% 317-917-6826 

~N~ cid:imag 
...... e002 pn 

g@01C 
D285F.6 
E71371 

Tkis e~kail anti any attac~ments ma5~ contain NC~S cnnfide:ltial and privileged information. If you a~e 

no~ the intended recipient, please notify the sender i~k~rtediately by return emaii, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or b.se of ~his information by a person o~her than 

the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 10:34 AM 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Nike Shoes 

if you are receiving this email then your shoes have arrived. Simply come by the ticket office between 8 5 to sign for them. Once again you may pick up others as long as you 

sign for them, but keep in mind only a select number have arrived. 

UN]VERS]TV OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ASST D]RECTOR OF ~CKET OPE~ONS 



From: @live.unc.edu~, 

Sent: Saturda.5 5:53 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyount~)uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Climatology 

Attach: ’lEXl’.htm 

Hi Tony, It counts as 20% of my grade and 
My Climatology exam today went really badly. It was a 40 question multiple choice test cumulative, and I studied a lot for it but I got a 
Sakai says that I have a excluding this grade and a paper grade (worth :t5%, I haven’t gotten back yet) and he said he was going to scale the tests a full letter grade, but 
the scale hasn’t shown up on Sakai. I just wanted to give you a heads up cause I feel horrible about it and I’m really nervous that this means I wont pass the class. Sorry if this 

isn’t very coherent but I just wanted to let you know and hear your input. 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

www. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 7:43 AM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; wdr@footballvideos, com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Great Xmas Gift Idea & My Customers are Awesome! 

TEXT.htm 



dressing for the Texas game, was technically on the team. I 
said, I didn’t know that. He said, "do you know who that 
player was", I said, "no", and he said, "it was me, Hiram 
McBeth". Awesome! It was such a great pleasure, and 
honor, to get a chance to talk to him. 

My Customers are Awesome! 
Did you know, the southern schools were the last to admit 
blacks onto their teams. In 1970 Arkansas recruited their 
first black player, who was on the 1970 team with Hiram, an 
un-recruited walk-on candidate in 1969. Arkansas 
integrated before Texas, then was followed by Alabama, 
Georgia, South Carolina, Mississippi and other southern 
schools. I believe it took Mississippi until 1973 or 1974 to 
get it’s first African-American player. 

Kind of unbelievable isn’t it. Could you imagine college 
football today without African American players? It would 
seem absurd. 

Kudos Hiram McBeth, the Rosa Parks of Arkansas Football 
and another Awesome customer here at 
www.footballvideos, com 

Hiram is interested in seeing several important Arkansas 
games that I do not have. Please let me know if you can 
get the following games on DVD. 

1970- Arkansas vs. Wichita State (played in Little Rock) 
1971-- Arkansas vs. Tulsa (played in Fayetteville) 
1971- Arkansas vs. University of California Bears 

Are you a customer of www.footballvideos.com ? Do you have a 
cool story to tell? Email me at wdr@footballvideos.com and tell 
me all about it. I’d like to feature you in this newsletter. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Just 15 days till Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Your football games on video. 

Just ride this link to 



www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 

See this link for my Christmas delivery 
st o ry http~,/www.footballvideos.com/content/more-rush-order-information 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Email me at wdr@,footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 8:48 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N Orr 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Out of the office 

All, 

I will be out of the office today I hope to remm tomorrow. Have a good rest of the day. 

Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 7:04 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; wdr@footballvideos.com 

Football Games on DVD - Great Christmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 6 days till Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Your football games on video. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 

See this link for my Christmas delivery 
st o ry http://www.footballvideos.com/content/more-rush-order-information 

I can still afford you a Christmas 
Delivery Guarantee. If the game you 
want, is among the 80% of all of my 
games that are IN-HOUSE, you can get 
a free Christmas Delivery Guarantee. 

Email me at ..w...d...r@.f.9.9.t...b..a..!J,!.d...e..9..s.....c...o....m.. or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 



Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Em[o!oyment OlOportunities 
I am a Former Play~[ 
I am a Fan of Colle¢le Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wd[@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I fnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

www. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 7:04 AM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; wdr@footballvideos, com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Games on DVD - Great Christmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 



Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colle.qe Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wd~@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 7:03 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; wdr@footballvideos.com 

Meet My Awesome Customers 

TEXT.htm 

Meet My Awesome Customers 

Stephen B. Smith. Running back for Davidson in the years 
of 1963, 1964, and 1965. #24 was not only one of 
Davidson’s best running backs ever, he is one of my 
quintessential customers. What does quintessential mean? 
It means, "the perfect example of". Steve is the perfect 
example of the person for whom I founded 
www.footballvideos.com. A great ball player who played 
sometime during the 1960 or 70s who is very interested in 
seeing his game films, and whom has no problem paying 
the prices outlined. He graduated college, he is succeeding 
financially, and he really cherishes his college football 
memories. And, luckily, he played for a school for whom I 
have a lot of games. 

If you Do The Math you will see there about 2 milliion guys 
out there who played College Football. Not all of them are 
interested in seeing their games. Steve is among those 
guys who are much like me. We’d really like to see our 
game films. Steve has been trying to see his games films 
for over 50 years. Here is how he found out about 
www.footballvideos.com 

"for many years I lamented the fact that none of my 



Davidson game films had been saved I asked my assistant 
Traci to carl the schools we played and see if they might 
have saved any. She made a few calls and quickly learned 
that they had no interest in helping her. Then she went to 
google or yahoo and put in "Davidson vs VMI 1963" or 
something and www. footbaflvideos, com website came up. 
The rest is history." 

Steve purchased over $2,300 worth of product at 
www.footballvideos.com. His business is very much 
appreciated. He is one of those customers who remind me, 
every now and then, why I do what I do. My product is 
valuable and cherished by many. Steve is proof. It makes 
me very happy to be the person who was able to help his 
dreams come true. Here is his reaction to seeing his 
games, 

... "as far as watching the films - they figuratively 
"transported" me back to those afternoons in the fail 
of 63/64/65. My first carry in a varsity game vs VMI as a 
sophomore in 1963 - a 59 yard runt. As well as the game in 
which I was able to set a new school rushing record 
(Lafayette 1964). I could almost smefl the new mowed turf 
as I watched themt. What a wonderful thing to refive." 

Another thing that makes Steve Smith Awesome is his 
attitude about the price of my product. Through the years I 
hear the complaints from people who think my product is 
priced too high. I have always contended, if a person thinks 
the price is too high, they really aren’t interested enough, 
and they don’t understand a good value when they see it. 
My games are properly priced. Here is how Steve puts it .... 

",,,As to price -- for me, for a piece of history that can be 
saved forever $100/dvd is more than fair. As I said, I’ve 
wished for almost 50 years that I could see those films 
again. - so the $ is of no consequence." 

Here is Steve’s bio, 

A halfback and defensive back for the football team, Smith 
led the Southern Conference with 84.6 rushing yards per 
game in 1964, and his 761 yards that season were a school 
record at the time. He ran for over 100 yards in three games 
that season, and his 176 yards vs. Lafayette Nov. 14, were 
also a school record at the time. An All-Southern 
Conference second team performer as a senior, Smith 
finished his career with 1,234 rushing yards, which ranked 
second on the school’s all-time list. He was a two-time 
member of the Southern Conference All-Academic team 
and earned honorable mention Academic All- America 
honors as a senior. He is one of six Davidson football 
players to earn an NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship. In 



recognition of his support of Davidson, in 2000, the college 
re-named the Richardson Stadium turf "Stephen B. Smith 
Field." 

Steve is also among the first customers to take advantage 
of my new service called Do My Highlight If you’d like to 

see his highlight film, it will be available at this lin .k, for a 
limited time -My Awe~m~ Customers, and if you d like for 
me to Do your Highlight, let me know. 

. If you d like to be featured in my My Customer are Awesome Feature 
Email me at wdr footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 and let me 
know. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www. foot ba livid dOS. com 

Still not too late to get a the games you want by 
Christmas. Go to www.footballvideos.com and 
order the Christma~ order 
today, and if the game, or games you order are in 
house, I will give you a free Christmas Delivery 
Guarantee. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
~rk 

l am a Former Player 
!#m ~ E~n of C~!~g~ E~otb#~! 
I_~[n rn~[~ ~bgu~ !mproy!ng Youf!q Ath!efic~ 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr~footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Po!!cy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

www. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 7:03 AM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; wdr@footballvideos, com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meet My Awesome Customers 

TEXT.htm 



"for many years I lamented the fact that none of my 
Davidson game films had been saved. I asked my assistant 
Traci to carl the schools we played and see if they might 
have saved any. She made a few calls and quickly learned 
that they had no interest in helping her. Then she went to 
google or yahoo and put in "Davidson vs VMI 1963" or 
something and www. footbaflvideos, com website came up. 
The rest is history." 

Steve purchased over $2,300 worth of product at 
www.footballvideos.com. His business is very much 
appreciated. He is one of those customers who remind me, 
every now and then, why I do what I do. My product is 
valuable and cherished by many. Steve is proof. It makes 
me very happy to be the person who was able to help his 
dreams come true. Here is his reaction to seeing his 
games, 

... "as far as watching the films - they figuratively 
"transported" me back to those afternoons in the fail 
of 63/64/65. My first carry in a varsity game vs VMI as a 
sophomore in 1963 - a 59 yard runt. As well as the game in 
which I was able to set a new school rushing record 
(Lafayette 1964). I could almost smefl the new mowed turf 
as I watched themt. What a wonderful thing to refive." 

Another thing that makes Steve Smith Awesome is his 
attitude about the price of my product. Through the years I 
hear the complaints from people who think my product is 
priced too high. I have always contended, if a person thinks 
the price is too high, they really aren’t interested enough, 
and they don’t understand a good value when they see it. 
My games are properly priced. Here is how Steve puts it .... 

",,,As to price -- for me, for a piece of history that can be 
saved forever $100/dvd is more than fair. As I said, I’ve 
wished for almost 50 years that I could see those films 
again. - so the $ is of no consequence." 

Here is Steve’s bio, 

A halfback and defensive back for the football team, Smith 
led the Southern Conference with 84.6 rushing yards per 
game in 1964, and his 761 yards that season were a school 
record at the time. He ran for over 100 yards in three games 
that season, and his 176 yards vs. Lafayette Nov. 14, were 
also a school record at the time. An All-Southern 
Conference second team performer as a senior, Smith 
finished his career with 1,234 rushing yards, which ranked 
second on the school’s all-time list. He was a two-time 
member of the Southern Conference All-Academic team 
and earned honorable mention Academic All- America 
honors as a senior. He is one of six Davidson football 



players to earn an NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship. In 
recognition of his support of Davidson, in 2000, the college 
re-named the Richardson Stadium turf "Stephen B. Smith 
Field." 

Steve is also among the first customers to take advantage 
of my new service called Do My I--ligh!~ght If you’d like to 

see his highlight film, it will be available at this lin .k, for a 
limited time -My Awe~m# Customers, and if you d like for 
me to Do your Highlight, let me know. 

. If you d like to be featured in my My Customer are Awesome Feature 
Email me at wdr footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 and let me 
know. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www. foot ba livid dOS. com 

Still not too late to get a the games you want by 
Christmas. Go to www.footballvideos.com and 
order the Christma~~i{i~:~{l~~~;~~:ii~~;~~ order 
today, and if the game, or games you order are in 
house, I will give you a free Christmas Delivery 
Guarantee. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
~rk 

~portunities 
!#m ~ Egrm~r P!#ye[ 

[_~ern mgr~ ~bgu~ !mproy!ng Youth Ath!et~¢# 

Forward email 
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Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Po!!cy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 9:59 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <j townsend@uncaa.unc, edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc. edu>; 
Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandra S Restivo <srestivo@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Out of the office 

All, 

I will be out of the office today. 

Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carnell Moore"--~edito@premierplayers.com> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 10:43 PM 

sportsfo~mdation@premierplayers.com 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Gillislee, Jones, Klein, Mmaziel or Te’o - You Decide 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png; image002.png 

Here Are The Five Candidates For The 2012 Premier Player of College Football Award. Click On The Poll To Vote or go to ~v.premietplayers.com for tickets or 

more information about the charity awards dinner. Please share this with yonr fiiends and colleagues. 

CARNELL MOORE 

CEO & Publisher 

Premier Players, Inc. * P.O. Box 341064 * Tampa, FL 33694-1064 * P: 813.833.3495 * F: 813-221-7491 

SHIPPING ONLY: 201 East Kennedy Boulevard Suite 950 * Tampa, FL 33602 

www.premierplayers~com 

Each Year Your Votes Determine Who Gets The Premier Player Trophy 
For NCAA College Football * Men & I/roman College Basketball * College Baseball & Softball * College Hockey 

Other Awards Include The Lee Roy Salmon & The Freddie Solomon Community Spirit Awards 

¯ * * Premier Players Is A Certified Service-Disabled Ve[eran Business * * * 
Connectin~4 Peozole From Around The World To Sports Around The World 

¯ * * The Premier Players Sports Foundation Is A 501(c){3) corporation, Tax ID 20-1529781 * * * 
Providinq Game-Chanoinq Moments In Q~mrnunides Throughout The United States & Abroad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 9:13 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandra S Restivo <srestivo@email.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

In this afternoon 

All, 

I will be in this afternoon after my 

Thanks, 
Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2013 12:28 PM 
@live.unc.edu> 

Yount Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Final Exam and Paper 

Hi 

Happy New Year! I hope you had a nice and relaxing break. I wanted to let you know that 1 am going to be in Chapel Hill             and 
was hoping we can set up a time that I will be able to take the final exam. Preferably, the    works best for me as I have some morning 
obligations on the            and am not sure how long they will last. What are your thoughts? If you cannot proctor the exam yourself, we 
can see if Tow could be able to or see if I could take it with another proctor. 

Also, I went on to my Sakai page today and my tab for EDUC 
points as a guideline for my study guide? 

is missing. Is there any way I can access it again so I can use the power 

I am finishing up my final paper this week and should be in your email mailbox by Friday. 

Thanks for all the work and understanding with helping me finish tlfis course. I have been volunteering at a local Head Start and love teaching. 

I think it is going to be a career path for me. 

Hear from you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley H Johnson <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 14, 2013 3:24 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; bingham@uncaa.unc.edu; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

TEXT.htm 

Back by popular demand: hallway bonding! 

As Sesame Street taught us to ask, "Who are the people in your neighborhood?" Click on the link below for a bit of 

nostalgia. Well consider the gauntlet thrown, Sesame Streeters! Just like last year - please email me by the end of the 

month (1/31) with three things about yourself that your colleagues might not know. See examples below. The clues will be 

used in a light-hearted effort to get to know our neighbors. Thanks for your help! 

Example: 
1. I won the Science Fair in 8th grade. 

2. Iwas the President ofthe Latin Club in HS. 
3. I know all 50 states in alphabetical order. 

Sesame Street: Who are the people in your neighborhood? 

htt ps://www.yout u be.com/wat ch?v= 7gIj EdCootY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jalm, Michael S" <msjalm@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 9:29 AIVI 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton~2voun@ unc.edu-~ 

Tony Yount <ton?Tount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Worksheet 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png; image002.png; EXSS-SA.pdf 

Your worksheet is attached to this email. 

Regards, 

Mike Jahn 

Michael S. Jahn 

Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences and General College 

2017C Steele Building, Campus Box 3110 

The University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(919) 843-4953 

msjahn@email.unc.edu 

~_t__t_p__2J__~__d___,z!__s_t_n__g:_~_o__c__._~_~_uL 
Skype: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bridger, Beth" <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 12:24 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha Lee <j aimielee@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

watch 

TEXT.htm 

A little Monday pick me up... 

http://www.youtu be.com/watch?v=l-gQLqv9f4o 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:50 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

wants to enroll in 2nd session summer school before the start of her freshmen year this fall. She has already been accepted and has payed her enrollment fees, DO 

you know what she needs to do in order to get into summer classes? Or who do I need to talk to, ect,,, 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www,ca rolinalacrosseca mps,com/ 

>>> 

Coach Levy, 

~gmail.com> 7:46 PM >>> 

Iwas hoping to see if I can enroll in summer classes and I am wondering howI should go about this. 

Should I try and enroll myself? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley H Johnson <shelljo@unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                12:55 PM 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham 
<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc, edu; Jaimie Lee <.i aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>;               ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

TEXT.htm 

Humorous reminder.., do we know each other better than the Super Bowl teams know theirs? N.B. the video 
features last year’s teams. Clues due tomorrow. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMxAXaq9kNo 

I=rom: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, 3:02 PM 
Subject: RE: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

The end of the month is on Thursday which means t-minus three days to get your clues into 
Otherwise, Beth Bridger has promised to go door to door collecting clues and cracking heads. 

I=rom: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:49 PM 
Subject: RE: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

Are you stiff muffing over your dues to include in bingo? Time to pull the trigger with it, and email them to 

time for "publication" in February. Thanks! 

in 

I=rom: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, 4:05 PM 
Subject: RE: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

Correction - please send your clues to (. @uncaa.unc.edu). Thanks! 

I=rom: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, 3:24 PM 
Subject: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

Back by popular demand: hallway bonding! 



As Sesame Street taught us to ask, "Who are the people in your neighborhood?" Click on the link below for u bit of 

nostulgiu. Well consider the gauntlet thrown, Sesame Streeters! Just like last year - please email me by the end of the 

month     I with three things about yourself that your colleagues might not know. See exumples below. The clues will be 

used in a light-hearted effort to get to know our neighbors. Thanks for your help! 

Example: 
1. I won the Science Fair in 8th grade. 

2. Iwas the President ofthe Latin Club in HS. 

3. I know all 50 states in alphabetical order. 

Sesame Street: Who are the people in your neighborhood? 

htt ps://www.yout u be.com/wat ch?v= 7qIi EdCootY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Stander. Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Friday, Febma~- 8, 2013 11:35 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

wsoc incoming freshmen 

TEXT.htm; 2013 recruits intb.xlsx 

Here you go Tony. And we’re all set for Wed at 9:15. 
-Tom 
Tom S~der 
Director of Operations 

Womeffs Soccer 
University ofNoNa Caacolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



First Interpretive Essay 
History 127 

Due 14 February In Class 

"Colonial Massachusetts and Virginia shared little beyond a common language. It is difficult to 

imagine two colonies that had less in common from their earliest days until 1700." 

Write an essay that assesses this statement. You may agree with this statement, disagree with it, or 
modify it in some respects. 

An outstanding essay will (1) have a clearly stated argument that you support with evidence drawn 

from the readings and class meetings; (2) will compare and contrast the social, cultural, and 

political developments in colonial Massachusetts and Virginia from their founding through 1700; 

and (3) will present counter-evidence--that is, it will include a paragraph in which you explore why 

one might answer the question counter to the way you are, but then explain why your 

interpretation is more compelling. 

You do not need to do any outside research for this essay. The lectures and assigned readings 

provide plenty of material for you to construct a persuasive essay. 

Before you write: Review the textbook, the assigned relevant primary sources, and your class 
notes. Then develop a thesis or overall interpretation. 

Write a draft: Begin your essay with a "thesis" paragraph in which your argument is clearly stated. 
Articulate your ideas and support them with evidence. 

Letyour draft "cool" for a few hours. Then proofread and revise. Repeat as necessary. 

Formatting Guidelines: Your essay should be 5-6 pages in length. It must be typed, double- 

spaced, and use a 12-point font and one-inch margins. In the upper-left corner of your essay, 

include three single-spaced lines with: (1) your name; (2) the class number; and (3) the date you 

are turning in the essay (no title pages please!). Give your essay a title and staple your pa~tes 

to~etller!!! "Stapled" means stapled. No clips. No folded edges. 

Please note: The Document Workshops on Thursday February 7 and Friday February 8 will 
be devoted to a discussion of writing history essays, in general, and a discussion of this history 
essay, specifically. Whether you opt to answer this first essay question or not, you must come to the 
workshop with ideas about how you might answer the assigned question. We expect everyone to 
participate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:15 AM 

~wount@email.unc.edu; TONY YOUNT < 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncma, unc.edu> 

lfistoU paper 

TEN2f .htm; HIST ÷ First ~ Essay- 5.docx 

~gmail.com> 

Hi Tony, 
Can I come in and see you around 12.30 tomorrow to chat about my history paper? Attacked is the questions? 
Thank you 



First Interpretive Essay 
History 127 

Due 14 February In Class 

"Colonial Massachusetts and Virginia shared little beyond a common language. It is difficult to 

imagine two colonies that had less in common from their earliest days until 1700." 

Write an essay that assesses this statement. You may agree with this statement, disagree with it, or 
modify it in some respects. 

An outstanding essay will (1) have a clearly stated argument that you support with evidence drawn 

from the readings and class meetings; (2) will compare and contrast the social, cultural, and 

political developments in colonial Massachusetts and Virginia from their founding through 1700; 

and (3) will present counter-evidence--that is, it will include a paragraph in which you explore why 

one might answer the question counter to the way you are, but then explain why your 

interpretation is more compelling. 

You do not need to do any outside research for this essay. The lectures and assigned readings 

provide plenty of material for you to construct a persuasive essay. 

Before you write: Review the textbook, the assigned relevant primary sources, and your class 
notes. Then develop a thesis or overall interpretation. 

Write a draft: Begin your essay with a "thesis" paragraph in which your argument is clearly stated. 
Articulate your ideas and support them with evidence. 

Letyour draft "cool" for a few hours. Then proofread and revise. Repeat as necessary. 

Formatting Guidelines: Your essay should be 5-6 pages in length. It must be typed, double- 

spaced, and use a 12-point font and one-inch margins. In the upper-left corner of your essay, 

include three single-spaced lines with: (1) your name; (2) the class number; and (3) the date you 

are turning in the essay (no title pages please!). Give your essay a title and staple your pa~tes 

to~etller!!! "Stapled" means stapled. No clips. No folded edges. 

Please note: The Document Workshops on Thursday February 7 and Friday February 8 will 
be devoted to a discussion of writing history essays, in general, and a discussion of this history 
essay, specifically. Whether you opt to answer this first essay question or not, you must come to the 
workshop with ideas about how you might answer the assigned question. We expect everyone to 
participate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edtc> 

Monday, 10:18 PM 

Tow Yount <tonyyoma~:unc.edu> 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: hist 

TEXT.hm~ 

Good evening Tony, 

Thank you ~) much tbr this! 

Sincerely, 

On Mon, at 1:55 PM, Yount, Tony <tomi5’ount(&unc.edu> wrote: 

Hem is the HIST    study- guide 

Tony 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: 
Subject: hist 
Date: 
To: 

Hey Tony, 

Nlive.unc edu> 

9:34:59 AM EST 
:@.qmail.com" < @.clmail.com> 

Our hist    tutor wanted me to send you our study guide for the test so that you can email it to her. Thanks! 

Have a good day,~ 

PhD Student 
Depastmem of History 
Univemi~ of North Ca, olina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Inc." <c.nawn@textlaelp.com> 

Tuesday, February. 12, 2013 11:09 AM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Winter 2013 Texthelp News 

TENTI’.httn 

Since our last newsletter, the holiday season has come 
and gone with the new year off to a busy start! We are 

charging full steam ahead here at Texthelp and will be 

releasing several exciting new products and upgrades in 

the coming months. Watch your email or the Texthelp 

website for more details! 
We just returned from ATIA in Orlando where it was great 

to see so many of our customers. The Exhibit Hall was 

busy and attendees seemed very pleased with the 
sessions including several given by Texthelp’s Jason 

Carroll and Martin McKay. We are looking forward to 

CSUN this month and catching up with our west coast 

friends! 

On another note, we’d like to welcome Nora Trentacoste 
to the Texthelp team. She will be managing the sales 

efforts in Alaska, California, Oregon, Washington, and 

Western Canada. Nora is excited about getting to know 
everyone in her new territory and providing solutions to 

meet their needs. If you want to reach out to Nora, 

please email her at n.trentacoste@texthelp.com. 

Sincerely 

Jack Dolan, President, Texthelp Inc. 

One thing that has many people excited these days is 
our special Read&Write GOLD pricing for K-12 

students with XEPs. For many of these students, getting 

the right assistive technology is the missing piece to 

their success and our goal is to make this happen. 

Single copies of Read&Write GOLD (PC or Mac, DVD or 
USB) cost only $295 when purchased by schools or 

authorized agencies for students with IEPs. 

Download the order form or call 888-248-0652 today 

to learn more! 

~ 
R ead&Write for Google Docs, available free on the Chrome Web Store or 

with Web Apps for SMS customers, is generating some great buzz! The 

Read&Write for Google Docs toolbar makes Google Documents accessible 
with Text-to-Speech, Dictionary, Picture Dictionary, Translator, and Study 

Skills. Best of all, writing support features are on the way! 

One AT and Educational Consultant states that Read&Write for Google Docs is "A must 

have tool for any student using Google Docs. This is huge; an amazing benefit for 
our struggling readers, writers, and researchers." Check out what others are 

sayinq. 

A recent article from The PACER Center in 
Minneapolis, MN entitled, "7-ech-17PL A Free Solu~jon 

Providing Reading Supports for Anyone & Everyone",     ~ii 
discusses the benefits of Read&Write for Google 

Docs and the simple steps to use it. Read about 

how easy it is to make your Google Documents accessible! 

Have you got the latest update of Read&Write 10 GOLD for PC? Version 10.0.5 was 

released in October to support Windows 8 and Version 10.0.6 was released in 

November to support Adobe Reader and Acrobat Xl. 

Not sure if you have the latest version? To check, click on the down arrow next to the 



Texthelp button on the toolbar and then click "About...". If you do not have 10.0.6, click 

on check for updates and follow the instructions. 

More non-fiction passages for both elementary and         i~<i 
secondary levels were recently added to Fluency Tutor! ....... 
Readers of all ages can access interesting, on target, grade 
appropriate passages for practice reading or assessment, 
Try our interactive demo or request a free 90-day trial of 
Fluency Tutor today! 

Atomic Learning and Texthelp have partnered to offer free 

training tutorials on Read&Write GOLD. The training tutorials for 

Read&Write GOLD for PC and Read&Write GOLD for Macwalk 

learners through all of the reading, writing and self-editing, study 

skills, and research features found on the Read&Write GOLD toolbar. 

District Administration has selected Fluency Tutor as one of the 

Reader~’ Choice Top :I.OO Products! The award is based on 
nominations from readers who submit products which have made a 

positive difference in the operation of their schools and classrooms as 
well as programs that help improve student reading, writing, science, 

and math comprehension. 

We are honored to have Fluency Tutor included in this group of 

products! 

The New Hampshire Audio Book Initiative for elementary and 

secondary schools was developed by the NH DOE to help 

schools provide audio versions of books and learning 

materials to students who qualify so that every student has 
access to the same books and learning materials as their 

peers. 

A copy of Read&Write GOLD will be installed in every public school in NH to scan 
books, handouts, and other learning materials for students to have in an accessible 
format. We are very excited to be part of such a wonderful initiative! 

An article in BU Today, "Reading Made Easier - Free Software for [ 
Anyone at BU with Dyslexia, Learning Disabilities", discusses /:~.:v 
Read&Write GOLD and how it is helping Boston University 

l 
students. L 
One student states, "This is a game changer for my college 
career. You have to manage your time and treasure those 15 minutes you have. 

It’s all about being efficient, and Read&Write GOLD makes your life more efficient. 

Read&Write GOLD is available as a free download to everyone at Boston 

University. "It’s not just a little piece of assistive technology in the corner," says 
Office of Disability Services Assistant Director Lorraine Norwich. "’It’s something that 

everyone can use and can benefit from.’" Read more.., 

We recently caught up with one of our customers, Paul 

Stankard. He is a gifted artist with an international reputation. 

His glass art work is represented in over 60 Museums around 
the world. We spoke to him about his art and how Read&Write 

GOLD has helped him in his active career. 

"Because of my Dyslexia reading and writing had always 

been laborious. But when I discovered and installed 
Read&Write GOLD, I was "fast forwarded." With noticeably 

less effort, I’m reading and writing much easier, in fact 
better than most non-dysiexics. "" 

"With the help of Read& Write GOLD, I wrote an 

autobiography, No Green Berries or Leaves: A Creative Journey of an Artist in 
Glass, and am currently writing a second book celebrating excellence in glass art. 

Read&Write GOLD gives me the confidence to share my writing with the world 

because, with the "’Read" feature, I can listen to what I’ve typed, make 

corrections, and refine the ideas until it says exactly what I want it to say., 
Learn more about Paul and his beautiful artwork by visiting his website. 

We want to thank everyone who participated in the How Mobile is Your MOBILE 
contest, It was fun to see the pictures that were sent in. The winners are: 



Bill Ziegler (left), an AT Specialist from Bucks 

County, PA, took his MOBILE to "Space"! He 
wins for "traveling" furthest with his 

MOBILE! 
Diane Conner’s son stayed "mobile" in 

Louisiana by using the Web Apps in a duck 

blind. He wins the GRAND PRIZE for Most 
Unique! 

We love to hear how people are successfully using our products. 
Share your stories on YouTube, Facebook, or Twitter! 

During the past few months, we were at the Association for Middle Level Education 

(AMLE) Conference, Accessing Higher Ground, National Title 1, and ATIA, as well as 
many regional conferences. 

At AMLE, Lori Revel gave a great presentation on how they are improving fluency at 

Winburn Middle School in KY - "It~proving Reading Fluency & Comprehension in the 
I~iddie Schooh What Works!" 

At ATIA, there were several presentations featuring Read&Write GOLD and AT, including: 

"Making Common Core Standards Accessible with Read& Write GOLD" - Jason 

Carroll, Texthelp 

Strateqies Successfully" - Jason Gibson, Innovative Communications Group and 

Jason Carroll, Texthelp 

Gibson, Innovative Communications Group and Jason Carroll, Texthelp 

We will be busy at conferences throughout the coming months and hope you will stop 

by and see us at an event near you including: 

We will be exhibiting in Booth #~.O at the CSUN 

Conference in San Diego, CA from February 27th - 

March 2nd. Stop by for information on our newest 

releases and to enter our Read&Write GOLD MOBILE drawing! 
Attend this great session about Cloud-based technology while you are there: 

"Cloud-basedATSolutionsAccessible IorAl[’, Martin McKay, Texthelp- 

Thursday, February 28th at 9:20 AM, Edward CD, 2rid Floor 

From April 20th - 22nd, you can find us in Booth #1924 at the 
IRA 58th Annual Convention in San Antonio, TX. If you are 
going to IRA, stop by and say hello! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Texthelp Inc. <c.nawn@texthelp.com> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 11:09 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Winter 2013 Texthelp News 

TEXT.htm 

Remarks from the President 
Since our last newsletter, the holiday season has come and 
gone with the new year off to a busy start! We are 
charging full steam ahead here at Texthelp and will be 
releasing several exciting new products and upgrades in the 
coming months. Watch your email or the Texthelp website 
for more details! 

We just returned from ATIA in Orlando where it was great 
to see so many of our customers. The Exhibit Hall was busy 
and attendees seemed very pleased with the sessions 
including several given by Texthelp’s Jason Carroll and 
Martin McKay. We are looking forward to CSUN this month 
and catching up with our west coast friends! 

On another note, we’d like to welcome Nora Trentacoste 
Lo Lhe TexLhelp Learn. She will be managing Lhe sales 
efforLs in Alaska, California, Oregon, WashingLon, and 
WesLern Canada. Nora is exciLed about geLLing Lo know 
everyone in her new LerriLory and providing soluLions Lo 
meet Lheir needs. If you want Lo reach out Lo Nora, please 

email her at n.LrenLacosLe@LexLhelp.com. 

Sincerely, 

(’2 :... = 

Jack Dolan, PresidenL, TexLhelp Inc. 

Read&Write GOLD IEP 
One thing that has many people excited these days is our 



special Read&Write GOLD pricing for K-12 students with IEPs. For many of 
these students, getting the right assistive technology is the missing piece to their success 
and our goal is to make this happen. 

Single copies of Read&Write GOLD (PC or Mac, DVD or USB) cost only $295 when 
purchased by schools or authorized agencies for students with IEPs. 

Download the order form or call 888-248-0652 today to learn more! 

Read&Write for Google Docs News 
Read&Write for Google Docs, available free on the Chrome Web 
Store or with Web Apps for SMS customers, is generating some great buzz! 
The Read&Write for Google Docs toolbar makes Google Documents accessible 
with Text-to-Speech, Dictionary, Picture Dictionary, Translator, and Study 
Skills. Best of all, writing support features are on the way! 

One AT and Educational Consultant states that Read&Write for Google Docs is "A must 
have tool for any student using Google Docs. This is huge; an amazing benefit for 
our struggling readers, writers, and researchers." Check out what others are saying. 

A recent article from The PACER Center in 
Minneapolis, MN entitled, "TechTip: A Free Solution 
Providin~ Reading Supports for Anyone & Everyone", 
discusses the benefits of Read&Write for Google Docs 
and the simple steps to use it. Read about how easy 
it is to make your Google Documents accessible! 

C~AMP~ONS FOP, CI4iLDffEN WITH DISABIL~TIES:~ 

Read&Write GOLD for PC Update - 10.0.6 
Have you got the latest update of Read&Write ::tO GOLD for PC? Version 10.0.5 was 
released in October to support Windows 8 and Version 10.0.6 was released in November 

to support Adobe Reader and Acrobat XI. 

Not sure if you have the latest version? To check, click on the down arrow next to the 
Texthelp button on the toolbar and then click "About...". If you do not have 10.0.6, click 
on check for updates and follow the instructions. 

New Content Added to Fluency Tutor 
More non-fiction passages for both elementary and 
secondary levels were recently added to Fluency Tutor! 

Readers of all ages can access interesting, on target, grade 
appropriate passages for practice reading or assessment. 

Try our interactive demo or request a free 90-day 
trial of Fluency Tutor today! 

Atomic Leaning Partners with Texthelp 
Atomic Learning and Texthelp have partnered to offer free training 
tutorials on Read&Write GOLD. The training tutorials for 
Read&Write GOLD for PC and Read&Write GOLD for Mac walk 



learners through all of the reading, writing and self-editing, study skills, and 
research features found on the Read&Write GOLD toolbar. 

Fluency Tutor chosen as one of Readers’ Choice Top 100 Products! 
District Administration has selected Fluency Tutor as one of the Readers’ 
Choice Top :tO0 Products! The award is based on nominations from 
readers who submit products which have made a positive difference in the 
operation of their schools and classrooms as well as programs that help 
improve student reading, writing, science, and math comprehension. 

We are honored to have Fluency Tutor included in this group of products! 

New Hampshire Audio Book Initiative Includes Read&Write GOLD 
The New Hampshire Audio Book Initiative for elementary and 
secondary schools was developed by the NH DOE to help 

~. ~¢t~~. ~i~ schools provide audio versions of books and learning materials 
to students who qualify so that every student has access to 

\~(~:~ the same books and learning materials as their peers. 

A copy of Read&Write GOLD will be installed in every public school in NH to scan 
books, handouts, and other learning materials for students to have in an accessible format. 
We are very excited to be part of such a wonderful initiative! 

Boston University Students are Benefiting from Read&Write GOLD 
An article in BU Today, "Reading Made Easier- Free Software 
for Anyone at BU with Dyslexia, Learning 
Disabilities", discusses Read&Write GOLD and how it is 
helping Boston University students. 

One student states, "This is a game changer for my college career. You have to 
manage your time and treasure those 15 minutes you have. It’s all about being 
efficient, and Read&Write GOLD makes your life more efficient." 

Read&Write GOLD is available as a free download to everyone at Boston University. "It’s 
not just a little piece of assistive technology in the corner," says Office of Disability 
Services Assistant Director Lorraine Norwich, "It’s something that everyone can use 
and can benefit from." Read more,,, 

Customer Spotlight - Professional Studio Glass Artist, Paul Stankard 
We recently caught up with one of our customers, Paul 
Stankard. He is a gifted artist with an international reputation. 
His glass art work is represented in over 60 Museums around the 
world. We spoke to him about his art and how Read&Write GOLD 
has helped him in his active career. 

"Because of my Dyslexia reading and writing had always 
been laborious. But when I discovered and installed 
Read&Write GOLD, I was ’fast forwarded." With noticeably 
less effort, I’m reading and writing much easier, in fact 
better than most non-dyslexics. " 

"With the help of Read&Write GOLD, I wrote an autobiography, No Green Berries 
or Leaves: A Creative Journey of an Artist in Glass, and am currently writing a 
second book celebrating excellence in glass art. Read&Write GOLD gives me the 



confidence to share my writing with the world because, with the "Read" feature, I 
can listen to what I’ve typed, make corrections, and refine the ideas until it says 
exactly what I want it to say." 

Learn more about Paul and his beautiful artwork by visiting his website. 

How Mobile is Your MOBILE Contest Winners 
We want to thank everyone who participated in the How Mobile is Your MOBILE 
contest. It was fun to see the pictures that were sent in. The winners are: 

Bill Ziegler (left), an AT Specialist from Bucks 
County, PA, took his MOBILE to "Space"! He 
wins for "traveling" furthest with his 
MOBILE! 

Diane Conner’s son stayed "mobile" in 
Louisiana by using the Web Apps in a duck 
blind. He wins the GRAND PRIZE for Most 
Unique! 

Share a Success Story 
We love to hear how people are successfully using our products. 
Share your stories on YouTube, Facebook, or Twitter! 

During the past few months, we were at the Association for Middle Level Education 
(AMLE) Conference, Accessing Higher Ground, National Title 1, and ATIA, as well 
as many regional conferences. 

Presentations of Interest 
At AMLE, Lori Revel gave a great presentation on how they are improving fluency at 

Winburn Middle School in KY - "Improving Reading Fluency & Comprehension in the 
Middle School: What Works!" 

At ATIA, there were several presentations featuring Read&Write GOLD and AT, including: 

"Making Common Core Standards Accessible with Read&Write GOLD" - Jason 
Carroll, TexLhelp 

"Literacy and Learning: Combining Assistive Technology and Instructional 
Strategies Successfully" - Jason Gibson, TnnovaLive CommunicaLions Group and 
Jason Carroll, TexLhelp 
"Making Change: Implementing AT Across Your School or District"- Jason 
Gibson, TnnovaLive CommunicaLions Group and Jason Carroll, TexLhelp 

We will be busy at conferences throughout the coming months and hope you will stop by 

and see us at an event near you including: 

CSUN 2013 
We will be exhibiting in Booth #10 at the 



CSUN Conference in San Diego, CA from February 27th - March 2nd. Stop by 
for information on our newest releases and to enter our Read&Write GOLD MOBILE drawing! 

Attend this great session about Cloud-based technology while you are there: 

"Cloud-based A T Solutions Accessible for A//", M a rti n M c Kay, Texth el p - 
Thursday, February 28th at 9:20 AM, Edward CD, 2nd Floor 

International Reading Association Conference (IRA) 2013 

~!~i~!i~i~.~4~~"~"i~A 58:~t~: !i!:::i::i!,:::i:i:!i~ From April 20th- 22nd, you can find us in Booth #1924 at the 

........ ,~ 
~ ~ ~ IRA 58th Annual Convention in San Antonio, TX. If you are going 

~!~i~i":~::ii~:::~ .:i~!~ .~-,~..,~al ~;~mve~q~ior~ to IRA, stop by and say hello! 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Texthelp Inc. I 600 Unicorn Park Drive I Woburn, MA 01801 

Unsubscribe I Send To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 8:38 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 2/11 

Below is the no show list for Monday, Feb. 11. Please let me know if these are excused. 

- SPAN - 7:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

9uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, February i2, 2013 8:38 PM 

9yount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 2/11 

Below is the no show list for Monday, Feb. 11. Please let me know if these are excused. 

- SPAN - 7:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

’ ~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesdw, 8:32 PM 

k)nyyount@ unc.edu 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, mm.edu> 

Registration for New Student Orientation 

TEXT.hm~ 

Tony, 

I completed steps 3 and 4. Should I sign up for session 5? 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:44 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoma~v~:unc.edu> 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Registration ibr New Student Orientation 

rl’EXT.htm 

I have an early release on and I would get out of school at 10:30 and could head straight over to UNC after that? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               9:16 PM 

Subject: Re: Registration for New Student Orientation 

That would be groat - do you have a teacher workday or holiday from school coming a tree weekday? 

On at 9:10 PM, ~live.uuc.edu> 

wrote: 

I am taking AP Comparative Government and plan to take the exam. I would love to come on campus and meet before the school year is over and talk about 
summer school and then talk about the other classes too. So could we meet in            ~ 

Thank you so much, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:38 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Registration for New Student Orientation 

Hi 

Thanks lbr the email and the new address. 

IfI were you:                        I would choose m~other Orientation Session other than Session 5. We put that in because tbr the kids coming 

from a long way away, it saves lots oftrm~sportation ,noney by combining camp m~d orientation. The mason I would choose another session is that 

Session 5 will be filled with stadent athletes - all football and basketball, baseball players will be them. With so many athletes ruing to register, often for 

the same courses since they all practice in the afternoons, it memos that you are less likely to get the schedule that you want. May not ,nake that much a 

difference, but the odds are better for you getting what you waaat at a session other thm~ session 5. Its up to you entirely, but ifI were you, I co,ne to 

another session since you live so close. Let me know what you decide. 

Tony 

On , at 8:31 PM, 

wrote: 

Tony, 

~ completed steps 3 and 4. Should I sign up for session 5? 

Take care, 

~live xmc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

" @live.unc.edu> 

Wednesda~v, 1:13 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Registration tbr New Student Orientation 

TEXT.htu~ 

I also have an Early Release on ? Does that work? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday,               8:16 AM 

Subject= Re: Registration for New Student Orientation 

That’s just bad luck. UNC’s spring break is and I won’t be aacound at the end of that week. Let’s try again. 

On at 6:44 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

have an early release on and I would get out of school at 10:30 and could head straight over to UNC after that? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:16 PM 
To= 
Subject= Re: Registration for New Student Orientation 

That would be groat - do you have a teacher workday or holiday fi~om school coming a free weekday? 

On at 9:10 PM, ~live .unc.edu> 
wrote: 

I am taking AP Comparative Government and plan to take the exam. I would love to come on campus and meet before the school year is over and 

talk about summer school and then talk about the other classes too, So could we meet in            ~ 

Thank you so much, 

From= Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               8:38 PM 

Subject: Re: Registration for New Student Orientation 

Thanks tbr the email and the new address. 

IfI were you,                        I would choose another Orientation Session other than Session 5. We put that in because for the 

kids coming from a long way away, it saves lots of transportafion money by combining camp a~d orientation. The reason I would choose 

another session is that Session 5 will be filled with student athletes - all1 football a~d basketball, baseball players will be there. With so ,na~y 

athletes tuing to register, of[en for the same courses since they all practice in the akernoons, it means that you are less likely to get the 

schedule that you want. May not make that much a difference, but the odds are better for you getting what you want at a session other than 

session 5. Its up to you entirely, but ifI were you, I come to another session since you live so close. Let me know what you decide. 

On , at 8:31 PM, 

wrote: 

Tony, 

I completed steps 3 and 4. Should I sign up for session 5? 

Take care, 

t~live.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Maitland. George" <gmaitlan@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Friday, Febma~- 22, 2013 8:22 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounV~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Add drop form ...... 

TEXT.htm; image005.png; image006.png; image007.png 

Good Morning Tony, 

I had a bit of a procedure hiccup yesterday afternoon. I met [or a first year advising appt. She’s had some trouble getting from practice to 

Hist    and talked with the professor and decided to drop the course. She talked about being an athlete but I went ahead and did the drop form for her without 

thinking. Stupid me. 

Thus, l’m going to send you the form via University Mail ....... sorry 

g 
Dr. George IVlaitland 
Senior Academic Advisor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences Division 
1_003 Steele Building 
University of North Carolina At Chapel Hill 
~maitlan@email.unc,edu 
Phone: 91_9-843-6658 
Fax: 91_9-962-6888 
Advising Website: http://advising.unc,edu 
For appointments: https://advsched.oasis.unc.eduiadvsched/app 

Follow us on:~ 

i.~.i small blue 300px 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Halverson, Doug" <halverso@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 22, 2013 8:41 AM 

Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Could you send the class schedule tbr Sp2013 

TE~l’.htm; image001 .gif 

S. Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

Football and Women’s Lacrosse 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 2602 (O) 

(c) 
919 843 9121 (F) 

i~i unc-sports med450xlS0small 

Confidentiality Notice 
7his e-mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Sports Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged. 7he information is intended to be for the use of 

the individual or entity named above, if you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited, i] you have received this e-mail in 

error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, including attachments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 22, 2013 8:52 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; 
Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

In this afternoon 

All, 

I will be in today after 12:00pm due to the Wake County 3 hour delay. Please call or text me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:05 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Nah, just have Brent put it together. Also, can you PDF her major worksheet over to me? It’ll also need to be included. And touch 
base with Spencer about an "academic recovery plan" even though it’s not for a deficiency; still a required document and he just did 
one for OC on the men’s side. Thanks for your help!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:02 PM 
To: Marko~ l,ance M 
Subject: 

Brent is going to create that report and get it to you tomorrow. Apparently there is no easy way in the database to do that. 

I can put in all in an email if you like. 

I can create an unofficial transcript in PDF form if you like. 

What should I do? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 2:05 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoung.~:unc.edu> 

Re: BIOL exam 

Header 



ACADEMIC ADVISING PROGRAM IN 

THE COLLEGE of ARTS & SCIENCES 

AND TItE GENERAL COLLEGE 

214 EAST (2AMERON AVENUE 

STEELE I[~UILDING, CB#3110 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3110 

TELEPHONE: (919) 966-5116 
FAX: (919) 962-6888 

http:/iadvising uric edu 

~,email.unc.edu 

Dear 

Your petition requesting a drop (s) of PHIL        from the current semester has been reviewed 
by the Appeals Committee. I am pleased to inform you that your request has been approved. All 
necessary paperwork regarding this request will be submitted to the Registrar’s office on your 
behalf. 

We wish you the best as you work toward your academic goals. 

Best regards, 

Gary Miller, Chair 
Appeals Committee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

" ~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:15 PM 

tonyyoun@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Orientation Registration Coniilmation 

TEXT.hm~ 

Tony, 

I have completed my orientation registration. If there is anything else that you need me to do just let me know! 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 
Email: ~live.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 12:31 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Workshop Wednesday 

TEXT.htm 

Staff, 

I am sending a second invitation to a workshop I have arranged for Wednesday at 2 PM. The title is "Great Expectations: 

Balancing Support and Structure to Promote Student Growth and Success," and the presenter is               , a 

doctoral student in Educational Psychology. We will meet in the classroom on the football side. Please let me know 

whether you’ll be there. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C,         I F (919) 962-8247 
br~dle¢.bethel@unc.edu 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 8:32 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Katrina Dowd < kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Laurie Holman < Iholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu.; Jenny 

Levy < u ncwlax@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Spring Break schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

You asked me about our practice schedule for next week this is what is on the calendar that was sent out in January and what we will stick to: 
Monday: 12 Film 

6 8pm Practice 

Tuesday: 

3pm Pre game meal 

4 Leave for High point 

7 9 Highpoint game 

11 home 

Wednesday: 

1 Team meet 

1:30 3:30 practice (probably not that long) 

Thursday: 

11:15 Film 

11:45 1:45 practice 

Friday: 

11:00 Film 

11:30 1:30 practice 

Saturday: 

9:30 Pre game meal 

1 Georgetown Game 

If kids are schedulin9 academic meetings, please have them allow for time to get food after practice prior to any meeting 

Thanks, 

J~nny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

vcvvw.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Clements, Brittany’ Renn" <bgrenn@unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 8, 2013 7:31 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

New ArrivaJs 

TEXT.htm; image001.giff image003~ipg 

UNC Finley Golf Course has a fresh batch of new merchandise for the Spring and there’s more to come. Update your closet with 

a few of these trendy shirts! Come see us in the Pro Shop for a full review of our Polo, Ashworth, Nike and Cutter Buck NEW 

ARRIVALS. We’re open until 6PM today_GO HEEL’S! 

Brittany Renn Clements 
[~C F~Jey Golf Co~se 
PO Box 2675 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962 -0586 
919-962-2792 fax 

~:~ Irg UNC Ta~ 

Heels23 corn 

pressed for 

oma 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Clements, Brittany Renn" <bgrenn@unc.edu; 

Monday, March ll, 2013 12:52 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Na]s~nith Grill: SpeciaJ fl~is week 

TEXT.htm; image001.jpg; image002.gif 

Come see us at Naismith Grill at Finley Gall Course and enjoy our special o[ the week! 

Brittany Renn Clements 
UKC b%~]ey Golf Course 
PO Box 2675 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962 -0586 
919-962-2792 fax 

Heels23 corn 

pressed for 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmaiLcom> 

Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: reassure me 

TEXT.htm 

It says its 12 hours and they don’t count the 16 hrs until they go through eve .rything I did. It’s used as a space filler until they make sure I have completed all of the 

requirements D D 

Ou Tuesday,                Yount, Tony wrote: 

Love your pictures - you must be having the best time ever. 

Your connect carolina page shows that you will get 12 hours ciedit for study abroad, added to tbe 106 you already have, leaving you with 118 hours - 2 short of 

graduation. Tell me what I mn missing that lets you know that you roll finish in May? 

Th~s 

Tony 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 

.~..qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> 
Monday, March 18, 2013 3:43 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; 
Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <swelborn@email.unc. edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Managers 

Hi~ 

Sorry for the late notice bm I need the names of managers who will need priority registration for fall. I really would like them by 
tomorrow afternoon if possible. The application is due Wednesday. 

Jenn 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H." <ChrisV Suits@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:08 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uucaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Reminder - Please leave your computers ou tonight for updates! 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

(Does not apply to the Rams Club) 

Hello Everyone, 

This has been a busy few weeks for viruses, hackers, spyware and other vulnerabilities. There are a lot of patches to push out. I am asking everyone leave their 

computers on and turn on any lab or extra computers in your area, tonight. I will begin sending updates to your computers after 5pro. 

Because of Softball and Baseball games tonight. I will not send patches to systems involved with the events until 11pm tonight. This includes Sports Information, 

Ticketing, Sports marketing, and New Media. If there are other systems that need to be patched later this evening please let me know and l will make those 

adjustments. 

Leave your computers on. When you leave just do a Ctrl +AIt +Del and choose to lock your computer. Also please don’t forget to turn on any lab or extra computers 

in your area. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

E~n~: ChrN{v..Suits@uneedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:35 PM 

ton~oun@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

I~NV: 2nd Sulnmer Session Classes 

TEXT.htm 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:37 PM 
To’.         .~email.unc.edu 
Subject; Fwd: 2rid Summer Session Classes 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Thompson, Jennifer C <icthompson~admissions.tmc.edu> 

Date: Fri,           at2:31 PM 
Subject: RI5: 2rid Summer Session Classes 

To:’          ~gmail.com"           ~gmail.com> 

Hello 

Thank you for your email. We will begin taking request for Change in Term Enrollment around the :t~ of April. Please resend your request to jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu 

and your term of enrollment will be updated. 

Thank you, 

~i~:’~:’~ iI ~ ;i ~ 

You Wrote: 

My name is . I am an 

My PID number is: 

I have emailed Dean Marilyn Wyrick for approval. 

Please email me back if there is anything else I need to do. 

Thank you, 

player and I wish to have my enrollment date rolled forward to the Summer Session II for the summer of 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Timme~rnans, Tom" <timme~rnans@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:37 AM 

UNCAA-FxeD~one <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Lis~ L Broome <lbroome@emml.unc.edu-~; H Holden Thorp <thorp@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton?Tount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

March Madness - Don’t Bet On it! 

TEXT.htm; image005.png; image006.jpg; image007:ipg 

All, 
Please see below for the timely reminder from the NCAA enforcement staff that student-athletes, athletic department staff members and institutional staff 
members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department are prohibited from participating in a March Madness bracket pool or the like where 
something is put at risk (i.e., money, entry fee or tangible item) for the opportunity to win something. 
Please contact us if you have any questions. 

Don’t Bet On It March Madness@ 
Don’t Bet On It March Madness@ Reminder. Did you know that the Federal Burean of Investigations estimates that more tha~ $2.5 billion is illegally wagered on 

March MMness each year?_Did you know flaat rome spots wagering indust~ ex~s estimate fl~e number to ~ as 
high ~ $7-10 billion annually? Did you ~ow that l~t yeax it w~ ~epo~ed that wagering at Nevach spogsbooks on Mmch Madness had sm~ssed wagering on the 

Super Bowl? 

With Mm~h Madness on the horizon, fl~e NC~X enforcemem stuB’would like to remind fl~e mem~rship a~ut fl~e pmlfibifion of pm~icipating in a Mamh Madness 

bracket pools, fantasy le~ues or the like where ~mething is put at risk (i.e., money, end" fee or tangible item) for ~e 

oppo~U to wm mmetNng. This proNbifion applies to a]l smdent-atNete~ coherence once s~B’members, atNetics deN~ment s~’mem~rs and institutional staff 

mem~ who have responfibilities witNn or over the athletics depa~ent. 

The enforcement s~ff would like ~) s~ress the im~gance of educating all of these individuals on this proNbifion.In this mgar& the enfomement s~’has created a Don’t 

Bet On It poster (see a small version below) geared towards smdent-atNetes for ins~imfions ~) display in its atNetics facilities and on campus.The ~ster is available in 

two sizes (8.5 x 11 and 11 x 17) under the "Additional Multi-Medial’ section on the 

Tom rimmermans Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid i UniversiW of Nor[h Carolina 

Office 9:1_9.962.785:k I Celi I Fax 9:k9.962.6002 

~ [ IMAGE 55 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority@em. sportsauthority.com> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 8:13 PM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; SportsAuthority.com 
<SportsAuthority.YXNW 1R. 1410015 @em. sportsauthority, com> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Enj oy Exclusive Offers & Benefits of Sports Authority Email 

TEXT.htm 

Enjoy Exclusive Offers & Benefits of Sports Authority Email. Shop_ Now 

Store Locator 

Events 
FOLLOW 
THE 
AUTHORITY 

View Online Version 

My Account Help 

~=~,. APPAREL :~::,. BASEBALL ~:... BICYCLING ~:.. ACTION SPORTS ~=~,. MENS 
QUICK ~..:,. FOOTWEAR :..=.,. BASKETBALL i.:..-. GOLF i.:.. SKI/SNOWBOARD ~..:,. WOMENS 
LINKS ~:~. RUNNING :~:,:. FOOTBALL ~,.. TENNIS ~,. CAMPING ~:~. KIDS 

i~=.- FITNESS ~. SOCCER ~.,. LACROSSE ...:,. FISHING/HUNTING 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu. To update your email preferences or change your email address, 
visit M__g Account. If you would rather not receive email updates from Sports Authority, you can UNSUBSCRIBE at any 



time. Or, write us at SportsAuthority.com, Email Permissions Manager, 915 S Babcock Street, Melbourne, FL 32901. 

CONTACT US 

Please do not reply to this email, as we are not able to respond to messages sent to this address. 
Visit our Online Help_ 
Online Customer Service: 1.888.801.9164 
In-Store Customer Service: 1.800.360.8721 

Privacy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

;live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Regis*aalion 

page3image256; page4image256 

Thanks ton?, you the best! I will figure this all out tomorrow after my exam if that’s okay? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:53 PM. "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> First, there has been a change in the way prioriW works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register between 8 am and 8:30 am At 8:30, the 
system will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on your Connect Carolina page) later in the day. When that 
t~me arrives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make changes 
> 
> Sutmner school registration starts Monday Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation with your coach about 
financial support for your classes Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets [’or sutmner school support. Communicate with them, and make good 
decisions. Asking J2~r money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends money that one of your teammates could have used. 
> 

> Fall registration [’or currenl is scheduled for , current But please check your day on Connect Carolina. Dates can vary based on 
hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your priority by missing your assigned registration day. 
> 

> I’ve attached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill There are many resources available to help you decide what courses to take Your 
Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the primary resource. In addition to appointments there, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues and Wed evenings of next week to help you get tea@ 
to register. 
> 

> Tar Heel Tracker on Com~ect Carolina also lists what requiremcnts you have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and obviously you can come in to the office and visit with 
the. 

> 

> Tony 
> 

> [page3irnage256] 
> [page4image256] 
> <page3image256> 
> <page4image256> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Regis*aafion 

TEXT.htm; page12image256 

Thanks Tony! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 8:58 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonsfount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Firs~t, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the ~noming of your regis~tration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register 

between 8 am and 8:30 ran. At 8:30, the systetn will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your no~mal registration time (the time 

posted right now on your Connect Carolina page) later in the day. When that time a~’rives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make 

changes. 

Summer sehool registration staxts Monday Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a 

conver~tion with your coach about financia] support Ibr your classes. Coaches make "that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets 

for summer school support. Communicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking tbr money, and then dropping the course later wastes "that money 

and spends money that one of your temnmates could have used. 

Fall registration for current juniors is scheduled for                                                   . But please check your day on Connect 

Carolina. Dates can vary, based on hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your priori~ by missing your assigned 

regis~tration day. 

I’ve attached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. There are many resources available to help you 

decide what conrses to take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the primaxy resource. In addition to appointments there, advisers will be in 

Loudermilk Tries and Wed evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect CaJcolina also lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and obviously you can 

come in to the oIfice and visit with me. 

Tony 

<page12image256> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Regis*~ution 

TEXT.htm; page17image256 

Hi Tony, 

Thank you so much for sending this, it was very helpful! 

I will try to stop by soon so we can talk, I’m not sure if I will have time tomorrow but if not I will come by early next week! 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 9:58 PM 
To-" 
Subject; Registration 

First, there has been a change in the way priofity works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register between 8 am and 

8:30 am. At 8:30, the ~stem roll be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted fight now on your Connect 

Carolina page) later in the day. ~Vhen that time arrives, you roll again have access to the wstem if you want to make changes. 

Summer school registration starts Monday                                Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation 

with your coach about tinancial support tbr your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets tbr summer school 

suptx~rt. Communicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking for money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends money that one of 
your teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for current juniors is scheduled for                                                   . But please check your day on Connect Carolina. 

Dates can way based on hours, transfer status~ semesters in residence at Caxolina. Don’t waste your pfiofi~ by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a coW of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. There are many resources available to help you decide what 

courses to take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the prima~ resource. In addition to appointments there, advisers roll be in Loudermilk Tues and Wed 

evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tar tleel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and obviously you can come in to the 

office and visit ruth me. 

Tony 



i.~.i page17image256 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 10:48 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Regis~aalion 

page16image256 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Thank you so much This el:nail is really helpful! 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:58 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> First, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register between 8 am and 8:30 am At 8:30, the 
system will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on your Connect Carolina page) later in the day When that 
time arrives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make changes. 
> 

> Summer school registration starts Mi~nday . Check your day on Cormect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation with your coach about 
financial support [’or your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets for summer school support. Communicate with them, and make good 
decisions Asking for money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends money that one of your teammates could have used. 
> 
> Fall registration for current juniors is scheduled for But please check your day on Connect Carolina. Dates can vary based on 
hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Carohna. Don’t waste your priority by rmssmg your assigned registration day-. 
> 

> I’ve attached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. There are many resources available to help you decide what courses to take. Your 
Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the primaW resource. In addition to appointments there, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues and Wed cvenings of next week to help you get ready 
to register. 
> 

> Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and obviously you can corae in to the office and visit with 
me. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> [pagel 6image256] 
> <pagel 6image256> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H." <ChrisV Suits@unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 22, 2013 11:26 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uucaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Kenneth Wayne Yow <ken~’ow@unc.edu"~ 

Tony Yount <ton?~ouni@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Groupwise Mainteuance tonight 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

(does not apply to Rams Club or Student Health) 

Hello everyone, 
We are having database issues with the Groupwise server and need to take it offline for maintenance this evening. Planning the maintenance to begin around 

8pm. Maintenance may take several hours but will have it back online as soon as possible. 

You may use .http:!/outlook.unc.edu - Iogin with your onyen and onyen password to send emails during the maintenance time this evening. 

Thank you for your patience as we work to resolve these issues. 

Christy Suits 

E~n~d: ChrNtv Suits@uneedu 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:18 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Regis*~ution 

page7image256 

Eli Tony, 
Am I able to take an online class? Also, Do you think I should Take one class or two? 

From Ymnt,’ ~nv [tonvvount@unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:54 PM 
To: 
Subject: Registration 

First, there has been a change in the way priority works On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register between 8 am and 8:30 am. At 8:30, the 
system will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your nonnal registration time (the time posted right now on your Connect Carolina page) later in the day. When that 
t~me arrives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make changes 

Summer school registration starts Monday                               . Check your day on Connect Carolina If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation with your coach about 
financial suppolt for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets for smnmer school support. Conmtunicate with them, and make good 
decisions. Asking for money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money arid spends tznotley that one of your teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for current                                                                              But please check your day on Connect Carolina. Dates can valy based on 
hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your priority by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a copy of your ~vorksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. There are many resources available to help you decide what courses to take. Your 
Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the primary resource. In addition to appointments there, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues and Wed evenings of next week to help you get ready 
to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and obviously you can corae in to the office and visit with me. 

Tony 

[pageJimage256] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:20 PM 

Tony Yonnt <tonyyounY~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Regis*~ution 

TEXT.htm; page14image256 

Hi Tony, 

Can I come in sometime Monday or Tuesday to speak with you about what classes would be a good idea for next fall and potentially this summer? 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:57 PM 
To-" 
Subject; Registration 

First, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register between 8 mn and 

8:30 am. At 8:30, the system will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the tilne posted right now on your Connect 

Carolina page) later in the day. When that tilne an~ives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make changes. 

Summer ,school registration starts Monday                              Check your day- on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation 

with yonr coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets for summer school 

support. Commtmicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking for money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends money that one of 

your teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for current                                                                       . But please check your day on Connect Carolina. 

Dates can vaxy based on hours, transt~r statu~ semesters in residence at Ca~colina. Don’t waste your priori~, by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a coW of your worksheet so that you can see what reqnirements you have left to fulfill. ’][’here are many resources available to help you decide what 

courses to take. Your Acade~nic Advisers in Steele Building axe the primau resource. In addition to appointments there, advisers will be in Loudarmilk Tues and Wed 

evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina aJso lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meek and obviously you can come in to the 

office and visit with me. 

Tony 



i.~.i page14image256 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Friday, 2:41 PM 

Tow Yount <tonyyomal@unc.edu> 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ unca, a. unc.edu> 

RE: Regis�ration 

TEXT.htm; page27image256 

Hey Tony! 
Thank you for that. When are you free monday? I would like to come in and talk about my possible summer classes and my fall registration. Also do you know if there is an 
AFRI tutor? I have a paper I am working on and I would like them to look over it with me and make sure my ideas match with the prompt. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonwount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:02 AM 
To: 
Subject: Regist}ation 

Firsk them has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that yon will be able to register between 8 am and 
8:30 ran. At 8:30, the s3.~stem will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on yonr Co~mect 
Carolina page) later in the day. When that time arrives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make changes. 

Snmmer school registration starts Monday                              Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation 

with your coach abx~ ut financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets for snmmer school 

supv~rt. Commanicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking tbr money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends money that one of 
your teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for current                                                                        But please check your day on Connect Carolina. 
Dates can vaacy based on hours, tmnst}r status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your priority by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. Them am Inany resources available to help you decide what 
courses to take. Your Academic A&isers in Steele Bnilding are the primau msoume. In addition to appointments them, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tnes and Wed 
evenings of next week to help yon get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements yon have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and obviously yon can come in to the 
oltice and visit with me. 

Tony 



i.~.i page27image256 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H." <ChrisV Suits@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 4:00 PM 

[,INCAA- F, veryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Mobile Phone email from Outlook 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

Everyone, 

Your phones are not blocked, please ignore the email if you see it. 

Thankyou, 

Christy Suits 

From: Microsoft Outlook <MicrosoffExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@ad.unc,edu> 

Date:              ,2:37:54 PM CDT 

Subject: Your mobile phone is temporarily blocked from synchronizing using Exchange ActiveSync until your administrator grants it access. 

Your mobile phone is temporozily blocked from accessing content via Exchange ActiveSync because the phone has been quarantined. No action is necessau on your 
part. Content will automatically be downloaded as soon as access is granted by your administrator. 

**** ACTION IS REQUIRED **** Your Apple device has been quarantined because it is rmming lOS 6.1 or 6.1.1. This problem can be rectified by upgrading 

your device to the latefft version. The Nock does not afl’ect desktop clients like Outlook or web access through outJook.unc.edu. Instructions on the upgrade process 

can be tbund here: http:/isupport.apple.com/kb,’ht4623. If you have trouble downloading "the update, please try restarting your device. Our helpdesk is standing by if 

you need assistance with the upgrade. You may reach them at 919-962-ttELP. 

Intbrmation about your mobile phone: 

Device model: iPhone4C1 

Device type: iPhone 

Device ID: ApplC39GG4FXDTFD 

Device OS: iOS 6.1.3 10B329 

Device user agent: Apple-iPhone4C1!1002,329 

Device IlVlEI: 

Exchange ActiveSync version: 14.1 

Device access state: Quarantined 

Device access state reason: Global 

~unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.tmc.edu; 

Sunday, 7:41 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Registration 

TEXT.htm; page4image256.png 

Tony, 

Thank you so much for this email! It is very helpful. T’m not positive I will be taking a summer class anymore as my parents want me to have a little break from my studies. 
will chat with them and figure it out ASAP. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 9:50 PM 
To; 
Subject; Registration 

First, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register bet~veen 8 am and 

8:30 am. At 8:30, the ~stem will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on your Com~ect 
Carolina page) later in tile day. When that tilne an~ives, you will aga~n have access to the system if you want to make ch~ges. 

Summer school registration starts Monday                              Check your day on Connect Caxolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation 

with your coach about finmlcial support for your classes. Coaches Inake that decision based oil a limited mnount of money each coach gets for summer school 

support. Commlmicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking for money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends money that one of 

your teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for current~                                                                           . Bm please check your day on Connect Carolina. 

Dates can vaxy based on hours, tmnst~r statu~ semesters in residence at Caxolina. Don’t waste your priority by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a coW of your worksheet so that you can see what requiremems you have leIt to fulfill. There are many resources available to help you decide what 

courses to take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the primary resource. In addition to appointments there, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues a~d Wed 
evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you slill need to meet, mid obviously you can come in to the 

office ~d visit with me. 

Ton}, 



i.~.i page4image256 



Tony, 
Would 8:25 work tomorrow morning? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 2:35 PM 
To-" 
Subject; Re: Registration 

Absolutely 

Monday before 11 or after 1:15, Tuesday before 11 or after 2. Either ofthosc days work? 

Tony 

On . at 1:19 PM, ~live.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Can I come in sometime Monday or Tuesday to speak with you about what classes would be a good idea for next fall and potentially this summer? 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonwount@unc,edu] 
Sent," Thursday, 9:57 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" Registration 

First, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register 
between 8 am and 8:30 am. At g:30, the system will be closed to yon aJ~d you will not have access again tmtil your normal regislration time (the lime 
posled fight now on yonr Connect Carolina page) later in the day. When that time arrives, you will again have access 1,~ the system if yon want to make 
changes. 

Smnmer school registration staxts                                     Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a 
conversation with your coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets 
for summer school support. Communicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking for money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money 
and spends money that one of your teammates could have nsed. 

Fall registration for currem                                                                        But pleasc check your day on Connect 

Carolina. Dates can va~ based on hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your pfiofity by missing your assigned 

registration day. 

I’ve atlached a coW ofyonr worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fnlfill. There are many resonrces available to help yon 
decide what courses to "take. Your Academic A&isers in Steele Building are the pfimatT resource. In addition to appointments "there, advisers will be in 
Loudem~ilk Tues and Wed evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Cmolina also lisls what requiretnents you have met a~d what requirements you still need to meet, a~nd obviously you can 
come in to the office aJad visit with me. 

Tony 

<page14image256.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:12 PM 

Tony Yonnt <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Regis*~ution 

TEXT.htm 

Ok well those hours sort of aren’t convenient because they are pretty much when any athlete would have practice and class. Are you in at all on Friday? If not I will see you at 
9:00 am tomorrow. 

From." Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Sunday, 8:06 PM 
To; 
Subject-" Re: Registration 

would have been really sma~ to tell you that. sony - 3:30 

On at 7:51 PM, ~live.unc.edu> 
wR~te: 

Tony, 
Would 8::t5 work tomorrow morning? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonwount@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 1:35 PP1 
To," 
Subject-" Re: Registration 

Absolutely 

Monday before 11 or after 1:15, Tuesday before 11 or after 2. Either of those days work? 

Tony 

On . at 1:19 PM, .~bJive.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Can I come in sometime Honday or Tuesday to speak with you about what classes would be a good idea for next fall and potentially this summer? 

Thanks, 

From-" Yount, Tony [tonwount@unc.edu] 
Sent." Thursday,             9:57 PH 

S..bject." Registration 

First, there has been a change in the way priori~ works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to 
register between 8 mn and 8:30 am. At g:30, the system will be closed to you and you will not have access again unlil your normal 
regis~ratiou lime (the time posted right now on your Connect Carolina page) later in the day. When that lime amves, you will again have 
access to the system if you waut to make changes. 

Summer school registralion starts Monday                              Check your day oil Connect Carolina. If you’re on 
scholarship, have a conversation with your coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited 
amount of mouey each coach gets for summer school support. Communicate with them, and make good decisions. Askiug for money, 
then dropping the course later wastes that motley and spends mouey that one of your teammates could have used. 

Fall regifftralion for currem                                                                       But please check your 
day on Connect Carolina. Dates cma vao~ based on hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your priori~ by 
missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a coW of your worksheet ~ that you ca~ see what requirements you have left to Ihlfill. There are many resources available to 
help you decide what courses to take. Your Academic A&isers in Steele Building are the primary, resource. In addition to appointments 



there, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues and Wed evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tax Heel Tracker on Conuect Carolina al~ lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and 

obviously you can come in to "the otfice and visit with me. 

Ton?, 

<page 14image256.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Regis*~ution 

TEXT.htm 

Ok that would be awesome. We usually train in the afternoons on our own in the spring. Friday works perfect. How about I come see you mid morning on Friday? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, 8:31 PM 

To= 
Subject= Re: Registration 

I’~n sorry about that. I will a]so be in the ott]ce from 6-10 Tuesday night this week if that helps at all. All of my temns until I added      practice in the afternoon so 

that’s the reason that I leave earlier in the afternoon. I will make some adjustments when the schedule is set for next year to hopefully be available at more convenient 

hours. I looked at your schedule for this week and perhaps an afternoon would work? Looks like your done at 2 except Tuesdays. I am in the oltice Friday for the 

same 9 - 3:30 hours. 

On at 8:12 PM, ~live.unc.e&t> 

wrote: 

Ok well those hours sort of aren’t convenient because they are pretty much when any athlete would have practice and class. Are you in at all on Friday? If not I 
will see you at 9:00 am tomorrow. 

From= Yount, Tony [tonwount@unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, 8:06 PM 
To= 
Subject= Re: Registration 

would have been really smart to tell you that. sorry - 3:30 

On at 7:51 PM, ~live.~mc.edu> 
wrote: 

Tony, 
Would 8:15 work tomorrow morning? 

From= Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 1:35 PM 
3"0= 
Subject: Re: Registration 

Absolately 

Monday before 11 or alter 1:15, Tuesday betbre 11 or after 2. Either of those days work? 

Tony 

On at 1:19 PM, ~live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Can I come in sometime Monday or Tuesday to speak with you about what classes would be a good idea for next fall and potentially 
this summer? 

Thanks, 

From= Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday. 9:57 PM 
To= 
Subject= Registration 



First, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will 

be able to regis~ter bet~veen 8 am and 8:30 an. At 8:30, the system will be closed to you and you will not have access again 

until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on your Connect Carolina page) later in the day. When that time 
arrives, you will again have access to "the system if you want to make changes. 

Summer school registration st~s Monday                             . Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re 

on scholarship, have a conversation with your coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches matte that decision 

based on a limited ~anount of money each coach gets for summer school suppo~nt. Communicate with them, and make good 

decisions. Asking for money, and then dropping the conrse later wastes that money and spends money that one of your 

teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for current                                                                        But please 

check your day on Com~ect CaJcolina. Dates can vaxy based on hours, transt~r status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t 

waste your priorit.3~ by missing yonr assigned regiS_ration day. 

I’ve altached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. There are many resources 

avafilable to help you decide what courses to t~ke. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the primm?~ resource. In 

addition to appointments there, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tnes and Wed evenings of next week to help you get ready to 

register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lis~ts what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to 

meet, and obviously you can come in to the office and visit with me. 

Ton?, 

<page 14image256.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H." <ChrisV Suits@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 25, 2013 9:07 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uucaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Kenueth Wayne Yow <kenD,ow@unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <ton?~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Missing emafils in Groupwise 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

Hello Everyone, 

This weekend Groupwise had a hard crash of the email database and email previous to March 7th has disappeared from users mailboxes and folders. We are 

working to repair the issue as best we can. We have stabilized the database and email is working but emails previous to March 7th have not been recovered. We 

are doing all that we can to figure out what happened and recover email if possible and using every resource available. 

Outlook users are not affected and we will be working to get the rest of you over as soon as possible. 

Everyone please use outlook for sending emails. If you do not have the outlook client setup on your computer you can use _h___t__t_p__:’_/_i___o___u__t_!__o___o___k_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_. and use your 

onyen credentials to Iogin. Please note on the outlook clients your Iogin is ad\onyen and onyen password. We will help with getting your email forwarded to your 

outlook account from groupwise. 

I will send out instructions for forwarding groupwise email to outlook. In a few min. 

Christy 

,~;~n~: ChrNty..Suits@uneedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Snyder, Lee" <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 11:08 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule 

Weekly Schedule.xlsx 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christ?., H." <ChrisV Suits@unc.edu> 

Monday,               11:28 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone uucaa- everyone,,~roups.unc.edu> 

Kenneth Wayne Yaw <ken~ow@unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonb~oun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Elna~l Fom’mding 

image001.png 

~unc.edu-~; }ramsclub.com 

Hello Everyone, 

Someone from the IT department (possibly university IT person) will be contacting you sometime today to assist with forwarding your GroupWise email to your 

outlook email accounts. Below are the instructions that they will be walking you through. If you are comfortable doing this on your own please do and then email 

at       ._~ramsclub.com to let her know that you were able to complete the forwarding process. If you have questions please email 

Go to http:iiouUook.unc.edu 

o Log on with onyen and password 

~ Select options in the top right 

~ Select See all options 

o Select organize email 

~ You should already have a forwarding rule in place ( says- applies to all messages) 

.~" Delete that rule 

.~Say okay to pop up warning and remove the rule. 

Use FireFox to get to the GroupWise website http:!!uncaa.unc.edu 

o Click on options in the top right hand corner of the screen (looks like a gear) -choose Options from drop down box 

o Click on Rules tab 
~ Select type of rule -drop down box 

o Select forward 

~ Select create 

~ Make rule name "forward to outlook" 

c~ In the To: field type in your onyen@email.unc.edu email address. 

~ Select Save 
o A box will pop up saying that no conditions are defined., click OK. 

~ Then click Save then Close 
Last step, log into http:i!outlook.unc.edu send email to your @uncaa.unc.edu email address give it a few rain and your email should forward back into your 

outlook account. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

E~n~: Christy..Suits@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,               12:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: More hours 

Hey Tony ! 

So I am completely stuck on the promt of this paper. Is there a chance that I could come in within the next 30 min and meet with you 
about it? Also another men’s soccer player is in my class as well and he wanted to know if he could meet with us as well. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:18 AM 
To: 

Cc: Mann, Jan; Sheiton, Karen; I~e@, Jennifer; S~gula, Joseph; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: More hours 

Ladies, 

I will be in the Academic Center from 6 - 10 pm on Tuesday night this week if anyone would like a conversation about registration. 
Also in for the regular 9 --3:30 hours daily. 

Remember that Steele Building advisers will be in Loudermilk 6 --8 pm Tues and Wed nights this week for registration advising. 

Remember that applications for a 9th semester, if fall will be your 9th semester, are due tomorrow in the advising office for those not 
in the Business or Journalism Schools. 

If you are registering for a regular online summer school class, that occurs through the Friday Center. That registration began on 
March 18 and is ongoing. Instructions for that process can be found here: http://www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
If you find a class on Connect Carolina that has a section number of 990 or above, then you know it is an online class. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,               2:3 9 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: More hours 

Hey Tony, 

Regarding the meeting with academic advisors. I already met with someone from the steel building last semester and just wanted to 
know if that was recognized so that I didn’t have a hold on my account or is there a hold for that? If so, unfortunately I can’t make it 
tomorrow night because I have a history viewing for a movie at 6. Just let me know if there is a hold or not. 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday 2:18 AM 
To: 

Cc: Mann, Jan; She]ton, Karen; I~e@, Jennifer; S~gula, Joseph; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: More hours 

Ladies, 

I will be in the Academic Center from 6 - 10 pm on Tuesday night this week if anyone would like a conversation about registration. 
Also in for the regular 9 --3:30 hours daily. 

Remember that Steele Building advisers will be in Loudermilk 6 --8 pm Tues and Wed nights this week for registration advising. 

Remember that applications for a 9th semester, if fall will be your 9th semester, are due tomorrow in the advising office for those not 
in the Business or Journalism Schools. 

If you are registering for a regular online summer school class, that occurs through the Friday Center. That registration began on 
and is ongoing. Instructions for that process can be found here: http://www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 

If you find a class on Connect Carolina that has a section number of 990 or above, then you know it is an online class. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:05 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounl@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Registration 

TEXT.htm; page10image256 

Thank you so much for filling that out for me! I will probably be coming to see you tomorrow to ask some questions 

Thank you again! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 9:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: Registration 

First. there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that yon will be able to register between 8 am and 
8:30 ran. At 8:30, the system roll be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on yonr Co~mect 

Carolina page) later in the day. When that time arrives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make changes. 

Snmmer school registration starts Monday                             . Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation 

with your coach abx~ ut financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets for snmmer school 

support. Comnmnicate ruth them, and make good decisions. Asking tbr money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends money that one of 

your teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for current                                                                       . But please check your day on Connect Carolina. 

Dates can vaxy based on hours, tmnsi~r status, semesters in residence at Ca~rolina. Don’t waste your prioriF by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. There are Inany resources available to help you decide what 

courses to take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Bnilding are the primaD~ resoul~ce. In addition to appointments there, advisers roll be in Loudem~ilk Tnes and ~Ved 
evenings of next week to help yon get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements yon have met and what requiremems you still need to meet, and obviously yon can come in to the 

office and visit with me. 

Tony 
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FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

Joe Sagula <jsagul~uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday,              7:21 AM 

Jr. Lany A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@email.unc.edu~; Tom Timmermans <timmennm~@~mc.edu> 

Lance Markos <ma~rkos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: REQUEST for 9th semesler 

TEXT.htm 

La~ 
I have emailed withTony Yount and he will check on credit needs and the classes. I agree we need to get ~me verification. 
As tbr the USA Team, it is a long shot that she will be selected to be pa~ of the program, a~d there is not a 

scheduled tournament in     as there was last year where she pa~icipated. She co~dd be invited 

to participate in a small event this summen or to train with fl~em for a few weeks in Anaheim but unlikely an~l~ing more 

than that at this time. ~ will wait to hear form Tony about the class sitaation as well. 
Thanks for your consideration on behalf. 

JS 

ttead Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTtt CAROLINA 

Cm~michael Arena - 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 

>~> "Gallo, Jr., La~ A." <athgallo@unc.edu~; 

Joe~ 

6:00AM~> 

agree with Tom’s request, and also, if does make the LJS~ National ream .... 

I, she will not be able to attend atb 

2, but she will be ~ble to attend the 

3. CORR[CT? 

summer sessions? ([ understand the courses she needs are not offered) 

fall semester as a full-time student and will be here in Chapel t-till ~md not ~:raveling with the USA team? 

Thanks very much! 

Be well, 

Larry 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9::t9 PM 
To: Joe Sagula 

~e: Gallo, .]r., Larry A.; Lance Markos; Tony Yount 

Subjeet: Re: REQUEST for 9th semester 

Thanks joe for the ve~ detailed break down. Tony caJ~ you please confirm the number of credits 
graduate in December. 

needs to take in the thll a~d provide the specific classes to 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 9:13 PM, "Joe Sagula" ~imgnla~;uncaantmc.edu> wrote: 

Tom & Larry, 

Well here is my final request for       Fhanks for your patience. :) 

I have been discussing academics and graduation with since the fall and she has finally gotten around to putting 
things 
down and submitted a formal document as I have requested of her, and I am forwarding it on for your review. (see below) 

and an excellent student. She has served on the SAAC, and been part of the Leadership Academy as well. She has been on the 
ACC Honor Roll for the past three years. 



been granted approval by the Business School to complete her degree in the ninth semester. 
She has already 

~vas admitted into the B school (later than most) into the spring of her junior year since she bad not completed enough 
course work through her sophomore year. She was deciding on which direction she wanted to pursue. With some good 
academic counseling and support she was admitted at the end of her junior year, and has earned very good grades. She has 
also taken summer school classes every summer while at UNC in order to catch up. Some of them at her own expense, biow 
she needs ] 3 more credits to complete     majors (9 credits in Business). And since they are B-School classes she is not able 
to take them in the summer. Thus, it makes sense for her to complete everything in just one final semester, this Her 
parents are aware of this and have encouraged her to pursue and complete the dual majon 

Since we are no longer covering two other        next year 
athletic support for as she completes her degrees. 
Our other three 
Summer Session II. 

I thought we might be able to provide some 

at the end of 

If approved for any type of support would be responsible for ~vorking with our program thi~ f~ll fr~r home 
operations, (working with ) the coaching staff, and assist with office work as needed. 
Thus she would be an undergraduate assistant for the fall semester. 
I appreciate your consideration of this request 

Thank you, 

Joe Sagula 

10:11 AM 
Coach Sagula, 

ttere is the summa~ break down of my academic/athletic progress of why I needed to "take a 9th semester. 

Summer School: I have done eve .rything necessat~ to keep pace at UNC by staying over smnmers after my freshman, sophomore, and junior years. 

With this academic focus, I completely finished an                        major prior to my junior year after being denied admission to the Kenan 
Flagler Business School my sophomore year. NCAA requirements require student athletes a specific number of degree applicable hours each season to be 
eligible, and unless I began another major I would be ineligible for my senior season fall. 

I pushed myself this t?d], while in season, 1,~ take ] 6.5 hours in season to try to finish on time, but because of the lack of classes offered offered in the spring 
and smnmer school, it was not possible tbr me to finish an entire business degree in one academic year, especially being accepted a year late than the rest of 
the Business School tx~pulation. 

I tried out for the USA Nationed Team, and ifI make this I roll be unable to take any smnmer school classes that aren’t alma@ offered by the business 
school (My LFIT and spanish class) and need thiee morn required classes in the business school (two electives and a global awareness class) and it would 
be morn cost efficieut, even ifI do not make the team, to take these all in the fall. 

I appreciate auy support the athletic department is able to grant me to help me finish my degree from UNC. 

llead Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 2V515 
919 962-5228 office 

cell 
GO TAR HEELS’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:02 PM 

Jenn Townseud <jtownseud@unc.edu-~; Su~n B Maloy <sbmaJoy@emml.unc.edu-~; Tony Yount <tonsTount@unc.edtr~; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@ email.unc.edu-~ 

Tony Youut <tou~,ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

TEXT.htm 

Noted! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmalov@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             16:02 
To: Yount, Tony; Townsend, Jenn; Richardson, Wally 
Co: 
Subject: 

Hey All, 
and will not be able to tutor tonight. This effects 

to reschedule for later in the week, may be able to do so, although, this is a short week. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~uncaa.unc~edu 

Please be sure they are aware. If they need 
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<p>Hey everyone, </p> 
<p>As many of you know has created a team for the Relay for Life on        &nbsp; In 
the meantime, we are looking for people to join the team or donate&nbsp;money to help us 
reach our $1500 goal!&nbsp; This is all optional but any donation or addition to our team 
would 
be greatly appreciated :)</p> 

<p><span id="tr-personal-pageUrl-current"></span>&nbsp;</p> 
<p><span></span>&nbsp;</p> 
<p><a 
href="http : //main.acse vents, orglsitelTRl?team_id=1394 7 08&amp ; pg=team&amp ;fr_id=48 7 2 3" 
target="_blank"> http : //main.acse vents, org/sitelTR/?team_id=1394 7 08&amp ; pg=team&amp ;fr 

_id=48723</a>&nbsp;- this is the site where you can register or donate</p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p>Here is some more information about the Event:</p> 
<p><strong>&nbsp;What’s the Event Like?</strong></p> 
<p>Organized, overnight community fundraising walk</p> 
<li>Teams of people camp out around a track </li><li>Members of each team take turns 
walking around the track </li><li>Food, games and activities provide entertainment and build 
camaraderie </li><li>Family-friendly environment for the entire community 
<p>Because it’s a team event, individual participants are not required to be there the entire 
time. But it’s so much fun, you’ll find it hard to leave!</p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p><strong>Why We Fundraise?</strong></p> 
<p>While the American Cancer Society is making progress toward a future without cancer, 
only with your dedication and fundraising efforts can the world’s largest fight for more 
birthdays continue.</p> 
<p>With your help, we aren’t just fighting one type of cancer - we’re fighting for every birthday 
threatened by every cancer in every community. Each person who shares the Relay 
experience can take pride in knowing that they are working to create a world where 
this disease will no longer threaten our loved ones or rob anyone of another birthday.</p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p>Thanks Everyone!</p> 
</li></div> 
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@gmail.com</td></tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>Bcc:</strong> </td><td>Tony Yount 

&lt;tonyyou nt@ u ncaa. unc. ed u&gt; </td > </tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>Subject:</strong> </td><td>Relay For 
Life</td></tr> 
</table> <hr color="#000000" size="2" noshade><br> 

<div style="FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma; DIRECTION: Itr; COLOR: #000000; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> 
<p>Hey everyone, </p> 
<p>As many of you know has created a team for the Relay for Life on       .&nbsp; In 
the meantime, we are looking for people to join the team or donate&nbsp;money to help us 
reach our $1500 goal!&nbsp; This is all optional but any donation or addition to our team 
would 
be greatly appreciated :)</p> 

<p><span id="tr-personal-pageUrl-current"></span>&nbsp;</p> 
<p><span></span>&nbsp;</p> 
<p><a 
href="http : //main.acse vents, orglsitelTRl?team_id=1394 7 08&amp ; pg=team&amp ;fr_id=48 7 2 3" 
target="_blank"> http : //main.acse vents, org/sitelTR/?team_id=1394 7 08&amp ; pg=team&amp ;fr 

_id=48723</a>&nbsp;- this is the site where you can register or donate</p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p>Here is some more information about the Event:</p> 
<p><strong>&nbsp;What’s the Event Like?</strong></p> 
<p>Organized, overnight community fundraising walk</p> 
<li>Teams of people camp out around a track </li><li>Members of each team take turns 
walking around the track </li><li>Food, games and activities provide entertainment and build 
camaraderie </li><li>Family-friendly environment for the entire community 
<p>Because it’s a team event, individual participants are not required to be there the entire 
time. But it’s so much fun, you’ll find it hard to leave!</p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p><strong>Why We Fundraise?</strong></p> 
<p>While the American Cancer Society is making progress toward a future without cancer, 
only with your dedication and fundraising efforts can the world’s largest fight for more 
birthdays continue.</p> 
<p>With your help, we aren’t just fighting one type of cancer - we’re fighting for every birthday 
threatened by every cancer in every community. Each person who shares the Relay 
experience can take pride in knowing that they are working to create a world where 
this disease will no longer threaten our loved ones or rob anyone of another birthday.</p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p>Thanks Everyone!</p> 



</li></div> 

</BODY></HTML> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Wednesday,               6:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: More hours 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

Can I meet with you tomorrow at 3:00 after my classes end? I want to look at classes for the fall and possibly maymester. 

Thank~ 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday: 11:18 PM 
To: 

Cc: Mann, Jan; Shelton, Karen; Levy, Jennifer; Sagula, Joseph; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: More hours 

Ladies, 

I will be in the Academic Center from 6 - 10 pm on Tuesday night this week if anyone would like a conversation about registration. 
Also in for the regular 9 --3:30 hours daily. 

Remember that Steele Building advisers will be in Loudermilk 6 --8 pm Tues and Wed nights this week for registration advising. 

Remember that applications for a 9th semester, if fall will be your 9th semester, are due tomorrow in the advising office for those not 
in the Business or Journalism Schools. 

If you are registering for a regular online summer school class, that occurs through the Friday Center. That registration began on 
March 18 and is ongoing. Instructions for that process can be found here: http://www.fridavcenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
If you find a class on Connect Carolina that has a section number of 990 or above, then you know it is an online class. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H." <ChrisV Suits@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 12:18 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Mobile phone contact backup 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

Hello all, 

As a part of the email transition we have been installing and backing up your local phone contacts using a free ’Backup Assistant’ app from Vedzon Wireless, 

downloadable through the App Store. When in the App Store search for ’backup assistant’ then install it to your iphone. Please go through the setup, allowing it 

to communicate with your contacts and go ahead and run the app to back up your contacts. 

Android users, backup assistant is already installed on your devices. 

iPhone and Android users please create a Iogin to Verizon Wireless. Once your phone has backed up your contacts please go to httpJ/verizonwireless.com - please 

register your phone ( Register is under the Iogin section when you bring up the page) please take note of username and password to be able to log into the site. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

Em~it: Christg_Suits@uncedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

b~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 12:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Registration holds 

TEXT.htm 

Toll},, 

It looks like I roll be needing m miss Monday practice this thll in order m guaxantee me graduatin~ on time j ust based on the very limited times and ~cfions a lot of the 

classes that I need are olt~red. What is the protocol on this? Do I need to meet with you/ta]k to      about it? Here’s my shopping cart: 

ECON 
Ca:troll - 1-~m            3.00 [] 

0111 

ECON 
Gardner - 

[] 
Rm 0103 

JOMC 
Ca~oll - Rm 

0143 

JOMC 
Co.roll - ILn 

0033 

3.00 [] 

3.00 [] 

JOMC 
C~rroll - Rm 

3.00 [] 
340A 

JOMC 
Cam~ll - Rm 

3.00 
0253 

Thank~ 

On Wed, at 1: 58 PM, ~gm~l.com> wrote: 
Paid it earlier today! ~ 

Sent fv:~m my iPhone 

On at 12:46 PM, "Yount, Tony" <ton~oun(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Please take care of these 

WLA ACTV 

WLA ACTV 

WLA ACTV 

9:00:00 AMI{1E Parldng & Transportation Parking fine: 

1:30:00 PMCPD Account Pas~t Due Past due cha 

10:00:00 AMCPD Account Pas~t Due Past due cha 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:12 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Chris Ducax         ~gmail.com>; Chris Ducar <ducax@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

Tony Yount <ton?Toun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic and Playing Plan 

TEXT.htm 

~aol.com; Tony Yount <tonyyoun@unc.edu> 

Hi Anson, 

I wanted to keep you in the loop and let you know that I just had a great meeting with Tony, our new academic counselor, and I have decided to try and, 
Tony and I sat down and mapped out my next 5 semesters with what classes I need to take for both semesters and it is 

definitely possible. My plan is to commit myself to my academics and work my tail off for the time that I am here at Carolina in order to set myself up for a rewarding career 
after I finish my playing career. 

Psychology 

1. Math or if I take the place out exam this summer- Math 
:2. Exxs 
3. Chem    and Chem    Lab 
4. History requirement- Religion 
5. Exxs 

1. LFIT 
2. Bio 
3, Bio 
4. Exxs 
5. Elective 

1. Math 

2. Exxs 

3. Bio 
4. Bio Elective 
5. Math 

2. Exxs 
3. Bio Elective 
4. Bio with Lab 
5.    Environ 

1. Elective towards hours 

1. Soci .PH &EE 
2. Exxs 
3. Exxs 
4. Organismal w!lab 

I wanted to thank you for allowing me to take summer school last year and this year because without it I would not be in the position to even attempt this academic struggle of 
I let Tony know that I am 100% dedicated to continuing to climb the National Team ladder and eventually compete for a spot on the Full National Team and 

that academically my plan to           could hit a few road bumps in the future by possible youth National Team absences. Also, I think you know this, but I want to play 

professionally for as long as I can and hopefully one day play for the Full Team. Well those are my goals and I can’t thank you enough for being so supportive and willing to 
help me achieve them! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:06 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb/~email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu-~; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edtr~; 

Tia Overstreet ~a~verstre@email.unc.edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Wa]ly 

Richardson <wricha@ email.unc.edu-~ 

Tony Yount <ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu:> 

RE: - Unavaible to Tutor 

TEXT.htm 

Noted! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday,.             14:21 
To: Richardson, Wall¥; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Overstreet, ~a; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Bridget, Beth 

Subject: ¯ Unavaible to Tutor 

Hi Everyone, 

will be out of town on spring break for her full time job and will not be available to tutor Math next Monday 

inform your students on the following list: 

~ndWednesday Please 

Please advise them to attend drop-in assistance for Math as needed. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@~mcaa, nnc.edu 

will be back and ready to work on Sunday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Clements, Brittany’ Renn" <bgrenn@unc.edu; 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 8:18 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu:~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Naisnfith C~Jll-Special of the week 

TEXT.htm; image001.gif, image002~ipg 

Good morning all! Come see us at Naismith Grill at Finley Golf Course 

for our delicious special of the week. GO HEELS! 

Brittany Renn Clements 
UNC Fit~ley Golf Co~se 
PO Box 2675 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
9~9-962-0586 
9~9-962-2792 fax 
b,~r’erlI~@ ~c.edu 

Heels23 corn 

pressed for 

ema 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"NCSU ASPSA" <info@mailva.evite.com> 
Tuesday, April 2, 2013 8:58 AM 

serob er4@ncsu, edu; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Message about 12th Annual ASPSA Drive-In Conference 

TEXT.htm 

12th Annual ASPSA Drive-In Conference 
Hosted by NCSU ASPSA 

Just an FYI .... The Conference is Friday, April 26th, 2013. Registration and breakfast will start at 

8:00am and we will begin the festivities at 9:00am with a tentative end time of 3:30 and a social to 

follow at a local venue to be named. Sorry for any confusion! See everyone in April. -Shannon Roberts 

View This Invitation 
or paste this link into your browser: .h..t.t~~.;~./..n..e...w.~~~.e..v.i.t..e~~.c..~.~.m.../]~~.Z.~.U..T...v...U.~.A...U...5...U...w.. 

Evite respects your privacy¯ For more information, please review our £.r.i..v..a..c.y.p..o.Jj.c.y 

If you no longer wish to receive notifications from Evite for this event only, ~u~£~d~a~t~e~y~u~r~D~t~i~fj~c~a~t~i~n~s~e~t~t~[~n~g~s~ Don’t want to receive any Evite 

emails from this person? .B..I..o..c..k...t..h.j.s....h..o..s..t.. 

Add info@mailva.evite.com to your address book to ensure that you receive Evite emails in your inbox. Note: Replies to this email will go 

directly to the person who sent this message, not to Evite. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

NCSU ASPSA <info@mailva.evite.com> 
Tuesday, April 2, 2013 8:58 AM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; serober4@ncsu.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Message about 12th Annual ASPSA Drive-In Conference 

TEXT.htm 

12th Annual ASPSA Drive-In Conference 
Hosted by NCSU ASPSA 

Just an FYI .... The Conference is Friday, April 26th, 2013. Registration and breakfast will start at 

8:00am and we will begin the festivities at 9:00am with a tentative end time of 3:30 and a social to 

follow at a local venue to be named. Sorry for any confusion! See everyone in April. -Shannon Roberts 

View This Invitation 
or paste this link into your browser: ..h..t.tp://new.evite.com/l/ZUTVUAU5UW 

Evite respects your privacy. For more information, please review our p..r.i.v..a...c.y..p...o.[[.c.y 

If you no longer wish to receive notifications from Evite for this event only, ~u~p~~~d~~a~~t~~e~~y~~~~~u~r~~~n~~~~~t~i~f~[~c~~a~~ti~~~~~n~~~s~~~e~t~~ti~n~~g~s~~ Don’t want to receive any Evite 

emails from this person? ..B!.o...c..k...t.h.j..s...h..o...s.t.. 

Add info@mailva.evite.com to your address book to ensure that you receive Evite emails in your inbox. Note: Replies to this email will go 

directly to the person who sent this message, not to Evite. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:35 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Ques~don 

TEXT.htm; Screen Shot at 11.22.50 AM.prig 

Dear Tony, 

I have a few holds on my account and I am pretty sure they are normal since they are through the athletic department but I just wanted to check with you before tomorrow 
morning when I register- I attached a screenshot of the holds on my account for you to view them. 
Also, as I was arranging my shopping cart- I realized I have quite a year ahead of me trying to finish both of my majors and maintain status in the honors program by taking 
an honors class each semester, so in an effort to alleviate my     year I registered for a Maymester class: Poli                                    with Robert 
Jenkins, because it will take up my above    Poli course requirement for my major, which I have yet to do. The class meets in the morning, and I know I will have to talk with 

and also the professor, but I just wanted to enroll in it now in case it fills up because I can always drop it. I am also planning on enrolling in 6 courses for next fall, 
because I can always drop one and I may have to end up taking all 6 to graduate on time. Two of my required jomc classes fall during practice on Monday, but I have to take 
them so I believe     will understand-            is in the same boat as me. 
One last thing- on my Connect Carolina account it says I have a $20.00 charge due now, I’m not sure what it is for, but do I need to pay that by tomorrow morning in order to 
be eligible to register? 
I can come stop by tomorrow after :t2::t5 to chat with you about the Maymestser class and my schedule next fall if you think I need to! Sorry for the novel of an email! 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,             4:53 PM 

Subject; Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <scanner@unc.edu> 
Date:              12:50:08 PM EDT 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu>, <.,~)email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:           12:50:08 (-0400) 

Queries to: sca~ner(a)unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Chrisiy H." <ChrisV Suits@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 11:40 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uucaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Tuesday Software Updates - please leave your computers on tonight 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

Hello everyone, 

Asking everyone to please leave their computers on tonight for computer updates. 

Softball computers and those involved with the game tonight, I will wait until after :l:lpm to update those computers. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

C~: ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday 1:13 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Fall Registration and Parking Ticket - Missing Monday Practice 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Tony, 

[] 

Many things... 

(I’m currently in a group meelmg or I would swing by your office. Sony!) 

1. I paid nay parking ticket Thursday or Friday of last week and there doesnt appear to be any hold aside ficom the generic "Sponsored Student-Athlete" on nay 
MYUNC account. These are my HOLDS: 

Dept Hold - E~ollment 

Dept Hold - Enrollment 

Sponsored Athlete 

Dept Hold - Enrollment 

2. It looks aa though I roll [;NOT be able to practice on Mondays this fall in order to [ lguarantee my being ~ ]able to graduate on time. Several of the required [JJOMC 
Advertising classes are either of I~red rarely or not at all this fall selnester. After several stressful hours of thinldng I would not be able to graduate on time because I 

could not get into my required classes, I went and asked a JOMC advisor if I could take the two different AD JOMC    classes - she said I could. [] So, this looks 

like its the only way my schedule can work[] and [] miss as little    ~s possible. (Hence Econ              .god help me.) 

I’m assuming I have to speak witl~ about this?? Do I need to meet with you first? What’s the protocol? 

Thanks. Im sor~’ this is a lot ofinfo :/ 

This is nay shopping ca~t: 

ECON 
Carroll - 

Rm 0111 
3.00 [] 

ECON 
Gardner - 

Rm 0103 

JOMC 
Ca~oll - 

Rm 0143 
3.00 L] 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

CmToll - 
Rm 0033 

Carroll - 
Rm 340A 

Carroll - 
Rm 0253 

3.oo [] 

3.oo [] 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:49 PM 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Susan B Maloy 

<sbmaloy@emml.~mc.edtr’~; Spencer Welbom <swelbx~m@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edn>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@emml.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton~onnt@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: - Out of town next week 

TEXT.htm 

Noted! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday,             9:39 
To= Richardson, Wally; Lee, 3aimie; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Welborn, Spencer; Yount, Tony 

Subject= - Out of town next week 

Hey All, 
Three of our tutors who teach as a full time job will be out of town on their spring break next week. Therefore, they will not be available to conduct their sessions 
on Tuesday and Thursday I have attached their schedules so that you are aware of which students are affected by this. Please be sure your students are 
informed. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Snsan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(d~uncaa.unc.edu 



2013 Rammys Lego-(Grayscale)(2) 

Carolina Athletics All Sports Celebration 
Monday, 

7:00 PM 
Memorial Hall 

Awards, Talents, Highlights from the           seasons and more 
Desserts / Social immediately following the show at the Carolina Inn 

’b NIV[-:~SI~’%’ O}’. NOR’/’,~t 
V o II e y,,’.’,:." ~ i 

Of~k~a:: ~Nt. w~bs i~: www.goheels,~e~ 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Thursday,            3:3 7 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; 
Vince Ille <ille@email.unc.edu>; Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

- Additional Aid Requests (Exhausted Eligibility/5th year...) 

TEXT.htm 

Gentlemen: 

Below I have cut and pasted the different additional athletics aid scenarios/proposals that Tom Timmermans has put 

before us for three (3) of our,             student-athletes. I concur with Tom’s proposals, and I appreciate Tony 

Yount assisting Tom with the academic information needed for these three student-athletes to graduate. 

One point I want to make is that these three student-athletes, as well as any other student-athlete receiving exhausted 

eligibility/medical exempt athletics aid, will be required "to work" during the period of receiving this athletics aid ..... they 

may work with their sport, or be assigned to work in another unit in the Department of Athletics. 

Thank you so much and please weigh in with Tom reading your opinion/support of his proposals. 

Regards, 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

1. : I AGREE WITH TOM’S PROPOSAL 

After this summer      will be 9 hours short of graduating. I suggest covering      for the Fall     semester at a 

level of 58% of a full grant-in-aid (this is her average GIA over her four years),       will be responsible to get under- 

load approval from the dean. Please let me know if anyone has any questions and if you agree with the funding for the 

fall semester. 

Tom 

2.            : I AGREE WITH TOM’S PROPOSAL; ALSO      SHOULD KNOW THAT NO ATHLETICS AID WILL 

BE AVAILBLE TO HER BEYOND SRPING, " SHE NEEDS TO GRADUATE ; NO FURTHER ATHLETICS AID 

BEGINNING WITH SUMMER SESSION I, AND BEYOND 

was not enrolled this spring semester, so she could focus on professional soccer opportunities and at the same 

time help Anson out by having additional scholarship money available. After this summer will have 24 credits 
remaining to graduate. My suggestion is that we will cover at 100% for the fall semester, and she will 
complete a minimum of 15 credits during this semester. This leaves      with 9 credits to complete for Spring     , 

for which we will cover her at 100% up to 9 credits, will need to request under-load approval for the Spring 

semester from the dean. 

Tom 



3. : I AGREE WITH TOM’S PROPOSAL 

has 17 credits remaining to graduate, has been diagnosed with learning disabilities so I suggest the 

following plan to have her graduate at the end of the spring     semester. I suggest Athletics will cover       at 

100% for fall      It seems most realistic that she will have 5 credits remaining for the spring semester and I suggest 

we cover her at 100% for up to 5 credits for the spring,        will need to request under-load approval for Spring 

In addition, I think it needs to be made clear to that we want her to graduate after Spring and that 

the opportunity for funding for any semester after Spring     will be very small. 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:48 PM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarne~ uncaa.unc.edtr~; tonyyounV~:unc.edu; Jenny Levy 

<uncMax@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton~onnt@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~W: Honol5 invitation 

TEXT.htm; Honors 2013 emafil (3).doc 

I received this today after practice and I am really excited to pursue it for next year! It’s not a big deal but I just thought as my "relevant adults" at UNC, you all would like to 
know about it. 

Have a good night, 

I:rom: Jones, Sharon Horton [shjones@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 5:46 PM 
$..bject: Honors invitation 



You are invited to j oin the Honors Program in the School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication. Your academic record indicates that you are capable of high quality 
work and may be eligible to graduate with honors. 

In the J-school, you are eligible to graduate with honors if you have a 3.5 GPA at the end 
of your junior year, and if you complete an acceptable honors thesis in your senior year. 
If you have written an outstanding thesis and have a cumulative 3.7 GPA, you may even 
graduate with highest honors. 

A two-semester, six-credit course is designed for JOMC honors students. In the fall, 
students meet weekly in JOMC    .1 to develop a thesis proposal. By the end of the 
semester, the course professor and two other faculty members (chosen by each student) 
who have expertise in the substantive area will approve the proposed research proj ect. In 
the sprin,~ semester, students meet with their advisers more frequently and bi-weekly in 
JOMC    1 as they gather data and write thesis chapters. In early April each student 
presents the completed thesis for final approval in a meeting with the course professor 
and the other two faculty advisers. The thesis is then bound and placed in the Park and 
Wilson libraries. 

It is a rewarding process. Here are some comments about the experience from previous 
and current honors students: 

"Writing an undergraduate thesis is a challenging journey that introduces you to an unfami#ar 

world of academic research. With the right amount of discip#ne, determina#on, and guidance, 
you emerge with an unparalleled achievement that is the perfect complement to a UNC-Chapel 

Hill degree." 

"When I was trying to decide if I wouM write a thesis, a recent J-school grad told me, ’If I had 

had any idea what I was getting into, I probably would never have done it. But I’m so glad I did. ’ 

That about sums it up. Every stage of writing a thesis has had unique challenges --.from arguing 
with government bureaucrats" about my right to see archivedpress releases to learning a new 

statistical analysis program to sitting down to actually write an 80+ page paper. But I’m so glad 
I did I feel the challenge has stretched me in a way no other undergraduate class at Carolina 
has, and prepared me that much more fi)r whatever comes next in my career." 

"Writing an undergraduate honors thesis allowed me to explore an area of my field that wasn’t 

covered in my classes. I had the chance to design my own study and see it through, all the while 
learnin% more about a topic that interests me pet~s’onally. " 

"The honors program in the School of ,lourna#sm and Mass Communication is a challenging 
and rewarding program. The most rewarding part of the honors program is the year-long 



relationship developed with your committee, your f~culty advisor and fellow students. My f~culty 
advisor was incredibly generous with his time and energy, and I know that my peers have had 

nothing but praise for the incredible faculty in the School of ,lourna#sm. I have also been able to 
get to l~ow my classmates on a more personal level than other journa#sm classes, and writing 

an honors thesis has served as a bonding experience with other honors students. I’ve been 
blessed to work with such a talented and helpful group of professors, advisers and students." 

"While I’m not a research-minded person, I decided to take on the challenge of an honors thesis 

to show future employers that I have a backgT"ound in marketing research. I was able to focus on 

a question that specificallypertains to myprospectivefield, and the organization of this course 
was excellent in guiding me along the way the entire year. t~om what I’ve seen, there’s not 

another honors program at Caro#na that can top the level of guidance and structure we get at 
every step of the way in the J-School’s honors program. Writing my thesis has given me valuable 
skills and ext~erience and helped me rethink my views on conducting research/" 

"This class gave me a chance to explore a topic that interests me, to develop my own 
research project, and to write a thesis that marks an important milestone in my l~fe. I 

reallv cannot think of a better way to finish my undergraduate study." 

If you are interested, and want to learn more, please contact Senior Associate Dean Chris Roush 
at croush@email.unc.edu. Email now so you can think about this before advising for pre- 
registration. 

I hope you’ll join us. 

UNC School of Journalism and Mass Communication 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 10:09 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounV~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Can’t send this Inessage to 

TEXT.hm~ 

It keeps getting rejected as spam: 

Hi 

I’m sorry for the late notice, but I would like to cancel my interview with Intrepid this Monday at 9:30. I am currently pursuing other opportunities. I appreciate your assistance 
in helping me get set up with an interview. Best of luck in the recruiting process. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority. com@em, sportsauthority, com> 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 7:00 AM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; SportsAuthority.com 
<SportsAuthority. com.FLA 15V. 1427802@em. sportsauthority.com> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NIKE Flyknit Lunar Shoes! New For 2013 

TEXT.htm 

Plus, Save 20% On Women’s NIKE Tempo Shorts. Shop_ Now 

Store Locator 

Events 
FOLLOW 
THE 
AUTHORITY 

View Online Version 

My Account Help 



* Free Shipping is applied to your order when the retail value of products in your cart subtotal to be $75 or more. 
Shipping savings will be reflected in the shopping cart. Offer applies to GROUND shipping only. Priority shipping will 
be applied for expedited orders. Items that are oversized or are larger than load will have normal shipping charges 
applied. Offer is valid on orders shipped to one address within the continental United States. Orders that are $75 and 
over placed NOW through 12/31/13 at 11:59pm EST that include qualifying items will receive free shipping. Exclusions 
apply. This promotion is for a limited time and can be modified or terminated at any time without advance notice. Offer 



does not apply to gift certificates, gift cards, taxes, or similar charges. Offer cannot be combined with any other 
promotional offer and is not valid on previous purchases. 

** Selection varies by store & online. Excludes $.97 and $.98 clearance price endings. 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu. To update your email preferences or change your email address, 
visit..M...y Account. If you would rather not receive email updates from Sports Authority, you can UNSUBSCRIBE at any 
time. Or, write us at SportsAuthority.com, Email Permissions Manager, 915 S Babcock Street, Melbourne, FL 32901. 

CONTACT US 

Please do not reply to this email, as we are not able to respond to messages sent to this address. 
Visit our Online Help.. 
Online Customer Service: 1.888.801.9164 
In-Store Customer Service: 1.800.360.8721 

ErLv..a...c.y....P...o.]].c..v.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:11 PM 

tonDoun@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

l~V: 2nd Session Eraollhnent 

TEXT.htm 

From: Thompson, Jennifer C [jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 12:30 PM 
To-" 
$,,bject; RE: 2nd Session Enrolllment 

Thank you for your email ir~formir~9 us of your plates to attend 2~d summ~.r session. We will b~. 9~d to m~ke that change to your record. 

We bok forward to welcormn9 you to carnp~.~s lh~s summer. Please let us know if we rn~y be of ~ny addSHarm[ oss~sl~nc¢ 1o you. 

Sincerely, 

~enmfer Thompson 

Senti Saturday, 1:45 PN 
T¢~ Thompson, Jenniter C 
Subjett~ 2rid Session EnrollJment 
Ns. Thompson, 
I am not sure if you received my first email. I was hoping to push my enrollment fo~ard ~ the second session during summer. You said that I will not be allowed until 
am just making sure I am stilJ on track to get enroJled? 
Thank you and Take care, 

.I 



I received my acceptance letter and created my UNC email address! 

Talk to you soon, 

Best Regards, 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

;ilive.unc.edu;- 

Wednesday,             3:51 PM 

Tony Yount ~ "-ton~rs’o un~,’ unc .edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: UNC email address 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

~ just completed my reservation for orientation. ~ booked the first session 

Thanks for the help with this, 

Best Regards, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday,            3:04 plVl 

Subject-" Re: UNC email address 

Tha~ks for the update. When you pick a session and get registered for orientation, p|ea~ let me know when you coming. 

Take care 

Tony 

On at 3:00 PM, ~live.tmc.edu> wrote: 

I received my acceptance letter and created my UNC email address! 

Talk to you soon. 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 4:47 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jacquelyn D Copeland <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Janis 
Matson <j ematson@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Latoya 
J Taylor <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rocky Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; 
’sam@varsitymonitor.com’; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’Todd Arnold’ 
<tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
UNCAA_Academics <uncaa_academics@groups.unc. edu> 

Raymond Joshua Langley <jlangley@unc.edu>; Harlis James Meaders 
<meaders@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa_compliance@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Change of Status 

image001 .j pg; image002.j pg 

All, 

Please ADD the following student-athletes to their respective team roster: 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

AG 
E 

~ IMAGE_55 

- Compliance: The Carolina Way[ GoHee~socom [ 

We Educate and Inspire through athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 2:31 PM 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com; Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent 
Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu>;           @gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu>~         @gmail.com; Elizabeth M Lyons 
<emlyons@email.unc. edu>;                             ~live.unc. edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                       ~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@email.unc.edu>;                                     ~unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~ @live.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mon. and Wed. Appt. Back to 6pm- 10pm Beginning 4/15/13 

Hi Everyone, 

I hope all is well with each of you. 

You are receiving this email if you tutor on Monday and/or Wednesday night. I wanted to make you aware that all 

Monday and Wednesday appointment times are now back to their regularly scheduled time on the hour from 6-10pm 

beginning this Monday 4/15. Thank you for the flexibility in your schedule over the last 4 [] weeks. We appreciate it 

very much. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 



Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 4:48 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Harold 
Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Jenn 
Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Final Exam Review Sessions 

Susan, 
I need to cancel 7pm appointment for English tonight with 

Sent via DroidX2 on Verizon Wireless T 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu>, "Lyons, Elizabeth M" 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>, "Orr, Kym N" <orr@email.unc.edu>, "Overstreet, Tia" 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>, "Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email.unc.edu>, "Woodard, Harold" 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>, "Blanton, Brent S" 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon, Apr 15, 2013 16:07:35 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Final Exam Review Sessions 

Hello All, 
Before the staff meeting tomorrow, please take some time to review the attached tentative final exam 

schedule and let me know if anything appears to be missing. Perhaps we can discuss during staff meeting 

tomorrow. Seems that we will need to cancel and close Loudermilk for the entire evening on Monday 5/29 due 

to the Athletic Banquet. Therefore, I will try to have a few reviews during the day on Monday if tutors’ 

schedules permit. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Jenn Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 10:34 AM 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Maloy, Susan B; Welborn, 
Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Lane, Cricket; Woodard, Harold; Ille, Vince; Lee, Jaimie; Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent 
S; Wally Richardson 
Subject: Staff meeting tomorrow 

This is your reminder that we will have a staff meeting tomorrow, Tuesday, April 15th at 3:00pm in the 



Loudermilk Conference room. 

Please let me know if you have any items you would like to add to the agenda. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority. com@em, sportsauthority, com> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:51 AM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; SportsAuthority.com 
<SportsAuthority.com.Q2IVSD. 1437528@em.sportsauthority.com> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New NIKE Is Here! 

TEXT.htm 

Get The Latest NIKE Shoes, Clothes & Accessories. Shol2 Now 

Store Locator x; 

Events .~ 
FOLLOW 
THE 
AUTHORITY 

View Online Version 

My Account Help 



T LOOK 

~, APPAREL =~=, BASEBALL ~. BICYCLING ~. ACTION SPORTS ~, MENS 
QUICK ~=,- FOOTWEAR ~.. BASKETBALL ~:.. GOLF .."*. SKI/SNOWBOARD ~* WOMENS 
LINKS ~=.: RUNNING ~. FOOTBALL ~. TENNIS ~=.~. CAMPING i~=.: KIDS 

~=~,. FITNESS =~::I SOCCER ~..I LACROSSE ~=.. FISHING/HUNTING 

* Free Shipping is applied to your order when the retail value of products in your cart subtotal to be $75 or more. 
Shipping savings will be reflected in the shopping cart. Offer applies to GROUND shipping only. Priority shipping will 
be applied for expedited orders. Items that are oversized or are larger than load will have normal shipping charges 
applied. Offer is valid on orders shipped to one address within the continental United States. Orders that are $75 and 
over placed NOW through 12/31/13 at 11:59pm EST that include qualifying items will receive free shipping. Exclusions 
apply. This promotion is for a limited time and can be modified or terminated at any time without advance notice. Offer 
does not apply to gift certificates, gift cards, taxes, or similar charges. Offer cannot be combined with any other 
promotional offer and is not valid on previous purchases. A return shipping label will be included in your package upon 
receipt. Simply affix the return shipping label to the box and drop off or call for a pickup in order to make the return. 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu. To update your email preferences or change your email address, 
visit M_..y Account. If you would rather not receive email updates from Sports Authority, you can UNSUBSCRIBE at any 
time. Or, write us at SportsAuthority.com, Email Permissions Manager, 915 S Babcock Street, Melbourne, FL 32901. 

CONTACT US 



Please do not reply to this email, as we are not able to respond to messages sent to this address. 
Visit our ..O...n..[[.n...e....l::l...eJ~ 
Online Customer Service: 1.888.801.9164 
In-Store Customer Service: 1.800.360.8721 

P r iv a c y....P..o..[[.c.y. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Inc." <d.odea@texthelp.com> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 8:02 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

See the iPad App everyone is talking about 

TEXT.htxn 

See why everyone is 
talking about iReadWrite... 

Watch it 
in action now! 

Buy it for 



only $19.99.1 

Texthelp Inc. 

600 Unicorn Park Drive, Woburn, MA 01801 . Tel: (888) 248-0652 ¯ Fax: (866) 248-0652 ¯ 
u.s.info@texthel_E).com ¯ www.texthelp.com 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Texthelp Inc. I 600 Unicorn Park Drive I Woburn, MA 01801 

Unsubscribe I Send To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Smith <ksmit~@datagain.net> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 10:46 AM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; ksmit~@datagain.net 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Transcription services by Datagain 

Hello, 

Datagain is a leading provider of customized transcription service covering interview-s, focus groups, dictations, videos, meetings, lectures, and phone calls. We have 
processed thousands of hours of audio for our clients in the U.S., Caaaada, the U.K., and Australia. Some of our clients include organizations such as Cincinnati 
Children [] s Hospital, Johns Hopkins University, Harvard University, Princeton University, University of Florida, Connecticut Children[] s Hospital, and many more. 
We specialize in high volume, and on-going requirements. 

We oiler discounted rates to faculty and students and are currently offering a special promotion featuring atrial of 30 minutes of any audio file to new- clients. 

Please contact me by email if you have any questions or to activate your trial. Thank you for your time aaad I look forward to heaxing from you. 

Kim 

Kimberly Smith 
Business Development Manager 
Datagain 
Email: ksmith@datagain.net 
Website: http ://dat again.net/traaascription 

Please note: To prevent receiving future mails from us, please reply with ’Remove’ as subject or send am email to remove@datagain.net. We apologize for any 
inconvenience. 



Carolina ..... 
Friday, 

Friday, 
lO:3oam 

Itinerary 
- Saturday~ ..... 

Depart Finley Field (Captains Choice) 

Eat Breakfast on your own (bring extra snacks & ~Lv !~rge water bottle) 

: N~h~il!e Marriott g~ ~ ~hdgrbilt Universi~} i ~gS:~est End Ave:~ ~ Ng~vl!i~, TN a72oa 

Depa~ fo~ ~e~aetiee .......... 
e aet ee Oh n ,a (~ptains ChOi{e ~ ~raeti{~ out~ ...... 
Dinner a{ am~igo s ................ 

Saturday, 
8:3oa~ Breakfast a~ Hotel (C~ptains ChoiCe - team gear) 

~o:3o~m Depa~ for Eield 
12:oo~m Game (Gr~ss) 
Post ~me Shower & ~ilgate 
3:3opm DepaA for ~hapel Hill 

SOUT~T ~~ES, ~ 2294 
From: N~LLE~ ~ (BNA) Depa~s: 5:35pm 
To: ~EIGH DU~, NC (~U) Arrives: 8:oopm 

Cell Numbers: 
denny Levy~ -. ................ 
Phil Barnes - 
Kat~na Dowd 

ALL ShOnS~ (¢!eats, Sg~,~-in’s, tuff shoes), m~u~h guards, sti~, gogg~ AWAY Uniform 0ersey, Mlt), 
long selves, Oo~x gear~ ~wels 

Freshmen: ......... ::::: : .... 
Balls, fiat 

~iy C~oudy ::.57°F-4o°F. Chance of rain: 20%. Wind: W at ~4 mph 

Sat .................................................. 



FroRq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 9:38 AM 

~hotmail.com >; 

_~gmail.com >; 

_bhotmail.com >; 

_~gmail.com >; 

~verizon.net >; 

)gmail.com >; 

_~gmail.com >; 

_~gmail.com > 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Housing and Orientation 

TEXT.htm 

.baim.com >; 

.byahoo.com >; 

Hi All, 
It is really important that you check and READ any e-mail that you get from me, Phil, Katrina, Tony or anyone on my staff. There is a lot of things YOU NEED TO TAKE CARE 

OF prior to the start of the fall. If you are not on top of your business, it becomes an issue for us, so please be considerate and take care of the things we request. There are 

a lot of things that need to get organized and for most of it, we need your help. You (NOT YOUR PARENTS), should take ownership of completing things on time be 

responsible. 

IMPORTANT THINGS: WE CAN NOT DO FOR YOU 
1. ENROLLMENT - Everyone should have received your formal acceptance letter by now, YOU need to follow the enrollment instructions and formally enroll 

yourself in school. 

2. C-TOPS (orientation) - Orientation is MANDATORY for all freshmen and YOU HAVE TO ENROLL YOURSELF IN AN ORIENTATION SESSION. Tony sent you an e- 

mail about orientation and recommended signing up for the orientation session that is right before our Elite Camp. If you can not attend during this time, you will 

need to pick another date to come to Chapel Hill for Orientation (this is when you register for fall classes). If you can attend that orientation - it will overlap an 

afternoon with camp, which is not a big deal. 

3. HOUSING - In your acceptance information there is also HOUSING information. Every freshmen enrolling this fall MUST COMPLETE THE HOUSING FORM ON-LINE 

per instructions. We CAN NOT DO THIS FOR YOU. Once you complete the on-line housing forms, we will take care of the rest - but we can not do anything unless 

YOU HAVE COMPLETED THIS. 

4. ROOMMATE We prefer to assign roommates. If you have a specific request, let me know. You will find out your roommate sometime in 

Good luck with the rest of your season, 

Jenny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

vcww.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



I::roR3: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 9:58 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Housing and Orientation 

TEXT.htm 

Tony can you make sure you have thecorrecte mailfor 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca raps.co!n 

>>> #gmail.com> 9:43 AM >>> 

Hi Coach Levy 

Thanks for getting back to me and ill be sure to get everything completed! You mentioned an email from Tony but [ never received it..., not sure if he has my wrong email or 

something. Is there anyway you can forward me his email and I can get in touch with him? 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:38 AM, "Jenny Levy" <uncwlax@uncaa.unc,edu> wrote: 

Hi All, 
It is really important that you check and READ any e-mail that you get from me, Phil, Katdna, Tony or anyone on my staff. There is a lot of things YOU NEED 

TO TAKE CARE OF prior to the start of the fall. If you are not on top of your business, it becomes an issue for us, so please be considerate and take care of the 

things we request. There are a lot of things that need to get organized and for most of it, we need your help. You (NOT YOUR PARENTS), should take ownership 

of completing things on time be responsible, 

IMPORTANT THINGS: WE CAN NOT DO FOR YOU 

1. ENROLLMENT - Everyone should have received your formal acceptance letter by now, YOU need to follow the enrollment instructions and formally 
enroll yourself in school. 

2. C-TOPS (orientation) = Orientation is MANDATORY for all freshmen and YOU HAVE TO ENROLL YOURSELF IN AN ORiENTATiON SESSION. Tony sent 
you an e-mail about orientation and recommended signing up for the orientation session that is right before our Elite Camp. If you can not attend 

during this time, you will need to pick another date to come to Chapel Hill for Orientation (this is when you register for fall classes). If you can attend 
that orientation - it will overlap an afternoon with camp, which is not a big deal. 

3. HOUSING - In your acceptance information there is also HOUSING information. Every freshmen enrolling this fall MUST COMPLETE THE HOUSING 
FORM ON=LINE per instructions. We CAN NOT DO THIS FOR YOU. Once you complete the on=line housing forms, we will take care of the rest - but we 

can not do anything unless YOU HAVE COMPLETED THIS. 
4. ROOMMATE We prefer to assign roommates. If you have a specific request, let me know. You will find out your roommate sometime in 
Good luck with the rest of your season, 

Jenny 

<mime attachment> 

<mime attachment> <mime attachment> 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REG[ST ER NOW! 

~vw.ca rolinalacrossecam ps.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthority. com@em, sportsauthority, com> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 1:49 PM 

gyount@email.unc, edu; SportsAuthority.com 
< SportsAuthority. com.RAE2JY. 1436235 @em. sportsauthority, com> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2 Days Only! Buy 1, Get 1 50% Off Select Shoes 

TEXT.htm 

Shop Top Brands like NIKE, adidas & More. Shol2 Now 

Store Locator 

Events 
FOLLOW 
THE 
AUTHORITY 

View Online Version 

My Account Help 

i~=.: APPAREL ~:. BASEBALL ~:. BICYCLING ~=.:. ACTION SPORTS i~=.: MENS 
QUICK ~=~,. FOOTWEAR :~,,. BASKETBALL ~:... GOLF ~:.. SKI/SNOWBOARD ~=~,. WOMENS 
LINKS ~,. RUNNING :~=.:. FOOTBALL i~=.-. TENNIS i~=. CAMPING ~,. KIDS 

~,- FITNESS ~,.. SOCCER ~,.. LACROSSE ..".~, FISHING/HUNTING 



* Free Shipping is applied to your order when the retail value of products in your cart subtotal $75 or more. Shipping 
savings will be reflected in the shopping cart. Offer applies to GROUND shipping only. Priority shipping will be applied 
for expedited orders. Items that are oversized or are larger than load will have normal shipping charges applied. Offer 
is valid on orders shipped to one address within the continental United States. Orders that are $75 and over placed 
now through 12/31/13 at 11:59pm EST that include qualifying items will receive free shipping. Exclusions apply. This 
promotion is for a limited time and can be modified or terminated at any time without advance notice. Offer does not 
apply to gift certificates, gift cards, taxes, or similar charges. Offer cannot be combined with any other promotional 
offer and is not valid on previous purchases. A return shipping label will be included in your package upon receipt. 
Simply affix the return shipping label to the box and drop off or call for a pickup in order to make the return. 

** Offer valid 4/19/13 and 4/20/13 only. Selection varies by store. Not available at all locations. Excludes $.97 
clearance price endings. UGG, Brooks, Under Armour, Columbia OmniHeat, and select Nike, Asics, and Mizuno styles 
may count toward the non-discounted pair only. Additional exclusions may apply. See store for details. 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu. To update your email preferences or change your email address, 
visit M__y Account. If you would rather not receive email updates from Sports Authority, you can UNSUBSCRIBE at any 
time. Or, write us at SportsAuthority.com, Email Permissions Manager, 915 S Babcock Street, Melbourne, FL 32901. 

CONTACT US 

Please do not reply to this email, as we are not able to respond to messages sent to this address. 
Visit our Online Help_ 
Online Customer Service: 1.888.801.9164 
In-Store Customer Service: 1.800.360.8721 

P riva c P oy__E_9_[[#~. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:36 PM 

To: tonyyoun@unc.edu 

Bcc: Ton)’ Yount <’tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Orientation 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

Thank you so much for your welcoming email! Sorry it took a while for me to straighten everything out, I have signed up for the 
What else should I be doing to prepare for next year? 

Orientation session. My PID is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:50 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tons,yount@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

FW: PETITION FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSE SUBSTITUTIONS 

’IEXTI’.httn 

From: Woodard, Harold [harold_woodard@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, :12:36 PM 
To; 
C¢-" Allison, Kim 
Subject: Pe ~I~ION FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSE SUBSTITUTIONS 

Dear 

I have reviewed carefully your petition for course substitutions to meet your foreign language requirement. I am denying your request at this time. 

I encourage you to enroll in a foreign language course at UNC and access all of the resources available to you through the Office of Accessibility Resources and the 

Learning Center, especially. You may submit to me a petition for course substitutions again. I suggest that you submit it before the deadline to drop a course during 

the semester (ideally between the 4th and 7th week of classes). You should include a statement from your instructor commenting on your attendance, grades an~ 

effort expended to do your best work. You may also include notes from staff in the Learning Center and the Office of Accessibility Resources attesting to your 

efforts to succeed in meeting the requirements of that introductory foreign language course. Additionally, you may submit written comments from any tutor who 

provided assistance to you. 

I will review all of the documentation you provide and render a decision. 

I wish you the best in your efforts to meet the general education requirement for foreign language completion. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Harold Woodard 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Chrisb~ H." <ChrisV Suits@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 11:03 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uucaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr"~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Updates to computers this eveniug 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

(Does not apply to Rams Club) 

Hello All, 

Please leave your computers up and running this evening so that we are able to push out updates. If your computer is off site, it may still receive the patches when 

you bring it back onto campus. Please remember that your computers may need to reboot when you return to work in the morning. Thanks for your assistance in 

keeping your computers updated! 

Thanks, 

Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 1:58 PM 

)gmail.com > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

Do you know if the second class you take can be an on line class? That might be a way to work it 

I need to check on the rules with that we have not had someone do this, so I was not aware that you needed 2 classes sorry about that. I will e mail compliance right now 

and get back to you, 

Best, 
Jenny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

wvcw.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.comi 

>>> ~gmail.com> 2:36 PM >>> 

Jenny, 

Tony just made me aware of having to take two classes to be eligible with NCAA to work out on campus, I am currently talking to my parents and thinking of all my possible 

options. At first both of parents said they would only like me to take one class. I am eager to start working out at UNC. Iwould love to have some of your input with my 

decision. 

could either take two classes at UNC in the summer and work out at Loudermilk. Take one class and just go home to work out with the packet you give us. 

hope to hear from you soon, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H." <ChrisV Suits@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 6:33 PM 

UNCAA-FxeD,one <uucaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Clara A Perry <caperry@unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <ton?~ounl@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fiuanceer and Java 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

)email.unc.edu>; ~unc.edu~ 

Applies to anyone using Financeer on Windows computers. 

If you use Financeer and are having problems, you may call us (myself, ) for assistance to get you working again. 

The issue is with Java 7 and Financeer currently only runs with Java 6. The process is fairly simple just an uninstall of the Java 7 application and install of the Java 6 

application you need. 

Step by step {Windows} 

Step :i (Uninstall Java 7) 

-Start button 

-Look for - Control Panel 

-When Control panel window opens choose -Category View - This is found in Top right corner of the control panel screen - Category, Large Icons, Small Icons) 

-Look for Programs 

-Click on -Uninstall a Program 

-Search for Java 7_. (... can be extra version numbers etc. ) 

-Double click Java 7... to uninstall the application 

-Once the application is uninstalled you can close the control panel window. 

Step 2 (Install Java 6) 

-Windows Start Button and click on Computer 

-Go to the Athletics Shared Drive or (J:\Shared\JAVA) 

-Scroll down through the folders and click on -Software 

-Then open the JAVA folder 

-Double click on the Java 6 installer 

-Install the program - Please uncheck any other application it would like you to install such as Google toolbar 

-Once the program is installed you should now be able to run Financeer. 

Let us know if you have any questions with this issue. 

Thanks, 

Christy 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 9:37 AM 

~gmaikcom 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Summer School 

see below clarifying that you do not need 2 classes this summer in order to work out at facility one if fine. 

Jenny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca roN nalacrosseca rnps.comi 

> > > "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@u nc.edu > 9:20 AM > > > 

If we are nol: paying for anything she (:an take 3 credits. Only if w~-_~ pay, she would haw? to take 6. 

Tom 

From: Jenny Levy [mailto:uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 9::[6 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: Summer School 

Hi Tom, 
we are not paying for any of the classes although she will be on a books scholarship once the fall starts. 

Jenny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REG]STER NOW! 

www.caroNnalacrossecamps.com/ 

> > > "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu > 2:01 PM > > > 

Hi Jennv, 

If we are payhlg she needs to take at least 5 credits. I am ok with one beh~g online but they can’t both be. 

Tom 

From: Jenny Levy [mailto:uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, :[:59 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Fwd: Summer School 

Tom, 

] have an _ who is local. She wants to take summer school so she can also use our training facilites this summer. How many classes does she need and can 

one of them be an on line class? 

Thanks, 

Jenny 



> > > ~.gzLa_j_[:_c_f4Z] > 2:36 PM > > > 

Jenny, 

Tony just made me aware of having to take two classes to be eligible with NCAA to work out on campus. I am currently talking to my parents and thinking of all my possible 
options. At first both of parents said they would only like me to take one class. I am eager to start working out at UNC. Iwould love to have some of your input with my 

decision. 

I could either take two classes at UNC in the summer and work out at Loudermilk. Take one class and just go home to work out with the packet you give us. 

I hope to hear from you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gelin, Dana E" <dselin@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 9:51 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Kym N Orr 

<orr@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Susan B Maloy 

<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@email.unc.edu> 

Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

b-school application workshop -- this afternoon! 

Hi all, 

Please pass this on to any of your students who you know are planning to apply for the business school this fall. There is a 90- 

minute Application Workshop this afternoon - extremely valuable for anyone applying. (Tips on what they can do over the 

summer to be better candidates this fall!) 

Here is the info: 

April 29, 2013 

3:00 - 4:30 p.m. 

Manning 209 

Any questions, let me know. 

Thanks! 

-- Dana 

Dana Gelin. University of North Carolina 
Associ®fe Direcfor of Afhle~ic Communications 
Coordincfor of C(~reer Development for S~uden1’--A’ihJe~es 

Dgelin{~;unc.edu. 919--962-0083 

PO 8ox 2126, Chapel Hill, NC, 27515 

We Educale and inspire Through Afhlefics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:53 AM 

Albert A IV Dormnce <~nson@emml.unc.edu’~; Tony Yount <tonFyount@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Meeting About Academics/Study H~11 

TEXT.httn 

Hi Anson and Tony, 

I hope you had a good weekend! 

Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet before the end of the semester to discuss academics and 
study hall for the fall. Is that something we can do in the next week or so? 

I am free Thursday morning    , Friday    , and Monday morning     if any of those days work well for both of you. Also, I heard that     is going to be involved in 
study hall in the fall, should I invite her as well? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sagula, Joseph A" <jsagula@unc.edu> 

Tuesday~ 7:51 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

<bethmiller@unc.edu> 
@live.unc.edu>;, 
@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

’ _~live.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

~live.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 
~live.unc.edu>; _~gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; _~live.unc.edu>; 

_~live.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
_~live.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Elizabeth Koenig <skoenig@unc.edu>; 

_~live.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~nj@live.unc.edu> 

Arturo Rivera <ajrivera@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 
_~live.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 

<ggg@-uncaa.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 

<rackham@uncaa,unc,edu>; @live,unc,edu>; Ron Ginsburg < g@juno,com>; Stephen 

Gisselman <sdgiss@email.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa,unc,edu>; @gmail.com; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus 

<waicus@email.unc.edu> 

END OF THE YEAR VB BARBECUE_THURSDAY 

REMINDER 

You are invited to drop by this Thursday, ~, at 6:00 - 7:30 PM for our end of the semester Volleyball barbecue 

At Coach Sagula’s house beginning at 6:00 PM. 

PS. The.first ever Carolina Rammy’s were a great success on Monday evening .... 

and we wish everyone 

Well during.final exams ..... Go HEELS! 

Address to Coach Sagula: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph A Sagula <jsagula@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:51 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 
<bethmiller@ unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 
_~live.unc.edu>. 

~live.unc.edu>; 

_~live.unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu>; Jr, Larry A,Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

@live.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~live,unc.edu>; .~gmail.com; 

_~live.unc.edu>; 

_~live.unc.edu>; @unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

_~live.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; David C Theby <theby@email.unc.edu> 

_~live,unc,edu>; _~live,unc.edu> 

Arturo Rivera <ajrivera@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyou nt@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu>~ 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~live.unc.edu>; 

Stel~hen Gisselman <sdgiss@email.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu>~ 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; @gmail.com; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc,edu> 

END OF THE YEAR VB BARBECUE 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Elizabeth Koenig <skoenig@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 

_~live.unc.edu>; 

@juno.corn>; 

REMINDER 

You are invited to drop by this Thursday, at 6:00 - 7:30 PM for our end of the semester Volleyball barbecue 

At Coach Sagula’s house beginning at 6:00 PM. 

PS. The first ever Carolina Rammy’s were a great success on Monday evening .... 

and we wish everyone 

Well during final exams ..... Go HEELS! 

Address to Coach Sagula: 



Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H." <Chrisay Suits@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 10:13 AM 

UNCAA-F~,eryone <uucaa- everyone@groups.unc.ed~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, anc.edu> 

Tuesday soft,,are updates - Please leave your computers ou this evening 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

{Does not apply to Rams Club) 

Good morning all, 
Reminding you all, to please, leave your computers on this evening, for security patching. If you are traveling and your computer is not here, it should connect to 

the service and update when you return to campus. 
The security patches are important and necessary to minimize vulnerabilities and protect the computers and data. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Christy 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Barnes, Philip E" <~pebarnes@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 1:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

FW: F~xam Review Reminders 

Fing~ Exa~ Reviews-2.xlsx 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tom’yount(h?unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Barnes, Philip E; 

Subject: Exam Review Reminders 

Tony Yount; 

1. Exam Reviews Attached 

2. If you have a regularly scheduled tutoring appt, those will continue to meet at normal times until the exam for that class is given. 

3. The Academic Center is open each day until the end of exams 
Sun night - 6 - 11 
Mon 8 am - 11 pm (Exam revie~vs are in the afternoon clue to Rarcanies event. AC is open Monday evening if you choose to study.) 
Tues 8 ara - 11 pm 
Wed 8 am - 11 pm 
Thu 8 am - 11 pm 
Fri 8 ara - 11 pra 
Sat 10 ara - 6 pm 
Sun 2 pm - 11 pm 
Mon 8 ara - 11 pm 
Tues 8 am - 11 pm 

4. No frestm~en weekly meetings this week 

5. No study hall hours required this week 

6. My hours will likely be 10 - 2 this week unless you ~vant me to meet you for HIST or POLI studying. Text me 

Tony 



18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A 

1 Sunday, 

2 COURSE 

3 BIOL 

4 PSYC 

5 MATH/STOR 

6 PORT 

7 FREN 

8 SPAN 

9 HIST 

10 ECON 

11 

12 Monday 

13 COURSE 

14 MATH/STOR 

15 PORT 

16 FREN: 

17 SPAN 

DRAM 

ECON 

ECON 

23 Tuesday, 

24 COURSE 

25 ECON 

26 DRAM 

27 MATH/STOR 

28 GEOL 

29 GEOL 

30 PSYC 

31 CHEM/PHYS 

32 CHEM/PHYS 

33 HIST 

34 HIST 

35 

36 

37 Wednesday, May ~L 

38 COURSE 

39 BIOL 

40 BIOL 

41 ECON 

42 EXSS 

43 CHEM/PHYS 

44 CHEM/PHYS 

45 MATH/STOR 

46 PSYC 

FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

Sprin~ 

B C D 

TIME 

6-Tpm 

6-Tpm 

7-10pm 

6-7:30pm 

7:30-8:30 

8:30-10pm 

9-10pro 

9-10pro 

TUTOR 

TIME 

1-3pm 

1-2:30pm 

2:30-3:30 

3:30-5pm 

4:30-6pm 

2-3:30pm 

2-3pm 

TIME 

7-8pm 

8-9pm 

7-10pm 

6-7pm 

8-9pm 

8-9pm 

6-7pm 

9-10pro 

9-10pro 

9-10pro 

TUTOR 

TUTOR 

TIME 

2-3pm 

3-4pm 

6-7pm 

6-7pm 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

6-7pro 

TUTOR 

ROOM 

2310B 

2310C 

2301 

2310A 

2310A 

2310A 

2310B 

2310C 

ROOM 

2301 

2310A 

2310A 

2310A 

2406 

2406 

2310C 

ROOM 

2301A 

2306 

2301 

2310B 

2310B 

2310C 

WLI 

WLI 

2310A 

2310A 

ROOM 

2310C 

2310C 

2310A 

2306 

WLI 

WLI 

2301 

2310B 



47 

48 

49 

5O 

ECON 

A 

FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

Spring 

B C D 

9-10pm 2310C 

51 Thursday, 

52 COURSE 

53 HIST 

54 HIST 

55 PSYC 

56 PSYC 

57 PSYC 

58 DRAM 

.59 HIST 

60 MATH/STOR 

61 GEOL 

62 BUSI 

63 

64 

65 Friday, 

66 COURSE 

TIME 

6-7pm 

8-9pm 

2-3pm 

3-4pm 

4-5pm 

8-9pm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

TUTOR ROOM 

2310A 

2310A 

2310C 

2310C 

2310C 

2306 

2310B 

2301 

67 HIST 

68 BIOL 

69 BIOL 

70 BUSI 

71 GEOL 

72 AFAM 

73 AFAM 

74 PS¥C 

75 PSYC 

11-12pm 

8-9pm 

TIME 

3-4pm 

3-4pm 

4-5pm 

5:30-7:30pm 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

8-9pm 

TUTOR 

2310B 

2310C 

ROOM 

2306 

2310C 

2310C 

2310C 

2310B 

2310A 

2310A 

76 MATH/STOR 

77 ECON 

78 

79 

80 Sunday, 

81 COURSE 

82 BIOL 

83 AFAM 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

4-5:30pm 

TIME 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

TUTOR 

2306 

2306 

2301 

2301 

ROOM 

2310A 

2310B 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

HIST 

EXSS 

MATH/STOR 

ECON 

BUSI 

HIST 

Monday, 

8-9pm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

8-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-8pm 

2310B 

2310A 

2301 

2310A 

2310C 

2306 



93 COURSE 

94 HIST 

95 HIST 

96 

97 Sunday, 

98 

99 

100 Tuesday, 

101 

102 

103 Wednesday, 

104 

105 

106 Thursday, 

107 

108 

109 Friday, 

110 

112 Sunday, 

113 

114 

A 

@ 7-9pm 

@ 7-9pm 

@ 7-9pm 

@ 7-9pm 

@ 7-9pm 

@ 7-9pm 

TIME 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

Spring 

B C D 

TUTOR ROOM 

2310C 

2310C 

Room 

WL 

WL 

WL2 

WL3 

WL2 

WL3 

WL 

WL 

WL 

WL 

WL 

WL 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Philip E Barnes <pebarnes@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:25 PM 

~youn@ema]l.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

I~W: Exam Review Remin&rs 

Fin~l E~xn Reviews-2.xlsx 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [in ailto:tonvvount~unc, edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Barnes, Philip E; 

Subject: Exam Reviow Reminders 
Tony Yount; ] 

1. Exam Roviews Attached 

2. If you have a regularly scheduled tutoring appt, those will continue to meet at normal times until the exam for that class is given. 

3. The Academic Center is open each day until the end of exarus 
Sun night - 6 - 11 
Mon 8 am - 11 pm (Exaru reviews are in the afternoon due to Rammies event. AC is open Monday- evening if you choose to study.) 
Tues 8 am - 11 pm 
Wed 8 am - 11 pm 
Thu 8 am - 11 pm 
Fri 8 am - 11 pin 
Sat 10 am - 6 pru 
Sun 2 pm - 11 pm 
Mon 8 am - 11 pm 
Tues 8 aru - 11 pm 

4. No frest~rlen weekly rueetings this week 

5. No study hall hours required this week 

6 My hours will likely- be 10 - 2 this week unless you want me to meet you for HIST or POLI studying. Text me 

Tony 



18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

1 Sunday, 

2 COURSE 

3 BIOL 

4 PSYC 

5 MATH/STOR 

6 PORT 

7 FREN 

8 SPAN 

9 HIST 

10 ECON 

11 

12 Monday, 

13 COURSE 

14 MATH/STOR 

15 PORT 

16 FREN 

17 SPAN 

DRAM 

ECON 

ECON 

23 Tuesday, 

24 COURSE 

25 ECON 

26 DRAM 

27 MATH/STOR 

28 GEOL 

29 GEOL 

30 PSYC 

31 CHEM/PHYS 

32 CHEM/PHYS 

33 HIST 

34 HIST 

35 

36 

37 Wednesday, 

38 COURSE 

39 BIOL 

40 BIOL 

41 ECON 

42 EXSS 

43 CHEM/PH¥S 

44 CHEM/PH¥S 

45 MATH/STOR 

46 PSYC 

A 

FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

TIME 

6-Tpm 

6-Tpm 

7-10pm 

6-7:30pm 

7:30-8:30 

8:30-10pm 

9-10pm 

9-10pm 

TIME 

1-3pm 

1-2:30pm 

2:30-3:30 

3:30-5pm 

4:30-6pm 

2-3:30pm 

2-3pro 

Spring 

C 

TUTOR 

TUTOR 

D 

ROOM 

2310B 

2310C 

2301 

2310A 

2310A 

2310A 

2310B 

2310C 

ROOM 

2301 

2310A 

2310A 

2310A 

2406 

2406 

2310C 

TIME 

7-8pm 

8-9pm 

7-10pm 

6-7pm 

8-9pm 

8-9pm 

6-Tpm 

9-10pm 

9-10pm 

9-10pm 

TIME 

2-3pm 

3-4pm 

6-7pm 

6-7pm 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

6-Tpm 

TUTOR 

TUTOR 

ROOM 

2301A 

2306 

2301 

2310B 

2310B 

2310C 

WLI 

WLI 

2310A 

2310A 

ROOM 

2310C 

2310C 

2310A 

2306 

WLI 

WLI 

2301 

2310B 



47 

48 

49 

5O 

ECON 

A 

FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

Spring 

B C D 

9-10pm 2310C 

51 Thursday, 

52 COURSE 

53 HIST 

54 HIST 

55 PSYC 

56 PSYC 

57 PSYC 

58 DRAM 

.59 HIST 

60 MATH/STOR 

61 GEOL 

62 BUSI 

63 

64 

65 Friday, 

66 COURSE 

TIME 

6-7pm 

8-9pm 

2-3pm 

3-4pm 

4-5pm 

8-9pm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

TUTOR ROOM 

2310A 

2310A 

2310C 

2310C 

2310C 

2306 

2310B 

2301 

67 HIST 

68 BIOL 

69 BIOL 

70 BUSI 

71 GEOL 

72 AFAM 

73 AFAM 

74 PS¥C 

75 PSYC 

11-12pm 

8-9pm 

TIME 

3-4pm 

3-4pm 

4-5pm 

5:30-7:30pm 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

8-9pm 

TUTOR 

2310B 

2310C 

ROOM 

2306 

2310C 

2310C 

2310C 

2310B 

2310A 

2310A 

76 MATH/STOR 

77 ECON 

78 

79 

80 Sunday, 

81 COURSE 

82 BIOL 

83 AFAM 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

4-5:30pm 

TIME 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

TUTOR 

2306 

2306 

2301 

2301 

ROOM 

2310A 

2310B 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

HIST 

EXSS 

MATH/STOR 

ECON 

BUSI 

HIS[ 

Monday, 

8-9pm 

7-8pm 

7-10pm 

8-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-8pm 

2310B 

2310A 

2301 

2310A 

2310C 

2306 



93 COURSE 

94 HIST 

95 HIST 

96 

97 Sunday, 

98 

99 

100 Tuesday, 

101 

102 

103 Wednesday, 

104 

105 

106 Thursday, 

107 

108 

109 Friday, 

110 

112 Sunday, 

113 

114 

A 

@ 7-9pm 

@ 7-9pm 

@ 7-9pm 

@ 7-9pm 

@ 7-9pm 

@ 7-9pm 

TIME 

6-7pm 

7-8pm 

FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

Spring 

B C D 

TUTOR ROOM 

2310C 

2310C 

Room 

WL 

WL 

WL2 

WL3 

WL2 

WL3 

WL 

WL 

WL 

WL 

WL 

WL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Inc." <c.nawn@texthelp.com> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 9:18 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

What’s New at Texthelp 

TEXT.htm 

Remarks from the President 
As individuals, schools, universities, and corporations turn 
towards new devices (e.g. iPads, Chromebooks) and the 
Cloud, Texthelp’s product strategy will continue to be not 
only adding new features and enhancements to our 
existing products but also creating support tools for 
these new platforms to make them accessible to all users. 

This strategy of providing anywhere, anytime access began 
years ago with the introduction of Read&Write Gold 
I~lobile which runs from a USB on any computer. In 
2011, we released our first Web App$ to give users access 
to support tools in the Cloud. The Apps were followed 
by Read&Write for Google Docs, a Chrome extension 
which makes Google Docs accessible and further expanded 
our cloud-based solutions. Finally, the recent introduction 
of iReadWrite made some of the most powerful 
Read&Write features available on the iPad. 

Re~d7..:.:::~:.i:.~iii~::::!:: All of this has led to the Read&Write 
family of products - Read&Write 

Write Desktop, Read&Write Cloud, and 
..i ii:: Read&Write iPad. 

Our current offerings are: 

Desktop - Read&Write Gold for PC and Mac 
Cloud - Read&Write for Gooq!~ Docs and Web App~ 
iPad - iReadWrite 

In the coming months, you will see a new Read&Write 
Gold release (more on this below), exciting additions to 
our Google offering, and new iPad Apps. 

We look forward to working with all of you to continue to 
make sure you have a range of solutions that meet your 
needs today and in the future. 



Sincerely, 

Jack Dolan 
President, Texthelp Inc. 

Read&Write Gold Version 1 1 Coming in May 
Read&Write 11 Gold for PC will be released I~lay 29th and we couldn’t be more excited 
about it! :In addition to our new Read&Write logo, there will be a new Windows 8 look and 
feel to the toolbar and icons (don’t worry, the existing toolbar is still there for those who 
prefer it!) as well as new features and enhancements including: 

New Text-to-Speech Voices- New Nuance Vocalizer 
expressive male and female voices are included.                " 
Voice Note - Create and embed recorded voice notes within 

Word Cloud - Visual representation of Word Banks (150 
subject-specific Word Banks are included) or selected text in 
list or word "cloud" format. Great for creative writing, vocabulary support, or 
completing assignments. 
Enhanced Google Chrome and Firefox Support - Use Read&Write Gold features 
directly from the toolbar within Chrome and Firefox including read the web, study 
skills highlighters, vocabulary builder, text and picture dictionaries, and more! 
Support for Google Docs (in Chrome only) from the Read&Write Gold toolbar 
including text-to-speech, word prediction, phonetic spell checker, dictionaries, study 
skills highlighters, vocabulary builder, and more! 
Enhancements to Spell Checker, Speech Maker, Scanning, and more 

New Software Delivery Process for Read&Write Gold 
Effective I~lay 29th, all new and upgrade software orders for Read&Write Gold PC and 
Mac will be delivered via download. With the exception of new Read&Write Gold Mobile 
orders, no physical media will be sent. When your order is placed, you will receive an 
email with a link to Read&Write Essentials, our new repository that contains all of the 
information needed for downloading and installing your software as well as 
additional support resources to get you started. 

Note: Existing Read&Write 10 Gold Mobile customers who order an upgrade will receive 
instructions on downloading and updating their current Mobile USB device. They will NOT 
receive a new USB. 

Order Your Version 1 1 Upgrade! 
:If you are current on SIllS or purchased Read&Write 10 Gold for PC after April 12, 
2013, you are entitled to a free upgrade to Version 11. Upgrades are sent upon request 
only. :If you would like to request your free upgrade now, call or email us with your contact 
information and serial number and we will process your order when Version 11 is released. 
Order today and be one of the first to receive it! 

If you are not eligible for a free upgrade, call 888-248-0652 or email 
u.s.info@texthel~.com for pricing. 



Have you seen our new iPad App yet? 
iReadWrite is an easy-to-use reading and writing App that 
runs on the iPad with no Wi-Fi or 3G access necessary. 

For those of you who are already using iReadWrite, thank 
you for your great feedback and suggestions. 

Version 1.0.1 update was just released with two of the 
most requested features: 

Printing is now supported on AirPrint compatible 
printers via the Export menu 
Speech rate can now be controlled via the Preferences menu 

Watch for more updates in the future! 

Watch the iReadWrite video or 
(jet your copy on the App Store today for only $19.99! 

Read&Write Gold and Fluency Tutor Named Finalists for CODiE Awards 
We are pleased to announce that both Read&Write Gold with Web Apps and Fluency Tutor 
have been selected as finalists for the 2013 CODiE Awards in the following categories: 

Read&Write Gold with Web Apps - Best Solution for 
Special Needs SLudenLs 
Fluency Tutor - Best Reading/English/ELL InsLrucLional 
SoluLion 

//CODiE/! 
2013 SIIA CODi£ FINALIST 

We are especially excited to be chosen as finalists as the first-round reviews were done by 
educators and administrators. Winners will be announced on May 6th. 

Texthelp Products Receive BESSIE Awards 
Read&Write Gold and Fluency Tutor have both won BESSIE 
Awards! ComputED Gazette’s 19th Annual Best Educational 
Software Awards target innovative and content-rich programs 
and websites that provide parents and teachers with 
technology to foster educational excellence. 

Read&Write Gold with Web Apps - Multi-Level Language Arts Category 
Fluency Tutor - Early Elementary Reading Website Category 

See what all the Buzz is About! 
Lots of buzz is going around about our newest offerings - Read&Write for Google Docs 
and iReadWrite! Below are two recent reviews. Go to reviews, blogs, and videos to see 
more! 

iReadWrite Review and Video from AssistiveTek 



Brian Friedlander, author of AssistiveTek - a blog on assistive technology, eLearning, mind 
mapping, project management, visual learning, collaborative tools, and educational 
technology, just reviewed iReadWrite and even created a video to walk you through the 
product. Check out Brian’s review and video! 

A.T.TIPSCAST features Read&Write for Google Docs 
The A.T.TIPSCAST (Assistive Technology Tools In Public Schools), 
hosted by Christopher Bugaj, is a podcast about using technology to 
help students meet their educational goals. Each episode 
features "A.T.TIPs" that can be used to differentiate and individualize 
the learning process. A.T.TIPSCAST’s Episode #107 features 
Read&Write for Google Do¢$ working in the Chrome browser and the ways students can 
benefit from using the extension. Listen to the broadcast now! 

New Webinar - Vocabulary Building using Read&Write Gold 

On 3une 13th at 3pm (EST), we invite you to attend this free one- [~I 
hour webinar to learn more about building vocabulary using the 
literacy tools found in Read&Write Gold. 

Kimberly Nix, Texthelp’s Professional Development Manager, will show participants how to 
use a variety of Read&Write Gold tools to create different vocabulary strategies which can 
be adapted for the needs of every level of learner. 

Texthelp Staff News 
We are very happy to announce that .lason Carroll is the 
new Product Marketing Manager for the Read&Write family of 
products. Many of you know Jason who has worked for Texthelp as an 
Education Consultant for the last 2 years and is a well-known speaker 
at regional and national conferences. 

In his new role, Jason will work closely with customers and industry 
experts as well as with Product Development on new and existing 
products. He will also be contributing tips and tricks to this newsletter 
to help users get the most out of Read&Write and will be starting a 

blog over the summer so watch for more from him in the coming months! Jason can be 

reached at i.carroll@texthelp.com. 

2013 AT Champion Award Announced! 
Maureen ,loy, AT Facilitator in St. Charles Community Unit 
School District in Illinois, has been named the 2013 Texthelp 
AT Champion. This award is given annually by Texthelp to 
someone in the Assistive Technology/Special Education field 
who embodies the characters of a true champion - someone 
who inspires others, has a passion for what he or she does, 
and is always looking for new and better ways to use 
technology to help students, teachers, parents, and 
administrators. 

Mo advocates tirelessly for students with disabilities and their families, works collaboratively 
with staff and other teams within the district, and is an avid promoter of the use of 
technology to help students. Mo has been a champion to the students she works with, their 
families, and many others who have been affected by her drive to improve the lives of 
individuals with disabilities. All of us at Texthelp are happy and proud to call her our 2013 
Texthelp AT Champion! Read more about Mo and the AT Champion Award. 



West Fargo, ND Feature Videos 
Recently, we came across two terrific Read&Write Gold videos that were 
produced by the West Fargo Public Schools from West Fargo, ND. These videos 

 iiiiiii  show how to: 
a Bookshare DAISY Book in Read&Write Gold 

® Use Read&Write Gold’s Vocabulary Tool 

Social Media Contest Winners 
We recently had a little fun with a couple of contests on Facebook and Twitter to 
celebrate our announcement of iReadWrite. 

We kicked off with Finish this phrase - "I Want iReadWrite for...". The 
winners were: 

Louisa Johnson - "I want iReadWrite for my university degree course I’m about to 
start. I was only assessed last year at the grand old age of 35 and its been a very 
emotional time, realizing that my struggle with studying as a child and young adult 
was because of a specific reason and not because I was lazy or stupid. So here I am 
putting right the wrongs and hopefully with the correct support in place I will achieve 
my academic dreams." 

Amber Aslakson - "I want iReadWrite for my student who works harder than 
anyone around to be the best student he can be but gets caught up in text when 
reading or writing." 

We also asked our Fans and Followers to help us create a Wordle for iReadWrite by 
giving us one word/phrase Lo describe iReadWriLe. The winners were: 

¯ Debra Fitzgibbons- "Independence" 
¯ Jessica van Son - "Life Changing" 

Each winner won a FREE copy of iReadWrite. Watch for more contests in the future! 

Share a Success Story 
We love to hear how people are successfully using our products. 
Share your stories on YouTube, Facebook, or Twitter! 

It was good to see so many of you at the CSUN and IRA Conferences as well as the many 
regional conferences we attended over the past few months. 

We hope you will stop by and see us at an upcoming event near you including’ 

ISTE 
June 24th - June 26th 
Booth #7295 - Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center in San 
Antonio, TX 



AH EAD 
July 10th - 12th 
Booth #65 - Hilton Baltimore Hotel in Baltimore, MD 

While at AHEAD, don’t miss this hands-on lab: 
Using Texthelp’s Read& Write Gold eBook Reader? 
Qualified Students Signed Up With a Bookshare 
Membership? Cherie Miller, Bookshare & Jeff Greaves, 
Texthelp, Thursday, July 11th from 4pm - 5:30pm 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Texthelp Inc. I 600 Unicorn Park Drive I Woburn, MA 01801 

Unsubscribe I Send To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 

~.:...~)~" ~..~.~., :~. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Akadema Inc. <akademapro@news.akademapro.com> 

~Vednesday, May 1, 2013 3:47 PM 

b- gdl}2 ur3garz28r3ygre2uexbj vx2a5n@news.akademapro.com; gyoun@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonxvoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Akadema Free Uniform Sponsorships 

TEXT.htm 

Team Sponsorship - Free Uniform Offer 

BasebaltiSoi:tbaii ~S~omens Softbaii 

(Yet Your Team Sponsored._ And Save Big 
Akadema Offering sponsorships for 2013 season. F~EE U~IFOI~S along with huge 

discounts (close to 35% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 
performance shirts, shorts, bat bags, helmets, eta). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, tournaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you’re tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now._ Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To barn more: follow Rink and fill out sponsorship form: 

Sponsorship Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 



Save E~ig On These Other Team Prociucts 

Team Bats 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:18 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

Jennifer emailed me back today and told me that I will be able to register for my courses on the connectcarolina website, but she also told me that since im officially admitted 
to the fall semester that im not eligable to use financial aid for the summer. Anson had told me dad that they were taking care of everything except :I class. Whenever you get 
a chance can you clarify which one it is. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, : 2:43 PM 
To: 
Subject: Summer School 

Nice to speak with you today. Looldng forwaxd to Ineeting you. 

Please let me know when you complete your Orientation regist~ation. I’ll include those insurrections here: 

Then to register for summer school yoffll need to write two emails: 

The first to Dean Myra ~ yrick in the Advising Office at UNC. Her ema~l address is: ~x~rick@emaJl.unc.edu. (five her your name, your PID number. Identit) your~lf 

as an incoming ficeshinan            M~o would like to enroll in S ummer Session 2 tbr the summer of      You should ask for her advice about courses to take. 

Then you need to send an emml to Jennil~r Thomp~n in the admissions office at Carolina. Her ema~l address is: i~:~,!..-[(..~.!,.~f.,..~.~r..r..?.i~.!!.:.~!.!i!:~;..x~,J.~_!. Give her your name 

and PID nulnber. Identify yourself as an incoming freshman            and request that your enrollment date be rolled fol~vard to Sulnmer Session 2 for the 

summer of     Tell Je~mifer that you have emailed Dean Wyrick. 

Here is a link to the summer school comses offered this sum~ner: 

http://summer.unc.edu/courses/summe~ com~e-lis~ngs- by- department- or- school/ 

Courses are listed by department and be sure to scroll down to second session. 

We talked about ENGI, as one good choice, especially you roll miss several days of class due to team travel. 

We taJked about Pt tIL to thliill your philosophy requirement and to engage you in a course about difficult medical issues. 

I learned about JOMC (Journalism) j ust this afternoon. The class carries 3 hours of credit, but only meets ficom from 9 am - 12:15 am daily. It is 

taught by Tim Crothers, who writes for Sports Illustrated and wrote the biography of Anson. Its about Sports RepoNng. 

’][’here me so many courses for you to take. Why don’t you browse and select some that sound interesting to you ~ld we can talk after you’ve done that. 

I am aJso going to ask to send you a list of possible courses from a stadeiffs perspective. Then lets chat and decide soon. 

Call or text any time. Let me know what I can do to help. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

A~ach: 

"Suits, Christy H." <ChrisV Suits@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 8:09 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uucaa- eveJyone@groups.unc.edw~ 

Kenneth Wayne Yow <ken~’ow@unc.edtr’~ 

Tow Yount ~.ton?~ount,~!uncaa,unc.edu> 

No phoue please email 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

Good morning, 
I hope everyone is having a good day. I have shown up to work without my phone this morning so please send me an email if you need to reach me. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

E~r~ai~: ~r~c.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Yount, Tony" <~tonyyoun~unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 3, 2013 6:57 PM 

Susan Peacock < ~charter.net> 

Fwd: Calendar moves tbrwa~d tier Midnight Madness 

Header 



From: @live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 3:47 PM 

To: tonyyoun@unc.edu 

Bcc: Ton)’ Yount <tonyyo un@ unc~. unc.ed~ 

Subje~: ~: Orientation Confim~afion 

ARach: ]~XT.hm~ 

See below, 

Van-" DSA NSCPP New Students [newstudents@unc.edu] 
Verzonden: maandag 20:33 
Aan: 
Onderwerp: RE: Orientation Confirmation 

We have you confirmed to attend Orientation on We also applied the Carolina Athletic credit to your account, and you should receive a refund in the 

amount of S2:].5.00 to the card used to mske the or~aina~ purchase. 

Tha~k you, 

NSCPP 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Chrisb~ H." <ChrisW. Suits@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 9:14 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Tuesday updates - Please leave your colnputers on this evening. 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

Good Morning. 

We will be sending updates this evening to all computers. Please leave your computers on this evening This should allow them to get updates overnight and cut 

down on reboots tomorrow. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

~r~i~: ChrN~..Suits@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

"Timme~rnans, Tom" <~imme~rnans@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:56 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; Kendra Clay <ktNay@store.unc.edu:~; Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu>; Marielle A 

Vangelder <mvangelder@unc.edn>; Toni M Horton <tmhorton@store.unc.edu:~; UNCAA Academics 

<uncaa academics@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton~onnt@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer Book List 

TEXT.htm; image005.jpg; image006.jpg; Book List.xlsx 

All, 

Please find attached the book list for both Summer I and II. This summer we will be going old school, and use book forms for all of the student-athletes who need 

books. 

Academic Counselors: Please make sure to check the book list before signing off on any forms. If a SA’s name is not on it, call me and we can figure out what is 

going on. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans Assistant Di:ector of Compliance/Fin. Aid University of North Carolina 

Office 919~962.7851 I Celi I Fax 919.962.6002 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            2:37 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Jason 
Sisneros          ~gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: and 

Tony, 

Thank you for your concern. 

What I like best about it is the course is short (I do want them training in the summer) and I think everyone (especially inexperienced 
freshmen) will benefit from becoming better writers AND it is sports writing. They love sports; so here is an area of expertise they 
have that might benefit them academically. 

But you are right to be concerned. Anyone with an axe to grind could twist this .... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject:              and 

Gentlemen 

One of my colleagues over here questioned the wisdom of having the girls enroll in Tim’s JOMC    I think the question arose from 
the football scandal with             taking 400 level courses in the summer before the first year. I’m not suggesting that we 
change anything, but just wanted to cover all the bases. The ENGL    course will certainly not be questioned, but the N&O would 
certainly twist a story about incomings taking a course at the 400 level from a friend of the coach. It will probably never come up, but 
I believe in being prepared for what might come. 

Neither have actually registered yet, though both are cleared too. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

"Timme~rnans, Tom" <limme~rnans@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:06 AM 

~email.unc.edu>; Kendra Clay <kt~lay@store.unc.edtr% Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu>; Marielle A 

Vangelder <mvangelder@unc.edn>; Toni M Horton <tmhorton@store.unc.edtr% UNCAA Academics 

<uncaa academics@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton~’onnt@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Smnmer Book List as of 

TEXT.htm; image001.jpg; image002.jpg; Book List.xlsx 

All, 

I have added: 

And 

[ 
Thanks, 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:56 PM 

T~: Clay, Kendra; Markos, Lance M; ’mvangelder@unc.edu’; 

Subject: Summer Book List 

All, 

Horton, Toni M; UNCAA_Academics 

Please find attached the book list for both Summer I and II. This summer we will be going old school, and use book forms for all of the student-athletes who need 

books. 

Academic Counselors: Please make sure to check the book list before signing off on any forms. If a SA’s name is not on it, call me and we can figure out what is 

going on. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid [ University of North Carolina 

Office 91_9,962,785:1. l Cell [ Fax 9:1.9.962,6002 

~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph A Sagula <j sagula@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 3:49 PM 

Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu>; Lance MMarkos 
<markos@email.unc.edu>; Marielle A Vangelder <mvangelder@unc.edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@unc. edu>;          ~gmail.com 

Michael Beale <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Volleyball 
<uncaa_volleyball@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Approved Volleyball Schedule 

TEXT.htm; image003.jpg 

Thank you for approval of our 2013 volleyball schedule 

Please note one correction we have noticed (our error) 

Our match at the University of Virginia on October :18 is over FALL BREAK 

Thus we will not have any missed class days for that trip. 

With that modification, we will only have a total of 6 class days missed for the season (not 7) 

Thank you for your attention to this. 

Joe 

JOE SAGULA, Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Volleyball Office 

Carmichael Arena - 3:10 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

OFFICE: 9:19 962-5228 FAX: 919 843-8543 

CELL: CAMP: 919 612-7009 

Official U NC website: www.goheels.com 

Camps and clinics: www.carolinavolleyball.com 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Beale, Michael; Blanton, Brent S; Brunner, John F; Ciocca, Mario F; Conway, Connie Morgan; Culler, Ellen B; 
Cunningham, Bubba; ; Duffy, Kathy B.; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Griggs, Kathy; Horton, 
Rocky; Humphries, Sarah; Ille, Vince; Kirschner, Steve; ; Lineberry, Crystal 
Nolan; Miller, Beth; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Pogge, Paul; Sabo, Tim; Steinbacher, Rick; 
Timmermans, Tom; Tucker, Tony; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: UNCAA-VolIeybalI; Beale, Michael 
Subject: Approved Volleyball Schedule 

All, 

Please see the attached volleyball schedule for this upcoming season. If you have any questions, just let us know. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 



Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:16 PM 

tonDoun@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Language Placement 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Tony, 

I was pretty sure that I saw something about taking a language placement test online on the UNC portal website. I can no longer find it, and I just wanted to make sure that 
haven’t missed anything that I needed to do. I may be completely wrong, but I just wanted to check. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 17, 2013 4:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Friday hours 

All have been entered; have a great weekend! 
B 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Friday hours 

sign in 9:40 

sign out 2:30 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:19 PM 

To: tonDoun@unc.edu 

Bcc: Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Orientation 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

I recently found that I have a conflict with the date you originally scheduled the              to a~end orientation. I went ahead and signed up for the last session (session 
:t6) from           and received confirmation. I hope this switch is OK and doesn’t cause any problems for you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 6:48 PM 

Jarrett L Alston <alstoN@emml.unc.edu>; Jetti~ey Allan Ca~naJcati <camaxafi@email.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <halverso@email.unc.edu>; 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; John F Brunner <John Brmme@unc.edtr’~                     @unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu>; Matfl~ew B Bowers <matlbowers@unc.edu-~; Philip E Barnes <pebarnes@unc.edu-~; Stephen GisseIman 

<sdgiss@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Jenny Le~.~ <uncMax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kelly Waficus 

<waicus@e~nafil.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Travel Update 

TEXT.htm; w lax final four travel party.xl~ 

All - 

I apologize that this do not go as smoothly as we had hoped today, but we have a plan. I can provide more details tomorrow once confirmations come in, but here 

is the plan, see attached for more details. 

WEDNESDAY,       , US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 1082, DEPARTS RDU@ 11:40 AM, ARRIVES PHL @ 1:06 PM 

34 members of our travel party (see attached) 

WEDNESDAY,        US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 1248, DEPARTS RDU @ 11:15 AM, CONNECTS THROUGH CLT, ARRIVES PHL @ 3:00 PM 

12 members of our travel party (see attached) 

FRIDAY,       , US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 3240, DEPARTS RDU @ 9:32 PM, ARRIVES PHL @ 10:59 AM 

Gissleman, Halverson, Waicus (Brunner / Steinbacher to handle their ground transit) 

Holiday Tours (Southern Coach was booked, Holiday is great to work with, they do all football bus travel) will send a bus from Greensboro, NC to Chapel Hill very 

early Wednesday morning. We can load any equipment, supplies, drinks, etc. on to that bus which will then go to PHL and await our flights. They also can provide 

us another bus to take our travel party to RDU if we want to go that route instead of facilities vans. 

The Holiday Tours bus will pick up our first group of 34, and if we choose take them to the hotel (14 miles / 23 minutes from PHL) and then return to pick up the 2nd 

group of 12 and get everyone to the Hotel by about 4 pm. Jenny, we can certainly work out other options if you want to. 

That Bus will be with us throughout our time in PHL and can deliver us back to PHL for our eventual flight home, or bring us all the way home if we so choose. 

Again, sorry for the delay in the info and the slight split of our group. Let me know of any questions, Go Heels! 

Rick 
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21 
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28 

29 
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31 

32 

33 

34 
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37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 Notes: 
56 NCAA Player squad size is 32 

57 NCAA Travel party size is 38 

58 i Submitted Travel Preferences: 

Total 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 

8 
9 
10 
11 

12 
13 

14 
15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 

24 
25 
26 

27 
28 
29 

30 
31 
32 

33 
34 

35 
36 
37 

38 
39 
4O 

41 
42 
43 

44 
45 
46 

47 
48 
49 

B C D 

Final Four Carolina Travel Party 
Category 

US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 1082, Departs RDU 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Jersey # Name 

11:40 AM, Arrives PHL @ 1:06 PM 
LexT, Jenny 

Barnes, Phil 

Dowd, Katrina 
Ripley, Logan Elizabeth 

Category Game Access 

Head Coach Team 

Coach Team 
Coach Team 
Coach Team 

2 Team 
3 Team 
4 Team 

5 Team 
6 Team 
7 Team 
8 

9 
10 

II 
12 
13 

14 
15 
16 
17 

18 
19 
20 

22 
24 
25 

26 
27 

Team 

Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 

28 Team 

29 Team 
30 Team 
31 Team 

2 Team 
1 Team 

US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 1248, Departs RDU@ 11:15 AM, Arrives CLT @ 12:14 AM, FLIGHT 846 Departs CLT ~(~, ,a; 1:15 PM, Arrives PHL @ 3:00 PM 
1 Team 

21 Team 

Alston, Jarrett 
Bowers, Matthew 
Bruuner, John 
Camarati, Jeffrey Allan 

23 

32 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 

US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 3240, Departs 

1 
2 
1 

Steinbacher, Rick 
Yount, Tony 

Videographer 
Athletic Communications 
Sport Administrator 
Photographer 

Sport Administrator 
Academic Advisor 

WLAX S&C Coach 
Athletic Trainer 
Team Physician 

RDU (a) 9:32 AM, Arrives PHL (~ 10:59 AM 

Gisselman, Steve 
Halverson, Doug 
Waicus, Dr. Kelly 

Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 
Bench 

Bench 
Bench 

Team Bench 

Team Bench 
Media 
Media 

Ticket 
Media 
Media 

Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Ticket 

Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 

Cell Number Comments 

Flight Confirmed 
Flight Confirmed 
Flight Confirmed 

59 i- 1) Charter (up to 49 passengers), 2) Direct, 3) M1 Together, 4) Depart on Wednesday, @ 4pm 
60 i- Wed: Chapel Hill Practice, Thu: Villanova Practice, Fri: Semifinals, Sat: Villanova Practice, Sun: Finals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

The League by Sports Authority <SportsAuthority. com@em, sportsaut~ority.com> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 8:10 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; The League by Sports Authority 
<SportsAut~ority.com.T79ZFE. 1477753 @em.sportsauthority.com> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Earn 2X Points On Outdoor Essentials! 

TEXT.h~n 

Plus, Read Up On The Latest & Greatest Outdoor Gear. 

Tony Yount 

Member ID 
1159272843 

Member Since 
20-MAR-13 

Points Balance 
0 pts 

Current Quarterly 
Earning Period Ends 
6/30/2013 

Use your Member ID 
to ~ 

See More Benefits 



OFFER DETAILS 

*Members of The League by Sports Authority are eligible for Double Points on the net purchase amount of Camping and 
Outdoor Equipment and Outdoor Games included in this promotion at Sports Authority store(s) only. Offer valid TODAY- 
5/26/2013, in store only. Not valid on purchases made at sportsauthority.com. The following items are considered non- 
qualifying purchases for which Points will not be awarded: purchases made for resale; purchases paid with S.A. Elite 
Sports Authority Member Program or The League by Sports Authority Rewards; licenses; tickets; sales tax; state fees; 
shipping charges; commercial purchases; recycling fees; other excluded charges; and certain items that may be 
excluded in particular promotions. Program Points will not be earned on S.A. Elite Sports Authority or Sports Authority 
Gi~ Card purchases and are excluded from all Program promotions. Other exclusions may apply. Please see program 
rules below for details. 

**Excludes $.97 and $.98 clearance price endings. Selection varies by store and online 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 
This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu. To stop receiving email communications from The League, you can 
UNSUBSCRIBE at any time. To change your email address or close your account visit M__y. Account. 

CONTACT US 
Please do not reply to this email, as we are not able to respond to messages sent to this address. 
The League Member Services: 877-872-6806 
Er.i.v..a...c.y ...P..o. Jj.c..,Z I ..P..r..o..q r..a...m....R...u.J.e...s. 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jordan, Scarlett L" <scaflett@uuc.edu;, 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 8:36 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounl@unc.edu> 

Jenu Townsend <j townseud@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton?~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l~E: athletic update 

TEXT.htm; 2013.05.22.AllStudentAthletesReserved.xlsx 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 8:06 PM 
To: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Subject: Re: athletic update 
Scarlett, hoping to ]]ear from you today with an update on our athletes and registration for New Student Orientatiou. 
Thank you so much. 

ToW Yount 

On May 17, 2013, at 2:42 PM, Scarlett L Jordan < ~_c_’_’_a_x_2!__e__t_t_,@__u__r!_c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Witl do! 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 1:38 PM 

To: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: athletic update 

Th a n ks so m uch ! 

[ am going to b~-_~ out of the coun~:ry (,,,a,,,!} ne>:t week WouM it be ~x)ssiMe for you to send Tony Yount 

jt~s~: want to make sure we catch all the k~ds who have not vet registered before they incur the k;te 

Tony’s emsi~ is ~_9_~Y_~_9_M_~_@~E~:_9_~_M. and his phone number is 962--9535. 

Thanks so rnuch~ 

.Jenn 

From: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 9:01 AM 

Te: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: athletic update 

Attached. Sorry if I didn’t send it last night. A LOT happened yesterday right at S PM. 

scarlett@unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Chrisb~ H." <ChrisV Suits@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 9:02 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uucaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Please leave your computers on tonight 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

Good morning everyone. 

With no events scheduled for tonight I would like to send out updates to your computers. Please leave your computers on, if you have a lab computer please turn 

those on as well, so that they can receive these updates and cut down on reboots during the day tomorrow. I will start sending out patches and updates this 

evening after 6pm. 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask. 

Thank you, 

Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jordan, Scarlett L" <scaflett@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 4:54 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsen&~unc.edu>; Tony Yount <ton~2voun@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

last update before deadline 

TEN2I’.htm; 2013.05.22B.AllStudentAthletesReserved.xlsx 

scarlett@unc.edu 
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From: "Yount, Tony" <~tonyyoun~unc,edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 11:17 PM 

To: ~gmail.com>; 

@athletesinacfion.org>; 

Subject: vi&o 

Attach: Header 

@gmail.com>; ~gmail.com> 

showed your video on the bus today on the way to the stadium. They loved it. Yon guys were hilarions. So wonderful of you all to do that. 

My first Final Four mthout you a]l, feels a littJe weird. 

ttope you’re all well 

tlere are today’s pics. 

I don’t have current emails for 

Take care, 

Tony 

https:/iwww.icloud.com/photostream/#A3JEsNV~rMpqSSK 

Please forward and share with anyone I missed. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Jordan, Scarlett L" <scaflett@unc.edu;, 

Friday, May 24, 2013 2:24 PM 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsen&~unc.edu>; Tony Yount <ton~2voun@unc.edu> 

April Selena Mann <asmaJm@emaJl.unc.e&~>; Shandol Christine Hoover <schoove@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton?Tount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Student Athlete roster for June 3-4 

TEXT.htm; 2013.06.03 - 04.Sessionl AthlelicsRoster.xlsx 

Hi Tony, 

The attached roster indicates which student athletes are signed up to attend Orientation on June 3-4. I have included their groups in order for your counselors to 

better assist. Please let me know if I can be of further assistance. 

scarlett~d!unc.edu 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

A 

Name 

B c 

Session 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

D 
Group# 

4 
5 
13 
5 
13 
5 
8 
4 
11 
10 
3 
2 
9 
3 
2 
13 
10 
13 
2 
9 
6 
10 
5 
3 
13 
8 

E 
Group Letter 

E 
B 
C 
C 
E 
B 
C 
D 
E 
E 
A 
D 
A 
E 
C 
B 
B 
D 
B 
C 
A 
E 
B 
E 
C 
D 



A B C D H 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
IO 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2o 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
4o 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 

56 

Total # Category # 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 1 

6 2 

7 3 

8 4 

9 5 

10 6 

ll 7 

12 8 

13 9 

14 10 

15 ll 

16 12 

17 13 

18 14 

19 15 

20 16 

21 17 

22 18 

23 19 

24 20 

25 21 

26 22 

27 23 

28 24 

29 25 

30 26 

31 27 

32 28 

33 29 

34 30 

35 31 

36 32 

37 

38 1 

39 

4O 1 

41 1 
42 1 
43 1 
44 1 
45 2 
46 1 
47 1 

Jersey # Name 

US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 1092, Monday 
Levy, Jenny 

Barnes, Phil 
Dowd, Katrina 
Ripley, Logan Elizabeth 

US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 3137, Monday, 

Alston, Jarrett 
Bowers, Matthew 

Gisselman, Steve 
Halverson, Doug 

Hawkinson, Lauren 
Waicus, Dr. Kelly 

Yount, Tony 

E F G 

Carolina Travel Party - RETURN FLIGHTS 

Category                          Game Access     Cell Number 

Departs PHL @ 9:39 AM, Arrives RDU @ 10:58 AM 
Head Coach Team Bench 
Coach Team Bench 
Coach Team Bench 
Coach Team Bench 

Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 

Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 

Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 

Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Media 
Media 
Team Bench 

, Departs PIlL @ 11:30 AM, Arrives RDU @ 12:53 PM 
Media 
Media 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Team Bench 
Ticket 

Videographer 

Athletic Communications 
WLAX S&C Coach 

Athletic Trainer 
Athletic Trainer 
Team Physician 

Academic Advisor 
Travel Arranged Separately 

Sport Administrator 
Sport Administrator 

48 1 Brunner, John Ticket 
49 2 Steinbacher, Rick Team Bench 

Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers@unc.edn> 

Sunday, 9:57 AM 

Jarrett L Alston <alstonj@email.unc.edtr~; Jett~ey Camarafi <cmnarati@uncaa.unc.edtr~; 

Ellis Ted <ted@tedellissportsphotography.com>; Tony Yount <tonyyoun’Qa)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: - Photo Armband Pickup 

image001.png 

~b~gmail.com>; 

In case any of yon did not receive this email from the NCAA this morning. 

See you all at the stadium if not before. Let me know if there are any issnes or concerns. 

- matt 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: Rick Nixon <rnixon@ncaa.org> 
Subject: 
Date:            9:27:31 AM EDT 

- Photo Armband Pickup 

All- 

Greetings. 

Note that this evening you will be asked to wear an orange " armband to gain sideline access as a photographer for tonight’s 

championship game. As you arrive at Villanova Stadium, please enter through the main entrance of the press box to pick up your armband. It is the 

entrance directly below the main press box and next to where the main ticket box offices are located. An Event One staff member will check your 

credential, then hand to you the orange armband before going upstairs to set up!drop off your equipment. 

Look forward to seeing you tonight and please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

Rick Nixon 

Associate Director, Championships and Alliances 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

(w): 317-917-6539 

(c): 
(f): 317-917-6095 

rnixon@nca~.org 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 
and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matthew B Bowers <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 26, 2013 9:57 AM 

Jarrett L Alston <alstonj@email.unc.edu>; Jefl]rey Camarati <camaxad@uncaa.unc.edu-~; gyount@email.unc.edu; 

~gmml.com>; Ellis Ted <ted@tedellissportsphotography.com> 

Tony Yount <ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: - Photo Armband Pickup 

image001.png 

In case any of you did not receive this email from the NCAA this morning. 

See you all at the stadium if not belbre. Let me know if there are any issues or concerns. 

- matt 

Begin forwa:rded Inessage: 

From: Rick Nixon <rnixon@ncaa.or.q> 
Subject: 
Date:           3 9:27:31 AM EDT 

- Photo Armband Pickup 

All- 

Greetings. 

Note that this evening you will be asked to wear an orange " ’ armband to gain sideline access as a photographer for tonight’s 

championship game. As you arrive at Villanova Stadium, please enter through the main entrance of the press box to pick up your armband. It is the 

entrance directly below the main press box and next to where the main ticket box offices are located. An Event One staff member will check your 

credential, then hand to you the orange armband before going upstairs to set up/drop off your equipment. 

Look forward to seeing you tonight and please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

Rick Nixon 

Associate Director, Championships and Alliances 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

(w): 317-917-6539 

(c): 
(f): 317-917-6095 

rnixon@ncaa.org 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 
and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Yount, Tony" <~tonyyoun~unc,edu~ 

Monday, May 27, 2013 7:34 PM 

Susan Peacock < ~charter,net> 

pics 

Header 

https://~x~vw,icloud,com/photo s~tream/#A355Z2~2vlm4xx 

really tim weekend 



From: "Yom~t, Ton?"’ <~tonyyoun~unc.edu’- 

Sent: Monday, 9:29 PM 

To: @gmail.com>; 

~athletesinaction.org~; 

Subject: pics 

Attach: Header 

@gmail.com> 

,@gmoJl.com> 

https://~vxv-w.icloud.com/photo s~ream/#A355Z2~2vlm4xx 

great to see all of you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rvite <info@mailva.evite.com > 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 5:38 AM 

inib@maJlva.evite.com; tonyyounl@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Event Reminder: John Blanchard’s Fa~:ewell SociaJ 

TENfI’.htm; Pro1.002 

ri:~r.sd~v, ."v’.’ay 30,201 

34-I R~d~e Rd 
Chape~ H~ NC 27515 

Don’t forget to snap + share 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Snyder, Lee" <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 28, 20~13 9:33 AM 

Adrian Beros ¯ ~aramark.com>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holden Thorp <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Patti 

W Thorp <patti@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule 

Weekly Schedule.xlsx 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

A I B C D E 

SPORT i DAY i DATE OPPONENT/EVENT SITE 

Baseball iFri. i5/31 NCAA Chapel Hill Regional (vs. Canisius) Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Basebal! iSat. i6/1 NCAA Chapel Hi//Regiona! Chapel Hi/l, N.C: 
Baseball iSun. i6/2 NCAAChapel Hill Regional Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Baseball iMon. i6/3 NCAAChapel Hill Regional (if necessary) Chapel Hill, N.C. 

All times are 

Eastern Time 



F G 
1 TIME TV 
2 6 PM 

3 1 or 6 PM 

4 1, 6 PM 

5 6 PM 

6 

7 

8 

9 



Sent: 

To: 

"Halverson, Doug" <halverso@email.unc.edu~, 

Tuesday, 3:56 PM 

@live.unc.e&~>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~-; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~-; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu~; ] 

@live.unc.edu>; 

E Barnes <pebarne@unc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~)live.unc.edu>: 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu-~; 

?~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu> ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edtc’; 

~live.unc.edu>; Katrina M Dowd <kmdowd@email.unc.edt~-; 

~live.unc.edt~-;                       &live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu~; i                     @live.unc.edu>; i 

@live.unc.edu>;                              ~live.unc.edu>; Philip 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu~; ~live,unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edt#; ToW Yount <ton~Lvoun@unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncMax@uncaa.unc.e&l>; ~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

Cc:                             ~live.unc.edt~; Doug Halverson <halverso(a)email.unc.e&l>;                                    ~live.unc.edtv>; 

John F Brnnner <lohn Brnnne@unc.edu>;                  ))live.unc.edu>;               ~live.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; @gma~l.com; @liv.unc.edu; ~,@live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus <waicus@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tons)’ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

INSURANCE (UNC WLAX): Waive or Enroll Insurance by 

TEXT.httn; image001.gif, UNC Chapel tfillStudent Blue WaJve-EnrollFlyer.pdf 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Everyone, 

This is REQUIRED for every student at the University of North Carolina and is a separate step from the insurance collection requested by Sports Medicine/Athletic 

Department (more info on that later in the summer). 

Please see the attached flyer regarding the process to 

- ~ili~ (show you are insured through parents/guardians/family) 

- ~iiiiii(want to purchase UNC’s student policy which is S688!semester) 

**if you have medical/health insurance and do not ~!~ then you will automatically be ~:~!i~ and charged the $688/semester** 

**~- if you are enrolled in classes this fall -this includes you** 

The website opens on Monday, June 3rd so you will not be able to do anything until that date. 

Please plan to complete this process by the end of wlax summer camps in June (Friday, , so that we can have this task checked off the to do list for this 

Fall. 

Call me on my cell phone if you have any questions or concerns - my contact information is listed below. 

Thanks, 

S. Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

Football and Women’s Lacrosse 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 2602 (O) 

(c) 
919 843 9121 (F) 

ports med 450x150 small 

Confidentiality Notice 
This e-moil, including ony ottochmen~s, moy contoin informotion from the University of North Corolino Sports Medicine Deportment which moy be confidentioi o~ privileged. The informotion is intended to be for the use of 

the individuol or entity named obove, I[ you are not the intended recipient, be owore thor any disclosure, copying, distribution or use el the contents el this in~ormotion is prohibited, i] you hove received this e-moil in 

error, pleose notify the sender immediotely by o "reply to sender only" messoge end destroy oil electronic end herd copies of the cornmunicotion, including ottochments 





i BlueCross BlueShield 
of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: 

TEXT.htm 

No problem! Okay thanks Tony 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,            3:30 PM 

Subject; Re: 

Sor~ it took me so long to get back to you. I see that you are enrolled properly in 15 hours for the faJl. I don’t see an~hing to worry about. 

Tony 

at 3:41 AM, ))live. unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony! 

Hope you’re having a good summer break. I just had a question to ask you about my enrolled classes. When I go to connect carolina it says that I am not 
enrolled in any classes but when I go into my schedule it says that I am enrolled in the classes. Is this anything to be worried about? I just wanted to make sure. 

Thanks Tony, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Halverson, Doug" <halverso@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:49 PM 

Katrina M Dowd <kmdowd@emaJl.unc.edu>; Philip E Barnes <pebame@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <ton~.5~oun@unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 

<uncMax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: @live.unc.edu>; 

~)live.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@ive.unc.edt~-; 

Bcc: Tony Yount <tonvNoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Welcome l~om UNC Sports Medicine 

Attach: TEXT.htm; image001 .gif 

L~!live.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edt~>; @g~n~l.co~n; 

~live.unc.edtc,;                @live.unc.edt~-; 
~live.unc.edt~; Kelly Waicus ~-~w~cu@email.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edt~-; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

My name is Doug Halverson from UNC Sports Medicine and we wan~ed to send you a welcome email and provide you wi~il some contac~ inlormation in case you needed 
Sortie assistance this summer as you prepared to join us in the fall You will see my phone numbers listed a~ ~he bottom of the email. Please feel free to contact me with any 

[ also wanted to reach out to you regarding a summer option for completing yoar freshmen ~hysi~a~ prior to the s~art of our fall semester. You aH have ~he opportunity to 
sc~ed~e appo~t~tmet~ts with ~_[_~_~flJJ_~_~bJ_~95. wh~e you are ~ere or~ campus [o~ C[OPS The N(::/~A, does ~ot allow us to perform your pbys[c~s du~~ng (::TOPS bLd: if yoL~ plan 

[o be in town after C10P$ ;s comp~e:e O.e camp) please let me know and ] can work to schedule you an appo~n:men: with Dr. Waicus th;s summer. You can con:act me v;a 

emaii or v~a cel~ phone to get h~ ~:ouch wi~:h me. 

[h;s will mean ore ~ess thh~9 you have to do when you arrive ~n the fali snd check something off of your to do I;sL Just let me know if you :hink your schedule will show for 

this and ] wHI work to se~ ap the appointment time around your availability. 

]haRks, 
S. Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 2602 (0) 

(c) 
919 843 9121 (F) 

~ m~a4~0xl~0~, 

6onfidentialitf ~otice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyoun~unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:18 AM 

Susan Peacock ~charter.net> 

Fwd: current Leariield Cup sta~dings 

Header 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 
Subject: current Learfield Cup standings 
Date: May 30, 2013 10:10:16 AM EDT 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu>, UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

(As of May 30, 2013) 

North Carolina is fourth overall and first in the ACC with 991 points in the Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup standings 

Overall 

I - Stanford (1233) 

2 - Michigan (1003.25) 

3 - Penn State (1001.25) 

4- UNC(991) 

5 - Florida (983.50) 

6 - UCLA (950) 

7- Notre Dame (932) 

8 - Duke (923.60) 

9 - Georgia (816.50) 

10 -Texas A&M (763.5) 

ACe 

1 - UNC (4th, 991) 

2 - Duke (Sth, 923.60) 

3 - FSU (15th, 681.50) 

4 - Virginia {17th, 667.50) 

5 - Maryland {33rd, 494) 

6 - NC State (38th, 458.60) 

7 - Virginia Tech {42nd, 450) 

8 - Clemson (59th, 303.50) 

9 - Miami {65th, 278) 

10 - BC (69th, 263) 

11 -Wake Forest (90th, 157.50) 

12 - Georgia Tech (100th, 144.50) 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Inc." <d.odea@texthelp.com> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 8:04 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Read&Write Gold Version 11 Available NOW 

TEXT.htm 

Announcing.... 

Read&Write Gold Version 
Read&Write 11 Gold for PC is now available! In addition to our new Read&Write logo, 
Version 11 has a new look and feel Lo Lhe Loolbar and Loolbar icons as well as exciLing 
new feaLures and enhancemenLs. 

To celebrate the release of Version 11, we are (jiving away 11 copies of Read&Write 11 
Gold to 11 Facebook Fans or Twitter Followers! Simply follow us on Twitter or ’Like’ our 
Facebook page and waLch for deLails about Lhe conLesL. You could be a lucky winner! 

New Features include: 

New Text-to-Speech 
Voices - Nuance Vocalizer 
expressive male and female 
voices are included. 

Voice Note - Create and 
embed recorded voice notes 
within a Word document or 
save as .wav file. Students 
can use to insert audio 

responses, comments, or notes. 
Teachers can insert instructions or 
comments or modify assessments. 

Word Cloud - See visual 
represenLaLion of Word 
Banks (150 subject-specific 
Word Banks are included) or 
selected text in list or 
word "cloud" format. Great 

for creative writing prompts, 
vocabulary support, or completing 
assignments. 



Enhanced Chrome and 
Firefox Support - Use 
Read&Write Gold features in 
Chrome and Firefox 
including read the web, 

study skills highlighters, 
vocabulary builder, text and 
picture dictionaries, and 
more! 

Support for Google 
DOCSTM - Access features 
on the Read&Write 

Gold toolbar within Google Docs 
documents in Chrome. 
Features include text-to-speech, 
phonetic spell checker, word 
prediction, text and picture 
dictionaries, study skills highlighters, 
vocabulary builder, and more. 

Enhancements: 
Enhancements to Spell Checker, 
Speech Maker, Scanning, and more! 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Texthelp Inc. I 600 Unicorn Park Drive I Woburn, MA 01801 

Unsubscribe I Send To a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Texthelp Inc. <d.odea@texthelp.com> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 8:04 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Read&Write Gold Version 11 Available NOW 

TEXT.htm 

Announcing.... 

Read&Write Gold Version 11! 
Read&Write 11 Gold for PC is now available! In addition to our new Read&Write logo, 
Version 11 has a new look and feel Lo Lhe Loolbar and Loolbar icons as well as exciLing 
new feaLures and enhancemenLs. 

To celebrate the release of Version 11, we are ~jivin~j away 11 copies of Read&Write 11 
Gold to 11 Facebook Fans or Twitter Followers! Simply follow us on TwiLLer or ’Like’ our 
Facebook page and waLch for deLails about Lhe conLesL. You could be a lucky winner! 

New Features include: 

New Text-to-Speech 
Voices - Nuance Vocalizer 
expressive male and female 
voices are included. 

Voice Note - Create and 
embed recorded voice notes 
within a Word document or 
save as .wav file. Students 
can use to insert audio 

responses, comments, or notes. 
Teachers can insert instructions or 
comments or modify assessments. 

Word Cloud - See visual 
represenLaLion of Word 
Banks (150 subject-specific 

Word Banks are included) or 
selected text in list or 
word "cloud" format. Great 

for creative writing prompts, 
vocabulary support, or completing 



assignments. 

Enhanced Chrome and Firefox 
Support - Use Read&Write 
Gold features in Chrome 
and Firefox including read 
the web, study skills 
highlighters, vocabulary 
builder, text and picture 

dictionaries, and more! 

Support for Google 
DocsTM - Access features 
on the Read&Write 

Gold toolbar within Google Docs 
documents in Chrome. 
Features include text-to-speech, 
phonetic spell checker, word 
prediction, text and picture 
dictionaries, study skills highlighters, 
vocabulary builder, and more. 

Enhancements: 
Enhancements to Spell Checker, 
Speech Maker, Scanning, and more! 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Texthelp Inc. I 600 Unicorn Park Drive I Woburn, MA 01801 

Unsubscribe I Send To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 

~ iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Snyder, Lee" <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 4, 20~L3 9:50 AM 

Adrian Beros < ~aramark.com>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holden Thorp <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Patti 

W Thorp <patti@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule 

Weekly Schedule.xlsx 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

A I B    C 
SPORT i OAY i OATE 
Track & Field iWed. i6/5 
Track & Field iThur, i6/6 
Baseball i Fri. i6/7 
Track & Field i Fri. i6/7 
Baseball i Sst. i6/8 
Track & Field i Sst. i6/8 
Baseball Sun. i6/9 

. 

All times are 

Eastern Time 

D 

OPPONENT/EVENT 
at NCAA National Championships 

aL NCAA National Championships 

NCAA Super Regional (vs. S.C.) 

at NCAA National Championships 

NCAA Super Regional (vs. S.C.) 

at NCAA National Championships 

NCAA Super Regional (if necessary) 

E 

SITE 
Eugene, Ore. 

Eugene, Ore. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Eugene, Ore. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Eugene, Ore. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 

F 

TIME 
All Day 

All Day 

1 PM 
All Day 

Noon 
All Day 

1 PM 



G 

2 

3 

4 ESPN2 

5 

6 ESPN 

7 

8 ESPN 

9 

10 

11 

12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 10:11 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ]WLCA Scholar Athlete Award Honors 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Do we have anyone who fits this profile? 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

> > > ’Gothard Lane’ <glane.iwlca@comcast.net> 6/4/2013 8:02 AM > > > 

if you cannot see the imac~es properly, please click here. 

June 4, 2013 

Hi Coaches - 

The IWLCA Scholar Athlete award honors one individual from each division based on outstanding 

academic and athletic achievement. Nominees must be a senior or graduate student, have a minimum 

cumulative GPA of 3.50, must be a starter or significant reserve, and if they are a transfer student, they 

must have spent one academic year in residence at their current institution. 

To nominate your candidate, please complete the zoomerang survey: 

htt ps://www.su rveym o n key.corn/s.aspx?sm = rPGxRCUs5B5OJ804dN7NqO%3d%3d 

The deadline to submit your nominations is Wednesday, June 12 at 5:00 pm. Please email Kerri 

Whitaker at kerriwh@upenn.edu if you have any questions. 

The 2013 ~’W[CA Honor l~ol~ ~nd Honor Sq~d infor~nation wil~ be e~i~ed out nex~ week~ 

Thanks~ 

Kerri 

Kerri Whitaker 

Assistant Lacrosse Coach 

University of Pennsylvania 

235 South 33rd Street 

Philadelphia, PA 191~ 

215.898.9042 office 



2"15.573.6030 fax 

LPlease don t include me in future emails. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christ?., H." <ChrisV Suits@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 2:56 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uucaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Patches tonight -please leave your computers on 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

(Does not apply to Rams Club) 

Hello All, 

We have had to rebuild the Patch link server due to hardware failures so patches have not been sent out in a while. We would like to patch your computers tonight 

after 5pm to get some important updates to your computers. Please leave your computers on to cut down on reboots tomorrow. 

E~ai~: ChrN~ SuitsC~uneedu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Friday, 3:27 PM 

Tony Yonnt <tonyyounV~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: fail registiation 

TEXT.htm 

Oh of course’. I was under the impression that I needed 12 hours (bin now i’m realizing that was just me thinking I was still on the team). I am on connect Carolina right 

now trying to change it but I’ve got the spinning wheel of death in the upper right comer. Ill keep you updated on the sIatus. 

Thanks 

at 1:38 PM, Yount, Tony <tonwount(~unc.edu> wrote: 

I got an email from compliance asking about your fall plans mad needs for classes. From your worksheet and the information on Connect Carolina, it appears that 

you need 10 credit hours to graduate, and 3 of those credit hours need to be in ~VOLO 

You have registered for 15 hours. There is a considerable difference in the cost of tuition between 10 hours, which you need. and the 15 hours for which you are 

registered. The athletic departmeut is committed to providing the fnnding required for you to graduate, which would be 10 hours of credit tbr the l?all. I have tbund a 

1 hr class, EDUC     which still has open seats. Freshmen are beginning to register now, but if you could enroll in the one hour class, then you could take WOLO 

2 electives at 3 hours each, and then a 1 hour class. That would get you the hours needed to graduate and save the athletic department several thousand dollars. 

Would you please take a look at that option. Please feel tree to explore a~ly other 1 hour class offerings (except LFIT a~ld PHYA classes - you can’t count either of 

those toward graduation) and let me know asap what you would like to do. 

Thanks 

~glnaJl.com 

[] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:55 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Pre-orientation meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 
My flight doesn’t get in till 2:~ pm on Sunday and that’s probably too late to meet with you. Let me know if there is any way I can meet with you, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:31 
To: 
Subject: Pre-orientation meeting 

Ladies, 

Your Carolina orientation isjufft 7 days away. The most ilnportant thing you will do at orientation is to select your fall schedule. It would be enormously helpful if we 

(and your l~rents if they are coming) could spend about an hour together BEFOILE orientation starts. I roll be available Sunday afternoon and evening, to 

meet ruth you to plan and prepare for the process of scheduling. I prolnise you it will be time well spent. 

If you are coming from far away; please check your travel schedule and email or text me a time on Sunday that we could meet. If you live close and want to come to 

CH before that Sunday, that’s fine too. Let me know when you are available. We will meet in my office in the Academic Center attached to the football stadium. Call 

me a            if you need direction. Parking roll be available right by the building on Sunday. 

By the time you get to CH you should have done these "things: 

Language Placement exan~: http://www.unc.edu/languageplacemenV 

Prepanng for Orientation Email - you will get one, and it will contain a link to an online ~nodule that you MUST complete BEFORE you will be allowed to register. 

You should complete that before you come to Chapel Hill. 

I look fo~-vvard to seeing you very soon. Please get back to me with a time that you’d like to meet Sunday the 

Tony- Yount 

Academic Counsclor, women’s soccer, lacrosse 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Schmidt, Dave" z<lh~hmid@emaila~nc.edu;, 

Monday, June 10, 2013 4:06 PM 

Tony Youm <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Super Regional FinaJ Postponed To Tuesday At 12 PM 

TEXT.htm 

From the NCAA: 

Due to the weather conditions affecting the Chapel Hill area, game three of the NCAA Division I Baseball Super Regional between North Carolina and South 

Carolina will be postponed until Tuesday, June 11 at Noon on ESPN2. The NCAA and the participating institutions all agreed this was in the best interest of the 

student-athletes and fans. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Livers, Tom" <livers@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 5:15 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Kenneth Wayne Yow <kenD,ow@unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <ton?~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

GroupWise is retiring 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Athletic Department Staff 

FROM: Tom Livers 

SUBJECT: GroupWise is retirin~ 

As everyone in Athletics should now be fully usin~ Microsoft Outlook for their email and service accounts. IT is announcin~ that the GroupWise email server will be 

retired Monday June 17th at 5PM. Please remove the uncaa account from your phone, iPad or other device. If you need assistance with contacts or client removal 

from devices call any one in IT and we will be happy to assist you. 

Please Note that all your existin8 GroupWise email will be available via the Netmail archives server by usin~ this link ~.,t.~i?.L,,.’/’.~!~)!2#.:!~.!~[~#.?:.!L!?,.£:.~£4!~.~.~.~ 

Please let us know if there are any issues. 

Thanks, 

Tom Livers 

Congrats to UNC Baseball 

~om Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Email: Tom 

Phone: (919)962-7620 

Cell: 

Website: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 9:27 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

Happy Moving Day, 

just came by and has the form she needs to add a class to be eligible again. She is on her way to her advising team to correct 
that situation. 

had a in the fall of and a in the spring of She is scheduled for 16 hours for the current semester. 

My last question for you before emailing the students that we have discussed is this one. How many hours should the non-freshmen be 
required to earn each week? Do you want to go with 6, like the freshmen, or a lesser amount? Should it vary from student to student? 

In descending order we are talking about these individuals: 

(pending your decision on her) 

Tony 

>>> "Jenny Levy" <tmcwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony, 

9:57 PM >>> 

Thanks for following up - sounds like a plan with the upperclassmen. You can omit 
in majoring in econ and struggles in the classes. I will not mandate that she have hours. 

- she is a who has insisted 

I also want to check              - I can not remember what she did last semester - her freshmen year was poor - I may pull her 
from the requirement depending oon how she did last semester. 

We are moving offices on wednesday and thursday - but I will touch base in the morning before things get crazy. 

Thank you, 

Jenny 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Tony Yount"<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent:      3:55:26 PM 
To: "Jenny Slingluff-Levy"<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Weekly Report 

dropped a chem class and lab this afternoon just after 1 pm and that puts her below 12 hours and she should not practice. 
She’ll show up on the 12 hour list tomorrow morning I’m sure. 

Other players below a 

- structured study hall hours in GEOL 
- no structured hours 

- structured hours in GEOL 
- structured hours in HIST 

- no structured hours 

and MATH    for her 

So, should I email these students and the ones from the previous email informing them of the specific review sessions and times that 
we are requiring them to attend? Shall I also tell them they can get hours in the writing lab from 11 - 3 during the day and through me 



at other times by checking in at my office. I wait for your reply before sending anything to them. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 

Tony, 
3:19 PM >>> 

is no longer on the team. I will make sure she is taken off our roster. 
her about hours today. 

is still on the team - I will check in with 

Are there any other olavers with a CUM GPA below a 2.5? That is usually my cut off. I would suggest that any of my players 
below a 2.5 (            ), use structured study hours if available and then any other hours they need they can get during the day. 

Our goal as a team is to be above a 3.0 each semester. Last spring we fell below that which I am disappointed about. 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps, googlepages.com/home 

>>> Tony Yount 2:32 PM >>> 
Hey, 

I think that 4 hours is reasonable for this week since we were closed for 2 nights. Meeting scheduled tutor appointments should 
have priority. 

You have 4 players below a 

Is still on the team? I just looked at her schedule and it just shows 3 courses for the fall. 
For we are offering specific tutoring sessions for her GEOL and POLI classes this fall. 
For we are offering tutoring in PSYC 
For ~ we don’t offer sessions in any of her classes. 

What seems reasonable to me for upperclassmen in their situation is to require                to attend the structured tutor 
sessions in the evening for their specific classes, and to allow them and    to get hours during the day by working in the writing lab 
from 11 - 3, or checking in with me and working in the study room next door. That keeps them out of the big study room with all the 
freshmen, maintains some separation from study hall, but still requires them to put in the time since their GPAs don’t match their 
teammates. 

If that’s agreeable, I’ll do the emails and get the scheduled tutoring session times to them. I’d welcome other ideas. Let me know. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy        1:51 PM >>> 
How many hours do the freshmen need this week? I will see my team today and reiterate the important of making their hours. 

FYI. Freshmen who do not get their hours will have "breakfast club training" in the AM for missed hours. 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 



uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps, googlepages.com/home 

>>> Tony Yount 4:06 PM >>> 
Coach, 

Tony Yount here, filling in this semester for Mary Brunk as your team’s academic adviser. I’m sorry that we haven’t gotten a chance 
to visit. I have enjoyed meeting your freshmen and I’m learning new things that I’m supposed to do every day. You are probably 
expecting a weekly report. I just learned about weekly reports this morning and I won’t be ready to provide one of those until next 
week. So this email will have to serve as the weekly report. 

All of freshmen (if 9 is the correct number) have scheduled weekly appointments with me, and those will take place next week. 

We are implementing changes in the way study hall is scheduled and hours recorded. The student schedules for study hall were just 
available this morning and all of your freshmen should have received an email today informing them of sessions to which they have 
been assigned. They will be expected at those hours next week. For this week, all of your freshman logged hours on their own. 

were on the low end with under 2 hours. The rest of your freshmen met or exceeded the 4 hours that 
were reasonably expected for the week with our own schedules not set and ready to go. The center is closed Sunday and Monday 
nights next week for Labor Day. 

I also need direction from you about your upperclassmen who have GPAs near the 2.0 mark. Do you want study hall hours and/or 
tutors assigned for them? 

A contact list of your team with phone numbers would really help me in communicating with them. If you could have someone 
send that to me, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Finally, as I learn more and more about the responsibilities of this job, please help me by telling me ways that I can help you. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2007 11:51 AM 

~aol.com 

Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I am Tony Yount, the interim academic adviser for Men’s at Carolina, replacing Mary Bmnk who left for another job August 
10. Mary Willingham forwarded your email to me. and I have already scheduled a regular weekly meeting each Monday 
morning. He has been provided with tutors for his Econ and Spanish classes, and I just emailed him with times and dates for tutoring 
for the STOR    class that you mentioned in your email. In our conversation Monday, he impressed me as a very bright young man 
who is going through the normal adjustments to college life. In the email that I just sent to him, I invited him to come in anytime 
before next Monday’s regular meeting if he has issues to discuss. It is still possible at this point to drop classes, though there are some 
hoops to jump through. I’ll be happy to guide him through that process if we do make the decision to drop a class. 

I wanted you to know that he does have a resource here in the Academic Center and that, 
welcome to come see me anytime. 

and I have already met and he’s 

Tony Yount 

>>> < 

Hi Mary, 
@aol.com> 9/11/2007 11:06 PM >>> 

~ called this evening and he appears to be having difficulty with several of his classes.? The Stor class has?him totally stressed 
out.? He is working all hours of the day and night and still feels he can’t keep up.? Is it possible for you to meet with him or call him 
on his cell??I think he needs to consider revising his schedule or dropping a class. ?He has? 8,9 10 and 12 o’clock classes tomorrow.? 
His cell is .. I had hoped he could figure it out but he has been upset and stressed since the first day of classes.? Thanks 
for your help. 

cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:         ~aol.com 
Sent: Mon, 30 Jul 2007 11:28 am 
Subject: follow up 

needs to make sure and send his transferable credits from the summer class 
to the registrar as soon as possible (today?)....He will not be allowed to make 
any changes to his schedule unless the registrar adds the hours to his official 
UNC transcript (his current hour status makes him ’academically ineligible’). 
Dean Shade Little will be checking to make sure that the registrar expedites the 
change (he is the person who changed     major for him and is a great person 
to go to for help along with Marilyn Wyrick). 

I’ve got a call into LDS to find out if    has been cleared, they are ’moving’ 



into their new building today so I expect not to hear back until tomorrow. 

Mary 

Email and AIM finally together. You’ve gotta check out free AOL Mail! - ~:,Cimai~.aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2007 9:49 AM 

Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Workshops 

So far, assigned to your workshops 

11/11 reading for content, note taking 

- Wrestling 
- Wrestling 

- W lax 
- W. lax 

11/18 academic writing and proper citation 

- Golf 
- Wrestling 

12/2 test strategies/finals preparation 

2 women’s golfers 
7 wrestlers 
10 women’s lax 
10 men’s lax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2007 5:03 PM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Senior Stuff 

Coach 

The folks who plan the separate graduation event for graduating athletes wants a list of seniors that will graduate at some point in 
2008. I would hate to leave someone off that list. Am I missing one of your players? 

Thanks, 
Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:50 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Re: Graduation Reception 

senior s~utt~xlsx 

Here’s ~vhat I’ve got. Some of the graduation dates could shift Iicom sunwner to Dec, but I thil~ these are the folks ~vho will ~valk sometime in 

Tony 

>>> 11:46 AM >>> 
Tony, 

Could you supply me with the list of your athletes, their sport, and major, who are graduating in either Spring, Summer, or Fall of 

Thanks, 

I need to compile a list for our Graduation Reception. 

Studem-Ath]ete Development 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan Field ttouse CE # 8500 

~,unc aa.unc, edu 



1-’-’~Lstudent 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 
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May 
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May 

May 

May 
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EXSS 

EXSS 
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EXSS 

EXSS 

PSYA 

EXSS 

MNGT 

COMM 

BUSI 

COMM 

BIOB 

PWAD 

MNGT 

BUSU 

MNGT 

COMM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 11, 2007 4:47 PM 

Haus, John <heel37@uncaa.unc.edu>; Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Academic Counselor 

Coaches, 

The two candidates to be your new permanent academic counselor will be here on Nov 15, and Nov 19 with opportunities for you to 
meet them. I think Brent has sent a schedule to you, but if you need more information, let me know. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2007 10:32 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu>; Austin, Sally 
<saustin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor Appreciation Lunch 

Coaches, 

Our tutor appreciation lunch is on Dec. 6. Brent has asked us to ask our coaches if each of you could spare one sweatshirt of any size 
that you could contribute so that we might reward the tutors that have helped yottr students with their studies this semester. Having 
been on the tutor side of this end-of-semester lunch for several years now, I can tell you that the gift of Carolina gear is very much 

anticipated and appreciated by those of us that spend so much time working with the athletes. 

Ifyou can help us withttfisrecognition, l’dbehappy to come getthe sweatshi~atatime and place that’s convenienttoyouby the end 

ofthe day onWednesday, the 5th. 

Thanks 

Tony 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach-" 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 8, 2008 11:30 AM 

Slingluff-LeW, 3enny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C. O’Mara, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Roster Check- Priority Registration 

IMAGE.BMP 

Jenny, 

We’re getting ready for the first run of Prioribl Registration. 
Here are the players that I have on the Women’s Lacrosse List - minus seniors~ 
I want to be certain that the list that I turn in is accurate. Please check it so that we don’t leave any kids off the list. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februaxy 14, 2008 7:14 PM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Slingluff-Levy, Jenny 
<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Urgent Priority Registzation News 

Coaches, 

Please read the forwaxded email from Brent Blanton concerning priority registration for your teams for the t:all semester. Since your teams are all spring season teams, 
priority registration is not automatic for Fall 08 registration. A detailed rationale must be submitted. Details axe in Brent’s email. 

My office is 962-9535 
My cell is 

I’ll talk with Brent in the morning and try to have more information and maswers to amy questions you might have. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 15, 2008 11:01 AM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Urgent Priority Registration News 

Derek, 

I just checked with Brent and even in-season sports have to do this - all sports have to do this. What we really need is a typical weekly 
schedule of in-season practice, lift, meet, and travel times. I can do a typical student schedule once I get the other information from 
you and illustrate for the committee the times when one of your gymnasts could not schedule classes. All of this documentation will 
be a part of the public record, so the required practices, lifts, etc must be within the NCAA allowed hours. I’m sorry to throw this at 
you so late, and while you’re on a trip. We just got it yesterday late afternoon. 

Tony 

>>> Derek Galvin 2/14/2008 11:13 PM >>> 
Tony, 

Gymnastics is a winter sport, like basketball and wrestling. Does this impact winter sports too? 

Derek P. Galvin, Head Gymnastics Coach 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office Phone: 919-962-5213 
Web Page: www.tarheelblue.com 
>>> Tony Yount 02/14/08 7:13 PM >>> 
Coaches, 

Please read the forwarded email from Brent Blanton concerning priority registration for your teams for the fall semester. Since your 
teams are all spring season teams, priority registxation is not automatic for Fall 08 registration. A detailed rationale must be submitted. 
Details are in Brent’s email. 

My office is 962-9535 
My cell is 

I’ll talk with Brent in the morning and try to have more information and answers to any questions you might have. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 7, 2008 4:33 PM 

Burns, Kathryn <kjburns@email.unc. edu> 

Re: History SI 

Dr. Bums, 

Thank you for your quick response to Mary Willingham’s letter about SI and your HIST    course in the fall. In my experience in 
conducting supplemental instruction with Dr. Watson, Dr. Barney and Dr. Fletcher, the SI sessions were quite different than the 
recitation sections. From my perspective, though I did not attend recitation sections, those class sessions led by TAs were a focused, 
integral part of the instruction necessary for students to understand the course. The TAs are trained in the subj ect area and get to work 
with the professors and know the goals of the course. 

I think the best comparison to a typical SI session is a review session, often conducted before tests or exams by TAs from the course. 
The SI sessions are really reviews of material already presented in class, except that the reviews happen on a weekly basis. The SI 
sessions are repetition, reinforcement, an opportunity for students to ask questions about the lecture that students may not have been able 
to ask in class, or perhaps did not think of in time to ask in class. My own teaching experience was at the high school level in US History. 
Unlike the TAs, I am certainly not qualified to teach this material. I do have years of experience in leading discussions in history 
classes. After listening to your lectures and doing the reading, I hope to be able to help guide their study and their preparation for the 
recitation sections and for the exams where they must perform. 

I would be happy to provide more information and/or talk with you further about the SI program, and about the possibility of conducting 
SI sessions related to HIST 

Thanks, 
Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser 
Support Center for Student Athletes 
962-9535 

>>> Kathryn Bums <kjbums@email.unc.edu> 4/7/2008 3:18 PM >>> 
Dear Mary, 
The goals of SI sound very similar to the goals of our 
regularly-scheduled recitation sections, to be led by TAs weekly in the 
fall semester (after Labor Day). I am concerned that students not 
regard SI as a replacement for recitation sections. Can you (or Tony or 
Brent) email me regarding the differences between SI and the course’s 
regular recitation section meetings? Thanks, 
Kathryn Bums 

Mary Willingham wrote: 
> Professor’s Bums and Fletcher, 
> 
> The Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes is interested in providing Supplemental Instruction to students in the fall who are 
in your History classes (Hist    and Hist    respectively). I’ve attached a sample SI letter for your review, and our experienced SI 
Leaders (Tony Yount and Brent Blanton) would be happy to meet with you at your convenience to discuss the possibility of SI. We 
have had great success with SI over the past 4 years across the General College curriculum. Thanks to your department (especially) for 
the support. 
> 
> Regards, 
> 
> Mary C. Willingham 
> Learning Specialist/SI Coordinator 
> University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> (919)843-6029 
> mwillingham@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Laura Premack" <        @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2008 1:12 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lat Am Hist 

Hi Tony, 

Hope your summer is going well. Just wanted to let you know that I’ve 
been in touch with Kathryn Burns (she sent me an email asking about 
SI) and, while I don’t think she’s made a decision yet because she 
wants to consult with her co-teacher and the TAs first, I think things 
are looking good. 

Happy hiking, 
Laura 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~onnt~uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:30 PM 

Slingluff-Lewy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~uncaa.m~c.edu>; 

Re: Fwd: 3.0 GPA CUMULATIVE (Fall & Spring) 

Women’s Lacrosse ACC Honor Roll.xls 

Ladies, 

Names of Women’s Lacrosse players *vho have cumulative 3.0 GPA for the academic year and earned ACC Honor Roll are on the database attached. 

>>> JenW Slingluff-Le,,5 12:16 PM>>> 
Tony - can you send this list to Since the athletic department still does not have a comprehensive database of all of our student athletes and their 
irfformation will have to provide the addresses that she needs. 
Thanks, 

Jenn 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa uric. edu 
CAMP WEB SI’I~;: 
http://uncl axcamps ~ooa lepa~es.com/home 

Y 
>>> 9:51 AM >>> 

Coaches, 

Please send a list of athletes who received a cumulative 3.0 GPA (FALL AND SPRING) using the attached form (Note that this is different than *vhat we normally do, we are combining Fall 

and Spring this year). 

Please email this form back to me by Friday, so that Dr. Millcr can send the letters out in a timely fashion. 

Thanks! 
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G H I J K L M 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 10, 2009 11:24 AM 

Fwd: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 10, 2009 10:29 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

Sent to Steve - I’ll follow up with you when I hear something. RJM 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/9/2009 9:08 PM >>> 
Robert, 

Several weeks ago I had conversations with you and with Dr. Steven 
Reznick about an incoming 

was not invited to join the Honors Program despite an AI of 
3.772. She will likely enter the University (pending AP exam scores) 
with approximately 60 hours of credit, ntends to apply to 
join that program In my conversations with you and 
with Dr. Reznick, you each indicated that if there were students who 
were unable to register for their First Year Seminar of choice, that 
perhaps in special circumstances, Dr. Reznick could help us out in 
rare cases if the request came through you. 

was able to get into            She would prefer to be in 
Succeeding in an honors level course would certainly 

enhance        application. The opportunity to take a class with 
the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the Math Department would 
give her the chance to impress and possibly earn a substantive 
recommendation letter for the Honors Program. 

If you could help        ’ forwarding this request to Dr. Reznick 
we would deeply appreciate it. 

Thanks 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 
Kenan Field House 
962-9535 



From: @aol.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 9:24 AM 

To: Younl, Tony <ton)2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: papers 

Attach: 

ok so here are the three papers...thank you’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:08 AM 

Fwd: Carolina CREED Meeting Monday April 4th (from groupwise) 

FILE.msg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hutton, Steve" <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 9:57 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Wed. news + FW: worker~student~faculty/commuhity sit-out at UNC-CH this Thursday! 

TENTf.httn 

SEANC District 25 supports the Building Services employees who will be sitting-out at South Building this Thursday. Eve~one is encouraged to stop by South 

Building to demonstrate support. The best time to attend roll be noon, when there will be a rally and speak out. Bring your lunch if you want. If you can’t make it at 

noon, please tly to participate sometime during the day. 

Stand m~ited with your fellow workers in their desire to maintain their 4 day, 10 hour work schedule M~ich has allowed many of them to have second jobs to make 

ends meet during the~ difficult economic times. A change m their ~hedule now will be a major monetary hardship for their tZamilies. Management has not demonstrated 

a need tbr the proposed schedule change. 

[This blog is a source of lesser reliability] 

PeMue Expected to Veto State Health Plan 

http:i/ncblogger.com/2011/04/05/perdue- expected-to- veto- state- health- plan.aspx 

UNC-CH receives $3 million tbr athlete study center 

http:i/www.newsobserver.com/2011/04/06/1107836/athlete- stady-center- fitnded.html 

[A message to students] 

All-Day Sit-Out in Support of Campus Workers! Rally at Noon! 
This Thursday April 7 

9am: Join workers for an aJl-day sit-out in front of South Building! 

12 noon: Major Rally of Workers and Students! 

Join campus workers ficom 9am- 5pm on Thursday April 7th on the steps of South Building to protest attacks on workers rights! There will be food, speakers, 

conversation, peribrnmnces and community. 

...It’s impolIant to be there all day. or as much of the day as you can. Skip class, remrange appointments, ask offfrom professors. But, if you can only make 

pa:rt of the day, the most ilnportant part will be fioln 12 noon to lpm, when workers and students will rally and speak ont to the Inedia. 

Facilities workers from around campus have decided to take vacation time and sit on the steps of South Building next Thursday to protest unfair schedule 

changes by management. They and other workers are courageously standing up for their rights and for a voice on the job in this time of budget cuts, tuition 

hikes, and other attacks on workers and students. 

It’s es~ntial that we as s~tudents support them and sit-out with them! With the climate oft~ar and intimidation that workers face constantly l}om management, 

it’s a risk to speak out as a worker on this cmnpus, let alone to protest publicly. These unfair schedule ch~mges that workers are thcing axe j ust another 

example of the administration ~wying to balance the budget on the backs of workers and students, and we’ve all got to unite to fight these attacks. As workers, 

they face retaliation, increased health caxe costs, unihir schedule ch~mges, intimidation, and decreased benefits. 

We gotta work together to fight for justice on the job and dignity in the workplace for campus workers! 

Chelsea Eaxles 

HOPE Coalition Coordinator 

919-491-6936 

Hear Our Public Employees Coalition 

PO Box 12133 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

Sign our letter to legislators at www.nchope.org! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 9:04 AM 

.]oe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; ,Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 2nd meeting of working group 

TEXT. htm 

I can do Monday the 18th, in the morning. 

Thanks! 

~ill Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 

>>> Joe Breschi 4/6/2011 1:53 PM >>> 
can make Monday the 18th! I can’t do the Friday! 

3oe Breschi 
Head Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-5216 
breschi@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Sandy Restivo 4/6/2011 1:28 PM >>> 

Hello all, 
I am trying to set up a 2nd meeting of the working group for John Blanchard. Right now, the only 2 days he has available are Fri. April 15th and Mon. April 18th. Let me know 
what day will work for you and give me a block of time you could meet. We will meet in the Carmichael Conference room and I will confirm as soon as we have a date. 
Thank you in advance, 
Sandy 
Sandy Restivo 
Student-Athlete Services 
(919) 962-9146 
srestivo@uncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Friday,            1:23 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: history (from groupwise) 

FlLE.msg 



From: Ton?, Yount <tonsTount@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:29 AM 

To: .~carolina.rr.com> 

Subje~t: RE: 

Attach: TEXI’.htm 

So happy to see that 

Tony- 

has a schedule. I’m glad that all worked out 

>>>                  @carolina.rr.com> 
¯ ¯ ,\~(,e vi]~ standby©. Have ~ g.tea~ weeke*~d’¯ 

2:26 PM >>> 

Original %lessagy, 

brom: T~)ny Youni: [m~ilto:tonyyo~mt@~mc~a.unc.edu1 

Sent: Friday,               2:ll PM 

Subject: Re: 

trying to do ou~: ,N 4000 so it is o~t o~ the ordinary and the new system complicates ~)a~ ~ ~ocess 

Sent lrom nay iPhone 

, at 12:57 

" ’|}mt~ks, ’|;>ny. Sorry to l’~ve put t~is o*~ put r~cia.~: w[~le you ~te it~ surrey Flc,6da. Does Jt typJc~lly take 2 mom:}~s @)t @~ese types o~ :equish~o~s @,estetday 

there were only 5 seats ]e~} in the ~aglish cl~s)? 
> 

> Thanks ~gain ~c~ you. all o C you.~ help. 

> Phone: *E mail: <mailto @car,~lina.rr.conP ~ca,olinmrr.com 

:> "Hope is ~:}~e c:or~panJor~ of power at~d the tnot~e~; of stK:eess. For w}K)soever }~opes sl:rot~gly }~as within ~hetn 

> 

:> ’~ Yo:~ can’t imp,ove what you can’t meas~re" - The A~* ,~f Giving 

2> 

> P Please cot~sJder the emzlrontnen~:. Print tiis era all c,r@ if ~meessary. 

> g~orn: ’Ibny Your~t ~rm~ilto:tonyyount@ur~cam~.tmc:.edu] 

;> St fit: l"~id:% 11:43 AM 

:> To: Missy Pyec~a; ; 

> Subject: RE: 
> 

> 

2> 

> I ~u:a rk,t able t<o hold c:]asses @,~ he% but theR ale many optbns s@] ava]]:~bie in 2r]cl session. 
> 

> 

> 

> > > > "Pyech~, Missy" <m pyecha@~drnJ ssJo*~s.~ mc.ed~ >           11:13 AM > > > 

> Ot~e o~our processors t}mt l:ooi~ care o~ appHcatlot~ ~ust ern~i~ed ~er ,~v’~t~ updated in~rmatic,n. ’l}~e prc,cess ~;~r t~e system to, "elici~ over" r~a~v t~ke 

]oagy’r than I had o,igSaall7 thought Ask to keep checking her UNCPortal account The sumtner sch,~,~l enrollment sho,~ld appear in the next couple 

of days. 

Tc,ny are yc,u able b hold clas.~;es ~x 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the E)i,ector of Undergraduate Admissions 

Cmnpu.s Box 2200, J~cks~on H~ll 



Chapel Hiil~ NC 27599 

mpye.cha@adn 

(919) 962 5292 

(~ug) 962 9~49 

pescription: Description: See fi:]l size imagc~ < admissions.uac.edu; 

brom 
Sent: Fridny, 10:18 AM 

To: Pyecha, Mis£y 

Cc: Yount, Tony 

Sub~ect: ~: 

> Good momir% Mis.~% I apok,~ze Rot havlt;g to contact you a~ain but we tried en~<,llJug          ;n cls~sses last night and I t,led again this mo*ulng ~md sti]i 

got ~ ruessn~;e saying the she did no~: have access to enro]Imet~t ~t t}~is t~rne. P]ease let me knc,w {i there are c,the* ~]tern~t~ves ~>* get~:ing her slgrmd ~p ~)~: her 

summe, school coursea Thank you so much ~br your help and your patience. 

;> brom: Pyecha, M;ssv [ma{lto:n:~pyech:~@admissk)ns.unc.ed~] 

> Sent: Thursday, 1:47 PM 

;> 

:> Subject: 

> It may take the system a few hours to update itself but I hope she will have access by this eve*qng. 

> Missy Pyecha 

> Assls;:ant to the Director of Unde*gr~d~mte Aclrnissions 

> Uni~’ersit7 of North Carolina at Chapel 

:> Campus Box 2200, Jackson 

> CMp~] Hiil,NC 27599 

> u ~pyecha@admissions.~me.edu<n:~ailto:n:Kuechm~@m~dnaissiorts.tmc.~ du > 

:> (919) 962 5292 

~> 

> ~)escription: Desc,iption: See ~ii size in:ag~e]<a&-nissions.,mc.edu> 

:> F*orn 

> Sent: TImrsd~y, i :11:46 AM 

> To: Pyecha, £{iss7 

> Cc: You*~t, Tony; 

;> Sub~ect: RE: 

> Ms. Pyect~a, 

> Thank you ~r the update and ~r ,esponding 

there a ~vaiting period? ~ankyou agaim 

> PI]one: ’~E mail: ~@:arolJrm.rr.corn :mai]tc @caro~Jt~a.rr.corn?> 

> "Hope is the companion of power and the mother of success. For whosoev’e, hopes strongl7 has within them the g~ff ofmi,acles." Samuel Smiles 

> " You c:m’t in’.pr.ov~ a,i~al: you c:m’t measure" ’[}~ Art of Giving 
~> 

> P Please cc,nside* tI~e envi*or~n~er~L P*it~t this ern~il ot~lv J~ necessary. 

> From: Pyecha, 5liss~ hnaiho:mpyecha@admission~unc~e&;] 

> Sent: Thursday, 11:38 AM 

;> To: 

> Co: ~/ount, Toffy 

> Sub~ect: RE: 
> 

> Thm~k you fbr the emaiL We actually had to wait ,mtil the reply ~bn-n was received. We received 

]’Let" e*~*K)l]u tent d~te 

> Missy Pyecha 

:> Assistant to the Di,ector of Undergraduate Admissions 

> Uni~’ersit7 of North Carolina at Chapel 

> Cmnpus Box 2200, Jaekson Hall 

> CMp~] Hiil,NC 27599 

> (919) 962 5292 

~> 

> [Dese*iption: D~ scription: Se~ ffJdl size inaa~]<s~chmssiorts.~me.edu> 
~> 

,-eply form yesterd ay so we ,.,,ill be glad to move 



:> Sent: Thursday, 11:25 3A,f 

> To: Py~ eha, Missy 

1> Co: "SZotmt, 

:> Subject: FW: 

> ~rr~porl:anee: 

> Ms. Pyecha, 
;> 

the 2t~d sess~ot~ Sururr~er arid a cc.py c.f yc.~r reply. Please see t~ie e 

> Please let me know if y,ou require additional information and als% please let me know when 

yo~] ~or yot~t help. 

:> Phone: *E mail: ~car,~lina.mcom q-nai]to: }:~caro]ina.mcom> 

you iu Fe~.).mary recp tes~:ing that tmr erwa]]men~: d~te be rolled back to 

cm~ proceed with her summer school m~roi]ment. Thank 

me know. ~ank you. Missy 

Asslsi:ard: t~) t,r~e Di~e(:tor c)~ Undergraduate Aclrrdssi~)ns 

Ut~ive*sity o~Nor~ Car~qln~ at C~ape] Hill 

C~mpus Bc.x 2200, Jaekscm Ha]i 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

n~pyecha@admissions.mc~edu <mailto:mpyecha@adn:issi,ons.unc.edu > 

(919) 962 5292 

(919) 962 914.9 

~)escripti,on: Desc,iption: See ~il size in3ag~:]<a&nissi,ons.mc~edu> 

ail to: ~2D c a *olin a. rr.c 

4:08 P2d 

and ! ~rrt wti~:ing )’ou to *equest tlq.~t my enro]]met) t d~te be r~aoved f*orn Fall 

Please let me know if you require additional f?or this request. Thank yo:~. 

;> "}lope is; t,r~e eou tpanion o[~po\ve* and the rnothe~ og suec:ess, go* whos~oever ~%~es st~<,ngly ~ms withlta thorn t~e ~fi: c>(mlrae]es." Samuel Smiles 

> " You c~m’t {mprov~ ~}~al: you c~m’t measure" ’g}~ Art <)~ 
> 

> P Please (:c.nside* the ertv~*or~rner~t. P*~t~i: l:h~s ern~iI otqv J~ rte(:ess~rv. 

1> From: [m ailto: ~)carolina~rr.com 

> Sent: Thursday, 11:09 AM 

> T~):      @ca~)lirta.rr.eou ~ 

:> Subject: FW: 

:> 

2> 

:> F*orn: Pveeba. Missy hn~Jlto:rm)ye(:}~a@adrrfissic.r~s.utu:.edu] 

> Sent: Friday, 4:32 PM 

> T,o: 

> Su]3ject: 1~; 
~> 

> 

> T}~a*~k yo,~ R)r wrJtJt~g~ We will be glad t~ rnc.ve yo,~* er~*oilruent to. second s,~rnmer session. I{ I can help you w{th an),t}~Jt~g e}se, please do not }msJtate to let 



From: Tony Yount <ton?Tount@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:37 PM 

To: .~carolina.rr.com> 

Subject: Re: CTOPS: 

Attach: TEXI’.htm 

We’ve had these conversations with the CTOPS person in our department. Going to class tromps CTOPS sessions and they understand that. The CTOPS activities that 

would miss for class are OK to miss with jns~ 2 exceptions,         does have to meet with an Academic Adviser (not athletics like me) before she is allowed 

to register for classes. So for that one session, usually in the morning on the 2nd day, she would need to miss class unless an alternate time could be arranged. We can 
work on that when the     CTOPS session starts. The other activi~ is actual class registration, which occurs at a veU specitic time. Those are all afternoon sessions and 

wouldn’t miss that session anyway. So I do not think it is necessary to change the CTOPS session. 

You axe, of course, welcome to change sessions if you wish, but I will be leaving town on vacation immediately after’that       registration session is over and I would 

not be av~filable after the     But we could meet when she’s on campus in    and have her ~2ll prepped for CTOPS before I left town, so that is not a big issue. It 

really is up to        and what she wants to do, but I don’t think that participating in CTOPS would be a big problem 

Tony 

>~; @carolina.rr.com> 1:22 PM >>> 



From: Tony Yount <tonsTount@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:52 PM 

To: @carolina.mcom> 

Subject: RE: CTOPS: 

Attach: TEXI’.htm 

Well, I sent that response remembering what we have done in the past. I just ran it by another adviser who had a different memory of what we have done in the past. So 

I called the Adviser in the Dean’s office who is in charge ofCTOPS. I will have a definitive answer for you soon. I apologize for the confusion. In the past, it hasn’t been a 

big issue, but apparently, it might be a big issne this year. I’m sony, I’m working on it, and I’ll let you know. 

Tony 

:42 PM >>> 

ward:e,:] your p~cspe(:t~ve be~;::,~e I moved f,:::,c’;,vmd in t}~ ptocess.. . 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:37 plVl 

To: 
Subject: Re: CLOPS: 

We’ve had these conversations with the CTOPS person in our department. Going to class trumps CTOPS sessions and they understand 
that. The CTOPS activities that          ~vould miss for class are ON to miss with just 2 exceptions,          does have to meet with 
an Academic Adviser (not athletics like me) before she is allowed to register for classes. So for that one session, usually in the morning on 
the 2rid day, she would need to miss class unless an alternate time could be arranged. We can work on that when the July CTOPS session 
starts. The other activity is actual class registration, which occurs at a very specific time. Those are all afternoon sessions and 
wouldn’t miss that session anyway. So I do not think it is necessary to change the CTOPS session. 

You are, of course, welcome to change sessions if you wish, but I will be leaving town on vacation immediately after that 
registration session is over and I would not be available after the      But we could meet when she’s on campus in     and have her all 
prepped for CTOPS before I left town, so that is not a bi~ issue. It really is up to and what she wants to do, but I don’t think 
that participating in CTOPS would be a big problem 

Tony 

>>> @carolina.mcom> 1:22 PM >>> 

cl~ss~ s o~a those ds ~s) ()t: would t:ls~ {}2[’()PS attetx]ance pol~cy ~llow [br her to be hs cl~ss ut~til lpm on bod~ of those dsf~s) I lust war,ted to be c~ rt~Jts be[~)tx I 



From: Ton?: Yount <tonsTount@uncaa.tmc,edu> 

Sent: Monday 2:07 PM 

To: @carolina.mcom> 

Subject: RE: CTOPS: 

Attach: TEN2I’.htm 

Just talked ruth Barbara Lucido, who is a director of CTOPS fi~om the Advising office. She does recommend choosing another CTOPS session, and she recommended 
coming before 2nd sessions starts, exams nil be for summer school. I hope you can get into m~other session. SorU that it worked out this 

way. 

:~>> ~carolina.rr.com > 1:55 PM >>> 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:52 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: CLOPS: 

Well, I sent that response remembering what we have done in the past. I just ran it by another adviser who had a different memory of 
what we have done in the past. So I called the Adviser in the Dean’s office who is in charge of CTOPS. I will have a definitive answer for 
you soon. I apologize for the confusion. In the past, it hasn’t been a big issue, but apparently, it might be a big issue this year. I’m sorry, 
I’m working on it, and I’ll let you know. 

Tony 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~:37 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: CLOPS: 

We’ve had these conversations with the CTOPS person in our department. Going to class trumps CTOPS sessions and they understand 
that. The CTOPS activities that          would miss for class are OK to rniss with just 2 exceptions,          does have to meet with 
an Academic Adviser (not athletics like me) before she is allowed to register for classes. So for that one session, ustmllv in the morning on 
the 2nd day, she would need to miss class unless an alternate time could be arranged. We can work on that when the     CTOPS session 
starts. The other activity is actual class registration, which occurs at a very specific time. Those are all afternoon sessions and 
wouldn’t miss that session anyway. So I do not think it is necessary to change the CTOPS session. 

You are, of course, welcome to change sessions if you wish, but I will be leaving town on vacation immediately after that 
registration session is over and I would not be available after the      But we could meet when she’s on campus in     and have her all 
prepped for CTOPS before I left town, so that is not a bi~ issue. It really is up to and what she wants to do, but I don’t think 
that participating in CTOPS would be a big problem 

Tony 

>>> ’@carolina.rr.com> 1:22 PM >>> 

Tot~y, 

c:]as~es ,::,~ tI]ose d~ws? Or wo~ld the CTOPS ~tten,’3a~ce p,~]icy allow i?)r her to be in c]a~;~ t]tull lpr~ o~] b,~th c:,[ tI]ose d~ws? I just 

"You ca~ ’1 :~::t, ro~:e whal you c:m’/ mea ~’:m/’ T, be A*~ of Gz’~’:’*~g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 8:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: BIOL Tutoring 

TEXT.htm 

She has 

Tony 

from 5 - 7. She could shower and get there by 7:30? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 5/9/2011 5:10 PM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
Can your student come in tomorrow at 6? It would cost too much for     Lo drive in and pay for parking during the day 
and come out not being worh her while. Since I am here each Tuesday/Thursday evening, they could meet on those days 
in the evening and save money. 

I’ll have 

B 

tentatively set up for tomorrow at 6pm, 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 10, 2011 1 : 17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: BIOL Tutoring 

TEXT.htm 

Should show up for tutoring tonight? 7:30? 3rd floor? 

Tony 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/10/2011 9:26 AM >>> 
Cool 

I:rom: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 09, 2011 8:19 PM 
To." Blanton, Brent S 
Subject." Re: BIOL Tutoring 

She has 

Tony 

, from 5 - 7. She could shower and get there by 7:30? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 5/9/2011 5:10 PM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
Can your student come in tomorrow at 6? It would cost too much for    to drive in and pay for parking during the day 
and come out not being worh her while. Since I am here each Tuesday/Thursday evening, they could meet on those days 
in the evening and save money. 

I’ll have 
B 

tentatively set up for tomorrow at 6pm, 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 

http ://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 11, 2011 10:31 AM 

Mary (2. Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: the mom call 

TEXT.htm 

I got the mom call too. 
taken care of. 

(2an she take Wolof- yes 

High School foreign language was Spanish 

I’m going west this summer, but CTOPS is keeping me here until July 15. 

How are you? 

probably did call you about FL substitution because I am pushing her to get that 

>>> "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 5/11/2011 10:25 AM >>> 
Hi Tony!       s mom called about the substitution story - I think that      may have called me 
yesterday as well but my voice mail was fuzzy. Did she take a in HS? (2an she take Wolof? Mary 
Are you getting out of town this summer? 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Monday 10:20 AM 

L3carolina.mcom> 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: summer school housing 

TEXT.htm 

I checked with Jenn Townsend, our CTOPS contact here in tim athletics office. She talked with Scarlett Jordan, regi~rar for CTOPS. They have m~ athletics spot 
available in tl~e        CTOPS session, but         must regisler for a currently open session a~d then ca]l and have CTOPS move her into the        session, 

since that session is technically ’full’ mad online registration is not possible. Scarlett knows that we wmat a spot in        for 

Tony 

>>> ~carolina.rr.com> 10:23 PM >~> 

If t~ere is ~m oppommhy fi::,~ 1:o pa.*:~iclp.qte :n ~I}e CTOPS sessi,~n~ w}~i]e in summer school l:h~t would .::ert~it~lv be my pre[oten,;e and 

FYI, cla~s e;~ t,mme.*: ,~cho,q ci~ss ,~ched, ~le i~: 

F~m: Sagula, Joseph A [mailto:jsagula@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:14 PM 
To: 
Cc: rackham@uncaa.unc.edu; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: summer school housing 

If you feel more comfortable with         in a later C-TOPS then she would need to meet with Tony while she is here in summer school, and then do her schedule 

later in     Tony will no[: be on campus from 

The best o~)t[on t:hen ~s the C-TOPS from Ag~r~ she will not be able to do the c.roPs ~n 

OK, hope this helps. 

Coach }S 

From: @carolina.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:01 PM 
To: Sagula, Joseph A 
C¢: ’Eve Rackham’ 
Subject: RE: summer school housing 

Hi.] c:,e, 

[~olicy on t:}~ application). It ap[~ears that sonael~ow her initial Februa:y r~ClUisJtJcm ggot: lost in t:}~ sh~~le . . 

hro-~v I’m <,rmo r~ scl:eduling her                 CTOPS dates becau.~;e i:t:ev c.’>t:[’tic:t wlt}~ 

and ,~ ev ~r,." ~r,:,wn:rl~:: ’dp,::,rl h,.’* miss;~}g ~iri:,:’ [:,.:::,~ti.:::,rl of t]e." ,:,rJental:;..:::,ri ~m,’t }}ave ~isk,.’d 



~-x-~Ple,sse colqsldel- the elqvh’onrnent. Print this emaii only if necessary. 

From-’ [mailto: 
Sent-’ Monday, I 9:36 PM 

To,,      _~carolina.rr.com 
Subject-" FW: summer school housing 

~carolina.rr.com] 

From-’ Sagula, Joseph A [mailto:jsagula@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:56 PM 
To: @carolina.rr.com; 
C¢-" rackham@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject-" summer school housing 

One more email 

I understand that you may have been having some difficulty with Summer housing. 

I just spoke with Sandra White at our housing office. 

You will be fine.. © they have you in the system with your PID number (I checked). 

Here is what you need to do 

Go on-line to: housing.unc.edu, find the application for Summer Housing and print it. (unfortunately there are NO on line application for this). 

Fill it out completely, and FAX it to the housing office at: 919 962-1006 

Make sure you indicate on the form that you are a                     and that it is for summer session 2. 

I also recommend that you choose "Acock Dorm" for the summer. It is an all-female dorm and 

I think it will be the best situation for your first time on campus at UNC. 

There will be additional information where you need to send your deposits, etc on the form. 

If you have any questions feel free to call Ms. Sandra White at 919 962-8:190. She is very helpful. 

Ok I hope this helps, let me know how it goes. 

Coach JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:12 AM 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Spring Semester 3.0’s 

TEXT.htm; GPA Template.xls 

Here are our 3.0 kids for women’s lax for the spring semester. 

>>> Jenny Levy 9:55 AM >>> 

Tony, 

Can you forward the names of 3,0 kids to 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

>>> Beth Miller 9:53AM >>> 

Folks, 

Please download!save first, then complete the attached form for your student athlete’s who received a 3.0 or better for the Spring Semester. Please email this form to 

by             so I can send the letters to each athlete in a timely manner. 

Thanks!! 





AthleteFirstName 

Preferred B 
Name 

C 
AthleteLastName AthleteAddreDss 

AthleteC~ty 
Athle|eSt~te 



AthleteZip    ParentFirstHame ParentLastName ParentAd~ress 
ParentCity~ 

ParentSt/ate 
PorentMZip 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 23,2011 10:40 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EOY Report 

TY EOY Report 2010-2011 .docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 5:23 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Building Tour 

TEXT.htm 

I’d like to go. 

Tony 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 5/26/2011 11 : 18 PM >>> 
We are tentatively scheduled to have another tour on Wednesday (two actually but the first is already booked). The first 
five to respond to this email will get the final five spots for Wednesday at noon with Richie Grimsley. Should there be 
interest from more than five, we will schedule another tour on another day. Remember the rules on clothing and shoes. 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc I (919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515.31o7 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton.’<r-ount@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:27 AM 

@carolina.mcom> 

RE: Sunday evening 

TEXT.htm 

Thursday afternoon would be perfect for me, if that works for her. 

>>> @carolina.rr.com> 11:25 AM >>> 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday,            8:20 AM 

Subject; RE: Sunday evening 

There really isn’t a time since           schedule is so packed. There is about a 45 minute window built into the schedule around 5:30 on 
Monday afternoon for counselors to meet with athletes but its in a room at the Student Union and its for all athletes there for that 2 day 
session. 

Best case scenario is to meet by phone and do all the things we would normally do in a meeting in person. If 
front of computers for an hour between now and then, let’s do that. 

and I are both in 

Tony 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :[~: 5:~ AM 
To: @carolina.rr.com 
Subject-" Sunday evening 

We should probably spend about an hour together before you start CTOPS, so that we can talk about classes and registration on 
Tuesday. Will you be traveling to Chapel Mill Sunday evening? If so, "when will you get in, can we get together for a visit and cover what ,we 
need to cover? Please let me know your schedule. 

Tony 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tons~r-ount@uncaa.tmc.edu~’- 

Wednesday, 7:26 PM 

b3carolina.rr.com> 

RE: Sunday evening 

TEXI’.htm 

That wonld be great - I’ll be at the office and ready for a call, on my cell at anutime tomorrow afternoon before she trains. Thanks 

>>z ~carolina.rr.com> 2:17 PM >-7-> 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,            ~ l: 27 AM 

Subject: RE: Sunday evening 

Thursday afternoon would be perfect for me, if that works for her. 

>~> ~carolina.mcom:~ 11:25 AM >>~ 

F~m= Tony Yount [mail~:ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday,            8:20 AN 

Subject= RE: Sunday evening 

There really isn’t a time since           schedule is so packed. There is about a 45 minute window built into the schedule around 5:30 on 
Monday afternoon for counselors to meet with athletes but its in a ~oom at the Student Union and its fo~ all athletes the~e for that 2 day 

session. 

Best case scenario is to meet by phone and do all ~he things we would normally do in a meeting in person. If and I are bo~h in 
front of computers for an hour between now and then, let’s do that. 

Tony 

>>> ~carolina.rr.com> 7:~ AM ~> 

F~m~ Tony Yount [mailto:tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, ll: 5~ AN 
To: ~carolina.rr.com 

S~bject= Sunday evening 

We should probably spend about an hour together before you start CTOPS, so that we can talk about classes and registration on 
Tuesday. Will you be traveling to Chapel Hill Sunday evening? If so, when will you get in, can we get together for a visit and cover what vve 
need to cover? Please let me know your schedule. 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tons?-ount@uncaa.tmc.edu~ 

Friday 3:13 PM 

Glynis S. Cowell <gscowell@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Unusual situation 

TEXI’.htm 

Thm~k you so much. 

had a good discussion with Prof Dominguez today and he graciously allowed her to submit the work this weekend, but now, if this works, she’ll be able to 

concentrate on her exa3ns. 

We really apprecia~ how quickly you got us to a ~lution. 

Thanl~ ~n. 

Tony 

>z> "Cowell, Glynis S." <g~owell@email.unc.ed~ 12:16 PM >z> 
Hi Roxane, 

Please see the emails below. Is there anything you can do to help resolve this situation with this promising young scholar athlete? 

Thank you~ 
Glynis 

From: Tony Yount [tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:18 AM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
S,,bject: Unusual situation 

Dr. Cowell 

an incoming freshman here for first session summer school is in SPAN    with Frank Dominguez. Apparently, she has had trouble ruth 

the MySpanishLab component of the class. She tells me that she has done the assignments, and thought that she had submitted them pv~pefly. He told her (see their email 

exchange below) that he assumed she was not taking the course tbr credit because he had not seen any of those assignments. My question is this: Is there a way to get 

into the program and check whethe~         did the work? I don’t believe that she is lying to me, but I would certaAnly like to veril}, that beibre advising her thrther. She 

tells me that the poink~ t?om the lab component aJce a significant part of the grade in the course. 

Any i~ffo~mation that you could provide would be very helpful. 

Tony- 

> Hey Dr.Dominguez, 
> 

> SoW I haven’t been in class the past two days, I took a hit to the head 

> at practice and have been advised to sleep it ott~ In the email that you 

> sent out with the list of interview time~ my name was not on the list. I 

> was just wondering what time tomorrow I should come in, since I also did 

> not receive a partner. 
> 

> Please let me know as soon as you can. 
> 

> Thanks! 

> On Thu          08:13:02 -0400 (EDT), FRANK A Dominguez 

> <unclhd(a)ils.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> ttere is the structure of the final. 
>> 

You can come at 12:15 and I will conduct the interview with 

you~ but the reason you did not get the communication is because you are 

not registered on MySpanishLab, although I know that you registered 
w/Blackboard early on. I had assumed that you had decided not to take 



the course liar credit. If you have done any of the course assignments, 

they have not been posted to me. -- Frank 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor 

Field Hockey~ Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

olfice- 919-962-9535 

cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             11:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutor for Stor 

TEXT.htm 

From , enrolled in STOR 

Tony 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 9:48 AM >>> 

Could I request a rotor for my Stor    with                . They have 
Open tutorial sessions from 6-7, and this is my only class, thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa,unc.edu> 

Thursday,             :[2:08 PN 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC enrollment 

TEXT. htm 

>>> Karen Shelton 9:47 AM >>> 
Dea 

Two other things. You both have been admitted. Please go to the UNC Admission website and indict that you will enroll at UNC. This will hold your place and you will be issued a 
PID #(personal identification number). Please let me know your PID# once it’s issued. ~Indicate you want to defer the enrollment deposit due to your athletic scholarship. 

You will need to sign up for a CTOPS program(this is for student orientation). Tony Yount, our Academic Counselor, will be able to do this for you but you will have to give him 
your Onyen and password. He can be trusted:-). He will email you directly later today. 

We are almost there. Keep training hard and see to these details as soon as possible. 

Thanks! Go Heels! 

Karen 

P,S, We are all very proud of the Dallas Mavericks, especially Dirk Nowitzki!!! 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 17, 2011 1:18 PM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: Transfer Eval - 

TEXT.htm 

Is coming for 2 years? or 3? 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Levy, 

Tony, Lance, 

is a Sociology majorat 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

>>> Lance Markos 

Tony, 

1:13 PM > > > 

She wants to coach, if possible would consider changing to EXSS once she gets here. 

1:05 PM >>> 

to see if she would have 48 degree applicable hour this fall? She’s got some course work coming in Can you take a look at the attached transfer credit evaluation for 

as electives so we could do some digging with syllabi if we need to. And I have no idea what she’s interested in majoring in, so if something seems like it will fit based on the 
course work, go with it. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Brazile, Kyle H." <kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu > 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Kyle H. Bra,,zile 

Assistant Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

IJniversity of North Carolina at Chspef Hill 

12:16 PM >>> 

From-. Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-. Friday, :[0:37 AM 
To,, Kyle H Brazile 
~Sc-" Polk, Barbara .lo; Pyecha, Missy 

Subject-. Transfer Eval - W Lacrosse 

Kyle, 

Can you work up a review on the attached transcript for a possible transfer from She’s been there 2 years. 

Missy I’ve scanned this information in to [mageNow. DOB is and address is Thanks!! 

Lance 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:11 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Transfer Eval - 

TEXT.htm 

Lance, 

Thanks for calling aboul 

I just went over                 transcript with Susan and she would be OK with 48 degree applicable hours for the fall. i’ve also been in 

contact with Robin Gary in the SOCi department about the procedure for getting some of those SOCI electives converted to real classes, and i’m 

working on that with 

Thanks 

Tony 

>>> Lance Markos 

Tony, 

1:05 PM >>> 

Can you take a look at the attached transfer credit evaluation for      :o see if she would have 48 degree applicable hour this fall? She’s got sorne course work coming in 

as electives so we could do some digging with syllabi if we need to. And I have no idea what she’s interested in majoring in, so if something seems like it will fit based on the 

course work, go with it. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Brazile, Kyle H." <kbrazile@admissions,unc.edu > 

Le[ me know if you have questions, 

Kyle H. Brazile 

Assistant Director oF L;ndergn~duat~-:~ Admissions 

Urdversil:y o~ N.:)rth Carolina at Chape~ H~II 

12:16 PM >>> 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 10:37 AM 
To-" Kyle H Brazile 
Co-" Polk, Barbara ]o; Pyecha, Missy 

Subject-" Transfer Eval - 

Kyle, 

Can you work up a review on the attached transcript for a possible transfer from She’s been there 2 years, 

Missy I’ve scanned this information in to ImageNow. DOB is and address is Thanks!! 

Lance 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ton?, Yount <tons?-ount@uncaa.tmc.edu-; 

Thursday, 5:08 PM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edtr~ 

letter 

TEXI’.htm 

Daie: Thursday, 

Dear N CAA: 

In regards to my previous statement, you have proposed a couple questions that were worth me answering. One was, "The student-athlete stated that when she registered 

for JOMC     ’the section nutnber wa~s bnried in the website and there was no way ... to know that the section I registered for was wrong without strenuous searching that 

I dkha’t realize was necessary.’ Is this an accurate statement? Both my acadetnic counselor, Tony Yount, a~d myself; a~er the fact, fonnd it difficult in the registration 

process to come across this infbrmation. ,adier loo "king at CotmectCarolina. our registration website, did we than see the tiny link that suggested we continue to the School of 

Journalism website. Once on the website, we had to click through t,xo more litfi;s to finally come across the information that ConnectCarolina was to provide. 

Another question, "Do all JOMC majors have to determine on their own which sections are de~ee applicable?" All JOMC majors are given an academic worksheet 

that projects their concentration coupe schedule. From this workshect, students are given the courses that they need for their major. Here is where they determine which 

courses to take. From ConnectCarolina is where students determine if the course is available for that semester. Usually if a course is offered, there are multiple sections of 

that course available at different times to fit into students’ schedules. This means that all the sections axe the stone, but with different professors, and are degree applicable. 

This has been the case for all of my courses except for the JOMC This is the first time that each section of the course was diff)rent and not degree applicable. Like I 

stated above, it was very hard to figure out which section of JOMC was the appropriate section for my degree. 

The last question, "Should the student-athlete have been advised regarding the specific section of JOMC    in which to enroll?" Atter I determined my major, the 

only reason I would go see my journalism counselor, Sharon Jones, was ifI could not get into the course that I wanted or il" the course needed depa~ment approval to enroll. 

It is not ~nandatory that students maJ~e regular appointments with their prospective department connselors. They are simply there to advise and direct questions that arise. 

Stndents are subjected to tbllow their academic worlcsheets tbr their tnajors a~d concentrations. If I would have tbnnd ont sooner that the specific section of JOMC    I 

wa~s in did not count toward my major a~d wa~s not degree applicable, would I tha~ have gone to see Sharon Jones in advance. In the          when Ton?, Yount a~d I went 

over the courses I was going to take in the             everything looked on track according to my academic workshect. This meant that no questions were to be projected 

to Sharon Jones and meant there was no reason for me to see her. 

Sincerely, 
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<head> 

</head> 
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<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 
<font size="3" face="Lucida Grande">my guess is its if he talked with anyone. 

And 1&#39;d be glad to tell Coach Fox if there&#39;s someihing I need to tell him.</font> 
</p> 

<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 
<br> 
<br> 
&gt;&gt;&gt; Beth Bridger 6/27/2011 8:52 PM &gt;&gt;&gt;<br> </p> 

<div> 
<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 
well shit&#44; didn&#39;t he set up for anyone to monitor his kids or communicate with 

coaches when they are acting an ass in class&#63;<br><br> </p> 
</div> 
<div> 

<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 
&#160; </p> 

</div> 
<div> 

<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 
Beth </p> 

</div> 
<div> 

<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 
&#160; </p> 

</div> 
<div> 

<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 
Beth Bridger<br>Associate Director/Learning Specialist<br>Academic Support for 

Student-Athletes<br>UNC-Chapel Hill<br>&#40;w&#41; 919-843-5669<br>&#40;c&#41; 



<br><a 
href=’’mai~t~:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu’’>bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu<~a><br>&gt;&gt;&gt; Tony 
Yount 6/27/2011 8:43 PM &gt;&gt;&gt;<br> </p> 

</div> 
<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 

<font size="3" face="Lucida Grande">l covering study hall for him both Thursdays&#44; 
but that&#39;s all I know</font> </p> 

<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 
<br> 

</p> 
<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 

<br> 
<br> 
&gt;&gt;&gt; Beth Bridger 6/27/2011 7:31 PM &gt;&gt;&gt;<br> </p> 

<div> 
<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 
Anyone watching Brent&#39;s kids while he is out&#63; </p> 

</div> 
<div> 

<br> 
</div> 
<div> 

<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 
Beth </p> 

</div> 
<div> 

<br> 
</div> 
<div> 

<p style="margin-bottom: 0; margin-top: 0"> 
Beth Bridger<br>Associate Director/Learning Specialist<br>Academic Support for 

Student-Athletes<br>UNC-Chapel Hill<br>&#40;w&#41; 919-843-5669<br>&#40;c&#41; 
<br><a href="mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu">bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu</a><br> 

</p> 
</div> 

</BODY></HTML> 



my guess is its        if he talked with anyone. And I’d be glad to tell Coach Fox if there’s 
something I need to tell him. 

>>> Beth Bridger 6/27/2011 8:52 PM >>> 

well shit, didn’t he set up for anyone to monitor his kids or communicate with coaches when they are acting an ass in 

class? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
> > > Tony Yount 6/27/2011 8:43 PM > > > 

I covering study hall for him both Thursdays, but that’s all I know 

> > > Beth Bridger 6/27/2011 7:31 PM > > > 

Anyone watching Brent’s        kids while he is out? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 

bridcterb @uncaa.u nc.edu 



From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

To: @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: Bill Deferment 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

>>> Tom Timmermans 

Coaches, 

2:23 PM >>> 

The below e mail was send out to all student athletes to remind them to defer their        semester charges. Please follow up with your student athletes who will receive 

GIA to cover even a portion of their funding. Any student athletes receiving GIA who has not deferred their charges by . will run the risk of having courses 
dropped from their schedule. 

Unfortunately, PeopleSoft still doesn’t have the capability of automatic deferment for students who are receiving any sort of aid, hopefully this feature will be added in the 
future. Therefore the students deferring is the only way to assure that they won’t lose their classes. 

Contact me with any questions, 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PC) Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

timmermansCa~uncaa, unc.edu 

> > > "Tom Timr’nermans" <tirnr~errnans@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Dear Student Athlete, 

4:02 PM >>> 

This F,mail Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASF_ CL.]:CK HF,RF,. 

Bills for the 

account. 

semester are due to be paid by , which is prior to the first day of class, and, thus, prior to your scholarship funding hitting your 

Therefore, all student-athletes who are receiving Grant-in-Aid to cover even a portion of their fundinq will need to go through the process of deferrinq their 

charges so that their courses aren’t dropped. 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete. Here are the instructions to defer: 

1. Log on to your student center 

2 Using your cursor, scroli down to the finances area 

3 Clock on "request deferment" Jn the drop down box 

4 Click on the box on the left hand side where it indicates "Financial Aid Delerrnent" 

5 .Read the statement about understanding what the defermerlt does and, if you understand, click to put a check in the box 

6. Click "Submit" 

Should you need further assistance with your bills, you should access the following link: 

ht~p:!iconnec~carolina.unc.edu!carn pus-solutions/horn e! student-billinq.htrn I 
Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans 

Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu 

If you did not wish to receive this, please .u___n__s_’_c_L_b__s_’__c__r_[__b__e_.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:46 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award 

TEXT.htm 

on-line application notice. 

- seems to me that you fit this requirement, and there is money here to help folks get degrees. 

Look into it. 

Tony 

>>> gpencerWelborn 4:19 PM >>> 
FYI: 

Counselors please read below and let me know if you or your coaches have anyone interested. I have sent an email to all coaches and assistant coaches as well, 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3:1_07 

919-843-2328 

welborn (~luncaa.u nc.edu 

w_y_~.~:_t_a__r_h_e_ .e_[ b_t u__e_=_c_o__m_ 

> > > "Reagan, Betty" < breagan@ncaa.org > 2:48 PM > > > 

MEMORANDIUM 

TO: Presidents and Chancellors ] 
Faculty" Athletics Representatives    ] of NCAA Division I Member 

Senior Woman Administrators ] Inslitutions. 

FROM: Ellen Snm,ners 

Librarian. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awaacd Program. 

The application tbr the NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awards tbr the winter/spring/summer is now available at w~¥.ncaa.org. 

To be considered for this award, the student-athlete must have completed eligibility~ at an NCAA Division I member institution; enrolled originally in or before 

exhausted insitutionaJ eligibili .ty for athletics-related aid (five yems) aa~d be within 30 semester hours or 45 quarter hours of completing an undergraduate degree. 

All of the applications are reviewed by a committee of representatives from seven NCAA Division I member institutions. Funds ordinarily allow awaacds to be made to 

less than one-half of the applicants. Therefore, it is iinportant to stress to your students that they must fir out the application coinpletely and provide 
supporting docmnents in order to be considered for this award. 

The completed application and supporting documents must be mailed to me at the national office and be postmarked no later than 
make its decisions on funding by 

The committee will 

Please contact me at 317-917-6308 or est m ners(a~ ~caa o g, or Bet~y Reagan at 317-917-6367 or breagan@ncaa.org if you have questions about this award or the 

application. 

ELS:br 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please notify the sen@er immediately by return email, delete this message an@ @estroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of 

this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 9:02 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Reminder 

TEXT.htm 

h ttp://_qallery, m e. com/uncletony#1 O0822&view=_qrid&b_qcolor = black&sel = 68 

that link will get you to the pictures that ! took today. 

Tony 

> > > Beth Bridger 8/16/2011 7:21 PM > > > 

All 

Just a reminder of the staff meeting this Thursday 8/18 at 10am on the 3rd floor. 

Please send me any agenda items you have for the meeting by close of business on Wednesday if you haven’t done so 

already. 

WHAT A FUN DAY TODAY! 

Talk about our fantastic day being just what the doctor ordered. A great reminder of how I love being a part of this staff 
and proud to be a tarheel! Thank for the laughs! 

PS: Bridger Rules! (just a litte "D" humor :) 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb @uncaaou ncoedu 



From: Ton?,’ Yount <ton??-ount@uncaa.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday’, 8:54 AM 

To: @live. unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Honors essay 

Attach: TEXI’.htm 

Sorry this took so long 

Love the first paragraph 

I think the 2nd paragraph can be improved. Let’s talk 

~>> t@live.unc.edu;~ 11:54 PM >~> 

Hi Tony, 

I was going to go to sleep earlier...but inspiration struck me and I ended up writing a draft for the application. ~ would love for you to take a look at it and get your feedback. 

has to be between 150 and 250 words. If I delete the portion in brackets then it will be around 250, But I’m not sure if thaws a good section to omit,,, 

If this is garbage, please don’t be afraid to tell me that I need to go back to the drawing board (it won’t hurt my feelings) 
Thanks Tony! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 1:02 PM 

Shane Pardsh <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Season Football Tickets 

TEXT.htm 

Shane, 

Are you telling me thatlgetcomplimentaw footballtickets? That would be amazing, but my guessisthatIdon’t, since my statusisstilltemporaw. 

Butyou can makeitupto me by finding a wayto take me on the San Diego trip. Thatshouldn’t be a problem fora man with yourconnections. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor 

Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office - 919-962-9535 

cell - 

>>> Shane Parrish 8/22/2011 12:31 PM >>> 

Dear Staff, 

Your complimentary season football tickets will be ready to be picked up at the UNC Ticket Office on THURSDAY, August 25. The Ticket Office is located on the street level 
of the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center (EWAC) and will be open each day from 8am to 5pm. Staff are allowed to pick up other employees tickets, as long as they are signed 

for and that employee has turned in a signed copy of the complimentary season ticket form. 

Thanks, and as always, GO HEELS!! 

UNIVERSI[Y OF NOPdH CAROLINA 

ASST. DIRECTOR OF TICKET OPERATIONS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 2:13 PM 

Shane Pardsh <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Season Football Tickets 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks for being so understandin9. 

[ will anxiously await the itinerary that you will send over as soon as the details are ironed out. 

Tony 

>>> Shane Parrish 8/22/2011 1:38 PM >>> 
Iol ...... that seems fair 

UNB/ERSIT,{ OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ASST. DIRECTOR OF I]CKET OPERATIONS 

>>> Tony Yount 8/22/2011 1:01 PM >>> 

Shane, 

Are you telling me that I get complimentary football tickets? That would be amazing, but my guess is that I don’t, since my status is still temporary. 

But you can make it up to me by finding a way to take me on the San Diego trip. That shouldn’t be a problem for a man with your connections. 

Tony 

TonyYount 

Academic Counselor 

Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office 919 962 9535 

cell 

>>> Shane Parrish 8/22/2011 12:31 PM >>> 

Dear Staff, 

Your complimentary season football tickets will be ready to be picked up at the UNC Ticket Office on THURSDAY, August 25. The Ticket Office is located on the street level 

of the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center (EWAC) and will be open each day from 8am to 5pm. Staff are allowed to pick up other employees tickets, as long as they are signed 
for and that employee has turned in a signed copy of the complimentary season ticket form. 

Thanks, and as always, GO HEELS!! 

B. 6~SAk,rE PARRZSH 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ASSf DIRECTOR OF ECKE] OPERA1]ONS 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tons?-ount@uncaa.unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, 10:17 AM 

Rocky Horton <rock?h@email. unc.edu> 

RE: 

TEXI’.htm 

Susan, 

I looked on Connect Carolina and saw no evidence of the chaJ~ge of major, but my access is restricted. I roll inform       that she needs to go back to advising and 

clarify that she wrests to be EXSS SA to be her major. Where do you see evidence that the major was changed. I know that Barbara said it was, but I can’t see it. 

Tony 

~>> "Hol~on, Rock?"’ <rock?~h@email.unc.edu>         8:35 AM >>> 

I completed a new worksheet for the EXSS standard track and she is fine now with :1.2, 21, and 58. Her record ix not technically correct in the m/stem though because 

the standard subplan is EXSSEXS and it isn’t on her record. It should possibly even be EXSSSA, which ix what she had before she dropped EXSS completely. Since the 

standard subplan is relatively new, I think we can assume that ix what it should be with the subplan missing, but it needs to be put on there. 

Rocky James Horton 

Degree Audff and NCAA C!omt~lbt~ce Specialist 

Ot~]ce oflhe Ut~iversky Regiskar 

U~J~e~ky of North Carolma at Chapel Hill 

CB 2100, SASB NoNa, Rm. 3127 

Chal~el H~I~, NC 27599-2100 

7’@ 9 ] 9 843.3498 Fax: 919.962.3349 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mlonday, 3:45 plVl 

To: Horton, Rocky 

Subject: 

Hey Rocky, 

Her EXSS major has been added. Does she look ok to you now? Ifso, can you add her to the declaration? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

.% _b_m___a__[Q )L @ __u_! ?_ _c_ _a_a_ : _u_ _ _n_ _c_ :_ _e_ _d_ _ _q . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, i 2:07 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Fwd: books 

TEXT.htm; nate yarbrough.vc~, TEXT.htm 1 

Please take care of this mon or Tues between 10 - 2 on the 5th floor. 

Tony. 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Begin forwazded message: 

Fr~n: "Nate Yaxbmugh" <,iaxbmugh~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Date:                1:23:38 PM EDT 

To: "Tony Yount" <tonwount,@~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject:            books 

Tony, 

I asked Amy Herman about books that were ordered online and what’s the best way to get her reimbursed and here is her resIx~nse. 

The student-athlete roll need to go through the process of filling out a book form, just as she would do if she hadn’t purchased the books yet. You can 
then give the book form and the receipt tbr the books to       , who will confirm that all of the purchased tx~oks were required tbr the s- a’s courses. 

Then, if the books were purchased ti-om Student Stores online, we might be able to just transt~r the charges to us. However, if the books were purchased 

ti~m Am~on.com or some outside ~mrce like that, we’ll have to reimburse them through the normal memo process that you initiate. 

So have "the student-athlete fill out a book form and give it and the receipt to       to review and confirm "that they were all required. And then we’ll go 
fro,n there in terms of how to reimburse, depending on where the books were purchased from. 

Let me kmow if you have any questions about this! 

Thales, 

Amy 

Rate garbrough 
O~fice Manaoer, Academic Support 

UN~ Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 

C- 

nateyarbrough(~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Ton?, Yount <tonsTount@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, ¯ 10:35 AM 

To: @camlina.rr.com> 

Subje~t: RE: 

Attach: TEXI’.htm 

I share those sentiments about :       school. She started ,,       school well, and then collapsed at the end. I have not had the conversation ruth her that I want to 
have atx~ut refocusing, but that roll come this weekend. We’ll do better this semester. 

>>> @carolina.rr.com> 10:26 AM >>> 

sch~dules, w~l[ be l~ss dist,:acted b7 the ~ocial freedotns that got t:}~ b~st o~ he~ during schook Met perl)>nqance was dN~nJte[y not indicative 

t}qs 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:06 AP1 
To: 
Subject: Re: 

Thank you for that. I have deleted the Bellsouth address and now the only one in my address book is for UNC. We had a good study hall 
last night, and we will begin our weekly meetings on Thursday morning at 10:15. 

Take care 

Tony 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tons?-ount@uncaa.tmc.edu-; 

Thursday, 8:42 AM 

Barbaxa E Lucido <blucido@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Letter for 

TEXI’.htm 

Good morning, 

I thought tl~at too - that it would clear her for the first 4 levels of Bulgarian, but not the 6 levels required of that major. Valerie called me yesterday and indicated that the 
issue was re~lved. Dr. Cowell told me that the issue was resolved. I roll call Valerie this am and ask your question. I believe that I understood Dr. Cowell to say that 

Valerie would accept Dean Cannon’s letter as one that would establish fluency, mad that was enough for Slavic Languages to provide Global Studies with a letter that 

would meet the requirement. I’ll call her "this am. 

Tony 

x>> "Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 
Hi Tony 

8:33 AM >>> 

I received the email you forwarded; but as far as I can tell, this letter doesn’t satisfy the foreign language requirement for the Global Studies major. Are you working 

with Valerie Bernhardt on this? 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http:iiadvising.unc.edu 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:42 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning Tom, 

I do not know the reason that she did, but I am traveling with         to Michigan this weekend and I will see her this afternoon, find out the 

reason, and let you know. Will this be a charge that she needs to pay on her own? 

Tony 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor 

Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office - 919-962-9535 

cell - 

>>> Tom Timmermans 9:37 AM >>> 

Hi Tony, 

Just wanted to see if you have any information on why 

Thanks, 

Tom 

> > > "Grego~-y, Cassandra B" <gregon!c@email.unc.edu > 

dropped two classes late during the 

9:32 AM > > > 

unpaid tuition & dropped a { 2 st d~at ) classes fate, so which mea~s she have an outstanding d~arge in d~e amount of 

) for this term. 
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FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonsTount@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:26 PM 

Su~n Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: RE: FW:. 

TEXI’.htm 

letter 

>>> "Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu:> 12:16 PM >>> 
Tony 

No need to do anything else. The email stream below is sufficient for the Global Studies major requiremenL 

Thanks for takin8 care of this! 
Barbara 

Barbara [ucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

]h¢_~ University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Co~lege of Arts & Sciences and Genera~ Co~lege 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chape~ H~IL NC 27599-3~:].0 

Phone: (9:].9) 843-~34t Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Adv[s~ng’s webpage: http:!/advising.unc.edu 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:42 AM 
"re: Lucido, Barbara E 

Subject: Fwd: RE: FW: letter 

Here is the discussion between Glynis and Valerie. Will a letter from Valerie as Glynis suggests be sufficient? 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

-’~>> "Cowell, Glynis S." <Zg_,_%__’Rsx_e_![(_a2_emaihmc.edu> 10:47 AM >>> 
Thanks, Valefie. I think it is safe to say that a places beyond level 6 when they graduate and move on to universi~, based on our language 

cumcula. Thanks for taking care of this so this student can complete her Global Studies nmjor. At one lime (and maybe still) they were allowing students to take just 2 

courses above 4th semester to fulfill the requirement as they were accepting both    and    (both 5th semester courses in SPAN) as the last 2 levels’. I spoke with 

them about it in an attempt to clarify’ the situation and Jonathan sa~d that he did not have a problem with it. 

Best, 
Glynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 

Director, Spanish Language Program 

Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 

Dog 220, CB 3170 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

005 Steele Bldg. 

The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From: Bernhardt, Valerie M 
Sent: Thursday, 10:38 AM 
To: Cowell, Glynis $4 Tony Yount 
Cc: Bernhardt, Valerie M 

Subject: RE: FW: letter 

Ti~is migi~t be challeriging, because we do,~’t teaci~ and ~ecently deleted ali courses i:rorp, our cataiog. 

guess we could do some sort of a letter that says "as a , her ~anguage sk~s ere beyo~d the 6thqevel of ~anguage studies"? But we have no one who 

could corroborate that statement based on actuaJ know~edge of her sk~l~s, 



Vaierie BernhaFdt 

Administrative Mans£eF 

DepaFtment of Germanic and Siavic Lsn£us£es and Ute~stures 

Carelw~a Center 1:OF Jewish 

CB#3~60 426 Dey 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Chape~ H~ NC 27599-3~60 

(919) 966-1642 Fs~(91g} fX~2--i~70S 

From: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Sent: Thursday, 10:32 AM 
To: Tony Yount 

¢c: Bernhardt, Valerie M 

Subject: RE: FW: letter 

Ah... therein lies the need for Slavic to send clarification to Global Studies re: through what level a      student receives PL--or better said, at what level the student will begin 
to receive credit. In Spanish,             may begin receiving credit for content courses in the language--primarily lit courses and all those beyond level 6. 

I have copied Valerie Bernhardt in hopes she can facilitate this for you. If she can draft a quick letter that states that by virtue of being a            , educated in 
the student places into level X, thus demonstrating that she has the equivalent of X levels of the language in question. 

Best, 
GIynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 

Director, Spanish Language Program 

Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 

Dey 220, CB 3170 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

005 Steele Bldg. 

The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From: Tony Yount [_t__o__n__yy__o__u___q_t__@_u__[)_c__a___a_,__u__n___c_,__e__d_q] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:26 AM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S. 

Subject: Re: FVV: letter 

Dr. Cowell, 

A final follow up on our conversation yesterday about                     and the language requirement for Global Studies, please. When 
I shared Dean Cannon’s letter with Barbara Lucido in advising, she raised this question. The Global Studies major calls for a language 
through level 6. Dean Cannon’s letter certifies through level 4. Barbara questioned whether that letter would actually fulfill the language 
requirement for the Global Studies major. Will the designation in Dean Cannon’s letter that           is                 be sufficient to 
fulfill the 6 levels of language requirement for Global Studies? My recollection of our conversation yesterday is that it will, but I wanted to 
be certain after Barbara raised the question. 

Tony 

>>> "Cowell, Glynis S." <g~owell@email.nnc.edu> 
Hi Ton>’, 

2:14 PM >>> 

The student’s letter from Dean Cannon, indicating she is             , was in her permanent file in Advising. The original was also in them, folded as if put in an 

envelope, so I assume the letter was returned. I have scanned it a~d am sending it as an attachment I have copied Va]erie Bernhardt so she lmows this has been resolved 

as well. Please send this tc          a~d the advisor in queslion. 

best, 
Glynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 

Director, Spanish Lm~guage Program 

DepaaCtment of Romance Lmaguages and Literatures 

Dey 220, CB 3170 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

005 Steele Bldg. 

The Universi~ of North Caarolina--Chapel Hill 

From: scanner((Tunc.edu [scanneg-~unc.edul 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:03 PM 

To: GC 



Subject: 

This E-mail was sent t?om "R10963" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date:           14:03:35 (-0400) 

Queries to: ~_c2a_~_r_~__e_~.~__%~__c_:_e___@_. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 30089b~tes; 

Attachment Link: l~tt~:/imchi~’eO2.uncaa.unc.edu/760238a2dbdO3a96281 laa16fe588061 

File Name: .pdf 

Expi~ Date: 13:22:59 -0500 
Size: 30089bytes 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tons?-ount@uncaa.tmc.edu~; 

Thursday, 1:37 PM 

Glynis S. Cowell <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Valerie M Bernhardt <valerieb@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: 

TEXI’.htm 

Ladies, 

Thamk you both ve~ much for all your ettbrts to help get ,squared away in terms of her language requirement for her Global Studies major. 

BaJrbaJra f, ucido in advising told me just minutes ago that we are clea~ed to declaJre language requirement fulfilled for her chosen major. I appreciate all your 

eltbrLs. 

ThaNes again 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor 

Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

otfice- 919-962-9535 

cell - 

>>> "Cowell, Glynis S." <gscowell@etnail.unc.edt~ 10:47 AM >>> 
Thanks, Valerie. I think it is sat~ to say that a places beyond level 6 M~en they graduate and move on to university, based on our language 

curricula. Thanks for taJdng care of this so this student can co~nplete her Global Studies major. At one time (and ~naybe still) they were allowing students to take just 2 

courses above 4th semester to fidfill the requirement as they were accepting both           (both 5th semester courses in SPAN) as the last 2 levels! I spoke with 

them about it in an attempt to clarify the situation and Jouathan said that he did not have a problem with it. 

Best, 
Glynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 

Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 

Dey 220, CB 3170 
Assista~t Dean, Academic Advising Program 

005 Steele Bldg. 

The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From: Bernhardt, Valerie M 
Sent: Thursday, 10:38 AM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S.; Tony Yount 

¢c: Bernhardt, Valerie M 
Subject: RE: FW: letter 

This might be ch~{lengi.~g, because we do.~’t teaci~ and ~ecently de{eted ali courses i:roen our cata~og~ 

cou{d corroborate that statement based on actus~ knowledge of her sk~{~s. 

Vaierie Bernh~.rdt 

Adp’d,qisi:rative M a,qi~ger 

Department ol: Ger,ma,~ic and Sbvic La,~guages and L~teratures 

Cm’o~ina-Duke 6raduate Program in 6errnan Studies 

C~roih~a Center for Jewish 

CB#3160 426 Dey 

Urdw~rs~l:~, of North C;wo~h’~;~ at Chape~ 

Chape~ 1-{~I~ NC 27599-3160 
(919} 966-1642 Fax {919} 962--370~ 

From: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Sent: Thursday, 10:32 AM 



To-" Tony Yount 

Co: Bernhardt, Valerie M 
Subject: RE: FVV: letter 

Ah... therein lies the need for Slavic to send clarification to Global Studies re: through what level a native student receives PL--or better said, at what level the student will begin 
to receive credit. In Spanish, native speakers may begin receiving credit for content courses in the language--primarily lit courses and all those beyond level 6. 

T have copied Valerie Bernhardt in hopes she can facilitate this for you. Tf she can draft a quick letter that states that by virtue of                   educated in 
the student places into level X, thus demonstrating that she has the equivalent of × levels of the language in question. 

Best, 

Glynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 

Director, Spanish Language Program 

Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 

Dey 220, CB 3-t70 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

005 Steele Bldg, 

The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From-" Tony Yount [tonyyount(Ouncaa.unc,edul 
Sent-" Thursday, .tO: 26 AM 
To-" Cowell, Glynis S. 

Subject-" Re: FW: letter 

Dr. Cowell, 

A final follow up on our conversation yesterday about                     and the language requirement for Global Studies, please. When 
I shared Dean Cannon’s letter with Barbara Lucido in advising, she raised this question. The Global Studies major calls for a language 
through level 6. Dean Cannon’s letter certifies through level 4. Barbara questioned whether that letter would actually fulfill the language 
requirement for the Global Studies major. Will the designation in Dean Cannon’s letter that           is                 be sufficient to 
fulfill the 6 levels of language requirement for Global Studies? My recollection of our conversation yesterday is that it will, but I wanted to 
be certain after Barbara raised the question. 

Tony 

>>> "Cowell, Glynis S." <g~sc~x!fll~emai!:~uf:%lu ~- 
Hi Tony, 

2:14 PM >>> 

The student’s letter fiom Dean Cannon, indicating she is              was in her permanent file in Advising. The original was also in there, folded as if put in an 
envelope, so I assume the letter was returned. I have scanned it and am sending it as an attachment. I have copied Valerie Bernhardt so she knows this has been resolved 

as well. Plea~ send this to           and the advisor in qnes~ion. 

best, 
Glynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 

Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 

Dey 220, CB 3170 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising P~ogran~ 

005 Steele Bldg. 

The University of Nor~h Carolina--Chapel ttill 

From: scanner(~tmc.edu [scanne~i~unc~edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:03 PM 

To: GC 

Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10963" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date:           14:03:35 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanuer(?~uuc.edu 

M+ SecumStor Stored: total 30089bytes; 

Attachment Link: http:i/archive02.uncaa.nnc.edu/760238a2dbd03a962811 ~al 6fe588061 
File Name: pdf 

Expi~ Date: Tue, 13:22:59 -0500 

Size: 30089bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:32 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning Tom, 

[ spoke to         yesterday about summer school. [ am in        with         and away from my files, but ] believe that Coach Sagula 

signed off on paying for 2 summer school classes for her last summer. The drops that you see were her selection process, eventually choosing to 

remain in WMST    in summer 1, and ]NLS    for summer 2. All 3 drops occurred on or before        the first day of Session 2. All 3 drops 

were for Summer 2 classes. According to the summer school web site, the last day to drop and receive credit was Since was enrolled in 

INLS    for Summer 2, the drop should have been allowed, from my reading of that information. 

I did work with         at that time and we were working off that website to be sure that no fees would incur. (][ didn’t remember why she 

dropped, but she explained yesterday that it was course preference.) So we thought we had done this the right way, following the information on 

the web on the summer.unc.edu website. ! don’t understand the reason for the charge. 

Tony 

>>> Tom Timmermans 9:37 AM >>> 

Hi Tony, 

Just wanted to see if you have any information on why 

Thanks, 

Tom 

> > > "Gregor~/, Cassandra B" <gregoryc@email,unc,edu > 

dropped two classes late during the summer, 

9:32 AM > > > 

tuition & dropped a summer 2 ( 2 at that } classes late, so which means she have an outstanding charge in the amount of $ unpaid 

fees} for this term, 
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FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonsTount@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:53 PM 

Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc.edtr> 

RE: Freslmm~ visits 

TEXI’.htm 

Wonderful. We roll look forward to our visit. The group will be veu small at 7:00, as most s*udents don’t arrive until 7:30. 

Take care 

Tony 

>>> "Woodard, Harold" <harold woodard@unc.edu> 1:13 PM>>> 

Hello Tony, 

Thanks for the invitaHon. I have added this opportunity to my calendar for next Tuesday, 

I’m rea~g ~ook~ng forward to this! 

Harold 

at 7:00 

F~m: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:58 PN 
To= Woodard, Haro’ld 

Subject= Freshman visits 

Dean Woodward, 

Thanks for joining us today at staB’meeting. You said that you were especially interested in interacting ruth some of our freshmm~ students. I am trying s~mething new this 

fall with my ti-eshmen. I hold a 2.5 hour study hall tbr them each Tuesday night farm 7:30 - 10. They are t?om 

Until the new building is ready, we meet in the team room at tlenry Stadium where field hockey plays. Its just the freshmen t?om             - no one else 

allowed. We would be honored to have you join us tbr a visit if you would like to drop in lbr a visit, a conversation or a~hing you would like. Please 

come see us. 

ToW Yount 
Academic Cotmselor 
Field Hocke>; Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office- 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 6:44 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: (unnamed suspended student) 

TEXT.htm 

>>> Tony Yount 6:43 PM >>> 

You raise a marvelous question about how to inform without leading to disciplinary action. I think the answer 
to that question, at least from my perspective, is this: If your letter had been the first hint of trouble with this 
student, I would have met with her myself and addressed the concerns about organization with her and made a 
plan to get better, without communicating the concerns to the coaches. In this case however, she has 
established a pattern of missing appointments. I send a weekly report to the coaches and earlier today I had 
reported other, similar instances. My job is to keep the coaches informed about academic progress, or the lack 
thereof. I shared your concerns with the coaches because it confirmed a pattern of behavior that we had already 
seen and discussed. 

She has not seen your letter. She does know that her pattern of behavior is the reason for her suspension,. She 
was told to continue to work out with strength and conditioning coaches, to continue to meet with me weekly 
about academic issues, and that the coach would have another conversation with her about her role on the team 
in the future. He did not set a confirmed date. The fact that she was told to maintain her conditioning, and that 
she was told to continue with me about academic issues is an indication that         will have the 
opportunity to earn her way back to participation. She was not dismissed. She was not asked to turn in her 
gear. 

I taught for 30 years and I fully realize that we have put you in an uncomfortable situation with this student. I 
apologize for that, and knowing that I had put you in that situation is the reason that I sent the heads up email. 
I really like this kid, and she has tremendous potential, but responsibility is a lesson that she has not yet 
mastered. We want her to be a part of the team, but she has done enough things since she arrived to cause us to 
question her commitment. We do appreciate your efforts with this student. 

Tony 

>>> ~unc.edu> 5:57 PM >>> 
I had no idea this would happen. 
I had prepared to meet with the student tomorrow at 830 to help her learn to use a day planner efficiently.., was 
she told this was even in part because of my email? 
How can we express concern for students who need help adjusting to college if the concern leads to penalties 
for the student? 
I am not complaining, just wondering whether to deal with similar situations differently in the future. 
Please let me know if she may be allowed to catch up so that I will know how to deal with an upset first year 



in an empty bldg at 830 am. 

From: Tony Yount [ton¥¥ount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent:                  16:49 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: 

M-g name is Tony Yount and I serve as the academic counselor for the volleyball team, and for 
¯ Thank you for sending your concerns along to Brent, who forwarded them to me as her athletics 

counselor. I, of course, forwarded your concerns to the head coach, Joe Sagula. He suspended her from all 
team activities this afternoon. Your letter was confirmation of a pattern that he has seen develop with 

and was certainly not the only factor that led to her suspension, is quite upset and I am 
sure that is why she asked to see you. I wanted to give you a heads up about the situation with related 
to volleyball activities. 

Thank you again for sending your concerns about this student. We appreciate the communication very much. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonsTount@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:12 PM 

’@live.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

TEXI’.htm 

Good for you. 

ENGL 
GEOL 

The GEOL "rotor is 8 - 9. 

Tony 

Hi Tony, 

Tuesday 08:30 PM 

Wednesday 08:00 PM 

is great too - I hope you like him. 

@live.unc.edu> 1:58 PM >~> 

I just bought a planner to help organize my appointments and I am setting up the calender on my computer to help me keep track of my responsibilities. So I’m just trying to 
confirm all of my weekly appointments. 

So far the academic appointments I have outside of my classes are: 

-Tuesday: 7:30pro- :t0:00pm Study Hall 

-Tuesday: 8:30pm English    tutoring 

-Wednesday: 7:30pm Geology    tutoring 

-Thursday: :tO: :tSam meeting with Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  8:17 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: ECON tutor 

TEXT.htm 

- requesting change of tutor - 

>>>                    @email.unc.edu>         8:14 AM >>> 
(Hey Tony... You mentioned last week that you wanted my tutor issue printed in email) 

Last week I met with          for my economics    tutor. He was an hour late which made my evening 
extremely inconvenient, and spoke very broken english so it was hard for me to understand him. I am 
struggling in the class, so it was frustrating. I met              later that night in the AC and he was 
teaching a small group at 8:00 p.m. I have only heard great things about       and I was wondering if it 
would be at all possible to move into his economics group. There were only about 3 people in the group. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 6:30 PM 

@mac.com 

Fwd: NIKE SHOES 

TEXT.htm; SHOES 2011.docx 

>>> Shane Parrish 9/20/2011 3:53 PM >>> 

Dear Athletic Dept Employee, 

It’s time for you to order a pair of NIKES. All athletic department employees that do not have a personal Nike allotment or NIKEELITE, are eligible to order. 

ATTACHED, you will find the available shoes in categories by gender. Please REPLY to this email, with 2 choices and the SIZE. 

(Example. ist- A (11), 2nd- X(9.5)) 

ALL ORDERS ARE DUE BY FRIDA Y, SEPTEMBER 23RD A T 5PM, 

THANKS, 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ASST. DIRECTOR OF I~CKET OPERATIONS 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tons?-ount@uncaa.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday,               2:23 PM 

@live.unc.edtr"~ 

Re: Physics Tutor for Thursday 

TEXI’.ht~n 

They are coming together for me. Thanks 

Walk-in Physics tutoring tonight in Dey Hall 

~ : //leamingc~’~n/el: ~nc. ed~/~ services//ut()~,~Jl)eer-m~ orin~ 

An extra session ruth tomorrow not likely lx~ happen. 

~>> ~live.unc.edu> 11:51 AM ~¢~> 

Hi Tony, 

Would it be possible for me to meet with my physics tutor ( ) sometime on this Thursday? I was hoping to get to go over an exam that I got back. If he is not available, 

is there another physics tutor that I could see? Hope things are starting to come back into place for you. -I’hanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 8:34 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Eligibility Statements 

TEXT.htm 

I actually thought it might be a good idea to wait and run them Oct 18, after all the dropping of classes had 
occurred. That way the numbers that we give to the students might be more accurate -is it OK if I wait until the 
18th to run mine? 

>>> "Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 10/6/2011 5:12 PM >>> 
Good afternoon, 

Eligibility statements will have to wait until next week to run - so sorry. After the massive overhaul this summer with the Academic 

Grid, one unintended consequence was that I created new ways to calculate eligibility - making the old statements obsolete. I will 

work on this in the next day or two so we can begin running them on Monday. 

Thanks for your patience, 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box ~126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515-31o7 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tons?-ount@uncaa.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:01 PM 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@ uncaa, unc.edu-~ 

Re: Fwd: Academic All-America Nomination Deadline! 

TEXI’.htm 

>>> Dana Gelin 11:48 AM 

tti Tony, 

ttas Nathan aJready checked with you to find out who we have on 

everyone else is eligible. 

Thanks, 

Dana 

at a 3.3 or higher? If not (or even if so), could you please send me that list? No freshmen, but 

Dana Gelin 

Associate Director of Atbletic Communications 

U~iversity of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 

dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On           at 11:46 AM, in message ~af18e91a4ca47eab5b3c90418585eb5@its-msxht3.ad.unc.edu>, "cosida news@cosida.com" 

<cosida news@cosida.com> wrote: 

CoSIDA Members: 

A reminder that the nomination deadline for the Capital One Academic All-America® teams is 6 p.m., Eastern Time, on Tuesday, 

All nominations for the Capital One Academic All-America® program must be done online through the CoSIDA ~Veb site. Nominations roll be accepted only from 
current CoSIDA members. 

To nominate s~tudent- athlete(s) for the Capital One Academic All-America® progra3n, visit the Academic All-Ame6ca® Web site at 

http://www.cosida.com/aa 

and log in with your CoSIDA user na~e and password. If you do not have your user name m~d profile, click the link next to "Forget your login information’?" and 

your user information will be sent to the e-mail address that appears in the CoSIDA directou. 

Also, district voting for the : programs has opened and will conti~me until 6 p.m., Eastern fitne, on Tuesday, 

Thank you for your participation in the Capital One Academic All-America® program!! 



From: Tony Yount <tons?-ount@uncaa.tmc,edu~ 

Sent: Thursday 3:06 PM 

To: @em~Jl.unc.edw~ 

Subject: FW: Iwmst] Fwd: MHCH course- 

Attach: TEXI’.htm 

>>> "Boxill, Jeanette M" <JMBOXILL@email,unc.edn>          8:57 PM >>> 
This is som~-A:hing som~-_~ ~thlel:es might really like a~,’t l:~fl<e advant~ge of, C.:_~urse sounds r~-_~ally gre~t.,_~o 

F~m: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto:kleinman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, .6:41 PM 
To: The wrest mailing list 
$,,bject: [wrest] Fwd: MHCH course- 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:MItCtt     Please send to students 

Date: Tue, 13:54:32 

l~’om:’ [(~grnail.corn > 

To:<gIobal(~unc.edu>, < ,~unc.edu~. ~a!ernail.unc.eda>, <k]einman~a!ernail.~mc.edu>. 2 (~)gmaiLcom>, 

[?)ernaiL unc.edu) ([()unc edu>, : ~a!unc edu>. ~email anc edu>. ~email.unc.edu> 

<n~trsing,~anc.edu>, <pharmacvst udentsewices(fi~unc edu>, ~ unde~grad(&bio.unc edu>, <gtad(~)bio.unc.edu~. (&med.unc.edu> 

!@unc. edu>. !@uric. edu:, 

,,~2~r n ed.unc, edu>. 

MHCH (1 unit) 
Mondays 5:30 - 6:50 

Instructor: Dr. Trude Bennett 
TA: 

This course has no prerequisites and is available to AL__L students (graduate, undergraduate and professional students). 

This class will be a lecture series by experts in key areas of global sexual and reproductive health. 

Topics include: family planning, MDG goals, ethical issues in sexual and reproductive health, contraception, feminist perspectives in population control, population control in Latin 
America, safe abortion/post abortion care, STI’s, obstetric fistula, safe delivery practices and postpartum care, infant survival, breastfeeding, monitoring and evaluation and 
workforce issues. 

Grading based on attendance and 2 page reflection paper. No textbook required. 

Enroll to learn more about these important issues and to meet and network with experts in the field! 

*Course previously listed as MHCH 

<td> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<?’ul> 
wms~ 

as: <a href ".Lr.~.~.a.[].[9~;~LrLN2N[]~@~.e.Ln.~LuJ1.c.~.e.~.~.u.~r.~.~?~i.~j~2.e..r..n..~!:~u..~.~c~.~e~d.~u..~5~2.a- >. T o unsubscfi be send a blm~k <b~ 

email to <a hre~" mailto:leave- 30157419-201652,dbc80ba3fe 16625cae4060cf79918030(?~)listserv,unc.edu’~qeave- 30157419- 

201652,dbc80ba3 fe 16625cae4060cf79918030(?~)listserv,unc.edu~-~/a > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, 11:04 AM 

Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edtp 

I received 2 hysterical phone ca~ls this morning... 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Tony, 

Sorry to bother you. Both       are very very upset,     is so afraid she is going to be ineligible and she IS working so hard.       is so upset with her grades. She is 
used to A’s ... They hardly go out when the other girls. If I have to I will pay for special tutors for them. They really are trying to make it work. They (and I) just don’t know 
what else to do. 

Maybe they are overreacting but....I just can’t tell. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This message is intended only for the addressee and may contain confidential, privileged information. 

if you are not the inten~e~ recipient, you may not use, copy or disclose any in2ormation containe~ in the message. 

If you have received this message in error, please noti2y the sender Py reply e-mail and ~elete the message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 1, 2011 4:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

CSSAC meeting Nov 9th 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 

The CSSAC meeting is scheduled for Nov 9th at 8:30 am. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nate,Larbrou~h@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 8:56 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: CSSAC Gathering Reminder 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 3:08 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Season Basketball Tickets 

TEXT.htm 

Complimentary season basketball tickets are now available for pickup at the Ticket Office, for those that are eligible and signed their complimentary ticket letter. You can come down 

and sign for these tickets now. 

Tickets can be picked up by other people in your office as long as they are properly signed for. 

Also, since the Duke Football game takes place over Thanksgiving weekend, we are able to offer you complimentary tickets for this game (limit of 8), based on availability. You can pick 

these up at the Ticket Office as well. 

Thanks, 

Shane 

UN~/ERSTr¢ OF NORTN CAROLINA 
ASST. DIRECTOR OF ~CKET OPEI~ONS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Springer Publishing" <chardin@springerpub.com> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 6:01 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Practical Clinical Supervision for Counselors: An Experiential Guide 

TEXT.htm 

I Company 

Practical Clinical Supervision for 
Counselors: An Experiential Guide 

Author: Lisa Aasheim 

Pub. Date: 10/2011; 344pp., Softcover 

ISBN: 9780826107862; Price: $65.00 

As the field of counseling continues to experience major growth, the need for clinical 

supervisors is growing proportionally. This stand-alone text for graduate and post-Masters 

level supervision courses contains all of the information clinical supervisors will need to 

practice effectively in community mental health and private practice settings. It aligns with 

current supervision standards issued by the Association for Counselor Education and 

Supervision, and with the recommendations of the American Association for State 

Counseling Boards. 

The book integrates theoretical and practical information while addressing all stages of the 

supervision process, from initial conceptualization and preparation to direct application and 

advanced skill utilization. Special attention is paid to ethical and legal issues, professional 

development, multicultural competence, evaluation, supervisory alliance, parallel process, 

and advanced supervision strategies. The text presents helpful tools for effective problem 

solving, including the supervisor self-concept exercise that guides the student in solidifying 

his or her identity as a supervisor. It will be useful for all levels of experience from novice to 

advanced supervisors. 

..K..e._y...F..e...a.t..u..r..e..s.;. 

¯ Aligns with current national and state-specific supervision standards 
¯ Engages readers in multiple exercises that readily facilitate application of concepts 

and theories 
¯ Provides solutions to common and emerging supervision dilemmas 
¯ Addresses such underrepresented supervision components as group supervision 

and dilemmas specific to private practice or agencies 

Read More or Buy Now 

~ Qualified Instructors: Request an Exam Copy 

Enter promo code 

FSC11911 upon check- 

out to receive free 
shipping on your order. 

But hurry, this special 

promotion is valid for 

one week only. 

This promotion does not apply to 

orders outside of North America. 

For all international orders 
please email 

chardin@springerpub.com to 
receive a special discount. 

Special promotion of free 

shipping will expire at the end of 

iiiiFotlowiusioniFacebook!iiii 

iFottowiusiioniTwitter~iiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiFo~-wardiitoiiaiiFriend!iiiiiiiiiiiiii 



the seventh day following the 

mail date of this email. Offer is 

valid via www.springerpub.com, 

and is not valid on bulk orders, 
previous purchases, or in 

combination with any other 

promotion. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Pardsh <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 1:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Sunday game tickets 

TEXT.htm 

cant reprint anything til friday, so ill be happy to leave them for 

or do you want to pick up reast when you return 

at will call. we will open up at 1230. Do you want them to pick up just sunday? or whole season? 

UN~,/ERS]TY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ASST. DIRECTOR OF I~CKET OPERAI~ONS 

>>> TonyYount 11/15/2011 12:01 PM >>> 

Shane, 

Still haven’t received my tickets for the basketball season. ] have to travel with field hockey to their Final Four this weekend, Was hoping to be able to send tickets to her. Any 

chance ] could pick up Sunday tickets this afternoon or tomorrow morning? We’re leaving at 2 on Wednesday to fly to Louisville. 

If that doesn’t work, could they be left at will call for 

Let me know what ~ need to do, 

Tony 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor 

Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office 919 962 9535 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 4:44 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

* Change in University Policy for flower purchases. 

TEXT.htm 

Due to the change in the economic climate and the need to cut expenses, the university will no longer process payment for purchases of flowers for employees or family 

membem of employees. This includes flowers sent for bil~t~hs, weddings, funerals, etc. This is considered a benefit to the employee. If the total is under $40.00, it is 

considered de minimis; theretbre it is acceptable, even ifa UNC employee is invoh’ed. Flowers can be sent to a non-employee, i.e. a donor. 

If you hmTe any further questions, please tbel free to contact me. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 4:14 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaaounc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Academic Support E-Letterhead 

TEXT.htm; 11-2645-CAS-Academic SupportPrograms Student Athletes E- 

Letterhead.dot; Nate Yarbroug h.vcf 

All, 

Attached is the new Academic Support E-Letterhead. 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 

ur~caaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday,             2011 3:36 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu 

Bio Finals Reviews (Bio and Anat & Phys) 

Hello Advisors, 

Please make sure your students get the following information to you as soon as possible so that you can pass it 
along to me for final review scheduling purposes. To save you time, I’ve copied all of them on this email 
(hopefully I managed to find the correct email addresses - please glance at them to make sure they’re familiar). I 
was thinking I’d see them once more before break, but I guess I won’t since Wednesday is our tutoring night. 

This email concerns the following students: 

Please make sure your students have received the following message and get you this information for me: 

Students, PLEASE get me this info in the format I’ve requested below. I’ll work hard to accommodate all of you 
as best I can, so please give me ALL of the info I request in the format of the example below so I don’t have to 
make a spreadsheet to figure out what will be best for everyone. 

List your exams by day, date, and time. (Yes, all of your exams, so that I can make sure I find times that will 
work well for everyone. I don’t want to schedule a bio review the night before one of your classmates has 
another major exam at 8 AM.) 

Beside each one, rank it by level of difficulty, with #1 being the one you are most concerned about/think you 
will need the most prep time for. 

Tell me the topics you are most concerned about. Be strategic. Make sure you have read your syllabus, know 
the nature of your final. (Is it cumulative; if so, what % will be on new material vs. old, etc, how does that 
impact how you should allot your study time?) 

Tell me times (days, dates, and times) that would be best for you to review and times when you absolutely won’t 



be able to make it (due to an out of town athletic engagement, a group project, etc.) 

Example: 

Mon, Dec. 5 - hist 
Wed, Dec 7 - english 
Mon, Dec 12 - bio 
Thur, Dec 15 - drama 

- 9 AM (2) 
- paper due at 5 PM (4) 

- 11 AM(l) 
- 4 PM (3) 

I feel like I’m having the hardest time grasping Mitosis and Cellular Respiration, but I’m pretty confident on 
transcription and translation. 

The best times for me to study for bio would be Wed and Thurs, I’m free all day on these days. 
I’m also free on Monday from 5-8. There is no way I can make it on Tuesday the because I will be finishing 
my paper for my English final. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Pardsh <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 21, 2011 3:59 PM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tickets’ 

TEXT.htm 

N EGATIVE 

already reprinted, have the set ready to be picked up whenever,, just destroy the originals 

UN~,/ERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ASST. DIRECTOR OF I~CKET OPERATIONS 

>>> TonyYount 11/21/2011 3:45 PM >>> 

Shane, 

The original printing, sent to my address, arrived by forwarded mail today. OK to use them? 

Tony 

TonyYount 

Academic Counselor 

Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office 919 962 9535 

cell 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:57 PM 

Jane M Danielewicz <janedan@emml.unc.edu"~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

I~W: NCAA tournament absence 

TEXT.htm 

See responses below in red. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: 20:26 

To: Navalinsky, David B; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir 
Subject-" NCAA tournament absence 

Hello professors, 

As it turns out tonight, the UNC        team has made the NCAA tournament this year and our first rounds will be played in              . Therefore I will be missing 
classes Wednesday - Friday. Could you please let me know the following: 

1. Will there be any homework to make up? 

Yes, of course See the syllabus on Sakai for the due dates of the remainder of Unit 3. As always, work is to be turned in using Sakai Dropbox. 

2. Will there be any tests or exams that I will need to take? 

No, but we will be workshopping Unit 3 projects. 
Again, itfs your responsibility to check the syllabus for this info. 

3. Will there be any papers that I need to submit? 

Yes, see above and the syllabus, 
Please get notes from someone via email so you can catch up on workshop exercises, peer critiqu% etc, 

Our academic adviser Tony Yount will be on the trip with us, so if there are any exams that need to be taken he will be able to administer them. I will hand you a hard copy of 
our travel letters for my absence this week while I’m here this week be it tomorrow or Tuesday. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Carnell Moore" <editor@premierplayers.com> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 10:00 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Vote For The 2011 Premier Player of College Football 

TEXT.htm; image001.jpg; image002.png 

Cast your vote for the athlete you think is The 2011 Premier Player of College Football. You can vote at 
~:p...r..e....m.i..e...r.p..1..a.y...e..r...s.:..c...o....m.. Please share this with other sports fans. 

~ Descriptio 
n: 
cid:image 
002.png 
@01CCA 

CARNELL MOORE 

CEO & Publisher 

Premier Players, Inc. * P.O. Box 341064 * Tampa, FL 33694-1064 * 813.833.3495 * 

Vote for The Premier Player of College Football 

Vote for The Premier Player of Men & Women College Basketball 

Vote for The Premier Player of College Baseball & Softball 

Vote for The Premier Player of College Hockey 

* * * Premier Players is a Certified Minority Business Enterprise & Service-Disabled Veteran Business * 
* * 

* * * The Premier Players Sports Foundation is a 501(c)(3) corporation * * * 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steve Miller <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 5, 2011 7:33 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

New Equipment Manager 

TEXT.htm 

Hello everyone, 

I wanted to reach out to you today to briefly introduce you to Travis Hipps. Travis has just joined our Equipment Room 

staff. Although Travis comes to us having most recently served as Assistant Equipment Manager for Wake Forest 
University, he is no stranger to UNC and our Athletic program. He is a 2006 graduate of UNC-CH with a BA in Exercise 

and Sports Science. While doing his undergraduate studies, Travis served as the Student Equipment Manger for the UNC 
football program for four years. Travis has also held internships with both the Miami Dolphins and the Seattle 

Seahawks. We are glad to have him on board. 

We look forward to introducing him to all of you moving forward. 

Steve 



Hello everyone, 

I wanted to reach out to you today to briefly introduce you to Travis Hipps. Travis has just joined our Equipment Room 

staff. Although Travis comes to us having most recently served as Assistant Equipment Manager for Wake Forest 

University, he is no stranger to UNC and our Athletic program. He is a 2006 graduate of UNC-CH with a BA in Exercise 

and Sports Science. While doing his undergraduate studies, Travis served as the Student Equipment Manger for the UNC 

football program for four years. Travis has also held internships with both the Miami Dolphins and the Seattle 

Seahawks. We are glad to have him on board. 

We look forward to introducing him to all of you moving forward. 

Steve 



[::tom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 4:15 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Desk available in Carmichael 

desk.jpg 

Everyone, 
The wrestfing coaches have an extra desk in Carmichael they are no longer using (see attached picture). Please let me know if you are interested. 

Sara Koenig 
~CarolinaAthle[ics Olympic Sports 

I [Carmichael Arena 

I 1919962.5231 
skoeniq@uncaa,unc,edu 

"Our love ~or th~ place is based on the lact that it i~, as it was meant to be, lt~e Univer~ily of ~he people." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 11:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; bradley.bethel@gmail.com; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Out of Office 

All, 
I will be out of the office Wednesday, December 7 through Friday, December 9. I will return Monday, 
December 12. 

Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Russell, Chloe" <cjrussel@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:36 PM 

Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Worksheet 

’IEXT.httn 

Tony, 

Please see the attached worksheet and updated tally for 

Chloe _1. Russell 
Academic Advisor 
Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
College of Arts &, Sciences and General College 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
:t005 Steele Building, CB #31:t0 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:[:t0 

919-8~3-8912 (p) 

9:!.9-962-6888 (0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 2:45 PM 

@live.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

History incomplete 

TEXT.htm 

Thar~ksforthee mail address what is your middle name? 

I met with Tony today and he said you have an incomplete in your History class which the professor has given you an opportunity to re do the assignment (which apparently 

is to interviewyour          ). 
Please have this complete and turned into your professor on/before             The university is not open on the     and then there are several days between 

and          that are holidays. 

I do not want to mess around with any potential academic probation as the University is very inflexible with this sort of thing. We need to avoid this at all cost which means 

you need to get the project finished and handed in. 

Please follow up with me so I know you have gotten this e mail and to make sure we are on the same page. I will also want you to follow up with i’ne when this project has 

been re handed in. 

Thanks hope exams are going well, 

Carolina Camp 

REGISTER NOW! 

www,ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 6:53 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; bradley.bethel@unc.edu; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Out of the office 

All, 

I will be out sick today. I can’t kick this sinus infection. 

Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Springer Publishing" <~chardin@springerpub.com> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 8:01 AM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Hapw Holidays ti~om Springer Publishing Company! 

TENTI’.httn 



FFOIll; 

Sen~: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

Joe Sagula <jsagul~uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Thnrsday,                 8:22 AM 

@carolina.rr.com> 

Tony Yount ~-~tonsTount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Appeal process 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning 

I received this email update (below) about your academic appeaJ process on 

I also had sent you a lengthy email (and copied to your     )on 

(sent to Tony and myself). Thank you. 

fbr you to review, and help you during this process. 

I have not heard anything since you have submitted your appeal. I would also like to see a copy of your letter. 

Have you submitted an~hing else since              Have you received any communication fiom Ms Russell or the once of appeals? 

Also curious if you have given any thought to a specific development plan for us to discuss upon return as I had mentioned in my letter. 

Please send me any" updates and/or acknowledge receipt of today’s email. 
Thanks and hope yon are well. 

Coach JS 

ttead Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Cm~nichael Arena- 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 

>z:~ ’@carolina.rr.comz 7:28 PM >>> 
Hi "[’ony and Co~ch Sagula, 

wanted to summarize the following activities re~ated to my appea~s process: 
After rneetin~ with you on Monday morning, I also met with Chloe Russell (in scsdern~c advising) shout the sppeab process on Monday afternoon, 

~ f began dr~fl:ing my appeals statement on Monday night and completed a second draft on Tuesd~y, 

* ~ submitted the a~peal form and my appeal request statement on today, 

I just: wanted to keep you informed, 

Sincerely, 

From: @carolina.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:41 PM 
To: ’Tony Yount’ 
~c: @mac.corn’; @gmail.com’ 

Subject: UNC Appeal Letter 

Hi Tony, 

Here is my2nd revision of my appeal letter. ~ still have 43 extra words that ~ need to eliminate but ~ Wanted to get the draft to you for your review. Thanks againf~ 

your guidance as I go through this process. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Springer Publishing" <chardin@springerpub.com> 

Thursday, Januao~ 5, 2012 8:00 AM 

Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Social Work & Counseling Express: Statistics and Data Interpretation 

TEXTI’.httn 

¯ __.i.~ Statistics and Data Interpretation for 
Socia I Work 

Authors: James Rosenthal 

Pub. Date: 12/2011; 512pp. Softcover 

ISBN: 9780826107206; Price: $65.00 

Written by a social w’orker for social w’ork students, this is a nuts and bolts guide to 

statistics that presents complex calculations and concepts in clear, easy-to-understand 

language. It includes numerous examples, data sets, and issues that students will 

encounter in social work practice. 

The first section introduces basic concepts and terms to provide a solid foundation in 

statistics It also addresses tools used by researchers to describe and summarize data 

ranging from single variables to assessing the relationship between variables and 

cause and effect among variables. The second section focuses on inferential statistics, 

describing how researchers draw conclusions about whole populations based on data 

from samples. This section also covers confidence intep,,als and a variety of significance 

tests for examining relationships between different types of variables. Additionally, tools 

for multivariate analyses and data interpretation are presented. 

Key Features: 

Addresses the role of statistics in evidence-based practice and program 

evaluation 
Features examples of qualitative and quantitative analysis 

Each chapter contains exercise problems and questions to enhance student 
learning 

Includes electronic data sets taken from actual social work arenas 
Offers a full ancillary digital packet including a student guide to SBSS with 

accompanying Data Set; an Instructor’s Manual; Power Point slides, and a Test 

Bank 

Read More or Buy Now 

Qualified Instructors: Request an Exam Copy 

Enter promo code 

[e receive free shipping 

on your order, But hurry, 

this speciaf promotion ~s 

va~d for one week onJy, 

This p .... tiond ..... t apply to 
orders ou~ide of NoRh America. 
For all international orders please 
email cha~d~[~@spd~?erpub corn to 
receive a special discount. Special 

tion of f .... hipping will 
expire at the end of the seventh day 
following the mail date of this email 
Offer is valid via 

valid on bulk orders, previous 
purchases, or in combination with 
any other p .... tion. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:32 PM 

jsagula@unc.edu; @caxolina.rr.com; Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

FW: Appeal tbr Academic Probation - READ CAREFULLY 

image005.png; image002.png; image001 .wmz 

Hi Coach, 

T wanted to forward you a copy of my probation approval letter that T just received. T want to again thank you for your support throughout this process. T’m going to get to work 

on the Self- Assessment and I look forward to my goal setting meeting with you. 

Thanks, 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia [cyndem@email.unc.edu] 

gent; Thursday, 1:22 PM 
To; 
Subject-" Appeal for Academic Probation - READ CAREFULLY 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

@email.unc,edu 

Dear 

Your appeal for academic probation has been approved. You have been granted academic probation for the semester. This request has been granted 

for one semester only. The probationary status is valid only in the specific semester for which it is granted. If you withdraw from or do not enroll in the 

semester, you will have to submit a new appeal. 

~ Participate in ~he Bounce Back pr~gram, 

During the 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

you will be required to go to www.studentsuccess.unc.edu and complete the following steps: 

Complete the Self-Assessment. 

Complete the online Student Success Seminar. 

Sign the Probation Contract at the end of the seminar. 

Make an appointment with an academic advisor. 

All students on probation are expected to meet with an acadernic advisor at least 2 times during the semester to discuss their progress towards returning to good 

standing. 

You must make an appointment using the online appointment scheduler: http:Z~/advis!!~g~u!~c~edui 

Walk-in appointments cannot be used to fulfill the probation requirements. 

You must bring the completed Self-Assessment and the signed Probation Contract to the meeting with the advisor. 

***if you do not complete ALL of the probation steps above, a "stop" will be placed on your account preventing you from registering for future courses.*** 

In addition to these steps, it is highly recommended that you sign up for the Bounce Back program. Bounce Back is a semester-long program that meets on a 

weekly-basis in a group setting to foster resiliency, scholastic and personal skills. To register for Bounce Back, email Caraina Garris at cgarris@ad.unc.edu. 

Your probationary term of enrollment at UNC-Chapel Hill is critical in determining your academic future. It is a one semester opportunity to return to good 

academic standing. You must earn a cumulative GPA of at least 2.0 and meet the credit hour requirements outlined below by the end of the semester. Carefully 

review the requirements for good academic standing. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to your success. You will receive further communication from me and my colleagues in Undergraduate 

Retention throughout the semester. Check your em~il frequently for this communication. Open ond re~d ~11 em~ils. 

Sincerely, 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Demetriou 

Director for Retention 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

UNC Chapel Hill 

3008 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

(919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess,unc.edu 



www.firstgeneration.unc,edu 
Requirements for Good Standing 

A 2.000 cumulative UNC Chapel Hill grade point average and the following number of academic semester credit hours passed: 

9 academic hours to enter a second semester 

24 academic hours to enter a third semester {30 hours is recornmended) 

36 academic hours to enter a fourth semester 

51 academic hours to enter a fifth semester (60 hours is recommended) 

63 academic hours to enter a sixth semester 

78 academic hours to enter a seventh semester {90 hours is recommended) 

93 academic hours to enter an eighth sernester 

Special permission of the dean to enter a ninth semester 

Confidentiality notice: This e mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient{s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

Please consider the environmental impact before printing this e mail. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, January 6, 2012 10:07 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Ga[vin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen Shelton < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Weiborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Next meeting of the working group 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sandy 

will be doing a clinic at recess for the middle school kids at ST Thomas More until 12:15....! can come late if that’s the only date and time that works! Thank you 

>>> Sandy Restivo 1/6/2012 10:00 AM >>> 

Hello all, 

John would like to set up a meeting of the working group for next week; Thurs, Jan, 12th is available for him. We were thinking of meeting over the lunch hour (noon to 

1:30pro) and pro~qding lunch, The meeting would take place here at Loudermilk Center, 2nd fl. conference room, 

Please let me know if this would work for you, 

Thanks, 
Sandy 

Sandy Restivo 

Student Athlete Services 

(919) 962 9146 

srestivo@u ncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 11:34 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

help a girl out? 

TEXT.htm 

Let me know if you have any Aleve to spare :) I’ll trade you some Excedrin for Aleve! 

Thanks 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Tony Yount 

Subjet’t: 

Attacll: ’l~EXTI’.httn 

@live.unc.edu> 

11:55 AM 

@gmaJl.com>; Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Tony, I hope those are all. I found the Phil    online;) Have a nice day. 

SyIlabusScheduleSp .doc i:.i~:, 1.2 : :.~5 : :~.~ ..0400 
Bioloqy Lab.docx ru% :/.2:55:5!6 - ~4OrJ 42767b?tes 
Bioloqy Sy,.docx ~u% :t 2 ::;[~ ::;5 -0400 2:34.:’t byt~:s 
chem syllabus .doc YL:¢, £2.~:5.3~...0 ;00 
Bioethics.pdf ]u~]t, 1.2 : 55::3~.~ ..0~00 
LF[T Syllabus-2.docx Tu% J.2 : 55 : :~ ~;40; 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:22 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

See below the e mail sent by if you are available after lOam today would love to connect. 

Also wanted to follow up regarding the tutor situation, 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

Carolina Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca rnps.com/ 

>>> . @aol.com> 10:38 PM >>> 
Hi Jenny! 
We are all looking forward to an awesome season and so happy to be such a part of it!!!! 
I am so sorry to bother you and if my         knew I wrote this email they would     kill me so please keep it confidential. I was wondering if I could speak to you you about 

I know you are a very busy person but as a      I would be remis in not speaking with you. She had a bad start academically at UNC. She took her 

very hard. She might not be an A student but she is a good student. Her self esteem and confidence is absolutely gone and I am concerned.. Tony spoke with her today and 
perhaps he can shed some further insight. 
I have a       in the morning...                                   ,, but should be available anytime after 12:30 or 1 PM. I realize that is probably not good timing for you 
so anytime you can.... On Friday, I am available anytime but 10-11:30. My cell is            and home is 
Again, I must please ask to not mention to that I have contacted you. 
Thank you so much for your consideration. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 11:13 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2011 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award 
Nominations 

TEXT. htm 

FYI, Please complete:-) 

~i 14[ .... Shelton -Head Coach-. Carolina Field Hockey 

>>> "Jennifer Goodrich" <executivedirector@nfhca.org> 1/19/2012 10:33 AM >>> 

The online nomination system for the 2011 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award is live and ready to 

accept your nominations! You can access the online nomination system by visiting the ’~./Nomination Forms page of the NFHCA website. 

An instruction screen will appear once you have logged onto the system. 

Nominations must be completed and submitted by 11:59:59 p.m. (EST) on Wednesdayt February 15th. The online system will not accept nominations after this 

deadline. 

Questions? Contact the NFHCA Office at executivedirector@nfhca.or_g. 

Jenni/er Goodrich 

NFHCA Executive Director 
P O Box 13289 
Chandler AZ 85248 
Office: 480-89S-57S1 
Cell: 
Fax: 480-895-5818 
www.nfhca.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"NOW 20% OFF" <mnbcq@yahoo.com> 

Saturday, January 21, 2012 3:30 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

BUY NOW VIAGRA CIALIS 

USPS - Fast Delivery Shipping 1-4 day USA 
Best quality drugs 
Worldwide shipping 
Professional packaging 
100% guarantee on delivery 
Best prices in the market 
Discounts for returning customers 
FDA approved productas 
350000+ satisfied customers 

http ://dfhnp.pillsrest.ru 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 24, 2012 11:48 AN 
Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: 2011 Gladiator by SG[ / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award 
Nominations 

TEXT. htm 

Hi Tony, 
Try again:-) 

Shelton - Head Coach- Carolina Field Hockey 

>>> "Jennifer Goodrich" <executivedirector@nfhca,org> 1/24/2012 11:33 AM >>> 

Karen, 

The Iogin is case sensitive: 

Username: 

Password: 

Hope that helps! 

Jenn 

From; Karen Shelton [mailto:kcs@uncaa,unc,edu] 
SeBt= Tuesday, ]anua~ 24, 2052 9:23 AH 

Te= ]ennifer Goodrich 
$~bjeCt= RE: 2055 Gladiator by SG[ / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award Nominations 
no~hcarolinauniof 
D~KCBUV 

~:: Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 

>>> "Jennifer Goodrich" <executivedirector@nfhca.org> 1/24-/2012 11:21 AlVl >>> 
What Iogin are you using? It should be the same one you used this fall for All-Region / All-American, Coaches Poll, etc. 

Jenn 

From: Karen Shelton [mailto:kcs@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat-" Tuesday, January 24, 2012 9:17 AM 
To; Jennifer Goodrich 
S,,bject: Re: 2011 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award Nominations 

Hi Jen, 
1 am having trouble with my user name and password to input our nominations. Will you email me the correct information? 
Thanks! 
Karen 

~:: Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 

>>> "Jennifer Goodrich" <executivedirector@nfhca.org> 1/19/2012 10:33 AM >>> 
The online nomination system for the 201:[ Gladiator by SGI / NFNCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award is live and ready to 

accept your nominations! You can access the online nomination system by visiting the ’//Neminotien Forms page of the NFHCA website. 

An instruction screen will appear once you have logged onto the system. 

Nominations must be completed and submitted by 11:59:59 p,m. (EST) on Wednesday~ February 15th. The online system will not accept nominations after this 

deadline. 

Questions? Contact the NFHCA Office at executivedirector@nfhca.org. 

Jennifer Goodrich 

NFHCA Executive Director 
P 0 Box 13289 
Chandler AZ 85248 
Office: 480-895-575~ 
Cell: 
Fax: 480-895-583.8 
www.nfhca,org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 26, 2012 7:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; bradley.bethel@unc.edu; Beth Bridget 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc. edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Out of the office this morning 

All, 

I will be out of the office this morning. My son has a fever and I have to wait for my wife’s schools to find her a 
sub. I will be in around 12:00pm. 

Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C. 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:21 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

TEXT. htrn 

Hi Tony, 
You did this already? 

~i Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 

>>> Spencer Welborn 9:28 AM >>> 
Coaches: 
It is that time of year again!!! We will be nominating our representatives for the ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year for Fall Sports. (Men’s Cross Country, Women’s Cross Country, 

Field Hockey, Volleyball, Men’s Soccer, Women’s Soccer) 
The process isrequires each institution to submit one candidate per sport and the ACC will select the ACC Scholar Athlete of the Year (one winner per sport). The winners will be 
announced with the AII-ACC Academic Teams. 
3[ am asking for your assistance in identifying an individual that you would like to nominate for your respective sport. Please note that the student should be a top athletic 
performers in addition to one of your top students in the classroom. 
Please review the criteria below and let me know who you feel is worthy of the nomination. Please feel free to contact your academic advisor for suggestions (I have copied 
them on the email as well). If you could return your nominee’s name to me before Wednesday, , I would greatly appreciate it. 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 
1. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 
2. The award will be based on 60 percent acadenaic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 
3. Candidates must have a 3.0 qrade point average for their career as well as a 3~0 during each of the last two semesters (Fall , Sprinq 
4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

College of Arts & Sciences 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

Louderrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 33.07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.33_07 

919-843-2328 (w) 

(C) 

welborn @ uncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 4:19 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: Ram Rules #4: Social Networking & UNC Compliance Twitter Account 

All, 
Please see below for the Ram Rules that was sent to all UNC student athletes earlier this afternoon. The topics highlighted were responsible use of Twitter and the newly 

created Compliance Office Twitter account, @UNCcompliance, If you have any questions regarding this issue or the article below, please feel free to contact time Compliance 

Office, 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

Compliance Assistant 

UnN, ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@uncaa,unc.edu 

> > > "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

The Ram Rules 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Vol * No. * 

3:43 PM >>> 
This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL.]:CK HERE. 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Carolina student athletes about NCAA rules, 

As a UNC student athlete, it is YOUR responsibility to review the contained information to preserve your eligibility to participate in intercollegiate athletics, 

Welcome back! We hope you enjoyed your     ¯ break and are excited to be back on campus with your team, As you start to settle in with your new routine, both 

academically and athletically, we wanted to make you aware that the Compliance Office has recently joined the world of Twitter! Our handle is @UNCcompliance, and we will 

be tweeting about various NCAA rules and regulations, as well as relevant topics that are being discussed by athletics departments around the country. We encourage you to 

follow us on Twitter, as these updates will certainly be helpful to you throughout your career as a student athlete. Questions are also welcome, so please feel free to ask 

about any issue that may arise during your time here at UNC. Overall, our goal is to further educate and inform our student athletes, coaches, and fans about relevant and 

important compliance topics. 

As we all know, Twitter can be a positive and productive communication tool if used appropriately. However, it is especially important for student athletes to realize the 

potential negative consequences of this social media site. Please take a few minutes to read the article below regarding responsible tweeting. Should you have any questions, 

please do not hesitate to tall( with your coaches or contact the Compliance Office. 

Despite consequences, athletes still not thinking before they tweet 

By 

Twitter has been an invaluable and revolutionary tool for our society it has broken stories, helped to create a cycle of news that is almost real time and has provided 

previously unattainable links to our favorite athletes, politicians and celebrities. 

But on the other side of the coin, Twitter can change people’s lives for the worse. 

Earlier this week, it was reported that Yuri Wright, the No. 85 ranked recruit in the nation, was expelled from Don Bosco Preparatory High School for sexually graphic and 

racial posts on his Twitter account. 

in an intewiewwith ESPNNewYork,con!, Wright’s high school football coach Greg Toal explained the reasoning behind Wright’s expulsion. 

"He was expelled from time school for the things he said on Twitter," Toal said. "This is a Catholic school, things like that cannot happen, it was totally inappropriate." 

According to Toal, Wright had been told on numerous occasions to stop using Twitter. Wright’s Twitter, which has since been deleted, had over 1,600 followers. 

"What he wrote was pretty bad, to be honest with you, I can’t even say what he wrote," said Toal in the interview. "He was told on numerous occasions not to be Twittering 

and there are consequences for his actions," 

The ramifications of these controversial Twitter posts didn’t stop at expulsion for Wright. The 

Colorado, but now reports are indicating that Michigan has stopped recruiting Wright. 

recruiting prospect was considering Michigan, Rutgers, Notre Darne and 

But this is not the first time that students have gotten in trouble for using Twitter. 

Last year, the Western Kentucky University Hilltoppers were barred from Twitter following two players bickering with each other over time social media platform. Only recently, 

following the firing of former head coach Ken McDonald, were the Hilltoppers allowed to use the social media tool aqain at the permission of new coach Ray Harper. 

Boise State University, the University of Kansas and the University of South Carolina also imposed Twitter bans last year. 



While not many people will experience the exact same scenario as Wright, the expulsion of Wright demonstrates an important lesson in using Twitter as an athlete, celebrity, 

or as a professional, which is to always use discretion. 

On Saturday, following the deteriorating health conditions of disgraced former Pennsylvania State University head football coach Joe Paterno Onward State, a student run 

news website serving the Penn State community sent out a Tweet incorrectIv claiming that Paterno had died. The false report, which was picked up by CBS Sports spread like 

wildfire across Twitter with news organizations citing the CBS Sports report. 

Following statements from the family spokesman and a tweet from Paterno’s son, it was confirmed that Paterno was struggling, but still alive. A few hours after sending the 

tweet, the managinq editor of Onward State, Devon Edwards resiqned. 

Paterno, 85, would pass away the next morning after battling lung cancer. 

As of Twitter generates more than 200 million Tweets per day with more than 175 million users on Twitter. But despite there being so many tweets, just one can 

change everything. 

if you work for a company or represent a school or athletic team, your Tweets represent that school, company or team. Therefore, treat Twitter as an extension of your 

professional or academic life. 

The Ram Rules Bottom Line: 

It is your responsibility to understand NCAA and UNC rules. You can find all UNC Department of Athletics’ policies and other NCAA resources at 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/compliance/unc-compliance.html. Please contact the Compliance Office (919-962-6000 or compliance@uncaa.Uncoedu) if you have any 

questions about Twitter or other social media websites. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Herman 

Associate Director of Athletics for Compliance 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 10:44 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Reminder - 2011 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team 
Award Nominations 

TEXT. htm 

Hi Tony, 
Were you able to access? 

Shelton - Head Coach- Carolina Field Hockey 

>>> "Jennifer Goodrich" <executivedirector@nfhca,org> 1/30/2012 10:31 AM >>> 

The online nomination system for the 2011 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award is live and ready to 

accept your nominations! You can access the online nomination system by visiting the ’11 Nominotion Forms page of the NFHCA website. 

An instruction screen will appear once you have logged onto the system. 

Nominations must be completed and submitted by 11:59:59 p.m. (EST) on Wednesda¥~ February 15th. The online system will not accept nominations after this 

deadline. 

Questions? Contact the NFHCA Office at #_~#_~j_[#_£~9_[@_~_[_~_~:_9_[~1 

Jennifer Goodrich 

NFHCA Executive Director 
P O Box 3_3289 
Chandler AZ 85248 
Office: 480-895-5751 
Cell: 
Fax: 480-895-5818 
www.nfhca.org 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 3:30 PM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Cook 

<cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Kuonen <kuonen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 

Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony¥ount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - Spring 2012 -W. Lacrosse 

TEXT.htm; Eligible to Compete - Spring 2012 - W. Lacrosse.pdf 

Hi Jenny, 

Attached is a list of your student athletes who have been certified as eligible to compete ~n Spring 2012. Please review the list and let me know if anyone is missing. 

Thanks and best of luck this semester! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 10:37 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

TEXT. htrn 

fyi let’s discuss. 

%:i Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 

>>> Spencer Welborn 2/1/2012 10:35 AM >>> 
Coaches: 
[t is that time of year again!!! We will be nominating our representatives for the ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year for Fall Sports. (Men’s Cross Country, Women’s Cross Country, 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Men’s Soccer, Women’s Soccer) 
The process isrequires each institution to submit one candidate per sport and the ACC will select the ACC Scholar Athlete of the Year (one winner per sport). The winners will be 
announced with the AII-ACC Academic Teams. 
I am asking for your assistance in identifying an individual that you would like to nominate for your respective sport. Please note that the student should be a top athletic 
performers in addition to one of your top students in the classroom. 
Please review the criteria below and let me know who you feel is worthy of the nomination. Please feel free to contact your academic advisor for suggestions (I have copied 
them on the email as well). If you could return your nominee’s name to me before Wednesday~ Februan/1, I would greatly appreciate it. 
ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 
1~ Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 
2. The award will be based on 60 percent acaden~i¢ achievement and 40 perce~t athletic achievement. 
3. Candidates must have a 3.0 qrade point averaqe for their career as well as a 3.0 durinq each of the last two semesters (Fall 2010, Sprinq 2010). 
4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

College o/Arts & Sciences 

Academic Support/or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3507 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

(C) 

welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Coflege o/Arts & Sciences 

Academic Support/or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

(C) 

welbornC~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                7:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reschedule EXSS    Appointment on Wednesday 

Hi Brent, 
I just met with and for EXSS .. Could I reschedule their appointment for Thursday, 
9pm? I can’t make it in for tutorin~ next Wednesday. 

l,et me know if that is ok! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 3:51 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: ACC Announces Future Regular-Season Scheduling Format 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ ACC Announces Future Regular-Season Scheduling Format.msg 

fyi everyone. Have a great weekend. John 
John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 3:53 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: (Internal document) Message Points for Future ACC Regular-Season Scheduling and Championships 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ (Internal document) Message Points for Future ACC Regular-Season Scheduling and Championships.msg 

Similar to last one... 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@unc.edu> <bnbbac@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, Februmy 3, 2012 12:15 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; LalD, Ga]lo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwa]tney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Montgomeo, <jmont@anc.edu-~; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscrogg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: (Internal document) Message Points for Furore ACC Regulm-Season Scheduling and Chmnpionships 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: "Yakola, Amy" <_a_y__~_~_l_!t2[’__a(_d2_t__l!_e_~_c__c_’_:R_rg3~ 

Date: Februa~~ 3, 2012 11:50:03 AM EST 

To: "Beth Miller" %b__~__r_@__e_!_@uncaa. anc.edu>, "Bubba Cunninghmn" <_b_@__b_~_c_~L~__u__~_c2~:__t_[_n_c_:_e___@_. >, "Da~l Radakovich (_~_t_rj_a__d_£_a~_a_!_l__fl__e__t_i__c_~:g~t__e___c_!)_:_e___@_)" 

<drM@athletics~aatech:edu>, "Theresa Wenzel(twer~el@athletics:a~a~ech.edn)" ~we!~el¢2~)athletics~atech.edu>, "dsanlTt@ath!etics4~itt:edu" 
<dsatff~(-~athletics.pitt.edu:,, "spederson(?~athletics~pitt.ed~" <spederson(~)atNetics.pitt.edu>, "Gene DeFilippo (Gene.d(d~bc.edu)" <Gene.d(d~bc.edu>, 

"Jody Mooradian (mooradio(d~bc~edu)" <mooradio~bc.edt~>, "Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart(?~bc~edu)" <robert.taggar~.~?~bc~edu >, "Sue Ann Allen 

(sue~bidstrup(?~chbe.gatech.edu)" <st~e.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu:,, "Janie Hodge (hod~e(?~clemson.edu)" <hod~e(?~clemson~edu>, "Barbara Kenne@- 

DixoNkbaibar~clemson.edu)" <kbaibar(~Memson.edu:,, "Te~ Don Phillips(l~terls~clemson.edu)" <ptetrv@clemson.edu>, "Pamela 

Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.17su.edu)" <ppenewe(i~cob.l~sn.edu>, "Jaclyn JackiSilar (isilm’(a)dnaa.dnke.edu)" qisilar@dt~a~duke.edn>, "Kevin White 

(kwhite(i~duaa.duke.edn)" <kwhiie@duaa.duke.edn:~. "Mart~ha Putall~PhD (putallaz@dnke.edu)" <putallaz(a~duke.edn>, "LissaI. Broome 

(lbroome(i~emmlatnc~edn)" <lbroome,~;email.anc.edu>, "Brandi Smart (bsmart?a~l;n.edu)" <bstuart@t?~u.edn~, "Randy Spetman (rsl~etman@t?~u.e&0" 

<rspetman(a2l;u~ed~>, "mwas~tenko~;maxwell.syr.edu" <mwas?tenko~;maxa~elksyr.edu>, "Clyde McCoy (cmccoy(a2med.miami~ednY’ 

<._c__r!~_c_’__c_~_?X;~2__n_)__e_d_:_~__r_~_i__~___m_!i:__e__@_.>, "Connie Nickel (._c_!il_i_c_’~_e__l_@_r__n_i_~41_n__i_:_e_d__~!)" <.c_’__r~_c_k__e_!2~i__n_)_i~_r!~i:__e__d___u_>, "Shawn Eichorst (.s__~__r_~__e_@!i_n_!~41_n__i_:_e_d__~_0" <._s~!_e_~L~!i_n_!~41_n__i_:_e_d__a>, 

"Debbie Yow (_d__.y_o__~:_~_~L~__n__c_’_~_t_~_:_e___d___u_)’’ <~t____E~_?_~@!)__c___s__u_:__e__d___~_~5,, "Michelle Lee (mi__c__l!_e_!_l__e____!_e___e_~L~_~_c___s__u_:__e__@_)" <mi__c__l!_e_!_l__e____!__e__e_~L~_~_%__u_:__e__@_.>, "Sam Pardue 

( ~_~_~__n_)____r?_~j;_d_3_~__e_@_~3_c_’_~_u_:__e___d_~)’ ’ <._sz_a_!:_n____~?_~_~_~__u__e_:~2n___c_~ ~:_e___~_t__u_ >, "._s:~_~!_!:2~2~_i__t_t_:__e__d___~" ~s_~__0__l_~2~ p_i_t_!:_e_St___u_ >, "._d.j~_r~?~__s~2_~2:_r_:_e___d___u_" %_ti &g?___s_~@ ~5:_~;:_e___~_t__u_. >, 
"rmbanmga@svr.edu" <nnbaumaa@syr.e&l>, "Nicholas Hadley(ti!adle?~2umd.edu )" <Hadley@umd:edu >, "Kevin Anderson (kevina@urnd.edn)" 

<kevina~tm~d~edu>, "Loft Ebihara (lebihara~f~umd.edu)" <lebihara(~)umd.edt~>, "Craig Littlepage (ckl9e(d~viigiifia.e&O" <cld9e@virginia.e&~>, "Carolyn 

Callalmn (cmc(?~vir~inia~e&0" <cmc(?~vir~inia~e&~>, "Jane Miller(im2v(~!vitginia.edu)" <im2y,~,’i~ainia.edu>, "Larry Killongh (lax~)vt.edu)" 

<lax~)vt~edu>, "SharonMcCloskey (smcclosk(/~vt.edt~)" <smcclosk(/~vt.edt~>, "Jim Weavellweaveri~vt.edu)" <weaveri~vt.e&~>, "RichaN D 

Carmichael (cam~ich~f~5~edu)" <cmmicha~f~wfu.edu~, "Barbara Walker(walkerbg@~xl’u.edu)" <walkerbg@~xl’u.edu>, "Ron Welhnan 

( wellmanr(a~4"u.edu)" <welhnan~a)wfit.e&t> 
Cc: "Brad Hos~tetter’’ <bhostet~er(a)theacc.org>, "Cecelia DiAmico" <cdimnico(i~theacc.oN>, "JeffElliott" ~iellio~theacc.oN>, "John Swottbrd" 

~iswottbrd,~;theacc.org>, "Karl Hicks" <khicks(i~theacc.org>, "Kris Pierce" <kpierce,~;theacc.org>, "Lindsey Babcock" <lbabcock(a)theacc.org>, 

"Michael Kelly" <mkellx,(a)theacc.org~, "Nora Lynn Finch" <nll~nch(i~|heacc:org~ 



Subject: (Internal document) Message Points for Future ACC Regular-Season Scheduling and Championships 

(Internal document) Message Points for Future ACC Regular-Season Scheduling and Championships 

February 3, 2012 

When ~vill Pitt and Syracuse join? 

* As we’ve said all along, we’ll be ready/prepared for Pitt and Syracuse whenever they are able to join the ACC 

* Pitt and Syracuse continue to work with the Eig East as it relates to the details of departing the Big East 

Basketball (Men’s and Women’s) 

* Men’s and Women’s basketball scheduling will mirror one another beginning in 2012-13 

* Conference schedule will consist of 18 games and each school will have one primary partner 

* Creates a 3-year cycle in which teams will play every league team at least once (primary partner will be home & away each year while other :12 

would rotate in groups of four: home & away; home only; away only) 

* Most coaches support the one partner model 

* Each program will see all other teams with more regularity 

* One partner model creates better competitive balance 

* The one primary partner model more effectively integrates the new schools into the league and provides better branding opportunities from both 

the school and conference perspectives 

ACC Basketball Tournaments 

* Fundamentally we will continue to have all members compete in the tournament 

* Decision on formats will continue to be discussed 

* Potential target on format decision will be late spring (annual spring meetings) 

* Discussions will also include whether format for tournaments will be the same fur men and women 

Football 

* Divisional alignment will maintain Atlantic and Coastal structure 

* All primary crossover partners remain constant with Pitt/Syracuse becoming primary crossover partners 

* Syracuse will join the Atlantic and Pitt will join the Coastal 

* Multiple divisional structures were examined, and ultimately the brand equity and competitive equity remained a compelling reason to maintain 

the current divisional structure (after 7 years, record between current Atlantic and Coastal teams is 69-65 in favor of Atlantic) 

* When both Pitt and Syracuse join the ACC, the league will play a 9 game conference schedule 

* Teams will play all 6 teams in their division each year, plus one primary crossover partner each year and two rotating opponents from the opposite 

division 

* It’s anticipated that each division plays the same number of home games each year (ie. in year one, Atlantic members play S home games while 

Coastal members play 4 home games, will reverse the next season) 

* Creates a 6-year cycle in ~vhich teams will play each divisional opponent and their primary crossover partner six times (3 home and 3 away) 

* Each team will play each rotating crossover partner two times in a 6-year period (one home and one away) 

Championships 

* When Pitt joins the league, the ACC will resume a Championship in the sport of gymnastics (was previously an ACC sponsored sport in :1984) 

* All team sports, with the exception of baseball, will continue to play all other conference teams at least once during the regular-season (baseball 

currently does not play all other conference teams) 

* The league will continue to sponsor an ACC Championship in all sports with the exception of volleyball 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"~v.footballvideo s.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Sunday, February 5, 2012 10:04 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyounl@uncaa.unc.edu> 

$50 per game special ends today! Order now! 

"l~NZI’.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

This I know, this special ends today and will not be offered 
again any time soon. Get your games at the lowest price ever, 
order today, and The Patriots will win the Super Bowl by 4 
points, 34-30 on a late Tom Brady rally. You heard it here first 
Enjoy the game. Enjoy YOUR games! 

SUPER BOWL SUNDAY SPECIAL! 
Buy any number of games for 
$50.00/game for a~l orders p~aced by 
21512012, Super Bowl Sunday at midnight. 
USE THIS 50 DOLLAR SKU TO ORDER. 

Click here for more on usin.q Special SKUs 
Use discount code - Super Sunday. 

Your Football Games on Video! 
Be sure to consider some great football 

games available on DVD at 

vvw~v, foot ba [tvid eos. cam. 

So, please, fot[ow this [ink to 

www.footba[tvideos.com and re-rive at[ of 

those glorious football memories of yore. 

Fee[ free to ride any of [he [inks on the [eft and around [his emaiL 

Tens of thousands of College Football Games available on 
video. 

Because the aider you get; the better you were. Although, 

"The Eye in the Sky, does not tie"". 

America’s Footba[[ Games on Your Video Screen. 

YOUR Football Games on Video. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This emai[ ~’,~as sent Lo Lony;,ount@uncaa.~nc.edu by 2Ld__r_~_~__o__o__t_b__a__l_12j_d__’_e__o__s_&__o_tr! :: 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privao/Policy, 

www.footballvideos.corn 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:03 PM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Patricia Earley 

<pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - Spring 

TEXT.htm; Eligible to Compete - Spring pdf 

Hi Jan, 
Attached is a list of your student athletes who have been certified as academically eligible to compete in Spring 

and provide me with an email to confirm. 

Thanks so much and best of luck this semester! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

Please review the list to be sure that no one is missing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 8, 2012 2:01 PM 

@gma~il.com 

Fwd: Eligible to Compete - Spring 2012 - 

FILE.msg 





Hi Karen, 
Attached is a list of your student athletes who have been certified as academically eligible to compete in Spring 2012. Please review the list to be sure that no one is missing 

and provide me with an email to confirm. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa,unc,edu 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Friday, Februa~ 10, 2012 8:20 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~v~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Buy one or more games, and get one free! 

"l~2XT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Thank you for opening my emaiL Be sure to take advantage of 

this week’s special in time. Ride this [ink to 

www.footba[[videos.com an save. 

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL. 

ORDER 1 GAME BY THIS SUNDAY 2/12/2012 AT MIDNIGHT AND 

YOU CAN BUY ONE, OR MORE, GAMES AND GET ONE FREE. 
Just put the game, or games you want in your cart and 

checkout. Then, in the comment section box, at the end of 
the checkout process, notate the free game you want in the 

comment section box. Notate discount code - buy one OF more 

and get 1 free game. 

If you have any questions fee[ free to emai[ me at 

wdr@footba[[videos.com, respond back to this message, or 

cat[ me at 717-732-5643. 

WDR 

Owner/President 

www. footba[[videos, cam 

Check out www.footballvideos.com 
Tens of thousands of College and High School Football 
Games available on video. 

Because the o[der you get; the better you were. A[though, 

"The Eye in the Sky, does not [ie"o 

America’s Footba[[ Games on Your Video Screen. 

YOUR Football Games on Video. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colle~le Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

] 

This email was sent to [ony;,ount@uncaa,tmc,adu by wdr@footballvideos.com :: 
._U_l?_d___a_t__e___r!?:_o__fj]_e_LE_[~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with S_’.a_f_e_U_._n_s_~_[b__s_c_l:ib__ey" !~__rj_v__a__c_~/__E_o_[[_c_y., 

www.footballvideos.¢om 67 Greenmont Drive Enola i PA :: 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 10, 2012 9:52 AM 

~gmml.com 

Fwd: LAST DAY!! -- Help Your Compliance StME 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 10, 2012 9:51 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

LAST DAY!! -- Help Your Compliance Staf!! 

TEXT.htm; Header 

Colleagues, 

Please see below. We really appreciate everyone who has responded so far. If you haven’t responded to the survey yet, please take a couple of minutes to do so. All of us in 
the compliance office really appreciate your feedback, 

Go Heels! 

Tom Timmermans i Assistant DJrecl,~r of ComplianceiFin, Aid "(]nJversib~ of North Carolina 

Oftice 919.962.7851 iCel!             Fax 919,962,6002 

>>> <"Amy Herman"> 1/26/2012 2:18 PM >>> 

Colleagues, 

As a Compliance Office staff, we are continually looking to improve our services to coaches, staff, student athletes, boosters, and fans. To assist us in this effort, we hope that 

you will take a few minutes of your time to provide feedback by completing the below survey. 

We want to be a Compliance Office whose programming mirrors the success of the teams and staff we serve! The information we receive from you through this process will 

be used to evaluate "where we are" and develop ideas as to how we can make adjustments and improvements so that we can continue our quest to be one of the premier 

Compliance staffs in the country. 

Please click on the following link to start the survey. We would like to have all surveys completed by Friday, February 10th. 

https:!Iwww,surveycnonkey,com/s!UNCcompliance 

Thank you, in advance, for your time! 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

ajschae@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



Colleagues, 

Please see below. We really appreciate everyone who has responded so far. If you haven’t responded to the survey yet, please take a couple of minutes to do so. All of us in 

the compliance office really appreciate your feedback. 

Go Heels! 

Tom Timmernmr~s i Assislznt Director or’Compliance/Fin. Aid i University of North Carolina 

Office 919,962,7851 iCell              iFax 919,962,6002 

>>> <"Amy Herman"> 1/26/2012 2:18 PM >>> 

Colleagues, 

As a Compliance Office staff, we are continually looking to improve our services to coaches, staff, student athletes, boosters, and fans, To assist us in this effort, we hope that 

you will take a few minutes of your time to provide feedback by completing the below survey, 

We want to be a Cocnpliance Office whose programming mirrors the success of the teams and staff we serve! The inforcnation we receive from you through this process will 

be used to evaluate "where we are" and develop ideas as to how we can make adjustments and improvements so that we can continue our quest to be one of the premier 

Compliance staffs in the country. 

Please click on the following link to start the survey. We would like to have all surveys completed by Friday, February 10th, 

https://www.su rveymonkey.com/s/U NCcompliance 

Thank you, in advance, for your time! 

Amy 

Amy Hercnan 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

ajschae@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Febr~au 13, 2012 12:15 PIVl 

~gmafil.com 

Fwd: Liberty Game - Lunch 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:15 PM 

~@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@ live.u nc.edu; @em ail.u nc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; ~@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; .@live.unc.edu; 

@em ail.u nc.edu; @ live.u nc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu @live.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu >; 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Liberty Game - Lunch 

Jason’s Dell - Oct 14 2011.xlsx 

@live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu;, /@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

DemaiLunc.edu        ~@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu;      @live.unc.edu;        ~live.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu: ,@email.unc.edu; 

Demail.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com >; Tony Yount 

Hi Even/one, 
Please email your lunch choice from Jason’s Dell to Sarah by 12noon on Tuesday. I have attached the fall order if you need to reference from our Princeton Trip, 

Pick your meat, cheese, name your bread, 

select your spreads and dress it up, 

roast beef 

oven roasted turkey breast 

smoked turkey breast 

premium ham 

tuna salad 

hot corned beef 

hot pastrami 

natural, grilled chicken breast 

Club Royale 

Toasted croissant with smoked turkey breast, 

ham, bacon, Swiss, cheddar, lettuce, tomato, 
honey mustard. 

Chicago Club 

Herb focaccia with smoked turkey breast, bacon, 

provolone, smoked red pepper dlantro aioli, 

organic spinach, roma tomatoes. 

Deli Club 

Toasted whole grain wheat with ham, 

turkey breast, bacon, cheddar, Swiss, 

lettuce, tomato, mayo. 

California Club 

Toasted croissant with turkey breast, bacon, 

Swiss, tomato, sprouts, mayo, guacamole. 

Reuben THE Great 

Hot corned beef, Swiss, sauerkraut, 

Russian dressing, grilled on Fye. 

Prefer pastrami instead of 

corned beef? Just ask! 

The NewYork Yankee 

Hot corned beef & pastrami, Swiss and your 

choice of mustard or mayo, on rye. 

Amy@s Turkey O 

Toasted onion bun with turkey breast, 

sliced avocado, jalape@o pepper jack, 

red onion, roma tomatoes, lettuce, 

organic stone ground mustard. 

Tuna Melt 

Tuna salad, Swiss, mayo, tomato, 

grilled on whole grain wheat. 

Santa Fe Chicken Sandwich@ 

Natural, grilled chicken breast, 

bacon, Swiss, guacamole, tomato, 

Russian dressing, grilled on 

whole grain wheat. 

The Poppa Joe 

Named for our Founder@s Dad. Toasted 

herb focaccia with turkey breast, asiago, 

roasted tomatoes, basil pesto sauce with 



www.carolinalacrossecamps,com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P~O. Box 2:~26 
Carmichael Arena 
Room :~264 
3:~0 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:~4 

Fax: 9:~9.843.8:~75 
www~tarheelblue.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 10:06 AM 

Larry Oallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Demail.unc.edu>; 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Oisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; @gmail.com >; Jenny Levy 

< uncwlax@uncaa.unoedu > 

Liberty ]tin 

TEXT.htm; Liberty ]tin.pall; Liberty ]tin.pub 

Hi Everyone, 
Please find our trip for the day. Take Care. 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2:~26 
Carmichael Arena 
Room :~264 
3:~0 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:~4 

Fax: 9.t9.843,8175 
www,tarheelblue,com 



Hi Everyone, 
Please find our trip for the day, Take Care, 

www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s LacFosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O, Box 2126 
Carmichael AFena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday,                11:12 AM 

@email.unc.edu;       ~live.unc.edu;      ~live.unc.edu;        @email.unc.edu; 

Cook < cook.jr@u ncaa.u nc.edu >; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @emaii.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edul 

@email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu @live.unc.edu; ~@email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; Jennifer 

Dlive.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu; 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>         @live.unc.edu;        @live.unc.edu;       @email.unc.edu; 

Demail.unc.edu;        @live.unc.edu;         @email.unc.edu; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu        Dlive.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu >; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; TonyYount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu > 

Richmond ]tin 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Everyone, 
Please see the itin below. 

Please eat before getting on the bus. 

Dinner is one your own, 

Captains 

Please keep in mind when making your packin9 list that it is supposed to rain & snoww/temperatures in the mid 30’s, 

Thanks. 

www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

Universibl of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.84-3.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Hi Everyone, 
Please see the itin below. 

Please eat before getting on the bus. 

Dinner is one your own, 

Captains 

Please keep in mind when making your packin9 list that it is supposed to rain & snow w/temperatures in the mid 30’s, 

Thanks. 

www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
CaFmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 17, 2012 11:14 AM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: Richmond Itin 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 11:14 AM 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu @live.unc.edu; Jennifer 

Cook < cookjr@u ncaa.u nc.edu >; ~@email.unc.edu; l@live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; ,@emaii.unc.edu; ~@email.unc.edu; ,~@em ail.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; i@live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; ~@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>;         @live.unc.edu        Dlive.unc.edul       ~@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu;       :@live.unc.edu;         Demail.unc.edu; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu;       @live.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu >; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; TonyYount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu > 

Richmond ]tin 

TEXT.htm; Richmond [tin.doc; Richmond [tin.pdf 

Hi Everyone, 
Please see the itin below. 
Please eat before getting on the bus. 
Dinner is one your own, 
Captains 
Please keep in mind when making your packin9 list that it is supposed to rain & snow w/temperatures in the mid 30’s, 
Thanks. 

www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s LacFosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
CaFmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Hi Everyone, 
Please see the itin below. 

Please eat before getting on the bus. 

Dinner is one your own, 

Captains 

Please keep in mind when making your packin9 list that it is supposed to rain & snow w/temperatures in the mid 30’s, 

Thanks. 

www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
CaFmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount -<ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:08 PM 

@gmml.com 

F~vd: 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:08 PM 

lahyde@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Lee, 

I was wondering if you could help rne out with this one.     was a student athlete last fall but did not return this spring. She properly withdrew from UNC but still has a 

housing charge showing on her account. Would you mind looking in to this? 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmemmns [ Assislznt Director or’Compliance/Fin. Aid [ University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962,7851 [Ce~l              [Fax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:11 PM 

Lee A Hyde < lahyde@email.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks! 

> > > "Hyde, Lee A" <lahyde@ernail.unc.edu > 1:09 PM > > > 

have those charges removed shortly. She just didn’t tell our rnain ot:fice she was leaving so we weren’t aware~ 

Thanks, 

Lee ~,~ew ~--~yde I DHREt 919.9625491 i !_a__[~__d___e_@ .&r_!)#_jJ=~!_n___%_e__d___u_. 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:08 PM 
To-" Hyde, Lee A 
Cc-" Tony Yount 
Subject; I 

Lee, 

Iwas wondering if you could help me out with this one. was a student athlete last fall but did not return this spring. She properly withdrew from UNC but still has a 

housing charge showing on her account. Would you mind looking in to this? 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tora Timme~m~si Assisu~DirectorofCompliance/Fin. Aicl Ur~versi~y of No~12n Carolina 

ONce 919.962.7851 ~Cell              t:ax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 20, 2012 1:04 PM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: Parking Coordinators, please li~rward this February Commuter News 

FILE.msg 













[::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Duncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 9:58 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Ram Rules #6: Student-Athletes Participating in Promotional Activities 

TEXT.htm 

All, 
Please see below for the Ram Rules that was sent to our student athletes this morning regarding their participation in promotional activities. If you have any questions on this 

issue, please feel free to contact the Compliance Office, 

Thank vou! 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 843 4738 

~uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 9:36 AM > > > 
This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL.]:CK HERE. 

The Ram Rules 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Vol    *No. 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Coxolina s~dent-athletes about NCAA rules. As a UNC student-athlete, it is YOUR responsibility to review 

the contained infor~nation to preserve your eligibility to participate in intercollegiate athletics. 

Student-Athletes Parfidpating in Promotional Activities 

Provided certmn stipulations are met, NCAA regulations permit student-athletes to be involved in promotional activities being conducted by institutions or charitable, 

educational, or nonprofit agencies. However, before doing so, you must obtain permission fi’om the Compliance Office, as there will be paperwork that will need 

to be co~npleted both by you and the sponsoring entity to confirm that the event ~neets aJl NCAA regulations. 

Please keep in mind that it is never permissible for a commerciaJ entity to use your name, picture, or image to promote their product, entelprise, or place of business. 
Therefore, should an entity approach you in this regaxd, or should yon discover your name, picture, or image being nsed in this manner, please contact the Compliance 

staffimmediately at 919-962-6000 or compliance(d~uncaa.unc.edu. 

The Ram Rules Bottom Line: 

It is critical that you receive prior approval from the Compliance Office before perinitting your name, picture, iniage, or appearance to be used in any way 

to promote all activity. So ask before you act, even if it’s for a good cause! 

It is also your responsibili .ty to understand NCA~A~ and UNC rules. You call find all UNC Department of Atlflefics’ policies and other NCAA resources at 

ht~p://tadieelblue.cstv.coln/compliance/m~c-compliance.htnfl. 

Please contact the Colnpliallce Office (919-962-6000 or compliance@uncaa.m~c.edu) if you have any questions about participating in promotional 

activities. 

Sincerely. 

Amy Herman 

Associate Director of Athletics tbr Compliance 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"~v.footballvideo s.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Tuesday, Februaw 21, 2012 1:10 PM 

ToW Yount <tonyyounl@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New lower on-line viemng sub~ription prices. 

"l~NZI’.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

SUBSCRIBE TO THE FOOTBALL VIDEO NETWORK 

Check out New Lower Prices, 
The first 100 subscribers get to request 1 Notre Dame game 
listed at ~..f_q._o_.t__b_._a__[[ .v_[ .d__e_._o_..s__g_.o._ .m.__ and that game will be put up 
on the Network free of charge. 
See this link for All available Notre Dame Football Games 
By months end, every game in the 1988 championship 
season will be available for all subscribers to view on-line. 
Subscribe for as little as $8 and re-live all the memories of 
your favorite Notre Dame game. 
There are already hundreds of cool presentations available to 
view on the Network. 
See VVhat’s on The Football Video Network 

If you have any questions or comments, fee[ 

free to emai[ ._w_d__r__@._f_.o__.o_t__b_.a__l._!v__i_d_~_o__s_:_c_9_L~_ or 

ca[[ 717 732 5643. 

Please note my Name Your Price Special. Pick out 
any of the tens of thousands of games listed at 
www.footballvideos.com and make me an offer. 

Check out www.footballvideos.com 
Tens of thousands of College and High School Football 
Games available on video~ 

Because the aider you get; the better you were. Although, 

"The Eye in the Sky, does not lie". 

America’s Football Games on Your Video Screen. 

YOUR Football Games on Video. 

~5, /~i~.i~.? :~e[e~:’~io~ ~:.,’.i~ ~:.-’,si<el.i.,’,b~[i ~:.-’,,~’.,~es :.-’,rt:: ~[so 

(.[i~zi< t’i~?~’o ~o Check out my setection of gasketbatt qame videos 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

] 

This email was sent ~a [ony;,ount@uncaa,tmc,adu by wdr@footballvideos.com :: 

Update ~ rofile/Email Address instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

www.footballvideos.¢om 67 Greenmont Drive Enola i PA :: 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 9:28 PM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: FW: @labus 

FILE.msg 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:27 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edu~~ 

Subject: FW: syllabus 

Attach: ’IEXT.httn 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, " 

To: 
Subject: RE: syllabus 

8:02 PM 

Hi Tony, here is the letter explaining that I have the wrong book? 
Hope you are well, let me know if you need anything else? 
thanks 
see you soon 

Hi 

As per our discussion earlier this morning, due to a misprint in the course syllabus for COMM      .the text book you purchased is the incorrect edition of the book we are 
using in class. You will need to return this book to the student store and purchase New Sudden Fiction: Short-Short Stories from America and Beyond, edited by Robert 
Shapard and James Thomas (2007, W.W. Norton & Company). The professor of this class, Dr. Tony Perucci has communicated this information to the book store. 

Cheers, 

PhD Student, Communication Studies 
TA Performance Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: syllabus 

6:33 PM 

HI 
hope you are well. Sorry i am stressing a little as I recall the teacher saying we would have a small quiz in section tomorrow, however I cant seem to locate what I should 
read? please let me know so I can come prepared to class. Thank you so much, 

Froml 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: ’ 
Subject: RE: syllabus 

1:51 PM 

Hi 
I located the syllabus! It is on sakai under the resources section. Click on the COMM 

Let me know if you can’t find it and rll walk you through things. 
See you Thursday, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 
Subject: syllabus 

11:47 AM 

Hi 
Hope you are well! Yeah there is still no syllabus showing up on my sekai? Would you mind sending me one? 
Thanks so much, see you in lecture on Thursday! 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

Subject: RE: syllabus 

8:02 PM 

Hi Tony, here is the letter explaining that I have the wrong book? 
Hope you are well, let me know if you need anything else? 
thanks 
see you soon 

Hi 

As per our discussion earlier this morning, due to a misprint in the course syllabus for COMM      .the text book you purchased is the incorrect edition of the book we are 
using in class. You will need to return this book to the student store and purchase New Sudden Fiction: Short-Short Stories from America and Beyond, edited by Robert 
Shapard and .]ames Thomas (2007, W.W. Norton & Company). The professor of this class, Dr. Tony Perucci has communicated this information to the book store. 

Cheers, 

PhD Student, Communication Studies 
TA Performance Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: syllabus 

6:33 PM 

HI 
hope you are well. Sorry i am stressing a little as I recall the teacher saying we would have a small quiz in section tomorrow, however I cant seem to locate what I should 
read? please let me know so 3[ can come prepared to class. Thank you so much, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: syllabus 

1:51 PM 

Hi 
I located the syllabus! It is on sakai under the resources section. Click on the COMM 
Let me know if you can’t find it and T’II walk you through things. 
See you Thursday, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: ’ 
Subject: syllabus 

11:47 AM 

Hi 
Hope you are well! Yeah there is still no syllabus showing up on my sekai? Would you mind sending me one? 
Thanks so much, see you in lecture on Thursday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 9:21 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

TEXT.htm; Transcript.pdf; Profile.pdf 

Today’s recruit’s transcripts. 

is now her asst coach. 

Let’s talk about the Honors College w/her. 

Thanks 

www.carolinalacrossecamps,com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

Universi~ of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 
>>> 

Hi Coach Barnes, 

@gmail.com 4:15 PM >>> 

This is my transcript. I also included a school profile that comes along with it. Can’t wait for Friday! 

Thank you, 

Email: -@gmail,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount -<ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 27, 2012 12:01 PM 

@gmml.com 

F~vd: Eligible to Compete - Spring 2012 

FILE.msg 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:01 PM 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Heather Brooks 

<hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete - Spring 

TEXT.htm; Eligible to Compete - Spring pdf 

Hi Joe, 
Attached is a list of your student athletes who have been certified as eligible to compete in Spring 

Thanks and best of luck this spring season, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 

Please review the list and let me know if anyone is missing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 5, 2012 11:06 AM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: Social Media Tip Sheet 

FILE.msg 



All, 
Social media sites like Twitter and Facebook are part of our daily lives. Of course we have to keep in mind that NCAA rules and regulations govern contact with prospective 

student athletes through these social media sites, To assist you with using these sites, the Compliance Office has put together a one page tip sheet with permissible and 

impermissible contact with prospective student athletes for both Facebook and Twitter. 

Please remember that if you are using social media and have any doubts or concerns, you can contact any of us in the Compliance Office for guidance. 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans i Assistant Director ofComplianceiI~’in~ ~,Md i U~Jversib~ of North (2~olina 

Oftice 919.962.7851 iCel!             Fax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:48 AM 

.~gmml.com 

Fwd: International Competition Waiver. 

FILE.msg 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesd ay, 8:48 AM 

Karen Shelton < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Crystal Lineberry <clineber@email.unc.edu>; -Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rocky J Horton 

<rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]nternational Competition Waiver - 

TEXT.htm; international Com petition Waiver APPROVAL - .pdf 

Hi Karen, 
Attached is notification that the International Competition Waiver for has been approved by the ACC for the Spring 

her accountable for this term for eligibility purposes, and she will not be required to meet 60% of her degree until after Fall 

return in            Tony, [ prorated 9 hours in Spring     and added notes into the database for your review. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 

term. This means that we do not have to hold 

will be eligible to compete upon her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 9, 2012 10:24 AM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: Virginia Itin 

FILE.msg 





Hi Everyone, 
Here is the itin for Virginia, Have a 9rear weekend watchin9 basketball! 

www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s LacFosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O, Box 2126 
Carmichael AFena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

ToW Yount <tonD~ount~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday. March 12, 2012 5:44 PM 

@gmml.com 

Fvvd: Tue~tay Recruit 

FILE.msg 



Hello Everyone, 
Please see the itin for 

She is from and knows 

Please make sure has someone to eat with at Alpine after her 11am class tomorrow. 

Some of the sophomores have openings it looks like .... 

~ q~ons, please let me know. Thanks for making her feel welcome! 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 

P.O, Box 2126 
Carrnichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

ToW Yount <tonD~ount~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday. March 12, 2012 6:19 PM 

@gmml.com 

Fvvd: Tue~tay Recruit 

FILE.msg 



From: Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sent: Monday, 6:19 PM 

To: _~email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
@live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

;@live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 
:@live.uncedu; _~email.unc.edu; 
@live.unc.edu 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu; Dlive.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@em ail.u nc.edu; @ live.u nc.ed u >; 

~@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

~@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; @gmail.com >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday Recruit 

TEXT.htm; tin.pub; ]tin.pdf 

Hi Again...minor adjustment to the previous itin. 

Please make a effort to say "hello" 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

is eating lunch probably after 11:30am. I got her class th-nes reversed (12:30pm class). 

Fax: 919.843,8175 
vcww, tarheelblue,com 

>>> @live.unc.edu> 5:51 PM >>> 

Hey Phil! 

Just a heads up, my class is at 12:30, not 11, f can eat with her beforehand at 11 if that’s what you wanted? 

Thanks 

On , at 5:44 PM, Phil Barnes wrote: 

Hello Everyone, 

Please see the itin for 

She is fror~ and knows 

Please make sure has someone to eat with at Alpine after her 11am class tomorrow. 

Some of the sophomores have openings it looks like .... 

Any questions, please let me know. Thanks for making her feel welcome! 

<Mail Attachment.ipect> <Mail Attachment.ipecl> 
<Mail Attachment.jpeg> 
www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264- 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 

Fax: 919,84-3.8175 
www.ta rheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 12, 2012 7:52 PM 

.~gmml.com 

Fwd: Sr Day April 7th vs MD 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 7:52 PM 

Tony Yount ¯ @gmail.com >; Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Women’s Lacrosse Sr Day April 7th vs MD 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, hi ...hope you had a wonderful break! You deserve it! Can’t wait to hear about your trip. Did you go out West? 

Also, parents are wondering if we can get the Pope Box again and have the same people cater it. 

Did you know the caterers? Can’t remember their name right now. 

The MD game is at 3pm so they would probably need to get in and set up and the part will follow. 

Thanks so much! Laurie 

CAROLINA LACROSSE CAMPS 

Register Online Today! 
Laurie Holman 
Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Official Athletic Site 



Tony, hi .,,hope you had a wonderful break! You deser~,e it! Can’t wait to hear about your trip. Did you go out West? 

Also, parents are wondering if we can get the Pope Box again and have the same people cater it. 

Did you know the caterers? Can’t remember their name right now. 

The MD game is at 3pm so they would probably need to get in and set up and the part will follow. 

Thanks so much! Laurie 

CAROLINA LACROSSE CAMPS 
Register Online Today! 

Laurie Holman 
Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Official Athletic Site 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:17 PM 

~gmml.com 

Fwd: glasses 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:17 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

glasses 

There has been a pair of glasses found at the back door of Carmichael. 

If you know of someone missing these, we have them in the WBB office. 

Donna Cheek 

Dep arl~ment of" Athletics 

Women’s Basket,hail Office 

~hone: (919) 96~-~90~ 

Fax: (919) 
(7~o Heels.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~"*: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:23 PM 

@gmaJl.com 

Fwd: contact lenses fo~md 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:22 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

contact lenses found 

Also, 
We have contact lenses that were found in the back parking lot of Carmichael. 

]f anyone is missing his/her contacts, we have them in the WBB office. 

Thanks 
Donna Chee]{ 
Dep ~-~’trnen[, of A~h] etics 

Women’s Basket,hall Office 

Phone: (919) 969-2902 

Fax: (919) 962-9506 

Go Hee!s.~ 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"~v.footballvideo s.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

~Vednesday, March 14, 2012 7:05 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Order any number by Friday - pay only $50 per game. 

"l~XTI’.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Check out www.footballvideos.com 
Tens of thousands of College and High 
School Football Games available on 
video. 
I’ve just concluded some interesting analysis of my customers 
so far this year. Did you know, 
A. 92% of my customers are Male 
B. 65% of my customers order for the first time. 
C. 35% of my customers have ordered before 
D. 97% of my customers purchase football games. 
E. 3% of my customers purchase basketball games. 

- yes I don have basketball games. 
F. 71% order pursuant to one of these emails. 
G. These emails are received by over 5,000 people. 
Just thought you may like to know and I hope you will become 
a customer soon 

Here is this week’s special - Just for you. 

Buy any number of games and pay 
only $50 per game. 

To order us this 50 DOLLAR SKU and adjust the quantiy 
accordingly. 
Click here for more on using Special SKUs 
Hurry, this special ends Friday 311612012 at midnight. 
Use discount code - 50 per 
Check it out and ride this link to www.footballvideos.com 

If you have any questions or comments, fee[ 

free to emafl _w.__d___r_..@__.f__o_._o_.t_b__a__![_._v_!._d_.e__..o_s_:_£O__.m_ or 

cat[ 717 732 5643. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 



this email was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc,edu by wdr@l:ootballvideos.com :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removaIwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

www.footballvideos,com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2:51 PM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: Spring 2012 Schedule Audit 

FILE.msg 



~ro~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring 2012 Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; 122 Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Tony, 

Attached is the schedule audit for women’s golf that Rocky completed. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

93_9 962 9892 (office) 

93-9 962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Youut <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 7:58 PM 

@gmM.com 

Fwd: Itin 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 7:58 PM 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edul @email.unc.edu; ,@live.unc.edu; Jennifer 

Cook < cookjr@u ncaa.u nc.edu >; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; r@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

~@email.unc.edu @email.unc.edu; ,@email.unc.edu; _ @email.unc.edu; ~@email.unc.edu; 

~ @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; ~@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu @live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu;       @live.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson < sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]tin 

TEXT.htm; GTown-ODU ltin.pdf; GTown-ODU ltin.pub 

www.carolJnalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.84-3.8175 
www.tarheelblue,com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 7:04 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Order today - pay only $50/game. Last chance. 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

This special expires today at midnight 
and will not be offered again like this, en- 
masse, for the rest of the year. 

Get your game or games at the best 
price of the year today. 

Buy any number of games and pay only 
$50 per game. 

To order us this 50 DOLLAR SKU and adjust the quantiy 
accordingly. 
Click here for more on using ~pecial SKUs 
Hurry, this special ends Friday 3/16/2012 at midnight. 

Use discount code - 50 per 

Check it out and ride this link to www.footballvideos.com 

If you have any questions or comments,    YI~i~R 
feet free to emait wdr®footbattvideos.com 
or cart 717 732 5643. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 



The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improy~ng Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr~footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Po!igy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjec~: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 4:23 PM 

~gma~l.com 

Fwd: Spring 2012 Schedule Audit 

FILE.msg 



~FO~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 20, 20:12 4:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring 20:12 Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; :122 Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Tony, 
Attached is the schedule audit that Rocky completed for women’s lacrosse. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 
919 962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Tony Youut <tonyyount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 11:26 PM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: NCAA post grad 

FILE.msg 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:26 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: NCAA post grad 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Hey Tony! I hope you are doing well!! I just sent an email to Spencer on Monday to see if the NCAA IX~St grad scholarship for spring athletes has opened up yet. He 

just wrote back to say he roll look into it. I jus~t wanted to shoot you an email too...I don’t want to miss out on my chance this time av:~und hal~a. If you can, let me 

know if you hear anything. Thanks s~ much for your help’. 



Hey Tony! I hope you are doing well!! I just sent an email to Spencer on Monday to see 

if the NCAA post grad scholarship for spring athletes has opened up yet. He just wrote 

back to say he will look into it. I just wanted to shoot you an email too...I don&#39;t 

want to miss out on my chance this time around haha. If you can, let me know if you 

hear anything. Thanks so much for your help!<br> 

<br] <br> 



From: 

Sent: Thursday, 6:52 PM 
To 
Subject: RE: Feeder 2.1 Assignment 

Yep, I had it saved on my computer so I’ll attach it to this email. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 5:52 PM 

Subject: Feeder 2,1 Assignment 

Hi, 

I know that this is a random question but do either of you remember reading and editing my feeder 2.1 assignment? This is the finished version as T no longer have the draft. T 
believe this is the day that     was not in class. If you could get back to me as soon as possible, that would be great. I have attached the paper above. 

Thanks, 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: FW: Group Presentation 

9:25 PM 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Group Presentation 

7:27 PM 

Awesome. This is great. Thank you for all the work you’ve put into it. We’ll work on it and I’II let you know of any changes. 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: Group Presentation 

7:17 PM 

We can each do 3 slides and I’II do slides 2, 5, and 9 (I’II finish it tonight). Just email me it back if you make any changes so I can take note of new stuff. Thanks! 

From~ 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Group Presentation 

12:48 PM 

We can get a study room in Davis if you want. That might work the best. I’II email 
after 6:30, so just text me and let me know if Davis is good with you. 

to see if she wants to help with this. Also, I won’t be able to check my email until 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Group Presentation 

11:39 AM 

6:40 is fine with me, where do you want to meet? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: Group Presentation 

:11:33 AM 

Hey 

I wanted to see if you wanted to meet up today to go over our presentation? I’m free anytime after 6:30, so if you want to meet around 6:40 or so that would be great. Let me 
know if you’re busy then and we can choose another time. 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 23, 2012 11:49 AM 

-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Compliance <- 

Com pliance@uncaa.unc.edu > 

2012 Summer School Information 

TEXT.htm 

Coaches, 

Head coaches will be receiving their summer school packets in campus mail in the next couple of days. Included in this packet are copies of all the information you will need 

to request summer school grant in aid for your student athletes. Note that the process remains the same: coaches complete forms for student athletes to whom they wish to 

award summer GIA, and they then submit the forms to their Academic Counselor (who completes the applicable section and signs off). The Academic Counselor then sends 

the forms to me. I cannot accept forms that haven’t been siqned by academics, so please remember to send the forms to them first (being sure to keep copies in case they 

get lost in campus mail!). 

The deadline listed in the packet for submission of completed forms to me is 4/9112. 

Lastly, please know that sports’ budgets are figured based on various factors, including overall grant in aid budgets and EADA calculations (for Title IX purposes). Amy and I 

have done our best to distribute the available funding as uniformly as possible, while still staying within the various budgetary and EADA boundaries. As always, we will review 

requests for additional funds as they arise, but, unfortunately, we cannot promise that funds will be available over and above what you are budgeted. 
I appreciate your understanding of this. 

Please let me know if you have questions or concerns. 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmermans i Assistant Director of ComplianceiI~’in~ zMd i Uaiversib~ of North C~olina 

ONce 919.962.7851 iCell            ;iFax 919,962,6002 

~ii:::,~:~:~-~.~.~:~:iiii~:~-~,~::,~::: ’ii:~ii~: ~ii:::~:~:~.::~:~:.ii:ii~.~:~ W<? i~ t~!~!:~!:i!~!:.~;:~::!ii!!~i!!~:~!!~:::.:!~:::~!!:~!!:~! i~ l×~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:34 PM 

wyrick@email.unc.edu 

Incoming freshmen 

Dean Wyrick 

Sometime next week you should hear from the 4 incoming         players who would like to come to summer school this summer. 
The requests should come from these four young ladies. They have also been instructed to email Missy Pyecha in admissions about 
moving their enrollment date forward, with your approval. I just wanted to give you a heads up. Session 5 is the CTOPS session they 
have registered for. 

Thanks for all that you do for us. 

Tony 

Incoming 

~li~e.tmc.edu 

Session 7@live.unc.edu 
[Session t@live.unc.edu Session 

Session @live.unc.edu 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 25, 2012 9:42 PM 

v v @gmml.com 

Fwd Spring 2012 Schedule Audit 

FILE.msg 



Se~t: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 25, 2012 9:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring 2012 Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; 122 Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Tony, 

Attached is the schedule audit that Rocky completed for 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, March 29, 20:12 8:43 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring Schedule Audit 

TEXT.htm; :122 Schedule Audit.xlsx 

Hi Tony, 

Attached is the spring schedule audit that Crystal completed for 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 
919 962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Tony Youut <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 4:17 PM 

~gmml.com 

Fwd: Recruits This Weekend! 

FILE.msg 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 4::17 PM 

~live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~@live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; :@live.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu 

Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Oisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dgmail.com >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Recruits This Weekend[ 

TEXT.htm 

Recruits over the next few days...Some of this is confirmed, some of this is a works in progress! 

Let me know of conflicts! Thank you for all your help! 

Fridav 

11am Meeting w!Jenny 

12pm Class vvi 

Connect w/ 
3pm Team Meal 

6pm Tony Meeting 

Sunday 

to hang w/the freshman! 

Winter Camp Attendee 

9am Meeting w!Jenny at Carmichael 

lOam Tour vv/Jenn Cook? 

11:45am at Henry Stadium 

12pm Tony? 

3pm Tour w/Jenn Cool(? 

Sunday & Monday 

Commit 

Sunday Staying Overnight w/You!!! 

Host 

Monday 

8:30 Meeting w/Jenn Cook 

9am Honors Collecje 

loam Class wi 

].1am Class w! 

Lunch 

Meeting w! Tony 

lpm on Monday or Sunday 12pm Meeting before game 
Monday 

Host 

Classes are TBD... 

9:30 Tony? 

www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2:[26 
Carmichael Arena 
Room :[264 
3:[0 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:[4- 

Fax: 9:[9.84-3.8:[75 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Recruits over the next few days...Some of this is confirmed, some of this is a works in progress! 

Let me know of conflicts! Thank you for all your help! 
Friday 

11am Meeting w/Jenny 

12pm Class w/ 

Connect w/ 

3pm Team Meal 

6pm Tony Meeting 

Sunday 

to hang wi the freshman! 

VV]nter Camp Attendee 

9am Meeting w!Jenny at Carmichael 

lOam Tour vv/Jenn Cook? 

11:45am at Henry Stadium 
12pm Tony? 

3pm Tour wiJenn Cook? 

Sunday & Monday 

Commit 
Sunday S~aying Overnight w/You!!! 

Host                      ~ 

Monday 

8:30 Meeting w/Jenn Cook 

9am Honors College 

::LOam Class w/ 

:~:~am Class w! 
Lunch 

Meeting w/Tony 

1pro on Monday or Sunday 12pro Meeting before game 

Monday 

Host 

Classes are ]BD.,, 

9:30 Tony? 

www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 30, 2012 ll:ll AM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: Recruits This Weekend! 

FILE.msg 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 11:11 AM 

@live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu 

.@live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu 

Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Recruits This Weekend[ 

TEXT.htm 

@live.unc.edu; 

Recruits over the next few days...Some of this is confirmed, some of this is a works in progress! 

Let me know of conflicts! Thank you for all your help! 

Friday 

11am Meeting w!Jenny 

12pm Connect wi 

Connect w/ 
3pm Team Meal 

6pm Tony Meeting 

Sunday 

to hang w/the freshman! 

o 

9am Meeting w!Jenny at Carmichael 

lOam Tour vv/Jenn Cook? 

11:45am at Henry Stadium 

12pm Tony? 

3pm Tour w/Jenn Cool(? 

Sunday & Monday 

Commit 

Sunday Staying Overnight w/You!!! 

Host 

Monday 

8:30 Meeting w/Jenn Cook 

9am Honors College 

loam Class wi 

11am Class w! 

Lunch 

Meeting w! Tony 

lpm on Monday or Sunday 12pm Meeting before game 

Monday 

Host t 

Classes are TBD... 

9:30 Tony? 

www.carolinalacrossecam~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

VV]nter Camp Attendee 

Fax: 919.84-3.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April l, 2012 3:10 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: April Carolina CREED Meeting 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:10 PM 

-Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Alter ¯ 
~live.unc.edu>; Amy Nece 

< ~yahoo.com>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 
<      @email.unc.edu >;                         i@email.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

< @email.unc.edu >; @email.u nc.ed u >; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
<, @email.u nc.edu >; @email.unc.ed u >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 
@email.unc.edu >; 

< @webmail.u nc.ed u >; @email.unc.edu >; 
@email.unc.edu >; 

< @email.unc.edu >; 
< @gmail.com>; I 

~@email.unc.edu >; 

.~@uncaa.unc.edu>;, 
< @uncaa.unc.edu >; @email.unc.edu >; 
< @email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; I 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>;, 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu > >; 
i@email.unc.edu > 

< _~email.unc.edu >; ~ i@email.unc.edu >; 
@email.unc.edu >; @email.u nc.ed u >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 
< @email.unc.edu >; is@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; , @live.unc.edu >; 
@email.unc.edu >; 

~ ~email.unc.edu >; [ @live.unc.edu >; 

< @g mail.com >; @email.u nc.ed u >; 
< @bellsouth.net>; @email.unc.edu >; 

.@email.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams 

@email.unc.edu>i 

@email.un¢.edu> 

<twilliams@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

April Carolina CREED Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

@gmail.com>; 

@email.u nc.ed u >; 

;@email.unc.edu >; 
@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

_~email.unc.edu >; 

Hi there, 



Monday, April 2rid is the last Carolina CREED meeting of the year. Please make sure your first years are at this meeting 

7pm on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. This meeting will cover the image "Emotional Fuel" and who is in their network; a 

senior panel and a brief introduction to Career Services on campus. 

thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 3:16 PM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~v~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Game Wanted - 1962 Tangerine Bowl - Cm~ you help? 

"l~2XT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Game WANTED 
Ur~iversity ol: Houston vs, Miami of Ohio :1982 Tangerine Bowl 

Please let me know if you can help me 
get the game above. I can pay you 
$100 for the game. I know the Saints 
got in trouble for this but the bounty on 
this game is for a good cause. 
Thanx in advance if you can help. 
If you have any questions or comments, fee[ free to emai[ 

wdr®footba[[videos.com or ca[[ 717 732 5643. 

WDR 

Owner/President 

vvww. foot ba [tvid eos. com 

Fort,yard email 

This email was sen[ to tonyyount@uncaa.unc,edu by wdr~lfootballvideos.com :: 
Update ~ rofile/Email Address instant removal with SafeUnsubscdbe" Privacy Policy. 

www,footballvideos.com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA ~ 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ton?, Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.eduv 

Tuesday. April 17, 2012 1:43 PM 

~gmu~l.com 

Fwd: Exam schedule 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 1:43 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Exam schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Tony can you send me the team’s exam schedule thanks 

FYI: took care of the Lutherock reseFvation 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

vcww.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



Tony can you send me the team’s exam schedule thanks 

FYI: took care of the Lutherock reservation 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 9:12 AM 

~gmml.com 

Fwd: Benefits to a Former Student-AtNete 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 9:12 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Benefits to a Former Student-Athlete 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

Based on our conversation regarding your desire to provide transportation to a former student athlete, I did a quick interp search and found an applicable interp below. It 

appears that it is permissible to provide benefits of nocninal value (e,g, meal, ride, overnight lodging) once in a while. Although the question to ask before providing the 

benefit is..."Are we recruiting a relative of this former student athlete?" If so, it would not be permissible in any form. 

As far as providing transportation to California and Alabama (I think you said it was), I’m not sure that would constitute a "ride" since it is not within the locale. I believe using 

the student athletes car and splitting gas charges as we discussed is the best approach. 

Hope this helps, 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Student-Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausting Eligibility (~) 

Date Published: September 6, 2001 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

It is permissible for a former student athlete to receive a benefit of nominal value (e.g., meal, ride, overnight lodging) on an occasional basis from an institutional athletics 

representative or institutional staff members, provided the institution is not engaged in recruiting any relative of the former student athlete. [References: NCAA Bylaws 13.2.1 

(general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16.02.3 (extra benefit) and 16.12.2.1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official interpretation, Item No. 2 f 1] 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Hi Tony, 

Based on our conversation regarding your desire to provide transportation to a former student athlete, I did a quick interp search and found an applicable interp below. It 

appears that it is permissible to provide benefits of nominal value (e,g, meal, ride, overnight lodging) once in a while, Although the question to ask before providing the 

benefit is,,,"Are we recruitin9 a relative of this former student athlete?" If so, it would not be permissible in any form, 

As far as providing transportation to California and Alabama (I think you said it was), Fm not sure that would constitute a "ride" since it is not within the locale, I believe using 

the student athletes car and splitting 9as charges as we discussed is the best approach, 

Hope this helps, 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Student-Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausting Eligibility (~) 

Date Published: September 6, 2001 

item Ref: 1 

interpretation: 

it is permissible for a former student athlete to receive a benefit of nominal value (e,g,, meal, ride, overnight lodging) on an occasional basis from an institutional athletics 

representative or institutional staff members, provided the institution is not engaged in recruitin9 any relative of the former student athlete, [References: NCAA Bylaws 13,2,1 

(general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16,02,3 (extra benefit) and 16,12,2,1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official interpretation, item No, 2 f 1] 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbcnaloy@u ncaa,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Monday, April 23, 2012 8:03 AM 

ToW Yonnt <tonyyoun~v~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

See VvT)R on TV - pay only $50/game today. 

"l~2XT.htm 

We had a great week here at 
www.footballvideos.com 
Last week we were featured on Fox 43 
News in their "Made in PA" segment° 
On 4/19/2012 and 4/20/2012 
www.footballvideos.com was featured 
for a total of 7 minutes and 37 seconds 
on the local evening and morning news 
in Central PA. 
Ride this [ink and see a[[ 7 plus minutes as they appeared 

on tv http://www.footbat[videos.com/content/wdr-presents 

Please check it out. I want the world to know about the 

coo[ things going on at www.footba[[videos.com and I 

want to continue to get the word out to forks at[ over the 

country] about this coo[ and unique opportunity to go back 

and time and re-live a[[ those g[orious moments of the 

football days of yore. 

WDR 

Owner/President 

w~vw. footba[tvideos.com 

Take advantage of the early week special. 

Order today by 4pm and get any number of games 
you’d like for only $50/game. But first, you have to 
answer a trivia question about the "Made in PA" 
piece featured above. Watch the video, email 
wdr@footballvideos.com and ask for the trivia 
question. Answer correctly and pay only $50/game 
for any number of games you’d like. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 



The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 

Forward email 

] 

This email was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc,edu by wdr@footballvideos,com :: 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy, 

www.footballvideos,com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu7 

Monday, April 23, 2012 9:09 AM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: Practice Schedule April 24 thru May 6 

FILE.msg 



I::ron~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:09 AM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Connie Conway 

< cconway@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >;                       @email.unc.edu >; 

@yahoo.corn >; @email.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; @gmail.com >; 

@email.uncedu >; Tony Yount ¯ @mac.com > 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Practice Schedule April 24 thru May 6 

TEXT.htm 

Connie, 

Here is our tentative schedule for the next 2 weeks. I have not talked to Coach Breschi so I do not know what time he is going but hopefully if weather cooperates we will 

be down at Finley, 

Tues, OFF 

Wed, Shake out, NAVY 3 4pm 

Thurs Practice, Finley 2 4 

Fri, OFF 

Sat, OFF 

Sun Practice, Finley: time TBD (@1 3) 

Mon, Practice, Finley: 4 5:30 

Tues, Practice, Finley: 4 5:30 

Wed, OFF ( Graduation Ceremony! Read Day) 

Thurs, Practice, Finley 4 5:30 

Fri, Practice, Finley 4 6 

Sat Practice, Finley: time TBD (@ 2 4) 

Sun, OFF (NCAA Selection) 
Thanks Connie, please let me know of any potential conflicts. 

Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www,ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

> > > Connie Conway 10:18 AM > > > 

Hi Coaches, 

I hope all is well. Just checking on your practice plans for next week after classes end, on Reading and Exam days, before I send out the schedule, 
Thanks 

Connie 



Connie, 
Here is our tentative schedule for the next 2 weeks. 1. have not talked to Coach Breschi so 1. do not know what time he is going but hopefully if weather cooperates we will 

be down at Finley. 

Tues, April 24 OFF 

Wed, April 25 Shake out, NAVY 3 4pm 

Thurs, April 26 Practice, Finley 2 4 

Fri, April 27 OFF 

Sat, April 28 OFF 

Sun, April 29 Practice, Finley: time TBD (@3. 3) 

Mon, April 30 Practice, Finley: 4 5:30 

Tues, May I Practice, Finley: 4 5:30 

Wed, May 2 OFF (Graduation Ceremony! Read Day) 

Thurs, May 3 Practice, Finley4 5:30 

Fri, May 4 Practice, Finley 4 6 

Sat, May 5 Practice, Finley: time TBD (@ 2 4) 

Sun, May 6 OFF (NCAA Selection) 

Thanks Connie, please let me know of any potential conflicts. 

Jenny 

Carolina 203_2 Summer Camps 

REG1.ST ER NOW! 

vcww.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

> > > Connie Conway 4/20/203_2 3_0:3_8 AM > > > 

Hi Coaches, 
I hope all is well. Just checking on your practice plans for next week after classes end, on Reading and Exam days, before 1. send out the schedule. 

Thanks 

Connie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 1:08 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: UNC Preliminary Probation Report 

FlLE.msg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,onnt~uncaa.unc.edu7 

Friday, April 27, 2012 11:25 AM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: Daftly CompliaJ~ce Item- 4/27/12- New Initial Eligibility Regulations 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 11:25 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Daily Compliance item- 4/27/12- New initial Eligibility Regulations 

TEXT.htm; Daily Compliance item- 4 27 12- Current Event.msg 

All, 
FYI on the new initial eligibility regulations effective for student athletes entering college in Fall 2016. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



All, 
FYI on the new initial eligibility regulations effective for student athletes entering college in Fall 2016, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,unc,edu 



<img src="http:!ie2ma.netiozi7818749724!207507236i1367819!spacer.gif’’ width=l height=l> 

<img src:"http:iie2ma.net/ozi7818749724i207507236/1367819ispacer.gif" width=l height:l> 

<!-- You can modify the background color by changing the value in both the div and the 

table tags below this comment. If you don’t want a background color, simply change the 

value to #FFFFFF --> 

<!-- All tags use curly braces to surround them like this:    The asterisks around tags 

in the HTML cozmnents below are for clarity purposes and should not be used in your 

working code. --> 

<div style="background-color:#CACACA; padding-bottom:5px; padding-top:5px;"> 

<table width="100%" border:"0" bgcolor:"#CACACA"> 

<tr> 

<td><table width="600" border:"0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" align:"center"> 

<tr> 

<td align="center" style="padding-bottom:10px; padding-top:10px;"> 

<div align="center" style:"font: 10px Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: 

#696969;"> 

If you’re having trouble viewing this email, you may 

<a 

href="httP://e2ma.net/ma~/view:cam~aignPub~ic/id:~3678~9.78~8749724/rid~edb~7e88de6c2cd 

171def9474dSb3120" style="font: 10px Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: 

#696969; text-decoration: underline;">see it online</a>. 

</div> 

<br> 

<!-- This tag renders as "If you’re having trouble vlewing this email, you may see it 

online." You can customize your language and styling by adding your styles in the td 

and then customizing the verbiage. To link to it, simply use *webview url* in the link 

tag, like so: 

<a href="*webview url*">text goes here</a> --><!td> 

<itr> 

<tr> 

<td align="right"> 

<div style=’font: 12px Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; color: #696969;’><span 

id=’chosen-options’ style:’height:28px;’> Share This: <a 

href=~htt~://s~cia~.e2ma.net/next/e/~3678~9/46b35db58~92~5f56e75846fbaf299~c/78~8749724 

i?mrid=edb07e88de6c2cd171def9474d8b3120’ style=’margin: 0;padding-left: 5px;’><img 

width=’16’ height=’16’ border=’0’ 

src~~htt~://ap~.e2ma.net/media/themes/defau~t/img/s~cia~netw~rks/emai~.png~></a></span> 

<idiv> 

<!-- This tag renders as "Share This" and allows the campaign creator to add icons that 

encourage recipients to share the campaign through email and on social networks.-- 

><!td> 

<itr> 



<tr> 

<td style="background-color:#CACACA" bgcolor:"#FFFFFF"><table width="100%" 

border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 

<tr> 

<td align="left"><!-- This is where you add your header. You should 

wrap your header URL in an image tag, and it should look something like this: <img 

src:"http:iie2ma.netiuserdataixxxxxxxiassetsisampleimage.jpg">. Also, make sure you use 

border:"0" if you intend to wrap the header in a link. --><itd> 

<!tr> 

<tr> 

<td valign="top" style="padding:3px;"><!-- This is where you either 

leave the *content_layout* or replace it with *user_htmll* to define your content area. 

You use *content_layout* if you want your client to have access to Emma’s layouts in 

the editor. Alternatively, use *user htmll* if your client will be uploading their own 

html content. Want a specific structure? You can build in direct content, such as 

*text* or *image* placeholders in a table structure that fits your design. --> 

<table width="1000" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding:"0"> 

<tr> 

<td align="left" valign="top"><img 

src="http:iie2ma.netiuserdatai1351186iassetsiheader dci.jpg" width="1000" height="155’’ 

border="0" i><itd> 

<itr> 

<tr> 

<td><table width="1000" border="0" cellspacing="0" 

cellpadding="0"> 

<tr> 

<td width:"lS" align="left" valign="top" 

bgcolor="#CACACA"><img src="http://e2ma.netiuserdata/1351186iassetsicompliance- 

bodyl_dci.jpg" width="lS" height="403" !></td> 

<td width="236" align="left" valign:"top" 

bgcolor="#3F4346"><table width="236" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding:"0"> 

<tr> 

<td> 

<a 

href~~’http://e2ma.net/g~/78~8749724/2~75~7236/233~4~224/~3678~9/g~t~:htt~://dailyc~m~li 

anceitem, comi" target="_blank" ><img 

src="http:/!e2ma.net!userdata!1351186iassets!nav dci 01.jpg" width="236" height="51’’ 

border:"O"i><ia><itd> 

<itr> 

<tr> 

<td> 

<a 

href~~~httP://e2ma.net/g~/78~8749724/2~75~7236/233~4~225/~3678~9/g~t~:htt~://jum~f~rward 

.comi" target="_blank" title="JumpForward Home" ><img 

src="http:/!e2ma.net!userdata!1351186iassets!nav dci 02.jpg" width="236" height="36’’ 

border="0"/><ia><!td> 

<itr> 



<tr> 

<td> 

<a 

href="http:iie2ma net/goi7818749724i207507236/233041226i1367819/goto:http:i/wwwojumpfor 

ward.com!recruiting-solutioni" target="_blank’’ title="Recruiting Solution" ><img 

src="http:iie2ma.netiuserdatai1351186iassetsinav dci 03.jpg" width="236’’ height:"35" 

border:"0"i><ia><itd> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td> 

<a 

href="http:iie2ma net/goi7818749724i207507236/233041227i1367819/goto:http:i/wwwojumpfor 

ward.comithe-compliance-toolboxi" target="_blank’’ title:"Compliance Solution" ><img 

src="http:i!e2ma.net!userdata!1351186/assets!nav dci 04ojpg" width="236’’ height="34’’ 

border:"0"i><ia><itd> 

<itr> 

<tr> 

<td> 

<a 

href:"http:i/e2ma net!go/7818749724i207507236!233041228i1367819!goto:http:i!www.jumpfor 

ward.comirules-education-training/" target:" blank" title="Rules Education Training" 

><img src:"http:/ie2ma.netiuserdatai1351186iassetsinav dci 05ojpg" width="236’’ 

height="37’’ border="0"i></a><!td> 

<itr> 

<tr> 

<td> 

<a 

href="http:!ie2ma net/goi7818749724!207507236/233041229i1367819/goto:http:!/www.jumpfor 

ward.comisocial-media-monitoringi" target="_blank’’ title="Social Media Monitoring" 

><img src:"http:/ie2ma.netiuserdatai1351186iassetsinav dci 06ojpg" width="236’’ 

height="38’’ border="0"/><ia><itd> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td> 

<a 

href="http:!ie2ma net/goi7818749724!207507236/233041230i1367819/goto:http:!/www.jumpfor 

wardocom!premium-solutioni" target=’’ blank" title="Premium Solutions" ><img 

src="http:iie2ma.netiuserdatai1351186iassetsinav dci 07.jpg" width="236’’ height="34’’ 

border:"0"/><ia><itd> 

<itr> 

<tr> 

<td> 

<a 

href:"http:i/e2ma netigo/7818749724i207507236i233041231/1367819igoto:http:iiwww.bskocom 

igroupsidetail.cfm?id=4’’ target="_blank’’ title="BS & K" ><img 

src="http:/!e2maonet!userdata!1351186iassets!nav dci 08.jpg" width="236’’ height="35’’ 

border="O"i><ia><itd> 



<itr> 

<itable><itd> 

<td width="13" align="left" valign="top"><img 

src="http:/ie2ma.netiuserdatai1351186iassetsicompliance-body2_dci.jpg" width="13" 

height="403" /><itd> 

<td width="733" align="left" valign="top" 

bgcolor="#FFFFFF"><table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 

<tr> 

<td style="padding:8px; font-family:Arial, Helvetica, 

sans-serif"><table width="100%" border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0"> 

<tr> 

<td valign="top" style="padding:3px;"><table width="l%" border="0" align="left" 

cellpadding=" 0" cellspacing=" 0"> 

<tr> 
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<div><em><iem><em>&nbsp;</em></div> 
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<tr> 

<td valign="top" style="padding:3px;"><table width="l%" border="0" align="right" 
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<td width:"l%" valign:"top" style:"padding-left:Spx; padding- 
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<div> 



<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

13pt;"><strong>DI Board sets date for higher initial eligibility 

standards</strong><ispan><idiv> 

<div><span style:"font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

13pt;"><strong>&nbsp;</strong><ispan><!div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

10pt;">NCAA.org<ispan><!div> 

<div>&nbsp;<idiv> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">The Division I Board of Directors today voted to allow more time for high school 

students and those who guide them to become familiar with higher initial eligibility 

standards, which now will go into effect in 2016. The class entering college in 2016 is 

currently in eighth grade and now will have all four years in high school to work 

toward the new standardo<ispan><!div> 

<div>&nbsp;<idiv> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">The Board adopted the increase in initial-eligibility expectations last October, 

with an effective date of 2015, to ensure prospects are more academically prepared for 

college coursework. Since then, some administrators, coaches associations and secondary 

school administrators expressed concern about the implementation schedule.</span></div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&nbsp;<ispan><idiv> 



<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&ldquo;We want to give young people a fair chance to meet the new standards by 

taking core academic courses early in their high school education,&rdquo; said Board 

Chair Judy Genshaft, president at South Florida. &ldquo;The presidents have every 

confidence that future student-athletes will do the work necessary to be academically 

successful in college.&rdquo;<!span><idiv> 

<div><span style:"font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&nbsp;<ispan><!div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">The new initial-eligibility requirements create a higher academic standard for 

freshman to play. That standard is higher than what will be needed to receive aid and 

practice, creating an academic redshirt year.</span><!div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&nbsp;<!span><idiv> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">Student-athletes who achieve the current minimum initial-eligibility standard 

will continue to be eligible for athletically related financial aid during the first 

year of enrollment and practice during the first regular academic term of enrollment. 

Student-athletes could earn practice during the second term of enrollment by passing 

nine semester or eight quarter hours.<!span><idiv> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&nbsp;<!span></div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">For izmmediate access to competition, prospective student-athletes must achieve 

at least a 2.3 GPA and an increased sliding scale. For example, an SAT score of 1,000 

requires a 2.5 high school core-course GPA for competition and a 2.0 high school core- 

course GPA for aid and practice.</span></div> 



<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&nbsp;<ispan></div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">Prospects also must successfully complete i0 of the 16 total required core 

courses before the start of their senior year in high school. Seven of the i0 courses 

must be successfully completed in English, math and scienceo<ispan><!div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;"><strong>&nbsp;<istrong><ispan><idiv> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">The new requirements are intended to ensure prospective student-athletes are as 

prepared to succeed in the classroom as they are in their sport, a message NCAA 

President Mark Emmert underscored in his Final Four press conferenceo</span><idiv> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&nbsp;<!span></div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&ldquo;When a young person is growing up, everybody knows exactly what they have 

to do to be prepared to play college ball,&rdquo; E~ert said. &ldquo;People are 

constantly saying you have to work on this part of your game, you have to work on that 

part of your gameo</span><idiv> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&nbsp;<ispan></div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&ldquo;Academics are vitally important and demand just as much attention as 

athletics, especially in college.&rdquo;<!span><idiv> 



<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">Emmert said he wants more people talking to prospects about academic preparation 

in the next year as the enhanced eligibility standards are broadly communicated. 

&nbsp;NCAA staff are fanning out to youth events starting this weekend to communicate 

directly about the increased academic standardso<ispan><idiv> 

<div><span style:"font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&nbsp;<ispan></div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">Thursday&rsquo;s action does not minimize the Board&rsquo;s commitment to 

academic success, Genshaft said, but acknowledges a need to give prospective student- 

athletes time to meet the higher expectations.<!span><idiv> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&nbsp;<ispan></div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

Ilpt;">NCAA research indicates student-athletes in football and men&rsquo;s basketball 

will feel the most significant impact from the higher academic standards. Those sports 

regularly post the lowest Academic Progress Rates and Graduation Success 

Rates.</span><!div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">&nbsp;<!span></div> 

<div><span style="font-family: tahoma, arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 

llpt;">The impact is expected to decrease over time as prospective student-athletes 

adjust to the changes and improve their preparation.<ispan><!div> 

<idiv> 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 2:01 PM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~v~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Watch a 8 minute Video - win a FREE GAblE! 

"l~2XT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Watch this 8 minute video as WDR Presents 
an inside look at www.footballvideos.com , Watch the 
video, email wdr@footballvideos.com for a 1 
question quiz, get it right, and be entered in a 
lottery to win a free game. 3 free games will 
be awarded on Sunday 516/2012 at 5pro 
About 8,300 people are receiving this email, 
about 400 will open it, and maybe 30 people 
will watch the video. If you are one of them 
you have a 1 in 10 chance of getting a free 
game which is a $100+ value. 
www.footballvideos.com Tens of thousands of 
Division I, II, and III College Football games 
available for purchase on DVD, or, for on-line 
viewing on The Football Video Network. 

If you have any questions or comments, fee[ 

free to emafl wdr@footba[[videos.com or 

ca[[ 717 732 5643. 

Check out www.footballvideos.com 
Tens of thousands of College and High School Football 
Games available on video. 

Because the eider you get; the better you were. Although, 

"The Eye in the Sky, does not tie". 

America’s Footba[t Games on Your Video Screen. 

YOUR Football Games on Video. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more, 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward entail 

This email was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc,edu by wdr@footballvideos.corn :: 
Update ! ro~[lej~ma[[~£fl~ ~nstant removal with SafeUnsubscdbe 

www,footballvideos.com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA i ~7025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Saturday, May 5, 2012 8:01 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Watch a 8 minute Video - win a FREE GAME! 

TEXT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

So far a dozen or so are in the lottery. Don’t 
miss your chance to win a free game. 

Watch this 8 minute video as WDR 
Presents an inside look at www.footballvideos.com . 

Watch the video, email wdr@footballvideos.com 
for a 1 question quiz, get it right, and be 
entered in a lottery to win a free game. 3 
free games will be awarded on Sunday 
5/6/2012 at 5pm. 

About 8,300 people are receiving this email, 
about 400 will open it, and maybe 30 people 
will watch the video. If you are one of them 
you have a 1 in 10 chance of getting a free 
game which is a $100+ value. 

www.footballvideos.com Tens of thousands 
of Division I, II, and III College Football 
games available for purchase on DVD, or, 
for on-line viewing on The Football Video 
Network. 

If you have any questions or comments, feet free to emait 
wdr®footbattvideos.com or cart 717 732 5643. 

Check out www.footballvideos.com 

Tens of thousands of College and High School Football 



Games available on video. 

Because the order you get; the better you were. 
Atthough, "The Eye in the Sky, does not tie". 

America’s Footbatt Games on Your Video Screen. 

YOUR Football Games on Video. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Emp!oyment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Ride 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Pr!~#c¥ Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Sunday, May 6, 2012 11:36 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~v~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Watch a 8 minute Video - win a FREE GAblE! 

"l~2XT.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Last Call! Currently there are 20 contestants 
in the free game lottery. Please know, if you 
enter the lottery there is a 15% chance you 
can win a free game and, even if you don’t 
win, all participants are eligible to buy any 
number of games today for only $40igame. 
Watch this 8 minute video as WDR Presents 
an inside look at wvw~.footballvideos.com . Watch the 
video, email wdr@footballvideos.com for a 1 
question quiz, get it right, and be entered in a 
lottery to win a free game. 3 free games will 
be awarded on Sunday 5t6/2012 at 5pro 
About 8,300 people are receiving this email, 
about 400 will open it, and maybe 30 people 
will watch the video. If you are one of them 
you have a 1 in 10 chance of getting a free 
game which is a $100+ value. 
www.footballvideos.com Tens of thousands of 
Division I, II, and III College Football games 
available for purchase on DVD, or, for onqine 
viewing on The Football Video Network 

If you have any questions or comments, fee[ 

free to emai[ wdr@footba[[videos.com or 

ca[t 717 732 5643. 

Check out www.footballvideos.com 
Tens of thousands of College and High School Football 
Games available on video. 

Because the older you get; the better you were. Although, 

"The Eye in the Sky, does not 

America’s Footba[t Games on Your Video Screen. 

YOUR Football Games on Video. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Collecle Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

"]Ibis ema~l was sent to tonwount(’guncaa,unc.edu by wdl-(a~footballvideos.com :1 



Update ProfiletEmail Address Irlsta~lt iemeval ~’¢itil Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.¢om 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: :[7025 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu7 

Monday. May 7, 2012 4:27 PM 

~gmml.com 

Fwd: Eligible to Compete - Postseason - 

FILE.msg 



I::ronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 4:27 PM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Patricia Earley 

<pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligible to Compete - Postseason - 

TEXT.htm; Eligible to Compete - Postseason 2012 pdf 

Hi Jan, 
Attached is a list of your student athletes who have been certified as eligible to compete in postseason events between terms. One point to note is that we will need to 

recertify             by 5:00pm on May 9th, just before competition begins the following day, if more Spring ~.2 grades are posted. Currently, she is certified per her 

Fall 2011 hours as 6 degree applicable hours have not yet been posted. 

Please review the list and let me knowvia email replv that you agree with all who are listed, 
Thanks so much and best of luck at Regionals. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Hi Jan, 

Attached is a list of your student athletes who have been certified as eligible to compete in postseason events between terms. One point to note is that we will need to 

recertify             by 5:OOpm on May 9th, just before competition begins the following day, if more Spring 12 grades are posted, Currently, she is certified per her 

Fall 2011 hours as 6 degree applicable hours have not yet been posted. 

Please review the list and let me knowvia email reply that you agree with all who are listed. 

Thanks so much and best of luck at Regionals, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www. footballvideo s. com" <wdr@footballvideo s. com> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 8:02 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Buy one, get one free offer. 

TEXT.htxn 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Last week we had a lot of fun with the lottery. 
8,509 people got the invite to the Free Game 
Lottery. 26 people entered and 3 folks won a 
free game. 4 additional people    ¥O~UR 
took advantage of the $40 per 
game offer to non winning 
entrants. 

Congrats to Cameron Stevens from 
Washington, Brian Schmidt from Ohio, and Roger Geer 
from Texas. 

I will probably offer the lottery again sometime in the near 
future. 

This weeks special is BUY ONE GAME, GET ONE GAME 
FREE. You can also buy 2 games and get 2 games free, 3 
games and get 3 games free etc. 

This special ends Friday 5/11/2012, at 4pm where you are. 

To take advantage of the special, put the game, or games you want in 
your cart and then checkout. Notate the free game, or games you want 
in the comment section at the end of the checkout process. 

If you have any questions or comments, feet free to emait 
wdr®footbattvideos.com or cart 717 732 5643. 

Did you play College Football? Do you know 
someone who did? Or, are you just a huge 
College Football Fan? You have got to 
check out www.footballvideos.com 

Tens of thousands of Division I, II, and III College Football 



games available for purchase on DVD, or, for on-line 
viewing on The Football Video Network 

Check out www.footballvideos.com 

Because the order you set; the better you were. 
Atthoush, "The Eye in the Sky, does not tie". 

America’s Footbatt Games on Your Video Screen. 

YOUR Footbatt Games on Video. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
tJpdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I ~riva~y ~#!!~y. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"~v.footballvideo s.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Friday, May 11, 2012 8:01 AM 

ToW Yonnt <tonyyoun~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Buy one, get one tiee olt~r ends today. 

TEN2I’.htm 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Looking for a Great Fathers Day Gift? 
Consider www.footballvideos.com. Buy one get 
one free special ends today at 4pm. Get that great 
"one of a kind" gift for Dad today and in time for his 
special day! 
Last week we had a lot of fun with the lottery. 
8,509 people got the invite to the Free Game 
Lottery. 26 people entered and 3 folks won a 
free game, 4, additiona~ people 
took advantage of the $40 per 
game offer to non winning 
entrants. 
This weeks special is BIJY ONE GAME, 
GET ONE GAME FREE. You can also buy 2 
games and get 2 games free, 3 games and get 3 games free 
etc~ 
This special ends Friday 5/I 1/2012, at 4pm where you are. 
To take advantage olthe special, put ~he game, or games you want in 
yot~r cart a~ld then checkot~t. Notate the free game, or games you wahl i~ 
the comment section at the end of the checkout process. 

If you have any questions or comments, fee[ free to emai[ 

wdr@footba[[videos.com or ca[[ 717 732 5643. 

Did you play College Football? Do you know 
someone who did? Or, are you just a huge 
College Football Fan? You have got to check 
out www.footballvideos.com 
Tens of thousands of Division I, II, and III College Football 
games available for purchase on DVD, or, for onqine viewing 
on The Football Video Network 

Check out www.footballvideos.com 

Because the older you get; the better you were. Although, 

"The Eye in the Sky, does not 

America’s Footba[t Games on Your Video Screen. 

YOUR Football Games on Video. 
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NFF Announces 2012 Football Bowl Subdivision College Football Hall of Fmne Class 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Media Contact: 
Phil Marwill 
Mobile: 917-579-4256 

pmar~vill@footballfoundation corn 

Twitter: ,@,NqTFNetwork 

NATIONAL 
EOOTBALL 
FOUNDNIION 

NFF Announces 2012 Football Bowl Subdivision 
College Football Hall of Fame Class 

14 Players and Three Coaches to Enter College Football’s Ultimate Shrine 

NOTE: Please use the new NFF logo for all stories related to this event. Click here f!)r eps 

andjpeg files of the new h)go. 

NEW YORK, May 15, 2012 - From the national ballot of 76 candidates and a pool of hundreds 

of eligible nominees, Archie Manning chairman of The National Football Foundation & College 

Hall of Finale, announced today the 2012 College Football Hall of Fame Football Bowl Subdivision 

Class, which includes the names of 14 First Temn All-America players m~d three legendaxy 

coaches. 

2012 COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME CLASS 

PLAYERS 

CHARLES ALEXANDER - TB, LSU (1975-78) 

OTIS ARMSTRONG - HB, Purdue (1970-72) 

STEVE BARTKO’vVSKI - QB, California (1972-74) 

HAL BEDSOLE - SE, Southern California (1961-63) 

DAVE CASPER - TE, Notre Dame (1971-73) 

TY DETMER - QB, BYU (1988-91) 

TOMMY KRAMER - QB, Rice (1973-76) 
ART MONK - WR, Syracuse (1976-79) 

GREG MYERS - DB, Colorado State (1992-95) 

JONATHAN OGDEN - OT, UCLA (1992-95) 

GABE RIVE1L/k - DT, Texas Tech (1979-82) 

MARK SIMONEAU - LB, Kansas State (1996-99) 

SCOTT THOMAS - S, Air Force (1982-85) 

JOItN WOOTEN* - OG, Colorado (1956-58) 

* Selection.from the PBS Veterans Committee 

COACHES 

PHILLIP FULMER - 152-52-0 (74~5%); Tennessee (1992-08) 

3IMMY 3OHNSON - 81-34-3 (70.0%); Oklahoma State (1979-83) and Miami (Fla.) 

(1984-88) 

ILC. SLOCUM - 123-47-2 (72A%); Texas A&M (1989-02) 

"We are extremely proud to armounce the 2012 College Football Hall ofFmne Claas," said 

Manning, a 1989 College Football Hall of Famer from Ole Miss. "Each year the selection process 

becomes increasingly more dil~icult, but Gene Corrigan and the Honors Court do an amazing job 

of selecting a diverse group of the most amazing players and coaches in our sport’s rich history. This 

class is certafinly no exception, a~d we look fo~wmd ~o honoring them and celebrating their 

achievements throughout the yem a~ead." 



The 2012 College Football Hall of Fame Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) Class will be inducted at 

the 55th NFF Annual Awards Dinner on December 4, 2012, at the Waldorf Astoria in New York 
City. The? will be honored guests at the National Hall of Fame Salute at the Allstate Sugar Bowl in 

New Orleans on Janua~ 2, 2013 and officially enshrined in the summer of 2013. 

Today’s announce~nent was made from The NASDAQ OMX MarketSite in Times Square, which 

has hosted the event for the past four consecutive years. XOS Digital produced the NFF web 

streams for the second consecutive year, and the Orange BoM and the law firm of Troutman 

Sanders LLP paNcipated as the supporting sponsors of the announcement. 

2012 FOOTBALL BOWL SUBDIVISION 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME CLASS 

NOTES 

11 consensus First Team All-Americans (Alexander- 2N Armstrong, Bartkowsld, Bedsole, 
Casper, Detmer - 2~ Kramer, Myers, Rivera. Simoneau, Thomas) 

ONE unanimous First Team All-American (Ogden) 

THREE multi-year First Team All-Americans (Alexander- 2x, Detmer- 2x, Myers - 2x) 

TWO members of national championship teams (Bedsole, Casper) 

ONE Heisman Trophy wi~mer (Detmer) 
THREE winners of college football major awaxds (Detmer - Maxwell, O’Brien; Myers - 

Thorpe; Ogden- Outland) 

FIYE conference player of the yeax honorees (Alexander, Armstrong, Detmer, Kramer, 

Simoneau) 
F1VE members ofco~fference championship teams (Bedsole, Detmer, Myers, Ogden, 

Thomas) 
TWO NFF National Scholar-Athletes (Casper, Myers) 

TEN offensive players (Alexander, Armstrong, Bartkowski, Bedsole, Casper, Detmer, 

Kramer, Monk, Ogden, Wooten) 

FOUR defensive players (Myers, Rivem, Simoneau, Thomas) 

SEVEN first-round NFL dratt selections (Alexander, Armstrong, Bartkowski - 1st overall, 
Kramer, Monk, Ogden, Rivera) 

FIVE decades represented: 1950s (1) - Wooten; 1960s (1) - Bedsole; 1970s (6) - 

Alexander, Armstrong, Bartkowski, Casper, Kramer, Monk; 1980s (2) - Rivem, Thomas; 

1990s (4) - Detmer, Myers, Ogden, Sitnonean 

COACHES: 

TWO national championships (Fulmer, Johnson) 

SIX contErence championships (Fulmer - 2, Slocum - 4) 

33 bowl berths (Fulmer - 15, Johnson - 7, Slocum - 11 ) 
28 Top 25 finishes (Fulmer - 13, Johnson - 5, Slocum - 10) 

45 First Team All-Americans coached (Fulmer - 19, Johnson - 12, Slocum - 14) 
SEVEN major award runners coached (Fulmer - John Henderson, Peyton Manning, 

Michael Munoz; Jolmson - Be~mie Blades, Russell Maryland, Vinny Testaverde; Slocum - 

Dat Nguyen) 

FOURNFF National Scholar-Athletes coached (Fulmer: Peyton Manning and Michael 

Munoz. Johnson: Doug Freeman. Slocum: Lance Pavlas) 

CRITERIA 

1. First and tbremost, a player must have received First Team All-America recognition by a selector 

organization that is recognized by the NCAA and utilized to comprise "their consensus All-America 

teams. 

2. A player beco~nes eligible for consideration by the Foundation’s Honors Courts ten yeasts after 

his final yeax ofinte~eollegiate football played. 

3. While each nominee’s football achievements in college are of prime consideration, his post 

football recoil as a citizen is als~ weighed. He must have proven himself worthy as a citizen, 

cax~’ing the ideals of football forwmd into his relations with his community and fellow man. 

Consideration may also be given for academic honors and whether or not the candidate earned a 

college degree. 

4. Players must have played their last yeax of intercollegiate tbotball within the last 50 years*. For 

example, to be eligible tbr the 2012 ballot, the player must have played his last year in 1962 or 
thereafter. In addition, players who axe playing professionally and coaches who are coaching on the 

professional level axe not eligible until a£ter they retire. 



5. A coach becotnes eligible three years ~£ter retirement or immediately following retirement 

provided he is at least 70 years of age. Active coaches become eligible at 75 years of age. He must 

have been a head coach for a minimum of 10 years and coached at least 100 games with a .600 

winNng percentage*. 

* Players that ok) not comply with the 50-year rule may still be eligiblef!)r consideralion by 

the Football Bowl Subdivision and Divisional Honors Review Committees, which examine 
unique cases. 

COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF EAME EACTS 

Including the 2012 FBS class, only 914 players and 197 coaches, have been inducted into 

the College Football Hall of Fame from the nearly 4.86 million who have played or coached 
the game over the past 143 years. In other words, only two one-htmdredths of one 

percent (.0002) of the individuals who have played the game have been deemed worthy of 

this distinction. 

Founded in 1947, The National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame inducted its 
first class of inductees in 1951. The first cla~ss included 32 players a~d 19 coaches, including 

Illinois’ Red Grange, Notre Dame’s Knute Rockne, Amos Alonzo Stagg and Carlisle’s Jim 

Thorpe. 

288 schools are repre~nted with at least one College Football Hall of Famer. 

Induction for this class of Hall of Famers will mice place December 4, 2012 at the 55th NFF 

Annual Awards Dinner in New York City’s historic Waldorf As~toria. 

CH:~RLES ALEXANDER 

Louisiana State UniversiU 

Tailback, 1975-78 

One of the truly great runners of his era, Charles Alexander dominated the Southeasteru ContErence 

in the late 1970’s. tte becomes the eighth Tiger to enter the College Football ttall of Fame m~d third 

running back in the last five yeasts, ti~llowing Billy Ca~non in 2008 and Jerry Stovall in 2010. 

Nickna~ed "Alexander the Great", he left Baton Rouge as the most accomplished rusher in SEC 

history, holding the league’s career records for rushing attempts, ya~xls and touchdowns. He beck:me 

the first back in SEC history to break the 4,000-yard barrier and record 40 rushing touchdowns. 

Alexander earned consensus All-America honors and was named team MVP in 1977 by setting 

school and league records with 311 attempts for 1,686 yards and 17 touchdowns. His cames and 

yards marks remain single-season records at LSU. Alexander followed that up by again receiving 

consensus All-America accolades in 1978 by rushing 281 times for 1,172 yards and 14 

touchdowns. His stellar eltbrts as a j unior and senior helped lead the Tigers to back-to-back bowl 

games, rushing for a combined 330 yards in the 1977 Sun Bowl a~d the 1978 Liberty Bowl. 

The Missouri City, Texas, native was chosen in the first round of the 1979 NFL Drat~t by the 

Cincinnati Bengals. He amassed 2,645 rushing yards and 1,130 receiving ~vards during seven 

seasons in Cincinnati, helping the Bengals reach Super Bowl XVI. 

A former member of the Tiger Athletic Founchtion Board of Directors, Alexander worked ruth the 

Louisim~a State Youth Opportunities Unlimited. He also regularly volunteered with the United Way 

in Cincinnati, Ohio, as a member of the Bengals. He was named to the LSU Modern Day Team of 

the Centu~ and is also a member of the Louisiana Sports Hall of Fame, the 75th Anniversm)~ All- 

Sun Bowl Team and the Houston Area All- 1970’s Team. 

OTIS ARMSTRONG 
Purdue UniversRy 

Halfback, 1970-72 

One of the top runners of his era, Otis Armstrong left school owning Big Ten MVP honors, Firfft 

Tea~ All-Conference accolades m~d the league’s all-time rushing record. He becomes the sixth 

Boilermaker to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

The eighth-place finisher in 1972 Heisman Trophy voting mad a consensus All-American, 

Armstrong’s 3,315 career rushing yards set school and conference records and placed him sixth in 

NCAA histoo, at career’s end. Armstrong’s senior campaign in 1972 remains the best in Purdue 

histo~, tte earned the Swede Nelson Awaked tbr great sportsmanship and team MVP honors by 

rushing 243 times tbr 1,361 yards, accumulating 1,868 all-purpose yards (all of which set single- 

sea~n school records at the time). Armstrong led the Big Ten in rushing that sea,n, and his 276- 

yard eflbrt versus Indiana remafins a school best. His 670 career carries remain a school record. 

A first round selection by the Denver Broncos in the 1973 NFL Draft, Armstrong played eight 



seasons with Denver. He led the NFL in rushing in 1974, earning First Team All-Pro honors and 

appearing in his first of two Pro Bowls. The Englewood, Colo., native helped the Broncos appeax in 

Super Bowl XII. Armstrong is m~ active church member, aM he frequently helps young children 

stay out of trouble by teaching tbotball skills. He was inducted into the Purdue Athletic Hall of Fame 

in 1997. 

STEVE BARTKOWSKI 

University of Calitbrnia 

Quarterback, 1972-74 

Another legend in a long line of prolific Pac- 12 passers, Steve Bartkowsld becomes the 16th 

California Golden Bear to be inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Bartkowski earned consensus All-America honors by leading the nation in passing with 2,580 yards 

in 1974. The gunslinger also set ~hool single- season records during his ~nior campaign by 

attempting 325 passes and accumulating 2,387 yards of total offense. He was universally named the 
best quarterback in the West following his senior year after being named team MVP, Firfft Team 

All-Pac- 10, m~ All-Coast Team selection and the NorCal Player of the Year. His four 300-yaxd 

passing gmnes set a school record and still rmak among the top five in Golden Bears history. 

The firs~t pick of the 1975 NFL Draft, Bartkowski played 11 seasons with the Atlanta Falcons and 

one year with the Los Angeles Rams. He was named the 1975 NFL Rookie of the Year, appeared 

in two Pro Bowls and compiled 24,124 career passing yards. 

In addition to his ti~otball exploits, BartJaowski was an All-American first basema~ tbr the Golden 

Bears baseball temn in 1973. tte became a member of the Calitbmia SIyorts ttall of Fame in 1990. 

Bartkowski also hosted the outdoors shows BackroadAdventures with Steve Bartkowski on 

TNN and Suzuki’s Great Outdoors with Steve Barlkowski on ESPN. The Atlm~ta native serves 

on the board of directors for multiple organizations and is a member of the Christian Sportsmen 

Fellowship. 

HAL BEDSOLE 
Universit3" of Southern California 

Split End, 1961-63 

Ahead of his time as a long, big-play threat, Hal Bedsole helped College Football Hall of Fame 

coach John McKay and USC win the 1962 national chmnpionship. He becomes the 31Yth Trojan to 

enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Bedsole set school single-season receiving records during his con~nsus All-America 1962 

campaig~ colralling 33 passes for 827 yards and 11 touchdowns. He became the first player in 

USC histo~ to top 200 receiving yalxls in a single game on Oct. 20, 1962 in a win over California. 

He capped the record-setting yeax with a huge game in the 1963 Rose Bowl, leading top-ranked 

USC over No. 2 Wisconsin with two touchdown passes in a 42-37 Trojans victor. The two-time 
All-Pac-8 honoree led the Men of Troy in scoring in 1961 and 1962 and set a school record by 

averaging 20.94 yards per reception for his career. He caught 82 passes for 1,717 yards with 20 

touchdowns during his yeaxs on campus. 

Drafted by the NFL’s Minnesota Vikings and the AFL’s Kansas City Chiefs in 1964, Bedsole 

played three seasons in Minnesota. Indncted into the USC Athletic ttall of Fame in 2001, Bed~le 

retired at"ter a long caxeer as a radio broadcast sales manager. 

DAVE CASPER 
University of Notwe Dame 

Tight End, 1971-73 

Cited by College Football Hall of Fame coach Ara Parseghian as perhaps the greatest athlete he 

ever coached, Dave Casper earned All-America honors on the field m~d in the classroom. He 

becomes Notre Danrc’s 44th player to be selected to the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Serving as Notre Drone’s co-captain and offensive MVP during his senior season of 1973, Casper 

led the Fighting Irish to a national championship while earning consensus All-America honors. He 

was also named an NFF National Scholar-Athlete, a CoSIDA Academic All-Americml, and m~ 
NCAA tx~stgraduate scholarship winner. Casper was a proficient tight end, catching three passes 

for 75 yards in No. 5 Notre Dame’s 24-23 win over No. 1 Alabama in the 1973 Sugar Bowl. A 

versatile asset, he also saw action at split end, as an offensive taclde and along the defensive line 

during his career. 

Taken in the second round of the 1974 NFL Draft, he played 11 seasons for the Oakland Raiders, 

Houston Oilers and the Minnesota Vikings. The Alamo, Calif., resident was named a First Team 

All-Pro performer five times, appeared in foul Pro BoMs and was chosen to the Pro Football Hall 



of Fame in 2002. 

A long-time member of the NFF Chicago Metro Chapter, Casper sat on the Ronald McDonald 

House’s board of directors begim~ing in 1986. tte founded "the Dave Casper Celebri~ Golf 

Tournmnent in 1985 to benefit the Ronald McDonald House. Casper also supports the Big 

Brother/Big Sister Organization and Rotaxy International. He received the GTE Academic Hall of 

Fame tbr Outstanding Career Achievetnent and Contributions to the Community award in 1993, 

and he was one of six people to receive an NCAA Silver Anniversaxy Award tbr living a life of 
distinction in 1999. 

TY DETMER 
Brigham Young University 

Quarterback, 1988-91 

With a tteisman Trophy, a Maxwell Award, two Davey O’Brien Awards and 59 NCAA records, 

Ty Detmer left BYU as one of the most accomplished quarterbacks in college ti~otball history. His 
accomplishments led him to become a College Football Hall of Fan~e inductee, and the sixth Cougar 

to enter the sport’s ultimate shrine. 

Trace nan~ed a consensus All-A~nerican, Detmer won national player of the yem awards from 
organizations such as UPI, CBS, Scripps Howard and the U.S. Sports Academy. His 15,031 

career passing yards and 121 touchdowns were NCAA bests at the time, and the gunslinger fftill 

holds nine NCAA records. A three-time First Team AII-WAC performer, Detmer led College 

Football Hall of Fame coach LaVell Edwards’ teams to three conference championships, four bowl 
games, three AP top 25 finishes, a 28-21 mn over top-ranked and defending national champion 

Miami on Sept. 8, 1990 and a 37-13-2 overall record. The NCAA Today’s Top VI Award 

recipient still holds 10 ~hool records, including the season and career marks tbr total ofl~nse, 

passing yards and 400-yard games. 

A ninth round selection of the 1992 NFL Dra£t by the Green Bay Packers, Detmer played 14 

seasons with the Packers, Philadelphia Eagles, San Francisco 49ers, Cleveland Browns, Detroit 

Lions and Atlanta Falcons. 

The founder of the Ty Detmer Charitable Foundalion~ he regularly holds the Ty Detmer Youth 

Football League in Grants, N.M. He remains involved in the Davey O’Brien Foundation and the 

Children’s Miracle Network, and he makes yearly appearances at numerous fundraising events for 

youth organizations. A 2000 inductee of the BYU Athletics Hall of Fame, Detmer is currently the 

head coach at St. Andrew’s Epi~opal School in Austin, Texas. 

TOMMY IsHIAMER 

Rice University 

Quarterback, 1973-76 

One of only two quarterbacks in college football histo~3~ to earn consensus All-America honors for a 

sub-.500 team since 1970, Tommy Kramer proved his worth by finishing fifth in Heisman Trophy 

voting in 1976. Kramer becomes the sixth Owl to be inducted into the College Football Hall of 

Fame. 

A consensus All-American in 1976, Kramer led the nation with 3,317 passing yards and 3,272 

yards of total offense. Both masks ranked second in NCAA single-season history at the time. The 

1976 Southwest Contbrence Player of the Year became the first player in league history to top 

3,000 yards of total offense in a single season while also recording tbur of the top eight passing 
performances in SWC histou. The San Antonio native held eveu career and single-season school 

record for passing and total offense tbr more than 30 years, and he led the Owls in passing all four 

years on campus. 

Chosen by the Minnesota Vikings in the first round of the 1977 NFL Draft, Kramer compiled 

nearly 25,000 career passing and 159 touchdowns yards during 14 NFL seasons. He was named 

the NFL’s Comeback Player of the Year and earned his only Pro Bowl berth during the 1986 

can~palgn. 

Kramer was chosen to the Rice Athletics Hall of Fame and also the Texas Sports Hall of Fmne in 

2009. tte earned the nickname "Two-Minute Tommy" lbr executing multiple late-game comebacks. 

A Kiwanis Club member, Kramer is still active with the Rice football program, returning to campus 

annually for the Huddle Up football reunion and serving as the Owls’ honorau captain on numerous 

occasions. 

ART MONK 
Syracuse University 

Wide Receiver, 1976-79 



The winner of the Lambert Trophy as the top college tbotball player in the Eastern U.S. in both his 

freshman and senior seasons, Art Monk became the mark of consistency during his remarkable 

career with "the Orange, earning First Team All-America honors in 1979. Monk is the ninth 

Syracuse player to enter the College Football ftall of Fmne. 

As a senior in 1979, Monk hauled in 40 receptions for 716 yards (17.9 yards per reception) wifl~ 
three touchdowns. He set a school record in 1977 for most receptions and receiving yards by a 

sophomore, catching 41 passes for 590 yards and four scores. With 1,644 career receiving yards in 

35 games, Monk set a school record with a 47-receiving yards per game average. He also 

recorded the greatest game by a receiver in Syracuse histo~ on Now 5, 1977 against Navy, 

catching 14 passes for 188 yaxds and two touchdowns. A versatile playmaker who entered college 

as a running back, he posted 31 kickoff returns for 675 yards and 44 punt returns for 430 yards. 

Monk ranks sixfl~ in school history with 3,899 career all-purpose yards. The last player to lead 

Syracuse in receiving fi~r three consecutive seasons, Monk led Syracuse to its tirst bowl victory in 

13 years with a 31-7 win over McNeese State in the 1979 Independence BoM. 

Chosen in the first round of the 1980 NFL Draft, Monk played for the Washington Redskins from 

1980-93 and the New York Jets in 1994. He set an all-rime single-season receiving mmk in 1984 

by catching 106 passes. Monk broke Steve Largent’s all-rime career receiving record with 819 

career reception~ and he was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Faane in 2008. 

An active member of the NFF Central New York Chapter, Monk sits on the board oftrnstees at 

Syracuse. The co-founder of the Good Samaritan Foundation, he has worked with the Leukemia 

Society, Project Harvest and I Have a Dream. 

GREG MYERS 
Colorado State University 

Defensive Back, 1992-95 

The personification of"student- athlete" and the runner of the 1995 Thorpe Awaxd, G~eg Myers 

claimed as many decorations offthe field as he did for his stellm on-field perforn~ance. Myers 

becomes the second Ran~ to enter the College Football Hall of Fame, following 1981 inductee 
Thurman McGraw. 

The first player in ~VAC histo~ to earn AII-~VAC honors four times, Myers holds the league record 

ruth seven all-conference selections, four as a defensive back and three as a return specialist. A 

tw’o-time Firs~t Team All-American, Myers led the NCAA with 555 punt return yards and three 

punt return touchdowns. Ire also set the WAC record with 1,332 career punt return yards, and he 

posted Colorado State records with three punt return scores and a 15.9-yard average. As a 

defensive back, he totaled 295 tackles and 15 interceptions. Myers helped guide the Rams to back- 

to-back WAC rifles and Holiday BoM berfl~s. 

A 1995 NFF National Scholar-Athlete, he was also named the Honda Scholar-Athlete offl~e Year 
that fall. Myers was named a two-rime Academic All-American and a four-time Academic All- 
WAC honoree. The 1996 Nye Trophy recipient as CSU’s most outstanding male athlete in 

academics, he was named to the NCAA Today’s Top VIII. He earned a bachelor’s degree in 

biological sciences in 1996 and a M.D. from the University of Colorado in 2006. 

A filth round pick in the 1996 NFL Dr’alL Myers played five seasons with the Cincinnati Bengals 

and Dallas Cowboys. A 2001 Colorado State University Sports tfall of Fmne inductee mad a 2012 

Colorado Sports fiall of Fame member. Myers has sponsored the Greg Myers Scholarship Golf 

Tournament to raise money tbr student-athletes, fie has worked with Shriners Hospitals; made 

numerous appearances at inner-city schools; and pexticipated in Doug Pelfrey’s Kicks for Kids. He 

is a member of the Groupsmart Communi~ Outreach Progra~l. 

JONATHAN OGDEN 
University of California - Los Angeles 

Offensive Tackle, 1992-95 

A unanimous All-American and the runner of the Outland Trophy in 1995, Jonathan Ogden was a 

cornerstone left tackle all four years he spent as a Bruin. fie becomes the 1 lth UCLA player to be 

inducted into the College Football ttall of Fame. 

Ogden won the Morris Trophy as the Pac- I O’s top offensive lineman, the UPI Lineman of the Year 
award and shared fl~e Henry "Red" Sanders Awmd as the Brains’ most valuable player as a senior 

in 1995. The four-year sta~ter allowed just one sack as a senior. 

Ogden experienced success early during his yeaxs in Westwood, earning the John Boncbefi) Jr. 

Memorial Award as UCLA’s top freshman and a Freshman All-America nod from The Sporting 

News. Playing for College Football Hall of Fame coach Tern.~ Donahue, lie also helped the Bruins 

win the Pac- 10 title in 1993. Ogden’s No. 79 jersey is one of eight to be retired by UCLA. A two- 



sport athlete, he earned two top-five finishes in shot-put at the NCAA Indoor Championships and 

also placed fourth in shot-put at the 1995 NCAA Outdoor Championships. 

The fourth overall pick in the 1996 NFL Draft, Ogden played 12 seasons ti)r the Baltimore Ravens. 

He started 176-of- 177 games; earned First Team All-Pro honors four times; and appeared in 11 

l?ro Bowls. Ogden helped the Ravens win Super Bowl XXXV. 

He founded the Jonathan Ogden Foundation, which aims to assist inne~ city, students through 

athletics, and the foundation supported the NFF’s Play It Smart program at Patterson HS in 

Baltimore for many years. The Henderson, Nev., resident also established the Ogden Club, which 

hires tutors to work with Baltimore City- high schools, and in turn enlis~ts high school athletes to tutor 

at local elementa~ schools. Ogden stages the Jonathan Ogden Fotmdation Celebrity- Golf 

Tournament, benefihing youths in [,as Vegas and Baltimore. 

GABE RIVERA 
Texas Tech University 

Defensive Tackle, 1979-82 

The most accomplished defensive line,nan in Texas Tech hisqto~3~, Gabe Rivera was a consensus All- 

American as a senior in 1982. He becomes the fourth Red Raider to enter tile College Football Hall 

of Fame. 

Cany-ing the nickname "Se ~or Sack", Pdvera averaged 80 tackles per season from his defensive 

tackle spot. He compiled 62 solo tackles, 43 assists, 10 TFL, five sacks, 25 quarterback pressures 

and eight pass breaJaups during his All-Anrerica campaign in 1982. tte was named an Honorable 

Mention All-American in 1980 and 1981, and earned First Temn All-Southwest Conference honors 

in 1982 and Second Team All-SWC accolades in 1981. 

Chosen witll the 21 st overall pick in tile 1983 NFL Draft, Rivera played six games for the 

Pittsbmgh Steelers. Rivem had his career cut short when he was left a paraplegic by injuries 

suffered in a car accident midway through his rookie season. 

Rivera was inducted into the San Antonio Sports Hall of Fame in 2005. He is also a member of the 

Texas Tech Hall of Honor. He has volunteered as a tutor with Inner Ci~’ Development in San 

Antonio, and he has worked with Gridiron Heroes, a nonprofit that aids high school football playeps 

that have suffered spinal cord injuries. 

MARK SIMONEAU 

Kansas State Universi~ 

Linebacker, 1996-99 

A two-time All-American, Mark Simoneau stands as possibly the greatesqt defender in Kansas State 

histo~y. He becomes tl~e second Wildcat to enter tl~e game’s ultimate shrine following Gaacy Spani a 

decade earlier. 

A three-lime team captain, Simoneau holds a school record with 251 career una~ssisted tackles, 
ranks third in school histou with 400 total tackles, 52 TFL and eight forced fumbles. The 1999 Big 

12 Defensive Player of the Year also notched 15.5 sacks and seven fumble recoveries. A 1999 

Butkus Award rum~er-up and a three-time First Team All-Big 12 selection, he led Kansas State to 

one of the greatest stretches in ~hool history. With Simoneau on "the roster, the Wildcats earned a 

42-7 record, a 28-4 record in Big 12 play, a claim to two Big 12 North titles, three AP top 10 

finishe~ "the first No. 1 ranking in school history, and wins in the 1997 Fiesta BoM and the 1999 
Holiday Bowl. 

Drafted in the third round of the 2000 NFL Draft, Simoneau played 11 seasons for the Atlanta 

Falcons, l?hiladelphia Eagles, New Orleans Saints and Kansas Ci~" Chiefs. He recorded 370 total 
tackles in 124 career NFL games. 

Simoneau has participated in service events with local children’s hospitals, retirement homes and the 

United Way of New Orleans. Simoneau’s high school was the center piece of the book Our Boys: 
A PertEct Season on the Plains with the Smith Center Redmen by Joe Drape. 

SCOTT THOMAS 
United States Air Force Academy 

Safety, 1982-85 

A driving force in one of the mos~t successful four-yeast runs in the history, of Air Force football, 

Scott Thomas earned consensus All-America honors his senior yeaac in 1985. He becomes tl~e third 
Falcon player to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Playing for 2011 Hall of Fame coach Fisher DeBenT, Thomas notched 221 career tackles with four 



TFL, 10 interceptions, 22 pass breaJaups while averaging 28.8 yards per kickoffreturn. He returned 

a punt, kickoff and interception for a touchdown during his 1985 All-America campaign. A t~vo- 

time AII-WAC honoree, Thomas led the Falcons to the first conference title in program history with 

a 12-1 record and No. 5 tinal ranking in 1985. He also guided Air Force to a 38-12 overall record, 
four consecutive bowl win~ tour wins over Notre Drone, the first top 10 finish in acadetny history 

and three Commander-in-Chiegs Trophies with a 7-1 record against s~toried rivals Army and Navy. 

Thotnas also was a four-year lettern~an for the Air Force basketball team, and he logged more than 

4,100 hours of military flight time. He gained national attention dnring the first Gulf War aYter his 

plane went down over enemy territory in 1991. Thomas currently serves as a lieutenant colonel in 

the Air Force reserves while working as a commercial pilot. 

A regular keynote speaker li)r nonprofit organkation~ he volunteers with Young Lit~ youth 

ministries and as a little league coach. He is also a Kiwanis Club member. Thomas ~rved as the 

guest picker during ESPN’s College GameDay visit for the Army game on Nov. 7, 2009. Thomas 

is a 2011 United States Air Force Academy Athletic Hall of Fame inductee. 

JOHN WOOTEN 
Urfiversity of Colorado 

Offensive Guard, 1956-58 

Described as a "quick, agile tackle who provided bone-crnnching lead blocks" by Colorado 

historian Fred Casotti, John Wooten blazed a path for others to follow, becoming one of the first 

African-Americans to earn All-America honors as a lineman. The 1958 All-American will join five 

other Buffalo players as College Footba]l Hall of Fan~e inductees. 

Wooten paved the way for one of the most powerful rushing attacks in college tbotba~l, driving the 

Bulthloes to rank 12th nationally in 1956 with 252.1 yards per game, first in 1957 with 322.4 yards 

per outing and fifth in 1958 with 249.5 yards per game. In 1957, Colorado finished second in tile 

country with 415.2 yards of total ofl~nse per gmne, and rnnning back Bob Stransky ranked second 

nariona2lly with 1,097 rushing yai~ls. The 1957 All-Big 7 pelformer also saw action on the defensive 

line where he recorded halfa dozen fumble recoveries. Wooten aided Colorado to a 20-9-2 overaJd 
record with a 27-21 victory over Clemson in the 1957 Orange Bowl. 

Chosen in the fifth round of the 1959 NFL Draft, Wooten played 10 seasons in the NFL with tlrc 

Cleveland Browns and Washington Redskins, appearing in 136 games. A m-o-rime All-Pro, he 
participated in two Pro Bowls. tte is a 2010 inductee to the Cleveland Browns Ring of Honor. 

After retiring ficom tbotball, Wooten had a long administmrive career with the DaJlas Cowboys, 

Philadelphia Eagles and Baltimore Ravens before retiring in 1998. He was named to Colorado’s 

All-Century Team in 1989, the Texas Black Sports Hall of Fame in 2002 and the Colorado Sports 

Hall of Fan~e in 2004. Wooten serves as the chairman of the Frilz Pollead Alliance Foundation, 
which works to promote diversity in NFL coaching, front olfice and scouting staffs. 

PHILLIP FULMER 

University of Tennessee 

Head Coach, 152-52-0 (74.5%) 

Tennessee’s head coach t?om 1992-2008, Phillip Fuhner led the Volunteers to the school’s sixth 

national chaJnpionship in 1998. Under Fulmer’s leadership. Tennessee finished in the AP top 25 in 

13-of-17 seasons and appeared in 15 bowl games. 

The 1998 NationaJ Coach of the Year achieved 137 wins in his first 15 cmnpaigns, tying for the 
fourth- mofft in a 15-year span in college football history. Fulmer owned two SEC championships, a 

piece of seven SEC East Division rifles, an impressive 5-0 record when playing the nation’s No. 1- 

ranked team, an 88-19 home record and nine 10-win seasons. He trails only College Football Hall 

of Fame coach Gen. Robert Neyland on Tennessee’s all-time runs list. Fulmeds teams appeared in 

two BCS games, winning the first national rifle in the system’s his~tory with a victory over Florida 

State in the 1999 Fiesta BoM. 

Fulmer coached two William V. Campbell Trophy winners in Pe~ton Manning mad Michael Manoz. 

Nineteen players earned First Team All-America honors under Fulmer, ~md 70 Volunteers were 

named Firs~t TeaJn All-SEC during his tenure. He aJso coached nine 1,000-yard rushers ~md six 

1,000-yard receivers. 

A co-captain of the 1971 Volunteers football team, Fuhner is the nariona2l spokesperson for tl~e 

Jason Foundation~ an educational olganizarion aitned at prevenring teenage suicide. A tnember of 

the board of directors tbr Alzheimer’s Tennessee, Inc., he is active with Boys and Gifts Club, Tean~ 

Focus, and Child and Family Services. The 2003 American Football Coaches Association 

president, Fulmer is the co-chair for the Ride for Prostate Cancer event and the vice-chair for Boy 

Scouts of America. He contributed $1 million to the Universi~ of Tennessee to be split evenly 



between athletics and academics. Fulmer was inducted to the Tennessee Sports Hall of Fame in 

2001 and the Knoxville Sports Hall of Fame in 2008. 

JIMMY JOHNSON 
Oldahoina State Universi .ty, University of Miami 

Head Coach, 81-34-3 (70.0%) 

The Oklahoma State head coach from 1979-83 and Mimni head coach frmn 1984-88, Jim~ny 

Johnson continuously led his teans to victory, earning numerous coaching honors along the way and 

the national title ruth the Hunicanes in 1987, capped by a 20-14 victory over Oklahoma in the 

1988 Orange Bowl. 

Johnson began his head coaching career in Stillwater, Okla., leading the Cowboys to a29-25-3 

mark. He won Big 8 Coach of the Year honors his first year after taking Oklahoma State to a 7-4 

record. Under Johnson, the Cowboys won the 1981 Independence Bowl and tire 1983 Bluebonnet 

B oM. tte coached 15 First Team All-Big 8 performers during his tive seasons with the Pokes. 

At Miami, Johnson enjoyed a 52-9 tnark in five seasons wifll five New Yeax’s Day bowl 

appearances. During his final four seasons in Miami, he posted a remaxkable 44-4 record, including 

four top 10 finishes and two national title appeaxances. He earned two Nationdl Coach of the Yeax 

distinctions wMe coaching 12 Fi~5~t Team All-Americans. Johnson’s star pupils included future 

College Football Hall of Famers Bennie Blades and Russell Mai)dand as well as the school’s first 

Heisman Trophy wim~er in Vinny Testaverde. Johnson’s tenure was the genesis of an NCAA- 

record 58 home-game winning s~treak, which las~ted fiom 1985-94. 

A member of Arkansas’ 19(-,4 national championship team, Johnson became the only person to win 

a college national championship as a player and coach and lead a team to a Super Bowl victow 

when he guided the Dallas Cowboys to victories in back-to-back Super Bowl victories tbllowing 
the 1992 and 1993 seasons. In the NFL, he held the Cowboys head coaching job from 1989-93 

and wifl~ the Miami Dolphins from 1996-99. 

A member of the University of Arkansas, Universily of Miami, State of Texas and State of Florida 
Sports Halls of Fame, Johnson supports charities such as The Children’s Health Fund, Malaria No 

More, Ci~’ of Hope, and St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital. Johnson, who works as an NFL 

analyst on FOX, has donated his time visiting troops overseas and hosting a fundraiser for the 

Gridiron Greats Foundation, which raises money for fo~rner NFL players in need of medical 

assistance. 

R~C. SLOCUM 

Texas A&M University 

Head Coach, 123-47-2 (72.1%) 

The head coach at Texas A&M from 1989-2002, R.C. Slocum is the winningest coach in Texas 

A&M and Southwest Conference his~tory. A four-time nationdl coach of the year honoree, Slocum’s 

Aggies experienced reigns of dominance over the SWC, including a 22-game league miming streak, 

a 28-0-1 conference record from 1991-94, and three SWC rifles. He also led the Texas A&M to 
one of the school’s landmark victories on Dec. 5, 1998, with a 36-33 double-oveNme upset of 

Kansas State, which gave the Aggies their only Big 12 championship and only mn over aNo. 1- 

ranked team. 

Slocum led the Aggies to 11 bowl games in 14 seasons, five New Year’s Day bowl appearances 

and 10 AP top 25 finishes. He retired as college tbotball’s sixth-winningest active coach. Under 
Slocum’s leadership, 14 players earned First Team All-America status. Linebacker Dat Nguyen 

submitted one of the finest seasons in school history in 1998, winning the Bednarik and Lombmdi 

awards. 

Slocum, a standout receiver and defensive lineman for at McNeese State, holds a bachelor’s degree 

and a mas~tei2s degree from his alma mater, and he was named a Distinguished Alumnus in 2001. He 

currenfly works as a special assistant to President R. Bowen Loftin at Texas A&M. 

A Texas Sports Hall of Fame and Texas A&M University Athletics Hail of Fame member, Slocum 

served as the chairman of the Children’s Miracle Network in Central Texas as well as the Cattle 

Baron’s Association, which raises seholarship money tbr young people in ranching. He is active with 

Fellowship of Clms~tian Athletes and the Scotty’s }louse home tbr abused children. A lbnner AFCA 

Board of Trustees membel; he served as grand marshal at fl~e Hous~ton Livestock Show and Rodeo 

Parade. 



NASDAC2 Senior Vice President Bob McCooey, College Football Hall of 
Fame coach Jimmy Johnson, NFF President and CEO Steve Hatchell and 
College Football Hall of Fame inductee Steve Bard<owski stand at -limes 

Square before the 2012 College Football Hall of Fame Announcement 
Ceremony. 

About The National Football Foundation: 

Founded in 1947 with early leadership from General Douglas MacArthur, legendary Army coach Earl 

"Red" Blaik and immorta/ journa//st Grantland Rice, The National Football Foundation & College Haft of 

Fame is a non-profit educational organization that runs programs designed to use the power of amateur 

football in developing scholarship, citizenship and athletic achievement in young people. With !2i 

chapters and 12, 000 members nationwide, NFF programs include the College Football Hal! of Fame, the 

NFF Scholar-Athlete Awards, presented by Fidelity Investments, Play It Smart, the NFF Hampshire Honor 

Society, the NFF National Scholar-Athlete Alumni Association, and scholarships of more than $1.3 million 

for college and high school scholar-athletes. The NFF presents the MacArthur Bowl, the William V. 

Campbell Trophy, endowed by HealthSouth, and releases the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) 

Standings. NFF corporate partners include the Allstate Sugar Bowl, the BCB, Fidelity Investments, Herff 

]ones, Liberty Mutual, NCAA Football, and Under Armour. For more information, please visit 

www. footba l lfou nd a tion. orq. 

Email: news@footbailfou ndation.com 
Phone: 800-486-1865 

/ Website: http b iwww,footballfoundation .org/ 

This email was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu by ne~s@footballfoundation.com 

_U_J2__d___a_t__e___P__r_o_~j_e_LE_~__ajJ__A___d__d__r_e__s~. i Instant removal with _S__a_[_e__U__n__s__u__b__s__c2Lb__e_" _P__rj_v__a__c_y____P_,?jj~2. 

The National Football Foundation &. College Hall of Fame, Inc. I 433 East Las Colinas Blvd., Ste. 1130 I Irving I TX I 75039 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer < rmercer@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 10:16 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Folks - Matt Terrell from the Rams Club will be meeting with our unit to update 
and collect feedback for the Athletic Department Strategic Plan. Please plan on 
attending this meeting... 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Folks - Matt Terrell from the Rams Club will be meeting with our unit to update and collect feedback for the Athletic 

Department Strategic Plan. Please plan on attending this meeting... 

Required Staff Mtg. 

Athletic Department Strategic Planning Update/Feedback 
Thursday, May 24th at 2:15 here in the ASPSA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount -<ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:51 PM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: 2012 1WLCA Academic Honor Roll Nominations 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Matt Bowers < m bowers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: 2012 ]WLCA Academic Honor Roll Nominations 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony & Matt! Please see below. [ figured you are the two men for this job! 

> > > Gothard Lane ¯ @comcast.net> 5/23/2012 3:44 PM > > > 
if you cannot see the imacjes properly, please click here. 

May 23, 2012 

This honor recognizes individuals in our game. Please note that this is separate from the [WLCA 

Academic Squad, which is for team recognition. 

You may have unlimited nominations for junior, senior, and graduate student athletes whose 

cumulative GPA is above a 3.50. Transfer students must have served an academic year in residence in 

order to be eligible for nomination. If no student-athletes meet the 3.50 GPA criteria, you may 

nominate up to TWO student-athletes who have attained junior, senior, or graduate student standing 

and have a cumulative GPA between 3.20 and 3.49. If you are nominating any athlete below a 3.50 

GPA, the maximum number of nominations you can submit is TWO. For example, you may have one 

nominee above a 3.5 and one between a 3.20 and 3.49. You may not have two nominees between 

3.20 and 3.49 in addition to unlimited nominees above a 3.50. If you are only nominating two athletes 

)lease nominate the eligible student-athletes with the highest qualifying GPA on your team. 

To nominate your players, please complete the zoomerang survey or forward this email to the person 

who will put your players up for recognition. 

http:i!www.zoom erang.comiSurvey!WEB22FPM EFWU 5A 

The deadline for nominations is Friday, July 13 by 5:00 pro. The awards will be 

announced on Aucjust 1. 

Thank you, and please email Kerri Whitaker at kerriwh@upenn.edu if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Kerri 

Kerri Whitaker 

Assistant Lacrosse Coach 

University of Pennsylvania 

235 South 33rd Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215.898.9042 office 

215.573.6030 fax 

Please don’t include me in future emails. 





Hi Tony & Matt! Please see below. [ figured you are the two men for this job! 

> > > Gothard Lane ~           ~comcast,net> 5/23/2012 3:44 PM > > > 

ff you cannot see the images properly, please click here. 

May 23, 2012 

This honor recognizes individuals in our game. Please note that this is separate from the IWLCA 

Academic Squad, which is for team recognition. 

You may have unlimited nominations for junior, senior, and graduate student athletes whose 

cumulative GPA is above a 3.50. Transfer students must have served an academic year in residence in 

order to be eligible for nomination. If no student-athletes meet the 3.50 GPA criteria, you may 

nominate up to TWO student-athletes who have attained junior, senior, or graduate student standing 

and have a cumulative GPA between 3.20 and 3.49. If you are nominating any athlete below a 3.50 

GPA, the maximum number of nominations you can submit is TWO. For example, you may have one 

nominee above a 3.5 and one between a 3.20 and 3.49. You may not have two nominees between 

3.20 and 3.49 in addition to unlimited nominees above a 3.50. If you are only nominating two athletes 

)lease nominate the eligible student-athletes with the highest qualifying GPA on your team. 

To nominate your players, please complete the zoomerang survey or forward this email to the person 

who will put your players up for recognition. 

http:!/www.zoom erang.com!Survey/WEB22FPM EFWU 5A 

announced on August 1. 

Thank you, and please email Kerri Whitaker at kerriwh@upenn.edu if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Kerri 

Kerri Whitaker 

Assistant Lacrosse Coach 

University of Pennsylvania 

235 South 33rd Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215.898.9042 office 

215.573.6030 fax 

Please don’t include me in future emails. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 25, 2012 1:40 PM 

.~gmml.com 

Fwd: resume 

FILE.msg 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmafil.com> 

Friday, 1:40 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

doc 

hey t mark 

what do you think? i know i need to convert it into a pdffile before i s~art sending out but do you have any suggestions? thanks 



hey t man,<div>what do you think? i know i need to convert it into a pdf 
file before i start sending out but do you have any suggestions? 
thanks<idiv><div><br></div><div>lauren<idiv> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 25, 2012 1:56 PM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: Issues 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 1:56 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: issues 

TEXT.htm; Issues.msg 

Tony, 

Can you take care of these concerns? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Tony, 

Can you take care of these concerns? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



needs to declare her major because she is entering her 5th term, 

needs to declare a sub-plan. 

Thanks, 

Crystal 

Crystal Lineberry, MSA 

NCAA Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

CB# 2100 

SASB North, Suite 3100, Room 3128 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone: (919) 962-5161 

Fax: (919) 962-3349 

Email: clineberry(a)unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 28, 2012 9:19 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: JC Transfer Requirement Research Results 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 3:46 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Last Chance - End of Month Special. 

TEXT.htm 

~/Velcome to my weekly email. 

You are 1 of over 8,600 football-related people all 
over America receiving this email. 

Somehow or the other, you are uniquely qualified. 

Maybe you are a former player and would like to 
see if we have any of your games. 

Maybe you know ~orn~on~ who p!~y~d ~nd 
would like to see if we have any of his games 

Maybe you are just interested in the tens of 
thousands of college football games listed at 
www. foot ba livid eos. com 

Whatever the reason, welcome and I hope you 
enjoy the site. Let me know if there is anything I 
can do for you. 



If you think you know of someone who may want 
to see these emails please see the "forward email" 
link below. If you refer a new subscriber, I will 
forward you a $10 www.footballvideos.com gift 
certificate. 

Please note my current end of the month special. 
Buy one game, and get another game free. Just 
put the one game you want in your shopping cart 
then checkout. In the comment section box at the 
end of the checkout process, just notate the free 
game you want. You can buy 2 and get 4, 3 and 
get 6 games etc... Write in discount code - BOGO. 
This special ends thursday, at midnight 5/31/2012. 

This will be the last month special discounts will be 
offered to all 8,600+ receipients of WDR’s Email so 
take advantage of this special now. 

Please also note prices for most games listed at 
www.footballvideos.com will go up as of June 1, 
2012. Get your games now at the lower 
discounted price. Last Chance. 

If you have any questions feel free to email me 
back from this email, or at wdr@footbg!!~!cl~o§~com. You 
can also call 717-732-5643. 

Just ride this link to www.footballvideos.com and 
purchase your footb~ - 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.co~ 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 



Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount -<ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 10:51 AM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: 2012 IWLCA Academic Squad Submissions 

FILE.msg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 10:51 AM 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; TonyYount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2012 ]WLCA Academic Squad Submissions 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Guys, 

Just passing it along! Thanks. 

>>>Gothard Lane¯           _~comcast.net> 5/30/2012 6:06 AM >>> 

if you cannot see the imac~es properly, please click here. 

May 30, 2012 

Dear Coach: 

Please get your submissions in for the 2012 IWLCA Academic Squad. This honor recognizes teams in our game. 

Please note that this is separate from tile IWLCA Honor Roll, which is for individual recognition. The criteria for the 

award: your squad must have a 3.00 minimum GPA for the 2011-2012 academic year. All student-athletes who 

were on the roster for your final home game in the 2012 season must be included in the overall GPA calculation. 

To nominate your team, please complete the zoomerang survey or forward this email to the person who will put 

your team up for recognition. 

htt p://www.zoomera nq.com/Survey/WEB22 FP M H EWVXA 

The deadline for nominations is t=dday~ J~ly 13 by 5:00 pro. The awards will be announced on August 1, 2012. 

Thank you, and please email Kerri Whitaker at kerriwh@upenn.edu if you have any questions. 

Thanks[ 

Kerri 

Kerri Whitaker 

Assistant Lacrosse Coach 

University of Pennsylvania 

235 South 33rd Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215.898.9042 office 

215.573.6030 fax 

Please don’t include me in future emails. 



Hi Guys, 

Just passing it along! Thanks. 

> > > Gothard Lane <          @comcast.net> 5/30/2012 6:06 AM > > > 

if you cannot see the images properly, please click here. 

May 30, 2012 

Dear Coach: 

Please get your submissions in for the 2012 IWLCA Academic Squad. This honor recognizes teams in our game. 

Please note that this is separate from the IWLCA Honor Roll, which is for individual recognition~ The criteria for the 

award: your squad must have a 3~00 minimum GPA for the 2011-2012 academic yean All student-athletes who 

were on the roster for your final home game in the 2012 season must be included in the overall GPA calculation. 

To nominate your team, please complete the zoomerang survey or forward this email to the person who will put 

your team up for recognition. 

htt p:iiwww.zoom e ra nq.co m!S u rve~L/VVEB22 F P M H EVVVXA 

The deadline for ~ominatio~s is Friday, Ju~y ~L3 by 5:00 pmo The awards will be announced on August 1, 2012. 

Thank you, and please email Kerri Whitaker at kerriwh@upenn.edu if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Kerri 

Kerri Whitaker 

Assistant Lacrosse Coach 

University of Pennsylvania 

235 South 33rd Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215.898.9042 office 

215.573.6030 fax 

Please don’t include me in future emails. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Youut <tonyyount~uncaa.unc.edt~ 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 11:23 AM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: Juuior Pa~ American Championship Dates 

FILE.msg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 31, 2012 11:23 AN 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: .~unior Pan American Championship Dates 

TEXT.htm; ,~unior Pan American Championship Dates.msg 

Hi Tony, 
I have attached an email from Nick Conway, U-2:[ National Team Coach. The biggest time block in the fall semester could potentially impact; 

, and possibly . Tf selected, they could miss two full weeks and two days. 

Any thoughts or suggestions? 
Go Heels! 
Karen 

:~i Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 



Hi Tony, 
I have attached an email from Nick Conway, U-2:t National Team Coach~ The biggest time block in the fall semester could potentially impact; 

and possibly If selected, they could miss two full weeks and t~vo days. 

Any thoughts or suggestions? 
Go Heels! 
Karen 

%i Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 



Hi Coaches~ 

Hope this finds everyone fit and well. 

Please be advised that the Junior Pan A~nerican Cha:mpionship program has been released over the holiday weekend. Unfortunately, the progrmn is less than idea] ruth 

reference to the duration of the tournmnent. Our first match (v Brazil) is on September 10 with the Final scheduled for September 23. ’][’here are no less than 8 res~ 

days scheduled during the touman~ent at the motnent and as much as I would like for the tournament to be sho~tened it is highly unlikely that any changes will be 

inflated. 

Onr tentative travel plans are to depart on either September 7 or September 8 pending flight opportt~nities with a definitive return on Monday September 24. 

Obviously these dates conflict with the NCAA and High School seasons, crossing over three weekends in total (September 8-9, 15-16 and 22-23). Can I request 

that you each review these dates f?om the perspective of your athletes availability during this period? If.you foresee any issues or there are any changes to fl~e 

availability of your athletes please let me know as soon as possible. 

For your reference the u21 prograJn thro ugh the remainder of 2012 is as tbllows: 

June 1- 8: National Chatnpionship 

July 9-12: JuNor National Camp (aJ1 squad athletes) 

July 12-14:u21 Training Camp (athletes available for selection to the JPAC) 
Augnst 16-22:u21 Training Camp (JPAC squad plus train-ons) 

September 7/8-24: Junior Pan American Championship 

Many thanlcs for your assis~nce with this matter. Please let me know if yon have any questions or concerns that arise as a result of this informaflon. 

Regards, 

Nick. 

Nick Conway 
WNT Assistant Coach 

USA Field Hockey 

2800 Olympic Parkway 

Chula Vista, CA 91915 

Cell: 

http:i!www.usfieldhockey.com 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu7 

Monday, June 4, 2012 12:54 PM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: Updated 2012 Athletics Orientation (CTOPS) List as of 6.4.12 

FILE.msg 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 12:54 PM 

April Mann <asmann@email.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jackie Copeland 

<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Shandol Hoover <schoover@email.unc.edu>; Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu>; 

Sylvia Waldeck <swaldeck@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated 2012 Athletics Orientation (CTOPS) List as of 6.4.12 

TEXT.htm; 6A.12.doc 

All, 
Please find attached the updated list with names of student athletes for which athletics will pay their Orientation fees. 

Please contact me with any questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmemmns i Assistant Director of Compliance/I~’in. Aid UniversiD" ofN o,~h Carolina 

Office 919~962.7851 iCell             Fax 919.962.6002 



All, 
Please find attached the updated list with names of student athletes for which athletics will pay their Orientation fees. 
Please contact me with any questions, 
Tom 
Tom Timmernmns i Assislznt Dircc~)r of Compliance/Fin. Aid [ University of Norfl-~ Carolina 

Office 919,962,7851 [Ce~l              [Fax 919,962,6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 9:39 AM 

~gmml.com 

Fwd: Updated 2012 Athletics Orientation (CTOPS) List as of 6.5.12 

FILE.msg 



All, 
I have added [o Transfer Orientation. 

Please contact em with any questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmem~ans i Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid University ofNorlh Caaolina 

Ofl~ce 919.962,7851 iCell              iFax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"www.footballvideos.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Wednesday, June 6, 2012 7:01 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~v~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Can you help me tind a few games I need? Win a nice bounty. 

"l~2XT.htm 

Can you help a brother out? 
Hello, 
You may know www.footballvideos.com offers a 
service called the Please Find My Game 
Program. Feel free to check it out. As a part of 
that program I am sending this email out hoping for 
your help. I am in need of the games listed below 
and can pay you a $50 bounty for each of the 
games listed below. 
1. Cortland State 1967 vs. Ithaca, Montclair, 
Northeastern, C W Post, Union, and Hobart. 
2. The 1962 Tangerine Bowl which featured The 
University of Houston vs. Miami of Ohio. 
3. 1969 Houston vs. Mississippi State. 
If you can help me find any of these games please 
let me know. 

If you have any questions feel free to email me 
back from this email, or at wdr@footballvideos.com . YOU 
can also call 717-732-5643. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvid eos. co m 

On another front, please note, SPARX Sports is 
putting 2 Tournaments together this summer. 
1. You are invited to participate in our Girls 9U 
softball tournament 6/25/2012 to 7/1/2012. 
2. You are also invited to participate in my 12u 
boys Flag Football Tournament being held 
7/30/2012 to 8/5/2012. 
For info on either of these tournaments please 
email wdr@footballvideos.com, email me back 
from this email, or call 717-732-5643. 

WDR 
Owner/President 



SPARX Sports 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was se~lt to ~ony’~,ount@uncaa,unc.edu by wdr@footbailvideos.com :: 
._U_~__d___a_t__e___r_~_~:_o__~jj_e_LE_[~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ ~,nstant removal with S_’.a_~_.e_U_._n_s_~_[b__s_c_l:jb_~~’’ !~__rj_v__a__c_~/__E_o_[Lc~ 

www.footballvideos.¢orn 67 Greenrnont Drive Enola i PA :: 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 3:39 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Meeting with incoming Freshmen 

TEXT.htm 

Hello all, 

At our compliance staff meeting this afternoon, the topic of holding an educational meeting for our incoming freshmen 

who are enrolled in 2nd summer session came up. We already meet with the incoming football freshmen to go over 

some pertinent compliance reminders soon after they arrive on campus in the summer. 

We were curious to see if your staff meets with these incoming student-athletes to discuss academic issues (Honor Code, 

structure of our academic support system, etc.), and if so, to see if we could potentially tag along to those meetings to 

talk about a few compliance issues for about 10-15 minutes. (The reason i’m emailing the 4 of you is that we know there 

are incoming freshmen in your sports who are enrolled in 2nd summer session.) 

We’re just trying to get a feel for what is already being done for those particular freshmen in order to determine how we 

can best educate them as efficiently as possible. 

T look forward to hearing your thoughts. 

Thanks! 

Natalie Lutz 

Assistant Director of Compliance/Rules Education 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 843-4738 

nlutz@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, June 9, 2012 12:40 PM 

@gmml.com 

Fwd: [seaJ~c] Sat. news + D25 anuual meeting & nominations 

FILE.msg 



From: " ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:03 AM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: FW: REC 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

This is from Groff. 

From: @off, Diane G [groff@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:05 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: REC 

Hello 

I arn in Nova Scotia this week presenting at a conference. There is not any space in RECR 

in t:he o[fice on Wed however if you WaiSt to l:alk 

Dr G 

From= [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~2:~3 PM 
To~ Groff, Diane G 
Subject: REC 
Hi professor Groff, 

at this time and I am not planning on opening the class up. I should be 

I’ve been by your office a couple times this week trying to get a hold of you. I would really like the chance to come by and talk to you this week about the possibility of taking 
your class. I wuld really appreciate your time. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

TEXT.htm; .msg 

Tony, 

I know you are already aware, but just passing along anyway from the Registrar’s Office, 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Roclcy" <~roclg’h@email.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 11:26 AM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Crystal Nola~ Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu> 

TEXT 1.htm; image001 .png 

is currently ineligible due to GPA, but is enrolled in three courses this summer. Thanks 
Rocky Horton 
NCAA Cotnplim~ce Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 2100, SASB NorflL Rm. 3127 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Tel: 919.843.3498 Fax: 919.962.3349 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            4:05 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

victoryH I don’t know if she will now try to come to summer school or not. I’m pretty sure 

Thanks and have a good weekend. 
Susan 

Susan Ivl a loy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

case was reconsidered. Her penalty has been changed from permanent ineligibility to repayment and 30% withholding from regular season contests. A definite 

plans to contact you when she knows. 



please make sure this is taken care of since you are dropping a lab as per our discussion 

Coach 

Head Volleyball Coach 

U N]VERSITY OF NORT H CARO LINA 

Carmichael Arena 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 

>>> Tom Timmermans 10:51 AM >>> 

All, 
Tomorrow (        ) is the last day to drop a class for Summer Session Iiwithout being charged a cancellation fee. Please make sure your SA’s are in the right classes and 

have dropped the classes they do not intent to take, 

http://summer.unc.edu!registration/deadlines to cancel drop and withdrawal/ 

Let me know if you have any questions/issues, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans Assis’tan~. I)~rector of Compli~nceiFin. Aid i Univers~.y ofNorlh C~Jolina 

Ofl~ce 919.962.7851 iCell              iFax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 10:26 AM 

@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Hi 

My name is Tom Timmermans and I work in the UNC compliance office. One of our student athletes ( ) was recently dropped from her AFAM 

990 for the summer. Through some mis communication from my end her summer session I bill was not paid and therefore the class was dropped. I am working with the 

Cashiers office and the office of scholarship to fix this problem ASAP. Since the balance will be paid by athletics, could you re enroll in to the class so she can 

continue her participation? 

Thank you so much for your help, 

Tom 

Tom Timme~m~ns[ Assisl~.mtDireck~rofCompliance/Fin. Aicl Ur~ver~ity of Norl2n Carolina 

Oftice 919.962.7851 iCel!              t:ax 919.962.6(1102 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:22 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Jackie Copeland <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony ¥ount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: - study abroad (Spring ) 

TEXT.htm 

Hi 
Thanks again for sending me the cost sheet. We will be covering $ towards tuition for your study abroad program. The $ 

attend UNC in Chapel Hill during the spring semester. 

Please make sure to work with Tony Yount, to assure that the credits you take in           are degree applicable. 

! lived in for about a year I and loved it. Have so much fun. 

Tom 

Tom Timmernmns i Assistant Direclor of Corapliance/Fin. Aid [ University of North Carolina 

Office 919,962,7851 [Cell             [Fa.’< 919,962,6002 

> > > " @live.unc.edu > 7:03 PM > > > 

Dear Tom, 

Here is the link to the cost sheet! http://studyabroad.unc.edu/budgetsheetNEW.cfm?pk=1953 Thank you again for your time and effort! 

Best regards, 

is the cost of what it would be to 

From: Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 2:37 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: - study abroad (Sprin~ ) 

Hi 
I am working with TonyYount to figure out a couple of things. In the meantime could you provide me with a cost sheet for the study abroad program? 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: " @live.unc,edu > 
Date: 9:34:05 AM CDT 

To: "Amy Herman" <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: study abroad financial part 

Hey Amy, 

I am starting to apply for a study abroad program and i was wondering if you could let me know how much of my scholarship will pay for my 

study abroad program to in the spring if I get accepted into the program. 

Thank you so much for your time, 

Tom Timmermans i A ssislant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid i Universib, of North Carolina 

Office 919,962,7851 iCell             iFa.x 919,962,6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Inc." <c.nawn@textlaelp.com> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 12:05 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

News t~om Texthelp 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Hello everyone. I wanted to take a moment to review 

some of the exciting developments that took place at 
Texthelp during the last year and more importantly, take a 

peek at what we have planned for the future. 

As always, our Development team has been busy working 

to ensure that we remain the #1 provider of AT software. 
This is the same team that developed many of the ground- 

breaking features in Read&Write GOLD today such as 

Screenshot Reader which reads aloud any inaccessible 

text. This is one of the most popular features on the 

Read&Write GOLD toolbar and we are proud to have been 
the first to offer this capability more than 5 years ago. 

Keeping in that same innovative spirit, we released our 

first Web Apps (Read&Write Web, eBook Reader, Speech 

and Dictionary) in October to bring Read&Write features to 
the Cloud. The Apps (FREE for site license and single user 

customers with SMS) have received rave reviews from 
teachers and students alike. The suite has just been 

expanded to include a Spelling ADD and all Apps can now 
be trialed for free from our website. More Apps including 

Read&Write for Goggle Docs are planned for the 

upcoming months so watch for news about these! 

With the release of Read&Write 5 GOLD for Mac in 
January, the Mac version now includes a feature set 

almost identical to the PC. In June, we released 
Read&Write GOLD for PC 10.0.4 with significant 

enhancements to Word Prediction. In tests using actual 

documents written by students, we have seen a 13% 

reduction in keystrokes required as well as a 42% 

improvement in identifying typed words. See more on the 

enhancements below. Try it with your students today and 

see if you agree that Read&Write GOLD has one of the 
best Word Prediction products available. 

The effort to continuously improve our products is driven 

by our commitment to provide our users what they need to 

succeed. We enhance/add product features based on 
input from our growing customer base and more recently, 

our Advisory Board made up of experts from across North 

America. If you have suggestions for how we can further 

improve our products, we would love to hear from you. 
Stay tuned for more exciting news from Texthelp regarding 

Mountain Lion and Windows 8 compatibility, Goggle Docs, 

Fluency Tutor Version 2.4, Read&Write GOLD for PC 

Version 11, ePubs, and more. 
As always, we appreciate your continued support and look 

forward to working with you in the year ahead! 

3ack Dolan 

President, Texthelp Inc. 

~ In Read&Write GOLD for PC i0.0.4, Word Prediction has been enhanced to 

include three new word banks with over 1 million of the most common phrases 

used in spoken English, fiction, popular magazines, newspapers, and academic 

texts. In addition, the new Word Prediction engine uses the phonetic map found in the 
Read&Write GOLD Spell Checker to return additional suggestions when a word is 

spelled phonetically or using flexible spelling (e.g. leaving out vowels). Users can easily 

get even more suggestions or turn off the phonetic checker with a single click. Try it 

today and let us know what you think! 
The 10.0.4 update will automatically be deployed if automatic updates are turned on. If 

not, Version 10 users should go to "About" to get the update. 

Call 888-248-0652 or email u.s.info@texthelp.com for more information. 



~ A Spelling App has been added to our Web Apps suite (Read&Write Web, eBook 

Reader, Dictionary, and Speech)! The ._5_D___e_!!_~_L~_g____Aj?_~_. is designed for smaller mobile 

devices and allows users to type or paste a single word and get spelling 
suggestions, text definitions, and picture images. 

Read&Write GOLD (Vl0 PC or V5 Mac) single user customers with a current SMS 

agreement can now access all of the Web Apps for free, including Spelling! 

Free Web Apps trials are now available. Try any or all of the Web Apps for 30 days! 

In just 90 days, you and your students can see and hear the benefits of using 

Fluency Tutor, our web-based solution to help all students, including developing 

readers, struggling readers, and English language Learners, build oral reading fluency 

and comprehension. This research-based software program has proven to be 
successful across all tiers of the RTI model as a reading intervention. Get started 

today! 

"Tips for Successful K-12 AT Implementations" 
In September, we will be hosting a complimentary K-12 Assistive 

Technology Implementation webinar with a diverse panel of 

educators who will share how they have successfully made 
Read&Write GOLD reading and writing support software available 

to every student in their school or district to help improve student 

performance. 

I Watch for Registration information to be sent out soon! 

"Read&Write GOLD and the Common Core State Standards" 
With the implementation of the Common Core State Standards, more focus has been 

placed on literacy and critical skills. This complimentary one hour webinar will cover how 

to combine 21st Century skills with literacy support tools contained in Read&Write GOLD. 
This session will provide for a basic overview of the Common Core State Standards, the 

instructional changes based on the new expectations, and specific tool and strategy 

uses with Read&Write GOLD for reading and writing. Join us to learn how to help all 

levels of learners meet the new standards. 
When: Tuesday, September 25, 3:00PM EST 

"Tips for Successful Higher Education AT I ~i 
Implementations" [ ...... 

In April, we held a webinar featuring a panel of Higher 

Education experts discussing how they have successfully implemented Assistive 
Technology at their college or university. Listen to the webinar recordinq. 

You asked, We listened. All of the Read&Write GOLD feature and overview 
videos for PC and Mac are now closed captioned! See them on our YouTube I-~ I 
Channel! 

I-1 In addition, be sure to watch our newest videos on __P___D___F____A___c__c_’~__s_~j__b_j_!Lt_y____E__d__Lt__o__r_:, 

Lexiflow eBooks, and eBook Reader. 
If you have a video to share, let us know! Check out all of the customer-submitted 

videos on our YouTube channel! 

District Administration’s Readers’ Choice Top 100 Products nominations 

are open! Educators are invited to share which products they are using 
and how they contribute to the success of their districts, We thank all of 

you who nominated our products in the past and hope you will do so 

again for 2012! 

Read&Write GOLD has received quite a bit of press over the last few months: 

About.corn - A Read & Write GOLD Standard for Text Accessibility 

assistive technoloq3__ 

Print Disabilities 

Technology&Learning - Read&Write 5 GOLD for Mac Review 

UN H Signals (University of New Hampshire IT Newsletter) -Conc[uering Language- 

__B__a___s___e__d_____L__e__~__r__n__~__n__g Disabilities with Read&Write GOLD Software 

OnCampus (Ohio State University Faculty Staff Information Hub) - Overcoming 

Obstacles - Students with disabilities had limited resources at OSU when it came 

to assistive technology - until now 

The Edson Leader (Alberta) - School Division is Doinq Away with Special Needs 

._L__a___b___e__~_[Ln_9 
Bookshare BIog - Assistive Technology Spotlight -- Texthelp Apps 



Texthelp and MiraCosta Community College in Oceanside, CA are 

pleased to announce the winner of the 2012 Texthelp Scholarship, 
Bongkod Wongpan. The Scholarship consists of $500 along with a 

copy of Read&Write GOLD to support a noncredit ESL student who is 

planning to transition to a credit program. 

Bongkod came from Thailand 2 years ago and started taking ESL classes at MiraCosta to 
help with her English and break down the communication barriers she faced. Based on 

the recommendation of her teachers, she started using Read&Write GOLD to help with 

her reading and pronunciation. In the fall, she will begin taking classes to realize her 

dream of becoming a Biological Technician and plans to make full use of her new copy of 
Read&Write GOLD. Congratulations Bongkod! 

A recent study with 5th graders in the Waubesa School District showed that students 
using Fluency Tutor out-performed students in the control group on both number of 

words correct per minute (WCPM) and reading fluency. Read the results of the McFarland 

School Pilot. 

Congratulations to three of our publishing partners, 
Discovery Education, Archipelago Learning, and TCT, for 

receiving 2012 CODiE Awards! 

These three companies exemplify what it means to provide solutions that not only 

support the Common Core State Standards, but also include support tools to give every 

student access to their materials. We are proud they have chosen to embed Texthelp 
technology in their award-winning solutions! 

The Howard School in Georgia, in partnership with Texthelp, is 
bringing Read&Write GOLD to the Eshe Learning Centre in 

Trinidad! The Eshe Learning Centre was founded over 25 

years ago by Dr. Esla Lynch for students with learning 
disabilities. Dr. Lynch was diagnosed with dyslexia in college 

after years of struggling in school and understands how 

difficult it is for students with learning disabilities to succeed. 

In July, teachers from the Howard School will be in Trinidad 
training teachers and students. Click here to learn more about 

Dr. Lynch and stay tuned for an update on this exciting 

venture! 

In April, e2020 released Close ReaderTM, a robust toolset that    ~ii 

supports the close reading prescribed by the Common Core 

Standards. Close Reader is embedded with Texthelp’s 
SpeechStream to provide read-aloud capability with 

synchronous dual-color highlighting, a talking dictionary, and study annotation pens to 

improve comprehension and analysis. Interactive text and audio supports within the 

text allow students at all reading levels and language abilities to access grade-level 

reading selections. 

l 
In April, Pearson announced that they have embedded 
SpeechStream into their curriculum to speech=enable the 

NovaNET Courseware for English Language Learners and other 

struggling students. 

We would love to hear how you or your students are successfully 

using any of our our products. Share your stories with other 
educators on Facebook, Twitter, Google+, or P~nterest~ i~i ~.~.~ 

This Spring, Texthelp exhibited at IR~ and I~TE as well as at 
many regional conferences.                                    .~i 

Click on the link below to view a special Fluency Tutor 
presentation that was given at IRA by Edie Eastman from 

McFarland Community Schools, Wl. 

"Waubesa Intermediate School - Hear how students usinq 

Fluency Tutor saw siqnificant increases in 5th qrade readinq 

Texthelp will be busy exhibiting at conferences throughout the US and Canada in the 

coming months. We hope you will stop by and see us at an event near you! 

Visit Booth #37 at the AHEAD Conference in New Orleans July 10-13 and be sure to 

stop by this session while at the conference! 

"The Impact of the Cloud on Higher Education" - Doug Rosette, Texthelp 

Thursday, July 12th, 2:00pm - 3:00pm in Bayside C 

If you are planning on attending ATZA Orlando 20~.3 (January 30 - February 2), register 

now and get a 5~/~ discount! Use discount code EDC3 and include "Texthelp". 



This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa uric edu from: 

T~:dh.glp i!;c i 600 U~=c.’lm P.~d~ Ddve ’= Webum, MA 0180! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 9:42 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~v~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Buy one get one l]cee’. 

"l~2XT.htm 

Please Check out this weeks special. 
Buy a game and get one game free. Buy 2 or more games, and get 2 or 
more games free. 
This special expires this friday, 7/20/2012, at 4pm where you are. 
Just pick out the game, or games you want, and put them in your carl. 

Checkout and then in the comment section at the end of the checkout 
process notate the free game or gaems you want. 

Also, in the comment section box, notate discound code - BOGO. 
Email me at wdr(~flootballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvid eos. co m 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 

The Football Video Network 

See Investor Plan 

Become a Scout 

Employment Opportunities 

I am a Former Player 

I am a Fan of College Football 

Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

] 

this ernsil was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc,edu by _w_.d_r__@_f._o_o__tb_.a__lj.v_jd___eg_s_:_co_l~ :: 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removaIwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 12:01 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: [business_managers] FORMAL NOTICE: UNC Printing Operations Update 

[business_managers] FORMAL NOTICE_ UNC Printing Operations Update.msg 

[ have had some questions regarding on campus printing services. Please see the attached email that was sent on 7/12/2012. 

Thanks, 
Martina 

Mar:ina K Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gunter, Tommy (Au~liaiy Services Accounting)" <TRGUNTER@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 1:55 PM 

UNC Dept. Business Managers <business managers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[business managers] FORM_AL NOTICE: UNC Printing Operations Update 

TENTf.httn 

Deans, Directors and Department Heads: 

I am writing to let you know that the University has reached agreement 

with Xerox to take over the current UNC Printing operations at the 

Homestead Road location, effective August 1, 2012. Maintaining a 

printing presence on campus to help departments obtain printing 

services and advice consistent with the University’s graphic standards 

has been a priority since we announced the upcoming closure of UNC 

Printing at the end of this month. The agreement with Xerox ensures 

that the campus’s printing needs will continue to be met without 

interruption. 

Beginning next month, Xerox will manage on-campus printing services for 

University clients and will continue to provide all the services 

currently offered by UNC Printing. To make the transition as seamless 

as possible, Xerox plans to use the same web submission, procurement 

and billing system we now use for departments to request or submit work. 

Auxiliary Services will manage the departmental billing for Xerox 

through the current interface with FRS and University Accounting. There 

should be no change in the process for departments at this time. 

In addition to providing the same careful attention to your printing 

jobs you’ve come to expect with UNC Printing, Xerox will expand the 

services offered. I will provide additional information as we make the 

transition to Xerox. In the meantime, if you have any questions, you 

can reach me at 

Sincerely, 

Mike Freeman 

Director of Auxiliary Services 

This email is sponsored by: Auxiliary Services 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

business managers as: mballen(tbuncaa.unc.edu. To unsub~ribe send a blank emafil to leave-31795766- 862510.4136 c 02585 d95484 e4 e 6 t~ c a4 b7 c 7 a85 ~0!_l_i_~_t__s__e_!3L:__u__~_c_2_e_$t___u- 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:56 AM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5,youn@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Subject: New Address! 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hey Tony- - - 

[] 

and I just moved into a new apa~ment by Southpoint. Do I need to update the Athletic Department with this information? 

I already went on KFBSiGAA 1,~ update as well as contacting Mrs. H! Tuing "to cover all my bases’. 

Let me know! Hope your summer has been thbulous’. We will catch up soon - I’ve been on the road all July and will continue to be! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday             4:15 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <gyount@email.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: peer tutoring this fall 

Hi     . EDUC    is a 3 hour elective pass/fail course that meets for 15 weeks (semester) either on Tues. or 
Wed. from 6-9 pm at Dey Hall. Peer Tutors are required to have a gpa and       in the class(s) they tutor. 
Student’s may miss one class during the semester. I would love to have you if you are interested just go to the 
learningcenter.unc.edu and follow the find a tutor link. Thanks for your interest. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On , at 3:46 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Mary, 
> My name is and I was wondering if there is any chance I could peer tutor in dey hall this fall. I 
would love to tutor in History courses (particularly latin american or guerrilla warfare courses) or french 
courses also. I’m studying abroad ~nd would love to keep up with my french 
communication skills. I here at UNC and my academic advisor, Tony Yount, has notified me 
that this is a great opportunity. My last question is does the tutoring provide me with one hour of credit towards 
my transcript? 
> Thank you so much for your time! 
> Best Re~ards. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 8:04 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

America’s Football Games on Video! 

TEXT.htm 

~/Velcome to my weekly email. 

You are 1 of over 8,600 football-related people all 
over America receiving this email. 

Somehow or the other, you are uniquely qualified. 

Maybe you are a former player and would like to 
see if we have any of your games. 

Maybe you know ~orn~on~ who p!~y~d ~nd 
would like to see if we have any of his games 

Maybe you are just interested in the tens of 
thousands of college football games listed at 
www. foot ba livid eos. com 

Whatever the reason, welcome and I hope you 
enjoy the site. Let me know if there is anything I 
can do for you. 



Also, if you think you know of someone who may 
want to see these emails please see the "forward 
email" link below. If you refer a new subscriber, I 
will forward you a $10 www.footballvideos.com gift 
certificate. 

If you have any questions feel free to email me 
back from this email, or at wdr@footballvideos.com . YOU 
can also call 717-732-5643. 

Just ride this link to www.footballvideos.com 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 10:20 AN 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Pre-season retreat 
TEXT.htm; Preseason Retreat.pdf 

Hi Tony, 
hope you are having a fantastic trip! I have attached a retreat schedule for your review, Please add or change anything and send it back to me at your earliest convenience, 
have us departing on the 13th a hour earlier so the freshmen and will have a little more time to move into their rooms on campus, 
will call regarding the good news:-) 

Go Heels! 
Karen 

:~i Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"~v.footballvideo s.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Saturday, August 4, 2012 12:17 PM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

SPARX Sports Football Tourna~nent Update 

TEXT.htm 

SPARX Sports Final word on the 
Flag Football tournament. 
The EP Vikings defeated the EP Steelers by a 
score of 35-28 to win the first annual SPARX 
Sports Flag Football Tournament. 
Kiera Bennett and Dylan Buckwalter were named 
Super Bowl C0-MVPS. Both were a testament to 
hustle and attention to the game. 
After 4 pool games here are the seeding results. 
1. EP Steelers- 2-1 - pf 143 pa 118 
2. EP Vikings - 2-1 pf 139 pa 141 
3. Harrisburg Cowboys - 0-2 
Note, the 7/31/2012 game between the Steelers 
and Vikings has been called as official and the 
score, as it stood at hNftime, will now become the 
official final score. 
Game recaps, 
Game 1 - Vikings 59 vs. Steelers 58 
Game 2 - Steelers 41 vs. Vikings 25 
Game 3 - Steelers 44 vs. Cowboys 34 
Game 4 - Vikings 55 vs. Cowboys 42 

Thank you all for participating. You may not know 
this, but the fact that we all got together, organized 
and official tournament, played 5 games, crowned 
a champ, had tons of fun playing SPARX Extreme 
Flag Football, and nobody got hurt real bad - thats 
amazing. 
Lets do this all again real soon. Stand by for more 
information on my upcoming SPARX Extreme Flag 
Football League. 
Any questions contact me at 717 732 -5643 or my 
cell at 580-7620 or email me back from this email 
or at wdr@footballvideos.com 
Willie Roman 
Owner/President 
SPARX Sports 

Forward email 

] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 3:15 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Save the Dates 

FlLE.msg 



Hi All, 
I hope all is well! Couple of organization things... 

1. I~reshmen welceme dinner is this Saturday at my house, starting at 6:30, would love for you to be there, understand you are busy, let me know if you plan on coming 

2. I:irst team meeting: Tuesday @ 3:30 at locker room facility 
3. Attached fall schedule: please review and let me know if I have missed anything, or I need to change anything. I plan to go through this with team on 

Steve!Tony trying to figure out a weekly yoga time waiting to see class schedules, but maybe thinking 1:30 2:30 on Wednesdays prior to any afternoon classes. 

Thanks looking forward to the year! 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

wvwv.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.comi 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 11:42 AM 

Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 

< pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fall Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Fall Calendar.pub 

Attached is our fall schedule through November. As you know, things are subject to change, but we try to stay on course and usually do! 
if you have any questions, please let me know, I will update our roster as soon as I know, 

As of now,             will not be returning to the team, 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 4:56 PM 

@live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edul 

@email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

@[ive.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Oisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 

<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Jr Buddy List / Tomorrow Night Details 

TEXT.htm; Jr Buddies.pdf; Freshmen Roommates.pdf 

Hi Everyone, 

Thank you all for putting this Buddy List together and responding to       & 

And THANK YOU for kicking this out to me! 

Please take a moment to review who is with who, 

Please remember, does not have a roommate ( [ think) 
Dinner at Jenny’s House at 6:30pm Come Hungry! 

Menu 

Fresh Veggies & Cheese Platters 

Homemade Caesar Salad 

Homemade Fresh Green Salad w/Apples, Blue Cheese Crumbles, Walnuts 

Rib’s from Spanky’s cooked w/a dry rub (brown sugar/rosemary) 

Fried Chicken Salad 

Grilled Chicken 

Cake! 

Please introduce yourself to all the freshmen and their parents. 

Please engage them (parents & freshmen) in conversation for at least 3 5 minutes. 

Below is something from the website "Classy & Fabulous (inspiring and celebrating the classy woman within)" about engaging other women in conversation at a dinner party 
or social gathering, 

Ps [ can hear the joke making through the internet._you are all already classy and fabulous .... 

Maybe it will give you some ideas... 

Feel free to throw in sport teams talk for the Dad’s & Brothers. 

Making Conve~sation Easie~ 

l. lie the Provider- One great way to open the conversation up from the usual pleasantries of asking one another a general ’How are you?’ is to provide more information 

when it’s your turn to respond, Say something alon9 the lines of, ’Tm good, [just finished a big project at work so it feels good to relax and i’m glad the weekend is here!" 

This will allow time other person to probe further and ask you what you do or what the project was, etc, 

2. Making lnt~ductions-You can make things a little easier while introducing two people who do~Yt know one another. Maybe another lady had wandered over to join the 

conversation, instead of just saying, "Lori, this is Jane, Jane this is Lori" you can instead introduce the person you are speaking with and mention something that they’re 

workin9 on or have just finished such as "Lori this is Jane, she just finished her MBA at NYU, Jane, this is Lori, she just moved here from Dallas a month ago", People will be 

grateful for this because you’ve just made their life easier and made meeting new people more comfortable, 

Safe Topics to Lead With 

1. Food- if you are somewhere and you are eating or dining with others, this is a great opener. Maybe you’ve just started munching on some appetizers at a party. You could 

say, "Wow, this crab dip is phenomenal, Have you tried it?" They might then tell you they’re allergic to seafood or they think it’s fabulous too, now you have a doorway to 
more conversation. You can always discuss what an amazing cook your host is, bringing the conversation back to them which is your common ground, especially at an event 

or party, 

2. Places in Town- You can always refer to and ask the woman you’re spealdng too if she’s got a chance to shop at the new boutique that opened, able to dine at a fabulous 

new restaurant that recently opened, popped into the newly built grocery store or if she’s seen the new theatre that just opened, etc, This might in turn lead to discussion and 

open your eyes to new places that you were unaware of too, 

3. Hobbies- What we do in our downtime really allows others to learn more about who we are. Jobs can be out of necessity but our spare time truly reflects what is 

important to us, it’s a good place to begin, You could say, "The fall always gets me excited for cooler weather, staying indoors to scrapbook/craft" You could then ask the 

other person if they too like to craft/scrapbook, if the answer is no, you could then ask what they like to do in their spare time, You never know, you might just meet someone 

who loves a niche hobby just as much as you do, 

4. Current Events/News- The daily news provides a lot to talk about. Whether you read the paper, read a local paper or get your news online, it’s good to stay connected 

with what’s happening and you’ll always have something to talk about. Try to avoid tragedies in favor of the bazaar and upbeat. You don’t want to leave someone you just 

met feeling sad or bad after talking to you. You could casually begin with, "Did you hear about the woman here in Orlando that won $250 million dollars?!" then follow up by 

sharing what you’d do if you had won. Now that you’ve shared a little, ask her, "]f that were you that won, what would you do with the winnings?" This will also reveal a lot 

about the person you just met. 

5. Travel- Whether you’re well traveled and have visited many countries yourself or enjoy road trips to new states or cities, travel is always a great topic. Everyone has their 

own opinions and experiences, and many funny stories result from these stories often times, You can also share the 5 places you want to see in your lifetime and why and ask 

the other person theirs. This can also open up conversation about where the other person was born and raised and where they hope to retire one day, etc, 

6. Career- Once you are feeling more comfortable with one another, and time other person brings up work, you could ask them how they got into their particular field. You can 

also ask them how long they’ve been doing what they do and how they enjoy it. [f it’s something unique or they are self employed, you can ask if they attended special 

classes, which school they went to or if they are self taught, etc. 



7. Children- Like careers, it’s best to allow the other person to bring it up as to not probe someone you just met too much. Once they mention their daughter, you could ask 

how old she is, what she’s interested in, etc. People love to talk about their children, especially moms so this is a great topic and if you don’t have children yourself you can 

relate to them by speaking of your siblings who have children, or a friend etc. It’s a great way to learn new things about motherhood too. 

8. A Genuine Compliment- Since these topics are for women, I’d be remiss to mention a genuine interest or compliment towards the person you’ve just me. Maybe she’s 

got a great handbag, cute pair of shoes, fun shade of nail polish or she happens to be very fit. Feel free to compliment but be sincere, don’t use it as a way to be shmoozy, 

Everyone loves a good compliment and who knows, you might just find out where she got that great jacket! 

How do I like to chat with someone new? One of my favorite questions at events is ’How do you know the host?’, it immediately makes you both feel a bit connected since you 

already have something in common a friend. I don’t think people should be defined by their work, so instead of asking others what they do, I like to ask them about what they 

like to do for fun. This is generally more lighthearted and eliminates any negative work thoughts, Especially in today’s econorny, you don’t want to remind someone about the 
fact that they are unemployed and make them feel uncomfortable. Another great question is to ask the person, "Do you live around here, or downtown, or near (wherever you 

are)?" You might learn something interesting about your own or another part of town. Some of the most basic questions are the best, because they don’t feel contrived. 

The most important thing to remember is that the other person that you are speaking too generally feels a bit awkward about meeting someone new too. They’re also 

thinking of how they can keep the conversation going or how to approach you to chat and meet someone new. Just be yourself and remember what conversation topics to 

avoid also, and you’ll feel confident and comfortable, 

Twitter 
YouTube Channel 
www.facebook.com/u ncwlax 
www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2:[26 
Carmichael Arena 
Room :[264 
3:[0 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:[4 

Fax: 9:[9.843.8:[75 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 5:22 PM 

:@gmail.com 

Fwd: Welcome (Back) Picnic 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 5:27 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Re: Welcome (Back) Picnic 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Price Reduction on Thousands of games. 

TEXT.htm 

Announcing a Price Reduction of over 3,000 
games listed at www.footballvideos.com 

There are tens of thousands of games listed at 
www.footballvideos.com The price has not been 
reduced on all of the games - but there has been a 
price reduction on a bit over 3,000 games. 

If you’d like to see if the game or games you’ve 
been wanting have undergone a price reduction, 
see the links below. 

Recently Reduced Price Games 

1920’s Price Reduced Games 
1930’s Price Reduced Games 
1940’s Price Reduced Games 
1950’s Price Reduced Games 
1960’s Price Reduced Games 
1970’s Price Reduced Games 
1980’s Price Reduced Games 
1990’s Price Reduced Games 
2000+ Price Reduced Games 

Thousands of games are due for price reductions. 
Not all games scheduled for a price reduction have 
been updated with the new price on the site. The 
process will be on-going. 

If you’d like to see if the game or games you want 
are scheduled for a price reduction please feel free 
to ask me by emailing back to this email or directly 



at wdr@footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643. 

Thanx, 
WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colle.qe Football 
Learn more about improvin~¢l Youth Athletics 

Ride 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wd[@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 8:03 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Last $50/game offer this year - Order today by 5pm. 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you for opening my email this week. 

This is the last time this year I will be making this 
$50/game offer. Order today by 5pm. Last 
Chance. 

Just for you, if you buy by this Friday 8/24/2012 at 5pm where you are, 
you can get any number of games you’d like for only $50 per game. 

To order, use this 50 DOLLAR SKU. For special 
instructions on HOW TO USE SPECIAL SKUS please see 
this link. 

Just ride this link to www.footballvideos.com pick out the 
game or games you~l~ose glorious 
football memories of yore, on your video screen. 

Be sure to notate discount code $50/WDR in the comment 
section along with the game, or games you want. 

If you have any question, comments, or concerns email 
wdr@footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643. 

Because, the older you get-the better you were. 



WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos, com 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Emp!oyment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
tJpdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Yarbrough, Nathan John" <yarbro9@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 8:22 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@emml.unc.edu’~; Beth Lyons <emlyon@uncaa.unc.e&~; Tony Yount <gyount@emaiL unc.edu>; Jmmie Alexis 

Samatha Lee <ja~mielee@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu~; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandra S Restivo <srestivo@email.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson < wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I roll out of the office today 

TEXT.htm 

I will out of the office today with a massive and also some sort of ¯ have a great weekend and I will see everyone on Monday, 

Thanks, 
Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 9:25 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Season Football Tickets 

Dear Staff, 

Your complimenta~-y season football tickets are ready to be picked up at the UNC Ticket Office. The Ticket Office is located on the street level of the Ernie Williamson Athletic 

Center (EWAC) and will be open each day from 8am to 5pm. Staff are allowed to pick up other employees tickets, as long as they are signed for and that employee has 

turned in a signed copy of the complimenta~-y season ticket form. 

Thanks, and as always, GO HEELS!! 

B. 5~A~,~E PA 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ASST. D]RECTOR OF ~CKET OPE~ONS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 26, 2012 7:35 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Tutor Reference 

FlLE.msg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 20:12:12::17 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mystery? 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Tony, 

I’m doing a little detective work this morning ............ I have and E Z Go invoice that I need to figure out who ordered the part. 

The only "clue" I have is the order nurnber which is "TonyO8!15" sooooooo your name came to mind, 

Did you happen to order a windshield for a golf cart from E Z Go? 

Thank you. 

K athy Duffy 
UNC Athletic Facilities 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

CB# 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:17 

9:19 962 0640 office 
mobile 

919 843 5972 fax 

kd u ff~/@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

"~v.footballvideo s.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Friday, August 31, 2012 9:57 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Last BOGO Special this year. 

TEXT.htm 

Ends today at 5pro where you are. 

Order by this friday 8/31/2012 and you can buy 
one game and get one game free. You can also 
buy 2 games and get 2 games free etc... 

Go to www.footballvideos.com, pick out the game 
you want, put it in your cart and check out. In the 
comment section at the end of the check out form, 
notate the free game, or games you want. 

If you have any questions about this special feel 
free to email me at gg.~.~.@~[~?.~?:~.l~.~j.!.~!.~.~.~!~.~.~9..~?, or call 
717-732-5643. 

WDR 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

The last of the BOGO special this year. 

] 

this emsil was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc,edu by _w_.d_r__@_f._o_o__tb_.a__lj.v_jd___e.o_s_:_co_lN :: 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privao/Policy, 

www.footballvideos.corn 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



Tony, 

Thanks let me know what the confusion was with those three and if I need to get involved. 

We will meet about team trip, have a few more things to do meeting wise prior to that most likely will rneet on Friday, what does your schedule look like early afternoon? 
Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

>>> TonyYount 6:23 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the weekly for the first week of class. Schedules should be set now except some drops may occur several weeks down the road after we see the results 

of the first midterms for those currently in 15 or 16 hours, 

Since the building hours were limited last week with no study hall Sunday or Monday nights, the frosh were asked to complete 3 hours for the week, 

did not make that total, and I will address that at meetings this week. 
, and 

I will be in town this weekend. Do we need to meet about the retreat in 2 weeks? If you’re interested, I can check on the availability of the lodge where we the 

is. There is a great grill there if we wanted to do dinners over a fire again. 
goal 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 1:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

W. Lacrosse Spring Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Spring Calendar.pub 

Tony, 

I wanted to alert you to this early, because Spring registration sneaks up fast, 

Our spring schedule is different then it has been in the past, as we have 7 games at 7pm, 5 of which are at home (and some during the week), This will mean that we will also 

practice in the evening on specific days during the season, 

I have included a spring calendar for your information and to assist with helping the players schedule classes, 

I strongly recommend against any evening classes this spring because of the number of night 9ames and practices, Additionally, 8am classes probably are not a good idea 

either, Our regular practice time will be 2:30 4:30 and our pre game practice th’ne on Fetzer is either 2:30 3:45 or 6:30 8 (as we are working around track), 

I just want to give you as much info as possible to help the scheduling process, 

Thanks, 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

wvcw.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.comi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 10:48 AM 

. .    @gmail.com 
Fwd: student 

FlLE.msg 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, September 7, 2012 9:37 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division ! Eligibility Center 

Just 

> > > "NCAA LSDBi Announcement Updates" <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 9/7/2012 9:30 AM > >> 

~ LSDBi Announcements Update 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

SeP 06 2Q!2 Establishing Graduation Dates 

A majority of international amateurism decisions require an established date of graduation to determine the seasons of competition a 
prospective student-athlete has available in his/her sport. In order to establish an expected date of high school graduation, official 
school stamped transcripts must be submitted to the NCAA Eligibility Center. As a reminder, these cannot be faxed, emailed, or 
scanned. Please always check the "My Task List~’ on the prospective student-athlete’s NCAA Eligibility Center account for details on 
what documents remain outstanding. These tasks can only be marked complete by NCAA Eligibility Center staff, so if the task is 
open, the documents remain outstanding. 

An expected date of graduation is based on when a student initially enrolls in year nine, what type of leaving certificate the 
prospective student-athlete achieves, and when that leaving certificate/proof of graduation is expected to be earned based on the 
student’s year nine start date. If a prospective studentathlete delays from the expected time, this will often result in the NCAA Eligibility 
Center graduation date differing from the prospective student-athlete’s selfreported graduation date. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. To log into LSDBi, enter your NCAA.org id and password. 

Click [3~.;:~. to be removed fr,:~rq this mailing iist, 

Click here to vie~*; our pr racy policy, 



I::ror~rl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday,                  3:55 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting tomorrow 

Tony are you fee at 9am tomorrow for a meeting w! lax staff for weekend? 

Thanks, 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 2:24 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

ECU Tickets! 

TEXT.htm 

Athletic Department Employees, 

Due to ECU returning a significant number of tickets, I would like to offer you complimentary tickets to the football game on September 22, 2012. Simply 

come down to the ticket office, located at the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center, and sign for your extra tickets (Limit S). Please note that you can only pick 

up your tickets and this offer is based on availability. 

UN~/ERS£~,f OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ASSf DIRECTOR OF RCKE] OPERA1]ONS 



Fron3: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 2:00 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

ACC Football Kickoff Times and TV Selections for September 29 N UNC vs. iDAHO 

Colleagues: 

FYI below ~ as you see below, our game vs. the University of Idaho on September 29th kicks off at 3:30 PM! 

Take care and GO HEELS! 

Larry 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

The following information is confirmed regarding ACC Football games fo be played on September 2?fh, 20] 2 (All times Eastern): 

Salurday, Seplember 27~h, 2012 

Duke at Wake Forest 

Idaho a~: Noffh Carolina 

Clemson at Boston College ~ 

NC State at Miami * 

Middle Tennessee at Georgia Tech * 

Louisiana Tech at Virginia * 

Florida State at South Florida * ^ 

Virginia Tech vs. Cincinnati (@ FedEx Field) 

ACCN 

ABC, ESPN, ESPN2, or ESPNU 

ABC, ESPN, ESPN2, or ESPNU 

TBD 

TBD 

ABC, ESPN, or ESPN2 

ABC, ESPN, ESPN2, or ESPNU 

12:30 pm 

3:30 pm 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD (Big East Conference controlled) 

TBD (Big East Conference controlled) 

Any of the information listed above that is marked with an (*) is sor-nehow irnpacted by the six-day holds requested by our television partners. 

Game marked with a (A) are Big East controlled and the earliest either game would start is 3:30pm, They may be played in evening, 
Final decisions on these holds will be made no later than noon on Sunday, September 23rd, 2012. 

Thank you for your understanding and cooperation. 

ALLISON DOUGHTY. ,~irector o~ ~ootb~i~ o~erot~o,~, ~ ~t ~g~t 
atlantic coast conference. 4512 weybridge lane. greensboro, nc 27407 

phone. 336.854.8787 x. 1213 

fax. 336.369.1212 

email, adoughty@~heacc.org 

~]~ Description: D~cription: Description: AOO 2012 EmailSignature 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,                  8:47 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring challenges 

TF_XT.htm 

Hi Tony, 
Can you send me a bullet list of challenges that you/student athletes are experiencing currently with our tutoring structure/lack there of. 

[ would like to bring it up with my administrator, but [ need some concrete facts that ] can address and help problem solve. 

Also ] am interested in knowing why Dye Hall is / or is not effective for our SA? 

Thanks, 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REG~ST ER NOW! 
www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.co~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Wilkinson < m hwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September ]_8, 20:[2 9:40 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Adrian BerGs <Beros-Adrian@aramark.com >; Mat Skinner <skinner-mathew@aramark.com > 

Naismith Grill Now open at UNC Finley 

TEXT.htm; NaismithGrilIMenu.pdf 

EXCI’fl[NG NEWS FOR THE DEPARTMENT ! 

The new .."4~i~mii:i~ .:4rill at L~.’4C Finley is now open and serving lunch. [f you are use to heading down the street to the Loop, Carolina Care or Brixx...Come in and give us a try 
and support the Department. For a limited time only, show your UNC One Card and receive a 25% discount on your purchase. 

[ have attached the menu to wet your appetite. 

Hope to see you all soon. 

Michael H. Wilkinson POA 

Head Golf Professional 

UNC Finley Golf Course 

Office 919-962-2349 

Fax 919-843-5974 

mhw~@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Friday, September 21, 2012 8:32 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Free FBVN, Youth Athletics, SPARX Sports, and more... 

TEXT.htm 

Click this link to 

Check out The Free Football Video Network 
This Network is listed at a private lin,k, that is known only to you and the 
other 7,000 plus subscribers to WDR s Weekly Email. Choose and 
peruse through the 12 channels and hours and hours of compelling 
college football video action- FREE! 

A SPARX Sports Update 
Please be advised of several projects coming down the line here at 
SPARX Sports. 

I am hoping to create a 6th grade travel basketball team this winter. I 
also hope to create a travel basketball league and a tournament or two. 
If you you’d like to play in the league, or enter a team please contact 
me. 

I am also forming a 10u girls travel softball team. If you’d like to play on 
my team let me know. I am also hoping to create a travel girls softball 
league here in central PA along with several tournaments starting in the 
spring. 

Flag football anyone? Next summer I will be forming a 7th and 8th 
grade flag football team and league. Now forming teams. If you are 
interested let me know. 

For more information on any of the above email me back from this email 
or at wdr@footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643. 

WDR 

As always, be sure to check out www.footballvideos.com 
and purchase your football games on video. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 



Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdE@footballvideos.com I 
_U__pdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I _P_ _r_ ! _v_ _a_ _c_ _~_ _ _P_ _o_ J_i_ _c_y . 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 7:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Buy one get one free! BOGO special ends today.. 

TEXT.htm 

Special BOGO Sale Today Only! 

Buy one game, and get one game free. Buy 2 or more games, and get 
2 or more games free etc...My famous BOGO special. I know you guys 
like this one. Have at it. 

This special ends today at 5pm where 
you are. Get you some! 

Just pick out the game, or games you want, and put them in your cart. 
Checkout and then in the comment section at the end of the checkout 
process notate the free game or games you want. 

Also, in the comment section box, notate discound code - BOGO. 

Email me at wdr@footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 



Click this link and Check out The Free Football Video Network 
it continues to bloom. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Emp!oyment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Pr!y#cy policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 1:33 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming events: Nike internship session, Maj ors Exploration Night 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Football Foundation <news@footballfoundation.com> 
Thursday, September 27, 2012 2:56 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

147 Student-Athletes Named Semifinalists for the National Football Foundation’s 
William V. Campbell Trophy 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Media Contact: 
Phil Marwill 
Mobile: 917-579-4256 

plnarwill(~,footballfoundation.com 

Twitter: @NFFNetwork 

NATIONAL 
FOOTBALL 
F 0 UN D ATIO N 

147 STUDENT-ATHLETES NAMED SEMIFINALISTS 
FOR THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL FOUNDATION’S 

WILLIAM V. CAMPBELL TROPHY 

USC QB Matt Barkley, Alabama OL Barrett Jones, Notre Dame LB Mann Te’o 
among those that will vie for the prestigious NFF National Scholar-Athlete 

Awards. 

DALLAS, Sept. 27, 2012 - Selected as the best and brightest from the college gridiron, The 
National Football Foundation (NFF) & College Hall of Fame announced today the 147 
candidates for the 2012 NFF National Scholar-Athlete Awards, presented by Fidelity 
Investments [], a leading provider of not-for-profit workplace retirement savings plans in 
higher education. The 147 nominees also comprise the list of semifinalists for the 2012 
William V. Campbell Trophy, endowed by HealthSouth, which recognizes an individual as 
the absolute best football scholar-athlete in the nation. 

"This year’s candidates truly embody the National Football Foundation’s mission of building 
leaders through football," said NFF Chairman Archie Manning whose sons Peyton (1997 
Campbell Trophy winner) and Eli were named NFF National Scholar-Athletes in 1997 and 
2003, respectively. "They are standouts in the classroom and on the field and have become 
leaders in their respective communities. Each school should take great pride in being 
represented by such well-rounded young men who will undoubtedly go on to do great things 
in life." 

Nominated by their schools, which are limited to one nominee each, candidates for the 
awards must be a senior or graduate student in their final year of eligibility, have a 
GPA of at least 3.2 on a 4.0 scale, have outstanding football ability as a first team player 
or significant contributor, and have demonstrated strong leadership and citizenship. 



The class is selected each year by the NFF Awards Committee, which is comprised of a 
nationally recognized group of media, College Football Hall of Famers and athletics 
administrators. 

"The NFF would like to personally congratulate each of the nominees for maintaining such 
high standards throughout their collegiate careers," said NFF President & CEO Steven J. 
Itatchell. "We are extremely proud to showcase their achievements, and there is no question 
that the NFF Awards Committee will have an incredibly difficult task in selecting the final 
group of honorees from among this esteemed group." 

The NFF Awards Committee will select up to 16 recipients, and the results will be 
announced via a national press release on Thursday, October 25. Each recipient will receive 
an $18,000 postgraduate scholarship, and they will vie as finalists for the 2012 William V. 
Campbell Trophy. Each member of the 2012 National Scholar-Athlete Class will also travel 
to New York City to be honored December 4 during the 55th NFF Annual Awards Dinner at 
the Waldorf=Astoria where their accomplishments will be highlighted in front of one of the 
most powerful audiences in all of sports. One member of the class will also be announced 
live at the event as the winner of the Campbell Trophy. 

Named in honor of Bill Campbell, the chairman of Intuit, former player and head coach at 
Columbia University and the 2004 recipient of the NFF’s Gold Medal, the award comes with 
a 25-pound bronze trophy and increases the amount of the recipient’s grant by $7,000 for a 
total post-graduate scholarship of $25,000. A total distribution of $300,000 in scholarships 
will be awarded at the NFF Annual Awards Dinner, pushing the program’s all-time 
distributions to more than $10.1 million. 

Launched in 1959, the NFF scholar-athlete program became the first initiative in history to 
award post-graduate scholarships based on both a player’s academic and athletic 
accomplishments. The Campbell Trophy, first awarded in 1990, adds to the program’s 
mystique, having previously honored two Rhodes Scholars, a Rhodes Scholar finalist, two 
Heisman Trophy winners and five first-round NFL draft picks. 

In 2011, the NFF and Fidelity launched a multi-year initiative between the two organizations 
to celebrate the scholar-athlete ideal and a joint commitment to higher education. As part of 
the initiative, Fidelity became the first presenting sponsor ever in the 54-year history of the 
NFF National Scholar-Athlete Awards program. Fidelity also helped launch the NFF Faculty 
Salutes Initiative, which recognizes the contributions of the faculty athletics representatives 
at each of the institutions with an NFF National Scholar-Athlete. As part of the initiative, the 
NFF will present each of the faculty representatives with a plaque and a $5,000 check from 
Fidelity Investments to support the academic support services for student-athletes at each 
school. 

The past recipients of the Campbell Trophy include: Air Force’s Chris Itoward (1990); 
Florida’s Brad Culpepper (1991); Colorado’s Jim Hansen (1992); Virginia’s Thomas 
Burns (1993); Nebraska’s Rob Zatechka (1994); Ohio State’s Bobby Hoying (1995); 
Florida’s Danny Wuerffel (1996); Tennessee’s Peyton Manning (1997); Georgia’s Matt 
Stinchcomb (1998); Marshall’s Chad Pennington (1999); Nebraska’s Kyle Vanden Bosch 
(2000); Miami’s (Fla.) Joaquin Gonzalez (2001); Washington University in St. Louis’ 
Brandon Roberts (2002); Ohio State’s Craig Krenzel (2003); Tennessee’s Michael Munoz 
(2004); LSU’s Rudy Niswanger (2005); Rutgers’ Brian Leonard (2006); Texas’ Dallas 
Griffin (2007); Cal’s Alex Mack (2008); Florida’s Tim Tebow (2009); Texas’ Sam Acho 
(2010); and Army’s Andrew Rodriguez (2011). 



2012 NFF NATIONAL SCHOLAR-ATHLETE CANDIDATE NOTES 

3.57 Average GPA 
29 nominees with a 3.80 GPA or better 
91 Team Captains 
74 All-Conference Picks 
21 Academic All-America Selections 
14 All-America Selections 
50 Nominees from the Football Bowl Subdivision 
35 Nominees from the Football Championship Subdivision 
12 Nominees from the Division II 
41 Nominees from the Division III 
9 Nominees from the NAIA 
68 Offensive Players 
53 Defensive Players 
26 Special Teams Players 

NFF NATIONAL SCHOLAR-ATHLETE AWARDS CANDIDATES 

Football Bowl Subdivision 
Alabama -- Barrett Jones 
Arkansas -- Dylan Breeding 
Army -- Zach Watts 
Auburn -- Ashton Richardson 
Ball State-- Scott Kovanda 
Baylor -- Nick Florence 
Brigham Young -- Riley Nelson 
California -- Matt Summers-Gavin 
Central Florida -- Lyle Dankenbring 
Clemson -- Dalton Freeman 
Colorado -- Dustin Ebner 
Duke -- Sean Renfree 
Eastern Michigan -- Alex Gillett 
Florida -- Caleb Sturgis 
Florida State -- Dustin Hopkins 
Georgia -- Ty Frix 
Indiana -- Adam Replogle 
Iowa -- James Vandenberg 
Iowa State -- Carter Bykowski 
Kentucky -- Matt Smith 
Louisiana Tech -- Matt Nelson 
Mississippi -- Tyler Campbell 
Missouri -- T.J. Moe 
Navy -- Keegan Wetzel 
Nebraska -- Rex Burkhead 
North Carolina -- Pete Mangum 
North Carolina State -- McKay Frandsen 
Northern Illinois -- Nabal Jefferson 
Northwestern -- Patrick Ward 
Notre Dame -- Manti Te’o 
Ohio -- Matt Weller 



Ohio State -- Ben Buchanan 
Penn State -- Pete Massaro 
Purdue -- Robert Maci 
Rutgers -- Duron Harmon 
San Jose State -- Travis Johnson 
South Carolina -- Seth Strickland 
South Florida -- Evan Landi 
Southern California -- Matt Barkley 
Syracuse -- Ryan Nassib 
Texas -- Marquise Goodwin 
Texas Tech -- Cody Davis 
Toledo -- Dan Molls 
UCLA -- Jeff Locke 
Utah -- Sean Sellwood 
Virginia Tech -- Joey Phillips 
West Virginia -- Jeff Braun 
Western Michigan -- Chris Prom 
Wisconsin -- Shelton Johnson 
Wyoming -- Luke Ruff 

Football Championship Subdivision 
Austin Peay State -- Wesley Kitts 
Brown -- Ross Walthall 
Bryant -- Colin Sullivan 
Bucknell -- Sam Oyekoya 
Butler -- Jordan Ridley 
Campbell -- Sam Eberwein 
Colgate -- Chris Looney 
Dartmouth -- Patrick Lahey 
Dayton -- Bill Petraiuolo 
Delaware -- Ethan Clark 
Drake -- Tyler Moorehead 
Eastern Kentucky -- Patrick Ford 
Fordham -- Patrick Murray 
Georgia State -- Akeen Felder 
Holy Cross -- Tom Mannix 
Maine -- Brian Harvey 
Missouri State -- Matt Thayer 
Montana -- Samuel Gratton 
New Hampshire -- Chris Zarkoskie 
Nicholls State -- Kerry Guidry 
North Dakota -- Ross Brenneman 
North Dakota State -- Garrett Bruhn 
Northern Arizona -- Jake Hess 
Northern Colorado -- Mason Puckett 
Northern Iowa -- Kyle Bernard 
Northwestern State -- John Shaughnessy 
Old Dominion -- Jonathan Plisco 
Princeton -- Joe Cloud 
Rhode Island -- Kyle Elliott 
Robert Morris -- Nolan Nearhoof 
Sam Houston State -- Eric Fieilo 



South Dakota State -- Tyrel Kool 
Southern Illinois -- Joe Okon 
UC-Davis -- Sean Davies 
UT-Chattanooga -- Adam Miller 

Division II 
Adams State (Colo.) -- Jason Nottingham 
Ashland (Ohio) -- Donnie Dottei 
C.W. Post-LIU (N.Y.) -- Grayson Laurino 
Eastern New Mexico -- Wes Wood 
Harding (Ark.) -- Josh Aldridge 
Missouri Univ. of Science & Tech. -- Josh Firm 
Missouri Southern State -- Kellen Cox 
St. Cloud State (Minn.) -- Andrew Beckmann 
Wayne State (Mich.) -- Nick Thomas 
West Texas A&M -- Aarone Mulane 
Wingate (N.C.) -- Andrew Nallenweg 

Division III 
Albion (Mich.) -- Spencer Krauss 
Albright (Pa.) -- J.T. Harding 
Bethany (W.Va.) -- Johnathan Foster 

Bethel (Minn.) -- Gavin Maurer 
Bluffton (Ohio) -- Ryan Sabin 

Case Western Reserve (Ohio) -- Dan Calabrese 
Central (Iowa) -- Ross Doehrmann 
Denison (Ohio) -- Nathaniel Kell 
DePauw (Ind.) -- Christopher Lamping 
Dubuque (Iowa) -- Wyatt Hanus 
Emory & Henry (Va.) -- Ross Ellis 
Franklin and Marshall (Pa.) -- Kenny Provost 
Frostburg State (Md.) -- Anthony Young 
Gallaudet (D.C.) -- Denton Mallas 
Gettysburg (Pa.) -- Larry DelViscio 
Grinnell (Iowa) -- TJ Schaid 
Hampden-Sydney (Va.) -- Alex Price 
Hardin-Simmons (Texas) -- Travis Sugar 
Kean (N.J.) -- T.J. Denehy 
King’s (Pa.) -- Ryan Cordingly 

Lake Forest (Ill.) -- Aidan Price 
Lycoming (Pa.) -- Parker Showers 
Macalester (Minn.) -- Riley Koval 
Manchester (Ind.) -- Matt Frieden 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech. -- Ethan Peterson 
Mount Union (Ohio) -- Nick Driskill 
North Central (Ill.) -- Alex Pirela 
Oberlin (Ohio) -- David Kalgren 
Rowan (N.J.) -- Chris Popper 
Saint John’s (Minn.) -- Stephen Johnson 
Shenandoah (Va.) -- Nick Erdman 
Simpson (Iowa) -- Mark Cronin 



Union (N.Y.) -- Noah Joseph 
Wartburg (Iowa) -- Garrett McGrane 
Washington Univ. in St. Louis (Mo.) -- Dan Burkett 
Westfield State (Mass.) -- Chris Walker 
Wheaton (Ill.) -- Sam VanHeest 
Williams (Mass.) -- Ladd Hamrick 
Wisconsin-Eau Claire -- Matt Hawley 
Wisconsin-Oshkosh -- Ben Strehlow 
Wisconsin-Stout -- Joshua Peterson 

NAIA 
Bethel (Tenn.) -- Jouan Cox 
Cumberland (Tenn.) -- Cody McCallister 
Dakota State (S.D.) -- John Niesen 
Faulkner (Ala.) -- Mitchell Thornton 
McPherson (Kan.) -- Jacob Snodgrass 
Peru State (Neb.) -- Joel Woodhead 
Saint Xavier (Ill.) -- Shane Zackery 
Univ. of the Cumberlands (Ky.) -- Jay Bright 
William Penn (Iowa) -- Mason Woods 

2011 Campbell Trophy winner Andrew Rodriguez proudly holds his prize. 
He is flanked by his father, General David M. Rodriguez, and his mother 

Ginny. On the far right is Army Athletics Director Boo Corrigan. 

About The National Football Foundation: 
Founded in 1947 with early leadership from General Douglas MacArthur, legendary Army coach EaH "Red" Blaik 
and immortal journalist Grantland Rice, The National Football Foundation & College Hail of Fame is a non-profit 
educational organization that runs programs designed to use the power of amateur football in developing 
scholarship, citizenship and athletic achievement in young people. With 121 chapters and 12,000 members 
nationwide, NFF programs include the College Football Hail of Fame, the NFF Scholar-Athlete Awards, 
presented by Fidelity Investments, Play It Smart, the NFF Hampshire Honor Society, the NFF National Scholar- 
Athlete Alumni Association, and scholarships of more than $1.3 million for college and high school scholar- 
athletes. The NFF presents the MacArthur Bowl, the William V. Campbell Trophy, endowed by HealthSouth, and 
releases the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) Standings. NFF corporate partners include the Allstate Sugar 
Bowl, the BCS, Fidelity Investments, Herff Jones, Liberty Mutual Insurance, NCAA Football, and Under Armour. 
For more information, please visit www.footballfoundation.orq. 



About The National College Football Awards Association: 

~-he William V. Campbell ~-rophy is a member of the National College Football/~wards/~ssociation (NCF/~/~). ~-he 

NCF/~/~ was founded in 1997 as a coalition of the major collegiate football awards to protect, preserve and 

enhance the integrity, influence and prestige of the game’s predominant awards. The NCF/~/~ encourages 

professionalism and the highest standards for the administration of its member awards and the selection of 

their candidates and recipients. For more information, visit the association’s official Web site, www.NCF/~/~.orq. 

Email: news@footballfoundation.com 
Phone: 800-486-1865 
Website" http :L!www.footballfoundation.orc~l 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 3:22 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Carolina CREED Meeting, October 1, 7pm 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, : 3:22 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clarissa Adams 
<cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head 
Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay 

<jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 
< pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>;-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu> 
@email.unc.edu>; 

< @email.u nc.edu >; ~email.u nc.edu >; 
< _~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>;, 
< @yahoo.corn >; @yahoo.corn >; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

< 

< 

@email.unc.edu>; 
_~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
_~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>;, 
s@email.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>;, 

@yahoo.corn>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

_~live.unc.edu>; I ..... 
~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; _,    ., 

@email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

_~gmail.com>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

_@live.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
<,         ~@gmail.com>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

< @gmail.com>; 
~gmail.com>; 

< ~aol.com>; 
@live.unc.edu>;. 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>, 
_~email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; " 

_~email.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com>; 

_~email.unc.edu>; 
@bellsouth.net>; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com>; 
_~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

Carolina CREED Meeting,         7pm 

TEXT.htm; CLA CREED Meeting Flyer.docx 

@email.unc.edu>;. 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; - 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu> 

Coaches, 

Just a reminder that our second Carolina CREED Meeting is Monday, at 7pro on the 3rd floor 

of Loudermilk. Please remind your first years of the mandatory meeting. Attached is a flyer. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October :1, 20:12 2::19 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

set point... 

sk.vb365.jpg 

hahaha 
Sara Koenig 

~CarolinaAthletics Olympic Spo~ts 

I ICarmichael Arena 

I 1919962s2~1 
s koeniq @ u ncaa.urlc.ed u 

"Our love tot fl~L~ place is t~ased on tt~e tac~ tt~at it is, as it was meant to t~e, the" University of the people." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 1:47 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

NIKE SHOES 

SHOES 2012.docx 

Dear Athletic Dept. Employee, 

It’s time for you to order a pair of NIKE shoes. All athletic department employees that do not have a personal Nike allotment or NIKEELITE, are eligible to 

order. A~qACHED, you will find the available shoes in categories by gender. Please REPLY to this emai[, with 2 choices and the SIZE. 

(Example, ist- A (11), 2nd- K(9.5)) 

ALL ORDERS ARE DUE BY TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9TH A T 5PiVI, 

THANKS, 

UNIVERSIFY OF NOR[H CAROLINA 

ASSE DIRECTOR OF [ICKE10PERA1]ONS 



Attached i~.~ the NEW updated Major D~-_~ch~r~ Lion Form! 

BsFbaFa Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Acsdemic Advising f"ro~ram 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Co~lese of Arts & Sdences and General College 

ID02 Steele Bm~ding; C}3 
(:ha~)e~ 14~1I, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-9341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
AcadenJc Adv~shlg’s webpage: ~lttD[!iadvis~n~.~mqed~ 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

b ~__d__~_e__< b__@__u_0__c__a__m_u__r_~_c_=_e__a___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:37 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks so much!!!! This is so extremely helpful! 

Hope you have a great time in MD if you are going, which I think you are. :) 

¯ UNC Athletics. POB 2126 Chapel tIill NC 27515 

Office (919) 962 5552. Fax (919) 843 8175 
GO HEELS 

>>> 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: ~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: 8:37 PM 

Subject: Re: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Dean’s List for spring 

ACC Honor Roll for academic year: 3.0 or better, fall and spring semester\ 

3.0 or above for spring semester only: 

Dean’s List spring     : 

ACC Honor Roll for the Academic year (3,0 or better for fall and spring semesters) 

3.0 or above for spring semester only: 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Tony 



On , at 1:54 PM, 

Hi Tony- 

Do you have the 

wrote: 

grades list? 

¯ UNC Athletics. POB 2126 Chapel Hill NC 27515 

843 8,I / ¯ Office (919) 962 5552. t~ax (919) 

GO HEELS 

<mime-attachment.prig> 

From: Phil Barnes 

To: 

Date: 1:52 PM 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Ask Tony Yount 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

To: Jennifer Cook <cook[r@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Sally Austin <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 1:35:08 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Hello and 

Have you already turned this in? 

If not, I am happy to do it for you.., please send your list of kids to me_It is due tomorrow... 

From: Beth Miller 

To: Anson Dorrance; Brian Kalbas; C D Mock; Dennis Craddock; Derek Galvin; Donna J. Papa; Elmar Bolowich; Jenny Slingluff-Levy; Joe 

Breschi; Joe Sagula; John Inman; Karen Shelton; Mike Fox; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Sally Austin; Sam Paul; Sarah Haney; Sylvia Hatchell 

CC: Delaine Marbry; Donna Cheek; Jane High; Joan Holt; Kathy Griggs 

Date: 2:47 PM 

Subject: Spring 3.0 GPA’s 

Folks, 

Please download and complete the attached form for your student-athlete’s who received a 3.0 or better for the Spring semester. 

Please email this form to            by 

Thanks!! 
~Beth 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mail Delivery Subsys~tem <~MAILER-DAEMON@mxp3.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:12 AM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@nncaa.nnc.edtr~ 

Returned mail: see tra~ript tier details 

sIatus.~; FILE.Insg 

The original message was received at Tue, 

from smtpsrv3.isis.unc.edu [ 152.2.2.251 ] 

10:11:53 -0400 

..... The follomng addresses had permanent fatal errors ..... 

<        @unc.edtr~ 

(reason: 550 5.0.0 <        @nnc.edu>... U~r nnknown) 

..... Transcript of ~ssion fi~llows ..... 

... while toJldng to smtpslw 1 .isis.unc.edu.: 

>>> DATA 

<<< 550 5.0.0 < ~)unc.edu:>... User unknown 

550 5.1.1 < ~!unc.edu>... User unknown 
<<< 503 5.0.0 Need RCPT (recipient) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 27, 2009 9:29 AM 

~gmail.com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

testing tomorrow 

Hi Laura, 
Dr. Lyn Johnson can get started on the testing here at the center, tomorrow, Thursday at 1. mary 

Mary C. Willingham 
Learning Specialist 
Tutor/SI Coordinator 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

(919)843-6029 
mwillingham@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:06 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Reznick <reznick@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             11:33 AM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 

Tony & Robert - Yes, this can be done. Is the request to drop PHYS 
and replace it with MATH      If so, does the scheduled time for MATH 

fit with her schedule.~ 

Thanks, 
S. 

Robert Mercer wrote: 
> Let me know - thanks. RJM 
> 
> >>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 9:08 PM >>> 
> Robert, 
> 
> Several weeks ago I had conversations with you and with Dr. Steven 
> Reznick about an 
>        was not invited to j oin the Honors Program despite an AI of 
> 3.772. She will likely enter the University (pending AP exam scores) 
> with approximately 60 hours of credit, i        intends to apply to 
> j oin that program                  In my conversations with you and 
> with Dr. Reznick, you each indicated that if there were students who 
> were unable to register for their First Year Seminar of choice, that 
> perhaps in special circumstances, Dr. Reznick could help us out in 
> rare cases if the request came through you. 
> 
> was able to get into She would prefer to be in 
> Succeeding in an honors level course would certainly 
> enhance application. The opportunity to take a class with 
> the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the Math Department would 
> give her the chance to impress and possibly earn a substantive 
> recommendation letter for the Honors Program. 
> 
> If you could help by forwarding this request to Dr. Reznick 
> we would deeply appreciate it. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 
> Kenan Field House 
> 962-9535 
> 

J. Steven Reznick 
Professor, Department of Psychology 



Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
CB#3270 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Office: 919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
FAX: 919 962-2537 
Home: 
Web: http://www.unc.edu/-reznick/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:06 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 11"34 AM 

Tony Yount <tonvvount(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re" Fwd: 

TEXT.htm 

>>> Steve Reznick <reznick@email.unc.edu>         11:32 AM >>> 
Tony & Robert - Yes, this can be done. Is the request to drop 
and replace it with           If so, does the scheduled time for MATH 

fit with her schedule? 

Thanks, 
S. 

Robert Mercer wrote: 
> Let me know - thanks. RJM 
> 
> >>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Robert, 
> 
> Several weeks ago I had conversations with you and with Dr. Steven 
> Reznick about an 

was not invited to join the Honors Program despite an AI of 
> 3.772. She will likely enter the University (pending AP exam scores) 
> with approximately 60 hours of credit, intends to apply to 
> join that program in In my conversations with you and 
> with Dr. Reznick, you each indicated that if there were students who 
> were unable to register for their First Year Seminar of choice, that 
> perhaps in special circumstances, Dr. Reznick could help us out in 
> rare cases if the request came through you. 
> 
> was able to get into She would prefer to be in 
> Succeeding in an honors level course would certainly 

> enhance application. The opportunity to take a class with 
> the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the Math Department would 
> give her the chance to impress and possibly earn a substantive 
> recommendation letter for the Honors Program. 
> 
> If you could help       by forwarding this request to Dr. Reznick 
> we would deeply appreciate it. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 

> Kenan Field House 
> 962-9535 

9:08 PM >>> 

J. Steven Reznick 



Professor, Department of Psychology 
Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
CB#3270 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Office: 
FAX: 
Home: 
Web: 

919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
919 962-2537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:06 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steve Reznick <reznick@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             10:43 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Done. 

Tony Yount wrote: 
> Steve, 
> 

> Yes, thank you. The request is to drop PHYS 
> Math is at 9:30 T/Th and that time slot is open on 
> 

and add MATHI The 
schedule. 

Tony 
On at 11:32 AM, Steve Reznick wrote: 

>> Tony & Robert - Yes, this can be done. Is the request to drop PHYS 
>>    and replace it with MATH      If so, does the scheduled time for 
>> MATIq fit with her schedule? 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> S. 
>> 

>> Robert Mercer wrote: 
>>> Let me know - thanks. RJM 
>>> >>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 9:08 PM >>> 
>>> Robert, 
>>> Several weeks ago I had conversations with vou and with Dr. Steven 
>>> Reznick about an 
>>>                     was not invited to j oin the Honors Program 
>>> despite an AI of 3.772. She will likely enter the University (pending 
>>> AP exam scores) with approximately 60 hours of credit. 
>>> intends to apply to j oin that program in               In my 
>>> conversations with you and with Dr. Reznick, you each indicated that 
>>> if there were students who were unable to register for their First 
>>> Year Seminar of choice, that perhaps in special circumstances, Dr. 
>>> Reznick could help us out in rare cases if the request came through you. 
>>> .... was able to get into She would prefer to be in 
>~ Succeeding in an honors level course would certainly 
>>> enhance application. The opportunity to take a class with 
>>> the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the Math Department would 
>>> give her the chance to impress and possibly earn a substantive 
>>> recommendation letter for the Honors Program. 
>>> If you could help        by forwarding this request to Dr. Reznick 
>>> we would deeply appreciate it. 
>>> Thanks 
>>> Tony Yount 
>>> Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 
>>> Kenan Field House 
>>> 962-9535 



>> J. Steven Reznick 
>> Professor, Department of Psychology 
>> Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
>> Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
>> CB#3270 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 
>> 
>> Office: 919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
>> FAX: 919 962-2537 
>> Home: 
>> Web: http ://www.unc.edu/-reznick/ 
> 

J. Steven Reznick 
Professor, Department of Psychology 
Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
CB#3270 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Office: 919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
FAX: 919 962-2537 
Home 
Web: http ://www.unc.edu/-reznick/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             10:25 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

your request 

Hi 
After reviewing your documentation the following decision has been made: 
Given your past success with Math    and strong SAT scores it has 
been recommended that you enroll in Math     you would be entitled to 
accommodations (extended time if necessary) and there is supplemental 
instruction available as well. 
If this course proves too difficult we can revisit your request for a 
math substitution at that time. It is recommended you discuss this with 
your academic adviser as you plan upcoming semesters. 
As always, I am available to discuss this decision or assist in 
securing accommodations. 

Regards, 
Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             4:29 PN 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [WLCA Academic Honor Roll Nominations 

TEXT. htm 

Tony, 
I think we have a few kids who would qualify. Do you have time to help me out with this? 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 
REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 
Carolina Lacrosse 

>>> Lellie Swords <lellie.swords@uc.edu> 1:13 PM >>> 

This email contains pictures. To view~ choose this link 

Nominations for the      IWLCA Academic Honor Roll are due by 

link below to nominate your players who qualify for the award¯ 

http:!!www.zoomeranq.com/Survey/survey-h~tro.zqi?p=WEB2298DXZDW9H 

As a reminder, the criteria for the award is listed below¯ 

¯ Please use the 

You may have unlimited nominations for junior, senior, and graduate student athletes whose 
cumulative GPA is above a 3.50. Transfer students must have served an academic year in 
residence in order to be eligible for nomination. 

If no student-athletes meet the 3.50 GPA criteria, you may nominate up to TWO student-athletes 
who have attained junior, senior, or graduate student standing and have a cumulative GPA 
between 3.20 and 3.49. 

If you are nominating any athlete below a 3.50 GPA, the maximum number of nominations you 
can submit are "RNO. For example, you may have one nominee above a 3.5 and one between a 
3.20 and 3.49. You may not have two nominees between 3.20 and 3.49 in addition to unlimited 
nominees above a 3.50. 

If you are only nominating two athletes, please nominate the eligible student-athletes with the 

highest qualifying GPA on your team. 

Please contact Kerri Whitaker, Chair of the Academic Awards Committee, if you have any questions 
regarding the nomination process (.~__0__2___0__@_c___o_]_u__[_n___b_j__a_:__e__d_~!). 

<!-[if !su pport LineBrea kNewLine]-> 

<!-[endif]-> 

This email was sent to you by Cincinnati, Women’s Lacrosse. If you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this link. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday,             12:06 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 3 great iPhotos 

yes for biology. 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 06/13/09 10:59 PM >>> 
with around a i cumulative (and that was a 

struggle) is taking Biology 2nd session of summer school. She has two 
sharp        friends who are going to help her, but she will need all 
the tutoring we can get for her to make it through that class (which 
is necessary for her intended major). She’s just had 
which is why we kept her out of first session. Hoping that one class 
to focus on will make it possible to pass. Do we have a BIOL tutor for 
2nd session? 

Tony 

DSC 0001 

DSC 0002 

DSC 0003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 17, 2009 6:47 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: 2nd session bio 

Re_ 2nd session bio.msg 

will tutor for Bio,     needs to make an appointment - can you let her know? 
I am guessing that we will be here for a while now - mary (bat boy chaperone) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<rcb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 15, 2009 5:13 PM 

Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 2nd session bio 

No problem! We head out on vacation on the 27th and return on the 14th 
of July. I look forward to meeting her. She can make an appointment 
through our web site that is most convenient for her. Let me know if I 
can help get her scheduled. 

from the Writing Center told me that one of the dancers 
fell during the Saturday Bolshoi. Were you there? Yikes! ! 

Quoting Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Hi Robin, 
We have a taking bio during 2nd summer 
session, 2.2 GPA so I am not sure that it is a good choice. Will you 
be around at all to work with her? I have a med student who could 
meet with her but it might not be the greatest ’fit’ - maybe you 
could double team her if you are in town at all .... thanks, mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Lloyd z~gary lloyd@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 15, 2009 4:32 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: [s~mdent records advisory] ConnectCarolina information from last week’s meeting] 

SIS screens to deactivate FINAL.xls; ConnectCarolina presentation to SIL~\G 20090709 FINAL.ppe< ConnectCarolina Cutover 
Information Fact Sheet V3.pdf 

Some of you may have been at the Student Records Adviso~ Gv~mp meeting 

last week and received the information below from the ConnectCm~olina 
listserv for the Student Records AdvisoD~ Group that was seut out 

yes~terday. Therefore this may be redundant inlbrmation tbr folks on 

that listserv too. However, I felt it im~nt to go out to the la~er 

list of specific SIS an&’or Faculty/SmffCentral u~rs. 

The attached documents explain tile first phase of cut-over to 

ConnectCarolina for Bio-Demo data that is currently undem,ay. There is 

also a spreadsheet attached with a list of the SIS screens which were 

considered for this cut-over phase to PeopleSoft. If you have any 

questions about the SIS ,screens involved, please let us l, mow. 

Thanks, 

Gao~ 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [student records advisou] ConnectCamlina information from 
last week’s meeting 
Date: Tue, 14 Jul 2009 11:17:34 -0400 
From: Debra Belier <~]ebra beller@unc.edu> 
Reply-To: The student records advisou mailing list. 
<student reco~vls advisory@listserv.unc.edu> 
Organization: Universi~ ofNortk Cm~olina at Chapel Hill 
To: The student records advisoD~ mailing list. 
<student records advisou@listserv.unc.edu> 

Hello. Attached are three pieces ofintbmaation t?om last week’s meeting: 

* tile SIS screens spreadsheet which &mils the changes that begin 
tonight 
* tile Project Update powerpoint which has details of all of the 
service outages that begin tonight 
* the July 2009 Cutover and Service Outage Fact Sheet, a handy 
reference to all of the service outages that begin tonight 

You can find additional information at http://connectcarolina.uuc.edu/ 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need any other 

inibrmafion. Thanks! 

Debra 

Debra Beller 
Information Communication Specialist 

Connecff2m~olina 

ERP, ITS 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

211 Manning Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 919-843-0477 

Emafil: debra belle~bunc.edu 

Web: http:/iconnectcamlina.unc.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to student records advisoU as: gray lloyd@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 



click here: http://lists.unc.edtr/u?id 15579841 .dec7c85eabae38bbf6bbc6clB0dael a8&n T&l student records advisory&o~4982859, or send a blank email to 

leave-24982859-15579841 .dec7c85eabae38bN~Sbbc6ct30dae I a8@listserv.unc.edu. 

G~xy Lloyd 

Associate University Registrar and IT Maaaager 

Office of the University Regis~trar 

CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
Universit?~ ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Telephone: (919)962-5162 

FAX: (919)962-0504 

E-mail: ga~.~ lloyd@~mc.edn 

Yon are cmrently subscribed to sis-chat as: ton.,~ount@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

send a blaaak etnail to leave-24990995-12908206.f41 f48f5ecd9c 1118ddb7ab211979dl 1 @listserv.unc.edu 



1 

2 

3 Screen 

4 OPD 

5 01N 

6 OPS 

003 

A 
SlS SCREEN REVIEW 

18 012 

19 013 

20 014 

21 

Function 

PID creation 

Name Change Screen 

Update SSN 

Update Addresses 

C 

Status 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Partial 

9 

10 004 Update or Create Permanent Address Remove 
11 005 Locate address Remove 

12 006 i Billing Address Remove 

13 06F i Family Address Remove 

14 007 Basic Bio-Demo Partial 

15 008 Veteran, Handicap Employee Data No action required 

16 009 i Foreign Student Data No action required 

17 010 Combined Bio-demo Address Data Remove 
No action required - This page is 

Name Change already not accessible. 

Contact info--not personal bio-demo No action required 

Electronic addresses Partial 

22 

23 
24 
25 016 

07A 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

Student Attributes/Residency 

i Privacy flags 

31 

32 

Partial 

Partial 



1 

2 

3 Fields/Codes to stay active Updates to PS? Owner of Transition/Maintenance work 
4 SIS group 

S SIS group 

6 SIS group 

7 Refund Address No SIS group 

8 SPECIAL USE-- PLUS 1 No SIS group 

9 SPECIAL USE-- PLUS 2 No SIS group 

10 SIS group 

11 SIS group 

12 SIS group 

13 SIS group 

14 "lnfo Release Flag" and "Deceased Date" No OUR and SIS 

15 

16 

17 No SIS group 

18 

19 

20 E1 from onyen (auto update) Yes SIS group 

21 E2 from application (auto update) Yes SIS group 

22 E6 Parent Plus No OUR and SIS group 

23 E7 Parent Plus No OUR and SIS group 

24 EC OAR/FAFSA No SIS group 

25 Residency Yes SiS group 

26 1: Student Health Service Code No SIS group 

27 2: Inoculation Flag No SIS group 

28 4: Forgiveness No SIS group 

29 6: Foreign language code 1 No SIS group 

30 7: Foreign language code 2 No SIS group 

31 8: Tuition benefit No SIS group 

32 11: NC Prob, Prov, Parent No SIS group 



1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

G 

Notes 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

SIS group needs to remove update access (make 

read-only) to all address codes except: "R," 

and "2" These three need to remain updateable. 

SIS group needs to remove update access (make 

read-only) to all address codes except: "R," 

and "2" These three need to remain updateable. 

SIS group needs to remove update access (make 

read-only) to all address codes except: "R," 

and "2" These three need to remain updateable. 

OUR will set security and SIS will need to shut off 

all fields except Info Release Flag and Deceased 

14 Date 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 
OUR to set access to FA only: SIS group to make all 

22 codes "read only" except E6 & E7 
OUR to set access to FA only: SIS group to make all 

23 codes "read only" except E6 & E7 

24 

25 Turn off all Report Attribute Flags 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

26 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

27 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

28 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

29 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

30 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

31 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

32 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 



A 
3 Screen 

33 

34 

35 

36 2FE 

37 110 

38 111 

119 
39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 206 

45 307 

46 309 

47 314 

48 204 

49 205 

50 207 

Function 

Application (home grown) 

Quick Admit 
i Residency 

iTerm report flags 

Status 

C 

Application No action required 

Pell Summary No action required 

Parent Resource--not personal bio-demo No action required 

Status Summary--not updatable No action required 

Publication flags Remove 

i Prospect/Pre-a pplicant Limited Access 

i Requirements Limited Access 

51 208 i Report Flags Partial 

52 209 High School History Limited Access 

53 210 Raw test scores Limited Access 

54 211 iCollege History Limited Access 

55 213 i Profile/Label request Remove 

56 219 Advisor List of applicants Remove 

57 220 Admissions Iocator display No action required 

58 221 Calculated Test Scores display No action required 

59 222 Profile Display No action required 

60 223 Profile display No action required 

61 225-229 Remove all 

62 230 i Program Requirements Limited Access 

63 231 i Program Requirements Display No action required 

64 235 Communication Definition No action required 

65 236 Communication No action required 

66 240 Test Score identifiers Limited Access 

67 241 iTest Suspense Remove 

68 242 Test Score Calculation Rules Limited Access 

69 250 iCollege Goal Table Limited Access 

70 251 HS unit minimum reqs definition Remove 

71 255 Anecdotal Entry No action required 

72 256 Anecdotal Display No action required 

73 257 Element Audit display No action required 

74 258 Admission Decision Audit Trail No action required 

75 27M Web Document menu Remove 

Remove 

Limited Access 

No action required 

Partial 



33 

34 

35 
36 
37 
38 

D 

Fields/Codes to stay active 

14: Fraternity 

15: Sorority 

16: Grad School Fee 

E 

Updates to PS? 

No 

No 

No 

No 

F 

Owner of Transition/Maintenance work 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

OUR 

39 Flag 5: Misc. Rpts No SiS group 

40 Flag 7: ISP Student No SiS group 

41 Flag 8: CTOPS Session No SIS group 

42 Flag 11: Housing No SIS group 

43 Flag 12: Registration Options No SIS group 

44 Yes 

45 No 

46 No 

47 No 

48 No SIS group 

49 No OU R 

50 No OUR 

51 10: MCR No OUR and SIS group 

52 Yes OUR 

53 Yes OUR 

54 Yes OU R 

55 No SIS group 

56 No SIS group 

57 No 

58 No 

59 No 

60 No 

61 No SIS group 

62 No OUR 

63 No 

64 No 

65 No 

66 No OUR 

67 No SIS group 

68 No OUR 

69 No OUR 

70 No SIS group 

71 No 

72 No 

73 No 

74 No 

75 No SIS group 



G 

3 Notes 
Please make the following flags "read-onlv": 3, 5, 

33 9, I0, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

34 9, I0, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

35 9, I0, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
36 
37 OUR only 
38 

Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

39 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

40 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

41 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

42 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

43 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 

44 

45 

46 used by FA for marital status 

47 used by FA for DOB, gender, ethnicity 

48 

49 

50 only Gary will need access 
OUR to limit access - SIS Group to make all fields 

51 read-only except field 10- MCR 

52 Gary to limit access 

53 Gary to limit access 

54 Gary to limit access 

55 no one claimed this screen 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 no one claimed these screens 

62 OUR only 

63 

64 Friday Center uses this one 

65 Summer School uses this one 

66 OUR only 

67 part of a batch load 

68 OUR only 

69 OUR only--maintenance of historical apps 

70 no one claimed this screen 

71 seems to be related to 345 (Cashier) 
72 

73 

74 

75 never been used 



A 
3 Screen 

76 1C1 

77 270 

78 271 

79 272 

80 273 

81 274 

Function 

Instructor table 

AM Web Document List 

AM Web Document Control 

AM Web Document Name Search 

AM Web Document Suspense 

AM Web Document Migrate 

C 
Status 

No action required 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 



76 
77 
78 
79 
8O 
81 

D 
Fields/Codes to stay active 

E 
Updates to PS? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

F 
Owner of Transition/Maintenance work 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 



G 

3 Notes 
Has to stay on in order to populate instructor 

76 table in SIS until end of Summer II 2010 

77 never been used 

78 never been used 

79 never been used 

80 never been used 

8:1 never been used 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Duncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 7, 2009 10:35 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Coach Donna Papa- phone number change 

TEXT.him 

Hello Everyone 

Please note that Coach Donna Papa is using her cell phone only now, and her office line has been disconnected. 

if you wish to reach Coach Papa, please call 

Thank you for your attention to this matter 

Administrative Assis~a~l~ 

Fencing. Women’s Golf. Women’s Lacrosse Women’s IZowing. So~ball. M~’s T~u~s 

Carolina Atlfle6cs. PO Box 2I~. Chapel ~ll NC 27515 

O{}~ce (919) 962 5552. Fax (919) 843 8175 

GO t IEFLS 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:11 AM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Fail Schedule 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

Hi Tony, 

I just wanted to let you l, mow that I was able to get into Physics . I contacted somebody in the Physics Department like you suggested, and they were willing to 

help me. I am now in PHYS    (Section ) instead of DRAM . There is a conlict ruth practice though since the earliest recitations are from 1:00-1:50 pm, 

2:00-2:50 pm, or 3:00-3:50 pm on Mondays and Tuesdays. Right now I am in Recitation    on Tuesday from 1:00-1:50 pro. I’ll contact Derek to see if this is a 
problem, and if it is I will modify my schedule. Thanks tbr your help’. 



MEMO: 

TO: Athletic Department Staff 

FROM: Dick Baddour 

SUBJECT: 2009 10 ACe Manual 

Please note the email from time ACe. The ACe Manual is available to anyone in the Department. 

Dick Baddour 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 2751B 

> > > On 8/12/2009 at 3:39 PM, in message < FTETOCAF42CDA24091A89DB77ACE91A0157COE5C48@BE188.maiI.lan>, "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org > wrote: 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF TttE COMMISSIONER 

TRANS3IITTED VL4 ELECTRONIC MAlL 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Faculty Athletics Representatives 
Athletics Directors 
Senior Woman Administrators 
Compliance Coordinators 

FROM: Shane Lyons, Associa’te Commissioner 
Lindsey Babcock, Director of Complia~nce and Governa_nce 

SUBJECT: 2009-10 ACC Manual 

August 12, 2009 

./ks yon are aware, due to Conference cost contaitmlent initiatives, the 2009-10 ACC Maimal will not be printed this year. Theretbre, the manual has 
been attached to this email amd will also be made available to member institutions on the password protected ACC Online Info site. Instructions for 
accessing the site are included below. Please forward the attached document to those on your campns (e.g., coaches, administrators, etc.) who yon 
feel need a copy office updated manual. 
Please let us know if you have aaay questions. 
Instructions for using intraaaet.theacc.org: 
1. Go to: http:i/’intra~et.theacc.org 
2. Enter username: accinlb@theacc.org 
3. Enter password: member 
4. Select General h~tbrmation 
5. Select 2009-10 ACC Manual 
cc: Commissioner Jolm D. Swoflbrd 

Lindsey K~ Babcock 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Director of Compliance & Govema~lce 

336-854-8787 

336-369-0065 (flax) 

lb~cock@theacc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:38 PM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Tony. This should work just fine. Jan 

Jan M .... UNCW .... ’s Golf -         I 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Coach, 

7:52 AM >>> 

Thursday schedule now ends at 12:15. The afternoon recitation 

has been moved to Friday morning. 

Tony 



From: @gmaiLcom> 

Sent: Saturday, 2:28 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5,youn@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Subject: comm 

Attach: TENTf.htm 

hey tony! im now a comm major, so im looking for whafs open now... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.un¢.edu> 

Monday, 5:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First Team Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

That was exactly the time we were knockinq on your door! 4:00 Will work fine. Jan 

J~o M .... UNC W .... ’s Golf- I 
J 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >          5:03 PM > > > 

Funny istoppedbyyourofficethisafternoonaround2:30forthesamepurpose. 

[ could get there by 4, W~II that work? 

Tony 

On , at 4:59 PM, Jan Mann wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Patricia and [ stopped by to see you this afternoon but you had already left. We were wanting to schedule you for our meeting. [ had you on my list to email 

this afternoon but you beat me to the punch! Our meeting is also scheduled for Tuesday, at 3:00. We have Scott Oliaro coming to speak to the 

team at 3:30 for about ten minutes, What time would be good for you? 

Jan 

<mime attachment> 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc,edu > 

Ladies, 

4:5:~ PM >>> 

has scheduled its first meeting for Tues,       at 2:30. 

meets at 3. Have you scheduled a team meeting, and can [ have 

about 10 minutes when you do? Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.un¢.edu> 

Friday, 9:09 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Patricia Eadey < peadey@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Study Hall questions 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Sorry I did not respond yesterday, I was in Charlotte all day meeting with supporters of our program. I am in full agreement that you regarding the guidelines you have 

set regarding the freshmen,         mentioned to me that she was planning on doing the study hall with the        players. I have in my team rules that any one under a 

2.5 GPA is required to do four hours of study hall. If you think         needs six then we can go with your suggestion. I have had discussions with her about her being a 

team leader not only in golf but in the classroom and socially. I discussed with her that I wasn’t as concerned with the GPA as I was the effort. I believe she is on board and 

will make every effort to be a leader in all aspects, Let me know your thoughts. 

I do plan on asking my players to visit with their professor two times during the semester. The first meeting is usually when they take their travel letters to the professor. It 

would be great for you to bring the letters to our Tuesday meeting. The second meeting is any time through out the semester. Tony, we are going to have a team manager 

who is going to travel with us to a couple of tournaments. Do you know how other coaches handle missed class days for team managers? 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Jan U .... UNC W .... ’s Golf- I 

1 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc,edu > 

Coaches, 

12:42 PM >>> 

Our normal requirement is for freshmen to log 6 hours of study time in 

the Academic Center, either in tutorial sessions, or general study 

sessions, The AC will be open for study beginning Sunday night, 

I will be expecting         and        to follow that guideline 

unless you want to change the normal practice, I will go over study 

hall and AC things in our team meeting, 

currently has about a GPA. f operate a 

sophomore study hall for 6 of my        girls one night each week 

(to be determined after their schedules settle, i’d like to add 
to that group, it would give me a chance to check in with 

her regularly about progress in her courses, in addition to those 2 

hours, i’d like to require another 4 hours of study hall time from her 

each week. 

I do not believe that      will require study hall hours, but I will 

check with her frequently durin9 the first part of the semester to 

make sure that her adjustment is going well, 

Jan, i believe that during a recruiting visit, you said that you 

require your players to have two office meetings with professors 

during time semester. Will that requirement be put in place this fall. 

Will we talk about that during the meeting next Tuesday? I think that 

is a man/elous idea. 

Please let me know if you concur about          study hall hours, 

and any other issues that we should cover during our meeting. 

Would you like for me bring enough travel letters for every one to the 

meeting? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 2:47 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Staff Complimentary Season Football Tickets 

TEXT.htm 

For those of you who qualify, AND have signed and returned your complimentary ticket letter, your season football tickets are now ready to be picked up at 
the UNC Ticket Office. A representative from your office may come to pick-up more than one set, as long as they sign for them. If you are not able to pick 
them up this week, they will also be available at the ’State of the Department’ meeting on Wed., Sept 2.Thanks so much, and ~::::~:.ii~ :: ::=::::=::::=:. ! :::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 11:52 PM 

Tony Yount <toiwyoun@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Weekly Meetings, Tutor Schedule 

TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Tony, 
Tuesday at 9:45 am wotfld work for me if this is still open. 

Thanks, 

On Sun, 
Ladies, 

at 6:49 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyom~K~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Its time to schedule your weekly meeting with me. 

You can view my calendar at: 
[] [] [] [][]http:!!ical.me.com!uncletony!My%20Schedule 

Find a time that you can meet ruth me each week for 15 minutes that is open on my calendaac. The time should be bem, een 9:30 am and 2:30 pm Mon - Thurs, and 

9:30 - noon on Friday. We’ll keep the same appointment time throughout the semesler unless one of us has an unusual schedule that week. [] 

Send me an email this evening with the time you’d like to meet. I’ll add them to the calendar on a firsl-come, first-served basis, so check the calendar just before you 

entail me to be sure that your chosen time is still open. I’ll email you back a confirnmtion and we’ll start meeting this week. 

Please bring with you a coW of your course syllabi tbr the first meeting. 

TUTOR1NG 

General tutoring sessions: [] The AC is open 7 - 10 Sun - Thursday for study hall and tutoring 

Math - evmy night 7 - 10 in room 213 B. 

Writing - eveu night 7 - 10 in file writing lab - left side of the computer lab in file AC 

Languages - []Mon - Thurs 7 - 10 [] Mon in room 222, Tues - Thurs - in room 227 

Remember that you need to have 6 hours of study hall credit in the computer by noon on Friday. You can earn hours during the day as well by signing in and 
studying in the building. Individual samdy rooms will be hard to find in the evenings, but you can go to the other end of the building and study in any open space. 
Students often sign in and lbrget to sign out. Your hours axe lost if you lhil to sign out. Do it’the right way. 

I sent emails earlier today to those of you that have tutoring sessions for your specific courses. Those sessions will start this week. 

If you need help ill a course, let me know as soon as possible mid we’ll work on getting some help Ibr you. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 

Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 

, cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 31, 2009 12:13 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Business Office <-Business Office@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
-Communications <-Communications@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Compliance <- 

Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Head Coaches <-Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Sports Marketing <-Sports 
Marketing@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Sports Medicine <-Sports 

Medicine@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jack Evans <jack_evans@unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Laura Bernhard <laura53@email.unc.edu >; 
Evelyn Oregon <oregon@email.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Welcome Back Picnic Today!!!! 

Greetings 

Reminder: Welcome Back Picnic today, Monday, August 31st at 7pm now in the Eddie Smith Field House due to chance 

of rain. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

Cricket Lane, PhD 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina 
Post Office Box 2126 
Kenan Field House 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-843-2040 (voice); 919-843-2327 (fax) 

(mobile) 
cricket@unc,edu 

~ Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

"People do not care how much you know until they know how much you care." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             9:29 AM 

~gmail.com 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

testing tomorrow 

Hi 
Dr. Lyn Johnson can get started on the testing here at the center, tomorrow, Thursday at 1. mary 

Mary C. Willingham 
Learning Specialist 
Tutor/SI Coordinator 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

(919)843-6029 
mwillingham@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:37 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report and PRAC 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Sorry I have not responded sooner to your email. We were away traveling and since we have been back, it has been none stop trying to get ready for departure today. I will work on 

this and get it to you by Tuesday or Wednesday. if you need it sooner, just let me know. 

I will also speak to 

Thanks, 

Jan 

~:iI Jan M .... UNCW .... ’sGolf- I 
I 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coaches 

7:28 PM >>> 

The study hall report for this week appears below. We don’t yet have the course information entered into the program that we use for weekly reports. That will be done by next 

weekend. There are no grades to report. The freshmen are appropriately scheduled. First meetinqs with            and          went well. They are engaged and responsible and will 

be a joy to work with.        is marvelous as well. Thanks for bringing in such good kids.            did not complete her study hall hours, I believe because of the dinner at Johnny 

Cake’s house Wednesday night. She missed the first session of sophomore study hall that would have earned her two hours. I don’t mind the miss, but a text from her letting me 

know where she was would have been nice. i’ve communicated that to her already. 

Priority Registration 

Jan, I’m so sorry to throw Priority Registration at you so quickly, it is a clunky system that we have here to try and provide our athletes a bit of an advantage in the registration. 

Some details of that process are here (bttl~://regweb,unCoedu/resources/l~raCol~hp) I have attached the PRAC report we submitted last spring. Can you add 

the competition schedule, and any changes that need to be made to the practice times, weight training, etc that will occur in the spring semester. Also any other ideas that you have 

to enhance our argument, please add them. I’ll put the document together and get the draft of this appeal back to you quickly for approval. The material must be submitted by 

, and I will be traveling with volleyball Sept 18 - 20, so i’d like to wrap that up before we leave on that trip. Thanks. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:06 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 3 great iPhotos 

yes for biology. 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu>         10:59 PM >>> 
with around a cumulative (and that was a 

struggle) is taking Biology 2nd session of summer school. She has two 
sharp       ’ friends who are going to help her, but she will need all 
the tutoring we can get for her to make it through that class (which 
is necessary for her intended major). She’s just had    ~ ~ 
which is why we kept her out of first session. Hoping that one class 
to focus on will make it possible to pass. Do we have a BIOL tutor for 
2nd session? 

Tony 

DSC 0001 

DSC 0002 

DSC 0003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:08 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Steve Reznick <reznick@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 10, 2009 11:33 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 

Tony & Robert - Yes, this can be done. Is the request to drop PHYS 
and replace it with MATH      If so, does the scheduled time for MATH 

fit with her schedule~.~ 

Thanks, 
S. 

Robert Mercer wrote: 
> Let me know - thanks. RJM 
> 
> >>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/9/2009 9:08 PM >>> 
> Robert, 
> 
> Several weeks ago I had conversations with you and with Dr. Steven 
> Reznick about an 
>        was not invited to j oin the Honors Program despite an AI of 
> 3.772. She will likely enter the University (pending AP exam scores) 
> with approximately 60 hours of credit, i        intends to apply to 
> j oin that program in              . In my conversations with you and 
> with Dr. Reznick, you each indicated that if there were students who 
> were unable to register for their First Year Seminar of choice, that 
> perhaps in special circumstances, Dr. Reznick could help us out in 
> rare cases if the request came through you. 
> 
~" was able to get into She would prefer to be in 
~" Succeeding in an honors level course would certainly 
> enhance application. The opportunity to take a class with 
> the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the Math Department would 
> give her the chance to impress and possibly earn a substantive 
> recommendation letter for the Honors Program. 
> 
> If you could help by forwarding this request to Dr. Reznick 
> we would deeply appreciate it. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 
> Kenan Field House 
> 962-9535 
> 

> 

> 

J. Steven Reznick 



Professor, Department of Psychology 
Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
CB#3270 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Office: 919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
FAX: 919 962-2537 
Home: 
Web: http://www.unc.edu/-reznick/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 16, 2009 5:15 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Fw: Myles Brand, NCAA President 

TEXT.htm 

>>> Cricket Lane 9/16/2009 4:14 PM >>> 

> > > "Felida Hall Allen" <fh@feliciahallallen.com > 9/16/2009 5:10 PM > > > 

I wanted to share this news with you. - Felicia 

From." Human Resources [mailto:hr@ncaa.org] 

Sent-" Wednesday, September 16, 2009 4:23 PM 
To-" Ford, Kimberly 
Subject-" Plyles Brand 

Golleagues: 

With the deepest sorrow, we must inform you that Myles Brand has passed away this afternoon. He was at home at the time of his passing and was 
surrounded by his family. We know that each of you have your own thoughts about or experiences with Myles, but I’m sure that all of us have a great 
appreciation for what he has meant to intercollegiate athletics, the NCAA and this national office. 

Arrangements are still pending; but as the family determines what those will be we can assure you that you will be informed. We will also have an 
organizational memorial tribute to Myles in the weeks to come. Details are still being planned at this time. We will inform you of these details by 
email in the next few days. The family has requested that in lieu of flowers, donations should be directed to the Myles Brand Chair in Cancer 
Research at Indiana University. For information, you may contact Elizabeth Elkas ( eelkas@iupui.edu ). 

Myles has left the organization in a wonderful position to move forward. We are fortunate to have stability and clear directions for our future. In the 
near future, the Executive Committee will announce the details of a search for the next president. The senior management will continue to oversee 
the operations of the national office while the Executive Committee determines the issue of interim leadership. 

In the meantime, we can and should draw on the strength we find in each other and in our commitment to the vision Myles established for this office. 

Bernard Franklin 
Jim Isch 
Greg Shaheen 
Wally Renfro 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information, If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return 

email, delete this message and destroy any copies, Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegal. 



Sent: 

~’o: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday,                  8:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks Tony. said she aced her math test. Jan 

.~.iI Jan M .... UNC W .... ’s Golf 
I 

>>> TonyYount $0:56AM >>> 

Coaches, 
Stillno significant grades to report. Next weekis when many ofthe students have theirfirst big tests. We working ontest prep this week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:08 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 10, 2009 11:34 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd 

TEXT.htm 

>>> Steve Reznick <reznick@email.unc.edu> 6/10/2009 11:32 AM >>> 
Tony & Robert - Yes, this can be done. Is the request to drop PHYS 
and replace it with MATH      If so, does the scheduled time for MATH 

fit with her schedule? 

Thanks, 
S. 

Robert Mercer wrote: 
> Let me know - thanks. RJM 
> 
> >>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 6/9/2009 9:08 PM >>> 
> Robert, 
> 
> Several weeks ago I had conversations with ~/ou and with Dr. Steven 
> Reznick about an 
>       was not invited to join tl~e Honors Program despite an AI ot 
> 3.772. She will likely enter the University (pending AP exam scores) 
> with approximately 60 hours of credit, intends to apply to 
> join that program in In my conversations with you and 
> with Dr. Reznick, you each indicated that if there were students who 
> were unable to register for their First Year Seminar of choice, that 
> perhaps in special circumstances, Dr. Reznick could help us out in 
> rare cases if the request came through you. 
> 
> was able to get into She would prefer to be in 
> . Succeeding in an honors level course would certainly 
> enhance application. The opportunity to take a class with 
> the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the Math Department would 
> give her the chance to impress and possibly earn a substantive 
> recommendation letter for the Honors Program. 
> 
> If you could help       by forwarding this request to Dr. Reznick 
> we would deeply appreciate it. 
> 

> Thanks 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 
> Kenan Field House 
> 962-9535 



J. Steven Reznick 
Professor, Department of Psychology 
Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
CB#3270 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Office: 
FAX: 
Home: 
Web: 

919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
919 962-2537 



From: Patricia Helena Fuentes Lima < @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:02 AM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyount@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TENTf.htm 

She just took her first test. I will provide feedback to my class soon. I guess the best time [] for our meeting would be next week MWF: 2:00-2:50. Let me know when 
you are coming, 

Thanks, 

Patficia 

Tony Yount <tonyyo~mt(a)uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Dr. Fuentes Lima 

My name is Tony Yount and I am the acadetnic adviser for                 here at Carolina.                         []is a fieshmen in your f~ORT 

class. Her high school foreign language was Spanish and it was not a good experience for her so she decided to tU PORT. 

Two weeks ago, after talking in depth ruth her about her experience in Spanish in high school, and ruth her eaxly straggles in PORT here at Carolina, we had her 

tes~ted for a language disability. She scored in the 3rd percentile on the test and roll almost certainly quali~ for the foreign language exception. Because she is in 

season with and routinely misses Friday classes, we only have her registered for 12 hours. This late in the semester it is probably impossible to drop PORT 

and add another class. 

She is behind in your class due to the three absences related to , and an episode of that caused her to miss last Wednesday as well. After speaking 

with our lean~ing disabilities specia]is~t this morning, she suggested that the best path tbr at this tx~int in the semester is to meet with you and determine how 

thr behind she is in the course, and if there are steps that she can ta]~e that will allow her to pass the course. I have advised her to speak with you today about a 

meeting with you during your office hours to discuss her situation. If you would permit it, I would like to accompany her to that meeting. It would help me keep her 

on track ifI knew exactly what your expectations were for her. 

Thank you for you time and you attention to this student. 

Patricia Helena Fuentes Litna 

Portuguese Language Coordinator 

Dept of Romance Languages & Literatures 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC []27599-3170 

(919) 843-9115 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 11:21 AM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Schedule 

FA09 Tu~or Schedule.xlsx 
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1 TUTOR 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3O 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
4O 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 

A B C 

STUDENTS SUBJECT 

D 

DAY 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 



1 
2 
3 
4 
.5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 iRR 
18 

19 iRR 
20 

21 iRR 
22 

23 iRR 
24 i RR 
25 iRR 
26 iRR 
27 iRR 
28 iRR 
29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 i RR 
35 iRR 
36 

37 iRR 
38 iRR 
39 

4O i RR 
41 iRR 
42 iRR 
43 iRR 
44 i RR 
45 iRR 
46 i RR 
47 iRR 
48 

49 iRR 
50 

51 iRR 
52 i205 
53 i205 
54 

E 

TiME 

7-830pm 

7-8pm 

7-Spm 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-9pm 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

830-10pm 

8-9pm 

8-9pro 

8pro 

8pro 

9pro 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

9-10p 

7-9pm 

7-9pro 

5:30-7:30p 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

5:30-7:30p 

7-9pm 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

7pro 

7-830pm 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

7-9pro 

7-9pm 

7-9pro 

830-10pm 

7-gpm 

7-9pro 

7-830pm 

F 
Room 



55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 

A l B C D 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 



55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 

E 
7-830pm 

830-10pm 

830-10pm 

830-10pm 

7-830pm 

7-830pm 

7-830pm 

830-10pm 

830-10pm 

7-9pro 

7-9pro 

7-9pro 



psyc 

Drama 

Geog 

Soci 

Eng 

Eng 

Eng 

A B 

Sunday 

Thursday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

7:30pro 

12:00 

7-7:50pm 

8:45-9:45pm 

7:00 

12:00 

2:00pro 

D 

213A 

213A 

213A 

213A 

213A 

213A 

213A 



A B C D 

1 By Appointment Writing lab Sunday 

2 By Appointment Writing lab Monday 

3 By Appointment Writing lab Tuesday 

4 By Appointment Writing lab Wednesday 

S By Appointment Writing lab Thursday 



E F 

1 7-10pro Computer Lab 

2 7-10PWI Computer Lab 

3 7-10PWI Computer Lab 

4 7-10PM Computer Lab 

_~ 7-10PM Computer Lab 



A B 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

D 

Sunday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Thursday 

E 

7-10pro 

7-10pro 

7-10pro 

7-10pro 

7-10pro 

7-10pro 

7-10pro 

7-10pro 

7-10pro 

7-10pro 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

F 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 

Auditorium/Computer Lab 



1 

2 

3 Screen 

4 OPD 

5 01N 

6 OPS 

003 

A 
SlS SCREEN REVIEW 

18 012 

19 013 

20 014 

21 

Function 

PID creation 

Name Change Screen 

Update SSN 

Update Addresses 

C 

Status 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Partial 

9 

10 004 Update or Create Permanent Address Remove 
11 005 Locate address Remove 

12 006 i Billing Address Remove 

13 06F i Family Address Remove 

14 007 Basic Bio-Demo Partial 

15 008 Veteran, Handicap Employee Data No action required 

16 009 i Foreign Student Data No action required 

17 010 Combined Bio-demo Address Data Remove 
No action required - This page is 

Name Change already not accessible. 

Contact info--not personal bio-demo No action required 

Electronic addresses Partial 

22 

23 
24 
25 016 

07A 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

Student Attributes/Residency 

i Privacy flags 

31 

32 

Partial 

Partial 



1 

2 

3 Fields/Codes to stay active Updates to PS? Owner of Transition/Maintenance work 
4 SIS group 

S SIS group 

6 SIS group 

7 Refund Address No SIS group 

8 SPECIAL USE-- PLUS 1 No SIS group 

9 SPECIAL USE-- PLUS 2 No SIS group 

10 SIS group 

11 SIS group 

12 SIS group 

13 SIS group 

14 "lnfo Release Flag" and "Deceased Date" No OUR and SIS 

15 

16 

17 No SIS group 

18 

19 

20 E1 from onyen (auto update) Yes SIS group 

21 E2 from application (auto update) Yes SIS group 

22 E6 Parent Plus No OUR and SIS group 

23 E7 Parent Plus No OUR and SIS group 

24 EC OAR/FAFSA No SIS group 

25 Residency Yes SiS group 

26 1: Student Health Service Code No SIS group 

27 2: Inoculation Flag No SIS group 

28 4: Forgiveness No SIS group 

29 6: Foreign language code 1 No SIS group 

30 7: Foreign language code 2 No SIS group 

31 8: Tuition benefit No SIS group 

32 11: NC Prob, Prov, Parent No SIS group 



1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

G 

Notes 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

SIS group needs to remove update access (make 

read-only) to all address codes except: "R," 

and "2" These three need to remain updateable. 

SIS group needs to remove update access (make 

read-only) to all address codes except: "R," 

and "2" These three need to remain updateable. 

SIS group needs to remove update access (make 

read-only) to all address codes except: "R," 

and "2" These three need to remain updateable. 

OUR will set security and SIS will need to shut off 

all fields except Info Release Flag and Deceased 

14 Date 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 
OUR to set access to FA only: SIS group to make all 

22 codes "read only" except E6 & E7 
OUR to set access to FA only: SIS group to make all 

23 codes "read only" except E6 & E7 

24 

25 Turn off all Report Attribute Flags 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

26 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

27 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

28 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

29 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

30 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

31 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

32 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 



A 
3 Screen 

33 

34 

35 

36 2FE 

37 110 

38 111 

119 
39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 206 

45 307 

46 309 

47 314 

48 204 

49 205 

50 207 

Function 

Application (home grown) 

Quick Admit 
i Residency 

iTerm report flags 

Status 

C 

Application No action required 

Pell Summary No action required 

Parent Resource--not personal bio-demo No action required 

Status Summary--not updatable No action required 

Publication flags Remove 

i Prospect/Pre-a pplicant Limited Access 

i Requirements Limited Access 

51 208 i Report Flags Partial 

52 209 High School History Limited Access 

53 210 Raw test scores Limited Access 

54 211 iCollege History Limited Access 

55 213 i Profile/Label request Remove 

56 219 Advisor List of applicants Remove 

57 220 Admissions Iocator display No action required 

58 221 Calculated Test Scores display No action required 

59 222 Profile Display No action required 

60 223 Profile display No action required 

61 225-229 Remove all 

62 230 i Program Requirements Limited Access 

63 231 i Program Requirements Display No action required 

64 235 Communication Definition No action required 

65 236 Communication No action required 

66 240 Test Score identifiers Limited Access 

67 241 iTest Suspense Remove 

68 242 Test Score Calculation Rules Limited Access 

69 250 iCollege Goal Table Limited Access 

70 251 HS unit minimum reqs definition Remove 

71 255 Anecdotal Entry No action required 

72 256 Anecdotal Display No action required 

73 257 Element Audit display No action required 

74 258 Admission Decision Audit Trail No action required 

75 27M Web Document menu Remove 

Remove 

Limited Access 

No action required 

Partial 



33 

34 

35 
36 
37 
38 

D 

Fields/Codes to stay active 

14: Fraternity 

15: Sorority 

16: Grad School Fee 

E 

Updates to PS? 

No 

No 

No 

No 

F 

Owner of Transition/Maintenance work 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

OUR 

39 Flag 5: Misc. Rpts No SiS group 

40 Flag 7: ISP Student No SiS group 

41 Flag 8: CTOPS Session No SIS group 

42 Flag 11: Housing No SIS group 

43 Flag 12: Registration Options No SIS group 

44 Yes 

45 No 

46 No 

47 No 

48 No SIS group 

49 No OU R 

50 No OUR 

51 10: MCR No OUR and SIS group 

52 Yes OUR 

53 Yes OUR 

54 Yes OU R 

55 No SIS group 

56 No SIS group 

57 No 

58 No 

59 No 

60 No 

61 No SIS group 

62 No OUR 

63 No 

64 No 

65 No 

66 No OUR 

67 No SIS group 

68 No OUR 

69 No OUR 

70 No SIS group 

71 No 

72 No 

73 No 

74 No 

75 No SIS group 



G 

3 Notes 
Please make the following flags "read-onlv": 3, 5, 

33 9, I0, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

34 9, I0, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 3, 5, 

35 9, I0, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 
36 
37 OUR only 
38 

Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

39 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

40 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

41 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

42 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 
Please make the following flags "read-only": 1, 2, 

43 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 

44 

45 

46 used by FA for marital status 

47 used by FA for DOB, gender, ethnicity 

48 

49 

50 only Gary will need access 
OUR to limit access - SIS Group to make all fields 

51 read-only except field 10- MCR 

52 Gary to limit access 

53 Gary to limit access 

54 Gary to limit access 

55 no one claimed this screen 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 no one claimed these screens 

62 OUR only 

63 

64 Friday Center uses this one 

65 Summer School uses this one 

66 OUR only 

67 part of a batch load 

68 OUR only 

69 OUR only--maintenance of historical apps 

70 no one claimed this screen 

71 seems to be related to 345 (Cashier) 
72 

73 

74 

75 never been used 



A 
3 Screen 

76 1C1 

77 270 

78 271 

79 272 

80 273 

81 274 

Function 

Instructor table 

AM Web Document List 

AM Web Document Control 

AM Web Document Name Search 

AM Web Document Suspense 

AM Web Document Migrate 

C 
Status 

No action required 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 



76 
77 
78 
79 
8O 
81 

D 
Fields/Codes to stay active 

E 
Updates to PS? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

F 

Owner of Transition/Maintenance work 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 



G 

3 Notes 
Has to stay on in order to populate instructor 

76 table in SIS until end of Summer II 2010 

77 never been used 

78 never been used 

79 never been used 

80 never been used 

8:1 never been used 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.un¢.edu> 

Monday, 10:29 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: retreat 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

This sounds great! Do we need to clearthisthrough compliance before proceeding, Idefinitely would like forusto do this, 

Thanks, 

Jan 

Jan M .... UNCW .... ’s Golf - I 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa,unc.edu > 

Coaches, 

4:03 PM >>> 

informed me that you would entertain the idea of a mountain 

retreat in She also said that it would have to be the 

weekend before 

I called the folks at the camp where I have worked for many years. 

There Js a marvelous little lodge, we call it the Stone Lodge, for 

obvious reasons. It is available that weekend. Here is a link to the 

description: 

http:!/www,llmi.net/conferences/lutherock!StoneLodge,aspx 
The per night!per person charge for the lodge is roughly $19. 

Its near Newland, NC, about a 3.5 hour drive from CH through Winston 

Salem, Boone, and by Grandfather Mountain. 

The camp also has a climbing tower and a ropes course I’ve taken 

women’s lax on both and both experiences are wonderful. The per person 
charge for the tower is $25, and the ropes course, $15. 

There is marvelous hiking and other activities nearby to entertain us 

as well. 

My friend in the registrar’s office has a hold on it for now until we 

have a chance to visit and talk about the weekend, 

Please let me know if I can help in any way. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.un¢.edu> 

Thursday, 8:41 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

Thanks for coming out to the practice facility to share the great news about early registration. As you well know, this is really going to help our student athletes. 

Thanks also for the academic report, [ am glad is meeting with you. Like you, ] think she is adjusting but not without some worrying! She does seern to be better though 

when we discuss how things are going, As for [ spoke to her about the missed hours and once again she assured me she got the hours in, [ told her to discuss this 

with you! And like you, [ have no worries about 

We do have a little problem with the retreat weekend, [f we go in          as scheduled, we are 9oin9 to have to extend our season by a week and take off a week in 

It isn’t a huge problem since I can do individual skill instruction during that weel<, However, I was wondering if you knew of any other location that we could go to the 

last weekend in        The mountains would be too cold of course but I was thinkin9 of something a little south or along the coast, Let me know your thoughts, 

By the way, I really like the cost of the trip! 

Thanks, 
Jan 

[ i~ill JanM .... UNCW .... ’s Golf - 

>>> TonyYount 8:34 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

Happy Birthday Patricia, 

The freshmen have their first meetin9 with their University Academic adviser in Steele Building this week, Course selections for next semester is the topic, 

Priority Registration committee meets Tuesday at 8am, I should have results for you by the time practice starts, 
Enjoyed seeing the girls play this weekend, 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.un¢.edu> 

Friday, 2:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Okay so you have convinced me, After all, I was in Virginia for five years and with the exception of the cold, I liked time winters most because every thing was more open (like 

the coast)! 

We would like to go the weekend of How does that work for you? If it works, would you please check to see if the place is available. 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Jan M .... UNCW .... ’s Golf - I 
1 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 2:46 PM > > > 

Hey 

The mountains too cold in       ? Spoken like a beach person. The rnountains are rnarvelous in        and never too cold, Hiking is spectacular since the leaves are off 

the trees and the views are much more open, Gathering around a fire at night feels so good. 

The Lutheran Church in North Carolina does own a retreat facility at Kure Beach. Here is the link to that site: http://www.agapekurebeach.org!kbfacilities.htm 
it looks like $550 for the weekend on one level of that facility. There is no climbing tower or ropes course activity there, 

I do not have the contacts with that facility that i do with our mountain camps, but I would be happy to call them. 

Tony 

On at 8:40 AM, Jan Mann wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Thanks for coming out to the practice facility to share the great news about early registration, As you well know, this is really going to help our student 

athletes. 

Thanks also for the academic report. I am glad is meeting with you. Like you, I think she is adjusting but not without some worrying! She does seem to 

be better though when we discuss how things are going. As for         I spoke to her about the missed hours and once again she assured me she got the 

hours in, I told her to discuss this with you! And like you, I have no worries about 

We do have a little problem with the retreat weekend, if we go in          as scheduled, we are going to have to extend our season by a week and take off 

a week in       . it isn’t a huge problem since I can do individual skill instruction during that week. However, I was wondering if you knew of any other 

location that we could go to the last weekend in . The mountains would be too cold of course but iwas thinking of something a little south or along 

the coast, Let me know your thoughts. 

By the way, I really like the cost of the trip! 

Thanks, 

Jan 

< Mail Attachment:ipeg > 

>>> TonyYount 8:34 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

Happy Birthday Patricia, 

The freshmen have their first meeting with their University Academic adviser in Steele Building this week, Course selections for next semester is the topic. 

Priority Registration committee meets Tuesday at 8am. I should have results for you by the time practice starts. 

Enjoyed seeing the girls play this weekend. 

Tony 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:11 AM 

To: gyo un@email, uuc. edu 

Bcc: Ton)’ Yount <’tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subje~: Schedule 

ARach: ]~XT.hm~ 

Hi Tony, 

I just wauted to let you know that I was able to get into Physics I contacted somebody in the Physics Department like you suggested, and they were willing to 
help me. I am now iu PttYS , iustead of DRAM There is a conlict with practice though since the earliest recitations are ti~om 1:00-1:50 pm, 

2:00-2:50 pm, or 3:00-3:50 pm ou Mondays and Tuesdays. Right now I am in Recitatiou    on Tuesday ficom 1:00-1:50 pm. I’ll con ’tact Derek to see ifthis is a 

problem, mad if it is I will modify my ~hedule. Thanks for your help! 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Saturday, 2:28 PM 

To: gyo un@email, unc. edu 

Bcc: Ton)’ Yount <’tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: ~mm 

ARach: ]~XT.hm~ 

hey tony! im now a comm major, so im looking for whafs open now... 



From: Patricia Helena Fuentes Lima < ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 10:56 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5,yount@uncaaunc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TEXTf.htm 

Dear Tony, 

[] 

Can I call you tomorrow sometime between 11- lpm? I would like to discuss few things about situation. []Let me know. Patricia 

Tony Yount <tonyyount(a)uncaaunc.edu> 

Professor, 

Thank you very much fi)r the progress report that you sent to us about Liin your POR~f class. 

The report showed an "F" based on 50% of the course grade,       and I met with you in late_          and you graciously offered to meet with       on a 

weekly basis to help her with the course, admits that she has been inconsistent in attending those sessions with you. Can you please let tne kmow 

approximately how tnany of those opportunities has taken advantage o~? We are not very. happy ruth our athletes when a professor otters to give extra help 

and that opportuniW is wasted. 

Also thank you for your suggestion on the progress report that       be tested for learning disabilities. In fact, we did have       tested. She scored in the 3rd 

percentile on the language test and will almost certainly quali~ for the foreign language exception. Because those test results came after the drop deadline for the fall 

semester, and        was only enrolled in 12 hours, we could not drop PORT     So, as we discussed at our meeting in           our goal was tbr        to 

earn a passing grade. I’ve j ust talked with her and she tell s me that she is aware of her situation and knows what work she needs to do to have a chance to earn that 

passing grade. 

Thank you for your time and eflbrt ruth her. Please let me ki~ow if there are things that I can encourage her to do. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser, Volleyball 

Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 

, cell 

Sure, I roll have an average grade for her veu s~on, please give me couple of days, Patricia 

Tow Yount <ton;~-ount~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Prol~ssor Fuentes Lima, 

I wanted to check on the progress of                          in your PORT        class. The last time I met with you (ruth 

graciously agreed to meet ruth her weekly to help her make progress toward a passing grade in your class? 

Would be kind enough to update ~ne on her progress? 

Thank you veu much. 

) you 

Patricia Helena Fuentes Lima 

Portuguese Language Coordinator 

Dept of Romance Languages & Literatures 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC [J27599-3170 

(919) 843-9115 



Patricia ttelena Fuentes Lima 

Portuguese Language Coordinator 

Dept of Romance Languages & Literatures 

’][’he University of Nofft~ Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC [~27599-3170 

(919) 843-9115 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 8:50 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 12 Hour Report 

12 Hour Report.msg 

Hi Tony, 
]’m guessing you are aware of this? She will need to pass all 6 hours to be eligible for next semester. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jamie Samples <smnples@email.unc.edu;~ 

Thursday, 8:09 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbm~]oy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Defickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edtv~; Lineberry, Crystal <clineber@email.unc.edw~; Kat~ounis, Stephen George 
<katsaoan@email.uuc.edu>; Mmkos, Lance M <m~xkos@email.uuc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <mckyh@email.unc.edu> 

12 Hour Report 

12 Hour Report xlsx; 12Hour Report Unmatched.xlsx 

Two reports today. 

BIOL    and PORT    on 

attempted hrs. Thanks. 

withdrew from 
This brings her down to only 6 

Jamie Samples 

Degree Audit & NCAA Complim~ce Specialist 

Office of the University Regis~war 

U~fiversity ofNort~ C~acoliua at Chapel Hill 

CB# 2100, SASB North 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 

Tel: 919.962.1081 

Fax: 919.962.3349 
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Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Gordon Merkleiu, Executive Director of Real Estate Development" <notification@email.s~udentvoice.com> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 2:43 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Imlyortant UNC Chapel Hill Workii~ree Housing Survey 

TENTI’.httn 

Dear UNC FaculU and StaB’members: 

We need your input regarding future faculU and stalt’housing opporttmities! Please help shape the future of the University of North Carolina. 

The University is evaluating vayious optx~rtanities to supply faculty and staffmembers with the appropriate suptx~rt to find affordable housing options in the greater 

Chapel Hill area. Nationwide, several other universities have developed housing support functions lbr thculty and staffmembers in the tbrms 

¯ A resource center 
¯ A mortgage assistaaace program 
¯ The development of rental / transitional housing 
¯ The development offor-sede housing at discounted prices 

In order to determine the appropriate level of support that is desired at UNC, we need to know more abont your housing experiences in the Chapel Hill area. We have 

designed a survey that will help ns gauge your needs and interests as we determine an appropriate strategy for providing a higher level of service to you, the end user. 

Your participation in this survey is vital to the snccess of our ell’orts. We would appreciate it if you could take approximately 15 minutes to complete the web-based 

survey. 

The University of North Carolina has retained the services of a nationally recognized independent consulting ~m~, Brmlstbrd & Dunlavey, to administer the survey. 

Should you have may questions about this process, please contact survey@thcililypla~mers.com. 

The survey is scheduled to close on Thursday. Decelnber 24. For your convenience, the survey instrulnent is provided in web-based foimat. To access tile survey 

please click here. If the survey does not open automatically, please copy and paste the following link to your internet browser’s address bar: 

http://stndentvoice.comipi?unid 23832c6ade5e47bcbe7d87275c287b4a 

All information that you provide is s~trictly confidential. No individual resIx~nses will be identified. 

We greatly appreciate your taking the time to participate in this important prqiect for the University of North Carolina campus. 

Re spectthll y, 

Gordon Merklein 

Executive Director of Real Es~te Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phi[ Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 5:08 PM 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@emaiLunc.edu >; 

’@email.unc.edu>; 

@emaiLunc.edu >; 

@emaiLunc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@emaiLunc.edu >; 

@emai[.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

@emaiLunc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@emaiLunc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

Demail.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@emaiLunc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

@emaiLunc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >; 

@emai[.unc.edu >; 

@emaiLunc.edu>; 

< mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; 

Doug Halverson <sdha[verson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount < 

@email.unc.edu > 

Party Relocation- 216 Finley 

TEXT.htm 

@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu >; 

@em ail.u nc.edu >; @em ail.unc.edu >; 

@emaiLunc.edu >; Tony Yount 

@mac.com >; Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Hi Everyone, 

party relocation... 

9pm at 216 Finley Golf Course Rd (the lacrosse offices) 

Plenty of parking, plenty of seating, bring your own lights and tree. 

Don’t forget your $ 5 dollar gift! 

Carolina Winter Elite Camp 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant: Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 302 
216 Finley Golf Course Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
91!.9.962.6682 
Fax: 919.843,8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@comcast.net> 

Saturday,                  2:3 5 PM 

Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hello Mary, 

It is mom. I just want to let you 
know we got the best gift of all.     got 3 B- and a D in poly. So she has a 2.30 I know for allot 
of families this would not bring joy but for us it did. The personnel health teacher is great and told 

that she is going to meet with her once a week next semester to keep her organized. I am so 
happy about that because she needs that. She stayed up all night and study and got a 96 on her 
exam. Poly did not go well but he gave her a D she thought she did better. That is why I worry about 
history next semester. But    thinks she will be fine with his help. 

Happy Holidays, 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cook]r@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 11:06 AM 

9email.unc.edu 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Slingluff-Levy 

< uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: shoes 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you for sending this information but as you can see I asked for this     and the message was sent 

were past the deadline, [ used your sizes from last year. You get what you get now,you need to follow through better. 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

P.O, Box 2:126 

Room 302 

2:16 Finley Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19 962 6682 

fax: 9:19 843 8:175 
www.tarheelblue.com 

you had plenty of time to respond over break. You 

>>> ,        @email.unc.edu>          5:35 PM >>> 
Heyjennn my shoe size is 7 and a half and my glove size is medium. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

F~om: "Jennifer Cook" <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, :15:50:3:1 0500 

To: ~email.unc.edu >; @email.unc.edu >; 

@email,unc.edu >; @email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; @email.u nc.ed u >; 

@email.unc,edu >; @email.unc,edu >; 

_~email.unc.edu > @email.unc.edu >; 
Subject: shoes 

@email.u nc.edu >; @email.unc.edu >; @email.unc.edu >; @email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; @email,u nc.edu >; @email.u nc.edu >; @email,unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu >; _~email.u nc.edu >; @email.unc.edu >; @email.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc,edu >; @email.unc.edu >; ~email.unc.edu >; @email.unc.edu >; 

@unc.edu> 

Girls, 
Hi, I hope you all are having a great start to your break. For all returners I need to know your shoe sizes 

BOTH in men’s and women’s in TURFS, CLEATS, and SNEAKERS.       is the DEADLINE to get these sizes in. THANKS! 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday,               9:05 PM 

Tony Yount <ton.5"yount@~mcaa.unc.edtv- 

TENTI’.htm 

Tony, 

Thank you so much for all the helpful i~fformation. I looked into fitting the second Economics class into my      schedule and I [] enrolled in [] the online course through 

Blinn. The course nan~e is ECON     [] Prin of Econ (Micro). I am also looking to take a 4 honr Geology class online during the :          tem~ this year and it 

does include the one hour lab credit. The course nmne is GEOL     I~ Physical Geology. I just wanted to double check that both of these courses were correct 
before I get too lhr into them. Also, about the second semester of English     when am I suppo~d to I~bring the coW of the s?llabus and contact information? I~And 

I have not had a foreign langtuage in a long time, ,so I was wondering ifI should J tD~ to study for the placement test to get a better score orI3 should I j ust take it and see 

where rm at? I really appreciate all your help with these classes and I look tbrwavd to continue working with you! Thank you again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 22, 2010 4:01 PM 

Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Spencer B. Welbom <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule Updates 

SP10 Tutor Schedule.xlsx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:49 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Music 

Re_ Music .msg 

Can meet at any of those times? 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:44 AM 

To: Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Music 

Attach: TgJx2f .httn 

I can meet Tuesday before 12:30PM or between 5 and 7PM. ~ Wednesday between 2 and 5PM would be better though, or Friday after 2 PM. 

Thanks, 

On Tue, at 8:55 AM, Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Can you meet any time on Tuesday?~, What day is good for you? 

>>> @gmail,com> 8:08 PM >>> 

Sherron, 

I just realized this, but I actually won’t be able to tutor Tuesdays at 7 with for MUSC Do you know if there is any other time that 
have her email or phone number and don’t mind passing either along to me I~could contact her and see if another time would work, 

On Mon, at 1:07 PM, Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

This is a new addition. Thanks 

Sherron 

>>> @qmail.com> 1:00 PM >>> 

Sherron, 
Is this a new addition to the schedule? I won’t be able to meet with tomorrow but I can meet with her next week. 

could meet? If you 

On Mon, at 12:11 PM, Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> (Cricket Lane) 

Thursday, January 28, 2010 10:42 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 

Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Head Coaches <-Head 

Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laura Bernhard <laura53@email.unc.edu>; 

Evie M. Oregon <oregon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring Life Skill Seminars - Monday, February 15th 

Coaches, 

Please mark this date on your calendars: 

Monday, February 15th @ 7pm & 8:30pm - Required Life Skills seminar, Stone Center, Theater 

Juniors and Seniors will attend the 7pm session (Career Planning - Resume, Cover Letter, 

Interview, etc.) 

First-years and Sophomores will attend the 8:30pm session (Legal Consequences to 

Alcohol/Drug Use in Chapel Hill)) 

The presentation lasts approximately one hour. First-years and Sophomores are welcomed to attend 

the Career Planning session also) 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Cricket Lane, PhD 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina 

Post Office Box 2126 
Kenan Field House 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-843-2040 (voice); 919-843-2327 (fax) 
(mobile) 

cricket@uncoedu 

~ Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

"People do not care how much you know until they know how much you care." 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cdcket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:05 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Leslie Barnes <lbarnes@duaa.duke.edu> 

"Heels for Haiti" Wristbands are Here! 

Greetings Everyone, 
HEELS FOR HAITI wristbands are in. Each wristband cost $5 and ALL the proceeds will go to the Haitian relief effort on behalf of UNC student athletes. 

Please contact via email at ~, uncaa.unc.edu or phone 919 843 2306 if you would like to ~urchase one. This is a great opportunity to help and show your support. 

Thanks so much! 

Also a BIG! Thanks to                                for thinking of this GREAT! idea. 

GO HEELS! 

Please contact via email ~uncaa.unc.edu or phone 919 843 2306, if you have any questions regarding the Heels for Haiti wristbands. 

Spod. Administration 

Graduate Intern Student Athlete Development 

Carolina Sports Business Club GraduateAdvisor 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Office 919-843-2306 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 7:54 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5,youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Spanish Credit 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Tow’. 

[] 

So currently I am taking Spanish    through _ Univeristy at my highschool, and last year I passed and recieved credit for Spanish    also though 

I was just wondering what credits I would recieve through these m-o classes at Carolina. [] Also, I recieved a on the math section of my SAT’s. [] Would that 

score still place me out of Math 110 or do I need to take a math subject test? 

Thank you! 
[I 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 1, 2010 1:16 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Pictures 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 
Great pictures! Thanks for sharing, Thanks also for being a part of our retreat. You made it special for all of us, I am confident in saying that everyone learned a great deal 

from the weekend and that as we move forward, we will be a stronger team as a result of the tirne spent together, 

! would love to help you get to and from the hospital, Just give me a call, 

Jan 

~[iI Jan M .... UNCW .... ’sGolf- 
I 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 1/31/2010 11:51 PM > > > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:0:1 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Graduating Seniors 

TEXT.htm; Graduating Seniors.xlsx 

Advisors, 
We are working on the Student Athlete Graduation Reception and want to be sure that we invite all graduating seniors (in May or December). 

Please check the attached excel sheet and confirm that all athletes under your name are in fact graduating. 

Also, if you had any student athletes who graduated in feel free to add them! 

thanks, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Pyech& Michelle Ann" <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:00 AM 

Cook, Jennifer <cookj r@uncaa, unc.edu:~ 

FW:     incomin~ 

ATT00001..bmp; ATT00002..j pe 

Here you go.. Thanks! 

Missy Pyecha 
/~.ssista n~ to ti~e ,,’]i~x~ctor of Under{!rsduate Admissioqs 

Un~s~rsity d North Car@r~a N Chapel Hil~ 
Campus Box 2209. Jacksoq HaI~ 

(hapel t-t~1~ NC 27599 

mpyecha@admissions.u nc.edu 

(919) 9¢2-5292 

~ 
;2-91,19 (fax) 

From: 3enni%r Cook [mailto:cooNr@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:54 AN 
To: Pyecha, Michelle Ann 
Subject: RE:     incoming 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Room 302 

216 Finley Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 

www.tarheelblue.com 

> > > "Pyecha, Michelle Ann" < mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu >         5:04 PM > > > 

Sure El1 no ~)roblern. Do you mind sending me their names [1} jt~st ~:o make st~re t get everyone on your Hsl:? 

k, lissy Pyecha 

Assistant 1o the D~re@)r ol Undergraduate Admbsbns 

UqJversib, d North Carolina st Chapel Hili 

Car@,Js Sox 2200, Jackso~l Hali 

(:;h%,el H~II, NC 27599 

mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu 

(919} 962-5292 

~ 
d2-9149 (fax 

F~m= Jennifer Cook [mailto:coo~r@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:44 PN 
Te= Pyecha, Nichelle Ann 
Subject: incoming 
Nissy, 

Hi~ [ was wondering if you could send myself and Tony Yount (tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu) all of our incoming 
~OPS information, Than~ for your help~ 

Freshman PID’s. He wants to update them with all of the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.un¢.edu> 

Wednesday,                11:01 AM 

@aol.com; @gmail.com; @yahoo.corn 

Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CTOPS and Housing 

TEXT.htm 

Future Tar Heels, 

[ hope all is well with everyone. It is COLD and WlNDYhere, Thank heavens for heated hitting bays, This winter has not been kind to us or anyone else for that matter. The 
team is looking at this as an opportunity to REALLY toughen up! But I must admit, we are all ready for warm, dry weather, it is just around the corner. 

CTOPS (orientation) registration begins today. There are several dates available but you need to go ahead and reserve you spot. it might be fun if you all came in together 

but it is not a must. The important thing is to register asap. if you have questions, contact us or Tony. http:!/nscpp.unc.edu/first year students/orientation 

Also, I wanted to check with you regarding housing for next year. There may be room to put each of you with gymnast. This would be great because they have the same type 

of practice schedule as you would. They practice in the afternoon for up to four hours a day plus they are typically very good students. The catch is that they like living in 
Hardin or Craig North as opposed to Carmichael. These are newer dorms and four individuals share a bathroom verses the entire hall. I have spoken with 

and they all feel that this would be a better situation. The rooms are newer and a lot larger. The negative is that they are not quite as central. You would 

probably be five minutes walking distance further away from the football stadium, weights and the academic center. I personally believe the positives outweigh the negatives 

here, Please let me know on this asap. By the way, Tony thinks you all would be great fits with gymnastics. He has met the incoming gymnast and says they are all great, 

http:/!housing.u nc.ed u/index.php?option =com content&task=view&id =529&Itemid =316 

Let hope we turn things around and beat Duke tonight. 

Coach 

Jan M .... UNCW .... ’s Golf - I 

1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, :12:27 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CTOPS Registration 

TEXT.htm; CTOPS Registration.msg 

Tony, 

Hi! Thanks for meeting with 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

P,O, Box 2126 

Room 302 

216 Finley Rd, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 

www.tarheelblue.com 

and her mom yesterday. I was wondering is this what you were talking about with our incoming freshman? 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, February 16, 2010 12:22 PM 

-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Administrative Assistants (Coaches);-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Compliance <- 

Cam pliance@uncaa.unc.edu > 

CTOPS Registration 

TEXT_I.htm 

Coaches, 
As you probably are aware, prospective students are now able to register for their CTOPS sessions at http://nscpp.unc.edu/. 

Student athletes who are on partial athletics scholarships are responsible for their own CTOPS charges and should proceed accordingly. 

However, for student athletes who will be recipients of FULL ATHLETICS GRANT IN AID, there is a certain process they will need to follow while registering so as to not have 

to pay the fee upfront to do so. Here are those steps: 

/0 When asked for their payment option, they will need to select, "Pay with Check" and proceed normally through the remainder of the process. 
2) Following submission of their registration request, they will need to send an email to the following email address (orientation@unc.edu) including the following information: 

I (Insert Name and PID) just registered for the croPs session on (Insert Date). I will be receiving a full athletics grant in aid. Please recalculate accordingly and let me know 

how much (if any) I still owe to complete my registration. 

3) After doing this, the student will receive a response email that will tell them how much payment they still need to submit (e.g., for parents’ charges, etc.). 

4) This amount will have to be paid, via check, within ]_0 davs in order to secure the CTOPS slot. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about this payment information. Other questions about CTOPS should be directed to your academic counselor. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universal Priming <lynn s@universalprinting.com> 

Wednesday, February 17, 2010 4:48 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Printing Discount for UNC employees 

TEXT.htm; picembededl dPg; picembeded0dpg 

Dear Glenn, 

universal 
specializing in printing university development and education related collateral for 
over 30 years. 

We’re now offering a fantastic discount to all Bniver$it¥ or North Carolina 

Our first promotion offers 25% off all full color or B&W brochures 

Lhru IV]arch 15th, 2010 

Free pick-up and delivery to the BNC campus! 

¯ Small job example; $56.25 for 5B full color tri-fold brochures 

¯ Larger job example: $1,000 for 10,000 full color brochures 

¯ Choose Recycled FSC gloss paper at no extra charge 

For an estimate or to place your order please contact Lynn Stephenson at 

lynn s@universalprintinq.com or call 919-361-5809 ext 126 and tell Lynn that you’d 

like to parLicipate in the BNC Brochure Promo. 

Thank you! 

universal printing 
Gracol G7 IV]aster Printer Qualified 

2410 Hwy 54 E 

Durham, NC 27514 

919-361-5809 

www. universalprintinq.com 

We can design a piece especially for you or you can email us your files 
and we’ll deliver your brochure in 3-5 business days! 

Powl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount~uncaa.unc.edt~ 

Friday, 11:18 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Carolina Orientation and Registration 

TEXT.htm; Header 

Welcome to Carolina. This letter will contain some information regarding your responsibilities after receiving confirmation of your admission to the University. As soon 

as you get your acceptance letter, please do everything that the letter asks you to do so that your PID will be activated into the registration system. 

Your PID (Personal IDentification number) is           Memorize it. You will use it literally thousands of limes while you are at Carolina. 

If your PID has been activated tbllowing your accepta~ce letter, then you should be able to do "the following online. 

FIRST - CTOPS is the freshman orientation program for Carolina’s incoming class. Registration intbnnation appears here on the UNC Applicm~t Central page. Enter 

your information and you can register for the session of your choice: 

http:/inscpp.u nc.ed ui 

Your CTOPS fees will not be covered by your scholarship. Please send me an email M~en you register and let me know the date that you plan to attend. I will be in 

touch later about scheduling a time to talk atx)ut course selection tbr your first semester at Carolina. 

SECOND - UNC email - Please go ahead and set yours up. The web site where you do that is here: 

https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi- bi,gunc id/services 
Click on "Create and ONYEN" m~d go from there. You’ll need your PID. 

As soon as you get your account created, please send me an email using that address so I can put it in my address book. 

THIRD - Math Placemem - The Universi~ requires that you earn credit for two math courses. 

Taking the SAT Math 2 exam is not required, but it does make your math placement eaaier. Most of the upper level Math courses require Math 110 as a 

prerequisite. Solid (520 or better) SAT 2 Math scores will get you credit tbr Math 110. Strong AP or IB exam results will also provide guidance tbr the 

math phicement. It would be wise to consider your own math situation a~d consider taking the SAT Math 2 extort. Pleaae emaJl me with any questions 

about Math Placement. Taking care of this BEFORE you get to Carolina is much pret~rred. 

FOURTH - Credit hours - So,ne of you will come in with earned credit hours from AP and IB exams. The registrais office will take care of that if you had your 

scores reported to UNC. If your AP or IB scores are not reported to Carolina, please do that as soon as all of your testing is co,nplete this spring. If you take classes 

from a college this summer other than Carolina, please obtain a coW of your summer school transcript, sealed by the college and unopened. Bring that to me when you 
arrive at Carolina m~d I’ll take it to the admissions office so that proper credit for your coursework can be added to your transcript. The coaches and I encourage you 

to come to Carolina with as many credit hours in place as you can. 

I spent 30 years as a high ~hool teacher a~d I know a bit about the last 3 months of senior year and all the thn things "that come with graduation. Congratulations. 

Enjoy eveu moment. If you have questions about Carolina, please ask them as they occur. My contact info is below. I look for~vard to working with this summer. 

Please put my cell number in your address/phone list~ a~d please send me the cell number that you will be using this summer. 

Take care 

Tow Yount 

Academic Adviser for women’s lacrosse 

cell: 

office: 919 962 9535 

email: tom~ount(&uncaa.unc.edu 

AIM: 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:21 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Meeting 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Tony’. 

[] 

I’m so excited to be starting my journey at Carolina ve~ soon. The Morehead Finalist weekend schedule is very spacious, allowing the scholars time to wander around 

campus and visit classes, etc. I was thinking that Tuesday morning would be a great time to meet with you. Anyime that works best for you is good with me. I just want 

to begin sorting out classes and all my questions; this just seemed like m~ opportune time to get started. 

Thank you so much! 

On Thu, at 11:31 AM, Tony Yount <tonw!, ount~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Welcome to Carolina. I’m Tony Yount. We’ve met at the Academic Center and I’ll be your academic adviser for the next 4 years. Derek just called and said that 

yoffll be in town       weekend for Morehead interviews. Bes~t of luck to you. That is a marvelous weekend ruth the opportunity to meet so many wonderful 

people. I hope you enjoy it. 

Derek said that you wanted to meet on Tuesday,        to talk about academic issues and your course schedule. I’d be hapw to meet with you that day. When 

you know your sehedule, please send me ma email mad suggest a time mad we’ll get together. 

Take care 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Sunday, 12:20 AM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Foreign Language Placement Test 

’IEXT.httn 

Hi Tony, 

[] 

I am taking Spanish SUPA V and I took Spanish SUPA [] IV [] my junior year. [] Both of these classes are given through 

Thm~l~s! 

University. 

On sat, 
Hey 

at 1:38 PM, Tony Yount <ton.~Tount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

You are going to be asked to take the foreign language exam online before your CTOPS session, unless you have an AP or IB exaln credit dlready sent to the 

Universi~.. []Tell me what high school classes you have that will fulfill the requirement and I’ll check on it for you. 

On at l:29PM, wrote: 

> Tony, 

> I wasj ust wondering if I still had to sign up for the Foreign Language test because at the end of this yeaJc I will have already fulfilled my language requirement 

though my highschool classes. 

> Thank-you! 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 5:41 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: picture 

TEXT.htm 

thank you! 

A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc,edu 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 3/2/2010 5:30 PM > > > 

On Mar 2, 2010, at 4:36 PM, Amy Kleissler wrote: 

Tony, 

the email did not come through, could you try it again? Thanks, 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

A 
Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Pro~am for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 
kleissle@un caa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 10:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Carolina Orientation and RegiS_ration 

TEXTf.httn 

Tony, 

I have not yet received my acceptance letter so I have not been able to create my acconnt or register for orientation. When shonld I be expecting the letter? Should 
have received it by now? They’ keep insisting I pay the $70 application fee, but Derek specifically told me not to pay. How do I handle that? 

Thanks, 

--- On Fri, Tony Yount <tonyyount(a~tncaa. une edu> wrote: 

From: Tony Yount <tony.wount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Carolina Orientation and Registration 

To: ~y~hoo.com> 
Date: Friday, 1:14 PM 

Welcome to Carolina. This letter will contmn ~me information regarding your responsibilities after receiving confirmation of your admission to the University. 

As soon as you get your acceptance letter, please do everything that the letter asks you to do so that your PID will be activated into "the registration system. 

Your PID (Persona] IDentification number) is          . Memorize it. You roll use it literally thousands of times while you are at Carolina. 

If your PID has been activated following your acceptance letter, then you should be able to do the following online. 

FIRST - CTOPS is the freshman orientation program for Carolina’s incoming class. Registration information appears here on the UNC Applicant Central 

page. Enter your information and you can regis~ter for the session of your choice: 
http://nscpp.unc.edu/ 

Emily, your CTOPS cost will be covered by your schol~xship. Your parents expenses, if they accompany you, will not. Please follow these directions when 

indicating payanent. 

1) When asked for your payment option, you will need to select, "Pay with Check" and proceed normally through the remainder of the process. 

2) Following submission of your registration request, you will need to send an email to the following ecnail address (orientation@... unc.edu) including the following 

information: 

I (Insert Name and PID) just registered for [he C[OPS session on (Insert Bate). I will be receiving a full athletics grant in aid. Please recalculate accordingly and 
let me know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my registration. 

3) After doing this, the student will receive a response email that will tell them how much payment they still need to submit (e.g., for parents’ charges, etc.). 

4) This amount will have to be paid, via check, within 10 days in order to secure the CTOPS slot. 

During the week before your visiL we will have discussions about your schedule and get you prepped for your registration. When you register for CTOPS, 

)lease send me an emafil letting me know which session you’ll be attending. 

;ECOND - UNC email - Please go ahead and set yonrs up. The web site where you do that is here: 

https:i/onyen.nnc .edu/cgi- bi~/unc id,’services 

Click on "Create and ONYEN" and go from there. You’ll need your PID. 

As soon as you get your account created, please send me an email using that address so I can put it in my address book. 

THIRD - Math Placement - The University reqtfires that you earn credit [br two math courses. 

Taking the SAT Math 2 exam is not required, but it does make your math placement easier. Most of the upper level Math courses require Math 

110 as a prerequisite. Solid (520 or better) SAT 2 Math scores will get you credit for Math 110. Strong AP or IB exam results will also provide 

guidance for the math placement. It would be wise to consider your own math situation and consider talcing the SAT Math 2 extort. Please email 

tne with any ques~tions about Math Placement. Taldng care of this BEFORE you getto Carolina is tnuch preferred. 

FOURTH - Credit hours - Some of yon will come in with earned credit hours from AP and IB exan~s. The registmr’s office will take care of that if you had 

yonr scores reported to UNC. Ifyonr AP or IB scores are not reported to Carolina. please do that as soon as all of your testing is complete this spring. If you 
take classes from a college this summer other than Carolina, please obtain a copy’ of your summer school transcript, sealed by the college and unopened. 

Bring that to me when you arrive at Carolina and I’ll take it to the admissions office so that proper credit for your coursework can be added to your transcript. 

The coaches and I encourage you to come to Carolina with as many credit hours in place as you can. 

I spent 30 years as a high school teacher and I know a bit about the last 3 months of senior year and all the fun things that come with graduation. 

Congratulations. Enjoy every molnent. If you have questions about Carolina, please ask theln as they occur. My contact info is below. I look forward to 

working with this summer. Please put Iny cell number in your address/phone lists, and please send Ine the cell number that you will be using this summer. 

Take care 



ToW Yount 

Academic Adviser for women’s lacrosse 

cell: 

ofl]ce: 919 962 9535 919 962 9535 

emaJl: tonsTount@uncaa.unc.edu 

AIM: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 10:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

TEXT.httn 

Hey Tony, 

[] 

Unfortunately, I didn’t get the Morehead scholarship. Bummer. But I guess ever~thing hap~ns for a ieason. I’m really excited to be at Chapel Hill next year though and 

I know there roll be so much to do! Can’t wait for the years to come. And once again, thanks for meeting with me. It was yew helpful to get a head start on classes and 

such for next year. 

LJ 

Thank~ ~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 6:54 PM 

Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

if you insist... Coach t~)r College Service Program in Vietnam 

TENTf.httn 

Hey Tony, 

[] 

I’m only sending this to you because you threatened to nag me until I did (I’m not a big fan of nagging). But please do not feel like you have to contribute an.vthing at all. 

You pret~’ much already figured out my life, and have done so much for me over these past four years. I should be sponsoring YOU to go on a nice vacation! But here 
it goes....(let me know what you think about it) 

I have recently been selected to participate as an Americ~m student-athlete coach in the            Coach tbr College program in Vietnam. Coach tbr College is a 

program which seeks to improve the academic outcomes and lit~ success ofdi~dvantaged youth in rural parts of developing countries in the form of three week 
spo(ts-learning camps held during the summer. Sports are used as a tool to induce excitement about academics and to infftill life skills, such as Inotivation and 

confi&nce, necesso~~ for achieving a college education, which is an aspiration that is often eluded in the youths’ communities. In the process, the progrmn helps 

American s~dent-athletes, who serve ~ong with in-count .ry college and high school students as the progrmn’s teachers, to develop leadership skills, ilnmerse 

themselves in another culture, and beco~ne agents for positive change. As I can testify fio~n personal experience, NCAA student-athletes too often fail to have such 

experiences. The program currently takes place in the Mekong Delta region of Vietnam and there are plans to expand the program throughout Vietuam and other 

countries in Asia in the near future, with the ultimate goal of making it a global initiative. 

From the begi~ming, the project has been a collaboration between Duke and UNC and now also includes another ACC rivaJD~, UVA and Virginia Tech. Though 
American s~tudent-athletes are drawn ficom universities that are great rival s in sports competitions in the United States, they all work together to help the students in the 

program develop skills in sports and learn how to use these skills to achieve success in education and ~ciety. 

All selected American athletes are required to raise $1200 to support the cost of their participation. I would greatly appreciate your help in reaching this goal. If you 

would like to donate, please go directly to my personal Coach for College fundmising webpage ._h__t_t_p_~:~!__d_~_r_~:_a__t__e_:_c_:~_?_~_?_~_?~!_~:~?~2~! 

Please let me know ifI can provide you with any additional information. I would ~lso be hapw to talk further with you by phone or in person about reD’tiling regarding 

the sponsorship. I hope you will be able to join me in suppoNng this cause. 

Tada! See you probably tomorrow or the next....if not, at the alumni meet! ! (2;0 HEELS 

Sincerely your favorite red-headed gymnast, 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 26, 20:10 4:44 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <- 

Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu > 

SAAC minutes and attendance 

TEXT.htm; SAAC minutes docx; SAAC Roster.xls 

Coaches, 
Attached are the minutes from our most recent SAAC meeting that was held Wednesday, 

The attendance sheet is also included for your information. 

Our last SAAC meeting for this year will be Thursday,        at 7pm, 

Please let me know if you have any questions and have a great weekend, 

in the Academic Center. 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Sunday, 1:45 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyoun@nncaa.nnc.edtr~ 

Subject: 2 questions 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

hey tony i have 2 quefftions ~ 
first, when is our actual "registration date" ~ 

second, who is it i need to talk ruth in o~ler to find out whether an internship wonld be able to apply for credit hours. 

ill come in and talk with you ans~vays 

but thanks so much tbr helping me with N scheduling N ill ~e you ~metime this week! 

"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you. Not as the world gives do I give to you. Let not your hearts be troubled, neither let them be afraid." 

[] [] ~ []- John 14:27 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:48 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Graduation Reception 

TEXT.htm 

Friends across the hall, 
I have been informed that many of you did not receive the email invite to our Student Athlete Graduation Reception. It was probably blocked by the spam filter in Groupwise 

and will need to be retrieved by you. (The subject should mention something about the reception and come from paperlesspost.com). 

If you cannot retrieve the invite here is the event information (and please RSVP to me): 

Tuesday, 

2 5pm (formal program to start at 3pm) 

Hill Alumni Center 

All student athletes graduating this calendar year have been invited, as well as the head coaches, senior administrators and your wonderful staff. 
We hope to see you there! 

p.s. please feel free to gently remind your seniors to RSVP via the invite. Only a few have replied so far and the final date to RSVP is coming up! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday,             2:11 PM 

Tony Yom~t <tonFyount@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

Paper...most of it 

TEXT.htm; V, V, V.docx 

So, I have yet to fi~ish the conclusion, but the rest is there. I procrastinated WAY too much, so I don’t think it’s all that great, but there’s not much 1 can do about that 

at this point. If you have time, could you just read through it for any glaring misIakes or contradictions, etc.? Thanlcs in advance. 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Friday, 12:19 AM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5,youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Scheduling... 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Tony, 

So completely uncharacteristically ofmyscl£ I’m t~y-ing to plan my schedules, which I’ve already changed about a[~ rift>- times. I have a 

few question that you may or may not be able to answer, so I was wondering ifI could come by tomorrow morning before you leave for the golf tournament to discuss 

my schedule with you. Hopefully I’ll see you tomorrow; if not have fun at the golf tournament, and I’ll definitely see you ne~ week 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 22, 2010 12:38 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Relocation of Athletic Business Offices 

TEXT.htm 

All, 
As part of the preparation for Phase [[ of the Kenan Stadium renovation, all functions housed in the old Kenan Field House will have to relocate to other areas. The Athletic 

Business Office is relocating to 216 Finley Golf Course Road on Monday, April 26th. During that time, our systems will be down for most of the day, If you need assistance on 

that date, you can reach me on my cell phone at or Mike Perkins at 

Thank you for your patience during this time, 

Martina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Sunday, 11:52 PM 

~oun@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings, Tutor Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

Tuesday at 9:45 am would work for me if this is slill open. 

Thank~ 

On Sun, 

Ladies, 

at 6:49 PM, Tony Yount <tomwount~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Its time to schedule your weekly meeting with me. 

You can view my calendar at: 
[] [] [] [][]http:!!ical.me.com! ’My%20Schedule 

Find a time that you can meet ruth me each week for 15 minutes that is open on my calendax. The time should be between 9:30 am and 2:30 pm Mort - Thurs, and 

9:30 - noon on Friday. We’ll keep the same appointment time throughout the semester unless one of us has an unusual schedule that week. [] 

Send me a~ emml this evening with the time you’d like to meet. I’ll add them to the calendar on a first-come, first-served basis, so check the calendar just before you 

email me to be sure that your chosen time is still open. I’ll email you back a confirmation and we’ll start meeting this week. 

Plea~ bring with you a copy of your course syllabi for the first meeting. 

TUTOP, ING 

General tutoring sessions: [] The AC is open 7 - 10 Sun - Thursday for study hall and tutoring 

Math - eveD~ night 7 - 10 in room 213 B. 

Writing - eve~’ night 7 - 10 in the writing lab - left side oftbe compnter lab in the AC 

Lmaguages - []Mort - Thurs 7 - 10 [] Mort in room 222, Tues - Thurs - in room 227 

Remember that you need to have 6 hours of study ha~l credit in the computer by noon on Friday. You ca~ earn hours during the day as well by signing in and 

studying in the building. Individual stu@ rooms will be hard "to find in the evenings, but you cm~ go to the other end of the building a~d study in m~y open space. 

Students of’ten sign in and tbrget to sign out. Your hours are lost if you fhil to sign out. Do it the right way. 

I sent emails earlier today to those of you that have tutoring sessions for your specific courses. Those sessions will s~art this week. 

If you need help in a course, let me lmow as soon as possible and we’ll work on getting some help for you. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 

Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From: @aol.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 9:24 AM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: papers 

Attach: 

ok so here are the three papers...thank you’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 12, 2010 4:47 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Athletic Department Staff Tickets (UNC vs. LSU Football - 9/4/10 - Atlanta, GA) 

TEXT.htm 

We are excited to participate in the Chick-I;ll-A Kickoff Football game versus LSU in Atlanta on September 4th. 
If you receive complimentary season football tickets, you are eligible to request up to two (2) complimentary tickets to this event for your personal use. if you need to purchase additional 
tickets, the?" are available at $90 each for lower level or $65 each for upper level. 
To take advantage of this off’er, we ask that you contact the Ticket Office at 962-2296 as soon as possible. Additionally, i:[’you have alrea@ inquired about sta:fftickets, we would ask that you 
call and confirm your order 
You must pick up your tickets in person at the Georgia Dome the night of the game. These complimentary tickets are non-transferrable. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Monday, 5:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: CTOPS and course selection 

TEXTf.httn 

Hi Tony, 

My CTOPS orientation is 

soon! 

My cell phone number is I look forward to talking to you and coming out for orientation.. Talk to you 

--- On Mon, Tony Yount <tonjyount@uncaa une. edu> wrote: 

From: Tony Yount <tons.wount@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Subject: CTOPS and course selection 

To: 
Date: Monday,             11:57 AM 

Ladies, 

I hope you’re really eNoying the end of high school. Please send me the dates of your CTOPS orientation session.. We will need to spend some time together 

betbre that session talking about your academic plans for the thll and the registration process when you get here. Also please send me your cell phone numbers 

so that we can communicate more effectively as the time for your orientation approaches. My office and cell numbers are listed below. Cell is the best number 

to reach me. Please don’t hesitate to call with any questions you have about academics at Carolina. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Advisel; Gymnaslics 
Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 

cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:28 PM 

Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Re: CTOPS and course selection 

TENTf.httn 

Hey Tony! 

[] 

I roll be going to CTOPS registration on 

[] 

Thanks! 

And my cell phone number is Just let me know whenever will be the best time to meet then. 

LJ 

On Mort, 

Ladies, 

at 6:57 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope you’re reoJly enjoying tbe end of high school. Please send me the dates of your CTOPS orientation session. We will need to spend some time together before 

that session talking about your academic plans for the t:all and the registration process when you get here. Also please send Ine your cell phone numbers so that we 

can communicate more effectively as the time for your orientation approaches. My office and cell numbers are listed below. Cell is the bes~t number to reach me. 

Please don’t hesitate to call ruth any questions you have about academics at Carolina. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:13 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: 2010 IWLCA Academic Honor Roll 

FILE.msg 



Did Jenny get this to you,,.if so great if not, here u go. its academic info. 

>>> Lellie Swords <lellie,swords@uc,edu> 6/4/2010 2:00 PM >>> 

This email contains pictures. To view, _c_hLo_£4_s__e____t:!]j_s___[jD__k___= 

Nomir~etio.~s for the 2010 ~VVLCA Acaden~ic Honor Roli ar~4 dae by ~£~..~...:~.0.~.~ Pi~as~ use 
the H~k below to nominate your p~ye~s who qualify for the award, 

h t[p://www.zoom era ng,com/Su rvey/WE B22AQ443 H PU ~ 

cumulative GPA is above a 3.50. T,~assfe~ .students must have served an academic yea, 

~’es~dence ~n order to ~e e~9~Me for 

~ r~o atsderfi.-atbletes meet the 3.50 GPA c~iteda, yot~ may nominate ~p k~ ~WO atude~t-~h~e~ea 

who have at[a~ned junbr, senbr, or 9~’adua~e student atandin9 and have a c~mu~at~ve GPA 

be~wee~ 3 20 a[~d 3,49. 

can submit a~e ~F,~O, For example, you may have one nominee above s 3,5 and one between a 

3.20 and 3 49. Yes may ~e~ have two ~x)mmees betwee~ 3.20 a~d 3.49 ~ 

nominees above a 3~50. 

h~ghest qualifying GPA on your team. 

Piease contact Kin; Christes, Chair of the Academic Awards Committee; if you have any questions 
~egardin{’~ l.he nomination process (kchdsto@drew.edu) 

Kim Clsristos 

.":,"raw Un~w~rs~tv 
973-q08-,3087 off~ce 

973-408- 30~4, fax 

kchristo@drew.edu 

This email was sent to you by Cincinnati, Women’s Lacrosse. If you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this link. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 12:01 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Self-paced 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

Hey Tony! So I’m going to sign up for this                course. I’ll receive cledit hours, which I need and was able to get in touch ruth Jenny and hopefully get 

some ~holarship money for it. This is the class, it’s a CommuniU Health class ( HEEl . She wanted me to tell her all the details but all I have is the website and the 

course info to show her? Does that work do you thi~k. Let me l~ow, thm~k you. 

ht’tp://www.ti-ida~,center.unc .edu/cp’catalog/healtheducafi on.html 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 1:27 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Re: Re: course - ignore 1st forward... 

Attach: ’I~NYI’.httn 

Nevermind, I looked and now see that’s not possible. I’m todng to take a      because its less expensive. It says on student central that I have        honrs but 

credit hours(that’s not including the spanish). With the hour summer class I’m taking plus a hour self paced I should be good at    honrs then right? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:13 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Eligibility Cenler update 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu 

Monday, June 21, 2010 2:37 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Eligibility Center update 

TEXT.htm; Eligibility Center update.msg 

Tony, 

Hi, Maybe you will have better luck than me getting time remaining kids to finish this work, Thanks 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 
vwwv.tarheelblue,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, :1:20 PM 

Cook, Jennifer <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eligibility Center update 

TEXT_:1.htm 

Hi Jen, 
Time for one last push with a couple of your incoming recruits and the Eligibility Center. We’ve got 5 of them completely done with the EC they are 

The other four just need to send in final transcripts with proof of graduation. 

Must send in final transcript with proof of graduation 

Must send in final transcript with proof of graduation 

- Must send in final transcript with proof of graduation 

Must send in final transcript with proof of graduation 
You might also want to remind everyone that they should also send in a final transcript to Admissions instructions should be listed on their web portals with Admissions. 

]nstructions for sending in final transcripts to the Eligibility Center are listed below. [f you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

TO SEND A TRANSCRfPT, send an official, sealed copy to: 

NCAA EI]g]b]lity Center 
Certification Processing 

PO Box 7536 

[ndianapolis, IN 46207 7136 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:13 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:13 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: credit transl~r 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:14 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:14 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:14 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: N! 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 19, 2010 4:12 PM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

hi! 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Hi, Could you tell me again who was on dean’s list, I have acc honor roll for the spring but not the fall,,,,and who had a spa over 3,0 this spring, I’m writing up the newsletter 

and need to get it done this week! THANKS~! 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 

www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:14 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Schedule 

FILE.msg 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:13 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Schedule 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Hi Tony’. 

Hope eve ~r~thing is going well down at Carolina! So we have a chance to change our schedule on August 2nd. I was just wondering if there was anyway I could get 

into                EXSS        . IfI get into this, I would like to also drop the drama class I am in, Drama    ~ ~Vhen I tried to sign up for it originally it saJd it 

was full, but you mentioned that maybe I could squeeze in. ~ It’s something that really interests me and I would love to be in it! Let me know what you think’. 

Thanks! 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 1:47 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@nncaa.nnc.edtr> 

Subject: classes :( 

Attach: TEXTf.httn 

Hi Tow! Solw to bother you if you are s~till on your vacation, Even after drop add, ALL the English    classes are closed and I strongly feel that it’s vital that i get into 
that class based on my potential majors. [~Did I ~ hear you can write a~professor and plead with them to get into their class? What do you think my chances are??? I 
only have hours and I’m freaking out a bit. Thanks! - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:14 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 5, 2010 10:09 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; image001 .gif 

Hi Tony, 

How the heck are you? Just to keep you in the loop, I have sent to see Marilyn Wyrick to confirm 

(and add notes) that with her schedule she will be on track to graduate in December. I always send these kids 

to Marilyn when it gets close to graduation and issues pop up- not that it happens much, ha. We should 

’chill’ together sometime (as my kids put it). 

Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Student Success 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 

and Academic Counseling 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:14 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Yot~r Transfer Credit Evalnalion 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:14 PM 

~yo un@email, unc. edu 

Fwd: Your TmnslEr Credit Evaluation 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:14 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: books question 

FILE.msg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:53 PM 

Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Re: books question 

~.aq0z 

Hey Tony, I was talking to     when we were getting books today and she 

told me something about the "$400" dollar thing. And she told me to just 

check with Jem~y...but     said it didn’t actually mean only getting $400 

dollars...it was just what they were putting on the letters this year. So 

below is what i wrote Jenny and her reslyonse if you want to see and wanted 

to know. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: books question 

Date: Mon,            15:42:58 -0400 
From: "Jem~y Slingluff-Le~y" <~uncMax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To:         ~email.unc.edu> 

- yes- $400 is just the # UNC puts tbr a full books scholarship. It is 

how they figure percentages. 

Jenny 

>~> ~email.unc.edu~" 3:04:14 PM >~> 

Jenny, I have a question in regm~ts to my books scholarship. My letter said 

$400 for books. When I was buying my books today I was with and she 

menlioned that that might not mean anything...that I was still getting fifll 

books paid for. Is that the case for me? Thanks. See you tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:14 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Probation 

FILE.msg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: Probation 

image001.png 

........ Original Message ........ 

Snbject: Probation 

Date: Thu,            10:49:21 -0400 

From: "Demetriou, Cynthid’ <cyndem@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

To:                          @emml.unc.edu> 

the universiF 
of north carolina 

at chapel hill 

office of nndergraduate 

education 

campus box 3504 t (919) 843-7773 

steele building f(919) 843-6557 

chapel hill, nc 27599-3504 

[cid:image001.png@01CB3AOC.05988010] 

Your appeal for academic probation has been granted. This request has been 

granted probation for one semester only. The probation~Q" status is valid 

only in the specific semester for which it is gr~lted. If yon mthdraw from 

or do not enroll in the fall semester, you will have to re-petition 

the appeals committee. 

All students on academic probation mufft go to 
www.studemsuccess.unc.edu<http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu/> as soon as 

possible a~d tbllow these s~teps: 

1. Complete the Self-Assessment. 

2. Complete the online Student Success Setnin~r. 

3. Sign the Probation Contract at tile end of the seminar. 

4. Make an appointment with an academic 

advisor<http://advising.unc.edu,’advising/scheduleanappt>. 

* All s~mdents on probation are expected to meet with an academic 

advisor at least 2 times during the ~mester to discuss their progress 

towards returning to good standing. 

* You must make an aptx~intment using the online appointment 

sche&tler: http://advi sing .unc.e&,/ 

* Walk-in appointments cannot be used to fulfill the probation 

requirements. 

* You mus~t bring the completed Self-Assessment a~ld the signed 

Probation Contract to the Ineeting with the advisor. 

***If you do not complete ALL of the probation steps above, a "stop" will 

be placed on your account preventing you from registering for future 



courses.*** 

If you have been on probation in a prior term, you still must complete the 

steps listed above. 

In addition to these ffteps, it is highly recommended that you sign up for 

the Bounce Back program. Bounce Back is a semester-long program that meets 

on a weekly-basis in a group setting to foster resiliency, scholastic and 

personal skills. To register for Bounce Back email Dr. Schmitz-Sciborski 

at schmilzs~email.unc.edu<ma~lto: schmilzs~email.unc.edu~. 

Your probationary term of enrolhnent at UNC-Cha~I tlill is cri’dcal in 

determining your academic thture. It is a one semester opportuni~ to 

return to good academic standing. You must earn a cumulative GPA of at 

least 2.0 and meet the credit hour requirements outlined below by the end 

of the semester. Caxefully review the requirements for good academic 

staaading. 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to your 

success~ Go to 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http://~vw.studentsuccess.unc.edu/> as soon as 

possible to start t~king the steps necessary to return to good academic 
standing’. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia De~netriou 

Retention Coordinator 

Requirements lbr Good Standing 

A 2.000 cumulative UNC-Chapel Hill grade-point average and the tbllowing 

number of academic selnester credit hours passed: 

9 academic hours to enter a second semester 

24 academic hours to enter a third semester (30 hours is recommended) 
36 academic hours to enter a fourth semester 

51 academic hours to enter a fifth semester (60 hours is recommended) 

63 academic hours to enter a sixth semester 

78 academic hours to enter a seventh semester (90 hours is recommended) 
93 academic hours to enter an eighth semester 

Special permission of the dean to enter a ninth semester 

Cynthia De~netriou 

Retention Coordinator 
Office of Undergraduate Education 

UNC Chapel Hill 

3008 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

(919) 843-5015 

w~’.studentsuccess, unc.edu<http://www.stadentsuccess, unc.edu> 

w~’.tirstgeneration.unc.edu<http:i/www.iirstgeneration.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:14 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Classes 

FILE.msg 



From: ~gmaikcom> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:41 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyount@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Classes 

A~tach: TE2xTf .httn 

Tony, 

I meant to talk to you earlier today, but I wanted to let you lalow that I am thinking about dropping Spanish Since I do not believe it is a pre requisite for the 

Bnsiness School and I feel like I would need to take Spanish    first, I think it would just be too much this semester. I also wanted to double check that I can drop it 

though betbre Monday and that I tbr sure ~ldo not need the credit to enter in the Business School? 

I was also []wondering abx)ut stud?¢ hail? I thought at study hall each week there would be a math tutor there for us to use if we needed it, Nit I am not sure when it 

starts and where we are meeting tbr sure because I have more math classes in my schedule 7land I already have a t~w questions on the homework. Thank you for your 

help, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Youut <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:15 PM 

~youn@ema~l.uuc.edu 

Fwd: Your Tr~s~r Credit F,v~J uation 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:16 AM 

Tony Yount <tons~youn@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: Your Transt~r Credit Evaluation 

NC AD UK7.ht~n; NC AD UK8.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Your Trmasfer Credit Evaluation 

Date: Wed,            00:27:54 -0400 (EDT) 

From: unchel~admissions.unc.edu 

To:       ~email.unc.edu 

RTF Template 

Dear 

Thank you for submitting your transcript for transfer course credit. ~ In 

accol~lmlce witla University policy, you are eligible to receive the 

following credit: 

EXTERNAL COURSE 

GI~DE 

UNC CREDIT 

TRANSFERRABLE HOURS 

COMMENTS 

Accepted 

SPAN: 

SPAN 

Accepted 

SPAN 

SPAN 

For additional information, please see the attached Transfer Credit Guide 

or go to 

http:L,’www.admissions.unc.edu/Apply/Tmnsfer Student~’Tmnsfer Credit Guide.pdf 

[2]. ~; The University reserves the right to correct course credit awaJcds in 

the event of an error. ~; If you have any question~ please let us know. 

Sincerely, 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 



Links: 

[1 ] http://www.admissions.unc.edu/ 
[2] 
http:/Twww.admissions.unc.edwApply/Tmnsfer Smdent~’Trm~sfer Credit Guide.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:15 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Fwd: Probation and 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~:uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:15 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Syllabt~s 

FILE.msg 



From: ~gmaikcom> 

Sent: Saturday, 7:24 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Syllabus 

A~tach: STOR    Syllabus.pdf 

Tony, 

I have attached the syllabus for each of my classes. Tha~ks. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Youut <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:15 PM 

~youn@ema~l.uuc.edu 

Fwd: Your Tr~s~r Credit F,v~J uation 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:15 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: inlbrmalion 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 

@email.unc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

Demail.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu 

5:54 PM 

~emaiLunc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

~emaiLunc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Demai[.unc.edu; 

Demail.unc.edu; 

Demail.unc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

~)email.unc.edu; 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

Demai[.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

Demail.unc.edu: 

~)email.unc.edu; 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Slingluff-Levy 

< uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

information 

TEXT.htm; .xlsx; shoppinglist lO.docx 

@emaiLunc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 

Girls, 
Hi, Here is the information! Please read over both attachments and please email or call me if you have any questions! 

Jenn Cook 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
Carmichael Auditorium 
210 South Rd, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 
www, tarheelblue,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:15 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Top Junior 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:15 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FILE.msg 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:13 PM 

To: ~)veriz°n.neb~; 

Sub.iet-t: Fw: Follow-up 

A~tacl~: ATT00001 ..c 

~sabres~stems.com2; Tony Yount <ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Sent from my Vefizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Kessler, Jim" <jim kessle@nnc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 15:48:06 

To: ~email.unc.edn~ 

Subject: Follow-up 

- he committee did consider your information this morning and were supportive. The attached letter is begin sent to you campus address. If you ha~’e 

any questions, please feel tree to contact me. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 115302bytes; 
Attachment Link: ht~tp:/,archi~e02.uncaa.unc.edu/3786d16ed3ae38589ec2t86891 d4dca5 

File Name: docx 

Expi~ Date: Tue, 14:13:02 -0500 

Size: 115302bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:16 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 9:22 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: 

TEXT.htm; RE_ .msg 

Hi Tony, 
If you can follow this trail let me know which option will be best. 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 

em!~’ons~u ncaaou nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:16 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Ram Rules #2: Extra Benefit~/Prel~rentia] Treatment PI,EASE READ 

FILE.msg 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 7, 20:10:12:07 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Ram Rules #2: Extra Benefits/Preferential Treatment PLEASE READ 

All, 
See below for a Ram Rules that was sent out to our student athletes today. Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > "Dick Baddour" <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu > :10/7/2010:1:1:57 AM > > > 

This Email Was Sent: From Universit:y of Nort:h Carolina. 

If you cannot: view t:he images in t:his email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

The Ram Rules 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Vol X * No. 2 * October 7, 2010 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Carolina student athletes about NCAA rules. As a UNC student athlete, it is YOUR responsibility to review the contained 

information to preserve your eligibility to participate in intercollegiate athletics. 

Dear UNC Student Athletes, 

There are several well defined ways in which student athletes can jeopardize their eligibility under NCAA guidelines: 

1) Accept payment for athletics skills 

2) Accept a promise of payrnent for athletic abilities 

3) Sign a professional contract 

4) Receive a salary from a sports organization 

5) Compete on a professional team 

6) Enter a professional draft (outside of the manner permitted by NCAA legislation in some sports) 

7) Enter into an agreement (either verbal or written) with, or accept benefits from, an agent or financial advisor 

Along with these very clear violations of NCAA legislation, however, there are other ways to violate the principles of amateurism that could very well seem ambiguous to 

student athletes. One such way is through the receipt of what the NCAA calls "extra benefits" or "preferential treatment". 

Extra benefits are benefits that student athletes receive from either an institutional staff member or a booster of the institution. If you recall, we speak about extra benefits at 

length during our team meetings at the beginning of the year. The important thing to remember is that you cannot receive benefits from anyone, including staff members or 

boosters, if they are not explicitly allowed for in NCAA legislation. Essentially, with regard to boosters, the only thing you can receive are occasional meals provided by a 

booster either on campus or at the booster’s home. Even in these cases, the booster and the student athlete should make sure that the coaching and Compliance Office 

staffs have approved the meal in advance. 

Even more difficult to define are benefits received from other individuals who are not necessarily boosters of the institution. The NCAA defines "preferential treatment" as 

any benefits that are received as a result of the individual’s athletics reputation, skill, or pay back potential as a professional athlete. Therefore, the origin and length of a 

relationship is important when determining whether or not a student athlete can receive benefits through the relationship, as is the pattern of benefits that has been 

established throughout the relationship. 

Maybe an example would help to explain this better, particularly with regard to benefits you might receive from former teammates or individuals you meet through your 

participation in athletics at UNC, 

Jim is a student athlete at UNC. He and Sam, a former teammate, were best friends whiie at UNC together. They would often go out to eat together and take turns paying the 

bill and picking up the parking tab. Sam has since graduated, but Jim is stiil at UNC, in his senior year. Sam is now a professionai athiete, but sometimes is abie to return to 

Chapel Hili to visit. When he does, Sam and Jim will occasionaliy go out to eat at their favorite restaurants from their college days together. Since Sam is a professional 

athlete, he is more financiaily stable and almost always picks up the tab for these meals. 

Because Jim and Sam have a his[ory of paying for meals for each o[her during their time together in college, it is line for that relationship [o continue in ~he same manner 



aftel Sam leaves UNC. However, it wouid riot be permissible fol Sam to start providing Jim with other benefits, like gifts, cash, or transportation expenses to assist Jim dudng 

his iast year of coiJege, because Ehele is no pattern of Ehese sorts of benefits being provided by Sam to Jim during their coiJege days together. 

This same basis for determination must be used to evaluate any benefit that you receive from anyone! If the relationship began because of your status as a UNC student 

athlete, it is likely that you are not permitted to receive any benefits from that individual. For example, you should not receive any benefits from an UNC alumnus/former 

player in your sport with whom you never were teammates, as the NCAA would deem this as a relationship that developed solely because of your status as a UNC student 

athlete and, thus, any benefit from this individual would be impermissible, 

We know that this information can be very confusing and, in a lot of cases, will not be clear to the situation in which you find yourself. Therefore, our biggest message to 

you is that prior to receiving ANY benefits from anyone other than your family members, you should always talk with the Compliance staff and your coaches to 

make sure it is okay per NCAA regulations. 

As we often say to you during our team meetings, "It is better to ask for permission than for forgiveness," and "Do the right thing, even when you think no one is watching." 

Remember to ask before you act! 

The Ram Rules Bottom Line: 

It is your responsibility to understand NCAA and UNC rules. You can find all UNC Department of Athletics’ policies and other NCAA resources at 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/coml~liance/unc-compliance.htmL Please contact the Compliance Office (919-962-6000) if you have any questions about extra benefit or 

preferential treatment regulations. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: a quick heads up 

TEXT.htm 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > @email.unc.edu> 9:05 AM > > > 
Beth, 
I’ve been meaning to give you a quick heads up on something. I was at a meeting a week ago with other English 
instructors, and one of the instructors was complaining about an email sent to her by a coach from the 

team that was interpreted as an attempt to pressure her (the instructor) to give a certain female student-athlete 
a passing grade because that athlete is failing classes. The instructor said, "Why is this coach contacting me as opposed 
to the tutors? Why is the fact that this student is failing her classes myproblem? The intent of this email must be to 
pressure me to help make this athlete academically elligible." 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:16 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Nike Shoe Time 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:16 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Nike shoe question 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Pardsh <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 12, 2010 8:20 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Nike shoe question 

TEXT.htm 

doesnt matter one bit... 

UNIVERSIFY OF NORfH CAROLINA 
ASSI DIRE{-2[OR OF ~ICKEI OPERAIIONS 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu > 10/11/2010 8:31 PM > > > 

Shane, 

Can I use my order to get a pair for my sister instead of me? 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:16 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Course Syllabus 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:16 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Deadlines Sp~ng regislration 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Evelyn Brown < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 12, 2010 3:12 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

Re: Deadline~ Spring regislmtion 

’IEXTf.htm 

Think you meant to send this to someone else ...................... ~ Evel>n 

On Tue, Oct 12, 2010 at 2:45 PM, ToW Yount <ton’~5~onn ,~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
Ladies, 

1 [1 ~]--- ~] ~; Drop Deadline, and declaring a class PasgD/Fail deadline is October 18. Both procedures start in Steele Building. Lines are likely to be long next 
Mondw. Do~ft drop a course or declare pasgD/l?ail without checking with me tirst. 

2 [] ~--- ~ []Regislration dates for the spring semester are as follows: 

Registration begins according to Registration Schedule for Graduate, Professional and Undergraduates with 8 and more terms in Tuesday, November 2, 2010 
residence. 

Registration begins for Undergraduates with 6 terms in residence. Thursday, November 4, 2010 

Registration begins for Undergraduates with 4 terms in residence. Nonday, November 8, 2010 

Registration begins for Undergraduates with 2 terms in residence. Wednesday, November 10, 
2010 

You should begin working on your shopping carts in advance of that registration date. My Tuesday and Thursday morning schedules are light, if you want to come in and 
take a look at your worksheet and talk about classes for the spring. I will also normally be in on either Tues, or Wed evenings until registration is over. Text me first to see 
which night. This week, I’ll be in tonight. 

Over fall break, I will also be in the office Thursday and Friday mornings and early afternoons with no appointments scheduled so that we can work on your schedules. 
Please take advantage of those times. 

If you are graduating in May, remember that you must apply for graduation at the beginning of the spring semester. If you are a senior and you are underloading in the 
spring, please register for 12 hours and drop AFTER the underload form has been approved and delivered to Compliance during the first week of class in the spring.@ 



From: Tony Yount <ton~ount~:uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:16 PM 

To: ~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: Re: 

Attach: FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:16 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: [comm] UNC Passport Drive 

FILE.msg 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 26, 2010 1:33 PM 

- Everyone <- Eve~one@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: [comm] UNC Passport Drive 

TEXI’.htm 

If anyone needs a passport, here’s a good opportuniW to get one. 

Happy travels! 

Lee 

>>> "Seow, Susin" <susin.seow@unc.edu> 10/26,/2010 12:11 PM >>> 
Hello all, 

UNC Global is sponsoring UNC’s annual "Get-A-Passport Drive" on November 17 and 18, where we bring together officials from the U.S. Department of State and a 

photographer for one-stop passport shopping. This event is open to students, faculty, staff and their families, and we have had tremendous response in the past - 

over 1,000 people have applied or renewed their passports during the event. Details about the event can be found at http://global:unc.edu/passportdrive. I have 

also attached a flyer 

with information to this email. 

I would greatly appreciate it, yet again, if you could help us publicize the event by sending this information to any listserv your unit maintains or by putting the info 

on your website. Please let me know if you have any questions or need more information. 

Thanks, 

Melissa 

Melissa McMurray 

Special Assistant for UNC Global 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

FedEx Global Education Center, CB#5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19-962-5374 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<?’ul> 

co~nm as: <ca hre~"mailto:lsnyde@uncaa.unc.edu">lsnyde@uncaa.unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

e~nail to <a hre~"mailto:leave- 27984309- 3967851.200e93c2M74723ab0a8 f426de776f9e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-27984309- 

3967851.200e93c2b474723ab0a8f426de776f9e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: Tony Yount <ton~ount~:uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:16 PM 

To: ~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: Re: 

Attach: FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:16 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Men’s Basketball Sea~n Tickets 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:16 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Nike Shoes are Here’. 

FILE.msg 



Frol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Shane Pardsh <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 3:07 PM 

Shane Pardsh <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Nike Shoes are Here! 

if you are receiving this email, your Nike shoes have arrived. Due to limited quantities at Nike, we were unable to get the shoes your selected. We were able to get you a 

different pair of shoes, Shoes can be picked up at the Ticket Office now, You may pick up shoes for other people in your office if you would like, 

Thanks, 
B, S~A~V~ PARRZSH 
UNP,/ERS~]~’ OF NORTH ¢2ARO[INA 

ASST. D~RECTOR OF I~CKET OPERATIONS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Practice tomorrow/Final 4 Itinerary 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:00 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Practice tomorrow/Final 4 Itinerary 

TEXT. htm 

Morning Tony, 
Just in case Xan didn’t get my email. Blackberries have been acting up:-) 

See you soon. 

%i K .... Shelton - Head Coach-Carolina Field Hockey 

>>> xan funk @gmail.com> :[2:23 PM >>> 
Hi Heels, 
Congrats on making it to the Final 4! I’m so excited for the week you have ahead of you..., embrace it. I’ve attached the itinerar!; all 28 of you will be traveling, but 

will not be on the bench for the game(s). We will have a light practice tomorrow starting at 2, not :[, and should be done by 3. Also, 
Wednesday practice will start at :[2:30 to make sure we are done in time to depart at 3. Make sure you are getting ahead with your work since you will miss class Thursday and 
Friday. Hope you are having a nice day off and T’II see you tomorrow! 
Xan 

Fina141tinerary.docx £q;I1; 12:2~;:34 0500 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FILE.msg 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <Dgelin@uncaa.unc.edn> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 9:00 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.nnc.edtv~ 

Fwd: U2xlC photos t?om today? 

FILE.msg 

Hi Tony, 

Any chance you can send Anna Katherine a couple of pics for Espn.com? 

Could you please text me at 919-455-8289 and let me know? 

Thanks, 

Dana 

Dana Gelin 

Associate Director of Athletic Commtmications 
U nive~ity of North Cmolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@nncaa.tmc.edu 

w~-.tarheelNue .corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FILE.msg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~:uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: if you insisL. 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FILE.msg 



<div>Tony,<!div> 

<div> <idiv> 

<div>Thank you so much for all the helpful information. I looked into fitting the 

Economics class into my schedule and I enrolled in the online course 

through           The course name is ECON I am also looking to 

take a    hour Geology class online during the first summer term this year and it does 

include the one hour lab credit. The course name is GEOL I just 

wanted to double check that both of these courses were correct before I get too far 

into them. Also, about the second semester of English when am I supposed to bring 

the copy of the syllabus and contact information? And I have not had a foreign language 

in a long time, so I was wondering if I should I try to study for the placement test to 

get a better score or should I just take it and see where I&#39;m at? I really 

appreciate all your help with these classes and I look forward to continue working with 

you! Thank you again, </div> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Spring Online Courts 

FILE.msg 



Tony, 

is taking PSYC    online, not PHIL ? 

Amy 

> > > "McDonnell, Carol B" <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu ) 2:04 PM > > > 
Amy, 
I have not seen that anyone responded yet. As far as the prepayment, I think if students are covered under documented financial aid, there should not be prepayment. I don’t 
know anything about these two and their aid. 
But,           is already registered for her course but it’s not Phil , it’s Psyc 

has not registered at all. She already has :[6 hours on her schedule for spring and she cannot add anything else at this point. Maybe she does not realize that she has 
to apply at the Friday Center site for the online course. 

From: Amy Herman [ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday,                :[:[:39 AM 
To; McDonnell, Carol B; Gregory, Cassandra B; Jackie Copeland; Cashion, Jody W 
Subject; Spring Online Courses 

I’m not exactly sure whom I need to notif7 about spring online courses tbr which Athletics will be paying, so rra sending this to all 4 of yo!! If you c~ give rae more 

specific inslructions, I’d be happy to leave out those of you that might not need to know! 

So far. we have 2 student-athletes for whom we’ll pay for an oNine course. See below. 

: PHIL 

COMM 

IfI understand correctly, these charges roll be paid for out of your shop, right. Cassandra? And there is no longer a need for pre-payment by the s~mdeuts? So students 

cm~ register without having advance permission [i-om us, right? 

Please correct a~y of the above intbrmation if it is inaccurate, m~d feel ti-ee to provide additional clarification to an,vthing, as well. Thanks tbr your help! 

Amy 

Assistant All) for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

ai schae@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: incoming meetings 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 5:44 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

incoming meetings 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Hi, Can you meet with the incoming freshman after the basketball game on Saturday? I just realized some kids don’t get in until around 12, Also can you meet with 2012 

recruit on friday around 2? Thanks a bunch! 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 

www, tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount@~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: incoming meetings 

FILE.msg 



Tony, 

Hi! Could you meet the 2012 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 
www.tarheelblue,com 

at 11:00 at Carmichael on Saturday and then meet all the freshman on Sunday at 117 Let me know if that works for you. Thanks! 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu > 11/30/2010 5:56 PM > > > 
I’rn actually 0 2 on those two times, I have family meeting me at the game and plans afterward for Saturday afternoon and dinner. But they aren’t staying on Sunday, Will the 

incomings be here Sunday morning, or at least those that aren’t getting in until noon and I could still meet with those who are here Saturday morning. And I have a car 

appointment in Cary at 2 on Friday and will need to leave CH around 1. Will she still be here Saturday morning? 

Sorry to be so troublesome. I’ll all yours Friday, Saturday, Sunday mornings, but Fd and Sat afternoons won’t work. 

Tony 

On Nov 30, 2010, at 5:43 PM, Jennifer Cook wrote: 

Tony, 

Hi, Can you meet with the incoming freshman after the basketball game on Saturday? I just realized sorne kids don’t get in until around 12, Also can you 
meet with 2012 recruit on friday around 2? Thanks a bunch! 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Auditorium 

210 South Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919 962 6682 

fax: 919 843 8175 
~rvv.ta rheel bl u e.co m 

<Mail Attachment.bmp> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:46 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy 

< s b ma Ioy@ u ncaa. u n¢.ed u > 

Re: - New information 

TEXT.htm 

I guess I would be okay with either B or C... B would be great, but I know that would get in the way of golf 

tremendously, and i’m not sure that’s fair for 

So C would be fine from our perspective, although you should at least discuss the possibility of B. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ladies, 

11:26 AM > > > 

Unexpectedly, and contrary to what I was told by the registrar’s office on Monday, the summer     schedule is now 

available on Connect Carolina. Coach Mann and I are meeting with        at 1:30 this afternoon to talk about options. 

Now that we have determined that maintaining a 100% APR is the top priority here, and with summer school schedules 

available, here are          options as I see them. 

A. Graduate on time in May (missing 3 days of practice each week) 

B. Graduate in Summer, taking JOMC         on          this spring and.         during first session summer 

school (missing 2 days of practice each week, and NCAA final golf tournament, if we make it) JOMC is only offered 

first session this summer. 

C. Graduate in Dec     taking JOMC 

courses that she needs after JOMC 

to graduate. 

Tony 

this spring to maintain APR (misses Friday practices each day). The other 2 

are not available in Summer school and she would take 6 JOMC hours in fall 

On ,, at 3:10 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

From my perspective, everything in the attached email is still accurate. We know she will knock out 1 of 
the 3 JOMC courses during the spring, if she can get another one during summer, she needs to. if it’s 

not possible, then we will pay for a max of 6 hours in the fall. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 

Hi Jan, 

2:53 PM > > > 



I talked with Amy about          9th semester. From her perspective, she would not require her to 

take more than 1 JOMC course and I degree applicable elective course in Spring      But in addition to 

this, she would require that she make every attempt to take another course in Summer School in order to 
pay her tuition in Fall She would prefer to pay for 3 hours instead of 6. So the summer school 

requirement still exists regardless of whether she takes a JOMC class this Spring or not. Amy, feel free to 

chime in if necessary. 

I hope this information is helpful for your meeting with 

think ahead so far without a summer schedule to look at. 

tomorrow. Obviously you can only 

Let me know what you decide. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: "Amy Herman" <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: 7:28:32 PM EST 
To: - @email.unc.edu 
Cc: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Larry Gallo" 
<athga/Io@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Beth Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Jan 
Mann" <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tony Yount" 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re:                 9th Semester 

I have reviewed your proposal with the department administration. Here is what we’ve come up with as a 

plan moving forward, taking into account our scholarship budgetary concerns, your desire to enhance 

your academic experience through an internship, as well as the time demands placed on you as a 

member of our golf team. 

1) When summer school schedules are released, you will need to work with Tony to see if any of the 

Journalism courses are available during first or second session. Ideally, there will be at least one second 

session, so that it won’t possibly interfere with golf. However, if the only course is offered first session, 

we would advise you to go ahead and register for it, wait to see how your golf season plays out, and then 

drop the course by the required drop date if golf carries into the session. You should enroll in and 

complete as many of these three courses durinq summer school as the course schedule and qolf 
schedule allow. 

2) Provided you successfully enroll in and complete any available summer courses, we will provide you a 

full grant-in-aid to complete the remaining courses in the fall. However, alonq with your 

room/board/books, we will only pay the tuition and fees for the remaininq required courses. So, for 
example, if that is 6 hours, then you will be required to be in an underload of only 6 hours to receive 



scholarship. If, for some reason, you were to choose to take additional elective courses that are not 

required, you would be responsible for the resulting additional tuition and fees costs. 

Fm hopeful this makes sense. Please let me know if it does not. When summer schedules are released, 

please work diligently with Tony to determine what a possible plan might be, with contingencies in place 

for if your golf season extends into first session. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Fwd: 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: grad school 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Kym N. Orr" <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 30, 2010 10:04 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

To set the tone for your day .... 

To set the tone for your day .... 

Deep Thoughts (by Jack Handey) 

If you ever drop your keys into a river of molten lava, let’em go, 

because, man, they’re gone. 

To me, it’s a good idea to always carry two sacks of something when 

you walk around. That way, if anybody says, "Hey, can you give me a 

hand?" You can say, "Sorry, got these sacks." 

One thing kids like is to be tricked. For instance, [ was going 

to take my nephew to Disneyland, but instead [ drove him to an old 

burned-out warehouse. "Oh no,"[ said, "Disneyland burned down." 

He cried and cried, but [ think that deep down he thought it was a 

pretty good joke. [ started to drive over to the real Disneyland, 

but it was getting pretty late. 

The face of a child can say it all, especially the mouth part of the 

face. 

To me, boxing is like a ballet, except there’s no music, no 

choreography and the dancers hit each other. 

Probably the earliest fly swatters were nothing more than some sort 
of striking surface attached to the end of a long stick. 

I think a good gift for the President would be a chocolate revolver. 
And since he’s so busy, you’d probably have to run up to him real quick 

and hand it to him. 

it’s easy to sit there and say you’d like to have more money. And I 
guess that’s what [ like about it. it’s easy. Just sitting there, 

rocking back and forth, wanting that money. 



can picture in my mind a world without war, a world without hate. And 

can picture us attacking that world, because they’d never expect it. 

What is it about a beautiful sunny afternoon, with the birds singing 
and the wind rustling through the leaves, that makes you want to get 

drunk? 

And after you’re real drunk, maybe go down to the public park and 

stagger around and ask people for money, and then lay down and go to 

sleep. 

[f [ ever get real rich, [ hope [’m not real mean to poor people, 

like [ am now. 

When [ found the skull in the woods, the first thing [ did was call the 
police. But then [ got curious about it. [ picked it up, and started 

wondering who this person was, and why he had deer horns. 

[ remember how my great-uncle Jerry would sit on the porch and whittle 
all day long. Once he whittled me a toy boat out of a larger toy boat 

[ had. [t was just as good as the first one, except now it had bumpy 

whittle marks all over it. And no paint, because he had whittled off 
the paint. 

If your friend is already dead, and being eaten by vultures, [ think 

it’s okay to feed some bits of your friend to one of the vultures, to 
teach him to do some tricks. But only if you’re serious about adopting 

the vulture. 

Broken promises don’t upset me. [just think, why did they believe me? 

If you ever crawl inside an old hollow log and go to sleep, and while 

you’re in there some guys come and seal up both ends and then put it 
on a truck and take it to another city, boy, [ don’t know what to tell 

you. 

I’d like to see a nature film where an eagle swoops down and pulls a 
fish out of a lake, and then maybe he’s flying along, low to the ground, 

and the fish pulls a worm out of the ground. Now that’s a documentary. 

Somebody told me how frightening it was how much topsoil we are losing 
each year, but [ told that story around the campfire and nobody got 

scared. 

[ think a good product would be "Baby Duck Hat." It’s a fake baby 
duck, which you strap on top of your head. Then you go swimming 

underwater until you find a mommy duck and her babies, and you join 

them. Then all of the sudden, you stand up out of the water and roar 
like Godzilla. Man those ducks really take of!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 3, 2011 11:58 AM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Spring semester 

TEXT.htm; Re_ Spring semester.msg 

Hi Tony, 
Did also make Dean’s List? 

%:i Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 



Hey Coach! 

I hope yon enjoyed the Holidays! 

I believe I made Dean’s List. I got a and took hours. I am not sum what the requirement is. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 10:08 AM, "Karen Shelton" <kcs,~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Happy New Year Tar Heels! 

I hope eve~one had a wondefl’ul Holiday. A little down time, especially with family, is always therapeutic. Now that the batteries are recharged, I wanted 

to provide ~)me nsefnl intbrmation as we begin a new semester. 

First and foremost, congratulations on a strong t~11 semester in the classroom! While I know we can still do better, we averaged above a 3.0 GPA tbr the 
second consecutive semester. Special recognition goes to the seven who achieved Dean’s List s~atus: 

!! Additionally, seven more are on track for ACC Honor Role. Those 

include: Well done Heels! 

Weight room work outs will begin on Wednesday at 1 PM. Please report to Eddie Smith Fieldhouse. Practice will begin on Friday 
Please meet at the Henry Stadium Team Meeting room at 1 PIvl. We will first have an academic meeting with Tony Yount, followed by a full scrimmage 

to s~art the new year. Onr first four practices will be outside, weather permitting. We will be limited to only two hours of      per week until 

7 AM workouts, for those that have been ~ssigned, will begin Monday morning          For anyone who misses, or is late, the entire team roll have a 7 

AM workout the next day. If mayone misses, or is late, a second time, the entire team will have 7 AIVl workouts for a week. If it happens again, the eight 

S-A’s assigned will be suspended l]com practice. I trust ptmishinents won’t be necessa~. 

I will be ont of town t?om Please contact Gra~t if you have any questions as you retain to campus. Good luck to our U-21 Team members in 

training camp, and wish well as she trains with the I am prond to have you representing us:-) 

Again, Happy New Year! I~s a new beginning m~d we have a special group. Let’s work to maJ~e this yeax better than the last. Finishing second shonld be 

a great motivator! Go Heels! 

Coach 

<mmae- attachment> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Ram Rules #3 - Apparel, Awards, and Extra Benefits PLEASE READ 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:18 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Fwd: class check 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:18 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: ? uttS?B ?VU 1 hc3MgR3 JI~7,ItVhdGUgU2Nob29sIHJlZmVyZW5jZSByZXF 1ZXN0? 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:18 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Study H~Jl Hours 

FILE.msg 



Hi Tony, 
was suspended from practice on Monday and was given a firm warning for not completing study hall requirements. I would expect that we will have no more 

trouble with people not completing their study hall hours or using the age old excuse of forgetting to sign out! 
How are you feeling? 
Karen 

~:i Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 10:37 PM > > > 
Coach, 

has earned 4- hours and .t2 minutes of study hall time this week. Added to the hour she got last week. She is at 5 hours and 12 minutes for the 2 week period, needing 
another 2 hours and 48 minutes to complete the hours due this week. She has 3 more days to do that. 

She has made up the hours that she missed last week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:18 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Fw: .. hooray! 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:18 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: 2010 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Awaxd Nominations 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 1:47 PM 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa,unc,edu> 

Fwd: 2010 Gladiator by SG[ / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award 
Nominations 

TEXT.htm; 2010 Gladiator by SGT _ NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award 
Nominations.msg 

Hi Tony, 
Will you fill this in and submit? 
Let me know if you don’t have time. 
Thanks! Go Heels! 
Karen 

:~i Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Je~mifer Goodrich" <executivedirector@nthca.org> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 12:30 PM 

2010 Gladiator by SGI / NFt tCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Awaxd Nomiuatious 

TEXT 1.htm 

REMINDER * REMINDER * REMINDER 
The online nomination system for the 2010 61adiator by $61 / NFI-ICA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award is live and ready to 

accept your nominations! You can access the online system by clicking on the link posted below or by visiting the ’10 Nomination Forms page of the NFHCA 

website. 

http:iin fhca.vir tualroster.comiCollegeAcademicSquad 

An instruction screen will appear once you have logged onto the system. 

Nominations must be completed and submitted by 5:00 p,m, (ESTI on Wednesdayt February I6th. The online system will not accept nominations after this 

deadline. 

Questions? Contact the NFHCA Office at executivedirector@nfhcmorg. 

Je~i[er Goodrich 

NFHCA Executive Director 
P O Box 13289 
Chandler AZ 85248 
Office: 480-895-5751 
Cell: 
Fax: 480-895-5818 
www.nfhca.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:18 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: CTOPS registration 

FILE.msg 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Cook < cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, March 3, 2011 12:28 PM 

Alisa Rawls Minshal[ <araw[s@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cookie Carr <ckristen@emai[.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

laurie holman.              Dgmail.com >; Laurie Holman < Iholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Gisselman 

< mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson <sdha[verson@uncaa.unc.edu > ~emai[.unc.edu >; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Lew <uncw[ax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]tin for UPenn 

TEXT.htm; UPenn [tin.pdf 

Hi Everyone, 
Attached is our UPenn itinerary. Have a great day! 

Jenn Cool< 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
Carmichael Auditorium 
210 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919 962 6682 
fax: 919 843 8175 
wvcw.tarheelblue.com 



All, 
Please see below for a "Ram Rules" email that was sent to our student athletes. Remember, as Department of Athletics’ staff members, each of you is bound by this 

legislation, as well. Please let us know if you have any questions about this. 

Don’t bet on it! 

Thanks, and GO HEELS! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~i schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Dick Baddour" <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 3/:17/20:1:1 9:30 AM >>> 
This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL:{CK HERE. 

The Ram Rules 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Vol. X * No. 4 * March 17, 2011 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Carolina student athletes about NCAA rules. As a UNC student athlete, it is YOUR responsibility to review the contained 

information to preserve your eligibility to participate in intercollegiate athletics. 

With the NCAA basketball tournaments beginning, please remember that NCAA regulations prohibit athletics department staff members, student athletes, and other 

individuals associated with intercollegiate athletics (e.g., Chancellors, Faculty Athletics Representatives) from participating in any gambling activities. This precludes your 

participation in NCAA Tournament Bracket Pools, even if the cost is minimal (e.g., $5.00 pools). If there is ANY entry fee for you to participate an~d the opportunity to 

potentially win cash or a prize at the end, your participation would violate NCAA rules and subject you to penalties, which could include losing your eligibility to participate in 

intercollegiate athletics! 

Please note that this prohibition does not apply to contests held by certain websites (e.g., www.espn.com), which has a bracket contest that is free of charge. Since there is no 

fee associated with this contest, it would be permissible for you to participate, even though there is time opportunity for a prize at the end. 

We ask that you take approximately 15 minutes to view the video found at the below website. This video was created by the NCAA in an effort to further educate student 

athletes on the perils of gambling. 

http://dontbetonit.org/ 

As you know, the Department of Athletics takes a strong stance against gambling. Please do not take this regulation lightly. 

Thanks for your attention to this matter. Please contact time Compliance Office (962 6000) if you have any questions. 

Dick Baddour 

Director of Athletics 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:19 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Head Count tbr Saturday Reminder 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 11:26 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: FW: Note for advising of CS majors/minors... 

TEXT.htm; FW_ Note for advising of CS majors_minors....msg 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

we~bom~ uncaa.unc.edu 
www.ta~heelblue~com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hodges, Amanda Ruth" <ahodges@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 11:24 AM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Note for advising of CS majors/minors... 

Mime.822 1 

I’m not sure how many other Comp. Science majors / minors you might have in addition to 
case, here’s some info about a couple courses for the major/minor. 

Amanda 

but just in 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Sent: Friday, 9:53 AM 
To: Shuster, Elizabeth O; Caldwell, Andrea L; Harvey, Matthew North; Hodges, Amanda Ruth; Howard, Sarah 
J; Jahn, Michael S; McQueen Earhart, Laura; Nelson, Sarah Beth; Nunn, Charlotte; Wyrick, Marilyn J; Collins, 
Marcus L; Hogan, Kelly A; Jordan, Elizabeth A; Page, Julie; Renner, Joy J; Austell, Todd L 
Subject: RE: Note for advising of CS majors/minors... 

Dear NSM, 
A student noticed that this course is listed as variable credit, but I have confirmed w/Dr. Jeffay that students is 
intended to be a 3-hour course. 
Elizabeth 

Elizabeth S. Cox, M.Ed. 
Academic Advisor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 2015-C Steele Building, CB#3110 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
(O) 919-843-6640 (F) 919-962-6888 
escox@email.unc.edu 
advising.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Shuster, Elizabeth O 
Sent: Friday, 2:29 PM 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L; Cox, Elizabeth Shirer; Harvey, Matthew North; Hodges, Amanda Ruth; Howard, 
Sarah J; Jahn, Michael S; McQueen Earhart, Laura; Nelson, Sarah Beth; Nunn, Charlotte; Shuster, Elizabeth O; 
Wyrick, Marilyn J; Collins, Marcus L; Hogan, Kelly A; Jordan, Elizabeth A; Page, Julie; Renner, Joy J; Austell, 
Todd L 
Subject: FW: Note for advising of CS majors/minors... 

Colleagues, 

Please see information for CS majors from Kevin Jeffay below. 

Beth 

Elizabeth O. Shuster, PhD 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3110 



eshuster@email.unc.edu 
ph: 919-843-8918 
fax: 919-962-6888 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kevin Jeffay [mailto:jeffay@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:27 PM 
To: Shuster, Elizabeth O 
Subj ect: Note for advising of (2 S maj ors/minors... 

Beth -- Before it gets too crazy for you this advising season (or 
maybe it’s too late! :) I wanted to pass along info about a new course 
we’re offering for          The course is 590-079, called "discrete 
structures" (meeting T R 3:30-4:45p, in SN014, taught by Jack Snoeyink). 

This course is being demo’ed as a possible substitute for MATH 381 
(Discrete Math) and in fact will satisfy the MATH 381 requirement for 
CS majors. 

To the extent it fits into students’ schedules, we’d like as many 
majors as possible to take this course. (2an you please ask all 
advisors to advise (2S majors and prospective majors who were thinking 
of taking MATH 381 this Fall to take this section of COMP 590 instead? 

In addition, again, to the extent it works for students, we’d like to 
encourage all C S maj ors who have not yet taken MATH 381 to seriously 
consider taking (2OMP 590 this Fall (as opposed to waiting until a 
later semester). 

Let me know if you have any questions here. 

Thanks for your help. 

Best... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, March 28, 2011 1:23 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: FW: BIT- Biology Tutorial Center 

TEXT.htm; FW_ BIT- Biology Tutorial Center.msg 

If you have BIOL people! 

Spencer B. Welbom 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support J’or Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa~unc edu 

www~tarhee~b~ue~com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hodges, Amanda Ruth" <ahodges@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 12:08 PM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: BIT- Biology Tutorial Center 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime.822_l 

FYI: Biology Tutoring 

From: Shuster, Elizabeth O [mailto:eshuster@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2011 3:14 PM 
To: Academic Advising Full-Time Advisors Listserv 
Cc: Austell, Todd L; Collins, Marcus L; Hogan, Kelly A; Jordan, Elizabeth A; Maroni, Gustavo P; Page, Julie; 
Renner, Joy J; Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: [advisingfulltime] FW: BIT-Biology Tutorial Center 

Colleagues, 

See message from Gidi Shemer below. 

Beth 

From: Gidi Shemer [mailto:bishemer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2011 2:26 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J; Shuster, Elizabeth O; Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Subject: BIT-Biology Tutorial Center 

Marylin, Beth, Elizabeth, 

Please forward this email to anyone that interacts with students who are taking these courses. 

I am very happy to announce a new program offered by the Biology department. While I take pride in taking the 
initiative and in mentoring this program, the real stars here are our wonderful students. 

BIT, our new Biology peer tutorial center is up and running, starting next week. It is all free of charge. We have 
32 tutors for BIOL 201,202, 205, and 252. Tutoring will be section-specific, and as of now we are covering 8 
of the 9 sections being taught this semester. Students are welcome to enter the following link (found on the 
undergraduate Biology website) and to identify the relevant tutors and their office hours: 
http://www.bio.unc.edu/Undergraduate/PDF/Bio_tutor_center_schedule.pdf 



Please feel free to encourage students to use this program. Together with the Learning Center tutorial program, I 
believe we will be able to help many students who do need this help. 

Dr. Gidi Shemer 

Gidi Shemer, PhD 
Lecturer and advisor for undergraduate biology majors 
Biology Department 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: Wilson Hall G41 
Phone: (919) 9622436 
bishemer@email.unc.edu<mailto:bishemer@email.unc.edu> 
http :www.bio.unc.edu/Faculty/Shemer/ 

Walk-in office hours: 
Advising: Mon and Wed: 10-1 or by appointment 
Teaching: Mon and Wed: 1-4 or by appointment 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
advisingfulltime as: <a 
href=’’mai~t~:ah~dges@emai~.unc.edu’’>ah~dges@emai~.unc.edu</a>.T~<mai~t~:ah~dges@emai~.unc.edu% 
3c/a%3e.To> unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=35551640.0266ecbda599d 168d0930e51198246ea&n=T&l=advisingfulltime&o=28505386 or send a blank 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-28505386- 
35551640.0266ecbda599d 168d0930e51198246ea@1i stserv.unc, edu">leave-28505386- 
35551640.0266ecbda599d168d0930e51198246ea@listserv.unc.edu</a<mailto:leave-28505386- 
35551640.0266ecbda599d168d0930e51198246ea@listserv.unc.edu%3c/a>> 



F’~I: Biology Tutoring 

From." Shuster, Elizabeth O [mailto:eshuster@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 19, 2011 3:14 PM 
To-" Academic Advising Full-Time Advisors Listserv 
(::¢-" Austell, Todd L; Collins, Marcus L; Hogan, Kelly A; Jordan, Elizabeth A; Maroni, Gustavo P; Page, Julie; Renner, Joy J; Salyer, Sherry L 
$..bject-" [advisingfulltime] FVV: BIT- Biology Tutorial Center 

Colleagues, 

See message from GiN Shemer below. 

Beth 

From-" Gidi Shemer [mailto:bishemer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 19, 2011 2:26 PM 
To-" Wyrick, Marilyn J; Shuster, Elizabeth O; Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
$,,bject-" BIT- Biology Tutorial Center 

Marylin, Beth, Elizabeth, 

Please forward this email to anyone that interacts with students who are taking these courses. 

I am very happy to announce a new program offered by the Biology department. While I take pride in taking the initiative and in mentoring this program, the real 

stars here are our wonderful students. 

BIT, our new Biology peer tutorial center is up and running, starting next week. It is all free of charge. We have 32 tutors for BIOL 201, 202, 205, and 252. Tutoring 

will be section-specific, and as of now we are covering 8 of the 9 sections being taught this semester. Students are welcome to enter the following link (found on 

the undergraduate Biology website) and to identify the relevant tutors and their office hours: 

http://www.bio.unc.edu/Undergraduate/PDF/Bio tutor center schedule.pdf 

Please feel free to encourage students to use this program. Together with the Learning Center tutorial program, I believe we will be able to help many students 

who do need this help. 

Dr. Gidi Shemer 

Gidi Shemer, PhD 

Lecturer and advisor for undergraduate biology majors 

Biology Department 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: Wilson Hall G41 

Phone: (919) 9622436 

bishemer@email.unc.edu 

http:www.bio.unc.edu/Faculty/Shemer/ 

Walk-in office hours: 

Advising: Mon and Wed: 10-1 or by appointment 

Teaching: Mon and Wed: 1-4 or by appointment 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
advisingfulllime as: <a hre~"mailto:aSod~es(~email.unc.edu’~ahod~es@email.unc.edu</a>.To unsubscribe click here: htlp:/ilis~s.unc.e&fu? 

id 35551640.0266ecbda599d168d0930e51198246ea&n T&l advisin~fulltime&o~8505386 or send a blaJ~k emaJl to <a hre~"ma~lto:leave-28505386- 

35551640.0266ecbda599d168d0930e51198246ea~listserv.unc.edu’~leave-28505386-35551640.0266ecbda599d168d0930e51198246ea~]istserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, March 28, 2011 1:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: FW: Follow-up re: level 4 of foreign language requirement 

TEXT.htm; FW_ Follow-up re_ level 4 of foreign language requirement.msg 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support J’or Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 

welborn@ uncaa~unc,edu 

www,tarheelblue,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hodges, Amanda Ruth" <ahodges@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 12:10 PM 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Follow-up re: level 4 of foreign language requirement 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime.822_l 

FYI: Biology Foreign Language requirement reduced to Level 3. 

From: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:06 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J; Caldwell, Andrea L; Cox, Elizabeth Shirer; Harvey, Matthew North; Hodges, Amanda 
Ruth; Howard, Sarah J; Jahn, Michael S; McQueen Earhart, Laura; Nelson, Sarah Beth; Nunn, Charlotte; 
Shuster, Elizabeth O 
Subject: Follow-up re: level 4 of foreign language requirement 

Dear all, 

On December 1, 2010 the Administrative Board did approve to eliminate the foreign language (FL) requirement 
through level 4 for the Biology BS degree, including the quantitative biology track. Thus, students only have to 
complete level 3 of a foreign language. 

By suggestion of Dean Stenross, I will email Dr. Ann Matthysse to determine if the effective date of fall 2011 is 
retroactive for current student (i.e. they do not have to take level 4 of FL), or does this change start with new 
incoming students. More to come ... 

Best, 
Andrea 

Andrea Caldwell 
Senior Advisor, Academic Advising Program 
Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
2018 Steele Building 
andreac@email .unc. edu<mailto: andreac@email .unc. edu> 
V (919) 843- 6052 
F(919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts and Sciences and General College 
Academic Advi sing’s webpage: http ://advi sing.unc, edu<http ://advi sing.unc, edu/> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Raphael Levante <craphael@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 12:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Absent and Excused 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Advisors! 

Would you please take the time to look in your records and send me your log(s) reflecting the student- athlete’s 
attendance--primarily absences and excuses. Thank you! 

Raphael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 31,2011 10:04 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Out on Friday 

TEXT.htm 

Hello all, 

I will be out of the office tomorrow but don’t hesitate to call me on the cell if you need me. KyTn, I am assuming that you are 

back next week full, including Sunday night - let me know if I am mistaken. 

Take care all and have a great weekend! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:19 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: NCAA Division I International Student-Athlete Survey 

FILE.msg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hutton, Steve" <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 9:57 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Wed. news + FW: worker~student~faculty/commuhity sit-out at UNC-CH this Thursday! 

TENTf.httn 

SEANC District 25 supports the Building Services employees who will be sitting-out at South Building this Thursday. Eve~one is encouraged to stop by South 

Building to demonstrate support. The best time to attend roll be noon, when there will be a rally and speak out. Bring your lunch if you want. If you can’t make it at 

noon, please tly to participate sometime during the day. 

Stand m~ited with your fellow workers in their desire to maintain their 4 day, 10 hour work schedule M~ich has allowed many of them to have second jobs to make 

ends meet during the~ difficult economic times. A change m their ~hedule now will be a major monetary hardship for their tZamilies. Management has not demonstrated 

a need tbr the proposed schedule change. 

[This blog is a source of lesser reliability] 

PeMue Expected to Veto State Health Plan 

http:i/ncblogger.com/2011/04/05/perdue- expected-to- veto- state- health- plan.aspx 

UNC-CH receives $3 million tbr athlete study center 

http:i/www.newsobserver.com/2011/04/06/1107836/athlete- stady-center- fitnded.html 

[A message to students] 

All-Day Sit-Out in Support of Campus Workers! Rally at Noon! 
This Thursday April 7 

9am: Join workers for an aJl-day sit-out in front of South Building! 

12 noon: Major Rally of Workers and Students! 

Join campus workers ficom 9am- 5pm on Thursday April 7th on the steps of South Building to protest attacks on workers rights! There will be food, speakers, 

conversation, peribrnmnces and community. 

...It’s impolIant to be there all day. or as much of the day as you can. Skip class, remrange appointments, ask offfrom professors. But, if you can only make 

pa:rt of the day, the most ilnportant part will be fioln 12 noon to lpm, when workers and students will rally and speak ont to the Inedia. 

Facilities workers from around campus have decided to take vacation time and sit on the steps of South Building next Thursday to protest unfair schedule 

changes by management. They and other workers are courageously standing up for their rights and for a voice on the job in this time of budget cuts, tuition 

hikes, and other attacks on workers and students. 

It’s es~ntial that we as s~tudents support them and sit-out with them! With the climate oft~ar and intimidation that workers face constantly l}om management, 

it’s a risk to speak out as a worker on this cmnpus, let alone to protest publicly. These unfair schedule ch~mges that workers are thcing axe j ust another 

example of the administration ~wying to balance the budget on the backs of workers and students, and we’ve all got to unite to fight these attacks. As workers, 

they face retaliation, increased health caxe costs, unihir schedule ch~mges, intimidation, and decreased benefits. 

We gotta work together to fight for justice on the job and dignity in the workplace for campus workers! 

Chelsea Eaxles 

HOPE Coalition Coordinator 

919-491-6936 

Hear Our Public Employees Coalition 

PO Box 12133 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

Sign our letter to legislators at www.nchope.org! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 6:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Additional Summer ! GEOL I01L Offered 

TEXT.htm 

FYI--- 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-$669 

bddgerb@uncaa~unc~edu 

>>> "Hudley, Melissa 0." <mohudley@unc.edu> 4/5/2011 11:19 PM >>> 

Greetings Ms. Bridget, 

I’ve have a number of your student athletes in my GEOL 101 lecture this semester, so I wanted to pass along that I will be 

teaching 2 sections of GEOL 101L during Summer Session I. The sections will be held MW 9am-11:S0am or MW 2pm- 

4:S0pm. This would be a great opportunity for athletes with busy travel seasons during the fall or spring semesters to take 

the lab without the threat of missing classes due to athletic events. In the past, I’ve noticed that athletes have performed 

better during the summer sessions. While I will be teaching the same content that is offered in the Fall/Spring semesters 

(taught by my GTAs), the longer meeting times will allow additional hands-on activities and guided practice-something that 

all students benefit from, but that I have found to be especially helpful to students that struggle in a more traditional 

laboratory setting. 

At any rate, i just wanted to draw your attention to the fact that this option will be available during summer session 1. 

Cheers, 

Melissa Hudley 

Melissa O. Hudley 

UNC-BEST Lecturer 

Laboratory Coordinator 

UNC-CH Geological Sciences 

104 South Road, Mitchell Hall 

Campus Box #3315 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3315 

Telephone: (919) 966-4518 

Fax: (919) 966-4519 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 7, 2011 9:04 AM 

.]oe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; ,Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 2nd meeting of working group 

TEXT. htm 

I can do Monday the 18th, in the morning. 

Thanks! 

~ill Karen Shelton - Head Coach - Carolina Field Hockey 

>>> Joe Breschi 4/6/2011 1:53 PM >>> 
can make Monday the 18th! I can’t do the Friday! 

3oe Breschi 
Head Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-5216 
breschi@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Sandy Restivo 4/6/2011 1:28 PM >>> 

Hello all, 
I am trying to set up a 2nd meeting of the working group for John Blanchard. Right now, the only 2 days he has available are Fri. April 15th and Mon. April 18th. Let me know 
what day will work for you and give me a block of time you could meet. We will meet in the Carmichael Conference room and I will confirm as soon as we have a date. 
Thank you in advance, 
Sandy 
Sandy Restivo 
Student-Athlete Services 
(919) 962-9146 
srestivo@uncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Duncan, Heather M" <hmduncan@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,              1:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Christopher P Derickson <cderickson@unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Roberta Anne Kelly <rakelly@email.unc.edu> 

PRAC - 2 Volleyball players 

Hello Tony, 

I received your voicemail about your two 
time: 

players that do not have a PRAC enrollment appointment 

(registers on ) 
(registers on ~ 

These two students were not on list submitted by Athletics that was approved through the PRAC committee, 
which is why they were not updated. 

Chris Derickson has given approval to update these two players to a priority enrollment appointment time, so 
they have both been updated. 

Thanks! 
Heather 

Heather M. Duncan 
Registration Services Supervisor 
Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
SASB North, Suite 3100, Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919.962.8292 
Fax: 919.962.3349 

Website: http ://regweb.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 13,2011 3:32 PM 

Barbara E Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic Support Program Holds 

TEXT.htm; image001 .j pg 

Hi Barbara, 
I hope all is well during these ridiculously crazy days. In the midst of it all, can you remind everyone up there that the "All 
Enrollment Activity" hold is only related to dropping and adding during the current term? Also, the "Sponsored Account" 
designation only means that they are on aid - most likely athletics grant-in-aid. They do NOT affect registration for the fall. 

I appreciate it. Many of our students are calling after meeting with advisors and people in the Cashiers Office with concerns. 

Have a great afternoon and evening! 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http:/ /tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 

Descri 
ption: 
smaller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,         2011 11 : 13 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Support Program Holds 

image001 .j pg 

Thanks, Brent. All of those holds are very confusing. I just met with                              who is 
unable to register because of a "hold on his account." The only viable one is the REG, so I’ve sent him over to 
you guys. I can’t figure out why he can’t register. The other holds are the universal ones that the registrar puts 
up, so I’m still confused---as I’m sure are other advisors. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, 2011 3:32 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer Brooks; Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; Townsend, Jenn; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Bridger, Beth; 
Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Overstreet, Tia; kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subj ect: Academic Support Program Holds 

Hi Barbara, 
I hope all is well during these ridiculously crazy days. In the midst of it all, can you remind everyone up there 
that the "All Enrollment Activity" hold is only related to dropping and adding during the current term? Also, the 
"Sponsored Account" designation only means that they are on aid - most likely athletics grant-in-aid. They do 
NOT affect registration for the fall. 

I appreciate it. Many of our students are calling after meeting with advisors and people in the Cashiers Office 
with concerns. 

Have a great afternoon and evening! 
B 



Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, "1 "1:22 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara E Lucido 
< blucido@email.u nc.ed u > 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Academic Support Program Holds 

TEXT.htm 

Hi, Barbara: 

actually has a hold because he owes for parking tickets. That is what is preventing him from registering, if you 
look at the Enrollment Activity one, you can see that it only applies for semester so that it wouldn’t impact 

registration. 

I know it is confusing because I think they put the same title "Enrollment Activity" on all the probation students who 

haven’t met their requirements also. The easiest way to confirm whether the hold is impacting registration is to see 

which semester it applies to. 

Thanks for all of your help! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

> > > "Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 11:12 AM > > > 

Thanks, Brent. All of those holds are very confusing. I just met with                            who is unable to 

register because of a "hold on his account." The only viable one is the REG, so i’ve sent him over to you guys. I can’t 
figure out why he can’t register. The other holds are the universal ones that the registrar puts up, so i’m still confused--- 

as i’m sure are other advisors. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 



Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: ~s://advising.unc.edu 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:32 PM 

To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer Brooks; Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; Townsend, Jenn; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Bridger, Beth; Lee, Jaimie 

Alexis Samatha; Overstreet, Tia; kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Academic Support Program Holds 

Hi Barbara, 
I hope all is well during these ridiculously crazy days. In the midst of it all, can you remind everyone up there that the "All 

Enrollment Activity" hold is only related to dropping and adding during the current term? Also, the "Sponsored Account" 

designation only means that they are on aid - most likely athletics grant-in-aid. They do NOT affect registration for the 

fall. 

I appreciate it. Many of our students are calling after meeting with advisors and people in the Cashiers Office with 

concerns. 

Have a great afternoon and evening! 

B 

Brent Blanton 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

~o://t a rhee lblu eoCStV.com/ 

North Box 

Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              11:28 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Support Program Holds 

When he came in, he said he’d paid the fines; so I thought that he couldn’t register for 
reason. 
Sorry to bother y’all with this! Thanks for clarifying! 

for some other 

Barbara 
Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,              11:22 AM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E; Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Bridger, Beth; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Amy Kleissler; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, 
Tia; Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer Brooks 
Subject: RE: Academic Support Program Holds 

Hi, Barbara: 

actually has a hold because he owes for parking tickets. That is what is preventing him from 
registering. If you look at the Enrollment Activity one, you can see that it only applies for semester so 
that it wouldn’t impact    registration. 

I know it is confusing because I think they put the same title "Enrollment Activity" on all the probation students 
who haven’t met their requirements also. The easiest way to confirm whether the hold is impacting registration 
is to see which semester it applies to. 

Thanks for all of your help! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 



Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

>>> "Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu<mailto:blucido@email.unc.edu>> 11:12 AM 

Thanks, Brent. All of those holds are very confusing. I just met with                              who is 
unable to register because of a "hold on his account." The only viable one is the REG, so I’ve sent him over to 
you guys. I can’t figure out why he can’t register. The other holds are the universal ones that the registrar puts 
up, so I’m still confused---as I’m sure are other advisors. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:32 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer Brooks; Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; Townsend, Jenn; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Bridger, Beth; 
Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Overstreet, Tia; kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subj ect: Academic Support Program Holds 

Hi Barbara, 
I hope all is well during these ridiculously crazy days. In the midst of it all, can you remind everyone up there 
that the "All Enrollment Activity" hold is only related to dropping and adding during the current term? Also, the 
"Sponsored Account" designation only means that they are on aid - most likely athletics grant-in-aid. They do 
NOT affect registration for the fall. 

I appreciate it. Many of our students are calling after meeting with advisors and people in the Cashiers Office 
with concerns. 

Have a great afternoon and evening! 
B 

Brent Blanton 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

North Box 
Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

[Description: smaller NC logo] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 10:52 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: updates 

TEXT.htm 

Hot and cold - that is how          plays,         is always a stress case. Both are going to struggle on the 

until they can figure it out. These are things that I will talk to them about when we meet. I will also address the Drama 

thing - and talk to      about Spanish. Thanks for the tips - always good to follow through to get results we want! 

Winter Elite Camp 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 10:39 AM > > > 

The course is now being taught by Katherine 

Williams, who taught DRAM    last semester, and was quite good, and not very hard as a teacher. This semester, she is 
taking over a course and I think trying to establish herself. There were some problems in scoring on the first test but all 

the adjustments have been made and our kids just didn’t do well. Some ofthe                got , so good 

grades were possible. There is an SI review session in the course (we have a tutor attending the class each day) offering a 

weekly review Monday nights at 7 & at 8. Kids have been informed of those sessions. Ask them when you meet with 

them how many they have attended. Ask them if they have actually read all of the plays they were supposed to read. 

They are simply just not doing the work. 

Thanks for confirming the redshirt. We’ll get her out of Math immediately. 

does meet with me weekly. All the do. 

The troubling thing about SPAN grade is this. She made an on the major test. But her progress report shows 
as missed classes, with missed assignments. She’s not doing the day to day class 

maintenance that she needs to do. 

are working to do well. 

stress case constantly. 

is hot and cold. Right now she’s fine. seems a 

On , at 10:0 

5 AM, Jenny Slingluff-Levy (Jenny Slingluff-Levy) wrote: 

Tony, 

What is up with the Drama class? everyone has an F? Was the first test a killer? 

is redshirting. Met with her for a while yesterday - I hope she will start to make some personal 



progress in all areas - talked a lot about confidence. 

needs to meet with you weekly. 

Glad to hear is picking it up - still can do more - stud on the field! 

f have player meetings now so will meet with         end of this week and next. Will absolutely 

address the academic side of things. Next week is midterm week. Will have Monday off. 

Jenny 

Winter Elite Camp 

www.carolinalacrossecam ps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

has a UNC email;      @email.unc.edu 

9:58 AM > > > 

Progress reports are coming in. Grade reports are coming in. Grades really reflect the first tests or papers. 

checked in yesterday, f foolishly thought that she had ’gotten it’ around exam time and was 

going to be OK. 

Math - 

DRAM 

HIST 

HIST 

- has the redshirt decision been made finally? She told me yesterday that she will redshirt but f 

want to be certain. We will drop one of the if it has been. 

MATH 

DRAM 

SPAN 

- As bad as this looks, it is a tremendous improvement over the fall. The troubling thing is that in 

the SPAN grade, her test was a but the other little grades, homework, quizzes, daily prep was 

DRAM - 

MATH - 

PSYC - 

SPAN - 

DRAM 

MATH 

SPAN 

has 2 

has 1 

has 2 and 1 



was tested for and that will continue on Thursday. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:22 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:22 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Steve Reznick <reznick@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:43 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Done. 

Tony Yount wrote: 
> Steve, 
> 

> Yes, thank you. The request is to drop PHYS and add MATH, 
> Math is at 9:30 T/Th and that time slot is open on l schedule. 
> 

The 

> 

> Tonv 
> On at 11:32 AM, Steve Reznick wrote: 
> 
>> Tony & Robert - Yes, this can be done. Is the request to drop PHYS 
>>    and replace it with MATH      If so, does the scheduled time for 
>> MATH fit with her schedule? 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> S. 
>> 

>> Robert Mercer wrote: 
>>> Let me know - thanks. RJM 
>>> >>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 9:08 PM >>> 
>>> Robert, 
>>> Several weeks ago I had conversations with you and with Dr. Steven 
>>> Reznick about a~ 
>>>                     was not invited to j oin the Honors Program 
>>> despite an AI of 3.772. She will likely enter the University (pending 
>>> AP exam scores) with approximately 60 hours of credit. 
>>> intends to apply to j oin that program ir                In my 
>>> conversations with you and with Dr. Reznick, you each indicated that 
>>> if there were students who were unable to register for their First 
>>> Year Seminar of choice, that perhaps in special circumstances, Dr. 
>>> Reznick could help us out in rare cases if the request came through you. 
>>> was able to get into She would prefer to be in 
>>> Succeeding in an honors level course would certainly 
>>> enhance application. The opportunity to take a class with 
>>> the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the Math Department would 
>>> give her the chance to impress and possibly earn a substantive 
>>> recommendation letter for the Honors Program. 
>>> If you could help l forwarding this request to Dr. Reznick 
>>> we would deeply appreciate it. 
>>> Thanks 
>>> Tony Yount 
>>> Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 



>>> Kenan Field House 
>>> 962-9535 
>> 

>> J. Steven Reznick 
>> Professor, Department of Psychology 
>> Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
>> Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
>> CB#3270 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 
>> 
>> Office: 919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
>> FAX: 919 962-2537 
>> Home: 
>> Web: http ://www.unc.edu/-reznick/ 
> 

J. Steven Reznick 
Professor, Department of Psychology 
Director, Program in Developmental Psychology 
Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences 
CB#3270 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

Office: 919 962-9720 218 Davie Hall 
FAX: 919 962-2537 
Home: 
Web: http://www.unc.edu/-reznick/ 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 12:01 PM 

To: gyo un@email, unc. edu 

Bcc: Ton)’ Yount <’tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Self-paced 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Hey Tony! So I’m going to sign up for this self-paced online course. I’ll receive 2 c~edit hours, which I need and was able to get in touch ruth     and hopefully get 

some scholm~hip money for it. This is the class, it’s a Community Health class ( HED ). She wanted me to tell her all the details but all I have is the website and the 
course info to show her? Does that work do you think. Let me know, thank you. 

http://www, fridavcenter, unc .edu/cp!catalog/heal theducation.html 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:59 PM 

~yotm@email.nnc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS and course selection 

TEXT.htm 

Toll},, 

I still have about a week of school left mad a couple banquet~ but eve~thing is going great. The CTOPS I am attending is           Did you want us to meet the day 

beibre that or just through emaJl and phone? Morn said that we could probably get there that Wednesday late afternoon, but we may need to do some of this before 

then. Just let me kmow what is best. I mailed a request to             to have nay transcript sent to UNC on Monday. It will have the 21 hours of college credit I have 

taken through     so thr. I have already signed up to take a 4 hour Geolo~ class and lab this summer mad I roll kmow atx)ut my AP Stat test in     I took the SAT 

Math Subject 2 Test a couple weeks ago and I will know Iny score later this week. That leaves me still needing to take the foreign language test online. I tried to go 

online mad [] find the UNC email, but I could not figure out how to set it up. I will try. again, but if you know a faster way that would help. We have been reading the fiist 

yeax guide, but we definitely need some help in planning my firs~t semester. Thank you again for your help and I look forwm~t to talking ruth you soon. 

On Mon, at 11:06 AM, Ton5, Yount <ton;~-ount~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope you’re really enjoying the end of high school. Please send me the dates of your CTOPS orientation session. We will need to spend some time together before 

that session talking about your academic plazas tbr the fa]l mad the registration process when you get here. Also please update me on your Carolina email address. My 

olt]ce and cell numbers are listed below. Cell is the best number to reach me. Please don’t hesitate to ca]l with a~ay qnestions you have about academics at Carolina. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Thursday, 2:11 PM 

~oun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Paper...most of it 

So, I have yet to finish the conclusion, bnt the rest is there. I procrastinated WAY too mnch, so I don’t think it’s all that great, but there’s not mnch I can do abom that 

at this point. If you have time, could yon just read through it for any glaring mis~kes or contradictions, etc.? Thanks in advance. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Se~t: Monday, 1:47 PM 

To: ~’oun@enm~l.unc.edu 

Bcc: Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ unc0~a, unc.edu> 

Subject: classes :( 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony-! Sort3.’ to bother you if you are still on your vacation. Even after drop add, ALL the Englisl~    classes are closed and I strongly feel that it’s vital that i get into 
that class based on my potential majors. [] Did I [] hear you can write a [] professor and plead with them to get into their class? What do you think my chances are??? I 

only have 12 hours and I’m freaking out a bit. Thanks’. - 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@collegiate-va.olg> 

Monday, 11:35 AM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Ca:rolina Orientation and Regifftration 

TEXT.hm~ 

Hey Tony, 

[] 
I am signed up tbr orientation 

Thanks 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Friday, 12:19 AM 

To: gyoun@ema~l.uuc.edu 

Bee: Ton)’ Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subje~: Scheduling... 

ARach: ]~XT.hm~ 

Hi Tony, 

So completely uncharacteristically of myself; I’m twing to plan my summer school and schedules, which I’ve already changed about a[2 fifty times. I have a 

few question that you may or may not be able to answer, so I was wondering ifI could come by tomorrow morning betbre you leave tbr the golf tournament to discuss 

my schedule with you. Hopethlly I’ll see you tomorrow; if not have fun at the golf tournament, and I’ll definitely see you next week 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, 4:28 PM 

~ycsd.york.va.us~ 

@email.nnc.edu; gyoun@email.nnc.edu 

Tony Yount <ton?~oun~e~!uncaa.unc.edu> 

IU:;: Transcript to UNC 

smime.p7s 

@j fcom.mil~ 

@ycsd.york.va.us 

intbnns me that UNC still needs m~ official tra~script. The one yon sere in 

order to test ont of a few college coarses. Please tbrwaM a final transcript to 

Mr. Tony Yount - Academic Counselor 

Student Athlete Services 

UNC Atlfletic Department 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Contact Info: tonyyoun@uncaa.nnc.edu (919) 962-9535 

Thank You once again, 

were to admissions. She needs a tmn~ript wifl~ the AP cla~sses annotated in 

Student Athlete Academic Counselor, listed below: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 1:33 PM 

To: 

Snbject: RE: Transcript to UNC 

~ycsd.york.va.us] 

Onr goal is to have final official transcripts mailed by 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
@jfi:om.mil] 

Sent: Monday, 1:24 PM 

Cc: ~aol.com; 9~aol.com 
Subject: Transcript to UNC 

In                 and I forwarded you a package (including a request letter and two stamped, self-addressed envelopes) requesting you seM her HS Transcript 

(through Year- ) to the UNversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Office ofUndevgradnate Admission~ and her complete transcript atter graduation. As you know, 

was accepted for admission m UNC. Please forward her complete transcript as soon as it is available to: 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of No(th Carolina at Chapel Hill CB #2200, Jackson Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2200 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 22, 2010 4:01 PM 

.lennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; CynthiaReynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyoun@email.unc.edu; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welbom <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule Updates 

SP10 Tutor Schedule.xlsx 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Sunday, 1:45 PM 

To: gyo un@email, unc. edu 

Bcc: Ton)’ Yount <’tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subje~: 2 questions 

ARach: ]~XT.hm~ 

hey tony i have 2 questions ~ 

first, when is our actual "registration date" ~ 

second, who is it i need to taJk ruth in order to find out whether an internship would be able to apply tbr credit hours. 

ill come in and talk mfl~ you an)~vays 

but thanks so much for helping me with ~] ~heduling ~]ill ~e you sometime "this week! 

"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give nnto you. Not as the world gives do I give to yon. Let not yonr hearts be tronbled, neither let them be afraid." 

[] [] ~ []- John 14:27 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 25, 20:10:1:1:00 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Online Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

good news - thanks Tony - Jenny 

Carolina 2010 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 

Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 3/25/2010 10:02 AM > > > 
Thanks to all of you for getting the summer school forms done so early. Our kids were able to register for online summer 
school ahead of most of their peers, and will likely be in the classes that they need. That couldn’t have happened without 

the work that you all did. I was at the Friday Center this morning and 14 of 15 available spots in DRAM 284 were claimed 

by our kids. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 9:57 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

[seanc] Wed. news ÷ I~W: workersistudents/faculWco~nmunity sit-out at UNC-CH this Thursday! 

TEXT.htm 

SEANC District 25 supports the Building Services employees who will be sitting-out at South Building this Thursday. Everyone is encouraged to stop by South 

Building to demonstrate support. The best time to attend roll be noon, when there will be a rally and speak out. Bring your lunch if you want. If you can’t make it at 

noon, please try to participate sometime during the day. 

Stand united with your t~llow workers in their desire to maintmn their 4 day, 10 hour work schedule which has allowed many of them to have second jobs to maJae 

ends meet during "these ditticult economic times. A change to their schedule now will be a major monetary hardship tbr their thmilies. Management has not demonstrated 
a need for the proposed schedule change. 

[This blog is a source of lesser mliabiliF] 

Perdue Expected to Veto State Health Plan 

http://ncblogger.comi2011/04i05iperdue- expected-to- veto- state- health- plan.aspx 

UNC-CH receives $3 ,nillion for athlete study center 
http:/iwww, newsobserver.com/2011/04/06/1107836/athlete- study- center- funded.htrnl 

[A message to students] 

All-Day Sit-Out in Support of Campus Workers! Rally at Noon! 
This Thin, lay April 7 

9am: Join workers for an all-day sit-out in t?ont of South Building! 

12 noon: Major Rally of Workers and Students! 

Join campus workers from 9am-5pm on Thursday April 7th on the steps of South Building to protest attacks on workers rights! Them will be food, speakers, 
conversation, perfo~:mances and communi .ty. 

...It’s important to be them all da>; or as much of the day as you can. Skip class, rearrange appointments, ask off from pro~Essors. But, if you can only Inake 

part of the day, the most important part will be from 12 noon to lpm, when workers and students will rally and speak out to the media. 

Facilities workers from around campus have decided to take vacation time and sit on the steps of South Building ne~ Thursday to protest unfair schedule 

changes by management. They and other workers am courageously standing up for their rights and for a voice on the job in this time of budget cuts, tuition 

hikes, and other attacks on workers and students. 

It’s essential that we as s~tudents support them and sit-out with them! With the climate of fear and intimidation that workers tgce constantly t~om managemenL 

it’s a risk to speak out as a worker on this campus, let alone to protest publicly. These un[hir schedule changes that workers are facing axe just another 

example of the administration try. ing to balance the budget on the backs of workers and students, and we’ve all got to unite to fight these attacks. As workers, 

they face retaliation, incmased health caxe costs, unfair schedule changes, intimidation, and decreased benefits. 

We gotta work together to fight for justice on the job and digni .ty in the workplace for campus workers! 

Chelsea Eaades 

HOPE Coalition Coordinator 

919-491-6936 

Heaac Our Public Emplwees Coalition 

PO Box 12133 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

Sign our letter to legislators at vwww.nchope.org! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:53 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: books question 

rcmAttlnnto.aq0z 

Hey Tony, I was talking to     when we were getting books today mid she 

told me someflling about the "$400" dollax thing. And she told me to just 

check with .lenny...but     .said it didn’t actually meaJ~ only getting $400 

dollars...it was just what they were putting on the letters this year. So 

below is what i wrote Jenny and her response if you want to see and wmated 

to know. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: books question 

Date:                 15:42:58 -0400 

From: "Jenny Slingluff-Levy" <uncMa~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

To:          @emaJd .unc.edu> 

yes- $400 is just the # UNC puts for a full books scholarship. It is 

how they figure percentages. 

Jenny 

>>> ~email.unc.edu;~- 3:04:14 PM >>> 

Jenny, I have a question in regards to my books scholarship. My letter said 

$400 for books. ~Vhen I was buying my books today I was ruth and she 

menlioned that that might not mean an.vthing...that I was s~till getling full 

books paid for. Is that the case for me? Thanks. See you tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Monday, 5:23 PM 

~woun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS and course selection 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

My CTOPS orientation is 

soon! 

t. My cell phone number is I look forward to talking to yon and coming out for orientation.. Talk to yon 

--- On Mon, , Tony Yotmt <tonkyount@uncaa. une. edu> wrote: 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edw, 
Subject: CTOPS and course selection 

To: 

Date: Monday, ,11:57 AM 

Ladies, 

I hope you’re really enjoying the end of high school. Please send me the dates of your CTOPS orientation session.. We will need to spend some time together 

before that session talking about your academic plans tbr the fall and the registration process when you get here. Also please send me your cell phone numbers 

so that we can communicate more effectively as the time for your orientation approaches. My office and cell numbers are listed below. Cell is the best number 

to reach me. Please don’t hesitate to call with any questions you have about acadmnics at Carolina. 

ToW Yount 

Academic Adviser, Gynmastics 

Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 
, cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:46 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Mary C. Willingham" <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 5, 2010 10:09 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; image001 .gif 

Hi Tony, 

How the heck are you? Just to keep you in the loop, I have sent. to see Marilyn Wyrickto confirm 

(and add notes) that with her schedule she will be on track to graduate in December. I always send these kids 

to Marilyn when it gets close to graduation and issues pop up- not that it happens much, ha. We should 

’chill’ together sometime (as my kids put it). 

Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Student Success 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 

and Academic Counseling 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail,com> 

Monday, 1:27 PM 

~wount@enm~l.unc.edu 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncam, unc.edu> 

Re: Re: online course- ignore 1st forward... 

TEXT.htm 

Nevermind, I looked and now see that’s not possible. I’m tuing to take a 2 hour because its less expensive. It says on student central that I have 118 cum. hours but 
115 credit hours(that’s not including the spanish). With the 3 hour summer class I’m taking plus a2 hour self paced I should be good at 120 hours then right? 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 3:43 PM 

@maiLhockaday.org > 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fw: ... hooray[ 

TEXT.htm 

Hi 

I am very excited for you! Our academic advisor, Tony Yount, will be in contact with you. He organizes a CTOPs session before camp starts. If you come to CTOPs before 

camp, then you will make only trip up here this summer. Tony will be in touch. The camp website is below on my signature. Congrats on getting in!! 

Coach Barnes 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
3:!.0 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.84-3.8175 
w~wv.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Jenny Slingluff LeW 9:26 PM >>> 
FY[ she is an attacker, plays hoops have no clue hand speed or quickness tall and smart 

> > > ’ @mail.hockaday.org > 9:23:03 PM > > > 
Coach Levy, 
I am sure you are swamped getting ready for the season and don’t know if you were notified by the admissions office, but I wanted to let you know 
that I was admitted early to UNG!!! I am so excited about the opportunity to be a Tarheel and also join        in Ghapel Hill (if only for 1 year). I 
realize it has been a while since we last communicated, so I just wanted to fill you in and see if you need anything from me. Thanks so much and I am 
hoping for a great season for you and the team this year. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 7:54 PM 

To: gyo un@email, unc. edu 

Bcc: Ton)’ Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Spanish Credit 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Hi Tons,! 

[] 

So currently I am taJaing Spanish    tl~rough Uni~Tefi st?, at nay high~hool, and last year I passed and recieved credit for Spanish also though 

I was just wondering what credits I would recieve through these two classes at Carolina. I ~ Also, I recieved a on the math section of my SAT’s. I ~ Would that 

score still place me out of Math    or do I need to "take a matl~ subject test? 

Thankyou! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 11:21 AM 

gyoun@ema~l.uuc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Schedule 

l~?k09 Tutor Schedule.xlsx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 3:13 PM 

~ounQa)emml.unc.edu; 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Fw: Follow-up 

ATT00001 ..c 

~vefizon.net>; ~sabresystems.com> 

Sent farm my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Kessler, Jim" <iim kessle@unc.edu> 
Date: Tne: 15:48:06 

To: @email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Follow-up 

- he committee did consider your information this morning and were supportive. The attached letter is begin sent to you campus address. If you have 

any qnestions, please feel free to contact me. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 115302b.vtes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/3786d16ed3ae38589ec2f86891d4dca5 

File Name: 

Expiry Date: Tue, 14:13:02 -0500 

Size: 115302bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:28 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS and course selection 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Tony! 

[] 

I will be going to CTOPS registration on 

Thanks! 

¯ And my cell phone nmnber is Just let me know whenever will be the best time to meet then. 

[] 

On Mon, 

Ladie~ 

at 6:57 PM, Tony Yount <ton,~5~ount(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope you’re really enjoying the end of high school. Please send me the dates of your CTOPS orientation session¯ We will need to spend some time together before 

that session talking about your academic plans for the fall and the registration process when yon get here¯ Also please send me your cell phone numbers so that we 

can communicate more effectively as the time for your orientation approaches. IVly office m~d cell numbers are listed below¯ Cell is the best nnmber to reach me¯ 

Please don’t hesitate to call with any questions you have about academics at Carolina. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:13 PM 

To: gyo un@email, unc. edu 

Bcc: Ton)’ Yount <’tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Schedule 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony~ 

Hope eve~y~thing is going well down at Carolina! So we have a chance to change our schedule on I was just wondering if there was anyway I could get 

into                EXSS        . IfI get into this, I would like to also drop the drama class I mn in, Drama    . ~ ~ When I tried to sign up liar it originally it said it 

was full, but you mentioned that maybe I could squeeze in. ~] It’s something "that really interests me and I would love to be in it! Let me know M~at you think! 

Thanks! 



Fl"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@aol.com> 

Saturday, 9:24 AM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

papers 

ok so here are the three papers...thank you! 



From: Jeanl~ie Loeb @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:02 AM 

To: gyo un@email, unc. edu 

Bcc: Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Toll},, 

Thank you ve~ much tbr taking caxe of this. [~ 

Have a good week, 

Jeannie 

is a really great student so I’m glad she doesfft have to miss this exam. 

On Wed, 

Dr. Loeb, 

at 9:59 AM, Tony Yount <tomwount~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank for sendin8 :xam. [] 

I will keep the exam secure until      takes the exam. We play at 2 pm on Friday and the pre-game meal is set for 10 am. There may be 50 minutes after 

breakfaat and before the game for her to take the exam. If not, the next opportunity would be around 5 Friday afternoon. I roll email a digital image of her scantron 

by Friday evening, destroy the printed coW and delete the email version, and deliver the hard coW of the scantron to your office on Monday. 

Thank you so m uch tbr helping with this matter. 

Tony 

On , at 12:07 PM, Jeannie Loeb wrote: 

Deal Tony, 

My sincere apologies for the delay in response. [] Somehow. I missed this email. 

You can detinitely proctor the exam for      . I~ The class is set to take their exam this Friday at 10 AM, I believe. [1 If 

close as possible to this date/time, that would be good. 

Attached is the exam. [] It should print out using a Word program. 

Please have 

1. Answer on a scantron 

2. Using no aids (jus~t her brain :)[] ). 

Thereafter, please: 

1. destroy the exam(the exams are re-used so an unsecured copy would be devastating for my class) -- erase the email with the coW of my exam on 
it, too, please 

2. Scan the scantron and email it back to me as soon as is reasonable. 

3. Please send the scantron to me as soon as you can (e.g. interdepa~mental mail is tine--my CB # is 3270) ~ that I can file it. 

Thanks and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Jeannie 

could take flais exam as 

On Sun, at 9:29 PM, Ton}‘’ Yount <tonvvount~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professor Loeb, 

My name is Tony Yount and I ,serve as the academic adviser for the field hockey team. Today’s 5-1 win over Old Dominion means t]~at the team 

will participate in the NCAA Final Four next weekend in College Park, Maryland. I believe that (PSYC ) has an exam 

with you thi s week. I will be accompanying the team on the trip to Maryland and I would be hapw to proctor the exam tbr I co uld pick up a 

hard copy on Wednesday betbre the team leave~ print the exam t]com an email while we axe in Ma~land, or thcilitate fl~e exam lbr in any 

way fl~at you direct. 

Please let me know how I can be of assistance. 



Jeam~ie Loeb, PhD 

Universi~ of North Cm~olina 

333 DmTie Hall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

919-843-7753 

Jeannie Loeb, PhD 
University of North CaJcolina 

333 Davie ttall 

CB #3270 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

919-843-7753 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:10 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: transcript 

BAHAHAHAHA you know what Tony, i think i am going to report you. hahaha 

anyways, for next summer i plan on studying abroad in Italy so i will pick 
up prob two classes for that program. So i should be set :) When should i 
start looking into the Florence program? Now or in the fall? 

thanks tony! 

On Thu, 14:16:37 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 
wrote: 
> hello dear 
> 
> Working on transcripts and worksheets today. 
> Just wanted to be certain that you knew that in order to come back for 
your 
> 5th year, you’ll need to be at 105 hours. Right now you’re at 80. If you 
> take 12 fall hours and 12 springs hours, you’ll be one hour short for 
> coming back your 5th year, so one of the semesters next year, or summer 
> school, you’ll need to pick up enough hours to get you to 105. 
> 
> I hope summer is being good to you. Take care 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> (I do hope this email wasn’t ’inappropriate’. Perhaps I shouldn’t have 
> asked about your summer. Entirely too personal.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Pope <MikePope@AnthonyTravel.com> 

Tuesday, August 17, 2010 10:07 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

University of North Carolina Sports Travel Update 

TEXT.htm 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

 C kent oC te University of North Carolina 
843.5580 Athletics Newsletter Highlights 
Email 

Cindi Atwater 
843.5076 
Email 

TSA Requirement Updates 

Name Changes Require Sooner Notice 

Online Group Check-In Now Available on Southwest Airlines 

Increased Cost of Passports 

InterContinental® Hotels Group Priority Club Rewards 

Travel Tip: Photo copy the 
driver’s license or passport for 
each of your student athletes that 
are traveling. If the athlete loses 
his/her ID you may be able to use 
this to help them get through 
security. 

TSA Requirement Updates 

Domestic airlines are required to collect (and passengers will be 

required to provide) date of birth and gender in addition to name as it 

appears on the government ID. It is imperative, once you have your 

updated team roster, to provide this information to Mike Pope or 

Cindi Atwater. 

Having trouble with formatting? See Mike or Cindi for a TSA team 

travel template. 

Back to Top 

Airlines are Requiring Sooner Notice for 
Name Changes 

Beginning this fall, airlines are requiring name changes to be made 

on tickets issued for groups no less than 72 hours prior to departure. 

Policies and procedures are dependent on the airline. 

If you have questions or need assistance, contact Mike Pope or 



Cindi Atwater. 

Back to Top 

Online Group Check-In Now Available on 
Southwest Airlines 

Southwest Airlines group travel passengers can now check-in online 

at Southwest.com and reserve boarding positions up to 24 hours 

prior to travel. Checking in online will allow passengers to obtain a 

paper ticket to exchange at the Southwest Airlines ticket counter for 

a boarding pass. The paper ticket will reserve your boarding position 

in advance. 

To check your group in online, follow the three easy steps below: 

1. Go online and visit Southwest.com and click"Check-In 

Online" on the home page. You will then be prompted to 

enter the confirmation number and first and last name of one 

of the passengers on the reservation. 

2. After entering that information, a list of passenger names that 

are available to check-in online will appear. You will have the 

option to check in all passengers on the list by checking the 

"Select All Available" box, or you may select specific 

passengers to be checked in. Please note: You can only 

check your group in for up to two flights departing within the 

next 24 hours. If you have more than two connecting flights, 

you can check in for your additional connecting flights at the 

Southwest Airlines ticket counter. 

3. Once passengers are selected, the paper tickets of 

successfully checked in passengers will begin to populate on 

the screen, one at a time. Please make sure to print offthese 

paper tickets and take them with you to the Southwest 

Airlines ticket counter to obtain boarding passes. Please 

note: Certain passengers may not be eligible for online 

check-in and will be required to check-in at the Southwest 

Airlines ticket counter or curbside (if available). 

Once all of the paper tickets are printed, the online check-in process 

is complete. Important! Don’t forget to bring your paper tickets to the 

Southwest Airlines ticket counter so you can get your boarding 

passes. If you do not have your paper tickets, you will be required to 

purchase new tickets. 

If you have questions or need help with the Southwest Airlines group 

check-in options please contact Mike Pope or Cindi Atwater for 

assistance. 



Back to Top 

Increased Cost of Passports 

Charges for U.S. passports increased on July 13, 2010. The cost of 

a new passport for an adult has jumped from $100 to $135. Those 

under 16 will pay $105, which is up from $85. 

Renewing a passport will cost $110, up from $75. Travelers will pay 

a new charge of $82 to add more pages to an existing passport if 

less than four pages remain blank. Formerly, this was a free service. 

Passport cards, which can be used by Americans traveling by land or 

sea on trips to the Caribbean, Canada and Mexico, will cost $55 for 

adults, up from $45. For minors, passport cards will be $40, up from 

$35. 

All costs include a $25 execution fee. 

For help with passports call or visit your Anthony Travel 

representative. 

Back to Top 

InterContinental® Hotels Group Priority 
Club Rewards 

Enroll in the InterContinental® Hotels (Holiday Inn) Group Priority 

Club and collect Priority Club points in a variety of different ways - 

stay at an InterContinental® hotel property, travel miles with partner 

airlines or make a purchase with one of the InterContinental® 

partners. Points can be redeemed for your choice of hundreds of 

rewards. Choose from hotel stays (Reward Nights), airline miles and 

tickets, dining or shopping certificates, a wide selection of brand- 

name merchandise and more. 

Membership is free. Enroll online at PriorityClub.com or by 

contacting Mike Pope or Cindi Atwater. 

Back to Top 

~ Anthony Travel 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:23 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FILE.msg 



From: Patricia Helena Fnentes Lima < @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 10:56 PM 

To: gyount@emal.unc.edu 

Bcc: Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Dea~ Ton5’. 

Can I call you tomorrow sometime between 11- lpm? I would like to discuss l~w things about ;situation. ~]Let me know, Patricia 

Tony Yount <tonyyounlt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Prot~ssor, 

’I’hat~k you ve~ much for the progress report that you sent to us about ~in your PORT class. 

The repot1 showed an "F" based on 50% of the course grade,       and I met with you in late          and you graciously offered to meet with       on a 
weekly basis to help her with the conrse, admits that she has been inconsistent in attending those sessions with you. Can you please let me know 

approximately how many of those opportunities has taken advantage of? We are not very happy ruth our athletes w-hen a professor offers to give extra help 

and tJaat oppo~tunib- is wasted. 

Also thank you for your suggestion on the progress retx)rt that        be tested for learning disabilities. In thct, we did have        tested. She scored in the 3rd 

percentile on the language test and will almost certainly qnalify for the tbreign language exception. Because flaose test results came after flae drop deadline tbr the Pall 

semester, and        was only e~rolled in 12 hours, we could not drop PORT     So, as we discussed at our meeting in September, our goal was for to 

earn a passing grade. I’ve just talked with her and she tells me that she is aware of her situation and knows what work she needs to do to have a chance to earn that 
passing grade. 

Thank you for your time and effo~l ruth her. Please let me know if there axe things that I can encourage her to do. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Adviser, Volleyball 

Kenan Field House 

919 962 9535, office 

cell 

Sum, I will have an average grade for her very soon, please give me couple of days, Patricia 

Tony Yount <ton.~youn~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Pro/~ssor Fuentes Lima, 

I wanted to check on the progress of                        , in your PORT       class. The last time I met with you (with 

graciously agreed to meet with her weekly to help her make progress towad a passing grade in your class? 

Would be kind enough to update me on her progress? 

Thank yon ve~’ much. 

you 

9",’,9 942 95!~5 <~~ic~ 

c<.li 

Patricia Helena Fuentes Lima 

Portuguese Language Coordinator 

Dept of Romance Languages & Literatures 

The University ofNortlt Caacolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC [127599-3170 

(919) 843-9115 



Patricia Helena Fnentes Lima 

Portuguese Language Coordinator 

Dept of Romance Lmaguages & Literatures 

The University of Nort3~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC [327599-3170 

(919) 843-9115 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:23 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Foreign Language Placement Test 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:26 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FILE.msg 





From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 1:16 AM 

To: gyount@ema~l.unc.edu 

Bcc: Ton)’ Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.ed~ 

Subje~: Hello from 

ARach: ]~XT.hm~ 

Hi Ton); 

[] 
I hope you axe well. 

I have a request which I hope you can do tbr me. Is there anyway you could send me a list of all the subjects that I completed at UNC and the grades that I got. It 

doesn’t need to be otticial or anything like that, say for exaJnple the progress sheet that we used to till in, so I can use it for some applications. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:37 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Spring Online Courts 

FILE.msg 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 2:08 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Spring Online Courses 

TEXT.htm 

Tonv, 

is taking PSYC    online, not PHiL 

Amy 

>>> "McDonnell, Carol B" <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 2:04 PM >>> 
Amy, 
r have not seen that anyone responded yet. As far as the prepayment, 1 think if students are covered under documented financial aid, there should not be prepayment. 1" don’t 

know anything about these two and their aid. 
But, is already registered for her course but it’s not Phil it’s Psyc 

Ms has not registered at all. She already has 16 hours on her schedule for spring and she cannot add anything else at this point. Maybe she does not realize that she has 
to apply at the Friday Center site for the online course~ 

From: Amy Herman [ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                1 :[:39 AM 
To-" McDonnell, Carol B; Gregory, Cassandra B; 3ackie Copeland; Cashion, 3ody W 
Subject-" Spring Online Courses 

I’m not exactly sure whom I need to notify about spring online courses tbr MJich Athletics will be paying, ~ I’m ~nding this to all 4 of yo!! If you can give me more 

specific instructions, I’d be happy to leave out those of you that might not need to know! 

So tiir, we have 2 student-athletes for whom we’ll pay for an online course. See below. 

PHIL 

COMM 

IfI understaJ~d correctly; these charges will be paid for out of your shop, right, Cassandra’? And there is no longer a need for pre-payment by the s~dents? So students 

can register without having advance permission from us, right? 

Please conect any of the above information if it is inaccurate, and/’eel free to provide additional clarification to anything, as well. Thanks for your help! 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (oftice) 

919.962.6002 (f~x) 

aj schae@uncaa, uric. edu 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

i@gma~l,com~ 

Tuesday, 3:12 PM 

gyoun@emaJl.uuc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Deadlines, Spriug registration 

TEXT.htm 

Think you meant to send this to someone else ...................... ~ 

Ou Tue, at 2:45 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

1 [1 ~]--- ~ IDrop Deadline, and declaring a class Pass/D/Fail deadline is 

Mouday. Don’t drop a course or declare pass/D/fail mthout checking with me first. 

2 [] ~--- ~ []Registration dates for the spring selnester are as follows: 

Both procedures start in Steele Building. Lines are likely to be long next 

Registration begins according to Registration Schedule for Graduate, Professional and Undergraduates with 8 and more terms in Tuesday, 
residence. 

Registration begins for Undergraduates with 6 terms in residence. Thursday, 

Registration begins for Undergraduates with 4 terms in residence. Nonday, 

Registration begins for Undergraduates with 2 terms in residence. Wednesday, 

You should begin working on your shopping carts in advance of that registration date. Ny Tuesday and Thursday morning schedules are light, if you want to come in and 
take a look at your worksheet and talk about classes for the spring. ~ will also normally be in on either Tues, or Wed evenings until registration is over. Text me first to see 
which night. This week, I’ll be in tonight. 

Over fall break, I will also be in the office Thursday and Friday mornings and early afternoons with no appointments scheduled so that we can work on your schedules. 
Please take advantage of those times. 

If you are graduating in Nay, remember that you must apply for graduation at the beginning of the spring semester. If you are a senior and you are underloading in the 
spring, please register for 12 hours and drop AFTER the underload form has been approved and delivered to Compliance during the first week of class in the spring.~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:24 PM 

~oun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Fwd: Probation 

i~nage001.png; rcn~ktmintFtaiKm 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Probation 

Date: Thu,            10:49:21 -0400 

From. Demetn( u, Cynthm -cyndem(a!emafl.unc.edu 

To                           @mn~il.unc.edu~> 

the university 

of north carolina 

at chapel hill 

office of undergraduate 
e&~cation 

campus box 3504 t (919) 843-7773 
steele building f(919) 843-6557 
chapel hill, nc 27599-3504 

[cid:image001. png@01CB3AOC .05988010] 

Deat 

Your appeal for academic probation has been granted. This request has been 

granted probation for one semester only. The probationmy status is valid 

only in the specific semester for which it is grmlted. If you mthdraw from 

or do not enroll in the semester, you will have to re-petition 

the appeals committee. 

All students on academic probation must go to 
www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http://www.studeatsuccess.unc.edu/> as soon as 
possible a~d follow these steps: 

1. Complete the Self-Assess,nent. 

2. Complete the online Student Success Seminax. 

3. Sign the Probation Contract at the end of the seminar. 

4. Make an appointment with an academic 

advisor<http://advising, unc.edu/advisingische&lleanappV>. 

* All students on probation are expected to meet with an academic 

advisor at least 2 times during the semester to discuss their progress 

towards returning to good standing. 

* You must make an appointment using the online appointment 

scheduler: http://advising .unc.edu/ 

* Walk-in appointments carmot be used to fulfill the probation 

requirements. 

* You must bring the completed Self-Assessment mid the signed 

Probation Contract to the meeting with the advisor. 



***If you do not complete ALL of the probation steps above, a "stop" will 
be placed on your account preven’dng you farm registering tbr lhture 
courses.*** 

If you have been on probation in a prior term, you still mus~t cotnplete the 
steps listed above. 

In addition to these steps, it is highly recommended that you sign up for 

the Bounce Back progrmn. Bounce Back is a semester-long program that meets 

on a weekly-basis in a group setting to foster resiliency, scholastic and 

personal skills. To register for Bounce Back email Dr. Schmitz-Sciborski 

at ~hmitz @email. unc.edu<maill,~: ~hmi~z@emaJl. unc.edtr>. 

Your probationary term of enrolhnent at UNC-Chapel tlill is cri’dcal in 
determining your academic future. It is a one semester opportani .ty to 

return to good academic s~anding. You must earn a cumulative GPA of at 

least 2.0 and meet the credit hour requirements outlined below by the end 

of the semester. Caxefully review the requirements for good academic 

standing. 

The Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to your 
success. Go to 
www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu/> as soon as 
possible to start taJdng the steps necessary to return to good academic 
standing’. 

Sincereb; 

Cynthia l)e,netriou 

Retention Coordinator 

Requirements lbr Good Standing 

A 2.000 cumulative UNC-Chapel Hill grade-point average mad the follomng 
number of academic semester credit hours passed: 

9 academic hours to enter a second semester 

24 academic hours to enter a third semester (30 hours is recommended) 

36 academic hours to enter a fourth semester 

51 academic hours to enter a fifth semester (60 hours is recommended) 
63 academic hours to enter a sixth semester 

78 academic hours to enter a seventh semester (90 hours is recommended) 
93 academic hours to enter an eighth semester 

Special permission of the dean to enter a ninth semester 

Cynthia l)e,netriou 

Retention Coordinator 

Otfice of Undergraduate Education 

UNC Chapel Hill 

3008 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

(919) 843-5015 

www.st udentsuccess.unc.edu<http:i/~’.st udentsuccess.unc.edu> 

w~’.ti rstgeneration.unc.ed u<http://www .firstgenemtion.~mc .edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 15, 2010 2:32 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

TEXT.htm; FILE.msg 

Tony, Wow on the attached note - I am going to let        know that I lef~ the department - should I tell her that the NY 
times is written at an 8th grade level? I will let her know to refer to it as the ’J’ school in the future, so as not to confuse 
anyone ..... peace, m 



From: Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:44 PM 

To: ~yo un@email, unc. edu 

Subje~’t: Fwd: 

AttacJ~: FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:46 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Syllabus 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:54 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: NCAA Division I International Student-Athlete Survey 

FILE.msg 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, January 4, 2010 10:00 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Robert Mercer < rmercer@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; Sherron Peace 
< stpeace.uncaa.uncathletics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Happy New Year! 

TEXT.htm 

Email from English Professor--didn’t know Chancellor was a TV Star! 

Here is a link to 

an old episode of a TV show that fwatched as a kid. Holden Thorp is a 

contestant in a Rubic’s Cube contest. 

outu be.com!watch?v=ajJS~tUJd Rxk 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bdd~qerb@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:13 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:24 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: grad school 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:31 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: credit transl~r 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:32 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Important UNC Chapel Hill Workforce Housing Survey 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Executive Director of Real Estate Development Gordon Merklein <~notification@emaJl.studentvoice.com> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 2:43 PM 

gyoun@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Important UNC Chapel Hill Worldb~ce Housing Survey 

TEXT.htm 

Deax UNC Faculty and Stroll"members: 

We need your input regarding future tZaculty a~d staffhousing opportunities! Please help shape the future of the University of North Carolina. 

The University is evaluating various opportunities to supply thculty and staffmembers ruth the appropriate support to find attbrdable housing options in the greater 

Chapel Hill area. Nationwide, several other universities have developed housing support functions ti~r faculty and staffmembers in the forms of: 

¯ A resource center 
¯ A mortgage assistaa~ce program 
¯ The development of rental / transitional housing 
° The development of for-sale housing at discounted prices 

In order to determine the appropriate level of support that is desired at UNC, we need to know more about your housing experiences in the Chapel Hill area. We have 

designed a survey that will help us gauge your needs and interests as we determine an appropriate strategy for providing a higher level of service to you, the end user. 

Your participation in this survey is vital to the success of our ettbrts. We would appreciate it if you could take approximately 15 minutes to complete the web-based 

survey. 

The UniversiF of North Cmolina has reta~ned the services of a nationally recognized independent consulting finn, Bra~lsford & Dunlavey, to administer the survey. 

Should you have any questions about this process, please contact survey~ihcililyplmmers.com. 

The sm,~ey is scheduled to close on Thursday; December 24. For your convenience, the survey instrument is provided in web-based format. To access the survey 

please click here. Iftbe survey does not open automatically, please cow and paste the following link to your internet browser’s address bar: 

http:/istudentvoice.com/p/?uuid 23832c6ade5e47bcbe7d87275c287b4a 

All intbrmafion that you provide is strictly contidential. No individual responds will be identified. 

We greatly appreciate your taking the time to pa~icipate in this important project tbr the University of North CaJcolina campus. 

Respectfully, 

Gordon Merklein 
Executive Director of Real Es~te Development 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:40 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Meeting 

FILE.msg 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"~v.footballvideo s.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 8:06 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

BOGO ends today and your games on-line. 

"l~NZI’.htm 

This weeks Special BOGO Sale! 
Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and save, 
Buy one game, and get one game Iree. Buy 2 or more games, and get 2 
or more games free etc...My famous BOGO special. I know you guys like 
this one. Have at it. 

This special ends today at 5pro where you 
are. 
Just pick out the game, or games you want, and put them in your cart. 
Checkout and then in the comment section at the end of the checkout 
process notate the free game or games you want. 

Also, in the comment section box, notate discound code - BOGO. 
Email me at wdr@footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvid eos. co m 

A~so, check out this interest{rig specia~ wh{ch a{so ends today at 
6pro where you are, 

~f you bought your games from me on VH$ or DVD over tile Iast 22 
years, you can see each game onUne for only $30 each. 

This offer includes a t year subscription to 
The Footba~ Video Network and your upload fee. 
Check it out, Just use this sku to order 
30 DOLLAR ~.KU adjust the quantity accordingly. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 

The Football Video Network 

See Investor Plan 

Become a Scout 

Employment Opportunities 

I am a Former Player 

I am a Fan of Colle¢le Football 

Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 



I 

This email was sent to tonwount@uncaa,unc.edu by wdr@f:ootbaJlvideos.com ] 
Update Pi~file/Email Address ]:nstant i~me,,’al ~’¢idl SafeUnsubscribe]’~’ Privacy P~. 

www.footballvideos.com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:34 PM 

Arturo Rivera <ajrivera@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams 
<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: Weekly 

Attach: lO05vb.pdf 

Weekly is attached. 
Progress reports will go out to professors next week, so that feedback will begin coming in soon. 
First round of midterms will be complete just before fall break, so the week after fall break will be the first real solid 

picture of where the kids are. 

Tony 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 8, 2012 9:23 AM 

~yotm@email.tmc.edu 

Fwd: Last Chance tbr Free Office Furniture 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kathy Duff?/< kduffy@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Monday, October 8, 2012 9:22 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Last Chance for Free Office Furniture 

TEXT.htm 

Good Morning Everyone, 

This is a last chance email for some of the eclectic office furniture (No Chairs) that is remaining at the 216 Finley Golf Course Road "offices". Remember this can only be used 

for UNC purposes (not personal use), 

]f anyone is interested in some of this furniture please contact me by the end of TODAY ........ or it will be available for you at UNC Surplus. 

Thank you. 

K athy Duffy 
UNC Athletic Facilities 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

CB# 85OO 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919 962 0640 office 

mobile 

919 843 5972 fax 

~ 
uncaa.unc,edu 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 7:03 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~v~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

See Joe Namath in action, or see yoursel£ 

"l~2XT.htm 

Back in the G0’s, when I was a youngster, there wasn’t a more 

iconic football player than Joe Namath. He had it all. This is 
why, many years later, when I started 
www.footballvideos.com, I was so excited to watch my first 
college football film in which Broadway Joe played. Now you 
can see one of the best quarterbacks ever, on video, playing 
in college at Alabama. 
Click this link to see Joe Namath in action. Hard to believe, he 
played college football at Alabama 50 years ago. 
Email me back and tell me what number Joe wore at 
Alabama and I will offer you this weeks special discount. 
Or, ride this link to www.footballvideos.com and see YOUR 
games, or the games of someone you know, or the games of 
your favorite school, on YOUR video screen. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvid eos. co m 

A{so, check out this #lterest{ng specMl wh{ch a{so ends today at 
5pm where you are, 

If you bought your games from me on VHS or DVD over the last 22 
years, you can see each game onlit)e for only $30 each. 

This offer includes a 1 year subscription to 
_T_b_e.__F_qp_.t_b_._a_E .Vj._d_ .e_q_ N._e_.t_w._qr_k 

afld your upload fee. 
Check it out, Just use this sku to order 

30 DOLLAR SKU 
adjust the quantity accordingly. 

HOW TO USE SPECIAL SKU$ 

Questions, email me back at wdr@footballvideos.com or call 
7~ 7-732--5643. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Collecle Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 



I 

This email was sent to tonwount@uncaa,unc.edu by wdl-(~footbalIvideos.com :: 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:nsta~lt i~me,,’al ~’~idl SafeUnsubscribe]’~’ Privacy Polic~’. 

www.footballvideos.com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, October 12, 2012 12:54 PM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 
<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Logan Ripley <rllogan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny 
Levy < u ncwlax@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 

Weekly 

10121ax.pdf 

Weekly is attached. You will notice some grades beside the courses listed on this one. They have asterisks by them which 

indicates that they are from professors from the progress reports that we sent to the profs last week. More will arrive in 
the coming weeks. 

There will be no weekly next week due to fall break. For the following week, I will include grades for all classes either 

from professors, or from my best guess after talking with each of the students. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

www. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 8:48 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Did you play College Football? Know someone who did? Check this out. 

TEXT.htm 

Did you play College Football? 
know someone who did? 

Do you 
Or, are you 

just a huge College Football Fan? 

If you you have got to check out 
www.footballvideos.com. 

America’s College Football Games on Video. 

Since the early 1900’s college football games have 
been filmed by the coaching staff. 
www.footballvideos.com has been collecting these 
films since 1990. We have over 50,000 games. 

Ride this link to www.footballvideos.com and see if 
we have your games - chances are, we do. 

If you are looking for the ultimate Christmas gift this 



year you’ve found it. Purchase those great games, 
wrap them up, put them under the Christmas tree 
and watch your loved ones eyes well up when they 
realize they can watch those games again and re- 
live all the great memories 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Check out The Free Football Video Network 
The entire visual history of college football on-line. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colle~qe Football 
Learn more about improvin.q Youth Athletics 

Ride 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr~footballvideos.com I 
._U_pdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I ._P_r_i__v__a__c_y___P__o_!i_c_y. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 15, 2012 3:13 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: ttigh Res 

FILE.msg 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin --~dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:13 PM 

Tony Yoant <tonyyoung~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: High Res 

TENYl’.htm; grad:jpg 

Hi Tony, 

The Rams Club is interested in using this photo in a brochure. A) is that OK ruth you and B) do you have a higher-res version you could send me? 

Thin,ks, 

Dana 

Dana Gel in 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Coordinator of Career Development for Student-Athletes 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 

dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 

w~a¥.goheels.com 

>>> On at 02:35 PM, in message <A274055C77B9FF4096A9BB6337212CI D3A9FD143@ITS-MSXMBS4M.ad.unc.edw*, 

~emaSl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dana - 

Do you have this photo in a high resolution copy? 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 8:56 AM 

gyoun@ema~l.uuc.edu 

Fwd: FBI issues Android warning 

FILE.msg 



Two malware attacks illustrate the dangers of a wide-open development environment 

fllustration via Marco Ramilli 

FORTUNE Developers often complain about the hoops Apple (AAPL) makes them jump through to get their wares into the lOS App Store. But the company has its reasons 

besides its 30% cut of the revenue and one of them was illustrated by the warning issued Friday by the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center 

"The IC3 has been made aware of various malware attacking Android operating systems for mobile devices," it begins. "Some of the latest known versions of this type of 

malware are Loozfon and FinFisher." 

Loozfon is an information stealing piece of malware. Criminals use different variants to lure the victims. One version is a work at home opportunity that promises a 

profitable payday just for sending out email. A link within these advertisements leads to a website that is designed to push Loozfon on the user’s device, The malicious 

application steals contact details from the user’s address book and the infected device’s phone number. 
FinFisher is a spyware capable of taking over the components of a mobile device. When installed the mobile device can be remotely controlled and monitored no 

matter where the Target is located. FinFisher can be easily transmitted to a Smartphone when the user visits a specific web link or opens a text message masquerading 

as a system update. 

For owners ofsmartphonesrunningonGoogle(GOOG) Android platform including those made bySamsung, Motorola and HTC the Bureau offer these safety tips: 

When purchasing a Smartphone, know the features of the device, including the default settings. Turn off features of the device not needed to minimize the attack 

surface of the device. 

Depending on the type of phone, the operating system may have encryption available. This can be used to protect the user’s personal data in the case of loss or theft. 
With the growth of the application market for mobile devices, users should look at the reviews of the developer/company who published the application. 

Review and understand the permissions you are giving when you download applications. 

Passcode protect your mobile device. This is the first layer of physical security to protect the contents of the device. In conjunction with time passcode, enable time screen 

lock feature after a few minutes of inactivity. 

Obtain malware protection for your mobile device. Look for applications that specialize in antivirus or file integrity that helps protect your device from rogue 

applications and malware, 

Be aware of applications that enable Geo location. The application will track the user’s location anywhere. This application can be used for marketing, but can be used 

by malicious actors raising concerns of assisting a possible stalker and/or burglaries. 

Jailbreak or rooting is used to remove certain restrictions imposed by the device manufacturer or cell phone carrier. This allows the user nearly unregulated control 

over what programs can be installed and how the device can be used. However, this procedure often involves exploiting significant security vulnerabilities and 

increases the attack surface of the device. Anytime a user, application or service runs in "unrestricted" or "system" level within an operation system, it allows any 

compromise to take full control of time device. 

Do not allow your device to connect to unknown wireless networks. These networks could be rogue access points that capture information passed between your device 

and a legitimate server. 

If you decide to sell your device or trade it in, make sure you wipe the device (reset it to factory default) to avoid leaving personal data on the device. 
Smartphones require updates to run applications and firmware. If users neglect this it increases the risk of having their device hacked or compromised. 

Avoid clicking on or otherwise downloading software or links from unknown sources. 

Use the same precautions on your mobile phone as you would on your computer when using the Internet. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 10:59 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

Thank you for your hard work with I met with her on Monday and we talked about her classes, the use of tutors and LD specialist. Is there anything that I can do at 

this point to help you help her? I saw her grades and know you are concerned about History and her Education class. 

I spoke with her dad this morning, because          and I discussed her mothers helicopterin9 ways and that it is driving everyone crazy, Anyway, I am working with 

to set some boundaries for her mom and also to have          communicate with her more effectively. 

The one question that came up with her dad, is can we set a time for her mom/dad to touch base with you and how often lx per month? That way she is not constantly 

hounding you? 

What do you think would be reasonable? 

Thanks, 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 9:57 PM 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report 

1017fhgradereport.pdf 

<gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Coaches, 

This is where we are right now. Some midterms are not yet graded, though the first round of tests are complete. If there 

is an asterisk, it represents a progress report from the professor. Otherwise the grade is my best guess based on the self- 

reported grades by the student. Where there is no grade, we just don’t have any significant feedback from the prof or the 

student. 

Some of the grades are bad. Those usually get better after the second round of exams. This is just a snapshot of where 

we are right now. 

I talked with Melinda Mackey in the Dean’s office this afternoon. She said that normally in situations like this, she has the 

registrar clear the schedule for       and withdraw her from all her classes and the University for the fall semester. She 

agreed to hold off on that until the end of next week. I talked with             and she has it set up for       to 
call me in the morning so that I can go over her options about her classes and the possibility of continuing from off 

campus and perhaps earning some credit. 

I will be away for the weekend leading a retreat for women’s golf. Good luck at Maryland 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

w~. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com > 

Friday, October 26, 2012 7:06 AM 

~oun@emaJl. unc.edu 

Tony Yount <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Yanas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just about 2 months until Christmas. 
This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 
Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 
Remember, vwwv.footballvideos.com is a maii order operstiom Some 
games iake ~p to 6 weeks to de~iver, 

Order your games now and get a free 
Christmas dNivery guarantee. 

q~estions, 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvid eos. co m ........................................................................... 

Ever work really hard building something you think 
is really great? I did. I call it The Bowl Game 
Channel at The Free Football Video Network. 
Ride the link and check it out. See classic old 
school Bowl games on-line - free. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

[ ~.g.~ 
This emai[ was sent to tom,~,ount@uncaa,unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com i 

Update Profile/grnail Address Instant iemeval ~’¢idl Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com 67 Greenrnont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



T o: gy ou nt @ em ai 1 i u nC e du 

B cc: Tony ¥ount ~tonyy ount@une aa un� e du~ 

Subject: Get Full Elect!on Co~e~age at the ColIege Rate 99 cents for 4 weeks then 50% off 

Attach TgXTihtm 

~ h ~ o i k ~! m es 

~.~.~.~i~.~ ~. :r.~ .Ti~0.~ ~,.i~.~ ~.~r. 1~ ~.!i~g.~ r.~. 

~io u hie #iew i n g e~P~i n~i ng t hismessa g e 2 

~The candidates. The countdown. The definitive source. 

~ Keep up to the minute with our exclusive political coverage at our special college rate. 
99 cents FIRST 4 WEEKS, 50% OFF THEREAFTER 

~ 
In this critical election season, take advantage of our special 

~ college rate. Get a Digital Subscription to The New York Times 

and save 50% for as long as you are a college student, faculty, 

staff member or administrator. 

Follow all of our exclusive insights into the race to Election Day 

with unlimited access to NYTimes.com on any device, and choose 

from subscription plans that include full access to our smadphone 

and tablet apps. 

Each plan brings you all the adicles, breaking news, original 

videos, compelling blogs and more that only The Times delivers. 

Act now and pay just 99� for your first 4 weeks and as little as 

$1.88 thereafter*. 



~ Subscribe now 

~Offer availabie tO 0urre~t eollege fa0Ui~y staffi administrators and stUdentsi TO qualify few a digitai sUbsOdptiOn at 

iSe #5iiege ra~e; you musk a!so have a ~a! id C0! !eg e or uniVe [sity e~m a i! add tess w hiChus aa! !yend s ! n e d ~ 
Sm a[t ph0~e and ~ab!et appS a~e not s UppoAed on !!! d e~iCesiDoes not inc!ude e~eadeweditions prem i um 
Ciossw6id s ~ heN ew ~ 6ik ~i m e~ C i#s sword s a p p s Pii ~s a su bj ectt~ � ha n g e Ot he~[es~riCt!O ns a nd t axe s 

may a p p!y K~!2 ed uCat ~ ~s a re e ! ig ib!e for a dig ita! s u bsCd p~io nat a d iSCoun ted rate and may~isiX 
nytimesi~mi~eacherRate 

~o e ns u re del ire ryofe ~ m a i Is from Th e N e w York ~im e s;plea sea d d n yt i rues ~,emai I :n~tim e s:co rn to yo 

a d d res s bo 0 k i 

P riVa cyp o !iC Y l G o nt a �~ U s I U ~s U bs � 

@2012~he New~0~k~!m e s Company I ~he New ~o~k ~!meS P:OiBox 804!; Da~enpor~ !A 52808~80~ 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 2:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just about 2 months until Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
~u want. 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Order your games now and get a free 
Christmas delivery guarantee. 

Email me at wdr footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www. foot ba livid eos. com 

Ever work really hard building something you think 
is really great? I did. I call it The Bowl Game 
Channel at The Free Football Video Network. 
~link and check it out. See classic old 
school Bowl games on-line - free. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 



Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
_U__pdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I _P_ _r_ Lv_ _a_ _c_ _v_ _ _P_ _o_ J_i_ _c_y . 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

www. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 2:23 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just about 2 months until Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Order your games now and get a free 
Christmas delivery guarantee. 

Email me at wdr@,footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Ever work really hard building something you think 
is really great? I did. I call it The Bowl Game 
Channel at The Free Football Video Network. 
Ride the link and check it out. See classic old 
school Bowl games on-line - free. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 



any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colle,qe Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

l-his email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wd~@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 10:15 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@nncaa. unc.edu> 

Sta~I’mtg tomorrow 

’I~Jx2I’.httn 

Yes, we will be meeting, for a short meeting, Tuesday at 3pm. I understand it is the 5th Tuesday of the month, but with registration starting next week, Dean Woodard 

has some announcements for us. 



<div><div><!div><div>Yes, we will be meeting, for a short meeting, Tuesday at 

3pm.&#160; I understand it is the 5th Tuesday of the month, but with registration 

starting next week, Dean Woodard has some announcements for us. 

<idiv><div><bri><idiv><div>See you tomorrowo</div><div><font 

style="color:#333333"><i>Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE 

DROID</i><ifont><!div><!div> 



From: ~@i-~’e.unc.edt~~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:46 AM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.sToun@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Subject: Spring Sche&de 

Attach: TENfI’.htm 

Hi Tony, 

So, I’m finding myself with a bit of a problem again...I need to take 9 more degree applicable hours in the spring. 

I will take CHEM    (and lab) for 4 hours, and then want to take CHEM    (for 2 hours). That leaves me with three more hours to make up, and (due to not having really any 
prerequisites) I can only take MATH . That seems like a really bad idea, since the only math class I took at UNC was my freshman ,lear (MATH ’ ,. 

I’m going to come by tomorrow to chat about it, just wanted to give you a heads up. 

Than~, 



From: e@live,unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:46 AM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Bcc: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Spring Schedule 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

So, I’m finding myself with a bit of a problem again...I need to take 9 more degree applicable hours in the spring. 

I will take CHEM ~. (and lab) for 4 hours, and then want to take CHEN    (for 2 hours). That leaves me with three more hours to make up, and (due to not having really any 
prerequisites) I can only take MATH . That seems like a really bad idea, since the only math class I took at UNC was my freshman year (MATH 

I’m going to come by tomorrow to chat about it, just wanted to give you a heads up. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Inc." <c.nawn@texthelp.com> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 11:08 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

News from Texthelp 

TEXT.htm 

Remarks from the President 

I know that many of you may have been affected by the 
recent storm and that it may be weeks or even months 
before things are back to "normal". All of us at Texthelp wish 
you the best and hope that you and your families are safe 
and well. If there is anything we can do to help during this 
difficult time, please let us know. 

Since our last newsletter, we have been very busy as I am 
sure you all have been with the start of a new school year. 

Here are just some of the exciting things that have happened 
at Texthelp: 

Read&Write for Google Docs 
ToolMatcher 
Fluency Tutor 2.4 
Read&Write 10 GOLD update for Windows 8 
K-12 Implementation webinar 
Webinars on CCSS and Teacher’s Toolkit 
Read&Write GOLD special pricing for students with 
IEPs 
New pricing and packaging options for unlimited 
site licenses 

In addition, we recently welcomed two new members to the 
Texthelp team, Jim Sullivan and Beth Molaskey. Jim is the 
Sales Director for OH, IN, and MI while Beth is the Sales 
Director for So CA, AZ, NM, NV, and UT. If you live in any of 
those states, you will be hearing from Jim or Beth soon but 
in the meantime, feel free to contact them directly at 

j.sullivan@texthelp.com or b.molaskey@texthelp.com. 

As always, we appreciate your continued support and look 
forward to working with you in the year ahead! 

Jack Dolan 
President, Texthelp Inc. 



Read&Write GOLD IEP 
Recognizing that many schools today cannot afford to purchase 
the assistive technology that their students with IEPs need to 
help them succeed, we are very excited to announce 
Read&Write GOLD IEP for only $295 for a single user copy. 

Read&Write GOLD IEP (PC or Mac, DVD or USB) has all of the 
same features as Read&Write GOLD but is available at this 
special price to schools or authorized agencies who are 
purchasing it for K-12 students with IEPs. 

Call 888-248-0652 today to order or learn more! 

New Web App for Google Docs 

In September, we introduced our newest Web App, Read&Write for Gooqle DocTs~-M, 

which allows teachers and students to create and collaborate on documents in 
real time in the Cloud. Download it today for free on the Chrome Store and      I~ 

make your Google Documents accessible! 

"The Read&Write for Google Docs App is fantastic. I love that it is always 
available in Google Docs documents. The toolbar icon is a visual reminder for students that 
they can use the text-to-speech and other support tools they know and love from 
Read&Write GOLD, all while working in Google Docs." 

Sally Garza, Technology Director, The Lawrence School, OH 

Try all of the Web Apps for free for 30 days! 

Have you heard about TooIMatcher? 
Also in September, we announced TooIMatcher, a 
free online tool that matches an individual’s support 
needs with the appropriate features on the 
Read&Write GOLD toolbar. Try! it today! Simply 
check the boxes next to the accommodations that 
align with your student’s needs. 

Then click the "See how Read&Write GOLD can help" button to create a table showing 
which Read&Write GOLD features best meet their needs. 

Read&Write GOLD for PC Update 
As a Microsoft GOLD Development partner, we work closely 
with Microsoft in order to have updates ready for our 

customers. Thus, when Windows 8 was released on October 
22, we also released an update to Read&Write 10 GOLD 
for PC to support Windows 8. In addiLion, Lhis updaLe 
includes a new smaller RemoLe User Build opLion for Lhose 
who want Lo put Lhe RemoLe User download on Lheir 
websiLes for Lheir users. 

Fluency Tutor 2.4 - Reading Intervention Solution Enhanced! 
Fluency Tutor 2.4 includes an array of new features for teachers 
and administrators, offering more ease in managing user 
accounts and greater access to student performance data. For 
struggling readers, especially those in RTI Tiers 2 or 3 or who 
are English Language Learners, Fluency Tutor is the 



perfect solution to quickly assess and give students the necessary reading interventions to 
succeed. 

New Webinars 
Read below to learn more about our newest complimentary webinars. 

"Hear from the Experts N Successful K-12 District-wide AT 
Implementations" - In September, we hosted a K-12 AT Implementation webinar 
with a diverse panel of educators who shared how they have 
successfully made Read&Write GOLD available to teachers and     ~ 

students in their district to help improve student performance. If 
you missed it, watch the recording. 

"How Read&Write GOLD’s Reading and Writing Tools 
Support Common Core State Standards" - 

This webinar describes how to combine 21st Century skills with literacy support 
tools contained in Read&Write GOLD. Specific strategies for using Read&Write 

GOLD tools for reading and writing were included. If you missed the first one 

in September, another one will be held on November 15th at 3 m. 

"Using the Teacher’s Toolkit in Read&Write GOLD" - In this webinar, attendees 
learn about the powerful features of the Teacher’s Toolkit in Read&Write GOLD. The 

Toolkit allows teachers to manage the features of the Read&Write GOLD. If you 

missed the October date, the next one will be held on December 6th at 2pm. 
We also invite you to watch the recordinq of the October webinar. 

~_qister today for any of our complimentary webinars! 

Eddie Award Winners 
Read&Write GOLD and Fluency Tutor were both selected as winners of ComputED Gazette’s 
2012 EDDIE Awards! 

Multi-Level - Language Arts: Read&Write GOLD with Web Apps ~ 
Early Elementary - Reading Website: Fluency Tutor 

The awards target innovative and content-rich programs and websites and are 
selected based on academic content, technical merit, subject approach, and 
management system. 

Fluency Tutor Research 
Dr. Jan Hasbrouck recently completed a white paper, "Understandinq, Assessingt and 
Teachinq Readinq Fluency,", to help today’s teachers faced with the requirements of the new 
Common Core State Standards and the need to provide challenging and complex text for all 
students, including students who are reading below grade level and English Language 
Learners. 

Dr. Hasbrouck, a leading expert on fluency, states: "Fluency Tutor is a powerful reading 
intervention solution. With the supports built into the program, students who struggle with 
reading and comprehension find the wide variety of passages Fluency Tutor offers exciting 
and interesting which spurs attention and enthusiasm." 

Lori Revel Answers Questions about Fluency Tutor 



Watch Lori Revel, Reading Lab Teacher at Winburn Middle School in KY, 
answer questions about their use of Fluency Tutor:                      ~ 

Part 1 - Why they chose Fluency Tutor 
Part 2 - Students Response to Fluency Tutor 
Part 3 - The Benefits of Fluency Tutor 

Read&Write GOLD in the Workplace 

See how Read&Write GOLD helps in the Workplace and read stories from three customers 
who are using the software to help them succeed. 

The Yale Center for Dyslexia & Creativity 
Curt King, a college student with dyslexia who started using 

Read&Write GOLD in middle school, is featured in two videos 
from the Yale Center: 

Success throuqh TechnoloCly - Us!nq Read&Write GOLD 
to Convert Your Notes to Audio mp3s 
Success throuo~h Technolocly - Usincl Read&Write GOLD 
to Create a Study Guide from your Notes 

Share a success story 
We love to hear how people are successfully using our products. 
Share your stories on Youtube, Facebook, or Twitter! 

In the past few months, we exhibited at AHEAD in New Orleans and 
Closing the Gap in Minneapolis, as well as at many regional 
conferences. 

AHEAD 2012 
Click on the link below to view a presentation that was given at AHEAD 
by Texthelp’s Doug Rosette: "The Impact of the Cloud on Hiqher 
Education". 

Closing the Gap 2012 
We invite you to review two of the presentations that were given at CTG’ 

"Collaboration in the Cloud - PairinqAn~,where Access with Everywhere Support" by 
Martin McKay, Texthelp 
"Got Diverse Learners? Lawrence School Shares Best Practices" by Sally Garza, 
Technology Director, Lawrence School, OH 

We will be busy at conferences throughout the US and Canada in the coming months. We 

hope you will stop by and see us at an event near you including: 

Association for Middle Level Education (AMLE) 2012 
Visit us in Booth #121 at AMLE in Portland, OR from November 8th - 9th. Register to win a 
copy of Read&Write GOLD and see product demos including the new Read&Write for Google 
Docs App! If you are attending, we have a free exhibit hall pass for you! 



While at AMLE, be sure to check out Lori Revel’s session: 

"Improving Reading Fluency & Comprehension in the Middle School: What 
Works!", Lori Revel, Winburn Middle School, KY, Friday, Nov 9th, 2:00 - 3: 15pm 

Accessing Higher Ground 
Visit us in Booth #10 at Accessing Higher Ground in Westminster, CO from November 
14th - 16th for demos and information on our newest releases as well as a Read&Write 
GOLD MOBILE drawing. 

Attend this great session by the team at Marist College while you are there: 

"’Marist College’s Learning Disabilities Support Program Graduates 
Independent Learners", Jean Vizvary, Director of Special Services at Marist 
College, Denise Martin, Rob Egan, and KaLhy LaBarbara, Thursday, Nov 15Lh at 
8:00am in Lhe SLandley I Lab 

Plan Ahead for ATIA Orlando 2013 
If you are going to ATIA Orlando 2013, [eqister now and get a 5% discount! Use 
discount code EDC3 and include "Texthelp". 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Texthelp Inc. I 600 Unicorn Park Drive I Woburn, MA 01801 

Unsubscribe I Send To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 8:14 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Less than 2 months until Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
~u want. 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Order your games now and get a free 
Christmas delivery guarantee. 

Email me at wdr footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www. foot ba livid eos. com 

Ever work really hard building something you think 
is really great? I did. I call it The Bowl Game 
Channel at The Free Football Video Network. 
~link and check it out. See classic old 
school Bowl games on-line - free. 

Todays special - Buy one get one free. Buy 2 get 
2 free etc... Special ends today at 5pm. Just put 
the game, or games, you want in your shopping 



cart then checkout. Then, in the comment section 
box, at the end of the checkout process, notate the 
free game, or games, you want. Also notate 
discount code - BOGO. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Emp~Qyment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colle.qe Football 
Learn more about improy!ng Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr~footballvideos.com I 
tJpdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Saturday, November 3, 2012 2:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

More than an email - this is a FREE app. 

TEXT.htm 

This is more than an email, it’s a free app. 

Check it out - ride any link below. 

The Bowl Game Channel 

Channel 2 - Orange Bowl 

Channel 3 - Sugar Bowl 

Channel 5 - Cotton Bowl 

Channel 6 - Sun Bowl 

Fvery Coll~ Football Bowl ~ame ~layed, ~re 3979, on- 
lin~, availabl~ for fr~ viewing. Now how cool is that~ 

Owner/PresiOent 
SPARX ~nt~r~ris~s 
www.footballviO~os.com 



www. makesparx.com 
and SPARX Sports. 

Check out The Free Football Video Network 
The entire visual history of college football on-line. Tell a friend. 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX Enterprise 
interests you the most. Ride any of the links below, and 
learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
tJpdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I 8riva~y ~!!~y. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

www. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 7:57 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Less than 2 months until Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Order your games now and get a free 
Christmas delivery guarantee. 

Email me at wdr@,footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Check out The Bowl Game Channel at The Free 
Football Video Network. Don’t cost nothin’. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 

Ride 



See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wd[@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:20 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Registration Holds 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Hi Tony, 

T have holds on my account, but they are for terms that have already passed (not for Spring 

tomorrow, Thanks! 
). I just wanted to double check that they will not affect my registration 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:20 PM 

~oun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Registration Holds 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

I have holds on my account, but they are for terms that have already passed (not for Spring 
tomorrow. Thanks! 

. I just wanted to double check that they will not affect my registration 



Hi Tony, 

Happy election day! Congrats to FH. 

I wanted to get in touch about :o see if there is any way I can be of help to her/you moving forward. 
] spoke to her for a while yesterday, I know she is working hard, but certainly struggling (no news flash there). [ have a couple questions that came up that I hope maybe you 

can help me with. 

1. LD se~’vices are providing her not with a "human reader" but a electronic reader and she is having difficulty following/understanding when taking tests. ]s there a way we 

can get her a human reader for her remaining test and exams? 

2. Drama thinking it will be a C, depending on final 

Geology exam today, doing all extra credit offered, thinks she can earn a C if continues to work hard 

Anthropology starting to meet with TA every Wednesday and says she has been helpful, using a tutor, working to get a C on final/Aon Paper to salvage class and 

hopefully get a C 

3. Political Science the feedback she has gotten fromTAisconfusingandseemsasthoughtheTAisdisengagedandnothelpful. 

hasa35and 59 on tests in class, but when asking to meet withTA she tells her she is doing fine in the class???? 

says she does well in class participation and resitation and thinks she has a B in that area of the class 

is trying to set up a regular meeting with TA, she has one tomorrow, that she had to remind the TA that they were meeting?? 
There is no extra credit work offered in class, does not know if there is a curve in class, she has 2 papers left which will be worth 25% of her grade 

Do you have any suggestions going forward for I on how to manage this situation, has a different TAwho seems to be much different then the one 

has?? 

4. Spring classes. Her first semester classes seem to be random and somewhat disastrous. She did not get anything that was in her "basket", and ended up with this varied 

selection, that has not been an easy transition for an LD kid. She is willing to work in class, but multiple choice testing with no opportunity to show she has worked hard and 

learned the information is not ideal for her. I know I am not telling you anything you do not know, But I feel strongly we need to do what we can to steer her towards classes 

this spring that she can work hard and see the results of that work. 

Any suggestions you have are welcome. 

5. Steve Farmer, (Admission Director) has spoken to our staff on 2 different occasions. He stated on his last visit, that freshmen year is a good indicator of how a student will 

fair for all of their years at Carolina. I disagree with this completely, and told him so. I feel like the course selection relegated to freshmen is abysmal and sets many of them 

up for failure, especially the LD kids. [n fact once we get our kids out of the random classes and focus them in, they excel and do very well (for the most part). ] am thinking 

about meeting with him to discuss specifically the freshmen curriculum and how it straps our students. I think      is a great example of that. 

Lastly, what GPA does ~ need to be eligible to compete this spring and NOT be on probation with the university? 

Thanks, 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

wvcw.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.comi 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 8:37 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

,lust 49 days till Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
~u want. 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Order your games now and get a free 
Christmas delivery guarantee. 

Email me at wdr footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www. foot ba livid eos. com 

Check out The Bowl Game C~annel at T_h_;e Free 
Football ViE ~i ~--~~ ~othi-~. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 



Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
_U__pdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I _P_ _r_ Lv_ _a_ _c_ _v_ _ _P_ _o_ J_i_ _c_y . 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Friday, November 9, 2012 7:47 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

,lust 46 days till Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
~u want. 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Order your games now and get a free 
Christmas delivery guarantee. 

Email me back today and see how you 
can get $50 off the cost of your order. 

Email me at wdr footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www. foot ba livid eos. com 

Check out The Bowl Game Channel at The Free 
Football Vid--~-~ ~i ~--~~ ~othi-~. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 



any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colle,qe Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
_U__pdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I _P_ _r_ ! _v_ _a_ _c_ _v_ _ _P_ _o_ J_i_ _c_y . 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Lew <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 11:4[; AM 

@aol.com > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Touching base 

[ know you are probably planning on doing the team activity this weekend (Habitat or Carolina Dreams). But [ would prefer you to use your time on academics. You are 

working hard and really trying to dig this semester out which [ knowyou can do, 

You have worked hard to touch base with even/one and [ know will continue to communicate and meet with your professors and TA’s (especially the Poll Sci PROFESSOR!), 

You have successfully alerted everyone to your struggles and [ commend you for reaching out and speaking up (not everyone does this). But now that everyone is aware, lets 
get down to spending some really focused time doing the work. I think this is the next step to making some very positive strides. 

I am still working on the LD reader situation (Tony and Beth are doing most the work actually), ] will keep you posted. 

~ will be out of town all weekend recruiting, but wanted to reach out before the weekend got under,ray. 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  4:54 PM 

Tony Yount, _ _     ~gmal.com>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

FW: EXSS Course Enrollment 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png; image002.png 

Hi Tony, 
this is the email I received. 
Thank you very much for your help! 

From: Russell, Chloe [drussel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mlonday, 3:37 plVl 

To: 
Co: Yount, Tony 
Subject: EXSS Course Enrollment 

Tony Yount left me a voicemail today concerning enrollment in an EXSS course requiring MATH    Unfortunately, your transfer credit for MATH    and 

will not result in MATH    being automatically placed on your academic record. Therefurc, you will need to contact the Exercise and Sport Science Department 

directly to enroll in the course. My suggestion would be to ~dsit the ofiSce so that you can speak to someone in person. Ashley McCullen should be able to assist 

you and her office is located in Fetzer 209. 

Best, 

Ms. Russell 
Chloe l. Russell, M. Ed. 
Academic Advisor 
Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
College of 3a’ts & Sciences and General College 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~005 Steele Building, 2~4 East Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-31~[0 
919-843-S9~2 (p) 
9~9-96x-6aaa (0 
advisin~.unc.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This e- mail, including any attadiments, is intended for the sole use of the addressee(s) aid may contain legally privileged and!or confidential information. If you are not the in tended recipient, you are hereby notitied 
that any use, dissenfination, copying or retention of this e-mail or ll~e informaUon contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e- mail in error, please immediately notify the sender by telephone or 
reply by e-mail, and permanently delete this e- mail froln your colnp~lter system. Thank yon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday: 4:54 PM 

gTomat@email.unc.e&t; ToW Yotmt < 

Tow Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS Course Enrollment 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png; image002.png 

~gmail .corn> 

Hi Tony, 
this is the email I received. 
Thank you Veel much for your help! 

From-" Russell, Chloe [cjrussel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 3:37 PM 
To; 
Cc; Yount, Tony 
Subject: EXSS Course Enrollment 

Tony Yount left me a voicemail today concerning enrollment in an EXSS course requiring MATH    Unfortunately, your transfer credit for MATH    and 
will n ot result in MATH    being automatically placed on your academic record. Therefore, you will need to contact the Exercise and Sport Science Department 
directly to enroll in the course. My suggestion would be to visit the office so that you can speak to someone in person. Ashley McCullen should be able to assist 
you and her office is located in Fetzer 209. 
Best, 
Ms. Russell 
Chloe I. Russell, M. Ed. 

Academic Advisor 

Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1005 Steele Building, 214 Bast Cameron Avenue, CB #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919-843-13912 (p) 

919-962-68{38 

advisin,~,.unc.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
This e- mail, including any a~tachments, is intended lbr the sole use of the addr,~ssee[s) and may contain legally privileged a~d/or confidontia! intbrmation. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notitied 
that any use, dissemination, copying or retention of this e-mail or the information contain ed he~in is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e- mail in error, pl ease immediately notify the sender hy telephone or 
reply hy e-mail, mad permmmntly ddete this e- mail from your computer system. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@live.unc.edn> 

Monday, 5:49 PM 

Todd L Austell <tlaustel12012@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: CHEM Exam Conflict 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you so much. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 

He is also CCd to this email. 

From: Austell, Todd L [tlaustel12012@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:43 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: ~:HEM :xam Conflict 

Don’t stop studying... 
We’ll work something out. 

Send me your team proctor’s name and position. 

Todd 

From: 

Sent: Mlonday, 5:39 PM 
To: ~ 
Subject: RE: CHEM Exam Conflict 

Professor, 

I received your email that the exam will remain on Thursday. As I previously mentioned, our team has an official university proctor who will be traveling with us this weekend. 
If there is any possible way that I will be allowed to take this exam (or some comparable form of the exam), then please let me know what arrangements I need to make. 3[ 
could take the exam on Thursday and would be happy to give up my phone/computer on Wednesday night and Thursday, so that there could be no possible way of 
communication between others taking the exam and myself. 

I am aware that you drop an exam, but I was hoping that would be my first exam, as I performed significantly better on the second exam, and strive to continue to do better 
on subsequent exams. I regularly attend your help-sessions and am desperately trying to receive a better grade in your course. It is not my decision to miss this exam, and I 
requested to stay in Chapel Hill on Thursday to take your exam, and then drive separately, but the athletic staff gave me a firm no. I do not wish to complain or make this a 
burden upon yourself, I am looking for the same opportunity as the other students who get to take all four exams. 

If there is going to be no solution and I will not receive credit for this exam, I am just asking to know this evening. I have another exam on Wednesday, which I have not 
studied for as much due to preparation for the organic exam. So, if I will not be taking your exam, then I will devote that time to studying for my other exam. Thank you. 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: Austell, Todd 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: CHEM Exam Conflict 

11:45 PM 

Hi Professor, 

I am on the               team and we just advanced to the        ~ which will be held in Virginia next Friday though Sunday. As we won our         ~ame this 
afternoon, we were just told that our travel schedule has changed and that we will be leaving Chapel Hill this Wednesday afternoon. So, I cannot be in class to take the exam 

on Thursday. I have copied my academic advisor to this email, who also serves as a proctor when we travel (and people miss exams). If you would allow him to proctor your 
exam for me, 3[ could take it on Thursday morning, like the rest of the class does. If you do not allow others to proctor your exams, I would be happy to come in at a 
time/location that is convenient for you. Please let me know what you would prefer and I can also meet with you in person to speak about it, if you would prefer. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:49 PM 

Todd L Austell <tlaustel12012@unc.edu> 

gyoun@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <ton?Toun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ILE: CHEM Exam Conflict 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you so much. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor 

He is also CCd to this email. 

From: Austell, Todd L [tlaustell2012@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:43 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: ~HEM Exam Conflict 

Don’t stop studying... 
We’ll work something out. 

Send me your team proctor’s name and position. 

Todd 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 5:39 PM 
To: Austell, Todd L 
Subject: RE: CHEM    Exam Conflict 

Professor, 

I received your email that the exam will remain on Thursday. As I previously mentioned, our team has an official university proctor who will be traveling with us this weekend. 
If there is any possible way that I will be allowed to take this exam (or some comparable form of the exam), then please let me know what arrangements I need to make. I 
could take the exam on Thursday and would be happy to give up my phone/computer on Wednesday night and Thursday, so that there could be no possible way of 
communication between others taking the exam and myself. 

I am aware that you drop an exam, but I was hoping that would be my first exam, as I performed significantly better on the second exam, and strive to continue to do better 
on subsequent exams. I regularly attend your help-sessions and am desperately trying to receive a better grade in your course. It is not my decision to miss this exam, and I 
requested to stay in Chapel Hill on Thursday to take your exam, and then drive separately, but the athletic staff gave me a firm no. I do not wish to complain or make this a 
burden upon yourself, I am looking for the same opportunity as the other students who get to take all four exams. 

If there is going to be no solution and I will not receive credit for this exam, I am just asking to know this evening. I have another exam on Wednesday, which I have not 
studied for as much due to preparation for the organic exam. So, if I will not be taking your exam, then I will devote that time to studying for my other exam. Thank you. 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: Austell, Todd 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: CHEM Exam Conflict 

:IA.: 45 PM 

Hi Professor, 

I am on the               team and we just advanced to the        , which will be held in Virginia next Friday though Sunday. As we won our        game this 
afternoon, we were just told that our travel schedule has changed and that we will be leaving Chapel Hill this Wednesday afternoon. So, I cannot be in class to take the exam 

on Thursday. I have copied my academic advisor to this email, who also serves as a proctor when we travel (and people miss exams). If you would allow him to proctor your 
exam for me, I could take it on Thursday morning, like the rest of the class does. If you do not allow others to proctor your exams, I would be happy to come in at a 
time/location that is convenient for you. Please let me know what you would prefer and I can also meet with you in person to speak about it, if you would prefer. Thank you. 



Tony: 

is to take a slide quiz in CLAR on Thursday. As she will be travelling for competition, she tells me that you are able to proctor the 
quiz. Can you confirm what technical set-up you can handle? The quiz is timed - ideally the slides (5 in all) need to be show on a laptop or other 
screen. Can you handle a Powerpoint file? or is .pdf preferred? ~f you could let me know by Wednesday, that would be appreciated. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becket 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mappinq Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

emaih awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"www.footballvideos. com" <wdr@footballvideos. com> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 7:47 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

,lust 42 days till Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
~u want. 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Email me at ..w...d...r.@.f..o...o..t..b...a.!.!.v.j..d...e...o...s.:..c.9...m.. or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www. foot ba livid eos. com 

Check out The Bowl Game Channel at The Free 
Football Vid---d~ ~i ~-n-~ c--0~~ ~othi--~.:’ 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 



Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com I 
_U__pdate Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I _P_ _r_ Lv_ _a_ _c_ _v_ _ _P_ _o_ J_i_ _c_y . 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

www. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 7:47 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 42 days till Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Email me at ..w...d...r.@f.9.9.t...b..a..![.v.!.d...e..9..s.....c...o....m.. or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 

Check out The Bowl Game Channel at The Free 
Football Video Network. Don’t cost nothin’. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 

Ride 



I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wd[@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



Tony, 

Thanks for your message. [ enjoy working with in class, and I’ll be rooting for the team to beat Syracuse. 

I will get the quiz pulled together and send it to you tonight. If it is too large for email, I may send it via Dropbox.com. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becket 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mapping Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

emaik awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent; Monday, November 12, 2012 19:51 
To; Becker, Jeffrey A, 
Subject-" Re: CLAR    / quiz for 

Jeffiey, 

Thin,ks for being flexible ruth our stadent athletes as they prepare for the 

I serve as the Academic Counselor for . I have a 30 year teaching career in the Chapel Hill Carrboro Cib’ Schools behind me so I am quite familiar and 

comfortable ruth giving exams, and the team are leaving for Norfolk ~Vednesday afternoon. I am traveling to Norfolk Thursday afternoon and could give the 

exam after dinner on Thursday evening if that is acceptable to you, or on Friday morning. 

I will have my Mac laptop and I will be able to use a Powerl~)int presentation on my 15 inch screen. I will certainly be able to time the exam, a~d each slide as you 

instruct. My cell number is This is the email that I use tbr University business. Plea~ let me kmow what else you need ficom me in order to give 

her slide quiz. 

Thank you again for working with our sludent- athletes in such a flexible way. 

Tot\y Yount 

Academic Counselor, 

On Nov 12, 2012, at 6:l0 PM, Jeffrey A. Becker <iabecker~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Tony: 

is to take a slide quiz in CLAR on Thursday. As she will be travelling for competition, she tells me that you are able to 
proctor the quiz. Can you confirm what technical set-up you can handle? The quiz is timed - ideally the slides (5 in all) need to be show 
on a laptop or other screen. Can you handle a Powerpoint file? or is .pdf preferred? If you could let me know by Wednesday, that would 
be appreciated. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becker 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mapping Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

email: awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Becker, Jeffrey A." <jabecke@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 11:25 PM 

Tony Yonnt <tonyyounK~:unc.edu~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: CLAIR / quiz for, 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

f have just shared a link with you (via Dropbox.com) for the quiz for              to take on Thursday. There are two files: a Powerpoint with 5 
images and a cover slide and a quiz paper. The instructions appear on the quiz. In terms of time, 3 minutes should be allowed per slide, for a total of 
15 minutes. Per my own policy, 1‘ allow a few extra minutes - maximum of 5 - for students to finish up at the end of the timed portion. 

Let me know if you have any difficulties. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becker 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mapping Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

emaik awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 

From: Becker, Jeffrey A. 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2022 13:33 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: CLAR    / quiz for 

Tony, 

Thanks for your message. 1 enjoy working with in class, and 1‘’11 be rooting for the team to beat Syracuse. 

1‘ will get the quiz pulled together and send it to you tonight. If it is too large for email, 1‘ may send it via Dropbox.com. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becker 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mappinq Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

emaik awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2022 19:51 
To: Becket, Jeffrey A. 
Subject: Re: CLAR    / quiz for 

Thmiks for being flexible ruth our student athletes as they prepme for tile Final Four. 

I serve as the Academic Counselor for . I have a 30 year teaching career in the Chapel Hill Carrboro Cib’ Schools behind me so I am quite l:amiliar and 

comfortable with giving exams. ~nd the team are leaving lbr Norfolk Wednesday a~emoon. I am traveling to Norfolk Thursday a~ernoon mid could give the 
exam after dinner on Thursday evening if that is acceptable to you, or on Friday morning. 

I will have my Mac laptop and I roll be able to use a Powerpoim presentation on my 15 inch sereen. I will certainly be able to time the exam, and each slide as yon 
instruct. My cell number is This is the email that I use for UniversiF business. Please let me know what else you need from me in order to give 

her slide quiz. 

Thank you again for working with our studenb athletes in such a flexible way. 



ToW Yount 

Academic Counselor, 

On Nov 12, 2012, at 6:10 PM, Jeli]cey A. Becker ~iabecke(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony: 

is to take a slide quiz in CLAR on Thursday. As she will be travelling for competition, she tells me that you are able to 
proctor the quiz. Can you confirm what technical set-up you can handle? The quiz is timed - ideally the slides (5 in all) need to be show 
on a laptop or other screen. Can you handle a Powerpoint file? or is .pdf preferred? Tf you could let me know by Wednesday, that would 
be appreciated. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becker 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mappinq Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

email: awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 



Tony, 

I have just shared a link with you (via Dropbox.com) for the quiz for              ~ to take on Thursday. There are two files: a Powerpoint with 5 
images and a cover slide and a quiz paper. The instructions appear on the quiz. In terms of time, 3 minutes should be allowed per slide, for a total of 
15 minutes. Per my own policy, I allow a few extra minutes - maximum of 5 - for students to finish up at the end of the timed portion. 

Let me know if you have any difficulties. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becker 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mappincl Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

email: awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 

From: Becker, Jeffrey A. 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 13:33 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: CLAR    / quiz for 

Tony, 

Thanks for your message. T enjoy working with in class, and I’ll be rooting for the team to beat Syracuse. 

I will get the quiz pulled together and send it to you tonight. If it is too large for email, I may send it via Dropbox.com. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becket 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mappinq Center 
CB# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

email: awmc@unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2012 19:51 
To: Becker, Jeffrey A. 
Subject: Re: CLAR ’ / quiz for 

Jeffiey, 

’I’hmiks for being flexible ruth our student athletes as they prepare for tile Final Four. 

I serve as the Academic Counselor for . I have a 30 year teaching career in the Chapel Hill Carrboro City Schools behind me so I am quite familiar and 
comfortable with giving exams and the team are leaving for Norfolk ~Vednesday afternoon. I am traveling to Norfolk Thursday afternoon and could give the 

exam after dinner on Thursday evening if that is acceptable to you, or on Friday morning. 

I will have my Mac laptop and I will be able to use a PowerIyoint presentation on my 15 inch screen. I will certainly be able to time the exam, a~d each slide as you 

instruct. My cell number is This is the email that I use tbr University business. Plea~ let me kmow what else you need from me in order to give 

her slide quiz. 

Thank you again for working with our s~dent- athletes in such a flexible way. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor 

On Nov 12, 2012, at 6:l0 PM, Jeffrey A. Becker <iabecker~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony: 

~ is to take a slide quiz in CLAR on Thursday. As she will be travelling for competition, she tells me that you are able to 
proctor the quiz. Can you confirm what technical set-up you can handle? The quiz is timed - ideally the slides (5 in all) need to be show 
on a laptop or other screen. Can you handle a Powerpoint file? or is .pdf preferred? If you could let me know by Wednesday, that would 



be appreciated. 

thanks, 

Jeffrey Becker 

Jeffrey A. Becker, Ph.D. RPA 
Acting Director 

Ancient World Mappinq Center 
CE~# 8110; 5010 Davis Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8110 U.S.A. 

email: awrncC.®unc.edu; (O): 1-919-962-0502 
Follow AWMC on Facebook! 



COME WATCH THE GAME WITH US! 

WHO: EVERYONE..Jnvite your friends. 

WHAT: Food, Drinks, Beer, Corn Hole, Raffles & Prizes while watching the game. 

WHEN: Thursday, November 15th Kickoff @ 7:30pm 

WHERE: NA]SMITH GRILL at UNC Finley Golf Course Clubhouse 

O.UESTIONS? Call us at 919-962-2349 or ask us on our fb event page. 

https://www.facebook.com!events!162189577257368i 

Brittany Renn 

UNC Finley Golf Course 
PO Box 2675 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-0586 
919-962-2792 fax 
b~renn@uncaa unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brittany Renn <bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 12:39 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Thanksgiving Buffet @ UNC Finley Golf Course - Naismith Grill 

TEXT.htm; Thanksgiving Menu FiNAL.jpg 

Plan to come see us at UNC Finley Golf Course on Thanksgiving, 11/22 with these great specials! Thanksgiving Buffet 

$7.so. 
Brittany Renn 
UNC Finley Golf Course 
PO Box 2675 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-0586 
919-962-2792 fax 

~ 
uncaa unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 19, 2012 11:35 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

MARYLAND tickets! 

TEXT.htm 

Athletic Department Employees, 

Due to Maryland returning a significant number of tickets, I would like to offer you complimentary tickets to the football game on November 24, 2012. Simply 

come down to the ticket office, located at the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center, and sign for your extra tickets (Limit g). Please note that you can only pick 

up your tickets and this offer is based on availability. The Ticket office will be open from 8-5 on Monday and Tuesday, and from g-3 on Wednesday. 

Thanks, and as always, Go Heels! 

UNi~ERS#TY O~- NOB]N CAROLINA 

ASST. DIRECTOR OF I~CKET OPEPATIONS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Inc." <d.odea@texthelp.com> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 2:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

How Mobile is your MOBILE Contest! 

TEXT.htm 

Send us a picture of you with your 
Read&Write GOLD MOBILEfora chance 

to Win anAmazon Gift Card! 

Contest Details 

WewanttoseehowmobileyourRead&Write 

GOLD MOBILE is! Where do you or your students use 

Enter for a chance to win an Amazon Gift Card! 

Read&Write GOLD MOBILE, tell us the location, and ho~ far 



Mark McKusker, CEO of Texthelp, 
took his MOBILE to Beijing, China! 

Contest ends Friday, November 30th at 5:00pro EST. 

Winners will be notified and announced Wednesday, December 5th. 

Prizes: 

¯ $25 Amazon Gift Card for picture taken furthest from Texthelp’s 
headquarters (Woburn, MA) 

¯ $25 Amazon Gift Card for person who traveled furthest with their 
MOBILE 

GRAND PRIZE $50 Amazon Gift Card for Most Unique picture 

Text h e Ip I n C 

888~24~0652 I~ 
wwwitexthelpicom 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Texthelp Inc. I 600 Unicorn Park Drive I Woburn, MA 01801 

Unsubscribe I Send To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 

~ iContact - Try It 
Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 7:00 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Ken Yow < ken_yow@u nc.edu > 

]mportant Fwd: E-mail Security Alert! 

TEXT.htm 

Good Morning Everyone, 

A lot of you may have received this email asking you to click on the link to restore access to your webmail account. This is not a valid email this is a scam. Anyone can copy 
our University logo or company logo and put it into an email to make it look real. 

Please Delete this email. Your university email is controlled by your UNC ONYEN account and you may always call one of us personally to assist with a password change or 
issues with that onyen account. Also, as long as you are an employee or student, your account will not go away. 

Thank you, 

Christy Suits 

Systems Analyst 

iTS OSS UNC Athletics 

Cell: 

email: Christy suits@unc,edu 

> > > "University of North Carolina Webmail" <helpdesk,team@unc.edu > 11/19/2012 5:54 PM > > > 

[~iI https:/i ......... d u/irng/ui/footer-logo.gif] 

Access to your e-mail account is about to expired. 

please ~[i~..!:[A!:#. to restore access to your e-mail account. 

We apologise for any inconvenience and appreciate your understanding. 
Regards, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Webmail Service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

www. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 7:09 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Football Games on DVD - Great Xmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 29 days till Christmas. 

This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 

Your football games on video. 

Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 

Order today by midnight and get a free 
Christmas Guarantee delivery. 

See this link for my Christmas delivery 
st o ry http:J/www.footballvideos.com/content/more-rush-order-information 

Remember, www.footballvideos.com is a mail order operation. Some 
games take up to 6 weeks to deliver. 

Email me at wdr@footballvideos.com or call 717-732-5643 with any 
questions. 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvideos.com 



Check out The Bowl Game Channel at The Free 
Football Video Network. Don’t cost nothin’. 

Help me understand what facets of 
SPARX Enterprise interests you the most. Ride 
any of the links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
~rk 

~portunities 
l am a Former Player 
l am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by wd[@footballvideos.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I fnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

www.footballvideos.com I 67 Greenmont Drive I Enola I PA I 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Odmsley < rgrim sley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:01 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Business Office <-Business Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Strength Coaches <-Strength Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Travel Office <-Travel 

Office@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Upcoming Weekend 

TEXT.htm 

Absolutely. Anytime parking is blocked off in the Loudermilk Lot, whether it be the entire lot or a portion, permit holders should be able to tell the Ramshead attendant and 

park in the deck. Sorry [ did not clarify that in the earlier email. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

U NC Ath letics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office 919 962 9472 

>>> Martina Ballen 11/28/2012 10:38 AM >>> 

Richie, 

if the Loudercnilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, will it be set up for staff to park in the Ramshead Deck? 

Martina 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 

Cell 
Fax (919) 962-0125 

> > > RicNe Grimsley 11/28/2012 8:43 AM > > > 

We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Friday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocldng off the 

LoudermJlk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level, Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I 
may be unaware of. Thank you, 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst, Director for Facility Planning and Managecnent 
U NC Ath letics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office 919 962 9472 



~:ro~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  8:25 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

Hi 
Josh could meet with you tonight from 9pm 9:30pm. Would that help? Please let me know so that [ can confirm with him. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 
>>>                                @live.unc.edu>            10:03 PM >>> 
Hi Susan hope your week has been well, I am sorry for the late notice on the tutor cancelation tonight, and I am also sorry I missed you in your office tonight. I was just 
wondering if there was a possible way I could email my tutor to tell him ~ am sorry for the late cancelation and if I could please reschedule for thursday night at the same time? 

let me know 
thank you 



I::ror~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:25 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

Hi 

could meet with you tonight from 9pm 9:30pm. Would that help? Please let me know so that [ can confirm with him. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 

>>>                                @live.unc.edu>            10:03 PM >>> 
Hi Susan hope your week has been well, I am sorry for the late notice on the tutor cancelation tonight, and I am also sorry ~ missed you in your office tonight. ~ was just 
wondering if there was a possible way I could email my tutor to tell him I am sorry for the late cancelation and if I could please reschedule for thursday night at the same time? 
let me know 
thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 10:11 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Spring 2013 Bill Deferment 

TEXT.htm 

> > > Tom Timmermans 12/4/2012 10:07 AM > > > 

Coaches, 

The below e mail was send out to all student athletes to remind them to defer their Spring 2013 semester charges. Please follow up with your student athletes who will 

receive G~k to cover even a portion of their funding, Any student athletes receiving GIA who has not deferred their charges by December 11th will run the risk of having 

courses dropped from their schedule. 

Unfortunately, PeopleSoft still doesn’t have the capability of automatic deferment for students who are receiving any sort of aid, hopefully this feature will be added in the 

future. Therefore the students deferring is the only way to assure that they won’t lose their classes. 

Contact me with any questions, 

> > > "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa,u nc.edu > 12/4/2012 9:57 AM > > > 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina, 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE, 

Student Athlete, 

Bills for the 2013 Spring semester are due to be paid by Tuesday, December 11th, which is prior to the first day of Spring 2013 classes, and, thus, prior to your scholarship 

funding hitting your account. 

Therefore, all student athletes who are receiving Grant Jn Aid to cover even a portion of their funding will need to go through the process of deferring their charges so that 

their courses aren’t dropped. 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete. Here are the instructions to defer: 

Log in to MyUNC (http://~,cww.unc.edu/myunc/) and select ConnectCarolina and go to the Student Center, Look at the Finances Section and select Request Deferment in the 

drop down box. Click/check the box for Financial Aid Deferment AND the Statement of Understanding and then click submit. There will be a confirmation screen after you hit 

submit, click OK. Click the Account Inquiry tab to see the updated due date for deferred charges. Please note that the due date on the invoice will not change, only the due 

dates for the individual deferred charges, which you can see in the "Details by Due Date" section. 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 919.962.7851 ICeli            IFax 919.962.6002 

you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"~v.footballvideo s.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 11:49 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Games on DVD - Great Christmas (~ifl Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 21 days till Christmas. 
This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree° 
Your football games on video. 
Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 
Order today by midnight and get a free 
Christmas Guarantee delivery. 
See this link for my Christmas delivery 
story http://vwvw.footballvid ....... /content! .......... h-order-inf .... tion 

Remember, vvvwv.footballvideos.com is a maii order op~r~tion~ Some 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvid eos. co m 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Inv~es_tor Plain 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

] 

[his emai[ was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc,edu by wdr@l:ootba v deos co n :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instan[ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy, 

www.footballvideos,com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

w~. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com > 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 11:49 AM 

~oun@emaJl. unc.edu 

Tony Yount <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Games on DVD - Great Christmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 21 days till Christmas. 
This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 
Your football games on video. 
Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 
Order today by midnight and get a free 
Christmas Guarantee delivery. 
See this link for my Christmas delivery 
story http://www.footballvid ....... /content/ ......... h-order-information 

Remember, v,~w.footballvideos.com is a maii o,de,~’ ope,~’a~.ion. 

Email me at ~footballvideos.com or tail 717o732-5643 with 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvid eos. co m 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improvin.q Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

This email was sent to tonwount@imcaa,unc.edu by wdr~footballvideos.com i 

LI,odat~ Profij~L~m~jjAddress InsLant [emoval v~iLh Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy! Po[ic~’. 

www.footballvideos.¢om 67 Greenrnont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 3:49 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Holiday Sale at UNC Finley is back 

TEXT.htm 

After moving back into the new Clubhouse...UNC Finley is ready to have the Holiday sale again. 
Next Tuesday the ~LZth and Wednesday the ]_2th All apparel for Athletic Department employees will be 50% off. Accessories will be 35% off and Golf balls and shoes will be 

25% off 

We will extend our operating hours until 6 PM 
Come by and see us and see the new Clubhouse and Grill. 

Happy Holidays ! 
Michael H. Wilkinson PGA 

Head Golf Professional 
UNC Finley Golf Course 

Office 919-962-2349 

Fax 919-843-5974 

m~hw~@u ~caa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 5:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tons~youn@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Hi Tony, 
My ’ exam today went really badly. It was a 40 question multiple choice test cumulative, and I studied a lot for it but I got a 45. It counts as 20% of my grade and 
Sakai says that I have a D+ excluding this grade and a paper grade (worth 15%, I haven’t gotten back yet) and he said he was going to scale the tests a full letter grade, but 
the scale hasn’t shown up on Sakai. I just wanted to give you a heads up cause I feel horrible about it and I’m really nervous that this means I wont pass the class. Sorry if this 

isn’t very coherent but I just wanted to let you know and hear your input. 
Thanks so much, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"~v=footballvideo s.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Monday, December 10, 2012 7:43 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Great Xmas Gitt Idea & My Customers are Awesome! 

"l~XT.htm 

My Customers are Awesome! 
Over the last 22 years, I have talked with many former College 
Football Players. There are millions of the!! There are also 
millions of really cool, great, and inspirational stories out 
there. 
I am now introducing a new feature within my weekly Email 
Newsletter. It will be called the 

"Meet My Awesome Customers" 
feature. Each week, within my Newsletter will be a featured 
piece on one of my many awesome customers. These 
customers stand out among the tens of thousands of 
customers I have had over the years. 
Their stories are cool and interesting - they must be told. 
Especially when they relate to an integral part of college 
football history. 
This week I am offering my first email about one of my 
Awesome Customers - Hiram McBeth. 
Hiram ordered the 1971 Texas vs. Arkansas game on DVD 
from www.footballvideos.com. The first DVD I sent him had a 
problem, so we communicated, I send him another DVD, it 
worked and he liked it= Then we traded emails and phone 
calls discussing his interest in getting several other games. 
During our conversation the 1969 Big Shoot Out game 
between Texas and Arkansas came up. So I, not knowing 
much about to whom I was talking, brought up the fact that the 
Big Shoot out was the last college football game ever played 
for a national championship that had no black players on 
either team, dressing for the game. Hiram then said, yes, that 
is correct but did you know Arkansas did have a black player 
on the practice squad that, while not dressing for the Texas 
game, was technically on the team. I said, I didn’t know that. 
He said, "do you know who that player was", I said, "no", and 
he said, "it was me, Hiram McBeth". Awesome! It was such a 
great pleasure, and honor, to geta chance to talk to him. 

My Customers are Awesome! 
Did you know, the southern schools were the last to admit 
blacks onto their teams. In 1970 Arkansas recruited their first 
black player, who was on the 1970 team with Hiram, an un- 
recruited walk-on candidate in 1969. Arkansas integrated 
before Texas, then was followed by Alabama, Georgia, South 
Carolina, Mississippi and other southern schools. I believe it 
took Mississippi until 1973 or 1974 to get it’s first African- 
American player. 
Kind of unbelievable isn’t it. Could you imagine college 
football today without African American players? It would 
seem absurd. 
Kudos Hiram McBeth, the Rosa Parks of Arkansas Football 
and another Awesome customer here at 
www.footballvideos.com 
Hiram is interested in seeing several important Arkansas 
games that I do not have= Please let me know if you can get 
the following games on DVD. 
1970- Arkansas vs. Wichita State (played in Little Rock) 
1971-- Arkansas vs. Tulsa (played in Fayetteville) 
1971- Arkansas vs. University of California Bears 
Are you a customer of www.footballvideos.com ? Do you have a 



cool story to tell? Email me at wdr@footballvideos.com and tell 
me all about it. I’d like to feature you in this newsletter. 

WDR 
Owner,/President 
www.footballvid eos. co m 

Just 15 days till Christmas° 
This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree° 
Your football games on video° 
Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 
See this link for my Christmas delivery 
story http:// ..... footballvid ....... /contentJ ........ h-order-inf .... tion 

Rememb÷r, w~.footballvideos.com is ~ I’n~ii order oper~lion. Some 

WDR 
OwnedPresident 
_w__ .W_..w_ __._f..o__..o__.t__b__a_]_Lv_!d. __e__o_._s_.._ .c__ .o__ ..m__ 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of Colle~qe Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward ernail 

] 

This ern~il was sent to ton,!~ioimt@uncaa.unc,edu by wdr@footballvideos,com :: 

UI~d~te ~rof[lej~ma[[~dd£~ ~nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’~ Piiv~cy PoJjcy, 

www.footballvideos,¢om 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"~v.footballvideo s.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

Friday, December 14, 2012 7:42 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Games on DVD - Great Christmas (~ifl Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 11 days till Christmas. 
This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree° 
Your football games on video. 
Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 
See this link for my Christmas delivery 
story http:// ...... footballvid ....... /content] ........ h-order-inf .... tion 

~m~-~il m,~,~ at wdr~,’,oib~lk, ideos.c(~m ov c~-~il }"I 7.-732-5(~;43 ,~’~.ith ~my 
q~estio~s, 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvid eos. co m 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

] 

[his email was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc,edu by wdr@f:ootba v deos co ~ :: 
Update Prof:iie/Email Address £nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscdbe"~ Privacy Policy, 

www.footballvideos,com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

w~. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com > 

Friday, December 14, 2012 7:42 AM 

~oun@emaJl. unc.edu 

Tony Yount <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Games on DVD - Great Christmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 11 days till Christmas. 
This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 
Your football games on video. 
Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 
See this link for my Christmas delivery 

h-order-information 

Email m÷ at wd~ootb~llvideos.com or cail 717W32-5643 with ~;y 

WDR 
Owner/President 
wwwXootballvideos.com 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improvin.q Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

[ ~.g.~ 
This email was sent to tom/vount@uncaa,unc.edu by wdr@f:ootbaNvideos.com i 

U,odat~ Piofij~L~rn~jjAddress Ins[ant iemoval v<&h Saf:eUnsubscribeTM ~riva~Po[ic~’. 

www.footballvideos.com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Inc." <c.nawn@text~elp.com> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 10:17 AM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Hapw Holidays ti~m Text~elp 

’I~X?I’.httn 

From us Nou .... 
We wanted to take just a momen{ to thank you for your support this year. 
We are grateful to have such wonderful customers and friends and hope 
that together we can continue to strive to provide products and support that 
help every learner succeed. In your honor, we have once again made a 
donation to the Kids in Need Foundation and also to the Hurricane Sandy 
Relief Fund for students wi{h disabilities affected by the storm. 
Enjoy {he Holiday Season and Happy New Year! 
The Texthelp Team 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa uric edu from: 

T~:dh.,!lp i!;c i 600 U~:c.’lm P;d~ Ddve :: Webum, MA 0180! :’.’:::.~’.:: iContacl - TI’/It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"~v.footballvideo s.com" <wdr@ footballvideos.com~ 

~Vednesday, December 19, 2012 7:04 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoun~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Games on DVD - Great Christmas (~ifl Idea! 

"l~2XT.htm 

Just 6 days till Christmas. 
This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree° 
Your football games on video. 
Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 
See this link for my Christmas delivery 
story http:// ...... footballvid ....... /content] ........ h-order-inf .... tion 

I can still afford you a Christmas 
Delivery Guarantee. If the game you 
want, is among the 80% of all of my 
games that are IN-HOUSE, you can get 
a free Christmas Delivery Guarantee. 
Email m÷ at wd~ootb;~llvideos.com o,~ ceil 717-~32-5643 ,,,vN ;~ny 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvid eos. co m 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Inv~es_tor Plain 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
| am a Form~ 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

[his ernail was sent to tonwount@uncaa.unc,edu by wdr@footba v deos co n :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email AddFess Instan[ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ PFivacy Policy, 

www.footballvideos,com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

w~. footballvideos.com <wdr@footballvideos.com > 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 7:04 AM 

~oun@emaJl. unc.edu 

Tony Yount <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Games on DVD - Great Christmas Gift Idea! 

TEXT.htm 

Just 6 days till Christmas. 
This year, have the "Christmas Gift of 
The Year" in time, and under the tree. 
Your football games on video. 
Just ride this link to 
www.footballvideos.com and pick out 
the game, or games, you want. 
See this link for my Christmas delivery 
story http:// .... footballvid ....... /content/ ........ h-order-information 

I can still afford you a Christmas 
Delivery Guarantee. If the game you 
want, is among the 80% of all of my 
games that are IN-HOUSE, you can get 
a free Christmas Delivery Guarantee. 
Em;~il me at wdr,~footballvideos.com or c;~il 717-732-5643 with any 

WDR 
Owner/President 
www.footballvid eos. co m 

Help me understand what facets of SPARX 
Enterprise interests you the most. Ride any of the 
links below, and learn more. 
Football Games on Video 
The Football Video Network 
See Investor Plan 
Become a Scout 
Employment Opportunities 
I am a Former Player 
I am a Fan of College Football 
Learn more about improving Youth Athletics 

Forward email 

[ ~.g.~ 
This email was sent to tom/vount@uncaa,unc.edu by wdr@footballvideos.com i 

U,odat~ Piofij~L~rn~jjAddress Instant iemoval with Saf:eUnsubscribeTM ~riva~Po[ic~’. 

www.footballvideos.com 67 Greenmont Drive Enola :: PA :: 17025 



FroRq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 3:24 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>i 

<       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: 2013 ACC Compliance Workshop - Save the Date 

All, 
See below for the first notice of the ACC’s upcoming summer workshop, similar to the ones they’ve had in the past. Feel free to share this with the folks on campus who you 

work with who may benefit from attending. ]f you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> Lance Markos <lancemarkos@hotmail.com> 1/3/2013 3:21 PM >>> 

From: mburgemeister@theacc.org 

To: cmc@virginia,edu; hodge@clemson.edu; larry@vt.edu; Ibroome@email,unc.edu; putallaz@duke.edu; mdawkins@miami,edu; mjwasyle@syr.edu; Hadley@umd.edu; 

pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu; carmicha@wfu.edu; robert.taggart@bc.edu; sam_pardue@ncsu.edu; sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu; saa01@pitt.edu; aaker@bc.edu; 

adominato@fsu,edu; agray3@clemson.edu; wcampb2@clemson.edu; as2cz@eser~,ices.virginia.edu; am@virginia,edu; bboswell@athletics.gatech,edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; 

brandkguednot@bc.edu; bcowley@athletics.gatech.edu; bdlll@my.fsu.edu; mcsorlbb@vt.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu; cmjame02@syr.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke,edu; chartmann@duaa,duke.edu; cgambler@umd,edu; craig_anderson@ncsu,edu; ceander4@ncsu.edu; dbartholomae@athletics,pitt.edu; 

dmisaf@syr.edu; d.rabenl@miami.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; Imarcocc@syr.edu; emb8p@virginia.edu; e.moran2@umiami.edu; erleasem@syr.edu; 

herobert@vt.edu; hrfrazie@syr.edu;jpmu~~in@syr.edu;jr~dgers@ath~etics.gatech~edu;jmcurry@fsu~edu; kgunderman@athletics.pitt.edu; k.kelly3@miamkedu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

giddings@umd.edu; lancemarkos@hotmail.com; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; mcsllc@my.fsu.edu; marmstead@athletics.gatech.edu; mfranck@umd.edu; mpford@ncsu.edu; 

maitken@athletics.gatech.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu; ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu; rslavis@virginia.edu; slkirby5@live.unc.edu; 

slkirby5@uncaa,unc.edu; shelfer@duaa,duke.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu,edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; timmermans@uncaa.unc,edu; 

tatimmermans@gmail.com; thernandez@miami.edu; vfuchs@fsu.edu; vsarfoka@vt.edu; ille@u ncaa.unc.edu; reyesya@bc.edu; zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu 

CC: bhostetter@theacc.org; sbrown@theacc.org; thaith@theacc,org; kkoone@theacc.org 

Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2012 17:28:03 0500 

Subject: 2013 ACC Compliance Workshop Save the Date 

ACC 12- 

member 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC IVIAIL 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF TIlE COMMISSIONER 

MEMORANDUM 

December 18, 2012 

TO:         Faculty Athletics Representatives 

Compliance Administrators 

FROM:      Brad Hostetter, St. Associate Commissioner 
Matt Burgemeister, Assistant Commissioner 

SUBJECT: 2013 ACC Compliance Workshop Save the Date 

The 2013 Atlantic Coast Conference Compliance Workshop will be conducted June 25 26, 2013, at the Sheraton Hotel in Greensboro, North Carolina. 

Sessions will focus on NCAA eligibility and financial aid regulations and the impact of presidential reform initiatives. A more detailed schedule and session descriptions will be 

provided at a later date. Among the staff members who may benefit from the workshop are compliance administrators, academic support staff, certifying officers, financial 

aid liaisons and Faculty Athletics Representatives. Please forward this notice as appropriate to those on your campus who may attend the workshop, 

A second notification including additional details and registration information will be distributed in March. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. We 

look forward to seeing you at the workshop. 



4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE, GREENSBORO, NC 27407. {336) 854 8787 
MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 . MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 . ADMINISTt~L\TION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE. CLEMSON UNIVERSITY. DUKE UNIVERSITY. FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY. GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY" 
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND. UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI. UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA. VIRGINIA POLYTECIINIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY. WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 4:17 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

State Mileage Allowanced Change 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone- 

Please see below regarding a change in mileage reimbursement rate. 

Martina 

Effective January 1, 2013, the internal Revenue Service (IRS) has increased the business standard mileage rate from 55.5 cents per mile to 56.5 
cents per mile to better reflect the recent increases in gas prices. Pursuant to state statute, the Office of State Budget and Management changed the 
allowable rate of reimbursement for travel on official business by state employees to be equal to the IRS rate. 

in processing travel reimbursement forms for trips that begin on or after January 1, 2013, the allowable rate is 56.5 cents. For trips that began 
before January 1, 2013, the rate is SS.S cents. 

University travelers are obligated to use a State vehicle (if available) when the round trip exceeds 100 miles. The reimbursement rate is 30 cents per 
mile when an individual uses a personal car when a state car is available. 

Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 

Cell 
Fax (919) 962-0125 

.m___b_~tt ~ _u_tt £’~_~_u__n__£~¢_ ~ 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 3:45 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jackie Copeland 

<jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Toni Norton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 

Small change is book Procedure 

TEXT.htm 

All, 

[wanted to update everyone on a slight change in the books procedure for the Spring semester. 
During the spring semester (and every semester there after) we will be checking to make sure that any student athlete who receives books as part of their scholarship and 

receives books for a specific class but drops that class on or before the drop date (January 23rd) actually turns those books in. Any student athlete who has not turned in the 
books for the dropped course by January 31st will be charged the full cost of the book(s) to their student account. This charge will be taking off the student athletes’ account, 

once the book(s) has been turned in. 

it is my understanding that most often these books are being turned in to you and you hand the books off to Nate. With the above procedure it is very important that we 
keep track of who has and hasn’t turned in their books, Please make sure, that when a student athlete turns in his/her books to you to clearly mark and fasten the piece of 

paper to time books so there is no confusion later on in the process. 
if you have any questions, feel free to contact me, 

Tom 

Tom Timmernmr~s i Assislznt Director or’Compliance/Fin. Aid i University of Nodh Carolina 

Office 919,962,7851 iCe~l             iFax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, January. 8, 2013 10:01 PM 

-Eve~one <- Everyone@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

Department of Athletics’ Strategic Plm~ 

Depaxtanent of Athletics’ Strategic Plan for 2013-16.pdf; Tar Heels Announce Strategic Plan.docx 

TO: Athletic Department Staff 

FROM: Bubba Cunningham 

RE: Strategic Plan 

Included in this email is an electronic version of the Department of Athletics’ Strategic Plan for 2013-16 and a press release introducing the plan that will 

be distributed to the public later this evening. 

This is the public launch of our strategic plan, which everyone in the department helped to create. We have already been implementing the plan since the 

start of the school year, but the public launch will serve as a reminder to all of us to live the plan on a daily basis. 

"We educate and inspire through athletics" - those are not just words, it is our mission statement and is what drives us to succeed each day. Our values, 

vision, priorities and objectives support our mission and hopefully will guide each and every one of us in making the decisions each day in how we help 

make the University of North Carolina the number one public university in America. 

Each of you is encouraged to review the plan and refer to it often to educate and inspire people on a daily basis. I want to thank the strategic planning 

working group and all of you who helped shape this plan. Our student-athletes, coaches and staff are an exceptional group of people and the University of 

North Carolina is an extraordinary institution. We believe this strategic plan will serve as a foundation for us to reach even greater heights. 

Go Heels! 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 3:28 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

holden@unc.edu; Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Super Bowl Gambling Reminder 

TEXT.htm; Header; Super Bowl Sports Wagering Reminder Notice 2013.pdf 

All, 

in anticipation of Super Bowl weekend, the NCAA has issued the attached reminder regarding its prohibition on gambling. 

Please note that this regulation applies to all athletics department employees, as well as nonathletics staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics 

department (e.g., Chancellor, FAR). 

We will send this same reminder to our student athletes, as well. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions you may have. 

DON’T BET ON IT!!! 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Timmernmns i Assislant Direclor of Corapliance/Fin. Aid i Universib’ of North Carolina 

Office 919,962,7851 iCell             iFa.x 919 962,6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:50 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 
wants to enroll in 2nd session summer school before the start of her freshmen year this fall. She has already been accepted and has payed her enrollment fees. DO 

you know what she needs to do in order to get into summer classes? Or who do I need to talk to, ect._ 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca raps.cor!_! 

>>> @gmail.com> 7:46 PM >>> 

Coach Levy, 

was hoping to see if [ can enroll in summer classes and [ am wondering how [ should go about this. 

Should I try and enroll myself? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 12:11 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Tar Heel 10 Miler and 4 Mile Run Invites You To Run tbr Free 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, February 11, 2013 10:16 AM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: history paper 

FILE.msg 



Froln: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: TONY YOUN3 

Subjet’t: history paper 

Attacl~: TEXT.ht,n; HISTq 

~live.unc.edu> 

10:15 AM 

~gmafil.com>; Tony Yount <ton~Lvoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

÷ First ~ Essay- 5.docx 

Hi Tony, 
Can I come in and see you around :t2.30 tomorrow to chat about my history paper? Attacked is the questions? 
Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, February 11, 2013 10:18 AM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: history paper 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount~uncaa.unc.edt~ 

Monday, Februa~ 11, 2013 10:19 PM 

gyount@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: hist 107 

FILE.msg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 10:18 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounV~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: hist 

TEXT.htm 

Good evening Tony, 

Thank you ~ much tbr this! 

Sincerely, 

On Mon, at 1:55 PM, Yount, Tony <ton’~5’ount(&unc.edtc> wrote: 

Here is the HIST    study guide 

Tony 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: 
Subject: hist 
Date: 
To: 

Hey Tony, 

@live.unc.edu> 

9:34:59 AM EST 
t@.q mail.corn", :@.clmail.com> 

Our hist tutor wanted me to send you our study guide for the test so that you can email it to her. Thanks! 

Have a good day,~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Texthelp Inc. <~c.nawn@te~help.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 12, 2013 11:09 AM 

~youn@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Winter 2013 Texthelp News 

TEXT.htm 

Since our last newsletter, the holiday season has come 
and gone with the new year off to a busy start! We are 
charging full steam ahead here at Texthelp and will be 
releasing several exciting new products and upgrades in 
the coming months. Watch your email or the Texthelp 
website for more details! 
We just returned from ATIA in Orlando where it was great 
to see so many of our customers. The Exhibit Hall was 
busy and attendees seemed very pleased with the 
sessions including several given by Texthelp’s Jason 
Carroll and Martin McKay. We are looking forward to 
CSUN this month and catching up with our west coast 
friends! 
On another note, we’d like to welcome Nora Trentacoste 
to the Texthelp team. She will be managing the sales 
efforts in Alaska, California, Oregon, Washington, and 
Western Canada. Nora is excited about getting to know 
everyone in her new territory and providing solutions to 
meet their needs. If you want to reach out to Nora, 
please email her at n.trentacoste~)__t__e___x__t___h___e_!p_~__c___q~.. 
Sincerely, 

Jack Dolan, President, Texthelp Inc. 

One thing that has many people excited these days is 

our special Read&Write GOLD pricing for K-12 

students with IEPs. For many of these students, getting 

the right assistive technology is the missing piece to 
their success and our goal is to make this happen. 

Single copies of Read&Write GOLD (PC or Mac, DVD or 

USB) cost only $295 when purchased by schools or 

authorized agencies for students with IEPs. 
Download the order form or call 888-248-0652 today 

to learn more! 

~ 
R ead&Write for Google Docs, available free on the Chrome Web Store or 
with Web Apps for SMS customers, is generating some great buzz! The 

Read&Write for Goggle Does toolbar makes Goggle Documents accessible 

with Text-to-Speech, Dictionary, Picture Dictionary, Translator, and Study 

Skills. Best of all, writing support features are on the way! 
One AT and Educational Consultant states that Read&Write for Goggle Docs is "~ must 

have tool for any student using Google Docs. This is huge; an amazing benefit for 

our struggling readers, writers, and researchers." Check out what others are 

sayinq. 
A recent article from The PACER Center in 
Minneapolis, MN entitled, "__T_~_Lc_’_t_L_T_i~Z__A_____F__r__e__e___~_o__/__u___i~__o__n___ 

discusses the benefits of Read&Write for Goggle 
Docs and the simple steps to use it. Read about 

how easy it is to make your Google Documents accessible! 

Have you got the latest update of Read&Write 10 GOLD for PC? Version 10.0.5 was 
released in October to support Windows 8 and Version 10.0.6 was released in 



November to support Adobe Reader and Acrobat Xl. 
Not sure if you have the latest version? To check, click on the down arrow next to the 
Texthelp button on the toolbar and then click "About...". If you do not have 10.0.6, click 
on check for updates and follow the instructions. 

More non-fiction passages for both elementary and         i~<i 

secondary levels were recently added to Fluency Tutor! ....... 

Readers of all ages can access interesting, on target, grade 
appropriate passages for practice reading or- assessment. 

Try our interactive demo or request a free 90-day trial of 

Fluency Tutor today! 

Atomic Learning and Texthelp have partnered to offer free 

training tutorials on Read&Write GOLD. The training tutorials for 

Read&Write GOLD for PC and Read&Write GOLD for Macwalk 

learners through all of the reading, writing and self-editing, study 

skills, and research features found on the Read&Write GOLD toolbar. 

District Administration has selected Fluency Tutor as one of the 

Readers’ Choice Top :I.00 Products! The award is based on 
nominations from readers who submit products which have made a 
positive difference in the operation of their schools and classrooms as 

well as programs that help improve student reading, writing, science, 

and math comprehension. 

We are honored to have Fluency Tutor included in this group of 

products! 

i~i 
The New Hampshire Audio Book Initiative for elementary and 

¯ ¯ secondary schools was developed by the NH DOE to help 

schools provide audio versions of books and learning 

materials to students who qualify so that every student has 
access to the same books and learning materials as their 

peers. 

A copy of Read&Write GOLD will be installed in every public school in NH to scan 
books, handouts, and other learning materials for students to have in an accessible 
format. We are very excited to be part of such a wonderful initiative! 

An article in BU Today, "Reading Made Easier - Free Software for [ 
Anyone at BU with Dyslexia, Learning Disabilities", discusses /:~.: "~ 

Read&Write GOLD and how it is helping Boston University I 
students. L 
One student states, "This is a game changer for my college 

career. You have to manage your time and treasure those 15 minutes you have. 

It’s all about being efficient, and Read&Write GOLD makes your life more efficient." 

Read&Write GOLD is available as a free download to everyone at Boston 

University. "’It’s not just a little piece of assistive technology in the corner," says 
Office of Disability Services Assistant Director Lorraine Norwich. "It’s something that 

everyone can use and can benefit from.’" Read more.., 

We recently caught up with one of our customers, Paul 

Stankard. He is a gifted artist with an international reputation. 

His glass art work is represented in over 60 Museums around 
the world. We spoke to him about his art and how Read&Write 

GOLD has helped him in his active career. 

"Because of my Dyslexia reading and writing had always 

been laborious. But when I discovered and installed 
Read&Write GOLD, I was "fast forwarded." With noticeably 

less effort, I’m reading and writing much easier, in fact 
better than most non-dysiexics." 

"With the help of Read& Write GOLD, I wrote an 
autobiography, No Green Berries or Leaves: A Creative Journey of an Artist in 

Glass, and am currently writing a second book celebrating excellence in glass art. 

Read&Write GOLD gives me the confidence to share my writing with the world 

because, with the "Read" feature, I can listen to what I’ve typed, make 

corrections, and refine the ideas until it says exactly what I want it to say., 
Learn more about Paul and his beautiful artwork by visiting his website. 

We want to thank everyone who participated in the How Mobile is Your MOBILE 
contest, It was fun to see the pictures that were sent in. The winners are: 



Bill Ziegler (left), an AT Specialist from Bucks 

County, PA, took his MOBILE to "Space"! He 
wins for "traveling" furthest with his 

MOBILE! 
Diane Conner’s son stayed "mobile" in 

Louisiana by using the Web Apps in a duck 

blind. He wins the GRAND PRIZE for Most 
Unique! 

We love to hear how people are successfully using our products. 
Share your stories on YouTube, Facebook, or Twitter! 

During the past few months, we were at the Association for Middle Level Education 

(AMLE) Conference, Accessing Higher Ground, National Title 1, and ATIA, as well as 
many regional conferences. 

At AMLE, Lori Revel gave a great presentation on how they are improving fluency at 

Winburn Middle School in KY - "It~proving Reading Fluency & Comprehension in the 
I~iddie Schooh What Works!" 

At ATIA, there were several presentations featuring Read&Write GOLD and AT, including: 

"Making Common Core Standards Accessible with Read& Write GOLD" - Jason 

Carroll, Texthelp 

Strateqies Successfully" - Jason Gibson, Innovative Communications Group and 

Jason Carroll, Texthelp 

Gibson, Innovative Communications Group and Jason Carroll, Texthelp 

We will be busy at conferences throughout the coming months and hope you will stop 

by and see us at an event near you including: 

We will be exhibiting in Booth #~.O at the CSUN 

Conference in San Diego, CA from February 27th - 

March 2nd. Stop by for information on our newest 

releases and to enter our Read&Write GOLD MOBILE drawing! 
Attend this great session about Cloud-based technology while you are there: 

"Cloud-basedATSolutionsAccessible IorAl[’, Martin McKay, Texthelp- 

Thursday, February 28th at 9:20 AM, Edward CD, 2rid Floor 

From April 20th - 22nd, you can find us in Booth #1924 at the 
IRA 58th Annual Convention in San Antonio, TX. If you are 
going to IRA, stop by and say hello! 



All, 

Please find attached the final list of all student-athlete books that need to be turned in to Nate immediately. I appreciate 

your patience as our department has been working diligently all week to obtain the necessary information to determine 
the status of all S-A books. This has been a learning process for all of us and going forward we will be able to make the 

return process easier and more efficient. All student-athletes that are on the attached list did sign and pick up the books 

listed. I have copies of the receipts from the book store as proof that the books were picked up. Please make sure that 
these student-athletes have returned the necessary books to Nate by tomorrow afternoon! Charges will be placed on 

their accounts at the beginning of next week. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions. Thank you all for your help. 

Samantha 

Samantha Kirby 

Compliance Assistant 

(919)-537-3350 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, Februm)115, 2013 3:55 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Drive In Conl~rence Save the Date 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shannon Roberts <serober4@ncsu.edu~; 

Friday, FebrumT 15, 2013 3:54 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Drive In Conference Save the Date 

TENZf.htm; Save the Date.pdf 

Greetings Academic Professionals, 

It is time tbr NC State’s AS PSA to anno unce the theme of thel 2th A~mual Drive-In ContErence ...... 

Lights, Camera, Action: The Spotlight is on Academic Support for Student Athletes! 

The theme is in reference to the myriad of academic controversies appearing in the media. We are extremely excited for the event, and would like invite you and your 

staffto join us. Please see the attached ’Save the Date’ and pass it along to your staff and campus colleagues. The conference will feature presentations from three 

ACC institutions - N.C. State, Clemson, a~ad Virginia - as well as a panel discussion including the Directors of Academic Support from N.C. State, Georgia, UNC 

Chaxlotte, North Carolina Central, Elon, and Richmond. 

No need to RSVP now; a fo,rnal invitation roll be headed yonr way. 

Dofft forget to save the date and spread the word’. See you in April. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, Februm)115, 2013 3:55 PM 

~youn@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Drive In Conl~rence Save the Date 

FILE.msg 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 18, 2013 6:09 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Classes 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 8:32 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Registration tbr New Student Orientation 

FILE.msg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:32 PM 

ton~oun@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Registration for New Student Orientation 

TEXT.hm~ 

Tony, 

I completed steps 3 and 4. Should I sign up for session 5? 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 6:48 AM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Registration for New Student Orientation 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 1:14 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Registration for New Student Orientation 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Diane Crocker < dcrocker@uncaa.uncedu > 

Monday, March 4, 2013 10:41 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Keurig Vue Coffee Machine 

TEXT.htm 

Hi everyone, 
Does anyone have a Vue machine? ] accidentally ordered a box of Breakfast Blend K cups for the Vue machine and they will not work in our Keurig Machine, If you want them, 

please let me know, They are free! 
Thanks, 
Dq ar~e Croc:~e~ 

UHC Athletic Busii’~ess Office 
(919) 843-9270 
dcrocke~-@uncaa, unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 8:32 AM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: Spring Break schedule 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, March 7, 20:13 8:32 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Katrina Dowd < kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Laurie Holman < Iholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu.; Jenny 

Levy < u ncwlax@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Spring Break schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 
You asked me about our practice schedule for next week this is what is on the calendar that was sent out in January and what we will stick to: 

Monday: 12 Film 

6 8pro Practice 
Tuesday: 

3pm Pre game meal 

4 Leave for High point 

7 9 Highpoint game 

11 home 

Wednesday: 

1 Team meet 

1:30-3:30 practice (probably not that long) 

Thursday: 

11:15 Film 

11:45 1:45 practice 
Friday: 

11:00 Film 

11:30 1:30 practice 

Saturday: 

9:30 Pre game meal 

1 Georgetown Game 

If kids are scheduling academic meetings, please have them allow for time to get food after practice prior to any meeting. 

Thanks, 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

wvcw.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.comi 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmaiLcom> 

Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: reassure me 

TEXT.htm 

It says its 12 hours and they don’t count the 16 hrs until they go through eve .rything I did. It’s used as a space filler until they make sure I have completed all of the 

requirements D D 

Ou Tuesday.               , Yount, Tony wrote: 

Love your pictures - you must be having the best time ever. 

Your connect carolina page shows that you will get 12 hours ciedit for study abroad, added to tbe 106 you already have, leaving you with 118 hours - 2 short of 

graduation. Tell me what I mn missing that lets you know that you roll finish in May? 

Th~s 

Tony 

~mail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjedc: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Inc." <d.odea@texthelp.com> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:27 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Announcing iReadWrite ~br the iPad 

TEXT.httn 

Announcing... 

iReadWrite 

Texthelp Inc. 

600 Unicorn Park Drive, Woburn, NA 01801 . Tel: (888) 248-0652 ¯ Fax: (866) 248-0652 
u.s.info@texthelp.com ¯ www.texthelp.com 

This message was sent to tonyyount@uncaa unc edu from: 

T~:dh.,!lp i!;c i 600 U~:com P;d~ Ddve :: Webum, MA 0180! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

NCSU ASPSA <i~ffo@mailva.evite.com> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 2:11 PM 

~youn@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Evite Invitation: 12th Annual ASPSA Drive-In Conference 

TENZf .htm; Pro1.002 

NCSU ASPSA invited you to 

The Murph2/Ce.M÷I~NCSU Foofb~ll F~cility 
4600 Tril~i’:T, Road 

VIEW T}"~IS INVITATION 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Youut <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 8:58 PM 

~youn@ema~l.uuc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Registration 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun(~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Regis~aation 

page3image256; page4image256 

Thanks tony you the bes~t! I will figure this all out tomorrow a£ter my exam if that’s okay? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:53 PM, "Yonnt, Tony" <tons~voun@unc.edu> wrote: 

> First, there has been a change in the way prioriU works. On the morning of your regifftration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register bem, een 8 am a~d 

8:30 am. At 8:30, the system roll be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted fight now on 5’our CoNnect 
Carolina page) later in the day. When that time arrives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make chm~ges. 

> Summer ,school registration starts Monda?         and confinnes        . Check yonr day on Connect Caxolina. Ifyoffre on scholarship, have a conversation 

with your coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets for summer school support. 

Commnnicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking tbr money, ~md then dropping the course later wastes that money m~d spends money "that one of your 

teammates conld have nsed. 
> 

> Fall registration for current juniors is seheduled tbr cnrrent sophomores current t?eshmen But please check your day on Connect Ca~colina. 

Dates can vaxy based on hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at C~xolina. Don’t waste your prioriU by missing your assigned registration day. 
> 

> I’ve attached a coW of your worksheet so that ~’ou can see what reqnirements you have left to fulfill. There are ma~y resources available to help you decide what 

courses to take. Your Academic A&isers in Steele Building axe the primary resource. In addition to appoint~nents there, advisers roll be in Loudermilk Tries m~d Wed 
evenings of next week to help yon get ready to register. 
> 

> Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what reqnirements you have met m~d what requirements you still need to meet, m~d obviously you can come in to the 

office m~d visit with me. 

> Tony 

> [page3image256] 
> [page4itnage256] 

> <page3image256 > 

> <page4image256 > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:24 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.uuc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Registratiou 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:49 PM 

~youn@ema~l.uuc.edu 

Fwd: Re: Registration 

FILE.msg 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 10:48 PM 

Tony Yonnt <tonyyounl@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Regis~alion 

page16image256 

i@live.unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Thank you so much. This email is really helpful! 

Thanks, 

Sent fmln my iPhone 

On , at 9:58 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tons)’oun@unc.edu> wrote: 

> First, there has been a change in the way priori~ works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to regis~ter belween 8 am and 

8:30 am. At 8:30, the ~stem will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on your Connect 

Carolina page) later in the day. When "that time arrives, you will agaJm have access to "the system if you want m make changes. 

> Summer school registration staxts Monday          md continues         . Check your day on Connect Carolina. Ifyoffre on scholarship, have a conversation 

with your coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets for summer school suppo(t. 

Cotnmunicate with them, and tn~ke good decisions. Asking for money, m~d then dropping the course later wastes that tnoney and spends money that one of your 

teammates could have used. 
> 

> Fall registration for cnrrent juniors is ,scheduled for. current sophomores . current freshmen But please check your day on Connect Carolina. 

Dates can vary based on hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your priori~ by missing your assigned registration day. 
> 

> I’ve attached a coW of your worksheet so that you can see what reqnirements you have left to fulfill. There are many resources avaJlable to help you decide what 

courses to take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the primary resource. In addition m appointments there, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues a~d Wed 

evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 
> 

> Tax tteel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meet. and obviously you can come in to the 

office m~d visit with me. 
> 

> Tony 

> [page 16image256] 

> <page 16image256> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 22, 2013 1:19 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Registration 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, l: 18 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounl@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Regis*~ution 

page7image256 

Hi Tony, 

Am I able to take an online class? Also, Do you think I should Take one class or two? 

From: Yount, Tony [tomS,oan~unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursdav, 9:54 PM 

To: 

Subject: Registration 

First, there has been a change in the way priori~ works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register between 8 am and 

8:30 ran. At 8:30, the system will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on your Co~mect 

Carolina page) later in the day. When that time arrives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make changes. 

Summer ~hool registration starts Monda?          and continues          Check your day on Connect Caxolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation 

with your coach about financial suptx~rt tbr your clasps. Coaches make "that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets tbr summer school support. 

Communicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking tbr money, mad then dropping the course later wastes that money mad spends money "that one of your 

teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for current juniors is scheduled for      , current sophomores       current freshmen       But please check your day on Connect Carolina. 

Dates can vaxy based on hours, tmnsi~r status, semesters in residence at C~xolina. Don’t waste your prioriF by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a coW of your worlcsheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. There are many resources available to help you decide what 

courses to take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the primaD~ resom~ce. In addition to appointments there, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues and Wed 

evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina aJso lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and obviously you can come in to the 

office and visit with me. 

Tony 

[page7image256] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 22, 2013 1:21 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Registration 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:20 PM 

Tony Yonnt <tonyyounY~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Regis*~ution 

TEXT.htm; page14image256 

Hi Tony, 

Can I come in sometime Monday or Tuesday to speak with you about what classes would be a good idea for next fall and potentially this summer? 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:57 PM 
To-" 
Subject; Registration 

First, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register between 8 mn and 

8:30 am. At 8:30, the system will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the tilne posted right now on your Connect 

Carolina page) later in the day. When that tilne an~ives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make changes. 

Summer ,school registration starts Monday         and continues         Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation 

with yonr coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets for summer school 

support. Commtmicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking for money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends money that one of 

your teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for current juniors is scheduled tbr      , current sophomores       current freshmen       But please check your day on Connect Carolina. 

Dates can vaxy based on hours, transt~r statu~ semesters in residence at Ca~colina. t.~on’t waste your priori~, by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a coW of your worksheet so that you can see what reqnirements you have left to fulfill. ’][’here are many resources available to help you decide what 

courses to take. Your Acade~nic Advisers in Steele Building axe the primau resource. In addition to appointments there, advisers will be in Loudarmilk Tues and Wed 

evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina aJso lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meek and obviously you can come in to the 

office and visit with me. 

Tony 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 22, 2013 2:42 PM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: Registration 

FILE.msg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Friday, 2:41 PM 

Tow Yount <tonyyomal@unc.edu> 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ unca, a. unc.edu> 

RE: Regis�ration 

TEXT.htm; page27image256 

Hey Tony! 
Thank you for that. When are you free monday? I would like to come in and talk about my possible summer classes and my fall registration. Also do you know if there is an 
AFRI tutor? I have a paper I am working on and I would like them to look over it with me and make sure my ideas match with the prompt. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:02 AM 
To: 
Subject: Registration 

Firsk them has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that yon will be able to register between 8 am and 
8:30 ran. At 8:30, the s3.~stem will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on yonr Co~mect 
Carolina page) later in the day. When that time arrives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make changes. 

Snmmer school registration starts Monday         and continues         Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation 

with your coach abx~ ut financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets for snmmer school 

supv~rt. Commanicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking tbr money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends money that one of 
your teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for current juniors is scheduled for       current sophomores       current freshmen      But please check your day on Connect Carolina. 
Dates can vaacy based on hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Caxolina. Don’t waste your priority by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. Them am Inany resources available to help you decide what 
courses to take. Your Academic A&isers in Steele Bnilding are the primau msoume. In addition to appointments them, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tnes and Wed 
evenings of next week to help yon get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements yon have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and obviously yon can come in to the 
oltice and visit with me. 

Tony 



i.~.i page27image256 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.tmc.edu; 

Sunday, 7:41 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Registration 

TEXT.htm; page4image256.png 

Tony, 

Thank you so much for this email! It is very helpful, rm not positive I will be taking a summer class anymore as my parents want me to have a little break from my studies. 
will chat with them and figure it out ASAP. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:50 plVl 

To: 
Subject: Registration 

First, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your regisWation date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register bet~veen 8 am and 

8:30 am. At 8:30, the ~stem will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on your Connect 
Carolina page) later in tile day. When that tilne an-ives, you will aga~n have access to the system if you want to make cha~lges. 

Summer school registration starts Monday         and continues         Check your day on Connect Caxolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation 

with your coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches Inake that decision based oil a limited amount of money each coach gets for summer school 

support. Commlmicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking for money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends money that one of 

yonr teammates conld have nsed. 

Fall registration for currem juniors is scheduled for      , cnnent sophomores       currem freshmen      . Bm please check your day on Connect Carolina. 

Dates can vary based on hours, tmnst~r statu~ semesters in residence at Caxolina. Don’t waste your priiori~, by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a coW of your worksheet so that you can see what requiremems you have leIt to fulfill. There are many resources available to help you decide what 

courses to take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the primary resource. In addition to appointments there, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues a~d Wed 
evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina aJso lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you slill need to meet, and obviously you can come in to the 

office a~d visit with me. 

Ton?, 



i.~.i page4image256 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounV,~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Regis*~ution 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 
Would 8:15 work tomorrow morning? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:35 PM 

To: 
Subject: Re: Registration 

Absolutely 

Monday before 11 or after 1:15, Tuesday before 11 or after 2. Either of those days work? 

Tony 

On at 1:19 PM, ~,~]ive.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Can I come ~n sometime Monday or Tuesday to speak with you about what classes would be a good idea for next fall and potentially this summer? 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount(@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:57 PM 
To: 
Subject: Registration 

First, there has been a change in the way pfiofity works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you roll be able to register 

between 8 am and 8:30 am. At 8:30, the system will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registralion time (the time 

posited fight now on your Connect Carolina page) later in the day. When that time arrives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make 

changes. 

Summer school registration starts Monday         and continues          Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a 

conversation with your coach about financiaJ support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount oflnoney each coach gets 

for sumlner school support. Communicate with theln, and make good decisions. Asking for Inoney, and then dropping the course later wastes that Inoney 

and spends money that one of your teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for curremjtmiors is scheduled for      , current sophomores       current freshmen      . But please check your day on Connect 

Carolina. Dates can vary. based on hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your pfiofity by missing your assigned 

regifftration day. 

I’ve attached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fidfill. There are many resources available to help you 

decide what courses to "take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the pfimaty resource. In addition to appointments "there, advisers will be in 

Loudemfilk Tues a~d Wed evenings of next week to help you get ready to regis~ter. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lis~ts what requirelnents you have met ~ld what requirements you still need to meet, aa~d obviously you can 

come in to the office a~d visit with me. 

Tony 

<page14image256.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:12 PM 

Tony Yonnt <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Regis*~ution 

TEXT.htm 

Ok well those hours sort of aren’t convenient because they are pretty much when any athlete would have practice and class. Are you in at all on Friday? If not I will see you at 
9:00 am tomorrow. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:06 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Registration 

would have been really sma~ to tell you that. sony - 3:30 

On at 7:51 PM, ~live.unc.edu> 
wR~te: 

Tony, 
Would 8::t5 work tomorrow morning? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,             1:35 PM 

Subject: Re: Registration 

Absolutely 

Monday before 11 or after 1:15, Tuesday before 11 or after 2. Either of those days work? 

Tony 

On . at 1:19 PM, ?bJive.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Can I come in sometime Honday or Tuesday to speak with you about what classes would be a good idea for next fall and potentially this summer? 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonwount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             9:57 PH 

Subject: Registration 

First, there has been a change in the way priori~ works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to 
register between 8 mn and 8:30 am. At g:30, the system will be closed to you and you will not have access again unlil your normal 
regis~ratiou lime (the time posted right now on your Connect Carolina page) later in the day. When that lime amves, you will again have 
access to the system if you waut to make changes. 

Summer school registralion starts Monday         mid contilmes        . Check your day oil Connect Carolina. If you’re on 
scholarship, have a conversation with your coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited 
amount of mouey each coach gets for summer school support. Communicate with them, and make good decisions. Askiug for money, 
then dropping the course later wastes that motley and spends mouey that one of your teammates could have used. 

Fall regis~tralion for current jnniors is scheduled for       current ,sophomores      , curreut freshmen       But please check your 
dw on Connect Carolina. Dates cma vau based on hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your prioriPy by 

missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a coW of your worksheet ~ that you ca~ see what requirements you have left to Ihlfill. There are many resources available to 
help you decide what courses to take. Your Academic A&isers in Steele Building are the primary, resource. In addition to appointments 



there, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues and Wed evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tax Heel Tracker on Conuect Carolina al~ lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and 

obviously you can come in to "the otfice and visit with me. 

Ton?, 

<page 14image256.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Regis*~ution 

TEXT.htm 

Ok that would be awesome. We usually train in the afternoons on our own in the spring. Friday works perfect. How about I come see you mid morning on Friday? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, 8:31 PM 

To= 
Subject= Re: Registration 

I’~n sorry about that. I will a]so be in the ott]ce from 6-10 Tuesday night this week if that helps at all. All of my teams until I added soccer practice in the afternoon so 

that’s the reason that I leave earlier in the afternoon. I will make some adjustments when the schedule is set for next year to hopefully be available at more convenient 

hours. I looked at your schedule for this week and perhaps an afternoon would work? Looks like your done at 2 except Tuesdays. I am in the oltice Friday for the 

same 9 - 3:30 hours. 

On at 8:12 PM, @live.unc.e&t> 

wrote: 

Ok well those hours sort of aren’t convenient because they are pretty much when any athlete would have practice and class. Are you in at all on Friday? If not I 
will see you at 9:00 am tomorrow. 

From= Yount, Tony [tonwount@unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, 8:06 PM 
To= 
Subject= Re: Registration 

would have been really smart to tell you that. sorry - 3:30 

On , at 7:51 PM, @live.~mc.edu> 
wrote: 

Tony, 
Would 8:15 work tomorrow morning? 

From= Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 1:35 PM 
3"0= 
Subject: Re: Registration 

Absolately 

Monday before 11 or alter 1:15, Tuesday betbre 11 or after 2. Either of those days work? 

Tony 

On , at 1:19 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Can I come in sometime Monday or Tuesday to speak with you about what classes would be a good idea for next fall and potentially 
this summer? 

Thanks, 

From= Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 9:57 PM 
To= 
Subject= Registration 



First, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will 

be able to regis~ter bet~veen 8 am and 8:30 an. At 8:30, the system will be closed to you and you will not have access again 

until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on your Connect Carolina page) later in the day. When that time 
arrives, you will again have access to "the system if you want to make changes. 

Summer school registration st~s Monday         and continues        . Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re 

on scholarship, have a conversation with your coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches matte that decision 

based on a limited ~anount of money each coach gets for summer school suppo~nt. Communicate with them, and make good 

decisions. Asking for money, and then dropping the conrse later wastes that money and spends money that one of your 

teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for currentjnniors is scheduled for       current sophomores       current freshmen      . But please 

check your day on Com~ect CaJcolina. Dates can wxy based on hours, transtEr status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t 

waste your priorit.3~ by missing your assigned regiS_ration day. 

I’ve altached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. There are many resources 
avafilable to help you decide what courses to t~ke. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the pfimm3~ resource. In 

addition to appointments there, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues and Wed evenings of next week to help you get ready to 

register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lis~ts what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to 

meet, and obviously you can come in to the office and visit with me. 

Ton?, 

<page 14image256.png> 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:05 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounl@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Registration 

TEXT.htm; page10image256 

Thank you so much for filling that out for me! I will probably be coming to see you tomorrow to ask some questions 

Thank you again! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 9:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: Registration 

First. there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that yon will be able to register between 8 am and 
8:30 ran. At 8:30, the system will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on yonr Co~mect 

Carolina page) later in the day. When that time arrives, you will again have access to the system if you want to make changes. 

Snmmer school registration starts Monday         and continues         Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation 

with your coach abx~ ut financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each coach gets for snmmer school 

support. Comnmnicate ruth them, and make good decisions. Asking tbr money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends money that one of 

your teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for current juniors is scheduled for      , current sophomores       current freshmen       But please check your day on Connect Carolina. 

Dates can vaxy based on hours, tmnsi~r status, semesters in residence at Ca~rolina. Don’t waste your prioriF by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. There are Inany resources available to help you decide what 

courses to take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Bnilding are the primaD~ resoul~ce. In addition to appointments there, advisers roll be in Loudermilk Tnes and ~Ved 
evenings of next week to help yon get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements yon have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and obviously yon can come in to the 

office and visit with me. 

Tony 
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FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

Joe Sagula <jsagul~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              7:21 AM 

Jr. LanT A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@email.unc.edu% Tom Timmermans <timmermm~@~mc.edu> 

Lance Markos <ma~rkos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: REQUEST for semesler 

TEXT.htm 

La~ 
I have emailed withTony Yount and he will check on credit needs and the classes. I agree we need to get ~me verification. 
As tbr the          , it is a long shot that she will be selected to be pa~ of the program, a~d there is not a 

scheduled tournament in     as there was last year where she pa~iciNted. She could ~ invited 

to ~iciNte in a small event fl~is summer, or ~ train with flaem lbr a few weeks in Anaheim but unlikely an~king more 

than that at this time. I roll wait ~ hear lbnn Tony about the class situation as well. 

Tha~ for your consi&mfion on ~haJf. 

JS 

ttead Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTtt CAROLINA 

Ca~michael Arena - 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 

>>> "Gallo, Jr., La~’U A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Joe, 

6:00AM~> 

I, she will not be able to attend at~y 

2, but she will be ~;ble to attend the 

3. CORRECT? 

summer sesskms? ([ understarld ~he courses she needs are not offered) 

fall semester as a full-time studer~t and will be here in Chapel Nill ~md t~ot ~:raveling with the 

Thanks very much! 

Be well, 

Larry 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:19 PM 
To: Joe Sagula 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Lance Markos; Tony Yount 

Subject: Re: REQUEST for semester 

Thanks joe for the veU detailed break down. ToW ca~ you please confirm the number of credits 
graduate in 

needs to take in the thll a~d provide the specific classes 

Tha~lcs! 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 9:13 PM, "Joe Sagula" ~imgnla~;uncaaatnc.edu> wrote: 

Tom & Larry, 

Well here is my final request for     ! Thanks for your patience. :) 

I have been discussing academics and graduation with since the fall and she has finally gotten around to putting 
things 

down and submitted a formal document as I have requested of her, and I am forwarding it on for gout- review. (see below) 

as you know has been our best player for the past    years. She has been 
selected to the                        last summer 

and an excellent student. She has served on the       and been part of the 
for the past      years. 

as well. 

tealas 

She has been 013. the 



She is a       major presently in 
been granted approval by the i 

and earning her 
to complete her degree in the semester. 

She has already 

~vas admitted into the school (later than most) into the spring of her year since she had not completed enough 
course work through her year. She was deciding on which direction she wanted to pursue. With some good 
academic counseling and support she was admitted at the end of her junior year, and has earned very good grades. She has 
also taken summer school classes every summer while at UNC in order to catch up. Some of them at her own expense, biow 
she needs 13 more credits to complete both majors (9 credits in         ). And since they are School classes she is not able 
to take them in the summer. Thus, it makes sense for her to complete everything in just one final semester, this Her 
parents are aware of this and have encouraged her to pursue and complete the dual major. 

Since we are no longer covering two other        next year ( 
athletic support for as she completes her degrees. 
Our other three and will graduate this 
Summer Session II. 

I thought we might be able to provide some 

and will graduate at the end of 

If approved for any type of support would be responsible for ~vorking with our program this fall for home volleyball 
operations, (working with ~ the coaching staff, and assist with volleyball office work as needed. 
Thus she would be an undergraduate assistant for the fall semester. 
I appreciate your consideration of this request. 

Thank you, 

Joe Sagula 

10:11 AM 
Coach Sagula, 

Here is the summaD break down of my academic/athletic progress of why I needed to take a    semester. 

Summer School: I have done eve .rything necessau to keep pace at UNC by staying over smnmers after my years. 

With this academic focus, I completely finished an                        major prior to my     year after being 
NCAA requirements require student athletes a specific number of degree applicable hours each season to be 

eligible, and unless I began another major I would be ineligible for my season fall. 

I pushed myself this t?d], while in season, 1,~ take ] 6.5 hours in season to try to finish on time, but because of the lack of classes offered offered in the spring 
and smnmer school, it was not possible tbr me to finish an entire        degree in one academic year, especially being accepted a year late fl~an the rest of 
the        School tx~pulation. 

I tried out for the                 , and ifI make this I roll be unable to take any smnmer school classes that aren’t already ofl’ered by the 
school (My LFIT and spanish class) and need thiee more required classes in the school (two electives and a global awareness class) and it would 
be more cost efficieut, even ifI do not make the team, to take these all in the fall. 

I appreciate auy support the athletic department is able to grant me to help me finish my degree from UNC. 

lIead Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919 9~2-5228 office 

cell 
GO TAR HEELS’. 



FFOlII; 

Sen~: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Sagula <jsagul~uncaa.unc.edw, 

Tuesday,              7:21 AM 

Jr. Lany A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@email.unc.edtr~; Tom Timmermans <timmerma~@~mc.edu> 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: REQUEST for semes~ter 

TEX~r.htm 

I have emailed withTony Yount and he will check on       credit needs m~d the classes. I agree we need Ix) get ~me verification. 

As for the          , it is a long shot that she will be selected to be part of the program, a~d there is not a 

scheduled tournament in     as there was last year where she participated. She could be invited 

to participate in a small event this summer, or to train with them for a few weeks in Anaheitn but unlikely anyt2tling tnore 

than that at this time. I will wait to hem foml Tony about tile class situation as well. 

Thanks for your consideration on behal£ 

JS 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROL1NA 

Carmichael Arena- 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 

>>> "Gallo, Jr., Lan7 A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 6:00 AM >>> 

1. she will not be able to attend any 

2. but she will be able to attend the 

3. CORRECT? 

summer sessions? (I understand the courses she needs are not offered) 

fall semester as a full-time student and will be here in Chapel Hill and not traveling with the 

Thanks very much[ 

Be well, 

Larry 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Nonday, 9:19 PM 
To-" Joe Sagula 
~¢-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Lance Markos; Tony Yount 

Subject-" Re: REQUEST for semester 

Thanks joe for the reD, detailed break down. Tony ca~ you please confirm the number of credits 

graduate in 

needs to take in tile thll a~d provide the specific classes to 

Thanks’. 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 9:13 PM, Joe Sagula .!~tgula~.t~uncaa.unc.edu wrote: 

Tom & Larry, 

Well here is my final request for     ~ Thanks for your patience. :) 

I have been discussing academics and graduation ~vith since the fall and she has finally gotten around to putting 
things 

down and submitted a formal document as I have requested of her, and I am forwarding it on for your review. (see below) 

as you know has been our best player for the past     years. She has been                           , team 
, selected to the                        last summer 



and an excellent student. She has served on the      , and been part of the 
for the past      years. 

She is a major presently in: and earning bet 
been granted approval by the School to complete her degree in the semester, 

as well. She has been on the 

She has already 

was admitted into the school (later than most) into the spring of her year since she had not completed enough 
course work through her year. She was deciding on which direction she wanted to pursue. With some good 
academic counseling and Suppor~L she was admitted at the end of her      year, and has earned very good grades. She has 
also taken summer school classes every- summer while at L-NC in order to catch up. Some of them at her own expense. N’ow 
she needs 13 more credits to complete both majors (9 credits in          . And since they are -School classes she is not able 
to take them in the summer. Thus, it makes sense for her to complete everything in just one final semester, this fall tier 
parents are aware of this and have encouraged her to pursue and complete the dual major. 

Since we are no longer covering two other        next year 
athletic support for as she completes her degrees. 
Our other three will graduate this 
Summer Session II. 

I thought we might be able to provide some 

and will graduate at the end of 

If approved for any type of support would be responsible for working with our program this fall for home volleyball 
operations, (working with ) the coaching staff, and assist with volleyball office work as needed. 
Thus she would be an undergraduate assistant for the fall semester. 
I appreciate your consideration of this request. 

Thank you, 

Joe Sagula 

10:11 AM 
Coach Sagula, 

Hem is the summaU break down of my academiciathlefic progress of why I needed to take a    semester. 

Summer School: I have done everything necessary to keep pace atUNC by staying over summers after my years. 

With this academic tbcus, I completely finished an                        major prior to my.     year after being 
NCAA requirements require student athletes a specific number of degree applicable hours each season to be 

eligible, and unless I began another major I u, ould be ineligible for my season Fall. 

I pushed myself this fa]l, while in season, to take 16.5 hours in season to try to finish on fime, but because of the lack of classes offered offered in the spring 
and summer school, it was not possible for me to finish an en/im        degree in one academic year, especially being accepted a year late than the rest of 
the        School population. 

I tried ont for the                  and ifI make this I will be unable to take any summer school classes that arefft already ofl’emd by the 
school (My LFIT and spanish class) and need tfiree more required classes in the school (two electives and a global awareness class) and it would 
be more cost etficient, even ifI do not make the team, to kale these all in the fall. 

I appreciate any support flae athlefic department is able to grant me to help me finish my degree ficom [INC. 

Head Volleyball Coach 
UbiIVERSITY OF NORTIt CAROLINA 
Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, blC 27515 
919 962-5228 office 

cell 
GO TAR HEELS’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

?}live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:02 PM 

Jenn Townseud <jtownseud@unc.edu-~; Su~n B Maloy <sbmaJoy@emml.unc.edu-~; Tony Yount <tonsTount@unc.edtr~; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@ email.unc.edu-~ 

Tony Youut <tou~,ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Out Sick Tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Noted! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             16:02 
To: Yount, Tonw Townsend, Jenn; Richardson, Wally 

Subject: Out Sick Tonight 

Hey All, 
is sick and will not be able to tutor tonight. This effects 

to reschedule for later in the week, may be able to do so, although, this is a short week. 
Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalo,~uncaa.unc~edu 

. Please be sure they are aware. If they need 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 12:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounV~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Registration holds 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

It looks like I will be needing to miss Monday practice this thll in order to guaxantee me graduating on lime j ust based on the very limited times and ~cfions a lot of the 

classes that I need are ofl~red. What is the protocol on this? Do I need to meet with you/ta]k to Jenny about it? ttere’s my shopping car’t: 

ECON 
Caxroll - 1-~m B. TURCHI 3.00 [] 

0111 

ECON 
Gardner - 

B. TURCHI [] 
Rm 0103 

JOMC 
Ca~oll - Rm E. Woole~y 

3.00 [] 
0143 

JOMC 
Caxroll - I~m J.          3.00 [] 

0033       SINCLAIR 

JOMC 
Carroll - Rm M.         3.00 [] 

340A      HUDGENS 

JOMC 
C~rroll - Rm j. Sciamno 3.00 
0253 

Thank~ 

[] 

On Wed, at 1: 58 PM, @gm~l.com> wrote: 
Paid it earlier today! ~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:46 PM, "Yount, Tony" <k~n~oun(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Please take care of these 

Fall ACTV 

Fall ACTV 

Fall ACTV 

) o 9:00:00 AMR~IE t arking & Transportafion Parking fine: 

1:30:00 PMCPD Account Pas~t Due Past due cha 

10:00:00 AMCPD Account Pas~t Due Past due cha 

University of North Carolina at Chapel t fill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 9:49 AM 

gyoun@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Hurry! Friends & Family Discount Ends Tomorrow 

Sports Authority FOLLOW 

THE 

AUTHORITY 

Account Help 

ii’~’ii Facebook 1 ~ i~ YouTube ~ Pinterest 

Start Shopping 

QUICK 
LINKS 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 

Online Help 

<::.i:s < i’:~! " .:~.~!.:v}::.~: } .<~{}:i ::-]!::. :. 8711 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:12 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Chris Ducax       @gmail.com>; Chris Ducar <ducax@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

Tony Yount <ton?Toun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academic and Playing Plan 

TEXT.htm 

@aol.com; Tony Yount <tonyyoun@unc.e&~ 

Hi Anson, 

I wanted to keep you in the loop and let you know that T just had a great meeting with Tony, our new academic counselor, and I have decided to try and double major in both 
as well as      . Tony and I sat down and mapped out my next 5 semesters with what classes I need to take for both semesters and it is 

definitely possible. Hy plan is to commit myself to my academics and work my tail off for the time that I am here at Carolina in order to set myself up for a rewarding career 
after I finish my playing career. 

Summer 
1. Psychology 

Fall: 
1. Math -or if I take the place out exam this summer- Math 
:2. Exxs 
3. Chem    and Chem : Lab 
4-. History requirement- Religion 
5. Exxs 

Spring 
1. LFIT 
2. Bio 
3. Bio 
4. Exxs 
5. Elective 

Summer 
1. Math 

Fall 
1. Exxs 
2. Exxs 
3. Bio 
4. Bio Elective 
5. Math 

Spring 
1. Exxs 
2. Exxs 
3. Bio Elective 
4. Bio with Lab 
5.    Environ 

Summer 
1. Elective towards hours 

Fall 
1. Soci 
2. Exxs 
3. Exxs 
4. Organismal w!lab 

I wanted to thank you for allowing me to take summer school last year and this year because without it I would not be in the position to even attempt this academic struqgle of 
double majoring. I let Tony know that T am :t00% dedicated to continuing to climb the ladder and eventually compete for a spot on the and 
that academically my plan to double major could hit a few road bumps in the future by possible ~ absences. Also, I think you know this, but I want to play 
professionally for as long as I can and hopefully one day play for the . Well those are my goals and I can’t thank you enough for being so supportive and willing to 
help me achieve them! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:06 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb/~email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu-~; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edtr~; 

Tia Overstreet ~a~verstre@email.unc.edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Wa]ly 

Richardson <wricha@ email.unc.edu-~ 

Tony Yount <ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: - Unavaible to Tutor and 

TEXT.htm 

Noted! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday,             14:21 
To: Richardson, Wally; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Overstreet, ~a; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Bridget, Beth 

Subject: - Unavaible to Tutor and 

Hi Everyone, 

will be out of town on spring break for her full time job and will not be available to tutor Math next Monday 

inform your students on the following list: 

and Wednesday .Please 

Please advise them to attend drop-in assistance for Math as needed. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@~mcaa, nnc.edu 

will be back and ready to work on Sunday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:35 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Ques~don 

TEXT.htm; Screen Shot at 11.22.50 AM.prig 

Dear Tony, 

I have a few holds on my account and I am pretty sure they are normal since they are through the athletic department but I just wanted to check with you before tomorrow 
morning when I register- I attached a screenshot of the holds on my account for you to view them. 
Also, as I was arranging my shopping cart- I realized I have quite a year ahead of me trying to finish both of my majors and maintain status in the by taking 
an class each semester, so in an effort to alleviate my year I registered for a Maymester class: Poli. with Robert 
Jenkins, because it will take up my above    Poli course requirement for my major, which I have yet to do. The class meets in the morning, and I know I will have to talk with 
Jenny and also the professor, but I just wanted to enroll in it now in case it fills up because I can always drop it. I am also planning on enrolling in 6 courses for next fall, 
because I can always drop one and I may have to end up taking all 6 to graduate on time. Two of my required jomc classes fall during practice on Monday, but I have to take 
them so I believe Jenny will understand-            is in the same boat as me. 
One last thing- on my Connect Carolina account it says I have a $20.00 charge due now, I’m not sure what it is for, but do I need to pay that by tomorrow morning in order to 
be eligible to register? 
I can come stop by tomorrow after :t2::t5 to chat with you about the Maymestser class and my schedule next fall if you think I need to! Sorry for the novel of an email! 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,             4:53 PM 

Subject; Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <scanner@unc.edu> 
Date:              12:50:08 PM EDT 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu>,         ~email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:           12:50:08 (-0400) 

Queries to: sca~ner(a)unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 1:13 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounV~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Fall Registration and Parking Ticket - Missing Monday Practice 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Tony, 

[] 

Many things... 

(I’m currently in a group meelmg or I would swing by your office. Sorry!) 

1. I paid nay parking ticket Thursday or Friday of last week and there doesnt appear to be any hold aside ficom the generic "Sponsored Student-Athlete" on nay 
MYUNC account. These are my HOLDS: 

Dept Hold - Emxollment 

Dept Hold - Enrollment 

Sponsored Athlete 

Dept Hold - Enrollment 

2. It looks aa though I roll [;NOT be able to practice on Mondays this fall in order to [ lgu~’rantee my being ~ ]able to graduate on time. Several of the required [JJOMC 
Advertising classes are either ofi~red rarely or not at all this fall selnester. After several stressful hours of thinldng I would not be able to graduate on time because I 

could not get into my required classes, I went and asked a JOMC advisor if I could take the two different AD JOMC    classes - she said I could. [] So, this looks 

like its the only way my schedule can work[] and [] miss as little lax as possible. (Hence Econ    ruth Turchi...god help me.) 

I’m assuming I have to speak with Janny about this?? Do I need to meet with you first? What’s the protocol? 

Thanks. Im soriy this is a lot ofinfo :/ 

This is nay shopping caxt: 

ECON 
Carroll - 

Rm 0111 
B. TURCHI 3.00 [] 

ECON 
Gardner - 

B. TURCHI [] 
Rm 0103 

JOMC 
Carroll - 

E. Woole~y 3.00 ~] 
Rm 0143 

JOMC 
Carroll - J. 

3.00 [] 
Rm 0033 SINCLAIR 

JOMC 
Carroll - M. 

3.00 [] 
Rm 340A HUDGENS 

JOMC Carroll - 
J. Sciamno 

Rm 0253 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:49 PM 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Susan B Maloy 

<sbmaloy@emml.~mc.edtr’~; Spencer Welbom <swelbx~m@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edn>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@emml.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton~onnt@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: - Out of town next week 

TEXT.htm 

Noted! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday,             9:39 
To= Richardson, Wally; Lee, 3aimie; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Welborn, Spencer; Yount, Tony 

Subject= - Out of town next week 

Hey All, 
Three of our tutors who teach as a full time job will be out of town on their spring break next week. Therefore, they will not be available to conduct their sessions 
on Tuesday and Thursday I have attached their schedules so that you are aware of which students are affected by this. Please be sure your students are 
informed. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Snsan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmalov(d~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@ive.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:11 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb/~email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@email.unc.edu-~; Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edtr~; 

Tia Overstreet ~a~verstre@email.unc.edu>; Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Wa]ly 

Richardson <wricha@ email.unc.edu-~ 

Tony Yount <ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: - Unavaible to Tutor and 

TEXT.htm 

Noted! 

From: Maloy, Susan B [sbmaloy@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday,             14:21 
To: Richardson, Wally; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha; Overstreet, ~a; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Bridget, Beth 

Subject: ¯ Unavaible to Tutor and 

Hi Everyone, 

will be out of town on spring break for her full time job and will not be available to tutor Math next Monday 

inform your students on the following list: 

and Wednesday Please 

Please advise them to attend drop-in assistance for Math as needed. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-AtNetes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@~mcaa, nnc.edu 

will be back and ready to work on Sunday 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:11 PM 

tonDoun@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

l~V: 2nd Session Eraollhnent 

TEXT.htm 

From: Thompson, Jennifer C [jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:30 PM 
To: 
S,,bject: RE: 2nd Session Enrolllment 

Th~,nk you for your email informing us of your ~la~s to att~-,nd ?~d summ~,r session. We w~l b~, g~d fo m~ke that change to your record. 

We bok for~vor’d to ~velcornin9 you to campus th~s summer. Pleose ~et us know if ~ve rnay be of ~ny add~tmnd oss~sl~nc~: ¢0 you. 

Sincerdy, 

~enn~fer "Thompson 

F~m~ 
Sent: Saturday, 1:45 PM 
To= Thompson, 3ennifer C 
Subje~t~ 2rid Session Enrolllment 
Ms. Thompson, 
I am not sure if you received my firs~ email. I was hoping to push my enrollment fo~ard ~ ~he second session during summer. You said tha~ I will not be allowed unN 
am jus~ making sure I am still on track ~o get enrolled? 
Thank you and Take care, 

.I 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:51 PM 

Tow Yount <tonyyoma~:unc.edu> 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: UNC email address 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

I just completed my reservation For orientation. T booked the first session ( 

Thanks For the help with this. 

Best Regards, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:04 plVl 

To: 
Subject: Re: UNC email address 

Tha~ks tbr the update. When you pick a session and get registered Ibr orientation, plea~ let me know when you coming. 

Take cam 

Tony 

On , at 3:00 PM, (~live.tmc.edu> wrote: 

I received my acceptance letter and created my UNC email address! 

Talk to you soon. 

Best Regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Texthelp Inc." -qzl.odea@texthelp.com> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 8:02 AM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

See the iPad App eve~one is talking about 

TENTI’.httn 

See why everyone is 
talking about 

iReadWrite... 

Watch it 
in action now! 



l~uy it fo~ 
only $:~9o99~ 

Texthelp Inc. 
600 Unicorn Park Drive, Woburn, I’4A 01801 ~ Teh (888) 248-0652 ¯ Fax: (866) 248-0652 ¯ 

u.s~info~h~m ¯ www~texthe~.com 

Te×thelp inc ~ ~SO0 Unicorr: Psrk Dri,/e ~ VVoburn MA 01801 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Smith <ksmith@datagain.net> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 10:46 AM 

gyoun@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Traxascription services by Datagafin 

Hello, 

Datagain is a leading provider of customized transcription service covering interviews, focus groups, dictations, videos, meetings, lectures, and phone caJls. ~Ve have 

processed thonsands of hours of audio for our clients in the U.S., Canada, the U.K., and Australia. Some of our clients include organizations such as Cincirmati 

Children’s ttospitaJ, Johns Hopkins University, ttarva~d University, Princeton University, University of Florida, Connecticut Children’s Hospital, and many more. We 

specialize in high volmne, a~d on-going requirements. 

We oiler discounted rates to [hculty a~d students and are currently olt~fing a specia] promotion feataring a trial of 30 minutes of may audio file to new clients. 

Please contact me by email if you have a~y queslions or to activate your trial. Thank you for your time m~d I look forwaxd to hea~ing from you. 

Kimberly Smith 

Business Development Manager 

Datagain 

Email: ksmith@datagain.net 

Website: http://datagmn.net/transcfipli on 

Please note: To prevem receiving future malls from us, please reply with ’Remove’ as subject or send a~ email to remove@datagain.net. We alyologize for 
inconvenience. 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 9:38 AM 

@hotmail.com >; 

~gmail.com >; 

@hotmail.com >; 

@gmail.com >; 

@verizon.net >; 

@gmail.com >; 

@gmail.com >; 

@gmail.com > 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Housing and Orientation 

TEXT.htm 

@aim.corn>; 

@yahoo.com >; 

Hi All, 
It is really important that you check and READ any e-mail that you get from me, Phil, Katrina, Tony or anyone on my staff. There is a lot of things YOU NEED TO TAKE CARE 

OF prior to the start of the fall. If you are not on top of your business, it becomes an issue for us, so please be considerate and take care of the things we request. There are 

a lot of things that need to get organized and for most of it, we need your help. You (NOT YOUR PARENTS), should take ownership of completing things on time be 

responsible. 

IMPORTANT THINGS: WE CAN NOT DO FOR YOU 
1. ENROLLMENT - Everyone should have received your formal acceptance letter by now, YOU need to follow the enrollment instructions and formally enroll 

yourself in school. 
2. C-TOPS (orientation) - Orientation is MANDATORY for all freshmen and YOU HAVE TO ENROLL YOURSELF IN AN OPJ[ENTATJ[ON SESSION. Tony sent you an e- 

mail about orientation and recommended signing up for the orientation session that is right before our Elite Camp. If you can not attend during this time, you will 

need to pick another date to come to Chapel Hill for Orientation (this is when you register for fall classes). If you can attend that orientation - it will overlap an 
afternoon with camp, which is not a big deal. 

3. HOUSING - ~’n your acceptance information there is also HOUSING information. Every freshmen enrolling this fall MUST COMPLETE THE HOUSING FORM ON-LINE 

per instructions. We CAN NOT DO TH~[S FOR YOU. Once you complete the on-line housing forms, we will take care of the rest - but we can not do anything unless 

YOU HAVE COMPLETED THIS. 

4. ROOMMATE We prefer to assign roommates. If you have a specific request, let me know. You will find out your roommate sometime in May. 
Good luck with the rest of your season, 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REG[ST ER NOW! 

wvcw.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.comi 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 9:58 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Housing and Orientation 

TEXT.htm 

Tony can you make sure you have thecorrecte mailfor 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REG[STER NOW! 

www,ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

>>> @gmail,com> 9:43 AM >>> 

Hi Coach Levy 

Thanks for getting back to me and ill be sure to get everything completed! You mentioned an email from Tony but [ never received it..., not sure if he has my wrong email or 

something. ]s there an~vay you can forward me his email and [ can get in touch with him? 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:38 AM, "Jenny Levy" <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi All, 
It is really important that you check and READ any e-mail that you get from me, Phil, Katrina, Tony or anyone on my staff. There is a lot of things YOU NEED 

TO TAKE CARE OF prior to the start of the fall. If you are not on top of your business, it becomes an issue for us, so please be considerate and take care of the 

things we request. There are a lot of things that need to get organized and for most of it, we need your help. You (NOT YOUR PARENTS), should take ownership 

of completing things on th’ne be responsible. 

IMPORTANT THINGS: WE CAN NOT DO FOR YOU 
1. ENROLLMENT - Everyone should have received your formal acceptance letter by now, YOU need to follow the enrollment instructions and formally 

enroll yourself in school 
2. C-TOPS (orientation) - Orientation is MANDATORY for all freshmen and YOU HAVE TO ENROLL YOURSELF IN AN OP~ENTA7ION SESSION. Tony sent 
you an e-mail about orientation and recommended signing up for the orientation session that is right before our Elite Camp. If you can not attend 
during this time, you will need to pick another date to come to Chapel Hill for Orientation (this is when you register for fall classes). If you can attend 

that orientation - it will overlap an afternoon with camp, which is not a big deal. 
3. HOUSING - In your acceptance information there is also HOUSING information. Every freshmen enrolling this fall MUST COMPLETE THE HOUSING 
FORM ON-LINE per instructions. We CAN NOT DO THIS FOR YOU. Once you complete the on-line housing forms, we will take care of the rest - but we 

can not do anything unless YOU HAVE COMPLETED THIS. 
4. ROOMMATE We prefer to assign roommates. If you have a specific request, let me know. You will find out your roommate sometime in May. 

Good luck with time rest of your season, 

Jenny 

<mime attachment> 

<mime attachrnent>      <mime attachment> 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www,ca rolinalacrossecam Ds,com/ 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:36 PM 

To: tonyyoun@unc.edu 

Bcc: Ton)’ Yount <’tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Orientation 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

Thank you so much for your welcoming email! Sorry it took a while for me to straighten everything out, I have signed up for the 
, What else should I be doing to prepare for next year? 

Orientation session. My PID is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:50 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tons,yount@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

FW: PETITION FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSE SUBSTITUTIONS 

’IEXYI’.httn 

From: Woodard, Harold [harold_woodard@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, :12:36 PM 
To; 
C¢-" Allison, Kim 
Subject: Pe ~I~ION FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSE SUBSTITUTIONS 

Dear 

I have reviewed carefully your petition for course substitutions to meet your foreign language requirement. I am denying your request at this time. 

I encourage you to enroll in a foreign language course at UNC and access all of the resources available to you through the Office of Accessibility Resources and the 

Learning Center, especially. You may submit to me a petition for course substitutions again. I suggest that you submit it before the deadline to drop a course during 

the semester (ideally between the 4th and 7th week of classes). You should include a statement from your instructor commenting on your attendance, grades an~ 

effort expended to do your best work. You may also include notes from staff in the Learning Center and the Office of Accessibility Resources attesting to your 

efforts to succeed in meeting the requirements of that introductory foreign language course. Additionally, you may submit written comments from any tutor who 

provided assistance to you. 

I will review all of the documentation you provide and render a decision. 

I wish you the best in your efforts to meet the general education requirement for foreign language completion. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Harold Woodard 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:50 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyoun~@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

FW: PETITION FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSE SUBSTITUTIONS 

TEXT.htm 

From: Woodard, Harold [harold_woodard@unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 12:36 PN 
To-" 
C¢; Allison, Kim 
Subject-" PI= I~ILON FOR FORETGN LANGUAGE COURSE SUBSTiTUTiONS 

Dear 

I have reviewed carefully your petition for course substitutions to meet your foreign language requirement. I am denying your request at this time. 

I encourage you to enroll in a foreign language course at UNC and access all of the resources available to you through the Office of Accessibility Resources and the 

Learning Center, especially. You may submit to me a petition for course substitutions again. I suggest that you submit it before the deadline to drop a course during 

the semester (ideally between the 4th and 7th week of classes). You should include a statement from your instructor commenting on your attendance, grades am 

effort expended to do your best work. You may also include notes from staff in the Learning Center and the Office of Accessibility Resources attesting to your 

efforts to succeed in meeting the requirements of that introductory foreign language course. Additionally, you may submit written comments from any tutor who 

provided assistance to you. 

I will review all of the documentation you provide and render a decision. 

I wish you the best in your efforts to meet the general education requirement for foreign language completion. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Harold Woodard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 1:58 PM 

@gmail.com > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

Do you know if the second class you take can be an on line class? That might be a way to work it 

I need to check on the rules with that we have not had someone do this, so Iwas not aware that you needed 2 classes sorry about that. Iwill e mail compliance right now 

and get back to you, 

Best, 
Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

vcww.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

>>> @gmail.com> 2:36 PM >>> 

Jenny, 

Tony just made me aware of having to take two classes to be eligible with NCAA to work out on campus. I am currently talking to my parents and thinking of all my possible 

options. At first both of parents said they would only like me to take one class. I am eager to start working out at UNC. Iwould love to have some of your input with my 

decision. 

could either take two classes at UNC in the summer and work out at Loudermilk. Take one class and just go home to work out with the packet you give us. 

hope to hear from you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:47 PM 

ton~oun@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

I~NV: First Yem Orientation Confim~alion 

TEXT.hm~ 

See below, 

Van-" DSA NSCPP New Students [newstudents@unc.edu] 
Verzonden-" maandag 20:33 
Aan: 
Onderwerp: RE: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

We have you confirmed to attend Orientation on We also applied the Carolina Athletic credit to your account, and you should receive a refund in the 

amount of $2:15.00 to the card used to mske the or~aina~ purchase. 

Tha~k you, 

NSCPP 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

"Dormnce, Albert A IV" <~anson@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 2:37 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounl(~:unc.edu> 

)@msn.com; Chris Ducar ~ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>-; 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton?Tount~!uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: and 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros~ @gmail.com); Tom Sander 

Tolly, 

Tha~k you for your concern. 

What I like best about it is the cour~ is short (I do want them training in the summer) aa~d I think eve~one (especially inexperienced t?eshmen) will benefit 

becoming better writers AND it is spo~ wriling. They love spo~ts; so here is oaa a, ea of expertise they have that might benefit the,n academically. 

But you are right to be concerned. Anyone with an axe to grind could twist this .... 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Yount Tony 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:56 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject:              and 

Gentlemen 

One of my colleagues over here questioned the wisdom of haviug the girls euroll in Tim’s JOMC    . I think the question arose from the tbotball scandal with 

taking 400 level courses in the su,nmer before the first year. I’m not suggeffting that we change an~hing, but just wanted to cover all the bases. The ENGL 

course will certainly not be ques~oned, but the N&O would certainly evvis~t a stou about incomings taking a course at the 400 level fro,n a friend of the coach. It will 

probably never co,ne up, but I believe in being prepared for what might come. 

Neither have actually registered yet, though both are cleared too. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:54 AM 

ToW Yount <tonyyoma~v~:unc.edu> 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: ever been hem’? 

TEXT.htm 

Home is great, rll post some pics soon.. Miss you too. 

Congrats to lax, thats awesome! Have fun in philadeplhia! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:29 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: ever been here? 

miss you - enjoying home? 

lax made it to the final four today - heading to philadelphia next weekend 

On at 6:25 PM, ~live.unc.edn> wrote: 

Yes! les beautiful. So many tourists... 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:27 AM 
To: 
Subject: ever been here? 

26. In a natural rok pool in Pamukke, Turkey. 
.... a nced-buzz-wide-17685-136880706%22.jpg> 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:19 PM 

To: tonDoun@unc.edu 

Bcc: Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Orientation 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 

I recently found that I have a conflict with the date you originally scheduled the              to a~end orientation. I went ahead and signed up for the last session (session 
:t6) from           and received confirmation. I hope this switch is OK and doesn’t cause any problems for you. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 11:31 AM 

Tony Yount <tons~youn@uncaa.unc.edtr"~ 

TENTI’.httn 

Hi Tony’. ~ 

I am signed up for the orientation. I am wondering if there is a time we should meet before to go over what classes to sign up for. Also, I know at one 

point my dad taJked to Coach Levy about figuring out a way to get me placed out of spanish so I am not sure what I should do about the spanish placement reset. [] 

Thm~k you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 11:31 AM 

~oun@ema~l.uuc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony~ ~ 

I am signed up for the orientation. I am wondering if there is a time we should meet before to go over what classes to sign up for. Also, I know at one 

point my dad talked to Coach Lewy abx~ ut figuring out a way to get me placed out of spmaish so I am uot sure what I should do abx~ ut the spanish placement test. 

Thank you’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: 

TEXT.htm 

No problem! Okay thanks Tony 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,           3:30 PM 

Subject; Re: 

Sor~ it took me so long to get back to you. I see that you are enrolled properly in 15 hours for the faJl. I don’t see an~hing to worry about. 

Tony 

O11 at 3:41 AM, ,~)live. unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Tony! 

Hope you’re having a good summer break. I just had a question to ask you about my enrolled classes. When I go to connect carolina it says that I am not 
enrolled in any classes but when I go into my schedule it says that I am enrolled in the classes. Is this anything to be worried about? I just wanted to make sure. 

Thanks Tony, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 10:11 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ]WLCA Scholar Athlete Award Honors 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Do we have anyone who fits this profile? 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

wvcw.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.comi 

> > > ’Gothard Lane’ <glane.iwlca@comcast.net> 6/4/2013 8:02 AM > > > 

if you cannot see the imaqes properly, please click here. 

June 4, 2013 

Hi Coaches - 

The ]WLCA Scholar Athlete award honors one individual from each division based on outstanding 

academic and athletic achievement. Nominees must be a senior or graduate student, have a minimum 

cumulative GPA of 3.50, must be a starter or significant reserve, and if they are a transfer student, they 

must have spent one academic year in residence at their current institution. 

To nominate your candidate, please complete the zoomerang survey: 

htt ps:i!www.su rveym o n key.com is.aspx?sm = rPGxRCUs5B5OJ804dN7NqQ%3d%3d 

The deadline to submit your nominations is Wednesday, June 12 at 5:00 pm. Please email Kerri 

Whitaker at kerriwh@upenn.edu if you have any questions. 

"[he 2013 IWLCA Honor Rol~ and Honor Squad information wil~ be e~nailed out next week. 

Thanks! 

Kerri 

Kerd Whitaker 

Assistant Lacrosse Coach 

University of Pennsylvania 

235 South 33rd Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215.898.9042 office 

215.573.6030 fax 

Please don’t include me in future emails. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

The League by Sports Authori~ <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 7:14 AM 

gyoun@emaJl.uuc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Score Triple Poiuts On Golf Gifts For Dad! 

MyAccount i.~.i MyCurrentOffers X:: Store Locater 

TONY YOUNT 

Member No: 1159272843 

Sports Authorily 

Shop Nika & sdidas Clothes >> Shop FAY[.ORMADE >> 

’ 1’,4embe~s of The Lesgue by Spo~ts A:.@~oli~y pro,’,.4~am 8~e eiigible fl.’.r TRIPLE P,.’. ~ts of ti e ~et pt cbsse a mat ~t e[ 

SpoltsAuthority tom, Loyalty Operations, -i 050 West H~mpdeil Ave, ~ilf;i~’;’OOd. CO 80! 10 

CONTACT US 

Fh’~’sa~2£jj~_ :: P:oa:am Ru~es 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hundley, Bobby" <hundley@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 12:14 PM 

Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu>; Jolm F Brunner <John Brum~er@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Super Regional Game One Pofftponed 

TEXT.htm 

Hello all. Please see the statement from the NCAA below. 

Due to the weather conditions from Tropical Storm Andrea affecting the Chapel Hill area, the start of the NCAA Division I Baseball Super Regional between North Carolina and 

South Carolina will be postponed until Saturday, June 8 at noon on ESPN. The NCAA and the participating institutions all agreed this was in the best interest of the student-athletes 

and fans. 

Game two will be Sunday, at 1 p.m. on ESPN, while the Monday "if necessary" game time and network will be determined Sunday. 

Bobby Hundley 
Assistant Director, UNCAthletic Communications 
bhundley@unc.edu 

919-843-S678 (O) 

(M) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:55 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Pre-orientation meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 
My flight doesn’t get in till 1:~ pm on Sunday and that’s probably too late to meet with you. Let me know if there is any way I can meet with you, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonwount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,            11:31 

To: 
Subject: Pre-orientation meeting 

Ladies, 

Your Carolina orientation isjufft 7 days away. The most ilnportant thing you will do at orientation is to select your fall schedule. It would be enormously helpful if we 

(and your l~rents if they are coming) could spend about an hour together BEFOILS orientation starts. I roll be available Sunday afternoon and evening, , to 

meet ruth you to plan and prepare for the process of scheduling. I prolnise you it will be time well spent. 

If you are coming from far away; please check your travel schedule and email or text me a time on Sunday that we could meet. If you live close and want to come to 

CH before that Sunday, that’s fine too. Let me know when you are available. We will meet in my office in the Academic Center attached to the football stadium. Call 

me at            if you need direction. Parking roll be available right by the building on Sunday. 

By the time you get to CH you should have done these "things: 

Language Placement extort: http://www.unc.edu/languageplacemenV 

Prepanng for Orientation Email - you will get one, and it will contain a link to an online ~nodule that you MUST complete BEFORE you will be allowed to register. 

You should complete that before you come to Chapel Hill. 

I look fo~-vvard to seeing you very soon. Please get back to me with a time that you’d like to meet Sunday the 

Tony- Yount 

Academic Counsclor, women’s soccer, lacrosse 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Schmidt, Dave" z<lh~hmid@emaila~nc.edu;, 

Monday, June 10, 2013 4:06 PM 

Tony Youm <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Super Regional FinaJ Postponed To Tuesday At 12 PM 

TEXT.htm 

From the NCAA: 

Due to the weather conditions affecting the Chapel Hill area, game three of the NCAA Division I Baseball Super Regional between North Carolina and South 

Carolina will be postponed until Tuesday, June 11 at Noon on ESPN2. The NCAA and the participating institutions all agreed this was in the best interest of the 

student-athletes and fans. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(,@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:46 AM 

To: @ema~l.unc.edu 

Subje~’t: so awake 

at nearly 2 mn - can’t sleep 

drags a~:en’t helping me sleep 

I 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, March 22, 2010 9:34 AM 

tfilar@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: Meeting "this Friday 

I mn driving to Boston on Saturday. I am going to be here in the morning for sulnmer school registration and the questions that will come from that 

On Mar 22, 2010, at 9:10 AM, Travis Filar wrote: 

Tony, 

Thanks again for all your help this pas~t Friday! Of course we aren’t done, haha. When could you meet with another recruit this Friday, preferably in the 
moming? Thanks Ii~r all you do! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, March 22, 2010 9:35 AM 

tfilax@uncaa.unc.e&~ 

Re: Meeting "this Friday 

I mn driving to Boston on Saturday. I am going to be here in the morning for summer school registration and the questions that roll come from that, and then I’m 

heading out. Will she be here Thursday night? Will she be here early Friday morning. I need to leave no later th~ 10 am for 

On Mar 22, 2010, at 9:10 AM, Travis Filar wrote: 

Tony, 

Thanks again tbr all your help this past Frida!! Of cour~ we aren’t done, haha. When could you meet with another recruit this Friday, preferably in the 

morning? Thanks liar all you do! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday, April 19, 2010 9:26 AM 

blanton@uncaa.unc, edu; rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu 

time sheet error 

In my haste to get to Greensboro Friday to the golf tournament, I forgot to sign 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, April 20, 2010 4:19 PM 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 

b lanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

Connect Carolina Access issues 

Susan, 

I just discovered another access issue. 

Jenn Townsend can get to a student’s schedule by going through Records and Enrollment, Enrollment request. 
It lets her see the student’s schedule with times of classes, location of classes, section numbers, etc. She has an 
additional tab on her page that allows her to get to that screen. 

Spencer and I do not have that extra tab and we cannot see schedules through Enrollment Request. We can get 
a student’s course schedule through Enrollment Summaries, but that version does not contain class times, room 
numbers, section numbers. We need to be able to print a student’s schedule with times, locations, section 
numbers, and as of now, we can’t. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<ton?uom~t@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, April 26, 2010 2:41 PM 

aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: Loaner Computers... 

TEXT.htm; Tony’s computer updates.xls 

My graduation/computer information is updated the spreadsheet. 

On Apr 26, 2010, at 2:34 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(,@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, April 27, 2010 11:17 AM 

habrooks@email.unc.edu 

Re: Exam Review Schedule 

by Friday, May 7 at the end of exams, mid you’ll just need to mm in the power cord ruth it. 

On Apr 27, 2010, at 10:56 AM, habrooks@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Do you know when exactly I have to give you my computer and what else I have to give you with it? 

Thank~ 
Heather Brooks 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 

..... OriginaJ Message ..... 

From: Tony Yount <ton?~ount(,@uncaa.unc.edtc, 
Date: Mon, 26 Apr 2010 22:17:56 

To: Undisclosed-recipients: <>;<Invalid address;> 

Cc: Joe Sagula<jsagula~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Fila;<tfilar@uncaa.unc.eduv; Eve Rackham<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu;, 
S ubject: Exam Review Schedule 

Ladie~ 

You will find attached the exmn review sehedule for spring fina]s. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, 4:47 PM 

b lanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

Eligibility issues 

have no eligibility issues 

has 1 - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 9:44 AM 

b lanton@uncaa.unc.edu 
Tutoring needs 

- Chem in first session. Needs rotor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, May 18, 2010 1:07 PM 

b lanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

chem rotor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, May 18, 2010 1:07 PM 

b lanton@uncaa.unc.edu 

chem rotor 

@email.unc.edu and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, May 26, 2010 2:25 PM 

TEXT.htm; Gy~nnas~dcs.vcf 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, May 27, 2010 3:15 PM 

kcs@uncaa, unc.edu 

Academics 

Robert i~fformed me yesterday that I will be your academic adviser going forward. I am honored and excited about that opIx~rtuni~l. Brent has transferred the 

worksheets, folders, CTOPS information to me and on Tuesday; I’ll begin the process of familiarizing myself ruth the academic situation ruth each of your girls. I roll 

be in Chapel Hill and able to meet ruth each oftbe incoming freshmen as they attend CTOPS. 

If you have time, I would welcome the opportunity to meet with you a~d learn how you like tbr things to be done on the academic side of your progra~n. I a~n in 

Baltimore with women’s lacrosse this weekend, a~d I’ll be in New York next Wednesday - Sunday, but should be available at any other time during the summer until 

the last CTOPS students finishes around July 20. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 2:22 PM 

uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: touching base 

oh Jenny, 

I handed the money to the kids with $5, person, with a $20 covering 4 kids. I handed out 26 x $5 to the kids, and handed a 20 to Travis. I gave Phil the money left 

over. I don’t hm~e ieceipts and I’m really s~u.5~. I thought I remember seeing you do that before, when handing ont cash. So I distributed 

On Jun 1, 2010, at 2:12 PM, Je~my Slinglnff-Levy wrote: 

Tony I hope you are feeling better. 

Do you have the receipt for the Wawa. 

I am trying to wrap up expense reports and need that piece. 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Carolina 2010 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrossecam ps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff LeW 

Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton), Yount<ton3~ount@uncaa.unc 

Thursday       ’,010 g:31 PM 

~aol.com; @email.unc.edu; 

CTOPS visit 

~msn.com; ~ema~l.unc.edu 

My name is Tony Yount and I will serve as your athletics academic adviser when you come to Carolina. I believe that you’re scheduled to be a CTOPS next Thursday 

and Friday. It would be really helpful if we could meet for an hour or so before your sessions begin to get you ready to register for classes. My contact information 

appears below. You may have heard fiom Brent Blanton this spring. There has been a change in advisers and I’ll be taking over. If you could get in touch with me 

about your arrival schedule, and about the opportunity of meeting, or at least a telephone conversation before Thursday morning when you check in, that would be 

great. ~e could perhaps meet Wednesdav at~temoon or evening so that we can get you ready to register 

Looking forward to meeting you and getting you prepped to build your t~ll schedule of classes. 



Language Placement Guidelines for Departments and Academic 

Advising: Native speakers and students who have learned a 

hnguage experientially 

With few exceptions, all entering students must have taken at least two years of the same foreign 

language in high school, as one of the minimum admission requirements set by the State of North 

Carolina. Students should take the placement test in that language, if available. Students who took more 

than one language in high school may take placement tests in each. Students who place into level 5 or 

higher of their high school language(s) receive BE credit for levels 3 and 4. 

Native Speakers: 

For academic purposes, a native speaker is a student raised in a country outside the U.S. and formally 

educated through all or most of high school in a language other than English. 

Native speakers of languages other than English may use English 101 and 102, or their transfer 

equivalents, to satisfy their General Education Foreign Language requirement. Native speakers may not 

be awarded credit for levels 1-4 of their native language(s). They may, upon recommendation of the 

appropriate language department, receive credit for courses taken at UNC beyond level 4 if those courses 

are heavily content based. 

Other Proficient Speakers: 

Students who have learned a language currently offered at UNC experientially (i.e., having grown up 

speaking another language in the home or having lived several years in another count~), and are 

conversant and literate in that language and in English, may take a placement test in that language for 

placement (PL) only and not for credit. If the student places beyond level 4, the student can use that 

language to fulfill the foreign language requirement, but again, no credit hours will be awarded. 

For languages other than the high school language, credit hours toward graduation should be granted only 
for courses taken at UNC, not for experiential learning. While the University values and recognizes the 
differences among the languages offered at UNC, we also realize there can be a difference between 
language used casually at home and academic language. We ~vill therefore rely on the expertise of our 
colleagues to identi~ the level at which credit should be awarded for students who want to pursue further 
study in the language. 

Native speakers who wish to fulfill the General Education foreign language requirement with ENGL 101 

and 102 should be directed to make an appointment ~vith Assistant Dean Glynis Cowell in Steele 0005. 

Other proficient speakers, as outlined above, should be referred to the appropriate department for 

evaluation. The language evaluator will submit the results to the department’s Director of Undergraduate 

Studies who will then forward the results to Assistant Dean Cowell in Academic Advising, CB 3110, for 

processing. 
Revised Janua~- 19, 2010 



Language Placement Guidelines for Departments and Academic 

Advising: Native speakers and students who have learned a 

hnguage experientially 

With few exceptions, all entering students must have taken at least two years of the same foreign 

language in high school, as one of the minimum admission requirements set by the State of North 

Carolina. Students should take the placement test in that language, if available. Students who took more 

than one language in high school may take placement tests in each. Students who place into level 5 or 

higher of their high school language(s) receive BE credit for levels 3 and 4. 

Native Speakers: 

For academic purposes, a native speaker is a student raised in a country outside the U.S. and formally 

educated through all or most of high school in a language other than English. 

Native speakers of languages other than English may use English 101 and 102, or their transfer 

equivalents, to satisfy their General Education Foreign Language requirement. Native speakers may not 

be awarded credit for levels 1-4 of their native language(s). They may, upon recommendation of the 

appropriate language department, receive credit for courses taken at UNC beyond level 4 if those courses 

are heavily content based. 

Other Proficient Speakers: 

Students who have learned a language currently offered at UNC experientially (i.e., having grown up 

speaking another language in the home or having lived several years in another count~), and are 

conversant and literate in that language and in English, may take a placement test in that language for 

placement (PL) only and not for credit. If the student places beyond level 4, the student can use that 

language to fulfill the foreign language requirement, but again, no credit hours will be awarded. 

For languages other than the high school language, credit hours toward graduation should be granted only 
for courses taken at UNC, not for experiential learning. While the University values and recognizes the 
differences among the languages offered at UNC, we also realize there can be a difference between 
language used casually at home and academic language. We ~vill therefore rely on the expertise of our 
colleagues to identi~ the level at which credit should be awarded for students who want to pursue further 
study in the language. 

Native speakers who wish to fulfill the General Education foreign language requirement with ENGL 101 

and 102 should be directed to make an appointment ~vith Assistant Dean Glynis Cowell in Steele 0005. 

Other proficient speakers, as outlined above, should be referred to the appropriate department for 

evaluation. The language evaluator will submit the results to the department’s Director of Undergraduate 

Studies who will then forward the results to Assistant Dean Cowell in Academic Advising, CB 3110, for 

processing. 
Revised Janua~- 19, 2010 



Language Placement Guidelines for Departments and Academic 

Advising: Native speakers and students who have learned a 

hnguage experientially 

With few exceptions, all entering students must have taken at least two years of the same foreign 

language in high school, as one of the minimum admission requirements set by the State of North 

Carolina. Students should take the placement test in that language, if available. Students who took more 

than one language in high school may take placement tests in each. Students who place into level 5 or 

higher of their high school language(s) receive BE credit for levels 3 and 4. 

Native Speakers: 

For academic purposes, a native speaker is a student raised in a country outside the U.S. and formally 

educated through all or most of high school in a language other than English. 

Native speakers of languages other than English may use English 101 and 102, or their transfer 

equivalents, to satisfy their General Education Foreign Language requirement. Native speakers may not 

be awarded credit for levels 1-4 of their native language(s). They may, upon recommendation of the 

appropriate language department, receive credit for courses taken at UNC beyond level 4 if those courses 

are heavily content based. 

Other Proficient Speakers: 

Students who have learned a language currently offered at UNC experientially (i.e., having grown up 

speaking another language in the home or having lived several years in another count~), and are 

conversant and literate in that language and in English, may take a placement test in that language for 

placement (PL) only and not for credit. If the student places beyond level 4, the student can use that 

language to fulfill the foreign language requirement, but again, no credit hours will be awarded. 

For languages other than the high school language, credit hours toward graduation should be granted only 
for courses taken at UNC, not for experiential learning. While the University values and recognizes the 
differences among the languages offered at UNC, we also realize there can be a difference between 
language used casually at home and academic language. We ~vill therefore rely on the expertise of our 
colleagues to identi~ the level at which credit should be awarded for students who want to pursue further 
study in the language. 

Native speakers who wish to fulfill the General Education foreign language requirement with ENGL 101 

and 102 should be directed to make an appointment ~vith Assistant Dean Glynis Cowell in Steele 0005. 

Other proficient speakers, as outlined above, should be referred to the appropriate department for 

evaluation. The language evaluator will submit the results to the department’s Director of Undergraduate 

Studies who will then forward the results to Assistant Dean Cowell in Academic Advising, CB 3110, for 

processing. 
Revised Janua~- 19, 2010 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(,@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 7:31 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu 

gfulton@uncaa.~mc.edu; @uncaa.unc.edu 

Study Hail, Foreign Students 

TEXT.htm; L~lguage Placement Guidelines .doc; Language Placement Guidelines 1 .doc 

Coaches, 

Dr.Glynis Cowell, Foreign La~guages, emmled to me last week the language placement guideline tbr foreign students. You have so many, a~d perhaps you already 

have this documenL but we didn’t in academics a~d I thought I should share it with you all. 

In addition, I emoAled these 8 players, leminding them that since they are below a 2.5 cumulative GPA, they will be expected to log 4 hours of study hall each week. 

They 



Coaches, 

Dr.Glynis Cowell, Foreign La~guages, emafiled to me last week the language placement gnideline tbr foreign students. You have so mmay, a~d perhaps you already 

have this docnmen~, but we didn’t in academics a~d I thought I should share it with you all. 

In addition, I emailed these 8 players, reminding them that since they are below a 2.5 cumulalive GPA, they will be expected to log 4 hours of study hall each week. 

The’~ are: 



Language Placement Guidelines for Departments and Academic 

Advising: Native speakers and students who have learned a 

hnguage experientially 

With few exceptions, all entering students must have taken at least two years of the same foreign 

language in high school, as one of the minimum admission requirements set by the State of North 

Carolina. Students should take the placement test in that language, if available. Students who took more 

than one language in high school may take placement tests in each. Students who place into level 5 or 

higher of their high school language(s) receive BE credit for levels 3 and 4. 

Native Speakers: 

For academic purposes, a native speaker is a student raised in a country outside the U.S. and formally 

educated through all or most of high school in a language other than English. 

Native speakers of languages other than English may use English 101 and 102, or their transfer 

equivalents, to satisfy their General Education Foreign Language requirement. Native speakers may not 

be awarded credit for levels 1-4 of their native language(s). They may, upon recommendation of the 

appropriate language department, receive credit for courses taken at UNC beyond level 4 if those courses 

are heavily content based. 

Other Proficient Speakers: 

Students who have learned a language currently offered at UNC experientially (i.e., having grown up 

speaking another language in the home or having lived several years in another count~), and are 

conversant and literate in that language and in English, may take a placement test in that language for 

placement (PL) only and not for credit. If the student places beyond level 4, the student can use that 

language to fulfill the foreign language requirement, but again, no credit hours will be awarded. 

For languages other than the high school language, credit hours toward graduation should be granted only 
for courses taken at UNC, not for experiential learning. While the University values and recognizes the 
differences among the languages offered at UNC, we also realize there can be a difference between 
language used casually at home and academic language. We ~vill therefore rely on the expertise of our 
colleagues to identi~ the level at which credit should be awarded for students who want to pursue further 
study in the language. 

Native speakers who wish to fulfill the General Education foreign language requirement with ENGL 101 

and 102 should be directed to make an appointment ~vith Assistant Dean Glynis Cowell in Steele 0005. 

Other proficient speakers, as outlined above, should be referred to the appropriate department for 

evaluation. The language evaluator will submit the results to the department’s Director of Undergraduate 

Studies who will then forward the results to Assistant Dean Cowell in Academic Advising, CB 3110, for 

processing. 
Revised Janua~- 19, 2010 



Coaches, 

Dr.Glynis Cowell, Foreign La~guages, emafiled to me last week the language placement gnideline tbr foreign students. You have so mmay, a~d perhaps you already 

have this docnmen~, but we didn’t in academics a~d I thought I should share it with you all. 

In addition, I emailed these 8 players, reminding them that since they are below a 2.5 cumulalive GPA, they will be expected to log 4 hours of study hall each week. 

They are: 

Here is what the email said: 

Just a reminder that you roll be expected to complete 4.0 honrs of study hall each week during the fall semester since your cumnlative GPA is under 2.5. 

Study Hall honrs start this week, ruth the 3rd floor tutor center, and the 5th floor stu@ area open t?om 8:30 am - 10 pm Tues - Thurs. Mondays - 8:30 a~n - 5 pm. 

Sundays, 7 pm - 10 pm. 

Remetnber that there is no computer lab. Two printers are available on the 5th floor. 

You’re in s~dy hall because we really want you to focus on raising your GPA. Please let me know e~rly on if you are going to need tutoring help in any of your classes. 

You’ll log into study hall ruth your PID jnst like laser year. Computers for login are on the 5th floor. 

Tony 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet�: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday,             2010 10:24 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

ECON tutoring 

Hello 

I’m sonT to have to do this. Brent Blanton, told me at Friday’s slaffmeeting that you have missed m,o lutoring sessions with 
and nnder the new policy, you lose 

the privilege once you miss m-o sessions. So it is my sad job to tell you that those sessions with      have been given to someone else. 

The rationale is that we aren’t going to pay for sessions when students don’t come. Brent said that only an intervention from the coach would get the sessions back. 

I’m really son). ~. 

Tony 



Amy, 
That’s not does play volleyball. 

The Holds box for student athletes shows those two holds. We’ve had conversalions about this with Susan Maloy. Apparently, Advising i 
On            at 2:55 PM, Amy Hernmn wrote: 

Any idea what this is for? 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 
~ischae@nncaa.nnc.edu 

> > > "Gregory, Cassand ra B" <gregoryc@email.unc.edu > 2:37 PM >>> 

The hold her ace:ought says it Academic Support 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:26 PM 
To: Gregory, Cassandra B 
Subject: 

The saga continues. Apparently the Student Health charge is still appearing on her PeopleSoft account because of a glitch in the system, LaToya in Sports 

Med talked with Heather Smith in your office this morning, and they confirmed that this was the problem. But Heather told LaToya that the hold on her 

account is unrelated to the Sports Medcharge said it’s something else. Can you look at it and find out what the hold is for? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(,@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 8:02 PM 

aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: 

TEXT.htm; PS COLLAPSE 1CN 1.gif; PS POINTER ICN 1.gif 

That’s , not does play volle~all. 

The Holds box for student athletes shows those ~,o holds. We’ve had conversations about this with Susmi MCcoy. Apparently, Advising in Steele Building is using 

the "Sponsored Account" designation to indicate that the student is aJ~so a student atlflete. I an~ womed that this will prevent our athletes from registering. I just checked 

tour scholaxship volleyball players and all have thegn have the same information in their "Holds" box. 

On , at 2:55 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Any idea what this is for? 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
zti schae~a>uncaa.unc,ed u 

> > > "Grego~, Cassand ra B" <grego~c@email.unc.edu > 2:37 PM >>> 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:26 PM 
To: Gregory, Cassandra B 
Subject: 

The saga continues. Apparently the Student Health charge is still appearing on her PeopleSoft account because of a glitch in the system. LaToya in Sports 

Med talked with Heather Smith in your office this morning, and they confirmed that this was the problem, But Heather told LaToya that the hold on her 

account is unrelated to the Sports Med charge said it’s something else. Can you look at it and find out what the hold is for? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



Fronl~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tons~ount@uncaa.unc .edtc~ 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 9:57 AM 

Field Hockey 

If you have a tutor... 

Ladies~ 

Brent Blanto~, in charge of the lutor program, has recently filled all tutor scheduling requests, and the tutoring system is now overbooked for the space and the number 

of tutors that we have. Students who don’t show up for sessions without advance notice and good ~eason will lose the privilege. 

Three of my students were no shows last night. Two of those were field hockey players. Please understand that tutors pla~ their evenings around your session and 
when you don’t show, yot~ inconvenience them, and you cost the athletic depar~tment money. We want you to come to tutoring, we want you to do well in classes, a~d 

we w£~t you to be well prepared for exams, but we must conduct the tutoring program efficiently mad responsibly. 

Tony 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday,                9:58 AM 

blanton@uncaa.unc, edu; kcs@uncaa.unc.edu 

If you have a tutor... 

Ladies, 

Brent Blanton, in charge of the tutor program, has recently filled all tutor scheduling requests, and the tutoring 
system is now overbooked for the space and the number of tutors that we have. Students who don’t show up for 
sessions without advance notice and good reason will lose the privilege. 

Three of my students were no shows last night. Two of those were           players. Please understand that 
tutors plan their evenings around your session and when you don’t show, you inconvenience them, and you cost 
the athletic department money. We want you to come to tutoring, we want you to do well in classes, and we 
want you to be well prepared for exams, but we must conduct the tutoring program efficiently and responsibly. 

Tony 



From: Ton5’ Yount<ton)57oung,@uncaa.unc.edu;~ 

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2010 9:59 AM 

To: Golf 

Cc: jmmamm@ancaa.unc.edu 

Subject: If you have a tutor... 

Brent Blanton, in charge of the tutor program, has recently filled all tutor scheduling requesls, and the tutoring system is now overbooked for the space and the number 

of tutors that we have. Students who don’t show up for sessions without advance notice and good reason will lose the privilege. 

Three of nay students were no shows la~st night. Please unders~nd that tutors plan their evenings around your session and when you don’t show, you inconvenience 

them, and you cost the athletic department money. We want you to come to tutoring, we want you to do well in classes, and we want you to be well prepared tbr 

exams, but we must co ~duct the tutoring program efficiently and responsibly. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:54 AM 

kcs@uncaa, unc.edu 

Re: If you have a tutor... 

at 10:06 AM, Karen Shelton wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
Which two?? 
<Mail Attachment.jpeg > 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ladies, 

9:57 AM >>> 

Brent Blanton, in charge of the tutor program, has recently filled all tutor scheduling requests, and the tutoring system is now overbooked for the space and the 
number of tutors that we have. Students who don’t show up for sessions without advance notice and good reason will lose the privilege. 

Three of my students were no shows last night. Two of those were field hockey players. Please understand that tutors plan their evenings around your session 

and when you don’t show, you inconvenience them, and you cost the athletic department money. We want you to come to tutoring, we want you to do well in 
classes, and we want you to be well prepared for exams, but we must conduct the tutoring program efficiently and responsibly. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:57 AM 

kcs@uncaa, unc.edu 

Re: If you have a tutor... 

On 

for HIS~I    at 

, at 10:06 AM, Karen Shelton wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
Which two?? 

<Mail Attachment.ipeg > 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ladies, 
9:57 AM >>> 

Brent Blanton, in charge of the tutor program, has recently filled all tutor scheduling requests, and the tutoring system is now overbooked for the space and the 
number of tutors that we have. Students who don’t show up for sessions without advance notice and good reason will lose the privilege. 

Three of my students were no shows last night. Two of those were field hockey players. Please understand that tutors plan their evenings around your session 
and when you don’t show, you inconvenience them, and you cost the athletic department money. We want you to come to tutoring, we want you to do well in 
classes, and we want you to be well prepared for exams, but we must conduct the tutoring program efficiently and responsibly. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:57 AM 

kcs@uncaa, uuc.edu 

Re: If you have a tutor... 

On 

for HIST    at 8 pm. Tutor sheet says "No show" 

for 

, at 10:06 AM, Karen Shelton wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
Which two?? 
<Mail Attachment.ipeq > 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ladies, 
9:57 AM >>> 

Brent Blanton, in charge of the tutor program, has recently filled all tutor scheduling requests, and the tutoring system is now overbooked for the space and the 
number of tutors that we have. Students who don’t show up for sessions without advance notice and good reason will lose the privilege. 

Three of my students were no shows last night. Two of those were field hockey players. Please understand that tutors plan their evenings around your session 
and when you don’t show, you inconvenience them, and you cost the athletic department money. We want you to come to tutoring, we want you to do well in 
classes, and we want you to be well prepared for exams, but we must conduct the tutoring program efficiently and responsibly. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

kcs@uncaa, unc.edu 

Re: If you have a tutor... 

for HIST at 8 pm. Tutor sheet says "No show" 

for ECON at 7 pm. Tutor sheet says "No show" 

O11 , at 10:06 AM, Karen Shelton wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Which two?? 
<Mail Attachment.ipeq > 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ladies, 
9:57 AM >>> 

Brent Blanton, in charge of the tutor program, has recently filled all tutor scheduling requests, and the tutoring system is now overbooked for the space and the 
number of tutors that we have. Students who don’t show up for sessions without advance notice and good reason will lose the privilege. 

Three of my students were no shows last night. Two of those were field hockey players. Please understand that tutors plan their evenings around your session 
and when you don’t show, you inconvenience them, and you cost the athletic department money. We want you to come to tutoring, we want you to do well in 
classes, and we want you to be well prepared for exams, but we must conduct the tutoring program efficiently and responsibly. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(,@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 11:03 AM 

kcs@uncaa, unc.edu 

Re: If you have a tutor... 

There was Rising Stars lafft night, and ~ was probably at Rising Stars, but tutors us notified her ahead of time. 

On , at 11:00 AM, Karen Shelton wrote: 

Thanks Tony, 
Very uncharacteristic of 

<Mail Attachmentjpeg> 

Was she involved with the Leadership Academy? 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 10:58 AM >>> 

for HIST    at 8 pm. Tutor sheet says "No show" 
for ECON at 7 pm. Tutor sheet says "No show" 

I have a DVD with the new Academic Center video for you now. 

Tony 

On at i0:06 AM, Karen Shelton wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
Which two?? 
<Mail Attachmentjpeg> 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ladies, 

9:57 AM >>> 

Brent Blanton, in charge of the tutor program, has recently filled all tutor scheduling requests, and the tutoring system is now overbooked for 
the space and the number of tutors that we have. Students who don’t show up for sessions without advance notice and good reason will lose 
the privilege. 

Three of my students were no shows last night. Two of those were field hockey players. Please understand that tutors plan their evenings 

around your session and when you don’t show, you inconvenience them, and you cost the athletic department money. We want you to come to 
tutoring, we want you to do well in classes, and we want you to be well prepared for exams, but we must conduct the tutoring program 
efficiently and responsibly. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 12:39 PM 

blanton@uncaa.unc, edu; knorr@uncaa.unc.edu 

. tutoring session with for STOR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uom~t@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 9:32 AM 

~email .unc.edu 

First years and 3rd semester registration 

Good morning. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 9:34 AM 

~email .unc.edu 

First years and 3rd semester registration 

Good morning. Your Academic Advising updates that you gave us at our last meeting over here in early November indicates (#6) that first yeax studems must meet 

with their adviser in order to enroll in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 9:34 AM 

@email .unc.edu 

First years and 3rd semester registration 

Good morning. Your Academic Advising updates that you gave us at our last meeting over here in early November indicates (#6) that first yeax studems must meet 

with their adviser in order to be cleared to register for their 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, January. 6, 2011 10:11 PM 

jm~mann@uncaa.unc.edu; j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu; kcs@uncaa.unc.edu 

Honor Court presentations 

’IEJx2f.httn 

Coaches, 

Received the email below from Brent, asking that you each contact Sturdy Res~ivo and schedtfle the Honor Court presentations for your team 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: January 6,2011 2:55:37 PM MST 
To: "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Sorry to Bother... 

tli Tony, 
Thanks for all of the information. Can you touch base with the golf coach, Karen and Joe and tell them to call Sandy to set up their team ttonor Court 
presentations? 
We need to get those scheduled as soon as possible. 
Thanks, 
B 
Travel Safe! 



Coaches, 

Received the email below fl~om Brent, asking that you each contact Sandy Restivo and schedule the Honor Court presentations for your team 

Begin forw~rded tnessage: 

From: "Brent Blanton" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: January 6,2011 2:55:37 PM MST 
To: "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Sorry to Bother... 

Hi Tony, 
Thanks for all of the information. Can you touch base with the golf coach, Karen and ~[oe and ~ell thern to call Sandy to set up their tearn Honor Court 
presentations? 
We need to get those scheduled as soon as possible. 
Thanks, 
B 
Travel Safe! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Friday, January 14, 2011 1:51 PM 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Re: get well 

TEXT.htm 

0n Jan 14, 2011, at 1:30 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Hi Tony, Sorry to hear that you are under the weather - let me know if I can do anything - see any 
of your students, etc. to help out. I’ll be thinking of you. Regards, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
C SSAC, University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill 
SASB North- Office #2117 
919-843-8698 
http ://cssac.unc. edu/staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, January 25, 2011 3:28 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

EXSS    tutoring with 

missed the first week - that’s on her. She didn’t check her email 

She will miss the 2nd week Jan 30, with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, February 1,2011 1:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ECON tutor 

Brent, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 10:58 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutoring tonight 

Brent, 

rill be just 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Wednesday, February 2, 2011 10:59 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutoring tonight 

Brent, 

a bit late. 

will be just a few minutes late tonight due to a GEOL review. She will be here tonight though, just 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 12:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tutoring tonight 

Brent, 

a bit late. 
will be just a few minutes late tonight due to a GEOL review. She will be here tonight though, just 

will switch this week from Tues night with , to Wed night. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount~ton?~ount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday,                 12:33 PM 

Jan Ma~n ~iaJamann@uncaa.uncedt~"~ 

Schedule 

Here it is: 

Let me know if cMnges need to be made. 

About the BUSI tuto~ fo~ and has cleared the Math of tutoring schedule to flee her for BUSI s~ that is 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?youn@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Wednesday,                 12:34 PM 

Jan Ma~n <j aJ~mann@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Schedule 

Here it is: 

Let me ~know if changes need to be made. 

About the BUSI tutors for and has cleared the Math of tutoring schedule to free her for BUSI so that is going to happen 

ve~ quickly, hopefiflly this week since the e~m is next Monday. I let     know that today aid he’s on it. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<lon?~oung,~uncaa.unc .edu;~ 

Friday, February 18, 201l 12:37 PM 

Joe Sagula <jsagu|a,~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis FilaJc <ttilar@uncaa.unc.edtv’~ 

Weekly 

Coacll¢S, 

Weekly is attached. 

Kayla did not 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 12:38 PM 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@ancaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackhmn <rackhan~@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis FilaJc <ttilar@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly 

Coaches, 

Weekly is attached. 

did not have a good week and is far short on study hall hours. She was in the building this morning and I fl~ought would get them today, but she left. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(.@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:19 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: MATH 

Brem Blanton schedules rotors, and he’s had a                and he isn’t in the office all week. I just asked who did fl~e scheduling last semester if we even have 

anyone who could tutor a course at that level and he ,said that spending time with     is the best option that you have. If you go see     . m~d you think yon need 

more time with him than you can get in fl~e general nighttime sessions, ask him is he can see you outside the normal hours 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 25, 20~10 3:34 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

2nd Annual Build Blue and True 5K 

Build Blue and True Flyer_~_.pub 

The 2nd Annual Build Blue and True 5K for Habitat for Humanity is 

quickly approaching. While supporting an awesome cause, this race is in 

a collaborative effort between student-athletes from UNC and Duke. In 

planning the race, we put the rivalry to rest (mostly), but come race 

day we hope to rekindle the rivalry in full force! Race participants 

sign-up in support of either UNC or Duke. Not only is the race a 

competition to see who is better, faster, and more athletic, but it is 

also a duel to see which school can garner the most support for Habitat 

for Humanity. 

Let’s have more student-athlete participation than Duke! Encourage 

your teammates and your coaches to come out to this great event on 

Sunday, March 28th at the UNC Ranson-Hamrick cross country course at 10 a.m. 

Register at http:!!www.sportoften.comievents/eventDetails.cfm?pEventId=5214. The first 200 registrants get a Nike Dri-fit t-shirt, coupons to local 

restaurants, and other participant 

gifts! Plus, on race day, there will be plenty of free food before and 

after the race. 

If you don’t want to run but still want to help, we need volunteers! 

We’re asking for volunteers to come to the course by 8 a.m. (**free 

coffee**) We will need help setting up and taking down stuff but it 

should only be a couple of hours. 

If you have any questions please contact Cricket Lane 

(cricket@uncaa.unc.edu), Evie Oregon (Evie Oregon@uncaa.unc.edu), or 

Allison Barnes (anbarnes@email.unc.edu) 

Come show your true shade of Blue! 

**Join the event on Facebook...Build Blue and True 5K for Habitat for Hum 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ted Robinson <ted@civilsurvival.com> 

Wednesday, May 19, 2010 5:40 PM 

ted@civilsurviva].com; Yount, Tony <tonyyoun<~:uncaa.unc.edu> 

Every Athlete Needs Legal Life Skills Let Us Help 

Greetings from Civil Survival! 

May 2010 

Dear Tony, 

I in 8 Division I athletes will need legal expertise in their academic tenure! 

Protect your athletes, your team, and your community with Civil Survival! 

The Civil Survival Series is an educational supplement that can be used to teach 
athletes about everyday legal issues that affect them, their teams and their communities. 
Example of topics: 

? Your rights at work 
? Your Rights Renting a Home 
? Your Rights in an Accident or personal Injury 
? Your Rights in Divorce and Child Custody 
? Your Rights in the Criminal Justice System 

Our Mission is simple: to empower athletes and the athletic programs they represent by 
teaching them their basic legal rights and corresponding responsibilities through affordably 
priced and easy-to-understand supplemental legal education tools. Our goal is for 
everyone to have access to the information they need to realize the promises of our 
Constitution: life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. 

We truly believe that your school would greatly benefit from our service. We can set up a 
demonstration in your office via webinar free of charge, for you to see how this new service 
can be of value to you. We are also available to come to your school for an in person 
demonstration. 

We would be pleased to have the opportunity to work with you. Please feel free to call us 
directly at 909 917-4669. Please visit vwvw.civilsurvival.com for more information. 

Sincerely, 

Ted Robinson 
909 917-4669 (mobile) 
877 315-5906 (fax) 

ted@civilsurvival.com 

[ ::~,~ Safe Unsubscribe ] 
....... by 

This email was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by ted@civilsurvival.com. 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy 
E_o_j_t_c_z. 

Civil Survival I 800 5th Avenue I Suite 4100 I Seattle I WA I 98104 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:35 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbma]oy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@ancaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

~IEXT.hm~ 

Redshift year. Sor~. I think you’re in NYC. Isn’t it time we had a phone conversation? I sha]l miss our office academic chats next year but I want to have a 

conversation ruth my friend about this veu sad thing flint has happened in my life. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 , at 8:45 AM, "Susan B. Maloy" <sbmalov(a)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ton~; 
Jus~t wanted to let you lmow that the Medic~] HaMship Waiver was approved for . She now has 4 yems of eligibiliW remaining. I’m sure we’ll 

have to do some trickeu with her scheduling down the stretch for eligibility purposes (18-hour role, etc.). 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma]oy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and EligiNli~’ 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-6002 (thx) 

sbmaloy~ ancaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 3:37 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: updated athletics list 

TEXT.htm; Athletics.List.xls 

Here is the list and group numbers for the next two sessions next week. ff you have students attending these sessions, 

please let me know if you will be meeting with them during the 4:30 meeting time. ffyou plan on meeting anyone on 

Monday, please let me know by Monday morning. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

> > > Scarlett Jordan <sljordan@email.unc.edu > 

Hi Jenn, 

1:25 PM > > > 

I hope you had a chance to enjoy a nice long weekend over the holiday. 

Seeing as how we start up on Monday, I wanted to send you an updated 

athletics list. This has groups for sessions 9 and 10 (next week), as 

well as some additional registrations to sessions 14 and 16. Might you 

also be able to highlight those students on the list that will meet with 

your folks at 4:30 PM on Day 1 of each session? It would be helpful to 

have that information so the OLs don’t look for a person who is not missing. 

Thanks so much, 
Scarlett 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3318 SASB South 



CB #5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-8304 

scarlett@unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 9, 2010 9:04 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Fw: : OMG IT WORKED!!!!!!!! 

TEXT.htm; Fw__ OMG IT WORKED!!!!!!!!.msg; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 

C- 
nateyarbrouqh@uncaa.unc.edu 



Friday December 10, 2010 

Skip the Bookstore, Buy and Sell Textbooks on Uloop! 

Long lines, cranky cashiers, empty shelves, and 
crazy inflated prices. Who wants to deal with that at 
the bookstore? Buy or sell your textbooks on Uloop 
and skip all the hassle. Stay in your pj’s, make a 
few key strokes, and in a few minutes those 
textbooks are listed and ready to sell to your fellow 
classmates. 

Why post on Uloop? 

* It’s free, safe, and easy 

* Make some quick holiday cash 

* Help out a fellow UNC student 

* Don’t go out in the cold 

* Extra space on your desk 

Don’t be content with that offer of $.75 for that $200 textbook you bought a few 
months ago. Be classy and share the textbook love on Uloop. And hey, once you 
make all that cash from selling, go see what’s for sale and get a jump start buying 
next %CALENDAR%’s books! 

~Post Your Textbooks for sale 

~ Check out all Textbooks for sale by UNC students 

Thanks, 

Scott & the Uloop team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer < rmercer@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Thursday, December 23, 2010 9:45 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym N. Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paula Goodman 
< pgoodman@email.unc.ed u >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hi Paula 

Hi Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 5, zon 9:47 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

Sorry to Bother... 

@mac.com> 

but I have to. Do you have access to your calculation spreadsheet? If so, can you email it to me so I can complete that 

portion of the composite for you? 

Thanks! Hope you are having a wonderful time! 
B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universal Printing <info@universalprinting.com > 

Wednesday, January 5, 2011 12:48 PM 

intb@univer~]printing.com; Tony Yount <ton~ount@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Winter Special available only to UNC tZaculty and staff" 

TEXT.httn; picembeded0.jpg 

Dear Glenn, 

Special!!! 
~YNC discount pricing 

CallNOW. 919-361-5809 ext 126 

or 

Email yourfiles to ~ynn s~b~universalprinting.com 

- Business or Personal Use 

- Price per side S.5xl 1 on 60# p~per 

- Add $.05 fbr Glossy Paper 

- Simply double 8.5xl 1 lbr 1 lx17 price 

- No exlI’d chmge for heavy coverage or bleeds 

- If you want booklets add $.20 per booklet 

Offer expires February 2& 2011 

Buy Local & Support small bnsiness. 

¯ Brochures & booklets (oliVet & digital color) 

¯ Posters, banners & signs 

¯ StationeW (letterhead, envelopes, & business cards) 
¯ Invitations 

¯ Pocket folders 

¯ Full color Printing or b&w copies 

,~ Direct Mail 

Super Fast turn axound on design a~nd print. 

Call for Pricing 

Go GREEN - Recycled Gloss or Uncoated paper at no extra charge 

For more than 30 years Universal Printing has been your local full service 

printing company. We specialize in universiF, medical center and ca~lpus- 

wide collateral. 

We’re happy- to come to your office at your convenience to discuss and 

help plan any project. We want to help you come up with the most cost 

efficiently way to produce your next design, print, direct mail or poster 
proj ect. 

Please contact Lynn Stephenson at 919-361-5809 ext 126 or email at 

lynn s,~universalpfi nting.com 

Thank you, 

Universal l?rinting 

Gmcol G7 Master Printer Qualified 

2410 Hx~~ 54 E 

Durham, NC 27514 

919-361-5809 

~v.universalprinting.com 

Salb Unsubscribe 
This email was sent to by universalprinting.com. Your email address was 
found on UNC’s website. Your email intbrmation will not be shared with 
anyone. If you no longer wish to receive special discount oilers please 
click hem to be removed. 

Powered by MindFimInc 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universal Printing <info@universalprinting.com > 

Wednesday, January 5, 2011 12:52 PM 

intb@univer~]printing.com; Tony Yount <ton~ount@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Winter Special available only to UNC tZaculty and staff" 

TEXT.httn; picembeded0.jpg 

Dear Glenn, 

Special!!! 
~YNC discount pricing 

CallNOW. 919-361-5809 ext 126 

or 

Email yourfiles to ~ynn s~b~universalprinting.com 

- Business or Personal Use 

- Price per side S.5xl 1 on 60# p~per 

- Add $.05 fbr Glossy Paper 

- Simply double 8.5xl 1 lbr 1 lx17 price 

- No exlI’d chmge for heavy coverage or bleeds 

- If you want booklets add $.20 per booklet 

Offer expires February 2& 2011 

Buy Local & Support small bnsiness. 

¯ Brochures & booklets (oliVet & digital color) 

¯ Posters, banners & signs 

¯ StationeW (letterhead, envelopes, & business cards) 
¯ Invitations 

¯ Pocket folders 

¯ Full color Printing or b&w copies 

,~ Direct Mail 

Super Fast turn axound on design a~nd print. 

Call for Pricing 

Go GREEN - Recycled Gloss or Uncoated paper at no extra charge 

For more than 30 years Universal Printing has been your local full service 

printing company. We specialize in universiF, medical center and ca~lpus- 

wide collateral. 

We’re happy- to come to your office at your convenience to discuss and 

help plan any project. We want to help you come up with the most cost 

efficiently way to produce your next design, print, direct mail or poster 
proj ect. 

Please contact Lynn Stephenson at 919-361-5809 ext 126 or email at 

lynn s,~universalpfi nting.com 

Thank you, 

Universal l?rinting 

Gmcol G7 Master Printer Qualified 

2410 Hx~~ 54 E 

Durham, NC 27514 

919-361-5809 

~v.universalprinting.com 

Salb Unsubscribe 
This email was sent to by universalprinting.com. Your email address was 
found on UNC’s website. Your email intbrmation will not be shared with 
anyone. If you no longer wish to receive special discount oilers please 
click hem to be removed. 

Powered by MindFimInc 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 11:29 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Header 

http://w~-.unc.edu/languageplacement/ 



From: Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.eduv 

Sent: Monday, 11:26 AM 

To: @email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: COMM 

A~tach: Header 

I don’t know anything about ,screen wrilmg but it ,sounds like a time intensive course to take. I just talked with Molly Bancroft in the COMM department and they have 

nothing open. rye been so swamped this morning lhat I havefft been able to look for classes. I’ll do that later this ex~ening. You could go to COMM    and tell me 

what you think after you’ve seen the prof. 

Tony 

On , at 10:26 AM, wrote: 

> Tony My Intemet is down at the moment and I am about to go to math class at 10. I had signed up for comm    but it is a screen writing class. I was wondering if 

you had any ideas for a class, or ifI should continue to take it even though it is for screenwriling. Hope you had a good break! 
> 

> 

>- 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyonnt~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:32 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Hi Tow’. 

Header 

Thanks for sending that along. 

You mentioned summer classes. Do you intend to be here for 2nd session in Chapel Hill? Or are you talking about comm college classes at home? Let me ki~ow. 

Take care 

Tony 

On , at 9:17 AM, wrote: 

> Hi Tony! 

> How axe you doing? This is one of the incoming freshman for 

> tim       team. I’ve been accepted and this is my onyen account! I’m not 

> going to register for CTOPS yet because it might be during my prom and 

> graduation. I have to find that information ont. Is there an~thing else I 
> should be doing beside signing up tbr summer classes? Let me know, fl~anks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 9:51 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: BBBW 

funny. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: HODDING CARTER,      _@belJsouth.net> 
Date: March 4, 2014 at 9:55:53 PM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilJir~gham@ur~c.ed~> 
Subject: Re: BBBW 
Reply-To: HODD1NG CARTER" __~be~lso~th r~et> 

Great cover. Are you okay? Thy are letting the slime machine 
run, but I have become ever more clear that a number of faculty 
members are no longer passive about what has been done in the 
name of big-time athletics; i.e., the stooges may be more obvious, 
but the others are increasingly effective. 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilliagham~ncoeda> 
To: "Taylor, Virginia R" <~email~unc.edu>; @bellsouth.net", ~bellsouth~r~et> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 10:24 AM 
Subject: BBBW 

There was some embellishment here - always is... 

h ttp ://www. b u sin esswee k. co m/a rti c l e s/2014-02-27/i n-fa ke-cl a s ses-sca n d a l-u n c-fail s-its-at h letes-w h i stle- 

blower#r=hp-ls 

Mary C. Willingham 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

mwillingham@unc.edu 
919-843-8698 

http://www.u nc.edu/~willingh/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 10:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Chicago Responds to My Brother’s Keeper Initiative by Teaching Young Men 
College Success 

image.png 

Jay, Thanks- Phillip is a little over the top on this - I’ll let you know how it turns out. Safe travels tomorrow. 
Mary 

On Mar 7, 2014, at 9:21 PM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary--this is so awesome. Congratulations to you. I hope you realize what kind of difference you’re 
making. 

Jay 
On 3/7/14 8:54 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Press release. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Proj ect, U.S.A." <blackstar1000@ameritech.net> 

Date: March 7, 2014 at 7:43:46 PM CST 
To: <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Cc: -               " .... ~,gmail.com>, dorothy davis 
<dorothy(~blackstarproiect.org>, Jami Becka 
<iami~blackstarproiect.org>, ~gmail.com>, 
Raquel Kid <rkidblackstarproj ect@gmail.com> 
Subject: Chicago Responds to My Brother’s Keeper Initiative by 
Teaching Young Men College Success 

Professor Willingham, 

This went out to 79 media contacts in Chicago at 7:30 pm on Friday, March 07, 

2014. 

Thank you for your work. 

look forward to seeing you tomorrow at 10:30 am at 10001 Roosevelt Road in 

Westchester, Illinois. 

From: The Black Star Project, USA [mailto:mfm@blackstarproiect.orq] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 7:40 PM 
To: blackstarl000@ameritech.net 
Subject: Chicago Responds to My Brother’s Keeper Initiative by Teaching Young 
Men College Success 



Media Advisory 
Phillip Jackson 
For Immediate Release 
312.771.1010 
March 8, 2014 

Contact: 

Phone: 

Staunch Educational Advocate 
Teaches 

Young Black Men to Succeed in 
College 

University of North Carolina’s Mary 
Willingham Teaches Coaches, 

High School Principals, Parents and Student 
Atheletes How to Earn College Degrees 

Who: Mary Willingham, Clinical Instructor and Academic Adviser 
at the University of North Carolina, has become a national 
folk hero for her efforts to ensure that student athletes leave 
college with a degree rather than just bad knees and hurt 
feelings. Her life has been threatened numerous times for her 
work to teach college athletes to read well. Her efforts have 
caused maj or universities across America to reconsider how 
they teach and treat student athletes. Ms. Willingham is 
traveling to Chicago because of the "blurred lines" between 
athletics and academics that have caused maj or disruptions at 
many Chicago-area schools for student athletes. 

What: President Barack Obama was probably speaking directly to 
Mary Willingham when he announced his "My Brother’s 
Keeper" initiative. He is asking the United States to do what 
Ms. Willingham has done for years--teach young Black and 
Hispanic men to strive for excellence! The Black Star Project 
is hosting Ms. Willingham in a special session that will 
encourage and show young Black men, and their families, 
how to succeed in college. Coaches, teachers and 



administrators are also invited to this session to learn how to advocate for 
and academically support student athletes. 

Why: Over the past two weeks, Curie, Homewood-Flossmoor, 
Hyde Park, Bogan and Uplift High Schools have all been 
banned from the ISHA basketball state championship 
tournament. Schools, parents and student athletes must learn 
that these young people are students first and athletes second. 
They must also learn that sports is only one means to the end 
of earning a college degree. Ms. Willingham will share 
information with student athletes and their families about 
students’ rights and responsibilities to help ensure they receive 
the social/academic supports they need to earn college 
degrees. 

Where: The Black Star Project 

3509 S. King Drive, Suite 2B 

Chicago, Illinois 

When: Saturday, March 8, 2014 

3:00 pm (photo opportunities) 

##30## 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 10:58 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: football question 

And that seems to be ok with Joy, our FAC Chair - beautiful. I wonder if her department would consider doing 
this for our undergraduates seeking admission to Medical School. 

On Mar 14, 2014, at 9:29 AM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: football question 

Date:Fri, 14 Mar 2014 08:54:44 -0400 
From:Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner~med.unc.edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M <i aysmith~email.unc.edu> 

Sorry, I did forget to get back to you. This is on an assistant coach’s door so that the athletes know what he 

would say if asked and not be making behind their back comments to scouts. It gives the student the 

opportunity to change behavior and see that the coach recognizes the change and takes the name off the 

list. It is my understanding there are rarely any names and they do not stay on the list long. If you want 
more details, contact the football program and they can probably shed more details. It was last fal! when 

I asked about it and I may have forgotten details if you are interested in more than I provided. 

JoyJ, Renner, M,A. RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147 Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or 

entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material, Any ---unauthorized review, 

use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message, 

132). ~tu~ent educational records are subject 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 8:43 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Fwd: football question 



Joy--never heard back about this. -Jay 

........ Oril~inal Messal~e ........ 

Subject:football question 

Date:Sat, 26 Oct 2013 11:14:12 -0400 

From:Jay Smith <jaysmith(~email.unc.edu> 

To:Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Dear Joy: 

I’m hopinl~ your FAC liaison for the football team can answer a quick question for me. Somewhere 

in the UNC football complex, this sil~n is posted: 

"ATTENTION NFL SCOUTS: I will not discuss the followinl~ players. They are selfish, lazy, and have 

NO concept of team. They cannot help you win football l~ames." 

I’d really like to know what sorts of infractions l~et a player’s name on that list (or in the detention 

center--from "Schooled," whose producer told me that the sil~n was a UNC sil~n, it looked like the 

sil~n was a sil~n on a door.) If you could find an answer for me in a couple of days, that would be 

l~reat. Thanks. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 11:29 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: football question 

Except the cookies and milk (chocolate in the carton) is forbidden- page 158 of NCAA manual see ’extra 
benefits’. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Mar 14, 2014, at 11:13 AM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

It "gives the student the opportunity to change behavior," Mary. What could be more benign? 
Happens in kindergarten all the time. 
On 3/14/14 10:57 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

And that seems to be ok with Joy, our FAC Chair - beautiful. I wonder if her 
department would consider doing this for our undergraduates seeking admission to 
Medical School. 

On Mar 14, 2014, at 9:29 AM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: football question 

Date:Fri, 14 Mar 2014 08:54:44 -0400 
From:Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner~med.unc.edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M <j aysmith~,email.unc.edu> 

Sorry, I did forget to get back to you. This is on an assistant coach’s door so that 

the athletes know what he would say if asked and not be making behind their 

back comments to scouts. It gives the student the opportunity to change 

behavior and see that the coach recognizes the change and takes the name off 

the list. It is my understanding there are rarely any names and they do not stay 

on the list long. If you want more details, contact the football program and 

they can probably shed more details. It was last fall when I asked about it and ! 

may have forgotten details if you are interested in more than ! provided. 

JoyL Rennet, M,A,, RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7:130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

32:1-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7:130 



919-966-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is 

intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

confidential and/or privileged material Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited~ If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message~ 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the 
North Carolina Public l~ecords law and may be disclosed to third parties 
by an authorized state official (NCG$. ch. :[32)° Student educational 
records are s~bject to FE~PA, 

From." Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, March 14, 2014 8:43 AM 
To-" Renner, Joy J 
Subject-" Fwd: football question 

Joy--never heard back about this. -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:football question 

Date:Sat, 26 Oct 2013 11:14:12 -0400 
From:Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

To:Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner(~med.unc.edu> 

Dear Joy: 

I’m hoping your FAC liaison for the football team can answer a quick 

question for me. Somewhere in the UNC football complex, this sign is 

posted: 

"ATTENTION NFL SCOUTS: I will not discuss the following players. They 

are selfish, lazy, and have NO concept of team. They cannot help you win 

football games." 

I’d really like to know what sorts of infractions get a player’s name on 

that list (or in the detention center--from "Schooled," whose producer 

told me that the sign was a UNC sign, it looked like the sign was a sign on 

a door.) If you could find an answer for me in a couple of days, that 

would be great. Thanks. 

Jay 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:51 AM 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Awesome job on NPR! 

image001 .prig 

Thanks Dave. Looking forward to seeing you in SC next month. Mary 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 11:56 PM, "Ridpath, Dave" <ridpath@ohio.edu> wrote: 

I listened and re-listened to the Ralph Edwards interview. Excellent job you two and Jay congrats on the 
RMH award. Well deserved! Keep up the fight and remember more are with you than against you!! 

Dave 

<image001.png> 

B. David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 

Associate Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 

Co- E d ito r, Jo urnal of Issues in In tercoflegiate A thletics 

F ac u Ity Fell ow, Cen ter for College Affordabifity and Productivity 
Adjunct Faculty, Universtat of Bayreuth, Germany 

CSC 001C, College of Business 

Athens, OH 45701 

740-593-9496 (O) 

740-593-9342 (F) 

, (c) 
ridpath@ohio.edu 
twitter @drridpath 

www.ohio.edu ¯ www.sportsad.ohio.edu 
Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at 

www.taintedglorybook.com 
Blog at 

bdavidrid@authorsxpress.com 
Ohio University Expert Directory http://www.ohio.edu/ucm/media/experts/ohioexpert.cfm? 

formid=1822088&pageid=2057126 

The best student-centered learning experience 

in America 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 7:07 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: NBC News Meet the Press Program on Compensating Colege Athletes 

Meet the Press - oh boy. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <        ~2~aoLcom> 
Date: March 23, 2014 at 6:47:59 PM EDT 
To: <rhum a(~p anow. org> 
Cc: <             .@-mac.corn>, <mwil~i         nc.edu>, <      email.wcu.edu>, 
<R1DPATH@OHIO.[~DU>, <mccorm52~law.msu.edu>, <chris150@law.msu.edu>, 

~ao1.com>, <    - ~cha~ter.net>, <pbarrettl 7~Noombergr~e/t>, 
<nocera~,times.com>, <r~ick@collegeatNeticsclips.com>, <        ~aoLcom> 
Subject: NBC News Meet the Press Program on Compensating Colege Athletes 

Ramogi, if your time and circumstances permit, take a look at the video of the segment on college sports 
from this morning’s NBC News Meet the Press program wherein Dick Gregory moderates a panel consisting 
of Obama aide Reggie Love, Education Secretary Arne Duncan and NCAA President Mark Emmert who 
discuss the ethics of compensating college athletes. The video can be accessed at 
(http:,dwww.nbcnews.com/meetotheopress/shouldostudentoathleteso~)aidon59866). 

Noticeably absent from the panel were any advocates for college athletes who could make the 
argument that these athletes are: 1) really employees and 2) have little if any time to be real students. The 
intense professional level of play required of these athletes to make the very best of them ready for the 
NFL or NBA, renders them so tired that they fall asleep during classes they do attend. For more, see 

"Revisiting "A Nation Still at Risk’"’ at 
http://www.c~eg/eatNeti~c~ip~.c~m/index~/archive/nicknamesmasc~ts/8771°revi~iting~a°nati~n°sti~Fat° 
risk 

Best, 

Frank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 7:02 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Embarrassed Alumni 

Happy to share the j oy. 

On Mar 23, 2014, at 11:20 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Not all j ackasses pick on you exclusively... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: Embarrassed Alumni 

Date:Sun, 23 Mar 2014 22:37:30 -0400 
From:RON <_ ~     ~msrLcom> 

To:Jay Smith emaiLur~c.ed~> 

High fives all around at the Smith household tonight? 

Date: Tue, 7 Jan 2014 13:49:11 -0500 
From: ~smith@email.m~c~ ed~ 
To:         @msr~.com 
Subject: Re: Embarrassed Alumni 

All I will add is that if you think I’ve been serving my own interests over the past three years, you 
are sadly mistaken. I’m motivated solely by principle, and I’ve made plenty of sacrifices along the 
way. But I suspect we operate according to different principles, so maybe we should just agree to 
disagree. (Don’t take offense if I don’t respond again--I can’t take the time to engage everyone from 
all sides, and I’m sure you understand that I hear from many.) 
On 1/7/14 1:07 PM, RON wrote: 

I appreciate the response. I had actually hoped to not be insulting because I don’t know 
anything about you personally, but no matter how I worded it, it was going to be 
insulting. And I am most assuredly uninformed. Unfortunately I can only read what is 
printed and try to see through whatever bias, agenda, etc. the writer is taking (whether 
it is pro-UNC or not). But it doesn’t change the fact that standing on a soapbox, with a 
bull horn, shouting "look at what they did" to any media outlet that will listen is 
anything but self serving. I would welcome reasoned, informed discourse and I hate 
that I have to resort to insulting you, but as you said it is only my opinion. 

R 

Date: Tue, 7 Jan 2014 10:18:26 -0500 
From: emaiLunc.edu 
To: ~ms~.com 
Subject: Re: Embarrassed Alumni 

Your opinions are misguided and uninformed, not to mention insulting, but you’re 



entitled to them. I respect your passion. 
On 1/7/14 9:55 AM, RON wrote: 

Jay Smith, 

I have watched the events of the past few years with growing 
embarrassment, but lately I have been wondering why it continues to be 
rehashed. Anybody who truly cares about UNC wants to see the systems 
put in place so that it doesn’t happen again. That does not seem to be your 
objective. Your objective seems to be to get Jay Smith’s name in the 
paper. 

I have never seen you offer one piece of constructive advice or 
solutions. Get rid of college athletics? Give me a break. You knew what 
you signed up for when you took the j ob. There are plenty of schools you 
could have gone to without athletic programs. What you really want is to 
go back in time and collect some scalps. You are not helping anybody but 
yourself. 

This whole mess was ultimately about money. Keep players eligible, fill 
the stadiums, keep the alumni engaged. Money, money, money. Your 
attempts to constantly keep your name front and center are also ultimately 
about money, you want to write a book and make some money! We all 
get it. 

But what about the damage you continue to do the University, your 
employer, and your customers with your public grandstanding? If I was a 
current student or parent paying tuition I would be even more outraged as 
you gladly accept your salary while attempting to devalue the diploma I 
am trying to earn. 

Every time I stroke a check to the University I make it to the General Fund 
to be used at the University’s discretion, but I will now be department 
specific because I can no longer stomach the thought that even a penny 
ends up in your pocket. 

I truly hope you understand the scope of what you are doing and the 
countless lives you are influencing. I knew and still know athletes from 
my days at UNC who would have never gotten in otherwise that used that 
opportunity as a springboard to huge success in business and in life. They 
didn’t come from backgrounds where other doors might open for them. It 
was their one shot to change the course of their lives and they took 
advantage of it. But who cares really, right? They are not "academics" 
who can sit around and discuss the finer points of French history. 

Be careful what you wish for. The cost relative to the earning power of 
these college degrees is a house of cards. Maybe you see the writing on 
the wall and you want to cash out, but is there really a need to burn it all 
down around you on your way out? 

I am not expecting a response because I know that I have no ability to get 
your name in the paper, but I thought it was important to let you know that 
my embarrassment with the University includes your antics. 



Ron Foresta ’90 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 12:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email. unc. edu> 

Fwd: Football Players Win Union 

Last one - sorry 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.ur~c, edu/--willin~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:          ~aoLcom> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 10:52:53 AM EDT 
To: <S olGittlemar~@t~fts, ed~> 
Co: <amy.mccormick@lawmsu.edu>, <mccorm52@law.msu.edu>, <~umich.edu>, 
<~ittl01 @mfts.edu>, <s~katz~Pri~ceton.EDU>, "             ~)mac. corn>, <Ns95@drexel.edu>, 
<mwillingham¢?unc.edu>. <               ~hotmail.com>, <nocera~¥times.com>, 
<mck@colle~eatNeticscli~s~corr~>, <kot~o@email. wcu. edu>, <~DPATH@OH10.ED U>, 

~aol.com> .        ~aol.corn>, <pbarrettlT~bloomber~,ne~, 
~ahoo. corn>, ~maiL corn>, <~no~thwestern. edu>, 

<raze~no~hwestern.edu>, <      mccormick.northwestern.edu>, <          chafer.net>, 
<mflove@ece.northwestern. edu>, <ahaddad~ece. northwestern edu>, 
<dean.zerbe            .corn> 
Subject: Re: Football Players Win Union 

Sol, spot on. 

The salient outcome of the NLRB ruling is exposure of the "big-lie"---the NCAA’s false claim that big-time 
college athletes are amateurs -- first and foremost students. 

To your point, as I wrote in the "Revisiting"piece*, future efforts to unionize athletes at public (rather than 
private) colleges and universities that are covered by state labor laws should be able to draw upon the closing 
remark by Nicholas Fram and T. Ward Frampton.in their Buffalo Law Review article.** To wit: 

"American labor law’s reliance on anachronistic formulas for delineating who constitutes an "employee" seems 
shallow, at best. Yet despite these shortcomings, labor law has articulated theoretical frameworks (in certain 
jurisdictions, at least) that would likely encompass college athletes as "employees." In at least a dozen states, 
we believe college athletes would be among those individuals entitled to certain basic statutory protections, 
should they collectively undertake to alter the conditions under which they labor. Recognizing that college 
athletes who perform on the college gridiron or basketball court are both students and workers is not just 
descriptively honest, but in the final analysis, the fair thing to do. Those whose talents and efforts generate 
millions of dollars for others are entitled to basic collective rights with respect to the labor they provide." 

Warmest regards, 

Frank 

* The "Revisiting" commentary can be found at 
~.~w, collegeatNeticsclips,co m/i nd ex .p~/archiveir~ickr~amesmascots/8771 -revisitiag-amatiomstilFat-risk. 

**Fram, Nicholas and Frampton, T. Ward, "Union of Amateurs: A Legal Blueprint to Reshape Big-Time College 
Athletics," Buffalo Law Review, Vol. 60, 2012, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 12:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Faculty Meeting 

I’m on #4 request today already and with Adam now. Fun times. I called Officer Barbee and asked him to check 
out Lucas --see where he works. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Mar 28, 2014, at 12:27 PM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jesus. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Faculty Meeting 

Date:Fri, 28 Mar 2014 16:20:38 +0000 
From:Ratliff, Shumuriel Q. <SRatliff@wncn.com> 

To :i ay smith~email .unc. edu <i ay smith~email .unc. edu> 

Hi. My name is Shumuriel Ratliff. I am a reporter with WNCN. I have a random question. Will you be 

attending the faculty meeting at 2-30 today? If so, would you be available for a brief interview 

afterwards? Thanks! 

WNCN General Assignment Repo~te~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 6:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Interview Request 

Do i!! 

On Mar 28, 2014, at 6:17 PM, "Jay Smith" <j~ysmkh@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Holy s*** 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subj ect:Interview Request 

Date:Fri, 28 Mar 2014 19:01:45 +0000 
From:Northam, Ran <RNorthamr~wchl.com> 

To:~ysmith(~emai~.unc. ed~ .<_~/smith@emai~.~r~c. edu> 

Hi Jay, 

I hope this message finds you well. 

Could you and I do an interview on Monday to talk about what was discussed on 
BusinessWeek on February 28. I’d like to continue the discussion that’s being had about 
the academic issues at UNC. 

Please let me know when you have some time. We can either do it by phone, you could 
come into the studio, or I could meet you on campus somewhere. It will just be you and 
me. 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 
LinkedIn 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! 



Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: OurLocalDealocom 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca~ the WCHL newsroom at 9~ 9-967°8363 or e-mai~ us at news@wchLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 10:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Laura Ingraham Radio Show 

I said no thank you to this one. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sale Lilly         ~hotmaiLcom> 
Date: March 28, 2014 at 12:23:34 PM EDT 
To: "mwiI[li         r~c.edu" <mwil~ir~g~_~ur~c.ed~> 
Cc:           ~mail.com"           ~mail.com> 
Subject: Laura Ingraham Radio Show 

Ms. Willingham, 

This is Sale Lilly from the Laura Ingraham radio show, and we are interested in having you on the 
show for a brief 10-15 minute interview in regards to the recent USA Today article that featured 
your interview and discussion of academic standards at state universities. 

If you are amenable to an interview, we would like to speak to you sometime next week during one 
of our 1130 AM Eastern segments. Please respond to this email or call us at: 
to discuss the issue further. 

Have a good weekend, 

Sale 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 1:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: catch up 

Sorry to Paul, but hey a WB has to hang on to all of her contacts. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
~www.unc.edui~willi 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Nocera, Joseph" <joseph.nocera~times.com> 
Date: March 29, 2014 at 1:50:19 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilli unc~edt~> 
Subject: Re: catch up 

Mary-- so good to hear from you. I saw the HBO show, and thought you were terrific. I know you 
are tired of being "the whistle-blower" but it is playing an important role in creating the critical 
mass for reform. It’s been kind of amazing, what has been happening lately... Looking forward to 
seeing how your care winds up! best, joe 

On Wed, Mar 26, 2014 at 10:40 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin        nc.edu> wrote: 
Joe, How is the book coming? I think that we may just have ourselves an NCAA reform 
movement. I’ve attached a few links, I’m tired of this whistle blowing mess, but whatever it takes 
to correct the system is ok with me. Hope that you are well. Mary 
Here is the HBO piece - 
~AL Sports Episode on Academics in Spots (UNC,Memphis,OU) 

ESPN OTL 
http ://espn.go. comivideo/clip?id= 10671809 

Latest from here 
~://v,~,w. new sob server, comi2014/03/26/3735610/unc-chapel-hill - shoul d-heed-whi sfi e. html ? 
~=/99/108// 

Joe Nocera 
op-ed columnist 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 4:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Hutchins Award 

Oh boy. Call him. I will too. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
~www.unc.edui~w~ll~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: allen sack <        ~,ahoo.com> 
Date: March 29, 2014 at 4:28:07 PM EDT 
To: Willingham Mary <mwi~in unc.edu> 
Subject: Hutchins Award 
Reply-To: allen sack < ~ahoo~com> 

Mary, 

You had suggested Friday for the Hutchins luncheon. I talked with Jay and he preferred 
that but would do Thursday if need be. If people came down from UNC, would Friday be a 
better day. I am thinking about turnout for the event. Our secretary and treasurer had 
already started booking stuff for Thursday. That is why I ask. 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 9:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: help circulating statement 

Nice! I’ll check my emails. I’ve also contacted Virginia (who organizes the retiree’s gatherings) to ask for names. 

On Mar 29, 2014, at 7:14 PM, "Jay Smith" <j~Tsmith@email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Mary: see below--you’re being asked if you know individuals who might sign on to this (especially 
retired faculty who had endowed chairs--a select group, for sure.) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:help circulating statement 

Date: Sat, 15:50:18 -0400 
From:Michael H. Hunt ~live.~r~c. edu> 

To: Jay Smith emai~. ~nc. edu> 
CC:Madeline Levine, 

Hi, Jay! Madeline and I have a final statement that we are about to circulate. I will be addressing a good 
number of the history faculty that I think might be sympathetic. Madeline will be writing to Tyson, 
Flora, Fishman, Reed, and Slifkin (all have clearly expressed themselves disturbed by the scandal). 

You mentioned Brooks (whom I will include) and George Baroff. Will you invite GB and any others 
who may occur to sign on? 

Would it be an imposition to ask Mary W. if others she knows to be retirees have expressed support or 
concern? She could write them directly or send the names (with email addresses if possible) to one of 
US. 

The message which Madeline and I are using along with the attached statement reads as follows: 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty concern over the on-going 
UNC-CH scandal. If you’re willing to associate yourself with it, please email one of us and 
indicate how your name should appear and what department affiliation should be listed. A 
response as soon as possible and no later than would be appreciated so that the local 
media can publicize this concern in a timely fashion. 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who may share our concern. 

Michael Hunt ~1ive. tmc. edu) 
Madeline Levine ( ) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiative! All best -- Michael 

<Retired faculty statement final.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 9:35 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: help circulating statement 

Virginia and I are working on putting together some names. I’ll be looking through my 3000+ email collection 
from the first firestorm this morning. 

On Mar 30, 2014, at 8:59 AM, "Jay Smith" email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Mary--they’re looking for any and all retired faculty, actually. 
On 3/29/14 9:51 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Nice! I’ll check my emails. I’ve also contacted Virginia (who organizes the retiree’s 
gatherings) to ask for names. 

On Mar 29, 2014, at 7:14 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 

Mary: see below--you’re being asked if you know individuals who might 
sign on to this (especially retired faculty who had endowed chairs--a select 
group, for sure.) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:help circulating statement 

Date: Sat, 15:50:18 -0400 
From:Michael H. Hunt ~ive~a~c~ed~> 

To:Jay Smith <~ysmith~email~nc.ed~> 
CC:Madeline Levine      ~,att.r~et> 

Hi, Jay! Madeline and I have a final statement that we are about to 
circulate. I will be addressing a good number of the history faculty that I 
think might be sympathetic. Madeline will be writing to Tyson, Flora, 
Fishman, Reed, and Slifkin (all have clearly expressed themselves 
disturbed by the scandal). 

You mentioned Brooks (whom I will include) and George Baroff. Will 
you invite GB and any others who may occur to sign on? 

Would it be an imposition to ask Mary W. if others she knows to be 
retirees have expressed support or concern? She could write them directly 
or send the names (with email addresses if possible) to one of us. 

The message which Madeline and I are using along with the attached 
statement reads as follows: 

Please read the attached statement articulating retired faculty 
concern over the on-going UNC-CH scandal. If you’re willing 
to associate yourself with it, please email one of us and 



indicate how your name should appear and what department 
affiliation should be listed. A response as soon as possible and 
no later than       would be appreciated so that the local 
media can publicize this concern in a timely fashion. 

Feel free to pass this appeal on to other retired faculty who 
may share our concern. 

Michael Hunt ~live.unc.edu) 
Madeline Levine ( ) 

Thanks for helping us take this initiativ!! All best -- Michael 

<Retired faculty statement final.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 3:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: editorial 

From: Taylor, Virginia R 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 2:11 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: editorial 

Editorial: Regaining measure of integrity 
Mar. 31, 2014 @ 11:27 PM 

HENDERSON -- 
Since the first famous tweet, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has failed to keep its eye on the 
ball. It did so again last week at a trustees meeting. 
When Carol Folt took over as chancellor, replacing the embattled Holden Thorp, she assured university 
ownership of the scandals that first rocked the athletics department then spread into academics. We praised her 
for a long-needed move ("UNC focus remains questionable," Jan. 24). 
Last Thursday’s show for the trustees didn’t help. Timed against negative reports about the university earlier in 
the week on HBO and ESPN, six students gave trustees insight to the daily regimen of student-athletes. 

are sterling 
examples of students who excel as athletes and athletes who excel as students. Carolina produces them by the 
hundreds. They’re nowhere close to the problem. 
Had the university trotted out a sampling of university department chairmen, academic advisors or some of its 
tutors, we could have been given some insight to the heart of the university’s pain. The worst charges, arguably, 
against the university’s academic integrity is a department chairman creating classes that required little to no 
work, advisors steering athletes toward those classes and corresponding maj ors, and tutors working with 
undergraduates who have no business being admitted on campus in the first place. 
Last June we found out UNC had spent more than half a million dollars on outside public relations consulting 
linked to the academic scandal. By November, UNC had created a $300,000-a-year communications vice 
chancellor position. 
For more than 200 years, UNC rightfully earned its integrity. Suddenly trying to buy it was foolish. 
It was at the funeral of William Friday, among the school’s most revered and esteemed members, that Mary 
Willingham finally decided she had held back information long enough. 
Willingham is a whistleblower. So are the athletes who spoke out about their university and its hollow degrees. 
And yet, they’ve been attacked from various angles within the university. Friday wouldn’t be pleased. 
Rather than taking swings with poor pitches, UNC should square up to its problem, squash the spin doctoring 
and start regaining the full integrity we’ve known and loved about the university of the people. 

Virginia Ross Taylor, IVLDivo 

Community and University Relations Coordinator 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%1020 

Office: 919o962=1618 

Cell: 



E-mail: vrt@email.unc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 

"I am of the opinion that my life belongs to the whole community and as long as I live it is my pHvilege to do for it whatever I can. I want to be 

thoroughly used up when I die, for the harder I work, the more I live. I rejoice in life for its own sake. Life is no ’brief candle’ to me. It is sort of a 

splendid torch which I have a hold of for the moment, and I want to make it burn as bHghtly as possible before handing it over to future 

generations." --Attributed to George Bernard Shaw (and quoted often by Bill Friday) 

Give to the Friday Center at 
fridaycenter.unc.edu/gift <http://fridaycenter.unc.edu/gift.html> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 11:37 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s basketball 

I think this was an April Fools’ joke from one of your students? Right? 
Check this out- 
~ :/~iwww.whistlebl ower~o 48-2014/3270-edkori a~-su~or~-fbr-anc-whistleb~ower-a ovvs-da~ 
whistleblower-news 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Apr 1, 2014, at 9:47 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 

JFC 

........ Original Message ........ 
Snbject:Women’s basketball 

Date:Tue, _ 21:37:06 -0400 
From: ~ive ~r~c. ed~> 

To: Smith, Jay M <_~5~smith@email.u~c.edu> 

The women’s basketball team is playing in the elite eight tonight, and if they win they will go to 
the final four.                has asked me to go if this happens, but the exam is due on Tuesday 
(we would leave this Thursday and would potentially not return until after Tuesday). Is it possible 
for me to email the exam to you, or would that not be doable? If not, I will just let the director 
know that I will not be able to go. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 2:34 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: thank you for acting! 

I still get a few of these from time to time. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Daniel Silveira 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 2:29 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: thank you for acting! 

~’ahoo~com] 

Ms. Willingham, 

What you did - trading comfort for troth - is admirable beyond words. You are an inspiration and a modem day hero. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Silveira 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 3:10 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Issac and Suke interview 

Last one. The threatening stuff seems to be all ’in our house’, 

From: jamie raupp [mailto 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 3:05 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Issac and Suke interview 

@gmail.com] 

Mary, 

I listened to your interview with Issac and Suke from 1080 the Fan in Portland and felt the need to drop you a 
quick note. I am a huge college football fan (Washington State, GO COUGS!!!). I am in full support of your 
exposing the fraud that is the education that many of our under privileged athletes receive. I believe in the the 
romantic vision of college sports being about student athletes, competing for the love of the game, and the 
forces that are driving the system to be as corrupt as it currently is are ruining a great American pastime. I 
believe the work of you and other like you is the only hope for the future of college football as we know it... 
well, knew it 25 years ago. 

I felt compelled to drop you a note as I am sure you are inundated with negative and threatening email, and felt 
the need to let you know there are many of us out there on your side. 

Keep fighting the good fight. 

Jamie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 3:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Retired faculty statement final.pdf 

Sorry for killing you with emails but I figured that you would want to see this one. 

I should be hired as our PR person. 

From:       @aol.com [mailto:       @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 3:16 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Retired faculty statement final.pdf 

Mary, 

Quite a coincidence that you wrote me today, because I missed the original airing of the Real Sports 
show and finally saw it just last night. It’s especially interesting what you sent me because the 
Oklahoma dean who was interviewed made me wonder more than ever: where is the faculty in all of 
this? (Of course, it’s also true that I ask: does any reporter who covers these teams ever try and run 
down these issues? So, we’re all culpable.) 

Thanks so much for sending me this, and perhaps it will lead to another commentary. 

Hope you’re well, and they’re not harassing you too much. 

All best, 
Frank 

Frank Deford 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
To:                  ~@aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Apr4, 2014 7:47 am 
Subject: Retired faculty statement final.pdf 

Frank, I thought that you might find this enlightening. All my best, Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalT C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 8:04 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Gerald Gurney 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:         £g~ o L corn"         2q~aol. corn> 
Date: April 4, 2014 at 6:23:01 PM EDT 
To: <rnwi~mgharn@unc.edu> 
Subject: Gerald Gurney 

Thanks, Mary. I was only to happy to drop him a line. Frank 

Frank Deford 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin unc.edu> 
To:                  @aoLcom> 
Sent: Fri, Apt4, 2014 3:31 pm 
Subject: RE: Retired faculty statement final.pdf 

Frank, 
It’s funny that you mention Gerald Gurney. He has been my mentor in all of this mess, and your biggest fan. 
He asks me constantly if I can introduce you to him. He was really worried that he would be fired or retired 
after the HBO piece. If you are so inclined to drop him an email (he might actually faint). Gurney, Gerald S. 

ou.edu 
They continue to harass me here. But, by coming to campus every day, I harass them right back. Touche. 
Mary 
From:                 [mailto:                ] 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 3:16 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Retired faculty statement final.pdf 

Mary, 

Quite a coincidence that you wrote me today, because I missed the original airing of the Real Sports show and finally 
saw it just last night. It’s especially interesting what you sent me because the Oklahoma dean who was interviewed 
made me wonder more than ever: where is the faculty in all of this? (Of course, it’s also true that I ask: does any 
reporter who covers these teams ever try and run down these issues? So, we’re all culpable.) 

Thanks so much for sending me this, and perhaps it will lead to another commentary. 

Hope you’re well, and they’re not harassing you too much. 

All best, 
Frank 

Frank Deford 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin unc.edu> 
To: 
Sent: Fri, Apr4, 2014 7:47 am 
Subject: Retired faculty statement final.pdf 

Frank, I thought that you might find this enlightening. All my best, Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 4:10 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Real Sports 

Maybe my buddy Frank’s message (all the way down) should be sent to Perrin and Stroman. They would most 
likely say that he doesn’t know anything either- Gawd! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gurney, Gerald S." 
Date: April 5, 2014 at 8:13:51 AMEDT 
To: Willingham Mary <mwill~ ur~c.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Real Sports 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gurney, Gerald S."<         ou.edu> 
Date: April 5, 2014 at 6:40:56 AM CDT 
To:         @aol.corn"         ~aoLcom> 
Subject: Re: Real Sports 

Dear Mr. DeFord, 

You have no idea how thrilled I am to receive your email. I regularly play your 
Sweetness and Light broadcasts to my classes on ethical issues in intercollegiate 
athletics, introduction to intercollegiate athletics administration, athletics in higher 
education, and NCAA academic reform and academic advising. I often use your 
reference to athletic special admissions as "the original sin" in speeches I have 
delivered and debates on the academic performance of athletes. Your words have 
inspired me throughout my athletics and academic careers. In fact, I only agreed to the 
interview for HBO on the condition that Josh Fine would get me your signed 
photograph. 

As for the faculty reaction to the show on campus, it has been muted. Not a word. 
This is not surprising for OU as it is an athletic powerhouse that wields enormous 

influence on the Board of Trustees and administration and is strongly supported by the 
citizens of the state and the economy. I have often felt that the public knows about the 
fraud perpetrated by athletics and simply accepts it as a consequence of their beloved 
entertainment. However, those familiar with me know that I have been outspoken 
about the issues of literacy in revenue producing sports since 1983. Many faculty 
prefer to simply ignore the issue of the second class or non-education reserved for at- 
risk elite athletes to be left alone to pursue their work. Frankly, it is shameful and 
cowardly. 

Please continue to crusade for academic integrity in college sports. Out of fear of 
collective bargaining, the recent NLRB ruling may be a brief window for the NCAA to 
change their governance structure to be more inclusive and enact serious reforms. It is 
unfortunate that the NCAA’s greed has spurned this movement. 



Thank you so very much for your compliments. They meant a great deal to me. 

Gerry 

Sent from my iPad 
] 
On Apt 4, 2014, at 5:21 PM, ~aol.com> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Gurney. 

My friend Mary Willingham gave me your address. I just wanted to 
say how impressed I was by your courage in stepping forward the 
way you have. You are to be commended. 

As I told Mary, the two groups of people who should be the 
sentinels are the faculty who look away and my colleagues, the 
local journalists who never look into the obvious academic fraud. 

I trust you aren’t being too insulted by the Sooner faithful. Thank 
you for being so faithful to your university’s mission. 

With best wishes. 

Frank Deford 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:03 AM 

Hunt, Michael H. @live.unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Retired faculty statement final.pdf 

Good morning Michael, 

Any interest? For what it’s worth, Tamara is a fair reporter. Mary 

From: Gibbs, Tamara B. [mailto:Tamara.B.Gibbs@abc.com] 

Sent: Monday, 9:58 AM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subject: Re: Retired faculty statement final.pdf 

Hi Mary, 

Hope you’re well on this rainy Monday! 
I was on vacation when I received this. I’ve returned to work and I’m doing a story about the retired faculty letter and other developments. 

Would you be available for an interview? If not, can you recommend the best retired faculty (still in the area) to reach out to for a quick 
interview? 

As always, thank you! 

Tamara Gibbs 
Reporter 

office: 919.683.1111 
mobile: 
Tamara.B.Gibbs(~&abc.com 

ABC 11-WTVD 
411 Liberty Stxeet 
Durham, NC 27701 

Sent from my iPad 
*Please excuse any typos, spelling or grammatical errors* 

On , at 7:44 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillinghamC&unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI 

<Retired faculty statement final.pdf> 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             5:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Supporter 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Supporter 

5:39 PM 
~gmail.com] 

Any time you want I’m available 24/7 

On           2:35 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
Could we talk again soon? 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:39 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Supporter 

I dont have any agents or movie producers... Im open and willing to j oin you on the amazing path of 
redemption. Lets do this.. 

On Tue,           at 4:34 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks and you have no idea what it means to me that you ema[led. I will get you some connect[ons~ you work on that 

book! You probably have an agent and a movie producer but I know a few now myself - but I need to get back to caring 

for my husband and family at some point. 
Have you seen this? 
http://paperclassinc.com/ 

and more importantly this 
http://paperclassinc.com/wp-content/uploadsI        !Obannonbrief.pdf 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:31 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Supporter 

Here is a preview of the manuscript, enjoy .... 

On Tue, at 4:01 PM, < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

My sister speaks very highly of you. I think I have something your gonna love. Is it possible to speak on the 



phone briefly today? Circumstances are time sensitive due to the doors you have opened in these matters. My 
cell is            if your not comfortable calling me I’ll give you a call tomorrow morning. I am on the west 
coast 3 hours behind. 
Can’t wait to speak with you. This will be a game changer 

On           11:5 8 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
I know who you are - and your sister knows me quite well. I would sure like to hear what all the ladies think - I worked 

with many of them. You can call me in my office any morning -              Mary 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Supporter 

2:54 PM 
~gmail.com] 

I would like to speak with you over the phone if possible. You may know me or not. But i played for the 
Tarheel          team from             I need your help. 

On 11:52 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
Yes. Thank you. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On at 2:50 @gmail.com> wrote: 

Is this Mary Willingham? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 6:23 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CNN Article 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: T Patraw        ~maiLcom> 
Date: April 9, 2014 at 7:52:46 PM EDT 
To: <mwil[lir~gham@nc.eda> 
Subject: CNN Article 

Dear Ms. Willingham: 

I have followed your story ... and I read the article today on CNN written by Sara Ganim regarding 
the fake UNC classes. 

I recently published a book on my experiences as a former Division I soccer coach. I reported 
NCAA violations and suffered massive retaliation because of it. My book details the selective 
enforcement of the rules by the NCAA between 2010 and today. 

~ :iiwww~ am azor~ corr~idpi06 ~ 5817793 

If you read it you will find that I provide the proof that the NCAA selectively enforces rules (sports 
wagering, academic fraud, retaliation, and more). My story is fascinating and devastating all in one. 

I pray for a better outcome for you! 

Thank you for your valuable time, and for speaking out on such important issues. 

Terri Patraw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 10:27 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: NCAA PR around NWestern 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Donna Lopiano -            ~mail.com> 
Date: April 11, 2014 at 8:20:46 AM EDT 
To: .... <        (~ahoo.com>, Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@sraith.edu>, Gerry Gurney 
<~a,~rn~d~>, Willingham Mary <mwi~1ingham~unc.edu>, "Brian Porto" <=bport~@yermontlaw.e&~>, 
"ridpath697 ." 
Subject: NCAA PR around NWestern 

Here’s what the NCAA is distributing to its members re: recommendations on how they should respond to the 
Northwestern decision: 

Pay-for-Play/Unionization Background 
Share on facebook Share on lmkedm Share on print Share on ~witter Share on email More Sharing Ser~dces 
Author: 
NCAA 

April 10, 2014 

Pay-for-Play/Unionization Background 

The NCAA communications staff prepared the following material to assist members in conducting public 
outreach or responding to media requests. The information below clearly states a variety of different points that 
can be made through op-eds in local/regional papers and other outlets like the Huffington Post, in media 
interviews, through social media outreach and with editorial board activation. These points are meant merely as 
a guide or starting point for sharing your own views. 

General Talking Points 

We want student athletes - 99% of whom will never turn pro - focused on what matters most - finding 
success in the classroom, on the field and in life. 

¯ NCAA schools provide the opportunity of a lifetime for their student-athletes - from scholarships to 
championship experiences. We can improve the current system to better support student-athletes and we 
are striving to do just that. 

¯ We know we have work to do. But do we really want to signal to society and high school students that 
making money is the reason to come play a sport in college, as opposed to getting an education, which 
will benefit you for a lifetime? That’s not the message I want to send. 

Why Pay for Play Isn’t the Answer 

¯ We understand the passion and emotion around college sports and also recognize that the current model is 
not perfect and needs to be improved, but that does not mean student-athletes should be employees. 

¯ The overwhelming majority of student-athletes play college sports as part of their educational experience 



and because they love their sport, not to be paid a salary 
¯ While advocates of professionalizing college sports make their arguments seem simple, they’re not. The 

negative impact of turning these students into paid employees would be vast. 

The World with Student-Athlete Unions/Pay for Play 

¯ Athletics scholarships would be cut or eliminated. 
¯ The number of championship experiences would be dramatically reduced. 
¯ Smaller sports would lose funding. 
¯ Support services of all kinds currently offered by athletics departments for students would be drastically 

affected - academic support, career counseling, tutoring - all cut significantly or eliminated entirely. 
¯ Do we really want to signal to society and high school students that making money is the reason to come 

play a sport in college, as opposed to getting an education, which will benefit you for a lifetime? That’s 
not the message I want to send. 

We Can Do Better 

¯ Our members believe in addressing some of the legitimate concerns that critics have raised, like providing 
the full cost of attendance - to help pay for that trip home or to grab a movie and dinner - particularly for 
those students with limited economic means. 

¯ Our members should give student-athletes a complete educational experience. 
¯ Schools can now provide any educational expense they feel is appropriate, including scholarships for 

student-athletes to finish their bachelor’s or even master’s degrees 10, 15, 20 years from now. 

¯ Student-athletes already have access to the supplies they need to achieve academic success, whether it’s a 
laptop computer, the best tutoring and advising or a suit to wear to a job interview. 

¯ Schools can and should provide their student-athletes with life-enriching encounters like cultural 
experiences and other supplements to classroom and athletics activities. 

¯ Student-athletes should not have to worry about their scholarships being pulled if they are injured or ill. 
¯ Yes, we need to re-evaluate some of the current rules. But completely throwing away a system that has 

helped literally millions of students over the past decade alone attend college is absolutely not the answer. 

Important Facts/Proof Points 

¯ Facts matter, and unfortunately in this debate some key ones are too often ignored or overlooked. 
¯ More than 90 percent of NCAA revenue goes back to member schools. 
¯ Our member schools provide $2.7 billion in athletic scholarships every year. 
¯ The model we have today enables 460,000 male and female student athletes, across 1,100 schools and 23 

different sports to compete on the playing field while getting a college degree. Many of these student 
athletes would not be able to attend college were it not for the athletics scholarship they received. 

¯ About 15 percent of all Division I student-athletes are first-generation college students. 
¯ A 2013 study by The College Board shows that the median lifetime earnings of bachelor’s degree 

recipients are 65 percent higher than those of high school graduates. 
¯ More than eight out of 10 Division I student-athletes earn their degrees. Since 2005, more than 11,500 

student-athletes returned to school to earn their degrees after leaving early. 
¯ According to CNN, the average college student graduates with about $35,200 in debt, which most 

Division I student-athletes do not have. 
¯ Division I already allows its members to pay for degrees after eligibility is expired, to provide whatever 

medical treatment is necessary including insurance and provide whatever supplies or experiences are 
necessary to contribute to a full educational experience. 



What Others Are Saying 

"The Ivy League remains deeply committed to our longstanding approach to intercollegiate athletics as one 
valued component of the educational experience for more than 8,000 student-athletes at our eight institutions. 
The Ivy League model is based firmly on the principle that student-athletes attend our universities as students 
first and foremost, and that their participation in NCAA Division I athletics is part of their overall educational 
experience. We are committed to providing developmental opportunities for these young men and women 
through outstanding academics and competitive Division I athletics experiences that in turn prepare them for 
current success on and off the playing field and throughout their lives. The Ivy League will continue to work 
with our Division I colleagues to keep the well-being and welfare of student-athletes paramount in the 
governance of college athletics." - The Ivy League 

"Clearly, change is in the air in college football with issues like pay-for-play, unionization and concussion 
prevention drawing national attention. As an administrator, these are all worthy of discussion in terms of how 
we can create a better environment within the rules of the NCAA. Regarding unionization specifically, I have 
looked at the demands of the Northwestern players, and quite honestly, we provide most of those already at 
USC. We do not yank scholarships from players, and we happily pay for former student-athletes to come back 
and complete their degrees. In terms of health benefits and stipends, we provide the maximum allowed under 
NCAA rules, but we would love the opportunity to do more, especially when it comes to feeding our student- 
athletes. It is unjust that we cannot feed them when they are hungry. The Northwestern case will work its way 
through the court system over the next few years, and we will closely monitor it, and maintain a dialogue with 
our student-athletes about how we can improve." - Pat Haden, Athletics Director, Southern California 

"We’ve got enough entitlement in this country as it is. To say these guys get nothing totally devalues an 
education. It just blows my mind people don’t even want to quantify an education. I didn’t get into coaching to 
make money - coaches weren’t making any money when I got into coaching. It’s what I wanted to do with my 
life, and I was able to do it because of my education. That’s what changed my life. That’s what changes 
everybody’s life. 

"I am 1,000 percent in favor of a stipend or modernizing the scholarships, because they haven’t changed. Costs 
more to go to a movie, costs more to buy gas, costs more to wash your clothes than it did when I was in school. 
There needs to be an adjustment there. But as far as professionalizing college athletics, college athletics would 
go away. 

"(Former Clemson quarterback and NFL draft prospect) Tajh Boyd could quit football right now, and they’d be 
lined up from here to California to hire that guy. You know why? Because he took advantage of his opportunity 
and his platform and marketing and the brand. These guys are trained; they’ve got great expertise and great 
resources." -Dabo Swinney, Head Football Coach, Clemson 

"Notwithstanding today’s decision, the SEC does not believe that full-time students participating in 
intercollegiate athletics are employees of the universities they attend." -Mike Slive, Commissioner, 
Southeastern Conference 

"In my view, student-athletes are not employees. They attend a university to earn a degree and participate in the 
sport they love." - Ian McCaw, Athletics Director, Baylor University 

"Although we have not yet read the ruling, we are aware that the National Labor Relations Board’s regional 
director in Chicago has ruled that student-athletes at Northwestern University are entitled to have the 
opportunity to form a labor union. We disagree with the ruling and believe that health and economic issues 



raised by student-athletes are best handled as part of the collegiate model, between universities and their 
students." - Larry Scott, Commissioner, Pacific-12 Conference 

"While we respect the process followed by the National Labor Relations Board, we disagree with the ruling. We 
don’t believe that student-athletes are university employees. The issues raised during the hearings are already 
being discussed at the national level, and we believe that students should be a part of the conversation." - Big 
Ten Conference 

"You get into the unionization and creating this business atmosphere, there are a lot guys that won’t be able to 
play. And that’s the other thing. Who is making the money? Which sports are making the money? To create a 
union, I just don’t think that’s in the [context] of being a student athlete. I think if you take it that far, you’re 
going to end up making it a business. 
"I just [think] the NCAA just needs to reevaluate [itself]. It doesn’t need to be taken to the point where student 

athletes need to unionize." - Tarek Saleh, Former football student-athlete, Wisconsin 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DL          ortsManagementResources~com 
www. S~ortsManagernentResources.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:38 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: NLRB Ruling on Northwestern Athletes: A Teaching Moment 

I will stop now - what a morning. Jeez. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:          }~aoLcom> 
Date: April 15, 2014 at 11:36:24 AMEDT 
To:<            ~mac.com> 
Subject: Re: NLRB Ruling on Northwestern Athletes: A Teaching Moment 

In a message dated 4/14/2014 5:22:51 P.M. Central Daylight Time, writes: 

My commentary, "NLRB Ruling on Northwestern Athletes: A Teaching Moment," was posted this 
weekend at 
https://~egeath~eti~s~ips.~m/ne~s/n~rbru~in~nn~rth~estemath~etesateachi~qm~mer~t1 .html 

Note that the website, Coll£’,(2eAthledcsC#p&co~, is still in the midst of a large-scale upgrade. 

No password is required to access to the Clips website for the next few weeks. It’s an easy way to 
sample Clips at no charge. 

Sonny, if you haven’t done so already, see Patrick Hubry’s Sports on Earth article, "Appeal to Sanity" at the 
Clips website. The O’Bannon case lawyers will love it. 

Hubry directs his wit at the illogical appeal of the NLRB ruling on Northwestern athletes by the school’s 
lawyers who have found a way to make a great American university appear not only ignorant of what’s going 
on in the real world of big-time college sports, but overly self-centered as well. 

It’s sports satire at its finest, somewhat comparable to a few of Mike Imren’s Daily Herald columns, for 
example, "Make the NCAA start over? Good plan," on 4/7/2014 at 
http:iiwww,d ailyherNd .com/articlei20140407/sports/140408839/ 
Frank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:46 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: checking in 

I do believe her school paper has been co-opted. Bummer. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~maikcom> 
Date: at 9:56:38 AM EDT 
To: "Wi]lingham, Mary C." <mwi~i~ Lmc.edu> 
Subject: checking in 

HI Mary, 

I just wanted to check in with you. I’m sure you noticed the editorial in the paper today, and as 
many things that we have printed, sometimes it’s not what you may want to hear. This was the 
opinion of a few opinion desk members, but I was not part of this particular writing process. I do 
apologize if you found some of the wording in the opinion harsh, I was unable to edit it myself last 
night. 
But I still stand by reporting accurate and factual information, so I’d be happy to personally make 
sure we get your take on everything. Let me know how you’re doing. 

Best, 

The Daily Tar Heel I ~,tarheeLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason R. Lanter <      @gmail.com> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 6:07 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Notification of payment received 

Disregard the last email. I misread this as a reservation, not a membership. You are all set (and we are keeping your 
membership money). Please do let me know which meal you’d like. 

Jason 

On Thu, Apr 17, 2014 at 5:40 PM, Jason R. Lanter < 
Jay- 

~malL corn> wrote: 

You did not need to make a reservation and we will cover the cost of your meal. So, I will refund your payment. 
Please let me know which meal you’d like -just select from the orflir~e options. Looking forward to seeing you next 
week. 

Dr. Lanter 

Jason R. Lanter, Ph.D. 
Department of Psychology, Kutztown University, Kutztown, PA, 19530 

Email: ~amer@kutztown.edu Website: ~:/ifacuhy.kulztow’r~.eda!lar~er/ 
Office: 399 Old Main Phone: 610-683-4458 Fax: 610-683-4467 
Spring 2014 Office Hours: Monday & Wednesday 1-2; Tuesday 2-5 

"Having heard all of this you may choose to look the other way, but you can never again say that you did not 
know." William Wilberforce (1759-1833) 

On Thu, Apr 17, 2014 at 1:41 PM, Jay Smith via PayPal <member~al.com> wrote: 

p p~yp~ 
A~r 37, 2014 10:40:40 PDT 

Transaction [ D: 34117316XV252060Y 

Hello The Drake Group, 

You received a payment of $35.00 USD from Jay Smith (~Vsmith@emailouncoed~} 

Thanks for using PayPal. You can now ship any items. To see all the transaction 
details, log in to your PayPal account. 

Important note: Jay Smith has provided an unconfirmed address. Please check 
the Transaction Details page for this payment to find out whether you will be 
covered by PayPal Seller Protection. 

It may take a few moments for this transaction to appear in your account. 



Seller Protection - Not Eligible 

Buyer 
Jay Smith 

Instructions to merchant 
The buyer hasn’t entered any instructions. 

Description Unit price Qty Amount 

Professional Membership $35.00 USD 1 $35.00 USD 

Subtotal $35.00 USD 
Total $35.00 USD 

Payment $35.00 USD 
Payment sent to info,@~qedrake~rouD.orA 

I~ Questions? Go to the Help Center at: 

Lift your withdrawal and receiving limits. Log in to your PayPal account and click View limits on your Account 
Overview page. 

Please do not reply to this email. This mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response. For assistance, log in 
lo your PayPal account and click Help in the top right corner of any PayPal page. 

You can receive plain text emails instead of HTML emails. To change your Notifications preferences, log in to your account, 
go to your Profile, and click My settings. 

PayPal Email ID PP341 - c303e94192fl 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Shelton Reed <          @alum.mit.edu> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 6:14 PM 

Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Karl 
Bauman <        @mindspring.com> 

Hunt, Michael H. <MHHUNT@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Nichol 

After my first exchanges with the provost I rather admired what I thought was his straightforwardness and 

plain speaking. But there’s a thin line between that and a lack of public relations skills, which is what I now 

think we’re seeing. If nothing else, he ought to be smart enough not to have turned Ms. Willingham and now 
Professor Nichol into victims in the public eye, and to explain to anyone who wanted him to assail them why 

that was a bad idea. 
This is not who we need in South Building right now. 

John 

From: Madeline G. Levine <mgl@unc.edu> 
To: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Karl Bauman < ~mindspring.com> 
Cc: Michael Hunt <MHHUNT@email.unc.edu>; John Shelton Reed < @alum.mit.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:50 PM 
Subject: Re: Nichol 

I just submitted the letter below to the N&O. I’ll send it to Jane Brown 
and Sue Estroff, former Faculty Chairs whom I respect, and see if they’re 
aware of any organized response on campus, or willing to get something 
going. I thought Jim Jenkin’s opinion piece today was excellent, but such 
a shame that it had to be an N&O editor who was the first to speak out so 
forcefully.-- Madeline 

To the Editor: 

Like any other member of the staff or faculty, Professor Gene Nichol does 
not speak for UNC-Chapel Hill as an institution. That should go without 
saying. No disclaimer is needed and it is absurd and offensive that he has 
been asked to state that fact in print every time he publishes a column in 
this newspaper. But in a more profound sense, Professor Nichol does speak 
for the university. He speaks for its century-long tradition of upholding 
the values of free inquiry and the furtherance of social justice in North 
Carolina and throughout the "New South". Those individuals who have been 
pressuring UNC’s leaders to silence Gene Nichol’s eloquent voice may well 
be financially and politically powerful, but morally they are utterly 
bankrupt. 

Madeline G. Levine 
Kenan Professor of Slavic Literatures Emerita 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

On Thu, 17 Apr 2014 06:28:15 -0600, Karl Bauman. 
wrote: 



> I find the administrations handling of the Nichol affair, and the 
> faculty silence about it, even more grievous than the 
> administration/faculty handling of the athletic/academic scandal. 
> you know if anything significant is brewing in the faculty about it? 

> Karl Bauman 

Do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              10:42 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: final projects 

Good evening, 
Sorry this is so late, but I just got into Charlotte off the train. 
I was going over my paper, and I understand where some points came off, but I was under the impression that the paper was just a 
basic 
overview of the event. That is why I didn’t go into detail about the clans and what they were fighting over. They were fighting over 
religion, which is a big context in my story. 
I thought we weren’t including contexts in this paper. Also, could you explain your term sloppiness? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 18, 2014 1:14 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Wainstein 

I appreciate your effort to get an open exchange with KW, and completely agree. I might have suggested that the ’obstructionist’ 
would be a useful exhibit for him to see, but I’m guessing that he will see plenty of that when he talks with South Building’s occupants. 

Cheers for your award! Mary and you make it a double for UNC. I’m sure Larry will ask you someday, so I hope that you use his 
Hntchins quote. 

Willis 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto;iaysr~fith(~email.ur~c.eda] 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 1:02 PM 
To: Margolis, Lewis; Brooks, Edwin W; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf; Weiler, Jonathan; Tomaskova, Silvia; Fletcher, W; Cramer, 
Richard; George S. Baroff; Anthony J. Vogt; Sonthall, Deborah; Melehy, Hassan; Lee, Wayne; Willingham, Mary 
Cc: Hunt, Michael H.; Levine, Madeline 
Subject: Wainstein 

Pronounced "Wain-steen," by the way. 

Just a quick word to say that when I emailed Ken Wainstein earlier this week I mentioned to him that ARG would love a chance to 
bend his ear. He seemed open and even eager (he said "I should have thought of that 
myself.") So I’m hoping that in the near future the group may have a chance to meet with him. (Mary and I met with him on Monday.) 

I an not sending this message out to the general list because I, at least, would prefer that the ARG ’regulars’ get to have their say in the 
brief time likely to be allotted to us--without interventions and obstruction from others on the list who see things always from the 
institution’s perspective. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Karl Bauman <        @mindspring.com> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 2:27 PM 

Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Hunt, Michael H. 
<MHHUNT@live.unc.edu>; John Shelton Reed < 

Nichol 

@alum.mit.edu> 

Madeline, 

Thanks for your appropriate letter you have sent to the N&O. 

The administxation’s recent handling of the Nichol affair appears to undermine fundamental values of academia and the faculty 
appears largely unconcerned. Both sadden me deeply. I cannot help wonder if the faculty’s largely deafening public silence is at least 
in part attributable to the fear of retribution suggested by the cases of NichoL Willingham, and perhaps others less generally known. 

Karl Bauman 

@mindspring.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Friday,            3:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Quiz 

Hello! 

Tuesday at 10:30 would be great! I’ll see you in your office. 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 3:47 PM, "Jay Smith" email.urtc.edu> wrote: 

-sorry for the late response. But Tuesday at 10 or 10:30 would work very well for me, since those are my offiec 
hours. How about then? -JS 
On       7:17 PM,        wrote: 

Hey! 

told me to email you about taking the quiz in your office. 

I am available between 9:30 and ii on Tuesday and Thursday, but I have class from 11-3 booked solid. 

Perhaps you have time to meet in your office either between 9:30 and 11 or after class around 3? 

This coming week is the last week of class, 

so we do have limited time to work with. As I’ve told you, I commute from 

Raleigh on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and work the other days. Obviously if neither of the above times work 

for you, I can make a special trip to Chapel Hill on Monday or Wednesday, but I do need to know 

well ahead of time so I can check my work schedule. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elyse Crystall <     :@mindspring.com> 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 8:45 AM 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 
[progfac] Virginia’s high court protects privacy of researcher’s emails I Inside Higher Ed 

h~p:~iwww.i~sidehighered.co~r~/~ewsi2014/04/18/~ir~i~iaSohighoco~mopro~eclsopmac~ o researchersoemails#ixzz2zGZVfCrB 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34566400-60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Terri Patraw <      @gmail.com> 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 1:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

My Book - NCAA Retaliation 

Hi Mr. Smith: 

I recently published a book, "One Thousand Showers ", about my experiences as a former Division I soccer 
coach. 

I reported NCAA violations and suffered massive retaliation because of it. My book details the selective 
enforcement of the rules by the NCAA between 2010 and today. 

~: ~,~-w ~ arn azon. comldl?i0615817793 

https :/iitur~es, a~l e, comiusibookJone-tho~sa~d-showersiid6790935447mt= 11 

If you read it you will find that I provide the proof that the NCAA selectively enforces rules (sports wagering, 
academic fraud, retaliation, and more) to protect certain administrators and institutions. My story is fascinating 
and devastating all in one. 

Thank you for your valuable time, and for taking the lead on such important issues. 

Terri Patraw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Shelton Reed < ~yahoo.com> 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 8:39 PM 

Karl Bauman <        @mindspring.com>; Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Hunt, Michael H. 
<MHHUNT@live.unc.edu>; John Shelton Reed < @alum.mit.edu> 

Re: Nichol 

I fear it’s worse than fear of retribution. When I called the faculty "pusillanimous" Harry Watson corrected me: 
They’re not scared, he said, they just don’t care. 

From: Karl Bauman <        @mindspring.com> 
To: Madeline G. Levine <mgl@unc.edu> 
Cc: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Michael Hunt <MHHUNT@email.unc.edu>; John Shelton Reed 
<          ~alum.mit.edu> 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 2:27 PM 
Subject: Nichol 

Madeline, 

Thanks for your appropriate letter you have sent to the N&O. 

The administration’s recent handling of the Nichol affair appears to undermine fundamental 
values of academia and the faculty appears largely unconcerned. Both sadden me deeply. 
cannot help wonder if the faculty’s largely deafening public silence is at least in part 
attributable to the fear of retribution suggested by the cases of Nichol, Willingham, and 
perhaps others less generally known. 

Karl Bauman 

@mindsDringocom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Terri Patraw <      @gmail.com> 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 10:01 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: My Book - NCAA Retaliation 

Hi Jay, I am honored that you have my book ~ and intrigued that you were aware of it 
already. Yes, hell and back again would be an appropriate description of where I have 
been. 

Thank you for reading ~ I am reading Dave Ridpath’s book this week. I look forward to 
comparing it with my story. 

I would love to touch base soon. 

Terri Patraw 

On Sat, Apr 19, 2014 at 1:13 PM, Jay Smith <N}~smith@emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
Terri (if I may): 
I have your book sitting on my desk. I’m eager to read it. From the little I’ve read so far, it seems like you 
went to hell and back. I’d love to talk to you one of these days. Thanks for your own courage and leadership. 
I hope things are going better for you. -Jay Smith 
On 4/19/14 1:34 PM, Terri Patraw wrote: 

Hi Mr. Smith: 

I recently published a book, "One Thousand Showers ", about my experiences as a former 
Division I soccer coach. 

I reported NCAA violations and suffered massive retaliation because of it. My book details the 
selective enforcement of the rules by the NCAA between 2010 and today. 

~ :/Tw~,. amazon, comidpi0615817793 

https:i/itunes.a~1e.com/usibookione-thousand-showers/id679093 544?mt-11 

If you read it you will find that I provide the proof that the NCAA selectively enforces rules 
(sports wagering, academic fraud, retaliation, and more) to protect certain administrators and 
institutions. My story is fascinating and devastating all in one. 

Thank you for your valuable time, and for taking the lead on such important issues. 

Terri Pa~raw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Quiz #3 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I was just checking up on my Quiz grade #3. My grade is still a 0%. I was hoping to get the grade changed to 

the 90%. Thanks. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:21 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Quiz #3 

oops. When we record the grades for #4, I’ll make that change. 

On 4:28 PM,. wrote: 

I was checking my sakai grade again and noticed that my Quiz #3 grade is still a 0%. I just wanted 

to check up and make sure my grade would be changed to a 90%. Thanks. 

From: Jay Smith ~,smith@emailounc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:11 PM 

TO: 

Subject: Re: Quiz #3 

On 

--you got a 90, so there must be something wrong with Sakai. I’ll get that corrected. -JS 

9:25 AM,                     wrote: 

Hello, 

I was just checking my grade for Quiz #3 on Sakai and saw that I received a 0%. I was 

hoping that this is an error in the upload. Please advise me as to if this is my grade. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Shelton Reed < @yahoo.com> 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 11:05 PM 

Hunt, Michael H. <MHHUNT@live.unc.edu>; Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu>; 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; John Powell < @icp.com>; Watson, Harry 
L. <hwatson@email.unc.edu> 
Rant 
Reforms.doc 

Friends, 
Y’all may have have a belly-full of asinine stuff from South Building, but a friend on the Board of Trustees 

(yes, I actually have one) gave me a printout of a list of reforms they’ve posted. The poor guy thought I would 

be pleased to see it and persuaded that everything was on track to restore the Carolina Way. I’m not sure I 
have the heart to share the attached with him, but it might be a tonic for you. I wrote it mostly just to let off 
steam and may let it go at that. 

Sleep well. 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 
Monday,              12:00 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
query about course description 

Dear Prof Smith, 

I’m from                             and I’m going for a summer program at UNC. I’d like to take HIST    (The French 
Revolution) in summer term 1, which is taught by you. In order to transfer the course credits back to my university, I need to fill in a 
module mapping form. So I have to get a synopsis of this course (topics to be covered), list of reading materials, and the mode of 
assessment (number of tests, quizzes, exams, presentations..). Hope you can help me with this. Thank you very much! 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 2:34 AM 

John Shelton Reed <          @alum.mit.edu>; Hunt, Michael H. 
<MHHUNT@live.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; John Powell 
<    @icp.com>; Watson, Harry L. <hwatson@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Rant 

John, 

I’m reluctant to ruin any more of your evenings, but rd like to encourage you before you let off all your steam to think 
about distributing this to a wider audience--to exactly whom, rm not sure. A few more points for your potential enhanced 
rant: 

I’ve always enjoy unintended truth telling. The new "fact-based approach" (did they proceed just on intuition until now?) is 
designed to check on how well the academic mission aligns with athletics--not athletics with the academic mission. 
("Under current chair Joy Renner, the committee has created and is following an established plan to ensure consistent, 
sustainable outcomes and practices as part of a fact-based approach to evaluating the alignment of the University’s 
academic mission with athletics.") Okay; we have our priorities straight. 

I think you’ve overstated the authority of the Committee on Special Talents. You say it "exists... to admit otherwise 
unqualified students ’with extraordinary talent in athletics, dramatic art and music.’" If rve read its charge correctly, the 
committee only recommends a decision. See point 8 of its procedures: "Following the [committee’s] vote, the Office of 
Undergraduate Admissions will consider the committee’s recommendation in making its decision regarding the candidate. 
The office will communicate both its decision and the committee’s recommendation to the program that presented the 
candidate." 

But my favorite section under the Carolina Commitment heading is the FAQs. I’m not sure whose Q’s have been taken 
into consideration, but somehow the compilers of this list have failed to notice the frequently asked question--from some 
quarters, the howls of protest--about whether any of the banners celebrating Tar Heel basketball victories were won by 
teams whose players’ eligibility depended on the faking or manipulating of their academic standing. Ah, but it’s a purely 
academic scandal, so now wonder that question doesn’t need to be answered. 

Your Trustee friend could learn something from this. Don’t let him take comfort from what you so aptly label as 
"Obfuscation. Misdirection. Pointlessness." 

Thanks for this, 

Madeline 

From: John Shelton Reed I ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2014 9:05 PM 
To: Hunt, Michael H.; Levine, Madeline G.; Smith, Jay M; John Powell; Watson, Harry L. 
Subject: Rant 

Friends, 
Y’all may have have a belly-full of asinine stuff from South Building, but a friend on the Board of Trustees 

(yes, I actually have one) gave me a printout of a list of reforms they’ve posted. The poor guy thought I would 

be pleased to see it and persuaded that everything was on track to restore the Carolina Way. I’m not sure I 
have the heart to share the attached with him, but it might be a tonic for you. I wrote it mostly just to let off 
steam and may let it go at that. 

Sleep well. 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Joy Mann <j oyj ones@email.unc, edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 8:50 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW:      #1 Comp Exam Apr. 21st 

Jay: 

[need 

Joy 

exam risht away. I am supposed to send it at 9:00. 

From: Jones, Joy Mann 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 2:42 PM 
To: Jay Smith (jaysmith@email.unc.edu) 
Subject:     #1 Comp Exam Apr. 21st 

Hi Jay: 

has requested to take her #1 Comp Exam on the topic of Early Modern Europe on Monday, April 21st. 

Please send the exam to me so that I can have it ready to email to her that morning. As long as I have it in my email, 

Monday morning, it will be fine. I apologize for the late notice. It’s a very busy time of the semester, as you well know! 

Thanks, 

Joy 

Joy Mann Jones 
Graduate Coordinator 

UNC-CH Department of History 
Campus Box 3195 

557 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-9823 office 

919-962-1403 fax 

io¥iones(~email.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

Monday,              9:09 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

comp exam 

Hi Jay, 
I’m sorry that I forgot to remind you, but I’m supposed to do my comp with you today. Could you 
please send it to Joy? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Michael H. Hunt <mhhunt@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 12:02 PM 

John Shelton Reed <~         @alum.mit.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu>; John 
Powell < ~icp.com>; Watson, Harry L. <hwatson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Rant 

Hi, John! I’m just now seeing your Rant -- and fully agree with Jay and Madeline. You so nicely take apart item 
by item the argument that "we’re making progess." 

What to do: Circulate to the 32 retirees? Ask the Rant be posted on the new "athletics reform" website? 
Encourage current faculty to circulate within depts? Certainly put out on the ARG listserv? Offer it to RFA to 
circulate? And give it to your trustee contact? That the trustee thinks this doc represents progress is really 
worrisome. I can’t decide whether trustees are out to lunch or are encouraging this silliness. 

Thanks for ranting so productively -- Michael 

On 04/21/2014 06:55 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Dear John: 
I second Madeline’s suggestion. Please don’t let this go to waste. They really are hoping that the 
few dozen of us who are actually paying attention will mistake the rearranged deck chairs for 
problem solving. Whenever one of us on the ARG complains about what hasn’t been said or done, 
Joy Renner (who comes to our meetings to eavesdrop and generally annoy us) always responds: 
"well, we’re proceeding with a fact-based approach." She means by this, I think, that skeptics deal 
only in myths (about corruption in athletics, etc.) And she and her comrades are dispelling those 
myths to reveal the pure motives of Bubba and his minions. She’s a true believer. And she runs our 
watchdog committee! It is sick, sick, sick. 

That website is an embarrassment. And to think that we’re now paying 300K to the guy in charge of 
such blathering. 

Jay 
On 4/21/14, 2:34 AM, Levine, Madeline G. wrote: 

John, 

I’m reluctant to ruin any more of your evenings, but I’d like to encourage you before you let off 
all your steam to think about distributing this to a wider audience--to exactly whom, rm not 
sure. A few more points for your potential enhanced rant: 

I’ve always enjoy unintended truth telling¯ The new "fact-based approach" (did they proceed 
just on intuition until now?) is designed to check on how well the academic mission aligns with 
athletics--not athletics with the academic mission. ("Under current chair Joy Renner, the 
committee has created and is following an established plan to ensure consistent, sustainable 
outcomes and practices as part of a fact-based approach to evaluating the alignment of the 
University’s academic mission with athletics.") Okay; we have our priorities straight. 

I think you’ve overstated the authority of the Committee on Special Talents¯ You say it "exists¯. 
¯ to admit otherwise unqualified students ’with extraordinary talent in athletics, dramatic art and 
music.’" If rve read its charge correctly, the committee only recommends a decision. See point 
8 of its procedures: "Following the [committee’s] vote, the Office of Undergraduate Admissions 



will consider the committee’s recommendation in making its decision regarding the candidate. 
The office will communicate both its decision and the committee’s recommendation to the 
program that presented the candidate." 

But my favorite section under the Carolina Commitment heading is the FAQs. I’m not sure 
whose Q’s have been taken into consideration, but somehow the compilers of this list have 
failed to notice the frequently asked question--from some quarters, the howls of protest--about 
whether any of the banners celebrating Tar Heel basketball victories were won by teams 
whose players’ eligibility depended on the faking or manipulating of their academic standing. 
Ah, but it’s a purely academic scandal, so now wonder that question doesn’t need to be 
answered. 

Your Trustee friend could learn something from this. Don’t let him take comfort from what you 
so aptly label as "Obfuscation. Misdirection. Pointlessness." 

Thanks for this, 

Madeline 

From: John Shelton Reed I ~vahooocom] 
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2014 9:05 PM 
To: Hunt, Michael H.; Levine, Madeline G.; Smith, Jay M; John Powell; Watson, Harry L. 
Subject: Rant 

Friends, 
Y’all may have have a belly-full of asinine stuff from South Building, but a friend on 

the Board of Trustees (yes, I actually have one) gave me a printout of a list of reforms 
they’ve posted. The poor guy thought I would be pleased to see it and persuaded that 

everything was on track to restore the Carolina Way. I’m not sure I have the heart to 

share the attached with him, but it might be a tonic for you. I wrote it mostly just to 

let off steam and may let it go at that. 

Sleep well. 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Watson, Harry L. <hwatson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 1:41 PM 

John Shelton Reed <          @alum.mit.edu>; Hunt, Michael H. 
<MHHUNT@live.unc.edu>; Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; John Powell <    @icp.com> 

RE: Rant 

Thanks John. I will try to bring up some of these points tomorrow just to see what happens. 

Harry 

Harry L Watson 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Culture 

Department of History 

CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

telephone: (919) 962-0977 

fax: (919) 962-1403 

From: John Shelton Reed [mailto: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2014 11:05 PM 
To: Hunt, Michael H.; Levine, Madeline (3.; Smith, Jay M; John Powell; Watson, Harry L. 
Subject: Rant 

Friends, 
Y’all may have have a belly-full of asinine stuff from South Building, but a friend on the Board of Trustees 

(yes, I actually have one) gave me a printout of a list of reforms they’ve posted. The poor guy thought I would 

be pleased to see it and persuaded that everything was on track to restore the Carolina Way. I’m not sure I 
have the heart to share the attached with him, but it might be a tonic for you. I wrote it mostly just to let off 
steam and may let it go at that. 

Sleep well. 
John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Watson, Harry L. <hwatson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 2:14 PM 

Hunt, Michael H. <MHHUNT@live.unc.edu>; John Shelton Reed 
<          @alum.mit.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu>; John 
Powell < @icp.com> 

RE: Rant 

John~ 

agree with Michael, Jay, and madeleine. ! want you to publish this. 

Harry 

Harry L. Watson 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Culture 

Department of History 

CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

telephone: (919) 962-0977 

fax: (919) 962-1403 

From: Michael H. Hunt [mailto:mhhunt@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 12:02 PM 
To: John Shelton Reed 
Cc: Smith, Jay M; Levine, Madeline G.; John Powell; Watson, Harry L. 
Subject: Re: Rant 

Hi, John! I’m just now seeing your Rant -- and fully agree with Jay and Madeline. You so nicely take apart item 
by item the argument that "we’re making progess." 

What to do: Circulate to the 32 retirees? Ask the Rant be posted on the new "athletics reform" website? 
Encourage current faculty to circulate within depts? Certainly put out on the ARG listserv? Offer it to RFA to 
circulate? And give it to your trustee contact? That the trustee thinks this doc represents progress is really 
worrisome. I can’t decide whether trustees are out to lunch or are encouraging this silliness. 

Thanks for ranting so productively -- Michael 

On 04/21/2014 06:55 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Dear John: 
I second Madeline’s suggestion. Please don’t let this go to waste. They really are hoping that the 
few dozen of us who are actually paying attention will mistake the rearranged deck chairs for 
problem solving. Whenever one of us on the ARG complains about what hasn’t been said or done, 
Joy Renner (who comes to our meetings to eavesdrop and generally annoy us) always responds: 
"well, we’re proceeding with a fact-based approach." She means by this, I think, that skeptics deal 
only in myths (about corruption in athletics, etc.) And she and her comrades are dispelling those 
myths to reveal the pure motives of Bubba and his minions. She’s a true believer. And she runs our 
watchdog committee! It is sick, sick, sick. 



That website is an embarrassment. And to think that we’re now paying 300K to the guy in charge of 
such blathering. 

Jay 
On 4/21/14, 2:34 AM, Levine, Madeline G. wrote: 

John, 

I’m reluctant to ruin any more of your evenings, but I’d like to encourage you before you let off 
all your steam to think about distributing this to a wider audience--to exactly whom, I’m not 
sure. A few more points for your potential enhanced rant: 

I’ve always enjoy unintended truth telling. The new "fact-based approach" (did they proceed 
just on intuition until now?) is designed to check on how well the academic mission aligns with 
athletics--not athletics with the academic mission. ("Under current chair Joy Rennet, the 
committee has created and is following an established plan to ensure consistent, sustainable 
outcomes and practices as part of a fact-based approach to evaluating the alignment of the 
University’s academic mission with athletics.") Okay; we have our priorities straight. 

I think you’ve overstated the authority of the Committee on Special Talents. You say it "exists.. 
¯ to admit otherwise unqualified students ’with extraordinary talent in athletics, dramatic art and 
music.’" If I’ve read its charge correctly, the committee only recommends a decision. See point 
8 of its procedures: "Following the [committee’s] vote, the Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
will consider the committee’s recommendation in making its decision regarding the candidate. 
The office will communicate both its decision and the committee’s recommendation to the 
program that presented the candidate." 

But my favorite section under the Carolina Commitment heading is the FAQs. I’m not sure 
whose Q’s have been taken into consideration, but somehow the compilers of this list have 
failed to notice the frequently asked question--from some quarters, the howls of protest--about 
whether any of the banners celebrating Tar Heel basketball victories were won by teams 
whose players’ eligibility depended on the faking or manipulating of their academic standing. 
Ah, but it’s a purely academic scandal, so now wonder that question doesn’t need to be 
answered. 

Your Trustee friend could learn something from this¯ Don’t let him take comfort from what you 
so aptly label as "Obfuscation. Misdirection. Pointlessness." 

Thanks for this, 

Madeline 

From: John Shelton Reed [ ~vahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2014 9:05 PM 
To: Hunt, Michael H.; Levine, Madeline G.; Smith, Jay M; John Powell; Watson, Harry L. 
Subject: Rant 



Friends, 
Y’all may have have a belly-full of asinine stuff from South Building, but a friend on 

the Board of Trustees (yes, I actually have one) gave me a printout of a list of reforms 

they’ve posted. The poor guy thought I would be pleased to see it and persuaded that 
everything was on track to restore the Carolina Way. I’m not sure I have the heart to 

share the attached with him, but it might be a tonic for you. I wrote it mostly just to 
let off steam and may let it go at that. 

Sleep well. 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karl Bauman <        ~mindspring.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 4:10 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tar Heel 

Nice piece there today, Jay. Always good to hear faculty speak out on these issues. 

Karl Bauman 

~mindspring.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinman <           @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 4:23 PM 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progfac] Fwd: May Day celebration! 

May Day Flyer.pdf 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:May Day celebration! 

Date:Mon, 21 Apr 2014 13:30:13 -0400 
From:Jacob Lerner         acksoncer~ter~ir~fo> 

To:          ~nc.rr.com 

Hey Sherryl, 

I wanted to pass along a blurb for our (the Jackson Center’s) big annual festival, May Day. We are trying to 
make it huge with students, neighbors, churches, etc. 
Would you be able to copy paste the below blurb and flyer to any listservs you are on/send it to any friends so 
that they know about it and come? 

Best, 
Jacob 

I wanted to extend a special invitation to you to attend the Jackson Center’s annual MayDay Festival. The celebration will be 
held on the lawn of St. Joseph CME (510 W. Rosemary) and the Jackson Center (512 W. Rosemary) on Saturday, May 
3rd from 11 am- 3pro. 

Our theme this year is "Weaving Communities: histories, homes, lives." We’ll be featuring oral history performances on 
Northside and Rogers Rd history, presenting community honors for all this year’s successes, and providing a preview of our 
new history exhibit. And of course, we will be enjoying kids’ games and festivities, music, dancing, and of course, delicious 
food (support from Mama Dips, Vimala’s, Bread and Butter, and our grillmaster Calvin). 

Come celebrate the end of the school year, the coming of spring, and the community we are ALL a part of Saturday, May 
3rd! 

Whether you can come for the entire event or just 20 minutes, come join us. This is an incredible gathering of folks from all 
corners of Chapel Hill/Carrboro, from the university, and beyond. We have so much to be thankful for, and so much to 
celebrate. 

Thanks to each and every one of you, for your contributions to the Center and the community overall. We hope to see you 
here! 

Jacob Lerner 
Coordinator of Organizing and Advocacy 
Marian Cheek Jackson Center 

<ul> 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a href="mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu">jaysmith@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-34575841- 
60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@1i stserv.unc, edu">leave-34575841 - 
60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@1i stserv.unc, edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Monday,              4:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Quizzes 

Hello Professor Smith, 

I am in your History    class T/Th at 2pm and I am concerned about my quiz grades! I wanted to come to 

office hours but I have class during those times. 

I did not do well the first few quizzes...this semester 

which as both (mainly ) affected my concentration, sleep, and has caused me 

to be fatigued most of the day. Finding out these things has not made me so much as upset, but happy 

because I have been very depressed this semester with my poor grades in many of my classes and having a 

reason behind it, has made me feel less of a failure. Now that I have been getting help, I have begun to greatly 

improve, including on your quiz grades. Even with a 90 on quiz 4 and I think an 80 or 90 on this last quiz, I 

will still have a low grade. 

I know this is asking for a lot, but if there was any way I could re-do one of my quizzes I know I would do very 

well, even if it was randomly selected. I have already begun studying for the final and I am prepared. I know 

this is a long shot asking so I thought it would not hurt to at least try! I am just trying to do what I can with all 

my grades at the moment in order to do the best I know I can do. Also if you need proof of 

I can provide that as well. 

Have great day professor! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norman Allard <      @me.com> 
Monday, April 21, 2014 4:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Yikes! 

Academic adviser Mary Willingham to leave UNC-Chapel Hill 
~ :liwral, mob 1, r~e~l~i 

Norman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Northam, Ran <RNortham@wchl.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 4:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Interview Request 

Hi Jay, 

I know we’ll be speaking Thursday, and I’m very much looking forward to that, but I wanted to ask if 
you’d like to comment on Mary Willingham’s decision to depart the University. 

We’d love to have you back in the studio or talk to you over the phone. 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 
LinkedZn 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! 
Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: OurLocalDealocom 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca~ the WCHL newsroom at 919o967o8363 or eomai~ us at news@wchLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @gmail.com> 

Monday,              4:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Mary’s resignation 

Hi Jay, 

Thank you for your letter to the editor the other day, I think you raised some valid points. The editorial was 
done by a few members of the editorial board and wasn’t the view of the entire paper, just so you know. 

I was hoping you’d be able to chat sometime tonight about Mary’s resignation, how you feel about it and what 
you know? I know Mary is chatting with us but we would also like your perspective because you are so close. 

Thanks so much, let me know! 

Best, 

The Daily Tar Heel I dailytarheeLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Northam, Ran <RNortham@wchl.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 5:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Interview Request 

Oh, Jay, I’m so sorry to hear that. You will be missed (I say that sincerely). 

Yes, I’m hoping to ear back from Mary soon. No word yet. If you talk to her, please share that we’d love to talk 
to her. 

Thank you, 

Ran 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 21, 2014, at 4:58 PM, "Jay Smith" email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Ran--I’m actually going to be out of town Thursday, so I won’t be coming to your forum (I 
communicated that to the person who initially asked me, whose name I forget.) As for Mary’s 
decision--I’m a little reluctant to be speaking for her so soon on this subject. Maybe she will talk to 
you for a few minutes? -Jay 
On 4/21/14, 4:54 PM, Northam, Ran wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I know we’ll be speaking Thursday, and I’m very much looking forward to that, 
but I wanted to ask if you’d like to comment on Mary Willingham’s decision to 
depart the University. 

We’d love to have you back in the studio or talk to you over the phone. 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 
LinkedIn 



Are YOU on the Inside? Joi~ Chapelboro I~sic~ers! 

Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: Ou~LocalDeakcom 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca~ the WCHL newsroom at 919o967-8363 or eomai~ us at news~wchl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karl Bauman <        @mindspring.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 5:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Tar Heel 

I just learned Willingham resigned after meeting with the Chancellor today but will finish the semester. I have no other details. 

Karl Bauman 

~mindspring.com 

On Apr 21, 2014, at 4:46 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. Don’t read the comments. You’ll despair for our university .... 
On 4/21/14, 4:10 PM, Karl Bauman wrote: 

>> Nice piece there today, Jay. Always good to hear faculty speak out on these issues. 
>> 
>> Karl Bauman 
>> 

>> 

>> @mindspring.com 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Monday,              5:51 PM 

Jones, Joy Mann <j oyj ones@email.unc, edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

comp 

Smith comp.docx 

Dear Joy and Jay, 
Attached is my comp exam. I thinkI got it back to you in time. 
Thank you for making it possible for me to spend the day in my pajamas. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 6:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Best of Luck 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Claud Clark < 
Date: April 21, 2014 at 6:06:49 PM EDT 
To: "mwil[lingham@ur~c.edu" <mwillingham@ur~c.ed-~> 
Subject: Best of Luck 
Reply-To: Claud Clark <        ~bel~so~th.net> 

It is obvious that at the present time UNC is more interested in being a winning sports franchise 
than being a first rate honorable university. Your life will go on and you can be proud that you 
tried to do what was right. 

William Friday basically predicted this kind of behavior in college athletics. It is ironic that UNC 
has become the poster child for exactly what he tried to warn all universities about. 

The tail continues to wag the dog and it doesn’t seem to have an ending insight. 

William Friday would be proud of you. 

Buck Clark 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 6:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Applaud Your Courage 

Cool my friends at DPI 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.~c, edui~wil~ing...h~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jerry Jailall <      @r~c.rr.com> 
Date: April 21, 2014 at 6:16:29 PM EDT 
To: <mwiI[li         r~c.edu> 
Subject: Applaud Your Courage 

Dear Doc: 

I trust you are doing very well. 

This is just to let you know that what you did in exposing the scams at UNC is very admirable. 

It takes a lot of courage to go against the iniquitous system that was set up to defraud students of a 
proper education. 

You deserve an award, not a hostile environment. 

I trust you find a good position elsewhere. 

Best wishes. 

Dr. Jerry Jailall 
NC Department of Public Instruction 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 7:29 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Videos from today 

Might work better. 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Field, Dylan Rollingstone" <df~e~d@ema~Lur~c.edu> 
Date: April 21, 2014 at 6:25:13 PMEDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mw~ u~c.ed~> 
Subject: Videos from today 

Hi Mary, 

Below are the links to the interview from today. I encoded it in two different formats just in case. 
Depending on the type of editing system folks are using either the mov or the mp4 format should 
work. Both formats are HD. Let me know once you’ve downloaded the files so I can clear them 
form my dropbox. Both files should fit into a free Dropbox account. Depending on your connection 
speed it might take a little bit to download them. If you run into any trouble let me know. 

MOV Format 
~s:i/w~’w.dropbox.comisisg~y3hgy l:v947phimarylwillingham~aw-interview.mov 

MP4 format 
htt4s://w~’w.dropbox.com/simes94vaSoiisfhdima am-raw-ir~terview.m~ 

Dylan 

Dylan Field 
Broadcast and New Media Manager 
UNC School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
Office: Carroll 243 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 7:46 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Videos from today 

Susanna Black- she is coming to Oakland. Dr T met with me before- DTH after. Wolverton next week. AP has 
story, good to go. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui,-wil~in~ 

On Apr 21, 2014, at 7:42 PM, "Jay Smith" email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, btw, who was interviewing you? Was that CarolinaConnect? It was one of your very best 
performances. 
On 4/21/14, 7:28 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Might work better. 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Field, Dylan Rollingstone" <df~dd(~;!email.ur~c.edu> 
Date: April 21, 2014 at 6:25:13 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <rnwi~ir~ unc.edu> 
Subject: Videos from today 

Hi Mary, 

Below are the links to the interview from today. I encoded it in two 
different formats just in case. Depending on the type of editing system 
folks are using either the mov or the mp4 format should work. Both 
formats are HD. Let me know once you’ve downloaded the files so I can 
clear them form my dropbox. Both files should fit into a free Dropbox 
account. Depending on your connection speed it might take a little bit to 
download them. If you run into any trouble let me know. 

MOV Format 
~s :iiwww.dropbox.comisis9f~y3h9y lv947 aw- 
imerview.mov 

MP4 format 
https :iiwww.dropbox.comis/mes94vaSoiisf}~dimary-willir~gham-ra~v- 



Dylan 

Dylan Field 
Broadcast and New Media Manager 
UNC School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
Office: Carroll 243 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Shelton Reed < ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 10:40 PM 

Watson, Harry L. <hwatson@email.unc.edu>; Hunt, Michael H. 
<MHHUNT@live.unc.edu>; John Shelton Reed <johnshelton@alum.mit.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Levine, Madeline G. <mgl@unc.edu>; John 
Powell < @icp.com> 

Re: Rant 

Let me think about it. I might send it out to a number of like-minded souls like those who signed our 

statement, let them pass it on samizdat-style, and hope it goes viral. 
Meanwhile, I’ve had some good suggestions and I may have to list some co-authors. (A joke, a joke... . ) 

John 

From: "Watson, Harry L." <hwatson@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Hunt, Michael H." <MHHUNT@live.unc.edu>; John Shelton Reed < ~alum.mit.edu> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>: "Levine, Madeline G." <mgl@unc.edu>; John Powell 
¯    @icp.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 21,2014 2:14 PM 
Subject: RE: Rant 

John, 

I agree with Michael, Jay, and madeleine, want you to publish this. 

Harry 

Harry L. Watson 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Culture 
Department of History 
CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

telephone: (919) 962-0977 
fax: (919) 962-1403 

From: Michael H. Hunt [mailto:mhhunt@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 21,2014 12:02 PM 
To: John Shelton Reed 
Cc: Smith, Jay M; Levine, Madeline G.; John Powell; Watson, Harry L. 
Subject: Re: Rant 

Hi, John! I’m just now seeing your Rant -- and fully agree with Jay and Madeline. You so nicely 
take apart item by item the argument that "we’re making progess." 

VVhat to do: Circulate to the 32 retirees? Ask the Rant be posted on the new "athletics reform" 
website? Encourage current faculty to circulate within depts? Certainly put out on the ARG 
listserv? Offer it to RFA to circulate? And give it to your trustee contact? That the trustee 
thinks this doc represents progress is really worrisome. I can’t decide whether trustees are out 
to lunch or are encouraging this silliness. 

Thanks for ranting so productively -- Michael 



On 04/21/2014 06:55 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Dear John: 
I second Madeline’s suggestion. Please don’t let this go to waste. They really are 
hoping that the few dozen of us who are actually paying attention will mistake the 
rearranged deck chairs for problem solving. VVhenever one of us on the ARG 
complains about what hasn’t been said or done, Joy Renner (who comes to our 
meetings to eavesdrop and generally annoy us) always responds: "well, we’re 
proceeding with a fact-based approach." She means by this, I think, that skeptics 
deal only in myths (about corruption in athletics, etc.) And she and her comrades 
are dispelling those myths to reveal the pure motives of Bubba and his minions. 
She’s a true believer. And she runs our watchdog committee! It is sick, sick, sick. 

That website is an embarrassment. And to think that we’re now paying 300K to the 
guy in charge of such blathering. 

Jay 
On 4/21/14, 2:34 AM, Levine, Madeline G. wrote: 

John, 

I’m reluctant to ruin any more of your evenings, but I’d like to encourage you before 
you let off all your steam to think about distributing this to a wider audience--to exactly 
whom, I’m not sure. A few more points for your potential enhanced rant: 

I’ve always enjoy unintended truth telling. The new "fact-based approach" (did they 
proceed just on intuition until now?) is designed to check on how well the academic 
mission aligns with athletics--not athletics with the academic mission. ("Under current 
chair Joy Renner, the committee has created and is following an established plan to 
ensure consistent, sustainable outcomes and practices as part of a fact-based 
approach to evaluating the alignment of the University’s academic mission with 
athletics.") Okay; we have our priorities straight. 

I think you’ve overstated the authority of the Committee on Special Talents. You say it 
"exists... to admit otherwise unqualified students ’with extraordinary talent in athletics, 
dramatic art and music.’" If I’ve read its charge correctly, the committee only 
recommends a decision. See point 8 of its procedures: "Following the [committee’s] 
vote, the Office of Undergraduate Admissions will consider the committee’s 
recommendation in making its decision regarding the candidate. The office will 
communicate both its decision and the committee’s recommendation to the program 
that presented the candidate." 

But my favorite section under the Carolina Commitment heading is the FAQs. I’m not 
sure whose Q’s have been taken into consideration, but somehow the compilers of 
this list have failed to notice the frequently asked question--from some quarters, the 
howls of protest--about whether any of the banners celebrating Tar Heel basketball 
victories were won by teams whose players’ eligibility depended on the faking or 
manipulating of their academic standing. Ah, but it’s a purely academic scandal, so 
now wonder that question doesn’t need to be answered. 

Your Trustee friend could learn something from this. Don’t let him take comfort from 
what you so aptly label as "Obfuscation. Misdirection. Pointlessness." 

Thanks for this, 
Madeline 

From: John Shelton Reed @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2014 9:05 PM 
To: Hunt, Michael H.; Levine, Madeline G.; Smith, Jay M; John Powell; Watson, Harry 
L. 



Subject: Rant 

Friends, 
Y’all may have have a belly-full of asinine stuff from South Building, but a friend on 

the Board of Trustees (yes, I actually have one) gave me a printout of a list of reforms 
they’ve posted. The poor guy thought I would be pleased to see it and persuaded that 
everything was on track to restore the Carolina Way. I’m not sure I have the heart to 
share the attached with him, but it might be a tonic for you. I wrote it mostly just to let 
off steam and may let it go at that. 

Sleep well. 
John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(via Twitter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 11:37 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 
You have a new direct message. 

And here I thought the "essay" was the DTH piece. 

Gollum...that will leave a well deserved mark. 
03:36 AM ~ 22 Apt 14 

Keep the conversation going 

Forgot your Tw tter password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can also unsubscribe from these emails or change your notification settings. Need hetp? 

f you received this message in error and did not sign up for Twitter dick not my account. 

Twitter nc 1355 Market St., Sute 900 San Francsco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Erv Thompson <       @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 12:19 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Another good j ob 

What a remarkable article you just wrote in paperclassinc.com on Mary Willingham’s enemies. I wish it could 
be read by everyone in America. But more importantly, I hope it is read by all the arrogant powers-that-be in 
Chapel Hill, although I’m sure it wouldn’t faze them. It’s unbelievable that neither the chancellor nor the 
president nor anyone on the BOT and the BOG will say or do anything remotely designed to get to the truth 
about what actually happened. And it is amazing that the likes of Chancellor Folt and the Provost chose to 
destroy Mary Willingham rather than talk to her about what her experience was with student athletes. 

Thanks for taking the time to put the entire story on the record. 

Erv Thompson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,              12:49 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: changed office hours 

Hello, 

So we will reschedule my make up quiz? 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 6:43 PM, " email.unc.edu" email.unc.edu> wrote: 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

A family matter will keep me away from campus tomorrow AM; to make up for missed office 
hours I will hold substitute office hours Wednesday morning, 9-11. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"HIST 158.007. SP 14" site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
HIST158.007.SP14. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Shelton Reed < @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 1:36 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Rant 

Keep the Faith, Jay. You and Mary are examples of courage and conviction for all of is. I mean it. 

From my iPad, which explains all errors. 
The best address for me is          ~alum.mit.edu 

On Apr 21, 2014, at 11:04 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I’d like you all to be aware of my recent commentary on Mary Willingham and the University’s 
recent attacks on her. 

http ://paperclassinc. com/j ay-smith-mary-willinghams-enemies/ 
On 4/21/14, 2:14 PM, Watson, Harry L. wrote: 

John~ 

agree with Michael, Jay, and madeleine. [ want you to publish this. 

Harry 

Harry L Watson 

Atlanta Distinguished Professor in Southern Culture 
Department of History 

CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

telephone: (919) 962-0977 

fax: (919) 962-1403 

From: Michael H. Hunt [mailto:mhhunt@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 12:02 PM 

To: John Shelton Reed 
Cc: Smith, Jay M; Levine, Madeline G.; John Powell; Watson, Harry L. 
Subject: Re: Rant 

Hi, John! I’m just now seeing your Rant -- and fully agree with Jay and Madeline. You 
so nicely take apart item by item the argument that "we’re making progess." 

What to do: Circulate to the 32 retirees? Ask the Rant be posted on the new "athletics 
reform" website? Encourage current faculty to circulate within depts? Certainly put out 
on the ARG listserv? Offer it to RFA to circulate? And give it to your trustee contact? 
That the trustee thinks this doc represents progress is really worrisome. I can’t decide 
whether trustees are out to lunch or are encouraging this silliness. 

Thanks for ranting so productively -- Michael 



On 04/21/2014 06:55 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Dear John: 
I second Madeline’s suggestion. Please don’t let this go to waste. They 
really are hoping that the few dozen of us who are actually paying 
attention will mistake the rearranged deck chairs for problem solving. 
Whenever one of us on the ARG complains about what hasn’t been said or 
done, Joy Renner (who comes to our meetings to eavesdrop and generally 
annoy us) always responds: "well, we’re proceeding with a fact-based 
approach." She means by this, I think, that skeptics deal only in myths 
(about corruption in athletics, etc.) And she and her comrades are 
dispelling those myths to reveal the pure motives of Bubba and his 
minions. She’s a true believer. And she runs our watchdog committee! It is 
sick, sick, sick. 

That website is an embarrassment. And to think that we’re now paying 
300K to the guy in charge of such blathering. 

Jay 
On 4/21/14, 2:34 AM, Levine, Madeline G. wrote: 

John, 

I’m reluctant to ruin any more of your evenings, but I’d like to 
encourage you before you let off all your steam to think about 
distributing this to a wider audience--to exactly whom, I’m not sure. 
A few more points for your potential enhanced rant: 

I’ve always enjoy unintended truth telling. The new "fact-based 
approach" (did they proceed just on intuition until now?) is designed 
to check on how well the academic mission aligns with athletics-- 
not athletics with the academic mission. ("Under current chair Joy 
Rennet, the committee has created and is following an established 
plan to ensure consistent, sustainable outcomes and practices as 
part of a fact-based approach to evaluating the alignment of the 
University’s academic mission with athletics.") Okay; we have our 
priorities straight. 

I think you’ve overstated the authority of the Committee on Special 
Talents. You say it "exists... to admit otherwise unqualified 
students ’with extraordinary talent in athletics, dramatic art and 
music.’" If rve read its charge correctly, the committee only 
recommends a decision. See point 8 of its procedures: "Following 
the [committee’s] vote, the Office of Undergraduate Admissions will 
consider the committee’s recommendation in making its decision 
regarding the candidate. The office will communicate both its 
decision and the committee’s recommendation to the program that 
presented the candidate." 

But my favorite section under the Carolina Commitment heading is 
the FAQs. I’m not sure whose Q’s have been taken into 
consideration, but somehow the compilers of this list have failed to 



notice the frequently asked question--from some quarters, the 
howls of protest--about whether any of the banners celebrating Tar 
Heel basketball victories were won by teams whose players’ 
eligibility depended on the faking or manipulating of their academic 
standing. Ah, but it’s a purely academic scandal, so now wonder 
that question doesn’t need to be answered. 

Your Trustee friend could learn something from this. Don’t let him 
take comfort from what you so aptly label as "Obfuscation. 
Misdirection. Pointlessness." 

Thanks for this, 

Madeline 

From: John Shelton Reed [ ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2014 9:05 PM 
To: Hunt, Michael H.; Levine, Madeline G.; Smith, Jay M; John 
Powell; Watson, Harry L. 
Subject: Rant 

Friends, 
Y’all may have have a belly-full of asinine stuff from South 

Building, but a friend on the Board of Trustees (yes, I actually 
have one) gave me a printout of a list of reforms they’ve 
posted. The poor guy thought I would be pleased to see it and 
persuaded that everything was on track to restore the 
Carolina Way. I’m not sure I have the heart to share the 
attached with him, but it might be a tonic for you. I wrote it 
mostly just to let off steam and may let it go at that. 

Sleep well. 
John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Gold <       @me.com> 
Tuesday, April 22, 2014 8:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Just brilliant 

That blog post should be an op-Ed piece in the New York Times. 

Fantastic. 

Adam Gold, Host 
The Fan/ESPN Radio 
Raleigh, NC 27614 
~ :l~t~w, it~cr.com/ago~dfan 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              8:44 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: changed office hours 

Yes, I can indeed do that after class. It is Quiz #3! 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 7:06 AM, "Jay Smith" emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 

--can you stay after class for a few minutes and do it then? Also, remind me once again 
which quiz we’re talking about. 
On        12:48 AM,        wrote: 

Hello, 

So we will reschedule my make up quiz? 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 6:43 PM, " email.ur~c.edu" email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

To: All Participants 

From: Jay Smith 

A family matter will keep me away from campus tomorrow AM; to make 
up for missed office hours I will hold substitute office hours Wednesday 
morning, 9-11. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill 
Messages from the "HIST       SP14" site. To reply to this message 
click this link to access Messages for this site: HIST       SP14. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kyle Headley <          @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 1:27 PM 

Allen Sack <asack@newhaven.edu>; NAGEL, MARK <nagelm@hrsm. sc.edu>; 
Staurowsky,Ellen <ejs95@drexel.edu>; kblackistone@jmail.umd.edu; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Gene Smith             @gmail.com>; ridpath697. 
<ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gene Robinson 

@gmail.com>; Kene Anusionwu @gmail.com>; 
arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; EDDavis@lexrich5.org; Toffing@lexrich5.org; Lewis, 
Ervin <e.lewis@unf.edu>; singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu 

Questions for "Schooled" Panel 

These are the questions that the "Schooled: The Price of College Sports". This was sent to some of you already 
so I apologize if that is the case. See you all soon! 

Below is a list of questions that were developed by the students who are helping plan, organize, and manage the event. We 
ask that you all be aware of this questions as Dwayne Ballen, who will serve as your panel moderator, will do his best to 
incorporate every question into your panel discussion. Let me know if you have any questions. Take care and see you soon! 

Questions for specific panelists: 

1) For Mr. Anusionwu and Mr. Robinson: (:an you comment on your experiences. Was the film accurate in its portrayal? 

As former Division-I athletes, do you believe the N(:AA has the best interest of college athletes in mind? Do you think the 

organization is taking the necessary steps to improve upon current visible problems(e.g. Offering full cost of attendance, 

4 yr scholarships, improving meal plans, stipends)? 

2) Mr. Smith, from your perspective as a former FBS football coach, was the film accurate? 

3) Dr. Ridpath: Is the threat of NLRB intervention or court action enough to make the NCAA and its member 

schools change the collegiate model? 

4) Ms. Willingham: Were players being steered into majors at UNCjust so that they could remain 

eligible? Mr. Anusionwu, Mr. Robinson: Were you or your teammates steered into specific majors? Mr. Smith: Were 

players at your schools steered into majors? 

5) MS. Willingham: Recently people have been coming out with claims contradicting some things you have said and 

reported about the scandal at UNC. Is there anything you would like to clear up on this issue? 

Questions for the entire panel: 

1) With a number of current and former college athletes recently communing on the state of college sport, do 

you think the NCAA can take steps on its own to deal with the issues facing Division I? 

2) Many individuals have identified Title IX regulations as an impediment to college athlete compensation. How do you 

respond? 

3) Are you aware of any programs at NCAa member university designed to help college athletes after they voluntarily 

leave school or graduate? 

4) 10 years from now, what does big-time college sport look like? 



Closing Question: 

If not unionization or litigation, what do you believe are the right steps to improve the landscape of college sports? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 3:24 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Proud of you, MW! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: anne russell [.~ailto ~eCorr.co~r~] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 3:16 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Proud of you, MW! 

Keep standing up to these jerks. 
I hope you see my posts on the N&O article, in support of you. 

My great-uncle was Charles Woollen, UNC comptroller after whom Woollen Gym was named, and I’m a UNC Chapel Hill alum and 
also a UNC system prof. I know you are telling the truth, out of my own experience, and I’m ashamed of our great university for 
sinking this low. And disappointed in Folt for catering to the powers that be. 

Anything I can do on your behalf, just holler. 

Anne Russell PhD 
Wilmington NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 5:15 PM 

HODDING CARTER <      @bellsouth.net> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: missed calls 

THANKS - SEE YOU AT THE CAROLINA INN ---WED. at 12:30 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 28, 2014, at 5:10 PM, "HODDING CARTER" < _!@~)ellsoath ~et> wrote: 

If 12:30 IS OKAY, WE THREE ARE ON. 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~ingham@unc,edu> 
To: " ~bellsouth.net" < @bellsouth net> 
Co: "Smith, Jay M" < email.unc.ed~> 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject: missed calls 

Hodding, 
Thanks for the phone calls, sorry to keep missing you, By the way, I especially liked the Charlie 
Brown reference. This Wednesday at noon--Carolina Inn for lunch would be fantastic. I’ve copied 
Jay Smith on this email in hopes that he will join us. Jay gave a moving speech in SC after 
receiving the 2014 Drake Group RMH award last Thursday. Nothing like ’keeping it in the family’. 
I sure hope that some other school wins the damn thing next year. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 8:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: missed calls 

Noon 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: HODDING CARTER <       @bellsouth.net> 
Date: April 28, 2014 at 8:25:07 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilli unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: missed calls 
Reply-To: HODD1NG CARTER < ~bel~south~net> 

well, they can’t take us at 12:30, so back to noon. 

the desk man warned the old gaffer that it would be mighty loud 
and perhaps i’d like another day.., i said there was no one at the 
University who could be louder than me...while he didn’t laugh, at 
least he stopped patronizing me 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <m>N~ingham@unc,eda> 
To: HODDING CARTER <      ~bellsouth.net> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" <~y~smith@emaiLunc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 5:15 PM 
Subject: Re: missed calls 

THANKS - SEE YOU AT THE CAROLINA INN ---WED. at 12:30 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 28, 2014, at 5:10 PM, "HODDING CARTER" <__ ~bdlsouth.net> wrote: 

If 12:30 IS OKAY, WE THREE ARE ON. 

From: "VVillingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
To: "       ~bellsouth.net" < .... ~bellsouth.net> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" <ja~smith@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject: missed calls 

Hodding, 
Thanks for the phone calls, sorry to keep missing you, By the way, I especially liked 



the Charlie Brown reference. This Wednesday at noon--Carolina Inn for lunch would 
be fantastic. I’ve copied Jay Smith on this email in hopes that he will join us. Jay gave 
a moving speech in SC after receiving the 2014 Drake Group RMH award last 
Thursday. Nothing like ’keeping it in the family’. I sure hope that some other school 
wins the damn thing next year. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 5:28 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Priceless 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: JON ERICSON <      ~msn.com> 
Date: April 30, 2014 at 9:51:57 PMEDT 
To: "Mary C. Willingham" <mwillin nc.edu> 
Subject: Priceless 

Ran across this old email. Recall being pissed at her because she didn’t have a clue. and guess she 
didn’t. Worked in Richard Southall’s program. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@tmcoed~a] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 201 1 6:43 PM 
To: JON ERICSON; ithelin(£,coe.ukv.edu;         @aol.com 
Cc: i id@umich.edu; lanter~,kutztown.edu; asack~,newhaven.edu; 
kotto@email.wcu.edu; Ridpath, Dave; clara.lovett@nau.edu; fmurphv@temple.edu 
Subject: RE: who 

You aren’t getting personal are you? lol 

I would respectfully argue that most faculty (not college sport 
scholars/professors) have no clue about what is going on... 

Thus, one shouldn’t question their integrity but rather their sincere interest 
regarding the matter. Most only respond when the scandal hits the front page 

news. And remember, most profs don’t start their day with ESPN. 

Lastly, IMHO MOST professors do NOT give pretend grades here at UNC or at 

other major state universities. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

< !-- [if ! supportLineBreakNewLine] -- > 
<!--[endif]--> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

allen sack <        @yahoo.com> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 3:51 PM 

Amanda Paule <apaule@bgsu.edu>; allen Sack < @yahoo.com>; Ph.D. Jason 
R. Lanter <      @gmail.com>; Joel Cormier <Joel.Cormier@eku.edu>; Billy 
Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Willingham, 
Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerald Gurney             @gmail.com>; David 
ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Nominations of Drake Group Executive Committee 

Drakes: 

As you know, 11 Drake Group members attended the annual Drake Group meeting in South Carolina 
on April 24. One order of business was to elect new officers to replace those stepping down. I 
originally made the deadline for nominations Wednesday April 30. After corresponding with our 
Secretary, Joel Cormier, I decided to extend the nomination deadline to Monday, May 5. There are 
already nominations for every position, but if some of you are still thinking about it, please get names 
to me by May 5. The ballots will go out for a vote on May 7th. The positions are as follows: 

President Elect (already filled by David Ridpath) 
President for one year to fill in for David (already filled by Gerald Gurney) 
Past President (Allen Sack). 
Secretary (one person nominated so far) 
Treasurer (one person nominated so far) 
Member are Large I (one person nominated so far) 
Member at Large II (One person nominated so far) 
Student Member (Three nominations so far) 

Please have any further nominations to me by Monday, May 5. In cases where there needs to be a 
run off, I will send out a ballot on May 7. 

Thanks in advance, 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amanda Leigh Koba <apaule@bgsu.edu> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 3:53 PM 

allen sack <        @yahoo.com> 

Ph.D. Jason R. Lanter "       @gmail.com>; Joel Cormier <Joel.Cormier@eku.edu>; 
Billy Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu>; Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc.edu>; 
Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerald Gurney 
<geraldgurney@     .com>; David ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<jwefter@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Nominations of Drake Group Executive Committee 

Allen, 

We need 3 members at large. Even if someone wants to stay they need to run again. 

A message needs to be sent to the entire membership seeking nominations. 

Amanda 

Please excuse any typos or errors as this email was sent from my iPhone. 

OnMay 2, 2014, at 3:51 PM, "allen sack" < ~,ahoo.com> wrote: 

Drakes: 

As you know, 11 Drake Group members attended the annual Drake Group meeting in 
South Carolina on April 24. One order of business was to elect new officers to replace 
those stepping down. I originally made the deadline for nominations Wednesday April 30. 
After corresponding with our Secretary, Joel Cormier, I decided to extend the nomination 
deadline to Monday, May 5. There are already nominations for every position, but if some 
of you are still thinking about it, please get names to me by May 5. The ballots will go out 
for a vote on May 7th. The positions are as follows: 

President Elect (already filled by David Ridpath) 
President for one year to fill in for David (already filled by Gerald Gurney) 
Past President (Allen Sack). 
Secretary (one person nominated so far) 
Treasurer (one person nominated so far) 
Member are Large I (one person nominated so far) 
Member at Large II (One person nominated so far) 
Student Member (Three nominations so far) 

Please have any further nominations to me by Monday, May 5. In cases where there 
needs to be a run off, I will send out a ballot on May 7. 

Thanks in advance, 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jason R. Lanter        ~gmail.com> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 4:14 PM 

allen sack <        ~@yahoo.com> 

Amanda Paule <apaule@bgsu.edu>; Joel Cormier <Joel.Cormier@eku.edu>; Billy 
Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Willingham, 
Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerald Gurney <           @gmail.com>; David 
ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Nominations of Drake Group Executive Committee 

There needs to be an election for ALL positions, regardless of the number of people running for the position. 
This includes the 1-year president position and any other positions in which only one person has been 
nominated. There are 3 Members-At-Large positions to be filled, not 2 (as noted by Amanda). 

I also second Amanda’s comment that this request needs to be sent to the entire membership. 

Jason 

On Fri, May 2, 2014 at 3:51 PM, allen sack< 
Drakes: 

~ahoo.com> wrote: 

As you know, 11 Drake Group members attended the annual Drake Group meeting in South 
Carolina on April 24. One order of business was to elect new officers to replace those stepping 
down. I originally made the deadline for nominations Wednesday April 30. After corresponding with 
our Secretary, Joel Cormier, I decided to extend the nomination deadline to Monday, May 5. There 
are already nominations for every position, but if some of you are still thinking about it, please get 
names to me by May 5. The ballots will go out for a vote on May 7th. The positions are as follows: 

President Elect (already filled by David Ridpath) 
President for one year to fill in for David (already filled by Gerald Gurney) 
Past President (Allen Sack). 
Secretary (one person nominated so far) 
Treasurer (one person nominated so far) 
Member are Large I (one person nominated so far) 
Member at Large II (One person nominated so far) 
Student Member (Three nominations so far) 

Please have any further nominations to me by Monday, May 5. In cases where there needs to be a 
run off, I will send out a ballot on May 7. 

Thanks in advance, 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cormier, Joel <Joel.Cormier@eku.edu> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 4:19 PM 

’allen sack’ <        c@yahoo.com>; Amanda Paule <apaule@bgsu.edu>; Ph.D. Jason 
R. Lanter <jrlanter@gmail.com>; Billy Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerald 
Gurney <           @gmail.com>; David ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Weiler, 
Jonathan D <j weiler@email.unc, edu> 

@gmail.com’; ’cheryl.r.rode@utk.com’ 

RE: Nominations of Drake Group Executive Committee 

would like to make two nominations: 

:!. Cheryl Rode as Secretary (as discussed at CSRI poster session). 

2. as Student Member (as discussed at CSRI). 

I have cc’ed these two people on here and will leave it up to them if they accept the nominations. 

Joel 

From: allen sack [mailto:.       :@yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Friday, May 02, 2014 3:51 PM 
To: Amanda Paule; allen Sack; Ph.D. Jason R. Lanter; Cormier, Joel; Billy Hawkins; Jay Smith smith; Willingham Mary; 
Gerald Gurney; David ridpath; Jonathan D Weiler 
Subject: Nominations of Drake Group Executive Committee 

Drakes: 

As you know, 11 Drake Group members attended the annual Drake Group meeting in South Carolina 
on April 24. One order of business was to elect new officers to replace those stepping down. I 
originally made the deadline for nominations Wednesday April 30. After corresponding with our 
Secretary, Joel Cormier, I decided to extend the nomination deadline to Monday, May 5. There are 
already nominations for every position, but if some of you are still thinking about it, please get names 
to me by May 5. The ballots will go out for a vote on May 7th. The positions are as follows: 

President Elect (already filled by David Ridpath) 
President for one year to fill in for David (already filled by Gerald Gurney) 
Past President (Allen Sack). 
Secretary (one person nominated so far) 
Treasurer (one person nominated so far) 
Member are Large I (one person nominated so far) 
Member at Large II (One person nominated so far) 
Student Member (Three nominations so far) 



Please have any further nominations to me by Monday, May 5. In cases where there needs to be a 
run off, I will send out a ballot on May 7. 

Thanks in advance, 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 10, 2014 6:43 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Cracked Magazine Interview Request 

I get so many of these but this is hilarious. Look at the website when you get a chance. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Evan Symon <           ~maiLcom> 
Date: May 10, 2014 at 5:07:58 PM EDT 
To: <mwil[lingham@unc.eda> 
Subject: Cracked Magazine Interview Request 

Dear Mrs. Willingham, 

Hello, my name is Evan Symon and I am the interview coordinator for Cracked Magazine. We would like to 
interview you for a personal experience article. Your experience and stories of how the UNC and NCAA 
student athletes engaged in fake classes and inflated grades to remain athletes would be of great interest to 
readers and would show readers a personal account of a very interesting and unique experience many people 
don’t know much about, as well as give insight into anything surprising or any unusual things the public does 
not know about how UNC and other schools get away with this and what this means, not only to the athletic 
program, but to the athletes futures after college. 

You would have final say on what or what doesn’t go in the final article. Cracked never publishes an article 
unless the people we interview OK the article. 

We would greatly appreciate the opportunity. Thank you very much and I hope to hear back from you soon! 

- Evan V. Symon 

Cracked.corn Interview Coordinator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 10, 2014 9:37 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Cracked Magazine Interview Request 

Ranks in the top 10 best requests. 

On May 10, 2014, at 6:46 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

I used to read Cracked. In high school. I think we’ve both graduated to a different level. 
On 5/10/14, 6:43 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

I get so many of these but this is hilarious. Look at the website when you get a chance. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Evan Symon <           ~mail.com> 
Date: May 10, 2014 at 5:07:~8 PM EDT 
To: <mwi~in      unc.edu> 
Subject: Cracked Magazine Interview Request 

Dear Mrs. Willingham, 

Hello, my name is Evan Symon and I am the interview coordinator for Cracked 
Magazine. We would like to interview you for a personal experience article. Your 
experience and stories of how the UNC and NCAA student athletes engaged in 
fake classes and inflated grades to remain athletes would be of great interest to 
readers and would show readers a personal account of a very interesting and 
unique experience many people don’t know much about, as well as give insight into 
anything surprising or any unusual things the public does not know about how UNC 
and other schools get away with this and what this means, not only to the athletic 
program, but to the athletes futures after college. 

You would have final say on what or what doesn’t go in the final article. Cracked 
never publishes an article unless the people we interview OK the article. 

We would greatly appreciate the opportunity. Thank you very much and I hope to 
hear back from you soon! 

- Evan V. Symon 

Cracked.corn Interview Coordinator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 6:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Blog Post 

Good stuff. I would suggest that you say yes. And connect him to Phillip Jackson at the Black Star Project. 

On May 20, 2014, at 6:06 PM, "Jay Smith" email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yikes. What do you make of this? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Your Blog Post 

Date:Tue, 20 May 2014 17:39:31 -0400 
From:Rodney Jordan 2             ~ma~Lcom> 

To:           email.ur~c.ed~> 

Good evening Dr. Smith, 

I recently read your blog post on Mary Willingham’s research and findings pertaining to 
inaccuracies involving athletes and academics. I was wondering if you would be willing to be my 
guest on the Butterfly Evolution show next Tuesday, May 27 to discuss this topic. 

Just to give you some information about me: I am a 31-year old teacher in Virginia who is currently 
running a series on education through blog talk radio with Butterfly Evolution and its host, Tammy 
Gaitor. I am also the author of the book, "Tired of Being Black." I wrote Tired of Being Black to 
offer a fresh perspective on the negative stereotypes and struggles of the black race. Ironically, 
there is a chapter in my book about illiterate collegiate athletes. 

If you are interested in being my guess on the show please respond either by email or phone and we 
can discuss more details. 

Thank you, 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 7:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Blog Post 

I don’t smell an ambush. What’s the difference if it’s you or me? 

On May 20, 2014, at 6:52 PM, "Jay Smith" emaikur~c.ed~> wrote: 

I just wonder why he didn’t ask you. You don’t smell an ambush? 
On 5/20/14, 6:49 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Good stuff. I would suggest that you say yes. And connect him to Phillip Jackson at the Black 
Star Project. 

On May 20, 2014, at 6:06 PM, "Jay Smith" <j~a~.’smith@emaikur~c.edu> wrote: 

Yikes. What do you make of this? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Your Blog Post 

Date:Tue, 20 May 2014 17:39:31 -0400 
From :Rodney Jordan 5_ ~ma~.com 

To:~vsmith@emai~.~nc.edu> 

Good evening Dr. Smith, 

I recently read your blog post on Mary Willingham’s research and findings 
pertaining to inaccuracies involving athletes and academics. I was wondering if 
you would be willing to be my guest on the Butterfly Evolution show next 
Tuesday, May 27 to discuss this topic. 

Just to give you some information about me: I am a 31-year old teacher in Virginia 
who is currently running a series on education through blog talk radio with 
Butterfly Evolution and its host, Tammy Gaitor. I am also the author of the book, 
"Tired of Being Black." I wrote Tired of Being Black to offer a fresh perspective 
on the negative stereotypes and struggles of the black race. Ironically, there is a 
chapter in my book about illiterate collegiate athletes. 

If you are interested in being my guess on the show please respond either by email 
or phone and we can discuss more details. 

Thank you, 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 8:00 PM 

john C <- "           ~gmail.com> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Visit 

Hi John, 

Jay and I look forward to meeting you. Would lunch or dinner be better for your schedule? Let us know and we can organize a place 
to meet. 
I would suggest contacting Provost Jim Dean (James_Dean@unc.edu) directly for a tour of the athletic facilities. I expect that he 
would personally be delighted to meet you. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
erclassinc.com 
@gmail.com 

> On May 20, 2014, at 7:37 PM, "john C"< @gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

> Hi, Mary, 
> 
> I am looking forward to my visit on the 28th. Have you decided on a time and place to meet? 
> 
> Since I will be on campus, I thought I would take a look at the athletic facilities for intercollegiate as well as rec sports. Do you 
have a suggestion for someone who could give me a quick tour? 
> 
> I look forward to seeing you. 
> 
> John 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 21, 2014 5:57 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Visit 

Just sharing. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: j ohn C <             ~mail.com> 
Date: May 21, 2014 at 11:40:18 AMEDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <rnwili[ir~gham@ur~c.edu> 
Subject: Re: Visit 

In reading the news accounts, I had such a visceral, negative reaction to him. Having had 
responsibility for the investigation of whistleblower complaints at Berkeley, I really had a hard 
time comprehending why he would attack you publicly. It certainly has backfired on him and the 
institution. 

I will go ahead and send him an email. I would like to hear the reform efforts he has put in place. 
The Pac-12 presidents sent a letter to their counterparts in the other major conferences and it will 

be interesting to get his views on that. Here is the link to the article in the SF Chronicle on that 
matter: htt~ ://www.~ate. c~m/c~e~rts/artic~e/Pac- ~ 2-presi dents~seek~ma~r-~verhau~-~f- 
NCAA-5493988.p~ I will get back to you if/when I hear from him. 

Best, 

John 

On Wed, May 21, 2014 at 3:58 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwil[ir~ r~c.edu> wrote: 
John, 
Yes that was the him, and he is ’charged; with the Athletic Department. He believes that he has 
brought about real reform. He’s not a bad person necessarily. I do believe that he would like to 
meet you. That said, I can absolutely find someone to give you a tour of the athletic facilities. I 
even know a little bit about the place myself. 
Lunch is good. Top of the Hill on Franklin, let’s say 12:15. 
Regards, Mary 

On May 21, 2014, at 12:55 AM, ’john C" < 

Lunch would be best, Mary. Was Jim Dean the one who was so mean to you? 

John 

On Tue, May 20, 2014 at 5:00 PM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwil~ir~gbam@ur~c.edu> 
wrote: 

Hi John, 
Jay and I look forward to meeting you. Would lunch or dinner be better for your 
schedule? Let us know and we can organize a place to meet. 
I would suggest contacting Provost Jim Dean (James Dean@~r~c.ed~) directly for 



a tour of the athletic facilities. I expect that he would personally be delighted to 
meet you. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
~ii/~erdassir~c~com 

~rnail.com 

> On May 20, 2014, at 7:37 PM, "john C" ~ ~mail.com> wrote: 
> 

> Hi, Mary, 
> 
> I am looking forward to my visit on the 28th. Have you decided on a time and 
place to meet? 
> 
> Since I will be on campus, I thought I would take a look at the athletic facilities 
for intercollegiate as well as rec sports. Do you have a suggestion for someone 
who could give me a quick tour? 
> 
> I look forward to seeing you. 
> 
> John 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

allen sack <        :@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 1:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu> 

CARE 

Jay and Mary, 

Here is the New York Times take on CARE’s bill of rights. Jack Anderson, one of the finest sports 
writers ever, wrote the article. SPORTS OF THE TIMES: JAMES MADISON WRITES AGAIN ---Allen 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES; 
JAMES MADISON WRITE... 

WHEN he was a backup defer~sive end 

Notre Dame’s ~966 rmtiorml champior~ship 

football ~eam, A~le~ Sack was >:alkir~g ~o 

practice o~e day vvitl-~ a fi_ 

Prev}ew 
by 

Yahoo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 1:24 PM 

allen sack <         @yahoo.corn> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CARE 

Thanks Allen. Yes, you were ahead of your times. I’m going to post the article at Paperclassinc. and tweet it out 
on ’throw back Thursday’. Give ’em hell at the hospital and here’s to a speedy recovery. Mary 

On May 27, 2014, at 10:11 AM, "allen sack" wrote: 

Jay and Mary, 

Here is the New York Times take on CARE’s bill of rights. Jack Anderson, one of the finest 
sports writers ever, wrote the article. SPORTS OF THE TIMES: JAMES MADISON 
WRITES AGAIN ---Allen 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES; 
JAMES MADISON WRITE... 
WHEN he was a backup de%nsivc end on 

Notre Damds 1966 national championship 

football team, A~len Sack was walking to 

p~aetice one day with a fioo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 2:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CARE 

Steve D. is trying to understand the 
repo~rti~g relationship of £SpS~{- athletics~v~s, academics. 
Dan made a mistake and Ross is not meeting with him until next week so the WB letter article should print 
tomorrow. I missed Mr. Mouseketeer’s editorial on FERPA - did you see it? 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:04 AM, "Jay Smith" <j~ysmith@emaiLar~c.edu> wrote: 

Dave Anderson, not Jack Anderson (a famous political reporter.) The dementia progresses .... 
On 5/27/14, 1:24 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Thanks Allen. Yes, you were ahead of your times. I’m going to post the article at 
Paperclassinc. and tweet it out on ’throw back Thursday’. Give ’em hell at the hospital and 
here’s to a speedy recovery. Mary 

On May 27, 2014, at 10:11 AM, "allen sack" <allenlsack~ corn> wrote: 

Jay and Mary, 

Here is the New York Times take on CARE’s bill of rights. Jack 
Anderson, one of the finest sports writers ever, wrote the article. 
SPORTS OF THE TIMES2 JAMES MADISON WRITES AGAIN ---Allen 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES; 
JAMES MADISON WRITE... 
WHEN he was a back~p dd~sive end on 

Notre Dame’s ~966 national championship 

fi~o~ball team, Alle~ Sack was walking 1o 

pradice one day wiff~ a fi_ 

Pier ew 

by 

Yahoo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 2:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CARE 

Jay, 
We reported to Mercer who reported to bofla Blanchard and Clark/Owen/Shade. It changed 3 times while I was in ASPSA. Mercer’s 
performance review was done by Blanchard. 
The org. chart had two lines, one was dotted and the other solid. Our salaries (and reviews/promotions) came from the athletic department but 
we were all still state employees. 
My answer to Curran is that he should get a fast pass and return to Disney if he knows what’s good for him. They will never fire you. 
Mary 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:41 AM, "Jay Smith" <j_~ smithi@ernaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

I answered Steve (I think you had it wrong, which is weird.) Yes, Curran basically said privacy is the most sacred right of all and 
anyone who violates it should be shot. I flaink they’re preparing the ground for my firing. 
On 5/27/14, 2:39 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

¯ Steve D. is trying to understand the 
reporting relationship of ASPSA- athletics vs. academics. 
Dan made a mistake and Ross is not meeting with him until next week so the WB letter article should print 
tomorrow. I missed Mr. Mouseketeer’s editorial on FERPA - did you see it? 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:04 AM, "Jay Smith" <~:smith@email,unc~edu> wrote: 

Dave Anderson, not Jack Anderson (a famous political reporter.) The dementia progresses .... 
On 5/27/14, 1:24 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Thanks Allen. Yes, you were ahead of your times. I’m going to post the article at 
Paperclassinc. and tweet it out on ’throw back Thursday’. Give ’em hell at the hospital and 
here’s to a speedy recovery. Mary 

On May 27, 2014, at 10:11 AM, "allen sack" < ~ ~ ~ahoo~com> wrote: 

Jay and Mary, 

Here is the New York Times take on CARE’s bill of rights. Jack 
Anderson, one of the finest sports writers ever, wrote the article. 
SPORTS OF THE TIMES;. JAMES MADISON WRITES AGAIN ---Allen 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES; 
JAMES MADISON WRITE... 
W~EN he was a backup defensive end 

Note Dame% 1966 naLior~a] c~~ampionship 

flx~tba]] team, A]]er~ Sac] was wal]dng [o 

pradice one day wi @ a fi_ 

Prev}ew 

by 

Yahoo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 4:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Information for tonight’s show 

Thanks. I might be able to listen from up here but do ask him to send a link after the show so that we can post 
it-- please. And, I forgot to say thanks for all that editing. Hopefully I’ll get a chance to thank you in person 
tomorrow afternoon. 
I’m waiting for an app to download because my drop box was giving me trouble streaming the Martin audio 
from up here. 

On May 27, 2014, at 12:58 PM, "Jay Smith" <~l~ysmit~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Not sure who should be listening to this anyway .... 

But you won’t get home in time. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Information for tonight’s show 

Date:Tue, 27 May 2014 15:25:52 -0400 
From:Rodney Jordan <             ~gmail.com> 

To:Jay Smith            ma~L~nc~edu> 

Dr. Smith, 

The information below is for you to pass along to your family, friends, and colleagues in case they 
would like to tune in. If they listen online, they can post comments or questions in the chat room or 
press the #1 to do it by phone. I’ll explain everything to you more in detail when I call around 5:00. 

Here is the show link for tonight: ~):~’w.blogtalkradio.comibutterfi~evolufioni2014iO5/2g/but- 
he-got-game 

Phone number: (818) 691-7406 

Thanks, 

Rodney Jordan 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for the Arts & Humanities <iah@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 3, 2014 3:57 PM 

Leadership All Fellows <leadership fellowsall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[leadership fellowsall] IAH Welcome Reception 

Dear All-- 

Please j oin us at the IAH’s Welcome Reception for an afternoon of conversation, refreshments, and music in the 
Hyde Hall University Room on Tuesday, August 19th, 4-6pm. 

This will be a great chance to connect with colleagues and friends and learn more about what the IAH has to 
offer in the upcoming year. An RSVP is not required but if you have any questions about the reception please 
contact Theresa Flores at 919-962-0249 or tflores@email.ur~c.edu. 

Best, 

Mark Katz 

Mark Katz, Ph.D. 

Ruel W. Tyson, Jr. Distinguished Professor of Humanities 
Director, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Professor, Department of Music 
Adjunct Professor, Department of Communication Studies 

Editor, Journal of the Society for American Music 

122 Hyde Hall 
Campus Box 3322 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Friday, July 11, 2014 9:34 AM 

~yahoo.com; michael.malec@bc.edu; Willingham, Mary C. 

<mwillingham@ unc.edu>;                                   @live.unc.edu>; 

fpolite@utk.edu; bporto@vermontlaw.edu; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Drake Group Executive Board Meeting 

Colleagues, 

Welcome to The Drake Group Executive Board and thank you very much for your service. As you know, college sports reform 

is moving at a rapid pace and TDG is in the midst of the dialogue for change. Some of the reforms are promising, while others 

threaten its educational foundations. We need a meeting fairly soon. Allen has been working very hard on our behalf with 

attournies on getting our non-profit status estblished with the IRS while permitting us to be a non-political advocacy group 

under a 5013-4C. It will require some minor bylaw changes but will ensure that our activities are legal. 

Please let me know good days and times for you to meet. I understand that many of us are taking time off for vacation, but 

please let me know when you will be available from July 14 - August 15 including a good time of day to conduct a 1.5 hour 

meeting. I’m excited about the future of the Drake Group and working with you. 

Best Regards, 

Gerry 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 

334 Cate Center, Room 308 

University of Oklahoma 

Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

Office: (405) 325-1522 

Cell: 

"Live on University!" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Thursday, July 17, 2014 11:05 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: Legislative Update/Between Friends & Family/Kid 
Finance 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at ht~:iiwunc.org!tsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

Update from the Legislature: Despite sluggish negotiations over the past two weeks, state lawmakers are taking small 
steps toward a budget deal. Legislators from the House and Senate are working on compromises for teacher raises and 
Medicaid spending. They alos passed a bill to review and potentially replace Common Core standards. Host Frank Stasio 
talks with WUNC Capitol Bureau Chief Jessica Jones and WUNC’s education policy reporter Reema Khrais about the latest 
from the legislature. 

Donating A Family: When filmmaker Rick Dillwood agreed to donate sperm to his neighbors, he hardly knew them. Mel 
and Carey Downey-Piper had been seeking a known donor but not a good friend. However, after many months of 
celebration and hardship, the three became very close. Dillwood recorded their journey in a documentary called "Between 
Friends & Family". Host Frank Stasio talks with Rick Dillwood and Carey Downey-Piper. 

Kid Finance: Children learn a great deal about money from their parents. But which aspects are parents wont to teach 
and which do they often conceal? Researcher Lynsey Romo sought to answer that in her new study, "Money Matters: 
Children’s Perceptions of Parent-Child Financial Disclosure". Meanwhile, an exhibit at Marbles Kids Museum aims to 
facilitate money talk in kids as young as five and the North Carolina Bankers Association works with middle and high 
school students. Host Frank Stasio talks with Lynsey Romo, Communication Studies professor at North Carolina State 
University; Pam Hartley, vice president of play experience at Marbles Kids Museum; and Jan Dillon, director of the North 
Carolina Center for Financial Literacy. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

wunc_sot as:          emaiLur~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=37570058.653239cbefd5500e00f14f802fcdd14a&n=T&l=wunc sot&o=34873733 or send a blank email to 
l eave-34873733-37570058.653239cbefd5500e00fl 4ff~02t~dd 14a~ stserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Sunday,                 7:21 PM 

_ @email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tuesday, questions and pointers: HIST 

No, I don’t. But if you can’t find any others, go ahead and use the same ones. Just don’t compare notes on them, and that should be 
fine. 

From: r@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:37 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: Tuesday, questions and pointers: HISS[ 

Professor Smith, 

emailed me her list of five reviewers today for Kubler, which 
reads: 

1) George T. Dickie 

2) John Howland Rowe 
3) C.A. Burland 

4) Priscilla Colt 

5) Jan Bialostocki 

Since I received this list I’ve been searching for others and I can’t seem 
to find them anywhere. I’ve tried using GoogleScholar and an advanced 
search on JSTOR, but these five are the only ones that are showing up in 
the results. Do you have any other suggestions as to where I should 
search? 

Thank you, 

On Sun,           17:51:44 -0500 (EST), JAY M Smith 
<j ay smith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Marc Bloch (1886-1944) and Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie (the latter still 
alive, 
> though now in his ’80s) were two of the most influential historians of 
the 
> 20th century, not only in France but throughout the world. Bloch, with 
> his colleague Lucien Febvre, founded the journal Annales d’Histoire 
> Economique et Sociale, and thereby founded the famous Annales "school" of 
> historical practice, which exerted enormous influence on 20th-century 
> historical research and writing in Europe, North America, and elsewhere. 

> Le Roy Ladurie is a "third-generation" member of the Annales school (not 
an 
> actual school, though it had a kind of home base at the Ecole des Hautes 
> Etudes inParis), and carried forward many of Bloch and Febvre’s guiding 
> principles: the idea that historical study requires rigorous methods, 
that 
> "political" history is actually much less important than economic and 
> social history, that deep structures and patterns of organization 
> condition the human experience, that historical analysis requires 
> comparison, empirical density, and (for Le Roy Ladurie) quantification. 
> 

> The two pieces you’re reading are unusual. The first, an excerpt from 
> Bloch’s The Historian’s Craft, was written while Bloch was on the run 
from 



> the Gestapo; he would eventually be executed by the Nazis. The book is 
his 
> most "philosophical" writing, though you’ll see that it’s quite breezy, 
> filled with asides and anecdotes that seem unconnected. Le Roy Ladurie’s 
> essay was his inaugural lecture at the Coll5ge de France, where he had 
> taken over for his mentor Fernand Braudel (a "second-generation" 
Annaliste) 
> as Chair in the History of Moderu Civilization. The first 9 pages are 
> filled with inside references and allusions that you may find 
frustrating. 
> Just try to get the gist (and appreciate his sense of humor) and start 
> paying close attention on p. 9. 
> 
> 1. What point is Bloch trying to make on p. 41, when he writes of the 
> "mighty convulsions" that stretch from "the beginning of time to the 
> present"? 
> 
> 2. You’ll hear echoes of Zerubavel, and even Memento, in Bloch, but to 
> which historical theorist (encountered in our course) does he relate 
most? 
> Why is that? 
> 
> 3. In Le Roy Ladurie, what is a "Malthusian check"? What does his way 
of 
> looking at the medieval/early-modern past reveal to the critical eye? 
> What, if anything, gets occluded or obscured in this approach’? 
> 
> 4. Whose "method" or "philosophy" of the past do you find most 
appealing? 
> Most humane? Most compelling? Would Bloch have been surprised by 
anything 
> Le Roy Ladurie had to say? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Monday, February 21, 2011 11:29 AM 
Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Brief conversation 

Lloyd: 
Sure, let’s plan to meet around 2:30 today. Once we decide on the courses we’d like to add for the fall, I’ll draft a letter inviting "fixed 
term" applications. And we’d be happy to see you around 6 or 6:30 today. We appreciate the thought. I’ll see you later today... 

Jay 

From: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Sent: Monday, February 21, 2011 9:14 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: RE: Brief conversation 

Also, I think it might be good for us to talk for a few minutes this afternoon about 
the plans for fixed term appointments. I’m sending out an announcement of opportunities 

for CCO teaching in the fall (to grad students) today. And we should probably do something 
similar with the on-campus opportunities? We’ll have to make other adjustments, but this 

will get us started. I could meet around 2:30 (also a bit earlier or later), if that works for you. 

best, Lloyd 
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Resp~nse~D,Resp~nseSet,Name,Externa~DataReference,Emai~Address,~PAddress,Status,StartDa 

te,EndDate,Finished, This survey is sponsored by the Educational Policy Committee and 

the Committee on Student Conduct. W...,Have you ever taught a course at UNC Chapel 

Hill?,What is your academic rank?, In what area do you teach most or all of your 

courses?, In what area do you teach most or all of your courses?-TEXT,"In your capacity 

as / an instructor at UNC, about how many situations have you encountered in the 

last...","Do most of these situations involve undergraduate or graduate students, or 

are they about evenly mix...","Of these situations, how / many did you refer to the 

Honor System?",Did you refer this situation to the Honor System?,"Of these situations, 

how many did you refer to the Honor System?","Of these situations, how many did you 

refer to the Honor System?","Of these situations, how many did you refer to Honor 

System?","Of these situations, how many did you refer to Honor System?","Of these 

situations, how many did you refer to Honor System?","Of these situations, how many did 

you refer to Honor System?","Of these situations, how many did you refer to Honor 

System?","Of these situations, how many did you refer to Honor System?","Of these 

situations, how many did you refer to Honor System?","Of these situations, how many did 

you refer to Honor System?","Of all the cases of plagiarism or academic dishonesty you 

have brought to the Honor System, have the...","Thinking about all cases of plagiarism 

or academic dishonesty you have brought to the Honor System,...","For cases resulting 

in a guilty verdict, did you generally agree or disagree with the sanctions?",Please 

explain why you agreed or disagreed with the verdict(s) or sanction(s) .,During what 

academic year was the last / case in which you were a reporting party to the Honor 

System...,"Thinking about that / last case, was that a case involving undergraduate or 

graduate student(s) as / the...","Thinking about that last case, what type of class or 

interaction did it involve?","Thinking about that last case, what type of class or 

interaction did it involve?-TEXT","Thinking about that last case, did the Student 

Attorney General decide to charge the student?","Thinking about that last case, did the 

student plead guilty or not guilty?","Thinking about that / last case, did you agree 

with the verdict (Guilty or Not Guilty)?","Thinking about that / last case, regardless 

of whether you agreed with the verdict and sanction, did y...",Please 

explain.,"Thinking about that / last case, regardless of whether you agreed with the 

verdict, did you feel that...",Comments,"Thinking about that / last case, regardless of 

whether you agreed with the verdict, did you feel the / p...",Comments,In other cases 

you have brought to the ${q://QID4/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices} Honor System 

regardin...,In other cases you have brought to the 

${q://QID4/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices} Honor System regardin...,Comments,In other 

cases you have brought to the ${q://QID4/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices} Honor System 

regardin...,Comments,Have you brought a case to the 



${q://QID4/ChoiceGroup/UnselectedChoices} Honor System for reasons of...,In cases you 

have brought to the ${q://QID4/ChoiceGroup/UnselectedChoices} Honor System regarding 

pl...,Comments,In cases you have brought to the 

${q://QID4/ChoiceGroup/UnselectedChoices} Honor System regarding pl...,Comments,In 

cases you have brought to the ${q://QID4/ChoiceGroup/UnselectedChoices} Honor System 

regarding pl...,Comments,EXPECTATIONS/PERCEPTIONSThe next section is about your views 

of the Honor System for matters of plag...,If you believed that / a student in a class 

you were teaching had committed plagiarism or another form...,Comments,"Regardless of 

what / your final decision would be, why might you refer an issue of academic 

dishonesty...-Because it will teach the student a lesson","Regardless of what / your 

final decision would be, why might you refer an issue of academic dishonesty...-Because 

it will deter other students from committing similar infractions","Regardless of what / 

your final decision would be, why might you refer an issue of academic dishonesty...- 

Because it is required by University policy","Regardless of what / your final decision 

would be, why might you refer an issue of academic dishonesty...-Because the sanction 

imposed will be fair","Regardless of what / your final decision would be, why might you 

refer an issue of academic dishonesty...-Because it’s the simplest 

approach","Regardless of what / your final decision would be, why might you refer an 

issue of academic dishonesty...-Because I won’t have to handle the situation 

myself","Regardless of what / your final decision would be, why might you refer an 

issue of academic dishonesty...-Because I believe in the Honor System","Regardless of 

what / your final decision would be, why might you refer an issue of academic 

dishonesty...-Other- Please Explain","Regardless of what / your final decision would 

be, why might you refer an issue of academic dishonesty...-Other- Please Explain- 

TEXT","Regardless of what / your final decision would be, why might you / NOT refer 

such a matter to the Honor...-Because it will take too much of my time","Regardless of 

what / your final decision would be, why might you / NOT refer such a matter to the 

Honor...-Because the Honor System won’t act soon enough","Regardless of what / your 

final decision would be, why might you / NOT refer such a matter to the Honor...- 

Because the sanction will be too lenient","Regardless of what / your final decision 

would be, why might you / NOT refer such a matter to the Honor...-Because the sanction 

will be too harsh","Regardless of what / your final decision would be, why might you / 

NOT refer such a matter to the Honor...-Because the process too 

complicated","Regardless of what / your final decision would be, why might you / NOT 

refer such a matter to the Honor...-Because I don’t know how to begin the 

process","Regardless of what / your final decision would be, why might you / NOT refer 

such a matter to the Honor...-Because I’d rather handle the situation 

myself","Regardless of what / your final decision would be, why might you / NOT refer 

such a matter to the Honor...-Because I don’t believe in the student-run Honor 

System","Regardless of what / your final decision would be, why might you / NOT refer 

such a matter to the Honor...-Other- Please Explain","Regardless of what / your final 

decision would be, why might you / NOT refer such a matter to the Honor...-Other- 

Please Explain-TEXT","Regardless of what / your final decision would be, why might you 

/ NOT refer such a matter to the Honor...-Because I do not believe the Honor System is 

qualified to handle matters of academic integrity","Regardless of what / your final 

decision would be, why might you / NOT refer such a matter to the Honor...-Because the 

Honor System does not involve me enough in the process","Regardless of what / your 



final decision would be, why might you / NOT refer such a matter to the Honor...- 

Because matters like this should be handled by the instructor",Do you know how to go 

about / beginning a referral to the Honor System?,How would you refer an issue of 

plagiarism or academic dishonesty to the Honor System? Check all tha...-Contact the 

department chair,How would you refer an issue of plagiarism or academic dishonesty to 

the Honor System? Check all tha...-Contact the Dean of Students office,How would you 

refer an issue of plagiarism or academic dishonesty to the Honor System? Check all 

tha...-Ask another faculty member how to refer a case,How would you refer an issue of 

plagiarism or academic dishonesty to the Honor System? Check all tha...-Use the Honor 

System website to report the matter,How would you refer an issue of plagiarism or 

academic dishonesty to the Honor System? Check all tha...-Other (please explain),How 

would you refer an issue of plagiarism or academic dishonesty to the Honor System? 

Check all tha...-Other (please explain)-TEXT,"Before you would refer an issue to the 

Honor System, which (if any) of the following would you do? C...-Discuss the matter 

with the student","Before you would refer an issue to the Honor System, which (if any) 

of the following would you do? C...-Discuss the matter with colleagues","Before you 

would refer an issue to the Honor System, which (if any) of the following would you do? 

C...-Discuss the matter with your Chair or department administration","Before you would 

refer an issue to the Honor System, which (if any) of the following would you do? C...- 

Discuss the matter with relevant deans","Before you would refer an issue to the Honor 

System, which (if any) of the following would you do? C...-Discuss the matter 

informally with one or more student member(s) of the Honor System","Before you would 

refer an issue to the Honor System, which (if any) of the following would you do? C...- 

Have a third party review the matter","Before you would refer an issue to the Honor 

System, which (if any) of the following would you do? C...-Other (please 

explain)","Before you would refer an issue to the Honor System, which (if any) of the 

following would you do? C...-Other (please explain)-TEXT","If you were to refer a 

matter to the Honor System, what do you believe your role as instructor shoul...- 

Someone should contact me when a decision is made on whether to charge the 

student.","If you were to refer a matter to the Honor System, what do you believe your 

role as instructor shoul...-Someone should contact me when the hearing is 

scheduled.","If you were to refer a matter to the Honor System, what do you believe 

your role as instructor shoul...-I should be invited to stay throughout the Court’s 

entire hearing.","If you were to refer a matter to the Honor System, what do you 

believe your role as instructor shoul...-I should be able to ask the student questions 

during the hearing.","If you were to refer a matter to the Honor System, what do you 

believe your role as instructor shoul...-I should be able to recommend that the Court 

impose binding sanctions beyond a binding grade sanction.","If you were to refer a 

matter to the Honor System, what do you believe your role as instructor shoul...-I 

should be invited to be part of the Court’s deliberation process, discussing the case 

with members of the court after the evidence has been heard.","If you were to refer a 

matter to the Honor System, what do you believe your role as instructor shoul...-I 

should be contacted after the hearing to disclose the verdict and sanction.","If you 

were to refer a matter to the Honor System, what do you believe your role as instructor 

shoul...-I should receive a copy of the Court’s rationale.","If you were to refer a 

matter to the Honor System, what do you believe your role as instructor shoul...-I 

should not be contacted at all.","If you were to refer a matter to the Honor System, 



what do you believe your role as instructor shoul...-Other - please explain","If you 

were to refer a matter to the Honor System, what do you believe your role as instructor 

shoul...-Other - please explain-TEXT","Overall, is your / impression that the Honor 

System is an appropriate means for handling matters of / pl...",Do you agree with the 

idea of a student-run honor system (having students lead the academic integrit...,Which 

of the following do you think should be the Honor System’s goals with regard to 

plagiarism and...-Investigate the facts of cases,Which of the following do you think 

should be the Honor System’s goals with regard to plagiarism and...-Adjudicate whether 

a student is guilty,Which of the following do you think should be the Honor System’s 

goals with regard to plagiarism and...-Decide on sanctions,Which of the following do 

you think should be the Honor System’s goals with regard to plagiarism and...-Educate 

students,Which of the following do you think should be the Honor System’s goals with 

regard to plagiarism and...-Transmit faculty values,Which of the following do you think 

should be the Honor System’s goals with regard to plagiarism and...-Educate faculty and 

staff,Which of the following do you think should be the Honor System’s goals with 

regard to plagiarism and...-Other (please explain),Which of the following do you think 

should be the Honor System’s goals with regard to plagiarism and...-Other (please 

explain)-TEXT,How well do you think students in general understand the meaning and 

importance of plagiarism and ac...,Comments,"What, if anything, should be done to give 

students a better understanding of academic integrity? Che...-A standard academic 

integrity blurb should be part of each syllabus","What, if anything, should be done to 

give students a better understanding of academic integrity? Che...-Students should be 

introduced to academic integrity principles during new student orientation","What, if 

anything, should be done to give students a better understanding of academic integrity? 

Che...-Students should be required to attend and pass an online academic integrity 

course","What, if anything, should be done to give students a better understanding of 

academic integrity? Che...-Instructors should talk about academic integrity, including 

the consequences of cheating, on the first day of class","What, if anything, should be 

done to give students a better understanding of academic integrity? Che...-Instructors 

should talk about academic integrity, including the consequences of cheating, often 

throughout the semester","What, if anything, should be done to give students a better 

understanding of academic integrity? Che...-Other -- please explain","What, if 

anything, should be done to give students a better understanding of academic integrity? 

Che...-Other -- please explain-TEXT","What, if anything, do you do to prevent 

plagiarism and academic dishonesty?-Include a standard academic integrity blurb in each 

syllabus","What, if anything, do you do to prevent plagiarism and academic dishonesty?- 

Require students to attend and pass an online academic integrity course","What, if 

anything, do you do to prevent plagiarism and academic dishonesty?-Talk about academic 

integrity, including the consequences of cheating, on the first day of class","What, if 

anything, do you do to prevent plagiarism and academic dishonesty?-Talk about academic 

integrity, including the consequences of cheating, often throughout the 

semester","What, if anything, do you do to prevent plagiarism and academic dishonesty?- 

I don’t do anything in particular","What, if anything, do you do to prevent plagiarism 

and academic dishonesty?-Other -- please explain","What, if anything, do you do to 

prevent plagiarism and academic dishonesty?-Other -- please explain-TEXT",How long have 

you been teaching at UNC?,"Would you be willing / to be contacted for a follow-up 

interview? If you say yes now, you can always / d...","If you are willing to be 



contacted for follow-up, please provide us with your e-mail address so we 

c...","COMMENTS In the space below, please provide any further comments, thoughts, or 

questions you may ha...", 

R_5upMOLyEdZEcgzW, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.106.176.216,0,2010-05-05 

22:18:05,2010-05-05 

22:23:58,1,i,i,3,2,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,If I had definite 

proof, l,l,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,If I did not have conclusive 

pr~~f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Try to 

be very vigilant during exams,l,2,,, 

R e3a7K46mncQrAuU,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.40.201.73,0,2010-05-05 

22:19:37,2010-05-05 22:30:35,1,1,1,4,3,,4,1,,,,3,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,"The students were quite 

obviously cheating, they knew from the start about consequences of such action and the 

sanctions that followed seemed justified, not 

vindictive~’~2~~~4~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~4~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1 .... 1 .... i,,,i .... i,,i ..... 1,1,1,1,,1,,1,,,2,,1,1,,,1,,,1,,,1 .... 3,l,tomas@unc.edu,, 

R_et9tp2fjS49GCi0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.120.209.101,0,2010-05-05 

22:26:31,2010-05-05 

22:31:28,1,1,1,3,14,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1,1,1,1,,,1 ...... 

,,,i ....... 2,,1,1 .... i,i,,i,i .... i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,,1,1,1 ...... i,,, 

,,2,2,,, 

R_SjKCFiKDIIBS0uw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.95.43,0,2010-05-05 

22:26:09,2010-05-05 

22:31:40,1,1,1,4,2,,7,1 ...... 1 .................................... 1,4 .... 1 ....... 1 .... 1 

...... i,i,,i,,i,,i,,,i ........ i,i,i,i,,i,i,i .... 2,2,1,1,1,1,,1,,,3,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1,1, 

,,,4,l,kgstewar@email.unc.edu,, 

R_0OgyQHSyQ6GIACo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.136.232.163,0,2010-05-05 

22:27:28,2010-05-05 

22:31:43,1,1,1,5,2,,7,1 ...... 1 .................................... 1,3,,1,,1 .... 1 ..... i, 

,,,i ..... i,,i .... i,,,i ......... i,i,,,i ...... i,i,i,,i,i ..... 3 .... i,i .... i,,i ..... 4,l,khu 

gon@physics.unc.edu,, 

R_eYdtghVnZOTPwsk,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,206.53.106.68,0,2010-05-05 

22:28:30,2010-05-05 

22:33:54,1,1,1,4,1,,7,1,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,The cases I have 

seen have minor and did not seem to warrant referring the student to the Honor 

System.,,l .... 1 ....... i,i,i ........ 2,1,,1,1,,,1,1,1 ...... i,i ..... i,i .... 1,2,1,,1,1,,1,, 

,2,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,,,1 .... 2,2,,, 

R 6fY8253cPQItx12,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.128.40,0,2010-05-05 

22:24:38,2010-05-05 

22:34:00,1,1,1,5,2,,1 ....................... 

,,,i ....... 2,1,,1 ...... 1 ...... i,i,i,i,,i .... 

laisted@cs.unc.edu,"The reason I filled out 

incident in the computer science department 

.................... 1,2,,1,1,1 ....... 1,,1,1 

,,1,,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,,1 .......... 1,,,4,1,p 

this survey is because there was an 

many years ago. James Coggins found many 

students cheating and tried to follow standard procedures. The cases were all referred 

to the honor court, but our chair at that time, Steve Weiss, defended all of the 

students and said they were all innocent. This made Prof. Coggins very angry because 

he tried to follow the system to the letter. Steve Weiss even got an award for 

fairness in the case and has received many other awards of various kinds since then. I 



think this whole incident gave us the impression that it’s not worth sending cases to 

the honor court, the students will just be found innocent anyway. James became hostile 

to the chair (I infer) and was even asked by him to resign, which he did, and he is 

still upset about the whole process.", 

R_bfwki0pfxvY4QyE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.184.142,0,2010-05-05 

22:23:08,2010-05-05 

22:34:02,1,i,i,8,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,i,I have referred 

students before but have been much specific in my directions and teling them about the 

HC and having to sign all papers with the pledge seems to have 

helped.,,l,l,l,,l,l ................ i,,i,,i,,,i,,i ...... i,i,,,i,i,i ..... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i, 

,,3,It really depends on the student’s level of writing and whether or not it has been 

explained to them in other classes and if they took ENGL 102 here at UNC where they 

should be tested on this.,l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,,l,,l,"all of our papers and exams have a 

statement .... I have received no unauthorized aid on this 

test/paper ...... ,3,l,pruvost@email.unc.edu,, 

R 5mA2UE7oIZ3oC9u,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,70.63.129.79,0,2010-05-05 

22:25:54,2010-05-05 22:35:35,1,1,1,4,1,,5,1,6,,,,,,,,,,,6,3,3,1,"While I generally 

agreed, I think the sanctions are too light in most 

cases.",l,l,l,,3,3,3,4,,2,,2,,6,2,,2,,1,4,,2,,2,,1,2,"If I have strong evidence, I 

refer the case. But I have very little confidence that the sanctions will be 

appropriate " i,i,i,     i, 1 1 i, i, 1 i, 1 i,i,i, 1    i, i,i,i,i,, 

i,i .... 3,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 4,2,,, 

R_9NuYHyhsPDYBJHu,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.34.20,0,2010-05-05 

22:31:54,2010-05-05 

22:38:06,1,1,1,3,3,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,,1,1,1,,,1 ........ 

1 ........ 2,,,1 .... i,i,i ............ i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,,1,1 ......... 1,,,1,2,,, 

R_egJntphqGJDItuc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,70.144.177.55,0,2010-05-05 

22:31:35,2010-05-05 

22:38:21,1,1,1,4,1,,1 ........................................... 1,3 .... 1 ............... 

..... 2,,,1 .... i,i ......... 1 ......... 2,2 ......... 3,,,1 .......... 1,,,4,2,,, 

R_SuCx3HKASxpbXb6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,99.173.130.59,0,2010-05-05 

22:31:32,2010-05-05 

22:39:01,1,1,1,3,2,,6,1 ..... 1 ..................................... 1,4 ......... l,If I 

think I have a water-tight case that won’t be a waste of 

time, l,,l,,l,,l ....... 2,,,1,1 .... 1 ....... i,i,i,i,,,i,i .... 2,2,1,1,1,1 ..... 3,I think 

cheating is more accepted by undergraduates than it should be,,,,,,l,"The university 

could make it easier for the professor to guard against cheating, e.g. install cameras 

in classrooms, establish policy that bags are not allowed on exam days; provide secure 

exam testing rooms, etc.",l,,,,,l,standard exam-taking procedures like monitoring 

students and using different exam versions; written assignments are unique to the class 

and therefore hard to download, 3,2,,, 

R_6g3VHkgzvdz0LWs,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.136.168.242,0,2010-05-05 

22:29:36,2010-05-05 

22:39:09,1,1,1,5,2,,2,1,,2 ........... 3,1,3,,6,1,3,,3,1,1,3,,1,,1,,4,2,,1,,2 ....... l,l,I 

am strongly supportive of the 

system~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3 

,,i,i,,i .... i,,i ..... 4,l,clegg@physics.unc.edu,, 



R_9MlxblpvzYpKbaY, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,74.242.204.234,0,2010-05-05 

22:32:47,2010-05-05 

22:40:24,1,1,1,3,14,,2,2,,1 ........................................ 1,3 .... 1 .... 1 ....... 

,,1 ....... 1,,1 ..... 1,,1 ...... 1,1,,1,,1,1 ..... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,3,,,1,,1 .... 1 ....... 4,1,1 

inn wakeford@med.unc.edu,, 

R 3WeXTNeaFTzWYBe,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,216.166.204.210,0,2010-05-05 

22:33:25,2010-05-05 

22:40:25,1,1,1,3,6,,2,2,,1 ........................................ 1,3 ........... 1,1,,,1 

,,1,,1,Honor system staffed by undergrads does not have a clue about graduate student 

plagiarism, l,l,l,1,,,,1,,,1,,1,,,1,,,1,1,1,1,,1,1,1,,,,2,2,,,,,,,,,3,Some do not 

understand what plagiarism is...They have grown up pasting from Google and do not 

perceive that such actions are serious infractions.,,1,1,,,,,1,,,,,,,3,2,,, 

R_3jTISmFIJPouUL2,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,71.77.60.140,0,2010-05-05 

22:36:25,2010-05-05 

22:40:47,1,1,1,5,10,,1 ........................................... 1,1,,1,,1,1,,,1 ..... 1, 

,,,,,,,,,~,~,,,,~,,,~,,~,,,,,,~,~,,,~,~,~,~,,,,~,~,~,~,~,~,~,,,,2,undergraduates: 

often inadequately if not taught with emphasis; my students are taught very 

explicitly, l,l,l,1,,,,1,,1,1,,1,require to sign pledge or I won’t grade 

papers,4,1,judith_wegner@unc.edu, I’m a former chair of COSC so have worked on these 

issues and believe they’re important., 

R_bjzZumjw3Fd0y32,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,75.189.206.237,0,2010-05-05 

22:22:43,2010-05-05 22:41:33,1,1,1,5,15,,3,2,,,2,,,,,,,,,,1,1,1,"Plagiarism was 

flagrant - 95% of one paper and pervasive in 2 others. Student accepted no 

responsibility. Given an F in one course and an L in another. So in the one case I 

brought to them I thought it was appropriate. I am aware, however, of other situations 

where the student definitely plagiarized and was let off completely because she snowed 

the court.",2,2,8,,1,2,1,3,,1,,1,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,1,3,It was a decidely painful 

experience and it drug out for 

months.,,,,,,,1,,,,1,1,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,1,,,,,,,,1,1,discuss with our student affairs 

office, l,1,,1,1,1,1,1,,,,1,1,1,1,,1,,,,,4,"I am amazed that this is an issue almost 

every year. It is worse with international students, especially Asian students who have 

a different (and culturally relevant) perspective on how the words of others are 

incorporated into their writing.",l,l,l,1,,,,1,,1,1,,1,requie readings on 

plagiarism, 4,1,Hary_Lynn@unc.edu,, 

R 5d9BNY99QvS13Uw, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,24.136.171.163,0,2010-05-05 

22:36:20,2010-05-05 

22:42:02,1,1,1,5,2,,3,1,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,4,It’s a waste of 

time - the student almost always gets 

off.,,1 .... 1 .... 1,,1 ........... 2,,,1 ..... 1,1 ...... 1,1,,1 .... 1 .... 2,2,1,1 ....... 3,,1,1,1 

,1,1,,,1,,,1 .... 4,2,,, 

R_bsdZVtcqy5nYtbC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,68.221.113.117,0,2010-05-05 

22:35:11,2010-05-05 

22:44:24,1,1,1,5,1,,3,3,,,2 .......... 1,1,1,,5,2,4,,1,1,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... 1,1,, 

,,1 .... 1 ................ 1,,1,,1,,,1 ........ 1,1,1 .... 1,1 .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,3,,1,1,1,,, 

,,1,,1,,,,,4,1,pete_andrews@unc.edu,"It is essential to me that there also continue to 

be an appellate review level in which faculty and dean members are included in the 

review body, to make sure that student values in reviewing such cases and imposing 



sanctions are subject to some oversight to maintain congruence between student, faculty 

and overall university values concerning academic integrity and appropriate 

sanctions.", 

R 26amIB9IiJrkjlW, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.36.214,0,2010-05-05 

22:36:53,2010-05-05 

22:45:52,1,1,1,4,2,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,2,,1,1,1,,,1 ....... 

,,,,,l,The goal is for the student to learn the 

lesson.,,,l,l,l,,l,l,,,l,l ....... i,i,,i,,i,i,i .... i,i,i,,,i ..... i,,,i .......... 1,,,3,2, 

R eLJOMxN3VsSLMDW, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.136.171.144,0,2010-05-05 

22:39:05,2010-05-05 

22:46:59,1,i,i,5,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,I had a very bad 

experience with the Honor System in the past.,,,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,Because the process 

is too random.,l,,,l,,l,,,l,I’d re-read the relevant section in the Faculty Handbook. 

I don’t remember the exact procedure but it wasn’t hard to figure out the last time I 

needed to.,l ................... 2,2 .... 1 ..... 2 ......... 1 ....... 4,1,pcg@email.unc.edu,, 

R_24sqYRxdx50rCwk,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.42.217,0,2010-05-05 

22:42:49,2010-05-05 

22:49:13,1,1,1,5,12,,2,2,,1 ........................................ 1,2 ........ 1 ........ 

..... 1,,,2,1 ....... i,i ................. i,i,i,,i ...... i,,,i ......... 1 .... 4,2,,, 

R 8riXrE9oWOE2Z4o,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.242.236.57,0,2010-05-05 

22:43:23,2010-05-05 

22:51:04,1,i,i,4,11,,3,2,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"I would handle 

it first. If the issue continued, I would refer to honr 

system~’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

2,"I appears that some students, even at the graduate level do not know how to properly 

reference cited work and this results in plagiarism.",,l,l,,,,,,,,,,l,Assignments 

clearly articulate the extent to which independent work is 

expected.,3,l,jarstfer@unc.edu,, 

R_3IWPW7KgxX2NaSA, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.69.157.146,0,2010-05-05 

22:30:06,2010-05-05 22:51:13,1,1,1,5,3,,6,1,,,,,5,,,,,,,,l,l,l,"The students were 

guilty. In some cases I brought I thought the Honor Court was wrongheaded in 

acquitting the student. But in most cases, the court correctly reviewed the evidence 

and convicted the offending 

student." 3,1 3, 1,3 1 3, i, 1 4,1, 1 2, i,i,     i, i, 1 i, i, 1 

,i,,,,,,,,i,i,,,,,i,i,,,,i,i,i,i,i,i,,,,,2,,,i,i,i,i,,,,,,i,,i,I refer students to the 

Honor Code on all written assignments.,3,l,krjanken@email.unc.edu,, 

R_agxrlzrCabf3ieg,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.88.85,0,2010-05-05 

22:44:59,2010-05-05 

22:53:03,1,1,1,3,8,,7,3 ...... 1 .................................... 1,4 ........... 1 ..... 1 

........ 2,,,1 .... i,i ....... 1 .... i,i,i,i .............. 2,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 3,2,,, 

R_7QUjHty5jhV08IY, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.113.102,0,2010-05-05 

22:34:57,2010-05-05 22:54:37,1,i,i,4,12,,2,2,,2,,,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,"In fact, this happened 

quite a long time ago, was one instance, and I don’t recall much of the Honor System 

aspect.",ll,2,8,,l,3,1,3,"Don’t recall much about that case, but over the years have 

been involved with members of the Honor System, in various capacities, and been 

impressed with 



them." i, i,,4 i, i,,2 i i, i i i, i, i i,i, i,i,i, i,i 

,,1,1,,,,1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,3,EVERYone should; not everyone 

does.,l,l,l,l .... i,,i ..... 4,l,laurel files@unc.edu,, 

R ewCKul0dRxFQGXO,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,72.148.41.25,0,2010-05-05 

22:28:55,2010-05-05 22:54:59,1,1,1,5,2,,7,1,,,,,,6,,,,,,,l,l,l,Sanction was 

appr~priate.~~~~~3~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~4~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~The 

Court members don’t understand the science involved.,,,,l,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,None of the 

above, l,l,l,,,l,l,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,,3,,l,l,,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,l,Multiple versions of 

exams.,4,l,weiss@cs.unc.edu,"Court members are really smart, but often know very little 

science or mathematics. They can be fooled by defendants who present bogus technical 

arguments in their defense.", 

R_0p0VyAdFQV2zxQM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,204.85.88.108,0,2010-05-05 

22:38:45,2010-05-05 22:55:04,1,1,1,3,3,,3,3,,,2,,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"Even though I 

understand the court has be convinced by evidence beyond a reasonable doubt, it seemed 

to me the court had demanded evidence that was 100% certain in my 

case.",1,1,4,,2,2,2,3,,l,,1,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,1,2,I will refer it to the system only if I 

have sufficiently convincing evidence.,l,,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,because I do not have 

sufficient 

evidence.,,,,l .... 1 .... 1 .... i,,,i,i,i,,i,,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 2,,,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1,1,, 

,,l,l,sangsoopark@unc.edu,, 

R_0k6caMcuRGHqsTi,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.102.240,0,2010-05-05 

22:47:08,2010-05-05 

22:55:58,1,1,1,3,15,,2,2,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,The situation I 

was concerned about involved a student with English as a Second Language. I learned 

from her peers that she was asking them for lots of help with her papers. Because I 

had second hand information it seemed like hear-say 

evidence.,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,2,,,,,l,Ask a director in the 

school,l,,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,2,2,1,1,1,1,,l,,,3,"Given my experience with only one 

potential case I’m not sure that anyone involved believed this was an issue of academic 

integrity. I didn’t perceive it as so at the time either; it was months later, when 

discussing it with others, that it seemed like a concern (other than this student 

interfering with her peers as one took an incomplete in the course to assist this 

student with her project).",l,l,,,,l,special instructions for ESL 

students,l,,,,,,,3,l,jvann@email.unc.edu,"The issue is an important one. However, 

until the University works on a fair and consistent .... workload .... policy for faculty it 

is not likely that we can add one more issue to our extensive list of responsibilities. 

Work takes almost every waking minute of the year for a 9-month appointment. So, the 

workload must be addressed first!", 

R_SDhRoDEMRjIXOSg,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.167.244.75,0,2010-05-05 

22:37:39,2010-05-05 22:56:08,1,i,i,4,2,,4,1,,,,2,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"I had an incredibly 

blatant and well-documented case of cheating (a student doctored a scantron grade 

report and tried to pass it off as a grade entry error on our part, but fortunately for 

us we still had an electronic copy of the same report). The student gave a flimsy 

excuse (her boyfriend did it and she didn’t know, and had forgotten her grade so 

honestly thought there was a mistake. The grade was changed by a huge percent, from 

one of the worst in the class to one of the best, so this was clearly impossible). The 

honor court found in favor of the student. Given this experience, I think the honor 



court is a joke and do not want to waste my time with it unless I hear of clear 

modifications to the way it works.",4,1,1,,2,2,2,3,"I did not interact with them 

directly, but the TA that handled it said it was pretty formal.",l,"I think the verdict 

was ridiculous, but the TA said she was treated fairly.",2,"I do not see how a system 

that worked appropriately could have reached such a conclusion, so I can not separate 

the workings from the verdict.",2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,4,"My experience with the honor court 

has given me the impression that no matter how airtight the case against the student, 

the honors court is likely to rule in the student’s 

favor." i,i,i 1 i, i, i, ,2 i,i,i 1 1 i,i i,i,i,i,i,i .... 2,2,1,1,1, 

i,i,i,,,3,"I have heard of students telling other instructors that they thought 

plagiarism was ok because .... all of [their] friends do 

it ...... ,l,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,,,3,l,servedio@email.unc.edu,My impression from the case which I 

reported above is that students seem unwilling to give sanctions to fellow students. I 

therefore think that the honor court should not be student-run., 

R_9MpGY6K83WQUb2c,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.111.197.247,0,2010-05-05 

22:39:19,2010-05-05 

22:56:50,i,i,i,5,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,I would have to be 

very confident that the plagiarism/dishonesty/cheating was indeed committed. If I was 

very confident I would refer the case to the Honor 

System.,,,l .... 1 ......... i,i ...... i,i,,,i,,,i,,i ...... i,i,i,i,,,i,i .... 2,1,1,1,1,1,,1,, 

,3,,l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l,,,,,4,2,,"Approximately 3 decades ago I referred a student to the 

Honor Court, not for a violation in the academic arena but with regard to behavior 

under the Campus Code. The case was a CLEAR violation with multiple witnesses. 

Nevertheless the Honor Court found the student .... NOT guilty .... At that time I lost 

confidence in the Court’s ability to handle such matters. Although I firmly believe in 

the concept of an Honor Code, from that point on I have dealt directly with the student 

with regard to any suspected or actual violations.", 

R aeKtSSoSgEITPU0,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.81.233,0,2010-05-05 

22:58:46,2010-05-05 

23:04:03,1,1,1,2,8,,1 ........................................... 1,3 .... 1 ............. i, 

..... 1,2,,,1 .... i,i,i,,,i,,,i,i .... i,i,i .... 1,1,,1,1,1,,1,,,2,,,1,,,1 ..... 1 ..... 1,2,,, 

R_cNExy5N05pLMDas,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.177.136.244,0,2010-05-05 

23:04:24,2010-05-05 

23:08:24,1,1,1,5,7,,3,2,,,1 ....................................... 1,4 .... 1 ....... 1 ..... 

,i ....... 2,,,1,1,,,1,,1 ....... 1 ..... 1 ..... 2,2 .... 1 ..... 3,,,1,,1 ...... i,i .... 2,2,,, 

R 9Htw6F199cRWWBm, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.245.80.49,0,2010-05-05 

22:47:23,2010-05-05 

23:08:27,1,1,1,4,15,,6,2 ..... 2 ........ 1,1,1,,5,2,4,,1,2,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... 1,2, 

,,,i .... i,,,i ............. 1 .... i,,,i ........ 1 ...... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 4,,,1,1,1,1, 

,,l,,l,l,,,,3,l,thoyre@email.unc.edu,"My son is a college student at UNC-G. When 

working in groups he tells me other students say things like .... I believe in the cut and 

paste method of writing."" This makes me worried about the position this puts him in. 

/ / My daughter is a TA at UNC-CH. She found several UG students plagiarized on their 

first assignment. She showed the students how they had plagiarized. She then held a 

class on plagiarism to make sure everyone understood what it was and that she was 

paying attention to it. On the final paper one student was blatant - she found more 

than 75% of the paper on line. When she reported this to the course professor he would 



not do anything about it. He stated their department does not take students to honor’s 

court and the student likely did not know what he was doing. What message does this 

send to TAs and to our students? / / In my own school (Nursing) I know faculty who, 

like myself, feel it is our honor pledge to report. We hate doing it - it takes a lot 

of time and is uncomfortable. I find faculty feel guilty for reporting and seek 

confirmation that they are doing the right thing - they need support. Recently one of 

our academic directors mentioned a faculty member by name at a meeting who reports and 

said this faculty member looks to make trouble. This is a very bad message to send. 

This faculty member will think twice before reporting again if it looks like she is 

just a trouble-maker. / / I teach mainly doctoral students. I would like them to have 

specific training in academic integrity. I don’t want to hear .... I didn’t know .... and 

wonder if they really don’t.", 

R 79iVRXV3R9Z6mBC,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.154.142,0,2010-05-05 

22:22:33,2010-05-05 23:08:42,1,1,1,5,12,,4,2,,,,2,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,"The evidence presented 

that compared passages of one student’s paper with that of another student was clear. 

The guilty student admitted to having reviewed a draft of the other student’s paper, 

but explained that side effects from pain medication for her chronic back problem 

caused her to confuse her own writing with that of the other student. She had never 

had her chronic back problem certified as a physical 

disability.",,2,4,,l,2,1,3,,l,,l,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,3,"When it involves a student from 

another country, academic ethical codes are often different from those of the US. I, 

therefore, give the benefit of doubt to the student’s motives and take the route of 

personal discussion with the student to clarify US norms. In other cases of using web- 

based material during a .... closed-book .... exam or for a paper, in which the honor code 

was not explicit or clear, I hesitated to refer the case to the Honor 

System.",,,,l,,l ................ i,i,,i ..... i,,i,i ..... i,i,i,,i,,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i, 

,,3,I am particularly concerned about inadequate ethical codes on use of web-based 

materials and cross-cultural differences in academic ethical 

codes/standards.,l,l,l ......... l,,,4,l,eugenia_eng@unc.edu,, 

R 2mbRmQ0cnKlffZq, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.162.171.56,0,2010-05-05 

22:46:59,2010-05-05 23:11:22,1,i,i,8,2,,4,1,,,,4,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,"In the case of the 

starting basketball player (male) whom I turned in, I was informed that the player / 

had been found guilty, but was not informed of the sanctions imposed. In the other two 

cases, / the sanctions imposed were pretty much what I had recommended -- which were 

sanctions as light as possible.",3,1,4,,l,l,l,3,"Can’t really say, so I picked ’about 

right.’ I have never had a face-to-face encounter with anyone from the Student 

Attorney General’s office or anyone else in the judicial system. Written 

communications were appropriately serious. / / It was, however, notable that when I 

turned in / two different people on the very same day for violations committed in the 

very same class, / the case of one was resolved fairly quickly and I was told what the 

sanctions were. / The other case, that of a male starting basketball player, somehow - 

gosh I wonder how that happened? -- was not resolved for months, not until after 

tournament season was over. / I was informed that the student had pled guilty, but 

never was told what the sanctions were.",l,,l,,4,2,"See comments above. In two of the 

three cases, someone informed me of what the sanctions had turned out to be, but, as 

noted above,’things’ were different when a male starter on the basketball team was the 

student reported.",l,,2,,,,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,l,l,I might also tell 



the chairperson that I had reported a violation. In two of the cases I did so ; once I 

did not.,l,l,,,,,l,"Maybe I would talk to my chairperson. I thought we were generally 

expected to talk to the student - if not before reporting him/her - then faiirly 

quickly so that the student knew that an inquiry would take place. I have done so, and 

it’s an uncomfortable experience. Of course I can imagine situations in which one 

might think talking to the student imprudent, but so far I haven’t faced such a 

situation.",l,l,,,,,l,,,l,"I distinctly recall being asked , in one case, if I wanted 

to be present. So far, I have not thought that necessary or helpful. In some cases, I 

think it would be, so the instructor should be asked; isn’t that the usual procedure, 

to ask?",l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,2,,l,,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,"Any time I have a class large enough 

that the students must sit next to one another, I write different forms of my tests, 

and distribute them so that no two adjacent students have the same test. This means at 

least an extra hour of test-writing per test, but since no classrooms I use have 

separate desks - all have long tables - I feel that I have to do 

this.",4,l,etheridg@math.unc.edu,, 

R_SePogACLuLiz2ew, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.74.179.238,0,2010-05-05 

23:02:07,2010-05-05 

23:15:25,1,1,1,8,1,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,2 .... 1 ....... i,,,i, 

i,,i ....... 1 .... i,,,i,i ....... 1 .... i,,,i .... 2,2,1,1,1,1 ..... 2,,,1,,1 .... i,,i ..... 2,2,,, 

R_3xenSpBxjGgrm4Y, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.204.235,0,2010-05-05 

23:12:54,2010-05-05 

23:19:26,1,1,1,8,1,,4,1 .... 1 ...................................... 1,3 ........... 1 ..... 1 

,i ....... 2,1 ........ 1 ...... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 2,2,1,,,1,1,1,,,2,,,1,1 ......... 1,,,2,2,, 

R_eeBQEq0MBQnB7ve,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.40.141.197,0,2010-05-05 

23:14:07,2010-05-05 

23:19:47,1,1,1,5,14,,1 ........................................... i,i .... 1 .... 1 ......... 

....... 2,1,,1,1 .... i,i ...... i,i,i,,i,,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 2,,1,1,,1 ........ 1,,,4,2,, 

R a2FK2EQyBpblCdK, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.225.69.33,0,2010-05-05 

23:17:07,2010-05-05 

23:26:35,1,1,1,8,3,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,2,,,1,1,,,1 ........ 

l,,l,,,,,,,l,,,,l,,,l,l,l,,,,,,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,2,1,,l,,l,,,,3,Copying web sources 

without citation is rampant. Most students have little idea of proper techniques or 

rationales for citation.,,,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,I remind the students of the honor code 

before exams,4,l,tjml@email.unc.edu,"I believe a major flaw with the honor system is 

its funding.    I had what seemed to be a clear case of plagiarism (many years ago) in 

which the student bought a paper from an on-line source, and the court determined that 

the student was not guilty because the honor court couldn’t pony up the money to 

actually buy a copy of the paper that the student bought. It was only $40 but the 

result was that I had to give the student the grade the the paper would have earned if 

the student had actually written the paper. This was rewarding a student for having 

more money than the court.", 

R 0Uo2SUVcTVdngMs,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.250.177,0,2010-05-05 

23:22:14,2010-05-05 23:32:37,1,i,i,5,10,,4,2,,,,3,,,,,,,,,3,1,2,"I thought they let off 

the one student they found to have committed plagiarism with a slap on the wrist, they 

also didn’t disavow that student’s claim that I was partly to blame (for her copying 



other authors’ words verbatim) for not making my expectations that she shouldn’t 

plagiarize crystal 

clear.",3,2,8,,1,3,1,3,,1,,1,,2 ..... 2 ....... 1,2 .... 1 .................... i,,i ..... i,i,,i 

,,,,,l,l,l,,,,l,l,,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,2,I’d say students have a general understanding -- 

could be more specific.,,l,,,,,,,,l,,,,,3,l,meichner@unc.edu,"In my one experience with 

a student who was charged, I thought the student honor court did a good job keeping me 

apprised, and a good job at investigating and at the hearing. I thought they were too 

lenient, though, in punishing the student. I’m happy to talk about this if you want. / 

Best, / maxine eichner", 

R 0uLHWv2ZIUIS5PC,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.22.18.190,0,2010-05-05 

23:29:30,2010-05-05 

23:40:22,1,1,1,4,14,,2,2,,2 ........... 2,2,3,,5,2,4,,1,2,2,4,,1,,2,,2 ..... 2 ....... 1,3,us 

eless. I got a feeling that the court sided with the 

student~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~ 

2,2,,, 

R_aaXZM0fqCpt5VEo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.69.160.143,0,2010-05-05 

23:37:11,2010-05-05 

23:44:4~~~~~~~~3~4~~2~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~nly if 

the offense was sufficiently bad.,l,,,l,l,l,l,,,,,l,l,2,,,l,,l,I would discuss it with 

someone in the appropriate program.,l,l,l,l,l,,l,I would see if there was another 

effective punishment.,,l,,,,,l,l,,l,"I think there should be student .... prosecutors .... 

who discuss the case with 

me.",l,l,l,l,l,,,,,,3,,l,l,,,,,,l,,l,,,,,l,l,David Dicks@unc.edu, I really have no idea 

how it works. It would be nice to see a quick synopsis., 

R 9nn42wzSTBJvaiU,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,166.82.117.239,0,2010-05-05 

23:36:47,2010-05-05 

23:46:05,1,1,1,3,12,,2,2,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,4,Possible 

consequnces are too harsh. Punishment is not a positive way to fight 

plagiarism.,,,l,,,l ....... 1,,,1,1,,,1,,1,2,1,,1 .... i,i,i,,,i,,,i,i,i,i,,i,i,i .... 2,2,,1 

,,1,1,1,,,2,,,1,,1,1 ....... l,,,l,l,Mihai@email.unc.edu,, 

R_e2nnhShMmZlq4ao,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.177.136.104,0,2010-05-05 

23:35:48,2010-05-05 23:50:20,i,i,i,5,1,,3,1,,,3,,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"I had one student who 

withdrew from school before any verdict was rendered, and another found not guilty 

(which I completely disagreed with) .",4,1,i,,i,2,2,3,,i,,2,I’m really not 

sure.,4,2,,2,,2 ....... i,i,,i,i,i .... 1 ............. i,i,,i,i,i,,i,,,i,i,i,i ..... i,i ..... 1 

,i .... 1,1,1,1,,1,,1,,,3,,1,1,1,,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 4,2,,, 

R b7zWsDhM0sdANfu,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.136.163.58,0,2010-05-05 

23:42:50,2010-05-05 

23:50:42,1,1,1,5,10,,4,2 .... 4 ......... 1,1,1,,3,2,8,,3,3,,3 .... 1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... i,i,,i 

,l,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,l,contact the school’s attorney 

general,l,l,,l,l .... i,i,,i,,i,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1,1,,1,,,1 ....... 4,2,,, 

R 4NoDKiBWlxVcSWU,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.26.237,0,2010-05-05 

23:59:01,2010-05-06 00:ii:59,1,i,i,3,14,,2,2,,2,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,2,"I never received a 

followup contact from the Honor System letting me know about the outcome of the cases. 

My information was received word-of-mouth from other faculty members. Although I 

understood that the professor’s recommended sanctions would be followed, they were 

not.",l,2,4,,l,l,l,4,"Again, my information is word of mouth, but I understand that the 



Honor Court permitted a student who pled guilty to MULTIPLE counts of plagiarism to 

remain enrolled as a student. This cannot possibly be in the student’s best interest, 

let alone the program.",2,I should have been formally informed of the outcome of the 

case.,2,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,2,"I understand that I am required to do so and so I probably 

would. However, it is not clear to me that the case I am familiar with was 

appropriately 

handled."    1 1 i,i, 1 1 i, i,i, i,     1 i,i,     1,2,     i, 3 

i,i,,i .... i,,i ..... 2,2,,, 

R_cumiwzoPhwqmDCQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.205.139,0,2010-05-06 

00:41:35,2010-05-06 

00:47:04,1,1,1,3,6,,2,2,,1 ........................................ i,i,,,i .... i,i .... i,i 

........... i,,i ..... 1 ........ i,i,i ......... i,i,i,i,,i ..... 2,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 2,2,,, 

R_9vjO7K56xN85ccA, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.3.118.78,0,2010-05-06 

00:01:30,2010-05-06 00:47:36,1,1,1,8,1,,2,1,,2,,,,,,,,,,,,2,2,Verdict was guilty but 

overturned on appeal.,2,1,10,approx i0 students in class,l,2,2,4,Student was allowed to 

lie and obfuscate; the Honor System allowed behavior that was more egregious than the 

original cheating/plagarism, 2,Showed a bias toward the 

student,2,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,5,"The Honor System, as I viewed it in action with respect 

to cheating and plagarism, is a travesty; a bad joke.",,,,,,,,l,the student learned one 

can game the system and get away with cheating. I would avoid the Honor System in the 

future even if I were to find a student cheating.,,,,,,,,,l,Because the parties 

involved in the Honor System have made a travesty of it.,,,,l,,,,,l,"After my 

experience with the Honor System, I would not",,,,,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,l,"If it is going 

to be called a Court proceeding, it must be conducted like one; not a skewed process. 

Further, the appeals process should not be a one sided presentation wherein the student 

may clsim anything without being challenged. Lastly, only faculty who truly want to 

teach our students about integrity and what it means to be responsible for one’s 

actions should be allowed to participate in the process. Sad lessons are learned by a 

student whose bottom line defense was .... the instructor didn’t say we couldn’t cheat."" 

The Honor System as it currently exists is a sad commentary on the lack of integrity 

and .... honor .... among not only the students who beat the system but those who are 

mandated to uphold it",2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,"while the system was flawed, the Court came 

ot the correct decision. Your appeal process is a travesty; this is where the student 

is able to obfuscate, lie, manipulate, and the appeals court is able to disregard all 

substantive evidence and rule through a total disregard of the evidence",l,"In all my 

years of teaching, I believe that the overwhelming number of students have had the 

integrity not to cheat/plagiarize. Some small percentage of students believe the rules 

do not apply to them; when caught only the most amoral of students would lie and 

obfuscate in order to extricate himself/herself from accountability. Further, when the 

Honor Court system is presented with evidence that the student has disseminated 

information about the procedure in the most mocking manner, it should consider the lack 

of remorse on the part of the student",l,l,l,,,l,talking to students about 

repercussions is superfluous given the mentality of the faculty who sit on these Court 

(appeals) proceedings.,,,,,,l,"I talk of integrity for integrity’s sake; it is 

regrettable to have to discuss this in class when students should be apprised of it 

upon matriculation. The University must communicate academic integrity as a principle 

of the University. Professors should not have to visit these issues in the classroom. 



Inthe absence of a serious Honor Court system, any discussion is 

moot.",3,l,lfried@email.unc.edu,"The System is severely flawed; there is a fear to hold 

students accountable and to give a punishment commensurate with the transgression. 

There is an attempt to look for any loophole to exonerate the student. In my case, the 

student learned the worst possible lesson..how to cheat and make a mockery of the 

system. Further, the department then forces the professor to discard the work in 

question and assign a grade; the student gets to cheat, and the professor cannot even 

assign an F on the work in question. The student ultimately benefits from the cheating. 

I cannot understand the rationale of an appeals panel that basically buys the .... the 

professor didn’t say we couldn’t cheat .... defense. We’re suppose to be the role models, 

not the enablers.", 

R_bypyH7T63nDmoYI,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.136.239.207,0,2010-05-06 

00:53:13,2010-05-06 

01:05:23,1,1,1,3,2,,1 ........................................... i,i ........ 1 ........ i,, 

,,,,,,2,1,,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,l,Build and maintain a culture 

that values the honor system.,3,,,l,,l,,l,Students should have to write and sign a 

pledge on each test for it to be graded.,,,,,,l,Only co-taught two courses -- limited 

experience, l,2,,"I am a research prof but have co-taught 2 courses. I think honor 

systems are a great thing, but UNC students don’t seem to recognize it as one of the 

special things about UNC. It needs to be talked up in information that students get 

before they apply to UNC, and at orientation, and throughout their time here. But this 

needs major buy-in from current student leaders, so that needs to be cultivated.", 

R cx5ZmkbUik5mcwA, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.95.180.137,0,2010-05-06 

01:32:22,2010-05-06 

01:39:39,1,1,1,8,9,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,2 .... i,i,,,i,,,i,,, 

,l,,l,,l,Suspicion is not based on concrete enough evidence to prove that the honor 

code has been 

broken .... 2,1,1,1,1,,,1,,,1 ..... i,i,i,i,i,,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1 ...... 1 ...... 

,1,2,,, 

R_aYnAxw0oHbYxjX6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.227.96.149,0,2010-05-06 

01:44:36,2010-05-06 

02:01:39,1,i,i,3,11,,2,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,I would want 

further 

c~nfirmati~n.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,l,recommend sanctions,2,,l,l,,,,,,l,,,,,,,2,2,,, 

R_doPM01qMqvfeblG, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.74.151,0,2010-05-06 

03:02:55,2010-05-06 

03:09:07,1,1,1,5,1,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,,1,1 .... 1 ......... 

....... 2,1,,1 ..... i,i ...... 1 ..... i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,,i ..... 2,,,1 .......... 1,,,1,2,,, 

R bPfY7PAMplhPVGc,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,212.165.128.68,0,2010-05-06 

03:00:28,2010-05-06 03:59:13,1,1,1,3,12,,4,3,,,,3,,,,,,,,,l,4,1,"Most of the cases I 

have been involved occurred when I was working as teaching assistant. So I did not 

always follow everything to the end. But, my attitude in general if one’s peers do or 

do not found one’s acts reprehensible, that means what was done is acceptable to the 

society",3,1,2,,3,2,3,3,I think must of the take the responsibility seriously,,I was 

the TA and did not have to deal with them 

directly~~~4~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



,,,2,1,1,1 ....... 2,,,1,,1 ...... 1,1 .... 2,2,,, 

R_cOR6mNCHOZp3Hzy, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,74.242.196.36,0,2010-05-06 

04:19:11,2010-05-06 

04:35:14,1,1,1,5,2,,3,1,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,2,"1 have not done 

so in the past because 1. my instructions to students on the HC were unclear, 2. it was 

clear that one student acted out of ignorance of what he was 

doing",,,,1,,1,1,,,1,1,,,,,,,1,"when I bellieve the student did not uderstand that what 

they were doing fell under the definition of lagarism, I may give a strong warning and 

refer any subsequent offense.",,,,2,1,,1,,,,1,,1,,,,,,,1,,,,,1,1,,1,I should be given 

opportunity to explain my reasons for referring the case.,1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,1,Timely 

resolution with minimal disruption to the educational 

process,2,,,,,1,,,,1,,1,,,1,Structure assignments so that collaboration is encouraged 

and use regularly-scheduled 10-min quizzes to get an frequent assessments of individual 

students’ knowledge gained from the assignments to reduce the fraction of the grade 

that is based on work that is easy to plagarize.,3,1,snoeyink@cs.unc.edu,"Computer 

programs are very easy to copy and turn in as one’s own. I’ve been reticent to bring up 

a student because I worry about how much of my time it would take, although my 

colleague, Steve Weiss, reassures me that it is not so bad. Nevertheless, I prefer to 

structure graded work so that there is less impact of plagiarism.", 

R_0dppCetwrjd4wxC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,74.162.145.163,0,2010-05-06 

04:17:15,2010-05-06 

04:37:15,1,1,1,4,12,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... 1,1,,1,1 ....... 

,,,,1,Because my belief isn’t strong enough that the student will be found 

guilty.,,,,1,,,,1,,,1,,,,,,1,Discuss the matter with the relevant co-instructor or 

teaching assistant.,1,,,,,,1,1,,1,"I should be called as a witness. Note: I 

interpreted .... to disclose the verdict and sanction .... above as meaning .... to have the 

verdict and sanction disclosed to me.’ ..... ,1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,1,Serve as a discussion forum 

and information clearinghouse on matters of educational ethics.,2,,,1,1,,,,,,,1,,,1,"I 

define .... unauthorized assistance .... on every assignment. I also include in the syllabus 

a standard warning that I reserve the right to deduct points from any assignment if the 

student omits the honor pledge. Honor pledges and definitions of .... unauthorized 

assistance .... are rare in courses in my School, at which the students are almost 

entirely graduate students.",4,1,cpoole@unc.edu,"Faculty in my School are woefully 

ignorant of the Honor System, especially their roles and responsibilities in it.    / / 

Few of them are aware of the pledge.    / / Many of them believe it is appropriate for 

them to take the law into their own hands by imposing grade sanctions solely on the 

basis of their own suspicions of academic dishonesty, without requesting an 

investigation by the Student AG. Faculty who do this should be appropriately 

sanctioned 

R_3KquATSF6TTlxru,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,66.32.64.192,0,2010-05-06 

04:45:23,2010-05-06 05:07:23,1,1,1,8,2,,5,1,7,,,,,,,,,,,7,3,3,1,"sometimes it seems 

like only a biologist could understand how improbably it is that certain statments 

could be similar without external reasons for convergence. Also, the .... I didn’t 

understand the rules .... excuse works too often because the fault then is made to be mine 

for not making it clear enough (I have statments in my syllabus and am rabid about 

papers being pledged> ...... ,2,1,9,,1,2,2,3,"Because the case was a Friday Center 

Corresepondence Course student, it was hard to .... turn it in .... because it did not fit 



the on-line forced choice form (like above where I had to say whether they were 

undergrad or grad and they were neither but rather a post-bac student taking pre- 

reqs) .",l,I hve never had anything but the greatest respect (and pride) in members of 

the court. They are respectful and deliberate in their actions.,2,"It took so long to 

decide that the student had to put a great deal of life .... on hold."" It was a 

reasonably fair to decide, however.",4,2,"The last time I reported a case, the only 

person who could report on the on-line form was a faculty person who knew pid, etc. I 

thought this was the student’s honor system, and yet there was no way for them to 

report. Historically I have talked to students who have clearly cheated and persuaded 

them to .... turn themselves in .... as a way to allow them to act honorably following a bad 

decision. There was no way for them to do that!",2,It just takes way too 

long.,2,,,,,,,l,l,My understanding of my role in Carolina’s Honor system is that I am 

honor bound to do so.,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,Because I don’t think the case is strong 

enough to be likely to get a guilty 

verdict,,,,l,,,,l,,,l,,,,,,,,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,3,The big question is 

what is their role when they know others are cheating. I teach a huge class where 

desks are so close together there is no way that students can prevent others from 

looking at their answers or where texting can always be detected by me (nor do I feel 

it is my responsibility to watch for it) or all other manners of cheating. The 

students know. If only they would self-monitor and turn in 

cheaters.,l,,,l .... i,,i ..... 4,l,jdesaix@email.unc.edu,"The materials now being put on 

on-line sites is a whole new threat that could take enormous amounts of faculty time to 

monitor (that’s how we are told to deal with it, monitor the sites. For most sites one 

has to pay money to see the full materials). / / ALL OF THIS WOULD BE SOLVED IF THE 

UNIVERSITY HAD A SITE LICENSE TO TURN-IT-IN.COM!!! / / For that software, students 

turn in their papers through it and it checks their papers against others at UNC and 

all other materials on line. It would be a great deterrent and help our students learn 

what they are meant to learn rather than a .... work around .... that is less than honest. / 

/ Thank you EPC for all your work, especially on grade equity.", 

R_cOwPKXTMyM0kdj6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.167.244.67,0,2010-05-06 

05:02:30,2010-05-06 

05:09:28,1,1,1,3,14,,1 ........................................... 1,3,,,1 ............. i, 

1 ....... 2,,,1 .... i,i ....... i,i,i,i,,i,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,,1 .......... 1,,,1,2,, 

R 005Yz0SGzz7HMz2,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.172.236,0,2010-05-06 

04:41:10,2010-05-06 

05:12:05,1,i,i,5,2,,6,1,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,"My personal 

experiences have made me raise the threshold of guilt to increasingly higher levels. 

Of the cases I’ve forwarded recently, the cases have been, to my mind, obvious, but the 

verdicts were each not-guilty.",l,,l,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,l,The Outcome will most likely be 

not-guilty, l,,,l,l,l,,l,,,,,l,,,l,,,l,l,,,l,,,l,,l,I should NOT be considered a partial 

witness. Faculty should be given friend of the court 

treatment.,2,1,1,1,1,,,,,,4,,,,,,,,,l,,l,,,l,"Have more cases returned guilty in the 

sciences. As it currently stands the technical nature of the material, the inability 

of faculty to explain how the situation does in fact lead to an incontrovertible 

conclusion.",4,l,mgagne@unc.edu,"A high percentage of students cheat. Most are not 

caught. The system thus perpetuates itself. I am not a pessimist, but personal 



experience has led to this conclusion.    / / When I make the decision to put a case to 

the honor court it is because the case is strong, in fact, I normally feel, at the 

time, that it is iron clad. My response when I read the court rationale is typically 

that once again they got side tracked from the central point and let peripheral issues 

seed a confusion that clouds the facts and creates a .... reasonable .... doubt of guilt.", 

R_bOAdjDH2UCJe980,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.25.50,0,2010-05-06 

05:14:37,2010-05-06 

05:19:12,1,1,1,5,14,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,2,"have not 

experienced, so do not know enough to be 

certain",l,l,,l,,,l,,,,,,l,,l,,,,,l,,,2,,,l,,,,,,,,,,l,dont know the 

rules,,l .... i,i,i .... 1,2,1,1 ....... 3,,,1,1 ......... 1,,,2,2,,, 

R_9zOnaGKhKprpQ0s,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.225.29,0,2010-05-06 

06:01:24,2010-05-06 

06:04:48,1,1,1,4,4,,1 ........................................... i,i,,,i,i .... i,,,i,,i,, 

1 ......... 2,,1,1 ..... 1 ........ 1 ...... 1 .... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... i,,i,i,,i .... i,,i,i .... 4,2,,, 

R 82PCslqEL215Smw, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.159.151,0,2010-05-06 

06:00:11,2010-05-06 

06:06:40,1,1,1,4,5,,1 ........................................... i,i .... i,i,,,i ......... 

,,l,None,,,,l,,,,,l,Call the Honor System 

office,,,l ............ 1 ..... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 4,2,,, 

R_e5uFqf5WSACjKWE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,99.194.4.197,0,2010-05-06 

06:31:22,2010-05-06 

06:40:18,1,i,i,5,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,"My impression 

based on conversations with colleagues is that the system makes the process painful for 

all, and unless you have airtight proof of cheating the case will not be resolved in 

your favor.",,,,,,,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,,,,,,2,,,l,,,,l,l,l,,,l,,,l,l,,,,l,,,,l,An instrctor 

is often a witness--how could you leave them out of the process?,2,1,1,1,,,,,,,3,"With 

regard to cheating, the vast majority of the students understand the limits and respect 

them. I do not think they have a clear or nuanced idea of the limits of 

plagiarism",,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,Set up my exm procedures to make cheating more difficult. 

This has reduced problems significantly.,4,l,peifer@unc.edu,, 

R IztI4vgCPUcwSFC,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.111.222.56,0,2010-05-06 

06:32:59,2010-05-06 06:45:15,1,1,1,4,1,,2,1,,2,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"These questions are poorly 

worded, given the context, and cannot be answered.",l,l,5,,,,,,"Again, the wording of 

the questions prevents a meaningful 

answer.",l,,l,,4,1,,l,,2,,,,,,,l,l,,,,,,,,l,l,"Faculty have responsibilities under the 

Honor Code, 

t~~.~’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~Varies 

substantially.,,l,l,l,l,l,"HONOR CODE on the syllabus - not a 

.... blurb ...... ,i,i,i,i,,i, ...... blurb .... is nondescript and unprofessional",4,2,,"The wording 

of this survey is inadequate and unprofessional and conveys the clear impression that 

the Committee does not support a student Honor system. Given the strong faculty 

leadership in the recent revision of the Honor Code and both the history and importance 

of student leadership with respect to this issue, I expected a more thoughtful inquiry 

of our experiences with respect to academic honesty.", 

R ewJROB5NcFfCCoI,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.213.79,0,2010-05-06 

06:58:13,2010-05-06 07:07:37,1,1,1,8,3,,6,1,,,,,2,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"There was blatant 



copying of material from online sources, but the court said it was an .... honest 

mistake .... as the student claimed he had copied and pasted and forgot to go back to 

change it.",2,1,1,,3,2,2,3,,l,,l,,4,1,,2,,2,,,,,,,l,3,,,,l,,,,,,,l,l,l,,,,,,l,Because 

sometimes the breach is minor (or on a minor assignment) and this seems like much too 

much effort to go through.,,,l,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,discuss with 

TA, I,,,,,,I,,,,,2,2,1,I,I,I,I,I,,,2,,I,I,I,I,,,,I,,I,I,,I,I will be implementing a quiz 

at the beginning of the semester about acceptable cooperation in the 

course, l,l,viji.sathy@unc.edu,, 

R 3CQUKOFaDTHftBO,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.192.132,0,2010-05-06 

07:02:40,2010-05-06 

07:09:22,1,1,1,3,2,,7,1,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,4,the penatlties 

are too arbitrary.,,,,,,l,,l,teaching opportunity to show right from wrong-you dont do 

that,,,,,,,l,l,l,you are inconsistent with your penalties,l,,l,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,decide 

myself, l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,,2,2,,,,,,,l,no idea,3,,,l,l,,,,,,,,,l,,,4,2,,"the honor system 

does not stop cheating, the process is too random in it’s verdicts and sanctions, 

particularly with athletes and graduate students, i find it useless", 

R 79UOIaS16x2VANe,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.42.26.226,0,2010-05-06 

07:04:08,2010-05-06 

07:09:44,1,1,1,8,9,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,2,,1,1,1 ........... 

,,i ....... 2,1 ....... i,i,i,,i,,,i,i,i,i,i,,i ..... i,i,i,i,i ...... 3,,,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 

4,2,,, 

R_2r9gomkQKQe6cjW, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.50.96.15,0,2010-05-06 

06:32:29,2010-05-06 

07:10:21,i,i,i,3,14,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,I do not have any 

course assignments that would allow the student to 

plagiarize.,,l,l .......... 1 .......... 2,,,1 .... i,i,i ...... i,i ..... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i 

,,,l,"Generally, I find students to be very careful to avoid 

plagarism.",l,l,l,l,,,,,,,,,l,"I design individualized course assignments (e.g. tape- 

recorded interviews) that guarantee that it is the student’s own work.. On one 

difficult take-home assignment I allow students to work together if they wish, so that 

collaboration is not viewed as .... cheating .... but is viewed as teamwork. My students are 

medical and graduate-level students who understand the importance of scholarship and 

academic integrity. Their only problem is handing in late assignments and sometimes 

cursury work ",4,2,,"I believe that the Honor System works well, from observing it at 

a distance. / I am glad that I teach medical and graduate students only, and that I 

design assignments that guarantee that a student cannot .... cheat ...... e.g. they are 

required to tape-record and transcribe their interviews.    / / I believe that 

undergraduate students should be required to read information about academic integrity 

and be given really concrete examples of subtle and gross .... cheating .... so that they 

will know and we will know that they know!    (I find some students to be almost paranoid 

of cheating, and I’m sure others are masters at it or unaware.) After reading the 

required information on-line, they should be required to respond to an on-line 

questionnaire to check their understanding of academic integrity, examples of cheating, 

and consequences of cheating. This test could be similar to that which we in the 

medical school require all students, staff, and other personnel to take when they 

become involved in a research study: the HIPAA and CITI training programs. Yes, they 

each take a lot of time and contain a lot of learning modules, but everyone agrees that 



they learned a lot in the process. They then get a certificate and we can only then 

allow them to participate in the research process. / / Having been trained in public 

health, I believe that PREVENTION is KEY. It might also be a good idea to require 

FACULTY to take an on-line course in the Honor System as well as to be given examples 

of honor-system violations. I for one would like to know whether there have been such 

violations, as we don’t hear much about them in the medical school.    / / In addition, 

it might be a good idea for faculty to take an on-line course in how to design course 

assignments so as to reduce/eliminate plagarism. There are creative ways to do this, 

and I am sure that the faculty’s pooled experience could be valuable to the university 

community. / / Thanks for the awareness-enhancing survey!", 

R d75f4nWr3LzzYGw, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.113.165,0,2010-05-06 

07:06:01,2010-05-06 

07:12:41,1,1,1,5,12,,1 ........................................... i,i ........ l,l,It 

makes clear the academic honesty is a professional 

standard.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,,,,,,l,,l,,,,,,,l,,,,,l,l,,l,I should be asked to discuss 

the situation with the Court, l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,,3,Appropriately crediting sources 

(especially internet) is an issue, l,l ...... 1 ....... 3,l,mweinber@email.unc.edu,, 

R_40jKrOVg98jjcYA, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.57.198,0,2010-05-06 

07:08:31,2010-05-06 

07:15:37,1,1,1,4,12,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1,,1,1,,,1 ....... 

,,i ....... 2,1,,,1 .... i,i ...... i,i,i,i,,i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 2,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 

2,l,david_couper@unc.edu,, 

R en5c2rYzFOnlBbK, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.86.51,0,2010-05-06 

07:05:23,2010-05-06 

07:16:27,1,1,1,4,2,,6,1 ..... 1 ..................................... 1,4,,,1 .............. 

,,,,l,,l,2,1,,,,,,l,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,don’t 

know, l,l,,,l,l,,l,,,3 ..... i,i ..... i,i .... 3,l,ccf@med.unc.edu,, 

R_a5Krv5iITYgMwaS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.30.29,0,2010-05-06 

07:11:06,2010-05-06 

07:17:48,1,1,1,4,14,,7,1 ...... 5 ....... 1,1,1,,1,1,4,,1,2,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... i,i, 

,i,,i,i,,,i,,,i ............. 1 .... 1 ........... i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,l,"they 

understand it, they just don’t think they will get caught",l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l,,,,,4,2,,, 

R_3JehLpuBdUoEOQs,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.2.126,0,2010-05-06 

07:12:04,2010-05-06 

07:19:46,1,1,1,8,1,,3,1,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,4,"The perception 

on campus is that it’s a lot of effort for virtually no result so when I started 

teaching here, I was gently advised not to 

bother.",,,,,,,,,,,,l,,l,,,,,,,,,2,,,,l,,,l,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,an expectation that the 

suggested sanction will be imposed, 2,1,1,1,1,,,,,,2,"Technology has made it worse in 

the sense that students seem to think it’s not plagiarism if they .... copied it off the 

Web."" But that’s easily clarified.",,,,,,l,"by the time they get to Carolina, it 

should be assumed",l ..... l,signature line on each exam, 2,l,lear@email.unc.edu,, 

R 9ExVDPT7uZK6wh6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,68.188.101.16,0,2010-05-06 

07:16:38,2010-05-06 

07:24:01,1,1,1,2,1,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 ..... 

,,,,,,l,"If I determine that the student honestly does not know that he/she 

plaigiarized, I would not refer the 



case "      2, i,i, 1 i, i,i, 1 1 i,i,i 2, 1 i, i,     i, i, l,l,emc 

rooks@email.unc.edu,, 

R_7TXpD4CSOSZbCWo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.185.84,0,2010-05-06 

07:05:26,2010-05-06 07:29:55,1,1,1,4,14,,3,2,,,3,,,,,,,,,,l,l,2,"First, one of the two 

case is pending so the answer above is not accurate (guilty vs non-guilty). In the 

other case, on a combined second/third offense (second offense of plaigerism, new first 

offense of cheating) the sanction was 1 semester probation. None of my suggested 

sanctions were implement.",l,2,5,,l,l,l,5,"I was out of town on the day of the hearing. 

Since the student pleaded guilty I was not required to attend but now wish I had since 

I felt the sentence was too light. That said, since I don’t know all the issues, there 

could be circumstance to warrant the sentence. I felt given the amount of time 

involved on my part, this could have been more easily handled by the course director 

(myself).",l,I was impressed with the student lawyers when I met with them prior to the 

case,2,I wasn’t at the hearing so can’t comment,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,2,"My approach in class 

would be different in terms of grading. An automatic .... F .... if found guilty plus 

whatever the honor court 

decides" i,i 1 i, i, i, 1 i,     1    i, i, i, i,i i, i,i 1 i, l,"Although a 

lot of work, if I start the process I (as faculty) should be involved to the 

end",l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,4,"The majority are very honest. The ones who aren’t seem to 

think the rules don’t apply to them. In the case of science, dishonesty in the 

classroom is minor compared to what could happen if they falsify scientific data. I 

think the sanctions need to parallel what happens to faculty if they are found guilty 

of misconduct. It seems the slap on the wrist approach for undergrads may be 

appropriate but graduate students need a different system.",l,,,l,,l,"in the two cases 

I’m involved in, these students just had their NIH required Ethics course--and actively 

participated. The only conclusion is, .... its great in theory but not applicable to 

me ...... ,,,,,,l,beyond the required ethics course we discuss it briefly in class but it 

seems by graduate school this should be obvious. I plan to make a bigger deal about it 

next year.,4,l,barb vilen@med.unc.edu,"Since the Honor Court asks the course director 

for sanctions, these should be implemented or why they weren’t should be provided to 

the instructor. I think the sanctions for graduate students (especially second 

offense) should be different than undergraduates and more harsh.", 

R_6mpIvehoAv3fkva,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.80.114,0,2010-05-06 

07:25:19,2010-05-06 

07:31:06,1,1,1,5,14,,3,2,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,The question is 

how certain I was of an infraction,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,My degree of certainty of 

infracti~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,,4,l,reisner@med.unc.edu,Role of honor system in professional schools (Medical School) 

needs careful re-evaluation., 

R 0JxW52ca651JMd6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.107.149,0,2010-05-06 

07:28:07,2010-05-06 

07:34:22,1,i,i,4,5,,4,2,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,It was difficult 

to prove but 

suspected~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~2~~~~~~~~~~~~4~~ 

,i,,i,i ..... i,i .... 2,2,,, 

R_SqRvSM3MoVeDiok,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.149.5,0,2010-05-06 

07:25:10,2010-05-06 



if I had solid proof,,l,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,,l,Too many times I only suspect so then I 

would prefer to handle 

,,l,l,djsothll@email.unc.edu,, 

R eWLiu4J3n9QaGck,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.227.116.16,0,2010-05-06 

07:29:59,2010-05-06 

experience, I think foreign students may only understand it .... indaquately .... or .... very 

R_430Huzn9jNe3BGc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.53.31.203,0,2010-05-06 

07:29:21,2010-05-06 

evidence and the difficulty of the process and the likelyhood that punishment would 

actually be instituted would influence the 

R 9t88vowxlzYEVAU,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.106.222,0,2010-05-06 

07:40:57,2010-05-06 

R_2fyXSd726DWYLHK, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.95.177.116,0,2010-05-06 

sanction was too harsh, but the others were appropriate for the violation. In general, 

I feel the guidelines for sanctions are appropriate, given the seriousness with which 

we take the code. Most of my students approach the code as .... old school .... , not relevant 

to their current lifestyles, yet accept it.",3,1,1,,l,2,2,3,"It was ultimately 

impossible for the court to determine who was receiving answers from whom and whether 

it was intentional or not. The finding was not guilty, yet I was frustrated that there 

was no way to hold both students responsible in some way. The only .... cost .... to them was 

the anxiety attached to the 

R etvkmhdmkHHlSiS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.174.195,0,2010-05-06 

07:47:54,2010-05-06 

,,,,,l,because it might take too long relative to graduation date for 

R 4H2azETifJJGfEE,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.117.129,0,2010-05-06 

07:48:07,2010-05-06 

pledge,4,l,sean@physics.unc.edu,, 

R batbQSLf3nCxJSQ,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.174.191,0,2010-05-06 

07:50:21,2010-05-06 



07:55:59, i, i, i, 3,2, ,2, i, , i ........................................ 1,3,,,i,i ....... i,,i, 

,i,i ........ 2,,,1,1,,,1,1,1 ...... i,i,i,,,i,,i .... 2,1,1,1 .... 1,,,2,,1,1 ...... 1 ....... 2,1 

¯ cfecko@unc, edu, , 

R_3IANDWOTUq96gQY, RS_3 JywkyYcYWXGTM8, Anonymous,,, 76. 182. 103.15, 0,2010-05-06 

07 : 55 : 30,2010-05-06 

08:00:59,1,1,1,3,15,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3 ........ 1 ...... i, 

1 ......... 2,1 ........ 1 ...... i,i,i,,i,,,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,,1 .... 1 ....... 2,2, 

R 2uz30clLF2FhVWY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.81.201,0,2010-05-06 

08:01:13,2010-05-06 

08:06:20,1,1,1,5,8,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,2,The only situation 

in which I wouldn’t report it to the Honor System is if it was a student that I 

believed misunderstood the boundaries of appropriate 

behavior.,,,l,l,,,l .... i,,,i ......... 2,1 ...... i,,i,i ..... i,i .... i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,,i 

,,,3,,1,1,,1,1,,,1,,1 ..... 4,l,wildemuth@unc.edu,, 

R_SbPcpzyk2hIeqeU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.34.14,0,2010-05-06 

08:00:54,2010-05-06 

08:08:41,1,1,1,5,3,,2,1,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,The evidence 

standard is high and in my experience the student attorney general does not interview 

faculty who refer cases to discover what evidence there is.,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,l,There 

is bias in the honors system,,l,,l,,,,,l,Refer the case to the student attorney 

general,l,l,,,,,l,Gather documentation, l,l,l,l,,l,l,l,,,,2,1,1,1,1,1,,,l,Maintain 

honor, 3,The culture here is not one of honor but of what one can get away 

with,,l,,,,l,The honor system should conduct its deliberations in a manner that fairly 

assesses whether charges are true or fals. That includes actively seeking 

evidence.,l,,l,l,,l,"I take active measures to dissuade teaching such as different 

forms of exams, proctoring and requiring students to present their unc ids.",4,2,,, 

R bKP36iWL9d2mJqA, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.58.153,0,2010-05-06 

08:09:19,2010-05-06 

08:13:39,1,1,1,5,8,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... 1 .... i,,,i,i,,,i 

......... 1 .... i,,,i,i,i ...... 1 ...... i,i .... 1,2,1,,,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 4,2, 

R aWvVFi3Wh60Ms9m, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.173.94,0,2010-05-06 

08:07:32,2010-05-06 

08:14:40,1,1,1,5,1,,4,1 .... 3 ......... 1,1,1,,4,1,1,,2,1,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... 1,2,, 

,,i .... 1 ...... 1 .......... i,i,,,i,,,i,,i ............ 1 ..... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1 ...... 

1 ....... 4,2,,, 

R_01jWRCWsDlb9tA0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.188.64,0,2010-05-06 

08:08:01,2010-05-06 

08:16:17,1,1,1,5,3,,2,2,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,Situation 

involved a first year student from another country. Treated as a learning situation. 

Consulted with a senior colleague (who happened to be the chair) before taking this 

approach.,,,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,Process is not always the right approach to the 

situati~n.~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4 

,2,,, 

R_0VcHVpcWJEOL0gc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,204.85.194.205,0,2010-05-06 

07:59:43,2010-05-06 



08:19:37,1,i,i,3,14,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,1’m not totally 

sure what the Honor system is. I would refer it to our Courses director and then the 

Dean of students to have the student expelled.,,,,,,,,l,See comment 

above,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,2,,l,,,,,,l,,l,,,,,l,l,l,,l,l,,l,,,,,2,1,,,,,,l,"Having serious 

consequences (i.e. expulsion) should be a part of the process...""education .... can only 

go so far",3,"With the ability to click and copy entire papers, and the sense that more 

and more students feel that they are entitled to good grades due to the fact that they 

simply show up for class, I feel that students are losing the perspective that they 

need to do the work to get credit and to be educated.",l,l,,l,,,,,,,,,l,"My students 

are medical students, I expect them to have a sense of honor and honesty.",2,2,,, 

R_iLfnXiUhUvejDOk,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.35.109,0,2010-05-06 

08:08:01,2010-05-06 08:21:27,1,i,i,5,1,,5,2,3,,,,,,,,,,,3,1,i,2,"One student was 

failing. She confessed to plagiarism. The plagiarism was flagrant. The sanction was 

that she received an .... F."" That was not a penalty. IMO, she should have been 

dismissed from school for a 

semester.’’~5~~~3,~~~~~1,3,~~~~~~~4,1~,2~~2,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~’I 

would prefer to impose sanctions, and then let students appeal, if they think me 

unfair.’’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Adjudicate 

appeals. See above.,2,"Most know know that probability of being caught is low, and 

that sanctions will be lenient. Consequently, surveys reveal that cheating is rampant 

-- far too prevalent.    We should increase either probability of being caught or weight 

of sanctions.",,l,,l,,,,,,l,l,,l,Outline my policies in my 

syllabus.,3,l,rbyrns@unc.edu,, 

R_3PrmMwt09g2eulS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,99.173.129.81,0,2010-05-06 

08:01:31,2010-05-06 08:22:04,1,1,1,3,15,,2,2,,2,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,"Student was put on 

probation for a semester, with which I agreed. She received a zero for that assignment, 

which made her have to retake the course. I could only have asked that her previous 

master’s project paper (she was a postmaster’s) be examined for 

plagiarism.",2,2,10,Small class and clinical preceptopship, l,l,l,3,Professionally 

done.,l,"Efficient use of my time (by the time a faculty member refers a case, they 

have already devoted an inordinant amount of time, and are stressed out and 

isolated) " 1 4, 1 ,2 i,i, 1 1 i,i, 1 i, i, i,i, i, 1 1 1 

l,,l,l,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,3,Plagiarism is not seen as actionable. Many are not 

even aware they should cite something more than 7 

words.,l,l,l,l .... i,,i,i .... 3,l,gingrich@email.unc.edu,, 

R_57m7AFaHQgFQSOS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.111.196.175,0,2010-05-06 

08:07:52,2010-05-06 08:23:09,1,1,1,3,2,,2,1,,2,,,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"The student copied 

numerous passages verbatim for a paper he wrote in my class. This was an A student, one 

of the brightest in the class, who certainly knew better. It was a black and white 

class and I was stunned that the Honor Court cleared the student.",3,1,3,,2,2,2,,"I was 

not invited to attend, so I cannot comment.",,n/a,,n/a,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,5,"It was a 

useless action and it took a very ong time. In cosulting with my colleagues, this is 

uniformly their experience 

also "    i, i,i i, i,i, 1 i,     1 i, i,i,i,     i,i, ,2 2,1,1 i, ,2 

,,i,i ......... l,,,2,l,cab@unc.edu,, 

R_74E3xOjlrYe2NXm, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.219.48,0,2010-05-06 

08:29:22,2010-05-06 



08:33:46,1,1,1,5,1,,1 ........................................... 1,1 .... 1 .... 1 .......... 

...... 2,1 ........ 1 ...... 1,1 ..... 1,1 .... 1,1,1,1,1,1 ..... 2,,1,1,1 ..... 1 ....... 4,2,,, 

R_88p91xkTXYWB2mw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,152.19.52.72,0,2010-05-06 

08:30:22,2010-05-06 

08:34:33,1,1,1,3,14,,2,2,,1 ........................................ 1,3,,,1,1,,,1,1,,,1, 

..... 1 ....... 2,,,1 .... 1,1 .... 1,,,1,1 ...... 1 .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,2,,,1,1 ......... 1,,,1,2 

R_eaeRTGJisjic5Gk,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,152.23.69.129,0,2010-05-06 

08:27:08,2010-05-06 08:36:32,1,1,1,8,2,,3,1,,,2,,,,,,,,,,1,1,1,The particular sanctions 

were 

appr~priate,2,~,7,,3,2,~,3,,~,,~,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,~,2,,,,,~,~,~,,,,~,,,,~,,~,,,,,,~,~,,,~ 

,1,,,1,1,1 ...... 1,1,,1,1,1,,1 .... 1,1,,1,1,,1 .... 2,,,1 .......... 1,,,2,2,,, 

R_5v7t09UKNTpTOIc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,72.150.143.113,0,2010-05-06 

08:31:49,2010-05-06 

08:38:59,1,1,1,5,3,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,2,Hy impression from 

other professors with experiences with the honor court is that the system does not 

rigorously pursue violations and is far more likely to let a student off than to find a 

violation.,,1,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,Reputation is that it is stacked against 

pr~secuti~n,~,,,2,~,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,~,~,,~,,~,~,~,,,,,,~,~,,,,,,,2,,~,~,,,,,,~,,,,,,,4,2, 

R_5cGv01Mm5bSqOz2,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,152.23.122.248,0,2010-05-06 

08:20:34,2010-05-06 08:39:55,1,1,1,5,3,,5,1,12,,,,,,,,,,,12,1,1,2,"Host of the dozen 

incidents I have been involved with came from a single large lecture class where 

students shared answers on a take-home exam. Two of the students were exonerated at the 

Honor Court by claiming that they had quoted from the same study notes as their fellow 

students (sharing study notes was allowed) - in my view, the answers could not have 

been study notes because they responded directly to the exam questions (and were 

identical, including grammatical and typographical errors) .",3,1,3,,1,2,1,3,"The 

atmosphere was more than a little stilted, as the students on the Honor Court in effect 

play-acted at being judges, but if we are going to have a peer adjudication system, I 

think they took it appropriately seriously.",l,"I was fortunate to have known to brief 

the .... prosecutor .... student fully. In several previous cases, the .... prosecutor .... student 

was incompetent and I was not allowed to make the case myself effectively during the 

proceedings, for example by pointing out misstatements made by the .... suspect .... student 

during .... cross-examination.’ ..... ,2,"As the professor who detected the violation, 

confronted the student, and put together the evidence for the Honor System, I don’t 

think it is appropriate to treat me only as a .... witness, .... although I am glad not to 

have to be the .... prosecutor.’ ..... ,4,2,"Interpersonally, I was treated with appropriate 

respect - procedurally, it was annoying to be told I could not speak to correct a 

misstatement by a student because I was only a .... witness.’ ..... ,3,Please see my previous 

responses.,2,,,,,,,1,1,I tell my students in the first class session each semester that 

I have taken numerous students to Honor Court and will do it again if I have 

to.,1,1,1,1,,1,1 ................ 1,,1,,1,,,1 ........ 1,1,,1,1,,,1 .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,1, 

The rules are clear enough: Give credit for words and ideas that are not your 

own.,,1,1,1,,,,1,,1,1,,,,4,1,kurzman@unc.edu,"Thanks for looking into this issue 

systematically, Andy.", 

R 0992HseetJ2trXC,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,152.23.35.181,0,2010-05-06 



08:30:35,2010-05-06 08:41:18,1,i,i,4,13,,3,2,,,3,,,,,,,,,,3,2,3,"I have one case 

pending. The other case was a clear lifting of several paragraphs from the web, for a 

discussion board posting (graded assignment with points towards grade) but Honor Court 

saw this as a minor issue where the student misunderstood or did not intend to cheat 

(!?!)",l,2,5,,3,1,3,3,,2,Once referred seemed dismissive of my opinion or additional 

information,2,I think this could have been resolved in house. Only cases where a 

consensus resolution can’t be reached by our internal Committee on Students should 

ahve to go to Honor Court,4,3,same as prior comment,3,ditto,2,,,,,,,l,2,My 

understanding was that we were mandated to 

rep~rt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

3,,l,l,,l,l,l,a brief synopsis brochure should be given to students,l,,l,l,,l,require 

the Honor Code statement on every piece of hardcopy and online work the student submits 

for a grade,4,2,,, 

R bxroBvCtxdtID2c,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.225.110,0,2010-05-06 

08:36:46,2010-05-06 

08:41:41,1,1,1,5,4,,1 ........................................... 1,3,,1,1 ..... i,,,i,i,i, 

.......... 1 .... 1 .... i,i,i ..... i,i,i,,i,,,i .... 2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,,1 .... i,,i ..... 4 

,2,,, 

R a60kdIWLiQbBsqM, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.136.169.233,0,2010-05-06 

08:28:17,2010-05-06 08:42:10,1,1,1,8,1,,8,1,,,,,,,2,,,,,,l,l,l,,8,1,10,intro english 

comp class,l,3,1,,i did not attend the trial,l,,,not sure,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,4,i think a 

student should get read the riot act as a warning - -esp if first year 

student,,,,,,,,l,if an entire paper word for word is plagiarized - -that is not a 

mistake or minor infraction, the intention for me requires the official sanction of the 

univ,,,,,,,l,,,,,,l,l,l,,,,l,"we are required to let the dept know, i 

think.",,,l,,,,,,l,l,l,,l,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,4,it is amazing, i teach intro 

composition, we talk about it all the time. students don’t get it. is it the culture of 

high school? pressure re: grades? thinking we won’t know? but mostly i think they don’t 

understand why and when to cite.,l,l,l,l,l,l,educate high school 

teachers!,l,,l,l,,,,4,l,vidalia@email.unc.edu,"maybe this is in place and i don’t know, 

but there should be a warning system set up so that faculty can .... warn .... students. / 

/ so, for example, this would get recorded somewhere confidential but not on student 

files-- maybe with the honor court (and students should be told this incident is going 

to the honor court’s warning system), maybe one or two warnings and then it goes to 

honor court for trial?", 

R d5MQMRUiGIsDURm, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,68.16.180.155,0,2010-05-06 

08:30:05,2010-05-06 

08:44:16,1,i,i,8,2,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"My personality 

type likes to avoid conflict. If it was very obvious or if the student repeated the 

offense, I would most likely report him/her.",,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,Please see comment 

above.,,,,2,1,,l,,,,l,l,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,I should be available to answer to the court 

or the student.,l,2,1,,l,,,,,,3,"I think the ends justify their means. They are very 

.... grade .... conscious.",,,,l,l,,,l,,l ..... 1,2,,, 

R 3HGHOuWRsLrEZE0,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,99.173.129.44,0,2010-05-06 

08:30:44,2010-05-06 08:45:50,1,1,1,4,6,,2,2,,2,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,2,they were extremely 

light given the nature of the plagiarism, 4,2,6,,l,3,1,3,,2,I was misinformed about the 

hearing process.,l,The process in general was fine; the communication to the faculty 



member (me) was quite poor.,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,l,"even knowing that I might not agree with 

how it unfolds, it’s still a necessary procedure to follow",,l,l,,l,l,l,l,it seems to 

be the most fair to all 

parties~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,,l,,,4,l,jhamm@email.unc.edu,, 

R_6nj6zV161qUlr3m, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,204.85.194.205,0,2010-05-06 

08:37:40,2010-05-06 08:49:32,1,i,i,3,11,,4,2,,,,3,,,,,,,,,2,2,2,"It was found out that 

copies of my exam were obtained illegally by audio recording exam reviews by a student. 

Though there was strong suspicion who this person was, no student was willing to come 

forward to the class attorney general. When we requested the ability to view email 

records, this request was denied and no accusation could be made. Additionally, no 

student wanted to come forward to state they had used the illegal exams (estimated to 

be at least 50 students or more in a class of 150). Very disapointed that this student 

who enabled others to cheat will now graduate with a PharmD this 

year.",l,2,1,,2,2,2,4,,2,"I feel the students did however when it got higher up beyond 

the student level, there was no support from the Dean or administration to push further 

since no student came forward though this was a known problem.",2,See 

above,5,2,,3,,2,,,,,,,l,l,Though I have learned not to expect much in terms of untoward 

outcome to the 

student.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~2~~~~~~~~~~~~3~ 

"Especially when it comes to video/audio taping intellectual property. I think they 

are too motivated by grades and since there is little penalty I have personally seen 

occur for those who cheat, they believe they will not get 

caught/punished.",,l,,l,l,,,l,,l,,,,,2,l,cwalko@email.unc.edu,"At my University, if you 

were caught cheating, you were expelled. Everyone understood this and I can only think 

of one individual who ever attempted to. I am very disapointed in the student run 

process because unless students come forward themselves, there is no further action to 

follow up.", 

R_ezbWjBKCwqTwgGo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.242.236.137,0,2010-05-06 

08:44:20,2010-05-06 

08:51:50,1,1,1,5,1,,1 ........................................... 1,4 .... 1 ......... 1 ..... 

...... 1 .... i,,,i ........ i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 2,2,1,1,1,1,1 .... 4,,,1 ...... i,,,i .... 4,l,hen 

drick@unc.edu,, 

R_blKhSA7CifPaSyw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.172.133,0,2010-05-06 

08:42:45,2010-05-06 

08:52:14,1,1,1,5,1,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,but I would require 

concrete indisputable evidence, l,,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,l,,,,l,l,send student to dean 

of students,l,,,,,,,,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,2,1,1,,,,,,,3,,,l,,,,,,l,,,,,l,sign the code on 

all exams or no grade,4,2,,"The code we have is better than no honor code, but I have 

heard many many expressions of dis-satisfaction from fellow faculty, who teach large 

section classes more frequently than I. / The most frequent complaint is that students 

on the honor court are MUCH too lenient and can even give equal credence to what the 

student claims even if that claim says the professor lied or was grossly careless.", 

R b7uJeSXVfkXL4Mc,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.74.172,0,2010-05-06 

08:42:44,2010-05-06 08:54:03,1,i,i,5,2,,7,1,,,,,,2,,,,,,,i,i,2,I thouhgt the student 

was mensatlly ill and needed counseling.,3,1,3,,l,3,1,3,,2,Treated with 

suspision.,2,did not really consider the evidence and surrounding facts 



carefully.,4,4,Treated as if it was my fault that the student falsified records.,4,They 

were obviously trying to find reasons to excuse the student.,2,,,,,,,l,4,Takes too much 

time and emotional energy.,,l,l,,l,l,l,,,l,,l,,l,,,l,l,Becasue the decisio is often not 

fair .... 1 .... i,,,i,i ....... i,i,,i,,,i ..... 2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,4,,,1,,1 ...... l,,,l,Talk 

about this before assignments on which students frequently have cheated in the 

past.,4,l,ann_matthysse@unc.edu,, 

R 6WIBN7OfA3EhSiw, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.29.237,0,2010-05-06 

08:50:52,2010-05-06 

08:56:30,1,1,1,8,1,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,2 .... 1 .... 1 ........ 

....... 1,2,1,1 ..... i,,i,i ..... i,i,i,,i,i ...... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,,1,1,1 ...... i,i .... 2 

,l,nittoli@email.unc.edu,, 

R_2tzIy79OSGVIOck,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.177.139.102,0,2010-05-06 

08:54:16,2010-05-06 

08:58:14,1,1,1,5,15,,1 ........................................... 1,3,,1,1 .............. 

...... i,i .... i,,,i .......... i,i,i,i,i,i .... 1,2,1,1,1,1,,1 ..... i,i,,i,i ....... 1,,,3,2,,, 

R 7P88gzMZr3oMiaw, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.242.198.202,0,2010-05-06 

08:44:29,2010-05-06 

08:58:56,1,i,i,4,3,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"It is reputed 

that the Honor Court is not very effective. In particular, it is said that students 

who have clearly committed plagiarism are let off the hook. I do not have high 

expectations of it in its current form.",,,l,,,,l,l,Because it is the right thing to 

do.,,,,,,,,,l,Because it is said among faculty that the Honor Court is not 

effective.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,3,2,,, 

R_4M91yOXEXF5pqle,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.170.74,0,2010-05-06 

09:02:23,2010-05-06 

09:07:11,1,1,1,4,12,,1 ........................................... 1,5 ........ 1 .......... 

...... 2,,1 ..... i,i ....... i,i,i .... i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,1,,,1,1,,,1,,,1 .... 4,l,le 

w_margolis@unc.edu,, 

R_d3RPfEZDoSyfdGI,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.37.240,0,2010-05-06 

09:06:45,2010-05-06 

09:12:50,1,1,1,3,14,,1 ........................................... 1,2 ........ 1 ........ i, 

....... 2,1,,1,1,,,1,1,1 ....... 1 ..... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 2,,1,1,,1 .... i,,i ..... 2,l,ke 

rnick@med.unc.edu,, 

R 37XYe7YIZ9CWR92,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.94.196,0,2010-05-06 

09:08:02,2010-05-06 

09:16:17,1,i,i,3,12,,4,1,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,i,"If I had any 

evidence of academic dishonesty, I definitely would. So far, I’ve only had 

suspicions.",l,l,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,need for hard evidence,,,,2,,,,l,l,refer to website 

for further instructions,l,,l,,,,,,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,l,l,l,,l,,,,,2,"I do notice cultural 

differences in citations and possibly plagiarism. Some students appear to understand 

very well, while others are not as sensitive to the issue.",l,l,l,,,,,,,,,,l,ask 

students to sign honor pledge on assignments and exams,l,l,Jill. Stewart@unc.edu,, 

R 9uEQ6LhF0nQGGz2,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.68.121,0,2010-05-06 

09:07:51,2010-05-06 

~9:24:5~~~~~~~~2~~4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Becaus 

e it provides a campus-wide consistency of response to academic 



dishonesty, l,,,,l,,,,l,Because I know others who have had negative experiences with the 

system,,,,2,,l,l,l,,,l,,l,,,,,,l,l,l,,l,l,l,l,,l,I should be able to present evidence 

as part of the hearing, l,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,2,"I believe students have very good head 

knowledge of the subject, but sometimes do not remember these ideals in 

practice.",l,l,,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,"Remind students often that they are bound by the honor 

code, require a signed pledge on all written work.",3,l,lstewart@med.unc.edu,, 

R 9F5WwFJRCTcPIbi,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.15.116,0,2010-05-06 

09:06:21,2010-05-06 09:28:04,1,i,i,4,2,,6,1,,,,,3,,,,,,,,3,3,2,"In my experience the 

honor court does not take plagiarism or cheating seriously. In one semester, the honor 

court dismissed charges of plagiarism when the student claimed they did not know what 

plagiarism was -- even though we spent an entire day in class discussing their writing 

assignment, explaining various types of plagiarism, and providing a link to the UNC 

website that describes plagiarism. After that, I started making students take a 

plagiarism quiz to better document that I had specifically told them that if they did 

any of the things on that quiz they would fail the assignment and the class. Several 

students committed plagiarism anyway, and one case went to the honor court. That 

particular case had cut and pasted 70% of the text of her paper directly from published 

papers. The sanction was a zero on the assignment, but not a failing grade in the 

class. This is a slap on the wrist for a crime that is considered theft outside the 

university setting. After that I stopped taking cases to the honor 

court.",3,1,1,,l,l,l,3,"I had almost no interaction with the members of the Honor 

System, so I don’t have any information to offer on this question.",l,,,"As I was not 

party to the court proceedings, I can not answer this question.",4,1,,,"Again, I have 

no information on which to base an answer to this 

question.",2,,,,,,,l,4,,,l,l,,,l,,,,,,l,,,,,,l,Because it is simpler and less painful 

for the student to handle it myself. I now offer the student the option of taking my 

sanction OR taking the case to the honor 

c~urt.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~2~~ 

R_d0iGOKNx27ZAxly, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.147.143,0,2010-05-06 

09:20:36,2010-05-06 09:28:15,1,1,1,4,11,,3,1,,,2,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,The sanctions were in 

line with the severity of the 

offense. , 6, i, i, , i, i, i, 3, , i, , i, , 4 ..... 2 ....... i,i,,,i,i,i,,,i ................ i,,i ...... 1 

....... i,i,i,i,,,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,,1,,1 .... i,,i ..... 3,l,s blalock@unc, edu, , 

R 8evNRZzxKnFXWks,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.34.195,0,2010-05-06 

09:15:51,2010-05-06 

09:28:15,1,i,i,5,3,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,i,I would have to 

have incontrovertible evidence.,,,,,,,l,l,Because that is the explicit contract between 

instructors and students in this regard,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,l,,l,I 

should be asked for evidence -- the witness in the discovery 

process.,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,2,"This is two separate questions. I believe they understand 

the concepts in principle quite well. I also believe that when under academic pressure 

(e.g., end of semester) these principles are given less importance than other goals 

(e.g., meeting deadlines and obtaining good grades) .",i,i,,i .... l,,l,,,l,Structure all 

graded activities to minimize the possibilities for academic 

dishonesty, 4,l,patrick_conway@unc.edu,"Our overarching goal at the university is to 

provide students with knowledge and to empower them to use that knowledge wisely. The 



Honor System is not perfect, but it does empower the students to grapple with these 

issues in a practical and fundamental way.", 

R_9nQ01OVqwibeQok,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.214.105,0,2010-05-06 

09:27:21,2010-05-06 

09:33:14,1,1,1,3,1,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,4 ........ i,,,i,i,i, 

,i,i ........ i,i,i,i ..... i,i ...... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 2,1,1,1,1,,1,1,,,3,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,, 

..... 4,2,,, 

R_9t6vejqHSRLNSWS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.57.74,0,2010-05-06 

09:25:51,2010-05-06 

09:35:56,1,1,1,2,12,,2,2,,1 ........................................ 1,3,,1,1,1,1,,1,1,,, 

i,i,,,i,i ........ 2,,,1 ..... 1 ....... i,i,i,,,i,,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 2,,1,1,,1,1 ..... i,i, 

,,,2,2,,, 

R dhsVQJxvExckUlm, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.225.26,0,2010-05-06 

09:33:57,2010-05-06 

09:39:56,1,1,1,5,4,,3,2,,,2 .......... 1,1,1,,2,2,3,,1,2,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... 1,2,, 

i,i,,i,,i,i,,,i ............. i,,i ...... i,i,,,i,,,i ...... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i ...... 2,,1,1,1,1 

.... i,i,i ..... 4,l,alan neebe@unc.edu,, 

R 9uA9QkSVsK9XIdi,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.146.13,0,2010-05-06 

09:33:14,2010-05-06 

09:40:20,i,i,i,3,11,,2,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,I would consider 

presenting to the honor system if there was sufficient evidence of plagiarism to back 

up my claim.,,,,,,l,l,,,,,,,,l,,,l,If there is not enough evidence.,,,,2,,,,,l,Talk to 

our office of student services.,,l,,,,,l,Talk to our office of student 

services,,l .... i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,,,i,,i,i,i ..... 1 ....... 2,2,,, 

R cMRRmZbCwc93KoQ,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.214.222,0,2010-05-06 

09:21:20,2010-05-06 

09:42:44,1,i,i,3,15,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,i,"In my case, it 

wasn’t certain that students had plagirized. They were sisters and studied and worked 

together. I was asked to scrutinize their final course papers to make sure they did 

independent work. The conclusion was that they had not 

plagirized.",,l,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,because I want to be sure a breach has occurred 

before subjecting the student to the anxiety of such a referral,,,,2,1,1,,l,l,I would 

begin by reading policy and complying with 

protocol,l,l,l,,,l,,,l,l,l,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,2,"I understand cheating is 

widespread and very common in universities today. I believe there is a correlation 

between cheating and some of the issues in our society at large. For some people (and 

for more people than it used to be, in my opinion), a lack of personal integrity, 

disrespect for self and others, a cavalier attitude toward what is right or wrong, an 

inability to feel empathy or compassion toward self and others, and a desensitization 

of personhood regarding how one’s actions affect self and others, all contribute to a 

mindset that increases the likelihood that a student will take a short-cut and cheat. 

/ / Coupled with family issues, economic hardships, fear-based competition, and the 

lack of a strong moral foundation, students often act selfishly, basing their judgments 

and actions on, first, what’s best for them in the short-run, or, everyone cheats so 

what’s the big deal, or, they don’t have a choice if they want to graduate and make 

money. Money, the almighty god of our planet. / / I strongly believe it is 

probably too late for a university to alter the character of its students. However, 



there is the possibility of .... justice .... if the Honor System is enforced, and that is 

what needs to be done.",l,l,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,emphasize that nursing education is very 

hard and cheating in the process will not ultimately help the nurse who is later taking 

care of a patient.,3,l,dhcrisp@email.unc.edu,"I have never studied the Honor Code 

policy in full. I do include it in every syllabus, as required by School of Nursing. 

I am very aware that students may want to cheat. I carefully monitor exams, including 

controlling where students sit, where their eyes are, where their personal belongings 

are, and how only one can leave the room at a time, with my permission. I have had no 

trouble. The only occurrence I wrote about in this survey involved two final course 

papers in which, the faculty reader thought the two students had collaborated, which 

would have been against the Honor Code. Upon further investigation, it was determined 

they did not cheat, or at least, they did not cheat in any way that could be 

ascertained " 

R eaGt2ExlLspXq3q, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.112.51,0,2010-05-06 

09:29:27,2010-05-06 09:43:18,1,1,1,3,14,,3,2,,,2 .......... 1,2,2,"Plagiarism of a major 

section of the doctoral dissertaion was sanctioned with a semester’s suspension. 

Investigation into the prior submission of the written thesis proposal was not allowed 

to be presented, and the department was involved in the determination of sanctions - or 

even invited to the hearing. The student was granted a new committee and allowed to 

graduate with what is essentially a meaningless PhD that diminishes the UNC 

community.",4,2,8,,l,l,l,4,"The question of plagiarism did not seem to be all that big 

of a deal to the students involved. The sanctions amounted to a .... slap on the wrist .... 

for an egregious break of trust and honesty on the most important documents produced by 

a PhD candidate.",l,,2,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,3,"I would refer, but without much expectation 

of an appropriate 

outcome."    1 i, i, 1 1 i, 1 i,     i,i,i 1 i,i,i 1     2,2 i,i, 1 1 

,,,4,"In the information age, I don’t think students have much respect for intellectual 

property. If it’s on the web, they feel they can use it with impunity and it can be 

difficult for faculty to catch the copy and paste.",l,l,l,,l,,,,,l,,,,,3,2,,, 

R_SDh9UI9oYDhojVG, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.168.175,0,2010-05-06 

09:24:24,2010-05-06 

09:47:50,1,1,1,5,12,,1 ........................................... 1,3,,,1,1 .... 1 ........ 

,l,,l,"My decision would be based, in part, on how certain I am that an infraction has 

occurred."    ,2 i,i,i i,     1 1 1 1       i,i 1 i, i, 1    2,"There is great 

variability - some understand and a few do not. Cultural issues play a role, 

particularly among international students.",,l,,,,,,,,,,l,l,Require students to sign an 

agreement that they will abide by honor code as condition to taking 

exams,4,l,leith@unc.edu,, 

R_bwKJgOItrFKejVa,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.151.207,0,2010-05-06 

09:35:20,2010-05-06 

09:47:58,1,i,i,5,9,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"I have sometimes 

found that first year/first semester students have not been adequately instructed in 

high school about using references/quotes/citations. Sometimes I’ve had to educate 

them of this on their first draft. Technically, they are representing work that is not 

theirs as their own, but they are not aware that this is what it is until a prof 

discusses this with them.",,l,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,In the situtation described above I 

have not believed the intent of the student was to commit academic 



dishonesty,,,,2,,,,,l,I would check the website and use the procedures described 

there,,,,,,,,,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,2,1,1,1,,l,,l,,,4,,,,,,,l,new students should have more 

detailed discussions of the appropriate way to reference thoughts/opinions/information 

not theirs,l,,l,,,l,comments on rought drafts of papers,4,2,,, 

R_6G0yWm2Vn6slxNq, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.225.179,0,2010-05-06 

09:44:02,2010-05-06 

09:48:12,1,1,1,4,4,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1,1,1,,1,1,1,,,1,, 

,,,i ........ 2,,1,1 ..... i,,i,,i,,,i ....... 1 .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 2,,1,1 ...... 1 ....... 1,2, 

R 5nWvuQSLJ2zm6Uc,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.242.250.237,0,2010-05-06 

09:33:47,2010-05-06 

09:48:47,1,1,1,3,15,,2,1,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,"this is a big 

.... it depends .... question, i have referred a case in the past involving 2 students 

(outside the time frame of this study) b/c one student was recalcitrant in admitting 

her .... error .... she was eventually convicted & withdrew from the SON. i give students 

the benefit of the doubt, but always confront them when i suspect 

plagiarism.",,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,because the student corrected the situation given the 

choice to redo the work or be referred to honor court,,,,l,,,,,l,contact our UG program 

director, l,,l,,,,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,2,"i think that they understand the 

meaning and importance, but i am concerned that academic competitiveness and pressures 

have made .... success at any cost .... a more salient core value than integrity and 

character.",l,l,,l,l,,,l,,l,,,l,discuss this in terms of professional values and 

socialization into professional practice,4,l,beth black@unc.edu,"i strongly support the 

mission and role of the honor system, i think that the peer process carries tremendous 

weight and has more clout than a faculty-run system, in my only occasion to interact 

with them several years ago in a very egregious case of cheating, i was very impressed 

with the seriousness of purpose with which the members of the court took their 

responsibilities, i think that faculty may err on the side of avoiding honor court 

rather than sending a case forward.", 

R_24gPcuyEiQryIvy, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.30.188,0,2010-05-06 

09:43:55,2010-05-06 

09:54:06,1,1,1,5,14,,2,1,,2 ........... 2,2,,,10,1,3,,1,2,2,3,,1,,1,,2 ..... 2 ....... 1,2,,, 

,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,"Sometimes the honor court does not have the intestinal fortitude to 

make difficult decisions. I’m sure that depends youn the composition of the group 

composing a .... court’ and is not necessarily a pervasive 

characteristic." 1 i, i, i,     1 i,i,     1 i,i,i i, 3    i,i,i i,i 1 

.... 4,,melody_harrison@med.unc.edu,, 

R_02iggCSW2VuqnEU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.114.118,0,2010-05-06 

09:35:35,2010-05-06 09:54:40,i,i,i,3,14,,4,1,,,,4,,,,,,,,,3,3,1,"One case in particular 

the student was found not guilty on appeal because the faculty member involved 

discussed the issue with other faculty members in the division. The honor court did 

not give the faculty member a chance to discuss the situation on appeal, so the charges 

were dropped, even with direct evidence of plagarism ..... ",2,1,10,"very small class, 21 

students, work on a paper and presentation was blatantly plagarized",l,2,1,3,the 

initial verdict was guilty but then changed to not guilty on appeal.,2,"Faculty memeber 

was not given the opportunity to discuss the situation on appeal, which in my opinion 

was totally 



inappr~priate.~’~2~~4~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,,l,l,,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,3,"Unfortunately, I think students don’t believe 

that some of what they are doing is actually plagiarism. At the beginning of all my 

coursework I require my students to review the material on plagiarism and correct 

citing provided by the Health Sciences Library: 

http://www.hsl.unc.edu/services/tutorials/PlagiarismTutorial/intro.html. I also feel 

that the students in some cases feel justified in their cheating in order to get the 

grades they feel they need to 

’succeed’ ",i,i,i,i .... i,i,i,i .... 3,l,sorton@med.unc.edu,, 

R 8fitxH04sY6bNGY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.230.11,0,2010-05-06 

09:49:07,2010-05-06 

09:57:12,1,1,1,5,2,,5,1,4 ........... 4,1,1,1,,2,1,1,,1,1,1,5,,1,,1,,5,2,,2,,2 ....... 1,2, 

,i,i,i,i,,i .... 1 .... i,,i ....... 1 .... i,,,i ........ i,i,i .... i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1 

,i,i ..... 1 ....... 4,2,,, 

R 5vzzMzK10A0qLZ2,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.218.34,0,2010-05-06 

08:50:13,2010-05-06 

09:58:06,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_6rqNUrdajSEMKSE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.174.16,0,2010-05-06 

10:00:20,2010-05-06 

10:06:42,1,1,1,5,2,,5,1,9 ........... 9,3,3,1,,12,1,i,,i,i,i,3,,i,,i,,4,2,,3,Too 

slow.,2 ....... 1,2,,,1,1 ....... i,i,,,i ......... i,,,i,i,,,i,i ....... i,i .... i,i ..... 2,2,1, 

,i,i,i .... 4,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 4,2,,, 

R 833GnxQSOzHW2b2,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.14.252,0,2010-05-06 

10:01:57,2010-05-06 10:09:57,1,1,1,3,2,,3,1,,,3,,,,,,,,,,,,,The two cases have not been 

completed but are in process in the Honor Court.,l,l,l,,,,,,Case is still 

outstanding,,Case is still outstanding,,Case is still 

outstanding,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,2,,l,l,l,,,,l,l,cheating takes advantage of other students 

when the course is graded on a 

curve .............. 1 .... 1 .... 1 .............. 1 .... 1,,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,,1,1,,,1 ...... 

,2,l,kslep@bio.unc.edu,, 

R_bqklvi3tSO5V9UU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.115.164,0,2010-05-06 

10:03:22,2010-05-06 i0:12:19,1,i,i,5,14,,2,2,,2,,,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,,3,2,10,Small class 

(<25 

students),l,l,l,3,,l,,l,,2 ..... 2 ....... i,i,,i,,i .................... 1 .... i,,,i,i ....... 

l,l,l,l,l,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,,,2,,,l,l,,,,,,,,,,l,Include an academic integrity 

blurb on exams,4,l,rfarber@med.unc.edu,, 

R_3LdeYwE2gjcMqig,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.54.58,0,2010-05-06 

10:06:53,2010-05-06 

10:12:44,1,1,1,3,3,,1 ........................................... i,i,,i,,i,i,i,i,i ..... 1 

.... 1 ....... 2,1,,,1,,,1,,1 ...... i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1,1 ..... 1 ..... 1 

,"report all violations (at my prior university), and explain my reasons for doing so 

to violators",l,2,,, 

R 9tr4eO9OUIA5ZpW, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.29.219,0,2010-05-06 

09:08:28,2010-05-06 10:13:08,1,1,1,4,1,,4,1,,,,3,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,They seemed appropriate 

to the offenses.,l,l,4,,l,2,1,3,,l,,l,"The defense counsel seemed a little weak, but he 

did get an acquittal.",4,1,,l,,2,,,,,,,l,2,"If I thought I could prove it, I definitely 



would.",l,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,l,"Because I don’t think there’s enough evidence for a 

conviction, or because I’m not sure enough that they really are 

guilty",,,,l,,,,,l,"What I’ve done in the past is to first call the Judicial Programs 

Officer and run the situation by him (does this sound like there’s enough evidence?), 

then go to the Honor System website and fill out the form.",l,,,,,,l,"Discuss it with 

the Judicial Programs Officer, unless it was really blatant",l,l,,,,,l,,,l,I should 

appear as a witness,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,l,Maintain institutional standards,3,"This past 

semester, I had two cases, involving four people, in which it emerged that some 

students do not instinctively know that homework problems are for solving, not for 

looking up the answer to they hand in the assignment and spontaneously tell me that 

they found the answer on the Web, not realizing that they are about to bring an Honor 

Court proceeding down on their heads. I wonder if I will have to being putting that on 

my syllabi: .... Solve the problem, don’t look up the answer.’ ..... ,l,l,,l,l,l,"What about 

an academic .... police report .... in the DTH, with summary statistics every 

semester?",l,,l,l,,l,"Refer suspicious cases to the Honor Court, and hope that word 

gets around",3,l,moreton@email.unc.edu,"Do the students care enough about academic 

integrity to turn each other in? I think not: When you denounce a fellow student to 

the authorities, you feel like a rat fink rather than a whistle blower. Having the 

authorities be students is supposed to fix that problem, but it doesn’t really, maybe 

because (i) the student-authorities aren’t really sovereign, so you’re indirectly 

denouncing another student to the Man, and (2) service on the Honor Court, being 

voluntary, attracts student-government/pre-law types who identify with and aspire to 

become the Man, and who therefore feel too much like him for comfort. As a result, 

despite having an honor code, we still have to proctor exams.    / / I wonder whether a 

compulsory jury system would have a beneficial effect. First, it would make the Honor 

Court less like the Man and more like the neighbors; second, by serving on juries, 

students would be reminded that the system exists and that bad things can happen to you 

if you fall into it. If they convict someone of cheating, they will feel more ashamed 

to cheat themselves.    (This could backfire if cheating is so widespread that jurors 

were unwilling to convict someone for crimes they’ve done themselves; I’ve read about 

that happening during Prohibition.) / / On a different point: One of the student 

officials at a recent Honor Court proceeding told me that it was common for defendants 

to avoid conviction by pleading that they would lose some kind of extramural advantage 

(I’m a senior, I have a $60,000 a job lined up, if you convict me I’ll lose it). If 

this is true, I think it is a real problem and teaches the defendant a *very* bad 

lesson for future life.", 

R brcRmSXI68Xud5a,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.38.83,0,2010-05-06 

10:01:37,2010-05-06 i0:15:44,1,i,i,5,13,,3,2,,,2,,,,,,,,,,,,,We are awaiting one 

decision. So I cannot answer these 

questi~ns.~~~2~4~~~~~~~Pending~~Pending~~Pending~2~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

......... i,i,i,,i ..... 1 .... i,,i,i,,,i,,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 

4,2,,"I believe in the Honor System at UNC. However, I have deep concerns about the 

length of the time interval from when a case is reported until when the student has a 

hearing. We reported a doctoral student in March he admitted his guilt, but he will 

not have a hearing until summer. This makes it impossible for him (or our program) to 

plan. We don’t know if he will be suspended and if so, for how long. Do we hold an 

RAship for him? If the Honor System is going to be effective for all the time lag 



from report to hearing should be shortened. He can’t move forward until this is 

resolved and I find this very frustrating. Something has to be done about the 

backlog.", 

R_cIOnO9n49NjVRT6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.25.31,0,2010-05-06 

10:12:22,2010-05-06 

10:19:52,1,1,1,3,3,,1 ........................................... i,i .... 1 ............... 

..... 2,1 ...... i,,i ...... i,i,i .... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 2,,1,1,,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 1,2,,, 

R_bgfxFjJorNBTSTa,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.115.100,0,2010-05-06 

10:15:18,2010-05-06 

~~:25:46~~~~~~~5~~4~~3~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~’Depends on the 

seriousness of the situation, eg. classroom behavior vs test 

behavior",,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,because the behavior that I believe is an infraction is 

often in a grey zone,,,,2,,,l,,,,l,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,,3,cut&paste 

from the web is widely accepted,,,,,,l,"enforcement of the honor system should be 

introduced at the start of a school career, and enforcement episodes should be 

publicized",,,l ..... 2,2,,, 

R aaDI2STJpxGMdw0,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.95.178.153,0,2010-05-06 

10:19:11,2010-05-06 

i0:25:57,1,i,i,8,1,,4,1,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,5,My experience 

with it has been a joke. It was a waste of 

time.,,,l ....... 1 ............ i,i,,,i,i,,,i,i ....... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,, 

,4,,,,,,,l,be clear about expectations for assignments,,,,,l,l,They are old enough to 

know that.,3,2,,, 

R_SpPb3ALP4zXeKQ4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.14.62,0,2010-05-06 

10:24:26,2010-05-06 

10:36:49,1,1,1,3,2,,3,1,,,2 .......... 1,1,1,,2,1,3,,1,1,1,3,,1,,1,,2 ..... 2 ....... 1,2,Dep 

ends a great deal on my certainty in the belief that the student committed some form of 

academic dishonesty.,,,l,,l,l,,,,,,,,,,,,l,Don’t want to put the student through the 

honor process unless I am 100% certain they are 

guilty,,,,l,,,,l,,,,l,l,,,,,,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,2,"Most students seem to 

have little difficulty with these concepts, though perhaps they are more clear in a 

science class which requires little writing.",,l,,,,,,l,,l,,,,,2,2,,, 

R_02ugKxyEwSgx0XO,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.15.70,0,2010-05-06 

10:28:09,2010-05-06 10:38:03,1,1,1,8,2,,10,1 ......... 2 .... i,i,i,,2,1,i,,i,3,1,3,I did 

everything by email/mail. They were appropriately 

formal.,l,,l,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,4,Because simply seeing someone look at another person’s 

exam doesn;t seem like a strong enough case. Not worth the effort if I can separate 

them myself.,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,because I have been told that the evidence must be 

clearcut and most of mine are cheating during exams (wondering 

eyes).,,,,l,,,,l,,,l,l,l,,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,,l,l,l,,,2,Students know 

cheating during an exam is wrong and copying a friend’s paper is wrong. Plagiarism 

seems a little fuzzier to them when copying information from websites and 

books.,,l,l,,,,,,,,,,l,I discuss it as I hand out the four exams for the 

semester, 3,l,leek@email.unc.edu,, 

R_87kYG2tKbxpsUPG, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.33.195,0,2010-05-06 

10:28:37,2010-05-06 

10:42:01,1,1,1,4,3,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1 ...... 1 .......... 



,l,"if the student turned themselves in, was profoundly remorseful, and accepted a 

failing grade for the assignment !",,l,,2,,,,l,l,I’d probably call to 

ask, l,l,,,,,,,l,,,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,,2,"I don’t always think they understand 

the difference between paraphrasing and plagiarism. I think they are careless about 

citations, and about putting quotation marks around direct quotes when they are taking 

notes from the readings, then they end up using an author’s exact words without 

appropriate annotation when they write a paper. Although this is not deliberately 

dishonest, it does show that they don’t understand the meaning and content of academic 

ethics.",,l,,,,l,"be educated about the need to be scrupulous about academic ethics -- 

including seemingly .... technical .... things like citing other people’s ideas and 

words",,,,,,l,"on my hand out the details the assignments for essays, I say twice, and 

once in italics, that anytime they say an author says or believes something they must 

provide a page number; anytime they use an author’s words they must put quotation marks 

around those words;and that if they don’t understand the difference between plagiarism 

and paraphrasing they should come talk to me.",4,2,,, 

R_SIfgOaf4wvheNKc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.34.47,0,2010-05-06 

10:33:09,2010-05-06 

i0:44:37,1,i,i,4,3,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,I have confronted 

student and offered honor court or a redo ... these have to do with term 

papers,l,,,,,,l,l,If I feel that my own remedies would not be appropriate in this 

case.,,l,l .... 1 ..... i,,i,i,i,,i,,,i,i,i,,,i,,,i,i,i,,i,,i,i .... i,i,i,i,,i,i,i,,,i,,,i,i 

,,,,,,,,,l,l,I assume that students have been well 

indoctrinated, 4,l,turchi@email.unc.edu,, 

R 85DdYVTdYxlwYNS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.51.172,0,2010-05-06 

10:46:31,2010-05-06 

10:49:29,1,1,1,3,1,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,2 .... i,i ........... 

........ 2,,,1 .... i,i,i ...... 1 ....... 1 .... 1,1,1,1,,1,,1,,,2 .... i,i .... 1 ....... 1,2,,, 

R_2hosdAvptAAA15q, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.26.73.184,0,2010-05-06 

10:26:26,2010-05-06 

i0:50:27,1,i,i,2,9,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,"as always, it 

depends. If I had good reason to believe the violation were intentional, I would 

definitely report it.",,,,,,,,l,establish foundation for pattern of 

behavior,,,,,,,,,l,Not familiar enough with this aspect of the 

system,,,,2,,,l,,,,l,,l,,l,,,,,l,l,,,l,,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,2,"My impression is that 

once students are aware of issues such as plagiarism and how to avoid it, most are 

conscientious about it. A few, perhaps in an attempt to make life easier, will try to 

find ways to finesse the system. On the whole, I think they understand the meaning and 

consequences.",l,l,,,l,l,We conduct lectures on Fair Use policy, l,,,,,l,We conduct 

lectures on Fair Use policy, 2,l,floydc@email.unc.edu,"Your survey made me realize that 

I am as familiar with the honor system as I need to be. While we do stress copyright 

and plagiarism matters in our graphics classes (a real seed ground for copying / using 

the work of others), a more coordinated, global understanding would be beneficial.", 

R_eLndtGpeGbsGMlC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,68.171.233.26,0,2010-05-06 

10:36:27,2010-05-06 10:53:lS,l,l,l,4,1,,8,1,,,,,,,2,,,,,,l,l,2,"The only time I have 

resorted to the honor system was for a student who was a pathological cheater and liar. 

She wasn’t even suspended and proceeded to return to the same behavior with other 

classes, even though her intentional plagiarism was proven beyond a shadow of a doubt. 



Students probably plagiarize 5 to i0 times for every time they are caught: the honor 

system treated the situation as though she was an innocent na£ve, and I was the strict 

.... bully .... who drove her to plagiarize! All in all a very unpleasant 

experience.",5,1,4,,l,2,1,5,"I was put on trial, not the student. Even though this was 

a clear-cut case the student lied and made excuses, blaming me for her own dishonesty 

and I could not defend myself.",2,see above,2,much too 

lenient!,6,3,,3,,2,,,,,,,l,3,,,l,,,,l,,l,because the student should be punished beyond 

my 

class~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~P 

unishments should be much harsher .... 1 .... 4,l,wolfej@unc.edu,"I was president of my 

college’s honor system and have been extremely disappointed in UNC’s system. Faculty 

are treated with suspicion and the burden of proof is absurd--how on earth does one 

prove intent, rather thanm act?", 

R 3EliHm6sw5XRaOS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.40.135,0,2010-05-06 

10:47:33,2010-05-06 

10:57:52,1,1 ................................................ 1 .......................... 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,2,,, 

R 5bcIJ5pdx3jVOSg,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.77.47,0,2010-05-06 

10:59:27,2010-05-06 

11:03:51,1,1,1,4,6,,1 ........................................... 1,2 ........ 1 ........ i,, 

,,,,,,2,,,,,l,Our office of Student 

Affairs~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~2~~~ur 

University should be a better job of educating faculty and students on the Honor 

System. Most faculty do not know we have a student run honor system. I encourage us to 

look at UVA’s honor system. Faculty and students participate in a mandated 

orientation., 

R_iROAxUmt3mnWyBm, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.70.140,0,2010-05-06 

10:52:31,2010-05-06 

ii:06:34,1,i,i,3,5,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,If confirmed at 

School 

level,,l,l,l,,,l .... i,,,i ........ i,i,i,,,i,,,i,i,i ...... i,i,i,,i,,i,i .... 1,2,1,1,1,1,1, 

1,,,2,,,1,,1 .... i,,i ..... 4,2,,, 

R 7VV27L0r6JCWJNO,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,206.53.106.27,0,2010-05-06 

11:05:41,2010-05-06 

11:17:12,1,1,1,8,1,,7,1 ...... 1 .................................... 1,4 ................. 1 

~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~2~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4~2~~~’I 

think instructors, especially those without the protection of tenure, are reluctant to 

bring formal charges and refer a matter involving academic dishonesty to the appointed 

authorities.", 

R_0pK6KOHRmMv37YU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.183.24,0,2010-05-06 

11:06:10,2010-05-06 ll:19:40,1,1,1,4,7,,4,2,,,,2,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"The court found the 

student could have legitimately misconstrued the instructions, and that there was a 

citation (only one). I felt that it was true that my instructions could have been 

misconstrued and agree there was a citation. But the citation was to an inoperable web 

site, and most of the assignment was copied word for word from a single, different web 

site. I felt this went beyond any reasonable misunderstanding by the student or mis- 

direction on my part. But I respect and stand by the finding, passed the student, and 



have not mentioned it again.",3,2,4,,2,,2,3,The honor court individuals were 

professional and 

responsive.,l,,l,,2 ..... 2 ....... i,i,,,i,i,i,i,i,i ................ 1 .... 1 ........... 1 .... 

,,,,,,,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,,,3,,,i,i,i,,,,i,,i,,,i,I point out that I have referred 

students to the honors court before.,3,l,mberner@sog.unc.edu,, 

R_9AiQDtuoRlbZgW0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,76.182.96.213,0,2010-05-06 

11:15:20,2010-05-06 

ll:19:57,1,1,1,5,1,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,2,Although I would 

first try to resolve the situation with the 

student.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~ 

,i,i,i ..... 1 ....... 4,l,anversen@email.unc.edu,, 

R 4GAmkd5InbEZlbe,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,152.19.70.202,0,2010-05-06 

09:55:54,2010-05-06 ll:28:48,1,1,1,5,14,,3,2,,,2,,,,,,,,,,,4,,Did not know the 

verdict.,4,2,8,,3,3,3,,I submitted the information and never got any followup 

communication. Pretty much an open and shut 

case., ......... 2 ....... 1,2 .... i,,,i ..... i,,,i,i ...... 1,,2,,1 ..... i,,i,i ..... i,i ........ 

,,l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,,3,Students are more concerned about the nonacademic issues as they 

relate to the honor system.,l,,,,,l,Sign a pledge with each piece of 

work,,,,,l,,,4,2,,"I believe strongly that the honor system should apply only to 

academic issues. Legal and other behavior issues should be handled in a different way. 

/ I have the impression that the penalties are too lenient. I would suggest that 

anyone who cheats should be ousted from school. Harsh, yes but dishonesty is not 

acceptable!", 

R_bKQwqpGYQLcTZ6A, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,75.177.142.177,0,2010-05-06 

11:18:21,2010-05-06 ll:30:04,1,1,1,4,1,,10,1,,,,,,,,,2,,,,l,l,2,"The sanction of 

suspension for a semester for two plagiarized paragraphs was excessive, and went beyond 

what I had sought. If the University published the names of convicted plagiarists, then 

the penalty would have a truly deterrent effect. Since the names are kept secret, 

there’s no deterrence. The student had learned her lesson, so I thought academic 

probation was enough.",2,1,6,,l,l,l,3,"The investigators took the case very seriously, 

and investigated it 

diligently " 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1     1 1 1     1    1 1 1 1 

,,l,,l,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,4,,l,l,,l,,l,"They should know what kinds of penalties 

they might suffer; they should know WHO has been convicted, and they should know what 

the penalties were",l,,l,,,,,4,l,sljames@email.unc.edu,"The Honor Court’s website is 

not well-known to faculty. I had a little trouble navigating it. / / Penalties for 

plagiarism should be heavily advertised. The penalty for using a paper downloaded from 

the Internet should be permanent expulsion from the University. / / To stop cheating, 

serious consequences will be necessary. Students convicted of serious cheating should 

be expelled, and their names should be published in the Daily Tarheel, and in other 

campus-wide venues.", 

R_cUsmsvdTCqSUCA4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,173.95.181.55,0,2010-05-06 

11:08:40,2010-05-06 ii:30:15,1,i,i,4,1,,i0,i,,,,,,,,,4,,,,i,i,i,"In all three cases, I 

though the judgment was fair. In one, the student was found to be cheating, but there 

were serious extenuating circumstances so he wasn’t punished (beyond receiving an F for 

the class). In one situation, the student copied an entire paper verbatim and submitted 

it as his own work; this student was suspended for a term and received other sanctions. 



In the third case, the student had also clearly cheated and received an F for the class 

along with further sanctions. I liked the way the honor court took extenuating 

circumstances and the extremity of the deceit into account; there were gradations of 

punishment. I only submit the most definite and clear cases to the honor court, and I’m 

gratified that in each case the student was found guilty, because that was clear in 

each case beyond a doubt.",l,l,l,,2,1,1,3,"This particular student cheated out of 

desperation, and the underlying cause was severe hardship in his personal life. He 

admitted to cheating and asked for leniency because of the circumstances. The court 

determined that failing the class (which had already happened regardless of the outcome 

of the trial) was sufficient punishment, given the circumstances, and I agreed.",l,"The 

members of the honors system have always been courteous. They sometimes have not 

followed up, kept in touch as the case went through the system, or let me know what 

happened with the case, and I think that part of the system could be improved.",l,"I 

have my doubts about the last one: I was told by the advising system that I had to 

report the case; I would have rather dealt with it myself, because the student was 

having such extreme personal difficulties.",4,2,I have already commented on this; I 

should have been kept better informed; that’s my only complaint.,l,,l,3,,2,see my 

previous comments,l,,l,2,"If the case is clear; if there has been a seemingly 

conscious, substantial violation of the code, then I report it. If it seems rather that 

the student was sloppy about citations or unaware of what precisely plagiarism consists 

of, I give them a warning and 

explain." i,i i,i, 1 1 i, 1 i,i,i, 1 i, 1 i, i,     i,i,i i,i,     i,i, 1 1 

,l,,,,,3,"Times are changing, and because everyone pulls everything indiscriminately 

off the internet (and I don’t mean just students), often without citation, and because 

it’s so easy to copy printed materials online and then paste them into your own 

document, students are unclear, understandably, about why that’s wrong. We live in a 

culture that accepts and even valorizes such copying, so plagiarism rules can seem out 

of step with the time (though I strongly believe that it’s essential for students to do 

their own work, since that’s how they 

learn).",l,l,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,,,3,l,ecr@email.unc.edu,"I think it’s essential that 

students run the honor system; it’s one way to show that these are shared values of an 

academic community, not values imposed by teachers on students, or values expressed but 

not practiced.", 

R_7VdKf9NIyQBCB48,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.183.102,0,2010-05-06 

11:23:20,2010-05-06 

11:31:45,1,1,1,3,7,,2,2,,1 ........................................ 1,2,,,1 ..... 1 ........ 

i,,,,,,,,2,1,,,,,,i,i,i,,,,,,,,,,,i,,,,,,i,i,i,i,i,i,,i,,,3,It seems to me that 

students of the Google generation don’t have the same sense of what intellectual 

property is about and where the line is between one’s use of secondary sources versus 

plagiarism. They are so used to just cut and pasting stuff off of the web -- it’s kind 

of scary.,l,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,,,2,2,,"Like I said before, I think students today are much 

more lax because it is so easy to just Google something and immediately integrate it 

into a memo or paper or other assignment without taking the time to carefully cite. We 

have great graduate students coming through our program yet I am always unpleasantly 

surprised at how poor their citing and referencing skills are. They are great at 

finding stuff online but really struggle incorporating it appropriately.", 

R 8kI86f22aaJGGOM, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.200.74,0,2010-05-06 



11:37:53,2010-05-06 

11:42:38,1,1,1,3,14,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1,1,1,1 .......... 

......... 2,,,1 .... i,i ....... 1 ..... i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i ...... 2 .... 1 ....... 1 ..... 1,2,,, 

R 0Bxt0IFb0W3HL3C,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.203.22,0,2010-05-06 

11:40:33,2010-05-06 

ll:48:46,1,1,1,4,14,,5,2,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,4,"Most of the 

cases that I see while fitting the definination of plagiarism are due to what I think 

is a lack of understanding to cite appropriate souces. Therefore, I would first alert 

the 

students." 1 1 i, 1 i, ,2 1    i, i, i, 1 i,i,i     2,2 1 i,i,i 1 

1,,,4,,,1,1,1,1,,,1 ....... 4,2,,, 

R_czMlxOqf47shYZC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.31.107,0,2010-05-06 

11:37:21,2010-05-06 

ii:51:17,1,i,i,4,3,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"I wanted to 

refer it and called and consulted with the Dean of Undergrads for direction. The 

student told a TA that her friend sitting next to her admitted that she copied. The 

student who informed the TA wanted to ensure that she herself would not be suspected. 

The student was not willing to pursue a claim against her friend. So we were left with 

information about cheating and, although we held several conversations with the student 

who conveyed the information to protect herself, could not convince her to take it to 

the Honor System. There was no way to pursue the situation ourselves without indicting 

the student who told the TA. It was deeply 

frustrating.~’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~’a 

ctually I am not sure given the case I experienced, described earlier.",,"I don’t know. 

Clearly there are some students who cheat and do not care about the meaning and 

importance of plagiarism/academic dishonesty, while others do care and abide by the 

Honor System. My sense of what happened with the one case I experienced was that the 

student who witnessed cheating and knew it occurred was more concerned with protecting 

HERSELF than in upholding any academic integrity system. She did not want to jeopardize 

her friendship with the student who admitted cheating. This is about more than 

understanding the meaning/importance of academic dishonestly in a cognitive sense; it 

is about how students go about balancing competing (perceived) obligations when 

potential academic dishonesty occurs.",l,l,,l,,,,l,,,,,,,l,l,mrfish@unc.edu,, 

R_b2cdZQzRDuAtjYS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.182.117,0,2010-05-06 

11:44:51,2010-05-06 

11:52:40,1,1,1,2,7,,1 ........................................... i,i,,i,,i,,i,i,i ....... 

,,,,l,because I might not understand if a particular situation SHOULD be referred to 

the Honor System,,,,2,1,,,l,,,,,l,,,,,,l,,,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,2,"I think that 

cultural shifts, particularly as it relates to information shared without attribution 

through the internet, are affecting this dynamic. The end goal to some students is 

simply completing the assignment, not generating unassisted original thought or citing 

all references.",l,l,l,l .... 1 .... 1,,,2,2,,, 

R_etdGoI4IrJ7jcY4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.35.203,0,2010-05-06 

11:47:44,2010-05-06 

ii:52:42,1,i,i,8,1,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,It depends on the 

level of plagiarism/academic 

dish~nesty~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~ 



1,,,3,,1,1,1 ..... i,,i ..... 3,2,,, 

R_3aZmON3GXpzwNSM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.143.137,0,2010-05-06 

11:49:09,2010-05-06 12:01:23,1,i,i,8,18,School of 

Government, 8,1 ....... 1 ................................... 1,3,"It’s a long jump from 

suspicion to accusation, and for that reason, I’ve never 

escalated " 1 i, 1    i,i,i i,i,i 1 1,,2    i,     i,i,i, i,i 1 1     2,1,1 1 

,,i,i,i,,,4,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,i,I don’t use old assignments. I keep things 

fresh.,3,l,setzerl@unc.edu,"Helping instructors understand when to escalate would be 

helpful. As I indicated earlier, I’m not sure how much ’proof’ I need before I accuse. 

Suspecting is one thing...accusation is quite another.    / / Still, I think there’s a 

fair amount of cheating going on. The students are grade-crazy and stop at nothing to 

get an A. They wheedle and pester for special consideration if they are on the cusp of 

a better grade.    / / If I were trying to influence culture change, I would divorce 

student evals from the teacher evalulation process, I would change all grades to H, P, 

LP, and F, and I would quit using GPAs to distinguish students. A GPA means next to 

nothing, yet people use it to distinguish among job candidates and as admission 

criteria to graduate programs.", 

R_4MfnClHxpS5VZ52,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.146.207,0,2010-05-06 

11:53:33,2010-05-06 

12:04:50,1,1,1,4,11,,7,2 ...... 2 ....... 3,3,1,,,2,1,,1,3,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... 1,3,, 

,,,i,,,i ............... i,i,,i ........ 1 ..... i,i,i,,i,i,i,i .... 2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,4 ....... 

l,All students should participate in an Honor Court hearing, l,,l,l,,,,4,2,,, 

R_iFvDnEe3pJkoWG0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.69.160.211,0,2010-05-06 

11:48:53,2010-05-06 

12:10:37,1,i,i,4,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,I have suspected 

plagiarism in the past. I addressed this with a general discussion of what constitutes 

plagiarism in academic and scientific writing and how the work of others should be 

cited in a paper. I think many students are confused about what is acceptable 

behavior.,l,l .............. 1 ...... 1,2,,,1 ..... 1 ........ i,,i,,i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,,i,,, 

3,Students often get information from the internet. They are used to finding 

information this way. When they report the information they have found it is not clear 

to them how closely they can use the wording they get off the web. It can be a fine 

line between paraphrasing and copying. / I think other issues like copying the answers 

to an in-class test from another student and copying an entire manuscript from an on- 

line publication are clearly considdered wrong by most 

students.,,l,,l,,,,,,l,,,,,3,l,sgrant@email.unc.edu,, 

R dnIZ9yQoSIDK60Y, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.29.117,0,2010-05-06 

12:10:50,2010-05-06 

12:14:44,1,1,1,5,1,,2,1,,2 ........... 1,1,,,10,1,6,,1,2,1,3 .... 1,,2 ..... 2 ....... i,i .... 1 

.... 1 ................ 1 .... 1 .... i,i ....... 1 ..... i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,1,1 .... 1 

,,i ..... 4,l,jmhess@email.unc.edu,, 

R_6DLqjjfceEhDxk0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.100.25,0,2010-05-06 

12:09:27,2010-05-06 

12:15:34,1,1,1,5,10,,1 ........................................... i,i ........ 1 .......... 

,,,,,,l,,,,,l,Law School Honor 

Officials,l,l,,l ..... i,,i,i,i,i,,i .... i,i,i,i,,i ..... i,,i,i,,i .... 1 ....... 4,l,cdaye@ema 

il.unc.edu,, 



R_blusAlpRWn8RZAg,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.2.205.48,0,2010-05-06 

11:50:32,2010-05-06 12:23:50,1,1,1,5,1,,10,1,,,,,,,,,5,,,,l,l,l,"The sanctions seemed 

to reflect the seriousness of the infractions and the prior history of the individuals 

involved. But since I am not privy to all of the relevant factors, it is difficult for 

me to be confident in my judgment.",2,1,1,,l,2,1,3,"My only contact with members of the 

Honor System was through email, an office visit at which I was interviewed, and by 

phone. Those were all about right.",l,,l,"Again, this is based on relatively little 

information.",4,1,,l,,2,,,,,,,l,3,I would have to speak to the student first and see 

how the student responded to my questions (and accusations). It would also depend on 

the seriousness of the alleged dishonesty.,l,,l,l,,l,l,,,,,,,,,l,,l,"Because the 

infraction was minor or done out of ignorance or misunderstanding, and the student was 

honest with me about it",,,l,l,,,,l,,,l,,,,,,l,Discuss the matter with the teaching 

assistant involved (if any),l,l,,,,,l,l,,l,I should be contacted in order to answer any 

questions that might arise re the case, l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,2,"I think that there is a very 

wide range of understanding. Some students (perhaps largely those who are the first 

members of their family to go to college, though this is just a guess) have very little 

idea of what plagiarism is. Others understand it perfectly. I also think that many 

students (indeed, those most likely to commit plagiiarism) do not understand the 

procedures that will be followed if they are accused of plagiarism in a course. I also 

think that students do not realize how sloppy note-taking can result in plagiarism as 

they use a direct quote they found on the internet and did not cite the 

source.",,l,,,,,,l,,,,,l,"I make explicit in each assignment that you must put things 

in your own words, cite any words that are not yours, 

etc.",3,l,mlange@email.unc.edu,There were choices above that referred to the 

possibility of a prof’s reviewing the requirements of academic integrity in the first 

class of the semester or repeatedly during the course of the semester. There simply is 

not sufficient time in class to engage in such activities. Class time is in short 

supply as it is., 

R_7OkU6YiFqa2qSMI,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.146.246,0,2010-05-06 

12:27:54,2010-05-06 

12:32:16,1,1,1,3,11,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... 1 ....... 1 ..... 1 

........ 2,,,1,1 .... i,i,,i .... i,,i,,,i,,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,3,,1,1,1,1 .... 1 ....... 2,2, 

R 61NLMBsQ7tGHTIO,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.94.253,0,2010-05-06 

12:20:11,2010-05-06 

12:32:40,1,1,1,3,12,,7,2 ...... 4 ....... 1,1,1,,5,2,9,,1,1,1,3,,1,,1,,4,2,,1,,2 ....... i,i, 

,i,,i,i,,,i,,,i ............. i,i,,,i ..... 1 ...... i,i,i,,i,,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,,1,,1,,,3,,1,1, 

,l,,,,l,,l,l,,l,Have them sign honor code statement on each graded 

assignment/test,3,2,,, 

R_0DkMCr3DGd0Eqd6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.14.204,0,2010-05-06 

12:42:27,2010-05-06 

12:47:50,1,1,1,3,2,,1 ........................................... i,i,,i,i,i,i,i,,i ...... 

.......... 2,,,1,1,,,1,1 ....... i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,,1,1 ......... 1,,,2, 

2,,, 

R doIWtfaCJcBHzlO,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,99.194.10.118,0,2010-05-06 

12:45:57,2010-05-06 

12:53:39,1,1,1,2,13,,2,2,,1 ........................................ 1,3 ........ 1 ........ 



,,,l,Because most cases of plagiarism stem from inadequate training in APA 

f~rmat.~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,2,,, 

R_enUTtkqfcPNibEU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.119.123,0,2010-05-06 

12:48:45,2010-05-06 

12:55:34,1,1,1,5,9,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,2,the one time I 

did.. I never heard anything about the disposition of the 

case, l,l ......... 1 .......... i,,i .... i,,,i,i .... i,,,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,, 

,2,,l,l,,,,,,l,,,,,,,4,l,catuggle@unc.edu,"It doesn’t appear that I’ll be able to go 

back to change an answer... I’ve had no cases of plagarism, 3 cases of academic 

dishonesty " 

R_5pRkWSbmJCsrf4o,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.38.13,0,2010-05-06 

12:53:12,2010-05-06 

12:59:05,1,i,i,4,13,,3,2,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,I would first 

discuss with appropriate administrator at my School,,,l,,,,l,,,,,l,,,,,,l,Have heard 

that honor system rulings are often inappropriate,,,,2,,,,,l,contact my School’s 

Associate Dean for Students,,l,,l,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,2,1,,,,,,,l,not 

sure,3,,l,,,l,l,,,l,,l,,,l,model academic integrity, 3,2,,, 

R_SG5MJJ2rohtXCjG, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.90.185,0,2010-05-06 

12:53:04,2010-05-06 

13:00:04,1,1,1,5,12,,2,2,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,Depends how 

severe the case and whether or not we could address it together,,,,,,,,l,When there is 

a pattern despite counseling or where the issues is on purpose,,,,,,,l,,l,"should be 

handled by instructor first to assess pattern, purpose, 

etc.",,,1,2,1,,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,,l,l,,,l,l,l,l,,l,"I should offer .... evidence .... and a 

report on what had been done to date, then offer additional information as 

needed.",,,l,,,l,,l,,,2,,,l,,l,,l,it should be part of undergraduate education so that 

we shouldn’t need to be started at zero with grad 

students,,l,l,,,,,2,l,labbok@unc.edu,, 

R 3CzwnHWRLhWHLr6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.183.45,0,2010-05-06 

12:38:50,2010-05-06 

13:23:58,1,1,1,4,7,,2,2,,1 ........................................ 1,2 .... 1 .... i,,,i .... 

,i,i ...... 1,2,,,1,1,,,1,1,1,,1,1,,,1 .... i,,,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,,1 .... i,,i,,, 

,,3,2,,, 

R bfKMJTUkcI4UUV6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.40.128,0,2010-05-06 

13:32:28,2010-05-06 

13:45:30,i,i,i,4,14,,5,2,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,It seems that 

the students don’t understand what constitutes academic 

dish~nesty.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,l,,,3,"some students really understand, others it is so blatant that it seems that 

they don’t understand plagiarism. I.e. no change in font, copying straight from the 

internet and pasting. No references etc.",,,l,l,,l,I do explain that plagiarism is 

serious and will result in a failing grade and it seems that the students who would 

never do so are insulted and the others don’t get it.,,,l,,,,,2,l,shaheen@med.unc.edu, I 

served on an student honor committe when I was in college. The biggest problem here 

seems to be plagiarism and teaching students what is and isn’t plagiarism and how to 

annotate. Alot of the students are science majors and I wonder if they just didn’t get 



the education in this in college and high school because it is such a huge risk at this 

point in their education that it seems likely it is accidental., 

R 7ah0UPBVETsZcSs,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.238.88,0,2010-05-06 

13:36:27,2010-05-06 

13:50:09,1,1,1,5,13,,1 ........................................... i,i .... i,i,,,i ........ 

,,,l,"If the violation were very minor, I might be inclined to handle it with the 

student. But I would have to believe that the violation was minor and a mistake 

committed out of ignorance.",,,,l,,,,,l,Confer with the relevant program 

director, l,,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,l,,l,I should be able to advise the court on a disposition 

if I feel that there is mitigating evidence.,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,,,3,The issue of self 

plagiarism is not well understood by students or 

faculty.,l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,,,4,2,,Does the Honor Court have members from the Graduate 

and Professional Schools? It should., 

R_Sfcp45nw0sIpjcS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.239.24,0,2010-05-06 

13:46:45,2010-05-06 

13:52:51,1,1,1,4,15,,1 ........................................... i,i .... 1 .... 1 ......... 

,,l,None 

apply .... i,,i,,i,,,i,,i ...... i,i,i .... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 2,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 4 

,l,Bev Foster@unc.edu,, 

R_eRMw6N3cJpjFIwY, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.186.223,0,2010-05-06 

14:13:07,2010-05-06 

14:21:38,1,i,i,4,3,,7,1,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,Too time 

consuming. No tools available to run papers through to prove 

plagarism, l,l ..... i,,,i .... 1 ......... 2,,,1 .... i,i ....... 1 ...... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 3 

,Students need a 2-hour tutorial about what constitutes 

plagiarism.,,l,l,,,,,l,,l,,,,,3,2,,UNC-CH needs to subscribe to a service that allows 

faculty to electronically submit papers and screen for plagiarism., 

R_9v3H91RubbLj9Zi,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.52.132,0,2010-05-06 

14:17:32,2010-05-06 

14:23:27,1,1,1,4,14,,2,2,,2,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,,2,2,8,,l,l,l,3,,l,,l,Was a long 

process,2 ..... 2 ....... 1,2,,1,1,1 .... 1 .... 1 ........... i,i,,i ..... i,,,i ..... 1 .... i,i,i,,, 

,,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,,1,,1,1 ..... i,i .... 3,2,,, 

R_cMGqgJKzwkSK46w, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.95.177.138,0,2010-05-06 

14:17:10,2010-05-06 

~4:26:22~~~~~~~4~3~~7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~’Generally~ I 

confront the student and make them do the work 

again.",l,l ......... i,,,i,,i ....... 2,,,1 .... 1 ........ i,i,,i,,i ...... 2,,1,1,1,1,,1,,,2,, 

,l,l,,,,,,,,,l,,,4,2,,For certain topics students are tempted to past copy they find on 

the web., 

R_3y20ROAAwxNDHOQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.158.37,0,2010-05-06 

14:14:18,2010-05-06 14:38:20,1,1,1,3,3,,2,1,,2,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,The student was 

suspended for an especially egregious case of 

plagiarism.,2,1,4,,l,3,3,3,,l,,l,,2 ..... 2 ....... i,i .... i,,i,i ................. 1 .... i,,, 

,,,,,,,,l,l,,l,,,l,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,,3,The are especially ill-informed with regard to 

proper internet use.,l,l,l,,,l,"Instructors should talk about plagiarism around the 

time a paper is due. If they talk about it on the first day of classes, students 

forget later.",l,,,l,,,,2,l,ploth@email.unc.edu, I liked how the students did all of the 



legwork in documenting the plagiarism. I think it is also helpful for the students to 

be judged by their peers., 

R 8v4kZjvEkcuj0wI,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.239.44,0,2010-05-06 

14:31:19,2010-05-06 14:54:39,1,1,1,3,15,,7,2 ...... 3 ....... i,i,2,,,2,3,,i,2,1,,"I did 

not attend, so cannot evaluate. I was not informed of the need to attend. The sanction 

was way too lenient, and the students attorney general and counsel LOST documentation 

TWICE and did not represent the facts correctly.",2,"They took considerable amounts of 

my time and did not present the facts accurately, despite considerable documentation on 

my part.",2,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,4,,,,,,,,l,l,"I believe in honorable and honest behavior 

and its importance to professoinal work, but I do not think the honor system is 

enforceable in today’s world of electronic 

media.~’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~’N~ 

porblem with student jury and judge. Big problem with student attorney general, 

prosecutor, defense. Time is of the essence for student as well as faculty 

involved.",4,"DESPITE definition in syllabi, honor pledge in syllabi, links to web site 

in BB. Students don’t .... get it .... . They don’t read syllabi anymore, except for books, 

assignments, due dates--from Blackboard.",l,l,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,"If the honor code is the 

standard of behavior, I should not have to do anything in a single class except act on 

the expectation of this behavior. I should have a right to expect students will comply 

with the .... law .... .",3,2,,, 

R_beZPfi66F5qzHZq, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.14.138,0,2010-05-06 

15:30:11,2010-05-06 

15:38:03,1,1,1,4,2,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,2 ..... i,,,i ...... i, 

......... i,i,i,,i,,,i,,i,i ..... i,i ..... 1 ..... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,2,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 4, 

2,,, 

R ePA6PMSx910KMI6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.41.139,0,2010-05-06 

15:35:03,2010-05-06 15:57:47,1,i,i,3,14,,6,1,,,,,5,,,,,,,,3,3,1,I believed the student 

to be guilty and the sanctions seemed appropriate and fair based on my knowledge of the 

system.,2,1,7,,2,2,2,3,"It was clear that the student had violated the procedures set 

forth in the course syllabus for an exam, but did not tell the truth when asked by the 

honor court. His word was taken over my mine and I actually witnessed the 

occurence.",l,"Everyone was polite and serious, but I felt disrespected and devalued 

because the student was able to lie his way out of this.",2,"No, the people of the 

honor court met with the student privately and recorded his account of what happened. 

Someone called me, and told me what he said. I stated that this was false, but he was 

still not charged.",4,2,,3,"In a different case, the student was found guilty. However 

she appealed citing a FERPA violation by a different faculty member in my department. 

Her verdict was overturned based on her appeal and her account of what happened. What 

she described in her appeal was never verified with me or with the other faculty 

member. This was hard to digest since the honor court took her account of the 

violation as truthful when she had already been proven to be dishonest. I would have 

hoped that someone could make a phone call to at least verify the facts before 

overturning a case.",2,,,,,,,l,l,,,l,l,,,l,l,l,It is only fair for me to treat all 

cases and all students the same. I would refer any student that I believed had 

comitted a act of academic 

dish~nesty.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~ 

,,,,l,,l,l,,l,Move students farther apart during exams. Stagger start times for lab 



practicals. Removed quizzes from blackboard.,3,l,tmoon@med.unc.edu,"I have always 

appreciated the information that those serving in the honor court have provided to me. 

Most have been very helpful and have helped me throughout the process.    / I have 

always been a little confused about how sanctions should affect students in our 

program. For example, we have a policy that states that students who receive a grade 

of F in a course will be dismissed from our program. If the sanction from a honor 

court case is an F, does dismissing the student from our program then add an additional 

unjust sanction?", 

R_SBODLDzfhtmpwPy, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.252.77,0,2010-05-06 

15:58:36,2010-05-06 

16:07:43,1,1,1,5,3,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3 ............. i,i,, 

,,,l,Decisions seem to either be too lenient or draconian; no clear titrated 

options,,,,l,,,,l,,,l,l,,,,l,,,l,,,,,l,l,l,,,,,2,1,1,1,1,,,,,2,"I think that they 

understand the terms, but have not thought through the consequences of widespread 

cheating or dishonesty, and too often think that it is okay because .... other people are 

doing it ...... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,"Prevention: I make some exercises open, group activities 

(where cheating is unlikely); and I structure other activities as much as possible to 

make it inefficient to cheat or more obvious when it happens",2,l,eay@unc.edu,, 

R_exKQnMjPUVCwB5G, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.192.106,0,2010-05-06 

16:32:24,2010-05-06 

16:39:57,1,1,1,5,12,,1 ........................................... 1,4 ........ i,,,i ..... 1 

,i ....... 2 .... i,,,i,i ....... i,i ..... i,i .... i,i,,,i,i ..... 2,,1,,1 ..... 1 ....... 1,2,,, 

R 08s705odeoYYAOE,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.39.205,0,2010-05-06 

16:20:31,2010-05-06 16:51:i0,i,i,i,3,13,,2,2,,2,,,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"I was truly shocked at 

the Honor Court’s decision. They accepted the student’s ’but gee, I have ADHD so I 

didn’t realize how much I was copying word for word’ without any documentation or the 

student having any connection with Disabilities Services. I am very unlikely to refer 

again, based on this experience.",3,2,10,required regular written work as 

well,2,2,2,4,,l,,2,"No one on the Court seemed to have any knowledge of ADHD or 

Disabilities Services, or any interest in factual information about this disorder. If 

this was the student’s defense, the Court should have learned something about it prior 

to the decision.",2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,3,,l,,l,,,l,l,l,"By ’teach as lesson’ I mean it 

should help the student learn to take this seriously, as a graduate student 

should.", .......... i,,,i,,i,,i,,,i,i,i,,,i,,,i,i ..... i,i .... 2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,,1,,1, 

l,,,l,,l,,,l,rarely is cheating an issue herre--plagiarism is the issue for this 

School,2,2,,"In addition to my situation I had a colleague who referred to the Court, 

after discussing the situation with the student. My colleague was not contacted in a 

reasonable length of time; she eventually reached someone associated with the Court who 

assured my colleague that the student would be contacted, and my colleague never heard 

from the court again (and the student never heard anything).", 

R_87zYTBSmIjkerR2,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.247.201,0,2010-05-06 

16:37:26,2010-05-06 16:55:51,i,i,i,5,1,,4,1,,,,4,,,,,,,,,3,3,1,"My last case was a 

farse. The student had outlined all four topics, given out days before, in his blue 

book when the essay question only covered one and a tiny part of another.    Clearly, he 

wrote them in there before the exam. The court had reasonable doubt. The court thinks 

reasonable doubt means any conceivable doubt. No panel of faculty would have acquitted 

him. The court exhibited very poor judgment. I am not sure I will prosecute anyone 



again after that experience.",l,l,l,,l,2,2,3,,2,"They did not give enough weight to my 

testimony, in my opinion.",,No. Having students pretend to be judges is a joke. 

Cheating is serious business and students are not capable of making consistent and 

intelligent decisions against their peers.,4,l,I would just say 

appropriately.,2,,2,,,,,,,l,4,I wasted several hours of my time prosecuting a guilty 

student and received a not guilty 

verdict.,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,l,,,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,None. I know 

cheating.,,,,,,,,,,,,2,2,,,,,,,,,2,,,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,before paper 

assignment,2,l,jtg@unc.edu,"My most recent experience completely soured my opinion of a 

student-run system. I have no faith in it, and I spoke to colleagues and quite a 

number of them expressed the same opinion.", 

R_ezgNQ3VOU063apS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.227.105.209,0,2010-05-06 

16:54:16,2010-05-06 

17:02:03,1,1,1,3,1,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... i,,,i,i,,,i ..... 

i,,,,,,,,2,1,,i,,,,,i,i,,,,,,i,,i,,,,i,,,,,i,i,i,i,,i,,,,,2,"No matter how many times 

we discuss it, some students don’t understand the importance of correctly using and 

citing secondary sources and end up committing .... inadvertent .... plagiarism on first 

drafts because of incorrect/incomplete citations. Some students don’t consider reusing 

their own written work in multiple classes to be plagiarism.",,l,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,Design 

assignments that can’t be plagiarized.,l,2,,, 

R_5C7tob7Ntn6yxBa,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,99.194.29.235,0,2010-05-06 

17:51:24,2010-05-06 

17:57:28,1,1,1,3,9,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... 1 .... 1 ....... i,, 

....... i,i ...... i,i,i,i .......... i,,i .... i,i,i,i,,i ..... 2,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 1,2,,, 

R 3xuzlHbPtoIuOyw, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.207.180,0,2010-05-06 

18:04:36,2010-05-06 

18:09:09,1,i,i,4,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"I would rather 

handle it myself, if 

possible."    1 1 i, 1 i, i,i,i, 1    i,i 1    i, 1 1 i,     1 1 i,i,i 1 

1,1,,,3,,,1,,1,1 ..... i,i .... 4,2,,, 

R_iFIOpixGWzPphwE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.208.168,0,2010-05-06 

20:08:50,2010-05-06 

20:15:44,1,i,i,8,1,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"If it’s their 

first offense with me, I won’t report them.",,,,,,,,l,Because cheating degrades the 

degree granted by UNC.,I,,,,,I,I,,I,I heard that hearings are in the evenings and time- 

consuming. I have a 

life.,,,l,2,1,,l,,,,l,,l,,,,,,l,l,l,,,,,l,,,,2,2,1,1,1,,,,,,3,They’re more worried 

about grades than academic honesty.,l,l,,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,I design my assignments to make 

plagiarism difficult.,l,2,,, 

R 6YIEoFIYKleKJzS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.29.38,0,2010-05-06 

17:39:34,2010-05-06 

20:20:45,1,i,i,8,1,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,I feel that I 

have to be able to prove that the student did it (plagiarized) intentionallly to bring 

my case to court.,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,"Because if I’m not sure, my case is too 

weak "      2,1    i, 1 i, l,"I have no idea what my role is, but I would 

like to be able to say what I think the sanction could be.",,,l,l,l,l,,,,,4,"I don’t 

think many of my students even understand that they cannot just lift material off the 



internet and cut and paste it onto their compositions. I wonder if they think if they 

are writing in another language the rules are different? They stare at me wide-eyed 

when I tell them: .... all the words on this page must have come from you."" / / Also, on 

a tangent. I would like for grade grubbing to be actionable by honor court, or if 

students cannot agree on what constitutes grade grubbing, then we should have a formal 

means of deterring students from this practice. I define grade grubbing as asking for 

unearned points on any graded work, and especially on the final class grade. I do not 

consider legitimate questions or verification of clerical errors grubbing. I do 

consider after-the-fact requests for .... extra credit .... grade grubbing. Lately I’ve had 

students just email me and ask to be bumped from a B+ to an A- just .... because it will 

look better on my transcript."" This is inexcus 

asked me that it is unethical, but it begs the 

success witih this method, that they are using 

straight from high schoo?",l,l,l,l,,,,,,,l,,l,I 

they write a composition for me.,3,l,vdm@email 

R 4OufBaHEKOIRM6E,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous 

20:28:31,2010-05-06 

able and I have told the ones who have 

question: at what point did they have 

it on me when they are not freshmen 

have to discuss plagiarism every time 

.unc.edu,, 

,,,204.85.253.253,0,2010-05-06 

20:28:43,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R cSGnDX2RmUP4nGs,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,70.63.154.94,0,2010-05-06 

20:25:18,2010-05-06 

20:29:44,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,4,,1,1 ......... i,i, 

.... i,,,i,,,i,i,,i .... i,i,i,,,i,,,i,i,i,i,,i,i,i .... 2,2,1 ........ 3,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i,i,, 

,,1,2,,, 

R_6QjUOKBs9PuueYA, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.203.225,0,2010-05-06 

20:30:10,2010-05-06 

20:30:21,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_e4fgRaQwmCcrKXa,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.143.104,0,2010-05-06 

20:25:17,2010-05-06 

20:30:51,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... i,i,,i,,i,i,,,i ...... 

.......... 2,,,1 ..... 1 .... i,,,i ....... 1 .... i,i,i,i,,i,i .... 3,,1,1,1 ......... 1,,,1,2,,, 

R 51KDIiPXvBd3zIE,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.148.164.231,0,2010-05-06 

20:31:02,2010-05-06 

20:31:13,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R a4bwuwULLsAVlek,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8 

20:25:23,2010-05-06 20:31:36,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1, 

class, but they decided to give the student 

semester",l,l,2,,l,l,l,l,,l,,l,,2,,, 

........ 1 ......... i,i,i,i,,i ..... 3,, 

R_7QEIEhCy4vD9d9a,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8 

20:33:42,2010-05-06 

,Anonymous,,,69.134.27.70,0,2010-05-06 

,,2,,,,,,,,,,i,i,2,"I asked for an F in the 

an F and suspend him for the following 

,,2 ....... 1,5 ....... 1 .... 1 ............. 1 .... i,,,i,, 

,,i ..... 1 ....... 2,2,,, 

,Anonymous,,,75.189.199.48,0,2010-05-06 

20:33:54,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 0UH4SqraaoMQG4Q,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.136.43,0,2010-05-06 

20:27:18,2010-05-06 



20:34:54,1,i,i,i,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,i,"I’m pretty 

familiar with the graduate students that run the honor system, so I’m confident in 

their ability to 

adjudicate.",l,l,l,l,,,l ......... 1 ....... 2,,,1,1,,,1,,1,,1 .... l,l,l,,l,,l,l,,l,"I 

should be able to offer evidence eplaining how I knew they cheated, supporting 

statistics and calculations, etc.",l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,2,"Some students learn at 

orientation, or if they teach a class, but perhaps refreshers by instructors or honor 

system members at the beginning of the semester or other than when students first get 

here would be beneficial.",l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l ..... l,l,keithlee@unc.edu,, 

R_bgwZAqTwlnaYwte,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.127.233,0,2010-05-06 

20:35:35,2010-05-06 

20:36:34,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 24XxxWhrkK704cs,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.162.133.144,0,2010-05-06 

20:27:05,2010-05-06 

20:36:38,1,i,i,8,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"I had a fellow TA 

refer a student to Honor Court, and the result was that the court didn’t believe her. 

If I were to refer a student to Honor Court, 

the fall out, good or 

bad.",l ......... i,,i,,i,,i .... 1,,,2,1,1 ..... 

I think the students understand the meaning 

I would have to be willing to deal with 

,i,i ...... i,i .... i,,i .... 2,1,1,1 .... i,,,2," 

and importance of academic honesty, but I 

believe that if given the chance to cheat-some will. I assume that every semester, 

some of my students will get away with cheating in some form or the other, and I will 

never catch them or suspect it.",,,,,,l,"I think we discuss it in sufficient detail 

here at UNC. I don’t think any of the other options in this question would help. 

Students routinely skim over such sections of the syllabus, ignore such comments by the 

teacher, and zone out during orientations about this matter.",l,,l,,,,,l,2,,, 

R_SbIRWqCVtfpjue0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.36.128,0,2010-05-06 

20:31:46,2010-05-06 

20:37:04,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3,,1,1 ........ i,i,, 

,i ......... i,,i ..... i,i,,i ..... i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,,1 ...... 1 ....... 2, 

2,,, 

R_6LpPauLhj5AhzEw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.201.243,0,2010-05-06 

20:28:29,2010-05-06 

20:37:50,1,1,1,1,2,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,2,,,1,1,,1,,1 ...... 

i,i,,i ....... 2,1,,1 ..... i,i ...... i,i,i,,i,,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,,1,1,1 .... i,,i,, 

,,,1,2,,, 

R_0MWqFSw3s47nCGU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,70.144.163.61,0,2010-05-06 

20:35:19,2010-05-06 

20:38:57,1,1,1,8,1,,1 ........................................... i,i,,i,,i .... 1 ........ 1 

........ 2,1,,1 ..... 1 .............. 1 .... 1,1,1,,1,,,1,,,2,,,1,1 ..... l,,l,,,l,Citing 

Exercises,2,2,,, 

R_b4zq3mskoHFfLtW, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.40.141.172,0,2010-05-06 

20:39:10,2010-05-06 

20:39:21,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 50HlSdw6xed3nFO,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.74.26,0,2010-05-06 



20:39:27,2010-05-06 

20:39:38,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_ahpSKr7oNJkVdCQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.254.39,0,2010-05-06 

20:39:48,2010-05-06 

20:39:59,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_a2W2nJoN6WptSiS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,67.84.32.172,0,2010-05-06 

20:36:47,2010-05-06 

20:40:05,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_bq64YzMiJsQQdla,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.68.40,0,2010-05-06 

20:41:28,2010-05-06 

20:41:36,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 51QUYVZSz7iSIW4,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,69.134.0.59,0,2010-05-06 

20:38:27,2010-05-06 

20:41:40,1,1,1,1,11,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1,1 ......... 1 .... 

,i ...... i,i,,,i .... i,i,i ...... i,i,,i,i,i,,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,2,,1,1,,,1,,,1 ....... i, 

R 0NuxRvQIXJAOaA4,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.204.41,0,2010-05-06 

20:37:13,2010-05-06 

20:42:03,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3,,1,1,1 ........... 

,,i ....... 2,1,,1,1 .... i,i ...... i,i .... i,,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2 ..... i,i,,,i,,i,i .... 1 

R cN2KkWGBnJtb42g,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.61.92,0,2010-05-06 

20:41:58,2010-05-06 

20:42:08,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_agCU6V9NU71caSE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,166.137.139.122,0,2010-05-06 

20:41:59,2010-05-06 

20:42:21,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_3h3TMFcKz0qGxSc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.36.70,0,2010-05-06 

20:43:33,2010-05-06 

20:43:47,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_cZ2q6iQaibqaXuk,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.226.189,0,2010-05-06 

20:43:31,2010-05-06 

20:43:54,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_eghVcTgnU3Ae4YI,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.118.79,0,2010-05-06 

20:30:22,2010-05-06 

20:46:05,1,1,1,1,1,,5,1,1 ......................................... 1,4 ........... i,i,,,i 

,,,,l,"because the students on the honor court do not grade papers or teach classes, 

and have a limited capacity to understand what peculiarities I pick up on over the 

course of several papers in relation to each 



~ther~’~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~2~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~’c~ 

lleagues of mine have used the honor courts to their great frustration. / far too 

often the case, the student’s defense is that they didn’t realize that they were 

cheating, and that somehow makes it ok. I think honor court has not made the students 

as accountable for their actions as they should me. Most times the honor code is on 

the syllabus, along with a clause about the student being responsible for understanding 

what is in it. They always had the option to check and ask questions about what they 

were doing, and if it was plagiarism. They don’t ask. They often know, and then hope 

to get away with it. I had several students use wikipedia or spark notes (without 

citing it) for their take home final this year. My final exam said explicitly that 

they were not allowed to use any outside sources. I am not going to follow up on this 

matter further, because it takes way more of my time to take these cases to honor court 

and then have to deal with the frustration that I’ve seen other instructors have to go 

through. I just want to waste as little time as possible on these students who have no 

interest in their own education. I have no incentive to give up my valuable research 

time this summer (or any other part of the year) and waste it on students who don’t 

feel their education is their responsibility in the first place.", 

R 9z5YH3vY0dzPnGQ,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,90.41.68.67,0,2010-05-06 

20:28:22,2010-05-06 

20:46:07,1,1,1,1,2,,5,1,5,,,,,,,,,,,5,1,1,1,,l,l,3,,l,2,1,3,,l,,2,far too much work to 

handle each case (6 hours per student or more),4,1,,3,"too much work had to be done, 

the process was quite severe to invoke",2,,,,,,,l,3,if a case is difficult to showcase 

i wouldnt report 

it, l,,l ....... i,i,,i,i,,i,i,,,i,,i,i,,,i,i .... 1 ....... 1 ..... i,i ..... 2,1,1,1,,1 ..... 4,i’ 

ve seen *far* too many cheating cases .... i,i ..... 1 ..... 2,l,jbhansen@cs.unc.edu,"I am a 

graduate student in computer science that has taught a single course but has TA’d 

countless times. / / The following are snippets from an email I sent to the honor 

court chair after my last case: / / It would be excellent if for computer science 

cases there were a computer-science-savvy member on the court. If there are any 

questions on general computer science when the instructor is not available, a member of 

the court could clarify things to some degree. It seems very difficult to explain how 

students produce very different code that does the exact same thing; having another 

member of the court with experience would be beneficial. / / I’m unsure why both 

students are not required to be present for both hearings in a collaboration cheating 

case. I assume it may be due to the possibility of intimidation, but in that case the 

student may be only allowed in the court to give testimony and then be required to 

leave. It is entirely plausible that both students could place the blame on the other 

student’s shoulders, i.e., .... I didn’t know s/he was copying me, .... if they have 

completely separate hearings where the other student is not present. This happened with 

my second case. / / One final note is that it would be very helpful for instructors to 

deal with certain aspects of the process in-house. Ideally, if I noticed that two 

students had very similar work, I could penalize them directly, and they could 

challenge that through the honor court if they felt it was in error. / / Another 

possibility is to give them the option of asserting their guilt via a form with 

signature and taking an F on the assignment, or keeping their grade and defending their 

innocence through the Honor Court system. The former option would not preclude sending 

the student through the honor court (this would be indicated on the form). I think many 



guilty students would take the first option to potentially avoid the hassle of a case. 

As it stands, it seems like the student sees no benefit to pleading guilty and would 

rather go-for-broke attempting a not-guilty plea. (And wasting a *lot* of instructor 

time) / / The above method would give the student a direct path to defend their 

innocence without any grade penalization. Additionally, if the student asserts guilt 

and then the case is sent to the honor court, the court will have this documentation 

available and the student will have to explain why they signed a document asserting 

guilt when they were innocent. I assume that should help streamline CS cases, reduce 

the amount of contesting guilty students do in Honor Court, and require less time on 

the part of the instructor, as the instructors presence would be less of a necessity if 

a student has already signed a form indicating guilt. / / I suggest this method 

because the cheating rate in intro computer science classes is relatively high 

(depending on the class, I would estimate between 20-50% or more). At the same time, 

cheating is easy to catch if you are knowledgeable in the area, and can in fact be 

automated. However, explaining how cheating is detected to people with no knowledge of 

CS is very difficult, and as a result, it seems that having the instructor there is 

almost a necessity. / / I have spoken with several other instructors and professors 

(not to be named) who will not penalize students due to the restriction on in-house 

grading penalties but have also declined to send students through the honor court 

system because it would require an evening of explanation for each case. Even I try not 

to do an in-depth investigation unless the cheating is blatant, because, first, it will 

be hard to prove to the court in many cases despite being obvious to me and, second, it 

takes significant time to prepare and I must spend an evening in Honor Court. If all 

possible cheating cases were sent through the system, it is not unreasonable to have 

10-15 cases per semester for an average sized class in CS.", 

R_dgo9WrRWPceoad6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.97.1,0,2010-05-06 

20:46:08,2010-05-06 

20:46:18,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 39OIIZHZ4q8B6oQ,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,74.242.246.92,0,2010-05-06 

20:43:30,2010-05-06 

20:47:38,1,1,1,1,1,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3,,1,1 .... 1 .... i,,, 

i,i,i,i,i ..... 1,2,,,1 .... i,i ....... i,i,i,,,i,,i .... 2,2,,,1,1 ..... 3,,1,1,,1 .... 1 ....... 1 

R_a4tyvmhR9JL3LSg,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.240.82,0,2010-05-06 

20:38:26,2010-05-06 20:47:47,1,i,i,i,i,,3,1,,,2,,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,"I agreed because the 

student had cut and pasted portions of a a few wikipedia entries for his class 

presentation, and worse, failed to cite them.",l,l,4,,l,2,1,3,"They were respectful of 

the student and of me, especially of my time. They allowed me to telephone in my 

testimony.",l,,l,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,3,"Depends how bad it was, and how the student 

responded to my 

questioning " i, i,i i,     1    i, 1 1 1    i, 1 i,i, 1    i,i 1 i, 1 1 i,i 1 

,1,1,1,,1,,,4,,,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 2,2,,, 

R_3QyWTBPvA0c98Q4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.85.66,0,2010-05-06 

20:45:27,2010-05-06 

20:47:48,1,1,1,1,14,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,4,,,1,1 ....... i,i, 

,,,i,,i ...... 2,,,1 .... i,i ....... i,i,i,,i,,i ..... 1,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,,1 .......... i,,,i, 



2,,, 

R_eVFywYZLzkiuzdi,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,72.150.136.117,0,2010-05-06 

20:47:51,2010-05-06 

20:48:02,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_9sgYzM99nCHUu7q, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.205.71,0,2010-05-06 

20:42:55,2010-05-06 

20:48:15,1,1,1,1,2,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1,1,1 .......... i,, 

,i ....... 2,,,1 ..... 1 .... i,,,i,i .......... 2,2,,,1,1 ..... 2,,,1 .......... 1,,,1,2,,, 

R dm9182EiqK3Db7u,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.163.208.115,0,2010-05-06 

20:38:07,2010-05-06 

20:49:08,1,i,i,i,3,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,"I did not get a 

satisfactory result from the honor code students or the deans that I sought help from 

after a student threatened me. If they can’t handle a situation as serious as that, I 

certainly would not look to them to handle cheating in a timely or reasonable 

way "    i, i,i,i i, i,     i, i,i 1 i,i, 1 i,i,     1 i,i,i 1 i,     ,2 

,,,,l,,l,"I offered an extra workshop outside of class to teach students how to use 

web-based resources to do research and how to select, use, and cite material they find 

online. If the university offered something like that through the libraries, I think 

it would be fantastic.",l,,l,,,l,See above - I strongly suggested that all my students 

come to a workshop I held in the library on an evening in the second week of class to 

learn about good e-research practices.,l,l,thadden@email.unc.edu,"It’s probably a good 

idea to use the honor system. I’ve taught at other universities where the caliber of 

students was much lower and I had more problems with plagiarism. In retrospect I wish 

I had used the honor system there more, because the students might have learned more 

about why cheating is bad, rather than just getting .... F .... s on some papers.", 

R 50ZFZw4bbOffYIS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.238.166,0,2010-05-06 

20:38:48,2010-05-06 

20:49:25,1,i,i,i,i,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,i,"I would not, 

however, be particularly confident in the 

outcome." 1 i, i, 1 2    i,     1 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,,2,1,,1,,,,,,,3 

,,l,,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,,,l,l,waitman.beorn@email.unc.edu,"I am a graduate of West Point and 

so I obviously believe in the system in principle. However, I have serious misgivings 

(based on what I have heard from other TAs involved in this process) in the efficiency 

and suitability of the UNC system. / / I am unconvinced that UNC has really .... cracked 

the code .... on how effectively manage such a system. For example, honor (read: 

integrity issues- lying, cheating, stealing and tolerating) should be completely 

removed from disciplinary actions. If you are drinking underage, that may be a 

violation of University policy (and the law) but it is NOT an honor violation unless 

you have committed one of the above in the process. To act otherwise is to cheapen the 

importance of an honor system and an honor education system. If the university wants 

to give students a say in adjudicating these manners, it should do so in a separate 

.... courts .... system that focuses only on behavior issues. / / Moreover, the concept of 

having student .... defense attorneys .... turns an honor hearing/investigation into an 

undergrad version of Law and Order instead of a legitimate investigation. Accused 

students should have an advisor to ensure that they are familiar with the procedures 

and options but they do not need a slick fellow student who is out to .... get them off."" 



This, too, cheapens the process and robs it of much of its value in ethical training.", 

R_72qNTo3HvYG2VPC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.205.197,0,2010-05-06 

20:49:56,2010-05-06 

20:50:04,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_d0AVD0fVcWIgOeS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.26.63.5,0,2010-05-06 20:51:11,2010- 

05-06 

20:51:20,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R ePD364048W7kg70,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,8.12.4.3,0,2010-05-06 20:51:31,2010- 

05-06 

20:51:37,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_0SxLagtKZmuEn9a,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.7.237,0,2010-05-06 

20:47:18,2010-05-06 

20:51:54,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,2,,1,,1,,,1 ........ 

i,i ........ 2,1,,1 ..... i,i ...... 1 .... i,,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 3,,1,1,1,1 .... 1 ....... 2, 

R 3awx77ok74ew3PK, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.79.109,0,2010-05-06 

20:51:57,2010-05-06 

20:52:12,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 06s9VZYnmaW7CRu,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.45.211,0,2010-05-06 

20:48:08,2010-05-06 

20:53:07,1,1,1,1,3,,4,1 .... 1 ...................................... 1,3 .... 1 ....... i,i,i, 

,l,,,l,l,"Because instructors are often made out to be the bad guy in situations of 

academic dishonesty (e.g., .... out to get .... a 

student) " 1 i, i, i,i 1 i, 1 i,i,i, 1 i,i, ,2 i,i,i i,i,    3, i,i 1 i,i, 1 

,i,i .... 2,l,killgrove@unc.edu,, 

R_74yt220p9oQubXK, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.46.255,0,2010-05-06 

20:44:06,2010-05-06 20:53:10,1,1,1,2,1,,3,1,,,3,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,Because generally I had 

supplied the evidence for the verdicts (verbatim plagiarism) and recommended the 

sanctions given.,4,1,4,,l,2,1,4,"I was not contacted by the prosecutors until the night 

before the case went to trial--I felt that they needed to prepare more adequately for 

hte case, and that they presumed too much on my availability to talk at the very moment 

they needed to prepare.",l,I was treated respectfully by the prosecutors but felt that 

they presumed too much on my availability to talk at the very moment they needed to 

prepare.    I also felt that the defense attorney tried to badger me when I was 

testifying.~~~~4~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,1,1,1 .... 3,l,elizabeth.harper@gmail.com,, 

R_0CdXgPguyyzLbiQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8 

20:43:58,2010-05-06 20:53:42,1,1,1,1 

sanction was too lenient.,2,1,4,,l,2 

System were courteous and respectful 

,Anonymous,,,96.238.66.3,0,2010-05-06 

,3,,8,1,,,,,,,2,,,,,,i,i,2,I believed that the 

,l,3,"Overall, I felt that the members of the Honor 

with one exception. One member of the court had a 

rather facetious tone towards me during questioning, and appeared to be highly amused 

by the 

proceedings.",l,,l,,2 ..... 2 ....... 1,2,,1,1,1 ........ 1 ...... 1 ..... i,i .... i,,,i,i,i ...... 



1,1,1,,1,1,1,1 .... 1,2,1,1,,1,,1,,,3,,1,,1,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 2,2,,, 

R_0oitWHoqbKbuDdO,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,24.211.255.134,0,2010-05-06 

20:54:01,2010-05-06 

20:54:19,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_3skkKwauPceJATq, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,174.99.110.158,0,2010-05-06 

20:48:36,2010-05-06 

20:55:16,1,1,1,1,3,,3,1,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,4,The Honor Court 

has a reputation of takng up excessive amounts of instructor 

time.,1,1,,,1,,,,,1,,,1,1,,1,,,,,,1,2,1,,1,1,,,1,1,1,,,,,,,,,,1,,1,,,1,I should be able 

to make a recommendation about what the sanction should 

be.,2,1,1,,,1,1,,,,2,,1,,,1,,,,1,,,,,,,1,2,,The honor court has a poor reputation among 

instructors because of the excessive burden it places on instructors and the harshness 

and inappropriateness of the sanctions that it imposes. I feel that it is often better 

for instructors to create punishments that are appropriate within the context of the 

course., 

R 3KvuFQP2AwHd6x6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,69.134.207.183,0,2010-05-06 

20:38:56,2010-05-06 20:55:31,1,1,1,1,3,,4,1,,,,3,,,,,,,,,3,3,1,"One case was obviously 

someone cheating on an exam - I’m not sure what the decision was. Another case I felt 

was appropriate. The other case the students had obviously plagarized each other, 

however they were let off the hook.",2,1,2,,3,3,3,3,I don’t know the decision in the 

last case.,1,,1,,6,1,,2,,1,3,,1,,1,,1,3,Depends if I have first hand knowledge or if it 

is the word of another student.,,1,1,,1,,1,,,,,,,,,,,1,situation may not be my 

choice .... 1,1,,1,1,,,1,1,1 ...... 1 ........... 1,1,1,,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 2 

,1,sara.becker@unc.edu,, 

R a2V3ZcFa0IcRVpG, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,206.53.157.126,0,2010-05-06 

20:54:13,2010-05-06 

20:55:45,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 74Bs5Nkzgx9yvuk,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,71.23.81.90,0,2010-05-06 

20:49:43,2010-05-06 

20:56:03,1,1,1,1,2,,6,1,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,4,I’ve heard that 

other TA’s have used the honor system and the student still ends up getting no 

penalties. Even in cases where students have admitted to plagiarism or 

cheating.,~,,,,,,,,,~,,~,,,,,,,,,~,,2,,,~,,,,~,,,,,~,,,~,~,~,~,,,~,~,,,,~,2,~,~,~,,,~,, 

,2,,,1,,1 .... 1,,1 ..... 2,1,kebossen@email.unc.edu,, 

R_eyTwPYJuGJbXao4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,98.169.168.237,0,2010-05-06 

20:41:23,2010-05-06 20:56:09,1,1,1,1,1,,5,1,2,,,,,,,,,,,2,1,2,2,1 felt the sanction was 

too lenient as it did not take into account the fact that the student was cautioned by 

me before he was referred to the Honor Court. He disputed this 

fact.,4,1,5,,1,2,1,4,,2,I often felt I was on trial. My word was clearly doubted. The 

experience militated against bringing future cases to the Honor 

C~urt.,2,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,~,3,,,,~,,,,~,,,~,~,~,,~,,,,,,,~,,~,~,~,,~,,,~,,~,,,,,,~,~,~,~, 

1,,1,1,,,,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,,,3,,1,1,1,1,1,1,student government should take a leadership 

role, l,l,l,1,,1,Discuss real-world examples of consequences of academic dishonesty and 

ethical work product,3,1,stephanie.s.morgan@gmail.com,, 

R_6rjENwO5ERVKZHw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,71.111.198.239,0,2010-05-06 



20:51:34,2010-05-06 

20:56:21,1,1,1,1,1,,1 ........................................... i,i,,i,,i .... i,,,i,i,,, 

......... 2,1 ....... 1 .... i,,,i,,i,,,i ...... i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 3,,,1,,1,1 ..... i,i ..... 2,,, 

R_0BM0x6glHUfvZiI,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.151.72,0,2010-05-06 

20:56:15,2010-05-06 

20:56:30,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_87Yejt0OrIr6MxS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.72.142,0,2010-05-06 

20:57:26,2010-05-06 

20:57:36,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_cISQMmn0jMnDPF2,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.12.219.241,0,2010-05-06 

20:57:47,2010-05-06 

20:58:05,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 3fIn84aTi0HsZF2,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,96.233.239.53,0,2010-05-06 

20:47:53,2010-05-06 

20:58:37,1,1,1,1,3,,7,1,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,4,Iheard it is not 

an efficient way to deal with the issue because students get away with 

everything.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~4 

,"Freshmen especially have no idea, in their minds they often have no idea they are 

doing something wrong.",,l,l,,,,,,,,,l,,,2,2,,, 

R b33MhZbSf7JcQHG, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.106.177.227,0,2010-05-06 

20:40:49,2010-05-06 

21:03:28,1,1,1,1,2,,2,1,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,Depends on the 

extend of plagiarism. Wouldn’t do it of for small cases; would do it for outright 

copying of large parts of a solution.,,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,l,,l,,,l,I have no idea what will 

happen.,,,,2,1,,l,,,,l,l,l,,,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,,l,I should be able to give a recommended 

sentence (not too harsh) .,l,2,1,1,1,1,,l,l,Make UNC look respectable to external 

observers.,2,"I think that small cases are overblown, which detracts from the magnitude 

of big cases.",,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,Trust that they are more or less honest. Few living 

people have not cut a corner at some point; the system should give students some slack 

for small infractions.,l,2,,"I wouldn’t transfer small cases (e.g., trying to look at 

some other student’s answers during a quiz) to the honor system for fear of causing 

harsher outcomes then I intended. To exaggerate: I can administer a slap on the wrist 

when required myself; I don’t want my student to be accidentally beheaded because the 

student-run court was lusting for blood on that particular day. / / I would transfer 

cases of outright copying of answers to problem sets, essays, etc., i.e., those which I 

consider .... bad enough .... or in which a student is particularly troublesome. / / I would 

probably not transfer cases in which the student admits guilt and expresses regret when 

challenged " 

R a5UVGMd5VWo3iPG, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.111.200.239,0,2010-05-06 

20:48:52,2010-05-06 

21:03:31,1,1,1,1,1,,4,1 .... 1 ...................................... 1,3,,1,1,,,1,1,1 ..... 

.... l,,l,personal 

liability,,,,2,,,l,l,,,,l,,,,,,,l,l,l,,,l,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,3,"The main 

violations I have encountered are attempts to subvert writing assignments by 



manipulating fonts, spacing, and, on several occasions, the use of different sized 

periods. As a TA, I felt that this was a blatant honor code violation, but none of my 

supervising profs felt that it was worth more than a point deduction. For my courses, I 

use a word count rather than a page length to avoid the 

issue.",l,l,,l,,,,,,l,,,,,l,l,tdmiller@email.unc.edu,, 

R 9nsKfHbAr0YWRSs,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.204.15,0,2010-05-06 

20:57:26,2010-05-06 

21:03:48,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,2,,1,,1 ....... i,i,i 

,l,,l,l,,l,"I listed both .... harsh .... and .... lenient .... because I suspect that the 

punishment would be either too harsh or not harsh enough; I am not convinced the system 

is equipped to issue a moderate sanction for a moderate 

offense."    ,2    i,     i,i,i, i, i, i,     i,i,i 1 i, 3, i,i i,     1 i, 1,2 

R_9prGoaeSHQjqfR2,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.14.112.159,0,2010-05-06 

21:03:38,2010-05-06 

21:03:53,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_7UHIpP7JVYBdRQw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.250.239,0,2010-05-06 

20:54:59,2010-05-06 

21:04:38,1,1,1,1,1,,8,1,,,,,,,3,,,,,,2,2,1,,2,1,4,,l,2,2,3,,l,,2,"The student’s 

athletic coach was present, which I thought was entirely inappropriate for a case 

involving academic dishonesty. I feel that the members of the Honor System did not 

understand the type of violation at hand and that they did not offer me enough time to 

explain it, even though they were respectful and their behavior was 

appr~priate.~’~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,,i,i,i .... 2,1,1,1,1 ...... 3,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 2,l,angie.calcaterra@gmail.com,, 

R 6Qlf02ktrlu3ouE,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.245.125.33,0,2010-05-06 

20:47:12,2010-05-06 

21:05:41,1,1,1,1,3,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,4 .... 1 ..... l,If it 

were how faculty in my department expected it to be handled, l,,,l,l,,l,,l,Because 

students lack academic writing skills AND potential for retribution against 

instructor,,,,l,l,,l,,,,,l,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,l,"I should be free to grade how I want to, 

the Honor System can impose additional sanctions",2,1,,l,l,l,,,l,Decide on sanctions 

beyond course grading, 4,"I think they understand things like not copying from a 

neighbor on tests, but I think there is a truly profound lack of knowledge of how to 

use sources appropriately in writing. The honor code, with its potential to end a 

student’s academic career, is too blunt an instrument for students who have not been 

adequately trained in academic writing. They are not getting this in NC public high 

schools! Keep in mind that economically disadvantaged students will have much more 

severe impact from something like a semester of suspension.",,,,,,l,teach people how to 

cite sources appropriately, l,,l,,,l,teach appropriate use of sources AND proactively 

make it difficult to cheat during tests,l,2,,"I believe there needs to be a middle 

ground that allows instructors to fail students on assignments for inappropriate use of 

sources without engaging the Honor Code. At some point this is an issue of skill, not 

integrity. I don’t want to end a student’s academic career because their high school 

teachers didn’t prepare students for college, and I don’t want to lose a huge chunk of 

my time defending my decision to do so or dealing with retaliation.", 



R_eVPIQKejUEWfVli,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,68.221.11.175,0,2010-05-06 

21:00:44,2010-05-06 

21:06:43,1,i,i,i,i,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"As a TA, this 

decision would be up to the professor.",l,l,,,,,,l,"Plagiarism is dishonest and a 

violation of the honor code, and should be taken 

seriously.",l,l,,,l,,l,,,,,,,2,,,l,,,,l,,,,,,l,discuss the matter with the course’s 

professor, l ...... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 3,,1,1,,1 .... i,,i ..... 2,2,,, 

R bwSLv2GWJx3i0AY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.205.154,0,2010-05-06 

21:06:40,2010-05-06 

21:07:24,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_eYcaSklqxIZYtr6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.27.220,0,2010-05-06 

21:00:55,2010-05-06 

21:07:32,1,1,1,1,2,,2,1,,1 ........................................ i,i,,,i,i,i,,i ....... 

1 .......... 2,1,,1 .... i,i ........ 1 .... 1 ...... i,i,i,i ....... 2,,1,1,,1 .... i,,i ..... 2,2,,, 

R_7QIA9fmRRD2q3XK, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.77.61.147,0,2010-05-06 

20:58:07,2010-05-06 

21:07:45,1,1,1,4,15,,6,2,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,Usually talk to 

student first,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,discouraged by administrators in my 

school,,,,l,,,,l,l,Contact program director, l,,,,,,l,dicuss with program 

director, l,l,,,,l,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,3,,l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,3,2,,, 

R 0SXY98sDGvYeEDO,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.245.152,0,2010-05-06 

20:54:31,2010-05-06 

21:09:43,1,I,I,I,2,,2,1,,I,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,I,4,"A strong, .... what 

in the world were you thinking? you could get in SERIOUS trouble for that, .... followed 

by a F on the assignment works just fine for 

words, they’re not dumb enough to do it 

again.", ............... 1 ...... 1,2,,,1 .... i,i 

,,l,"it’s not a question of punishment, it’s 

most college age students. In other 

............ 1 ...... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2 ..... 

a question of honesty, given an honest and 

fair teacher, students tend to be honest and fair as well, in other words, lead by 

example", ..... l,same as above,2,l,michadsell@hotmail.com,"Although I’m just a lowly 

graduate student, I believe that this kind of thing shouldn’t leave the classroom in 

most cases. I suppose if you accuse a student of cheating, and they deny it, and you 

levy a suitable consequence, such as making them retake the examination, take an oral 

examination instead, or give no credit for the homework or project; and then THEY have 

a huge problem and go complain, fine, there can be an honor court for that. But I 

firmly think that professors should have the mettle to handle most of these situations 

in a civil manner themselves. You can’t manage a classroom if you can’t manage some 

problems once in a while.", 

R 01maGLDettbk4Ru,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,70.144.163.109,0,2010-05-06 

21:06:54,2010-05-06 

21:10:04,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_eeYblnf0vMyHSdK, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.82.223,0,2010-05-06 

21:06:58,2010-05-06 

21:10:49,1,1,1,1,14,,1 ........................................... 1,3 .... 1 .... 1 ......... 

...... 1,2 .... i,,,i ......... i,,,i,i,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,,1 ........ 1,,,1,2,,, 



R_bki3NTkL3yHD41m, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,74.242.196.200,0,2010-05-06 

21:02:52,2010-05-06 

21:i0:58,1,i,i,i,2,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"It depends on 

the serverity of the situation...I’ve only experienced plagarism by ignorance, not 

deception " 1 i, 1    i,i,     i,i,i 1,2 1 i,     1 i,i, i,i,i 1,1,1,1,1,,,,1,2, 

l,l,,l,,,,,2,"Most students understand that the meaning and importance of plagiarism 

and academic dishonesty, but often are unclear as to the specifics in academic 

work.",l,l,,l,,,,l,,l,,,,,l,l,heumann@email.unc.edu,, 

R 0Hd581ipFHpozNq, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.8.140,0,2010-05-06 

20:45:24,2010-05-06 

21:12:11,i,i,i,2,1,,i0,i,,,,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,"In my 

experience the honor system rarely works. The students usually know how to cover their 

tracks, and the council of peers seems reluctant to hold their peers accountable. I 

have personal knowledge of two BLATANT cases of plagarism where the students were found 

not guilt of an honor code violation because the .... didn’t mean to .... cheat. I also find 

that several higher profile athletes seem to have ghostwriters for their essay work. I 

actually have MANY great student athletes, so I find it particulary objectionable that 

some don’t seem to have to meet the same standards. By comparison, their in person and 

test knowledge suggests they could not be the writers of the paper (even if they are 

quite capable of the ideas as many of them ARE intelligent).",,,,,,,l,l,Because I think 

it is actually important that the student learns accountability in a purposeful (not 

just punative) way.,l,l,l .... l,,l,"The process needs to be improved, and a cause an 

effect relationship between honor code violations and sactions should be made clearer 

and more purposeful.",l,,l,l,,,,l,,,l,l,,,,l,l,"I would not disclose anything to a 

third party that would identify the student. I would present a hypothetical and ask for 

opinions from superiors or my dept. chair if appropriate, again protecting student 

confidentiality. There are circumstances where I have confronted a student, and their 

admission and acceptance of a zero is sufficient. Honestly, I would also assess what 

the individual student’s means of retaliation might be if I pursue the 

matter.",l,l,,l,,,l,l,,l,Either both parties should have representation or neither 

party should have representation.,l,l,,,,,,,l,"Students should work WITH LEADERSHIP 

FACULTY at ALL TIMES and participate in deliberations by presenting the student 

perspective. They should SHARE in research, adjudication, sactions and peer/faculty 

education. They should be a voting party, but not the only or final word.",3,"Many 

students understand they should not copy an entire paper, but the fine levels of 

distinction about what constitutes varieties of plagiarism are not well understood. 

Students are NOT well versed in what constitutes dishonesty, and many demonstrate small 

ways of .... cutting corners .... or otherwise making minimal efforts towards full 

integtrity. I also want to state that MANY students, whether or not they fully 

understand the system, are nonetheless honest and do their very 

best.",l,l,l,l,l,l,"Instructors should actually follow through on class sanctions, and 

be transparent about continued expectations. Stating precisely what might constitute 

plagiarism or dishonesty for each assignment would help. Also, we (instructors, myself 

included) need to find ways to work with the Honor Court.",l,,l,l,,l,Have them read and 

report back about three things they did not know that the Honor Code covers.,3,2,,"I 

think the Honor Code is deeply important, and the Honor Court has the potential to be a 

very active, meaningful process. Students need to better understand the system, and 



feel as though the Court has some impact on the campus. Faculty also need to better 

understand the Code/Court so we can all be working together towards a more honest, 

ethical campus. Frankly, we also need to critically examine the places in the system 

where some students get support and others don’t (in a variety of ways). We need to 

find ways to make grades other than an A honorable so that achievement is more broadly 

understood as successful thinking and participating, not just a .... good .... or .... bad .... 

grade. We don’t need more rules, just consistent enforcement through a joint student- 

faculty-administrative initiative. I realize that no one has the time or resources, and 

that makes it much more difficult, but I also believe we have to find a way. Our 

students DESERVE the respect and learning experience of accountability.", 

R 20umivSa68M691G, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.184.132.134,0,2010-05-06 

21:12:23,2010-05-06 

21:12:38,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_ekuyMSXTd0LsxGQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.81.8,0,2010-05-06 

21:03:03,2010-05-06 

21:14:06,1,i,i,i,3,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,I would refer the 

student first to the professor who teaches the 

class.,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,2,,,l,,,,l,,,,,,l,I would first discuss it with the 

professor who teaches the 

class.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~suit@email.unc.edu~~’I have 

only been a teaching assistent so although some of these issues I will have to address 

in the future, right now I don’t have much authority over the students.", 

R_0NilLq7jrvyJaio,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.23.77.69,0,2010-05-06 

21:04:32,2010-05-06 21:lS:05,1,1,1,1,2,,4,1,,,,2,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"Actually my case is 

still pending. However, I have talked with other instructors about situations they 

dealt with recently in which a student was clearly cheating on a test and the student 

was later cleared by the Honor Court.",l,l,4,,l,3,3,3,So far.,l,So far.,l,So 

far.,2,,,,,l,3,,l,,2,Don’t know yet.,l,2,"Usually the issue is a student cheating on a 

test, and often there is no good evidence to show that the cheating 

occurred.",l,l,l,,,,l,,,l,,,,,,l,l,l,May be frustrating if the student 

wins.,,,l,l,,,,l,,,l,l,,,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,2,I don’t have any 

real basis upon which to answer this question.,,,,,,,,l,,,,,l,I make it difficult to 

cheat on tests/quizzes by making multiple copies of 

tests.,2,l,gadam@email.unc.edu,"This survey was difficult to do because the answers 

were too restrictive. For example, I believe in a student-run honor system, but I 

think it needs greater oversight than it currently has. There was no bubble for 

that " 

R ehRzTCotV5zFZfm, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.24.132.24,0,2010-05-06 

21:18:10,2010-05-06 

21:18:33,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R afal3KZtvGXboB6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.240.44,0,2010-05-06 

21:04:16,2010-05-06 

21:19:38,1,i,i,i,3,,12,1,,,,,,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,I may give a 

warning at first if its a minor offense; I probably would not take them to honor court 

if the assignment was ungraded, l,l,l,,,,,l,Because I told the class I would early in 



the class to try to encourage them not to plagiarize, l,,,,,,l,,l,because my co- 

instructor of much higher rank than me does not believe in using the honor 

system,,,,2,,,,l,,,,l,,,,,l,clearly document the 

plagiarism, l,l,,,l,,,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,4,"Many of the students understand these 

well, but at least one-quarter to half either do not know how to avoid plagiarism or do 

not care to avoid it (perhaps because they have never been caught 

before) .",l,,l,l,,l,"students should be required to pass a short online course 

identifying what is and is not plagiarism so they can never say they .... didn’t 

know ...... ,,,,l,,l,mark clearly on minor assignments if minor amounts of plagiarism have 

occurred and explain to the student why that is 

plagiarism, l,l,authoyre@email.unc.edu,"I am currently in the middle of dealing with a 

student’s plagiarism. There seem to be two problems. One is that the student either 

somehow didn’t know that what he did was plagiarism (very unlikely given how much time 

I spent on it in class) or has never been caught before and maybe doesn’t know how to 

write a paper with plagiarizing. The second is that it is very uncommon in my 

department to look for plagiarism in students’ work and to use the honor system when it 

does work, which means that, as a graduate student, there is a climate that makes it 

difficult for me to hold my own students to the honor system standard.", 

R d0v9CaI6hhRcfe4,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.192.12,0,2010-05-06 

20:49:22,2010-05-06 

21:19:51,i,i,i,i,2,,6,1,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,It would depend 

primarily on the ability to substantiate the 

suspicion.,l,l,l ........ i,,i,i,,,i,,,i,,i,i,,,i,i ..... i,,,i,,,i,i ...... 1 .... 2,2,1,,,1,, 

l,l,recommend sanctions without authority to enforce (act as impartial arbiter),4,"The 

honor system as currently run creates an atmosphere in which students are no less 

likely to cheat, but one in which they are more likely to be circumspect about doing 

so.",l,l,l,l,,l,Use grading schemes based on comprehension rather than volume of work 

turned in, l,,l,l,,l,Make it clear that I read student work by commenting and giving 

detailed grade breakdown.,l,2,,"I think that the honor system as set up now is a stick 

without a carrot. A system in which comprehension is emphasized over completion of 

busywork would go miles towards reducing cheating and plagiarism. As long as students 

stand to gain from academic dishonesty, it will continue.", 

R_4Hfgk3GYokrIzKQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.193.214,0,2010-05-06 

21:09:38,2010-05-06 

21:20:43,1,i,i,i,i,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"In my previous 

situation, I attempted to turn the two students involved in to the honor system, but 

was told that I didn’t have .... a strong enough case .... and that it would likely just take 

up a lot of my time and the students would not be 

penalized.",l,l ........ i,i,,i,,,i,i ...... 2,1,,,1,,,1,1,1 ....... 1 ..... i,i .... 2,2,1,1,1,, 

,,,,4,"I think that because students are so rarely taken to Honor Court and that being 

found guilty in honor court is even less frequent, students don’t see the real 

consequences of academic dishonesty.",,l,l,,,l,Students should be notified when 

students are found guilty of academic dishonesty as well as the punishment that student 

received.,l,,l,,,,,2,l,Denise.Whalen@unc.edu,, 

R_cGDxqeD4FgdSULi,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.229.188,0,2010-05-06 

21:14:25,2010-05-06 

21:21:20,i,i,i,i,i,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"I’ve heard of 



past experiences with the honor court where the student was let off without any 

consequences even in cases of egregious plagiarism, which has made me doubt the 

efficacy of the honor court in handling these matters.",l,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,above 

comment - previous instances where the student-run Honor System let students who’ve 

plagiarized 

go .... i,,,i ..... i,i ................. 2,2 ......... 2,,1,1,,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... l,l,jmpark@emai 

1.unc.edu,, 

R 06dh6ZDiu2BL0na,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.177.153.202,0,2010-05-06 

21:09:21,2010-05-06 

21:21:24,1,1,1,1,1,,6,1,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,5,It’s pointless. 

The Honor Court is inherently flawed. It caters to students. Why go through all of the 

hassel just to lose the case. It’s ridiculous and not worth it. It’s best to ignore the 

situation. The instructor never wins.,l,,,,,,l,,,l,l,,,l,,l,l,l,because it is a poor 

system, l,l,l,l,,,l,,,,,l,l,l,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,,2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,I’m not sure 

they understand how big of a deal it is to 

cheat.,l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,,,l,2,,Instructors don’t have it out for their students. 

They aren’t going to wrongfully accuse students of something they don’t feel strongly 

is actually occuring. Instructors need to be better supported throughout this process. 

We’ve been told by other faculty that it is a waste of time to go through the 

process...soemthing needs to be done., 

R_09bog3AkTNqtEYQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.200.243,0,2010-05-06 

21:21:04,2010-05-06 

21:24:16,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,2,,1,,1,1,,1,1,,,1, 

,,,i ......... i,i ...... i,,i ...... i,i,i .... i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1 ...... i,,i,i,,, 

,2,2,,, 

R bBYoEMSOIoYSxfe,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.79.100,0,2010-05-06 

21:25:50,2010-05-06 

21:26:01,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_e3BolhqTqYJm7Fa,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.192.124,0,2010-05-06 

20:35:50,2010-05-06 

21:29:05,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,2 .... i,,,i .... i,i,i 

,,l,,,l,l,"Because the Honor Code’s inclusion of underage drinking as an .... Honor Code 

violation .... undercuts the Honor Code’s purported protection of academic 

integrity",,,,2,1,,l,,,,,l,l,,,,,,l,l,l,,,l,l,l,,,,l,2,1,1,1,1,1,,l,The role of the 

Honor System should NOT IN ANY WAY be to enforce morality - so provisions regarding 

alcohol and drug use should be CUT FROM THE SYSTEM - they are NOT issues of academic 

integrity, 2,"Our current Honor System’s inclusion of provisions regarding alcohol and 

drug usage is damaging to our goal of getting students to understand the meaning and 

importance of plagiarism and academic dishonesty. Drinking underage is illegal. But 

it is IN NO WAY an issue of academic integrity. It has NO PLACE WHATSOEVER in the 

Honor System and it destroys my faith in the Honor System. Since finding out that such 

provisions were part of the Honor Code, I have discontinued my class policy of having 

students sign the Honor Pledge on all their assignments. The Honor Code has to mean 

something if I’m going to hold it up to my students as something to 

emulate.",,l,,l,l,l,online academic integrity course will be worthless; an in-person 

class as part of orientation could be helpful,l,,l,l,,,,2,l,latin@unc.edu,"I find the 



Honor System’s inclusion of non-academic provisions problematic and even distressing. 

While I understand the desire to foster a responsible campus community and protect 

UNC’s .... brand, .... I do not think that the appropriate instrument for promoting 

responsible behavior outside the classroom is the Honor Code, which should be reserved 

specifically for matters of academic integrity. Leave legal matters of drugs and 

underage drinking to the police and the courts; and leave non-academic University 

policy infractions to the office of student conduct or to university housing 

administrative procedures. / / Plagiarism is an important issue, and one on which 

there is little disagreement: most everyone, from freshman to emeritus, acknowledges 

that academic theft is wrong. But there is not so great a moral common ground when it 

comes to 20 year-olds drinking, or adults using marijuana in moderation. The Honor 

Code should be something around which the entire University can unite, not something 

that students can feel comfortable disregarding because it contains provisions like 

those against underage drinking, a provision that the lion’s share of undergraduates 

will at some point during college violate.", 

R bIdVHnllnHJb75a,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.26.226.147,0,2010-05-06 

21:31:22,2010-05-06 

21:31:35,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_SjkVBLmA3ISmCSY, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.195.18,0,2010-05-06 

21:33:23,2010-05-06 

21:33:34,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_ehedyb2PkZahX7u,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,174.99.58.25,0,2010-05-06 

21:34:13,2010-05-06 

21:34:22,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_9ojyqKApR6FJMnW, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.249.85,0,2010-05-06 

21:29:15,2010-05-06 

21:35:14,1,1,1,1,14,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3,,1 ............ i, 

l,,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,,,l,,,l,l,l,,,,,,l,l,l,,,l,l,l,,,,2,2,,,,,,,l,"None of these, the 

Honor System is silly and a waste of student fees",3,,,,,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,,,2,2,,The Honor 

Court is a preposterous waste of student fees. I would like to see it eliminated., 

R_9RFPkgI2skdtHaQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.202.40,0,2010-05-06 

21:37:07,2010-05-06 

21:37:16,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_d71Sa2EdcjmtPuc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.24.141,0,2010-05-06 

21:29:45,2010-05-06 

21:38:03,1,i,i,i,i,,7,1,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,we are strongly 

discouraged from reporting freshmen to the Honor System.,,,l,,,,l,l,only if it’s an 

egregious and/or repeat offense.,l,,,l,l,,l,,l,as above--we are discouraged from 

sending freshmen to the Honor 

Court,,,l,2,,,l,,,,l,l,l,,l,l,,,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,,l,l,l,l,,l,,,,,3,"I’m appalled by both 

the lack how poorly students understand the concept of plagiarism and how un-seriously 

they seem to take it. As a teacher of primarily freshmen, I expect a certain learning 

curve as students adjust to writing for a university audience. But the degree to which 



21:41:41,1,1,1 

,,1,1 ...... 1,2 

,,1,2,,, 

students are sloppy about their attributions and don’t seem to understand that 

plagiarism amounts to intellectual theft...well, it’s disheartening and discouraging. 

They seem to take surprisingly little pride in their work.",l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,l,"with 

each paper, I ask students to explain how other scholars/research has influenced their 

work.",2,l,elbranch@email.unc.edu,"In my experience, the biggest problem lies with 

using online sources. Students seem to confuse .... common knowledge .... (i.e., facts that 

everyone knows, like Barack Obama is president of the United States right now) with 

.... readily available knowledge .... (i.e., everything they can find online.) I think the 

Honor Code, as written and taught/understood, doesn’t provide adequate instruction for 

students who do the bulk of their research online (no matter how much we discourage 

relying on Wikipedia, Google, etc.) I think this represents a fundamental 

misunderstanding about intellectual property.", 

R_299rrJx5uEyxQby, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.198.216,0,2010-05-06 

21:34:23,2010-05-06 

21:39:44,1,1,1,1,1,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3,,1,,1 .... i,,,i,,, 

,,,l,,l,Not confident of departmental 

supp~rt~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Try 

not to create situations where it can readily occur and benefit the students.,3,2,,, 

R_7UvPpeAtUGsmb0U,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.49.134,0,2010-05-06 

21:36:03,2010-05-06 

,1,2,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3,,,1,1,,,1 ....... 1 

,,,i ..... i,i ...... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,,i,i .... 3,,1,1,,1,1 ...... i,, 

R 5sxlxxIJUsZc3xW, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.136.174.234,0,2010-05-06 

21:42:13,2010-05-06 

21:42:24,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_cXPEMysKe3Zg21C,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.193.76,0,2010-05-06 

21:42:22,2010-05-06 

21:42:30,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_SjIfUMTIOPY73VO,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,187.67.45.206,0,2010-05-06 

21:43:00,2010-05-06 

21:43:15,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 5AMHNBJmE3ZnmHW, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,69.134.75.147,0,2010-05-06 

21:40:27,2010-05-06 

21:45:19,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_9XdCq6iKKpljGcc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.192.12,0,2010-05-06 

21:21:34,2010-05-06 

21:45:50,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,4 .... 1 ....... i,,,i, 

i,,i,i,,,i,,i,i,,,i,i,,,,i,,,,i,,,,,,,,i,,,,,,2,2,,,,,,,i,"To only provide a suggested 

course of action, not to enforce",4,"Students only recognize that the UNC honor system 

is a terrifying ordeal in that if they are accused of something then it will not go 

well for them. This, however, is not a proper deterrent and does not empower 

instructors on any level. When I discovered cases of academic dishonest I was more 



afraid of getting involved than explaining why plagiarism can destroy 

careers.",,l,,l ...... 1 ..... 1,2,,, 

R 8oCN5dhwTQ4ObHK, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,174.60.34.45,0,2010-05-06 

21:46:58,2010-05-06 

21:47:09,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R dmsdWXSk59TNt9a,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.217.195,0,2010-05-06 

21:47:08,2010-05-06 

21:47:24,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 6o27xVxe7U6KRKc,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.19.145,0,2010-05-06 

21:44:00,2010-05-06 

21:50:53,1,1,1,1,1,,2,1,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,4,"The head of my 

department must be consulted first, and traditionally discourages TFs from going to the 

honor court because of all the hassle involved. I’ve also heard that the honor court is 

set up so that the instructor is more on trial to prove that there was no reason that 

the student shouldn’t have known about plagiarism than the student is for flagrantly 

violating university 

rules.~’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~’But 

they also get the sense that the honor system is so complicated and instructors so 

overwhelmed that they can tend to get away with it, especially if they just say (if 

they’re caught) that they didn’t know what they were doing was 

wrong",,l,l,,,,,l,,l,,,l,plagiarism exercise that covers two days,l,2,,, 

R_e5wzq4uoT4G0u9K, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.68.44.52,0,2010-05-06 

21:50:18,2010-05-06 

21:50:57,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_Sxm6edlSTVQjby4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.77.5.183,0,2010-05-06 

21:28:10,2010-05-06 21:52:34,1,1,1,1,1,,7,1,,,,,,4,,,,,,,l,l,l,,l,l,2,,l,l,l,3,Everyone 

involved was very professional.,l,Everyone was very respectful.,l,,4,1,,2,I wish that 

less responsibility fell on the 

instruct~rs.~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 

should be able to determine my level of involvement in the 

process.,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,3,,,l,,l,l ..... i,i .... 3,2,,, 

R_2n2UJnoNujcSO3i,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.241.140,0,2010-05-06 

21:53:24,2010-05-06 

21:53:34,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 6L309o7c5tJeWQQ,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.78.29,0,2010-05-06 

21:55:00,2010-05-06 

21:55:08,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 8fen4JKMiQJXHRW, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,76.182.93.39,0,2010-05-06 

21:56:17,2010-05-06 

21:56:29,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_2fXPgWwXbhC7MMc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,70.63.154.33,0,2010-05-06 



21:56:33,2010-05-06 

21:56:56,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R cOSmFtG4CaFGI28,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.199.175,0,2010-05-06 

21:49:40,2010-05-06 

21:57:15,1,1,1,1,1,,1 ........................................... 1,3,,1,,,1 ............ 1 

...... 1,2,,1,1,1 .... 1 .... 1 .... i,i,,,i ...... 1,1,1,,,1,,1,,,2,,,1,1 ..... i,,i ..... 1,2,,, 

R_eLNQiDeSTuppjaQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.95.181.224,0,2010-05-06 

21:48:56,2010-05-06 

21:57:30,i,i,i,i,3,,7,1,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"I have chosen or 

been instructed not to use the honor system because rarely does the honor system give a 

punishment equal to the crime of plagiarism. Additionally, the honor system makes the 

professor work extremely hard to prove even the most obvious cases of 

plagiarism."    i, i,i,i i, 1    i,i i,i i, i,     i, 1 1 i,i, ,2 i,i, 1 

,l,,,,3,"Many students do not understand the seriousness of plagiarism. For a tenured 

faculty member, plagiarism is one of the few offenses (besides felonies) that could 

result in termination of job. Therefore, the punishment to a student should be equal 

(expulsion from the university with the right to re-apply in 1 years 

time).",,l,,l,,,,l,,l,l,,l,"All students must write and sign the honor code at the 

beginning of all assignments, exams, and papers.",2,2,,"The honor system should 

actively disclose to the entire UNC community (possibly via the Daily Tar Heel) all 

cases adjudicated. Students who are found guilty should be expelled from the university 

with the right to re-apply 1 year after the date of their expulsion. This is an 

approach taken at many other universities (especially elite universities and liberal 

arts colleges). Often times, students receive nothing more than a slap on their wrist 

for even the most flagrant violations of the honor code.", 

R 0TVA54KUuMNBEUs,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.2.181.106,0,2010-05-06 

21:57:32,2010-05-06 

21:57:46,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_byF3b52Fp8EWEHW, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,71.70.217.194,0,2010-05-06 

21:53:56,2010-05-06 

21:58:09,1,1,1,1,3,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,5 ....... 1 ....... i,, 

..... 1,,,2,,,1,1,,,1,1,1 ....... i,i,i,,i,,i .... 2,2 .... i,i .... 3 ...... 1 ...... 1 .... 1,2,,, 

R_006gGkvRSdHOcsY, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,108.1.141.130,0,2010-05-06 

21:54:16,2010-05-06 

22:03:06,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,"depends on the 

gravity of the offense (in the cases I dealt with, I felt that the offense was minor 

enough that it didn’t warrant it)",l,l,,,,,l,l,because I believe that students who 

plagarize should face serious 

consequences .... i,,,i,i ..... 1,2,1 ...... i,i,i ...... i,i .... 1 ...... 1,2,1,1,1 ...... 2 ..... i, 

,l,I like the honor pledge-- I think students should write it out and sign it before 

they complete any assignment on which they could cheat (studies show that this promotes 

honesty-- re: Dan Arielly at Duke),,,,,l,,,2,l,aacohen@physics.unc.edu,, 

R aWVZXakK7YTwnf6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,187.67.45.206,0,2010-05-06 

21:43:21,2010-05-06 22:03:37,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,2 .......... l,l,l,"The plagariasm/cheating 

(it was a combination) was egregious and it was not the first time she had done so in 



our class. She denied her actions throughout and even blamed the professor for not 

explicitly stating that students could not write out their answers in bluebooks and 

bring them with them to the exam! It was absurd. She was given a second chance, blew 

it. and then lied about it. Her punishment was harsh but she deserved it. It wouldn’t 

have been fair to all the other students who study hard, don’t plagiarize, and don’t 

cheat to let her off easy.",3,1,2,,3,2,1,3,"I was REALLY impressed with the members of 

the Honor System. In fact, that’s the reason I’m filling out this survey (I usually 

don’t bother with these things). The prosecuting attorney took the time to do research 

which showed that the student had not only cheated but also plagiarize. While it was 

frustrating that we had to reschedule the trial once or twice, and that it took MUCH 

longer than we’d been told (I was the last testify and was there for at least 3 hours 

without dinner), on the whole the procedure went very smoothly and the attorneys and 

justices conducted themselves maturely and calmly. I agreed with the decision that was 

reached and I was left with the feeling that our Honor System functions very, very 

well.",l,,1,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,1,3,Each situation is a little different. I believe you have 

to evaluate each situation separately and use your discretion. Sometimes it’s better to 

work something out with the student without involving the Honor Court; sometimes it’s 

not.,l,,,l,,,l,l,"Out of a sense of fairness to the other, non-cheating 

students." 1 1    i, 1 1 i, 1 i,i, i,i, i, 1 I should have the 

opportunity to make a statement at the hearing.,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,2,"It’s not enough 

for them to be taught only at orientation (which not all students attend) or in English 

i00/i01 (which not all students take). The meaning and importance of plagiarism and 

academic honesty should be addressed repeatedly by many different people -- advisors, 

RAs, orientations leaders, professors, TAs, etc.",,l,,l,,l,It shouldn’t be a standard 

blurb because exactly what constitutes plagiarism differs from discipline to 

discipline. Specific examples are needed.,,,l,,,l,"I’m going to start giving specific 

examples of what plagiarism looks like, probably in a handout/post when the first paper 

and first exams are assigned.",2,l,lpremack@unc.edu,"I went to a college with a 

student-run honor system. I believe students are mature enough to be able to adjudicate 

these matters without faculty interference. My only concern is the influence the 

attorneys have in guiding the process. If they don’t ask the right questions, not 

everything that needs to be said gets to be said. That’s why I believe that everyone 

who testifies should have an opportunity to make a closing statement.", 

R bEF5E5Wc0D2Z01u,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.27.45,0,2010-05-06 

21:55:25,2010-05-06 22:08:28,1,i,i,i,2,,3,1,,,2,,,,,,,,,,i,i,2,"I believe the minimal 

sanctions are too harsh for what I viewed as a minor offense. While it was an offense 

for which there should have been consequences, I do not believe suspension or failure 

of the course is fair.",l,l,7,,l,l,l,3,,l,,l,,4,1,,2,I believe everyone in the system 

needs to have a clear understanding of the requirements of students in each class 

before a decision can be made.,2,,,,,,,l,2,"If the minimal punishment for wrong actions 

was lowered, I would definitely be likely to refer them to the Honor System. It is the 

fear that minor mistakes will be punished harshly that deters me from 

submitting~’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,1,1,1,,,2,,,1,1,,1,,,1,,1,1 .... l,l,joshua beaver@unc.edu,, 

R_61Eylj6NV70Xpdy, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.62.162,0,2010-05-06 

22:02:51,2010-05-06 22:12:33,1,1,1,1,1,,5,1,2,,,,,,,,,,,2,2,2,3,"The student had turned 

in 3 versions of the paper, all of which were blatantly plagiarized. One of these 



versions came after we had carefully explained the definition of plagiarism and what we 

expected. The honor court did nothing.",5,1,2,,2,2,2,5,,l,,2,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,4,In my 

experience and the experience of my peers the honor system/court is not taken seriously 

by the students or the members of the honor court. Students know that it is a 

teethless threat and act accordingly.,,,l,,l,,,,,,l,l,,l,,,l,l,"The honor system does 

not impose appropriate penalties, or any penalties at 

all",l,,,l,l,,l,l,,,l,,,,,l,,,l,,l,,l,,l,l,,,,2,2,1,1,,,,,,,4,I have had an instance or 

more of plagiarism and/or cheating in every single semester (i0 in all) that I have 

taught at UNC. The students do not take the matter seriously and the Honor System acts 

as no threat at all.,,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,have some meaningful punishments 

available,2,l,ethill@unc.edu,, 

R_6GqN6ToDrauCFly, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.177.178.207,0,2010-05-06 

21:48:51,2010-05-06 

22:12:45,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,"Would depend on 

if it was intentional and if I could prove that they had cheated in some way. In fact, 

if I count accidentail plagiarism then roughly 90% of my students have done this 

because they don’t understand how to cite and/or consistently fail to cite because they 

don’t think it counts-- e.g. using thoughts/words from the textbook assuming that I 

know that is where it came from and since I know then it isn’t 

plagiarism.",,,l,,,,l,l,Because the intervention might help a student get help. E.g. 

if a student is cheating because they are overwhelmed- perhaps they will seek help from 

CAPS or the Writing Center in the future-- ultimately helping their academic career 

more than doing nothing or simply handling it on my own (which would make cheating a 

problem with the instructor vs. a student/university issue).,,,l,,,,,,l,Because the 

sanction won’t actually help the student.; Because the sanction might harm a student 

who has been told by numerous instructors that a practice-- e.g. not citing course 

materials-- is acceptable.,,,,2,,,l,,,,,,,,,,l,Discuss the matter with my teaching 

supervisor.,,,,,,l,,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,l,"I think the primary goal should be to educate 

students about resources avail, to them. My general sense is that students cheat 

unknowingly (e.g. vairous forms of plagiarism) or because they feel backed into a 

corner (e.g. pressure from parents; misconceptions that a .... B .... is a bad grade; etc.). 

I still think there should be sanctions-- but that ultimately the process should be 

less about punishing or humiliating students and more about incentivizing them to find 

other ways to cope with stress/ learn about their responsibility as 

students.",4,"Previously addressed-- in short, I don’t think most students know what 

plagiarism is. I think most students don’t know how to paraphrase.., and I think that 

they think that if they paraphrase they don’t have to cite. Moreover- I think that 

they think patchwork plagiarism is fine-- in part because they live in an age where 

this is done in popular culture all the time. I have had numerous students express 

that they don’t think that there is PLAGIARISM, per se-- but rather whatever an 

instructor deems plagiarism is, and what they deem fair game isn’t. The problem is 

that with more than 5 courses (for most of them) that it is a rigged 

game.",,l,l,,,l,Instructors should pass the same online academic integrity course-- so 

everyone is on the same page.,l,,l,l,,l,Talk about alternatives to cheating; make it 

more difficult to cheat (by making course specific assignments); have opportunities for 

feedback early on-- that way an instructor can assist a struggling student; hold office 

hours and meet with students (I know students sometimes cheat when they can’t get help- 



and unfortunately some instructors do not care to meet with students-- although many 

more do),3,2,,, 

R_eyye4mSAoljCGG0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.72.177,0,2010-05-06 

21:50:08,2010-05-06 

22:13:08,1,1,1,1,2,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,2,,1,1,1,1,,1,1 .... 

l,,,l,l,,,,,,,l,2,,,l,,,,,,,,,,l,Discuss the matter with course 

instructor, l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,,,,,,3,,,l,,,,l,consistently enforce 

consequences of cheating and allow TAs to be involved in the process if cheating does 

occur.,l,,l,,,,,l,2,,"When I was a Chem 241L TA I had a student copy a section of the 

manual into one of her lab reports. When I contacted the professor he talked to the 

student, but did not send the issue to honor court. He also had me discuss the issue 

with the sudent. Her response to the question of why portions of the manual had been 

copied into her lab report was that she didn’t know how it could have happened. The 

professor still had me grade her lab report, but with the plagiarized sections 

excluded. To me it seemed as though the student got away with cheating without 

consequences and that she had no understanding of the seriousness of copying or 

plagiarizing.    / / I did not know how I should deal with the problem other than to 

bring it to the attention of the professor in charge, but in the end I was not 

satisfied with what happened. I think it would be helpful if what do do in situations 

like this and how the process of bringing an issue to honor court works were covered in 

TA training.", 

R e5tJIdhdSXtAPUS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.123.16.128,0,2010-05-06 

22:15:39,2010-05-06 

22:15:51,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_2aYGAXIjpG2XRWc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.113.120,0,2010-05-06 

22:09:38,2010-05-06 22:lS:10,1,1,1,4,12,,3,2,,,2,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,Fair in 

context.,4,2,4,,l,l,l,3,Very competently handled.,l,Well handled all the way 

around.,l,,4,1,,l,,2 ....... 1,2,,,1,1 .... i,,,i .... i,,i ....... i,i,,i,i,,,i,i,i ...... i,i,, 

,,,i,,,,,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,,,3,I was amazed when a student told me I was naive in 

thinking that cheating and plagiarism was not widespread and was not generally seen as 

acceptable.,l,l,l ..... 1 ....... 2,1,paulj@email.unc.edu,, 

R_9FWLfw2VBetCjUU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.240.108,0,2010-05-06 

22:21:39,2010-05-06 

22:21:47,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_aY3hdrD7nHNyOFu,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.237.165,0,2010-05-06 

22:23:05,2010-05-06 

22:23:17,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 86RDRs5BTIa41JG, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.137.40,0,2010-05-06 

22:22:27,2010-05-06 

22:25:18,1,1,1,1,3,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3 .... i,i,i,i,i ..... 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~smithe 

e@unc.edu,, 

R bBO3Y3VLzsRrPQo,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.177.191.191,0,2010-05-06 

21:17:09,2010-05-06 22:26:05,1,1,1,1,1,,4,1 .... 3 ......... 3,3,1,,2,1,9,,2,2,2,3,,2,"The 



original hearing was canceled the day of, yet no one contacted me about the 

cancelation. The two student attorneys were not notified either. Having come up to 

campus during a thunderstorm to park and walk to the hearing, I was not pleased to find 

out it had been rescheduled and no one had managed to make the necessary phone calls. 

Otherwise, they were very respectful.",2,"Due to an illness, the original student 

attorney working with me had to be replaced last minute. As a result, I didn’t feel the 

member who filled in for him was entirely caught up on the details of the case and was 

therefore at a disadvantage. I would have thought they would reschedule the hearing 

given the circumstances. Instead, the case was presented by a member who was trying to 

help out by filling in last minute, but who was unfamiliar with the case (and 

understandably so) .",4,3,I was never notified as to the outcome of the case.,,I cannot 

answer as I was not present at hearing.,2,,,,,,,l,2,"If it is the first instance of 

potential plagiarism and it is limited to a very small section of the paper, I speak 

with the student, have them review material on paraphrasing/quoting, and have them 

resubmit the assignment. If it continues after speaking with them about it, I will pass 

it on to be reviewed. If the majority of the paper is taking exact words without 

quoting the source or sufficiently changing to the language, I will pass it on 

immediately. If a student appears to be cheating on an in-class exam, I would pass it 

on immediately.~’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~’I would 

like the opportunity to either be present when they discuss the case with the student 

or speak with the Court after they speak with the student in private. When I attended a 

hearing, they spoke with me first, so I was not able to hear what the student said 

about the situation. I was told I could wait for the verdict, but their discussions 

with the student were private, so I had no way of verifying the details 

presented.",l,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,"I am amazed at how many students claim to not 

understand why they need to use citations or even quotation marks. If I had sent every 

instance of potential plagiarism to the Honor Court without giving the student the 

benefit of the doubt the first time around and speaking with them about their 

responsibilities in academic writing, I would have submitted dozens of reports over the 

past 5 years. Despite being given ample material on the subject, some undergraduates 

appear to lack an understanding of the most basic elements of academic writing. I have 

come to realize that even with the comments, the syllabus blurbs, the extra handouts, 

many students either don’t get it or don’t care. I would be thrilled if UNC required an 

academic integrity course, or if online worksheets or quizzes on the subject were made 

available to instructors for use in their own courses. Since it appears students do not 

always read the handouts I provide, I plan to develop a required worksheet for my 

classes, but I would love if the university made something like this available (it 

would certainly save me time) .",i,i,i,i,i,,,i,,i ..... 2,l,kSarpen@email.unc.edu,, 

R_SGjaDiKUScVOGqM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.143.101,0,2010-05-06 

22:30:27,2010-05-06 

22:30:53,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_5iONzZGfkDlor5y, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,71.70.217.208,0,2010-05-06 

22:29:27,2010-05-06 

22:32:~5~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4~~~~~~~~~~~these are 

not good reasons,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,2,,,,,l,i 

wouldn’t,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,2,2,,,,,,,,,2,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,2,,, 



R blOLk3ikndRKdml,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,69.134.27.55,0,2010-05-06 

22:24:08,2010-05-06 22:34:06,1,i,i,i,i,,3,1,,,3,,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,I felt that they 

accurately reflected the seriousness of the offense.,2,1,10,Freshman composition (19 

students),l,l,l,3,"I did not have very much interaction with the members, but the ones 

I met were 

serious " i, 1 4,1, 1 2, 1,2, 1 i,i,     i, i, i,     1 1 i,i 1 

,,,l,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,,,,,,2,"Plagiarism is covered pretty intensively in English i01 

and 102. Those students who don’t take those classes or who don’t perform well in them 

may not grasp the differences between paraphrasing and plagiarizing. For that reason, 

there should be an alternative venue to teach them, outside of English i01 and 

102.",,l,,l,l,,,,,l,l,,,,3,l,sficke@email.unc.edu,, 

R_78p6xnzivYjxTCY, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.9.27,0,2010-05-06 

22:23:12,2010-05-06 22:39:28,1,1,1,1,3,,5,1,3,,,,,,,,,,,3,1,1,l,They were 

fair.,2,1,2,,l,2,1,3,,l,,l,,4,1,,l,,2 ....... 1,3 .... i,i ...... i,i,,,i ......... 1 .... 1 ..... 

1 .......... i,i,i ..... i,i,i,i,,i ..... 4,The vast majority of plagiarism cases I 

encounter-- a few EVERY SEMESTER-- are by students who don’t realize they are 

plagiarizing.,,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,,,2,2,,"I am always shocked at the level of academic 

integrity issues in my classes. It has led me to be generally distrustful of all of my 

students, which is truly a shame because most of them are good students. But the ones 

who willingly and/or unknowingly break the rules are so shocking in their 

dishonesty/ignorance, that I am frequently at a loss as to how to fix it. / Teaching 

about integrity in the writing comp classes is not enough. Not all of the students 

take those classes, and even those who do simply fill in the assignments and sign 

pledges because it is part of their grade.    / What needs to be designed is a 

mandatory, INVOLVED, DETAILED online training tool-- similar to the one you must 

complete to file an IRB-- that every student must take before registering for their 

first or second semester. There should be mandatory follow-up trainings every year 

before they register until the graduate.    / Not something they can sail through, not 

something they can open in one window to read the answers and complete the test in 

another, not something they can circulate cheat sheets on... but an extensive training 

with randomized sections/questions that requires them to put in a few hours of reading 

and work to understand what plagiarism and dishonesty actually are.", 

R_bkCJZTgEfJOzem0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.219.81,0,2010-05-06 

22:39:55,2010-05-06 

22:40:06,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_0vp14fHiYRpYEew, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,96.10.48.101,0,2010-05-06 

22:41:40,2010-05-06 

22:42:03,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_0SqzPeglJ3PF3yA, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.33.219,0,2010-05-06 

22:24:20,2010-05-06 

22:42:32~~~~~~~~~8~~2~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~’Becau 

se it will better prepare them for post-graduation life. I think the category, ’teach 

them a lesson’ refects this, but the phrase struck me (the wording) as a little 

vindictive.",l,,,,l,,,,l,"Just building on .... it will take too much time, .... i think this 

is particulalry true for adjuncts and teaching fellows (i.e., part- 



timers)",,,,l,,,l ..... i,i,i,,i,,,i,i ..... i,, 

understand what is meant by academic dishonesty in this survey; 

.. but dishonesty (does that imply solely acts of .... cheating, .... 

items in the instrument related to academic integrity?). (Okay, 

of get to this; more clarity upfront would have improved my 

,,,i,2,1,i,i,i,i,i,,,3,"I don’t even 

academic integrity, yes 

or other acts, per 

next 2 questions sort 

responses.",l,l,l,l,l,l,"Emphasis here is on cheating; I also think, particularly in 

regard to social media, concept of academic integrity should be further discussed by 

examples of how it pertains to social media use and integrity (in the 

instrument)",l,,l,,,l,"Again, update instrument to reflect current landscape of social 

media mobile devices.",2,l,hcarolyn@email.unc.edu,"I had an incident this semester 

regarding Twitter. Led to great discussion with faculty and administration, as well as 

students. Provided opportunity to do a 30 minute activity in class on academic 

integrity. We discussed policy issues. Also has led to some discussion with faculty on 

conducting a syllabus review of how we address issues of academic integrity and social 

media policies. Center for Faculty Excellence had some really good resources available 

to help me in approaching the situation, and turning a negative experience into a 

learning experience.", 

R_beEk9ab4hemVpC4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.131.48,0,2010-05-06 

22:41:01,2010-05-06 

22:44:25,1,1,1,1,3,,4,1 .... 1 ...................................... 1,2 .... i,,,i,i,,,i,,, 

,i ......... 2,1 ...... i,,i ....... i,i,,i,i,i,i .... i,i ......... 3,,1,,,1 .... 1 ....... 1,2,,, 

R_3wlcdjssfI53YX2,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.249.52,0,2010-05-06 

22:44:39,2010-05-06 

22:44:51,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_9zE6mxCgaGslc4Q,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.59.250,0,2010-05-06 

22:39:47,2010-05-06 

22:45:34,1,1,1,3,14,,1 ........................................... i,i .... 1 .... l,l,academ 

ic dishonesty is unethical and highly 

unpr~fessi~nal~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~2~~’They 

probably consider plagiarism not as significant as .... cheating .... on an 

exam",,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,I tell students to avoid discussing exams until all students 

have taken them, 2,l,madanick@med.unc.edu,, 

R 6fcFFUkoluLKsCg,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.225.68.184,0,2010-05-06 

22:45:30,2010-05-06 

22:45:46,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_SxpqbqWcAsrw3uQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,12.48.41.11,0,2010-05-06 

22:35:57,2010-05-06 

22:46:22,1,1,1,1,6,,2,1,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,Only if a whole 

paper was plagerized not parts of a paper or project.,l,l,l,,,,,l,Because it’s 

wrong,,l,,,l,l,l ...... i,i,i,,i ..... i,i,,,i,,,i,i,i,,i,,i,i .... 1,2,1,1,1,1,1 .... 4 ....... 

,,i,,i,i .... 1,2,,, 

R_3BOeN6R3YMrZbpO,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,72.151.95.154,0,2010-05-06 

22:42:12,2010-05-06 

22:49:17,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3,,1,,1,,,1 .... i,,, 

,i,,i,i,,,i,,,i,i,i,,i,,,i,,i ....... i,i .... i,i .... 2,2,,1,1,1 ..... 2,,1,1,,1 .... i,,i ..... 



R_efyxpp3w61wBCKw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,75.189.213.74,0,2010-05-06 

22:44:08,2010-05-06 

22:52:13,1,1,1,2,2,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1,,1,,,1 .......... 

....... 1 .... 1 .... i,i ...... i,i,i ......... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 3,,,1,1 ....... 1 ..... 1,2,,, 

R 9vmZSZLxDLxcFRG, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.148.239.161,0,2010-05-06 

22:47:32,2010-05-06 

22:53:51,1,1,1,1,1,,4,1 .... 1 ...................................... 1,3 .... i,,,i .... i,,i, 

,i,,i ...... i,i,,,i,i,,,i,i,i ...... i,i,i,,i,i,i,i .... 2,1,1,1,1 ...... 2,,,1,,1 .... i,,i .... 

,3,2,,, 

R_4ZT7UBizjUknbw0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.196.44,0,2010-05-06 

22:50:38,2010-05-06 

22:55:46,1,1,1,1,12,,1 ........................................... 1,3,,,1,1,,,1 .... i,i,, 

,i,i,,i ...... 2,1,1,,1,,,1,1 ....... i,i .... 1 ...... 1,2,1,,,1 ..... 4,,,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1 ..... i, 

R 6Shk2uvWSPKorVW, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,184.49.166.22,0,2010-05-06 

22:50:58,2010-05-06 

22:56:12,1,1,1,3,14,,1 ........................................... 1,2 ........ 1 ........ i, 

....... 2,1 ........ 1 ...... i,i,i,,i,,i,i .... i,i,,i ....... 2,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1 ....... 2,,anthch 

ar@med.unc.edu,m, 

R_cvTULp9Bt5hbHhi,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.76.176.242,0,2010-05-06 

22:49:54,2010-05-06 

22:59:45,1,1,1,1,9,,4,1,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,Proving that a 

student has cheated is difficult. Fear of falsely accusing a student is 

str~ng.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~U 

nderclassmen at UNC are shockingly nonchalant about cheating on in-class tests and 

exams. It is disappointing and disheartening to find cheating so widespread at 

UNC.,I,I,,I,I,,,I,,I,I,,,,I,2,,, 

R 5AO90abVSbVSNgg,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.36.249,0,2010-05-06 

22:40:49,2010-05-06 22:59:49,1,i,i,i,i,,6,1,,,,,4,,,,,,,,i,i,2,,3,1,4,,i,3,1,2,"I’m not 

sure what the final punishment was, but I remember thinking it was far harsher than 

merely failing my class.",l,,2,I think the instructor should act as judge in these 

cases and I don’t see why a separate body needs to be 

involved.,2 ..... 1,2,,1,,3,,1,2 .... 1 ....... i,,,i,i,,i ...... i,i,,,i,i,,,i,i .... i,,,i,,,i, 

,l,l,l,,,,2,1,1,,,l,,l,,,3,,l,l,l,,,,,l,,l,,,,,2,l,ericman@email.unc.edu, I’m under the 

impression that the punishments meted out by the court are far too harsh., 

R 8cOXoKBGhVGEzI0,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.61.171,0,2010-05-06 

22:53:58,2010-05-06 

23:00:34,1,1,1,1,3,,1 ........................................... 1,3 .... 1 .......... 1 .... 

..... 1,2,,,1 .... i,i ....... i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... 1,2,1,1,1,1 ..... 2 ...... 1 ...... l,,l,Design 

written assignments that are are specific enough to be difficult to purchase prewritten 

papers or to copy directly from other sources.,l,2,,, 

R bxsKf7IhKrESjB2,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.36.2,0,2010-05-06 22:54:08,2010- 

05-06 23:00:56,1,i,i,i,14,,2,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"In my 

experience (i class) I was a TA under a professor. The one incident I recognized was 

referred to him and he took care of it. With my limited experience/exposure, I’m not 

sure how appropriately I can answer some of these 



questi~ns.~’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

3,,,1,,1 ........ 1,,,1,2,,, 

R 2bfSRwThkYacFbC,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.163.93.79,0,2010-05-06 

23:01:40,2010-05-06 

23:01:52,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_5tNuWmSDcwgA9Ok,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.62.81,0,2010-05-06 

23:03:09,2010-05-06 

23:03:16,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_4SzN4HaNPOzNpDS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.62.81,0,2010-05-06 

23:03:23,2010-05-06 

23:03:29,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_29ypk6KwrovuB90,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.104.14.44,0,2010-05-06 

23:04:07,2010-05-06 

23:04:16,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_6SF6wkUQlyzoL6k,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,68.221.113.148,0,2010-05-06 

23:04:13,2010-05-06 

23:04:24,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_2bGNasNZVueyWkA, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.95.181.22,0,2010-05-06 

22:35:52,2010-05-06 

23:~7:~3~~~~~~~~~2~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I am 

curious whether the Honor system is as ineffective as I’ve 

heard, l,,l,,,l ........ 2,,,1 .... i,i ....... 1 .... i,,i,i .... 2,1,1,1,1,1,1 .... i,,,i,i,i .... 1 

,l,l,,,,,2,l,bapike@email.unc.edu,"In my first semester teaching, I caught students 

using resources on a test beyond what was allowed. They failed to read and follow the 

directions given to them. The instructor I was working for handled the problem 

himself. / / After this experience, I asked other faculty and graduate students their 

experience with the Honor System. Their universal opinion was that undergraduates are 

simply unwilling to convict other undergraduates without extraordinary proof. Blatant 

copying of bizarrely incorrect mathematics, with several witnesses, apparently is not 

.... extraordinary proof .... No one I asked had ever had a student convicted in the Honor 

Court. / / As a result, I have tried to prevent any of my students from cheating. I 

structure my course so that cheating on homework will have a minimal impact on their 

grades. I vigilantly proctor tests, especially the first one given in the semester. I 

try to make the first exam difficult, so that students who might eventually fail the 

course (and cheat out of desperation) will drop the course. I require work to be shown 

in order for any credit to be received. I also give a speech on the first day 

attesting to my belief that .... cheaters don’t deserve to go to college .... and attempt to 

emphasize that cheaters are hurting their peers. I have not caught anyone else 

cheating. / / I think the honor court needs faculty representatives with experience 

judging whether assignments were copied. Since cheaters really are victimizing their 

peers, I think the Honor Court should be held (as much as possible) in public so that 

the victims may have their day in court. Examples need to be made; otherwise, there is 



a widespread belief on both sides that no one is ever convicted. The fact is that 

cheating happens all the time in K-12 schools with minimal consequences, and every year 

students need to learn -- quickly -- that UNC has different standards.", 

R 4Vevk2LZZ9TURHC,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,97.82.219.65,0,2010-05-06 

23:03:43,2010-05-06 

23:~~:35~~~~~~~~~~~~8~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4~~’Departmental 

administration advises those of us with little/no power and little/no time not to 

pursue these cases. They are a monumental waste of time for the professor, and students 

are not likely to be punished for their misdoings. The HC is viable in theory, but it’s 

broken in practice. Faculty should be able to mete out punishment without being called 

before a student court. The evidence re: faculty being the ones who are really on trial 

speaks volumes about our .... court ...... 

sorry.", ......... i,i,i,,i,,i,i,,,i,,i,i,i,i,,i,,,i,i,i .......... i,,i,i .... 2,2,1,,,1 .... 

,2,"They understand quite well in most cases; the stats are on their side. UNC doesn’t 

invest in detection software and our students are quite savvy at bending the .... truth .... 

to fit their motives. They know how to work hard, and several of them know how to work 

quite hard at making others’ work look like their own.",l,l,l,l,l,l,"How about a 

scarlet P for plagiarizer? Seriously, though -- a public column of shame in the DTH 

could do wonders.",l,,l,l,,l,"Other than carrots and sticks ... and creating new 

tests/banks/assignments every semester, what can you do?",4,2,,Good luck., 

R_eLJkjyWnRKmMQNC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.162.230.170,0,2010-05-06 

23:05:59,2010-05-06 

23:12:45,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3,,1 ...... 1 ...... i, 

........ 1,2,,,1 .... i,,i ...... i,i .... i,i,i .... 1,2,1,1,1 ...... 3,,1,1,,1 .... i,,i ..... 2,2,, 

R 3rQY9Df5uZ79GXW, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.162.133.114,0,2010-05-06 

22:58:27,2010-05-06 23:lS:56,1,1,1,1,1,,7,1,,,,,,2,,,,,,,,,,the one case i forwarded to 

the honor court i also withdrew before it went anywhere, so there was no 

verdict...,4,1,10,first year composition (18 students),,,,,the case didn’t go all the 

way through,,na--never got to that point,2,"I decided that the student didn’t even 

understand what plagiarism was, so it wasn’t fair to put him through the 

process.",2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,2,most other people 

w~uldn’t...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,,,l,,,3,"they understand it, but they think they can get away with 

it.",,,,,l,,,l,,l,,,,,2,2,,"People don’t refer cases, and this is a problem. The system 

cana’t work if professors take matters into their own hands. I think that needs to be a 

focus for improvement. Also, the perception is that the honor court is too lenient, 

which is probably why cases don’t get referred. That also needs to change.", 

R_6gIBJiJ90ERPvkE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.191.110.127,0,2010-05-06 

23:18:50,2010-05-06 

23:19:03,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_emrqBC68YyyCcII,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.74.140,0,2010-05-06 

23:11:49,2010-05-06 

23:20:37,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,2 .......... 2,2,1,,1,1,2,,2,3,2,4,,1,,2,,6,1,,3,,2 ....... i,i,, 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~4~~’S 

tudents at UNC simply do not understand what plagiarism consists in (no matter how many 



times you tell them, give them examples, or point them to the appropriate resources), 

or why they should care about academic honesty. This latter point is significant. It is 

almost impossible to stress enough the fact that students simply don’t seem to feel any 

motivation not to be academically dishonest except the fear of sanction.",,,,,,l,"I 

don’t think any of these would work. What’s needed is a change in the academic culture 

of the university whereby students don’t expect to .... get what they pay for .... but rather 

expect to *get an education* (which, obviously, is pretty difficult to get by copying 

wikipedia).",l,,l,l,,l,"Give examples. Tell them that it’s not about getting a grade, 

it’s about understanding the material, etc.",l,2,,, 

R 9vo7rFknUk606Es,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.158.34.98,0,2010-05-06 

23:23:25,2010-05-06 

23:23:33,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_eLrNUh5fqwDeiqw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,128.36.187.181,0,2010-05-06 

22:55:40,2010-05-06 

23:24:34,1,1,1,1,1,,4,1 .... 1 ...................................... 1,4 .... 1 ....... 1 .... 1 

,,l,,l,"Every instance when an associate of mine has brought a student up on charges, 

it has been incredibly complicated, a great deal of time and they have been unhappy 

with the result. Since I have never heard of a positive experience from students or 

faculty, I have no reason to believe the system will work for 

me "      2,1, 1 i,i i, i, i,i,i, i,i,i,    2,1,1 1 i, 1    3, 1 l,"Instructors 

should explain clear and detailed expectations for different assignments as the 

semester progresses. Since there is inconsistancy of expectations (methods of 

citation, what sources should be cited, etc.) the professor needs to clarify this 

within each individual class.",,,l,,,l,I try to explain my expectations for each 

assignment.,l,2,,"Most often, cases of plagiarism are, for the most part, accidental. 

Since this is part of the process of educating students about scholarship, severe 

penalties or notes on their records are often not appropriate. At other times there 

are. Students should know these basic guidelines before they get to Carolina, but I’ve 

found that’s most often not the case.    / / It wouldn’t hurt to give new instructors 

clear guidelines on university policy and how the honor court system will work, since 

people (faculty and teaching fellows) rely primarily on hearsay. When I TAed at Duke 

Divinity School, new instructors attended a session in which they gave us the 

guidelines and talked through different potential situations. Knowing the possible 

outcomes made me much more comfortable with the system and I knew the chain of command 

within which the student, professor and dean should be contacted. When I did have an 

atrocious case, we all sat down and came to a decision which satisfied everyone. I 

know it is not always that easy, but the student understood the possible ramifcations 

of his actions very clearly, a notice was not placed on his record, but the dean was 

aware of situation and could impose harsher penalties if a different instructor brough 

up charges with the same student at a later day. Then everyone concerned would know it 

was a larger problem. With UNC’s system, I feel like there is not a fair warning 

system in place, so I hestitate to do anything that might inflict severe punishment on 

a student who needs a warning and nothing else. On the other hand, I’ve heard too many 

stories of more severe cases where repeat offenders get off on a random technicality. 

This makes me think that it’s not worth my time. / / Another problem...when I was a 

teaching assistant, blatant cheating occurred, but the professor would not allow such 



things to be reported.", 

R 2aSaTHG3iPJkaEc,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.39.33,0,2010-05-06 

22:59:31,2010-05-06 

23:28:36,1,1,1,1,1,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... 1 ....... i,i,,,i, 

........ 2 .... i,,,i,i,i,,,i,,,i,,i ..... 1 .... 2,1,1,,1,1,,1,,,3,,,1,,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 2,2,, 

R_ebtaMlyAotNqsni,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.201.196,0,2010-05-06 

23:19:34,2010-05-06 

23:30:58,1,1,1,2,9,,4,1,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,"The cases I am 

thinking of were when the daughter of a faculty member, at the urging of her father, 

submitted work that was not entirely hers. Had that studnt not been the daughter of the 

head of the electronic communication sequence, her behavior would have been grounds for 

punitive action. As it is, had I referred the cases to the Honor court, my job would 

have been in jeopardy.",l,l,l .... 1 ........... l,Because my job would be in 

jeopardy.,,,,l,,l,,l,,,l,l,l,l,,l,,,l,l,l,l,,l,,l .... i,i,i,i,,i ..... 2,"If there is a 

failing among students, it is theextent to which intellectual property can be used as a 

starting point to their own work.",,,,,l,l,Faculty should be held to the same standard 

as students - or higher,,,,l,,l,,2,l,Gotohelldook@gmail.com,, 

R 5BWorUZVzOsoNZG, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,8.12.4.3,0,2010-05-06 20:58:54,2010- 

05-06 

23:32:05,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_aVjzyX4Th16soxS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.168.225.32,0,2010-05-06 

23:38:32,2010-05-06 

23:38:53,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_iMS7htDsWJbFiBy, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,66.57.81.81,0,2010-05-06 

23:24:06,2010-05-06 

23:43:03,1,1,1,1,1,,6,1 ..... 4 ........ 1,1,1,,1,1,4,,1,2,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... 1,2,, 

,l,l,,,,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,SImultaneously contacting the department is 

recommended dep’t policy.,,,l,,,,,,l,l,,,l,,l,,,l,"I should be able to be called as a 

witness and to testify, but not be part of the deliberations or sentencing 

process.",l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,"As far as I am concerned, the Honor System should take it 

on itself teaching students what is and is NOT acceptible behavior, testing them on it, 

and making a successful test contingent to their being accepted into the University as 

freshmen or transfer students. It should be a pre-requisite to attendance, not an 

after-the-fact mission pawned on to ENGL i01 instructors on behalf of the university. 

Esp. since many students pass out of freshman comp.",3,"The concept of what constitues 

one’s own work has virtually borken down in a world of wiki-based collaboration. Cut 

and paste is a way of life, and that process not only is dishonest, but students do not 

learn that way.",l,l,l,l,,l,See earlier CTOPS type action 

recommendations.,l,l,l,,,,,2,l,mckenna@email.unc.edu,"Student run system is correct, 

but if it is to be student run, it has to do more to make sure students acknowledge an 

understanding of plagiarism before the sit in classrooms. Including what constitutes 

plagiarism in a largely online world. Instructors come off as the bad guys protecting 

the academic reputation we all benefit from. The Honor System needs to put roadblocks 

in place to ensure understanding BEFORE events lead to trials. I do not see that 



happening to any significant or measurable degree, and constantly am amazed at what 

students will consider to be acceptable behavior. / / IF they don’t know, they should 

not be here until they can demonstrate that they get it via some kind of recorded 

assessment. This should be fairly easy to implement, given the online tutorials 

available through the libraries.", 

R_bgEndmvwm0ApWsc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.228.215,0,2010-05-06 

23:43:53,2010-05-06 

23:52:43,1,1,1,3,13,,3,2,,,1 ....................................... 1,3,,1,,1,,1,,1 ..... 

.... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i .... i,i,i,i ..... i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... 1,2,1,,,1,,1,,,2,,1,1,1,1 .... i,, 

2,l,lauriesc@unc.edu,, 

R_3EjPZPz6YOCA76A, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.206.128,0,2010-05-06 

23:50:12,2010-05-06 

23:58:03,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3 .... 1 ............. 

,,l,"Frankly, I feel like my department discourages using the Honor 

Court "      2    i,     1 i, l,Discuss with course 

c~~rdinat~r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~’While I 

like the idea of the Honor Court, I take issue with how the Honor Code is actually 

enacted at UNC. At least in my department, it seems like it’s more of a way to catch 

students at cheating rather than simply a means of being respectful as a UNC student. 

There seems to be a .... gotcha! .... goal at times, rather than just letting the student be 

heard. I don’t deny that there are forms of cheating, but I’m confused as to why we 

have an honor code and yet we still have, say, proctored exams.", 

R 0rmL94t85xVYWNu,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,108.97.140.4,0,2010-05-07 

00:03:01,2010-05-07 

00:04:11,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 612zwDKKC2eeZW4,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,72.255.16.116,0,2010-05-07 

00:00:58,2010-05-07 

00:04:20,1,1,1,4,3,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,2,,1,,1 .... i,,,i,i, 

......... 1,,2,1,,,1,,,1,1,1 ...... 1 ..... i,,i .... 2,2,1,,,1 ..... 2,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 3,1 

,mosley@unc.edu,, 

R 3xtD9boHZCeKxIo,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.62.150,0,2010-05-07 

00:12:29,2010-05-07 

00:lS:17,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,"With proof, I’d 

go. Without it, it’s a headache.",l,l,,,,,l,,,l,,,,,,,,l,No 

proof,,,,2,,,l,,,,l,l,l,,,,,,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,,,,,,3,I used to think it was 

fairly well understood. Now I’m not sure if it is simply not understood or just 

ignored. I think dishonesty is understood; plagiarism is not 

understood.,l,,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,"Have an in-person, required ethics class.",l,2,,, 

R_6YHyjI28JTgFsSo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.215.232,0,2010-05-07 

00:20:18,2010-05-07 

00:20:56,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 2f2wkWnMCHZTCEQ,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.251.192.194,0,2010-05-07 

00:21:14,2010-05-07 

00:25:44,1,1,1,1,3,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3,,1,1,1 .... 1 .... i, 

,,,i ...... 1,,2,1,1,1 ..... i,i,i,,i,,,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 2,2,1,,,1,1,1,,,4,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1 



,,i,i .... l,l,knauer@email.unc.edu,, 

R_e4Yim0cGGLylTjC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8 

00:27:47,2010-05-07 

00:41:35,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,2 ......... 

i,i,,,i,i,,,i,,,i,,i,i ....... 2,,,1,1 

,,,,,,,,,,l,,,l,2,,"Before I was the 

,Anonymous,,,69.134.39.104,0,2010-05-07 

,1,1,2,,2,1,2,,3,1,1,3,,1,,1,,2 ..... 2 ....... 1,3,,1, 

..... 1,1 ..... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 .... 1,1,1,1 ....... 3,,,1 

instructor for this course and was the 

instructor’s assistant, I found two students who turned identical assignments for 

several assignments. I felt they were treated too harshly by the honor court. One was 

suspended from the school for an entire semester, and the other was put on academic 

probation. Both students’ grades were docked severely. While I understand copying 

homework in against the honor code, I feel they were treated too harshly. Docking 

points would have been sufficient.", 

R 87wDxs6i9B496sY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.201.242,0,2010-05-07 

00:42:23,2010-05-07 

00:42:38,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_9npVUQEvPSRDacc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.237.179,0,2010-05-07 

00:52:57,2010-05-07 

00:53:26,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_21gu0cyF9rUTtgU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.252.111,0,2010-05-07 

00:55:16,2010-05-07 

00:55:27,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_3Ow9gSnWoNP3Bli,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.252.111,0,2010-05-07 

00:55:16,2010-05-07 

00:55:53,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_50HtUMxo3JeqlmI,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.184.127,0,2010-05-07 

00:59:37,2010-05-07 01:ii:07,1,i,i,i,i,,2,1,,2,,,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,it was what i had 

recommended.,15,1,4,,3,1,1,3,,l,,l,,2 ..... 2 ....... i,i .... i,,i,i ..... 1 ............ 1 .... 1 

,,,i,,,,,,,,i,i,,,,,i,i,,,,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,,,,3,"I think they know they ought not 

plagiarize, but this ’ought’ is not terribly internalized, or only a response to the 

possibility of sanction. It has been my experience that students do know what counts as 

plagiarism.",,,,,,l,the value of academic integrity and reasons should be discussed 

along side discussion of sanctions/the letter of the honor code,,,,l,,,,2,2,,, 

R_9EInK3jB4OCiNEM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.250.47.245,0,2010-05-07 

01:16:51,2010-05-07 

01:25:40,1,1,1,1,18,exss,3,1,,,l ....................................... 1,2,,1,1,1,1,,1, 

1 ....... i,,i ...... 1,2,,,1,1,,,1,1 .... i,,,i,i,i,,i,i,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,,1,1,,,2,,,1,,1,,, 

,i,,i ..... l,l,ericnbengtson@gmail.com,, 

R 5wls2rLX10sdMR6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,41.220.128.5,0,2010-05-07 

01:30:32,2010-05-07 

01:38:16,1,1,1,1,3,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... 1 ....... i,,,i,,i 

,i ....... 2,1 ........ 1 ........ 1 ......... i,i,i,i,i ...... 2,,1,,,1 .... i,,i ..... l,l,tbaird@u 

nc.edu,, 

R_3zaLqq3AukHiYFK, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.244.219,0,2010-05-07 



01:45:07,2010-05-07 

01:45:24,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R beJsrdSomlxTz3S,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,85.181.134.8,0,2010-05-07 

02:20:50,2010-05-07 

02:33:03,1,1,1,1,1,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... 1 ........... i,i, 

,,,,l,,,2,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,As a TA I would first express the matter with the Professor 

supervising the course I am 

teaching.,l,l,l,,l,,l,l,,,,2,1,,,l,l,,,,,l,,,l,,,,,,,,l,,,,,l,2,,, 

R eeSIPaAuXfKBWC0,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,202.45.12.251,0,2010-05-07 

02:41:47,2010-05-07 

02:42:12,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_0esb5wdhh0JpFSQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,212.198.148.240,0,2010-05-07 

02:36:14,2010-05-07 02:42:26,1,i,i,i,i,,3,1,,,2,,,,,,,,,,,4,,I don’t recall the 

~utc~me.~3~~~4~~3~3~3~2~~~~~~~~2~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~ 

.... 1 ............... i,,,i,i,i,i,i ...... 2,,1,1,,1 .... i,,i ..... 2,2,,, 

R_bjftwSONr4Ak2SU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.204.158,0,2010-05-07 

02:55:59,2010-05-07 

03:02:24,1,1,1,1,1,,8,1,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,4,"The way the 

Honor Code is set up makes it a big fat inconvenience for the instructor. Also, 

instances of cheating that occur in the last week of classes, which is when graduate 

students are turning in their papers. In my experience, grad students are less likely 

to take the case to Honor Court because it makes it yet another thing they have to 

worry about why trying to finish papers on 

time " 1 1     1 1 2 1 1 1 1     1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 

.... i,,i ..... 2,2,,, 

R_ewTRE9bgtXHXTpi,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,97.89.229.155,0,2010-05-07 

04:36:05,2010-05-07 

04:36:17,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 6xveD7sKrdLtoBS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.27.192,0,2010-05-07 

05:36:13,2010-05-07 

05:44:10,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3 ..... 1 ......... i,, 

,i,i,,,i,,i,i,,,i .... i,i ....... 1 ....... 1 .... 2,2,1,,,1,1,1,,,1,,,1,1 ....... l,,,l,come up 

with smart excercises that prevent students from being able to cheat,3,2,,, 

R_9ysOzHMm19IcYiK, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,87.202.8.101,0,2010-05-07 

05:49:05,2010-05-07 

05:49:15,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_0T9DnRg7PF35SIc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.61.185,0,2010-05-07 

06:06:06,2010-05-07 

06:13:30,i,i,i,i,i,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"I suppose it would 

depend on the extent and/or magnitude of the violation. If they were a great student 

otherwise and just slipped up, I would probably give them a firm, verbal reprimand 

before referring the 

case " i,i, i, i,i, 2, i,     1 1 i, i,i,     1 i,     1 i,i,i 1 i,     ,2 



,1,1 ...... 1,,1 ..... 2,2,,, 

R 77e18acj4DJGHc0,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,87.160.198.97,0,2010-05-07 

06:17:16,2010-05-07 06:35:44,1,1,1,1,1,,4,1,,,,2,,,,,,,,,1,1,1,The student plead guilty 

-- and was suspended for one semester.,2,1,2,,3,1,1,3,,2,"Per request - I showed up for 

a meeting to explain the situation (a student cheating on an written assingnment) . I 

asked, ahead of time, what I should bring with me so I could be prepared. The student 

said .... nothing."" I arrived for my meeting and the student who I met with was totally 

unprepared. I could have brought more information with me etc ... if I would have 

known.",,I was not at the final 

proceedings.,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,1,1,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,1,,,,1,1,If TA - first 

step - to the professor, l,l,l,1,,1,,1,,,,1,1,1,1,,,,,1,Should be a mix of 

students/faculty, l,"At least in the courses that I have been a TA for - the meaning of 

plagiarism and academic dishonesty have been clearly outlined, and the consequences 

discussed verbally, as well as documented on paper. I do not think that instructor’s 

need to talk about cheating throughout the semester. The students know it is wrong. 

They know it is wrong to cut and paste texts from another work and say it is there own. 

They know it is wrong to use an i-phone to look up answers for a test. For all classes 

that I have been TA for, there is a standard paragraph concerning academic integrity on 

the syllabus, and each instructor has discussed this on the first day of 

class.",l,1,,1,,,,1,,1,,,1,"When students write their first paper for th course, I 

discuss what plagiarism is during my section and remind everyone that this is 

unacceptable.",l,2,,, 

R 72HK92VrKfGuSt6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,75.189.249.196,0,2010-05-07 

06:56:31,2010-05-07 

~7:~3:5~,~,~,~,~,~,,2,~,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,2,,,,~,,,,,~,Becaus 

e I am required to by my teaching assistant contract,,,,,,,,,1,"It’s always possible 

that the student made an honest mistake and that the situation would offer a teachable 

moment for me to correct anything the student had not understood from class instruction 

on citation, plagiarism, etc.",,,,2,,,1,,,,,,,,,,1,Discuss the issue with the faculty 

course coordinator and show that person the relevant 

documents.,,,,,,,1,1,,,,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,,,2,,1,1,,1,1,,,1,,1,1,,1,"Hultiple handouts, in- 

class and homework activities throughout the semester",2,2,,, 

R 9RF39pZUlgNgHle,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,65.190.147.209,0,2010-05-07 

06:48:51,2010-05-07 

07:13:22,1,1,1,1,3,,7,1,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,3,"The Internet 

makes it ubiquitous; other plagiarism could be hard to prove; too much wear and tear on 

me, too much of my time unless it’s open-and-shut egregious and the pilfered text falls 

readily to hand. There are some basic ways to subvert exam cheats, but the bookstore 

has not in the past been willing to provide blue books to professors without 

charge.",,,1,,,,1,,,1,1,,,1,1,,,,,,,,2,,,,,1,"As a TA, contact the supervicing 

professor.",,,,,,,1,It’s strictly up to the supervising professor if you’re a 

TA.,1,1,1,1,,1,,1,,,,2,1,1,1,1,1,,1,1,"Everything is virtual, so written work can be 

analyzed for word strings to turn up possible reuse of academic papers. The Internet is 

another matter. The system should definitely work to facilitate support for professors 

in their efforts to put in place systems to thwart exam cheating. The Honor System 

needs to educate, but it also needs to help put in place best practices guidelines. 

Perhaps that should come from faculty, or a joint effort.",2,,1,1,1,1,,1,"Clear 



guidelines, especially about Internet sources.",,,,,,l,Let them know I never accept a 

blue book with any pages torn out; make sure they understand that I expect them to 

read; select and construct readings that don’t have Spark Notes; Talk about what is 

plagiarism but really don’t talk about consequences--not my 

job,2,l,nancys@email.unc.edu,"I am a senior graduate student, writing on an extension, 

so have not taught much at UNC lately but did teach my own courses as an adjunct at a 

local private college for a few years. I once told a counselor at UNC about the files 

some social groups maintain and was surprised that this counselor was unaware of them. 

Early in my graduate years someone one of my children knew was caught in the plagiarism 

sweep at UVA, which led to a public discussion in my department. It was sparsely 

attended. I raised the possibility of my department using the software, which was 

available at no cost, and was told the department thought it would send the wrong 

message to students. An undergraduate who attended the discussion pointed out that 

students who cheat stack the deck against those who don’t. The student who was expelled 

from UVA transferred to UNC and graduated in our department. / / With papers for hire 

and Spark Notes and Wikipedia on top of the unwillingness of departments to put in 

place procedures to flag possible internal borrowings, the Honor Code seems like 

something of a farce. Students, especially undergrads, cheat. Unless the rules are 

clear and uniformly enforced, it cannot be effective. Getting busted probably just 

teaches students to be more careful.", 

R 0DmeZZuwhnmt07G, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,153.9.91.101,0,2010-05-07 

07:16:33,2010-05-07 

07:20:47,1,1,1,1,1,,7,1 ...... 1 .................................... 1,4 ........... i,i,i,, 

1 ...... i,i,,i,,i ..... 1 ......... 1 .......... 2,1,1,1,1,1,1 .... 2,,,1,1 ..... i,,,i .... 2,2,,, 

R_eOMwy3K3nRn5oPi,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.149.83,0,2010-05-07 

06:31:20,2010-05-07 

07:21:47,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 0wvS5xyhcgKFc5S,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,67.238.201.85,0,2010-05-07 

07:07:17,2010-05-07 07:22:06,1,1,1,5,15,,12,2,,,,,,,,,,,2,,2,2,1,"Once I submit a 

student, I think the Honor System supports instructors rather than students, so 

submissions, for the most part, support instructors. I realize this may not be fair to 

the student, but it serves the professors well.",l,2,6,,l,2,,4,Too much time was given 

to the student to build a defense. The honor court should recognize that an 

Instructor’s decision should be the main factor in any charge.,2,The instructor should 

not have to defend their charge.,2,The students of the Honor system are not familiar 

enough with the privilages of being a professor.,6,2,"While the representative of the 

Honor System were polite, they should not have questioned my reasons for 

submitting.",3,"Again, more weight should be placed on the decisions of the 

pr~fess~r~’~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~’the 

more people that are aware of the student involved, the less likely my colleagues are 

to support that student in other classes",l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,The professor’s opinion 

should bind the court,2,2,,,,,l,,,,2,"Plagarism rules are included in each syllabus. 

While it is cut/paste, it is there. Instructors should not even have to discuss 

it " 1 i, i, 1    4,2, 

R_Spp2WiKcXTJXCGo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.162.230.108,0,2010-05-07 

07:35:02,2010-05-07 



07:35:12,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_3sVYpbh0gHuWejO,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,71.70.219.109,0,2010-05-07 

07:39:22,2010-05-07 

07:39:39,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 6rFHn3tvQFK6DBi,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,76.182.59.29,0,2010-05-07 

07:19:47,2010-05-07 07:44:40,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,2,,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"The honor court claimed 

that while the student had plagiarized according to academic standards, it was not a 

violation of the honor code. It appeared to be a misapplication of both the honor code 

and general academic integrity.",2,1,4,,1,2,2,4,"The defense in this case claimed that 

the student had turned in a rough draft, rather than a final draft of the paper. The 

prosecution, rather than contesting this claim, accepted it and prosecuted based on 

what the student called her final draft, which was still plagiarized.",2,Hy policy of 

not accepting papers after they were due was not recongnized as a legitimate 

policy.,2,"I understand the need to have a third party involved in plagerism cases, but 

based on my experience, I do not think the system protected academic intergrity for the 

campus.",2,,,,,2,,,,,,,1,4,"I spent about 40 hours of my time with the first plagerism 

case I brought to the honor court. It was a legitimate case, confirmed by a dean and 

the chair of my department. However, the verdict was not just and convinced me that it 

was not worth my time.",,,,,,,,1,"If I believed in the Honor, I would report the 

case" 1, 1, 1 1,1, 1 1,1,1 1 1, 1, 1, 1,1 1, 1,1 1, 1,1 1 1,    2,2 1, 1 1, 3 "E 

yen in the class when the student plagiarized, I had a strong statement at the 

beginning of the course against plagiarism. I required students to submit paper topics 

and provided class time for them to talk about their papers. I made myself available 

for questions about citations and their paper topic. I was clear about my 

expectations, and yet, it still happened. I think that students in general are not 

clear about expectations.",l,l,l,l,1,,,1,,1,1,,1,Provide examples of 

plagiarism, 2,1,bdenison@email.unc.edu,"I think that if the honor system continues to be 

run by students, these students need to respect all instructors--including graduate 

student instructors. This can be accomplished by not forcing instructors to abandon 

their classroom policies and by operating on the basis that committing plagiarism is a 

violation of the honor code.    / / A court that was a mixture of faculty and student 

members might be the most effective. Ideally, this collaboration would offer 

representation for students as well as making sure that academic integrity is upheld.", 

R_3DfqCeHoquBhOyE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,76.4.189.148,0,2010-05-07 

07:49:34,2010-05-07 

07:54:32,1,1,1,1,12,,1 ........................................... 1,4 .... 1,,1 ........... 

1 ....... 2,1,,,1 .... 1 ....... 1 ........... 1,1,1,,,1 ..... 2,,1 ....... 1 .... 1,,,2,2,,, 

R_005aFfNeG1Rjy2o,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,152.2.75.168,0,2010-05-07 

07:55:48,2010-05-07 

08:01:19,1,1,1,1,2,,2,1,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,1,"1 didn’t this 

time, because it was left up to my course 

coordinator.’’,1,1,1,1,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,2,,,1,1,,,1,1,,,,,,,1,1,,,,1,,,,,,1,1,1,1,1,, 

,,,,3,i taught a lab course and many students were under the impression that just 

copying off each other is not plagiarism.,,1,1,1,,,,1,,,,,,,1,1,ayumish@email.unc.edu,, 

R e40kF1QY2ScsFCY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,166.137.138.25,0,2010-05-07 



08:01:18,2010-05-07 

08:01:40,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_4SKatxrIS6VUyaM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.25.137,0,2010-05-07 

07:49:01,2010-05-07 

08:01:43,1,1,1,5,3,,7,1 ...... 1 .................................... 1,4 ............. 1 .... 

,i ...... i,,i ..... i,,i ...... i,i,,i,i,,i,i .... 2,2,1,,,1,1 .... 4,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 3,l,b 

rundage@email.unc.edu,"I am vigilant about plagiarism and have caught a number of 

students who violated academic integrity. However, every colleague who has had dealing 

with the Honor System has told me to avoid it at all cost. The perspective of my 

colleagues is that it is remarkably lenient and rule bound. For me, there is no gray 

in the matter of plagiarism and so I prefer to deal with the matter myself. By doing 

so I can be assured that my punishment for plagiarism is consistent. The shortcoming, 

of course, is that there is no institutional memory of the student’s act. I regret 

that fact, but the alternative of an honor system that provides protections to 

plagiarists is far worse.", 

R er194FQzMKwlKkc,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.106.177.227,0,2010-05-07 

08:04:58,2010-05-07 

08:05:15,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_dokXUnfSHOj14kA, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.205.111,0,2010-05-07 

07:46:42,2010-05-07 

08:10:24,1,i,i,i,i,,8,1,,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,I would speak 

first with a course coordinator to see if the chances of success seemed worth the 

trouble.,l,l,,,,,,,,l,,,,l,,,,l,"because use of inappropriate materials on foreign 

language compositions is difficult to prove without a doubt, so past experiences have 

shown this recurrent problem be an embarrassment for the instructor in the Honor 

Court"     2, i,i, 1 i,    1    i,i,i    i,i,i     2,1,1 i, i,i     3, 1 1 i,i, i, i,i 

,2,1,oconner@email.unc.edu,"The Honor System should involve peers, i.e., other 

students, but it has a responsibility to uphold the high academic standards that 

teaching professionals work hard to maintain. As an instructor, I have understood from 

others’ past experiences that the Honor Court tends to side with students and is 

therefore not designed to support instructors. While I do not believe that instructors 

are always right, I do believe that as professionals their assessment of a situation 

needs to be given careful consideration. / / Also, the language of this survey needs 

to be much more objective. The wording of many of the multiple choice options is 

judgmental. For example, one of the options is .... A standard academic integrity blurb 

should be part of each syllabus .... ; that wording presents the option negatively, 

differently than .... a statement on academic integrity should be part of each 

syllabus ...... 

R 861edCcztlbINoM, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.176.179.198,0,2010-05-07 

08:10:28,2010-05-07 

08:15:31,1,1,1,1,1,,5,1,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,"This depends 

strongly on whether or not my supervisor wants the trouble of going through the 

committee, and whether or not the student was aware of what plagiarism meant. Some of 

my students are from countries where plagiarism doesn’t have the same 

connotations " i, i, i,i i,     1 1    i, 1 i, 1    i,i,i i,i i,i, 1 1 i,    2,2 



,1,1,,1,,1,,,3,,,1,1,1 .... 1,,1 ..... 2,2,,, 

R 6VWIFv5KmOSdiKg,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,128.109.2.110,0,2010-05-07 

08:18:03,2010-05-07 

08:18:12,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_dmc7bDRFLg3ON8w, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,71.70.238.35,0,2010-05-07 

08:09:33,2010-05-07 

08:23:52,1,1,1,4,8,,4,2,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,3,"It depends on 

the student. For example, in one case the student was from another country and I did 

not believe she understood what plagiarism was.",,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,1,,1,Worry that the 

’honor system’ is too intimidating to students and perhaps viewed as some super high 

body. Not sure if the treatment would be personal enough to each 

situation;,,,1,2,1,,,1,,,,1,1,,,,,,1,1,1,,,1,,,,1,"This is tricky because I would want 

to be involved, but I understand how this might bias the process which is why this is a 

difficult issue.",l,2,1,1,1,1,,,,,3,"I don’t think they really read this document. The 

UG and Graduate Bulletins also have excellent information about integrity and how 

students are meant to conduct themselves in class and engage in their classwork, which 

I know they don’t read. I’ve taken to copying sections from all of these documents 

into my syllabi to make the issues salient on the first day. / / These days I think 

’cheating’ is a hard topic -- technology has changed things a lot and many times what 

students and faculty consider cheating differ. Also, since a lot of things on the Web 

are indeed copied and reused without no attribution, students often model this, which 

is not good.",l,l,l,1,,,,1,,1,,,,,2,1,dianek@email.unc.edu,"This survey made me think a 

bit more about my reluctance to send anything to the Honor System. My worries are that 

the case would not be handled the way in which I’d want it to be, so giving up the 

control is an issue for me. For example, the court may go ’too easy’ or ’too hard’ on 

a particular case. As an instructor, I am in the best position to know the student and 

their actions, behaviors and performances (longer-term). I feel as if can consider more 

context and background when making the decision myself.", 

R_88kjhxuF1B5UKGw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,152.2.106.9,0,2010-05-07 

08:18:21,2010-05-07 

08:26:27,1,1,1,4,5,,12,2 ........... 1 ............................... 1,4,,1 ..... 1 .... 1,,, 

........ 1,,1,1,1 ...... 1,1 ...... 1,1,1,1,,1,1,1 .... 1,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,,1,1 ......... 1,,, 

4,1,mjkutche@email.unc.edu,"Hy students cheat all the time. Since the honor system’s 

decisions are kept confidential, the honor system is not in any way a deterrent in 

preventing future cheating.", 

R 000KYnm4sZsHkAc,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,208.22.79.251,0,2010-05-07 

08:27:06,2010-05-07 

08:27:28,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 3IeVQX3OHnt3uDO,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,66.57.46.183,0,2010-05-07 

08:22:05,2010-05-07 08:29:45,1,1,1,1,1,,4,1,,,,2,,,,,,,,,1,1,1,,2,1,5,,1,2,1,3,,2,1 was 

not informed about the process as it 

progressed.,1,,4,2,,2,,2 ....... 1,1,,1,1,1 .... 1 ..... 1,,1 ....... 1,,1 .... 1 .... 1 ....... 1,1, 

1 .... 1,1 .... 1,1,,1,1 ...... 3,,,1,,,1,,,1,,,1 .... 3,2,,, 

R_0JkE1LwN0yBDfWk,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,76.182.99.155,0,2010-05-07 

08:29:53,2010-05-07 



08:36:06,1,1,1,1,2,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,,1,1 .... 1 ...... i,i 

......... 2,,,1 .... i,i,i ........ i,,,i,,i .... i,i,,i,i,i ..... 2,,1,1 ........ 1 ..... 1,2,,, 

R_SDiYhCtpCec26nq, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.99.112,0,2010-05-07 

08:35:16,2010-05-07 

08:41:43,1,1,1,1,1,,6,1 ..... 1 ..................................... 1,4,,1 ......... 1 .... 1 

,,l,,l,Our dept says try not to take it to Honor’s court...to difficult and 

long .... 2,,,1 .... i,i,i,i ..... i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... 2,2,1,,1,1,,1,,,2,,1,1,,1 .... i,i,i ..... 2, 

l,smriley@email.unc.edu,, 

R_3VkOt6sRKsaXyZu,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.132.33,0,2010-05-07 

08:34:38,2010-05-07 

08:43:25,1,1,1,1,8,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1,1,1 .... 1 ........ 

,,,l,"because plagiarism is rarely a black and white issue. There are so many 

extenuating circumstances. Sending a student to the Honor System could end their 

academic career, and that’s a harsh punishment if the plagarism is due to 

misunderstanding or something like 

that "    2, i,i,    1 i,i i,    1 1    i,i    4, 1 i, i,i i,     1 "I talk 

about the values behind proper citation of others’ work. Since I figure they’ve heard 

for years that they can’t copy others’ work and heard for years about the punishment, I 

think I can contribute by talking more about the values behind it and why it’s so 

important to me and should be to them to. I talk about how they should demand credit 

for their own work, too.",l,2,,, 

R_3Cbx2THNdgPTPQo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.56.148,0,2010-05-07 

08:40:10,2010-05-07 08:45:37,1,i,i,5,14,,3,1,,,2,,,,,,,,,,i,2,1,I felt the evidence did 

not support a guilty 

verdict,2,1,4,,l,2,2,3,,l,,l,,4,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,2,,,,l,,l,l,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,not sufficient 

evidence .... 1 .... 1 ..... 1 ........ i,i,,i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i ...... 2,,1,,1 ..... i,,i ..... 4,2,, 

R_2huBzintE2gtfO4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.227.113.98,0,2010-05-07 

08:38:13,2010-05-07 08:46:45,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,2,,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"The evidence of 

cheating could not have been more obvious, and the excuse given was completely 

implausible. Also, this case dealt with a student-athlete, and I found the 

interventions from the athletics department asking that the case not be brought before 

the honor court 

unethical.~’~2~~~2~~2~2~2~3~~~~~~~~2~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,,i ........ i,i,,i,,i,,i .... 1,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,1,1,1 .... 2,l,chunco@email 

.unc.edu,"In general, I think that students should be involved in running honor court. 

However, I think the addition of more faculty members at the proceedings would be very 

helpful.", 

R 2talciNJGAp5ISS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.241.91,0,2010-05-07 

08:24:08,2010-05-07 08:47:58,1,i,i,i,3,,6,1,,,,,3,,,,,,,,3,2,1,"One case was found 

guilty, but the student plead guilty - probably the only reason anyone is ever found 

guilty.",2,1,3,,l,2,2,2,They were overly formal so much as too show a lack of common 

sense. It felt like they were playing dress up for criminal court.,2,Their respect 

felt only like a show.,2,"It was all students, who lack the perspective and 

sophistication to adjudicate this. My case was too nuanced for 

that.",3,3,,4,,2,,,,,,,l,4,"Unless it was more than obvious, it would be a waste of 

time " i,i,i     i, 1 i, i, i, i, i,    1    i,i,    i, i,i i,i,i,i,i,i .... 2,2 .... i,, 



,,,3,"Given their use of Wikipedia, I would say they don’t understand 

much.",,l,,,l,,,l,,,l,,l,Teach proper citation and 

sources,2,l,kmcfarla@email.unc.edu,"I had one case of plagiarism that went through a 

trial with the Honor System and I do not believe the students adequately dealt with it. 

In my case it was fairly obvious that the student did not write the paper himself, but 

since no one could find the actual paper from which he copied, he was found innocent. 

The result, I believe, is that students are allowed to pay for others to write their 

papers as long as there is no trace.", 

R_5nhIb7dyKcXDbp2,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.121.101,0,2010-05-07 

08:48:43,2010-05-07 

08:51:47,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,4 .... 1 .... i,,,i .... 

i,,i ....... 2,,,1 .... i,i ....... 1 ...... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i ...... 3 ..... i,i,,,i,,i ..... 1,2,,, 

R_9ZVfYFYgdPrBu7y, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.87.190.214,0,2010-05-07 

08:34:59,2010-05-07 

08:53:16,1,1,1,1,3,,3,1,,,2 .......... 2,2,3,,2,1,2,,2,3,3,4,,2,,2,,5,3,,3,,2 ....... 1,5," 

The honor systems has a terrible reputation within the faculty and grad students in our 

department. Worse than a joke, it’s seen as a complete wast of time. In my (many) 

years as a grad student I have only heard horror stories about faculty engagement with 

the honor system. In my opinion it is one of the worst aspects of UNC as a university. 

I view it as broken beyond the point of actually engaging in it.",,,,,,,,l,I would 

never do so.,l,l,l,,,,,l,l,"While I know how to begin the process, the entire process 

has never been explained so I have no ability to know what will happen. I also do not 

know the distribution of outcomes and am therefore reluctant to refer students for fear 

of to little or to much punishment. Finally it is unclear that I must do so and given 

the horror stories and general advice from faculty to avoid the system, I 

do.",l,,,l,,,,l,,,l,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,l,"To be honest, it is difficult for me to take 

any of the above seriously given my opinion of the court.",2,2,,,,l,,l,,,3,I have 

students who do not understand what it means to plagiarize. I think UNC needs a 

centralize system have informing students about it. Every instructor should not have 

to assume that every student starts from ground zero in every class. Tis wasteful. If 

there is an assumption that plagiarism is explained in say English i01 or Welcome to 

UNC i01 then it needs to be reevaluated as my fellow grad students and I have hit 

multiple tearful students who have no idea that cutting and pasting is wrong. If there 

is a system it is broken.,,l,l,,,,,l,,l,,,l,"Last semester I had a friend from the 

English department come and give a guest lecture on how not to cheat. Again, this 

feels redundant that in a social science class I had to do so.",3,2,,"Again, the system 

has such a poor reputation, is so opaque, that it is non-functional. If we’re going to 

have one we should have one that gives real consequences (like UVA) and one that isn’t 

viewed as a bureaucratic time suck that only yields bad outcomes.", 

R_bKGyxWOkLiLmngo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.237.96.118,0,2010-05-07 

08:49:05,2010-05-07 

08:56:14,1,1,1,1,2,,4,1 .... 1 ...................................... 1,2,,1,,1 ....... i,i,, 

i,i,i ...... 1,,2,,,1,1,,,1 ........ i,i,i .... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 4,,1,1,,1,1,,,1,,1,1,, 

,,l,l,jkeppel@email.unc.edu,, 

R 9Sv3Z0zi99W5aJe,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.20.67,0,2010-05-07 

08:53:46,2010-05-07 

08:58:50,1,1,1,1,1,,1 ........................................... 1 ......... 1 ............ 



appear as a witness if one side or the other deemed it 

R_ba9QXkyi6NoqrWI,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,206.53.106.145,0,2010-05-07 

08:54:04,2010-05-07 

out what the process is (read up more on it) and then try to make sure I was doing all 

the preliminary steps like double-checking to see if it is plagiarism, 

etc.",l,,,,,,,l,"by .... teach a lesson .... I would mean, help them to understand why 

plagiarism is not a good practice",,,,,,,,,l,i don’t know - it would depend on the 

situation i guess,,,,2,,l,,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,again it would depend on the situation as to 

R_eKINfjeAZhSVBL6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.103.238,0,2010-05-07 

08:58:46,2010-05-07 

R_28ZmUgGngACoMqS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.198.166,0,2010-05-07 

09:00:26,2010-05-07 

don’t know whether or not they have actually plagiarized or not, so it depends on how I 

perceive the intention.",,l,l,,,,,,,l,,,,l,,,,l,"If it’s a composition course, then 

they are still learning how to use 

plagiarism exercises and models,3,2,,, 

R_bOWOLfgh75GXhcw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.39.227,0,2010-05-07 

09:09:06,2010-05-07 

because I was just a ta, and the professor didn’t want 

t gets more difficult with the internet; note taking can involve cutting and pasting, 

and then it’s easy to forget you’re plagiarizing when it comes to 

R_dhUOGZ3puLCmyGM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.16.135,0,2010-05-07 

of plagiarism. I disagreed with first verdict of not guilty. The student claimed 

ignorance of proper citation rules despite being a junior. I come to expect that the 

students in my class have an understanding of what constitutes cheating and plagiarism. 

/ / I was in strong agreement with the sanction in the second case, in which the 

student was found guilty. The Honor Court found that the student in question would be 

better served by rewriting the assignment for no credit and taking courses at the 

Writing Center to address the issues she had. I believe that this sanction was a more 

effective teachable event than suspension.",2,1,3,,l,2,1,3,I was very impressed with 

the members of the Honor Court and the seriousness with which they addressed this case. 

They were compassionate but obviously believed strongly in upholding the Honor 

,,,,i,i,i,i,,i,,,,,3,"I do not believe that students fully understand the extent of 



what constitutes plagiarism and academic dishonesty. In my own experience, a student 

implied paraphrasing in a paper by using parenthetical citation but no quotations, 

despite quoting directly. But the student claimed he thought he was doing the right 

thing, although he demonstrated an understanding of how to properly quote throughout 

the paper. Students need to understand that the use of direct quotes and ideas without 

proper citation are forms of academic 

dishonesty.",,l,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,,,2,l,carpino@email.unc.edu,"I believe strongly in the 

Honor System but believe that it needs to be a more pronounced part of UNC -- only when 

students hold each other accountable, particularly outside the purview of the Honor 

Court will students take the Honor Code seriously.    / / It would also be helpful to 

make the process as streamlined as possible. I have heard a common complaint among 

graduate students and faculty that the time-intensive nature of reporting violations is 

a disincentive.", 

R_eetpFWJVRsJxFxa,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,184.35.20.98,0,2010-05-07 

09:09:22,2010-05-07 

09:15:56,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3 .... 1 ........... i, 

,,l,,,,,,2,1,,,,,,,l,l,,,,,,,l,,,,,l,l,,,,l,2,,,,l,l,,,,3,,,,,,,l,Students should fail 

if they cheat. Does this even happen anymore?,l,,l,,,,,l,2,,, 

R_SkVTTn2PAUohagQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.162.145.217,0,2010-05-07 

08:33:05,2010-05-07 09:16:27,1,i,i,5,12,,4,2,,,,4,,,,,,,,,3,3,2,"One of the cases 

involved blatant cheating in two courses on the final exams. The student even pleaded 

guilty to both and was expelled from the degree program. He felt no remorse and 

justified what he had done because he was taking a very heavy course load and got 

behind. However, he never expressed a problem to me or the other professor. We would 

have been more than happy to work with him to make up missed work. He ultimately hired 

an attorney, and under threats of a lawsuit, UNC re-instated 

him.",2,2,3,,l,2,2,5,"There was very clear evidence that this student had cheated on 

the final exam -- enough evidence that Student Attorney General decided to charge the 

student. I waited to hear about a hearing date. Ultimately I heard from the student 

(never heard back from the honor court) that he had been found .... not guilty .... and he 

wanted me to assign him a grade (I had given him an incomplete). When I contacted the 

Student AG, she referred me to Melinda Manning, who told me that the Honor Court 

dropped the ball. The student assigned council had not followed up on the case (in 

fact, did not respond to either phone calls or e-mail), so he was .... fired .... from his 

position. Because a lot of time had passed, the Honor Court decided that they could no 

longer pursue the case and threw it out on a technicality.",2,"I was never contacted 

about what was going on. The student had a history of emotional problems. I was forced 

to give the student a grade, even though he did not deserve to get one. I felt 

.... unsafe .... flunking hime without the backing of the university.",l,If there had ever 

been proceedings!,4,1,,l,,2,,,,,,,l,3,I always approach the student first and then 

determine whether there is reason to refer to the Honor Court,,,,,,,,l,The situation is 

egregious enough that it should be handled in a more formal way,,,,,,,,,l,"I don’t know 

what I will do in the future, given how incompetently the last case was 

handled." 1 i, i,i, i,i,i i,i,i 1 1 i,i,i, 3, 1 1 l,Requ 

ire a signed honor code pledge on required work, 4,l,garrettj@med.unc.edu,"I have taught 

at UNC for 25 years and take my teaching very seriously. In all that time there were 

only 3 cases that I deemed serious enough to warrant sending the students through the 



honor system. Although I was very impressed with the students on the Honor Court, in 2 

of the 3 cases (particularly, the last one), I was very disappointed in how the cases 

were ultimately handled. I was particularly disappointed that for the case that I most 

needed the support of the university, I was left on my own and forced into a compromise 

that I should not have had to make. This student has stated repeatedly to faculty and 

his program directors that I had mistakenly thought he had cheated, but the Honor Court 

found him .... not guilty .... . This was NOT the decision of the Honor Court.", 

R_iTaQmlh5CFhpTQo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.6.173,0,2010-05-07 

09:19:42,2010-05-07 

09:19:51,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_9ogj37Cbsb7LjlW, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.85.209,0,2010-05-07 

09:22:54,2010-05-07 

09:23:03,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_9GHRfXyggxsBVKQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.95.177.148,0,2010-05-07 

09:17:39,2010-05-07 

09:25:47,1,1,1,1,3,,6,1,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,5,"From what I 

understand, it is very time consuming to bring a student to Honor Court, and it is 

highly probable that the student will be aquited. It is not worth my time. I would 

prefer to take other measures to reduce the probability of cheating, or to punish 

students."    1 1 i,i, 1    i, 1    i,i,i i,i, 1 i,i, i,i,i 1 i, i,i     2,2 1 

,,l,l,,,,4,Student are very focused on grades as opposed to 

learning.,,l,,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,I try to make it as difficult as possible to cheat.,l,2,,, 

R_cvTvhgiWiEnfxRy, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.101.191,0,2010-05-07 

09:30:33,2010-05-07 

09:30:44,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_bHglYiYicDScR36,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.28.24,0,2010-05-07 

09:26:43,2010-05-07 

09:30:51,1,1,1,1,14,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... i,i,,,i ...... i, 

,i ........ 2,1,,,1,,,1,,1 ...... 1 ..... 1 ...... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,2,,1,1,,1 .... i,,i ..... 1,2,, 

R 5t2WmwsmNTOMwm0,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.106.176.216,0,2010-05-07 

09:27:09,2010-05-07 09:34:47,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,3,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,The students plead 

guilty in order to avoid trial and receive the instructor-recommended 

sanctions.,3,,2,,l,l,l,3,"I think it is great when the instructor can propose a 

reasonable sanction (such as failing the course) and the student is able to accept it 

by pleading guilty and get on with their lives, as opposed to drawing things out in a 

trial " i, 1 4 i, 1 ,2 i,i, 1 i, i,i     i, 1 i,    1     i,i i,i 1 

,,,,i,,,,,i,i,i,i,,,,,,,3,"I find that students often fail to distinguish the 

difference between .... working together .... and .... copying another student’s 

work ...... ,l,l,,l,l,,,l,,l,,,,,2,l,amills@unc.edu,, 

R_5j5CYg4AQupHigk,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.66.139,0,2010-05-07 

09:40:05,2010-05-07 

09:40:25,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 



R_cMzyDbPyB3PiPog,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.2.94.119,0,2010-05-07 

09:37:47,2010-05-07 

09:46:35,1,1,1,5,12,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1,1 ..... 1 ....... 1 

......... i,i,,,i ..... 1 ...... 1 ...... i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1,1,1 ........ 1,,,4,2,, 

R_9TSHpvpIL9aCuKS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,198.85.230.114,0,2010-05-07 

09:04:38,2010-05-07 

09:47:50,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3 .... i,,,i,i,,,i,,, 

,i ......... 2,1,,1 .... i,i,i ...... 1 ........... l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,2,,,l,,l,l,,,l,,l,,,l,emph 

asize honor system before each test, l,2,,, 

R eEPWCx6klzlSX6k,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.239.47,0,2010-05-07 

09:49:00,2010-05-07 

09:53:32,1,1,1,3,15,,1 ........................................... i,i .... i,,i,,i ........ 

........ 2,1,,1 ...... 1 ....... i,i,i,,i ...... 1,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1,1,1,1 ....... 1,,,1,2, 

R_2izOKWFNgk2hvj6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,71.70.217.241,0,2010-05-07 

09:54:07,2010-05-07 

R_eVvkqp73pAiGiPm, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.105.89,0,2010-05-07 

09:47:57,2010-05-07 

with the Honor Court, but I hear it is a hassle and a waste of time. I hear that the 

student lawyers come up with ridiculous excuses, and the student in question is never 

found guilty. Unless the matter were very serious, I would hesitate to bring it to the 

Honor Court.", 

R_7PBt5eeKWkJ65gw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.6.97,0,2010-05-07 

09:53:09,2010-05-07 

absolutely no way to .... prove .... to the Honor Court if someone was cheating on a test, so 

why waste my time and energy?",l,l,,,,,l,l,"Because one student illigitimately 

obtaining a higher grade than s/he earned hurts everyone that studied and tried, by 

comparison (grading 

think the harm done other students in the class by one students dishonesty is often 

overlooked by students AND faculty.,,,,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,,,l,2,,"It’s been my impression 

that there is NO enforcement, only threat of such, to keep students on the straight and 

narrow.", 

R_2iCRBfw61qOinwS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.204.145,0,2010-05-07 

10:06:52,2010-05-07 

R bPDihXMYRdlw3Ji,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.75.14,0,2010-05-07 

10:07:04,2010-05-07 

10:07:13,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 



R IBIDInhA9JexMTG, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.2.238.43,0,2010-05-07 

09:57:45,2010-05-07 i0:07:42,1,i,i,i,3,,3,1,,,3,,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,I one of the case I 

found the sanction too lenient.,4,1,3,,l,2,1,3,,l,I would have appreciated prompter and 

more frequent contact.,l,,4,3,Very limited communication from the panel. Was initially 

given incorrect date for the hearing, 3,Student was found guilty but sanction was too 

light.~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,l,l,l,,,3,"At the start of courses, students had very poor understanding of standard 

citation practices.",,l,,l,,,,l,,l,,,,,2,l,cckey@email.unc.edu,"The biggest problem 

I’ve found with the system is the speed with which cases are resolved. In one 

instance, the case was not resolved for nearly a calendar year. / / Likewise, the 

system needs to devote more resources to the investigation of facts surrounding the 

claim. In one case, the prosecutor (I’m not certain this is the right title) did not 

ask me anything about the case or how I had identified the plagiarism until we were 

standing outside of the hearing room.", 

R_broQDiP2BqyoLDC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.103.238,0,2010-05-07 

10:00:03,2010-05-07 

10:09:29,1,1,1,1,3,,1 ........................................... i,i,,,i,i,i,,,i ........ 

,,,l,If I felt that there were mitigating circumstances and the student deserved a 

second chance (although this is an extremely far-fetched scenario for 

me) .,,,,2,,,,,l,"As a TA, I would go to the faculty member who coordinates my 

class.",,,,,,,l,Discuss with other TAs in the class and the course 

coordinator.,l,l,l,l,,l,l,l .... l,l,l,,,l,,l,l,"I would also incldue .... adjudicate .... and 

.... decide on sanctions .... if I were positive that they were being advised by a faculty 

member familiar with other school policies (and maybe they are, I just don’t know the 

ins and outs of the Honor System) .",2,,,l,,l,,,,,,l,,,,,l,l,earleyad@email.unc.edu,, 

R_9Rn5DIDMCwzGq30,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.226.153,0,2010-05-07 

10:02:24,2010-05-07 

10:10:20,1,1,1,8,4,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... i,,,i .... 1 .... i, 

,l,,,,l,,,l,l,,,,,,l,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,2,2,1,,,,,,l,The honor code should be charged 

with approving the faculty member’s recommendation for 

sanctions,3,,l,,,l,,,,l,,l,,,,,l,2,,"Faculty members need to do a better job of setting 

expectations and explaining what is cheating and what is allowed. Too often, faculty 

members claim that using any resources constitutes cheating, but this is not how the 

real world works and it discourages students from learning how to think on their own as 

they would in the real world. When you have a job, you can use other resources as long 

as you cite them; this is how courses should be as well. Often, faculty members assign 

questions and they know that the answers to these questions are available. In such 

situations, the faculty member should not be surprised if these answers are used by 

students. If the faculty members can’t write their own questions, than students 

shouldn’t be expected to write their own answers. Cheating is often the result of poor 

decisions but students AND faculty members.", 

R_dmuMKhKMIgLHz6s,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.81.180,0,2010-05-07 

10:11:22,2010-05-07 

10:11:30,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 3E6XkPYdmmoGMTO,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.113.127,0,2010-05-07 



10:13:18,2010-05-07 

10:18:06,1,1,1,1,5,,1 ........................................... 1,3,,,1,1,,,1,1,,,1 .... 

......... 2,1,,1,1,,,1,1,1,,,1,,,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,4,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,, 

..... 1,2,,, 

R 0wEYiGH5rr7RuHG, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.95.179.205,0,2010-05-07 

10:07:48,2010-05-07 

10:23:16,1,1,1,2,15,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3 .... 1 .... l,l,Only 

would do so if student clearly understood that what they did constituted plagerism: I 

believe the student’s intent is important to ascertain before referring 

it.,,,,,,,l,,l,"sometimes plagerism results because a student is unsure how to 

.... translate .... information into their own words, and crediting ideas/info appropriately. 

Helping them understand that is part of my role -- rather than blanket punitive 

approaches.",,,,2,,l,l,,,,l,,,,,,l,discuss with course coordinator,,l,,,,,,,,l,I should 

be included because I will learn more about the process as 

well.,,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,2,"sometimes a student will transmit factual verbatum without 

crediting a source - and that should be addressed because not all sources are credible, 

and because copying does NOT indicate 

comprehension.",l,,,l,,,,l,,l,,,,,4,l,bethpack@nc.rr.com,"sometimes it is equally 

important for faculty to understand why folks cheat (I remember that it was rampant in 

the CH high schools while my daughter was in school here): / sometimes laziness, 

sometimes excessive busiwork, and sometimes impatience -- just wanting to get it done. 

How that is balanced with still completing the work required to master the subject 

requires thoughtful consideration on the part of the instructors.", 

R_3xQSgs7mejfI9IU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.182.115.75,0,2010-05-07 

10:18:22,2010-05-07 

i0:23:29,1,i,i,i,i,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,I have heard of 

other teaching fellows’ negative experiences with the Honor 

System~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~M~st 

understand cheating - it is inadvertent plagiarism that is more 

confusing.,,,l ........ 1 .... 1,2,,, 

R_egJvkESQovapcLG, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.101.73,0,2010-05-07 

10:14:31,2010-05-07 

10:28:57,1,1,1,1,3,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1,1,1,1,,1,1 ...... 

i,,,i,,,,,,,2,,,i,i,,,i,i,,,,i,,,,,,,,i,i,,,,,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,,,3,"I believe they do 

not receive adequate instruction of citing sources appropriately (ie, giving credit 

when knowledge is not their own), nor do they receive adequate instruction of the 

importance of paraphrasing and / or the definition of plagiarism.",,l,l,,,l,"in a 

freshman seminar, students should be taught the proper methods of citing resources, 

paraphrasing, and the definition of plagiarism so it is known by all faculty that each 

student has a basic understanding of these things and this can be taken in to account 

during grading",l,,,,,,,l,l,eglowery@gmail.com,"As I was teaching a class of primarily 

junior and senior students, I was surprised to have struggled with students who did not 

properly cite in-text the sources they used to make statements. I think there is a 

general lack of awareness about the fine line between paraphrasing and plagiarism 

across all years of undergraduates, though I am unsure if that is reflects a lack of 

care on the students’ parts or a true misunderstanding of honorable writing. Thus, I 

would like to know that all students have undergone a course early in their college 



career in which the ethics of writing and the honor code are discussed in detail so 

that as I am grading, I know I can stand behind large point deductions for lack of 

citations or even mild plagiarism. Without this knowledge, I feel it is unfair for me 

to impose such point deductions. I also feel it is futile to impose these restrictions 

if they are not being enforced in other classes as well.", 

R bKEXMIVGK2E4Cz2,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,72.151.95.154,0,2010-05-07 

10:12:44,2010-05-07 

i0:29:11,i,i,i,i,i,,9,1,,,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"I have no faith 

in the honor system--I’ve seen too many of my colleagues go through ridiculous 

burueaucratic hoops, only for the student to get a slap on the 

wrist.",,,l,,,,,,,l,l,l,,l,,l,l,,,,,,l,,,l,,l,"As a grad student, I’d need the 

professor to actually take the case to the honor court.",,l,l,,,,,,l,,,,,l,l,l,,l,"I 

should be able to present the evidence against the student, and have the evidence be 

taken seriously.",2,2,1,,,,,,l,Actually present a fair verdict that upholds the honor 

system.,2,"I think the majority of students understand it, but those who commit 

academic honesty don’t take it seriously.",l,l,,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,"Teach students how and 

when to cite appropriately, especially around paper and exam time, and make myself 

friendly and available and eager to help them decide how and when to cite something 

during the paper-writing process.",2,l,josman@email.unc.edu,"I think an honor system is 

a nice idea. My alma mater, The College of William and Mary, had an honor system that 

worked very well. The professors would leave during tests and quizzes, allowing the 

students to take them together unsupervised. People could leave things in the library 

and they wouldn’t get stolen. I was never aware of any plagiarism or cheating, and I 

think the student body in general really looked down on that kind of activity. The 

faculty and staff at William and Mary clearly trusted the students. But the faculty 

and staff clearly do not trust the students here. I would NEVER administer a quiz 

without sufficient supervision, or hand out an exam and leave the room. Equipment is 

locked up, signs in the library are everywhere warning of theft. Once, I worked on a 

group project with some undergrads (we were in a self defense class), and they 

literally just cut and pasted words off of Wikipedia for our power point. This 

university is so huge, and there are sadly a large number of dishonest or apathetic 

students, requiring a great deal of supervision to ensure academic integrity. All of 

this makes the honor court a nice idea, but for Carolina nearly impossible to 

realize. ", 

R 3NI780e30JarUSY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.150.126,0,2010-05-07 

10:26:13,2010-05-07 

i0:37:19,1,i,i,8,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,I had to take 

several students before 2005 and the results came out exactly the opposite of how they 

should have. I would be reluctant to take another student before the 

court.,,,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,,l,,l,"Again, the two cases I had to take to the court resulted 

in the wrong result, and the case brought by a friend also ended in the wrong result. 

I also once testified on behalf of a student I was sure was innocent, but she was found 

guilty.",l,,,l,l,,,l,,,,l,l,,,,,,l,l,,,l,l,l,l,,,,2,2,1,,,l,l,l,l,"I think faculty 

members should be on the court, not students.",3,"I knew a student who was accused of 

plagiarism. She thought that if she stated factual information and cited the source in 

her bibliography, that she didn’t need to put quotation marks around the factual 

sentence (even though it came directly from her source). She did cite the source in 



her bibliography. Her instructor thought that she was deliberately trying to 

plagiarize. She was taken to court, found guilty, and received an .... F .... in the course. 

In my mind, this case happened because the instructor failed to explain plagiarism to 

the class. The student should have received another sanction, or better yet, should 

have been educated to begin with about what constituted 

plagiarism.",l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,4,2,,"I now teach mostly graduate students and have 

not had any issues regarding academic integrity. My negative experiences mostly 

happened in the 1990s. Unfortunately those cases were so bad, that my whole impression 

of the Honor Court soured.    (In one case, a friend’s student got off because his 

roommate happened to be the chair of the Honor Court. The student was clearly guilty.) 

I hope that things have changed.", 

R_3eIMHvuj89jFTHC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,207.59.145.201,0,2010-05-07 

10:36:28,2010-05-07 

10:40:25,1,1,1,1,12,,1 ........................................... 1,3 .... 1 .... 1 ......... 

....... 2,1,1,1,1,,,1,1,,1,,1 .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 1,2 ......... 2,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1 ....... 1,2 

R_SnOC7QjItAEMZoM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.255.168,0,2010-05-07 

10:42:42,2010-05-07 

10:43:03,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 4ZwZkDnzHYxmrK4,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.50.200.3,0,2010-05-07 

10:44:02,2010-05-07 

10:44:11,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R cAtiTPcDSvE14BS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.95.183.32,0,2010-05-07 

10:36:14,2010-05-07 i0:45:33,1,i,i,4,15,,3,2,,,3,,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,I was asked about what 

I would consider appropriate sanctions as the problem occurred w/ clinical courses and 

paperwork and most of the honor court folks don’t have a clear understanding of our 

system.,4,2,10,clinical course, l,l,l,3,,l,,l,,4,1,,l,,2,,,,,,,l,l,"That is our 

responsibility, especially in a practice profession where trust is vital to the lives 

of 

patient.s~’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~ 

,i,i,,i .... i,,i ..... 4,l,jane kaufman@unc.edu,, 

R_3pXrkUAJseOIwny, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.51.188.122,0,2010-05-07 

10:45:34,2010-05-07 

10:45:46,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_eSgI9VWgZOcXiIw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.67.61,0,2010-05-07 

10:04:04,2010-05-07 

10:48:18,1,1,1,1,2,,1 ........................................... i,i,,i,,i .............. 

,l,"My fellow TAs have told me .... the honor system is a 

joke ...... ,,,,2,,,1 ..... 1 ..... l,discuss with the leader of the lecture 

course,,,,,,,,l,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,,,3,"It’s very easy for plagiarism to result from 

unintended actions of students, for example failing to paraphrase properly. Students 

in my classes were so scared of being charged with plagiarism that they over-quoted, 

something which hinders their understanding of scholarly style (and is also just damn 

hard to look at!)",,,,,,l,Students should be taught how to use scholarly style 



properly; plagiarism isn’t solved by striking fear into the hearts of people trying to 

learn,,,,,,l,I show students examples of how to properly cite and paraphrase scientific 

articles,l,l,adamsonj@email.unc.edu,"I think there should be a student-run honor system 

to cover issues of cheating. However the current anti-plagiarism environment in many 

colleges and universities, and even in scientific journals, is highly counter- 

productive and counter-educational. Students don’t learn from being scared: they write 

defensively, which means they write crap. If we could do a better job of teaching them 

how to write scholarly works without just scaring the bejesus out of them, they will 

end up better educated in the long run.", 

R_9WSgvyFOdv913us,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.98.250,0,2010-05-07 

10:43:30,2010-05-07 10:50:15,1,1,1,1,1,,4,1,,,,2,,,,,,,,,l,l,2,The sanctions were not 

severe enough.,2,1,4,,l,2,1,2,,2,"I felt as if I were on trial alongside the student 

who plagiarized. This seemed absurd, the charge of plagiarism is very serious, 

something faculty members do not just claim unless they have good 

reason.",2,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,1,4,"I found the entire process tedious-- I had to do a lot 

of work to do this, and it’s not worth my time, especially since my student (who 

plagiarized VERY seriously) got off w. a 

probation " 1 i,         i,i,i i, i,i    i, 1      i, 1 i, 1    i,     1    i, ,2 2, i,i 

.... i,,i,i,,i,i,,,i,,i,i .... 2,l,arizzi@email.unc.edu,, 

R_cvXVY2RbltJnddy, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.247.224,0,2010-05-07 

10:49:46,2010-05-07 

10:56:22,1,1,1,1,3,,6,1 ..... 1 ..................................... 1,3,,,1 ......... i,i,, 

,,,l,l,"Too much bureaucracy and students cannot be trusted to enforce the Honor Code 

at Carolina, plain and 

simple.",l,,,l .... 1 ........... i,i,i,i,,,i,i .... 2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i .... 

,1,2,,, 

R_a4dlKhepktxM3hq, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,12.189.124.130,0,2010-05-07 

10:58:58,2010-05-07 

10:59:05,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_50SyyaMJFSolFiW, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.101.31,0,2010-05-07 

10:53:22,2010-05-07 ii:02:17,1,i,i,5,3,,4,1,,,,4,,,,,,,,,3,3,1,"I agreed with how they 

handled my plagiarism cases, but in another case involving academic dishonesty 

(scheming attendance records), the student attorney general threw the case out on 

ridiculous grounds.",2,1,1,,l,2,1,3,"It was a plagiarism case, very clear, and they 

handled it well.",l,,2,"It went well, but my general beef is that I don’t believe this 

system should be run by students.",5,2,,4,the student attorney general threw out the 

case because the specific way of cheating that they students did was not prohibited on 

the syllabus. But they had obviously schemed to get credit for class without 

attending.~2~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2 

,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,,1,,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 3,2,,, 

R 03c4sgoZaUbQUUQ,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.193.67,0,2010-05-07 

10:57:26,2010-05-07 

II:03:25,1,1,1,1,18,EXSS,2,1,,I ........................................ 1,3 .... 1 .... i,,, 

..... i,i ....... 2,,,1 .... i,i,i ...... i,i,i,,,i,,i .... 1,2,1,,1,1,1 .... 3,,1,1,1,1 ...... i,,, 

,,1,2,,, 

R 9WWVO6F246VVoSU,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.175.241,0,2010-05-07 



11:03:57,2010-05-07 

11:08:37,1,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3 .... 1 .......... i,, 

,i ....... 2,,,1 .... 1 ................... 1,2,1,1,1,1 ..... 3,,1,1,,1 ........... 1,2,,, 

R_9GByJwIdk6p4dli,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.50.181,0,2010-05-07 

11:13:24,2010-05-07 

11:13:33,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 5d6PSIRDTIqcJQS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.111.213.14,0,2010-05-07 

11:18:20,2010-05-07 

11:18:33,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_dgQXaZ96CmqJruc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.227.96.185,0,2010-05-07 

11:10:39,2010-05-07 ii:18:42,1,i,i,i,i,,4,1,,,,2,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,"My student was 

suspended for a full semester, which I thought was somewhat harsh. However, he had 

copied an entire paper verbatim. That sort of thing is just inexcusable and 

unacceptable. Also, my guess is that if he was suspended for a full semester this may 

have not been his first time in front of the Honor Court.",2,1,4,,l,3,1,,"I could not 

attend the hearing, so I have no idea about their demeanor.",l,,,"Again, I could not 

attend, so I have no idea.",,2,,,No idea.,2,,,,,,,l,2,If ir was just an innnapropriate 

citation or small clause I wouldn’t. But if it was serious I 

would.,,l,l,,,l,l ......... 1 ....... 1 .... 1 .... 1 .... i,,,i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... 1,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,, 

,2,,,1,1 ..... i,,i,i .... l,l,pconnoll@email.unc.edu,, 

R_9Tz2iJYu4ImjTiQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,206.53.100.159,0,2010-05-07 

11:20:42,2010-05-07 

11:25:34,1,1,1,1,8,,1 ........................................... 1,4 ....... 1 ....... i,,i, 

1 .... 1,,1,2,,,1 .... i,i ....... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 2,2,1,,,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1 .... 

,1,2,,, 

R_2ftYIvLgolH492A, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,174.52.46.48,0,2010-05-07 

11:22:41,2010-05-07 

ll:31:40,1,1,1,1,1,,7,1,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,"Because I teach 

a foreign language, most of the dishonesty comes from using online translators instead 

of using their own brains. My referral to the honor system would depend on the amount 

of their reliance on this otherwise illegal 

resource.", ...... 1 ........ 1 ........ 2,,,1,1,,,1,1 .... i,,,i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i, 

i,,,2,,i,i,i,i,,,,i,,i,i,,,,i,2,,"I truly do believe that this system can run 

efficiently as long as the instructor is involved throughout the process. Sometimes 

outside decisions are too lenient or too harsh. The instructor should always give 

suggestions as to what should happen with the student. I think I would be more willing 

to give referrals if I knew I would have an important role in the process, if only to 

help the other students in the class understand the gravity of the situation of 

academic integrity.", 

R 9SREEOOG04FUH76,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.143.244,0,2010-05-07 

11:11:24,2010-05-07 

ii:37:50,i,i,i,4,12,,2,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,I would 

investigate and refer if preponderance of evidence favors view that kid 

cheated.,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,I’m not inclined to report on a hunch. I evidence leads me 

to clnclude that infraction has taken place I will refer. If after my investigation I 



conclude insufficient evidence I will not 

refer.,,,,l,,l ..... i ........ i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 3,,,i,,i,i,,,i,,i,i .... 4, 

l,jbowling@email.unc.edu,, 

R_01HReze2yMiRkH2,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.169.182.124,0,2010-05-07 

11:25:52,2010-05-07 

ii:56:28,1,i,i,i,6,,2,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,I think it 

depends on the type of assignment and the student’s perception of the requirements. I 

have had students who created an annotated bibliography and didn’t realize they needed 

to put things in their own words. They ended up copying verbatim from websites and 

such. I talked with them about the expectations and had them re-do the assignment in 

their own 

words.,,l,l,l,,,l ...... i,i,i,i ....... 2,,,1 .... i,i,i, 

,,,3,,l,l,,,,l,An email could be sent each semester 

honor code means,l,,,,,,,2,2,,"While I do include a 

,,i,,,i,i ...... 1 .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i 

to remind students of what the 

statement in each syllabus about 

academic integrity and the honor code, I’m not convinced that students read these 

statements. In my experience, students skip all of the information at the front of the 

syllabus and focus on assignments and course calendars. I don’t think it’s enough, but 

I don’t know that individual instructors talking about it to each class each semester 

is the answer either. I think it should be covered when students enter UNC and 

periodically throughout their time here. Perhaps having students complete an online 

quiz similar to IRB ethic training would be a promising practice.", 

R b3dNWJNmXoP9HKY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.230.227,0,2010-05-07 

11:56:41,2010-05-07 12:13:43,1,1,1,4,3,,6,1,,,,,5,,,,,,,,l,l,l,Fair and thoughtful 

process.,l,l,l,,l,2,1,3,,l,,l,,4,1,,l,,2 ....... i,i,,i,,,i,,,i ................ 1 .... i,,,i 

,,,,,,,,l,l,,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,3,,l,l,l,l,l,l,writing center tutor for help 

with citations,l,,,,,l,strongly suggest writing center resources and writing 

tutor, 3,l,danielg@email.unc.edu,, 

R_djsvBkMEZd7FZsM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,198.180.131.21,0,2010-05-07 

12:16:01,2010-05-07 

12:16:13,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_0Ojvbvdw7GSZAkQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.33.155,0,2010-05-07 

12:18:16,2010-05-07 

12:21:21,1,1,1,5,3,,1 ........................................... i,i .... i,,,i ........... 

...... 1 .... 1 .... i,i ....... i,i,,,i,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,,,1,,,3,,1,1,,1 .... i,,i,i .... 4,l,how 

ard aldrich@unc.edu,, 

R_eVcnqB2OfjgcfPu,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,165.214.14.22,0,2010-05-07 

12:23:15,2010-05-07 

12:23:32,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 8wsl70Etw3bRjGk,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.98.3,0,2010-05-07 

12:19:01,2010-05-07 

12:25:47,1,1,1,1,3,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3,,1 ............... 

1 ...... 1,2 .... i,,,i,i .......... 1 ........ i,i,i,i ....... 3,,1,,1,1 .... i,,i,i .... 2,2,,, 

R bw7ftEWRNkXXGwQ,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.27.15,0,2010-05-07 

12:26:38,2010-05-07 

12:26:48,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 



R_9Y4OuQDjwKrqYK0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.96.82,0,2010-05-07 

12:22:01,2010-05-07 

12:27:25,1,1,1,5,1,,1 ........................................... i,i,,i,i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 

........... i,i ........ 1 ...... 1 ..... i,i ..... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,2,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 4,1, 

cwwooten@email.unc.edu,, 

R_0VzklytmHAchnEM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.201.179,0,2010-05-07 

12:18:48,2010-05-07 

12:29:39,1,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,4,"After consulting 

with a number of my colleagues who have dealt with the Honor System, I’ve been informed 

that the system is overly bureaucratic, a time drain, and often ends with a slap on the 

risk. Having come from the University of Virginia where the Honor System was taken very 

seriously, I was surprised to find that very few people at UNC have faith in the way 

that this system 

operates." 1 1 i,     1    i, 1 i, i,i,     i, i,i i, i, i, i,i 1 i,i,    2,1,1 1 

l,l,l,l,,,2,"There is a wide gap between understanding the importance of plagiarism and 

academic dishonesty and avoiding it in practice. Too often when students claim not to 

have been aware that they were committing plagiarism, I believe that such an excuse is 

dishonest. In composition classes, instructors spend a great deal of time and energy 

making sure that students understand what plagiarism is and how to avoid it. 

Furthermore, if a student doesn’t understand that he or she is committing plagiarism 

then he or she probably shouldn’t be attending this University.",,l,,l,,,,l,,l,l,,l,My 

students have to adequately complete a plagiarism exercise during the first third of 

the course.,l,l,bbolling@email.unc.edu,, 

R ePufwKh6GUi0GCU,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.249.139,0,2010-05-07 

12:22:14,2010-05-07 

12:37:06,1,1,1,1,1,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3,,1,1 ..... i,,,i,,i 

,,1,,,1,,,1,,1,2,,,1 .... i,i,i ...... i,i,i,i,,i,i,i .... 2,2,1,1,1,1 ..... i,,i,i,i,i .... i,,i 

,,,,,2,2,,"I feel that this is an issue that affects very few students - most students 

understand the concept of academic integrity and abide by the honor code. I also think 

that it is important for there to be protections in place for students, and that when a 

student is accused, it is important to look at the rest of that student’s academic 

record. However, what worries me is when fellow instructors have used the honor code 

system and found it to be ineffectual - when a student who more than likely has 

committed plagiarism walks away without a penalty. It makes me think that it makes more 

sense to deal with the issue on an instructor/student basis.", 

R_82NUiKKjcpWurOs,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.226.85,0,2010-05-07 

12:27:38,2010-05-07 

12:40:12,1,i,i,3,4,,3,3,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,"I have never 

felt I had adequate proof. Also, I’ve ovveerheaard senior faculty indicating that it 

is impossible to get a conviction through th honor system, and as result, that it is a 

waste of time.",,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,,,l,,,l,because I don’t believe I have sufficient proof 

for a conviction.,,,,2,,,l,,,,,,,l,,,,,l,l,l,,,,,,,l,I should be invited to 

testify.,l,l,l,l,,l,,l,,,4,"I think the honor system is taken seriously by some, but is 

completely ignored by many. I believe strongly in a single-sanction honor system and 

believe that only such a system will be taken seriously by students and 

faculty.",,l,,,,,,l,,l,,,l,"Blurbs are useless.    The values should be reinforced in 



meaningful ways from the day they enter UNC until the day they graduate. Not thru 

threats, but through fostering a sense of resonsibility and trust.",3,2,,, 

R_4IunOW2NU6dwgN6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.25.43,0,2010-05-07 

13:03:51,2010-05-07 13:11:44,1,i,i,i,3,,4,1,,,,3,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,I recommended specific 

sanctions and the Honor Court implemented those 

sancti~ns.~3~~~3~~~~2~~~3~~~~~~~~4~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,,l,,l,,,2,"This should be two separate questions. 

I think they understand the meaning of it very well. The important, not so much. They 

do it despite their understanding of it and because they don’t place importance on 

it.",,l,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,,,,2,l,arpayton@unc.edu,, 

R Iz6Zfy2pYK9LIk0,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.89.28.49,0,2010-05-07 

13:17:17,2010-05-07 

13:24:06,1,i,i,i,i,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,i,"My own instances 

were either very, very small (a few words/less than a sentence) or impossible to 

prove.",,l,l,,,,l,,,l,l,l,,,,,,l,"While I believe in the CONCEPT of a student-run Honor 

System, every reported violation by a colleague I have seen has resulted in no outcome 

or a FAR too lenient outcome. UNC needs to rethink its dedication to the Honor System 

and academic 

integrity " i,i, 1    i, 1 1 i,i, 1 i,    2 1 i,i,i 1 i, 4 "From my own 

experiences teaching predominantly first-years, students both don’t understand what 

constitutes plagiarism, they don’t take the Honor Court seriously, and they don’t 

understand why it is really a problem.",l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,l,Design unique and 

personalized paper topics that make plagiarism difficult,4,l,malburne@email.unc.edu, I 

ran the Honor Council (which is not fully student run) at Georgetown University for 

several years. We used an online (required) tutorial to help educate students and our 

sanctions were significantly stricter. I also have served on the graduate honor court 

at UNC and find that the undergraduate system should mold itself more carefully to that 

model., 

R_0Ai4vQspRDxc84c,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.211.137.40,0,2010-05-07 

13:36:54,2010-05-07 

13:44:41,1,1,1,1,3,,1 ........................................... 1,3,,1,,1,1 ...... i,i,,, 

i,i ........ 2,1 ...... i,i,i ........ i,i,,i,,i .... 2,2,1,,,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1,1,,1 .... i,,i .... 2, 

R 0kSVZfkwz9f2Pic,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.170.85,0,2010-05-07 

13:08:48,2010-05-07 13:51:32,1,1,1,4,12,,5,2,12,,,,,,,,,,,12,1,1,1,"Not covered above 

are cases that were not charged. I teach both classroom and Internet courses, and most 

of the indications of unauthorized collaboration are detected via computer screening of 

examination answers. The SAG has sometimes decided that there is insufficient evidence 

to charge students who deny cheating and there is no eye-witness 

testimony.",l,l,l,,l,l,3,3,"This semester’s infractions have not yet been resolved, but 

since the students confessed to me I expect them to be charged and to receive 

sanctions. I have had only a few emails with the SAG so far this semester, but they 

have been fine, and all my past experience with the Honor System has demonstrated 

appropriate demeanor.",l,"I have had only a few emails with the SAG so far this 

semester, but they have been fine, and in all past cases I have been treated 

appropriately.",,"This case is not far enough long to know, but I fully expect the 

proceedings to be appropriate.",4,1,,l,,l,3,,l,,l,"Though as mentioned several cases 



were not charged, including four where I felt the evidence was very 

strong.",l,l,,l,l,l,l,,,l,,,,,,l,,,,,l,"In one instance a student I suspected was being 

treated for depression; in another I detected an international student using 

unauthorized materials on .... lightly graded .... work early in the course, and there have 

probably been one or two other exceptional situations.",,,,l,,l,,l,,,l,l,,,,,l,I 

discuss with my teaching assistants and in one instance showed the similarities 

(without identities) to the class to ask their opinion; I usually though do not always 

speak with the student(s) under suspicion before I report.,l,l,l,l,,l,l,l,,l,I should 

be able to recommend leniencey, l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,3,"There is quite a bit of 

variability, but those who don’t consider cheating probably don’t realize the magnitude 

of the problem, and those who do don’t always realize the severity of the penalties 

they risk. I think that in general the importance of integrity could benefit from more 

attention and nuanced understanding.",l,l,,l,l,l,"I would not recommend all of these 

for all courses; because of the experiences I have had, I devote a lot of .... air time .... 

in order to prevent. But my course uses take-home exams and a common paper topic 

rather than individually-assigned.",l,,l,l,,l,"Reminder on assignment submission 

webform, .... for personal use only .... on instructor answers, and plan to use 

.... testimonials .... from students who have been caught",4,l,vjs@unc.edu,"I regard the 

Honor System as an invaluable resource and have used it extensively. My consultations 

with the Dean of Students office and interactions with students in the Honor System 

have been very helpful to me. The concerns I have had are i) how to resolve situations 

where there are (to my mind) clear grounds for suspicion but the student denies 

transgressing, 2) whether students have adequate advising before they are charged 

(something equivalent to Miranda rights - I know a lot more about the Honor System than 

my students do, so if I confront a student with my evidence does the student have a 

fair chance? 3) a mechanism for .... plea bargaining .... in order to obtain evidence from 

one student that can be used against another; 4) possibly at times some additional 

flexibility in sanctions. But notwithstanding my concerns the system is quite good and 

very well staffed in my experience.", 

R_3qSDIEE3Dglc6YA, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.230.74,0,2010-05-07 

13:48:41,2010-05-07 

13:55:00,1,1,1,5,2,,6,1 ..... 3 ........ 3,3,1,,3,1,3,,1,2,2,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... 1,2,, 

i,i,i,i,,,i ................ i,i,,,i,,,i,,i,,i .... i,i ..... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 3,,1,1, 

,i .... i,,i ..... 4,l,dgkelly@email.unc.edu,, 

R 7TVs4DIOISklPec,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.250.193,0,2010-05-07 

14:10:27,2010-05-07 

14:10:38,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_501kwMhPkJ4Yjha,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.225.32,0,2010-05-07 

14:16:34,2010-05-07 

14:24:43,1,1,1,5,4,,2,1,,2 ........... 2,2,3,,11,1,3,,3,2,2,3,,2,,2,,2 ..... 2 ....... 1,3,,, 

,i ......... 1 ........... i,,i ...... i,i,,,i .... i,i .... i,i .... 2,1,1,1,1,1,1 .... 2,,1,1,1,1,, 

,,i,i,i ..... 4,2,,, 

R 43cGrulKaOG4k6M, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.40.144.48,0,2010-05-07 

14:26:13,2010-05-07 

14:32:41,1,1,1,4,3,,1 ........................................... i,i .... i,,,i,i,,,i ..... 

,,,l,because I might not be sure if the student had committed an infraction or 



n~t~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~’~nstruct~rs 

should state in syllabus and talk about the expectation that students will follow the 

honor code several times during the semester, e.g., regarding major 

assignments",l,,,,,l,"talk about what is or is not considered appropriate collaboration 

on written assignments in syllabus, have students sign pledge, proctor exams, not allow 

electronics during exams",3,2,,, 

R_eyRepFDfhybLaII,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.39.218,0,2010-05-07 

14:29:23,2010-05-07 

14:40:28,1,1,1,1,1,,9,1,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,4,Because in 

foreign languages it is hard to prove/show the plagiarism to someone (honor court) who 

doesn’t speak the language or understand language learning/writing, many cases do not 

get proper 

treatment.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~ 

l,l,,,3,students often do not understand or care about plagiarism, l,l,l,l,,l,"sanctions 

should be enforced and publicized concerning plagiarism and how the standards differ in 

different fields (language, science, literature, etc.)",l,,l,,,l,"remind students not 

to use online translators, peer help, and go over what and how to 

cite",2,l,collinsh@email.unc.edu,"i would like to reiterate how important it is to make 

students aware of what is considered cheating and/or plagiarism in different fields. 

language courses, as i’m sure all the different domains are, have very specific 

guidelines when it comes to what is expected of a student, in many courses, peer 

assistance may be encouraged, while often in language courses it is inappropriate. 

also, online translators such as babblefish or google are inappropriate, each field 

that is required in the students’ core curriculum should be covered in an orientation 

for the honor system, beyond that, each major should have an individual workshop when 

the student has declared a major.", 

R_3USIyBORnNTAIPW, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.55.118,0,2010-05-07 

14:25:36,2010-05-07 14:42:43,1,1,1,1,18,"nots sure which division comp. science is in, 

but i TA for Comp 380",10,1,,,,,,,,,2,,,,l,l,l,"the student seriously, very seriously 

cheated, and she was a first year student, she got two semester’s worth of sanctions 

which i thought worthy of the offense, and hopefully changed the course of her college 

career",8,1,4,,l,2,1,3,,,"mostly, but i had to complain just once when they suggested 

the student come talk to me again about the charges, the student simply tried to bully 

me out of the charge, i asked them to never refer her to me on this issue again, that i 

wanted it handled completely through the honor system.",,"well .... yes, but many of my 

colleagues, at least in what they have expressed in casual conversation, disagree, many 

of my peers feel like the student charged ended up getting away with the plagiarism 

even though from the instructor’s pov, the student was obviously guilty, this was not 

true in my case. still, i worried a lot about it going into the case. and the case took 

almost the entire semester to move forward which is really time consuming and 

stressful, bc you continue to teach that student, it is very stressful, so much so that 

i hope i don’t have to do it again.",4,2,,2,,2,,,,,,,l,2,,l,l,l,l,,,l,l,"i believe 

without sanction, the student will cheat again, i have had it happen in my class, i let 

a student go with a warning once and they cheated a second time",l,l,,,,,,,l,"sometimes 

i think the instructor should handle, but if it is egregious, i think the honor court 

is the way to go",,,,l,,,,l,l,i have talked to the director of the writing program or 

the director of undergrad studies in my 



dept, l,,l,,,,,,l,l,l,,,l,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,3,"they struggle with it. a lot of 

them don’t get what it means when you mimic the language of another writer, i think it 

takes some repetition, having taught numerous sections of first comp, no matter how 

hard i work at the plagiarism exercises at the beginning, something comes up. also, i 

don’t think a lot of students have a problem with copying, they may not exactly quote 

but i think many feel fine in lifting the basi 

writer",,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,,,3,l,current@email 

R_cAy4B6hYM0giHLS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous 

14:45:08,2010-05-07 

14:45:25,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

c language and tone off of another 

.unc.edu,, 

,,,152.2.125.184,0,2010-05-07 

R 5bRxEAML6PI42a0,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.26.19.226,0,2010-05-07 

14:52:51,2010-05-07 

14:57:58,1,1,1,1,6,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,2 .... 1 .... 1 ........ 

,i ...... i,i,i,i ..... i,i,i,i ....... 1 ......... i,i,i,i .... 1,,,3,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i,i .... i,i, 

sandrea@email.unc.edu,, 

R_9KO9X3cDH9AjrHm, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.203.3,0,2010-05-07 

14:55:33,2010-05-07 

14:59:36,1,1,1,1,14,,1 ........................................... i,i,,,i,i,i,,,i ....... 

,i ........ 2,1,,1 .... i,,i,,,i .... 1 .......... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 2,,1,,,1 .... 1 ....... 1,2,,, 

R_bjW9jDGxTiVvyuM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.42.211,0,2010-05-07 

15:02:07,2010-05-07 

15:02:13,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 5tfLd7UXunlTcoY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.183.170,0,2010-05-07 

15:14:04,2010-05-07 

15:19:36,1,1,1,5,7,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,,1,1,,,1,1,,,1,1,, 

,i,i ........ 2,1,,1 ..... i,i ...... i,i,i,i,i,,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,,,i,,i,i,,i .... i,,i,, 

,,,4,2,,, 

R_3JXMAdy2j3n7E20,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.60.207.72,0,2010-05-07 

15:21:29,2010-05-07 15:28:28,1,i,i,i,3,,3,1,,,3,,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,An attempt at 

rehabilitation was 

made.,15,1,4,,l,2,1,3,,l,,l,,4,1,,l,,2 ....... 1,2,,1,,1,1,,,1,,,1 .... i,,i ....... i,i ..... 

,i,,i ...... i,i,,i,,,i,i .... i,i,i,,,i ..... 3,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 1,2,,, 

R 4OvZONBIWsLX24s,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,128.148.119.181,0,2010-05-07 

14:57:27,2010-05-07 

15:34:43,1,i,i,i,3,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,"I would say 

definitely, but I do wish to retain some measure of discretion as an educator in 

certain hypothetical scenarios",,l,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,"I believe matters of this sort 

should be handled by all parties in cooperation with one another, however, there is 

always a risk that a generalized system will fail to fully take into consideration the 

many unique factors in each case. The power of labeling is such that I would be 

extremely reluctant to subject a student to this additional, and often ignored, 

consequence of interacting with a formal honor or court system unless I felt confident 

that it was truly in the students’ best interest. Thus, I do believe that intentions 

are a legitimate factor to consider, but once the system is in action, the presumptions 

of guilt or innocence and the similarity to other judicial systems may make it 



difficult to obtain an honest assessment of intention. This part of the 

.... investigation .... must be handled at the time when a violation is first suspected, and 

must be done in an extremely sensitive way, else it will be impossible to ascertain at 

a later point in time. In both of the suspicious cases that I have encountered thus 

far, the degree of ambiguity was sufficient to outweigh the negative costs associated 

with formal processing by the honor court, even if the student is ultimately absolved 

of any wrongdoing. While perhaps not the textbook correct answer, this is my 

policy.",,,,l,,l,,l,,,l,l,l,l,,l,,,,,l,l,,l,,l,,l,I believe that the faculty member or 

other complainant should be called to testify in any honor court proceedings as 

well,l,l,l,,,l,l,l,,,4,"I actually do not agree with the philosophy that .... ignorance is 

no excuse .... in these matters. As educators, it is first and foremost the responsibility 

of the instructor to adequately address matters of academic honesty and integrity in 

the class and to reinforce the values of scholarship at every opportunity. If these 

measures have been taken and a student, being made fully aware of the meaning and 

consequences of academic dishonesty *IN THAT COURSE* (or, at the very least, having had 

their instructor make a good faith effort to assure that all students in the course 

have, in point of fact, been thoroughly briefed on such matters in a prior classroom 

setting) then chooses to engage in plagiarism or a related offense, then the full power 

of the Honor Court and any appropriate sanctions should be brought to bear. But I am 

not comfortable in the 21st century digital age with punishing students for offenses 

that they themselves espouse (quite incorrectly!) to be acceptable, without first 

making the effort to inform them of the ethical basis for the system that we are going 

to ask them to uphold. I realize this likely puts me in a minority camp, one that might 

find itself reviled by some colleagues.",l,l,,l,l,l,,l,,l,l,,l,"I build prevention into 

every aspect of my course. As one example, asking students to turn in a major paper 

worth a major fraction of the overall grade at the end of the semester is a form of 

laziness on the part of instructors that is such at such a high risk for plagiarism as 

to cause me to ask who bears more responsibility should a student then plagiarize some 

or all of that work. Rather, if an instructor makes the development of an independent 

and creative work an ongoing process, with many assessment-points built in, and engages 

with students at every step of the development process, not only does this provide 

numerous opportunities to educate students about academic integrity, and to head off 

any potential problems before they become serious (such as poor note-taking or improper 

citation technique), but it also makes it virtually impossible for students to engage 

in acts of gross academic misconduct and makes it much easier to identify unambiguously 

those who do. Add to this the greatly enhanced set of writing, editing, and other 

cognitive skills that a student obtains from such close interaction and I am 

consistently dumbfounded why my colleagues would do the former and then wash their 

hands of the matter. This and many other examples suggest a far superior big-picture 

approach to handling issues of academic integrity than the judicially-based Honor Court 

system, which presumes that instructors bear no responsibility in such matters and that 

students are responsible for informing themselves of the expectations. While ethical 

and perfectly correct, this system is perhaps not the most pragmatic if the end goal is 

education.",2,2,,"I’m glad that UNC is looking to improve its overall approach to 

academic integrity and the Honor Code System. I am a strong supporter and advocate of 

the handful of Honor Code systems that exist at Colleges and Universities across the 

country. But, as I have argued in my other comments, I think that it is fact the 



faculty who, moreso than any other party, has the greatest potential to make a serious 

impact on these matters. It will require a serious adjustment to the teaching 

approaches of many, however, and this may not even be a feasible request to make, 

especially of tenured individuals. However, I continue to believe that we do a 

generally poor job of teaching the real-world skills of academic integrity. Sure, many 

of us include those .... blurbs .... and require the Honor Pledges, but how many instructors 

require students to turn in reading notes and then sit down with their students to talk 

about ways to improve the note-taking process? And yet, do we not suspect that many 

students, relying on a cut-and-paste rather than an paraphrase approach to the task, 

place themselves at a much greater risk of committing plagiarism, intentionally or not? 

This, and many other examples of process-oriented pedagogy provide an alternative model 

for the teaching (and monitoring) of good academic habits, but the implementation comes 

at a cost which many will likely see as prohibitive. For starters, who will teach the 

teachers how to teach? / / So, I applaud you all for doing what you can, though I must 

remain rather unenthusiastic about the opportunity for real reform without radical 

changes to the way in which we approach the educational process, here and throughout 

the United States.", 

R_afSC00DkRXXxjkS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.34.210,0,2010-05-07 

15:30:27,2010-05-07 

15:35:40,1,1,1,1,12,,4,2,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,4,Depends on the 

severity of the suspected plagiarism. The Honor System process is so onerous that it 

dissuades professors from submitting 

claims.,l,l ..... i,,,i .... 1 ......... i,i,,,i,,,i,i,i,,,i,,,i,,i,i,i,i,,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i 

.... 2 .... i,i .... i,,,i .... 1,2,,, 

R_dgno4bXSaG7qbje,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,85.101.195.81,0,2010-05-07 

15:32:37,2010-05-07 

15:36:57,1,1,1,1,3,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,3,,,1 ............. 1 

........ 2,,,1 .... i,i,,i ..... 1 ........... i,i .... 1 ..... 3 .... 1 ..... 1 ....... 1,2,,, 

R_SwyheMZyCVzYeUY, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.77.61.153,0,2010-05-07 

15:54:35,2010-05-07 

15:54:47,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_6rFHxtCcBj3kUTi,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,98.218.144.177,0,2010-05-07 

16:03:05,2010-05-07 

16:03:20,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_6Y9Xm15Hvoy5SzG, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,149.168.27.243,0,2010-05-07 

16:20:47,2010-05-07 

16:20:54,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_diBdeCwvbFOADgU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.111.234.108,0,2010-05-07 

16:09:15,2010-05-07 

16:26:08,1,1,1,1,5,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,"For me, belief 

requires hard evidence. With evidence, I would definitely report. However, if I only 

suspected, it would depend upon the reason for my suspicion..",,,l,,,,l,l,There should 

be consrquences for wrongful actions.,,,,,,,,,l,If I believe the evidence I have is 

insufficient to risk a wrongful 



accusation,,,,2,,,l,,,,,l,l,,,,,,l,l,l,l,,l,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,3,"Many are not 

intentionally being .... dishonest .... , but think if it is the internet it is free and open 

to personal appropriation without attribution.",l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,,,l,2,,, 

R IY83IOWN31nu6wY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.169.113,0,2010-05-07 

16:10:30,2010-05-07 

16:28:29,1,i,i,3,12,,2,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,We are 

encouraged to discuss the situation within our unit to determine whether the situation 

should be reported.,,l,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,,l,,,l,Lack of support from department/unit in the 

matter,,,,2,1,,l,,,,l,l,l,,,,l,"Plagiarism is often due to students’ lack of knowledge 

re: correct citations, etc. so I always address these issues directly with the student 

first to determine if they really understood the policy and how to correct use 

citations, etc.",l,l,l,,,l,l,l,,l,The student’s adviser should be notified of the 

situation.,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,3,See earlier comment, l,l,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,"Provide 

reminders to clarify when the Honor Code Policy applies re: individual assignments, 

exams, etc. as well as when it does not -- for example, group projects were they are 

to share ideas, but are also required to provide documented information with 

appropriate citations, etc. ; Also have as one of the ist assignments ASSIGNMENT: 

Read The UNC Honor Code at http://instrument.unc.edu; Also include reminder statements 

on the Assignment documents about the Honor Code.",2,l,lori evarts@unc.edu,, 

R_2ayALuNPzAGd72A, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,128.148.43.69,0,2010-05-07 

16:10:03,2010-05-07 16:31:45,1,1,1,1,1,,2,1,,2 ........... 2,2,3,,2,1,10,English i01 (19 

students),l,2,2,4,"The students reviewed the materials right before the case, which 

unfortunately led them to be less than familiar with the details (time frame, changing 

stories). They also seemed more concerned with the appearance of gravitas rather than a 

thoughtful evaluation of what it means to cheat in college. I understand that many 

hard-working members of the Honor System have dedicated their free time to contribute 

to what they see as a meaningful process, but it struck me that many more consider 

their participation as a CV-builder or an activity to discuss in an application essay 

for law school.",2,"My colleagues (faculty & graduate students in my department and 

others) noticed an overwhelming tendency to find the student .... not guilty .... when a 

female graduate instructor bring a case against a male athlete.",l,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,5,I 

will not report a case to UNC’s Honor System again.,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,l,,,,l,l,We 

are required to consult with the director of the writing program before submitting a 

case incident, l,l,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,2,1,1,1,,,,,l,Collaborate with a team of students 

and instructors to investigate cases and rule on the 

outcome,2,,,,,,,,,l,,l,l,,l,Plagiarism and citation exercise required by the writing 

program, 2,l,abigelow@email.unc.edu,"I found the process deeply troubling and I’m 

heartened that this team is looking into the Honor System. I believe that a student-run 

system has a lot of potential, but at the present it is an embarrassing reflection of 

UNC " 

R_0HbaDLvQEcMXyao,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,72.150.128.19,0,2010-05-07 

17:05:25,2010-05-07 

17:05:34,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_6FmEyXqiNNjbG4s,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.69.164.238,0,2010-05-07 

17:00:53,2010-05-07 

17:15:56,1,i,i,i,i,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,5,"If it is only a 



belief, I’rather be sure about cheating or plagiarism to refer the 

case.",,,l,,,,,l,"honesty, It is unfair not to act against the 

infractions",,,,,,,l,,l,fear,,,,2,,,l,l,,,l,l,l,,l,l,,,l,,,,l,,l,l,,l,Should be asked 

about my opinion on the case before the veredict, l,l,l,l,l,,,,,,l,,,,,,,l,We are all 

old enough to assume the responsability of our acts. Stop treating students like 

children., .... 1,,,1,2,,, 

R 3JBsmJcM50hKkTO,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.69.162.60,0,2010-05-07 

17:40:00,2010-05-07 

17:44:55,1,1,1,1,1,,5,1,3 ........... 3,1,1,2,,8,1,5,,1,3,1,4,,2,,2,,4,3,,4,,2 ....... 1,4, 

,,,i ....... i,i,i,,i,,i,i,,,i,,i,i .... i,,,i,,i ...... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 2,2,1,,,1,1 .... 4, 

,,i,i,i,i,,,i,,i,i .... 3,2,,, 

R_54RTGyucuIoz61u,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.146.110,0,2010-05-07 

17:53:10,2010-05-07 18:02:01,i,i,i,3,11,,3,1,,,2,,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,I have only been 

involved in one case and the case did not proceed to trial due to insufficient 

evidence. I disagreed with the insufficient evidence 

factor.,l,l,7,,2,2,3,4,Communciation was not timely. Meeting with me did not seem to 

be a priority.,2,,l,I do agree with the concept of a peer run honor system and 

investigations.,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,3,,,l,l,,,,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,l,,l,,,,,l,Contact our 

Director of Student Services,,l,,,,,l,Discuss with Director of Student 

Services,l,l,,,l,l,l,l,,,,l,2,1,1,,l,,l,,,3,,,l,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,Ask students to sign an 

honor pledge on exams,l,l,kelly_scolaro@unc.edu,, 

R_3ruPovNgeloylaA, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.95.181.224,0,2010-05-07 

18:04:14,2010-05-07 

18:12:32,1,i,i,i,3,,7,1,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"I have been told 

by supervising professors that the Honor Court is not useful, either being too lenient 

or too strict. I have been advised to handle matters internally, even if I would prefer 

not to do 

so " 1 1 i,i 1    i, 2, 1 i, 1 1 1 i,i,     i,i,     1 2,1,1 1 i, i, ,2 

,,l,l,l,l,,,,l,,l,l,,,,2,2,,"As a graduate student, I feel highly dissatisfied with the 

supervision I have received around issues of plagiarism and academic dishonesty. In 

cases where students have CLEARLY plagiarized or copied one another I have been advised 

to handle the matter internally (e.g., with a 0 for the assignment and a warning). This 

message has come from multiple professors (full professors and instructors). I think 

the issue is probably systemic - faculty on the whole may not believe in the efficacy 

of the Honor Court to deal with these matters, even though they may believe in an Honor 

System generally.", 

R_ewI4BXteVewkNBq, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.39.59,0,2010-05-07 

19:08:34,2010-05-07 

19:16:24,1,1,1,5,13,,6,2 ..... 1 ..................................... 1,2 .... l,,,l,,l,Affo 

rds due process,l,,,,,,,,l,"Sometimes it seems the instructor is put ont he defensive, 

not the student.",,,,l,,,,l,l,Notify my Associate 

Dean, l,l,l,,,,,,l,l,,,l,,,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,3,,l,l,,,l,l,Case studies/testamonials 

from students who have been sanctioned by the Honor System, l,,l,,,l,Craft assignments 

that don’t lend themselves to cheating, 4,l,stromgot@email.unc.edu,"Having served on the 

Appeals Board I admire the system and the dedication of the student participants, at 

least at the undergraduate level. As a faculty member, on the graduate level, the 

system _appears_ to be too lenient in seeking extenuating circumstances and weak or 



null findings.", 

R_0uLY0sxpHjm6ZrC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.94.178,0,2010-05-07 

19:04:44,2010-05-07 

19:18:05,1,i,i,5,12,,2,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,It may be easier 

to handle the situation 

myself,,l .............. 1 ....... 2,1,,,1,,,1,,1 ...... i,i,i,i,,i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,,, 

3,"Among graduate students, I think American students have a better understanding than 

international students, generally.",l,l,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,,,2,2,,, 

R_4UtQR2BPSN5aydC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,96.233.238.244,0,2010-05-07 

19:40:05,2010-05-07 

19:40:16,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_09dgxQMXeU2Wq44,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.134.154.16,0,2010-05-07 

19:52:52,2010-05-07 

20:10:22,1,1,1,3,15,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,Faculty policy 

requires that suspicions of academic misconduct be 

reported,,,l,,l,,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,Speak to someone at 

CFE, l,l,l,l,l,l,l,Speak to someone at CFE,,,l,,l,l,,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,l,Provide 

ongoing awareness throughout the semester that supports the cautions that faculty 

provide so that the student is reminded about the importance of academic 

integrity, 3,"Most traditional students, especially first and second year students, are 

not fully mature from a social and moral perspective until their early twenties and 

this is dependent on the experiences they have had to this point, add this to the 

pressures to be a college student today and the crucible of college life offers choices 

that some students are not ready to make and they will always err on the side that 

.... saves .... face for them with their peers, parents, and others in their social 

networks",l,l,,l,l,l,"Prior to significant assignments and exams, the course policies 

and procedures as well as the ptoential consequences of misconduct should be 

reveiwed",l,,l,l,,,,4,l,dbaileyl@email.unc.edu,"I think it is important for the 

committee to also be aware of the role that other academic units have in supporting the 

Honor Code...I work at the Center for Faculty Excellence and have assisted faculty and 

graduate students who are uncertain about the process...I know that other support units 

such as the Academic Success Program, the Learning Center and Writing Center also work 

with students and faculty in this area...Academic Integrity is a community value and as 

such requires the community to address the development, support and evaluation of our 

Honor Code. / / It would be important for faculty to understand that, while they have 

a huge role in the maintenance and support of academic integrity, staff across the 

campus are working with them to help students as they develop the requisite values 

associated with integrity, from the classroom to the resident halls to the sports 

arenas...I would suggest that many faculty are unaware of the activities in the spaces 

outside of class that try to support faculty in the classroom by reinforcing the same 

concepts in the intellectual and social climate...", 

R 8kvoSwtLWT6rt6A, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.76.124,0,2010-05-07 

20:52:45,2010-05-07 

20:53:04,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_6y7E6aPPmWtOAOA, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.246.222.30,0,2010-05-07 



22:53:10,2010-05-07 

22:53:40,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_7VEyI7qcmyst6TO,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,72.255.24.233,0,2010-05-08 

01:45:47,2010-05-08 

01:55:00,1,1,1,1,1,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... 1 ........ i,,,i,i 

,i,,,,,,,2,1,,,,,,i,i,i,,,,,,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,,i,I should have final say over the 

student’s grade in the course,2,2,,,,l,,,,,3,,,l,,l,,l,We should stop relying on ENGL 

i01 and 102 instructors to bear the brunt of the burden of educating students about 

academic integrity. Perhaps it should be a required 1-credit course for all first-year 

and transfer students,l,,l,,,l,My instruction on research methodology includes 

extensive instruction on proper attribution of sources and other related 

topics.,3,l,mrulon@email.unc.edu,, 

R_cGFfGhWv5yimePO,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.245.123.215,0,2010-05-08 

08:22:02,2010-05-08 08:37:45,1,1,1,5,2,,3,3,,,2,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,they were 

fair, 5,1,4,,l,2,1,3,Please note that I no longer remember the exact timing--my 

designation of the academic year above mght be a couple of years off.,l,,l,"The Honors 

Court seemed to take their responsibilities very seriously, and they behaved very 

professionally during the proceedings.",4,2,,3,"I brought a case about 15 years ago 

that seemed very straightforward to me, but I was told that the evidence wasn’t strong 

enough to take action against the student. (It was a case of a student cheating on an 

exam.)",2,,,,,,,l,2,"I definitely would unless it was a case of, for instance, 

plagiarism where only a small amount of information was .... borrowed."" in that case, I 

might ask the student to rewrite the section or take other action rather than going to 

the Honor Court.",l,,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,"see above--for small infractions that might 

be due to carelessness rather than dishonesty, I would rather handle myself in order to 

save time and student 

embarrasssment." 1 i, 1 1    i,i, 1 i,i,     i,i,i 1 i, "Some understand 

very well; others don’t. Instructors should include specific information in their 

syllabi about plagiarism in particular, because in this information age, it’s too easy 

to cut and paste large sections of text from documents on the Web--i.e., students 

sometimes plagiarize without intending to, so instructors should address the matter in 

their course syllabi.",l,l,,,,,,l,,,,,l,"I talk about integrity, but not about the 

consequences.",4,l,bkcostes@email.unc.edu,, 

R_cRMWzSySlylN5ti,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,96.253.246.142,0,2010-05-08 

12:11:50,2010-05-08 

12:16:14,1,1,1,1,15,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,2,,,1,,,1,1 .... i,, 

,,i ............ i,i ........... i,i,,i .... 1 .... i,i .... 1,,1,,,2 ................ 1,2,,, 

R ebT4F2S4WUD6BKY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.191.87.207,0,2010-05-08 

14:34:18,2010-05-08 

14:34:47,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R dbRScohsvGX2KR6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,206.53.99.218,0,2010-05-08 

15:06:47,2010-05-08 

15:27:14,1,i,i,i,i,,4,1,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"It would depend 

on the situation. I teach a foreign language. Sometimes student use translation web 

sites, and they do not always realize that this is plagiarism. It seems unfairly 



punitive to report this violation rather than discussing it with a student. Also, in 

researc papers, sometimes students don’t credit all of their sources for information. 

I ask them to correct this before grading the 

assignment.",l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,,,,l,,,,,l,Because sometimes the matter is better handled 

by the instructor.,,,,l,,,l,l,,,,l,,,,,l,Discuss the matter with my course 

coordinator/the head of the language program.,,,,,,,,,,l,"I should be contacted if my 

involvement is needed or would help resolve the situation. Otherwise, I prefer to stay 

out of the process.",l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,3,"Students need to be educated better on the 

inappropriateness of such things as translation web sites. Also, they need to better 

understand that paraphrasing and using information without crediting a source is 

plagiarism. Often they seem to think that if they are not copying verbatim from the 

source, then it is not plagiarism. They do not always see that borrowing ideas and 

data without proper citation is just as harmful. In addition, students should know 

that they must do their work entirely on their own, unless it’s a group project. They 

seem to think that there is no harm in having others proofread their papers. This is a 

problem especially in foreign language courses, since they may be having 

native/advanced speakers correct their language errors.",l,l,l,,,l,Required workshop 

with the Writing Center on the importance of crediting sources.,l,,,,,l,I will mention 

frequently that students should not use online translation web sites or get help with 

their work from other speakers of the language. But I do not like to begin the 

semester by talking about cheating - it sets a negative and suspicious tone.,2,2,,, 

R brMbZkH4tco5bqA, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.223.191.240,0,2010-05-08 

15:30:55,2010-05-08 

15:31:10,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R cCSSh960TnSU7S4,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.25.246,0,2010-05-08 

16:13:38,2010-05-08 

16:19:07,1,1,1,3,1,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3 .... 1 .... i,,,i,,,i 

,l,,,,,,,,,l,l,,l,l,,,l,l,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,2,"In my limited 

experience, many students do not appreciate the fact that sloppiness in sourcing is on 

the same spectrum as out-and-out plagiarism.",l,l,l,,l,,,,,,l,,,,l,2,,, 

R_5iQp9xfjmVcBwUI,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,206.53.106.21,0,2010-05-08 

16:22:04,2010-05-08 

16:32:00,1,1,1,4,1,,6,1 ..... 4 ........ 1,1,1,,1,1,4,,1,1,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... i,i,, 

i,,i,i,,i,i ................ 1 .... 1 ........... i,i,i,i,i,,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,,1,1 

..... i,,i,i .... 3,l,carlston@email.unc.edu,, 

R e58XnKkHSvSbU4Q,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.169.70,0,2010-05-08 

16:40:18,2010-05-08 

16:47:20,1,1,1,5,12,,2,2,,2 ........... 1,1,1,,8,2,8,,1,2,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... 1,2, 

,,,i .... i,,,i ............. i,,i,,i ...... 1 ...... 1 ..... i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,,,1,,,3,,1,1,1,1,1 

,,,i,,i ..... 4,2,,, 

R d6b53zAtT5F7kXy, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,166.137.14.13,0,2010-05-08 

17:44:57,2010-05-08 

17:45:28,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 0vtl9PVzHtDhLul,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.19.225.172,0,2010-05-08 

18:14:15,2010-05-08 



18:19:44,1,1,1,2,,,2,2,,1 ........................................ 1,3 .... 1 ........... 1,, 

....... 2,,,1 ..... 1 ....... 1 ...... 1,1 .... 1 .... 1,,1 .... 3,,1,,1 ..... 1 ....... 1,2,,, 

R_llcET0qdb2rJlqs,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,74.162.133.217,0,2010-05-08 

18:02:30,2010-05-08 

18:27:55,1,1,1,8,2,,5,1,8,,,,,,,,,,,8,1,1,1,,1,1,1,,1,2,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,"1 was contacted 

by multiple members of the honor system for the investigation, which was a bit time 

consuming. I was kept informed throughout.",l,,2,,,,,,,1,3,"it depends on the situation 

and whether I can gather concrete evidence regarding the violation. Many times I 

observe students who appear to be looking at other students exams. They definitely look 

like they are cheating, but I feel powerless to report this. It would just be my word 

against the student’s. There is definitely a lot more cheating on this campus than gets 

reported because of this problem.",,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,1,It has been my experience (and 

other colleagues have told me about the same) that there is no point reporting a matter 

unless I can produce physical evidence of cheating.,,,,1,,,,1,,,,,,,,,1,"It depends on 

the situation. Sometimes I don’t need to consult with anyone. Other times I consult 

with my chair, the Office of the Honor System, the Dean of Students before 

reporting.",l,1,,,1,,1,1,,,,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,"there is a lot of cheating on this 

campus, especially in large classes, that instructors are unable to detect. More needs 

to be done on the front end to prevent cheating. The Honor System should find ways to 

change the cheating culture on this campus. One extreme suggestion is to recruit a 

large number of Honor System members to conduct sting operations. Have them sit in 

large lectures during an exam, scattered around the classroom anonymously, looking like 

any other student taking the exam. However, they will be recording everyone who is 

cheating and reporting them to the Honor System. Do that a few times to show students 

how serious the Honor Code is on this campus.",l,"They understand it very well, but 

they disregard the Honor Code. They don’t see cheating as dishonest. They just see it 

as a way of cutting corners and getting the grade they want. It is pragmatic for 

them.",,,,,,1,I feel that many students who cheat in college have done it in high 

school. Somehow communicate that it will be different at UNC. Try to reduce the norm of 

cheating here. Hake results of cases more public so students can see that cheaters can 

be caught and serious consequences occur.,1,,1,1,,,,2,2,,, 

R_dm7Pro8jSh051ZO,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,75.181.29.171,0,2010-05-08 

21:25:19,2010-05-08 

21:27:51,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 7ZY8JOb2ZZ7Hw6H, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,69.134.174.148,0,2010-05-08 

22:20:02,2010-05-08 

22:20:14,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_9t6e9yFqXi5QAZK, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,65.190.215.64,0,2010-05-08 

23:25:26,2010-05-08 

23:43:07,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,1,1 always address 

intellectual and academic honesty and integrity in each 

syllabus.,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,1,Report to the appropriate Student Attorney 

General.,1,1,1,,,,,,1,,,,,,1,1,,,,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,,1,,,,1,,1,,,1,"I always 

establish my courses to preclude plagiarism and academic dishonesty by changing 

assignment sequences, assignment requirements, and tests / 



quizzes.",2,l,jmhannah@email.unc.edu, l believe that the Honor System should be a 

student-run as opposed to a faculty-led endeavor as it requires direct student 

participation and support., 

R_eX53MurjxqwJS7i,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.219.6,0,2010-05-09 

00:41:53,2010-05-09 

00:45:37,1,1,1,1,8,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3 .............. i,,, 

....... i,i,,i ..... i,i,i,,i,,,i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... i,i,i,i ....... i,,,i ......... 1 .... 2,2,,, 

R_3t6iUjClnTw9PfK, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.9.122,0,2010-05-09 

01:29:38,2010-05-09 

01:30:00,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_0kqpJreys0Zxa3a,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,174.97.134.115,0,2010-05-09 

08:03:58,2010-05-09 

09:08:10,i,i,i,4,15,,4,2,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,If I had the 

evidence,,,l,,,,l,,,l,,,,,l,,,l,Have to have concrete 

evidence .... 2,,,1 ...... 1 ............. 1 .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1,1 ..... i,i ...... 3,2,, 

R_6VgbJ3gJN5dGBXS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.199.211,0,2010-05-09 

09:16:13,2010-05-09 

09:21:14,1,1,1,4,2,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3 ..... i,,i,i ....... 

,i,i ....... 2 .... i,,,i ........ 1 ..... i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i ...... 2 .... 1 ......... 1,,,3,2,,, 

R aat9CEJLIVUVfWk,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,174.99.79.209,0,2010-05-09 

10:45:31,2010-05-09 

i0:55:07,1,i,i,i,3,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,I would require 

that I was perfectly sure academic dishonesty had been committed. I would not refer 

based on 

suspicion., ...... 1 ......... 1 ....... i,i ........ 1 ...... i,,i,,,i,i,i .... 1,1,1,1,,1,,1,,,2, 

"A few Freshmen may get to UNC-CH without adequately understanding this, but it should 

be made clear to them at orientation.",l,l,,,,,,l,,l,,,,,l,2,,, 

R_ewIqbtLfSoVZ2v2,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.225.182,0,2010-05-09 

11:21:58,2010-05-09 

11:24:55,1,1,1,1,4,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,4 .... 1 ....... 1 ..... 

,i ...... 1,2 .... i,,,i .............. 1 ..... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,4,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 1,2,, 

R 3VFWRSirL2HX5UU,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,208.64.157.3,0,2010-05-09 

12:53:16,2010-05-09 

12:53:33,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_elYja3pWvmL51c0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.203.237,0,2010-05-09 

14:48:12,2010-05-09 14:55:03,1,1,1,5,2,,3,1,,,3,,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,The students were 

blatantly guilty and did not get 

punished~8~~~4~~~~2~2~4~~~~~2~~4~~~~3~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Tel 

1 the student to report 

him/herself, l ............. 1 ...... 2,1,1,1,,1 ..... 4,,,1,,1,1,,,1,,1 ..... 4,2,,, 

R_3yMSuNwTuCkodUM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.21.183.55,0,2010-05-09 

14:56:16,2010-05-09 

15:03:30,1,1,1,1,2,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,2 .... 1 .... 1 ...... i, 



l,,l,,l,Because a warning is usually all it takes to get a student’s 

attenti~n.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,Signed honor code on each lab report and exam.,l,2,,, 

R_86UAgZONPLwGaDa,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.86.133,0,2010-05-09 

14:59:36,2010-05-09 

15:16:23,1,i,i,3,2,,3,2,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,I would first 

talk with the student.,,,l,l,,,l,,,,,,l,,,,,l,"THe one time I might have refered, the 

student showed genuine ingorance of the infraction and agreed to a re-exam and a 

penalty - in this case referal would have been too much too 

soon.",,,,l,l,,,l,,,l,,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,l,no idea, l,l,l,,,,,,l,not sure,2,"I suspect it 

is better understood by undergrads than by grad students, transfer students or 

international students",,l,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,,,l,l,dlr@unc.edu,, 

R_4ZTqMiTsNKlav88,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.140.150.149,0,2010-05-09 

16:39:40,2010-05-09 

16:40:03,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 25C2aHKWEIAdxwU,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.100.7,0,2010-05-09 

16:35:35,2010-05-09 

16:40:22,1,1,1,5,10,,1 ........................................... i,i,,,i,i,,,i,i,,,i,,, 

,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,l,Contact law school’s dean of student 

affairs,,l,l ...... i,i ..... i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,3,,1,,1 ..... i,,i ..... 4,2,,, 

R eJoSXjQSIuBaUzq, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,67.85.155.20,0,2010-05-09 

20:42:11,2010-05-09 

20:42:24,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_iYMdnppJ6hkg4Fm, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.69.157.234,0,2010-05-09 

20:42:06,2010-05-09 

20:52:48,1,1,1,5,2,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,Depending on how 

serious it was and whether I thought there was a strong chance of charges being brought 

and a conviction in the student court,,,l,,,,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,l,,l,,,,,l,Call the 

Student Attorney General’s Office or the Assistant Dean in Charge of the Judicial 

Process for a hearing on whether there is sufficient 

grounds,l,,,l,l,,,,l,,,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,3,,,,,l,l,l,Instructors should ask 

students to write an honor pledge before they begin their exams not at the 

end,,,,,,l,"Make it hard to cheat; foster strong relationships with students so they 

won’t be as tempted to cheat, design writing assignments and exams that require 

independent writing and are hard to plagarism.",4,l,jclowman@unc.edu,"I was on the 

faculty hearings board for the honor system for a number years and have been on de 

novo and appealete courts several times. / / I think combining the Campus Code 

violations, many of which were politically motivated, trivalized the honor system and 

tied up the courts. They take MUCH TOO LONG to do anything. Also, taking away the role 

of criminal violations making a student subject to the honor code weakened the system. 

Students who cheat each other and local merchants violate the spirit of an honor code 

as much as when they cheat. I believe that lying to teachers is no longer part of the 

system but if engaging in criminal behavior is not considered a violation of honor why 

should lying be? Of course, the laws about underage possession of alcohol are so 

commonly broken I’m not suggesting we consider one of those violations an honor 



offense. ", 

R_6XWOGARBaildDMg,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,72.66.105.208,0,2010-05-09 

21:05:11,2010-05-09 

21:05:21,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_eLgfKknTbSE4TZO,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,66.57.41.130,0,2010-05-09 

22:25:40,2010-05-09 

22:32:01,1,1,1,5,2,,1 ........................................... i,i,,i,i,i,i,,,i ....... 

,,,,,,,,,l,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,l,l,,l,l,l,,l,,,4,"Students who cheat do not 

realize that they are cheating themselves. And, when they observe cheating without 

reporting it, they do not realize that they are being 

cheated." 1 i,i, 1 i,     ,4 2, 

R_bsFNdjsCFg10sJe,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,61.148.61.114,0,2010-05-10 

01:41:43,2010-05-10 

01:42:17,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 7TD41atiWHRerKA, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,68.16.180.155,0,2010-05-10 

08:17:59,2010-05-10 

:35,1,1,1,1,12,,4,2 .... 1 ...................................... 1,3,,1,1 .... 1 .... i,i 

,i .... 1,,2,1,1 ..... i,i,i ....... i,i,,i,,,i .... 2,2,1,,1,1 ..... 3,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i .... 

08:22 

,1,2, 

R_8c7W7N3ybMZfcCU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.2.239.67,0,2010-05-10 

08:23:55,2010-05-10 

08:32:57,1,i,i,4,15,,3,2,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,"In the past, I 

have dealt directly with the student. I was recently involved - not as a reporting 

party - in an Honor System case and it really reinforced my practice of dealing with 

them 

myself.", ......... 1 .... i,,,i,,,i ...... 1 ....................... 2,2,1,1,1,1,,1,,,2 ....... 

,,i ....... 4,2,,, 

R 6SahIHVfe2YODWs,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.2.200.221,0,2010-05-10 

08:59:46,2010-05-10 

09:05:27,1,i,i,i,12,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,I would want to 

speak with the student myself about any possible plagiarism before referring to the 

Honor 

System.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

i,i,,i ........ 1,,,1,2,,, 

R_eeYSbiyMUdVy124,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.19.226.169,0,2010-05-10 

09:21:16,2010-05-10 

09:26:49,1,1,1,1,4,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... 1 .... 1 ....... i,, 

1 ....... i,i,i ....... 1 ...... i,i ...... 1 .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,2,,1,1 ...... 1 ..... l,discuss 

integrity from an expectation side not punative perspective, l,l,james_berry@unc.edu,, 

R 0cGHulbKvhRKDn6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.2.183.189,0,2010-05-10 

09:47:58,2010-05-10 

10:02:41,1,1,1,5,7,,1 ........................................... 1,3 .... 1 ............. i, 

,l,perhaps strongly suspecting dishonesty would not be enough for me to elevate the 

case .... 2,1,,1 ..... i,i ........ i,i .... 1 .... i,i,i,i,i ...... 2,,,1 ...... 1 ....... 3,2,,, 

R_5yH7SV46KBcPohK, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.2.242.70,0,2010-05-10 



10:03:11,2010-05-10 

10:07:52,1,1,1,3,1,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3,,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,, 

,,,i,,,i ....... 2,1,,1 .... i,i,i ...... i,i,i,i,i,i,,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,,1,1,1 ...... 

2,l,clevine@unc.edu,, 

R 0AHbuJEi5xMOVCc,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.136.204.195,0,2010-05-10 

10:48:57,2010-05-10 

10:54:43,1,1,1,8,1,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,4 ......... 1 ........ 

...... 1,2,,,1 .... 1 ................. 1,,2,1 .... 1 ..... 3,,,1,,,1,,,1,,,1 .... 2,l,dheitsch@un 

c. edu, , 

R_dpy6a58hbn5veYY, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.104.41,0,2010-05-10 

10:52:59,2010-05-10 

ll:00:32,1,1,1,1,2,,4,1,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,4,"From other 

peoples experiences in Mathematics, it is very difficult for our department to obtain 

convictions.",,l,,,,,,l,if it were indeed fair I would believe in it, l,l,,,l,,l,l,l,low 

conviction rate not worth the 

time,,l,l,l,l,,l,l ..... 1 ...... i,i,i,i,,,i,i .... 2,2,1,1,,1,,1,,,3 ......... 1 ....... 2,l,ch 

amlet@email.unc.edu,, 

R_0OOflbpjTAEZbda,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.25.56,0,2010-05-10 

10:55:54,2010-05-10 

11:00:47,1,1,1,1,14,,8,1 ....... 1 ................................... 1,4,,1,1 ........ i,,, 

,,i,i,i,,,,,i,2,,,i,,,,i,i,,,,,,,i,i,i,,,i,,i,,,,2,2,1,i,i,,,,,,3,"I taught a group of 

juniors who didn’t seem to understand that copying each others lab write-ups was a form 

of plagiarism. I think that they know that copying a website for a research is 

plagiarism, but they think that copying from other students is 

acceptable.",,1,1,1,1,,,,,1,1,,,,1,2,,, 

R_a4YoAyuvzQ07S9C,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.227.113.137,0,2010-05-10 

11:35:06,2010-05-10 ii:59:32,1,i,i,8,1,,5,1,2,,,,,,,,,,,2,,,,I cannot respond to these 

because the one case I referred is still pending. The cases I didn’t refer were 

reviewed by a faculty member on the Honor Court and based on experience would have been 

dismissed as improper citation.,l,l,4,,3,3,3,3,"The case is still pending. I sent the 

documentation immediately to the CB on the online referral, but a student contacted me 

asking for it in spite of my having already sent it. Other than not checking the CB 

before contacting me, they have been professional.",l,Case still pending.,l,Still 

pending,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,l,I learned last Spring 2009 that faculty do not have the 

option of not reporting offenses; it is an 

~bligati~n.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,,,4,"On essays, students are increasingly inclined to copy and paste from the Internet 

and then plead ignorance after the fact.",,,,,,l,The Honor Court should make decisions 

with real teeth in them.,l,,l,l,,,,3,l,naaron@email.unc.edu,"I am not convinced that 

students pay any attention at all to blurbs on syllabi or course contracts. In the heat 

of a deadline, my experience has been they copy and paste and make excuses later. / / 

/ / I have heard Prof. Dan Ariely speak on NPR about his research with Nina Mazar 

Dishonesty in Everyday Life and Its Policy Implications .... 

<<http://web.mit.edu/ariely/www/MIT/Papers/dishonesty.pdf>>)and I wonder if it might 

provide some pragmatic models for us to use at UNC.", 

R_cITVCcgPptD6fNW, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.54.56,0,2010-05-10 

10:51:47,2010-05-10 12:26:35,1,1,1,8,1,,3,1,,,2,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,"This particular case of 



plagiarism was so blatant, it merited the sanctions.",2,1,9,,l,2,1,3,"The student 

members of the Honor Court were professional, mature, and took their roles and 

responsibilities seriously. I was impressed.",l,They were highly professional and 

respectful.,l,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,3,"On a first offense, I typically sit down with the 

student to make sure he/she understands what plagiarism is. The student then has to 

resubmit the assignment for a reduced grade. It’s only when it happens again that I 

would refer the case to the Honor System",,,l,,,,l,l,Because the student’s action is so 

flagrant that referral to the Honor System is deserved,,,,,,,,,l,"Because I prefer to 

use these instances as teaching moments where I can actually help the student learn 

better what academic intregrity is and prevent them from plagiarising again, in my 

class or someone 

else’s.",,,,l,,,,l,,,,l,l,,,,,,l,l,,l,l,l,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,,2,"Many students don’t 

fully understand what plagiarism is, particularly with respect to online sources. 

Students lack adequate training in how to do thorough, careful research so that they 

don’t accidentally plagiarize.",l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l,,,,,2,l,plach@email.unc.edu,"As a 

graduate student here, I’d always been told that it wasn’t .... worth it .... to go through 

the Honor System. However, having used the system for a case of plagiarism, I came away 

feeling much better about the process. More should be done to educate faculty about the 

integrity of the system.", 

R_6mpz42rkXOPyYh6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,75.136.97.248,0,2010-05-10 

14:18:09,2010-05-10 

14:18:50,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_87f2qljeTA9Pbq4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,152.2.224.57,0,2010-05-10 

14:33:36,2010-05-10 

14:38:41,1,1,1,3,3,,7,1 ...... 1 .................................... 1,5 .... 1 .......... i,, 

,i ....... 2,1,,1,1,,,1,,1 ...... i,i,i ......... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,,,i,,,i,i ..... i,,i ..... 2,2, 

R 9Fd6nwZ46mTY2me,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,152.19.27.83,0,2010-05-10 

15:27:18,2010-05-10 

15:32:47,1,1,1,4,14,,6,2 ..... 1 ..................................... 1,4,,,1,1,,,1 .... i,, 

,,,,,,l,can’t really be sure dishonest act was 

c~mmitted.~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4~2~~ 

"Whether students inform others about the same exam which occurs the first 4 days of 

the week is the problem I run in to. No one has investigated this as far as I know, ie. 

whether the grades go up as the week progresses.", 

R abX5285ZYFkmgv2,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,69.134.26.141,0,2010-05-10 

18:27:03,2010-05-10 18:33:52,1,1,1,4,18,"joint appointee, Music & School of 

Education",4,3,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,ignorance about fair use 

is both prevalent and surprising, l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,l,"once officially begun, I’m not 

certain the .... process .... will be able to take into consideration all aspects of the 

circumstances.~’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,4,l,dhuff@email.unc.edu,, 

R_3DiZaaQWq0McfT6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,206.53.106.250,0,2010-05-10 

18:33:55,2010-05-10 

18:40:36,1,1,1,4,3,,1 ........................................... i,i .... 1 .... 1 ......... 1 

....... i,i,i,,i,,,i,i,i,i,,i,,,i,i,i .... i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,1 ..... i,,i,i,,i 



,Design course assessment instruments and procedures that systematically discourage or 

prevent plagiarism and/or dishonesty.,4,l,sleonard@email.unc.edu,, 

R 0Pt2TkKm04PzSGo,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.225.71.154,0,2010-05-10 

19:11:30,2010-05-10 

19:34:15,1,1,1,1,1,,4,1 .... 3 ......... 1,1,1,,1,1,4,,1,1,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... i,i,, 

,,i,,,i,i ................ 1 .... 1 ........... 1 ....... 1 .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1,,1 .... 1 

2,2,,, 

R_9ozliLgxwmTT2de,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,67.129.108.2,0,2010-05-10 

20:23:05,2010-05-10 

20:23:26,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_6eVxQDpgSmhdHtq, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.1.31.174,0,2010-05-11 

08:19:24,2010-05-11 08:26:51,1,1,1,3,14,,2,1,,2,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,,3,1,10,Research 

Course-only ii 

students~~~2~~~3~~~~~~~~2~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Discuss 

with Division 

Direct~r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~2~~~ 

R_409XUCxNDpskzkg,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,198.85.20.1,0,2010-05-11 

09:30:37,2010-05-11 

09:43:08,1,1,1,2,13,,2,2,,1 ........................................ 1,2,,l,l,l,l,,,l,l,e 

thics,,,,l,,,,,l,individual 

circumstances~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

..... 1,2,,, 

R 3b09BfdCornfcVu,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.143.228,0,2010-05-11 

09:54:28,2010-05-11 

i0:03:23,1,i,i,2,1,,4,1,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,"Too many of the 

cases I had were, to my mind, indeterminate. However, if I had a clear-cut case, I 

would move forward with the Honor Court. It has to be worth the time and energy for the 

instructor, so the threshold has to be a very high.",,,l,,,,l,l,Because I believe that 

students should be publicly sanctioned and shamed for egregious 

cheating.,l,,,l,,,l,,l,"Depending on the case, the sanction might be too harsh. At the 

same time, if the case is a strong one and the act egregious, then I believe the 

sanction should be appropriately 

strong.",     1 i, i, i, i, i,i 1 i,     i,i,i 1 i,i,i      3, 1 1 i,i, i, i, 

2,l,holliesuemann@gmail.com,, 

R_3x6RTSjJ7oiheni,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.40.107,0,2010-05-11 

09:44:04,2010-05-11 i0:05:11,i,i,i,5,1,,3,1,,,3,,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,"I have one case 

pending, so I cannot comment on the outcome. This case is so blatant (half the essay 

taken off a web page) that I cannot imagine anything but a severe 

sanction.",l,l,4,,l,3,3,,"This case is pending, so I cannot judge.",l,"The AG wrote to 

me two weeks ago, saying that she was pursuing the case. I have not been contacted 

since.",,"In light of previous experiences, I expect an appropriate 

sanction.",4,1,,l,,2,,,,,,,l,l,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,l,I always took the 

materials to the Honors 

Office,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,,l,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,l,,l,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,"Before the first 

paper I lay down rules for using the internet (basically, if you copy and paste you are 

plagiarizing) .",4,l,whrace@email.unc.edu,"I have great pride in UNC’s honor system and 



have served on its board in the past. My main discomfort is the melding of academic 

issues (which I consider to be the most important with regard to the faculty) and 

misconduct issues such as DUI, roudiness, etc. (which I consider of a different order). 

The latter should be handled by a separate process: getting drunk or driving recklessly 

is not an honor violation in my view. I quit the board because I believed that I was 

wasting my time on issues such as .... how close to campus must a DUI occur to make it an 

honor violation."" I think we decided on Weaver Dairy Road. I believe that this 

trivializes and weakens the academic honor code.", 

R_2rgpChGD02DmgqE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.81.206,0,2010-05-11 

10:16:13,2010-05-11 

10:20:00,1,1,1,4,8,,1 ........................................... 1,3 .... i,i,,i,i ........ 

........ 2,1,,1,1,,,1,1,,1 ..... i,i ..... i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,,,i,,i,i ...... 1 ....... 2,2, 

R_bPhHyDiHV5yTOBS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.101.86,0,2010-05-11 

11:46:04,2010-05-11 

11:47:00,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_bENrQYgV3cc514g,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.29.221,0,2010-05-11 

13:04:34,2010-05-11 

13:15:09,1,i,i,4,1,,2,2,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,"If it were a 

first offense committed by a foreign student, I might want to talk to them on my own 

rather than starting official proceedings; some cultures have a different view of 

plagiarism",,,l,,,,,,,l,,,l,l,,,,,,,,,2,,,,l,,,l,l,,,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,l,"I should be 

able to recommend sanctions, whether lenient or harsh",l,l,l,l,,l,l,l,,,3,I think the 

reason why I have had relatively few incidents is that the kinds of work I assign are 

less easily plagiarized from internet sources. But I also get the feeling that many 

students these days don’t think that finding material online is 

unethical.,l,l,,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,"In my syllabus, I get very specific about the difference 

between classmate collaboration (allowed, even encouraged) and copying classmate papers 

(plagiarism) .",3,2,,"While I appreciate the concept of a student-run Honor Court very 

much, I feel somewhat hesitant to initiate procedures that will affect a student’s 

permanent record if it’s for a comparatively small offense.    (However, if I found that 

a student had cheated on an exam or on an important term paper, I would have no problem 

whatsoever with referring the case to the Honor Court.)", 

R_b4rhgE5aIsNAhFi,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,207.59.145.201,0,2010-05-11 

13:14:55,2010-05-11 

13:19:22,1,1,1,2,6,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,"Depends on the 

response of the student, plus other work 

quality.",l,,l,,,l,l,,,l,,,l,l,l,l ....... 2,1,,1,1,,,1,1,1,1,,1 .... 1 .... i,,i .... i,i,i,i, 

1,1,,1,,,2,,1,1,1,1,1 ..... 1 ..... 2,l,scmo@email.unc.edu,, 

R 6PrzIiM324SQxZG, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.48.198,0,2010-05-11 

13:50:38,2010-05-11 14:07:45,1,i,i,8,18,I teach in multiple courses involving multiple 

schools,3,2,,,2,,,,,,,,,,,,,"In one case the Honor System did not respond as I was a 

School of Medicine faculty teaching School of Pharmacy students in what was an 

undergraduate course. Each school felt it was not their domain. / In the other case, I 

was not the course director.",4,2,1,,3,3,3,3,,l,,l,,5,1,,l,,l,4,,4,There was never any 

follow-up to my report.,4,There were no proceedings,l,l,,,l,l,,,l,l,l,Hopefully the 



proceedings will be fair to all parties,,,,,,,,,l,Questionable follow 

through .... 2 .... 1 .... 1 ....... i,i,i .... i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,4 .... i,i,i ..... i,i .... 4, 

l,meeker@email.unc.edu,Are faculty held to the same standards of academic integrity as 

the students at UNC?, 

R_2nTq01bhnfOvujq, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.183.244.19,0,2010-05-11 

14:26:15,2010-05-11 

14:35:53,1,1,1,2,1,,10,1 ......... 2,, 

f I feel that the student is willing 

will work independently with them so 

experience.", ...... 1 ......... 1 ...... 

2,,1,1,,1,1,,,1,,,1 .... 3,l,ejgr@email.unc.edu,, 

R_d4gMAZFsXDjRhSo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.136.232.94,0,2010-05-11 

14:49:53,2010-05-11 

14:50:08,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

,,i,i,i,,3,1,9,,i,2,1,3,,i,,i,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,i,3,"I 

to learn to write a paper without plagiarizing, I 

that they can grow from the 

,i .... i,,,i ........ i,i ..... i,i .... i,i,,i,i,i,i,i,,, 

R_cLJQOT9qHw7KIhC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.206.66,0,2010-05-11 

15:48:21,2010-05-11 

15:48:37,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_dpw4edJxfYjc50g,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.26.247.153,0,2010-05-11 

20:08:37,2010-05-11 

20:12:03,1,1,1,1,2,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3,,,1,,1 ...... i,i,, 

.......... 2,1,,1 .... i,i ........ 1 ...... 1 .... i,i ......... 3,,,1,1,1,1 ...... 1 .... 1,2,,, 

R IAr7DStBG9zKI4o,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.192.195,0,2010-05-11 

20:45:34,2010-05-11 

20:45:49,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 5hBIvJSIISKbfXC,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.62.48,0,2010-05-12 

07:10:01,2010-05-12 

07:26:30,1,1,1,1,2,,4,1,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,Depends on the 

severity and the intent of the student.,l,l,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,l,,,,l,The Instrument is way 

too long and 

c~mplicated.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1 .... l,l,rjtanner@physics.unc.edu,, 

R_9vIpcR6CcNyDnU0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,97.140.227.30,0,2010-05-12 

09:02:08,2010-05-12 

09:13:21,1,1,1,4,14,,2,2,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,2,the School of 

Medicine Honor Court has become more visible recently but previously I never heard 

mention of it.,,l,,,,,l,,,,,,,,l,,,l,lack of visibility of the system in the School of 

Medicine~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~2~~~’ 

I think a robust, visible honor court system is crucial to maintaining the acadenic 

environment we would like to have at 

this more important than it has ever 

R_20tjkWydqbxKhOk,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8 

22:24:17,2010-05-12 13:37:52,1,1,1,5 

Carolina. The issues now are very complex making 

been.", 

,Anonymous,,,152.2.247.194,0,2010-05-05 

,i,,2,1,,2,,,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"I disagreed with the 

verdict, because there was obvious evidence that the student had committed 

plagiarism.",6,1,1,,l,2,2,4,"The prosecuting attorney did not strike me as having 



prepared diligently for the hearing of the Honor Court. Then, the members of the Court 

seemed shocked when I stated after my testimony that I wanted to stay at the hearing to 

hear the verdict. They had to deliberate for a few minutes to figure out where I could 

wait. The members of the Court did deliberate for a long time--at least 30 minutes-- 

before announcing the verdict.",2,"I think that a consultation, however brief, between 

the prosecutor and me, as the faculty member who brought the charge, would have been 

helpful.",l,"In principle, I support the Honor 

Court.",2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,l,,l,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,"Because of a fear that the student 

will not be found guilty even if there is overwhelming evidence of guilt. Because I am 

not sure whether there will be a general comment section at the end of this survey, I 

will elaborate here. In my department, I am in a position to counsel faculty 

colleagues on bringing cases to the Honor Court. Within the past academic year, I have 

counseled colleagues about three separate cases. In one case the student was found 

guilty, but I fear that I would have difficulty in persuading my colleagues who 

reported the two other cases to take another case to the Honor Court because of its 

perceived leniency. In one case a student was found innocent because the Honor Court 

drew a distinction between, in effect, .... flagrant .... plagiarism and .... non-flagrant .... 

plagiarism. In another case, the Honor Court appeared to apply the standard of judging 

a student innocent not if there is .... reasonable doubt .... but if there is the tiniest 

sliver of doubt."" Frankly, the Honor Court is in danger of losing its credibility 

among my colleagues.",,,,l,,l,,l,,,,,,l,,,l,"I would discuss the matter with the 

Judicial Programs Office in the Office of Student Affairs. Once I had decided to 

report the case, I would inform the student involved in the 

case.",l,l,l,l,,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,l,Re the topic of educating faculty and staff 

information on the Honor Court website about ways to try to prevent academic dishonesty 

is quite helpful.,2,,l,,,l,l,,,l,,,l,,l,"Re the above answer, when I distribute paper 

assignments I discuss plagiarism.",4,l,wmfletch@email.unc.edu,"As I wrote above, I am 

in a position to counsel faculty colleagues about taking cases to the Honor Court. 

During the past year, I have advised colleagues on three separate cases. In one case, 

the student was found guilty, but in two cases the student was exonerated, and those 

two professors would probably be reluctant to bring future cases to the Honor Court. I 

should explain that they had pursued the cases, because they thought that the evidence 

of academic dishonesty was strong. In one case, the Honor Court apparently made a 

distinction between .... flagrant .... plagiarism and .... non-flagrant .... plagiarism. In the 

other case, the Honor Court evidently accepted a weak explanation for a student’s 

behavior that defied common sense. / / Perhaps over time the Honor Court goes through 

cycles. About 20 years ago a number of faculty members were grumbling about the 

excessive leniency of the Honor Court to the extent that the University appointed a 

task force under Professor Steve Weiss, Chair of Computer Science, to reform the 

system. Subsequently, the situation improved. Now, however, the Honor Court is again 

gaining a reputation for being too lenient. The exasperation of one colleague came 

through in a comment that .... To these students on the Honor Court, this is just a game 

of playing lawyer."" That colleague was upset, because he had spent several hours one 

evening participating in an Honor Court hearing only to observe the Court accept an 

explanation from the accused student that literally made no logical sense. / / 

Although I indicated before that I was willing to be interviewed, upon reflection I 

think that I have had an opportunity to make my main points and I am not sure that an 



interview is necessary.", 

R dmuJ9Ni9xwUZU68,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.203.31,0,2010-05-12 

14:10:12,2010-05-12 

14:17:59,1,i,i,i,i,,7,1,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,I would refer the 

case to the Honor System if the student did not demonstrate a willingness to admit to 

the act AND a willingness to learn to correct the mistake. I would hold a private 

meeting 

first., ...... 1 ..... 1 ..... 1 ...... i,,,i,i,,,i,i ........ i,i,i,i,i,i,i .... 1,2,1 ........ 4,"I 

n the digital age, students do not understand plagiarism. Most cases of plagiarism 

that I have encountered were instances in which students copied and pasted directly 

from the internet. The educational system has not adapted to the internet age. From 

what I’ve heard from other faculty, the honor system is too lenient when it comes to 

copying and pasting. If students know how to hit copy and paste, that’s demonstrable 

evidence of willingness to cheat. Period. It doesn’t matter whether that explanation 

is on a syllabus.",l,l,l,l,l,,,l ..... l,Disallow internet use on major papers.,2,2,,, 

R 2s2uWdmzKSZFWIK, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.241.170,0,2010-05-12 

16:35:56,2010-05-12 

16:36:10,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_SivjRkjUpLABlxW, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.4.229,0,2010-05-12 

17:33:50,2010-05-12 18:11:36,1,i,i,8,2,,12,1,,,,,,,,,,,6,,2,2,1,"I have not had 

favorable experiences dealing with the Honor System for the following reasons: / - The 

process has required excessive time (and in one case exceeded four months due to poor 

communication within the Honor System, so the charges were dropped due to no fault of 

my own). / - I have been left out of the communication loop and have not been consulted 

on proceedings. / - Two students who copied from each other received different verdicts 

based on their choice of trial method, and this was not viewed as fair by the 

instructor or other students.",2,1,7,,l,2,2,4,"The case never made it to .... court .... 

because there was mis-communication and lost evidence within the Honor System, so the 

charges were dropped.",2,I was left out of the communication loop and not informed 

about the case.,2,This case was handled very poorly despite overwhelming evidence to 

make a conviction.,4,3,I should not have to follow up to learn how a case was 

resolved.,3,Better communication among all parties would help.,2,,,,,,,l,3,It would 

depend on the evidence and severity of the 

offense.,l,l,l,,,,l,,,l,l,,l,l,,l,,,,,l,,l,,,,l,,,l,,,,,,l,consult the Student Attorney 

General,l,l,,,,,l,l,,l,"I should be involved in the .... discovery .... phase of the process 

so that clarifications can be made if necessary, but judgments should be reserved for 

the Student Honor Court.",2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,l,Timely processing of cases,2,"Most students 

understand, but many students make poor decisions.",,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,"separate students 

during exams, use different exams, check for similar answers, 

etc.",4,l,duane.deardorff@unc.edu,"I believe the Honor System can work effectively, but 

I have been disappointed in the majority of my experiences so far.", 

R_SAiJgo7h6jLllyY, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.96.235,0,2010-05-05 

22:17:58,2010-05-05 

22:21:41,0,i,i,8,2,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"I’ve had one 

experience with Honor Court in the 90s and frankly, it took a really long time and the 

guy got off--for an offense that many grad students and faculty thought was 



egregious.",,,,,,l,,,,l,l,,,l,l,l,,l,because I’m so frequently unsure of 

myself,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

R_42rRNcSyAqZiNsE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,24.40.150.35,0,2010-05-05 

22:26:08,2010-05-05 

22:27:25,0,1,1,4,1,,4,1 .... 2 ......... 1,4,1 ............................................. 

R_37peRtFMELhiho0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,68.171.234.243,0,2010-05-05 

22:27:43,2010-05-05 

22:29:01,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_bOgQfI6poePynbe,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,74.227.111.202,0,2010-05-05 

22:32:22,2010-05-05 

22:32:35,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R_6JQLp4PYtEzXtru,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,71.65.250.61,0,2010-05-05 

22:32:19,2010-05-05 

22:33:13,0,1,1,4,15,,4,2 .... 3 .......................................................... 

R_7UqOKREHJQIL7QE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,152.2.149.196,0,2010-05-05 

22:33:08,2010-05-05 

22:34:55,0,1,1,3,15,,5 ................................................................. 

R 24TfHK3LYbceTTm, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,65.190.192.108,0,2010-05-05 

22:39:39,2010-05-05 

22:40:15,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_5j7Th3KXsAFpYNu,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,71.23.116.36,0,2010-05-05 

22:40:04,2010-05-05 

22:41:40,0,1,1,3,1,,2,1,,1 ............................................................. 

R 0oZOJMclWlpQGjy, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,69.134.147.150,0,2010-05-05 

22:33:26,2010-05-05 

22:42:02,0,i,i,5,6,,4,1,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,"I would need 

more evidence that just .... believing .... or suspecting.",,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,I might not 

refer because I was afraid of being 

mistaken~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~ 

R 54L7Xo0MFB99FWs,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,24.225.70.223,0,2010-05-05 

22:41:27,2010-05-05 

22:42:13,0,1,1,5,2,,3,1,,,1 ............................................................ 

R_09gatSym2MG0weA, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,65.190.192.239,0,2010-05-05 

22:49:36,2010-05-05 

22:50:44,0,1,1,4,3,,2,1,,2 ............................................................. 

R cSILcefVSeNIPN2,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMe,Anonymous,,,174.99.111.35,0,2010-05-05 

23:35:08,2010-05-05 



23:36:16,0,1,1,3,1,,4,1 .... i ........................................................... 

R_6riKzaKWpqFf6Di,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,71.70.238.205,0,2010-05-06 

01:01:13,2010-05-06 

01:05:02,0,1 ................................................ 1 .......................... 

R_cAPxEyQiJ3ozLUw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.177.136.116,0,2010-05-06 

02:29:38,2010-05-06 

02:30:50,0,1,1,3,3,,3,1,,,1 ............................................................ 

R_do4CbpGYBdLjJoU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,70.144.181.83,0,2010-05-06 

04:30:41,2010-05-06 

04:36:06,0,1,1,5,8,,1 ........................................... 1,3,,,1,1 .... 1 ......... 

,,l,Hard for me to prove cheating to 

~thers~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4 

R eX6Vzhat2959mlS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66 32.54.18,0,2010-05-06 

05:02:49,2010-05-06 

05:07:25,0,1,1,2,13,,2,2,,1 ........................................ 1,2 .... 1 .... 1 .... i,, 

........ i,,i,i,,i ..... i,i ...... i,i,i .... i,i .................................. 

R blxGsADvIvFHCu0,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69 134.207.3,0,2010-05-06 

07:23:56,2010-05-06 

07:24:01,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_0xCEejFBMp6SGSc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69 134.204.22,0,2010-05-06 

07:32:36,2010-05-06 

07:34:45,0,1,1,8,14,,3,2,,,3 .......... 2,2,3 ............................................ 

R_4MYHnpPShZsBOYI,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74 242.198.202,0,2010-05-06 

07:32:32,2010-05-06 

07:39:51,0,1 ................................................ 1 .......................... 

R_cBAUD2OQQMgsqSo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71 70.143.228,0,2010-05-06 

08:12:02,2010-05-06 

08:12:33,0,1,1,3,1,,2,1 ................................................................ 

R 0e7XUJlwXHdTbkU,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24 136.232.107,0,2010-05-06 

08:13:46,2010-05-06 08:15:15,0,1,1,5,1,,3,1,,,3,,,,,,,,,,2,2,2,Penalty in that instance 

seemed too 

R_80m5mIH9ANMnBqI,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.110.138.43,0,2010-05-06 

08:16:50,2010-05-06 

08:19:19,0,1,1,5,4,,3,2,,,1 ............................................................ 

R cC72z48XQeYFlha,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.76.175,0,2010-05-06 

08:26:18,2010-05-06 



08:26:29,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R_5cmcvSgZCBexr0g,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,68.171.234.243,0,2010-05-06 

08:26:52,2010-05-06 

08:30:21,0,1,1,5,11,,7,2 ...... 1 ........................................................ 

R cHCTdV6nCXU2nCk,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.146.192,0,2010-05-06 

08:33:58,2010-05-06 08:39:04,0,i,i,4,11,,4,1,,,,4,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"In each of the three 

cases, I provided strong evidence (i for cheating on an exam and the other 2 for 

plagiarism). The students on the panel seemed to either not understand the definition 

of plagiarism, or simply dismissed the evidence in favor of the student). There was a 

clear bias throughout the proceedings toward the 

R_5Betg6rDAPTBd0o,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.104.28,0,2010-05-06 

08:52:30,2010-05-06 

08:53:04,0,1,1,5,14,,6,1 ............................................................... 

R_3ypZBasx14OTpUo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.84.183,0,2010-05-06 

08:54:38,2010-05-06 

08:58:49,0,1,1,4,5,,3,2,,,2 .......... 3,4,1 ............................................. 

R_ezgHqJEShlLTXS0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.242.250.42,0,2010-05-06 

09:00:22,2010-05-06 

09:02:11,0,1,1,5,7,,2,2,,1 ........................................ 1 .................... 

R_0kyVCrjnM~FK6Fe,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.69.162.96,0,2010-05-06 

09:11:29,2010-05-06 09:20:16,0,1,1,4,2,,6,1,,,,,4,,,,,,,,l,l,l,The sanctions were in 

line with what I would have done myself.,3,1,1,,l,l,l,3,I don’t know. I didn’t attend 

the proceedings.,l,All I did was turn in the material proving guilt. There was no 

other interaction.,l,,4,l,In all the cases I’ve been involved in all I did was turn the 

materials in online. There was no 

interacti~n.~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

i,i,i,i,i .......................... 

R_0qt7y5H6wkolctC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.230.167,0,2010-05-06 

09:46:44,2010-05-06 

09:47:44,0,1,1,4,3,,2,2,,2 ........... 2,1,3 ............................................. 

09:49:12,0,1 

long time to 

great" 4, 

R_3ymIIxDtS2rblDC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.71.178,0,2010-05-06 

08:59:48,2010-05-06 

,l,4,12,,2,2,,2,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,,2,2,4,,l,l,l,3,,l,,l,"System took a very 

try case and was very time consuming, but those involved were 

R ILZTWawlmhOkQ28,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,204.85.79.24,0,2010-05-13 

09:57:27,2010-05-13 

09:57:35,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 



R 0cDBiHhZSMmQIGo,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.23.70.130,0,2010-05-06 

09:55:04,2010-05-06 

09:58:26,0,1,1,5,12,,1 ........................................... 1 ..................... 

R d0ascrFzz5mN5d2,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.207.144,0,2010-05-06 

10:04:30,2010-05-06 10:06:57,0,1,1,4,1,,4,1,,,,2,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"There was clear 

evidence of guilt on the part of the student, and the student’s excuse was 

transparently dishonest, as was clear by a simply 5 minute search of the web; the Honor 

Court accepted the student’s 

R_3y2tiwSzWjUfmny, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.30.117,0,2010-05-06 

10:54:43,2010-05-06 

ii:02:10,0,i,i,4,14,,3,2,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,I have referred 

2 cases to the Honor System since I have been at UNC. Both of these were prior to 

2005.,1,1,1,1,,,1 ....... i,,i ....... i,,i ..... i,,i ...... i,i,,i,,,i,i ..................... 

R bs92DFv9600uavW, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.81.204,0,2010-05-06 

12:46:24,2010-05-06 

12:48:23,0,1,1,5,8,,3,3,,,3 .......... i,i,i ............................................. 

R_7apZRkBZcJGbDow, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.34.121,0,2010-05-06 

13:04:15,2010-05-06 

13:06:15,0,1,1,5,3,,3,3,,,2 ............................................................ 

R_6fbGhSxrxIgqEUk,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.75.40,0,2010-05-06 

13:12:36,2010-05-06 13:15:09,0,i,i,5,2,,3,3,,,2,,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,It seemed to me that the 

sanctions were so severe that the Honor Court was reluctant to impose 

R iAKXoaesrzJW4Cg,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.34.84,0,2010-05-06 

13:36:54,2010-05-06 

13:38:02,0,1,1,5,3,,3,1,,,2 ............................................................ 

R cG76Bd7gJkHbcTq, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.23.81.50,0,2010-05-13 

14:34:55,2010-05-13 14:50:46,1,1,1,1,1,,5,1,2,,,,,,,,,,,2,,,,"The one case I brought to 

the Honor System resulted in a guilty PLEA, so I don’t know if it qualifies as a guilty 

VERDICT (it didn’t go all the way to trial). Obviously, I agreed with the plea. 

However, I never was notified of the court’s sanctions, so I can’t say whether I agreed 

or disagreed with them. I recommended failure for the course, so I can only hope that 

was the sanction. I was deeply disappointed at the lack of communication with me from 

the court regarding the outcome and sanctions.",2,1,6,,l,2,,4,"The only member of the 

Honor System with whom I had direct interaction was the students .... defense lawyer."" 

She seemed fine, but the lack of information/communication with anyone else made it 

seem like the situation was treated very lightly. I had to make all of the effort, to 

the point where submitting the student’s plagiarism case was more punishment on me than 



a system which tried and punished actual honor 

offenders.",2,,2,,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,4,"There seems little point -- most honor cases 

acquit the students for .... not knowing they were plagiarizing .... despite clear evidence 

to the contrary. It seems a system of peers who protect their peers because they 

themselves commit the same offenses and hope for similar leniency. It also causes huge 

amounts of time and effort on my part to no fruitful or helpful end.",,,l,,,,,l,Because 

it creates a record of documented offenses so that the student will eventually be held 

acc~untable.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~4~~~ 

,l,l,l,l,l,Improve the Honor Court System, l,,l,l,,l,Teach citation and require it in 

all writing submitted, 2,2,,"I think that a purely student-run Honor System appears to 

be a theoretical ideal but a practical failure. The variety of possible sanctions and 

the lack of awareness or integrity from the peer-juries results in a high percentage of 

acquittals or nominal, ineffective sanctions. These do little to deter or educate about 

plagiarism and do more to actually perpetuate a blase attitude. Students need both 

better education about what constitutes plagiarism (they get indoctrinated into cut- 

and-paste style writing in grade school and the ease of Internet information) as well 

as how to use and reference outside sources in their work. There’s also an attitude of 

.... doing it to get by .... which needs to be addressed.", 

R_engZEyvknTE9NVa,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.203.31,0,2010-05-13 

15:55:39,2010-05-13 

16:08:13,1,i,i,i,9,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,"In the one case 

I have experienced, the student did not techinically plagiarize, but came very close by 

taking a very large chunk of something found on the Internet. She did cite the work, 

but it was a significant amount. I think that in many cases, students need to learn 

about using Internet sources. They still do not consider it unethical to use content 

found online. Going forward I will begin each class trying to educate how to 

appropriately use the Internet. But it’s a tough balance if they have never had that 

kind of lesson 

before." i,i i, i,i 2    i,     1 i, i,     1 1 i,i,i 1 i,i, ,3 

"See my earlier comment, but the Internet has become a big problem. Students feel that 

because the content is *free* then they can use it. Going forward, I am going to 

incorporate into classes, regardless of the subject, how to use the Internet 

appropriately.",l,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l,,,,,l,2,,"I love the idea of a student-run honor 

system. UNC is a model of academic freedom, and I think this freedom should extend to 

students, which includes providing an objective, peer-run court system. Although I 

believe that strict .... punishments .... should occur for students who have obviously 

violated the Honor Code, I also know that having instructors present is intimidating. I 

think it’s a good system, but we need to educate students better, from the beginning, 

and throughout their time here, about plagiarism.., especially when it comes to the 

Internet.", 

R_cYEMwryZ5Hdy7ac,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,198.85.228.129,0,2010-05-13 

16:13:48,2010-05-13 

16:13:56,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_elztqBW3pdB5MUs,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.81.249,0,2010-05-13 

16:16:52,2010-05-13 

16:23:39,1,1,1,1,1,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1 ......... 1 .... 1 ..... 



1 ....... 2 .... 1,,,1 .......... 1,1 ........ 1,1,1,1 ....... 2,,1,1,,1 .... 1,,1,1 .... 1,2,,, 

R 0uFtdhOH41SclQc,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTH8,Anonymous,,,152.2.239.98,0,2010-05-06 

16:57:55,2010-05-06 

16:58:52,0,1,1,4,15 .................................................................... 

R_ePusud6k7ycwh0M, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,216.99.115.55,0,2010-05-13 

17:34:16,2010-05-13 17:51:10,1,1,1,5,2,,3,1,,,2,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,Was convinced the 

students were guilty before I brought the case before the court. Thought the sanctions 

were appropriate.,5,1,1,,l,2,1,3,,l,,l,,4,2,,l,,2,,,,,,,l,2,Depending how much evidence 

I had,,l,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,l,Ask the student to turn himself 

in, l,,,,,,,,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,,,3,Many twenty-somethings are used to a free 

flow of information and do understand that plagiarism is 

wrong,,l,l,,l ...... 1 .... 4,l,kropp@unc.edu,, 

R_6yDWA9h2827BKVC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.113.225,0,2010-05-06 

19:00:59,2010-05-06 

19:01:28,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_eVG2CGd4qVyxdkM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.177.141.165,0,2010-05-06 

20:26:06,2010-05-06 

20:26:11,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R em2wI4LsycxzHta,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,70.63.154.64,0,2010-05-06 

20:30:49,2010-05-06 

20:31:01,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R 4UWXFhxSv7QIXBi,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,206.53.153.73,0,2010-05-06 

20:30:06,2010-05-06 

20:31:02,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R IRO4TaPIikI6waU,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.127.233,0,2010-05-06 

20:36:47,2010-05-06 

20:37:09,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R_0iD5hzvZddxyIZu,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.83.210,0,2010-05-06 

20:28:18,2010-05-06 

2~:37:4~~~~~~~~~~2~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~If the 

student acts unreasonably in response to settlement of the situation proposed by 

me.,,,,l,,,l ...... 1,2 ....... 1 ........ i,i,i ..... 1 .... 2,2,1,1,1,1,,1,,,3 ..... 1 ...... 1 .... 

,2,1,,, 

R_9GBhzlqTFWsowE4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,68.221.11.29,0,2010-05-06 

20:37:55,2010-05-06 

20:38:04,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R_cZpmmzaAeDL7QTW, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.73.73,0,2010-05-06 

20:29:08,2010-05-06 

20:39:48,0,1 ........................................................................... 



R_0JrLpqbAijmaySc, 

20:40 

20:42 

R O25 

20:38 

20:45 

RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.49.105,0,2010-05-06 

:06,2010-05-06 

:05,0,1,1,8,8,,1 ........................................... 1,3,,1,,1,1 ............ 

0FIVJGMc7kMY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.216.168,0,2010-05-06 

:58,2010-05-06 

:22,0,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,2 .......... 2,1,3,,3,1,4,,1,2,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ............ 

R 0e22zZA4Bvb9fjm, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.60.103,0,2010-05-06 

20:45:57,2010-05-06 

20:46:12,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R 01z 

20:48 

20:49 

izI85s94LiCg,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.206.3,0,2010-05-06 

:57,2010-05-06 

:46,0,1,1,2 ....................................................................... 

R 55dVXo7BiD7MdlO,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,206.53.157.126,0,2010-05-06 

20:54:13,2010-05-06 

20:55:27,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R 3UIYn0niloGOToE,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,68.49.50.36,0,2010-05-06 

20:42:59,2010-05-06 

20:59:48,0,1,1,1,2,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,1,,,1,,,1,,,1 .... 1 

......... 2,,,1 .... 1 ..... 1 ............................................ 

R_9Mu5elyuCxFLHzm, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,216.36.86.34,0,2010-05-06 

21:06:11,2010-05-06 

21:06:51,0,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,2 ............................................................ 

R_SpriJ84FSRfkNw0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.130.136,0,2010-05-13 

20:35:16,2010-05-13 

21:12:49,1,i,i,3,2,,4,1,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,"My UNC Biology 

department colleague (another Assistant Professor) had what I believe anybody in my 

field would describe as plagiarism. In one of the classes that she teaches, a student 

had copied verbatim into his own paper entire passages from a published paper from the 

literature. The student cited the published paper, but the copied passage was not in 

quotes, indicating to the reader that it was his own words which he had paraphrased. 

But, the verbatim copying indicated it was not and a clear case of plagiarism. The 

colleague reported the student to the Honor System, which ruled it NOT a case of 

plagiarism because of the citation. One has to wonder what fields would NOT call this 

plagiarism. In fact the UNC writing center has a very clear definition of plagiarism 

that would definitely put this in the category of plagiarism. Because I was so appalled 

by the Honor Court’s ruling, I vowed to not use the Honor System for now.",,,,,l,,,l,I 

won’t use the Honor System. See above.,,,l,,,,,,,,l,l,,l,,,l,l,l,I would not use it. 

See above.,,l,,,,,,,l,l,,,l,l,l,l,,,,2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,,l,l,,,l,"Only students that 

exercise common sense should be admitted to UNC. It seems that most issues of 

dishonesty are due to actual cheating, not to the student being unaware of what 

cheating is. By the time one gets into a selective university, the student should 



already be aware of the inappropriateness of plagiarism and other acts of 

dishonesty.",l,,l,l .... 2,l,kws@unc.edu,, 

R 6WJLkkB4f95RBfS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.184.132.134,0,2010-05-06 

21:12:23,2010-05-06 

21:12:49,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R 40KsiY2Y61RJnJG, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.24.132.24,0,2010-05-06 

21:18:43,2010-05-06 

21:20:58,0,i,i,2,2,,4,1,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,4,"I was TA for 

lab, so my boss (a faculty member) would not refer. I did not make the 

decision.",,,,,,,,,,l,,,l,l,,,l,l,I personally do not think the honor system is fair... 

it is guilty until proven innocent. I wouldn’t trust a student in the hands of the UNC 

Honor System, l,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

R 0wk7xzZUzuwkatC,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.90.228,0,2010-05-06 

21:24:54,2010-05-06 

21:25:55,0,1,1,1,2,,1 .................................................................. 

R_5ulyF7bDHkELXkE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.23.61.107,0,2010-05-06 

21:27:54,2010-05-06 

21:31:53,0,1,1,1,14,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,,1,1,,1,,1 ...... 1 

.......... 2,,,1 ..... i,i,i,,i ............................................ 

R_cU4OPhHsS3tpAVK, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.140.88,0,2010-05-06 

21:23:40,2010-05-06 21:32:41,0,1,1,1,3,,2,1,,2,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,2,,,,,,case has not 

yet been 

R ezVzlrPSGBRMSSY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.90.164,0,2010-05-06 

21:37:03,2010-05-06 

21:37:43,0,1,1,1,1,,1 .................................................................. 

R_5bEbASeoXSGzyEQ,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.32.70.94,0,2010-05-13 

21:44:05,2010-05-13 

21:54:38,1,1,1,8,1,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,2,,,1,1 .......... i, 

,,l,,l,It depends on the gravity of the 

situation.,,,,2,1,,,l,,,l,l,l,,,,,,,l,l,l,,l,,,,l,The instructor should be as involved 

as possible,,,l,,,,l,l,,,2,,l,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,I make students switch off cell phones 

and take off caps during tests and exams.,l,2,,, 

R_bIx7G00wqKKoqmo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.106.177.227,0,2010-05-06 

22:08:53,2010-05-06 

22:08:59,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_aXmyLdSGzMtcHoS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.143.101,0,2010-05-06 

22:31:09,2010-05-06 

22:33:16,0,1,1,1,1,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,2,,1,,1,,,1,1 ...... 

R_4Vf0nO2pwemW4Cw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.227.98.224,0,2010-05-06 

22:33:01,2010-05-06 



22:33:17,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R 9Yr97klGw7WArM8,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,65.190.205.94,0,2010-05-06 

22:35:03,2010-05-06 

22:35:10,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R 3mAzkMsLayyKRms,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,66.57.46.233,0,2010-05-06 

22:38:23,2010-05-06 

22:39:13,0,1,1,2,12,,2,1,,2 ............................................................ 

R_IHS5qT5xZH4aVPC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.77.249,0,2010-05-06 

22:37:10,2010-05-06 

22:45:34,0,i,i,2,1,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"In many 

instances, what may seem plagiarism/cheating (i.e., during exams) may be the result of 

study groups.",,l,l,l,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,l,It would depend on the particular 

case,,,,l,,,,l,,,,,l,,,,,,l,l,l,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,l,,l,l,l,,,2,"In general, I think 

students do their best. However, there are problems with fraternities and sororities 

keeping papers/tests/assignments on file, which they make available. This is a problem 

that needs to be addressed.",l,l,,l,l,,,,,,,,l,specifically target fraternities and 

sororities with academic honesty workshops.,2,,,, 

R 8zUurI0wnYSOGiS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.202.79.99,0,2010-05-06 

22:49:36,2010-05-06 

22:53:25,0,1,1,4,3,,4,1 .... 1 ...................................... 1,3,,,1,1 ............ 

,,,l,Because I’d like to be absolutely sure I have evidence before refering to the 

Honor 

System~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

R_dopHVbYGUJn2ACM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.70.217.24,0,2010-05-06 

23:12:17,2010-05-06 

23:12:28,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R aaBBvl9ii20zci0,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.204.170,0,2010-05-06 

23:50:27,2010-05-06 

23:52:01,0,1,1,1,2,,4,1 .... 1 ........................................................... 

R 9oVetMwFckMV4qw, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,108.97.140.4,0,2010-05-07 

00:03:01,2010-05-07 

00:04:22,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_5jx9HbmlCTCf0vG, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.206.41,0,2010-05-07 

00:41:48,2010-05-07 

00:52:58,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R 9S4wKh6MzxIFY2M, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,67.111.52.130,0,2010-05-07 

02:49:17,2010-05-07 

02:50:27,0,1,1,1,2,,3,3,,,2 ............................................................ 

R cTnKbzUJUYdSeVu,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,70.63.144.164,0,2010-05-07 



06:38 : 38,2010-05-07 

06:38:47,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R_3rw6WKqDWRxXBLC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,71.70.219 i09,0,2010-05-07 

07:40:03,2010-05-07 

07:40:10,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R_3wPVyH3ptvYBB6Q,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,96.10.254 184,0,2010-05-07 

08:04:10,2010-05-07 

08:04:21,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R ab0rszKMozK2GDG, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.240 249,0,2010-05-07 

08:03:19,2010-05-07 

08:07:15,0,1 ................................................ 1 .......................... 

R_3fypHTsLfwOAhtG, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.174 84,0,2010-05-07 

08:56:51,2010-05-07 

08:57:53,0,1,1,1,2,,1 .................................................................. 

R 4MK2Mrr6X7cQulC,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.93 202,0,2010-05-07 

09:04:16,2010-05-07 

09:05:48,0,1,1,1,12,,5,3,12 ........... 12 ............................................... 

R_4ToTLHqxXoZn3X6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.174 105,0,2010-05-07 

09:12:36,2010-05-07 

09:15:26,0,i,i,i,2,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,2,I would confirm 

with the student that they had committed academic 

dish~nesty~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

R ILFFkEMMB7SFhVG, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.6.173,0,2010-05-07 

09:20:03,2010-05-07 

09:20:06,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_0wWdCSQNSkDpUpu,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.101.3,0,2010-05-07 

09:32:24,2010-05-07 

09:32:33,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_eXbn5J844bXQAyU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.239.47,0,2010-05-07 

09:48:59,2010-05-07 

09:53:39,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_2i9h6D41sy0FVsg,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,174.99.41.224,0,2010-05-07 

09:55:34,2010-05-07 

09:56:33,0,1,1,2,14,,2,2,,1 ............................................................ 

R 0vJTIVts5HDcSM4,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.118.231,0,2010-05-07 

09:38:04,2010-05-07 



09:59:01,0,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,2 .......... 1,1,2,,1,1,2,,3,1,3,4,,1,,1,,4,2,,2,,1 ............ 

R_0jr6PSeIv23t9nS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.16.27.229,0,2010-05-07 

10:26:48,2010-05-07 

10:27:03,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R 3xF9ZYuRThjenLm, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.26.100.242,0,2010-05-07 

10:35:18,2010-05-07 

10:36:35,0,1,1,1,12,,2 ................................................................. 

R_bpuWAfoyruIfalK, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,130.11.36.79,0,2010-05-07 

11:03:43,2010-05-07 

ii:18:52,0,i,i,i,2,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,It depends on the 

severity of the situation,,,,,,,,l,Because it should serve as an impartial judge to 

deliver appropriate 

discpline.,l,,,l,,,l,l ...... 2 .... i,,,i,i .... 1 .... 1 ..... i,i .... 1,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,,1,1 

,,,,,,,,,l,l,"Students know cheating is wrong. However they still cheat. It’s an act 

of desperation and is thus comiitted regardless of the consequences, thus I don’t think 

reminding them of those consequences is beneficial.",2,2,,, 

R 5d6zWXnmk9jDVNq, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.117.130,0,2010-05-07 

11:18:57,2010-05-07 

11:25:25,0,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,4,,1,1 ........ i,,,i 

,,,i ....... 2 .... i,,,i,i ....... i,i ..... i,i .... 1,2,1,1,1,,1 ........................ 

R_6zCRwtETdpgpWVC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.124.64.127,0,2010-05-14 

12:08:46,2010-05-14 

12:08:56,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_4UUAzen2SF5Cgcc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,165.214.14.22,0,2010-05-07 

12:23:15,2010-05-07 12:24:59,0,1,1,1,18,allied 

health~3~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

R 3f53jgWdnSuub0o,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,70.61.84.66,0,2010-05-07 

12:29:08,2010-05-07 

12:29:49,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_3z5YccSy7XfKq5S,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.16.52.108,0,2010-05-07 

13:59:26,2010-05-07 

13:59:31,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_eJrqTZNF3qXuSJS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,75.189.193.11,0,2010-05-07 

14:03:51,2010-05-07 

14:04:05,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_SGQPiTowyZpO2wc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.75.237,0,2010-05-07 

15:00:59,2010-05-07 15:07:19,0,1,1,8,3,,2,1,,2,,,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,The sanction was what I 

rec~mmended.~~~~~4~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~2~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~NA~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,,,i,i .... i,,,i,i,i,i,,i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i ......................... 



R 8eV4nNbBNblllly, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.19.69.173,0,2010-05-07 

15:27:31,2010-05-07 

15:29:15,0,1,1,3,15,,5,2,12 ........... 1 .............................. 1,3 .... 1 .... i,,,i, 

,,,i,i ........ 2,,1,1 .... i,i ........ i,i,i ...................................... 

R 6xv4COFkD3R2ho0,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.215.155,0,2010-05-07 

15:40:29,2010-05-07 

15:40:32,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_9vjwhGh2AiLYUN6,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,204.85.194.205,0,2010-05-07 

15:43:28,2010-05-07 

15:44:59,0,1,1,5,14,,5,2,1 ............................................................. 

R_3aPP65cNtpIsQGU,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.96.49,0,2010-05-07 

15:48:40,2010-05-07 

15:52:17,0,1,1,1,1,,4,1 .... 1 ...................................... 1,2,,1,,1,1,1,1,1 .... 

i,,,i,i ..... 1,1,,2,1,,1 .... i,,i ...... 1 .... i,,i,i .... 2,2,1,1,1,1,,1,,,3 ..... i,i ..... i,i, 

,l,Require pledges on all assignments,l,l,,, 

R bBLkZEn7eVBSiVu,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,198.85.230.71,0,2010-05-07 

15:54:42,2010-05-07 

15:55:03,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R cHHD19oDPPN7U16,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.25.113,0,2010-05-07 

16:19:01,2010-05-07 

16:19:59,0,1,1,1,2,,2 .................................................................. 

R_4TTK3uyCBVQefLC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,72.150.136.212,0,2010-05-14 

18:00:29,2010-05-14 18:08:05,1,i,i,5,1,,4,1,,,,4,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,"In the two cases where 

students purchased papers, they were found guilty, received F grades in the course, 

were withdrawn from all other classes that term and were suspended for the following 

semester. In the other case where the student did not cite sources (and basically 

copied the entire paper from various sources) the finding was guilty as 

well.",4,1,3,,l,l,l,3,They took it 

seriously.,l,,l,,4,1,,l,,2 ....... 1,2,,,1,1,1,,,1 .... 1 ........... i,i,,i,,i,,,i,i,i,i,,i, 

,,i,i,,,i,i,i ..... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 4,2,,, 

R 7adLbP54hP5QXKk,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,96.233.238.244,0,2010-05-07 

19:40:24,2010-05-07 

19:40:32,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R_0ppmupfDIZBZvko,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.111.230.106,0,2010-05-07 

20:59:05,2010-05-07 

20:59:19,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R 3n6vi0bCv7iMhko,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.6.146.54,0,2010-05-07 

22:26:58,2010-05-07 

22:32:38,0,1,1,1,11,,1 ........................................... 1,2 ..... i,i ........... 

R_aYsg3FhDJD9k17K, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,130.34.173.69,0,2010-05-15 



02:12:51,2010-05-15 

02:13:35,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R aXW84SG3qliU9Cs,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.229.94,0,2010-05-15 

19:48:07,2010-05-15 

19:48:16,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 3Q4iSyxWwJHzUR6,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.182.249,0,2010-05-08 

23:11:46,2010-05-08 

23:11:59,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R 8rchhXk5v6xSLNW, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.193.146,0,2010-05-08 

23:47:27,2010-05-08 

23:48:43,0,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,2 ............................................................ 

R_6VexfVmVqUcVFSE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.247.246,0,2010-05-09 

00:29:14,2010-05-09 

00:29:23,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R_2nrKhTFfOESiVpa,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,96.253.247.51,0,2010-05-09 

01:27:04,2010-05-09 

01:27:11,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R 9twz5pBg6m0pLoM, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,12.146.190.247,0,2010-05-16 

10:50:04,2010-05-16 

10:50:11,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 9HSdfXd0wFSF7Hm, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,173.95.145.107,0,2010-05-09 

17:27:24,2010-05-09 

17:30:09,0,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,2 .......... 1,1,1,,1,1,2,,1,2,1,3,,1,,1,,2 ..... 2 ....... i,i .... 

1 .... i,,,i .... i,i,i ..... 1,1,2,,,1 .... 1 ................................................. 

R aabzvvWsMGgzKdK, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,72.66.105.208,0,2010-05-09 

21:05:27,2010-05-09 

21:05:29,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_5AtFmMySY7G64WS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.242.198.24,0,2010-05-16 

22:30:55,2010-05-16 

22:48:08,1,1,1,4,1,,3,1,,,1 ....................................... 1,2 .... 1 .... 1 ........ 

,,,l,Because the two cases I have encountered were very ambiguous and I preferred to 

consult with the student first to clarify 

things,,,,2,1,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,l,,,,,,l,l,,,,l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,2,I teach subjects where it 

is difficult to plagiarize so I do not see many cases and cannot assess student 

understandings very adequately as a result. On several occasions students have been 

unclear about how much help they can receive from tutors and native speakers of foreign 

languages.,,l,,,,l,Include a blurb on academic integrity on the syllabus as relevant to 

specific issues in the discipline (and go over it the first day of 

class),l,,l ..... 2,2,,, 



R_elGOK6SrvjRENx2,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,152.23.23.144,0,2010-05-17 

10:37:45,2010-05-17 

i0:43:46,1,i,i,5,3,,2,2,,i ........................................ 1,4,,i ......... i,,i,, 

1 ....... 1,,2,,,1 ..... i,i ...... i,i,i,,i,i,i,i .... 2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,1,1,1 ..... 1 .... i,, 

,4,2,,, 

R_3IRWTwgUazvZiyS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.113.152,0,2010-05-10 

10:56:29,2010-05-10 

10:56:37,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_SxgsrYXR9iZpZC4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.177.137.65,0,2010-05-17 

10:45:57,2010-05-17 

10:59:07,1,1,1,1,2,,1 ........................................... 1,3,,1,,,1,,,1 .... 1 .... 

,i ....... 2,,,1 .... i,i,i ...... i,i,i,i,,,i,i .... 1,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,3,,,l,,l,,l,They should 

already know this from high school,,,l,,,,,l,2,,, 

R_bpcbLFSHnjzlSSo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.15.119,0,2010-05-10 

11:02:49,2010-05-10 

11:03:00,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R 8enCLw23HklTdPe,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.199.115,0,2010-05-17 

11:25:44,2010-05-17 

ii:29:49,1,i,i,4,3,,3,1,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,My experiences of 

the Honor System is that reporting is time consuming and does not necessarily lead to 

appropriate 

~utc~mes.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~2~~~~~~~~~~~3~ 

,,i,,,i ....... 1,,,4,2,,, 

R 81kPcKNaGokmuKS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,66.57.61.196,0,2010-05-17 

12:00:29,2010-05-17 

12:09:41,1,1,1,1,3,,7,1 ...... 1 .................................... 1,4,,1,,1,,,1 .... i,i, 

l,,l,,,,l,I’ve heard that the sanctions imposed by the Honor System are not 

meaningful.,,,,2 .... i,,,i,,i ....... i,i .... i,i .... 2,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,3,,,1,1,1 .... i,,i .... 

,2,l,sjudge@email.unc.edu,, 

R_dbs4ma9zVy3hDVy, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,68.68.139.255,0,2010-05-17 

11:54:58,2010-05-17 

12:ll:00,1,1,1,3,12,,12,2,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,"This always 

causes the most soul searching. I discuss this with the Associate Chair but unless the 

evidence is extremely strong, I will not pusue it with the honor court (which I have 

done in the past and it was very painful and time consuming for 

all) .",,,l,,,,,,,l,l,,l,l,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,l,Contact Associate 

Chair, l,,l ...... i,i,i,,,i,i,i .... 2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,4,,1,1,1,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 4,l,jim_por 

to@unc.edu,"The Honor court system is too draconian. We need a more nuanced system. I 

would like to see ist degree honor violation, and a second degree violation (handled by 

the department) or possibly a 3rd degree handled by the faculty. I hesitate to send a 

one time violator from a good student who had only one lapse to the honor court. I 

think the department could develop a tracking system so that repeat violators are sent 

to court. A student is penalized just by be referred to the honor court, guilty or not. 

For me the present system does not work.", 

R cOShRWuz7EalAX2,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.119.229,0,2010-05-17 



12:57:33,2010-05-17 

13:10:51,i,i,i,i,2,,2,1,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,"In a clear case, 

yes I might. However if it is not so cut and dry I would probably warn the students 

first.",,,l,,,,l,,,,,,l,l,,l,,,,,,,2,,,,,l,Ask the professor in charge of the labs I am 

teaching, l,l,,,,,,,l,l,l,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,l,,l,,,,,3,"I went to a high school with a 

similarly run honor code, and our teachers impressed upon us how egregious plagiarism 

is. I don’t think this is common throughout all schools though, so I don’t think a lot 

of undergraduates realize just what constitutes as 

plagiarism.",,,,l,l,,,,,,,l,,,1,2,,"I think sometimes small issues are not reported to 

the honor court because there is a belief that they consequences are too harsh for some 

problems. If an issue can be taken care of (maybe by just talking with the students or 

warning them), then such harsh penalties are not needed. Most likely - making sure the 

students understand what your expectations are for the class and what you will do if 

you find them cheating will be the best way to make sure such cases are rare.", 

R_SldL3gliUYsdyqS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.166.123,0,2010-05-10 

14:40:46,2010-05-10 

14:43:28,0,1,1,1,1,,2,1,,2 ........... i,i,i ............................................. 

R 5v6cI969P7LOPK4,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.159.127,0,2010-05-10 

14:54:29,2010-05-10 

14:55:43,0,1,1,4,5,,7,2 ...... 1 ......................................................... 

R_ai2TLH4DJRBcrly, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.146.42,0,2010-05-17 

11:46:59,2010-05-17 

16:14:10,1,1,1,4,11,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... 1 .... i,,,i ..... 

,l,,,,,,l,2,,,l,,l,Contact our Director of Student Services,,l,l,,,,l,Discuss with our 

Director of Student Services,l,,,,,,,l,,l,I should be able to provide information on 

the situation to the Court, l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,3,,l,l,l,,,,,l,,,,l,,,l,2,,, 

R cVenbCQT2YzJSLO,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,70.63.128.220,0,2010-05-10 

17:02:56,2010-05-10 

17:03:07,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R_805qSUqBnrSNToM, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.130.136,0,2010-05-17 

19:12:32,2010-05-17 19:33:34,1,1,1,3,2,,4,1,,,,2,,,,,,,,,2,2,3,"The case was a clear 

example of plagiarism (word-for-word copying from a published paper) as defined by most 

people, including the UNC Writing Center. The honor court found the student not guilty 

because there was a citation in his paper, which is absurd.",4,1,3,,2,2,2,4,,2,I had to 

call to find out the outcome of the case.,2,I’m not sure I understand the question. I 

think that an honor court with integrity would be an appropriate way to reach a 

conclusion and sanction for cases of academic dishonesty. I do not think our honor 

court has any 

integrity.~2~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

l,l,,,,2,2,1,1,1,,l,,,,3,,,l,,l,l,,,l,,,l,,,,2,l,sburmeister@unc.edu,"I had a very bad 

experience with the honor court during my first semester of teaching. I recently heard 

from a colleague of mine that she had an identical experience as my own, so it is 

clearly a general problem. Probably every year I have a case of plagiarism in my class 

and now I handle it myself. It would take a lot of work to convince me that a student- 



run honor court would work and to win my trust back. Academic honesty is much to 

important to me to squander it through a flawed system.", 

R etcllfUNwTesx6s,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.196.178.228,0,2010-05-10 

21:41:23,2010-05-10 

21:43:01,0,1,1,1,1,,4,1 .... 4 ........................................................... 

R_afqserCT4Ms9ySw, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,96.28.224.192,0,2010-05-17 

22:24:15,2010-05-17 

22:33:41,1,1,1,2,3,,3,1,,,3 .......... 1,1,1,,2,1,9,,1,1,1,3,,1,,1,,4,2,,1,,2 ....... l,l,I 

t’s my duty as a member of the UNC community to uphold the Honor 

Code.,l,l,l,l,,,l,,,l .... 1 ......... 1 .... i,,,i ........ i,i,i .... i,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,2 

,,,l,l,l,l,,,l,,l,l,,,,4,l,jennie@unc.edu,"Overall, I think the Honor System works when 

faculty use it. However, many faculty find the process too complicated and time 

consuming and thus they are reluctant to use it. More vigorous education and 

encouragement of faculty is needed to make the Honor System work in the best possible 

way. In addition, anything that can be done to simplify the process or make it less 

time-consuming would be extremely helpful.", 

R_5bgWgPwRLJKXWSg,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.106.122,0,2010-05-11 

09:52:52,2010-05-11 10:05:22,0,1,1,5,5,,6,2,,,,,2,,,,,,,,2,2,3,Student had clearly 

copied multiple pages that were identical to another students research protocol. There 

was no question the individual had knowingly lifted this work and they were still found 

innocent by their 

peers.,3,2,8,,l,2,2,3,,l,,l,,4,1,,l,,2 ....... 1,2 .... 1 .................... i,,i ...... i,i, 

R_61KFyho0Qeart9a,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.100.97,0,2010-05-18 

12:40:30,2010-05-18 

12:44:48,1,1,1,4,10,,1 ........................................... 1,2 .... 1 ............. 1 

.... i,,i,,,i ..... i,i,,i ..... i,i,i .... i,i .... 1,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,1,1 .... i,,i ..... 3, 

R 4MARMcShsSXtkMY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,204.85.194.205,0,2010-05-18 

12:39:32,2010-05-18 

12:45:36,1,i,i,8,14,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,I would probably 

approach the student first depending on what I had observed the infraction to 

be.,,l,l .... 1 ........ i,i ..... 1,,2,1,,1,1,,,1,,1 ...... i,i,i,i,,i ...... i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,,, 

i,,i,,,i ........ 1,,,1,2,,, 

R_87ISUIDjOxXnSnG, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.226.154,0,2010-05-18 

12:44:15,2010-05-18 12:56:49,1,1,1,4,4,,12,1,,,,,,,,,,,2,,2,2,1,"The sanctions are 

harsh, but, especially with students who are going into careers in business, it is 

vitally important that we help them to properly orient their moral 

compass.",2,1,3,,l,2,2,3,,l,,l,"I have a colleague at NCCU, which does not have an 

honor system. That leaves the instructor with the responsibility for being both judge 

and jury. In spite of the fact that I disagreed with the verdict of this trial, I 

heartily support the honor 

system.~’~4~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

.... i,i,i,i,i,i ..... 3,,1,1,,1 ...... 1 ..... 4,2,,, 

R 79a9ExWvXWwGaIQ,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.114.177,0,2010-05-11 

14:02:15,2010-05-11 14:03:31,0,i,i,3,14,,2,1,,2,,,,,,,,,,,3,,,I am currently awaiting 



R_9YWSOAa8939GgqS,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,207.67.115.192,0,2010-05-18 

14:25:54,2010-05-18 

14:26:08,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R 6EHV7aghiQzSDpa,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.172.148,0,2010-05-11 

15:47:54,2010-05-11 

15:48:50,0,1,1,2,2,,2,1,,1 ............................................................. 

R 7ZOrfZHenD6dcDW, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.199.58,0,2010-05-11 

22:18:25,2010-05-11 

22:25:46,0,1,1,3,1,,2,1,,1 ............................................................. 

R b4bsa3wD6hKsIcY, RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.212.36,0,2010-05-12 

10:10:37,2010-05-12 

10:10:55,0,1,1 ......................................................................... 

R_6RIgYtfTPnvWFaA, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,99.194.31.30,0,2010-05-19 

10:14:15,2010-05-19 

10:19:09,1,1,1,5,1,,2,1,,2 ........... 2,1,3,,1,1,3,,1,2,1,3,,1,,1,,4,1,,1,,2 ....... i,i,, 

,i .............. 1 ....... i,,,i,i .... i,,,i .... 1 ........... i,i,i ........ 2 .... 1 ..... 1 ...... 

,1,2,,, 

R 6JZESGXIzLuICA4,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.80.213,0,2010-05-12 

12:44:45,2010-05-12 

12:52:00,0,1,1,1,2,,2,1,,1 ........................................ 1,3,,1,1,,1,,,1 ...... 

..... l,unsure/unable to establishing proof of plagerism .... 2,,l,,l,,,l,l,l,l,,l,l,would 

depend on the case,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

R_3Pgx0PsFHsaMClC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.94.250,0,2010-05-19 

14:17:28,2010-05-19 14:25:46,1,1,1,1,6,,4,1,,,,3,,,,,,,,,l,l,l,The main sanction given 

was an F in the class. This seemed 

appr~priate.~2~~~2~~~~3~~~3~~~~~~~~2~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

i,,,,,i,,,i,,,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,,,,i,i,i,i,,i,i,i,,,4,"I think in a schooling culture 

that values testing over other skills, such as writing, our students are becoming less 

and less able to write well and in respect this issue, research 

appropriately.",l,l,l,l,,,,l,,,,,,,2,l,cgillen@email.unc.edu,, 

R_ahmVACKPCyrZRuk,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.19.51,0,2010-05-19 

19:18:57,2010-05-19 

19:19:11,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_6tkgu7dlQsfE5ZG, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,136.152.162.117,0,2010-05-19 

19:53:05,2010-05-19 

2~:~5:~~~~~~~~~5~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Apendix 

B of Honor Code,,,,,,,,,l,Not Applicable,,,,2,,,,,l,App. B of Honr code says contact 

Student Att. General?,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,l,,,,l,l,,l,,,,l,,,2,,l,l,l,,,,,l,,,,,l,sign 

honor statement on all exams,l,2,,, 



R_7W23p9nC6UeJAhe,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,71.232.58.42,0,2010-05-19 

20:43:47,2010-05-19 

20:43:54,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_bSlag0T3KyeogaE,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.77.153,0,2010-05-20 

10:08:44,2010-05-20 i0:15:44,1,i,i,2,3,,2,1,,2,,,,,,,,,,,,,,I have only had one case 

and it is still not resolved.,l,l,9,,l,,,,The case is still open and I have not heard 

anything from the Honor Court since referring the case several months 

ago., .... 2 ..... 2 ....... i,i .... i,,i,i,i .............. i,,i .... 1 ........... i,i,i .... 1 ..... 

l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,l,,,,l,l,,,,l,,,,,,,2,2,,"The role of the Honor System is not entirely 

clear when dealing with non-degree seeking students, online students, or correspondence 

students.", 

R_2bG2LTgciZqhxdi,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,69.134.73.188,0,2010-05-20 

13:09:09,2010-05-20 

13:09:18,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_3mjjoPuQJXbSHK4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,209.6.187.217,0,2010-05-13 

16:47:36,2010-05-13 

16:48:39,0,1,1,2,1,,3,1,,,2 ............................................................ 

R_3vFDNaYouNnQCgc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,75.189.199.253,0,2010-05-21 

13:17:04,2010-05-21 13:43:43,1,i,i,5,3,,6,1,,,,,4,,,,,,,,3,3,1,"In my earliest years 

here (early 1990s) the sanctions were draconian--which, I’m convinced, was one reason 

it was hard to get a guilty verdict. In my first 5 years at UNC, I referred two cases 

to the court. In one case the court acquitted; in the other case, the chancellor 

personally overturned a guilty verdict after pleading by distraught parents. In both 

cases, the students were obviously guilty and should have suffered serious 

penalties.",2,1,1,,l,2,2,5,"Not sure that .... serious .... is the right word. I think they 

all accept that it’s a serious business they’re engaged in, but the amateurishness of 

the entire procedure is distressing to behold. In the last case, the prosecuting 

.... counsel .... completely botched the investigation and presentation of evidence, and the 

judges had no clue about how to handle the obvious procedural irregularities. They 

returned a guilty verdict--in part to pacify me, I assumed--but the verdict was 

inevitably overturned on appeal because of the inexcusable sloppiness of the 

.... counsel .... and the improper handling of the case by the judges. The whole thing was a 

travesty.",2,"The faculty are treated as .... witnesses .... like anyone else. Each time 

I’ve brought a case to the honor court (about 8 times now) I have felt that my special 

knowledge of the circumstances of the infraction, and my expertise as a judge of 

intellectual work and intellectual integrity, were not recognized by the court and not 

taken advantage of.",2,"I would like to see students removed from the process. Failing 

that, students should be given auxiliary roles, with faculty performing most of the 

work of judging.",6,3,"They’re usually respectful enough (though there have been some 

comical cases of disrespect), but they don’t mind wasting my time, allowing inane 

questioning that insults my professionalism., or disregarding my special knowledge of 

the facts of the case.",4,Why untrained and largely unsupervised students were ever 

given the authority to reach judgments about the proper conduct of intellectual work is 

an enormous mystery to me. They have no business rendering such 



judgments.,2,,,,,,,l,4,I have been burned so often that I’m now disinclined to deal 

further with the honor 

c~urt.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~2~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,4,"Cheating is rampant. We all know that. I’m not even sure that students understand 

what originality of thought means, or why it is central to intellectual 

life.",l,l,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,,,4,l,jaysmith@email.unc.edu,"I will just add that my 

experience with the court has always been unsatisfactory. What bothers me most is that 

the most recent experiences have been among the worst. In other words, there’s no sign 

of improvement over the years.", 

R_3w3aOS6IpUp9ZOs,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.136.232.157,0,2010-05-14 

17:37:58,2010-05-14 

17:44:32,0,1,1,1,1,,3,1,,,2 .......... i,i,i ............................................. 

R_0qPli4x5PQ9nKe0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.227.127.144,0,2010-05-15 

12:31:27,2010-05-15 

12:34:16,0,1,1,8,1,,1 .................................................................. 

R_StRzMqYBphLh0Qk,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,74.229.178.160,0,2010-05-23 

02:10:08,2010-05-23 

02:14:20,1,1,1,3,12,,1 ........................................... 1,2,,,1 ........... i,,i 

,i ....... 2,,,1 .... i,,i ...... i,i,i,i,,i,i ..... 1,1,1,1,1,1,,1,,,2 ............. l,,,l,l,eba 

ir@email.unc.edu,, 

R_0evp0kHg2QgSsRu,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,24.222.159.243,0,2010-05-23 

13:41:12,2010-05-23 

13:59:50,i,i,i,i,2,,7,1,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,3,It depends on the 

situation.,l,l,l,,,,l,l,Because I believe the student intentionally committed the 

infraction and has likely done the same in other classes or will do so in the future if 

the problem is not formally addressed.,,,l,l,,,l,,l,"Possible reasons: i) I judge that 

the infraction was unintentional and the student needs education and direction toward 

resources. 2) It’s indeterminate whether or not the infraction was intentional, but 

the matter can be handled sufficiently with a conversation and a zero on the assignment 

or, in some caseas, a redo of the assignment. 3) I have heard very mixed stories about 

Honor Court--both that it’s too harsh and too lenient, but mainly that it’s extremely 

unpredictable and inconsistent in its judgments and punishments. However, I have no 

direct experience with it so cannot say that these criticisms are 

justified.",,,,2,,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,,,,l,l,,,,,l,l,,l,"If not already the case, I should be 

able to submit a statement or provide an oral description of events and 

evidence.",l,l,l,l,l,l,,l,,,3,,l,l,l,l,,l,"In particular, instructors should explain 

plagiarism at the beginning of the semester, emphasize that the students are 

responsible for educating themselves further about it, and provide info about resources 

for doing so--esp, for courses that have are mainly composed of younger 

undergraduates.",l,,l,,,l,"I emphasize, both in writing and orally, the issues of 

academic integrity, particularly focused on plagiarism, and I provide information and 

education on plagiarism as well as links to resources for the students to educate 

themselves further. I emphasize also the consequences of 

plagiarism.",l,l,jptuttle@email.unc.edu,"I think the university should subscribe to one 

of the services such as Turnitin.com so that both faculty and students can submit 



papers for review--when students do it themselves, it is yet another tool for them to 

learn about what constitutes plagiarism in their own writing.", 

R_7UqOu5vspXR5eD2,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,222.110.192.126,0,2010-05-16 

20:44:07,2010-05-16 

20:46:43,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_9BpAZnB40HTgNmc,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.19.115.13,0,2010-05-24 

09:05:50,2010-05-24 

10:13:07,1,1,1,3,14,,6,2,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,3,Depends on the 

evidence uncovered,,l,l,,,,,,,l,,,,l,,,,l,student 

backlash .... 2,1,,1 ...... i,i ....... 1 .... 1 ..... l,l,l,,,l,,,l,Be fair and just in taking 

action,2,Some students have seen peers get away w/ violations and feel it’s only 

dishonset if you get caught.,,l,l,l,,,,l,,l,,,l,Provide links to web resources and 

guidelines that promote academic integrity and discourage plagiarism.,2,2,,, 

R_dnDpqYSJYx4Jhhq, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.23.17.69,0,2010-05-24 

11:45:28,2010-05-24 

11:58:16,1,1,1,1,2,,1 ........................................... i,i,,,i,i .... 1 ...... i,, 

........ 2,,,1 .... i,,i ...... i,i,i,,i,i,i,i .... i,i,i,i,i,i,,i,,,i,,i,i,i,i,i,,,i,i,i,i,,, 

,1,2,,, 

R_SwFLt6axq6G62oI,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.34.36,0,2010-05-24 

12:29:22,2010-05-24 12:44:10,i,i,i,i,3,,2,1,,2,,,,,,,,,,,i,i,i,"I recommended the 

minimum sanction allowed by the honor court (academic probation + failing the 

assignment), and the honor court gave this sanction.",3,1,4,,3,1,1,3,,l,,l,"In some 

ways, I feel the system is a bit too labor-intensive on the part of the instructor. 

Because the instructor has to go through the process of writing a report, etc., there 

is incentive for the instructor not to file the report in the first place. If I didn’t 

believe that the honor system was important, it would have been easier for me to ignore 

the violation.",2,,,,,2,,,,,,,l,2,,l,l,l,,,,,l,Because I believe academic dishonesty is 

too prevalent in higher 

educati~n.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~ 

l,,,,l,,l,l,,l,"Use different exam forms, etc.",l,l,lraymer@email.unc.edu,, 

R_dpeMy3qVKZc69Yo,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,65.190.19.51,0,2010-05-19 

19:19:17,2010-05-19 

19:21:02,0,1,1,1,18,,2,2,,2 ........... i,i,i ............................................ 

R_7TVvzYQSxy9BmVC,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,204.85.194.205,0,2010-05-26 

21:49:50,2010-05-26 

21:49:59,1,1,2 ......................................................................... 

R_0f7yXZSjaqfsDm4,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.49.91,0,2010-05-21 

15:44:28,2010-05-21 

15:44:34,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_0xsPEfj58TOyKi0,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,76.182.95.150,0,2010-05-30 

11:10:13,2010-05-30 

11:15:33,1,1,1,3,1,,2,1,,2 ............... i,i,i,,i ......... 2 ..... 2 ....... 1,2 .... 1 ....... 

,i ..... i,i,,,i,,i,i .... i,,,i ........ i,i,,,i,i,i,i .... 2,2,1,,,1,1 .... 2,,1,1,1 ........ i,, 



,,2,2,,, 

R_8JkeOy71GSfaQ4s,RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,71.65.192.62,0,2010-05-30 

21:03:01,2010-05-30 

21:08:10,1,1,1,3,15,,3,3,,,1 ....................................... 1,2 ........ 1 ........ 

....... 1,2 .... i,,,i ........ i,i,,i,,i,,i .... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,1,,1 .... i,,i ..... 2,1, 

eahodges@email.unc.edu,, 

R 3HPFCCI7R2AhkCS,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,98.26.28.101,0,2010-05-22 

11:44:32,2010-05-22 

11:45:19,0,1 ........................................................................... 

R_29yHC0aexAoolow, RS_3JywkyYcYWXGTMS,Anonymous,,,152.2.174.173,0,2010-05-24 

16:08:01,2010-05-24 

16:09:46,0,1,1,1,2,,3,1,,,2 ............................................................ 

R 0ihvOdEh39zeGC8,RS 3JywkyYcYWXGTM8,Anonymous,,,98.121.91.36,0,2010-10-24 

11:50:07,2010-10-24 

11:53:49,1,1,1,3,8,,1 ........................................... 1,2 ...... i,,i ......... 1 

....... i,i ....... i,i ...... i,i .......... 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,2,,1,,,1,1,,,1,,1,1 .... 3,2,,, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Monday,                 1 : 15 PM 

~reesenews.org> 

RE: Honor Case follow up questions 

OK, great. Hope your article uncovers some of the problems in the system .... 

From: @ reesenews.org ] 
Sent: Friday, 7:56 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Honor Case follow up questions 

Professor Smith, as a brief aside, I’d like to compliment you on your prose. Not only did it effectively prove the 
"Kafkaesque absurdities" of the Honor Court system; it also made me laugh on several occasions. "Learning 
disabilitites do not cause plagiarism, as far as I know," was my favorite line. 

In all seriousness, we thank you for sending the letter along. It’s been somewhat difficult to find an adamant 
perspective apart from the Honor System’s PR branch, so this is a great help. 

On Fri, Feb 18, 2011 at 11:33 AM, 
Dr. Smith, 

~reesenews.org> wrote: 

Thank you very much! I looked over the letter and forwarded it to my team. I’ve copied them on this email. 
We really appreciate you agreeing to a follow-up interview. How is 1:30pro on Wednesday, February 23rd, in your 
office in Hamilton 564? 

I also have some brief questions that I’m hoping you can dig into before then. 

i. I’m wondering if there’s a way for us to verify the exact date of this letter, for 
documentation’s sake. Did you keep a physical file of any sort, or a physical copy of this 
letter? Would the Perrin or the Committee on Student Conduct have archived a copy? 

2. rd be interested in seeing how the conversation played out between yourself and Dean 
Sauls. Is there email correspondence between you two I could look at? 

3. Incidentally, when I opened the document as a preview (bypassing MS Word), the document 
was dated February 14, 2009. rve attached a screenshot below. Is that the actual date, or 
has the system bugged up somehow again? 

Thanks again, 

Screen shot 2011-02-18 at 11.20.36 AM.png ] 

~u[timedia Journalist 



Reese Fe~ts D~gita[ Newsroom 

web reesenewso org 
office 347.687.0023 

On Fri, Feb 18, 2011 at 10:20 AM, Jay Smith           email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 
I attach my letter from January 2009 (the date has changed because--basically, I don’t know how to 

control the automatic dating function in Word). Read it and weep. -Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Monday, 1:17 PM 

~reesenews.org> 

RE: Re: Honor Court matter 

We’re still sorting through the survey numbers, and deciding what the EPC response to them will be. If/when we can make them 
available publicly we will do so. Chances are, this won’t be before you run your article though. 

Jay Smith 

From: @gmail.com 
Sent: Saturday, 1:11 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: Re: Honor Court matter 

@gmail.com] on behalf of @reesenews.org] 

Dr. Smith, 

Thank you for sending this along. Do you have those numbers from the faculty survey? I’d like to see the results. I’d also be very 
grateful to talk with you and Dr. Foster for your interpretations. Were those numbers released to Dean Sau[s as we[[? 

I talked v~th my editor and we’re going to ask for those numbers on appeals as we[[ when we file our 
public records request. Thanks for the suggestion. 

Multimedia Journalist 
Reese Felts Digital Newsroom 
web reesenewsoorg 
office :}47.687.0023 

On Sat,            at 11:16 AM, Jay Smith           ema~L uac. edu> wrote: 
I think this one is safe. It’s telling, because Sauls does his best to make the problems seem specific to select 

individuals. (Having experienced at least half a dozen of these cases over the years, I know better.) Looking 
through my e-mail, I also see that it was Sauls himself--on March 9--who informed me that my student’s conviction 
had been overturned. That news initiated a round of discussion with Robert Adler (chair) and the Committee on 
Student Conduct, which led eventually to an April meeting at which Andrew Pen:in and I met with Adler, Sauls, and 
several student members of the COSC. They resisted all of our suggestions for reform (at the heart of which was 
greater faculty involvement in honor proceedings), and the outcome of the meeting was this: the Educational Policy 
Committee agreed to conduct a faculty sucv-ey to see how deep/wide faculty dissatisfaction with the court really 
was. Only now--literally, we start next week--will reps from the EPC (Bey Foster in the Nursing School and yours 
truly) begin the process of interpreting the sucv-ey results collected last spring. We’ll then be in touch with Sauls to 
see where we go next. I’d be happy to brief you on the long-term results of this process, when I can see what they’ll 
be, though of course I will have to be very careful about divulging internal EPC deliberations. 



A stray thought....the data the DTH collected on honor cases: did the stats indicate how many convictions are 
appealed? And how many appeals are successful? That’s a key stat, in my view. -Jay Smith 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Honor Court matter 

Date:Mon, 02 Feb 2009 17:14:09 -0500 
From:Jay Smith maiL~c.edu> 

To:Jonathan Sauls emmL unc~ edu> 

Sure, feel free to share my letter with anyone and everyone, including 
all of the students named in the indictment. I want as broad a 
discussion as possible. Unfortunately, I’m not available Wednesday 
before pretty late in the day (I’m going to traffic court!), but I 
should be free any other day this week. 

Jonathan Sauls wrote: 
> Dr. Smith, 
> 
> Thank you for your letter and taking the time to carefully catalog the 
> events that transpired in this case. As I mentioned in my email yesterday, 
> I am meeting with the counsels involved this afternoon and your letter will 
> be most useful in probing what happened and to account for the apparent 
> breakdowns that you describe. 
> 
> Some of the delays which occurred immediately after your report are already 
> being addressed. We have a new Judicial Programs Assistant, 
> who has replaced This transition has presented an 
> opportunity to revisit and reinforce standards for timely opening new 
> reports and ensuring their efficient resolution. You are absolutely correct 
> that a period of weeks should not have elapsed between your report and the 
> initiation of proceedings. 
> 
> I am also disappointed to hear that the case file was neither adequately nor 
> timely prepared. Absent any reasonable justification that I have yet to 
> hear, this should not be the case. It is apparent that this placed all the 
> participants in the hearing in an untenable position. You have raised 
> several other concerns which I look forward to reviewing with you in more 
> detail by telephone. 
> 
> In light of the several proposals that you included in your letter, I would 
> like your permission to share this letter with Robert Adler, a professor in 
> the business school and the current chair of the Committee on Student 
> Conduct. 
> 
> Would you be available to talk by phone on Wednesday? Currently, I am free 
> between 9:30 and i:00 on that date and would be happy to call you at a time 
> that would be convenient. 
> 
> 



> Jonathan C. Sauls 
> Assistant Dean of Students/ 
> Judicial Programs Officer 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> SASB North 
> 450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 
> Campus Box 5100 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 
> Phone: (919) 966-4042 
> Fax: (919) 843-9778 
> Email: jsauls@emailoUncoedu 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for 
> the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
> prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
> sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mailto:j~smith@emailouncoedu] 
> Sent: Monday, February 02, 2009 11:03 AM 
> To: Jonathan Sauls 
> Subject: Re: Honor Court matter 
> 
> Dean Sauls: 
> I attach the letter I drafted on Friday. I’ll drop a hard copy in the 
> campus mail by about noon today.     I’d be happy to talk when you’re 
> ready (though preferably by phone, since I’m on leave and trying to get some 
> writing done at home.) Just e-mail when you’re ready. -Jay Smith 
> 
> Jonathan Sauls wrote: 
> 
>> Professor Smith, 
>> 
>> Your request for information relating to last Monday’s hearing has 
>> been forwarded to me. 
>> 
>> The case number is The counsels for the case are: 
>> (Investigator) and (Defense Counsel) 
>> 
>> The Honor Court members were: (Chair), 
>> 
>> 
>> I do look forward to the opportunity to speak with you about this 
>> case. I met with the accused student at the end of last week and I am 
>> meeting with the Managing Associate and the counsels tomorrow 
>> afternoon to gain a better understanding of what transpired. 
>> 
>> Jonathan C. Sauls 
>> Assistant Dean of Students/ 



>> Judicial Programs Officer 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill SASB North 450 Ridge Road, 
>> Suite 1106 Campus Box 5100 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 
>> Phone: (919) 966-4042 
>> Fax: (919) 843-9778 
>> Email: jsauls@emailouncoedu <mailto:jsauls@emailouncoedu> 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, 
>> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
>> confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
>> or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
>> please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
>> the original message. 
>> 
>> 
> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Monday,                 1: 37 PM 

@reesenews.org> 

RE: Re: Honor Court matter 

It’s Educational Policy Committee. I should be careful with my words, just because I don’t want to misrepresent the EPC’s 
intentions. I’m a new member this year, and Andy Perrin is the one who really spearheaded the survey 2 years ago. I think it’s 
almost certain that the survey results will be reported--in some form--to the Faculty Council (to which the EPC reports). And at that 
point it will become a matter of public record. The real question is what set of recommendations the EPC might make along with 
the results. And Bev Foster and I are now being asked to formulate an early set of recommendations that the EPC will then debate 
and discuss. I could easily see this dragging on into next year, to tell the you truth. -JS 

From: ~mail.com I 
Sent: Monday, 1:31 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: Re: Honor Court matter 

@gmail.com] on behalf of @reesenews.org] 

Hi Jay, 

Thanks for getting back to me. Can you remind me what EPC stands for again? Education (blank) Committee, I imagine. 

Out of curiosity, when would you estimate the survey numbers wi[[ be sorted? Also, who is in charge of deciding whether to 

release those numbers to the public? 

Cheers, 

MOdmedia Journalist 
Reese Felts Digital Newsroom 
web reesenewsoorg 
office 347.687.0023 

On Mon, at 1:17 PM, Smith, Jay M <Nysmith@email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

We’re still sorting through the survey numbers, and deciding what the EPC response to them will be. If/when we can make them 
available publicly we will do so. Chances are, this won’t be before you run your article though. 

From: ~mail.com 
Sent: Saturday, 1:11 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: Re: Honor Court matter 

] on behalf of @reesenews.org] 

Dr. Smith, 

Thank you for sending this along. Do you have those numbers from the faculty survey? I’d like to see the results. I’d also be very 
grateful to talk with you and Dr. Foster for your interpretations. Were those numbers released to Dean Sau[s as we[[? 

I talked with my editor and we’re going to ask for those numbers on appeals as we[[ when we file our 
punic records request. Thanks for the suggestion. 



Reese Felts Digital Newsroom 
web reesenevvsoorg 
office 347.687.0023 

On Sat, at 11:16 AM, Jay Smith <Nysmith~emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
I think this one is safe. It’s telling, because Sauls does his best to make the problems seem specific to select 

individuals. (Having experienced at least halfa dozen of these cases over the years, I know better.) Looking 
through my e-mail, I also see that it was Sauls himself--on March 9--who informed me that my student’s conviction 
had been overturned. That news initiated a round of discussion with Robert Adler (chair) and the Committee on 
Student Conduct, which led eventually to an April meeting at which Andrew Perrin and I met with Adler, Sauls, and 
several student members of the CO SC. They resisted all of our suggestions for reform (at the heart of which was 
greater faculty involvement in honor proceedings), and the outcome of the meeting was this: the Educational Policy 
Committee agreed to conduct a faculty survey to see how deep/wide faculty dissatisfaction with the court really was. 
Only now--literally, we start next week--will reps from the EPC (Bev Foster in the Nursing School and yours truly) 
begin the process of interpreting the survey results collected last spring. We’ll then be in touch with Sauls to see 
where we go next. I’d be happy to brief you on the long-term results of this process, when I can see what they’ll be, 
though of course I will have to be very careful about divulging internal EPC deliberations. 

A stray thought....the data the DTH collected on honor cases: did the stats indicate how many convictions are 
appealed? And how many appeals are successful? That’s a key stat, in my view. -Jay Smith 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Honor Court matter 

Date:Mon, 02 Feb 2009 17:14:09 -0500 
From:Jay Smith <ia~’smith@emaiLm~c.ed~> 

To:Jonathan Sauls         email.~nc.ed~> 

Sure, feel free to share my letter with anyone and everyone, including 
all of the students named in the indictment. I want as broad a 
discussion as possible. Unfortunately, I’m not available Wednesday 
before pretty late in the day (I’m going to traffic court!), but I 
should be free any other day this week. 

Jonathan Sauls wrote: 
> Dr. Smith, 
> 
> Thank you for your letter and taking the time to carefully catalog the 
> events that transpired in this case. As I mentioned in my email yesterday, 
> I am meeting with the counsels involved this afternoon and your letter will 
> be most useful in probing what happened and to account for the apparent 
> breakdowns that you describe. 
> 
> Some of the delays which occurred immediately after your report are already 
> being addressed. We have a new Judicial Programs Assistant, 
> who has replaced This transition has presented an 
> opportunity to revisit and reinforce standards for timely opening new 
> reports and ensuring their efficient resolution. You are absolutely correct 
> that a period of weeks should not have elapsed between your report and the 
> initiation of proceedings. 
> 
> I am also disappointed to hear that the case file was neither adequately nor 



> timely prepared. Absent any reasonable justification that I have yet to 
> hear, this should not be the case. It is apparent that this placed all the 
> participants in the hearing in an untenable position. You have raised 
> several other concerns which I look forward to reviewing with you in more 
> detail by telephone. 
> 
> In light of the several proposals that you included in your letter, I would 
> like your permission to share this letter with Robert Adler, a professor in 
> the business school and the current chair of the Committee on Student 
> Conduct. 
> 
> Would you be available to talk by phone on Wednesday? Currently, I am free 
> between 9:30 and i:00 on that date and would be happy to call you at a time 
> that would be convenient. 
> 
> 
> Jonathan C. Sauls 
> Assistant Dean of Students/ 
> Judicial Programs Officer 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> SASB North 
> 450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 
> Campus Box 5100 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 
> Phone: (919) 966-4042 
> Fax: (919) 843-9778 
> Email: ~sauls@emailouncoedu 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for 
> the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

> information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
> prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
> sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@emailouncoedu] 
> Sent: Monday, February 02, 2009 11:03 AM 
> To: Jonathan Sauls 
> Subject: Re: Honor Court matter 
> 
> Dean Sauls: 
> I attach the letter I drafted on Friday. I’ll drop a hard copy in the 
> campus mail by about noon today.     I’d be happy to talk when you’re 

> ready (though preferably by phone, since I’m on leave and trying to get some 
> writing done at home.) Just e-mail when you’re ready. -Jay Smith 
> 

> Jonathan Sauls wrote: 
> 

>> Professor Smith, 
>> 
>> Your request for information relating to last Monday’s hearing has 
>> been forwarded to me. 

>> 

>> The case number is 

>> (Investigator) and 

>> 

>> The Honor Court members were: 

The counsels for the case are: 

(Defense Counsel) 

(Chair), 



>> 
>> 
>> I do look forward to the opportunity to speak with you about this 
>> case. I met with the accused student at the end of last week and I am 
>> meeting with the Managing Associate and the counsels tomorrow 
>> afternoon to gain a better understanding of what transpired. 
>> 
>> Jonathan C. Sauls 
>> Assistant Dean of Students/ 
>> Judicial Programs Officer 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill SASB North 450 Ridge Road, 
>> Suite 1106 Campus Box 5100 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 
>> Phone: (919) 966-4042 
>> Fax: (919) 843-9778 
>> Email: jsauls@emailouncoedu <mailto:jsauls@emailouncoedu> 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, 
>> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
>> confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
>> or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
>> please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
>> the original message. 
>> 
>> 
> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Monday,                 1:53 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tuesday, questions and pointers: HIST: 

No, that was for everyone. I’ve asked someone else to do "lead" duties. 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:46 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: Tuesday, questions and pointers: HIST 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I just wanted to make sure that this email wasn’t specifically for me to do 
the questions on tomorrows readings. I can if you didn’t choose someone to 
do so. I just didn’t see anyones name so I wanted to be sure. 

On Sun,           17:51:44 -0500 (EST), JAY M Smith 
<j ay smith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Marc Bloch (1886-1944) and Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie (the latter still 
alive, 
> though now in his ’80s) were two of the most influential historians of 
the 
> 20th century, not only in France but throughout the world. Bloch, with 
> his colleague Lucien Febvre, founded the journal Annales d’Histoire 
> Economique et Sociale, and thereby founded the famous Annales "school" of 
> historical practice, which exerted enormous influence on 20th-century 
> historical research and writing in Europe, North America, and elsewhere. 

> Le Roy Ladurie is a "third-generation" member of the Annales school (not 
an 
> actual school, though it had a kind of home base at the Ecole des Hautes 
> Etudes inParis), and carried forward many of Bloch and Febvre’s guiding 
> principles: the idea that historical study requires rigorous methods, 
that 
> "political" history is actually much less important than economic and 
> social history, that deep structures and patterns of organization 
> condition the human experience, that historical analysis requires 
> comparison, empirical density, and (for Le Roy Ladurie) quantification. 
> 

> The two pieces you’re reading are unusual. The first, an excerpt from 
> Bloch’s The Historian’s Craft, was written while Bloch was on the run 
from 
> the Gestapo; he would eventually be executed by the Nazis. The book is 
his 
> most "philosophical" writing, though you’ll see that it’s quite breezy, 
> filled with asides and anecdotes that seem unconnected. Le Roy Ladurie’s 
> essay was his inaugural lecture at the Collbge de France, where he had 
> taken over for his mentor Fernand Braudel (a "second-generation" 
Annaliste) 
> as Chair in the History of Modern Civilization. The first 9 pages are 
> filled with inside references and allusions that you may find 
frustrating. 
> Just try to get the gist (and appreciate his sense of humor) and start 
> paying close attention on p. 9. 
> 
> 1. What point is Bloch trying to make on p. 41, when he writes of the 



> "mighty convulsions" that stretch from "the beginning of time to the 

> present"? 
> 

> 2. You’ll hear echoes of Zerubavel, and even Memento, in Bloch, but to 
> which historical theorist (encountered in our course) does he relate 
most? 
> Why is that? 
> 

> 3. In Le Roy Ladurie, what is a "Malthusian check"? What does his way 

of 
> looking at the medieval/early-moderu past reveal to the critical eye? 

> What, if anything, gets occluded or obscured in this approach’? 
> 

> 4. Whose "method" or "philosophy" of the past do you find most 

appealing? 
> Most humane? Most compelling? Would Bloch have been surprised by 

anything 
> Le Roy Ladurie had to say? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 
Monday,                 2:01 PM 

~reesenews.org> 

RE: Re: Honor Court matter 

No, I think it’s much more likely that the Faculty Council will get both at once--both the survey (with our analysis of its results) and any 
recommendations we may have. The survey included many opportunities for comment, which is why it requires close analysis. We 
can’t just tabulate responses. So this could take a while yet. 

From: @gmail.com 
Sent: Monday, 1:58 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: Re: Honor Court matter 

@gmail.com] on behalf of @reesenews.org] 

Hi Jay, 

Thank you for clarifying, that makes more sense. Just to make sure I have it right: the survey numbers are in the process of being 

compiled, and when those are finished, they will be submitted to the Faculty Council before the end of this semester. 

However, the actual recommendations from the EPC may not be released until next year, due to deliberation and the like. Is that 

correct? 

Multimedia Journalist 
Reese Felts Digital Newsroom 
web reesenews.orq 
office 347.687.0023 

On Mon, at 1:37 PM, Smith, Jay M <~smith@emaiLtmc.e&~> wrote: 
It’s Educational Policy Committee. I should be careful with my words, just because I don’t want to misrepresent the EPC’s 

intentions. I’m a new member this year, and Andy Perrin is the one who really spearheaded the survey 2 years ago. I think it’s 
almost certain that the survey results will be reported--in some form--to the Faculty Council (to which the EPC reports). And at that 
point it will become a matter of public record. The real question is what set of recommendations the EPC might make along with the 
results. And Bey Foster and I are now being asked to formulate an early set of recommendations that the EPC will then debate and 
discuss. I could easily see this dragging on into next year, to tell the you truth. -JS 

From: ~mail.com ] on behalf of £~breesenews.orq] 
Sent: Monday, 1:31 PM 

To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: Re: Honor Court matter 

Hi Jay, 

Thanks for getting back to me. Can you remind me what EPC stands for again? Education (blank) Committee, I imagine. 

Out of curiosity, when would you estimate the survey numbers will be sorted? Also, who is in charge of deciding whether to 

release those numbers to the public? 

Chee~, 

Multimedia Journalist 



Reese Fe[ts Digital Newsroom 
web reesenewsoor~ 
office 347.687.0023 

On Mon, at l: 17 PM, Smith, Jay M ~,’amgh,,~emaflamc.edu wrote: 

We’re still sorting through the survey numbers, and deciding what the EPC response to them will be. 
available publicly we will do so. Chances are, this won’t be before you run your article though. 

If/when we can make them 

Jay Smith 

From: @_~ mail~com 
Sent: Saturday, 1:11 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: Re: Honor Court matter 

~;flmaiLcom] on behalf of @reesenews,orq] 

Dr. Smith, 

Thank you for sending this along. Do you have those numbers from the faculty survey? I’d like to see the results. I’d also be very 
grateful to talk with you and Dr. Foster for your interpretations. Were those numbers released to Dean Sauls as well? 

I talked with my editor and we’re going to ask for those numbers on appeals as well when we file our 
public records request. Thanks for the suggestion. 

Multimedia Journalist 
Reese Felts Digital Newsroom 
web reesenewsoorg 
office 347.687.0023 

On Sat, at 11:16 AM, Jay Smith <jivsmithlS~emaiLm~c.edt~> wrote: 
! think this one is safe. It’s telling, because Sauls does his best to make the problems seem specific to select 

individuals. (Having experienced at least half a dozen of these cases over the years, I know better.) Looking 
through my e-mail, ! also see that it was Sauls himself--on March 9--who informed me that my student’s conviction 
had been overturned. That news initiated a round of discussion with Robert Adler (chair) and the Committee on 
Student Conduct, which led eventually to an April meeting at which Andrew Perrin and ! met with Adler, Sauls, and 
several student members of the COSC. They resisted all of our suggestions for reform (at the heart of which was 
greater faculty involvement in honor proceedings), and the outcome of the meeting was this: the Educational Policy 
Committee agreed to conduct a faculty survey to see how deep/wide faculty dissatisfaction with the court really was. 
Only now--literally, we start next week--will reps from the EPC (Bev Foster in the Nursing School and yours truly) 
begin the process of interpreting the survey results collected last spring. We’ll then be in touch with Sauls to see 
where we go next. I’d be happy to brief you on the long-term results of this process, when I can see what they’ll be, 
though of course I will have to be very careful about divulging internal EPC deliberations. 

A stray thought....the data the DTH collected on honor cases: did the stats indicate how many convictions are 
appealed? And how many appeals are successful? That’s a key stat, in my view. -Jay Smith 

......... Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Honor Court matter 

Date:Mon, 02 Feb 2009 17:14:09 -0500 
From :Jay Smith ~,’smifla@emaiL~nc.ed~> 

To:Jonathan Sauls         maiI.unc.edu> 



Sure, feel free to share my letter with anyone and everyone, including 
all of the students named in the indictment. I want as broad a 
discussion as possible. Unfortunately, I’m not available Wednesday 
before pretty late in the day (I’m going to traffic court!), but I 
should be free any other day this week. 

Jonathan Sauls wrote: 
> Dr. Smith, 
> 
> Thank you for your letter and taking the time to carefully catalog the 
> events that transpired in this case. As I mentioned in my email yesterday, 
> I am meeting with the counsels involved this afternoon and your letter will 
> be most useful in probing what happened and to account for the apparent 
> breakdowns that you describe. 
> 
> Some of the delays which occurred immediately after your report are already 
> being addressed. We have a new Judicial Programs Assistant, Kristen Byrne, 
> who has replaced Amber Jennings. This transition has presented an 
> opportunity to revisit and reinforce standards for timely opening new 
> reports and ensuring their efficient resolution. You are absolutely correct 
> that a period of weeks should not have elapsed between your report and the 
> initiation of proceedings. 
> 
> I am also disappointed to hear that the case file was neither adequately nor 
> timely prepared. Absent any reasonable justification that I have yet to 
> hear, this should not be the case. It is apparent that this placed all the 
> participants in the hearing in an untenable position. You have raised 
> several other concerns which I look forward to reviewing with you in more 
> detail by telephone. 
> 
> In light of the several proposals that you included in your letter, I would 
> like your permission to share this letter with Robert Adler, a professor in 
> the business school and the current chair of the Committee on Student 
> Conduct. 
> 
> Would you be available to talk by phone on Wednesday? Currently, I am free 
> between 9:30 and i:00 on that date and would be happy to call you at a time 
> that would be convenient. 
> 
> 
> Jonathan C. Sauls 
> Assistant Dean of Students/ 
> Judicial Programs Officer 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> SASB North 
> 450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 
> Campus Box 5100 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 
> Phone: (919) 966-4042 
> Fax: (919) 843-9778 
> Email: isauls@emailouncoedu 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for 
> the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

> information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

> prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 



> sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@emailouncoedu] 
> Sent: Monday, February 02, 2009 11:03 AM 
> To: Jonathan Sauls 
> Subject: Re: Honor Court matter 
> 
> Dean Sauls: 
> I attach the letter I drafted on Friday. I’ll drop a hard copy in the 
> campus mail by about noon today.    I’d be happy to talk when you’re 
> ready (though preferably by phone, since I’m on leave and trying to get some 
> writing done at home.) Just e-mail when you’re ready. -Jay Smith 
> 
> Jonathan Sauls wrote: 
> 
>> Professor Smith, 
>> 
>> Your request for information relating to last Monday’s hearing has 
>> been forwarded to me. 
>> 
>> The case number is The counsels for the case are: 
>> (Investigator) and (Defense Counsel) 
>> 
>> The Honor Court members were: (Chair), 
>> 
>> 
>> I do look forward to the opportunity to speak with you about this 
>> case. I met with the accused student at the end of last week and I am 
>> meeting with the Managing Associate and the counsels tomorrow 
>> afternoon to gain a better understanding of what transpired. 
>> 
>> Jonathan C. Sauls 
>> Assistant Dean of Students/ 
>> Judicial Programs Officer 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill SASB North 450 Ridge Road, 
>> Suite 1106 Campus Box 5100 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 
>> Phone: (919) 966-4042 
>> Fax: (919) 843-9778 
>> Email: isauls@emailouncoedu <mailto:isauls@emailouncoedu> 
>> 
>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, 
>> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
>> confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
>> or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
>> please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
>> the original message. 
>> 
>> 
> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Monday, February 21,2011 8:13 PM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email.unc.edu> 

news 

Dan: 

On a completely unrelated matter .... at some point I’ll want to catch you up on my student 
much like to have you on her committee if that can be worked out. But that’s for later... 

who would very 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSM1TH)> 

Monday:                 10:01 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

see attached .... 

Assignment II marked up.doc; feedback 2.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Monday,                 10:03 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

see attached ..... 

second post marked up.doc; feedback 2.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Monday,                 11:41 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

see attached ..... 

feedback.docx; part 2 draft marked up.docx 



I’m loving this stuff. I see an article for you in the future: "Death of the Citizen." 
Really, all of my comments have to do with vocabulary and presentation. And 
maybe a suggestion that we discussion the social ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Monday, February 21, 2011 11:42 PM 

Daniel Sherman <dsherman@email.unc.edu> 

RE: news 

Good luck (I guess?) at USC. 

From: Daniel Sherman [dsherman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 21, 2011 11:04 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: news 

Dear Jay, 

I’m off to L.A. on Wednesday, but let’s be in touch after I get back. I’m not going anywhere over break, but 
perhaps you will be. Keep me posted. 
Take care and best, 
Dan 

On 2/21/2011 8:12 PM, Smith, Jay M wrote: 

On a completely unrelated matter .... at some point I’ll want to catch you up on my student       who 
would very much like to have you on her committee if that can be worked out. But that’s for later... 

Jay 

Daniel J. Sherman 
Professor, Art History; Adjunct Professor, History 
Associate Chair and Director of Undergraduate Studies, Art History 
Department of Art, UNC Chapel Hill, CB 3405, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
T: (919) 962-0730 F: (919) 967-0722 



From: 
Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH) 
> 

Sent: Monday, 11:47 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: see attached ..... 

Attach: feedb ack. docx; part 2 draft marked up.docx 

OK, let’s try again... 

F rom I 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: see attached ..... 

@email.unc.edu] 
11:45 PM 

Hi Prof Smith-- 

Alas, for whatever reason, I do not seem to have received the attachment... 

Looking forward to class tomorrow- 

On , at 11:40 PM, Smith, Jay M wrote: 



I’m loving this stuff. I see an article for you in the future: "Death of the Citizen." 
Really, all of my comments have to do with vocabulary and presentation. And 
maybe a suggestion that we discussion the social ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Tuesday,                 10:29 AM 

@unc.edu 

RE: Department Web site 

Still waiting. I’ll check in to see what’s up. -Jay 

Sere: Tuesday, 7:12 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject:       Departmem Website 

Hi Jay, 

I hope you are well. Just touching bases with you about the website. Are 
we still waiting on OASIS to make the transition to the new site? I 
haven’t heard anything since the last correspondence. 

Thanks, 

Teaching Technology Coordinator 

Departmem of 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH) 
> 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 11:10 AM 

Williams, Veda Elaine <vedawms@email.unc.edu> 

Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email.unc. edu> 
RE: Hi story 

Veda: That’s good--although I was just told that I have "insufficient privileges" to check out the site. Don’t know what 
that means. I’m copying Brett Whalen here--maybe Brett can get in and look? In any case, yes, we would like to meet 
with you. Perhaps Monday AM would be good for all of us again? 10AM? If not, let’s see what we can arrange. Both 
Adam Kent and Jennifer Dixon need to be brought in to the conversation--though I can’t figure out how to copy multiple 
people on this stupid Outlook webmail. (A sign of my tech savvy, I’m afraid.) 

Jay Smith 

From: Williams, Veda Elaine 
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 11:00 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: History 

Hi Jay, 

I was just inquiring about that, actually. My understanding is that all of the content has been migrated over and 
can be found here: 

1 onedev.unc, eduis@ e-hi sto -cor~ter~t-archi ve (you’ll need to login of course) 

I don’t have a sense of where you are as far as training goes, but if you’d like to sit down and talk about how to 
work with your new site, I’m happy to do that. There are a few best practices issues I’d like you to know about, 
and I can certainly work with you on that. 

If you’d like to meet sometime next week, just let me know. 

Cheers, 

- Veda 

OnFeb 22, 2011, at 10:31 AM, Smith, Jay M wrote: 

Dear Veda: 
Any news on when the History content will have made its migration? As you know, we’re anxious to get 
moving on this .... 

Jay Smith 

To submit issues to the Web Services group, email: helpowebserv~ces~ur~coeda 



Veda Williams 
Web Developer, Web Services 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 103 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

(Cell) 
(Skype) 

~edawms@tmcoed-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Tuesday,                 11:21 AM 

~unc.edu> 

RE: For your perusing... 

Thanks. Unless I’m missing it, though, there’s nothing in these graphs that says clearly what percentage of 
offenses leads to convictions. The "Pleas" graph lumps together all cases,         while the first graph (singularly 
unhelpful), gives aggregate numbers per year--with only a pictorial representation of the academic versus conduct 
breakdown. One might think obfuscation was the intention here. Unless, as I said, I’m missing something. -Jay 

PS I’m meeting with Bev Foster today. If there’s anything at all that I can tell you after the meeting, I’ll let you know. 

I:rom: @gmail.com 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: For your perusing... 

11:54 PM 
~gmail.com] on behalf of @unc.edu] 

Here’s the DTH graphic I spoke about when we first met. 

htt~ //wwwo daiLytarheeL com/indexo~/multimedia/4773 

the university of north carolina at chape[ hit[ 
major in 
minors in 
web corn 
office 347.687.0023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 11:51 PM 

vmanders <vmanders@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Grade for ? 

Violet: Sorry about this. I assume this is S? OK, S. If you need an H or P, make it H. -Jay 

From: vmanders [vmanders@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 11:44 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Grade for 

Hi Jay, 
I need a grade for Hist    with you. We need to a post semester drop/add and it requires a 
grade. If you email me one, I’ll put the paperwork in process! 
Cheers, 
vi 

Violet Anderson 
History Dept, CB 3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-9823 
vmanders@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Thursday,                10:03 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Hist 

--thanks for the head’s up. I was sure I had already posted this. I’ll do it tomorrow. -JS 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:17 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Hist 

Hey~ 
I was looking at the syllabus and it says we have a reading next Thursday that is supposed to be on Sakai, but I can 

not find it. Where is it located? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Friday:               8:56 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Sick 

I’ll send them later today. 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: FW: Sick 

@live.unc.edu] 
3:22 PM 

Professor Smith, 
I sent this email to you on Tuesday, however I have not heard back. Please let me know about the power points, I really 
do not want to get behind (I am in your History class on Tuesday/Thursday at 12:30). I wish I was not sick but I just 
want to make the best of what I am dealt. 

Best, 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Smith, Jay 
Subject: Sick 

6:03 PM 

Professor Smith, 
Unfortunately, and cannot attend class until Friday, the 20th. 
This also means that I will miss both today and Thursday lectures, even though we have our first quiz 
on Tuesday. I know you do not post power points online but I was hoping maybe because my 
situation cannot be changed, you could email me the power points? I totally understand if you do not 
want to. I just want to do well in your class and I know the power points and your lectures are the 
best way to achieve the grade I hope for. I also have a doctor’s note that I can show you, confirming 
my absence is necessary. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Saturday,                 3:05 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Midterm information question 

you’re certainly allowed to take a a draft of your paper to the writing center if you’d like. They know what they’re 
permitted to help you with. The real purpose of that sentence in the "info" sheet is just to encourage you all to write a 
rough draft at all. Glad you’re planning to do so! -JS 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 1:17 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Midterm information question 

Professor Smith, 

I have a question about the midterm. On the midterm info document you said that we could "draft the exam answer 
early, and then to return to it later to polish it up--to add examples to your points, to improve the logical flow of your 
argument, to check grammar and spelling, and so on. " I have not looked at the actual midterm yet, but from reading the 
midterm information document I think you are saying that we can look at the exam essay questions, draft our answers in 
outline form, use our readings to get direct quotes for our evidence and go to the writing center to check for grammar 
and stylistic mistakes. Is this correct? 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Saturday,                 3:09 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Times 

-I had thought might be coming to campus Monday, but I now have an appointment with a guy who’s going to be 
rebuilding my chimney. So...I’ll be stuck by my chimney. 

Maybe we should plan to meet Tuesday in the AM. Is 9:30 good? (And what you say about background in the two 
chapters sounds fine--I think background should be provided as needed). 

F rom: 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Meeting Times 

@live.unc.edu] 
1:53 PM 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Any chance we can meet before my thesis revisions are due? I’m free anytime after 2:30 on Monday and anytime before 
noon on Tuesday (or between 1:45-3:15). 

In the meantime, one of my main challenges is figuring out where to put background. I feel like I already have quite a bit 
in the first chapter but I have some critical information in the second chapter as well (mostly specifics about how trials 
had been conducted prior to the Reformation). Personally, I think it flows alright but I wasn’t sure if I should try to 
incorporate more of that information in the first chapter or not. Any suggestions? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:51 PM 

mwillingham@emaill.unc.edu 

FW: Willingham 

Elliot back on the case. 

From: Elliot M. Cramer            @bellsouth.neq 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 7:29 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: Willingham 

I just came across the Tarheel article "Current reading specialist 
challenges Willingham’s claims". Citing you it says: 

"Willingham had used results from the Scholastic Abilities Test for 
Adults (SATA) (not to be confused with the SAT) to assess athletes’ 
reading levels, but according to the Provost, she used only the 
reading vocabulary subtest. Citing the SATA manual, he explained 
that the vocabulary subtest is not sufficient to determine overall 
reading performance. Furthermore, according to the Provost, 
Willingham apparently confused standard scores with grade 
equivalents, leading to a major error in interpretation." 

Of course the Provost’s statement is nonsense; Ms. Willingham 
certainly knows the difference between standard scores and grade 
equivalents as would anyone with her background. 
~:i/www. m~c.ed~¢-Jwi~in~h/2013resinate ~df 

Obviously, vocabulary is essential to reading comprehension, but in 
addition the student athletes were given the math calculation and 
writing mechanics tests; these were used only for screening. Those 
judged at risk were followed up with the full SATA and Wechsler 
Adult Intelligence Scale. 

You say "I am arguing that her methodology and anecdotes are not 
sufficient to substantiate her claims, and her choosing to publicize 
those claims has been irresponsible." On the other hand, the N&O 
reports that "Bethel acknowledged he has not seen Willingham’s 
research data, or the underlying tests that were given to the 183 
athletes over an eight-year period." In addition, you wrote 
Chancellor Felt saying that there have been "many student-athletes 
who were specially admitted whose academic preparedness is so low 
they cannot succeed here," Aren’t you agreeing with Willingham and 
isn’t your statement about her irresponsible? I think you owe her an 
apology and a public retraction. 

Elliot M. Cramer 
PO 428 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-942-2503 

Professor Emeritus 
Department of Psychology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ecramer@alum.mit.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Wednesday, June 25, 2014 12:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Obama’s World 

London " 
VOL. 36 NO. 13 Visit lrboeoouk ...... :’ 

Obama [] s World 
Davqd Bromwieh 

The worst American mistake of the past decade was to 
speak of a war on terror rather than a co-operative 
international police operation. Obama does not like to 
say []war on terror[] but he speaks constantly in terms 
of war-readiness and war capacity, and lets Americans 
take for granted that we will have to be involved in more 
than one war at a time for longer than a generation. 
More 

Piketty[] s [] Capital [] 
Benjamin Kunkel 

Capitalism can dispense with democracy more easily than with profits. A question 
for the century ahead is how far it will minimise the former in seeking to maximise 
the latter. More 

Lifts 
David Trotter 

Pressing the button in the lift, we signal our precise destination and our confidence 
that the apparatus will come to a halt and the doors open when we get there. The 
closer we come to sending ourselves as a message, in competition or alliance with the 
messages sent by others, the more likely we are to arrive speedily, and intact. More 

Working Girls 
Katrina Forrester 



Sex workers exist. So do the many victims of human (including sexual) trafficking. 

But they are not necessarily the same people, and sex workers are not all victims who 

need to be saved. More 

David Runciman on the World Cup 

Glen Newey remembers ~lestrop 

Conrad Landin: Young Labour Grounded 

Valeria Costa~Kostritsky: At Yarl s Wood 

~so in this issue 

At Tate Britain 

Julian Bell: 
[~ British Folk Art C] 

On the Sofa 
Jenny Diski: 
~]Happy Valley 

Short Cuts 

Andrew 0 [~ Hagan 

Letters 

Subscribers can also read: 

Peter Green: Delphi 

Raja Shehadeh: Advice to the Palestinians 

Deborah Friedelh Disaster Medicine 

Adam Mars-,~ones: Teju Cole 

Rosemary Hill: Kenneth Clark 

David Blackbourn: Brecht 

Geoffrey Hosking: The Kremlin 

Francesca ~gade: Nicola Barker 

Stephen W. Smith: In Chad 

A poem by David Harsent 

The Empathy Exams: 
Leslie Jamisen and 
O~ivia Laing 
Tuesday 8 July 
at 7 p.m. 

Another Great Day at 
Sea: Geeff Dyer 
Wednesday 9 July 
at 7 p.m. 

Happy are the Happy: 
Yasmina Reza with 



Sarah Ardizzene 
Thursday 10 July 
at 7 p.m. 

Tuesday 15 July 
at 7 p.m. 

Correspondences: 
Anne Nichae~s and 
Gareth Evans 
Wednesday 16 July 
at 7 p.m. 

The Ranters: Nige~ 

with Stephen Sedley 
Wednesday 23 July 
at 7 p.m. 

Copyright [] London Review of Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 
email: registrar@kb.co.uk [] You can unsubsc~ibe or update your email preferences at any time on our website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Endeavors magazine <endeavors=unc.edu@mail51 .atl71 .mcdlv.net> 

Thursday, July 3, 2014 8:54 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Research and creative activity at Carolina, July 2014 

Images not dsplayng properly? Vew the on ne verson. 

July 2014 

The Business of Bugs 

Microbes bring agricultural biotechnology to the Triangle. 

FEATURES & VIDEO 



The Birds and the 
Bees--In Text 
Messages 

A journalism PhD student 

helps market a new kind of 

sex ed. 

It’s the Mucins that 
Matter 

UNC lung researchers 

show how mucins can 

worsen cystic fibrosis 

symptoms. 

Giving Sea Turtles a 
Lift. 

UNC IMS helps 

rehabilitated turtles reach 

warm waters near the Gulf 

Stream. 

SPOTLIGHTS MORE UNC RESEARCH 

Stop the pain before it starts (Here’s to Your Health) 

How fathers boost toddlers’ language development (TODAY) 

A home on the screen: 
When UNC professor Paul 
Cuadros moved to North 
Carolina to write about 
Latino migration, he never 
expected he would coach a 
high school state 
championship soccer team. 
The book he wrote is now 
a six-part television series. 
(UNO home page) 

Scientists map sea floor off NC for wind energy (News and 

Observer) 

UNC study of cliff swallows’ flight could aid in design of missile 

guidance (News and Obsenver) 

When tiny fibs create big risks for businesses (Btoomberg 

Businessweek) 

CAROLINA, QUOTED 

Weird case of look-alike 
snakes surprises 
researchers: Fifty years 
after a venomous species 
of snake went extinct in 

"From our long-term, huge studies in Singapore, Australia, the 

U.S. and Europe, I think 100 percent fruit juice is as bad as sugar- 

sweetened beverages for its effects on our health." 

--Barry Popkin in Fruit Juice Vs. Soda? Both Beverages Pack In 

Sugar, Health Risks (NPR) 



North Carolina, another 
species is still mimicking its 
vanished cousin. (NBC 
News} 

GET CONNECTED 

Endeavors on Facebook ~ Endeavors on Twitter ~ RSS Feed 

Quest ons or suggest ons? Contact us. 

PR VACY POLICY: The Endeavors subscr bet st s not open to the public, ensur ng that your prvacy and email 
address are protected. Endeavors does not sell nformat on about you, includ ng your emal address, to anyone for 
any purpose. If you suspect that your nformation has been misused, please let us know by send ng an email to 
endeavors@unc.edu. If you do not wish to receive future newsbtters~ please unsubscdbe via the link at the bottom 
of this email. 

Office of Research Commun cat ons 
137 East Franklin Street, Suite 600, CB 4106 
Un versty of North Caro ina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel HII NC 27599o4106 
Phone: 919962o6136 

This email was sent to jaysmith@email.unc.edu 

~/hy didl get ~his? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

UNC Chapel Hill ¯ CB 4106 . Chapel Hill, Nc 27599 . USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Thursday, July 3, 2014 10:31 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

sotintern@gmail.com 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: Patriotic Movies 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at htti):/iwunc.org/tsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

Red, White and Blue On The Silver Screen." Across the nation tomorrow, Americans will celebrate our independence 
with parades, barbeques and fireworks. Some will celebrate the holiday with an annual viewing of their favorite patriotic 
film. Just in time for the 4th of July, host Frank Stasio talks with film experts Laura Boyes, film curator at the North 
Carolina Museum of Art, and Marsha Gordon, North Carolina State University film professor, about listeners’ favorite and 
least favorite patriotic movies. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

wunc sot as:          emaiLur~c.edu. 
To un~ubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=37570058.653239cbefd5500e00f14f802fcdd14a&n=T&l=wunc sot&o=34830015 or send a blank email to 
leave-34830015-37570058.653239cbefd5500e00fl 4PS02fcdd14a~stserv.ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review Bookshop <newsletter@londonreviewbookshop.co.uk> 

Thursday, July 3, 2014 11:16 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Born on the 4th of July 

London Review Bookshop. 3 July 2014 \£m@*/Iondonreviewbookshop co uk 

Featured Event 

’Correspondences’: Anne Michae~s and 
Gareth Evans 
Wednesday 16 July at 7 p.m. 

More information I Book tickets 

Note Events at the Bookshop 

’The Empathy Exams’: Leslie Jamison in 
conversation with O~ivia Lain9 
Tuesday 8 Ju~y at 7 pomo 

More information I Book tickets 

°Another Great Day at Sea’: Geoff Dyer 
Wednesday 9 Ju~y at 7 p,mo 



More information I Book tickets 

World Literature Series - Yasmina Reza with 
Sarah Ardizzone: °Happy are the Happy’ 
Thursday 10 Ju~y at 7 pomo 

More information I Book tickets 

’American ~nterioPo Gruff Rhys 
Tuesday 15 Ju~y at 7 

More information I Book tickets 

The Ranters: Nige~ Smith in conversation 
with Stephen Sed~ey 
Wednesday 23 Ju~y at 7 pomo 

More information I Book tickets 

Sunday Poet~ Sa~ons° Annie Freud and 
Amy Key 
Sunday 27 Ju~yat 2 

More information I Book tickets 

Happy Hour 
Tuesday 29 Ju~y at 7 £,mo 

More information I Book tickets 

’The Darkest Days’: Douglas Ne~on and 
Christopher C~ark 
Monday 4 August at 7 p.m. 

More information I Book tickets 



°H is for Hawk°: 
conversation with Tim Dee 
Friday 8 August at 

More information I Book tickets 

Divine Comedies: Tom Pickard and 
Philip Ter~ 
Tuesday 12 August at 7 p,mo 

More information I Book tickets 

Born on the Fourth of,July 

Simon WinchesteCs The Men Who United the States is out in 
paperback just in time for Independence Day. 

Read more and buy online 

14 Bu~>y Place London WB1A 2JL 

00 44 (0)20 7269 9030 
bookshop@londonreviewbookshop.co.uk 
Opening Hours 
Monday to Saturday t0 a.m. o 6:30 p.m. 
Sunday 12 p.m. o 6 p.m. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Tuesday, July 8, 2014 10:56 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

sotintern@gmail.com 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: Seeds 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at htti):/iwanc.orgitsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

Every Seed Has A Story-" Seeds play a prominent role in global agriculture and food supply systems. In North Carolina, 
citizens and scientists believe that the power of seeds can be revolutionary. Research Triangle Park is becoming a national 
leader in seed science, punctuated by a recent announcement that Bayer CropScience will continue to expand its plant 
biotechnology operations in the Triangle. 
At the same time, passionate supporters of community agriculture are finding ways to revive, preserve, and share seeds 
to boost our local economy and food system. Durham County Library recently launched a seed-lending program that 
encourages patrons to plant and preserve seeds and document their stories. Host Frank Stasio talks with Lauren 
Ohnesorge, Triangle Business Journal reporter; Craig LeHoullier, a seed saver and heirloom expert known as the North 
Carolina Tomato Man; Ben Filippo, food systems coordinator for the Carolina Farm Stewardship Association; and Alice 
Sharpe, development officer for the Durham County Library. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

wunc_sot as: ~’~mi~h@emaiLur~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=37570058.653239cbefd5500e00f14f802fcdd14a&n=T&l=wunc sot&o=34843880 or send a blank email to 
~eave-548458g0-57570058.655259cbefd5500e00f~4f~02fcdd14a~stserv.ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 9:46 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

sotintern@gmail.com 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: Dirty Business/Michael Jordan Book/Blue Ridge Music 
Trails 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at http:iiwanc.orgitsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

Dirty Business: Former stockbroker Bernie Madoff and former New York Times journalist Jayson 
Blair share infamy for their unethical business decisions. A new report considers the psychology 
behind these transgressions and shows that misdeeds tend to escalate into larger scandals over time. 
Host Frank Stasio talks with researcher Michael Christian, business professor at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Michael Jordan: The Life: North Carolina has produced countless sports stars over the years but 
none with the global recognition of native son Michael Jordan. He dazzled sportscasters and sports 
fans first in Chapel Hill, and then around the world as the NBA’s greatest player. But through all 
the championships, MVP awards, and All-Star games, Jordan kept many personal issues to 
himself. He faced overt racism, allegations of sexual assault in his immediate family, and criticism 
of his gambling habit. Host Frank Stasio talks with sports writer Roland Lazenby about his new 
biography, Michael Jordan: The Ltfe.(Little, Brown and Company/2014). 

Blue Ridge Music Trails of North Carolina: The Appalachian Mountains of Western North 
Carolina are the center of a rich history of music and dance, from musicians like Doc Watson and 
Earl Scruggs, to traditions like ballad singing and square dancing. The North Carolina Arts Council 
is leading a collaborative effort to bring these traditions to the forefront to improve the economies 
of local communities through a new interactive website. Host Frank Stasio talks with the Council’s 
executive director Wayne Martin who helped develop the original Blue Ridge Heritage Initiative; 
and Laura Boosinger, an old-time musician who consulted on the Blue Ridge Music Trails 
initiative and serves as the executive director of the Madison County Arts Council. 



¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

wunc_sot as:          emai~.urxc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=37570058.653239cbefd5500e00f14f802fcdd14a&n=T&l=wunc sot&o=34851536 or send a blank email to 
~eave-3485 ~ 536-37570058.~,53239chef d5500e00fl 4f~g02fcdd 14a@~stserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 5:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Curtain Up and More 

View this in a browser 

July 10, 2014 

Curtain Up 
No other art form captures the human 

experience with quite the same immediacy 

and intensity as live theater, and The 

Times’s T~eate~ sectio~ brings you the full 

range of that experience -- with listi~ of 

current New York shows from Broadway to 

Off Off Broadway;        icks to help 

guide your selections; profiles of theater 

professionals working       and ~ reports from theatrical happenings across 

the     ; and a trove of ~ Per~rmar~ce videos showcasing amazing performers 

doing what they do best. P.S. Let our interactive Show T~mer tool help you find 

shows that match your preferences. 

MOVIES I "Dawn of the Planet of the 
Apes" 

Matt Reeves narrates a sequence from the 
latest installment of this simian-themed film 
franchise, featuring Jason Clarke. 

FASHION I Can American Apparel Be 
Saved? 

The struggling clothing brand has reached a 
deal with New York investment firm Standard 
General. But will it provide rejuvenation or just 
short-term stability? 

TRAVEL I Pull Over, It’s John Waters 



The film director and author hitchhiked across 
the United States and lived to tell the tale. 

DEALB00K I Steven Cohen Writes a Big 
Check to the U.S. Government 

Steven A. Cohen’s former hedge fund, SAC 
Capital Advisors, paid an $848 million penalty 
to prosecutors roughly three months after the 
firm’s guilty plea to insider trading charges was 
approved by a federal judge. 

July 2-July 8, 2014 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World Cup 2o14: Germany Defeats Brazil, 

All of Tim Howard’s 16 Saves Against Belgium 



Ira Glass’s "This American Life" Leaves PRI 

Conservative Delusions About Inflation 

The Letters That Warren G. Harding’s Family 

Didn’t Want You to See 

ADVERTISEMENT 

ARTS 1 2o14 Emmy Nominations: "Breaking 

Bad," "True Detective" Among the Honored 

RECIPES I Pasta With Burst Cherry Tomatoes 

BUSINESS I Race Is On to Profit From Rise of 

Urgent Care 



STYLE I Tangled Web of Memories Lingers 

After a Breakup 

WINE SCHOOL I The Sweet Surprise of Dry 

Riesling 

Stay connected with 

Manage your 
subscriptions > 

Email The Times > 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department. You received this message 
because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe I Change Your Email I Privacy I Advertise 

The New York Times Company I 620 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018 
NYTimes.com I Copyright 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Monday, July 14, 2014 5:34 PM 

~yahoo.com; michael.malec@bc.edu; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>;                                   @live.unc.edu>; 
fpolite@utk, edu; bporto@vermontlaw.edu; Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc, edu> 

Re: Drake Group Executive Board Meeting 

Having difficulty finding an availability concensus. How about August 4th, Monday? 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jul 11, 2014, at 8:34 AM, "Gurney, Gerald S." < ou.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues, 
Welcome to The Drake Group Executive Board and thank you very much for your service. As you 
know, college sports reform is moving at a rapid pace and TDG is in the midst of the dialogue for 
change. Some of the reforms are promising, while others threaten its educational foundations. We 
need a meeting fairly soon. Allen has been working very hard on our behalf with attournies on 
getting our non-profit status estblished with the IRS while permitting us to be a non-political 
advocacy group under a 5013-4C. It will require some minor bylaw changes but will ensure that 
our activities are legal. 

Please let me know good days and times for you to meet. I understand that many of us are taking 
time off for vacation, but please let me know when you will be available from July 14 - August 15 
including a good time of day to conduct a 1.5 hour meeting. I’m excited about the future of the 
Drake Group and working with you. 

Best Regards, 

Gerry 
Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 
334 Cate Center, Room 308 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
Office: (405) 325-1522 
Cell: 
"Live on Universily!. " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Review of Books <newsletters@nybooks.com> 

Tuesday, July 15, 2014 5:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Jessica Mathews on Iraq illusions, Garry Wills on the pope’s problems, Nadine 
Gordimer’s ideal 

This week on nybooks.com: Jessica Mathews on what’s really happening in Iraq, Garry Wills on the 

Vatican’s four big problems, Joost Hiltermann on the prospects for Kurdish independence, Sue Halpern 

on the NSA’s spying, and summer event recommendations in art, film, and more. We end with an essay 

by Nadine Gordimer, a contributor to the Review for many years, who died on Sunday. 

THIS ISSUE SPONSORED BY THE KNOPF DOUBLEDAY PUBLISHING GROUP 

Iraq Illusions 
aessica T. Mathews 
Many media accounts of the conflict in Iraq have 
been misleading, some outright wrong. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Coming up in the August 14 issue." Tim Flannery on the Great Barrier Reef, Jonathan Freedland on 

liberal Zionists, Terry Castle on Siri Hustvedt, and Arnold Relman’s last review. Subscribe today. 

The Pope and the Pederasts 

Garry Wills 

Pope Francis cannot restore trust in the 

Kurdish Independence: Harder Than It 

Looks 
Joost Hiltermann 



priesthood without addressing four interlocking 
structural problems in the Vatican. 

Kirkuk shows just how challenging it would be to 
divide Iraq by ethnic and sectarian groups. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Spying Without Looking 
Sue Italpern 
Articles in The Washington Post and The 
Intercept demonstrate, yet again, the value of 
independent investigative reporting. 

~. Itoberman: A film series at MoMA focuses 
on Columbia’s crime movies, films noir, and B- 
movie franchises. 

Daniela Bleichmar: Chilean artist Alfredo Jaar’s 
provocative work A Logo for America returns to 
Times Square. 

Charles Sirnic: An exhibition at the Morgan 
contains nearly 100 first editions, manuscripts, 
notebooks, letters, and galley proofs. 

See more summer recommendations from New 
York Review contributors in the calendar 

Christopher Benfey: The new Andrew Wyeth 
exhibition at the National Gallery is built around 
a single, quiet motif: the window. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Living in the Interregnum 
Nadine Gordimer 
I live at 6,000 feet in a society whirling, stamping, swaying with the force of revolutionary change. The 
vision is heady; the image of the demonic dance is accurate, not romantic: an image of actions springing 
from emotion, knocking deliberation aside. (1983) 

The New York Review of Books 

485 Hudson Street Suite 300 New York NY 10014 
Forward to a friend I Update email address t Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 11:08 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: Changing Industries/Los Jets/Audio Under the Stars 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at ~:iiwar~c.orgitsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

Changing Industries in North Carolina: Reynolds American and Lorillard, two of the country’s biggest tobacco 
producers, announced a merger yesterday that is expected to reshape the tobacco industry. The $27.4 billion deal is 
designed to give Reynolds more strength against Altria, the dominant player in the U.S. tobacco industry. But this story is 
just one of many examples of consolidation and reorganization going on within industries in North Carolina. Raleigh’s Salix 
Pharmaceuticals, the Triangle’s largest home-grown drug company, recently announced a merger with Irish-based Cosmo 
Technologies. The move follows a national trend of companies moving headquarters overseas for better tax deals. Host 
Frank Stasio talks to Triangle Business Journal Reporter Jason deBruyn about industry trends in the state. 

LosJet~. UNC journalism professor Paul Cuadros came to North Carolina 15 years ago to write about Latino migration. A 
few years into his research, he launched Los Jets, the varsity soccer team at Jordan-Matthews High School in Slier City. It 
was wildly successful, but some of his players face an uncertain future when they leave the pitch. They are all sons of 
Latino immigrants, some of whom came to this country illegally. Cuadros wrote a book about his team in 2006, called 
"Home on the Field: How One Championship Team Inspires Hope for the Revival of a Small Town." Now, his book is the 
subject of a documentary series directed by filmmaker Mark Landsman, called "Los Jets." It follows the team’s success, 
and shows how some of the players grapple with their status of citizenship. The series premieres tonight at 10 on Nuvo 
TV. Host Frank Stasio talks with Paul Cuadros and Mark Landsman about the story of Los Jets. 

Audio Under the Stars: Live storytelling events have increased in popularity recently, but audio listening parties are still 
relatively rare. A monthly event called "Audio Under the Stars" seeks to change that in Durham. Its organizers see audio 
stories as vehicles to other times and occasions for social engagement. The latest installment, "Fish Out Of Water: Stories 
of misfits, oddballs, mariners and real fish", is Friday at 8pro at SPECTRE Arts in Durham. Host Frank Stasio talks with 
organizers Elizabeth Friend and Jenny Morgan. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

wunc_sot as: ~’amith@emaiLur~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=37570058.653239cbefd5500e00f14f802fcdd14a&n=T&l=wunc sot&o=34870206 or send a blank email to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George <georgelintegritybookbuyers@gmail.com> 

Thursday, July 17, 2014 2:45 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Books 

Hello, 

I will be back on the University of North Carolina campus buying books Thursday (July 17th) all day. 

Please let me know if there is a specific time you would like me to stop by your office. 

It only takes a couple of minutes, and you can continue to work uninterrupted while I look around. 

Even if you don’t think you have any books of value please consider letting me stop by. There are many previous editions and older 
books that I can still use. 

My scanner allows me to move quickly and has over 3 million titles in its database. 

Please be sure to include your building name and office number in your email so I can find your office. 

Thanks! I look forward to hearing from you, 

George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 11:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email. unc. edu> 

Re: Information for tonight’s show 

Jay, I was somewhere between Atlanta and Raleigh when this radio interview was happening - how did it go? I 
sure hope that the guy can send a link. So sorry to miss it. 

On May 27, 2014, at 3:58 PM, "Jay Smith" <Nvsmit~@emaii.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Not sure who should be listening to this anyway .... 

But you won’t get home in time. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Information for tonight’s show 

Date:Tue, 27 May 2014 15:25:52 -0400 
From:Rodney Jordan <              ~maiLcom> 

To:Jay Smith ~smith@emaiLunc.edL~> 

Dr. Smith, 

The information below is for you to pass along to your family, friends, and colleagues in case they 
would like to tune in. If they listen online, they can post comments or questions in the chat room or 
press the #1 to do it by phone. I’ll explain everything to you more in detail when I call around 5:00. 

Here is the show link for tonight: | :/~/w~v. b~ogm~kradio, com/b~tterflvevo~tior~/2014/05/2~/b~t- 
he-got-game 

Phone number: (818) 691-7406 

Thanks, 

Rodney Jordan 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Anther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 11:32 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Information for tonight’s show 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Information for tonight’s show 

Date:Tue, 27 May 2014 23:17:00 -0400 
From:Rodney Jordan 2             .~gmaiLcom> 

To:Jay Smith ~,/~m~@email.ur~c.edu> 

My apologies. I think I sent you the wrong link. 

httl) :iiwww Nogtalkradio.comibutter~evo~ufioai2014/O5i28/but-he me 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 11:01 PM, Jay Smith           email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 
Rodney: I’d appreciate a link to the archived show whenever you have one available. Thanks. It was fun. -Jay 

On 5/27/14, 7:57 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Tonight’s Agenda: 

1. Show Introduction (me) 

2. Your background information, credentials, and publications (you) 

3. Questions, answers, dialogue (both); 

Note: We will take questions and comments throughout the show from the listeners 

Questions: 

A. What are your thoughts, specifically, on what Mary Willingham found at the University of 
North Carolina which is arguably a problem nationwide (her research showed that between 8-10 
percent of athletes screened between 2005-2012 were "functionally illiterate.") 

B. If we agree that money is the driving force behind athletics over academics, why aren’t parents 
do anything to protect their children? Why aren’t the students trying to protect themselves? What 



about the government or the NCAA? Why do professors, high school coaches, and teachers go 
along with these scandals? 

C. Other than money, why is it so hard for athletes to see the bigger picture? Why is it difficult 
for them to see that they are being exploited and abused, ultimately causing them to endure 
hardship once their football and basketball careers are over? 

D. We see schools sanctioned all of the time, sometimes even coaches, players, and school 
officials, yet this problem will not go away. Is there a solution to this ongoing issue? Why or why 
not? 

E. What message do you think it sends to players when their respective colleges and universities 
allow them to skip classes, not complete assignments, and still receive A’s and B’s? 

F. According to the nations latest report card (2013 assessment), 74% of U. S. high school seniors 
are below grade level in math and 62% in reading, yet graduation rates are at an all-time high. 
This proficiency rate in these two critical subjects are lower than they were in 1992. How 
prepared do you think freshman are when they arrive on a college campus? What should schools, 
grades K-12, do in order to prepare students for college? 

G. What is your philosophy on education? 

H. Why are you passionate about students making the most of every opportunity, especially when 
it comes to education? 

I. Can you think of any academic/athletic stories that are near and dear to you, either because a 
student was abused by the system or because a student was able to shine on the field/court and in 
the classroom? 

J. What do you think of the people who have an issue with Mary Willingham going public with 
the information she found at UNC? What do you think they are really upset about? 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 4:45 PM, Jay Smith <j~ismit[~(~email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 
Rodney--I’m attaching a speech I recently gave at the Drake Group annual luncheon (I was 
honored with an award--kind of embarrassing.) There’ no need to look at it before tonight, but 
it does give you a sense of where I’m coming from on all this athletic reform business. -Jay 
Smith 

On 5/27/14, 3:25 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 



The information below is for you to pass along to your family, friends, and 
colleagues in case they would like to tune in. If they listen online, they can post 
comments or questions in the chat room or press the #1 to do it by phone. I’ll 
explain everything to you more in detail when I call around 5:00. 

Here is the show link for tonight: 
hJ~tp:i/ww~,~.blog~ai[kradio.com/butterflz~,evolution/2014/05/28/bu>he,~ame 

Phone number: ~818) 691-7406 

Thanks, 

Rodney Jordan 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 

Rodney Jordan 
Feacher 
Author 

~mail. corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 11:34 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Information for tonight’s show 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:32 PM, "Jay Smith" <j~5,srnith@ernaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Information for tonight’s show 

Date:Tue, 27 May 2014 23:17:00 -0400 
From:Rodney Jordan <             ~maiL corn> 

To:Jay Smith <_~2a~,~srnith(~ernaiLunc.ed~> 

My apologies. I think I sent you the wrong link. 

http: i/w~vw, bl cEgtalkradi o. cornibutte~yevolufi on/2014/05/28/but-he-got-game 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 11:01 PM, Jay Smith           ernaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
Rodney: I’d appreciate a link to the archived show whenever you have one available. Thanks. It 
was fun. -Jay 

On 5/27/14, 7:57 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Tonight’s Agenda: 

1. Show Introduction (me) 

2. Your background information, credentials, and publications (you) 

3. Questions, answers, dialogue (both); 

Note: We will take questions and comments throughout the show from the listeners 

Questions: 

A. What are your thoughts, specifically, on what Mary Willingham found at the 
University of North Carolina which is arguably a problem nationwide (her research 
showed that between 8-10 percent of athletes screened between 2005-2012 were 
"functionally illiterate.") 

B. If we agree that money is the driving force behind athletics over academics, why 



aren’t parents do anything to protect their children? Why aren’t the students trying to 
protect themselves? What about the government or the NCAA? Why do professors, 
high school coaches, and teachers go along with these scandals? 

C. Other than money, why is it so hard for athletes to see the bigger picture? Why is 
it difficult for them to see that they are being exploited and abused, ultimately 
causing them to endure hardship once their football and basketball careers are over? 

D. We see schools sanctioned all of the time, sometimes even coaches, players, and 
school officials, yet this problem will not go away. Is there a solution to this ongoing 
issue? Why or why not? 

E. What message do you think it sends to players when their respective colleges and 
universities allow them to skip classes, not complete assignments, and still receive 
A’s and B’s? 

F. According to the nations latest report card (2013 assessment), 74% of U. S. high 
school seniors are below grade level in math and 62% in reading, yet graduation 
rates are at an all-time high. This proficiency rate in these two critical subjects are 
lower than they were in 1992. How prepared do you think freshman are when they 
arrive on a college campus? What should schools, grades K-12, do in order to 
prepare students for college? 

G. What is your philosophy on education? 

H. Why are you passionate about students making the most of every opportunity, 
especially when it comes to education? 

I. Can you think of any academic/athletic stories that are near and dear to you, either 
because a student was abused by the system or because a student was able to shine 
on the field/court and in the classroom? 

J. What do you think of the people who have an issue with Mary Willingham going 
public with the information she found at UNC? What do you think they are really 
upset about? 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 4:45 PM, Jay Smith           emai].unc.edu> wrote: 
Rodney--I’m attaching a speech I recently gave at the Drake Group annual 
luncheon (I was honored with an award--kind of embarrassing.) There’ no need to 
look at it before tonight, but it does give you a sense of where I’m coming from on 
all this athletic reform business. -Jay Smith 

On 5/27/14, 3:25 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 

The information below is for you to pass along to your family, 



friends, and colleagues in case they would like to tune in. If they 
listen online, they can post comments or questions in the chat room or 
press the #1 to do it by phone, rll explain everything to you more in 
detail when I call around 5:00. 

Here is the show link for tonight: 
http:i/am~,, bl ogtalkradi o. comibuJtterflyevoluti or~i2014/05/28/but-be- 
Came 

Phone number: ~ 691-7406 

Thanks, 

Rodney Jordan 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 

~mail. corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 11:35 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Information for tonight’s show 

On 5/27/14, 11:34 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:32 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiLanc.edu> wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Information for tonight’s show 

Date:Tue, 27 May 2014 23:17:00 -0400 
From:Rodney Jordan ~ 

To:Jay Smith ~.,smith@emaiL ~ac. edu> 

My apologies. I think I sent you the wrong link. 

~:/Twww. Nogtalkradio. corrz/bm~erflvevolatior~/2014/05/28/bat-heogotogame 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 11:01 PM, Jay Smith           emaiLanc.edu> wrote: 
Rodney: I’d appreciate a link to the archived show whenever you have one available. 
Thanks. It was fun. -Jay 

On 5/27/14, 7:57 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Tonight’s Agenda: 

1. Show Introduction (me) 

2. Your background information, credentials, and publications (you) 

3. Questions, answers, dialogue (both); 

Note: We will take questions and comments throughout the show from the 
listeners 

Questions: 

A. What are your thoughts, specifically, on what Mary Willingham found at the 
University of North Carolina which is arguably a problem nationwide (her 
research showed that between 8-10 percent of athletes screened between 2005- 
2012 were "functionally illiterate.") 



B. If we agree that money is the driving force behind athletics over academics, 
why aren’t parents do anything to protect their children? Why aren’t the 
students trying to protect themselves? What about the government or the 
NCAA? Why do professors, high school coaches, and teachers go along with 
these scandals? 

C. Other than money, why is it so hard for athletes to see the bigger picture? 
Why is it difficult for them to see that they are being exploited and abused, 
ultimately causing them to endure hardship once their football and basketball 
careers are over? 

D. We see schools sanctioned all of the time, sometimes even coaches, players, 
and school officials, yet this problem will not go away. Is there a solution to 
this ongoing issue? Why or why not? 

E. What message do you think it sends to players when their respective 
colleges and universities allow them to skip classes, not complete assignments, 
and still receive A’s and B’s? 

F. According to the nations latest report card (2013 assessment), 74% of U.S. 
high school seniors are below grade level in math and 62% in reading, yet 
graduation rates are at an all-time high. This proficiency rate in these two 
critical subjects are lower than they were in 1992. How prepared do you think 
freshman are when they arrive on a college campus? What should schools, 
grades K-12, do in order to prepare students for college? 

G. What is your philosophy on education? 

H. Why are you passionate about students making the most of every 
opportunity, especially when it comes to education? 

I. Can you think of any academic/athletic stories that are near and dear to you, 
either because a student was abused by the system or because a student was 
able to shine on the field/court and in the classroom? 

J. What do you think of the people who have an issue with Mary Willingham 
going public with the information she found at UNC? What do you think they 
are really upset about? 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 4:45 PM, Jay Smith <~.~smiJth@emaik ~r~c.edu> 
wrote: 

Rodney--I’m attaching a speech I recently gave at the Drake Group annual 
luncheon (I was honored with an award--kind of embarrassing.) There’ no 
need to look at it before tonight, but it does give you a sense of where I’m 
coming from on all this athletic reform business. -Jay Smith 

On 5/27/14, 3:25 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 



The information below is for you to pass along to your family, 
friends, and colleagues in case they would like to tune in. If they 
listen online, they can post comments or questions in the chat 
room or press the # 1 to do it by phone. I’ll explain everything to 
you more in detail when I call around 5:00. 

Here is the show link for tonight: 
ht~p:/iwww Nogtalkradio.com/but~erflvevolution/2014/O5/28/buto 

ame 

Phone number: ~ 691 °7406 

Thanks, 

Rodney Jordan 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 11:37 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Information for tonight’s show 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:35 PM, "Jay Smith" maiLunc.edt~> wrote: 

On 5/27/14, 11:34 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

On May 27, 2014, at 11: 32 PM, "Jay S mith" email.m~c, edu> wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Information for tonight’s show 

Date:Tue, 27 May 2014 23:17:00 -0400 
From:Rodney Jordan 5             i~gmaiLcom> 

To:Jay Smith           emaiLur~c.edu> 

My apologies. I think I sent you the wrong link. 

http:iiwww.blogta~radio.com?outte~1vevolutio~i2014i05/2gi~nt-he-g~:game 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 11:01 PM, Jay Smith           emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
Rodney: I’d appreciate a link to the archived show whenever you have one available. 
Thanks. It was fun. -Jay 

On 5/27/14, 7:57 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Tonight’s Agenda: 

1. Show Introduction (me) 

2. Your background information, credentials, and publications (you) 

3. Questions, answers, dialogue (both); 

Note: We will take questions and comments throughout the show from the 
listeners 

Questions: 

A. What are your thoughts, specifically, on what Mary Willingham found at the 
University of North Carolina which is arguably a problem nationwide (her 
research showed that between 8-10 percent of athletes screened between 2005- 
2012 were "functionally illiterate.") 

B. If we agree that money is the driving force behind athletics over academics, 
why aren’t parents do anything to protect their children? Why aren’t the 



students trying to protect themselves? What about the government or the 
NCAA? Why do professors, high school coaches, and teachers go along with 
these scandals? 

C. Other than money, why is it so hard for athletes to see the bigger picture? 
Why is it difficult for them to see that they are being exploited and abused, 
ultimately causing them to endure hardship once their football and basketball 
careers are over? 

D. We see schools sanctioned all of the time, sometimes even coaches, players, 
and school officials, yet this problem will not go away. Is there a solution to 
this ongoing issue? Why or why not? 

E. What message do you think it sends to players when their respective colleges 
and universities allow them to skip classes, not complete assignments, and still 
receive A’s and B’s? 

F. According to the nations latest report card (2013 assessment), 74% of U. S. 
high school seniors are below grade level in math and 62% in reading, yet 
graduation rates are at an all-time high. This proficiency rate in these two 
critical subjects are lower than they were in 1992. How prepared do you think 
freshman are when they arrive on a college campus? What should schools, 
grades K-12, do in order to prepare students for college? 

G. What is your philosophy on education? 

H. Why are you passionate about students making the most of every 
opportunity, especially when it comes to education? 

I. Can you think of any academic/athletic stories that are near and dear to you, 
either because a student was abused by the system or because a student was 
able to shine on the field/court and in the classroom? 

J. What do you think of the people who have an issue with Mary Willingham 
going public with the information she found at UNC? What do you think they 
are really upset about? 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 4:45 PM, Jay Smith <j~smithS(~email.m~c.edu> 
wrote: 

Rodney--I’m attaching a speech I recently gave at the Drake Group annual 
luncheon (I was honored with an award--kind of embarrassing.) There’ no 
need to look at it before tonight, but it does give you a sense of where I’m 
coming from on all this athletic reform business. -Jay Smith 

On 5/27/14, 3:25 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 

The information below is for you to pass along to your family, 

friends, and colleagues in case they would like to tune in. If they 

listen online, they can post comments or questions in the chat 

room or press the #1 to do it by phone. I’ll explain everything to 

you more in detail when I call around 5:00. 

Here is the show link for tonight: 
l?~!_p :i/www Mogta lkradio .com/~ t~Jtlerf!/, evol~tio ~v2014/05/28iSt~t- 



Phone number: (glS)691o7406 

Thanks, 

Rodney Jordan 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmit~@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 11:38 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Information for tonight’s show 

On 5/27/14, 11:37 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:35 PM, "Jay Smith" <jAx~smit~4!email~unc~edu> wrote: 

On 5/27/14, 11:34 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:32 PM, "Jay Smith" email~ur~c~edu> wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Information for tonight’s show 

Date:Tue, 27 May 2014 23:17:00 -0400 
From:Rodney Jordan i              ~gmail~com> 

To: Jay Smith           email, unc.ed~ 

My apologies. I think I sent you the wrong link. 

http://’,~,ww.blogtalkradio.com/~au~terf’l_yevolutio~t/2014/05/28/~out-lae-g~ame 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 11:01 PM, Jay Smith <~ysmi~l~@email~tmc~ed:a> wrote: 
Rodney: I’d appreciate a link to the archived show whenever you have one available. Thanks. 
It was fun. -Jay 

On 5/27/14, 7:57 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Tonight’s Agenda: 

1. Show Introduction (me) 

2. Your background information, credentials, and publications (you) 

3. Questions, answers, dialogue (both); 

Note: We will take questions and comments throughout the show from the 
listeners 

Questions: 

A. What are your thoughts, specifically, on what Mary Willingham found at the 
University of North Carolina which is arguably a problem nationwide (her 
research showed that between 8-10 percent of athletes screened between 2005- 
2012 were "functionally illiterate.") 

B. If we agree that money is the driving force behind athletics over academics, 
why aren’t parents do anything to protect their children? Why aren’t the students 
trying to protect themselves? What about the government or the NCAA? Why 
do professors, high school coaches, and teachers go along with these scandals? 

C. Other than money, why is it so hard for athletes to see the bigger picture? 



Why is it difficult for them to see that they are being exploited and abused, 
ultimately causing them to endure hardship once their football and basketball 
careers are over? 

D. We see schools sanctioned all of the time, sometimes even coaches, players, 
and school officials, yet this problem will not go away. Is there a solution to this 
ongoing issue? Why or why not? 

E. What message do you think it sends to players when their respective colleges 
and universities allow them to skip classes, not complete assignments, and still 
receive A’s and B’s? 

F. According to the nations latest report card (2013 assessment), 74% of U.S. 
high school seniors are below grade level in math and 62% in reading, yet 
graduation rates are at an all-time high. This proficiency rate in these two critical 
subjects are lower than they were in 1992. How prepared do you think freshman 
are when they arrive on a college campus? What should schools, grades K-12, do 
in order to prepare students for college? 

G. What is your philosophy on education? 

H. Why are you passionate about students making the most of every opportunity, 
especially when it comes to education? 

I. Can you think of any academic/athletic stories that are near and dear to you, 
either because a student was abused by the system or because a student was able 
to shine on the field/court and in the classroom? 

J. What do you think of the people who have an issue with Mary Willingham 
going public with the information she found at UNC? What do you think they 
are really upset about? 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 4:45 PM, Jay Smith <j~?,~smifl~[d~emaiLunc~edu> wrote: 
Rodney--I’m attaching a speech I recently gave at the Drake Group annual 
luncheon (I was honored with an award--kind of embarrassing.) There’ no 
need to look at it before tonight, but it does give you a sense of where I’m 
coming from on all this athletic reform business. -Jay Smith 

On 5/27/14, 3:25 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 

The information below is for you to pass along to your family, 
friends, and colleagues in case they would like to tune in. If they 
listen online, they can post comments or questions in the chat 
room or press the #1 to do it by phone. I’ll explain everything to 
you more in detail when I call around 5:00. 

Here is the show link for tonight: 
~:iiwww.blogtalkradio.corn/%c c~tY{erfl},evolution/2014i05/28ibut- 

~arne 

Phone number: ~818) 69b,7406 

Thanks, 

Rodney Jordan 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 



Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 11:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Information for tonight’s show 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:38 PM, "Jay Smith" maiLunc~e&~> wrote: 

On 5/27/14, 11:37 P~M, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:35 PM, "Jay Smith" !14y~zm~thiaxemall.~mc.ed~> wrote: 

On 5/27/14, 11:34 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:32 PM, "Jay Smith" email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Information for tonight’s show 

Date:Tue, 27 May 2014 23:17:00 -0400 
From:Rodney Jordan :~              ~mail~com > 

To:Jay Smith ~5. smith@emai1.~mc.ed~> 

My apologies. I think I sent you the wrong link. 

!)~p:i/www~bloglalkradio~com/butterfl~’e~:olutioni2014/O5i2g/but-heog~!=game 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 11:01 PM, Jay Smith            maiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
Rodney: I’d appreciate a link to the archived show whenever you have one available. Thanks. 
It was fun. -Jay 

On 5/27/14, 7:57 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Tonight’s Agenda: 

1. Show Introduction (me) 

2. Your background information, credentials, and publications (you) 

3. Questions, answers, dialogue (both); 

Note: We will take questions and comments throughout the show from the 
listeners 

Questions: 

A. What are your thoughts, specifically, on what Mary Willingham found at the 
University of North Carolina which is arguably a problem nationwide (her 
research showed that between 8-10 percent of athletes screened between 2005- 
2012 were "functionally illiterate.") 

B. If we agree that money is the driving force behind athletics over academics, 
why aren’t parents do anything to protect their children? Why aren’t the students 
trying to protect themselves? What about the government or the NCAA? Why 
do professors, high school coaches, and teachers go along with these scandals? 

C. Other than money, why is it so hard for athletes to see the bigger picture? 
Why is it difficult for them to see that they are being exploited and abused, 
ultimately causing them to endure hardship once their football and basketball 



careers are over? 

D. We see schools sanctioned all of the time, sometimes even coaches, players, 
and school officials, yet this problem will not go away. Is there a solution to this 
ongoing issue? Why or why not? 

E. What message do you think it sends to players when their respective colleges 
and universities allow them to skip classes, not complete assignments, and still 

receive A’s and B’s? 

F. According to the nations latest report card (2013 assessment), 74% of U.S. 
high school seniors are below grade level in math and 62% in reading, yet 
graduation rates are at an all-time high. This proficiency rate in these two critical 
subjects are lower than they were in 1992. How prepared do you think freshman 
are when they arrive on a college campus? What should schools, grades K-12, 
do in order to prepare students for college? 

G. What is your philosophy on education? 

H. Why are you passionate about students making the most of every opportunity, 
especially when it comes to education? 

I. Can you think of any academic/athletic stories that are near and dear to you, 
either because a student was abused by the system or because a student was able 
to shine on the field/court and in the classroom? 

J. What do you think of the people who have an issue with Mary Willingham 
going public with the information she found at UNC? What do you think they 
are really upset about? 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 4:45 PM, Jay Smith <j~5/smith~emaikunc.edcl> wrote: 

Rodney--I’m attaching a speech I recently gave at the Drake Group annual 
luncheon (I was honored with an award--kind of embarrassing.) There’ no 
need to look at it before tonight, but it does give you a sense of where I’m 
coming from on all this athletic reform business. -Jay Smith 

On 5/27/14, 3:25 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 

The information below is for you to pass along to your family, 
friends, and colleagues in case they would like to tune in. If they 
listen online, they can post comments or questions in the chat 
room or press the #1 to do it by phone. I’ll explain everything to 
you more in detail when I call around 5:00. 

Here is the show link for tonight: 

~:!iwww blo~talkradio.comib~ltterfl~’e,~.,ol~tion/2014iO5i28ib~t- 

Phone number: (818) 691o740~ 

Thanks, 

Rodney Jordan 

Rodney Jordan 

Teacher 
Author 

Rodney Jordan 



Teacher 
Author 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 11:39 PM 

Willingham, Maxy C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

Re: Information for tonight’s show- 

On 5/27/14, 11:39 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:38 PM, "Jay Smith" maiLm~c~edu> wrote: 

On 5/27/14, 11:37 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:35 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiLunc~edu> wrote: 

On 5/27/14, 11:34 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:32 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiLunc~edt~> wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: Information for tonight’s show- 

Date:Tue, 27 May 2014 23:17:00 -0400 

From:Rodney Jordan <              @glmaiL corn> 

To:Jay Smith           email.unc.edu> 

My apologies. I think I sent you the wrong link. 

h~£? : //www,bloatalkradio,com/b~erflvevol utior>’2014/O5 /28/bu~oheo~game 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 11:01 PM, Jay Smith            maiLugc~edu> wrote: 
Rodney: I’d appreciate a link to the a*chived show- whenever you have one available. 
Thanks. It was fun. -Jay 

On 5/27/14, 7:57 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Tonight’s Agenda: 

1. Show- Introduction (me) 

2. Your background information, credentials, and publications (you) 

3. Questions, answers, dialogue (both); 

Note: We will take questions and comments throughout the show- from the 
listeners 

Questions: 

A. What axe your thoughts, specifically, on what Maxy Willingham found at the 
University of North Carolina which is arguably a problem nationwide (her 
reseaxch showed that between 8-10 percent of athletes screened between 2005- 
2012 were "functionally illiterate.") 

B. If we agree that money is the driving force behind athletics over academics, 
why axen’t parents do aaaything to protect their children? Why aren’t the students 



trying to protect themselves? What about the government or the NCAA? Why 
do professors, high school coaches, and teachers go along with these scaaadals? 

C. Other than money, why is it so hard for athletes to see the bigger picture? 
Why is it difficult for them to see that they are being exploited and abused, 
ultimately causing them to endure hardship once their football aaad basketball 
careers are over? 

D. We see schools saaactioned all of the time, sometimes even coaches, players, 
aaad school officials, yet this problem will not go away. Is there a solution to this 
ongoing issue? Why or why not? 

E. What message do you think it sends to players when their respective colleges 
aaad universities allow- them to skip classes, not complete assignments, and still 
receive A’s and B’s? 

F. According to the nations latest report caxd (2013 assessment), 74% of U.S. 
high school seniors axe below- grade level in math and 62% in reading, yet 
graduation rates axe at an all-time high. This proficiency rate in these two 
critical subjects are lower thaaa they were in 1992. How- prepared do you think 
freshman axe when they arrive on a college campus? What should schools, 
grades K-12, do in order to prepare students for college? 

G. What is your philosophy on education? 

H. Why are you passionate about students making the most of every 
opportunity, especially when it comes to education? 

I. Can you think of any academic/athletic stories that are neax aaad deax to you, 
either because a student was abused by the system or because a student was able 
to shine on the field/court and in the classroom? 

J. What do you think of the people who have an issue with Maxy Willingham 
going public with the information she found at UNC? What do you think they 
axe really upset about? 

On Tue, May 27, 2014 at 4:45 PM, Jay Smith <~smith@email.unc.e&~> 
wrote: 

Rodney--I’m attaching a speech I recently gave at the DraXe Group annual 
luncheon (I was honored with am awaxd--kind of embarrassing.) There’ no 
need to look at it before tonight, but it does give you a sense of where I’m 
coming from on all this athletic reform business. -Jay Smith 

On 5/27/14, 3:25 PM, Rodney Jordan wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 

The information below- is for you to pass along to your family, 
friends, and colleagues in case they would like to tune in. If they 
listen online, they can post comments or questions in the chat 
room or press the #1 to do it by phone. I’ll explain everything to 
you more in detail when I call around 5:00. 

Here is the show- link for tonight: 
~r_~:/iww’,<blo~a1½"adio~com/b~.~tterfl’revolu~don!2014/O5/2g~¢.mto 

Phone number: ~8~18) 691-7406 

Thamks, 

Rodney Jorda~ 

Rodney Jorda~ 
Teacher 



Author 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Au~h or 

Rodney Jordan 
Teacher 
Author 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 11:28 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

sotintern@gmail.com 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: Maya Angelou/A Trust Betrayed/Measuring Morality 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at ~):/iwunc.org/tsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

Maya Angelou Dies: One of America’s most beloved poets and activists, Maya Angelou, 86, died this morning at her 
home in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. A civil rights and women’s rights activist, Angelou served as Reynolds Professor 
of American Studies at Wake Forest University until her death. Host Frank Stasio talks with Marcia Ann Gillespie, friend of 
Angelou and author of the biography, Maya Angelou: A Glorious Celebration (Doubleday/2008). 

The Untold Story Of Camp Lejeune: For more than three decades, hundreds of thousands of people were likely 
exposed to contaminated water at Camp Lejeune, a Marine base in Jacksonville, North Carolina. Fuel-farm leaks and the 
improper disposal of toxic substances from nearby buildings led to a level of chemicals often described as a "toxic stew." 
These contaminants have been linked to a series of birth defects and cancers affecting former Lejeune residents. 
Journalist Mike Magner explores the untold side of this disaster in his new book: the personal stories of affected veterans 
and their families and the response by the Marine Corps. Host Frank Stasio talks with Magner about the book, A Trust 
Betrayed: The Untold Story of Camp Lejeune and the Poisoning of Generations of Marines and Their Families (Merloyd 
Lawrence Books/Da Capo Press/2014). He also speaks with two men who have been directly affected by the 
contamination: retired Marine Master Sgt.Jerry Ensminger and Mike Partain. (AR) (20) 

Is There Anything You Would Not Do For A Million Dollars?: For a million dollars, would you throw a tomato at a 

politician? Would you kick a dog in the head? Would you sign away your soul? Sociologist Stephen Vaisey asked these 

questions and more in the first stage of his project, Measuring Morality, which seeks to understand moral beliefs and 

moral divides. The study also followed teenagers for more than a decade to monitor the development of morality in 

young adults. Host Frank Stasio talks with Vaisey, sociology professor at Duke University. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

wunc_sot as:          email.m~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=37570058.653239cbefd5500e00f14f802fcdd14a&n=T&l=wunc sot&o=34717081 or send a blank email to 
~eave-34717081-37570058.653239cb efd5500eOOfl 4f802fEdd 14a@~ s~tserv~ur~c, ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 5:01 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, 36 Hours and More 

View this in a browser 

May 28, 2014 

36 Hours 
Want to get away for a weekend? Find 

hundreds of ideas for exciting bite-sized 

vacations in our ~rravel section~ where a 

collection of ~ Ho-urs coh~m~s from The 
New York Times’s archives will give you a 

glimpse into the wonders of destinations 

both near and far -- from Basel to Bat:on Rout, Cardiffto Chianti, Kauai to     , 
Monaco to MontevideQ, to , evo to S[~ar,~ , and almost 
everywhere in between. 

Tony Awards 2014: Nominees’ Plan Bs 

Tony nominees talk about what they would be 
doing for a living if they didn’t work in the 
theater. 

The AlnfAR Gala: A Night for Movie 
Stars, Supermodels and Billionaires 

AmfAR hosts its 21st annual Cinema Against 
AIDS gala at Cannes. 

What Are You Drinking? 

Let the author and bartender Rosie Schaap 
make you a custom summer cocktail. 



Mark Bittman: Food’s Big-Picture Guy 

A "special rapporteur on the right to food" 
confirms how mainstream what once seemed 
like radical thinking about diet has become. 

May 21 -27, 2014 

ADVERTISEMENT 

ENDS TODAY 

$239K 

Is It Better to Rent or Buy? 

My No-Soap, No-Shampoo, Bacteria-Rich Hygiene 

Experiment 

Video Rant, Then Deadly Rampage in California 

Town 

Rent or Buy? The Math Is Changing 



As Publishers Fight Amazon, Books Vanish 

ADVERTISEMENT 

DEALBOOK 112 Years Later, a Fund Manager Gets 

to Give His Side 

ARTS I Maya Angelou, Lyrical Witness of the Jim 

Crow South, Dies at 86 

HOME & GARDEN I Spotlight on Lighting at the 

International Contemporary Furniture Fair 

T MAGAZINE I Angelina’s Makeup Artist on the 

New Cheekbone-Contouring Products 

BUSINESS I Detroit Urged to Tear Down 4o,ooo 

Buildings 



Stay connected with 

Manage your 
subscriptions > 

Email The Times > 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department. You received this message 
because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your Email I Privacy I Adve~ise 

The New York Times Company I 620 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018 
NYTimes.com I Copyright 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 9:47 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

sotintern@gmail.com 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: Legislative Update/Rainforest/Piedmont Laureate 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at ~):/iwunc.org/tsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

Legislative Update: State lawmakers have less than six weeks to construct and pass a budget before the 
beginning of the next fiscal year. The Senate released its spending plan last night, providing raises for 
teachers in return for sacrificing tenure. The General Assembly is also considering an overhaul to the tax code. 
Meanwhile, 14 protesters from the Moral Monday movement were arrested after an overnight sit-in. Host 
Frank Stasio talks with WUNC Capitol Bureau Chief Jessica Jones about the latest from the legislature. 

Rainforest Diversity: Rain forests are home to an incredible variety of species. From cute olinguitos to slimy 
spittlebugs, scientists are discovering creatures all the time. The exhibit "Rainforest Adventure" at the North 
Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences educates kids on rain forest diversity and conservation. Host Frank Stasio 
talks with museum experts: entomologist Jason Cryan, zoologist Roland Kays and herpetologist Bryan Stuart. 

Setting Up Shop In Historic Places: Carrie Knowles, the 2014 Piedmont Laureate, is tasked with 
encouraging North Carolina residents to come together to celebrate the art of writing. She is an author, writing 
coach and arts advocate whose tenure in the role will include public readings and events to promote the arts. 
Knowles thinks stepping away from everyday life to create space for art is a vital part of the writing process. 
To facilitate that objective, she will lead workshops in historic settings around the Piedmont, including a 
workshop on an Amtrak train. Host Frank Stasio talks to Piedmont Laureate Carrie Knowles about the art of 
short fiction and her thoughts on writing. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge History <mail.jwwbopaogvxwsevav@tandf.msgfocus.com> 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 1:10 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

It’s the final week to gain access to these FREE TO VIEW History titles 

View a selection of Ro~tledql@ l’~lo#~ra~h~ in their entirety for free this month onl~,~, 
this email not displaying correctly? View it)~ y#M[ b[#ws~r I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

Mono  phs 
Did you know that it’s the final week to gain access to our selection of free 

to view monographs from Routledge History? 

Simply click on the "View Inside this Book" button on the book details page 

to view the entire book online until May 31st. 

Want more? 

\ ono~? aphs: 

~gp~!aE!~!n9 National Pasts 

Race Social Science and the Crisis of Manhood 18904970 

Gender in Late Medieval and Early_ Modern Europe 

Don’t forget to ~lore the catalog to gain access to additional History 

titles. 

Also of interest... 

We’ve selected nearly 

300 influential titles 

from across the 

Humanities and made 

them available to view 

in their entirety for 

FREE all month long. 

Click here to browse 

the titles. 



The Public History The Medieval         Unspeakable 

Reader Church Awfulness 

Edited by Hilda Kean and By Joseph H. Lynch and By Kenneth D. Rose 

Paul Martin Phillip C. Adamo 

FREE Monograph Resea ’ch 
to view and sha~÷ @~ing the ~sonth oN May 

Si,qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & Francis, an Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no. 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37=41 Mortimer Street, London, WlT 3JH. 

you wish to unsubscribe, please click here. Please note this is an automated operation. 

,~ ~,~ ~ adestrs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, May 30, 2014 9:39 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Movies Update: ’Maleficent,’ ’We Are The Best!’ and More 

Vew n Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book 

Most Popular NYT Apps My Account 

IN THIS EMAIL N Movie Reviews News & Features 

Fives 

Friday, May 30, 2014 

On Video Multimedia Critics’ Picks Top 

As a subscriber to Movies Update, give the gift of a Times digital subscription 

today and save 30%. 

’MALEFICENT’ 

Dumped by Her Prince, So Watch Out 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

As the title character in "Maleficent," Angelina Jolie is the focus 

of a rethinking of the 1959 Disney animated film "Sleeping 

Beauty." 

Movie Overview I Showtimes I Trailers I Rate and Review 

’WE ARE THE BEST!’ 

It Rocks When Girls Go Punk 
By A, O, SCOTT 

Three Stockholm girls set out to make a name for themselves in 
the late punk period in "We Are the Best!," from Lukas 
Moodysson. 

Back to Normal Swedish Teenage Angst 

~ Video: Anatomy of a Scene 

Movie Overview I Showtimes I Trailers I Rate and Review 

ADVERTISEMENT 



©Z ~ZADZ~ ~ALLY 

CO~T $~27 

Movie Reviews 

’A MILLION WAYS TO DIE IN THE WEST’ 

A Frontier Farce From the Guy Behind ’Family 
Guy’ 
By STEPHEN HO DEN 

The one-man comedy juggernaut Seth MacFarlane directed 

himself in this western spoof. 

~ Q. and A.: Seth MacFarlane and Charlize Theron 

, Movie Overview I Showtimes I Trailers I Rate and Review 

’FILTH’ 

A Dirty Cop, No, Really Dirty. 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

In "Filth," James McAvoy plays an over-the-top Scottish police 

detective who is going insane while looking for a promotion. 

Assuming a Role, Putting the Story First 

Movie Overview I Showtimes I Trailers I Rate and Review 

’NIGHT MOVES’ 

Saving the Earth With a Big Kaboom 
By A, O, SCOTT 

Kelly Reichardt’s "Night Moves" stars Jesse Eisenberg, Dakota 

Fanning and Peter Sarsgaard as young Oregonians plotting to 
blow up a dam. 

Terrorists With Familiar Faces 



Movie Overview I Showtimes I Trailers I Rate and Review 

’ELENA’ 

Searching for Her Sister, as Well as for Herself 
By STEPHEN HOLDER 

In the documentary "Elena," Petra Costa explores the life of her 

sister, who moved from Brazil to New York, and later committed 
suicide. 

’AGE OF UPRISING’ 

Take a Man’s Horses, Expect a Reckoning 
By NICOLAS RAPOLD 

The French film "Age of Uprising: The Legend of Michael 
Kohlhaas," adapted from a 19th-century German novella, pits 
Mads Mikkelsen, in the title role, against an unjust baron. 

Movie Overview I Showtimes I Trailers I Rate and Review 

’THE GRAND SEDUCTION’ 

Village, Suffering From Cuteness, Seeks a Doctor 
By NEJL GENZLJNGER 

Tickle Head, a down-on-its-luck fishing village, wants to lure a 
recycling plant so everyone can get jobs. 

Movie Overview I Showtimes I Trailers I Rate and Review 

’GEBO AND THE SHADOV~f 

A Man Is Missing, and the Toll Is Ever-Present 
By A, O SCOTT 

In "Gebo and the Shadow," a family struggles with a relative’s 
long disappearance. 

Movie Overview I Showtimes I Trailers I Rate and Review 

’KORENGAL’ 

Haunted by Combat, Yet Missing the Brethren 
By STEPHEN HOLDER 

In "Korengal," a sequel to the documentary "Restrepo," 
American soldiers contemplate their past battle experiences in a 
valley in Afghanistan. 

Movie Overview I Showtimes I Trailers I Rate and Review 

’THE HORNET’S NEST’ 

Going Into a Taliban Stronghold 
By DANIEL ~1 GOLD 

"The Hornet’s Nest" follows Mike Boettcher, a broadcast 
iournalist, embedded with American troops in Afghanistan 



during Operation Strong Eagle III. 

~ Movie Overview I Trailers I Rate and Review 

’LUCKY THEM’ 

Tracking Down a Rock God, Despite the 

Emotional Risk 
By RACHE SALTZ 

In "Lucky Them," a journalist tries to give her career a lift by 

catching up with a long-missing musician. 

’BEFORE YOU KNOW IT’ 

When ’7os Guys Hit Their 7os 
By AN DY WEBSTER 

P J Raval’s documentary "Before You Know It" follows three gay 

men - in New York, Florida and Texas - as they deal with the 

common issues of aging. 

Movie Overview I Showtimes I Trailers I Rate and Review 

’EMOTICON ;)’ 

Feeling Tongue-Tied? Send a Manic Nellie 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

In "Emoticon ;)," about a woman trying to get to know her 

boyfriend’s children, social media applications help surmount 

the communication problems. 

Movie Overview I Showtimes I Trailers I Rate and Review 

’THE LIFE & CRIMES OF DORIS PAYNE’ 

Such a Charming Old Lady, but Hide Your 
Diamonds 
By N COLAS RAPOLD 

The documentary "The Life & Crimes of Doris Payne" tells the 

story of a career criminal, a jewel thief now in her 8os, who pretends to be one 

of the rich in order to steal from them. 

Movie Overview I Showtimes I Trailers I Rate and Review 

News & Features 

Flights of Scaly, Fire-Breathing Fancy 
By ROBERT TO 

This is a particularly good time for lovers of cinematic dragons, 

thanks to advances in animation software and live-action visual 

effects. 



Wanted: Backup for iron Man and Captain 

America 
By GREGORY SCHMIDT 

Prospective agents can sign up for training at "Marvel’s Avengers 

S.T.A.T.I.O.N.," a scientific training center at Discovery Times 

Square. 

On Video 

Oh, Magoo, You’ve Done it Again 
By J HOBERMAN 

aohn Hubley and Millard Kaufman’s nearsighted creation Mr. 

Magoo appears in a Shout! Factory four-DVD set. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Multimedia 

~ VIDEO: Anatomy of a Scene J ’We Are the Best!’ 
Lukas Moodysson narrates a sequence from his feature. 

Related Article 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies [ May 30, 2o14 

The New York Times film critics review "Maleficent," "Night 

Moves" and "A Million Ways to Die in the West." 



A. O. SCOTT RECOMMENDS 

The Dance of Reality 
The arrival ofMejandro dodorowsky’s new feature would be 

grounds for excitement even if the movie, ’°The Dance of Reality," 
were not something very close to a masterpiece. 

~ NYT Review I Readers’ Reviews I Buy Tickets I ~ Watch Trailer 

MANOHLA DARGIS RECOMMENDS 

Palo Alto 
°’Palo Alto," Gia Coppola’s feature film debut, portrays a group of 

Northern California teenagers awkwardly drifting toward 

adulthood. 

NYT Review I Readers’ Reviews I Buy Tickets I ~ Watch Trailer 

STEPHEN HOLDEN RECOMMENDS 

Chinese Puzzle 
"Chinese Puzzle," the third film in a trilogy, centers on a 
womanizing Frenchman who follows his ex-wife to New York. 

NYT Review I Readers’ Reviews I Buy Tickets I ~ Watch Trailer 

For more recommendations, go to Critics’ Picks 

Top Fives Top-grossing, most talked about and upcoming movies. 

BOX OFFICE >> TIMES PULSE >> COMING SOON >> 

1. X-Men: Days of Future    1. A Million Ways to Die in ~ We Are The Best! 
Past                      the West 

2. Blended 2. Maleficent ivory Tower 

3. Neighbors 3. The Dance of Reality 

4. The Amazing Spider-Man 4. Her 
2 

5. X-Men: Days of Future 
5. Million Dollar Arm Past 

Anna 

Citizen Koch 

Filmistaan 



For showtimes and tickets, go to Tickets & Showtimes >> 

FOLLOWUS: ~ @NYTMovies I ~Faceb°°k 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 
iPhone® I iPad®I Android I All 

Save 15% at Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
The NYTirnes Store~ visit our Help Sectiorb~ m.nyt.corn~ 

About This Email 

This is an automated email. Please do not reply directly to this email. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Movies Update newsletter. As 
a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe t Manage Subscriptions t Change Your Email t Privacy Policy t Contact t Advertise 

Copyright 2014 } The New York Times Company } NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue New York NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Review of Books <newsletters@nybooks.com> 

Friday, May 30, 2014 1:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

The art Hitler hated, the zombie office, Michelangelo, Britain’s lurch 

Weekend reading on nybooks.com: The Review’s June 19 issue features Michael Kimmelman on 

"degenerate" art, Martin Filler on the history of the office, Ingrid Rowland on E1 Greco, and a poem by 

Michelangelo. On the NYRblog, Tim Judah reports on Ukraine after the elections, Charles Simic 

remembers two idiosyncratic poets, and Mary Beard looks at the rise of xenophobia in Britain. Our 

calendar is filled with the best in film, dance, television and more, with selections by Toni Bentley, J. 

Hoberman, Laura Marsh, Madeleine Schwartz, and James Walton. 

THIS ISSUE SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS 

The Art Hitler Hated 
Michael Kimmelman 
Degenerate art, Himmler wrote, spread through 
the culture; it had the same effect as the "mixing 
of blood." Art remained a moving target for the 

Nazis, an existential threat, which haunted 
Germany’s fate and still does. 

The Road to the Zombie Office 
Martin Filler 
If we are what we eat--a notion that seems 
irrefutable in today’s food-fixated United 
States--then another corollary, at a time when 
personal identity often derives more from 
professional pursuits than private matters, would 

be that we are where we work. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Irresistible E1 Greco 
Ingrid D. Rowland 
For many of the 400 years since the death of 
Domenikos Theotokopoulos, the artist known to 
his Spanish neighbors as E1 Greco, his work was 
regarded with disdain. In the 19th century, his 
monumental Burid of the Count of Orgaz lay 
rolled up and despised in a basement. 



ADVERTISEMENT 

To Giovanni da Pistoia 
Michelangelo (translated by Joel Agee) 

I’ve grown a goiter from this trap I’m in, 
as cats do from foul water in Lombardy, 
or some such place, wherever it may be. 
My stomach’s almost up against my chin, 

My beard points skyward, at my nape the store 
of memory dangles, I’ve grown a harpy’s breast, 
and from above, my dripping brush, for jest, 
transforms my face into a mosaic floor. 

Ukraine: Progress Without Peace 
Tim Judah 
President Petro Poroshenko has his work cut out 
for him. He needs to end the rebellion in the east, 
make deals with Ukraine’s powerful oligarchs, 
fend off a possible threat from Yulia 
Tymoshenko, shore up a sinking economy, and 
talk to the Kremlin. 

The Poets in the Distance 
Charles Simic 
Two poets, Russell Edson and Bill Knott, both of 
whom I was friendly with and whose poetry was 
very important to me, died this spring, each one 
leaving behind many original and memorable 
poems and many devoted readers, despite 
keeping their distance from our literary scene. 

Britain Lurches 
Mary Beard 
The xenophobic, anti-immigration United 
Kingdom Independence Party has just become 
the largest British party in the European 
Parliament. What explains the popularity of the 
party and its leader, Nigel Farage? 

Summer Events 

[] May 28-June 3: The new film by 

Manoel de Oliveira, still active at 104, 

is an ode to mortality (Anthology Film 

Archives) 

[] May 30-June 1: Dancers, critics and 

choreographers honor Frederic 

Franklin, custodian of ballet traditions 

(Pace University) 

[] June 3: Tim Judah and others mark 

the lOOth anniversary of the 

assassination of Franz Ferdinand 

(Austrian Cultural Forum) 

Subscribe to The New York Review of Books 

today and save 50% off the cover price! 

ADVERTISEMENT 



435 Hudson Street Suite 300 New York NY 10014 
Forward to a friend t Update email address t Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <ENews@genewiz.com> 

Friday, May 30, 2014 3:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email. unc. edu> 

Name Our Wizard Contest: Will Your Name be the Best? 

Help GENEWIZ name our wizard! All of our Facebook followers and friends are invited to participate in the contest. 

Post your suggestion for our wizard’s name, and why your name should be selected, on the GENEWIZ Facebook 

page anytime until midnight (ET) on Monday, June 30, 2014. Then, check our Facebook page in July to view the top 

picks, and vote for your favorite name. The person who suggests the winning name will receive an iPad mini! 

The wizard’s name will be announced on Facebook on August 1, 2014 

Wizard name suggestions will be accepted until 11:59 p.m. eastern time on Monday, June 30, 2014. Names must be posted to the 

GENEWIZ, Inc. Facebook waft to be included in naming contest, name submissions via emafl or any other media will not be eligible to 

win the contest. One name suggestion permitted per post; multiple name suggestions per post will not be eligible to win the contest. 

Duplicate name suggestions will not be eligible to win the contest. Five qualifying name suggestions will be picked for voting. Name 

voting will be open July 2-31, 2014, on the GENEWIZ, Inc. Facebook page. Voting limited to one vote per Facebook user. Voting will 

close at 5:00 p.m. eastern time on Thursday, July 31, 2014. Contest winner will be notified via email on Friday, August 1, 2014. 

GENEW1Z, Inc. reserves the right to remove and disqualify any irrelevant, inappropriate, or offensive names from the contest at any 

time. 

Void where prohibited. 

GENEWIZ~ Inc~ 115 Corporate Boulevard South Plainfield N] 07080 United States 



You received this email because you are subscribed to ~larketing Information from GENEWIZ, Inc,, 

Update your email ]oreferences to choose the types of emails you receive 

Unsubscdbe from all future emails 

Powered by H~bSpot 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Tuesday, June 3, 2014 11:28 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: Medical Examiners/Tiananmen Square 
Anniversary/Comics 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at ht~:iiwunc.org!tsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

Fatally Flawed: Observer Report On Medical Examiners: Medical examiners in North Carolina routinely skip critical 
steps in their investigations, according to a new report by The Charlotte Observer. Medical examiners rarely go to the 
scene of a death and in some cases, they do not actually examine the bodies. Four Observer reporters constructed a five- 
part investigative series about the state of the industry called, "Fatally Flawed." Lawmakers and Governor McCrory 
responded with calls for increased funding to the medical examiners’ system. Host Frank Stasio discusses the series with 
reporter Fred Clasen-Kelly. 

Tiananmen Square 25 Years Later: Chinese troops and a wall of tanks started advancing on protesters in Tiananmen 
Square on June 3, 1989. By the next day, hundreds were dead and countless more wounded. They were students, 
professors, and other civilians fighting for government reform. And some were soldiers, who had been given permission 
to open fire on the thousands who had occupied the square for more than a month. In the 25 years since the conflict, 
China has experienced rapid growth under a government that the Communist Party still controls. Host Frank Stasio talks 
with former UPI reporter Scott Savitt, who was in Tiananmen Square on the day of the military crackdown, and Watson 
Meng, editor of Boxun.com, a website based in Durham that reports on political developments and other news in China. 

Your Everyday Life In A Comic Strip: Superheroes are not the only characters to grace the pages of comic books. 
The Durham Comics Project invites ordinary people to tell their own stories in cartoon squares. Started by Amy Godfrey, a 
librarian at Durham County Library, the project seeks to illuminate the small and big moments that make a community. 
Host Frank Stasio talks with Godfrey, artist and animator Eric Knisely, and Durham Comics Project regular Hope Wilder. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

wunc_sot as:          emaiLur~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=37570058.653239cbefd5500e00f14f802fcdd14a&n=T&l=wunc sot&o=34736712 or send a blank email to 
~eave-34736712-37570058~653239cbefd5500e00f14fS02fcdd14a@stserv.unc~ed~ 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

The American Prospect <info@prospect.org> 
Wednesday, June 4, 2014 11:44 AM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
(!) Obama Executive Action 

This paid message from the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee 
is being sent to you via The American Prospect. 

fight c~imate change >> 

Sign on to support President Obama’s plan: 

The President just announced he will take executive action 
to cut dangerous carbon pollution from the nation’s power 
plants by 30 percent. Add your name to support his plan: 

Climate change-denying Republicans have met their match: 

to cut dangerous carbon pollution from the nation’s power p~ants by 
30 percent. 

This is a big deal: The New York Times calls Obama’s plan "the strongest 
action ever taken by the United States government to fight climate 
change." 

for taking executive action on climate change: 
here to add your name >> 

Cutting carbon pollution from power plants will have an immediate impact 
on the health and safety of our children and our planet. In just the first year 
of the President’s plan, we’ll see 100,000 less pollution-induced asthma 
attacks. That’s something worth fighting for. 

Sign your name to thank President Obama -- and 
defend his plan from Republican attacks: 

htt£= / / wwwodCCCoOrg/ c[imateochangeo 2 0 :~ 4 
Thanks, 



Democratic Headquarters 

P,S, Will you be part of this historic action? C~ick h÷r÷ to 

Paid for by the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee I 430 South Capitol Street SE, Washington, 
DC 20003 

(202) 863-1500 I www.dccc.org I Not authorized by any candidate or candidate’s committee. 

The Amer can Prospect does not endorse any pc[it ca cand date, political organizat on, commercial product, 
process, or serv ce. The yews expressed in ths communicat on do not const tute an endorsement or 

recommendat on by the Amer can Prospect. 

Copyr 9ht <~ 2013 The American Prospect 
1710 Rhode Island Ave NW 

~$,¢ash ngton DC 20036 

UNSUBSCRIBE 



Fl,om: 
Se~t: 

Subject: 

Conneet(h~rolina <eonneetcamlina infb@une.edu> 
Wednesday, June 4, 2o!4 2:50 PM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@emai!.une.edu> 
Reporting Changes; Pa3’rol! Testing; and more: ConneetCarolina Ne~sletter June 4, 2o14 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConnectCarolina Ne~sletter I June 4, 2o14 

Comes to Reportir~(~ 
The implementation of a more 

robust data warehouse and powerful 

new toois will help modernize the 

way that the Universi~ thinks about 

reporting. 

Ensufd/"/(~ Accurate 
Paychecks in 
(}onnectCaro~ina 

2,~ the calendar moves closer to the 

October goqive date for 

ConnectCaroiina, the prqiect team 

and business owners are ramping up 

the extensive process of Payroll Parallel Testing. Here’s how it works. 

The final ConnectCarolina Town Hall 

before the goqive of Finance and 

Hit/Payroll this fall will be held 

Wed., June 18~ ~prn to 3:3opm, 

Genome Sdences Building, Room 

G~ oo. Mark your calendars to attend this event for in/brmation on the cutover 

process, training, reporting and the end user experience. 



W~"~a~: s Or~ Your Mind? 
ConnectCarolina means lots of ci~anges 

facul~, staff and students. Use the form on 

to submit your questions, ideas, concerns 

or feedback about ConnectCarolina. Wc want to know ss~mt’s on your mind, so 

we can help you transition to and use this new system. 

...... LA,~,>ROOM CBT WEB~4A[( 

Eve~3’one who will be using ConneetCarolina will 

receive the training they need ~ ~ and, training is 

required fbr access to the system. Because so many people need training, we 

are ddivering it in a variety of ways. 

COJNT’DOWN: S 8DAYSq’O(50~LVE 

~..,~ow and When W~ 
ConnectCaro !ina @o 

The transition to ConnectCarolina 

~ill not be as simple as flipping a 

switch. Many, many tasks will be 

executed over several weeks to 

transition from legacy systems to 

Connect Carolina. 

DO H’"l’ MSS 

Are }ou on top of [he Char[field 

changes coming 

ConneetCarolina~ Learn about them 

in a new Chartfields webinar 

recording now available online. 



Days to GooUve! 

ths’ewse~ e~andencou~ase~hes~o s bsc be T~anks 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, June 4, 2014 5:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Bottoms Up and More 

View this in a browser 

June 4,2014 

Bottoms Up 
Just in time for summer socializing, The 
Times’s Dining & Wise section brings you 
an assortment of ideal warm-weather 
tipples to titillate every taste bud. Learn 
about mixed drinks ranging from cool and 
easx creations to more adventurous 
cor~coctions (even beer cocktails) to fun 
ideas for punching up your punch bowl -- 
or let our interactive "What Are You 
Drinking?" feature design a custom summer cock£ail just for you. And check out 
our list of 9o winning stem>set wines for Sgo, as well as our latest monthly Wine 
School columns showcasing distinctive Sancerres and delicious           . 

Tony Awards 2014: Nominees 
Perform Live 

An intimate concert with five Tony nominees 
--including Kelli O’Hara of "The Bridges of 
Madison County." 

Tony Awards Ballot 

Last chance to make your picks for the 68th 
annual Tony Awards this Sunday night. 

Scene Ci .ty: Inside the CFDA Awards 
and After-Parties 
Rihanna and other celebrities add sparkle to 



the annual fashion awards. 

Room for Debate: Segregation by 

Ability_ 

Do classes for gifted and talented pupils help 
top students or deny the best to others? 

ADVERTISEMENT 

May 28- June 3, 2014 

Why You Hate Work 

Maya Angelou, Lyrical Witness of the Jim Crow~ 

South, Dies at 86 V 

After 5 Months of Sales, Colorado Sees the 
Downside of a Legal High 



Michelle Obama on Attempts to Roll Back 
Healthy Reforms 

Fixed Soccer Matches Cast Shadow Over 
World Cup 

ADVERTISEMENT 

T MAGAZINE I The Woman on Top of 

the World 

BUSINESS I The Potential Downside of 

Natural Gas 

HOME & GARDEN I Growing Peanuts in the 

Big Apple 



ARTS I Stars and Creators of"Orange Is the 

New Black" Talk Shop 

DEALBOOK I Appeals Court Overturns 

Decision to Reject S.E.C.-Citigroup Settlement 

Stay connected with 

Manage your 
subscriptions > 

Email The Times > 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department. You received this message 
because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe I Change Your Email I Privacy I Advertise 

The New York Times Company I 620 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018 
NYTimes.com I Copyright 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review Bookshop <newsletter@londonreviewbookshop.co.uk> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 11:54 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Abandon all hope -versions of Dante 

London Review Bookshop 5 June 2014. www Iondonreviewbookshop co uk 

Events at the Bookshop 

’The Pe~eet Theory" Pedro Go Ferreira with 
Nareus du Sautoy 
Tuesday 10 June at 7 

More Information I Book Tickets 

World Literature Series -An Evenin9 with 
Nasatsugu One and Tash Aw 
Friday 13 June at 7 p.mo 

More ~nformation I Book Tickets 

Chris Narker: Writing the ~mage- with 
Chris Darke and Brian Di~on 
Wednesday 18 June at 7 p,mo 

More ~nformation I Book Tickets 

’Napping ~t Out’: Hans U~rich Obrist and 
Tom NcCa~hy 
Monday 23 June at 7 



More ~nformation I Book Tickets 

Sunday Poet~ Sa~ons: David Harsent and 
DecCan Ryan 
Sunday 29 June at 2 

More ~nformation I Book Tickets 

°The Empathy Exams’: Leslie gamison in 
conversation with Olivia Lain9 
Tuesday 8 gu~y at 7 p,mo 

More ~nformation I Book Tickets 

World Literature Series - Yasmina Reza with 
Sarah Ardizzone: °Happy are the Happy’ 
Thursday 10 Ju~y at 7 p,mo 

More ~nformation I Book Tickets 

~H is for Hawk’: Helen ~aacdona~d in 
conversation with Tim Dee 
Friday 8 August at 7 pore, 

More ~nformation I Book Tickets 

Lasciate ogni speranza! 

To celebrate Phillip Terry’s marvellous updating of Dante’s Inferno 
(relocated to the campus of Essex University), an extract from which 

appeared in the LRB and which has now been published in full by Carcanet, 
here’s our selection of Dante translations, biographies and critical texts: 



Dante in English 
Eric Griffiths and 

Mathew Reynolds 
£18.99 

Reading Dante 
Giuseppe Mazzotta 

£16.99 

Dante: Poet of the 
Secular World 
Erich Auerbach 

£8.99 

Dante in Love The Divine Comedy Dante’s ~nferno 
A.N. Wilson £10.99 Philip Terry 

£25.00 £12.95 

Browse the fu~ book~ist on our website 

Wednesday 11 June at 7 pomo at the London Review Bookshop 

Four sparklingly original crime writers offer perspectives on culture and society from 
different corners of Europe. Mariusz Czubaj is a cultural anthropologist whose first 

novel featuring Rudolf Heinz, 21:37 (Stork Press), won the High Calibre Award for the 
Best Polish Crime Novel. Marco Malvaldi is the author of the Camilleri-endorsed Game 

forFive, first in the Bar Lume series (Europa Editions), and The Art of Killing Well 
(MacLehose Press), a historical murder mystery featuring the 19th-century chef 

Pellegrino Artusi. 

In Andrej Nikolaidis’s novel The Coming (Istros Books), set in a small Montenegrin 
town on the Adriatic, a detective sacrifices truth for the sake of telling his clients what 
they want to hear. The third in Ben Pastor’s crime series featuring Wehrmacht officer 

Martin von Bora, A Dark Song of Blood (Bitter Lemon Press), is set in Rome in 1944 as 
the Germans prepare to flee the city. The authors will be in conversation with Jake 

Kerridge, journalist and crime fiction critic for the Telegraph. This event is sponsored 
by the Arts Council and the Polish Institute. 



This event is free but places are limited. 
RSVP as soon as possible to moreb~oodyforeigners@gmaiLcom. 

This Week’s Bestsellers 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Return to My Nadve Land by Aim6 C6saire, translated by John Berger 
and Anya Bostock 

Outlaws by Javier Cercas, translated by Margaret Jull Costa 

X~e Novel. A Biography by Michael Schmidt 

Capital ~n the 21st Century by Thomas Piketty 

Four Ston;ea by Alan Bennett 

The Blazi}qg Wodd by Siri Hustvedt 

A Death #~ the Family" by Karl Ove Knausgaard 

On Anarchism by Noam Chomsky 

An Essay on Txoography by Eric Gill 

The London Scene by Virginia Woolf 

14 Burs, Place, London, WC tA 2J L 
00 44 (0)20 7269 9030 
bookshop@londonrev ewbookshop.co.uk 
Opening Hours 
Monday to Saturday 10 a.m. o 6:30 p.m. 
Sunday 12 p.m. o 6 p.m. 

You can unsubscr be or update you ema p~eferences at any time on our website 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <ENews@genewiz.com> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 3:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Celebrate Our 15th Anniversary with 15% Off 

GENEWIZ 15th Anniversary Celebration 

To celebrate, we are offering discounts on 
Sanger DNA Sequencing, Gene Synthesis, Next Generation Sequencing, 

Plasmid Preparation, and other Molecular Biology Services. 

All offers are valid until midnight on 
Monday, June 30, 2014, unless otherwise specified. 



Click a box for more information! 

GENE SYNTHESIS 
AN NIVERSARY SALE 

% 
OFF 

MOLECU~R BIOLOGY 
AN NIVERSARY SALE 

% 
OFF 

TARGETE D RESEQUENCI NG 
ANNIVERSARY SALE 

% 
OFF 

ANNIVERSARY SALE 

FREE 

LL GENE 



GENEWIZ~ Inc~ 115 Corporate Boulevard South Ptainfield~ N] 07080 Un ted States 

You received this email because you are subscribed to ~’4arketing Information from GENEWlZ~ Inc,, 

Update your emait preferences to choose the types of emails you receive, 

Unsubscribe from all future emaits 

9o~,~;e~ed b}~ ~-~ubSDot 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Wednesday, June 11, 2014 11:44 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

sotintern@gmail.com 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: State Budget/Donald Gintzig/US Open 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at htti):/iwaac.orgitsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

NC Budget Update: The North Carolina House has proposed a $21.1 billion budget. The plan gives teachers 
a five percent pay raise and does not require educators to give up career status. The Senate plan offers a 
larger raise but eliminates career status. The House and Senate plans also differ on Medicaid management. 
Host Frank Stasio talks with WUNC Capitol Bureau chief Jessica Jones about the budget proposals. 

WakeMed’s New CEO Talks Health: After a controversial year, WakeNed Health and Hospitals Donald 
Gintzig became permanent CEO last month. Gintzig is a retired Rear Admiral in the United States Naw with 
experience leading non-profit, faith-based and private health systems. Host Frank Stasio talks with Gintzig 
about the pressures of leading a health organization, especially in light of state budget cuts to medicaid and 
national changes due to the Affordable Care Act. 

The U.S. Open Returns to Pinehurst: The U.S. Open is back in Pinehurst, North Carolina for the third time 
in the last 15 years. The first round of the tournament does not start until tomorrow, but the event has 
already set a few records. It will be the first time the men’s and women’s championships will be played on the 
same course in two consecutive weeks. Eleven-year-old Lucy Li is the youngest golfer ever to qualify for the 
Women’s Open. And the grueling Pinehurst No. 2 course has been restored to one that resembles the origins 
of golf. Host Frank Stasio talks with United States Golf Association senior historian Michael Trostel about the 
114th U.S. Open. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

wunc_sot as: j~5,~mi~h@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=37570058.653239cbefd5500e00f14f802fcdd14a&n=T&l=wunc sot&o=34763411 or send a blank email to 
~eave-34763411-37570058~653239cbe~5500e00f~ 4~}{02~dd14a@~stserv.ur~c~ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, June 11, 2014 6:07 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Say Cheese and More 

View this in a browser 

June 11,2014 

Say Cheese 
Of all life’s guilty pleasures, dheese has got 
to be one of the tastiest. The Times’s Dining 
& Withe section gives you a heaping helping 
of this tempting substance in all its 
diversity- from an assortment of deliciot~s 
sar~dwiehes starring the stuff, to indulgent 
mac-and-cheese dishes for fancy people, to 

a strawberry cheesecake that is red and 
white and pink all over. Learn about a recer~t: F~DoAo derision that has artisanal 
cheese makers and some consumers in an uproar. And check out the fun i-~texacdve 
feature that takes you behind the scenes at a Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese 
producer. 

2014 Tony Awards Red Carpet 

A slide show of key fashion moments at the 
Tony Awards. 

Intersection I Detroit’s Industrial 
Chic 
In the historic Eastern Market neighborhood of 
Detroit, local style is inspired by the industrial 
surroundings. 



House Hunting in ... Mykonos, Greece 

Visit a traditional island villa on the 
southeastern coast of Mykonos, one of the 
Cyclades Islands in the Aegean. 

The Best Iced Latte in America? 

This exquisite latte from Los Angeles is just 
one of the nation’s creative new versions of a 
summer staple. 

June 4- June 10, 2014 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Can Bowe Bergdahl Be Tied to 6 Lost Lives? 

Facts Are Murky 

What’s Lost as Handwriting Fades 



How the Recession Reshaped the Economy, 

in 255 Charts 

War Gear Flows to Police Departments 

Tracy Morgan Critically Hurt in New Jersey 

Car Crash 

ADVERTISEMENT 

T MAGAZINE I Brooke Candy, Pop’s Next 

Superstar 



On The Runway I Hillary Rodham Clinton and 
the Power of Style 

BUSINESS DAY I With Uber’s Cars, Maybe 

We Don’t Need Our Own 

THEATER REVIEW I "Ethel Sings": Cold War 

Spy or Just Wife? 

FASHION & STYLE I On Beauty: A Dramatic 

Absence 

Stay connected with 

Manage your 
subscriptions > 

Email The Times > 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department. You received this message 
because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe I Change Your Email I Privacy I Advertise 

The New York Times Company I 620 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018 
NYTimes.com I Copyright 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Washington Post <info@email.washingtonpost.com> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 10:22 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Get 1 Year of Unlimited Digital Access for JUST $39 -- TODAY ONLY! 

Click hera if 

Take advantage of a lucky deal on an 
unlucky day: 

Get a Full Year of Unlimited 
Digital Access for lUST 

This s your chance to SAVE 61% OFF all the 
stories, f~atures and nsights that make The 

Washington Post one of the world’s most 
comprehensive news source, 

But hurry--this special sale expires in 24 

hours! 

Subscribe now for huge, 
limited-time savings! 

Offer valid for new subscriptions only. Offer expires 6/14/2014. Other restrictions may apply. 

You are receiving this e-mai! because you are registered at washingtonpost.com. If you no longer wish to receive promotional e-mail from washingtonpost.com, please click here to unsubscribe. 

The Washington Post, 1150 15th St NW, Washington, DC 20071 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BobLee Says <blsays@att.net> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 2:26 PM 

¯ BobLeeBuddy <blsays@att.net> 

UPDATES on UNC FBers and The Law ..... 

One cleared .... one to go. 
That former UNC FBer charged with Murder 2 in Charlotte HAS BEEN CLEARED ..... Not Guilty verdict. 

~: i/~ww, wc~c. comk~ewsi~ oca~iKenan-Ga~i-f~ound-not-g~i~t~-of:~ seco~d-degree-2630388 ~ 1 .htm~ 

The incoming FB recruit from Ravenscroft that is charging with stealing the $50,000 of watches/jewelry is 
still "in the system"¯ Out on bail I believe¯ 

Never a dull moment .... huh? 

BobLee Says 
wwwobobleesaysocom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

The New York Review of Books <newsletters@nybooks.com> 
Saturday, June 14, 2014 9:50 AM 
Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Summer Reading from The New York Review Children’s Collection 

All books’ in The New York Review Children’s Collection are on sale through June 30. 





The New York Review of Books 

435 Hudson Street, Suite 300, New York NY 10014 

View in your browser t Update your address I Forward to a friend t Unsubscribe 



~rom: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, June 15, 2014 4:56 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Jay Smith 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: June 15, 20t4 

Login to view your 
saved searches 

A~ 
5 funding opportunities 
1 Fellowship Programs at Independent 

Research institutions (FP~R~} 

Sponsor: 
National Foundation for the Arts and the 
Humanities 
National Endowment for the Humanities 
(NEH) 
Division of Research Programs 

Amount: 
$400,000 

Deadline: 
August 14, 2014 

2 Research: Areas of ~nquiry o Sma~ Grant 

Sponsor: 
Spencer Foundation 

Amount: 
$50,000 

Deadline: 
June 24, 2014 

3 Suppo~ of Projects 

Sponsor: 



Fritz Thyssen Stiftung / Thyssen Foundation, 
Fritz 

Deadline: 
September 30, 2014 

4 Regulatory F~exibi~ity Act Research 

Sponsor: 
United States Small Business Administration 
(SBA) 

Deadline: 
June 23, 2014 

5 Reproductive Rights 

Sponsor: 
Noyes Foundation, Jessie Smith 

Deadline: 
unspecified 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: June 15, 2014 

Login to view your 
saved searches 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Tuesday, Jtme 17, 2014 10:09 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

sotintem@gmail, com 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: Education Sales Tax/Lee Zacharias/The Collection 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at http:/A~r~c.org/tsot. To leave this 

list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by North 

Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

The State of Things is live from Greensboro at Triad Stage today. 

Sales Tax For Education: North Carolina counties are bracing themselves for statewide education cuts 
under consideration by the General Assembly. Guilford County schools stand to lose between $6 million 
and $21 million from the state. In an effort to mitigate the loss, the Guilford County Board of 
Commissioners is considering a referendum on increasing the sales tax rate. Host Frank Stasio talks with 
News & Record reporter Kelly Poe. 

Essays On Speech And Memory: Many birds are known for their songs, but vultures cannot sing. Their 
vocal shortcomings inspired author Lee Zacharias. Her new book of essays, "The Only Sounds We 
Make" (Hub City Press/2014), meditates on speech and memory, drawing on a range of inspirations from 
vultures and spiders Lo her father’s death and the Great Migration. Host Frank SLasio talks with Zacharias, 
author and creative writing professor at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Zacharias reads 
aL Barnes and Noble in the Friendly Center in Greensboro tonight aL 7pm and on Saturday aL 11 am aL 
Mclntyre’s Books in Pittsboro. 

Community Musicians: Composed of artists, nurses, farmers and students, The Collection is as much a 
community as a band. The group, presently 15 members, easily expands and contracts as musicians 
come and go. They describe their sound as a rock band that tripped into an orchestra pit. Host Frank 
Stasio speaks with lead singer and guitarist David Wimbish who plays live with Mira-Joy Wimbish on 
vocals, accordion and tambourine; Hayden Cooke on upright bass; Christina Brooke on cello; and Graham 
Dickey on trombone. The Collection plays Saturday at the World War Memorial Stadium in Greensboro. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

wunc_sot as:          emaiL uric. edu. 
To tmsubscribe click here: http://lists.tmc.edu/u? 
id=37570058.653239cbefd5500e00f14f802fcdd14a&n=T&l=wunc sot&o=34779250 or send a blank email to 
leave-34779250-37570058.653239cbefd5500e00fl 4fE02fcddl 4a~stserv. unc. edu 



ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 18, 2o14 11:42 AM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Go-Live Prep; June 24 Outage: ConnectCarolina Newsletter June 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

Cutover: 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter I June 18, 2o14 

Prepare 

Prepare and practice. Recap and 

refine. For an operation as complex 

as the October go-live of 

ConnectCarolina for Finance and 

HR/Payro11, a tightly scripted plan of 

action is an absolute necessity. Nailing down the exact timing and logistics of 

such a comprehensive plan requires practice. 

Read more° 

Outage for Summer II Census June 24 

There will be an outage affecting ConneetCarolina and other systems on 

Tuesday, June 24, beginning at 5:oopm and ending at approximately 12:ooam 

as part of the Summer II census acti,Aties. Census is the official University 

enrollment reporting date. Details here: http:i/ccir~1)ouncoeduisystem-s~atu~s/ 



Business 
Intelligence Comes 

Reportin~ 

The implementation of a more 

robust data warehouse and powerful 

new tools will help modernize the 

way that the University thinks about 

reporting. 

Ensuring Accurate 
Paychecks in 
ConnectCaro[ina 
As the calendar moves closer to the 

October go-live date for 

ConnectCarolina, the project team 

and business owners are ramping up 

the extensive process of Payroll Parallel Testing. Here’s how it works. 

ASK, SUGGEST, CO[~i~ENT 

What’s On Your M~nd? 
ConnectCarolina means lots of changes for 

faculty, staff and students. Use the form on tt~is 

page to submit your questions, ideas, concerns ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

or feedback about ConnectCarolina. We want to know what’s on your mind, so 



we can help you transition to and use this new system. 

CLASSROOb~, CBT~ WEBINAR 

Everything You Need to 
Know About Training! 

Everyone who ~411 be using ConnectCarolina 

will receive the training they need -- and, 

training is required for access to the system. Because so many people need 

training, we are delivering it in a variety of ways. 

COUNTDOWN: t04 DAYS TO GOoLIVE 

How and When 
ConnectCaro~ina Go Live? 

The transition to ConnectCarolina 

will not be as simple as flipping a 

sw4tch. Many, many tasks will be 

executed over several weeks to 

transition from legacy systems to 

Connect Carolina. 

Read online. 

DON’T ~[SS 

WeNnar Addresses 
Chartfie~ds Changes 

Are you on top of the Chartfield 



changes coming with 

ConnectCarolina? Learn about them 

in a new Chartfields webinar 

recording now available online. 

Click here. 

Learn more about the project and how you can get involved° 

Know someone who needs to know more about ConnectCaro~ina? 

this newsletter and encourase them to subscdbeo 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, June 18, 2014 6:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Di.Y. Dining and More 

View this in a browser 

June 18, 2014 

D.I.Y. Dining 
Looking to take charge of your own eating, 

and maybe save some money in the 

process? Then make a mid-year resolution: 

cook more! The Times’s ~)ir~ng & W~ne 
section has all the resources you need to 

move your daily diet in a decidedly 

delicious direction -- with a smorgasbord of 

recipes to suit every palate, from Scrambled 

Peters and     to Skillet Chicken Wkh Rht@arb to Duck With Cherries and Red 
Wine Vinegar (plus divine desserts to top it all off). P.S. Eric Asimov’s monthly 

Wine School colt~mn will teach you the art of perfect pairings to accompany your 

homemade creations. 

Food Curated: Zucker Bakery’s 
Cookies 

Inside Zucker Bakery in the East Village, 
where Zohar Zohar, the owner and head 
baker, creates cookies and pastries that 
incorporate the flavors of Israel and other 
countries. 

Watch Videe 

London Men’s Fashion Week Street 

S~.le 
At London men’s fashion week, the looks 
ranged from dapper to experimental and all the 
men’s wear fashion editors in cropped pants 
and sneakers in between. 



Interactive Feature I Spot the Ball 
We’ve gathered some highlights from the 
World Cup games and made one important 
change --we removed the ball. Relive the 
highlights and see if you can guess where the 
ball is. 

ARTS I Met Opera Cancels Simulcast 

of "Klinghoffer" 
The Metropolitan Opera has said that it 
decided that a simulcast of John Adams’s "The 
Death of Klinghoffer~’ could stir up anti- 
Semitism. 

June 11 - June 17, 2014 

ADVERT SEMENT 

Seeing Red in the Gene Pool 

Dean at M.I.T. Resigns, Ending a 28-Year Lie 



Massacre Claim Shakes Iraq 

Eric Cantor and the Death of a Movement 

World Cup Opinions in 19 Countries: Likes, 

Dislikes, Predictions 

ADVERTISEMENT 

ON THE RUNWAY I Burberry Gives a Garden 

Party 

MAGAZINE I The End of Cuisine 

THEATER I Thornton Wilder’s "Our Town" at 

Green-Wood Cemetery 



HOME & GARDEN I On Location: Haarlo, the 

Netherlands 

MUSIC REVIEW I Wrestling With Heartache in ~ 
a Birthplace of Soul 

Stay connected with 

Manage your 
subscriptions > 

Email The Times > 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department. You received this message 
because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe I Change Your Email I Privacy I Advertise 

The New York Times Company I 620 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018 
NYTimes.com I Copyright 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <ENews@genewiz.com> 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 3:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Anniversary 15% Off Services and Name Our Wizard Contest 

Time is running out to help GENEWIZ name our wizard! All of our Facebook followers and 
friends are invited to participate in the contest. Post your suggestion for our wizard’s 

name, and why your name should be selected, on the GENEWIZ Facebook page anytime 
until midnight (ET) on Monday, June 30, 2014. 

The person who suggests the winning name will receive an iPad mini! 

GENEWIZ 15th Anniversary Celebration 

Redeem your discounts on Sanger DNA Sequencing, Gene Synthesis, Next 
Generation Sequencing, Plasmid Preparation, and other Molecular Biology 

Services, until midnight on Monday, June 30, 2014. 
Click a box for more information! 



GENE SYNTHESIS 
AN NIVERSARY SALE 

% 
OFF 

MQLECULAR B~OLOGY 
AN NIVERSARY SALE 

% 
OFF 

TARGETED RESEQUENC~NG 
ANNIVERSARY SALE 

% 
FF 

ANNIVERSARY SALE 

FREE 
SEQUENCING 
REACTIONS 

SMALL GENE 

GENEWIZ, Inc t15 Corporate Boulevard South Ptainfetd, N3 07080 United States 

You received this email because you are subscribed to Narketing Information from GENEWIZ~ Inc, 

Update your email preferences to choose the types of emails you receive 

Unsubscribe from all future emaits 
~4~zard name suggestions will be accepted until lf:59 p.m. eastern dine on ~londa~ June 3t~ 20f4. Ndmes mus~ be posted to 

the GENEW~ Inc. Facebook wall to be included #~ naming contest" ndme submissions v~a emaH or any o~her med~a wH~ not 

be e~igiMe to w#~ the contes£ One n~me sudgesdon permuted per pos# mu#iple name sugdestions per post wd~ not be 

e[Lg~Me to win the contes£ Duplicate name sugv~esdons wifi not be el(~ble ~o win dne contes£ Five quafi~/ing name 

suggestions will be p~tcked for voting. Name voting ~ill be open Ju~y 2-3~, 20~4, on the GENE~qZ, Inc. Facebook page Vodnd 

Hinged to one vote per Facebook user. Vodng wig Mose at 5:00 p.m. eastern dine on Thu~:sday, Ju~y 31, 20~4. Contest winner 

wdl be nodf~ed via emafi on Frida~c August ~, 20f4 G~N~W/Z #~c resem#es the Hght to remove and disqualify any ~rrelevan~ 

inapproprfate, or offendve names frorn the contest at any time. 

Void where prohibited~ 

Powered by HubSpot 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Classics <mail.jwwbopbmaiavwisz@tandf.msgfocus.com> 

Friday, June 20, 2014 10:15 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Free to View: A Portrait of Roman Britain 

View Inside: A Portrait of Roman Britain 
Is this email not displaying correctly? View it jn yoM[ b[#ws~r I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Friend 

A Portrait of Roman Britain 

John Wacher 

A Portrait of Roman Britain breaks new ground in enabling us to visualise 

the changes in town and countryside 

brought by Roman military and civilian 

needs. 

Also of interest: 

This book is available to view for free in 

its entirety for the month of June. Click 

on the blue "View Inside" button to start 

reading! Learn more=== 

Pb:978-0-415-51860-4:[~28.00/$49.95 

Click here to explore our full selection of Ancient History titles that 

are free to view in June! 

Taylor & Francis eBooks 

This title is available in both print and as an eBook 

so you can read in whichever format you prefer. 

It is also available as part of our History eCollection 

on tandfebooks=com where we have a range of 

institutional purchase options. Choose from over 

Pompeii and 

Hercu~anem: A 

Sourcebook, 2rid Edition 



1,600 individual titles, or invest in whole subject-specific collections - the 

choice is yours. 

Ask your librarian to contact us today! 

(~ Taylo~ & Francis Ro,udedge ~ Psychology Press 

Si,qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2014 Taylor & Francis, an Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no. 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-41 Mortimer Street, London, WlT 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe, please click here. Please note this is an automated operation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Friday, June 20, 2014 11:07 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

sotintern@gmail.com 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: Gigabit Internet/Riches to Rags/Bombadil 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at ~):/iwunc.org/tsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

Gigabit Internet New To Four NC Cities: Raleigh, Cary, Durham and Winston-Salem have signed on to an 
agreement with AT&T for high-speed fiber optic Internet service. The service operates at one gigabit per 
second, which translates to 25 song downloads per second. But this ultra-fast service is not new everywhere in 
the state. The cities of Wilson and Salisbury started working on their own fiber systems years ago. That was 
before a 2011 state law restricted municipalities from building publicly-owned broadband networks. Host Frank 
Stasio talks with Lauren Ohnesorge, Triangle Business Journal reporter, and Paul Jones, Information and 
Library Science professor at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

A Riches To Rags Story: "Big Edie" and "Little Edie" Beale, a mother and daughter pair related to Jacqueline 
Kennedy Onassis, were once part of Hamptons high society. The women later became estranged from their 
family and fell into squalor. A Broadway musical based on Grey Gardens, the 1975 documentary about their 
lives, is on stage in Raleigh. The show, presented by The Justice Theater Project, combines a fictional 
imagining of the younger lives of the Beales with scenes and songs based on their real lives and dialogue. Host 
Frank Stasio talks to Melissa Zeph; managing director of The Justice Theater Project and actors Jess Barbour 
and Jeri Lynn Schulke. 

Bombadil Jumps Back Into Tarpits and Canyonland~. Melodic rhythms and adventurous harmonies are 
hallmarks of the music of Durham-based folk rock band Bombadil. But the songs are more than their melodies; 
Bombadil’s songs are rooted in sentimental and witty stories about characters like caterpillars and bears. On 
the fifth anniversary of their first album, Tarpits and Canyon/ands, they will perform it live Saturday at Cat’s 
Cradle in Carrboro at 8:30 PM. Host Frank Stasio talks with Bombadil members Daniel Michalak on bass, James 
Phillips on drums, Stuart Robinson on piano and Bryan Rahija on guitar, and they perform live. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

The American Prospect <info@prospect.org> 
Friday, June 20, 2014 11:46 AM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
HISTORIC BREAKTHROUGH 

This paid message from the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee is 
being sent to you via The American Prospect. 

93:1.,56:1. people and counting have signed the petition 

for a Constitutional amendment to end Citizens United. 

We are so close to reaching ONE MILLION signatures to 
overturn Citizens United!!! That’ll be a major 

embarrassment to the Koch brothers and a serious 
setback to their efforts to buy our elections. 

We’re just 68,439 signatures short! Will you add your 
name now? 



SIGN YOUR NAME: 

Paid for by the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee I 430 South Capitol Street SE, Washington, DC 

20003 
(202) 863-1500 I www.dccc.org I Not authorized by any candidate or candidate’s committee. 

The Amercan Prospect does not endorse any po tical cand date polit ca organ zation commercal product process or 
serv ce The yews expressed in this communication do not constitute an endorsement or recommendation by the 

Amer can Prospect. 

Copyright @ 2013 The American Prospect 
1710 Rhode Island Ave NW 

~v~JSashington, DC 20036 

UNSUBSCRIBE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <mail.j wwbopbhmiwytwyef@tandf.msgfocus.com> 

Saturday, June 21, 2014 10:15 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Start your summer off with Routledge’s summer reading list! 

20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 

Is this email not displaying correctly? View it)~ y#~[ ~[~ws~[ [ Add to safe senders [ Forward to a Friend 

Celebrate the start of 
summer with 
Routledge! 

We have a lot of great new books 
to help you further your 
professional development while 
school’s out for summer. To view 
our summer reading list, please 
c~ick here. 

We’re offering 20% OFF* all titles through June 25th. 

Simply enter discount code RRK81 at checkout and 

receive 20% OFF!* Remember, all web orders over $35 receive FREE SNIPPING in the US and Canada. 

*Offer vafid only with web orders at routledge, com, routledge.com/eyeoneducation, 

focalpress.com, psypress.com or routledgementalhealth, com. 

Share the Savings: 

Si,qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2014 Taylor & Francis, an Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no. 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-41 Mortimer Street, London, WlT 3JH. 



you wish to unsubscribe, please click her~e. Please note this is an automated operation. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

The American Prospect <info@prospect.org> 
Saturday, June 21, 2014 10:46 AM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
HISTORIC BREAKTHROUGH 

This paid message from the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee is 
being sent to you via The American Prospect. 

93:1.,56:1. people and counting have signed the petition 

for a Constitutional amendment to end Citizens United. 

We are so close to reaching ONE MILLION signatures to 
overturn Citizens United!!! That’ll be a major 

embarrassment to the Koch brothers and a serious 
setback to their efforts to buy our elections. 

We’re just 68,439 signatures short! Will you add your 
name now? 



SIGN YOUR NAME: 

Paid for by the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee I 430 South Capitol Street SE, Washington, DC 

20003 
(202) 863-1500 I www.dccc.org I Not authorized by any candidate or candidate’s committee. 

The Amercan Prospect does not endorse any po tical cand date polit ca organ zation commercal product process or 
serv ce The yews expressed in this communication do not constitute an endorsement or recommendation by the 

Amer can Prospect. 

Copyright @ 2013 The American Prospect 
1710 Rhode Island Ave NW 

~v~JSashington, DC 20036 

UNSUBSCRIBE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 9:56 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

sotintern@gmail.com 

[wunc_sot] The State Of Things: Air Quality/Torture/Fairy Tales 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at ~:i/wur~c.orgitsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

Air Quality Shapes Public Health: Stronger emission controls in North Carolina are closely 
associated with declining death rates from respiratory illnesses like asthma and emphysema, 
according to a Duke University study released this week. Collaborating with the North Carolina 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources, researchers accessed state public health data 
and air monitoring measurements and merged the information in a way that has not been done 
before. At the same time, state lawmakers are considering legislation that may impact the state’s air- 
quality stations. Host Frank Stasio talks with the study’s lead author, Dr. H. Kim Lyerly, Duke 
professor in surgery, pathology and immunology, and News & Observer health and science reporter 
Sarah Wheeler. 

The Ethics of Torture: Many have criticized the American government’s use of torture since 9/11 
including military experts who say it it is ineffective. But for Christian ethicist David Gushee, the very 
question of effectiveness is a degrading one. He believes the usefulness of a behavior does not affect 
its morality. Gushee is part of the non-governmental, bipartisan Task Force on Detainee Treatment, 
convened by the Constitution Project. Gushee speaks tonight at 7pm at Pullen Memorial Baptist 
Church in Raleigh. A declassified report on CIA torture is expected to be released by the Senate 
Select Committee on Intelligence later this summer. Host Frank Stasio talks with David Gushee, 
Christian ethicist and professor at Mercer University. 

Not So Happy Ever After: Walt Disney’s fairy tale adaptations are known for their neat, happy 
endings. But in their original states, these tales were rife with darkness and despair. Writer and poet 
Maureen Sherbondy embraces the gloom in her new book, "Beyond Fairy Tales: Poems in Concrete 
& Flesh" (Main Street Rag Publishing Company/2014). Host Frank Stasio talks with Sherbondy 
about bringing familiar characters into the modern context with a darkly comedic spin. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Thursday, June 26, 2014 11:43 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

sotintern@gmail.com 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: Mapping Inequality/Segregation Again 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at http:/iwa~lc.org/tsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

Mapping Inequality: After the stock market crash of 1929, Americans across the country were in danger of 
losing their houses to foreclosure. The federal government stepped in, providing bonds for homeowners to 
refinance their mortgages as part of the New Deal. But in larger cities, the government drew boundaries 
between neighborhoods that were eligible and ineligible for new loans. The so-called "risky" areas were usually 
low-income, African-American communities. This is widely considered the source of redlining, or denying 
benefits based on racial divides. Today, "Mapping Inequality," a project with roots at UNC-Chapel Hill draws 
those original boundaries over today’s maps of inner cities to show their lasting effects. Host Frank Stasio talks 
with Richard Marciano, founder of "Mapping Inequality" and professor of Information Studies at the University 
of Maryland; and Nathan Connolly, history professor at Johns Hopkins University. 

Segregation Again: This year marks the 60th anniversary of Brown V. Board of Education, the landmark 
Supreme Court decision that ushered in the era of school desegregation. But a recent report by The Civil 
Rights Project documents North Carolina’s shiffc from being a leader in desegregation efforts to a state whose 
schools are increasingly more segregated by both race and socio-economic status. The report shows 
segregation has concrete impacts on both the educational and social experiences of students. Host Frank 
Stasio talks with Jenn Ayscue, research associate at The Civil Rights Project who co-authored the report; and 
Mark Dorosin, managing attorney at The UNC Center for Civil Rights. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

The American Prospect <info@prospect.org> 
Friday, June 27, 2014 12:35 PM 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Earn your M.A. in International Relations from American University 

This paid messa,qe from American University’s top-ten ranked School of International 
Service (SIS) is bein,q sent to you via The American Prospect. 

Earn your NoAo 
in Internationa  Relations 
Online 

Dear Prospective Student, 

Would you like to develop the skills to make a greater impact 
on global affairs? American University’s top-ten ranked 

School of International Service (SIS) now offers its Master of 
M~s in -International Rdatio~s degree oMine with the 
availability to specialize in International Development. 

Classes and coursework are designed by renowned SIS faculty 
to develop leaders who affect change in international 
development subjects such as: 

Global health policy 



Inequality, growth and financial stability 
Environmental politics 

International Relations Online students use innovative virtual 
campus technology to earn their degrees. Students of the 

online program can take classes and complete coursework 
from anywhere in the world. Keep your current job or 
continue to travel while earning an education that will allow 

you to improve the lives of others across the globe. 

Learn more about International Relations OMine here. 

Sincerely, 

International Relations Online 
School of International Service 
American University 

1.855.3o6.2847 ] admissions @IRonline.american.edu 

1.855.306.2847 ] IRonline.american.ed u 

The Amer can Prospect does not endorse any po ticN cand date, polit ca organ zation, commerc al product, process, or 
serv ce, The views expressed in this communicat on do not const tute an endorsement or recommendation by the 

Amer can Prespect 

Copyright @ 2013 The Amer can Prospect 
1710 Rhode sland Ave 

\!Vsshington DC 20036 

UNSUBSCRIBE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review Bookshop <newsletter@londonreviewbookshop.co.uk> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 6:27 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Exciting News From the London Review Bookshop 

London Review Bookshop. 2 July 2014 \£m@*/Iondonreviewbookshop co uk 

The range of titles available from our website is about to 
expand! From Thursday 3 July, we are partnering with 
Blackwells to fulfil our online orders. You’ll have more than 
double the number of books to choose from, FREE postage 
on all UK orders over £20, and speedy delivery. 

And to browse even more titles, visit our Bloomsbury shop - 
you’ll find many books from small independent presses that 
you won’t see elsewhere. Meet our expe~ booksellers, and 
enjoy a cup of tea and slice of cake from the London Review 
Cake Shop. 

Visit our website for information on our ~atest events, great 
reading guides and recommendations, and much more. 

14 Buc}, Place, Lo ndo n, WC IA 2J L 
00 44 (0)20 7269 9030 
bookshop@londonrev ewbookshop.co.uk 
Opening Hours 
Monday to Saturday 10 a.m o 6:30 
Sunday 12 

You can unsubscr be or update your emal preferences at any time on our website 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 11:10 AM 

WUNC SOT <sot@wunc.org> 

sotintern@gmail.com 

[wunc_sot] The State of Things: Legislative Update/Science Grant/Kim Church 

This is the email update for WUNC’s "The State of Things". Visit our web site at http:/iwu~,c.org/tsot. To leave 
this list, follow the directions at the end of this email. Thanks for listening! The State of Things is produced by 
North Carolina Public Radio- WUNC. 

Live From the Museum Of Natural Sciences in Downtown Raleigh. 
Watch the streaming video of today’s live show at 

Legislative Update: Tuesday marked the start of a new fiscal year, but the state legislature has yet 
to reach an agreement on budget adjustments. The House and Senate are still at odds over how to 
spend money on education and Medicaid. Lawmakers are also trying to sort out a coal ash regulation 
bill, public records rules for charter schools, and higher penalties for prison inmates who obtain cell 
phones. Host Frank Stasio talks with WUNC capitol reporter Jorge Valencia and WUNC education 
policy reporter Reema Khrais about the latest in the short session. 

Supergluing Your Face For Science: A project at the Museum of Natural Sciences pulls samples of 
face mites from subjects’ faces which can be examined under a microscope. The research is one of 
several projects that bring scientists and North Carolina teachers together through funding from the 
National Science Foundation. Host Frank Stasio talks with Rob Dunn, lead investigator on the grant 
and biology professor at North Carolina State University; Julie Urban, Assistant Director of the 
Genomics & Micro Lab at the Nature Research Center; and Amy Lawson, 8th grade science teacher 
at Burgaw Middle School and project participant. 

Letters To The Unborn: After a whirlwind reunion with a childhood friend, Addie Lockwood finds 
herself unexpectedly pregnant. Never aspiring to motherhood, she chooses adoption without telling 
the father. But even before the child is born, Addie feels compelled to write letters to him. The story is 
the premise of Byrd (Dzanc Books/2014), a new novel by Raleigh-based author Kim Church. Host 
Frank Stasio talks with Church about her debut work. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uw. edu> 

Saturday,                 1:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thank you 

Dear Prof. Smith, 

It was a pleasure meeting you the other day; thank you so much for taking time off from your busy schedule and meeting with me. I 
enjoyed the conversation and appreciated your engagement with my research and teaching. 

If you have any more questions about my research or teaching, please do not hesitate to contact me at juneds@uw.edu 
(cell) 

Congratulations on your new book. 
Best wishes, 
Juned 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,                 6:3 8 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Tuesday, questions and pointers: HIST 

Professor Smith, 

emailed me her list of five reviewers today for Kubler, which 
reads: 

1) George T. Dickie 
2) John Howland Rowe 
3) C.A. Burland 
4) Priscilla Colt 
5) Jan Bialostocki 

Since I received this list I’ve been searching for others and I can’t seem 
to find them anywhere. I’ve tried using GoogleScholar and an advanced 
search on JSTOR, but these five are the only ones that are showing up in 
the results. Do you have any other suggestions as to where I should 
search? 

Thank you, 

On Sun, 20 Feb 2011 17:51:44 -0500 (EST), JAY M Smith 
<j ay smith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Marc Bloch (1886-1944) and Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie (the latter still 
alive, 
> though now in his ’80s) were two of the most influential historians of 
the 
> 20th century, not only in France but throughout the world. Bloch, with 
> his colleague Lucien Febvre, founded the journal Annales d’Histoire 
> Economique et Sociale, and thereby founded the famous Annales "school" of 
> historical practice, which exerted enormous influence on 20th-century 
> historical research and writing in Europe, North America, and elsewhere. 

> Le Roy Ladurie is a "third-generation" member of the Annales school (not 

an 
> actual school, though it had a kind of home base at the Ecole des Hautes 
> Etudes inParis), and carried forward many of Bloch and Febvre’s guiding 

> principles: the idea that historical study requires rigorous methods, 

that 
> "political" history is actually much less important than economic and 
> social history, that deep structures and patterns of organization 

> condition the human experience, that historical analysis requires 

> comparison, empirical density, and (for Le Roy Ladurie) quantification. 

> The two pieces you’re reading are unusual. The first, an excerpt from 

> Bloch’s The Historian’s Craft, was written while Bloch was on the run 
from 
> the Gestapo; he would eventually be eXeCUted by the Nazis. The book is 

his 
> most "philosophical" writing, though you’ll see that it’s quite breezy, 

> filled with asides and anecdotes that seem unconnected. Le Roy Ladurie’s 

> essay was his inaugural lecture at the Coll~ge de France, where he had 
> taken over for his mentor Feruand Braudel (a "second-generation" 
Annaliste) 
> as Chair in the History of Modern Civilization. The first 9 pages are 



> filled with inside references and allusions that you may find 
frustrating. 
> Just try to get the gist (and appreciate his sense of humor) and start 
> paying close attention on p. 9. 
> 
> 1. What point is Bloch trying to make on p. 41, when he writes of the 
> "mighty convulsions" that stretch from "the beginning of time to the 
> present"? 
> 
> 2. You’ll hear echoes of Zerubavel, and even Memento, in Bloch, but to 
> which historical theorist (encountered in our course) does he relate 
most? 
> Why is that? 
> 
> 3. In Le Roy Ladurie, what is a "Malthusian check"? What does his way 
of 
> looking at the medieval/early-modem past reveal to the critical eye? 
> What, if anything, gets occluded or obscured in this approach’? 
> 
> 4. Whose "method" or "philosophy" of the past do you find most 
appealing? 
> Most humane? Most compelling? Would Bloch have been surprised by 
anything 
> Le Roy Ladurie had to say? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 21,2011 9:14 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Brief conversation 

Also, I think it might be good for us to talk for a few minutes this afternoon about 
the plans for fixed term appointments. I’m sending out an announcement of opportunities 
for CCO teaching in the fall (to grad students) today. And we should probably do something 
similar with the on-campus opportunities? We’ll have to make other adjustments, but this 
will get us started. I could meet around 2:30 (also a bit earlier or later), if that works for you. 

best, Lloyd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,                 10:58 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Tuesday, questions and pointers: HIST 

Okay, great. Thanks!! 

On Mon, 21 Feb 2011 00:20:59 +0000, "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> No, I don’t. But if you can’t find any others, go ahead and use the same 
> ones. Just don’t compare notes on them, and that should be fine. 
> 

> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, 6:37 PM 
> To: Smith, Jay M 
> Subject: Re: Tuesday, questions and pointers: HIST: 
> 

> Professor Smith, 
> 
> emailed me her list of five reviewers today for Kubler, which 
> reads: 
> 
> 1) George T. Dickie 
> 2) John Howland Rowe 
> 3) C.A. Burland 
> 4) Priscilla Colt 
> 5) Jan Bialostocki 
> 

> Since I received this list I’ve been searching for others and I can’t 
seem 
> to find them anywhere. I’ve tried using GoogleScholar and an advanced 
> search on JSTOR, but these five are the only ones that are showing up in 
> the results. Do you have any other suggestions as to where I should 
> search? 
> 
> Thank you, 
> 

> 

> 

> On Sun, 20 Feb 2011 17:51:44 -0500 (EST), JAY M Smith 
> <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Marc Bloch (1886-1944) and Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie (the latter still 
> alive, 
>> though now in his ’80s) were two of the most influential historians of 
> the 
>> 20th century, not only in France but throughout the world. Bloch, with 
>> his colleague Lucien Febvre, founded the journal Annales d’Histoire 
>> Economique et Sociale, and thereby founded the famous Annales "school" 
of 
>> historical practice, which exerted enormous influence on 20th-century 
>> historical research and writing in Europe, North America, and elsewhere. 
> 
>> Le Roy Ladurie is a "third-generation" member of the Annales school (not 
> an 

>> actual school, though it had a kind of home base at the Ecole des Hautes 
>> Etudes inParis), and carried forward many of Bloch and Febvre’s guiding 
>> principles: the idea that historical study requires rigorous methods, 
> that 
>> "political" history is actually much less important than economic and 
>> social history, that deep structures and patterns of organization 



>> condition the human experience, that historical analysis requires 
>> comparison, empirical density, and (for Le Roy Ladurie) quantification. 
>> 
>> The two pieces you’re reading are unusual. The first, an excerpt from 
>> Bloch’s The Historian’s Craft, was written while Bloch was on the run 
> from 
>> the Gestapo; he would eventually be executed by the Nazis. The book is 
> his 

>> most "philosophical" writing, though you’ll see that it’s quite breezy, 
>> filled with asides and anecdotes that seem unconnected. Le Roy 
Ladurie’ s 
>> essay was his inaugural lecture at the Collhge de France, where he had 
>> taken over for his mentor Femand Braudel (a "second-generation" 
> Annaliste) 
>> as Chair in the History of Modem Civilization. The first 9 pages are 
>> filled with inside references and allusions that you may find 
> frustrating. 
>> Just try to get the gist (and appreciate his sense of humor) and start 
>> paying close attention on p. 9. 
>> 
>> 1. What point is Bloch trying to make on p. 41, when he writes of the 
>> "mighty convulsions" that stretch from "the beginning of time to the 
>> present"? 
>> 
>> 2. You’ll hear echoes of Zerubavel, and even Memento, in Bloch, but to 
>> which historical theorist (encountered in our course) does he relate 
> most? 
>> Why is that? 
>> 
>> 3. In Le Roy Ladurie, what is a "Malthusian check"? What does his way 
> of 

>> looking at the medieval!early-modem past reveal to the critical eye? 
>> What, if anything, gets occluded or obscured in this approach? 
>> 
>> 4. Whose "method" or "philosophy" of the past do you find most 
> appealing? 
>> Most humane? Most compelling? Would Bloch have been surprised by 
> anything 
>> Le Roy Ladurie had to say? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 11:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: see attached ..... 

Hi Prof Smith-- 

Alas, for whatever reason, I do not seem to have received the attachment... 

Looking forward to class tomorrow- 

On , at 11:40 PM, Smith, Jay M wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 11:49 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: see attached ..... 

Got it this time- thanks. 

On , at 11:46 PM, Smith, Jay M wrote: 

OK, let’s try again... 

From: [ @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:45 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: see attached ..... 

Hi Prof Smith-- 

Alas, for whatever reason, I do not seem to have received the attachment... 

Looking forward to class tomorrow- 

On , at 11:40 PM, Smith, Jay M wrote: 

feedback.docx><Smith part 2 draft marked up.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

vmanders <vmanders@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 11:45 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Grade for ..’s ? 

Hi Jay, 
I need a grade for ’s Hist    with you. We need to a post semester drop/add and it requires a 
grade. If you email me one, I’ll put the paperwork in process! 
Cheers, 
vi 

Violet Anderson 

History Dept, CB 3195 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-9823 

vmanders@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandra S <payne@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 4:12 PM 

French Cultural Studies <fcs@listserv.unc.edu> 

[fcs] Reminder: French Cultural Studies Seminar Jan. 22 with Michael Mulvey 

Reminder: 

At the next meeting of the French Cultural Studies seminar, we will discuss Dr. Michael Mulvey’s 
paper, "What’s So Funny About Rabbi Jacob’? ’Les Aventures de Rabbi Jacob’ (1973) and the Politics 
of French Cinematic Comedy." 

We’ll meet this Sunday, Jan. 22 from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the National Humanities Center. 

To get a copy of the paper, write Sandi Payne Greene (payne@email.unc.edu) and she’ll send you 
one. 

We look forward to seeing you at what is sure to be an excellent discussion. 

We’d also like to take this chance to give you the spring schedule. Mark your calenders now. 

February 19: 
March 11: 
March 18 
Germany." 
April 22:, 

IStanford) 
(Columbia College) - joint meeting (at 5:00) with Intellectual History group 

(King’s College London) "The Cult of Charlemagne and Napoleon’s Domination of 

(East Carolina) 

Looking forward to seeing you on Sunday, Jan. 22 at 5 p.m., 

Don Reid and Jim Winders, co-convenors 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http://carolinaseminars.u nc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to fcs as: iaysmith~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=21228869.862b6cf049b30868315c5bc4a5792888&n=T&l=fcs&o=30676751 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30676751-21228869.862b6cf049b30868315c5bc4a5792888~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 8:08 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

In Berlin 

London Review of Books newsletter 

VOL. 35 NO. 11 Visit kb.eo.uk [~ > 

In Berlin 
Neal Ascherson 

Merkel sometimes looks placid, sometimes cross and 
disappointed, sometimes she smiles politely at 
foreigners over coffee and cakes. So she reminds people 
of Mum, and those who want to keep holding her hand 
think they know what she wants. Others, in despair, 
confess they have no idea. She seems to have no policy 

of her own. Instead, after a suitable delay, she takes on 
opposition policies in a diluted form. To describe what 

she does, or rather doesn[]t, intellectual critics have 
coined a frightful new German word word: 
Entinhaltlichung. []It means what it says, [] a Berlin 
friend tells me: [] Decontentification. [] More 

X LRB b!og 

Alex Drace-Francis: i::: Migration Watch E:: Watch 

Jon Day: On $’~{hitehall 

Jonathan Romney: In Cannes 

Thomas Jones: You are the prime minister 

The Syrian War Spills Over 
Patrick Cockburn 

That Assad [] s government is on its last legs has always been something of a myth. 

YouTube videos of victorious rebel fighters capturing military outposts and seizing 
government munitions distract attention from the fact that the war is entering its 
third year and the insurgents have succeeded in capturing just one of the 14 
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provincial capitals. The Syrian rebels were never as strong militarily as the outside 
world supposes. But they have always been way ahead of the government in their 

access to the international media. More 

Against Alice Munro 
Christian Lorentzen 

Reading ten of Mice Munro[]s collections in a row has induced in me not a glow of 

admiration but a state of mental torpor that spread into the rest of my life. I became 

sad, like her characters, and like them I got sadder. I grew attuned to the ways life is 

shabby or grubby, words that come up all the time in her stories, as well as to 

people [] s residential and familial histories, details she never leaves out. I saw 

everyone heading towards cancer, or a case of dementia that would rob them of the 

memories of the little adulteries they[] d probably committed and must have spent 

their whole lives thinking about. More 

Thatcher [] s Rise 
David Runciman 

Thatcher[] s focused, blinkered, relentless style of politics didn []t bring clarity as is 

so often claimed. It brought a hotchpotch of small revolutions that could appear like, 

but didn[]t amount to, a much larger one. The present mess in British politics owes 

as much to the incoherence of her political thinking as it does to her supposed 

radicalism. Still, all our current leaders want to be her. Ed Miliband is hoping that 

it[]s 1977 all over again and he can be the one who surfs to power on a sea-change he 

has initiated in the battle of ideas. Cameron and Osborne are hoping it[]s 1981 and 

they can be the ones who hold their nerve at just the point when the economists and 

intellectuals are all bleating that the austerity experiment has failed. More 

Also in this issue 

At the Movies 
Michael xWood 

Short Cuts 

Francis FitzGibbon 

At Annely Juda 
Iain Sinclair 

Subscribers can also read: 

Nicholas Penny: Titian 

Theo Tait: Ghosts 

Sheila Heti: Mad Wives 

Adam Mars-Jones: Kate Atkinson 

Bee Wilson: The Redgraves 

Tony Wood: Oi! in Russia 

Joyce Chaplin: Disease Goes Globa! 

Jenny Diski: In Praise of Older Men 

Letters 

Copyright [] LoMon Review of Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 
email: registrar@lrb,co.uk [] You can unsubscfibe or update your email preferences at any time on our website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              4:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

early modern history comp 

Early Modern History Comp.docx; ATT00001.c 

Dear Jay, 

Please find my comp attached. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                8:27 PM 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Lecture from 

On , at 5:26 PM, wrote: 

Prof. Smith, 
Are you planning to post the Lecture Powerpoint for Friday, 
notes, but I like to print off the pictures as a visual stimulant. 

I have most of the 

Thank vou. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               8:43 AM 

<       @email.unc.edu> 

Re: midterm Hist 

A PI~ on each page is fine. As for the other issue--I believe the instru 

On           , at 12:09 AM,       @email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hey Prof. Smith, 
This is , from your MW class at 12:00pm. I had a question about the midterm. Well 
actually two and a half. You said you didn’t want our names on the pages in the headings but is it 
okay of we put our PID in the heading? That way if a page gets lost it can be referenced back to 
the cover sheet. Also in the first question, when we state whom we think was the more trustworthy 
historian, would you like us to also mention why we think the other historians are not as 
trustworthy? Or do you prefer us to just speak on the one? Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 29, 2008 9:58 AM 

michael uchrin"             @gmail.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             11:43 AM 

Re: ) 

article 26.04 

.> 

As you know, I like the basics of your argument, so I have relatively 
little to criticize. I’ve attached my "track changes" edited version of 
the paper, which of course you can use or ignore as you see fit. Other 
than making a handful of stylistic changes and suggestions, I have only 
2-3 suggestions for changing the substance. All of these are explained 
more fully in my comments, which you’ll see in the margins, but 
basically they are: 1) The opening could make a point about Peter’s 
"technical" understanding of the west and how it contrasts with the 
broader moral!philosophical heritage of the west and how the absorption 
of that larger culture posed problems for Peter’s restrictive 
understanding of westernization; 2) the conclusion needs to look ahead 
chronologically, if only briefly, so that the reader understands how 
your argument may change the way the whole 18th century is to be 
understood; 3) the drafting of the grievances in 1730 (or 173 l?)--I 
think you need to offer a different way of understanding that event and 
its importance, or unimportance, in 18th-century Russian history. That 
will fill out your argument and make its full resonance clear for all 
students of the period. Let me know if you have trouble understanding 
or interpreting any of my comments. 

As for a journal--I think you should aim for the leading 
English-language journal in Russian or Russian/East European or 
Russian/Slavic studies. I think this is potentially a very important 
article for the Russian history field and will be seen as such. I just 
wish I knew which journals were the leading ones! Good luck. -Jay Smith 

wrote: 
> Dear Professor Smith, 
> hope you are doing well, and the semester is finally behind you! 
> I was wondering if you might’ve had a chance to look, however briefly, at my draft. I realize how busy you are, so I would greatly 
appreciate even the most cursory of comments :) 
> 
> By any chance, you are not going to be in Paris next week, are you? 
> 
> sorry for bothering you with that, 
> 

> sincerely 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 23, 2010 5:43 PM 

Greg Mole < @gmail.com> 
Re: Carrel App 

Greg: 

Sure. I’ll be around a lot Wednesday, possibly other days. I teach at 

noon but will likely be around in my office most of the morning and then 
some after. Just let me know when to expect you--besides, I need to 
hear about all your finds in Paris. -Jay 

On 8/23/10 4:28 PM, Greg Mole wrote: 
Hey Jay, 

Was wondering if you will be on campus at all this week. I am filling 
out a carrel application and need to get your signature on it if it 
isn’t too much trouble. 

Thanks, 

Greg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 4:47 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Lecture questions 

See CAPS 

On 11/26/10 3:08 PM, wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 
In going through my class notes, I came across a couple of questions: 

1. in regards to Benard of Clairvaux: when he said that bishops should be the heirs of Peter 

and not Constantine, what was he talking about and which peter was he referring to? HE 

MEANT JESUS’ APOSTLE PETER, THE MYTHICAL FIRST BISHOP OF ROME AND THEREFORE 

THE ALLEGED FOUNDER OF THE PAPACY. PETER WAS A POOR PREACHER; CONSTANTINE A 
POWERFUL RULER. 

2. what do you mean when you say "pastoral impulses"? A PASTOR TAKES CARE OF THE 

FLOCK, NURTURES AND PROTECTS IT. THE PASTORAL IMPULSE CONTRASTED, IN MY 

LECTURE, WITH THE IMPULSE TO DISCIPLINE AND COERCE. 
3. can you please explain the differences between the spiritual and conventual Franciscans? 

THE CONVENTUALS WERE THE ONES WHO EVENTUALLY COMPROMISED WITH THE 

GENERAL WORLDLINESS OF THE CHURCH (AND THUS, FOR EXAMPLE, JUSTFIED 
FRANCISCANS’ OWENERSHIP OF PROPERTY), WHEREAS THE SPIRITUALS WERE THE ONES 

WHO INSISTED ON REMAINING TRUE TO SINT FRANCIS’S ORIGINAL INTENT TO LIVE BY ALMS 

ALONE, AND TO PREACH THE WORD BAREFOOT IN THE STREETS. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 14, 2011 1:39 PM 

Greg Mole < @gmail.com> 

Re: 

Greg: 

For the first statement .... generally looks very good. I had only a few wording corrections/suggestions. A 
couple of times you use intra when you mean inter- (an important one to correct since you’re posing as a 
transationalist here). You say "being" when you meant "begin" my research. In the second paragraph you 
mean, I think, "shed light on" rather than "shed...insight...", which I don’t think you can do. Finally, I’ve always 
been a little uncomfortable with the word praxis--especially if practice will work just as well. That’s partly my 
own hangup though .... 

For the second... 

On 1/13/11 11:30 AM, Greg Mole wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I’ve attached three of the personal statements required by the SSRC 
application (the only one I didn’t throw in was a 200 word abstract). 
I’d appreciate hearing your thought on all of them. I tried to play up 
the migration and trans-national angle as much as I could. Also, I 
put in the research plan section that I would do one week of research 
at the Cologne archives, but I can alter this based on whether or not 
it sounds appropriate. I am planning on giving this to Professor 
Hagemann tomorrow, so that she can write my recommendations (not that 
I need it read by tomorrow). Any feedback you could offer (esp. about 
whether or not my claims make sense, or sound too jargony, would be 
appreciated). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 14, 2011 1:44 PM 

Greg Mole < @gmail.com> 

Re: 

Greg: 

For the first statement .... generally looks very good. I had only a few wording corrections/suggestions. A 
couple of times you use intra when you mean inter- (an important one to correct since you’re posing as a 
transationalist here). You say "being" when you meant "begin" my research. In the second paragraph you 
mean, I think, "shed light on" rather than "shed...insight...", which I don’t think you can do. Finally, I’ve always 
been a little uncomfortable with the word praxis--especially if practice will work just as well. That’s partly my 
own hangup though .... 

For the second...last sentence third para--you mean events "driven by," right? And I would change "Where my 
proj ect began" to "Although my proj ect began". "My current research also contains comparative"--there’s a 
word missing here. 

On 1/13/11 11:30 AM, Greg Mole wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I’ve attached three of the personal statements required by the SSRC 
application (the only one I didn’t throw in was a 200 word abstract). 
I’d appreciate hearing your thought on all of them. I tried to play up 
the migration and trans-national angle as much as I could. Also, I 
put in the research plan section that I would do one week of research 
at the Cologne archives, but I can alter this based on whether or not 
it sounds appropriate. I am planning on giving this to Professor 
Hagemann tomorrow, so that she can write my recommendations (not that 
I need it read by tomorrow). Any feedback you could offer (esp. about 
whether or not my claims make sense, or sound too jargony, would be 
appreciated). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               6:17 PM 

@gmail. corn> 

Re: Permission to attend HIST 

On 

Send me your ONYEN and/or PID and I’ll get you registered on the Blackboard site. -JS 

4:43 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

Yes, I’m the continuing education student who came on Thursday. As I was not able to come on Tuesday, 
I’m afraid I missed the introduction to the class. How do I get to the syllabus and class questions, or is 
there a link to a page that explains this? 

I’ll be happy to do extra work for graduate credit. Shall I make a formal appointment to discuss this or 
shall we just talk about this before class someday? If I can tackle this technological leaming curve, I’ll be 
fine. 

Thanks again for your patience and time. 

Respectfully, 

~maiL corn 

On 4:00 PM, "Jay Smith" <j~vsmi~)~@emaiL~c.edu> wrote: 
> : I’m assuming you’re the student who registered for the class 
> with an add form today? Welcome aboard. -JS 
> 
> PS If you’re taking for grad credit, we’ll probably want to come up 
> with a few additional things for you to do in the class (i. e., some 
> extra reading and writing). 
> On          1:13 PM,           wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

I’m writing to request permission to attend HIST            . I have a 
B.A. in History from the University of Rhode Island (3.87 GPA), albeit 
before the advent of computers, and an M.Ed. from Xavier University in 
Cincinnati,Ohio. In addition, I attended university seminars while 
residing abroad in Europe. Your specialty in modem France, a subject in 
which I’m poorly versed, would also greatly interest me, should you have 
any other course suggestions. As I’m presently classified as a 
Continuing Education student, I recognize and respect that curriculum 
students will take precedence. However, if you would graciously permit 
me to attend, I promise to work very diligently. Thank you for your 
consideration. 

Sincerely, 

mobile: 
~maiL corn <mailto: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               6:22 PM 

@gmail. com> 
Re: Permission to attend HIST 

On 

Send me your ONYEN and/or PID and I’ll get you registered on the Blackboard site. -JS 

4:43 PM, wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

Yes, I’m the continuing education student who came on Thursday. As I was not able to come on Tuesday, 
I’m afraid I missed the introduction to the class. How do I get to the syllabus and class questions, or is 
there a link to a page that explains this? 

I’ll be happy to do extra work for graduate credit. Shall I make a formal appointment to discuss this or 
shall we just talk about this before class someday? If I can tackle this technological leaming curve, I’ll be 
fine. 

Thanks again for your patience and time. 

Respectfully, 

~rnaiL corn 

On 4:00 PM, "Jay Smith" <jkvsrni~)~@emaiL~c.edu> wrote: 
> : I’m assuming you’re the student who registered for the class 
> with an add form today? Welcome aboard. -JS 
> 
> PS If you’re taking for grad credit, we’ll probably want to come up 
> with a few additional things for you to do in the class (i. e., some 
> extra reading and writing). 
> On          1:13 PM,            wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

I’m writing to request permission to attend HIST            .. I have a 
B.A. in History from the University of Rhode Island (3.87 GPA), albeit 
before the advent of computers, and an M.Ed. from Xavier University in 
Cincinnati,Ohio. In addition, I attended university seminars while 
residing abroad in Europe. Your specialty in modem France, a subject in 
which I’m poorly versed, would also greatly interest me, should you have 
any other course suggestions. As I’m presently classified as a 
Continuing Education student, I recognize and respect that curriculum 
students will take precedence. However, if you would graciously permit 
me to attend, I promise to work very diligently. Thank you for your 
consideration. 

Sincerely, 

mobile: 
2~rnaiL corn <mailto :. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                9:30 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

feedback 

Assignment Smith edits.doc; feedback.docx 

In advance of tonight’s meeting .... 



This is clearly written and easy to follow. Kudos. Really my only 
criticism/suggestion for improvement (or at least idea to think about) concerns the 
nature of the ideology itself. I felt a need for a substantial bit of pre-history, both the 
prior formation of the Democratic party (and its presumed ideological foundations) 
and the ideology itself. What were the roots of"pop soy" as an ideology? How far 
do we need to go back to understand its origins and how had it evolved over time-- 
both in its content and its political uses? Was the idea of popular sovereignty 
always at the base of Dem thinking? Why? What had aroused or renewed their 
commitment to the idea? What events of the 1820s or earlier can help us 
understand the party’s unbending commitment to the idea? Given the disastrous 
application of the idea in the laboratory of the unsettled territories, one has to ask 
whether they were a) blind to the implications of their own ideas, or b) so 
fanatically committed to this one idea that the consequences mattered not. Either 
way, their hard-headed devotion to the idea requires explanation, and it would seem 
that the "longue dur~e" history of the concept might help out. What do you think? 

See you Tuesday .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tue sday,              5: 07 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: RE: 

You always underestimated me. 

On 4:38 PM, wrote: 

I don’t know what surprises me more - your newly-acquired street cred, or the fact that you know who Sarah Michelle Gellar is. 

On , at 4:24 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

You have no idea. Go to this site and scroll about halfway down the page, where you’ll find the first review of my book. And I’m 
right next to Sarah Michelle Gellar/Buffy! I have arrived. 

On 10:42 AM, wrote: 

OMG you are a rock star! Seriously, that’s really cool. Your SOT interview is on the WUNC website; I’m going to listen 
to it later (after I write this s*** book review. And grade these s*** midterms. And finish my s*** chapter. Busy week.) 

I just applied the "Page 99 test" to some random books on my shelf and they didn’t fare nearly so well as yours. (If you 
happen to have a copy of The First Total War nearby, give it a go. I dare you. LOL.) 

N 

On , at 8:38 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Hey--did you know I was on The State of Things? Yes, I’m becoming quite famous. At least in my own 
mind. I also just received this link to a book blog you might find interesting. I’d never heard of this blog 
before, but it’s pretty cool! 

~e ~9test.blo~pot.com/2011/03!’i~;~-n~-smiths-monsters-o~[: gevaudaa.html 

On 6:13 PM, wrote: 

I know you have a million other things on your mind, but I really think it will have more effect if 
this particular dereliction is reported by a faculty member rather than a lowly grad student. 
(Knowing Bethany and her dog-like obedience to authority, I don’t think she’ll do it knowing that 

Lloyd and/or Don disapprove. Was that mean? Oops.) Do you want me to write up a little 
statement of what happened? 

Here’s the name of the person we’ve been advised to contact: Walter Jackson, Program 
Manager, 212-984-5327, (he’s in NY, not Washington. My bad, I misread the 
area code.) 

Thanks, 

On , at 4:04 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Oh, brother. Here’s my position: I’m happy to do the reporting mysel£ I don’t quite 
understand Lloyd’s hesitation, but...whatever. I guess he’s just too nice. Not me. 
(And I can’t figure out a discreet way to bring this up to him without running the risk 
of creating new unpleasantness--so my plan is to leave him in the dark.) The guy in 
Washington should be contacted--if not by you or Bethany, then by me. I would also 
like to put a bug in the ear of our UNC point person, who then might create more 
noise up the chain of command. I think the Fulbright need to know not only that 
Jeanette must go, but also that the UNC community is seriously pissed. So...let me 
know if you or Bethany have called the Washington guy or have plans to do so. 
Thanks! -Jay 

On 3:39 PM, wrote: 

See Lloyd’s response re: and the Fulbright situation. Perhaps you 

might be able to persuade him that this incident should most definitely 

be reported? (without, of course, letting on that you learned of his 



hesitation through me...) 

Begin forwarded message: 

*From: *"Kramer, Lloyd S" <ll~-amer(_~.emai1.~mc.e&i 

<mail’~o :ikramer(~.email. ~mc.e&~>> 

*Date: * 11:30:07 PM EST 

*To: *" @email~unc~edu 

<mailto: ~emai!~u~c~edu>> 

*Subject: **RE: * 

Thanks for this note. I agree that Jeanette’s behavior was 
very 

unprofessional and should be reprimanded. But I don’t know 
how to do 

this. I’ll talk to Don about it again. 

best, Lloyd 

*From: 

* Sent: *Monday, 

*To:*Kramer, Lloyd S 

*Subject:*Re: RE: 

12:24 PM 

Hi Lloyd, 

Thank you for your response. I do believe should 
be 

reprimanded, largely because this is not the first instance in 
which 

I’ve seen her act in a way that strikes me as unprofessional. 
I’m just 

not entirely sure if it’s appropriate for me to contact the 
Fulbright 

people directly. I’ll talk it over more with Bethany; perhaps 
she’ll 

feel more comfortable doing so since she can speak as a 
faculty member. 



CB #3195, Hamilton Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

, at 10:37 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Thanks for this message. I meant to respond to 
your earlier message 

about the woman who spoke to you at the 
SFHS meeting. She also spoke 

to me, and I thought it was unusual for her to be 
explaining so much 

about her views of       Fulbright 
application. I talked with Don 

about this and he actually wrote to 
to find out more 

about the situation. It seems that she was on the 
Fulbright committee 

because of her past receipt of a Fulbright 
award. It’s not common for 

people to divulge information about the 
selection process; and I was 

certainly surprised that she wanted to talk about 
all of this. But I 

don’t know if there is anything to be done about 
it. I’ll talk with 

Don more about what we might want to do. 

I think the main thing is to help , but this 
particular person 

is unlikely to play a role in future evaluations. I 
don’t think that 

I’ll contact anyone at the Fulbright committee. 
Again, I think it was 

inappropriate for 
many people about 

to be talking with so 

the Fulbright evaluations and about 
specific application. I 

had the feeling that she wanted people to view 
her as an "insider," 

which is probably the status that she wants 
others to perceive. But 

will find a way forward. I definitely 
appreciate your sharing 

your experiences and perceptions. I just don’t 
know what can or 

should be done about the situation. Should 
be reprimanded in 

some way? Perhaps. But I don’t think it’s 
something that I would want 



to pursue. She just needs to learn more about 
the professional 

processes that shape academic life. 

If you would like to contact the man at 
Fulbright, however, I think 

it would be fine for you to share your concerns. 

I hope we can talk more about this at some 
point. 

It was good to see you in Charleston and to 
have some time to catch 

up on things. I think it’s great that your are 
getting so involved in 

museum activities and that you might have 
other teaching 

opportunities at a private school. 

All the best, Lloyd 

*From:* 

~email~ ~inc ~e&~_] 

*Sent:*Monday, 

*To:*Kramer, Lloyd S 

*Subject:*Fwd: 

3:49 PM 

Hi Lloyd, 

I know you’re busy, but I was just wondering if 
you’ve had a chance 

to give this matter any thought? I also wanted 
to pass along the name 

of the person we were advised to contact. It’s 

Walter Jackson, and he 

is the Fulbright Program Manager. He can be 
reached at 212-984-5327 

or ~ackson@iie~org 
<mail~_o: ~i acksor~@ii e~org>. 

Thanks, 



Begin forwarded message: 

*From? 
< ~email~unc~edu 

<mailto: ~!2email. m~c.e&i>> 

*Date:* 2:59:16 
PM EST 

*To:*Lloyd Kramer 

<lkramer~email .unc.edu 
<mailto :lkramer@email.~nc.e&i>> 

Hi Lloyd, 

I’m afraid I have some disturbing 
news. While we were at the SFHS 

conference, Bethany and I were 
approached by a grad student at 
Penn 

State named who 
told us that she is a "reader" for 

Fulbright application. 
(I’m under the impression that 

approached you about this 

as well.) I had met        once 

or twice in Paris back in but 
by no means do I know her well, 

which is one of the reasons I was 
taken aback by the conversation. 

Essentially, she asked me ifI knew 
and then proceeded to tell 

me that her application had serious 
flaw-s and that she might be able 

to "help" her. From what I do know 
about        I’m not at all 

convinced that her intentions are 
that altruistic, but regardless of 

whether or not she means well, I 
think what she did is ethically 

questionable and really jeopardizes 
the integrity of the application 

process. First of all, I don’t 
understand why, if she’s telling the 

truth, Fulbright is having graduate 
students evaluate these 

applications. Second of all, if she 
really did want to help 

she could have contacted her 
directly. Under no circumstances 
should 



she have discussed 
application with us. 

Needless to say, Bethany and I 
were extremely uncomfortable 
with 

what happened. I took the liberty 
of consulting Meghan about this, 

since she knows        as well. 
Meghan contacted the Fulbright 

representative at Northwestern, 
who confirmed that this is all 

irregular at best. We are trying to 
find out if        is even an 

official reader for Fulbright, since 
we were told that these are 

without exception senior scholars. 

I thought you should know what 
happened and I’m hoping you have 
some 

advice as to how to proceed. I was 
given the name of a Fulbright 

contact in Washington whom we 
were advised to inform. I’m more 
than 

happy to contact him myself, but 
do you think it would be more 

appropriate coming from Don or 
yourselt~? 

On a happier note, it was great to 
see you in Charleston, as always. 

Thank you, 



Jay M. Smith 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

maik ~mc~e&l 
919-962-3949 
919-843-7773 
919-962-1403 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 11,2011 8:04 AM 

Bowles, John <jpbowles@unc.edu> 

Re: Art History grad student in your class 

Evaluation for .docx 

Dear John: 
I couldn’t handle the weirdness of your form, so I just wrote my brief evaluation in a regular Word doc. Cut and 
paste if needed. -Jay Smith 

On 5/9/11 10:49 AM, Bowles, John wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

This spring, one of our graduate students,     , took one of your courses. May I ask you to write a brief 
evaluation of her work for our files? Each semester, we review the files of continuing graduate students, a 
process we find particularly helpful when advising students on the rigors and expectations of graduate 
work. The intent is to help students improve and succeed. 

For your convenience, I attach a form for your evaluation. Please send the completed evaluation to me and 
I will add it to the student’s file; I will also share the evaluation with the student (or you may choose to 
share it with the student yourself). If you have any questions about the process, please feel free to contact 
me. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 
John 

John P. Bowles 
Director of Graduate Studies for Art History 
Associate Professor of African American Art 
Department of Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
115 South Columbia Street, Hanes Art Center, CB# 3405 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 
Phone: 919/962-2015 
Fax: 919/962-0722 



Evaluation for     , 

Professor: Jay Smith 

Course: History 

]i was a valued contributor to    , though her engagement in the course and the 

general quality of her work tailed off noticeably in the second half of the semester. 

Whether this was because of excessive demands on her time or some other reason, 
the pattern was unmistakable. There were more missed classes and late arrivals, 

fewer comments on the readings in class, and a final paper that was well below her 
best work. The paper, on the historiographical understanding of Neo-classicism, 

was reasonably well informed, but it was also haphazardly written and organized, 
and it showed the classic signs of being a "rush job." Because of strong 

contributions as a discussant and some strong writing early in the course, I gave 

an H- for the term, but her performance was P-level after spring break. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            10:03 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: two things 

Why in the world are you fragile at this moment? Of course you’ll be awesome in the job! This is a perfect job for you, 
and I’m sure they see that you’re perfect for them. I bet you won’t spend half your time fretting about the plagiarizers in 
your midst, as I do. (I’m chairing a fricking committee THIS SUMMER that’s investigating the honor court and its 
failures). I envy you in many ways. I’d love to teach smart, young, unjaded, eager students. It’s why I’m teaching a first 
year seminar in the fall. I hope to do them regularly from now on .... 

And yes, I’m happy for you. College teaching ain’t what it’s cracked up to be. 

On 9:57 AM, wrote: 

Whores. 

PS - I’m feeling a bit fragile right now. I need you to tell me that you’re happy for me and that you think I’m 
going to be awesome at my new job. 

On , at 9:53 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Yep, I’m Lindsay, just following Brittany Spears (Sarah) on the road to perdition. 

On 9:50 AM, wrote: 

Congratulations! And don’t be too jealous of Sarah. Wolves who kill people are 
sexy, but women who kill people are sexier. That’s all there is to it. Your book is 
still way better. (Granted, I haven’t actually read hers yet, but yours is still better.) 

I’m gravely concerned that all this competition for fame is making you fragile. 
You’re not gonna go all Lindsay Lohan on us, are you? 

On , at 9:39 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

: I’ll have your letter out by the end of the day. Also....you made 
fun of Darnton for his Seattle windshield theme. But hey! It was my 
ticket into the pages of the NYTimes! 

~:ii6thfloor.No~times.com/2011i06/08/theomonstersoamong-usi 

Well, electronic pages anyway. -Jay 

PS Sarah Maza’s new book was actually reviewed by the Times Sunday. 
Very pleased for her. And terribly jealous. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  9:05 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 
pages 

Section II CHapter I.docx 

--it’s coming along! Little to talk about, but I’ll explain my 1-2 
comments later this AM .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 13,2011 9:40 AM 

Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc.edu> 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Tyler Curtain 
Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
<gus@email.unc.edu>; Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email.unc.edu>; redfield@unc.edu; 
Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; 
WeileL Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu>; Thrailkill, Jane F. <tkill@unc.edu>; 
Carter, Tim <cartert@email.unc.edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Article in today’s NYT 

@gmail.com>; 

Thanks, Vin. Interesting. I was drawn to this comment: MacLeod added: "If many other colleges follow 
Maryland’s lead to cut track, I believe we’ll see a resurgence of club activity. The end result will be 
reconfiguring of competition, but not a detriment to U.S. Olympic prospects." 

I see benefits from cutting the non-revenue sports, just eliminating all of them. That would leave the 
entertainment complex, and the hypocrisy on which it is based, exposed in a way that could no longer be denied 
by anyone. The other sports provide a very convenient figleaf for administrators everywhere. If they were cut, 
those who want to play those other sports could play intramurally or join a club while going to class during the 
day. Imagine! This won’t happen, of course, but I think it would be a great thing. 

Jay 

On 12/13/11 9:28 AM, Vin Steponaitis wrote: 

Here’s an article in today’s NY Times that resonates with the predictions made in some of 
yesterday’s CHE opinion pieces: 
~ :~rw.nvtimes.comi2011/12/13isportsimar~dands-mer~s-track-ir~-dar~ger-of-elimination.html 

On 12/12/2011 9:30 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 

An interesting set of positions indeed. I particularly liked the ideas 
in this one: 

which might provide some basis for our platform. 

I am also interested, and worried, by the number of people arguing 
publicly for paying college student-athletes. While I think some of that 
case is compelling, I think it would really open the floodgates in terms 
of privileging the athletic over the academic sides of campus. 

On Mon, 2011-12-12 at 08:30 -0500, Tyler Curtain wrote: 

FYI 



~:iichronicle.comiarticle/What-the-Hell-Has-Ha~ened-to/1130071/? 
sid=a~t&utm source=at&arm medium-en 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Saturday, April 28, 2012 6:39 PM 

Greg Mole ~gmail.com> 

RE: other boo~: 

From: Greg Mole      @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, April 28, 2012 5:51 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: other book 

Here is my comp for you. 

On Sat, Apr 28, 2012 at 5:48 PM, Greg Mole       ~mail.com> wrote: 
Ugh I sent it to Violet on Monday. I will send something along to her today. Should I forward yesterday’s 
comp to you too? I have a Skype account we can use; just need a computer. 

Sent from my iPod 

On Apr 28, 2012, at 5:25 PM, Jay Smith emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 

> Pennybacker also was not given your exam. She asked that I suggest that you email it to her. She’s in NYC 
this weekend, will read it over the weekend. 
> 
> On 4/28/12 12:11 AM, Greg Mole wrote: 
>> Jay, 
>> 
>> Quick thought about Monday: I had planned on having Zupanov Skype in on my computer, but it is still in 
the shop. Does the dept have one we can use? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Best, 

Greg 

Sent from my iPod 

On Apr 26, 2012, at 11:59 AM, Jay Smith<~Nvsmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Stephen Miller, State and Society in Eighteenth-Century France. (Or...just read a few reviews!) 
>>> 
>>> On 4/26/12 11:45 AM, Greg Mole wrote: 
>>>> Hey Jay, 

>>>> Can you let me know what other book you added to my list? Just wanted to check it out today. 

>>>> -Greg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 8:23 AM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc.edu> 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Oh my God, An@. Have you been fed quite the line. Before we meet, let me set the record straight since my blood pressure will not 
recede until I do. In August, when the first configuration of the committee was announced, without college faculty, it was the ARG that 
pounded on Dean’s door to shout ’unacceptable!’ Dean responded by telling Wayne Lee, who had communicated the message, that he 
would be ’happy to have someone from your group join us.’ Elated, we got together to hash out our strategy. Most of us wanted Wayne 
to do it, but he was so overburdened as chair of PWAD that he demurred. After much hand-wringing, and after my objecting that I was 
perhaps too much of a lightning rod, the group decided--insisted--that I should be the one to sit on the committee. I agreed to do so and 
Wayne for~varded my name to Dean. He also generously volunteered to serve as back-up in case I wouldn’t or couldn’t do it. 

What happened next? Three or four weeks passed by and no one heard a word--until Dean announced that you and the others had been 
named to the committee. I should indeed be on that committee, An@, and I wanted to be. I, and the ARG, were summarily rejected. 
Note that I have never publicly complained about this slight, nor have I impugned Dean’s motives for leaving me off. 

But you should be asking yourself one question: why did the person or persons who gave me this understanding of what happened so 
obviously deceive me? In the meantime, I 
On 1/16/14 7:04 AM, Andrew J Perrin wrote: 

Jay, you and I need to sit down and talk in person. Coffee sometime? I’m moderately flexible this semester. 

For what it’s worth, I did sign the petition - I think I was the second signer, right after you. I felt no moral conflict at all, 
since nobody could possibly object to a request to come out against death threats. 

I think you vastly overestimate the extent to which I "embrace the powers that be." On both FAC and the Provost’s Task 
Force, I am consistently the one raising big issues, problematizing claims made by Bubba and Jim, and generally 
representing academic integrity. But unlike you and your group, when offered a seat at the table, TWICE, I took it - at very 
substantial cost to my time and attention, and apparently to the respect of certain of my peers. When the position I 
eventually took on the task force was offered to someone on the ARG, y’all scattered to the winds. I get that it’s more fun to 
sit outside and lob grenades than to actually engage the conflicting agendas and difficult decisions, but don’t mistake taking 
a seat at the table with embracing the powers that be. 

On 01/15/2014 08:56 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

An@--you didn’t need to sign the petition if you felt morally 
conflicted about it, nor did I personally need (nor do I appreciate) the 
passive aggressive insult broadcast on a listserv. In any case, this has 
been a hilarious exercise. I neither proposed the petition nor wrote it; 
because I knew about the existence of ipetitions, I was asked to post 
it. When, in publicizing, I point out that the university has 
disgracefully focused its attentions on discrediting Mary (per usual) 
instead of moving to reestablish civility, I get attacked for...who 
knows what, though the charge of racism sure seems to be lurking. 
Because I came out against death threats. (Incidentally, I would never 
post this on a listserv, but: I’m as disappointed in you for 
instinctively embracing the powers that be as you are in me for my 
instinctive mistrust, which until now been so well earned. Thought FYI, 
I had a very cordial discussion with Jim Dean this morning, which he 
initiated.) 

God help us all when the book comes out. 
On 1/15/14 7:51 PM, Perrin, Andrew J wrote: 

Colleagues, 

I believe jay’s (and Mary’s) intentions are honorable and fair. 

I also think the effects of their consistent mistrust and impugning of 



the intentions of leadership and faculty volunteers are very 
problematic and have caused real harm to real faculty. 

In any case, though, the petition is laughably straightforward - does 
anybody actually think the chancellor would endorse death threats? Did 
anybody bother to just ask her instead of doing a petition that nobody 
in her right mind would object to? 

Andrew Perrin, UNC Sociology 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 5:31 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~u~nc~edt~> wrote: 

Thanks Max. I apologize for my comment that may have offended some in 
this regard. 

"Where you stand depends on where you sit." Perhaps my seat, coupled 
with the most recent media flurry, has heightened my emotions to the 
extent that I do question intent. A good thing? Time will surely tell. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first 
be overcome." 
- Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, 
if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is 
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. 
Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 
the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Eichner, Maxine 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:24 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; The progfac mailing list 
Subject: RE: [progfac] petition on free speech 

I am newer to the progfac listserv than some and, because of that, 
there may be longstanding codes of behavior of which I’m not aware. 
But I’d put in my vote for this to be a civil forum where, even if we 
are vigorously debating ends and strategies, we would shy away from 
attacking one another’s goodwill. My two cents. 
-Max Eichner 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:15 PM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: RE: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Hi Kia. Thank you for your response. I support your sentiments 100%. 

A seemingly simple request of the Chancellor has far more impact and 
consequences than what I believe you have thought through.., or 
perhaps you ARE aware and that is your very intention. 



debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first 
be overcome." 
- Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, 
if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is 
addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. 
Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 
the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kia Caldwell [mailtc ~a)~oo.col~] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:26 PM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Cc: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Dear Jay, 
I find it extremely disconcerting that you are using the 

Progressive Faculty listserv to further your own destructive agenda. 
As someone who has suffered as a result of your never-ending quest to 
find the "truth, I have been dismayed to see you take further actions 
that are destructive to individuals on campus and the university as a 
whole. 

Perhaps you do not realize that, every time you collude with the 
media and keep the scandals alive, you are acting in ways that carry 
a high personal and professional cost to those involved. It would be 
nice to know what your ultimate goal is. Are you really on the side 
of truth and fairness or something else? 

Kia Caldwell 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:28 PM, Jay Smith ~ylsmith(_a~email.u~_c.edu> 
wrote: 

Thanks very much, Don and everyone. Do please spread the word. We’re 
already up to about 50 signatures. 

On 1/15/14 12:47 PM, Nonini, Don wrote: 
Colleagues, I’m with Jay on this. The URL below worked 
for me, 
and I have just signed the petition. Urge everyone else to do 
so 
as well. 

Don 

Don Nonini 
Professor of Anthropology 
Anthropology Department 
UNC Chapel Hill 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Smith, Jay M 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 8:13 PM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Colleagues: 
I don’t know if the list is aware of this, but Mary WIllingham, 
the 
athletics whistleblower who was on CNN this week, has 
received about 
a half dozen death threats and many other hateful and hostile 
calls 
and emails this past week from (presumably) athletic 
boosters. Our 
administration, too busy trying to discredit Willingham’s 
claims 
about literacy level of some athletes, has uttered not a single 
public word about this abhorrent behavior. The athletic 
reform group 
has created a petition at ipetitions.com and we are hoping to 
collect 
many faculty signatures to present to the chancellor for 
Friday’s 
Faculty Council meeting. I was unable to send the link to a 
listserv, 
but I *believe* that you’ll be able to access and sign the 
petition 
here if you are so inclined. Thanks for considering. (And 
please 
spread the word.) 

Jay Smith 

~:/iwww,i.~etitions.com/petition/unc~o~oses~deathqhreats 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 
dnonini@email. ~mc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email 
to 
leave44113354- 
154987. cd018c 1 a24dd05c7af79a4bee525dagd@list serv.unc, e 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-34117778- 
56071357~710b9eO5a35926c~B lc59e9280659274~l.istserv.unc. 
edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro~ffunc.edu. To 
unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-34118280-56223020~ 18abcb43200370a7c 1248 lb56f:e 1 eb9b~@istserv ~unc~edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 
meichnerf?@mai!.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-34118702-69922466.714b47fe92337365ff;s9eacO292f~Sa54~listserv, unc.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 
andrew~eni,>~2m~.c.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 



email to 
leave-34119148-777 ! 98, 8d7ec0d7d4~525eb0250d4c2682e7f7 s~2.1istse~v,unc, edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 
]lkS:Smit~(q~emai.Ltmc,ed~. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to 
leave-341 !9552-60582236~80e9d~edddd439288d5362716413467~listse~w~unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 7:01 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SS II GEOG 

OK. Monday is just fine. 
Conversion charts for SAT-ACT (SAT below 400 verbal/ACT below 17, reading level?- range is 3rd - 5th 
grade level - on a good day) 
http://www, studvpoint.com/ed/sat-to-act-conversion! 

On Jun 18, 2013, at 9:50 PM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary--emailed . We’ll see if he responds. 

Also: this intro is taking longer than expected. I HOPE to get it to you tomorrow sometime. If not, 
it will have to be Monday. 
On 6/18/13 2:56 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Killing you with emails - sorry. 

is on my list for teaching 2nd session - GEOG 262 so he should be on campus. But then 

at Carolina it’s anyone’s guess. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Irene Cadwell <irene@studentsagainsthunger.org> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 10:58 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Opportunities for student internships 

Hi Prof. Smith, 

My name is Irene Cadwell and I’m with the NCPIRG and the Carolina Students Against Hunger and Homelessness, a 
student group on campus dedicated to addressing the issues of poverty in our country. I’m excited to announce that this 
year we will be parmering with the National Student Campaign Against Hunger and Homelessness to host the Resol~Je to 
~ Po~Jerty Cor~Erence here at UNC this Oct. 4-6. I’m writing to ask if we can make a brief presentation in your class 
(3-5 min) letting students know about opportunities to get involved. We’ve found that one of the most effective ways to 
get as many students who are interested involved as possible is through making brief class announcements. 

Students from campuses all over the country will travel to UNC to participate in the conference, which is one of the 
largest training grounds specifically designed for students on organizing around local hunger and homelessness issues. 
We will gather together to receive premier and effective training from the top poverty experts in the field on how to 
address the root causes of hunger, poverty, and homelessness in our communities. 

We are looking for student interns to help organize the conference. Students interns take on leadership and 
learn skills ranging from working with the media to planning workshops at the conference to advocacy work. 

Can we come by sometime this week or next week to let students know about these opportunities? 

Thank you, 

Irene Cadwell 

National Student Campaign Against Hunger and Homelessness 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 6:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: fb info 

You should see the beauty of an email HR sent me at 4:30- maybe Joy had something to do with that as well. The rules 

iust keep changing. The story gets better- plays into my hand quite well - in real life. Nice shout out from Yow about the 
NCAA forms we sign - did you catch that in her doc segment? Evil empire indeed. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.ur~c.ed~a/~wiNn~ 

On Sep 27, 2013, at 5:33 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiLm~c.edu> wrote: 

I hope you’re right. And I suspect you’re right. By the way, ARG turned into YET ANOTHER JOY 
RENNER FILIBUSTER after you left. I actually began to worry that Jonathan was going to strike her. That 
woman is out of control, and so pitifully clueless. 
On 9/27/13 5:22 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

This panel and town hall meeting is going to be standing room only- hopefully. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Adam Gold         @me.corn> 
Date: September 27, 2013 at 4:15:08 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillir~ 
Subject: Re: fb info 

Been a crazy day. I was building a 2-story playhouse for my 5-year old. I can’t wait 
to read this! Thanks. 

By the way, ifI can make it to the october 24th, am I invited to be a part of the 
panel? If not, it’s not a big deal at all. Either way, I want to be there. If I’m invited 
to participate, it might make it easier to be allowed to skip out on the show earlier to 
come. 

Either way, thank you. 

Adam 
On Sep 27, 2013, at 11:06 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

FYI - interesting report. 

Ma~ C. 
CSSAC- U NC-CH 

mwillingham@unc,edu 

919-843-8698 

<2013_FB-AGG_Final_Release Copy_1.0.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 3:46 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: hello 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Cam Sexton <       @KLSmartin corn> 
Date: October 7, 2013 at 9:15:13 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwili[ir~gham@ur~c.edu> 
Subject: Re: hello 

Hey Mary, 

Good to hear from you and I hope you’re doing well! If you’d like, feel free to give me a call 
anytime and we can chat. My number is 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 10:18 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~ingham@ur~c~edu> 
wrote: 

Hi Cam, 

How are you? I am writing about my experiences in academic support and was 
wondering if you would ever give me a call. In addition, the J-School is hosting a 
screening of Taylor Branch’s documentary about the NCAA here on campus at the end 
of the month. I was wondering if you would ever consider joining - maybe even being 
part of a panel discussion. I hope you are well, looks like a good job - do you travel all 
of the time? Regards, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC - UNC-CH 

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If 
you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please 
notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this 
e-mail from your system. Any views or opinions expressed are solely those of the author and do not 
necessarily represent those of KLS Martin. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure 
or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or 
incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or 
omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If 
verification is required please request a hard-copy version. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:55 AM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Any interest - or a designee? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Browder, Cullen" <cbrowder@wral.com> 
Date: October 17, 2013 at 9:27:37 AM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwil~i        unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Thanks! 
Would you be willing to expand on that message on camera? 
Cullen Browder 
WRAL-TV News 
Cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. [mai~to:mwillix~ unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 8:38 AM 
To: Browder, Cullen 
Subj ect: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Cullen, 
I thought that you might find this interesting. Take care, Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:56 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Taylor Branch < 
Date: October 17, 2013 at 10:27:40 AM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwili{ir~gham@ur~c.edu> 
Subject: Re: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Thank you, Mary. I will circulate this statement. 

In return, please make sure you see this review of "Schooled," which appears of all places in the 
Huntsville, AL Times. This thoughtful writer Jon Solomon rightly says that "the heart of Schooled 
belongs to Mary Willingham." 

~r~:/iw~,w.aLcomisportsiindex~ssfi2013/lO/schoo~ed the price of" college.htrn~ 

See you next week. 

Best, 
Taylor 

On Thu, Oct 17, 2013 at 8:53 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillir~gham@ur~c.edu> wrote: 
Taylor, I wanted to make sure that you saw this before our next week screening and panel. Your 
work has already impacted the conversation here. Thank you so very much, Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 11:29 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Brad Wolverton <brad.wo~verton@chronide.corr~> 
Date: October 17, 2013 at 11:17:47 AMEDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillir~      ur~c.edu> 
Subject: RE: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Really glad you passed this along. I might write something up on it, combined with the faculty 
meeting a week or so ago. 

Thanks, and please keep this stuff coming. I see UNC as an interesting case study of reform in 
college athletics. 

Brad 

Brad Wolverton I Senior Writer 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

202-466-1226 (office); (cell) 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [ ur~c.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:55 AM 
To: Brad Wolverton 
Subj ect: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Brad, 
I thought that you might like to see this statement. Regards, Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 1:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

OMG- these guys are too much. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Brad Wolverton <brad.wolverton@chronicle.com> 
Date: October 17, 2013 at 12:22:14 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwil~i        unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Mary, I see that one of my competitors has already done something on this statement, so I’ll 
probably pass on it for now. But please keep me in mind as soon as you hear about things in the 
future. 

Thanks! 

Brad 

Brad Wolverton I Senior Writer 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

202-466-1226 (office); (cell) 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillir~gham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:55 AM 
To: Brad Wolverton 
Subj ect: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Brad, 
I thought that you might like to see this statement. Regards, Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 4:59 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] Fwd: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

FYI. A response from Frank Deford. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:’        ~aoLco~f’ <        ~!aoLcom> 
Date: October 17, 2013 at 4:40:43 PM EDT 
To: <mwil[lir~gham@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

Mary, 

Thank you. That is not only very interesting, but very caring. 

Hope all is well, 
Frank 

Frank Deford 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillinqh~m@unc.edu> 
To: Josh Fine (HBO) <Josh.Fine@.hbo.com>; frank6de 
Sent: Thu, Oct 17,2013 8:37 am 
Subject: Faculty statement on the occasion of the Miami game 

I thought that you both might find this interesting. 

@8oLoom> 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: emaiI.unc.edm 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~:i’/liists.unc.edu/u? 
~d=61 g03ggg.bS35e6061 c75aagb2ed73bd5f5f~<4el f&n=T&~=thearg&o=33738270 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33738270-618038gg.bg35ed061 c75aagb2ed73bd5£5ff4e i f~listservmr~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 
Friday, October 18, 2013 8:13 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: next week Friday 

I should be free most of the day next Friday. Let me know a time and I can 
make sure to have my schedule cleared. 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 
University of South Carolina 
Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 
Cell: 

Email: southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 

April 22-26, 2014 www.csriconference.org 

On 10/18/13 6:03 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Richard, 
>Can we (Jay and I) get on your schedule for an hour next week (Friday) to 
>talk about modifications to the IRB? Let us know if you have any openings 
>on your schedule. Thanks! Mary 
> 
>Mary Willingham 
>CSSAC - UNC-CH 
>www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 8:37 PM 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: next week Friday 

Thanks --lpm at the Daily Grind? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

> On Oct 18, 2013, at 8:12 PM, "SOUTHALL, RICHARD" <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> I should be free most of the day next Friday. Let me know a time and I can 
> make sure to have my schedule cleared. 
> 
> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
> Associate Professor 
> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
> Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 
> University of South Carolina 
> Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
> Columbia, SC 29208 
> 
> Office: 803.777-5550 
> Cell: 
> Email: southall@hrsm, sc.edu 
> 
> 7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 
> April 22-26, 2014 www.csriconference.org 

>> On 10/18/13 6:03 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Richard, 
>> Can we (Jay and I) get on your schedule for an hour next week (Friday) to 
>> talk about modifications to the IRB? Let us know if you have any openings 
>> on your schedule. Thanks! Mary 
>> 
>> Mary Willingham 
>> CSSAC - UNC-CH 
>> www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 10:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Harper Williams_and_Blackman_(2013) 

I just cancelled the consultant - done with that game, OMG- they already have the data- dah. 
What time is your Wed. meeting? Tomorrow, I am open until noon and then walk ins at Steele 2pm- 5pm you 
could be a walk in if you want-class until 9pm. Wed. open until 2. I have a major CC issue that our Steele 
building IT person is researching - she is in shock- it is beautiful. 

On Oct 21, 2013, at 10:33 PM, "Jay Smith" email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am so confused by these people. The amazing thing is that your data was derived from data they 
already ought to be very familiar with--right? I mean, SAT scores, learning disability tests, GPAs-- 
it’s not like these things were state secrets. 

I think they must be preparing to get an injunction that prevents you from using it or something. 
Why else all these games? 

I so hate this place. 

Are you free at all tomorrow afternoon? I could use some help navigating the ’new and improved’ 
CC, because I have a meeting with the registrar Wednesday, and I need to be able to show him 
something. I teach until 2 .... 
On 10/21/13 9:52 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Jay, Read down. Fending off tight dock landings on a 38 foot very heavy sailboat was 
easier than this mess - neither one of our emails makes much sense --at all or 
grammatically. I am just so angry at this point... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilli ur~c.edu> 
Date: October 21, 2013 at 9:37:50 PM EDT 
To: Debbi Clarke < .... mai1.com> 
Subject: Re: Harper_Williams_and_Blackman_(2013) 

Debbi, 
I now have a meeting scheduled about the IRB with Dr. Southall (who is 
in town for the documentary) and Dr. Johnson on Friday of this week. 
Since that seems to be the focus of our meeting, perhaps we should re- 
schedule after I have had time to meet with them. In addition to the two 
interviews that I participated in, the athletic department requested (from 
Dr. Johnson before they terminated her after 13 years) full access to the 
data which she provided. Let me know, since I hold class until 9pm on 
Tuesday evening, I usually do not work on campus until later in the day. 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
w~Tv<ur~c.edu?-~willin~ 



On Oct 21, 2013, at 9:18 PM, "Debbi Clarke" 
<               ~mai~.com> wrote: 

Thanks Mary, this is very interesting. Penn GSE is where I 
earned my doctorate & Ken Shropshire was one of our faculty 
fellows, I think in Goldberg House? while I was a house dean 
in Spruce House. Small world. 

I am looking forward to our mtg tomorrow morning. I don’t 
want to forget to ask you, what is your IRB #. Also, I am 
going to bring a flash drive if it’s okay with you so I can get a 
copy of your data. I haven’t had any luck tracking it down 
elsewhere. I’m sorry. 

Thanks again, see you soon. 

Debbi 

cell 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 18, 2013, at 4:02 PM, "Willingham, Mary 
C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Debbi, You may find this report helpful. Again, it 
is like opening a fire hose - there is a lot out there 
to read and study about these issues. Mary 

<Harper Williams_and_Blackman_(2013).pdf> 

<ATT00001.c> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 10:54 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Harper Williams_and_Blackman_(2013) 

Yep, I am usually asleep from 930-2 and that is about it- this week will be a crap shoot. Wed. is wide open for me until 
advising at 2 so just let me know what works for you. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.m~c.edui~vviNn~ 

On Oct 21, 2013, at 10:47 PM, "Jay Smith" maiLur~c.edu> wrote: 

Is Wed morning any good? I don’t meet with him until 1:30, and it looks like my meeting with Christi Hurt (to 
talk about the Carolina Blues) will be Thursday AM, so Wed AM is pretty free. 

Hey, you’re not usually up this late, are you? Me--it will soon be time for me to go to bed and toss and turn for 
3-4 hours. 
On 10/21/13 10:44 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

I just cancelled the consultant - done with that game, OMG- they already have the data- dah. 
What time is your Wed. meeting? Tomorrow, ! am open until noon and then walk ins at Steele 
2pm- 5pm you could be a walk in if you want-class until 9pm. Wed. open until 2. ! have a major 
CC issue that our Steele building IT person is researching - she is in shock- it is beautiful. 

On Oct 21, 2013, at 10:33 PM, "Jay Smith" <~TsmithS@emaiLunc.eda> wrote: 

I am so confused by these people. The amazing thing is that your data was derived 
from data they already ought to be very familiar with--right? I mean, SAT scores, 
learning disability tests, GPAs--it’s not like these things were state secrets. 

I think they must be preparing to get an injunction that prevents you from using it or 
something. Why else all these games? 

I so hate this place. 

Are you free at all tomorrow afternoon? I could use some help navigating the ’new and 
improved’ CC, because I have a meeting with the registrar Wednesday, and I need to 
be able to show him something. ! teach until 2 .... 
On 10/21/13 9:52 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Jay, Read down. Fending off tight dock landings on a 38 foot very heavy 
sailboat was easier than this mess - neither one of our emails makes much 
sense --at all or grammatically. ! am just so angry at this point... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham(~unc.edu> 
Date: October 21, 2013 at 9:37:50 PM EDT 
To: Debbi Clarke < ........ ~’maiLcom> 
Subject: Re: Harper_Williams_and_Blackman_(2013) 

Debbi, 
I now have a meeting scheduled about the IRB with Dr. 



Southall (who is in town for the documentary) and Dr. 
Johnson on Friday of this week. Since that seems to be the 
focus of our meeting, perhaps we should re-schedule after I 
have had time to meet with them. In addition to the two 
interviews that I participated in, the athletic department 
requested (from Dr. Johnson before they terminated her after 
13 years) full access to the data which she provided. Let me 
know, since ! hold class until 9pm on Tuesday evening, ! 
usually do not work on campus until later in the day. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www. ~r~c.edui~willir@_a 

On Oct 21, 2013, at 9:18 PM, "Debbi Clarke" 
~maikcom> wrote: 

Thanks Mary, this is very interesting. Penn GSE 
is where I earned my doctorate & Ken Shropshire 
was one of our faculty fellows, ! think in 
Goldberg House? while ! was a house dean in 
Spruce House. Small world. 

I am looking forward to our mtg tomorrow 
morning. I don’t want to forget to ask you, what 
is your IRB #. Also, ! am going to bring a flash 
drive if it’s okay with you so ! can get a copy of 
your data. I haven’t had any luck tracking it down 
elsewhere. I’m sorry. 

Thanks again, see you soon. 

Debbi 

cell 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 18, 2013, at 4:02 PM, 
"Willingham, Mary C." 
<mwiN~g~_~ m~c.edu> wrote: 

Debbi, You may find this report 
helpful. Again, it is like opening a 
fire hose - there is a lot out there to 
read and study about these issues. 
Mary 

<Harper_Williams_and_Blackman_ 
(2013).pdf> 

<ATT00001.c> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Introduction 

Jay - I liked the ARG email - and on that day, at that exact time, I was in WV riding a very tall horse. Look at 
this one, you and Nocera emailed me on the same day - how funny. I retrieved my favorite emails this afternoon 
in the dungeon at SASB. Mary 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Joe Nocera           ~mail.com> 
Date: October 25, 2012 at 2:32:17 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~lingham@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Southall, Richard Michael" <southall@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Introduction 

Mary-- great to meet you as well. I’ve been really impressed with your blog posts, let’s try 
to talk next week. 

On Thu, Oct 25, 2012 at 9:02 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillirxgham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Richard. I would enjoy the opportunity to speak with Mr. Nocera and appredate the 

introduction. Thanks for all of your support. Regards, Mary 

http;/Jwww~unc.eduZ~wi~in~ 

From: Southall, Richard Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 6:13 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Cc:         ~mailocom 
Subject: Introduction 

Mary, 

I wanted to introduce you to Joe Nocera from the NY Times. Joe, as you probably know, has cast a light on 

numerous issues in college sport and is currently working on a book project. I thought you might like to visit 

with him at some point. 

I’ve had several folks drop me notes thanking me for passing along your biog. I like you recent postings a 

great deal. 



Look forward to catching up sometime soon. 

Take care, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 9:19.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9:19o962-6235 

southall@emaikunc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

htt~exssoUncoedu ecializations~ort-administration/overviewL 

CSRI website: www.unc.edu/csri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www°csriconferenceoor£ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 

nocera~imes.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 11:01 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Audio - UNC Panel 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Andrew Muscato          ~mai1.corr~> 
Date: October 26, 2013 at 7:23:01 PM EDT 
To: Taylor Branch <mail(~sdorbranch.com>, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwill[ingham@unc.edu>, 
Richard Southall <Southal[1@hrsm.sc.edu>, "Kane, Dan" <dkane@newsobserver.com>, 
<rorr~ners.com> 
Cc: Devon Ramsay        ~rnail.com>, Pam Vaccaro 
"Walter.Palmer@uniglobalunion.org" <Walter.Palmer@uniglobalunion.org>, Domonique 
Foxworth              ~mail.corn> 
Subject: Audio - UNC Panel 

Thank you all for coming out Thursday night. Below is a link to audio from the panel 
discussion .... 

ht~s :iisoundcloud.comimakuharimedialunc-schooled-l~anel 

All the best, 

Andrew 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 9:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Schooled on Sports Wrap 

Bubba will be thrilled! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Date: at 9:09:14 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary" <mwillingham@unc~ edu>, 

~live.~nc.ed~> 
Subject: Schooled on Sports Wrap 

I hope one of you gets this first,       if you get this could you text Mary and let her know they 
are playing portions of the recording on the show tonight. It was a last minute decision. Mary if 

you get this then the show is on until 10 PM. Also the Sports Rap guys may want you to come on 
the show and talk a little about the subject of Schooled. Sorry I wish I had known ahead of time. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 10:25 PM 

Rosenfeld, Lawrence B <LBR@unc.edu> 

IRB question 

Dr. Rosenfeld, 
My colleague Dr. Maitland suggested that I contact you. I have a few questions with regards to my 2007 IRB approved research in 
athletics. Would it be possible to have a brief phone conversation? My cell number is              Thank you, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 7:34 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Follow up on statistics 

Yes, at my kitchen table with MM just before the end of SSI. 

On Nov 10, 2013, at 11:42 PM, "Jay Smith" email unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary--is this the person you talked to this summer? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Follow up on statistics 

Date:Fri, : 2013 23:10:07 -0500 
From: < ~live.ur~c.ed~> 

To: Smith, Jay M email 

Hi Professor Smith, 

Thank you again for coming to the liaison meeting today and for the kind words you shared at the 

end. 

I wanted to follow up on your statistics question. Of the now 115 academic charges processed 

(had a new one run tonight), there have been 96 guilty finding (83.5%) and 19 not guilty findings 

(16.52%). 

There were 64 guilty pleas and 51 not guilty pleas. The percent guilty findings among the 51 not 

guilty pleas is 62.75% and the percent not guilty findings among the 51 not guilty pleas is 37.25%. 

It’s not a super impressive sample size when broken down by plea, but hopefully in the future it 

will allow us to evaluate the impact of the new clear and convincing evidence standard. 

Please let me know if you have any other questions. 

Thanks! 

Political Science, 2014 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended 
recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 3:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Trying to reach you 

I’m sending this one to Sam. Penguin? He left me a message to introduce himself by first rattling off all of his credentials -barf. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gil Gaul ] 
Sent: Monday, Novemoer ~, 2013 3:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: [Athletics vs Academics] Trying to reach you 

Mary, 

I left a voice mail on your cell a bit ago. I am trying to make contact. I think Dan Kane let you I was trying to reach you for a book I 
am writing for Penguin about money and college sports, including a chapter on academic support centers. 

My e-mail is above. My home phone is --GG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 6:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Thanks for the visit this afternoon! Amazing video link attached- I do believe that we have a movement of some 
sort. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: , < ~live.unc.ed-a> 
Date: 2013 at 5:47:32 PM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary" <mwflli        unc.edu> 

htt ps :/!www. u pwo rt hv.co m/iowish oiowas-mo reos u rp rised oat-wh atoa-st ud e ntoexposed oa bo utoh is= 
schoobbutoimonot?c=upwl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 7:27 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: working group 

And 3 cheers for the home team - they all reached consistent BS conclusions. Awesome. 

I heard from Richard this morning that _ . . 

On Nov 25, 2013, at 9:57 PM, "Jay Smith" <j~wsmi@(aiemaiLtmc~edu> wrote: 

Three for three! 

PS Do you understand what the f*** he’s saying? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: working group 

Date:Mon, 25 Nov 2013 15:19:45 -0500 
From:Evans, Jack <Jac er.unc,edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M           emaiLunc edv~ 

Hello Jay, 

Thanks for your email letting me know about your current work. 

When I was notified of your public records request regarding emails within the working group, I provided everything that I had for review in the 

As you perhaps already know, the working group interviews were input for and were followed by the effort that reviewed data on specific courses a 

I have no information beyond that to share with you. 

Regards, 

Jack 

John P. Evans 

Interim Dean 

Hettleman Professor of Business Emeritus 

Kenan Flagler Business School 

UNC Chapel Hill 

McColl, CB 3490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3490 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [                                        ] 

Sent: Sunday, November 24, 2013 12:49 PM 

To: Evans, Jack 

Subject: working group 

Dear Jack: 

As you may have heard, I’m writing an account of the UNC athletic scandal, focusing especially on the years 2011 2012. I’m very interested in the 

Would you be willing to meet with me to discuss the activities of the working group? If you’d prefer to talk by phone, let me know when I might c 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:52 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: NC Five 

Just Joe .... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Nocera, Joseph" <joseph.r~ocera~times.com> 
Date: November 26, 2013 at 9:48:00 AM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilliir~gham@ur~c.edu> 
Subject: Re: NC Five 

that’ a very good question, though I am very happy she has a good lawyer. 
hope the case gets thrown out of court. It is truly absurd. 

she needs one. I do 

On Tue, Nov 26, 2013 at 8:03 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwi~i        unc.edu> wrote: 
Joe, Thanks again for shining the light on this ridiculous story down here. Jennifer certainly got 
thrown under the bus several times -didn’t know that she lost her kindergarden teaching job. I 
would like to know who is paying the $750/hour Cheshire bill for Wiley - my guess is that it’s 
Butch Davis. Once again, where are all the adults in this mess? Shameful! 
Happy Thanksgiving, Mary 

Joe Nocera 
op-ed columnist 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willinghaan, Many C. <mwillinghaan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 3:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: thaaak you 

[ wonder if the ’competitive intelligence model’ starts with short vowel sounds? Perhaps [ should ring Mr. Glenn for a chat--don’t need to buy any snake oil - 

plenty of that already available here in our Dickie B. Leadership Academy. 

From: Everett Glenn [mailto:eglenn@espsportslawpro,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:52 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Cc: bill@realhalal.us; namon@sablegroup.com 
Subject: RE: thank you 

Dear Mary: 

Thank you for taking the time to read my piece. You are to be congratulated in your own right for taking a stand against the system in such pieces as the one I read 

here http:iA~-w.newsobserver.com/2012i] 1/17/2490476/insider-unc-tolemted-chealin~.html Isn’t it amazing that colleges and universities around the country are 

not only exploiting athletes, but they are using African studies as the vehicle~ That way, not only do they corrupt the studerCathlete, but they marginalize how 

these young people view themselves, Le. if the classes about their people are worthless, then how much better are their people, their culture and their history. 

We would love to come to UNC to help make the case and, more important, to offer real solutions to the problem. UNC is high up on our hit list of schools and it 

would be great if we could work with them peacefully instead of as an adversary. That being said, we are prepared to be the adversary. Please let us know how we 

might work together to effect real change at U NC. Our Business of Sports Success or B055 program, which helps athletes leverage what we call their "competitive 

intelligence", comes to our mind as a program we could introduce to the incoming freshman athlete class. We could work with them through to graduation and 

document the profound impact we can have on their success at UNC which will prepare them for success in life. Considering the fact that but a few go pro, and the 

few who do go pro have an average career of 3 years in the NFL and 4.2 years in the NBA, it would seem to be a wise investment by the university. 

We await your response. Best personal regards. 

Everett L Glenn, President 

The Notional Spor~s Authority, 

a division of ESP Education & 
Leadership Institute 
www.nationalsportsauthority.org 

eglenn@thensa.org 

562,619.8460 

There is more to us than we know. If we can be made to see it, perhaps for the rest of our lives we will be unwilling to settle for less 
NOTICE: CONFIDENTIAL AND PRIVILEGED INFORMATION - This email may contain confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). 

Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient (or authorized to receive for the recipient), please 

contact the sender by reply email and delete all copies of this message. We have taken precautions to minimize the risk of transmitting software viruses, but we 

advise you to carry out your own virus checks on any attachment to this message. We cannot accept liability for any loss or damage caused by software viruses. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Willingham, Mary 12. <mwillingl~m~unc.e&t> 

Date: Tue, Nov 26, 2013 at 5:41 AM 

Subject: thank you 

To: eglenn~thensa.ovg eglenn~thensa.org 

Mr. Glenn, 
Thaaak you so much for your aNcle on the exploitation of black athletes. I have spoken out againfft our syfftem here at UNC which has brought a lot of negative 

attenlion, but meaaawhile our profit sport athletes axe fftill not getting what they have been promised here - or at DI schools across the country. As Taylor Branch stated 

in his article and recent documentary, these young men have no rights. I am currently working with the Drake Group to bring a CAP (college athlete protection) Act bill 

to congress, but ultimately we need our athletes to have support from all of us - the adults. It would be an honor to speak with you sometime. 

Happy Thaaaksgiving, Mary 

Many Willingham 

CSSAC - UNC-CH 

w~v.unc.e&v’~willingh 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 9:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Response from Chancellor Carol Folt 

image001 .png; ATT00001 .htm; Willingham 12-2-2013. pdf; ATT00002.htm 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wilkinson, Patti" <pattiw~unc.edu> 
Date: December 2, 2013 at 11:18:04 AMEST 
To: "Willingham, Mary (2." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Subject: Response from Chancellor Carol Folt 

Ms. Willingham, please find attached a response to your 

Folt. The original is being sent to you today by US Postal Service. 

from Chancellor Carol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Joy Rennet - time next Tuesday 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 4:13 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Joy Renner - time next Tuesday 

Hi Mary! 

I didn’t hear from you on a date for us to connect so our meeting ended up not happening in October and then 

November became a blur. So I wanted to ask If you are available next Tuesday afternoon, could you come to FAC and 

share your thoughts on where we need to be headed with our admissions and academic support. You are welcome to 

provide any data and I can make copies or post to our Sakai site whichever works best for you. We meet from 3:30 to 

5:30 South Building conference room 105. I have open right now, between 4:15 and 5:15. 

Hope you are having a good wind down semester, wind up finals time. 

Joy 

JoyJ. RenneL M~A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

C8 #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 2759%7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it 

is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

Er~ai~ correspondence to and from this address may be s~bject to the Noah Carolina Public Records ~aw 
a~ ~ay be ~isc~ose~ to thir~ pa~ies by an author~ze~ state off~cia~ (NCGS. ch. ~32). St~e~t e~ucatio~a~ 
records are s~bject to F~RPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 5:33 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Joy Rennet - time next Tuesday 

20 minutes ..... and she just reminded me on the phone that SAT/ACT’s prove nothing. I know how I will open this little 

speech. 

:1:167 days since I met with GC, 4:18 days since Gov. Martin and 389 days since I ’spoke out’ publically, - thanks for finally 

inviting me ’in’- for 20 minutes. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 5:16 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - time next Tuesday 

Thanks for giving me a call this afternoon° 

have you on the agenda from 4:30to 4:50. If you can email me any information you want them to read ahead of time 

or have with them, I will send it to the group, 

See you on Tuesday afternoon and thanks for sharing. 

Joy 

JoyJ. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7:130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

32:1-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7:130 

919-966-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it 

is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

Emai[ correspomdemce to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law 
and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. ~32). Studeat educational 
records are subject to FERPA. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 4:28 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - time next Tuesday 

Thanks Joy. I am done if you want to chat. Mary 



From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 4:13 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Joy Renner - time next Tuesday 

Hi Mary! 

I didn’t hear from you on a date for us to connect so our meeting ended up not happening in October and then 

November became a blur. So I wanted to ask If you are available next Tuesday afternoon, could you come to FAC and 

share your thoughts on where we need to be headed with our admissions and academic support. You are welcome to 

provide any data and I can make copies or post to our Sakai site whichever works best for you. We meet from 3:30 to 
5:30 South Building conference room 105. I have open right now, between 4:15 and 5:15. 

Hope you are having a good wind down semester, wind up finals time. 

Joy 

JoyJ~ Renner, M~A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
Urdversity of North Carolina at Chapel 

School of Medicine 

C13 #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St~ 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it 

is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the original 

message~ 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law 
and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGSo ch. 132)o Student educational 
records are subject to FERPAo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 8:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Rennet - time next Tuesday 

Drinks, yes. You are an amazing writer and listener - what a lucky find. 

First, I need to read this Drake Group mess and deal with that call at 4 tomorrow --and get my grades posted. 
Sara just emailed me some weirdness - see other channel. This ride seems to go on forever. Hinton James 

thought the walk from Wilmington was long- that only took two weeks. Ok, now I see you on the other 
channel. 

On Dec 5, 2013, at 8:44 PM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mary--I 
Tuesday! 

Maybe...soon after next 

Hey, if you’d like to strategize at all (not that you need it at this point) about what to send them or 
what to say, I’m all ears. -Jay 
On 12/5/13 5:33 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

20 minutes ..... and she just reminded me on the phone that SAT/ACT’s prove notNng. I know 

how I will open this little speech. 

1167 days since I met with GC, 418 days since Gov. Martin and 389 days since I ’spoke out’ 

publically, - thanks for finally inviting me ’in’- for 20 minutes. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 5:16 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - time next Tuesday 

Thanks for giving me a call this afternoon. 

I have you on the agenda from 4:30 to 4:50. If you can email me any information you want 

them to read ahead of time or have with them, I will send it to the group. 

See you on Tuesday afternoon and thanks for sharing. 

Joy 

JoyL Rennet, M.A, RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH gondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147 Desk 

Cell 



919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the 

-person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any 

---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 

recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North 
Carolina P~blic ~ecords law and ~ay b~ disclosed ~o ~ird pa~ies by a~ a~orized 

From-" Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent-" Thursday, December 05, 2013 4:28 PM 
To-" Renner, Joy J 
Subject-" RE: Joy Renner - time next Tuesday 

Thanks Joy. I am done if you want to chat. Mary 

From-" Renner, Joy J 
Sent-" Thursday, December 05, 2013 4:13 PM 
To-" Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject-" Joy Renner - time next Tuesday 

Hi Mary! 

I didn’t hear from you on a date for us to connect so our meeting ended up not happening in 

October and then November became a blur. So I wanted to ask If you are available next 

Tuesday afternoon, could you come to FAC and share your thoughts on where we need to be 

headed with our admissions and academic support. You are welcome to provide any data 

and I can make copies or post to our Sakai site whichever works best for you. We meet from 

3:30 to 5:30 South Building conference room 105. I have open right now, between 4:15 and 

5:15. 

Hope you are having a good wind down semester, wind up finals time. 

Joy 

JoyJ. Renner, M~A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH E~ondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hil!, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147 Desk 

Ceil 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the 

-person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any 

---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 

recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Emai[ corres[~ondence to and from this address may be subject to t[~e North 
Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to t[~ird parties by an authorized 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 2:02 PM 

Rennet, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - tutor issue 

Joy, No one heard me present the last 3 paragraphs. What I have below in bold (3rd-to-last paragraph) is what 
we were discussing at ARG last Thursday. Mary 

We have the opportunity to change, but we must be honest about who can really decode, encode and reflect in 
writing what are in the textbooks we use to teach our students here. It is as simple as that. We must give every 
student admitted access to what this amazing University has to offer. All of our great majors, great programs, 
professional schools and absolutely amazing professors recognizing that each of us has different abilities, but 
the currency, literacy in this case, must be equalized as much as possible first. Equity and access. We are, after 
all, first and foremost in the business of education and not big time sport. Faculty should have access to an 
end of the year spreadsheet with data containing all profit sport athletes, and any other athlete who took 
English 100, with cumulative GPA’s, hours of credit taken/earned and majors. It should also include 
aggregate data of the classes taken (50 in Drama 160, etc.), and advising actions (grade changes, retro 
drops, substitution course approval). Full transparency and disclosure is the only way to protect this 
university from the reoccurrence of academic fraud. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Dec 16, 2013, at 1:14 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Are you referring to the question about what the athletes are doing after they graduate? 

The follow-up plan is in the works and preliminary discussions are happening on the collection of this 

information. Some of them we know from the alumni database and career services data but as with all of 
us trying to follow alums (my program included) have found getting alums to respond to surveys and 

report and update their profiles can be tough. 

This should be a project that is outlined and hopefully started this year. 

If this isn’t what you meant, let me know what the proposal was and [ can post it out separate, [ don’t think 

anyone heard what they thought was a proposal. 

JoyL Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7::[30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hil!, NC 27599-7::[30 

919-966-5147 Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or 



entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material Any ---unauthorized review, 

use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited~ If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message~ 

~ecords law a~d ~a~ be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 12:41 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Joy - tutor issue 

Joy, It was a TA who came to see me, not a tutor. I gave her all the correct contact information. The 

suggestion that faculty have access to specific data can be found at the end of my presentation, 3rd-to-last 

paragraph. 

Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 

On Dec 16, 2013, at 12:05 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary! 

I was teaching on Thursday afternoon so I didn’t make the ARG meeting this month. I saw 

Deb Stroman and asked her to fill me in on the discussions. She mentioned you said a tutor 

had come to you and said that an athlete had plagiarized on a paper but that he/she didn’t 

want to get the athlete in trouble. (let me know if I have this discussion wrong) If you did not 

already do so, could you contact the tutor and recommend she talk with Michelle Brown 

about the issue so ASPSA policies can be followed to be sure the incident is handled according 

to University policy. Or, if you could notify Michelle Brown and let her know which tutor, she 

can contact the tutor for more information. Whichever is easiest for you ...... We don’t want 
to start over with people not reporting what is happening. 

Also, she asked me about a "proposal" you said you gave me to share with FAC. I had sent 

them the reading course info and I have the article you handed me which I will scan and send 

to them. Is there something else? I do not recall having a proposal but maybe you were 

referring to the reading course materials and Deb misunderstood. 

Thanks, 
Joy 

JoyJ~ Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH }3ondurant 

321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hi!l, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147 Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 



-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the 

-person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentia! and/or privileged material Any 

---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 

recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Public ~ecords law and ~ay be disclosed to third pa~ies by an a~tbor[~ed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 7:40 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: MONDAY MEETING - DOCUMENT TO CONSIDER 

CAP Provisions-Settlement- 12-21-13.doc; ATT00001 .htm 

Jay, You may be interested in the attached and the next email that I will send you is from Zimbalist responding, 
after that you can get an idea yourself of where the CAP Act is headed with Hausfeld. Of course, they have to 
’win’ the case or more importantly the NCAA has to lose in June first. Mary 

The link is an article from yesterday. 
~ :iiwww. cnbc. corniidi 101285999/~e/2 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Donna Lopiano              ~rnaiLcorn> 
Date: December 21, 2013 at 11:52:19 AMEST 
To: Allen Sack <         ~,ahoo.corn>, Brian Porto <~or~o@verrnor~tlaw.edu>, "ridpath697 ." 
<ridpath@ohio.edt~>, Willingham Mary <Mwil~gham@~r~c.edt~>, Gerry Gurney 
<         ou.edu>, Andrew Zimbalist <azirnbali@srnith.edu> 
Subject: MONDAY MEETING - DOCUMENT TO CONSIDER 

Well, a quick summary of what Allen, Mary and I have concluded re: the possibilities of the CAP 
Act in Congress: 
-- no Republican support at all for anything like this 
-- have not assessed Democratic support 
-- lobbyists think it’s a tough nut 

Hausfeld - short summary - very open to including all of our stuff in the settlement proposal and 
invited us to submit our wish list. He wants us for educational legitimacy and Mary and Donna to 
refute some of the specifics in the NCAA’s motion for summary judgement. 

The attached document summarizes our meeting with Hausfeld and proposes what we want the 
settlement to look like. All I tried to do was insert as much of the CAP Act as I could into the 
agreement. 

:) 

Hope you guys might be willing to spend a little more than an hour on this .... 

Enjoy 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DL          ortsMar~agernentResot~rces, corn 
www. SponsManagernentResources. corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 6:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CNN 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Bradley Bethel <            ~mail.com> 
Date: January 7, 2014 at 5:21:09 PM EST 
To: <mwil~i ur~c.edu> 
Subject: CNN 

Mary, I’m honestly glad you had the opportunity to share your experience and analysis with CNN 
the way you did. Do you have a personal email at which I can email you and share more thoughts? 

--Bradley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 7:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CNN 

The hate mail is back. Not sure I could stomach Bethal right now- or ever. WCHL & Jane S. have emailed. 
Check out Sara Ganim’s twitter feed. No, Josh never called back-whatever. And, Sam is still waiting for the 
World Wide Web- wow. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 7, 2014, at 7:39 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Well, he can’t send a bomb there or anything, so...maybe invite the vampire enter your lair? [That’s 
at least three metaphors there.] Did HBO Josh back off’?. 

I want to say, again, how helpful I think the CNN piece is/was. You did a great job, the numbers 
you and Sara shared are powerful (and you didn’t really give all that much away), and you’ve added 
a big snowflake to this avalanche that’s going to come one of these days. 
On 1/7/14 6:35 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Bradley Bethel <            ~mail.com> 
Date: January 7, 2014 at 5:21:09 PM EST 

To: <mwil~i~ unc.edu> 
Subject: CNN 

Mary, I’m honestly glad you had the opportunity to share your experience 
and analysis with CNN the way you did. Do you have a personal email at 
which I can email you and share more thoughts? 

--Bradley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 9:03 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Thank you 

Good emails come in as well. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Damon Paul <~           ~maiLcom> 
Date: January 7, 2014 at 8:02:33 PM EST 
To: <mwil[lir~gham@unc.eda> 
Subject: Thank you 

Ms. Willingham, my name is Damon Paul I am a former high school head coach and currently I am 
a college assistant coach at a division 2 school. I just read the article on CNN and wanted to say 
thanks. I am a 47 year old African American male and have been disturbed about athletes leaving 
school with out being able to read, get a degree or obtaining one that is completely useless. 

I prided myself on 100% of my players going to college over my 13 years as a head coach. We 
averaged ACT scores of 22 and GPA’s at 2.875 most of my players were inner-city kids. I was also 
from the same neighborhood and wanted to prove that kids given structure, discipline, expectations 
could achieve great things. 

I am very saddened to see what is going on in college athletics and have decided to leave to work 
on helping young people understand what this is all about "money". I tell my college players if they 
use you to play football, sell tickets, and sell memorabilia and you do not get a degree then you lost 
out on a huge opportunity. 

The system has used you to make a profit however the school has not fulfilled its end of the 
transaction by educating and graduating you. I tell my players this is a business deal and you need 
to treat it as such. Again, I would like to thank you and would like to speak with sometime if 
possible. I am sure you are not very popular with taking a stand but I wanted to commend you. I am 
sick to my stomach with what I see happening to especially our young black men. 

Thanks for standing up for our kids! We all would be better off if more people like you cared! 

Damon L Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, MalT C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, JanualT 8, 2014 11:34 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Roundtable Discussion 

Not sure that I like his tone, What record to set straight? 

From: Northam, Ran [mailto:RNortham@wchl.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 11:29 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Cc: Nash, Rachel 
Subject: Roundtable Discussion 

Hi Mary, 

With the multiple articles quoting you about tutoring athletes, and with your response to our reporter, Rachel’s 
request for an interview, I want to offer you the opportunity to set the record straight on Chapel Hill’s radio 
station. 

I’d like to set up a roundtable discussion involving you, professor Jay Smith, and our writer Art Chansky. This 
panel will be a chance for you to say what you’d like to say about the situation, and will not be designed to ’dig’ 
into the story. 

If you know about WCHL, you know that we are strong followers and supporters of the University and want only 
the best for it. 

Please let me know when we can set up this discussion. I understand you’re earlier request to lay low, but 
please share with me how we can make this work. 

Athletics at UNC and universities nationwide are a huge topic of discussion, as you’re well aware. People want 
to know what’s going on, and I’m sure you can provide that insight. 

I look forward to hearing back from you and setting up this conversation. 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News Director 

Every day I capture quafity moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join the Chapelboro Insiders! 
Get Daily Deals for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro community from OurLocalDeal.com 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
CN~ the WCHL newsroom at 967-8363 or e-mai~ us at news~wchLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingha~n, Ma~T C. <mwillingha~n@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 11:37 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Roundtable Discussion 

I just don’t like the tone-and I am NOTa tutor. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014- 11:34- AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Fwd: Roundtable Discussion 

Holy s***. Art freaking Chansky? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Roundtable Discussion 

Date:Wed, 8 Jan 2014 16:32:44 +0000 

From:Northam, Ra]~ <RNortham(~wchl.com> 

To:iavsmith(~emaJl.unc .edu <i avsmith(~email.unc.edu> 

CC:Nash, Rachel <RNash~wchl.com> 

Hi Jay, 
I hope this email finds you well. If you remember, you were on a panel I hosted for the WCHL Community Forum last May. 
With the multiple articles about tutoring athletes that have recently caught fire, I want to bring you in on a panel that will help get the word out and set 
the record straight of what’s going on at UNC on Chapel Hill’s radio station. 
I’d like to set up a roundtable discussion involving you, tutor Mary Willingham, and our writer Art Chansky. This panel will be a chance for you to say 
what you’d like to say about the situation, and will not be designed to ’dig’ into the story. 
You know that WCHL is a strong follower and supporter of the University and want only the best for it. 
Please let me know when we can set up this discussion. 
Athletics at UNC and universities nationwide are a huge topic of discussion, as you’re well aware. People want to know what’s going on, and I’m 
sure you can provide that insight. 
I look forward to hearing back from you and setting up this conversation. 
Than k you, 
Ran Northam 
News Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
’ cell 

[~] triplelogo 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join the Chapelboro Insiders! 

6et Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community from OurLocal Deal.corn 

Have a news tip? 

See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca~ the WCHL newsroom at 95743363 or e4nai~ us at news~wchLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 11:41 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Roundtable Discussion 

Jane Stancill (who is nice) is about to call me - are you on campus? 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 11:37 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: FW: Roundtable Discussion 

Same here. Will you be in Steele at 2 or so? Or do you want to talk on the phone right now? 
On 1/8/14 11:34 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Not sure that I like his tone. What record to set straight? 

From: Northam, Ran [mailto:RNortham@wchl.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 11:29 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Cc: Nash, Rachel 
Subject: Roundtable Discussion 

Hi Mary, 

With the multiple articles quoting you about tutoring athletes, and with your response to 
our reporter, Rachel’s request for an interview, I want to offer you the opportunity to set 
the record straight on Chapel Hill’s radio station. 

I’d like to set up a roundtable discussion involving you, professor Jay Smith, and our writer 
Art Chansky. This panel will be a chance for you to say what you’d like to say about the 
situation, and will not be designed to ’dig’ into the story. 

If you know about WCHL, you know that we are strong followers and supporters of the 
University and want only the best for it. 

Please let me know when we can set up this discussion. I understand you’re earlier 
request to lay low, but please share with me how we can make this work. 

Athletics at UNC and universities nationwide are a huge topic of discussion, as you’re well 
aware. People want to know what’s going on, and I’m sure you can provide that insight. 

I look forward to hearing back from you and setting up this conversation. 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 



Chapel Hill-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join the Chapelboro Insiders! 
Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community from OurLocalDeal.com 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca~ the WCHL newsroom at 967-8363 or e-mai~ us at news@wchLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 11:44 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Roundtable Discussion 

I will call you after :~ - you can decide on the roundtable business. No one here has said boo but we will see how it goes 

over [n Steele. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 11:42 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: FW: Roundtable Discussion 

No, not until later. I’m planning to run around noon, but should be flee to talk after 1 if you want to call. 
On 1/8/14 11:40 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Jane Stancill (who is nice) is about to call me - are you on campus? 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 11:37 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: FW: Roundtable Discussion 

Same here. Will you be in Steele at 2 or so? Or do you want to talk on the phone right now? 
On 1/8/14 11:34 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Not sure that I like his tone. What record to set straight? 

From: Northam, Ran [mailto:RNortham@wchl.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 11:29 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Cc: Nash, Rachel 
Subject: Roundtable Discussion 

Hi Mary, 

With the multiple articles quoting you about tutoring athletes, and with your 
response to our reporter, Rachel’s request for an interview, I want to offer you 
the opportunity to set the record straight on Chapel Hill’s radio station. 

I’d like to set up a roundtable discussion involving you, professor Jay Smith, 
and our writer Art Chansky. This panel will be a chance for you to say what 
you’d like to say about the situation, and will not be designed to ’dig’ into the 
story. 

If you know about WCHL, you know that we are strong followers and 
supporters of the University and want only the best for it. 

Please let me know when we can set up this discussion. I understand you’re 
earlier request to lay low, but please share with me how we can make this 
work. 

Athletics at UNC and universities nationwide are a huge topic of discussion, as 



you’re well aware. People want to know what’s going on, and I’m sure you can 
provide that insight. 

I look forward to hearing back from you and setting up this conversation. 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join the Chapelboro Insiders! 
Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community from OurLocalDeal.com 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca~l the WCHL newsroom at 967°8363 or eomai~ us at news@wchLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 10:16 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Lies 

This guy has been emailing me all day. Hilarious. 

From:             ~gmail.com [ 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 10:08 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Lies 

Your lies will be exposes! 

Sent from my iPad 

@gmail.com] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 3:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Former UNC Athlete 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 3:52 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Former UNC Athlete 

Mary, 

I was sent the piece that is quickly being spread around the country in regards to the reading levels and academic 

development of student-athletes at UNC. I was a        player there from          and never directly worked with 

you, but remember meeting you and seeing you work with other players. Perhaps you’ll get to this email eventually, I 

understand there will be an onslaught of them coming your way. I just wanted to say that having been through and 

experienced everything you’re revealing and trying to correct, I truly respect and encourage it. To go into detail on all of 

the facets and corruption you are trying to correct would take pages and pages for me to convey, so I will hold off. But 

know that for someone who was there, experienced, and witnessed everything unfold - what you’re doing is right. 

Whether these kids can read at a 4th grade level or not, all that matters to the powers that be are pushing them through 

and keeping them eligible to play and pass the classes. Having these athletes actually improve, learn, and correct these 

problems is at the very bottom of the list and it’s sad to see once they graduate and their athletic careers are over. They 

are unprepared for jobs, independency, and life in general. 

I wish you the best of luck moving forward with it. If there is anything I can ever do please let me know. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 8:31 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Joy Rennet. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

No comment. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Joy <        ~maiLcom> 
Date: January 9, 2014 at 7:50:06 PM EST 
To: "Mary C. Willingham" <mwillirlgham@ar~c.edu> 
Subject: Joy Renner. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

Good evening Mary! 

I hoped to have a moment during advising to come downstairs this afternoon but walk ins were on 
and off busy. 
At our December meeting you mentioned you would have to check with the IRB about sharing 
your data with our committee for discussion. I assume since the data were published and analyzed 
by CNN this week you found the dataset is open. I am requesting that you provide the dataset for 
FAC to include in our discussions and planning and that you join us this coming Tuesday, the 14th, 
for a discussion of the data. I would like to share the data ahead of time so everyone is prepared 
for the discussion and we can make good use of our time together with the committee members. 
For your schedule planning, I would estimate the time this discussion would happen is around 4:30 
in the agenda. If you can send the dataset tomorrow (Friday) that should give most of the FAC 
time to review it. 

Thanks for your efforts. If you have any questions or need an adjustment in time you can reach me 
best by cell phone as I will be at Duke tomorrow. 

Joy 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 9:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Rennet. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

She sure did not start out by saying- hey, are you ok? I was going to point that out to her. Other channel now- 
this one is bugged for sure. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 9:20 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Mary--would you have obj ections if I sent a passive-aggressive email to Joy? I really won’t if you 
think it’s best not to. But I really want to unload on her (I’ll copy Dean!) for having the goddamned 
gall to ask you for ANYTHING. 
On 1/9/14 8:31 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

No comment. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Joy <        ~mai~.com> 
Date: January 9, 2014 at 7:50:06 PM EST 
To: "Mary C. Willingham" <mwi~li tmc.edu> 
Subject: Joy Renner. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

Good evening Mary! 

I hoped to have a moment during advising to come downstairs this 
afternoon but walk ins were on and off busy. 
At our December meeting you mentioned you would have to check with 
the IRB about sharing your data with our committee for discussion. I 
assume since the data were published and analyzed by CNN this week you 
found the dataset is open. I am requesting that you provide the dataset for 
FAC to include in our discussions and planning and that you join us this 
coming Tuesday, the 14th, for a discussion of the data. I would like to 
share the data ahead of time so everyone is prepared for the discussion and 
we can make good use of our time together with the committee members. 
For your schedule planning, I would estimate the time this discussion 
would happen is around 4:30 in the agenda. If you can send the dataset 
tomorrow (Friday) that should give most of the FAC time to review it. 

Thanks for your efforts. If you have any questions or need an adjustment 
in time you can reach me best by cell phone as I will be at Duke 
tomorrow. 

Joy 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 11:23 PM 

Joy <        @gmail.com> 

Re: Joy Rennet. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

Joy, I believe that the official response from the University questioning my truthfulness tells me all that I need to know, and therefore 
I decline your ’request’. The raw data is available in athletics-all of it. End of discussion. 
Mary 

> On Jan 9, 2014, at 7:49 PM, "Joy" < @gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
> Good evening Mary! 
> 
> I hoped to have a moment during advising to come downstairs this afternoon but walk ins were on and offbusy. 
> At our December meeting you mentioned you would have to check with the IRB about sharing your data with our committee for 
discussion. I assume since the data were published and analyzed by CNN this week you found the dataset is open. I am requesting 
that you provide the dataset for FAC to include in our discussions and planning and that you join us this coming Tuesday, the 14th, for 
a discussion of the data. I would like to share the data ahead of time so everyone is prepared for the discussion and we can make 
good use of our time together with the committee members. 
> For your schedule planning, I would estimate the time this discussion would happen is around 4:30 in the agenda. If you can send 
the dataset tomorrow (Friday) that should give most of the FAC time to review it. 
> 
> Thanks for your efforts. If you have any questions or need an adjustment in time you can reach me best by cell phone as I will be at 
Duke tomorrow. 

> Joy 

> Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:06 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: [progfac] petition on free speech 

As Hodd!ng says~ "this is war": 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Seat: Wednesday, 3anuary 15, 2014 5:04 PN 
To: Willingham, Nary C. 
Subject: Fwd: RE: [progfac] petition on free speech 

I’m at a loss. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Date:Wed, 15 Jan 2014 16:56:54 -0500 
From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M <iavsmith~email.unc.edu> 

;) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and ma 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:54 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

This is just about as insulting an email as I have ever received from a faculty colleague. So I have some nefarious scheme to use my campaign against 

So you know I wasn’t even the guy who proposed this petition, nor was I the one who wrote it. 

On 1/15/14 4:15 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

> Hi Kia. Thank you for your response. I support your sentiments 100%. 

> 

> A seemingly simple request of the Chancellor has far more impact and consequences than what I believe you have thought through.., or perhaps you ARE 

> 

> debby 

> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

> ~ Samuel Johnson 

> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and 

> 

> 

> 

> Original Message 

> From: Kia Caldwell [mailto:                 ~ahoo.com] 

> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:26 PM 

> To: The progfac mailing list 

> Cc: The progfac mailing list 

> Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

> 

> Dear Jay, 

> I find it extremely disconcerting that you are using the Progressive Faculty listserv to further your own destructive agenda. As someone who has 

> Perhaps you do not realize that, every time you collude with the media and keep the scandals alive, you are acting in ways that carry a high per 

> 

> Kia Caldwell 

> 

> 

>> On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:28 PM, Jay Smith <iaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> Thanks very much, Don and everyone. Do please spread the word. We’re already up to about 50 signatures. 

>>> On 1/15/14 12:47 PH, Nonini, Don wrote: 

>>> Colleagues, I’m with Jay on this. The URL below worked for me, and I have just signed the petition. Urge everyone else to do so as well. 

>>> 

>>> Don 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Don Nonini 

>>> Professor of Anthropology 

>>> Anthropology Department 

>>> UNC Chapel Hill 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Original Message 

>>> From: Smith, Jay M 

>>> Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 8:13 PM 

>>> To: The progfac mailing list 

>>> Subject: [progfac] petition on free speech 

>>> 

>>> Colleagues: 



>>> I don’t know if the list is aware of this, but Mary Wlllingham, the 

>>> athletics whistleblower who was on CNN this week, has received about 

>>> a half dozen death threats and many other hateful and hostile calls 

>>> and emails this past week from (presumably) athletic boosters. Our 

>>> administration, too busy trying to discredit Willingham’s claims 

>>> about literacy level of some athletes, has uttered not a single 

>>> public word about this abhorrent behavior. The athletic reform group 

>>> has created a petition at ipetitions.com and we are hoping to 

>>> collect many faculty signatures to present to the chancellor for 

>>> Friday’s Faculty Council meeting. I was unable to send the link to a 

>>> listserv, but I }believe} that you’ll be able to access and sign the 

>>> petition here if you are so inclined. Thanks for considering. (And 

>>> please spread the word.) 

>>> 

>>> Jay Smith 

>>> 

>>> http://~ee~.ipetitions.com/petition/unc opposes death threats 

>>> 

>>> You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 

>>> dnonini@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

>>> leave 34113354 154987.cd018cla24dd05c7af79a4bee525da9d@listserv.unc. 

>>> e 

>>> du 

>> 

>> You are currently subscribed to progfac as: ~yahoo.com. 

>> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

>> leave 34117778 56071357.710b9e05a35926cf61c59e9280659274@listserv.unc. 

>> edu 

> You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To 

> unsubscribe send a blank email to 

> leave 34118280 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc. 

> edu 

> 

> You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 

> iaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

> leave 34118702 60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv.unc. 

> edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:14 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Question about your lawsuit declaration 

I can’t talk about this data because it is part of the court case - darn. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Harold M. Gutmann [maflto:HGatma~r~heraldsu~.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15~ 2014 4:48 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Question about your lawsuit declaration 

Hi Mary, 

This is Harold Gutmann from the Durham Herald-Sun. I believe you were e-mailing with my colleague April Dudash last week. I had 
a question about your declaration in the O’Bannon lawsuit. 
The cohort of 17 football players you mentioned -- how were they selected? Was it randomly, or picked because they took the 
remedial writing class, or some other way? I guess I’m wondering whether you just selected the lowest-performing 17 players. 

Harold Gutmann 
Staff Writer, UNC athletics 
The Herald-Sun 
2828 Pickett Road 
Durham, N.C. 

(cell) 
www.hemldsun.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:26 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

"...high personal and professional cost to those involved" 
Really? Beautiful. It is all about ’us’. 
I’m crying. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Seat: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:47 PN 
To: Willingham, Nary C. 
Subject: Fwd: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

I forwarded to the progressive faculty network news about the petition we’ve constructed against death threats. What happened? I found my own Jim Dean! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Date:Wed, 15 Jan 2014 15:25:55 -0500 
From:ILia Caldwell <          ~vahoo.com> 

To:Jay Smith <iavsmith~email.unc.edu> 
CC:The progfac mailing list <pro~fac~listserv.unc.edu> 

Dear Jay, 

I find it extremely disconcerting that you are using the Progressive Faculty listserv to further your own destructive agenda. As someone who has suf 

Perhaps you do not realize that, every time you collude with the media and keep the scandals alive, you are acting in ways that carry a high person 

> On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:28 PM, Jay Smith <iaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Thanks very much, Don and everyone. Do please spread the word. We’re already up to about 50 signatures. 

>> On 1/15/14 12:47 PH, Nonini, Don wrote: 

>> Colleagues, I’m with Jay on this. The URL below worked for me, and I have just signed the petition. Urge everyone else to do so as well. 

>> 

>> Don 

>> 

>> 

>> Don Nonini 

>> Professor of Anthropology 

>> Anthropology Department 

>> UNC Chapel Hill 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Original Message 

>> From: Smith, Jay M 

>> Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 8:13 PM 

>> To: The progfac mailing list 

>> Subject: [progfac] petition on free speech 

>> 

>> Colleagues: 

>> I don’t know if the list is aware of this, but Mary Wlllingham, the athletics whistleblower who was on CNN this week, has received about a half doz 

>> 

>> Jay Smith 

>> 

>> http://~ee~.ipetitions.com/petition/unc opposes death threats 

>> 

>> You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dnonini@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave 34113354 154987.cdO18cla24ddO5c7a 

> 

> 

> You are currently subscribed to progfac as: @yahoo.com. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave 34117778 56071357.710b9eO5a35926cf6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Could you forward this again blank - I have a message for Perrin. 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

wvcw.un e. e du/~willin gh 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 8:37 P!v~ "Jay Smith" <j~vsmith@emailxmc.eda> wrote: 

Perrin. Jesus. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Date:Yhu, 16 Jan 2014 00:51:58 +0000 

From: Perrin, Andrew J <andrew 

Reply-To: Perrin, Andrew J <andrew=p~j~,~nc ed~- 

To: Yhe progfac mailing list 

CC: The progfac mailing list ~¢2b~listser~Annc.ed~" 

Colleagues, 

I believe jay’s (and Hary’s) intentions are honorable and fair. 

I also think the effects of their consistent mistrust and impugning of the intentions of leadership and faculty volunteers are very problematic a 

In any case, though, the petition is laughably straightforward does anybody actually think the chancellor would endorse death threats? Did anyb 

Andrew Perrin, UNC Sociology 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 15, 2014, at 5:31 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <~s%ro@unc~ed@> wrote: 

> 

> Thanks Max. I apologize for my coK@aent that may have offended some in this regard. 

> 

> "Where you stand depends on where you sit." Perhaps my seat, coupled with the most recent media flurry, has heightened my emotions to the exten 

> 

> debby 

> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

> ~ Samuel Johnson 

> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed 

> 

> 

> 

> Original Message 

> From: Eichner, Maxine 

> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:24 PM 

> To: Stroman, Deborah L; The progfac mailing list 

> Subject: RE: [progfae] petition on free speech 

> 

> I am newer to the progfac listserv than some and, because of that, there may be longstanding codes of behavior of which I’m not aware. But I’d 

> Max Eichner 

> 

> Original Message 

> From: Stroman, Deborah L 

> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:15 PM 

> To: The progfac mailing list 

> Subject: RE: [progfae] petition on free speech 

> 

> Hi Kia. Thank you for your response. I support your sentiments 100%. 

> 

> A seemingly simple request of the Chancellor has far more impact and consequences than what I believe you have thought through.., or perhaps yo 

> 

> debby 

> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

> ~ Samuel Johnson 

> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed 

> 

> 



> 

> Original Message 

> From: Kia Caldwell [mai]to:              ~ahoo.com] 

> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:26 PM 

> To: The progfac mailing list 

> Cc: The progfac mailing list 

> Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

> 

> Dear Jay, 

> I find it extremely disconcerting that you are using the Progressive Faculty listserv to further your own destructive agenda. As someone who h 

> Perhaps you do not realize that, every time you collude with the media and keep the scandals alive, you are acting in ways that carry a high 

> 

> Kia Caldwell 

> 

> 

>> On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:28 PM, Jay Smith <~smith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> Thanks very much, Don and everyone. Do please spread the word. We’re already up to about 50 signatures. 

>>> On 1/15/14 12:47 PH, Nonini, Don wrote: 

>>> Colleagues, I’m with Jay on this. The URL below worked for me, and I have just signed the petition. Urge everyone else to do so as well. 

>>> 

>>> Don 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Don Nonini 

>>> Professor of Anthropology 

>>> Anthropology Department 

>>> UNC Chapel Hill 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Original Message 

>>> From: Smith, Jay M 

>>> Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 8:13 PM 

>>> To: The progfac mailing list 

>>> Subject: [progfac] petition on free speech 

>>> 

>>> Colleagues: 

>>> I don’t know if the list is aware of this, but Mary Wlllingham, the 

>>> athletics whistleblower who was on CNN this week, has received about 

>>> a half dozen death threats and many other hateful and hostile calls 

>>> and emails this past week from (presumably) athletic boosters. Our 

>>> administration, too busy trying to discredit Willingham’s claims 

>>> about literacy level of some athletes, has uttered not a single 

>>> public word about this abhorrent behavior. The athletic reform group 

>>> has created a petition at iDekitions~com and we are hoping to collect 

>>> many faculty signatures to present to the chancellor for Friday’s 

>>> Faculty Council meeting. I was unable to send the link to a listserv, 

>>> but I }believe} that you’ll be able to access and sign the petition 

>>> here if you are so inclined. Thanks for considering. (And please 

>>> spread the word.) 

>>> 

>>> Jay Smith 

>>> 

You are currently subscribed to progfac as: ja%smit’~@emaii.unc.eiu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave 34i]9552 60582236~80e9ef~edddd439288653627i6~13467@listserv~unc~e.qu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Rob Rivers @gmail.com> 

Re: Lunch Details 

Apologies, it is on my schedule. Looking forward. Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 9:26 PM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

OK, let’s go for the Coffee Shop. Still waiting for Mary to confirm, but her life’s been a whirlwind 
the last few days. If she can’t make it, we can still meet up. lpm next Wednesday. 
On 1/15/14 3:25 PM, Rob Rivers wrote: 

H[Jay, 

Both sound fine to me, so why don’t you choose? Looking forward to meeting you in person 

and another wonderful trip to Chapel Hill! 

I have been busy sending emails to alumni friends encouraging them to become involved. 

There is a much larger issue that I am certain concerns Mary as well. I am active in our local 
schools in Granville County, and I witness almost on a daily basis the widening achievement 
gap between African American students and all other demographics. Similarly, I have been a 

long time youth sports coach, and I saw the educational disinterest and resulting 
disenfranchisement of many young African Americans. None of what UNC has done in any 
way sends the right message to that group. 

Rob 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:24 PM 
To: Rob Rivers 
Cc: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Lunch Details 

Rob: Sorry I was slow to get back to you. If Mary is free (she’s copied), I’d like to propose a 

lpm lunch next Wednesday. I have to take my son to a dr’s appt at 10:30, so noon might be a 

little early. Is this OK? As to location, anything would be fine. I always like the Carolina Inn 

bar, but I am a big Carolina Coffee Shop fan too. Plenty of other possibilities. -Jay 

On 1/15/14 12:06 PM, Rob Rivers wrote: 

HiJay, 

Don’t know if you received my response to your lunch date proposal on 

Monday. Next Wed works for me. I will have to be on my way by 2:30, but I can 

be in CH anytime before lunch. Where and when should we meet? I can come 

to your office if that is more convenient for you, and I would love to have Mary 

join us if she likes. 



Looking forward to seeing you, 

Rob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:42 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch Details 

My emails have just hit 987 for the week. I never lose control of email - ever. Until now. About to get Perrin- 
watch. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 9:36 PM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No apologies. I was just prepping him in case you felt like bailing. Which I would understand. 
On 1/15/14 9:35 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Apologies, it is on my schedule. Looking forward. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 9:26 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

OK, let’s go for the Coffee Shop. Still waiting for Mary to confirm, but her 
life’s been a whirlwind the last few days. If she can’t make it, we can still 
meet up. lpm next Wednesday. 
On 1/15/14 3:25 PM, Rob Rivers wrote: 

Both sound fine to me, so why don’t you choose? Looking forward 
to meeting you in person and another wonderful trip to Chapel 

I have been busy sending emails to alumni friends encouraging 

them to become involved. There is a much larger issue that I am 
certain concerns Mary as well. I am active in our local schools in 
Granville County, and I witness almost on a daily basis the 

widening achievement gap between African American students 
and all other demographics. Similarly, I have been a long time 
youth sports coach, and I saw the educational disinterest and 

resulting disenfranchisement of many young African Americans. 
None of what UNC has done in any way sends the right message to 
that group. 

Rob 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:24 PM 
To: Rob Rivers 



Cc: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Re: Lunch Details 

Rob: Sorry I was slow to get back to you. If Mary is free (she’s 

copied), I’d like to propose a lpm lunch next Wednesday. I have to 

so noon might be a little early. 

Is this OK? As to location, anything would be fine. I always like the 

Carolina Inn bar, but I am a big Carolina Coffee Shop fan too. 

Plenty of other possibilities. -Jay 

On 1/15/14 12:06 PM, Rob Rivers wrote: 

HiJay, 

Don’t know if you received my response to your 

lunch date proposal on Monday. Next Wed works for 

me. I will have to be on my way by 2:30, but I can be 

in CH any time before lunch. Where and when 

should we meet? I can come to your office if that is 

more convenient for you, and I would love to have 

Mary join us if she likes. 

Looking forward to seeing you, 

Rob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 1:30 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Thank you 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.ur~c 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Godwin, Zach" <Zach@chapelboro.com> 
Date: January 16, 2014 at 1:20:28 PM EST 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillm~ur~c.edt~> 
Subject: Re: Thank you 

Hi Mary, 

Thank you for the note! I’m glad to be your defender and help out your cause however I can. Please let me 
know if there’s anything I can do for you. With our site being so locally focused, it could be a great place for 
you to speak directly with your community if you’d have any interest in writing something like a letter to 
your Chapel Hill community. Again, just let me know ifI can do anything to give you a hand. 

Best, 

Zach Godwin, Website Manager 
WCHLIChape~bOrOoCOm 
office: ~ 240-6042 

Follow us: @Chapelboro 
Follow us: facebookocom/Cha~e~boro 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." <mwillin~ham@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 11:28 PM 

To: admin <zach~elbo~o.com> 
Subject: Thank you 

Zach, 
I am still trying to catch up from the firestorm, but wanted to say thank you for what you wrote. Just to give 
you an idea, I have been running (long runs) on Saturday mornings for 23 years, and for the first time ever, 
my husband panicked when I was late returning to the house last weekend (he usually pays no attention). 
Although I can not talk about my involvement in the O’Bannon case, I remain hopeful that it will make a 
real difference for our profit sport athletes. When I wake up in the morning and think - "what on earth am I 
doing?", I close my eyes tightly and can still see all of their faces (hundreds of athletes from the 7 years) - 
amazing talented young men who deserve so much more than what we offered. And, yes game days in 
Chapel Hill are spectacular. 
Sincerely, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc, edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 5:01 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

CORRECTION: @Times: Top 5, Golden Moment, A Tale of Two Cities and More 

View this in a browser 

Janua~ 15, 2014 

Special Note 
The @Times newsletter distributed yesterday inadvertently contained an 

incorrect list of the Top 5 Viewed Features on NYTimes.com, Jan. 8 - 14, 2o14. 

The correct list is included below. We apologize for the error. 

Golden Moment 
Last Sunday’s 71st annual Golden Globes 
telecast drew nearly al million viewers, the 
awards show’s bi~est a(~dier~ce in lo years. 
Relive the festivities with our 
cover~ -- including a list of reci~2ients in 
both the motion picture and television 
categories; a spotlight on the 
wim~er,, "American Hustle" and "la Years a 
Slave"; and of course a red carpet slide show, and a look at attendees’ ~d~es and the 
des~gr~ers who dressed them. 

A Tale of Two Cities 
When it comes to New York City real estate, 
there’s never a dull moment. Keep up-to- 
the-minute on the ~r<mds of this shifting 
scene with our Real Estat~ sect%n, which 
covers everything from Big Ticket homes -- 
such as celebrity photographer Am~ie 
Leibovitz’s recently sold Greenwich Village 
refuge, or a classic Caradela residence 
overlooking the Met -- to the challe    of finding more modest apartments in a 
city where new one-bedrooms are increasingly scarce. 



Cashing In on Body Parts 

Judi Henderson-Townsend of Oakland, Calif., 
runs Mannequin Madness -- repairing, 
recycling, renting and selling mannequins. 

House Hunting in ... New Zealand 
Prices in the Christchurch area have gone up 
since the 2010 earthquakes, which destroyed 
10 to 15 percent of the housing stock. 

After Flurr~ of Changes, Some States 

Ease Up 

VVho controls the states and where they stand. 

Living In a Gun Lobby Dystopia 
The gun lobby extols the benefits of an armed 
citizenry. On Monday, the nation got a terrifying 
glimpse of how dangerous that vision really is. F\ILL 

ADVERTISEMENT 



January 8 - 14, 2014 

52 Places to Go in 2014 

Christie Faces Scandal on Traffic Jam Aides 

Ordered 

How Y’all, Youse and You Guys Talk 

Goodnight. Sleep Clean. 

Banks Say No to Marijuana Money, Legal or Not 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Sleeker, Faster, More Intuitive. 

HOME & GARDEN I When Pop Stars Go Into 

Rehab 



BITS I The Nuts and Bolts of Network Neutrality 

T MAGAZINE I Iris Apfel, Style Maven 

CITY ROOM I Water Main Break Snarls Commute 

TELEVISION I After Patriarch’s Outburst, "Duck 
Dynasty" Is Back 

Stay connected with 

Manage your 
subscriptions > 

Email The Times > 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department. You received this message 
because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your Email I Privacy I Adve£ise 

The New York Times Company I 620 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018 
NYTimes.com I Copyright 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

W. Miles Fletcher <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 30, 2010 4:29 PM 

Lowery, Malinda Maynor <mmaynor@email.unc.edu> 

Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: AMST 210: Intro to Southern Studies, spring 2011 

Dear Malinda, 

I appreciate your query. I apologize for a delayed response, but during 
this past weekend I was out of town at a conference. I also must admit 
that the notion of planning courses three years into the future is a new 
experience for me, and I have few precedents for replying to your 
question. It’s hard to make iron-clad commitments that far in advance, 
because circumstances can change so much from year to year. 

That said, I do not see a major problem with your offering the Intro to 
Southern Studies course in the spring, 2013, for the Department of 
American Studies. The History Department generally has allowed faculty 
members to teach courses in relevant curricula on a reasonable basis. 

I think that the History Department would greatly value your directing 
the Senior Honors Program and hence teaching History 691H and 692H 
during the academic year, 2012-2013. 

In regard to HIST/AMST 110, the History Department and the Department of 
American Studies should at some point discuss as a general issue the 
staffing of both instructors and Teaching Assistants for that course. 
One problem is that if a professor whose home department is AMST (such 
as Dan Cobb) teaches HIST/AMST 110, the History Department evidently 
receives little credit for enrollments in the course, even if the 
History Department is the home department for the course and provides 
most or even all of the Teaching Assistants. At least that is the 
impression that I have received from recent correspondence with the 
College. Anyway, this is a matter for future discussion. 

Because Jay Smith will succeed me as Associate Chair on July 1, 2010, I 
am copying him on this note. 

Sincerely, 

Miles 

Malinda Maynor Lowery wrote: 
> Hi Miles and Fitz, 
> AMST has asked me to develop and co-teach the Intro to Southern Studies 
> course for the Spring of 2013. They need your commitment to allow me to 
> teach this in order to move forward. 
> 
> This is also a chance for us to discuss what you want me to do in 
> 2012 -2013 (I’m planning to take leave in 2011-2012). If continuing as 
> Honors thesis director is your preference, then I would need to teach 
> Lumbee History in Fall 2012 (I’ve received an APPLES service learning 
> development grant for that course, which binds me to teach it at the 
> earliest opportunity-- because of the leave that would mean fall of 
> 2012). Then in Spring 2013 I’d teach HIST 692H and this AMST course. 
> 
> If the above scenario works for you, then I also need to make sure with 
> AMST that our other American Indian History courses are covered--they 
> should let Dan Cobb teach HIST 898 and HIST 110 in Fall 2012, and he 
> could cover other AMST needs in Spring 2013. 



Thank you for considering this and if you have any reasons for me to not 
teach the Southern Studies course, I trust you’ll let me know. 

Take care, 
Malinda 

Begin forwarded message: 

>> *From:* ferrism <ferrism@email.unc.edu <mailto :femsm@emaiktmc edt~>> 
>> *Date:* March 26, 2010 3:44:51 PM EDT 
>> *To:* Malinda Maynor <mmaynor@email.unc.edu 
>> <mai~to :mma~email.ullc~ed~>> 
>> *Cc:* Marcie Fen-is <ferrism@email.unc.edu <mailm:femsm~rtemail.llr~c.ed~>> 
>> *Subject:* *Re: AMST 210: Intro to Southern Studies, spring 2011" 
>> 
>> Malinda: it would be terrific if you could work with Tim Marr to 
>> develop the 
>> AMST 210 gateway course this summer, and then plan to team teach it 
>> with Tim 
>> the spring of 2013. Could you ask Fitz Brundage and History Dept. to 
>> commit 
>> to this, as part of your teaching rotation? It would be so helpful if 
>> we Call 

>> lock into place the staffing of our rapidly growing suite of southern 
>> studies courses that are required for the major. Let me know what you 
>> think--as soon as I hear back from you, I’ll send the nomination of 
>> you and 
>> Tim as our course development team onto Harry Watson at CSAS. Fondly, 
>> Marcie 
>> 

>> Marcie Cohen Fen-is, Ph.D. 
>> Associate Professor, American Studies Dept. 
>> Director of Undergraduate Studies, American Studies Dept. 
>> CB 3520, 320 Greenlaw 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
>> 919-843-9881 wk; 919-962-3520 fax 
>> 919-968-8280 HM 
>> Mobile 
>> ferrism@email.unc.edu <mai~o :fe~rism~emNkullc.ed~> 
>> 

>> 

>>> From: Malinda Maynor <mmaynor@email.unc.edu 
>>> <mailto:~mlla~,llor~&emaik~mc.ed~>> 
>>> Date: Wed, 24 Mar 2010 15:07:05 -0400 
>>> To: Marcie Ferris <ferrism@email.unc.edu <mailm:~:emsm(~;email.llllc.edu>> 
>>> Subject: Re: AMST 210: Intro to Southern Studies, spring 2011 
>>> 
>>> Hi Marcie--I could certainly develop now and teach later, though it 
>>> would likely even be after 2012, as I plan to go on leave for 
>>> 2011-2012. The earliest could be Spring of 2013, then. I leave it to 
>>> you to decide whether that would be useful or appropriate. 
>>> 
>>> Thanks, 
>>> Malinda 
>>> On Mar 24, 2010, at 3:02 PM, ferrism wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Malinda--I completely understand your teaching commitments for 2011-- 
>>>> would 
>>>> you have any interest in still developing the course with Tim this 
>>>> summer, 
>>>> and teaching it down the road a piece--say spring of 2012? Marcie 



>>>> Marcie Cohen Ferris, Ph.D. 
>>>> Associate Professor, American Studies Dept. 
>>>> Director of Undergraduate Studies, American Studies Dept. 
>>>> CB 3520, 320 Greenlaw 
>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
>>>> 919-843-9881 wk; 919-962-3520 fax 
>>>> 919-968-8280 HM 
>>>> Mobile 
>>>> ferrism@email.unc.edu <mailto :fe~rism~mail.ur~c.edu> 

>>>>> From: Malinda Maynor <mmaynor@email.unc.edu 
>>>>> <maiFto :ram      email.unc.edu>> 
>>>>> Date: Wed, 24 Mar 2010 14:57:07 -0400 
>>>>> To: Marcie Ferris <ferrism@email.unc.edu 
>>>>> <mailm :ferrism,~email.m~c.edt~>> 
>>>>> Subject: Re: AMST 210: Intro to Southern Studies, spring 2011 

>>>>> Hi Marcie, 
>>>>> I’m afraid I have to turn down this wonderful opportunity, but thank 
>>>>> you for thinking of me. The History department alrea@ has me slated 
>>>>> to teach an undergraduate seminar and a graduate seminar for Spring 
>>>>> 2011. Please keep me in mind for future years, however, and thank you 
>>>>> again! 

>>>>> Take care, 
>>>>> Malinda 

>>>>> On Mar 24, 2010, at 11:24 AM, ferrism wrote: 

>>>>>> I have included the original course proposals for both 210 and 211, 
>>>>>> and 
>>>>>> you=B911 see how much Bernie and I changed 211 from what was 
>>>>>> originally 
>>>>>> proposed. (I also attached our current syllabus, and Heather 
>>>>>> Williams=B9 
>>>>>> syllabus for AMST 410=8Bthe senior capstone course for southern 
>>>>>> studies, whic= 
>>>>>> h 
>>>>>> she will also teach in spring 2011.) We imagine the same 
>>>>>> evolutionary 
>>>>>> process happening to AMST 210, and thus the =B3Historical Analysis 
>>>>>> of the 
>>>>>> American South=B2 part of the title could be changed to best reflect 
>>>>>> the 
>>>>>> teaching faculty(s) interests! The southern studies curriculum 
>>>>>> proposal=8Bthat Tim helped to create---is also attached 
>>>>>> here=8Bincluding a list 
>>>>>> of university-wide southern studies courses. Thank you, Tim and 
>>>>>> Malinda--I 
>>>>>> hope you=B911 consider being our southern studies =B3dream team=B2 
>>>>>> for this 
>>>>>> summer. Looking forward to hearing back from you=8Bplease let me 
>>>>>> know any 
>>>>>> questions/concerns you have=8BI=B9m working at home on Wed. if you 
>>>>>> want to talk 
>>>>>> by phone=8B919-968-8280. Thanks-- Marcie 

>>>>>> Marcie Cohen Ferris, Ph.D. 
>>>>>> Associate Professor, American Studies Dept. 
>>>>>> Director of Undergraduate Studies, American Studies Dept. 



>>>>>> CB 3520, 320 Greenlaw 
>>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
>>>>>> 919-843-9881 wk; 919-962-3520 fax 
>>>>>> 919-968-8280 HM 
>>>>>> Mobile 
>>>>>> femsm@email.unc.edu <maidto :fe~rism~email.ur~c.ed~> 

>>>>>> =20 

>>>>>> ...... End of Forwarded Message 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

wmfletch <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 5, 2010 6:28 PM 

anna peck         @hotmail.com> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: another question 

Dear Anna, 

I appreciate your concerns and I have written to the History Department 
Manager, Nadine Kinsey, about them. 

To elaborate a bit further, as far as I can tell, no faculty member who 
holds a Ph.D. is listed in the UNC on-line directory as "Dr. XXXX." (At 
least, I am not listed that way, and neither are a few other faculty 
members whose names I checked.) Therefore, it may not be possible 
to add "Dr." to your name in the Directory. On the other hand, it seems 
that only students are listed as "Ms." and "Mr." Hence listing you 
as "Ms. Anna Peck" does not seem appropriate, and I have asked Ms. 
Kinsey to see if she can change that listing. 

I remember that when you visited the History Department in June you 

requested the title of "Visiting Assistant Professor" and that 

Ms. Kinsey thought that title might be possible for you to have. 
I have asked Ms. Kinsey to see if you can have that title. 

On another matter, did you receive the desk copy of the second text 
for History 161 from the Oxford University Press? 

I am copying Prof. Jay Smith, the new Associate Chair for the History 
Department, on this message for his reference. 

Sincerely, 

Miles Fletcher 

On Thu, 5 Aug 2010 17:07:24 +0000, anna peck @hotmail.com> wrote: 
Dear Miles, 
There is another question. 
I found in UNC directories this info about myself: 

1. instead of Dr. Anna Peck, there is ms Anna Peck. I am not a grad 
student! 

2. we talked about a title "professor" instead of "lecturer" 
I would need the first one - and I am hired for just one semester. Would 
it be possible to do it soon? 

E-mail: peckae@email.unc.edu 

Position 
Title: Visiting Lecturer 
Department: History (3291) 

Affiliation 
Title: Fellow 
Department: Slavic,Euras E Eur Ctr 

Have a great holiday ! Anna 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

DEPAR.TMENT OF HISTORY 

HAMILTON HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3195 

CHAPEL HILl., NC 27599-3195 

December 3, 2009 

Office of International Students and Scholars Services 
301 Pittsboro Street 
C.B. # 5240 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5240 

Dr. Maren Wood will be employed by the Department of History at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill from January 1, 2010 to May 9, 2010, during which time 
she will serve as a Visiting Lecturer. Her stipend will be $      Her duties will focus 
on teaching a course, History 127, United States History to 1865, during the spring 
semester, 2010. She will have complete responsibility for the course. She will select 
the topics to be covered, determine the assigned reading, deliver the lectures, create all 
of the examinations and paper assignments, and grade all written work for the 
approximately 50 students in the class. Teaching this course requires a Ph.D. in 
American history. 

Sincerely, 

W. Miles Fletcher 
Professor, Associate Chair, and 
Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of History 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W. Miles Fletcher <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 10, 2010 11:09 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Boyatt Awards/Request from the Study Abroad Office 

Dear Jay, 

I appreciate your perplexity at the note from the Study Abroad Office. 
No one is more confused by the request from the Study Abroad Office (and 
by your note) than I am. Let me deal with the pertinent issues below. 

1)Only one undergraduate student,                  , is using a Boyatt 
Award for Study Abroad from the History Department during the summer or 
fall, 2010. Let me explain. In April, 2010, the History Department made 
two Boyatt Awards to students participating in Study Abroad Programs 
during the summer and fall, 2010.                      received a 
Boyatt award of $1,900 to participate in the Study Abroad Program in 
Prague during the fall semester, 2010, and                  received a 
Boyatt Award of $1,900 to participate in a summer Study Abroad program 
in St. Petersburg. In the end, only a~as able to 
activate his Boyatt Award. i informed me in May that she would 
not study in Prague in the fall, 2010. 

2) I am sure that Nadine has the award letter for 
If she does not for some reason have a copy of that award letter, I 

would be glad to provide another copy. She also should have a copy of 
the award letter to although was not 
able to use the award. 

3)I should explain that as a standard practice, I, of course, have given 
Nadine copies of all Boyatt Award letters. In fact, in the case of all 
recipients of Boyatt Awards, I have given copies of award letters to 
Nadine and to Joyce Loflin as well as Daniel Lebold in the Office of 
Development in the GEC. I also required all recipients to see Joyce 
Loflin to sign an eligibility form for a Boyatt Award and to sign a 
waiver. I am astounded, disappointed, and frankly quite offended by your 
implication that I would irresponsibly approve four Boyatt Awards 
without proper written notification to all relevant parties. 

4) I have no idea who are. I 
cannot send you or anyone else copies of award letters for these 
students, because the History Department has not offered Boyatt Awards 
to any of them. 

5) For reference, I have enclosed a comprehensive list of recipients of 
Boyatt Awards in History for Research and of recipients of Boyatt Awards 
in History for Study Abroad. I believe that I included this list on the 
flash drive of materials that I put in your departmental mailbox at the 
end of June. 

6) As I explained in the timetable of duties for the associate chair 
that I sent to you in late June, the History Department is now selecting 
recipients of Boyatt Awards in History for Research and of Boyatt Awards 
in History for Study Abroad in both the fall and spring. Of course, one 
can change that policy, if one wishes. 

7) I’ll be on campus tomorrow, Wednesday, and I will consult with Nadine 
to see if I can figure out how to respond accurately and constructively 
to the request of the Study Abroad Office. In the meantime, if someone 
could send me a copy of the request from the Study Abroad Office and any 
data it sent, that might help. At least that approach could be more 



helpful than simply assuming for some reason that I mn a slipshod 
operation. 

8) Off-hand and without being given any meaningful information, I can 
only speculate that the four students whom you mentioned received Boyatt 
Awards from the Curriculum in International Studies (now, I believe, the 
Curriculum in Global Studies) and the Study Abroad Office erred in 
sending its request to the Department of History rather than to the 
Curriculum in International Studies/Global Studies. I may be able to 
check this matter easily tomorrow. 

Sincerely, 

Miles 

Jay Smith wrote: 
> Hi Miles: 
> I’ve encountered my first road block. We were all stumped by an e-mail 
> from study abroad informing us of the need to put four Boyatt winners 
> "into the system." After some digging, we have figured out (we think!) 
> that these were four winners of fall awards. (Among the many things I’m 
> confused by, I didn’t realize that we grant awards in the spring to be 
> used in the fall.) Apparently, to process the awards, Nadine needs 
> copies of the award letters, which I don’t have. Could you please 
> forward the award letters for 
> to Nadine--with copies for me? Thanks much, 
> 

> Jay 
> 

on 



Boyatt Award Winners (last updated 04-21-10) 

Department of History 

2000-2001 

Total for 2000-2001 

2001-2002 

Total for 2001-2002 

2002-2003 

Total for 2002-2003 

2003 -2004 

$ 5OO 
447 
85O 

1,797 

$ 385.75 
250.00 
339.85 

975.60 

1,500 
725 
331 
291 
330 
214 

3,391 

2,500 
2,500 
1,500 
1,500 
1,500 

(Study Abroad, Selected in Spring) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Spring) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Spring) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Spring) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Spring 

Total for 2003-2004 9,500 



2004-2005 

1,500 
2,500 

450 

1,000 
575 

1,500 

(Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 
(Senior Honors Thesis, Selected in Fall) 
(Senior Honors Thesis, Selected in Fall) 
(Senior Honors Thesis, Selected in Fall) 
(Senior Honors Thesis, Selected in Spring) 

Total for 2004-2005 7,525 

2005-2006 

1,000 
2,000 
2,000 

(Senior Honors Thesis, Selected in Fall) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 

500 (Senior Honors Thesis, Selected in Spring) 
600 (Senior Honors Thesis, Selected in Spring) 

Total for 2005-2006 6,100 

2006-2007 

900 

1,000 
1,000 
2,000 

(Senior Honors Thesis, Selected in Fall) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 

160 (Senior Honors Thesis, Selected in Spring) 

Total for 2006-2007 5,060 

2007-2008 

1,000 (Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 
1,000 (Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 
2,000 (Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 
1,000 (Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 

1,000 (Senior Honors Thesis, Selected in Spring) 
1,000 (Senior Honors Thesis, Selected in Spring) 

7,000 



2008-2009 

Total for2008-2009 

2009-2010 

Total for 2009-2010 

2,500 
2,500 

1,600 
1,600 
1,600 

1,000 

10,800 

2,000 
1,500 
1,000 

1,900 

1,000 
1,000 
1,000 

9,400 

(Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 

(Study Abroad, Selected in Spring) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Spring) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Spring) 

(Senior Honors Thesis, Selected in Spring) 

(Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 
(Study Abroad, Selected in Fall) 

(Study Abroad, Selected in Spring) 

(Research, Selected in Spring) 
(Research, Selected in Spring) 
(Research, Selected in Spring) 

Cumulative Total $61,548.60 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W. Miles Fletcher <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 23, 2010 4:59 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Boyatt/Kusa clarification 

Dear Jay, 

I appreciate your query. I’ll try to answer your questions below. Feel 
free to call me at home (         to clarify any matters. 

1) The Boyatt Awards in History for Research and the Kusa Award are 
similar in that they both support travel for undergraduate research 
projects. The Department has always publicized the Boyatt Awards in 
History for Research to senior honors students, and this past year I did 
the same for the Kusa Award. The maximum for the Boyatt Award is 
$1,000, and the maximum for the Kusa Award is $900. The main difference 
in the two awards is that the Boyatt Award has a stipulation that the 
recipient cannot have been born in the country to which the recipient 
would like to travel and cannot have resided there for three months 
during the past 15 years. The Kusa Award has no such stipulation. One 
selection committee can handle both awards. Also, there is a joint 
application for the two awards. Hence, one announcement would suffice. 

2) There is no need to make a Kusa Award this fall, because the Kusa 
Award for the 2010-2011 academic year was awarded in the spring, 2010. 

. a senior honors student in the History Department for 
2010-2011, received the Kusa Award in the April competition and used the 
award to support a research trip to China. 

3) You should check with Nadine to see how much money there is in the 
Boyatt account so that you can plan how many Boyatt Awards to make in 
2010-2011. I should add that there are funds just for one Kusa Award 
each year. This fall, there should be a carryover in the Boyatt Account 
of at least $1,900. In the early fall, the Boyatt Fund usually makes a 
payment into the History account. I believe that in the past the 
payment has been $5,000-$6,000 per year, but I do not know what the 
payment will be this year. 

4) Please remember that there are also Boyatt Awards in History for 
Study Abroad. History students who are planning to go abroad in the 
spring semester apply for financial support, such as the Boyatt Award, 
through the Study Abroad Office in October, and the Study Abroad Office 
will let you know when that information will be available on-line. 

5) In the spring semester, as I remember, information for students 
applying for Study Abroad Programs in the summer and fall will be 
available online in February. 

6) I have held another selection for Boyatt!Kusa Awards in History for 
Research in late April. 

I’d be glad to answer further questions. 

Sincerely, 

Miles 

Jay Smith wrote: 



Dear Miles: 
I’m about to get down to business for the term~ and it seems that the 
first order of business is to set up selection committees for 
Boyatt/Kusa awards and prepare to send out the announcements about 
them. I’m a little confused~ though~ about the distinction between 
these two awards. Could you remind me how they differ? The 
announcement letters you sent out last year suggest that both the Boyatt 
Awards in History and the Boyatt and Kusa (Research Awards?) are to be 
used for travel-related expenses arising from Senior honors projects. 
Is that right? If so~ is there a reason to send out two separate 
announcements~ or could I just send one and call it the Boyatt and Kusa 
awards competition or something along those lines? Thanks for whatever 
guidance you can give. 

]3est~ 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kathleen DuVal <duval@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 14, 2010 1:38 PM 

Lowery, Malinda Maynor <mmaynor@email.unc.edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: grant question 

Hi Malinda, 
My inclination would be for you to write the letter. Obviously the 
Boyatt committee will understand, and we could attach a note to the 
Honors program application. 
Thanks, 
Kathleen 

Malinda Maynor Lowery wrote: 
> Hi Jay and Kathleen, 
> Ben Waterhouse’s honors student, is planning to apply to both the Boyatt and Honors program research grants. He 
is uncertain (as am I) of Ben’s availability right now given recent events. Would you advise that I write the letter for    , or should he 
go ahead and ask Ben? I guess what I’m wondering is if the award committees will downgrade his application if he doesn’t have a 
letter from his advisor. 
> 
> Thanks for your advice! 
> Malinda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

cbrownin@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 14, 2010 4:29 PM 

oj dixon@unc.edu 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

current grad students 

Jennifer, 
concerning the list of my grad students on the website, you should: 
ADD: 
CUT: (who 
have all finished, though    does not officially graduate until 
December) and probably also (who dropped out of contact and 
shows no signs of ever finishing). 

For the last sentence of the section on Research Interests, please change to: 

"His most recent book, REMEBERING SURVIVAL: INSIDE A NAZI SLAVE LABOR 
CAMP (2010), is a case study of a complex of factory slave labors in 
Starachowice, Poland, based primarily on 292 survivor testimonies." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kathleen DuVal <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 30, 2010 10:01 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc.edu>; 
Kinsey, Nadine <kinsey@email.unc.edu>; loftinj@email.unc.edu; Bryant, Chad 
<bryantc@email.unc.edu>; Lowery, Malinda Maynor <mmaynor@email.unc.edu>; 
Kathleen DuVal <duval@unc.edu> 
Boyatt Award for. 

boyatt award letter        2010.doc 

Dear All, 
The Boyatt Committee has awarded 
amount of $1000. Please see the attached letter. 
Best, 
Kathleen 

a research grant in the 

Kathleen DuVal 
Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 
History Department 
Hamilton Hall, Campus Box 3195 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kathleen DuVal <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 30, 2010 10:03 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc.edu>; 
Kinsey, Nadine <kinsey@email.unc.edu>; loftinj @email.unc.edu; Waterhouse, 
Benjamin (2 <waterhou@email.unc.edu>; Lowery, Malinda Maynor 
<mmaynor@email.unc.edu> 

Boyatt Award for 

boyatt award letter           2010.doc 

Dear All, 
The Boyatt Committee has awarded 
amount of $175. Please see the attached letter. 
Best, 
Kathleen 

a research grant in the 

Kathleen DuVal 
Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 
History Department 
Hamilton Hall, Campus Box 3195 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brandon Hunziker <branhunz@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 4, 2010 11:01 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Boyatt Award for 

I have a COT meeting on Wednesday from 3:30-4:30. Here are times I can meet: 

Wednesday, 1-3:30pm 
Tuesday, 3: 30-5pm 
Friday, 9-10 and 2-5 pm 

Monday (10/11) Pretty much anytime from 9am to 5pm 
Tuesday 3:30-5pm 
Wednesday (10/13, last possible day) 9-1 lam 1-3:30pm 

If none of these times work, I can also communicate my choices to you by 
email. 

Best, 

Brandon 

On 10/4/10 10: 55 AM, "Jay Smith" <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Not a bad idea. Would Wednesday work? 3pm? 
> On 10/4/2010 10:54 AM, Brandon Hunziker wrote: 
>> Jay, 
>> 
>> Do you want to suggest some meeting times to discuss these? 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> Brandon 
>> 

>> 

>> On 9/30/10 10:09 AM, "Jay Smith"<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Katileen: Thanks for the copy. This prompts my next question: Did 
>>> you receive from the Study Abroad office an alert about the study abroad 
>>> Boyatt applications (available online only)? We need to make decisions 
>>> about those by October 14; Brandon has volunteered to vet them with us. 
>>> If you don’t have access for some reason, I’ll be sure to tell them that 
>>> you must be clued in ..... 
>>> 

>>> Jay 
>>> 

>>> On 9/30/10 10:02 AM, Kathleen DuVal wrote: 
>>>> Dear All, 
>>>> The Boyatt Committee has awarded 
>>>> the amount of $175. Please see tile attached letter. 
>>>> Best, 
>>>> Kathleen 

a research grant in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kathleen DuVal <duval@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 6, 2010 4:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Nielsen, Mark S <mnielsen@email.unc.edu>; Bardachino, Sharon L 
<sharon.bardachino@unc.edu>; Kinsey, Nadine <kinsey@email.unc.edu>; Lloyd 
Kramer <lkramer@unc.edu>; Joyce Loftin <loftinj @email.unc.edu>; Kathleen DuVal 
<duval@unc.edu> 

Study Abroad Scholarship 

Dear Mark and Sharon, 
The History Department committee has decided to award a Boyatt Study 
Abroad Award in the amount of $3000 to for her 
study at King’s College. 
Best, 
Kathleen 

Kathleen DuVal 
Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 
History Department 
Hamilton Hall, Campus Box 3195 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nielsen, Mark S <mnielsen@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 8, 2010 9:29 AM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Bardachino, Sharon L <sharon.bardachino@unc.edu>; Kinsey, Nadine 
<kinsey@email.unc.edu>; Lloyd Kramer <lkramer@unc.edu>; Loftin, Joyce 
<loftinj@email.unc.edu>; Kathleen DuVal <duval@unc.edu> 

RE: Study Abroad Scholarship 

Thank you, Kathleen and Jay: 

Melissa McMurray, who works with the development team here at the GEC has informed me that one of the stipulations of the grant 
for this scholarship is that no student can receive more than $2,500.00 With that being the case, I suppose our only recourse is to 
reduce this award to that amount. Any objections? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kathleen DuVal 
Sent: Wednesday, October 06, 2010 4:44 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Nielsen, Mark S; Bardachino, Sharon L; Kinsey, Nadine; Lloyd Kramer; Loflin, Joyce; Kathleen DuVal 
Subject: Study Abroad Scholarship 

Dear Mark and Sharon, 
The History Department committee has decided to award a Bovatt Study 
Abroad Award in the amount of $3000 to for her 
study at King’s College. 
Best, 
Kathleen 

Kathleen DuVal 
Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 
History Department 
Hamilton Hall, Campus Box 3195 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kathleen DuVal <duval@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, October 10, 2010 2:21 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: FW: [Fwd: new history Boyatt chair] 

Hi Lloyd & Jay, 

Jeez, Jay and I immediately said fine to the $2,500 limit. Seems like 
someone went behind our back to complain, although I can’t see what the 
big deal was since we hadn’t told the student. It sounds like a good 
idea to have a meeting to let them tell us what they think we should 
know. But I’m not thrilled with an ex-officio staff member sitting in, 
especially since Study Abroad said they’d like to tell the students 
rather than us telling them, so they get to vet our decision before it 
goes anywhere anyway (as they did this time). 
Maybe we could meet between our meeting and the faculty meeting next 
Wednesday (or any Wednesday after our meeting). 
Thanks, 
Kathleen 

lkramer wrote: 
Jay and Kathleen, 
I guess we need to discuss this situation with the people in Study Abroad. 
There seems to be a recurring concern that we’re not "on the same page." 
Should we propose a time to meet? I don’t think we’ve been anything wrong, 
but we must need some clarification. 

Thanks, Lloyd 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: FW: [Fwd: new history Boyatt chair] 
Date: Sun, 10 Oct 2010 11:26:48-0400 
From: "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc.edu> 
To: "Kramer, Lloyd S" <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Lloyd, Apparently there was a slight glitch with the most recent Boyatt 
award (3k given, when maximum should be 2.5k). Any chance that Daniel 
Lebold could meet with you and/or Jay Smith and that Melissa McMurray (in 
Daniel Lebold’s office) next time could sit ex-officio on the committee 
when Jay Smith gives the award, to insure these things don’t happen going 
forward. Plus, we want to make sure that there is no overlap between 
History and Study Abroad selections in ways that are problematic. This 
would be to ensure coordination and communication. 
Thanks, Jonathan 

cc: Daniel Lebold 
Jonathan Hartlyn 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 
International Programs, College of Arts & Sciences 
K.J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 
Email: hartlyn@unc.edu<maiF~o:harl~mc.ed~> Tel: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 
962-2408 

> Quoting Melissa today, Oct 8, 2010: 



Hello all, 

I just noticed that the History Dept made their Boyatt selection. Only 
problem is they made the award for $3,000, when the agreement states no 
student can receive more than $2,500. What is the best way to address this? 

Sincerely, 

Melissa 

On 7/7/2010 11:03 AM, Daniel Lebold wrote: 

Jonathan - 

Per Melissa’s email below, please see the attached letter from Miles 
Fletcher to one of our top donors, Mr. Michael Boyatt -- also a member 
of our Advisory Board for Global Education. 

NOTE: I recommend that we schedule a meeting soon with Prof. Jay Smith 
-- who will be taking over as associate chair of the History Dept -- and 
thus overseeing the Boyatt Award in that department. It is important to 
note that there have been issues in the past in the selection of student 
recipients that fell outside the donor’s intent as stated in the gift 
agreement subsequent amendments/correspondences. With a new associate 
chair coming in, I think we should be preemptive in establishing a good 
line of communications/rapport between my office, Study Abroad, and the 
History Dept -- particularly during this transition period with Jay 
Smith. Also, Michael Boyatt will soon be relocating to Durham to be 

This will offer additional 
opportunities for us to engage with Michael, and it may be nice to 
schedule an introductory meeting with Jay Smith sometime in the early fall. 

Two key issues to discuss: 
1. Coordinating between History and Study Abroad (if one student gets 
Boyatt scholarships from both departments, they can actually exceed the 
maximum amount allowed) 
2. Citizenship and GPA criteria -- and sensitivities outlined by the donor. 

Let me know when you’d be available to discuss this further. I recommend 
a conversation with Melissa and myself as a first step. 

All best, 

Daniel 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: new history Boyatt chair 
Date: Wed, 07 Jnl2010 10:35:07 -0400 
From: Melissa McMurray 
<Melissa McMurray@unc.edu><mail~o:Me~issa McMurmy~ur~c.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: Daniel Lebold 
<dalebold@email.unc.edu><mailto :dalebold(~emaikunc.ed~> 

Hi Daniel, 

Here is the letter from Miles Fletcher in the History Department 
notifying Michael Boyatt of the new history undergraduate chair who will 
head up the Boyatt selection. 



Sincerely, 

Melissa 

Melissa McMurray 
Special Assistant for UNC Global 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
FedEx Global Education Center, CB#5145 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-5374 

Daniel A. Lebold 
Director of Development for UNC Global 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
FedEx Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street, CB 5145 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5145 
919.962.6865 T 

M 
919.962.5375 F 

>__ 

Daniel A. Lebold 

Director of Development for UNC Global 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

FedEx Global Education Center 

301 Pittsboro Street, CB 5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5145 

919.962.6865 T 

M 

919.962.5375 F 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lloyd Kramer <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 11, 2010 10:36 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: FW: [Fwd: new history Boyatt chair] 

Dear Jay and Kathleen, 
Thanks for your various messages. I’m also irritated by the way that 
people at Study Abroad are approaching this. I wrote Hartlyn this 
morning to convey in polite terms the view that we think Study Abroad is 
being unreasonable about all of this. I’ll paste in a copy of the note 
I sent him. Dan Lebold is the fundmiser who supports Study ABroad, so 
maybe he has had some direct dealings with Boyatt. I think Melissa is 
a staff person at Study Abroad but I don’t for sure. 

Anyway, it’s fine with me if you want to set up the meeting and not 
include me. I wonder if it would be helpful to invite Miles (though he 
is on leave), so that he can also refer to the history of this vexed 
relationship with Study Abroad. I agree that Lebold has gone around us 
to Hartlyn. I do remember that Hartlyn once asked me in the summer if I 
would set up a meeting with people in Study Abroad, but somehow amid the 
other several hundred tasks that we’ve been dealing with this particular 
meeting fell down a bit on the "to do" list. So I guess you can help by 

setting up a meeting. I’m sorry about the hassles. 

Lloyd 

Here’s what I wrote Jonathan Hartlyn--in a tone that I hope was 
diplomatic enough but also clear. 

Jonathan, 
I want to confirm receipt of this message, and I’ll work to arrange 
a meeting with the people at Study Abroad. Frankly, however, I want to 
convey to you that my colleagues think that people at Study Abroad are 
unreasonable. We don’t see a reason to have Study Abroad 
representatives involved in the granting of a history award. Miles 
Fletcher handled all of this with great professionalism; and then Study 
Abroad informed out administrative manager in July to arrange payonts to 
International Studies majors. This required additional work to correct 
an issue that came from Study Abroad. 

I mention this to suggest that my colleagues in History do not think the 
problems are coming mainly from our side. There was a mistake in a 
designated payout of $3000 rather than $2500 for one of the students 
this year, but we have corrected the problem. In any case, we’ll 
definitely set up a meeting to hash things out. We want to avoid 
misunderstandings in the future. I’m sorry for the miscommunications 
but (I’ll say to you confidentially) my colleagues think Study Abroad 
tends to make mountains out of molehills. 

All the best, 
Lloyd 

Jay Smith wrote: 
> Dear Lloyd and Kathleen: 
> I just went running--only partly to blow off steam. Calm though I may 
> be, though, I’m still really bothered by this. Hartlyn wants to be sure 
> that "these things don’t happen going forward"??? Note the implicit 
> blame--cast in History’s direction. I can’t wait to meet this Lebold 



> guy (though I promise to behave when I do.) I do think, though, that 
> the meeting should not involve you, Lloyd--unless you strongly feel a 
> need to be involved. I resent the feeling of being called to the 
> principal’s office for misconduct. And I think it’s important for 
> Lebold and others to learn basic rules of administrative etiquette--if 
> you have a problem with someone, bring it up with them personally before 
> whining somewhere up the chain of command. And in any case, this is 
> minor league stuff that should not eat up the time of the chair. Would 
> it be OK for Kathleen and I to initiate a meeting? -Jay 
> 
> On 10/10/10 2:07 PM, lkramer wrote: 
>> Jay and Kathleen, 
>> I guess we need to discuss this situation with the people in Study 
>> Abroad. 
>> There seems to be a recurring concern that we’re not "on the same page." 
>> Should we propose a time to meet? I don’t think we’ve been anything 
>> wrong, 
>> but we must need some clarification. 
>> 
>> Thanks, Lloyd 
>> 
>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: FW: [Fwd: new history Boyatt chair] 
>> Date: Sun, 10 Oct 2010 11:26:48 -0400 
>> From: "Hartlyn, Jonathan"<hartlyn@unc.edu> 
>> To: "Kramer, Lloyd S"<lkramer@email.unc.edu> 
>> 
>> Lloyd, Apparently there was a slight glitch with the most recent Boyatt 
>> award (3k given, when maximum should be 2.5k). Any chance that Daniel 
>> Lebold could meet with you and/or Jay Smith and that Melissa McMurray (in 
>> Daniel Lebold’s office) next time could sit ex-officio on the committee 
>> when Jay Smith gives the award, to insure these things don’t happen going 
>> forward. Plus, we want to make sure that there is no overlap between 
>> History and Study Abroad selections in ways that are problematic. This 
>> would be to ensure coordination and communication. 
>> Thanks, Jonathan 
>> 
>> cc: Daniel Lebold 
>> Jonathan Hartlyn 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 
>> International Programs, College of Arts& Sciences 
>> K.J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 
>> 205 South Building, CB 3100 
>> Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 
>> Email: hartlyn@unc.edu<mail~to:hardvr~r~c.ed~> Tel: 919 962-1165 
>> Fax: 919 
>> 962-2408 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Melissa today, Oct 8, 2010: 
>> 
>> Hello all, 
>> 
>> I just noticed that the History Dept made their Boyatt selection. Only 
>> problem is they made the award for $3,000, when the agreement states no 
>> student can receive more than $2,500. What is the best way to address 
>> this? 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 



>> Melissa 

>> On 7/7/2010 11:03 AM, Daniel Lebold wrote: 
>> 
>> Jonathan - 
>> 
>> Per Melissa’s email below, please see the attached letter from Miles 
>> Fletcher to one of our top donors, Mr. Michael Boyatt -- also a member 
>> of our Advisory Board for Global Education. 
>> 
>> NOTE: I recommend that we schedule a meeting soon with Prof. Jay Smith 
>> -- who will be taking over as associate chair of the History Dept -- and 
>> thus overseeing the Boyatt Award in that department. It is important to 
>> note that there have been issues in the past in the selection of student 
>> recipients that fell outside the donor’s intent as stated in the gift 
>> agreement subsequent amendments/correspondences. With a new associate 
>> chair coming in~ I think we should be preemptive in establishing a good 
>> line of communications/rapport between my office, Study Abroad, and the 
>> History Dept -- particularly during this transition period with Jay 

>> Smith. Also, Michael Boyatt will soon be relocating to Durham to be 
>> 

This will offer additional 
>> opportunities for us to engage with Michael, and it may be nice to 
>> schedule an introductory meeting with Jay Smith sometime in the early 
>> fall. 
>> 
>> Two key issues to discuss: 
>> 1. Coordinating between History and Study Abroad (if one student gets 
>> Boyatt scholarships from both departments, they can actually exceed the 
>> maximum amount allowed) 
>> 2. Citizenship and GPA criteria -- and sensitivities outlined by the 
>> donor. 
>> 
>> Let me know when you’d be available to discuss this further. I recommend 
>> a conversation with Melissa and myself as a first step. 
>> 
>> All best, 
>> 
>> Daniel 

>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: new history Boyatt chair 
>> Date: Wed, 07 Jul 2010 10:35:07 -0400 
>> From: Melissa McMurray 
>> <Melissa McMurray@unc.edu><mailto:Me~issa McM~a~u~c~ed~> 
>> Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> To: Daniel Lebold 
>> <dalebold@email.unc.edu><nmilto:dalebold(c~email.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hi Daniel, 
>> 
>> Here is the letter from Miles Fletcher in the History Department 
>> notifying Michael Boyatt of the new history undergraduate chair who will 
>> head up the Boyatt selection. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> Melissa 
>> 

>> Melissa McMurray 
>> Special Assistant for UNC Global 



>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> FedEx Global Education Center, CB#5145 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 919-962-5374 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Daniel A. Lebold 
>> Director of Development for UNC Global 
>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> FedEx Global Education Center 
>> 301 Pittsboro Street, CB 5145 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5145 
>> 919.962.6865 T 

M 
>> 919.962.5375 F 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Daniel A. Lebold 
>> 
>> Director of Development for UNC Global 
>> 
>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 
>> FedEx Global Education Center 
>> 

>> 301 Pittsboro Street, CB 5145 
>> 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5145 
>> 
>> 919.962.6865 T 
>> 
> M 
>> 
>> 919.962.5375 F 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lebold, Daniel A <daniel.lebold@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 12, 2010 3:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
McMurray, Melissa <melissa mcmurray@unc.edu>; Jonathan Hartlyn 
<hartlyn@email.unc.edu> 

RE: meeting 

Thanks, so much, for your email. Yes, we thought it is important to meet briefly to review our procedures for making Boyatt awards, 
particularly given the complexity of having his gift spread across two different departments, and because of the number of issues that 
this has created over the years. 

On an aside, Michael Boyatt has recently relocated to Durham to live closer to his son. 
That said, I think it would be nice to find a time to introduce you to Michael as the new 

chair of the department. 

How would sometime this Thursday afternoon work for you, Oct 14, say around 2pm? We’d be happy to come by your office if that is 
most convenient. 

Best, 

Daniel 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 11, 2010 11:06 AM 
To: Lebold, Daniel A 
Subject: meeting 

Dear Mr. Lebold: 
Yesterday I was informed by my chair, who heard from Jonathan Hartlyn, 
that you feel a need to meet with History department personnel about the 
management of the Boyatt awards. We’re happy to do so, especially after 
the strange mishap this summer when the Study Abroad office tried to get 
us to pay out awards to International Studies majors. Kathleen Duval 
and I are generally free on Monday afternoons after lpm (though not on 
Oct. 18), and Tuesdays and Thursdays work very well for both of us. 
We’ll also try to get Miles Fletcher for this meeting, since he carries 
the institutional memory on all things Boyatt. I look forward to 
hearing from you. 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lloyd Kramer <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 14, 2010 11:21 AM 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email.unc.edu> 
Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Wood to reconfirm PhD completed 

Thanks for this confirmation. I remember her dissertation 
defense and she did well- 

So Hist 355 will be a good course tbr her. 

We were paying slightly less for some people who were no longer 
students; but I think       is appropriate, especially because 
of Maren’s experience. And I think from now on we should in any 
case set the stipend a!       for independent teaching when the 
person has completed the PhD. 

Lloyd 

Violet Anderson wrote: 
> She has graduated. :-) 
> Cheers, 
> vi 
> 

> Violet Anderson 
> History Dept 
> 919-962-9823 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Bullard, Melissa M [~nailto:mbullard~emaiLunc~edu.] 
> Sent: Thursday, October 14, 2010 11:07 AM 
> To: Smith, Jay M; Kramer, Lloyd S 
> Cc: Anderson, Violet 
> Subject: RE: Wood to reconfirm PhD completed 
> 
> Dear Jay, I believe Maren has finished, but I can’t confirm it for sure from home without access to her file, so you may want to double check 
wit~ violet. I seem to remember that the salary for those with PhD in hand is but Lloyd or Nadine would know for sure. 
> 
> I’ve copied Violet on this, so hopefully when she gets back to her office, she can reconfirm. Best, Melissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [maillo;j~’smi~@@email:unc.ed~4] 
> Sent: Thursday, October 14, 2010 10:57 AM 
> To: Kramer, Lloyd S; Bullard, Melissa M 
> Subject: Wood salary 

> Dear Lloyd and Melissa: 
> I’m embarrassed that I can’t remember a) whether Maren Wood has finished 
> t~e degree and b) if so, what her salary will be for teaching the 355 
> next semester. But would either or both of you remind me of this 
> critical detail? She’s already accepted, but I’m trying to nail down 
> l~e particulars for her. Thanks. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
Benj amin C. Waterhouse <waterhou@email.unc. edu> 

Friday, October 15, 2010 7:39 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

History 364 

Dear Jay, 
I am teaching History 364, History of American Business, this spring. When I taught it last fall (during my first 
semester here), the enrollment was set at 55 students/1TA. I wanted to ask you about the possibility of 
expanding the enrollment this spring to 110 students/2 TAs. Last fall, I ended up turning some students away 
(though not 55, to be sure!), but it was also the first time I had taught it. That said, I have no way of predicting 
what student interest will be. If possible, though, I’d prefer the larger lecture class (and of course the department 
would benefit from more FTEs). Do you have any thoughts about it? 

Thanks, 
Ben 

Benj amin C. Waterhouse 
Assistant Professor of History 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
422 Hamilton Hall, CB# 3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-2373 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lloyd Kramer <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 25, 2010 5:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Castan 

Jay, 

Thanks for your note on this; yes, we definitely need to get her on the 
list of courses. Her name is Flora Cassen; and her e-mail at the moment 
is the following: 

Flora Cassen < ~gmail.com> 

She is working in New York on a post-doc at Columbia. Her field is 
early modern Jewish and Italian history, so she will need to teach 
something in that area. I’m not sure what we can ask in terms of a 
larger enrollment course. But a history 390 and a special topics 
might be one way to get her started, but we may need to develop a new 
survey course at some point. She might also be able to teach a Western 
Civ section. 

Thanks, Lloyd 

Jay Smith wrote: 
> Dear Lloyd: Do you happen to have Flora Castan’s e-mail address handy? 
> (And am I remembering her name correctly?) I need to put some courses 
> down for her for next year, and I’d like to get her input to the extent 
> possible. Thanks. -Jay 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malinda Maynor Lowery <mmaynor@email.unc. edu> 

Friday,                 2:30 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; 
< @gmail.com> 

Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~ < ~mail.com> 
Date: 9:11:12 AM EST 
To: mmaynor <ram email.ur~c.edu> 

Greetings Malinda! 
I was wondering if I could use the Boyatt award to purchase books and cinema (and maybe other 
materials) that UNC doesn’t have and would be super helpful towards my thesis. 

is surprisingly very cold. 
Hope you are doing wonderful! 
All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

policell <policell@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 8:35 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: appointment letter 

Yes, I certainly accept. And I’ll get the signed letter to Nadine ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Rob 

On Mon, 29 Nov 2010 19:46:06 -0500, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear Rob: 
> Please excuse the lateness of this formal letter of appointment. There 
> was a massive communication breakdown between my "office" and the office 
> of Nadine Kinsey. I’ll take the blame! Anyway, let me explain the 
> disappointingly sh***y salary,              I’d hoped for). It’s the 
> result of your continuous employment in consecutive semesters. Anything 
> that looks remotely like a "raise" is rejected by the University in 
> these strange times. Thus, you have to be paid your pre-PhD salary. It 
> stinks, I know. Anyway, if you could return the signed copy of this 
> letter to Nadine ASAP, we’d appreciate it. And let me know you accept! 
> Thanks. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MATTHEW ANDREWS < @mac.com> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 12:12 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: appointment letter 

I’ll sign it and drop it off tomorrow, Jay. Thanks again for the offer. 

Best, 
Matt 

On Nov 29, 2010, at 7:41 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

> Dear Matt: 
> Please excuse the lateness of this formal letter of appointment. There was a massive communication breakdown between my 
"office" and the office of Nadine Kinsey. I’ll take the blame! If you could return the signed copy to Nadine ASAP, we’d appreciate it. 
And let me know you accept! Thalaks. -Jay Smith 
> <Andrews 128 spring 2011.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mgbull <mgbull@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 10:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Request for advice 

Dear Jay 

May I seek your advice in formulating my response to an email that a 
student has just sent to me? The background here is that the final exam for 
the 292 Aristocratic Culture course, scheduled within the 8.00-11.00 slot 
on Friday 17th, will be a 2hr 15 min paper. At the request of some 
students, I agreed to move the start time forward. 

The email, in its entirety, reads: 

Hello, 

I class a few weeks ago we discussed the possibility that we begin the 
HIST 292 exam at 8:15 instead of 8. While I certainly appreciate the 
extra time to get up in the morning, I Personally would feel more 
comfortable with the full three hours to work on my essays. Also, I do 
not believe rescheduling an exam start time is permitted without 
permission from the University Provost (Section 2.e of the policy: 

). 

Best Wishes, 

He is obviously stretching the reading of the relevant sentence in the 
document he mentions to suggest that I am in error to revise the start time 
by a few minutes. The provision surely refers to changes of the place and 
time in the day of the scheduled slot, not timings within the slot: ’Only 
the Provost can grant exceptions to the scheduled time and location of a 
traditional examination after review and approval of the appropriate 
department head and the dean.’ 

In addition, I don’t see how I fall foul of the formulation: ’Final 
examinations for a full course should ordinarily cover a minimum of two 
hours and should not exceed a period of three hours.’ The length of the 
exam is consonant with the number of answers required (two) and creates a 
’level playing field’ for all the candidates. I have explained the 
rationale to the class on more than one occasion. 

May I ask for your advice as to the appropriate response? 
Many thanks 
Marcus 

Professor Marcus Bull FSA FRHistS 
Andrew W Mellon Distinguished Professor of Medieval and Early Modem 
Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of History 
Hamilton Hall, CB 3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
tel: (919) 962 2115 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 4, 2011 3:29 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: happy new year and a query 

Adam, 

I think Nadine filed some paperwork for Eve Duffy to get paid for her 
course in the spring. She works at the Program in the Humanities and Human 
Values, so I think she gets two lump sum payments for teaching. This will 
come to      in total. Could you check to see what we have in her file? 

Thanks, Lloyd 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 04, 2011 2:18 PM 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: Fwd: happy new year and a query 

Dear Lloyd: Eve asks a good question here. Nadine did not ask me for 
an "appointment letter" for Eve, and I assumed she was in a category 
different from Max, Rob, and other fixed term people. But did I assume 
wrong? I’m happy to write a letter if necessary--just don’t want to get 
the terms of language wrong. Just let me know how to proceed .... 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: happy new year and a query 
Date: Tue, 04 Jan 2011 13:56:30 -0500 
From: Eve M. Duffy <emduffy@email.unc.edu> 
To: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Jay! Happy New Year to you! Are you excited about your book? I hope 
so. I’ve already pre-ordered it! 

I’m writing to ask you about my payment for teaching this spring. As I 
am salaried, my department needs to route an overload approval form to 

the dean’s office, and this hasn’t happened yet, so I’m wondering if the 

issue of my payment has been resolved. Are you the right person to ask 
about this, and/or can you let me know whom I should contact? 

many thanks, Jay! 

Eve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 8, 2011 11:47 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Lowery, Malinda Maynor 
<mmaynor@email.unc.edu>; Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: outside reader for 

Dear Jay, Malinda, and Kathleen, 

The description of the senior honors program in the History Department in the Undergraduate Bulletin states that "an appropriate 
faculty member" must "supervise" the essay and that the student will be "examined by the supervisor and at least one additional 
faculty member to be agreed upon by the student and supervisor." That guideline has been interpreted to mean that a member of the 
UNC History Department must serve as the "supervisor" of a senior honors thesis but a faculty member from another department at 
UNC can serve as the "additional faculty member," a "second reader." I cannot think of an instance in which a faculty member from 
another institution has served as a "second reader." Perhaps there have been such cases, but I cannot remember one. In any event, the 
language is clear that a "faculty member" (someone who is a faculty member somewhere) must serve as a second reader. 

The UGSC may want to discuss the description of the senior honors program to clarify and confirm, or perhaps revise, its phrasing. 
Collaboration between the UNC History Department and the History Departments at Duke and NCSU seems to be increasing, at least 
at the graduate level, and new technology, such as email attachments and speaker phones and Skype, makes participation on defense 
committees more convenient. 

Sincerely, 

Miles 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ maiLur~c.eda] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 10:22 AM 
To: Lowery, Malinda Maynor; Fletcher, W Miles; Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: Re: Fwd: outside reader for 

Malinda: 
I’m afraid I just don’t know the rules about these things. I’m copying 
both Kathleen and Miles, with hopes that one of them remembers the 
rules! My sense is that the person would at least need to be on the 
faculty at UNC. We’ll see ..... 

Jay 

On 2/8/2011 9:57 AM, Malinda Maynor Lowery wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> Would you offer your view on Ben’s question about a second reader for 
> his thesis advisee? I also wanted to get clear on what the requirements 
> for second readers were--they do not have to be in the department, 
> correct? But is it necessary that they belong to the UNC faculty? And, 
> as Ben suggests below, is academic rank an issue? 
> 
> Thanks-- 
> Malinda 
> 
> Malinda Maynor Lowery 
> Assistant Professor of History 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> ~:iimali~dam~ofiower~.~.ordpress.com 
> Twitter @malindalowery 
> 
> Begin forwarded message: 
> 
>> *From:* "Benjamin C. Waterhouse" <waterhou@email.unc.edu 
>> <mai~to :wa:~erho~(&emaiLur~c.ed~>> 
>> *Date:* February 5, 2011 3:40:59 PM EST 



>> *To:* Malinda Maynor-Lowery <mmaynor@email.unc.edu 
>> <mai~J~o :mma~or~a?emai~unc.ed~>> 
>> *Subject:* *outside reader for 
>> 
>> Hi Malinda, 
>> I’m reading over      3rd chapter draft and thinking about something 
>> he brought up when I met with him last. He mentioned that you 
>> suggested he start thinking about who could be an outside reader of 
>> his thesis, and I had a thought--albeit a very unconventional one. 
>> What are the rules about non-UNC people reading theses? Specifically, 
>> I’m thinking about Louis Hyman, who is technically an independent 
>> scholar (and currently on the job market). But although he doesn’t 
>> have a faculty position (yet), he has a PhD in history and has 
>> published an academic book that’s right up the alley of what     is 
>> working on. The other upshot is that Lou has the time (see above re: 
>> unemployment) and has already told me he’d like to read the thesis. Is 
>> that too unkosher to work? 
>> 

>> Hope all is well. 
>> 
>> Ben 
>> 

>> Benjamin C. Waterhouse 
>> Assistant Professor of History 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> 422 Hamilton Hall, CB# 3195 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 919-962-2373 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               2:42 PM 

Bardachino, Sharon L <sharon.bardachino@unc.edu>; Nielsen, Mark S 
<mnielsen@email.unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Hunziker, Scott Brandon 
<branhunz@email.unc.edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam 
S <akent@unc.edu>; Loftin, Joyce <loftinj @email.unc.edu> 

Study Abroad Boyatt Awards from History 

Dear Sharon and Mark, 

The History Department committee has decided to award two Boyatt Study 
Abroad Awards in the following amounts 

$2,500 to 
$1,000 to 

for his study in the UNC Japanese Theater and Culture Program 
for her study in the Cherokee Nation 

I recall that last year you wanted me to refrain from informing the students until you had processed the 
information and notified them. When would be a good time for me to send them the congratulations notice from 
the History Department? 

Best, 
Kathleen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ferris, William R <wferris@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 1, 2011 9:46 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Emily Wallace < ~gmail.com>; Gina Mahalek <gina_mahalek@unc.edu> 

Re: web matters 

Dear Jay, 

Many thanks for your lovely message. My assistant Emily Wallace is much 
smarter about these matters than I am, and I will ask her to help in 
putting this site together. Please do ask Rachel and/or Nancy let us know 
how to proceed. 

Congratulations again on the wonderful review of your book. 

Sincerely, 

Bill 

William Ferris 

Center for the Study of the American South 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

410 East Franklin Street, CB # 9127 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

919-962-0519 (w) 

919-962-4433 (FAX) 

email: wferris@unc.edu 

Give My Poor Heart Ease: Voices of the Mississippi Blues 
(www.GiveMyPoorHeartEase.com) 

On 6/1/11 9:40 AM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi Bill: 
>Thanks for copying me on news items sent to Nancy. Since the department 
>page really only publicizes a) the publication of monographs, and b) the 
>winning of fellowships and prizes (with a few exceptions for things like 
>radio interviews and the like) I’m thinking that you might want to 
>follow the course suggested to me when my book came out: have Rachel 



>Olsen in our department create a personal website for you and your 
>projects. You obviously generate a lot of news--more news than the 
>typical faculty member--and I think it would probably make more sense 
>for you to have a personal site where you could park all the various 
>notices that you get. For example, for the Nixon-em blues collection 
>for which you wrote a foreword, it might be nice for you to have a site 
>where you could advertise that book, write an informed blurb about it, 
>say a few words about why you wanted to write the foreword, etc. The 
>department site doesn’t really have enough room to do justice to such 
>"side" projects, but on your own site you could use the space any way 
>you wanted. And your departmental faculty page could point to your 
>other site, as it does with mine. Rachel does fabulous work. (Here’s 
>the site she created for my book: 
>h~ps://mo~stersof~hegeva~dar~.webxmced~/) Let me know if this idea 
>appeals to you, and I’ll put you in touch with Rachel (and Nancy, who 
>would also be able to post updates and new items). -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 1, 2011 11:15 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: various and sundry 

Jay, 

Thanks for this follow-up about various things. It was good to tall about different issues 
And look at the web site. Adam told me that you have already gotten a confirmation from Katie 
Otis that she can teach that new section of HIST 128. I assume that Wanda can open it for 
Registration, and it should fill steadily over the next month of C-Tops. Thanks for moving so 
Quickly and efficiently on this new plan. We now have solutions for all the course problems 
We were facing at the beginning of the week--though we may still need a couple of TAs when the 
Dust settles. 

For Klaus Larres: Yes, I have his e-mail address:        ~yahoo.com 
He is currently in Washington and planning to visit ~hapel Hill between July 9 and 12. It would be good as you suggest to nail down 
a course with him. I assume that Wayne Lee might want him to teach a PWAD course in the spring too, but that could be one of the 
cross-listed courses so it would also cotmt for history. He might be willing to do the US foreign relations course, or he might prefer 
some kind of special topics course (490). I would check with Wayne, though, to see if we might find a good cross-listed course for 
him to teach. 

On Hagemann’s case: I agree with you. We simply maintain a policy that individual faculty cannot 
manage their own pages on the departmental web site. As we discussed, however, it will be fine 
to have people link to their own web sites off of their faculty page. But we are aiming for complete 
consistency on the departmental site. You can tell her that we’ve discussed this and I strongly agree on the policy of not having people 
manage their own pages on the Department site. 

Finally, I want to thank you for moving forward on the web site issues. I actually met with Nancy yesterday for about a half hour and 
we "practiced" the plan for revisions by working on my own page, which you can see here: 

/fac~l~vikramer. htm~ 

You’ll see that we fixed my "term" identity, added an undergrad degree, shortened the description of research interests, changed the 
"courses taught," and added five books for the category we’re calling "Some notable publications." I think that telling faculty they can 
have up to five publications in that category will be about right; it did not seem too cluttered. And by adding links to the books (as we 
did in order to see how that would work), the site becomes a way for faculty to promote their most important books and articles. 
Nancy makes the changes and the links quickly and efficiently. 

I agree that it might be difficult to get some faculty in to meet with Nancy; and it could be efficient to send proposed textual changes 
for the "research interests" out with a request for revisions and a meeting. But I think the meeting itself might still be helpful. I got 
more done in a half hour with Nancy than I could do efficiently in other ways. Like many people, I have problems following up on 
low-urgency e-mails. Also, by talking with her as we sat at her computer I started thinking more clearly about what I want to add for 
that section called "More information on Professor Kmmer’s research interests." Now I’ll draft something new for that; and I’ll work 
on an appropriate version of the CV. 

This kind of work will have to be done after the meeting, but I think having each person take a little time to sit with Nancy in her 
conveniently located office and review their personal page will be an efficient way to move forward with consistent pages and to get 
people thinking about how they present themselves. Nancy seems willing to do this, and we’ll advance at a somewhat deliberate pace 
over about ten weeks. I don’t think we need to bring in emeriti faculty or all the adjuncts. Of course if some members of the regular 
faculty absolutely refuse to meet with Nancy we’ll have to accept that (though she will edit their page to conform with others). But 
most people like to talk about themselves; and a web site page is now one of the most effective ways to present yourself to the world. 

One other thing: we decided to limit the list of "courses regularly taught" to about five per faculty member. And we want these to 
have a clear thematic focus. For example, Jacquelyn Hall had about ten courses on her page, but several were things like "dissertation 
prospectus seminar" or something like that. The core service courses do not need to be there. We want the courses to convey 
interesting themes, or at least something with a clear subject like US history since 1865. This is also a way to keep the basic page 
concise and interesting. 

Nancy will be away during July, so we’ll have to follow up in August. But I think the web site is getting better all the time. 

I hope you have a great vacation break. Enjoy the days and evenings away from Chapel Hill! And we’ll stay in occasional contact as 
needed. I’m leaving in the morning for Florida--and looking forward to it. 



Thanks again, 
Lloyd 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mail~o:~}, smi~h~2emaikmac.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 3:48 PM 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: various and sundry 

Lloyd--naturally, after I left your office yesterday I remembered a few 
other things I wanted to talk about or get from you. I think we can do 
this over e-mail, though. 

1. Hagemann: you may have heard that she’s agitating (again) for 
personal access to and control over her faculty page. With your 
permission, I’d like to tell her that we’ve talked it over and that we 
really don’t want to do that--in part because of the precedent it would 
set, and in part because of the move to standardize faculty pages. 

2. Do you have a valid e-mail for Klaus Larres? I need to schedule his 
spring courses. I really want to slide him into a 395 for one of the 
courses, but the other will be up to him, I suppose. I wonder if he’d 
have any interest in doing the 577, US Foreign Relations in the 20th c? 

3. As I thought about the web updating last night, I began to wonder if 
there’s an easier way to get faculty "on board" with their pages. 
Maybe instead of having everyone come in for a t~te-i~-t~te with Nancy 
(which some won’t do because they’re on leave, and others just won’t 
do), I wonder if we could e-mail them the text of their pages--maybe 
with a few "corrections" with track changes turned on--and ask them to 
return the page to us within the week. This could go out after I first 
send out an e-mail annotmcing our formatting changes and alerting them 
to a forthcoming e-mail from Nancy. I think that might be better for a 
couple of reasons. First, it would save Nancy considerable time. 
Second, it would prevent 40 different faculty from giving Nancy their 
two cents on how faculty pages should be formatted. Third, it would 
give them all a specific text to act on, and with a tight deadline. 
Personal conversations would inevitably have to be followed by actual 
text anyway. This way, we give them the text and they give us the 
revision. What do you think? 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 5:46 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics hi story.unc, edu 20110801-20110807 (Google Analytics for the Hi story site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20110801-20110807_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww, ~e,com/a~a 
token=tg_70TEBAAA.Wfix~ 9Iodrs4c27Zh             SB~BWGM’Ct~aAOx~RTU3 WTDitvOdKh2hM(~’ aXgdmc 1 u uaNa~ 
BZQN0rCPTMgKX@MflflmbYEzvZtNA/IK 95Nz9r~K2461gX~KHET~g&emai~2~av sr~fith%40email.uac.edu&hl=en U S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lisa Lindsay <lalindsa@email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday,                 1:24 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc.edu>; 
Hunziker, S Brandon <branhunz@email.unc.edu>; Duval, Kathleen A 
<duval@email.unc.edu>; Loftin, Joyce <loftinj@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Violet 
<vmanders@email.unc.edu>; Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam 
S <akent@unc.edu> 

study abroad Boyatt award 

Boyatt Study Abroad letter f2011 powell.doc; Boyatt Award Release.doc; Boyatt Award 
Eligibility Statement.doc 

Dear Bess, 
Please see the attached. 
Best wishes, 
Lisa 

Lisa A. Lindsay 
Associate Professor 
Department of History 

University of North Carolina 
CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
lalindsa@email.unc.edu 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 

HAMILTON HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3195 

CHAPEl_, HILL, NC 27599-3195 

T 919.962.2, I15 

F 919.962.I4O3 

College of Arts & Sciences 

UNC-CH 

~email.unc.edu 

Dear 

I am pleased to write that you have been awarded a Boyatt Award in History 
supported by the Michael L. and Matthew L. Boyatt Fund. The History Department 
has awarded you       toward your tuition for the 
program during the spring semester, 

These Boyatt Awards are for supporting students who are majoring in history and 
wish to pursue their academic interests in a Study Abroad Program. The History 
Department has selected you for this award on the basis of your excellent record in 
the History Department and a thorough review of your application materials for the 
Japanese Theater and Culture program. 

The History Department will allocate the award of      toward the tuition for the 
program. In order to activate this award, please contact Ms. Joyce Loftin, the 
Accounting Technician for the Department of History. Her office is 559 Hamilton 
Hall. She will ask you to sign the attached release agreement and eligibility form 
indicating that you were not born in the UK and have not resided there for three or 
more months during the past fifteen years. 

Mr. Michael Boyatt, whose generous donation has made this award possible, would 
like to know something about you, and so I am asking your permission to share with 
him some information from your application, such as your hometown, academic 
interests, career plans, and grade point average. Please reply by letter or email to 
formally accept this award and to give permission to share information from your 
application with him. I encourage you to write a note of appreciation to Mr. Boyatt. 
His address is: 

Mr. Michael Boyatt 



Such a note would greatly assist the Department in expressing its gratitude to a keen 
supporter of undergraduate study abroad. 

Congratulations on your award. If you have any questions, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Lindsay 
Associate Professor and Interim Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Attachments: eligibility and release forms 
cc: Lloyd Kramer 

Jay Smith 
Brandon Hunziker 
Joyce Loftin 
Violet Anderson 
Wanda Wallace 
Adam Kent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lisa Lindsay <lalindsa@email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday,                 1:31 PM 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc.edu>; 
Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu>; Hunziker, S Brandon 
<branhunz@email.unc.edu>; Loftin, Joyce <loftinj@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Violet 
<vmanders@email.unc.edu>; Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam 
S <akent@unc.edu> 

study abroad Boyatt award in history 

Boyatt Study Abroad letter .doc; Boyatt Award Eligibility Statement.doc; 
Boyatt Award Release.doc 

Dear Ms. 
Please see the attached. 
Best wishes, 
Lisa Lindsay 

Lisa A. Lindsay 
Associate Professor 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina 
CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
lalindsa@email.unc.edu 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 

HAMILTON HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3195 

CHAPEl., HILL, NC 27599-3195 

T 919.962.2, I15 

F 919.962.I4O3 

~email.unc.edu 

Dear Ms. 

I am pleased to write that you have been awarded a Boyatt Award in History 
supported by the Michael L. and Matthew L. Boyatt Fund. The History Department 
has awarded you       toward your tuition for your exchange semester at University 

These Boyatt Awards are for supporting students who are majoring in history and 
wish to pursue their academic interests in a Study Abroad Program. The History 
Department has selected you for this award on the basis of your excellent record in 
the History Department and a thorough review of your application materials for the 
Japanese Theater and Culture program. 

The History Department will allocate the award of      toward the tuition for the 
program. In order to activate this award, please contact Ms. Joyce Loftin, the 
Accounting Technician for the Department of History. Her office is 559 Hamilton 
Hall. She will ask you to sign the attached release agreement and eligibility form 
indicating that you were not born in Ireland and have not resided there for three or 
more months during the past fifteen years. 

Mr. Michael Boyatt, whose generous donation has made this award possible, would 
like to know something about you, and so I am asking your permission to share with 
him some information from your application, such as your hometown, academic 
interests, career plans, and grade point average. Please reply by letter or email to 
formally accept this award and to give permission to share information from your 
application with him. I encourage you to write a note of appreciation to Mr. Boyatt. 
His address is: 

Mr. Michael Boyatt 



Such a note would greatly assist the Department in expressing its gratitude to a keen 
supporter of undergraduate study abroad. 

Congratulations on your award. If you have any questions, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Lindsay 
Associate Professor and Interim Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Attachments: eligibility and release forms 
cc: Lloyd Kramer 

Jay Smith 
Brandon Hunziker 
Joyce Loftin 
Violet Anderson 
Wanda Wallace 
Adam Kent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lisa Lindsay <lalindsa@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday,                 1:23 PM 

Reid, Donald M. <dreidl @email.unc.edu>; Tsin, Michael T <tsin@unc.edu>; Bull, 
Marcus G <mgbull@email.unc.edu>; Cassen, Flora <fcassen@email.unc.edu>; 

Hunziker, S Brandon <branhunz@email.unc.edu>; Nick Andersen 
<nanderse~email.unc.edu>; Gwen Barlow            @gmail.com>; 

~live.unc.edu>                     ~live.unc.edu>; 
qewlsae(~hve.unc.edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu>; Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email.unc.edu>; 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; 
Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu>; Radding, Cynthia 
<radding@email.unc.edu> 

yesterday’s discussion at the UGSC meeting 

Dear All, 

This is my attempt to summarize our discussion in yesterday’s meeting of 
the possible re-organization of the Third World/Non-Western field and 
associated potential changes to the requirements for the history major. 

All were in agreement with the proposal to scrap the designation "TWNW." 
There was some hesitation about the proposal to replace it with three 
smaller fields, although if we reorganize the major requirements, the 
size of these fields will not be so much of a problem. And we do have 
all the affected faculty on-board with the 3 new fields (Latin America; 
Asia and Africa; and Eastern Europe, Russia, and Eurasia). 

We discussed several ideas for reconfiguring the requirements for the 
undergraduate major. 
**I transmitted the idea articulated by Lloyd and Jay in our executive 
committee meeting, that students take courses from 3 different fields, 
including at least one designated "Beyond the North Atlantic" (BN) and 
one not designated BN, along with one designated "Before 1700" (WB) and 
one not designated WB. 
**Cassandra suggested that instead of 3 fields, we require students to 
take courses representing 3 continents. That way we wouldn’t have to 
specify about BN/non-BN. 
**Brandon (I think) pointed out that there is no current requirement for 
history majors to take WB courses. He also reminded us that students do 
not get a degree that denotes their areas of concentration; they simply 
get degrees in history. The field designations exist only for the 
purpose of ensuring some breadth in the courses taken by our majors. 
**Don proposed the most radical re-ordering of the major, simply 
requiring that students take 10 history courses (presumably including a 
390 and a certain number above 100-level like we have now). 

We did not reach a consensus on this. What we did agree on (sorry 
Kathleen!), was the desirability of deferring this discussion until 
early next semester. 

In the meantime, would it be advisable to solicit input, via email, from 
the faculty, or would it be better to wait until there is a proposal 
from the committee to be considered? 

Thanks, everyone, 
Lisa 



Lisa A. Lindsay 
Associate Professor 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina 
CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
lalindsa@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               3:30 PM 

email.unc.edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc.edu>; 
Hunziker, S Brandon <branhunz@email.unc.edu>; Loftin, Joyce 
<loftinj@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email.unc.edu>; Wallace, 
Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; Bardachino, 
Sharon L <sharon.bardachino@unc.edu>; McMurray, Melissa 
<melissa mcmurray@unc.edu> 

Boyatt Study Abroad letter 
Boyatt Award Release.doc 

doc; Boyatt Award Eligibility Statement.doc; 

I am pleased to write that you have been awarded a Boyatt Award in History supported by the Michael L. and Matthew L. 
Boyatt Fund. The History Department has awarded you $1,500 toward your tuition for the 
program during the         school year. 

These Boyatt Awards are for supporting students who are majoring in history and wish to pursue their academic interests 
in a Study Abroad Program. The History Department has selected you for this award on the basis of your excellent record 
in the History Department and a thorough review of your application materials for the Edinburgh program. 

The History Department will allocate the award of $1,500 toward the tuition for the program. In order to activate this 
award, please contact Ms. Joyce Loftin, the Accounting Technician for the Department of History. Her office is 559 
Hamilton Hall. She will ask you to sign the attached release agreement and eligibility form indicating that you were not 
born in Scotland and have not resided there for three or more months during the past fifteen years. 

Mr. Michael Boyatt, whose generous donation has made this award possible, would like to know something about you, 
and so I am asking your permission to share with him some information from your application, such as your hometown, 
academic interests, career plans, and grade point average. Please reply by letter or email to formally accept this award 
and to give permission to share information from your application with him. I encourage you to write a note of 
appreciation to Mr. Boyatt. His address is: 

Such a note would greatly assist the Department in expressing its gratitude to a keen supporter of undergraduate study 
abroad. 

Congratulations on your award. If you have any questions, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 
Kathleen DuVal 
Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 



end: Boyatt Award Eligibility Statement 
Boyatt Award Release 

Lloyd Kramer 
Jay Smith 
Brandon Hunziker 
Joyce Lof~in 
Violet Anderson 
Wanda Wallace 
Adam Kent 
Sharon Bardachino 
Melissa McMurray 
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duval (a un c. edu 

KATHLEEN DUVAL 

Associate Prqfi’ssor qf Early American History 

Dear 

I am pleased to write that you have been awarded a Boyatt Award in History supported by the 
Michael L. and Matthew L. Boyatt Fund. The History Department has awarded you $1,500 
toward your tuition for the                      program during the          school year. 

These Boyatt Awards are for supporting students who are majoring in history and wish to pursue 
their academic interests in a Study Abroad Program. The History Department has selected you 
for this award on the basis of your excellent record in the History Department and a thorough 
review of your application materials for the Edinburgh program. 

The History Department will allocate the award of $1,500 toward the tuition for the program. In 
order to activate this award, please contact Ms. Joyce Loftin, the Accounting Technician for the 
Department of History. Her office is 559 Hamilton Hall. She will ask you to sign the attached 
release agreement and eligibility form indicating that you were not born in Scotland and have not 
resided there for three or more months during the past fifteen years. 

Mr. Michael Boyatt, whose generous donation has made this award possible, would like to know 
something about you, and so I am asking your permission to share with him some information 
from your application, such as your hometown, academic interests, career plans, and grade point 
average. Please reply by letter or email to formally accept this award and to give permission to 
share information from your application with him. I encourage you to write a note of 
appreciation to Mr. Boyatt. His address is: 



Such a note would greatly assist the Department in expressing its gratitude to a keen supporter of 
undergraduate study abroad. 

Congratulations on your award. If you have any questions, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen DuVal 
Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 

encl: Boyatt Award Eligibility Statement 
Boyatt Award Release 

cc~ Lloyd Kramer 

Jay Smith 
Brandon Hunziker 

Joyce Loflin 

Violet Anderson 
Wanda Wallace 
Adam Kent 

Sharon Bardachino 
Melissa McMurray 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               3:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc.edu>; 
Hunziker, S Brandon <branhunz@email.unc.edu>; Loftin, Joyce 
<loftinj@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email.unc.edu>; Wallace, 
Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; Bardachino, 
Sharon L <sharon.bardachino@unc.edu>; McMurray, Melissa 
<melissa mcmurray@unc.edu> 

Boyatt Study Abroad letter 
Boyatt Award Release.doc 

.doc; Boyatt Award Eligibility Statement.doc; 

@liveouncoedu 

Dear Mr.         , 

I am pleased to write that you have been awarded a Boyatt Award in History supported by the Michael L. and Matthew L. 
Boyatt Fund. The History Department has awarded you $2,500 toward your tuition for the Oxford University - Mansfield 
College program during the         school year. 

These Boyatt Awards are for supporting students who are majoring in history and wish to pursue their academic interests 
in a Study Abroad Program. The History Department has selected you for this award on the basis of your excellent record 
in the History Department and a thorough review of your application materials for the Oxford program. 

The History Department will allocate the award of $2,500 toward the tuition for the program. In order to activate this 
award, please contact Ms. Joyce Loftin, the Accounting Technician for the Department of History. Her office is 559 
Hamilton Hall. She will ask you to sign the attached release agreement and eligibility form indicating that you were not 
born in England and have not resided there for three or more months during the past fifteen years. 

Mr. Michael Boyatt, whose generous donation has made this award possible, would like to know something about you, 
and so I am asking your permission to share with him some information from your application, such as your hometown, 
academic interests, career plans, and grade point average. Please reply by letter or email to formally accept this award 
and to give permission to share information from your application with him. I encourage you to write a note of 
appreciation to Mr. Boyatt. His address is: 

Mr. Michael Boyatt 

Such a note would greatly assist the Department in expressing its gratitude to a keen supporter of undergraduate study 
abroad. 

Congratulations on your award. If you have any questions, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 
Kathleen DuVal 
Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 



end: Boyatt Award Eligibility Statement 
Boyatt Award Release 

Lloyd Kramer 
Jay Smith 
Brandon Hunziker 
Joyce Lof~in 
Violet Anderson 
Wanda Wallace 
Adam Kent 
Sharon Bardachino 
Melissa McMurray 
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duval (a un c. edu 

KATHLEEN DUVAL 

Associate Prqfi’ssor qf Early American History 

@iive.unc.edu 

Dear Mr.          , 

I am pleased to write that you have been awarded a Boyatt Award in History supported by the 
Michael L. and Matthew L. Boyatt Fund. The History Department has awarded you $2,500 
toward your tuition for the Oxford University - Mansfield College program during the 

school year. 

These Boyatt Awards are for supporting students who are majoring in history and wish to pursue 
their academic interests in a Study Abroad Program. The History Department has selected you 
for this award on the basis of your excellent record in the History Department and a thorough 
review of your application materials for the Oxford program. 

The History Department will allocate the award of $2,500 toward the tuition for the program. In 
order to activate this award, please contact Ms. Joyce Loftin, the Accounting Technician for the 
Department of History. Her office is 559 Hamilton Hall. She will ask you to sign the attached 
release agreement and eligibility form indicating that you were not born in England and have not 
resided there for three or more months during the past fifteen years. 

Mr. Michael Boyatt, whose generous donation has made this award possible, would like to know 
something about you, and so I am asking your permission to share with him some information 
from your application, such as your hometown, academic interests, career plans, and grade point 
average. Please reply by letter or email to formally accept this award and to give permission to 
share information from your application with him. I encourage you to write a note of 
appreciation to Mr. Boyatt. His address is: 

Mr. Michael Boyatt 

Such a note would greatly assist the Department in expressing its gratitude to a keen supporter of 
undergraduate study abroad. 



Congratulations on your award. 

Sincerely, 

If you have any questions, please contact me. 

Kathleen DuVal 
Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 

encl: Boyatt Award Eligibility Statement 
Boyatt Award Release 

Lloyd Kramer 
J~ly Smith 
Brandon Hunziker 
Joyce Loflin 
Violet Anderson 
Wanda Wallace 
Adam Kent 
Sharon Bardachino 
Melissa McMurray 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 11:49 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Chairs Ballot 

Here are raw numbers as of yesterday afternoon { a few ballots came in this AM and have not been tallied) 

:1 - :13 votes 

:1 - 9 votes 

:1 - 8 votes 

:1 - 7 votes 

2 - 4 votes 

3 - 3 votes 

5 - 2 votes 

3- :1 vote 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 
http://history.unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 11:41 AM 

To: Kent, Adam S 
Cc: Radding, Cynthia; Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: Re: Chairs Ballot 

Adam--in the past, we’ve eliminated those who 8ot little support, thoush I admit that I forset what the cut-off has been. 

Maybe tomorrow we could have a look at the numbers (or you could tell us what the raw numbers are, with names 

unattached) and we can then reach an executive decision about where to draw the line? -Jay 

On :10/9/:12:1:1:35 AM, Kent, Adam S wrote: 

Good Mornin8 All, 

So far, I have received 28 ballots. I will send out a reminder later today about tomorrow’s deadline. The 

question that I have is for the next round should everyone who received a vote be on it or the top x 

number of vote getters. I can have the numbers tallied for anytime that you wish tomorrow and the next 

ballot in mailboxes on Thursday. 

Adam 

Adam Kent 



Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 
http://history.unc.edu 



EARLY MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY, 1450-1815 
HISTORY 158 

Fall 2010 

Instructor: Terence McIntosh 
E-Mail: terence_mcintosh@unc, edu 
Office: Hamilton Hall 472 
Phone: 962-3969 

Lectures: MWF 11:00-11:50 in Peabody 104 
Office Hours: MW 4:00-4:50 and by 

appointment 
Teaching Assistants: 

and 

Purpose: The principal goal of this course is to trace the history of early modern Europe from the 
eve of the Reformation to the end of the Napoleonic wars in the early nineteenth century. The 
course is structured around the examination of selected historical problems concerning the 
organization of economic, social, political, and religious life. The central concerns are the 
development of the European state system and the contributions of the Enlightenment and the 
Industrial and French Revolutions to the creation of a fundamentally new social and political 
order. 

The course also seeks to develop your analytical and expository skills. In particular, the reading 
assignments for discussion meetings will enhance your ability to contextualize and interpret 
historical evidence, while the writing assignments will hone your proficiency in crafting clear, 
reasoned, and well-documented arguments about historical issues. 

Readings: A HIST 158 course pack is available from UNC Student Stores Course Pack 

Publishing. The following required texts are available in the textbook department of Student 

Stores: 

Chambers, Hanawalt, Rabb, Woloch, and Tiersten, The Western Experience, Volume B: 
The Early Modern Era (10th edition; McGraw-Hill Create) 

Las Casas, The Devastation of the Indies 
Locke, A Letter Concerning Toleration 
Voltaire, Letters on England 

Instead of purchasing the print version of Chambers et al., The Western Experience, for about 
$81.00 from UNC Student Stores, one can purchase an eBook version for about $32.00 directly 
from McGraw-Hill’s eBookstore. The eBook consists of both a download that locks permanently 
into the purchaser’s personal computer and online access to the eBook from any computer for 
nine months. It is each student’s responsibility to find out and consider all the pros and cons of 
the print and eBook versions and to decide accordingly. Instructions for purchasing the eBook 
are posted under "Course Information" on the course website at Blackboard.unc.edu. 



Organization and Assignments: The course requirements include regular attendance at lectures 

and discussion meetings. The calendar that follows gives the scheduled dates and subject matter 

of the lectures. The discussion meetings will treat in some detail the principal assigned readings 

for the course. Study questions for the discussion meetings are in the course pack. To assure the 

productiveness of these meetings, you should complete the assigned readings beforehand It is 

also extremely important to attend the lectures regularly, for they frequently cover material not 

found in any of the assigned readings. 

Each student must also write two papers, each having a length of three and one-half to five pages, 

and a take-home midterm of three to four pages. The topics for both papers will be assigned. 

There will also be a quiz and a final examination. Each of the two papers will count for 20 

percent of your final grade. The quiz will count for 5 percent, the take-home midterm for 15 

percent, and the final examination for 25 percent of the final grade. Discussion meeting 

participation will determine the remaining 15 percent. 

Grading of Papers: To assure the equitable treatment of all students, the instructor carefully 

supervises and selectively reviews the assignment of grades. Moreover, the instructor and the 

teaching assistants agree upon uniform grading standards after careful consultation. These 

standards concern three areas of assessment: 

X the effective use of evidence in support of the paper’s thesis and main points; 
X the clear and logical development of an argument that has both breadth and insight; 
X the expression of ideas in concise and engaging prose. 

In general, the scale used for determining grades is as follows: 

ACexcellent. Outstanding in all three areas of assessment. An integrated, insightful paper 

characterized by its rich content, its effective recognition of the complexities of the 

topic, and its extensive use of sound evidence. 

BCgood. Strong in all three areas or notable strengths in one offset by weaknesses in 

another. A paper that delivers substantial information but lacks the stylistic 

refinement of an A paper. 

CCaverage. Adequate performance in one or more areas offset by significant weaknesses 

in others. A generally competent paper, but lacking both imagination and 

intellectual rigor. 

DCpoor. Serious problems in all three areas. A paper that treats the subject 

rudimentarily. 

FCunacceptable. Fundamental flaws in all three areas. A paper with both garbled or 

stylistically primitive prose and a superficial treatment of the subject. 

Honor Code: All papers and exams must bear either the full honor code pledge ("On my honor, I 

have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this examination!assignment.") or the word 



"Pledge" followed by your name to indicate your adherence to the UNC Honor Code. No grade 
will be recorded without the pledge. 

In signing the pledge, you affirm that the work that bears your name is indeed yours. 
Unauthorized aid includes all forms of plagiarism such as the submission of ghost-written papers 
and the presentation of another’s ideas or words as your own. During quizzes and examinations, 
the aid of books, notes, or other people is also unauthorized. 

In writing papers, you may develop and refine your own ideas in conversation with classmates. 

Your paper should not, however, incorporate the ideas of others if you did not contribute 

substantively to the formulation of those ideas. Any student with a question about the Honor 

Code or its violation should consult either the instructor or a teaching assistant. 

Calendar for discussions, readings, and assignments: 

August 
Wed, 25th Introduction and Organization 

Fri, 27th The Black Death and Its Aftermath 
Reading: WE, 297-304, 309-11. 

Mon, 30th England, France, and the Hundred Years’ War 
Reading: WE, 311-18. 

September 
Wed, 1st The Church and Late Medieval Piety 

Reading: WE, 346-49 (through "The Revival of the Papacy"), 351-53. 

Fri, 3rd The Lutheran Reformation 
Reading: WE, 363-70. 

Mon, 6th NO CLASS: LABOR DAY HOLIDAY 

Wed, 8th The Spread of Protestantism 

Reading: WE, 370-75. 

Fri, 10th QUIZ (twenty minutes) 

The Catholic Revival 
Reading: WE, 375-82. 

Mon, 13th DISCUSSION I: Luther’s Social and Political Thought 



Reading: Luther, Secular Authority: To What Extent It Should Be Obeyed 

(course pack). 

Wed, 15th Europe’s Expansion Overseas 

Reading: WE, 391-97. 



Fri, 17th 

Mon, 20th 

Wed, 22nd 

Fri, 24th 

Mon, 27th 

Wed, 29th 

October 
Fri, 1 st 

Mon, 4th 

Wed, 6th 

Fri, 8th 

Mon, 1 lth 

Wed, 13th 

Fri, 15th 

Mon, 18th 

The New Monarchies of England and France 
Reading: WE, 397-402. 

DISCUSSION II: Europe and the New World 
Reading: Las Casas, The Devastation of the Indies; McNeill, "Transoceanic 
Exchanges, 1500-1700," in PlaguesandPeople, 176-91 (course pack). 

Spain and the Holy Roman Empire 

Reading: WE, 402-9 (through "Attempts at Centralization"). 

Wars of Religion in France and the Low Countries 
Reading: WE, 419-26. 

DISCUSSION III: Theories of Resistance to Monarchical Government 

Reading: Mornay, Vindiciae contra tyrannos (course pack). 

The Thirty Years’ War 
Reading: WE, 426-31. 

Puritanism, Parliament, and the English Civil War 

Reading: WE, 433-36. 

FIRST PAPER DUE 
Crisis and Change in France, Spain, and the Dutch Republic 
Reading: WE, 436-44 (through "Political Confrontation"). 

The Scientific Revolution: Kepler and Galileo 

Reading: WE, 449-55. 

NO CLASS 

DISCUSSION IV: Religion versus Science 

Reading: Galileo, Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina (course pack). 

Newton and the Scientific Revolution’s Wider Impact 

Reading: WE, 455-60. 

Absolutism in France, Austria, and Prussia 
Reading: WE, 479-91 

NO CLASS: TAKE-HOME MIDTERM DUE 



Wed, 20th 

Fri, 22nd 

Mon, 25th 

Wed, 27th 

Fri, 29th 

November 
Mon, 1 st 

Wed, 3rd 

Fri, 5th 

Mon, 8th 

Wed, 10th 

Fri, 12th 

Mon, 15th 

Wed, 17th 

The Glorious Revolution and Eighteenth-Century British Society 
Reading: WE, 500-507. 

NO CLAS S: FALL BREAK 

DISCUSSION V: Religious Toleration 

Reading: Locke, A Letter Concerning Toleration. 

Austrian-Prussian Rivalry and the International System 
Reading: WE, 491-96, 507-11. 

The Early Enlightenment 
Reading: WE, 541-46. 

DISCUSSION VI: The Early French Enlightenment (I) 

Reading: Bayle, Various Thoughts on the Occasion of a Comet (course pack). 

Transformations in Industry 
Reading: WE, 515-24. 

Transformations in Agriculture 
Reading: WE, 524-29. 

DISCUSSION VII: The Early French Enlightenment (II) 

Reading: Voltaire, Letters on England. 

The Competition for Empire 
Reading: WE, 529-38. 

Diderot, Rousseau, and Enlightenment Culture 
Reading: WE, 546-56. 

Enlightened Absolutism in Austria and Rebellion in America 
Reading: WE, 567-72. 

SECOND PAPER DUE 
1789: The French Revolution 
Reading: WE, 572-79. 

Fri, 19th The Reconstruction of France 



Mon, 22nd 

Wed, 24th 

Fri, 26th 

Mon, 29th 

December 
Wed, 1st 

Fri, 3rd 

Mon, 6th 

Wed, 8th 

Tue, 14th 
8:00 A.M. 

Reading: WE, 579-83,586-87. 

DISCUSSION VIII: The Late French Enlightenment 
Reading: Diderot, Supplement to Bougainville’s "Voyage" (electronic reserves). 

NO CLAS S: THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY 

NO CLAS S: THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY 

Jacobins and the Terror 
Reading: WE, 587-96. 

The Directory and Napoleon 
Reading: WE, 599-609. 

Napoleonic Hegemony in Europe 
Reading: WE, 609-14. 

DISCUS SION IX: Revolutionary Doctrines 
Siey~s, What Is the Third Estate ? (course pack); Robespierre, "Speech of 10 
May 1793 on Constitutional Principles" (course pack); Robespierre, "Speech of 
5 February 1794 on the Principles of Political Morality" (course pack). 

Napoleon’s Fall 
Reading: WE, 614-22. 

FINAL EXAMINATION 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flora Cassen         ~gmail.com> 

Monday, October 25, 2010 7:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: teaching questions 

Dear Jay: 

Thanks for your message. I’m happy to do a seminar and a topics lecture my first semester. I’m not sure yet about the seminar, but for 
the topics course, would it be possible to offer a general course on medieval!early modern Jewish history or is the "topic" supposed to 
be a narrower one? 
At UVM I taught the first part of western civ. each year for 107 students. It was called Early Europe and covered Europe’s history 
from the early middle ages to 1640. Would all or part of that course work for the large enrollment course? Down the line I’d like to 
create my own, but to start this would work well I think. 
I need to think more about the two remaining classes. Could we perhaps talk about it on the phone sometime next week? 

Best, 
Flora 

On Oct 25, 2010, at 5:50 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

> Dear Flora: 
> Greetings. I’m the new associate chair in the history department (having taken over for Miles Fletcher, whom you met when you 

were here), and I’m setting the teaching schedule for next year. I want to schedule some courses for you, naturally, and I was hoping 

to get some input from you before I do anything rash. We’re on a 2-2 teaching load, and as you may remember, in their first year our 
new faculty typically teach an undergraduate research seminar--numbered 391 or 392 in your case (with maximum enrollment at 15) 
and usually a "topics" lecture course (292, 490) on a topic close to the research interests of the faculty member (enrollment usually 
between 25-35). None of this is set in stone, but we’ve found that this is often a good way for new faculty to ease themselves into our 

curriculum, ff this suits you, please let me know as soon as you can what topics you might like to teach along these lines. (Also 

happy to answer questions you may have about any of this.) 
> 

> Assuming that 2 of your 4 courses are settled (which I’m not, but still...) that still leaves two openings. As a rule, we ask that all 
faculty teach one "large enrollment" course each year (somewhere between 60-220 students), though we understand the need to be 

flexible for beginning faculty, especially if there aren’t yet courses on the books that reflect the teaching interests and expertise of the 
faculty. I don’t know if you would have any interest in teaching a course like Western Civ (History 151), but if so, that one is ready 
and waiting for you. (I teach a section virtually every year, as do many of our Europeanists). We could also create a new course for 

you if you wish--though perhaps it would be best for you to get your bearings and do that work yourself, since you would know 
exactly how you want to define such a course. 
> 
> You’re also free to offer any course already on the books for our program. (You’ll find complete undergrad listings at 

~:/!www.ur~c.edwi~adbulleti~/depts/Nst.html) Melissa Bullard suggested to me, for example, that you might have an interest in 
teaching History 453 on the Mediterranean world. Something to consider. There are also different sorts of topics courses that might 

interest you--e, g., 290 on "Historical Problems," which was designed as a kind of undergmd version of a grad readings course--meant 
to be intense, focused, and a good intro to the critical side of the historian’s craft. Also, there’s no reason you couldn’t do two topics 
courses in a year--say, a 292 (theoretically pitched towards sophomores) and a 490 (theoretically pitched towards juniors and seniors). 
And finally, perhaps there would be a good reason to offer a grad readings course. Though, typically, we don’t ask brand new faculty 

to dive right into graduate training in the first year. 
> 

> When you find a free moment, please let me know what you think about any or all of this. I look forward to meeting you; I had the 

misfortune of being on leave [!] when you were here last year. -Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flora Cassen <       ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 26, 2010 12:24 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: teaching questions 

Dear Jay: 

My phone number is 
3PM. 

¯ Monday afternoon is good. On Wednesday would work too, but only after 

I look forward to talking to you. 
Flora 

On Tue, Oct 26, 2010 at 10:32 AM, Jay Smith           email.unc¯edu> wrote: 
Flora: Sure, I could call next week. Are Mondays and Wednesdays good days for you? I usually have free 
time in the afternoons on those days, and I’m on campus¯ Just give me a number to call. It sounds like your 
"Early Europe" class strongly resembles our Western Civ to 1650--though the starting point varies widely¯ 
Anyway, we can talk through all of this .... 

On 10/25/10 7:56 PM, Flora Cassen wrote: 
Dear Jay: 

Thanks for your message. I’m happy to do a seminar and a topics lecture my first semester. I’m not sure yet 
about the seminar, but for the topics course, would it be possible to offer a general course on 
medieval/early modern Jewish history or is the "topic" supposed to be a narrower one? 
At UVM I taught the first part of western civ. each year for 107 students. It was called Early Europe and 
covered Europe’s history from the early middle ages to 1640. Would all or part of that course work for the 
large enrollment course? Down the line I’d like to create my own, but to start this would work well I think. 
I need to think more about the two remaining classes. Could we perhaps talk about it on the phone 
sometime next week? 

Best, 
Flora 

On Oct 25, 2010, at 5:50 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Dear Flora: 
Greetings. I’m the new associate chair in the history department (having taken over for Miles Fletcher, 
whom you met when you were here), and I’m setting the teaching schedule for next year. I want to 
schedule some courses for you, naturally, and I was hoping to get some input from you before I do 
anything rash. We’re on a 2-2 teaching load, and as you may remember, in their first year our new 
faculty typically teach an undergraduate research seminar--numbered 391 or 392 in your case (with 
maximum enrollment at 15) and usually a "topics" lecture course (292, 490) on a topic close to the 
research interests of the faculty member (enrollment usually between 25-35). None of this is set in 
stone, but we’ve found that this is often a good way for new faculty to ease themselves into our 
curriculum. If this suits you, please let me know as soon as you can what topics you might like to teach 
along these lines. (Also happy to answer questions you may have about any of this.) 

Assuming that 2 of your 4 courses are settled (which I’m not, but still...) that still leaves two openings. 



As a rule, we ask that all faculty teach one "large enrollment" course each year (somewhere between 60- 
220 students), though we understand the need to be flexible for beginning faculty, especially if there 
aren’t yet courses on the books that reflect the teaching interests and expertise of the faculty. I don’t 
know if you would have any interest in teaching a course like Western Civ (History 151), but if so, that 
one is ready and waiting for you. (I teach a section virtually every year, as do many of our Europeanists). 
We could also create a new course for you if you wish--though perhaps it would be best for you to get 

your bearings and do that work yourself, since you would know exactly how you want to define such a 
course. 

You’re also free to offer any course already on the books for our program. (You’ll find complete 
undergrad listings at ~:iiwww.~nc~edulugradbul~etinide~tsihist.hJtm~) Melissa Bullard suggested to me, 
for example, that you might have an interest in teaching History 453 on the Mediterranean world. 
Something to consider. There are also different sorts of topics courses that might interest you--e, g., 290 

on "Historical Problems," which was designed as a kind of undergrad version of a grad readings course-- 
meant to be intense, focused, and a good intro to the critical side of the historian’s craft. Also, there’s no 
reason you couldn’t do two topics courses in a year--say, a 292 (theoretically pitched towards 
sophomores) and a 490 (theoretically pitched towards juniors and seniors). And finally, perhaps there 
would be a good reason to offer a grad readings course. Though, typically, we don’t ask brand new 
faculty to dive right into graduate training in the first year. 

When you find a free moment, please let me know what you think about any or all of this. I look forward 
to meeting you; I had the misfortune of being on leave [!] when you were here last year. -Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Flora Cassen <       ~gmail.com> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 4:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: teaching questions 

08F HST 95 SYLL-2.doc; ATT00001.c 

Dear Jay: 

Here is the syllabus for my first-year seminar. 

It was good to talk to you. 

Best, 
Flora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flora Cassen <      ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 11:17 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: teaching questions 

Dear Jay: 

Just two more things. The first concerns class times. As you may know 

However I’m available to teach any time in between. If you could take this in consideration when 
making up the schedule, I would be very grateful. 
The second is that I thought more, after our conversation, about teaching a graduate class. It is true that I 
already have experience teaching a variety of UG classes and am ready for something new. We left the last class 
open for either a 391-2 or 490, perhaps we could consider a grad class too when we revisit the issue? Of course 
I remain entirely flexible. If by then you find that there are enough graduate classes and that the dept. needs to 
offer more 490’s or 392-1’s, I will still be very happy to teach one of those. 

Thanks. 

On Mon, Nov 1, 2010 at 3:01 PM, Jay Smith ~N~,smith@email.anc.edu> wrote: 
Flora: I’m going to try to call you today around 4 or 4:30 .... 

Jay 

On 10/26/2010 12:23 PM, Flora Cassen wrote: 
Dear Jay: 

My phone number is             . Monday afternoon is good. On Wednesday 
would work too, but only after 3PM. 

I look forward to talking to you. 
Flora 

On Tue, Oct 26, 2010 at 10:32 AM, Jay Smith           email.ur~c.edu 
<mailto:         email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Flora: Sure, I could call next week. Are Mondays and Wednesdays 
good days for you? I usually have free time in the afternoons on 
those days, and I’m on campus. Just give me a number to call. It 
sounds like your "Early Europe" class strongly resembles our Western 
Civ to 1650--though the starting point varies widely. Anyway, we 
can talk through all of this .... 

Jay 

On 10/25/10 7:56 PM, Flora Cassen wrote: 



Dear Jay: 

Thanks for your message. I’m happy to do a seminar and a topics 
lecture my first semester. I’m not sure yet about the seminar, 
but for the topics course, would it be possible to offer a 
general course on medieval/early modern Jewish history or is the 
"topic" supposed to be a narrower one? 
At UVM I taught the first part of western civ. each year for 107 
students. It was called Early Europe and covered Europe’s 
history from the early middle ages to 1640. Would all or part of 
that course work for the large enrollment course? Down the line 
I’d like to create my own, but to start this would work well I 
think. 
I need to think more about the two remaining classes. Could we 
perhaps talk about it on the phone sometime next week? 

Best, 
Flora 

On Oct 25, 2010, at 5:50 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Dear Flora: 
Greetings. I’m the new associate chair in the history 
department (having taken over for Miles Fletcher, whom you 
met when you were here), and I’m setting the teaching 
schedule for next year. I want to schedule some courses for 
you, naturally, and I was hoping to get some input from you 
before I do anything rash. We’re on a 2-2 teaching load, 
and as you may remember, in their first year our new faculty 
typically teach an undergraduate research seminar--numbered 
391 or 392 in your case (with maximum enrollment at 15) and 
usually a "topics" lecture course (292, 490) on a topic 
close to the research interests of the faculty member 
(enrollment usually between 25-35). None of this is set in 
stone, but we’ve found that this is often a good way for new 
faculty to ease themselves into our curriculum. If this 
suits you, please let me know as soon as you can what topics 
you might like to teach along these lines. (Also happy to 
answer questions you may have about any of this.) 

Assuming that 2 of your 4 courses are settled (which I’m 
not, but still...) that still leaves two openings. As a 
rule, we ask that all faculty teach one "large enrollment" 
course each year (somewhere between 60-220 students), though 
we understand the need to be flexible for beginning faculty, 
especially if there aren’t yet courses on the books that 
reflect the teaching interests and expertise of the faculty. 

I don’t know if you would have any interest in teaching a 
course like Western Civ (History 151), but if so, that one 
is ready and waiting for you. (I teach a section virtually 
every year, as do many of our Europeanists). We could also 
create a new course for you if you wish--though perhaps it 
would be best for you to get your bearings and do that work 



yourself, since you would know exactly how you want to 
define such a course. 

You’re also free to offer any course already on the books 
for our program. (You’ll find complete undergrad listings 
at ~ :/!www.unc. edulugradbu~etir~ideptsi~ist.htm{) 
Melissa Bullard suggested to me, for example, that you 

might have an interest in teaching History 453 on the 
Mediterranean world. Something to consider. There are also 
different sorts of topics courses that might interest 
you--e, g., 290 on "Historical Problems," which was designed 
as a kind of undergrad version of a grad readings 
course--meant to be intense, focused, and a good intro to 
the critical side of the historian’s craft. Also, there’s 
no reason you couldn’t do two topics courses in a year--say, 
a 292 (theoretically pitched towards sophomores) and a 490 
(theoretically pitched towards juniors and seniors). And 
finally, perhaps there would be a good reason to offer a 
grad readings course. Though, typically, we don’t ask brand 
new faculty to dive right into graduate training in the 
first year. 

When you find a free moment, please let me know what you 
think about any or all of this. I look forward to meeting 
you; I had the misfortune of being on leave [!] when you 
were here last year. -Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 2:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: schedule 

Fall Schedule Request Shields.docx 

Dear Jay, 

I didn’t remember that I needed to send you a copy. My apologies. 

Best wishes, 
Sarah 

From: Shields, Sarah D 
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 9:49 AM 
To: Wallace, Wanda Lewis 
Subject: RE: 

Dear Wanda, 

I’m quite flexible about scheduling, though                      ;, the Tuesday-Thursday schedule seems to work best. Honors 
courses are often scheduled for JCUE, I think? I could ask about a room in CGE for 393 if that is a good idea. 

Apologies, and thanks. 

Sarah 

From: Wallace, Wanda Lewis 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 11:52 AM 
To: Shields, Sarah D 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Sarah, 
Joy just forwarded this back to me. I am attaching the 
First form that was put in your mailbox. I will put it back 
If you want to fill it out. The only change on the form was 
The date to return which is November 15. 

See attached. 

Thank you 
Wanda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 11:45 AM 
To: Wallace, Wanda Lewis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10525" (Aficio MP 5500). 

Scan Date: 11.12.2010 11:45:03 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 3:54 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: schedule 

Sure. We can do Wednesday morning for 393. History of Iraq Tuesday/Thursday 11, 12:30, or 2 OK? 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2010 3:50 PM 
To: Shields, Sarah D 
Subject: Re: schedule 

Sarah: The problem is that quite a few other history courses, including 
some undergmd seminars, start at 3:30. So 4 or even 5 would not 
prevent conflicts. (We also need to try to offer or undergrads many 
different scheduling possibilities. Not all seminars can be scheduled 
at 2 or 3:30 on T/Th.) FYI, I’ve taught 6-9 two years running, and I 
kind of like it. 

Wednesday morning still possible? It’s true that that hour conflicts 
with some prime time courses, but most of those courses are surveys, 
which the juniors and seniors in the seminar would be less interested in 
taking anyway. 

Enjoy London. If only I had time to skype at the moment! -Jay 

On 11/24/10 3:41 PM, Shields, Sarah D wrote: 
Hi Jay. 

Didn’t notice, which I guess makes me as bad. Oops. 
History 277H, I think. Or 275H? 

> When does one eat dinner if the course is 6-9? Sounds like you didn’t think 4-7 would work. 5-8 would be perfect, because then I 
might actually be able to park, and so would the students. It would be early enough that they could eat, and still get to a movie or 
lecture in the evening. Yes? 
> 
> I’d be glad to skype about this if you like. I’m in       , 

, which I love ! 

> Thanks 
> Sarah 
> 
> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2010 3:38 PM 
> To: Shields, Sarah D 
> Subject: Re: schedule 
> 
> Wow--I wrote "your teaching." I’ve always felt very superior about 
> never making that mistake. I’m crushed. 
> 
> Anyway--History of Iraq is which NUMBER? 
> 
> As for the seminar, I’d be prepared to try an evening slot. Would 
> 6-8:50 be OK (on Tuesday)? -Jay 
> 
> On 11/24/10 3:30 PM, Shields, Sarah D wrote: 
>> Hi Jay. 
>> 
>> Thanks very much for trying to help me with this. If midweek doesn’t work, I’ll figure something out. 
>> 
>> I like doing 393 as a three-hour once-weekly course. If you think it would work in the morning, that would be OK. I’m a bit 



dubious, because it keeps students from taking all the other courses at prime time. Has evening been working for these courses? 
Would 4-7 Tuesday work better than 9-12? 
>> 
>> The honors course is the History of Iraq. 
>> 
>> Sarah 
>> 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2010 3:26 PM 
>> To: Shields, Sarah D 
>> Subject: schedule 
>> 
>> Hi Sarah: You note that you’re "flexible" on scheduling for the fall. 
>> How about this: would you consider teaching the 393 on a twice-weekly 
>> basis at either 9:30 or 11? [Could you also remind me of the honors 
>> course your teaching? I don’t have the original course request forms in 
>> front of me.] How about....the 393 at 11 and the honors course at 
>> 3:30? -Jay 
>> 
>> PS Or....ifyou want to keep everything mid-week, how about the 393 at 
>> 9am on Wednesday (for the full 3 hours)? 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

louisem <louisem@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 26, 2010 9:53 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: 700 

Dear God, please, an early morning class is out of the question for me. I 
can no more make sense at 8 a.m. than I can tie my own shoes at that hour. 
And getting graduate students to talk, after they’ve been up all night? 
Either 5 or 6 -- othe latter gives them more time to catch a snack, I would 
say. I have taught it at five and other seminars at 6 or 7. 

On Wed, 24 Nov 2010 15:18:31 -0500, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hi Louise: I’ve got the Tuesday late afternoon slot for the 490, but 
> I’m laboring over the 700 (the course with which no other readings 
> course may conflict). Early evening is looking likely--do you have a 
> strong preference for 6-8:50 over 5-7:50 or vice versa? One other 
> possibility--one we’ve never tried, for obvious reasons--would be 8AM 
> any day of the week. Since you’d finish before 11, that wouldn’t 
> conflict too much with TA duties in the large surveys. But I’m guessing 
> that idea has little appeal to you ...... 
> 

> Jay 
> PS Happy Thanksgiving 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nc.rr.com 
Saturday, November 27, 2010 8:55 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: quick question about 924 

Hi 

Dissertation design is a course in which students write their dissertation prospectuses. This year a quarter of the 24 students are in 
European history (2 medieval, 1 early modem, and 3 modem European). I don’t think it overlaps at all with a seminar in modem 
European history in which students write a seminar paper (rather than a prospectus). As far as scheduling, virtually all the students in 
diss design this year have completed their course work, including seminars--one of Cynthia Radding’s students in the class is not at 
this point, but this is because she is on leave. The only reason you might not be able to schedule 905 and 924 at the same time is if 
students in the fall who are taking the class are also writing their last seminar paper. But I think this is something that will come up 
more starting the year after this when the effects of the 3-semester M.A. fully kick in. I offered to teach 905 in the Spring (rather than 
the fall when I have taught it before) because I think that students who defend their M.A. in the fall would take 905 in the spring. I 
assume this is right, but Melissa would know better. 

Hope this helps. (If Konrad teaches 924, he may include students he advises who are doing dissertation design in it.) 

Don 
.... Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Dear Modem Euros (I hope I’ve not forgotten anyone): 
> I’m struggling as always to avoid conflicts with graduate courses next 
> fall. And so I have a question. Would 905, dissertation design, 
> conflict with 924, the modem European research seminar? (I should 
> quickly add that next year, for one time only, there will be two diss 
> designs offered--one in the fall, one in the spring. The one in spring 
> will be taught by our own Don Reid). I’ve never had a good sense for 
> how/where the 924 fits in the typical grad program. It would simplify 
> things for me if I could schedule these two courses at the same time in 
> the fall, but I don’t want to do anything stupid. Please advise. 
> Thanks. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 10:34 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: quick question about 924 

Thanks Jay, I’m surprised that there is a need for it to be offered twice. The new graduate curriculum on the dept. web site says that 
History 905 will be offered in the spring and that students will take it in their 4th semester or, if they entered with the M.A., in their 
2nd semester. 

I realize students may decide not to follow these instructions. They also have to do a 900-level seminar between the M.A. and Ph.D. 
exams and many may want to do this in their fourth semester and than take 905 in the fall of their third year. However, students in 
2011-2012 will be the first class completing the 3-semester M.A. so this logic of waiting until the fall of their third year to take 905 
would not apply until 2012-2013. 

It may be that there is a basic division next year with Americanists taking the course with Heather and the fairly small group of non- 
Americanists with me. I suppose as long as neither of the 905’s has less than 5 students, it will pass muster. (That’s my concern. 24 
students this year was large, but I’d hate to be told my 905 next spring didn’t qualify for teaching credit.) 

Don 
.... Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Don: 
> No, but it’s offered both semesters. You in spring, Heather Williams in 
> fall. That’s one reason I was hoping that it wouldn’t matter too much 
> if a handful of people in 924 would also be inclined to take the 905. 
> After all, couldn’t they just take it in the other semester if 
> necessary? But I’m probably going to try to avoid the conflict if I 
> can. I’ll keep you posted. -Jay 
> 
> On 11/30/10 9:54 AM, ~nc.rr.com wrote: 
> > Hi Jay, 
>> 
> > Did you find out which semester students will be most likely to take 905 next year? 
>> 
> > Thanks, 
>> 
> > Don 
> > .... Jay Smith<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> >> Dear Modern Euros (I hope I’ve not forgotten anyone): 
> >> I’m struggling as always to avoid conflicts with graduate courses next 
> >> fall. And so I have a question. Would 905, dissertation design, 
> >> conflict with 924, the modern European research seminar? (I should 
> >> quickly add that next year, for one time only, there will be two diss 
> >> designs offered--one in the fall, one in the spring. The one in spring 
> >> will be taught by our own Don Reid). I’ve never had a good sense for 
> >> how/where the 924 fits in the typical grad program. It would simplify 
> >> things for me if I could schedule these two courses at the same time in 
> >> the fall, but I don’t want to do anything stupid. Please advise. 
> >> Thanks. -Jay 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eve M. Duffy <emduffy@email. unc. edu> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 1:10 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email. unc. edu> 

Re: schedule 

flyer for history 490 duffy, doc 

Jay, 
I will wait to hear from you as to Lloyd’s response. I’m intrigued by 
the possibility of T/TR with one TA with 90 students (I’d still take 
part of the grading, but that’s just me) -- it works better with my work 
schedule. But I’ll do what you tell me to do. 

thanks for the advice re. 490. I attach a flyer here. I’ll ask Max to 
post some in Hamilton. I’d like just to see one woman registered. 
Eve 

On 12/2/2010 12:40 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Eve: 
> I’m going to clear it with Lloyd, but I personally see no reason not 
> to offer it. As for the schedule: the 262 is usually large enough to 

> have TAs and recitation sections, which means that in most (or all) 
> weeks, you’d lecture only on M and W. Say, 110 students 2 TAs. 
> 

> Here’s another option: teach it T/Th like a normal course, but to 90 
> students with one grader who does all grading. (We would love this 

> because it maximizes TA labor!) We’re encouraging people to try out 
> this format if it seems like it could suit their course. 
> 

> But anyway, I’ll confirm with Lloyd and get back to you. I hope 
> tomorrow. 
> 

> On the 490: I’m puzzled by this. I wonder if you have the time to 
> produce a little flier with a picture or two (the children love 
> pictures) that you could post here in Hamilton, send to Steele 
> building (I could ask my advisor friends to display it prominently), 
> send around in the US mail. Seriously--that might be worth the 
> effort. I’m still confident you’ll get 10 or more, but I’d like to 
> see you have 20 or so. For the sake of Europe! -Jay 
> 

> On 11/30/10 7:40 PM, Eve Dnffy wrote: 
>> Dear most esteemed colleague, 
>> I would LOVE to teach 262, Do you mean MW, or MWF? I just ask for my 
>> schedule. And THANK YOU. 
>> In the meantime, the imperialism course has only 7 registrants. 

>> Should I start to worry yet? It’s odd; that course was a huge hit at 
>> NYU and at Trinity. Guess it’s just really soooo 2003. 
>> Eve 
>> 

>> Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> Eve,         what are you going to teach for us next fall? And 
>>> when? I wonder if there’s an existing lecture course in Germany or 
>>> Europe you’d like to take on? At the moment, we have no one doing 
>>> 262 (Holocaust). I see no reason not to give you a shot ..... 
>>> 

>>> I’m guessing you’d still want a late afternoon slot, but I imagine 
>>> this course has an inelasticity of demand that imperialism just 
>>> can’t touch. Whaddya think? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wallace, Wanda Lewis <allace@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 2, 2010 2:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
RE: schedule question 

Distribution.xlsx 

Hey, 
I have attached a form that I will be filling out. 
This may help. 

Sorry about the vent. 
Wanda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mNllt0;iavsmith,~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 2:28 PM 
To: Wallace, Wanda Lewis 
Subject: Re: schedule question 

OK--and to make sure I remember correctly-it’s 40% primetime and 60% 
not? Or is it the other way around? 

On 12/2/10 2:19 PM, Wallace, Wanda Lewis wrote: 
Hey Jay, 
They take it pretty seriously. If it is close I play with 
Numbers. It is done on the computer. If classes begins at 
9:00am we do get credit for the time it begins. No, Graduate 
classes do not count. I would start with the Registrar, Chris 
Derickson. Wanda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith email,unc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 2:06 PM 
To: Wallace, Wanda Lewis 
Subject: schedule question 

Wanda: How seriously does the college enforce the 40% prime-time rule? 
(Also, do they count grad classes in the mix? And if a class begins at 
9 but runs to 11:50 do we get credit for that?) I’m clearly in 
violation at the moment, and I’m wondering how much to worry. The thing 
is: students increasingly boycott courses scheduled after 3pm or before 
10AM. To meet demand, we need to have more flexibility in scheduling 
prime-time courses. What happens if I violate the rule? And who would 
I need to talk to to give them a piece of my mind? -jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu> 
Friday, December 3, 2010 2:53 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 671 

Hi Jay, 

Good to see you today. And great that History 671 is in lJ~e hopper for next fall! I’m so pleased about lJ~at. 

Miles and I discussed this fl~oroughly last yeax, and we opted to go to a once-per-week meeting schedule in hopes of drawing more graduate 
students, which did work this fall, although they are all, puzzlingly, from outside lJ~e History Department. That said, I would like to try that again¯ 
For IJ~is to work, it is also important IJ~at IJ~is class not be scheduled against another History depaxtment graduate course that is either required for or 
very popular wilJ~ US History students¯ Also, the evening times are much better for me as I do have a lot of guest speakers, and parking for them is 
vastly better in the evening. 

Projected Enrollment: 25 

Room Choice: Needs room with MOVEABLE CHAIRS and media/computer console/projector as I make frequent use of my laptop, PowerPoints, 
a~d IJ~e web. I love the rooms in Murphey Hall if one is available, although I could also do something in Dey. This fall’s room in Wilson (Hall, not 
Library) has worked well as there is good guest speaker parking neaxby, but it would be my fl~ird choice because it’s a pretty far haul for me. 

Recitations/Lab Sessions: I will need Wa~da to pre-arrange rooms for two weekly one-hour "lab" sessions outside IJ~e class time (approx¯ 13 
students per lab). These also need to be in media-friendly rooms with a front-of-room computer console¯ These could be on Monday mornings, 
Thursday (any time) or Friday mornings -- just so the two times are on different days and give lJ~e students a choice of which to sign up for. 

Preferred Class Times: 

1: Tuesdays, 5:30-8:20pm 
2: Wednesdays, 5:00-7:50pm 
3: Thursdays: 5:30-8:20pm 

Is this all you need for now? 

Many thanks! 

Anne 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 
Director of Research, Communications, and Programs, Office of Faculty Governance 
Adjunct Associate Professor of History and American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB# 9170, Carr Building 203 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 
919-962-1671 (office)1919-962-5479 (fax) 
a~ne_whisna~t@unc.edu 
~:i~,,ww. ~mc.edai~hcultvifacco un 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay SmitJ~ [ email.m-~c.ed~4] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 01, 2010 3:16 PM 
To: Whisna~t, Anne Mitchell 
Subject: 671 

Hi Anne: 
I’m sonny that I’m just NOW responding to your puzzled query to Wanda a couple of weeks back about the 671. 

¯ But yes indeed, I have the 671 on lJ~e schedule for the fall¯ Please let me know your 
day/time preferences¯ And a~y flexibility you can muster will of course be very appreciated¯ Thanks. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Chasteen <chasteen@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, December 3, 2010 3:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: don’t hate! 

I’m teaching and evening class this semester, and it has been dreadful 
for me. 

But I’mno good for evenings. 

John 

On 12/2/2010 3:17 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
John: Yes, I’m back again. This time I’m not here to threaten you that 
we may have to cancel your fall 901. I’m here to ask if you would teach 
it on Monday evenings, either 5-8 or 6-9. I’ve never had a harder time 
scheduling graduate classes. (I’m remembering why I was so happy to get 
out of this associate chair job 6 years ago). But one conflict I know 
would not exist is 901 versus 700, and Louise McReynolds has agree to 
teach the 700 at that Monday hour. Would this be OK? You’re one of the 
few who seems willing, even eager, to teach MWF and T/TH if needed, and 
we could leave your other class (533) onT/TH 12:30 as you requested. (Or 
we could revisit, as you wish). Let me know. Thanks. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flora Cassen <       ~gmail.com> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 5:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: teaching questions 

Dear Jay: 

That’s perfect. Thank you very much. 

Best wishes, 
Flora 
OnDec 3, 2010, at 2:36 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

> Dear Flora: 
> Sorry that I haven’t been in touch for so many weeks. I wanted you to know that I’ve scheduled your History 89 (the first year 
seminar) for T/Th at 9:30, and the 490 (topics course) at 2pm on those same days. Let me know if you have questions. 
> 
> Jay Smith 
> On 1 l/l/2010 4:54 PM, Flora Cassen wrote: 
>> Dear Jay: 

>> Here is the syllabus for my first-year seminar. 

>> It was good to talk to you. 

>> Best, 
>> Flora 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> OnNov 1, 2010, at 2:01 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> 
>>> Flora: I’m going to try to call you today around 4 or 4:30 .... 
>>> 
>>> Jay 
>>> On 10/26/2010 12:23 PM, Flora Cassen wrote: 
>>>> Dear Jay: 

>>>> My phone number is Monday afternoon is good. On Wednesday 
>>>> would work too, but only after 3PM. 

>>>> I look forward to talking to you. 
>>>> Flora 

>>>> On Tue, Oct 26, 2010 at 10:32 AM, Jay Smith<jaysmith@email.unc.edu 
>>>> <ma~lto ~i~v s~th~2er~ail.unc, edu>> wrote: 

Flora: Sure, I could call next week. Are Mondays and Wednesdays 
good days for you? I usually have free time in the afternoons on 
those days, and I’m on campus. Just give me a number to call. It 
sounds like your "Early Europe" class strongly resembles our Western 
Civ to 1650--though the starting point varies widely. Anyway, we 
can talk through all of this .... 

Jay 

On 10/25/10 7:56 PM, Flora Cassen wrote: 

Dear Jay: 



Thanks for your message. I’m happy to do a seminar and a topics 
lecture my first semester. I’m not sure yet about the seminar, 
but for the topics course, would it be possible to offer a 
general course on medieval/early modern Jewish history or is the 
"topic" supposed to be a narrower one? 
At UVM I taught the first part of western civ. each year for 107 
students. It was called Early Europe and covered Europe’s 
history from the early middle ages to 1640. Would all or part of 
that course work for the large enrollment course? Down the line 
I’d like to create my own, but to start this would work well I 
think. 
I need to think more about the two remaining classes. Could we 
perhaps tall about it on the phone sometime next week? 

Best, 
Flora 

On Oct 25, 2010, at 5:50 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Dear Flora: 
Greetings. I’m the new associate chair in the history 
department (having taken over for Miles Fletcher, whom you 
met when you were here), and I’m setting the teaching 
schedule for next year. I want to schedule some courses for 
you, naturally, and I was hoping to get some input from you 
before I do anything rash. We’re on a 2-2 teaching load, 
and as you may remember, in their first year our new faculty 
typically teach an undergraduate research seminar--numbered 
391 or 392 in your case (with maximum enrollment at 15) and 
usually a "topics" lecture course (292, 490) on a topic 
close to the research interests of the faculty member 
(enrollment usually between 25-35). None of this is set in 
stone, but we’ve found that this is often a good way for new 
faculty to ease themselves into our curriculum. If this 
suits you, please let me know as soon as you can what topics 
you might like to teach along these lines. (Also happy to 
answer questions you may have about any of this.) 

Assuming that 2 of your 4 courses are settled (which I’m 
not, but still...) that still leaves two openings. As a 
rule, we ask that all faculty teach one "large enrollment" 
course each year (somewhere between 60-220 students), though 
we understand the need to be flexible for beginning faculty, 
especially if there aren’t yet courses on the books that 
reflect the teaching interests and expertise of the faculty. 

I don’t know if you would have any interest in teaching a 
course like Western Civ (History 151), but if so, that one 
is ready and waiting for you. (I teach a section virtually 
every year, as do many of our Europeanists). We could also 
create a new course for you if you wish--though perhaps it 
would be best for you to get your bearings and do that work 
yourself, since you would know exactly how you want to 
define such a course. 

You’re also free to offer any course already on the books 
for our program. (You’ll find complete undergrad listings 
at ~!!.p :iA~,ww.unc edu!ugradbulle~ir~ideptsihist.htrrfi) 
Melissa Bullard suggested to me, for example, that you 

might have an interest in teaching History 453 on the 
Mediterranean world. Something to consider. There are also 
different sorts of topics courses that might interest 
you--e, g., 290 on "Historical Problems," which was designed 
as a kind of undergrad version of a grad readings 
course--meant to be intense, focused, and a good intro to 



the critical side of the historian’s craft. Also, there’s 
no reason you couldn’t do two topics courses in a year--say, 
a 292 (theoretically pitched towards sophomores) and a 490 
(theoretically pitched towards juniors and seniors). And 
finally, perhaps there would be a good reason to offer a 
grad readings course. Though, typically, we don’t ask brand 
new faculty to dive right into graduate training in the 
first year. 

When you find a free momem, please let me know what you 
think about any or all of this. I look forward to meeting 
you; I had the misfortune of being on leave [!] when you 
were here last year. -Jay Smith 



Full Name: Donald J. Raleigh 

Last Name: Raleigh 

First Name: Donald J. 

Business 919-962-8077 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: djr@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
Benj amin C. Waterhouse <waterhou@email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 10:42 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

courses for 2011-2012 

Dear Jay, 
In response to your memo and to other news I received this week, I wanted to talk to you about courses I can 
offer in the near future. 

I can now confirm that I’ll be teaching in the spring of 2012 (I was waiting to hear from the IAH), and that I 
plan to take a departmental research and study leave in the Fall of2011. I have a manuscript deadline with my 
editor of August 2012 (hence the hope not to teach at all next year), so it would be a particular boon to me if I 
didn’t have to teach a new undergraduate course in the spring of 2012. 

Malinda Lowery told me the other day that she might mention me to you as a possible replacement for HIST 
716 if she’s on leave in spring 2012, and I’d be happy to do that. In addition, I have also done HIST 990 as a 
graduate research seminar in American political history and could repeat that (although it’s hard to draw large 
classes at that level, especially with a small graduate student class). 

I would also be happy to teach HIST 364, American Business History, in the spring of 2012. (I’m teaching it in 
Spring 2011, too.) If I do that, with your permission, I would like to consider ways to expand the enrollment. I 
could either increase enrollment to 165 (from 110) or else transition entirely to using graders instead of TAs. 
That would allow me to enroll 180 students with 2 Graders. 

(After 2 straight semesters of HIST 395, 
enrollments since it’s a research seminar.) 

. in any event, that doesn’t help 

In the fullness of time, I would also like to teach HIST 580, US Since 1930, with a new number as a lecture 
course. (I taught it as an honor seminar in Fall 2009). I have already talked to Kathleen about changing the 
number, so that’s in the works. I’m going to teach it this summer as a lecture-based course, so that will help me 
make the transition. However, I imagine it will be a fairly significant process to shift it over to a semester-based 
lecture course. So if I could avoid doing that the semester before my manuscript is due, that would be ideal. 

I realize that this isn’t terribly pressing, so maybe we can just file it away for when the time comes. I look 
forward to talking to you about it. 

Thanks, 
Ben 

Benj amin C. Waterhouse 
Assistant Professor of History 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
422 Hamilton Hall, CB# 3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-2373 



Full Name: Donald J. Raleigh 

Last Name: Raleigh 

First Name: Donald J. 

Business 919-962-8077 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: djr@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wallace, Wanda Lewis <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 10:40 AM 

Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Conflicts with TA section schedules 

HIST Cancelled Recitations.xlsx 

Dear Jay and Melissa: 
I am attaching the times/days for HIST -006 Dr. Kramers Class. 

Thanks 
Wanda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bullard, Melissa M 
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2010 9:58 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M; Wallace, Wanda Lewis 
Subject: Conflicts with TA section schedules 
Importance: High 

Dear Jay and Wanda, With the recent shuffling in H , are there TA sections and rooms now available that are not on Thurs. 
afternoons? From           message below, it looks like both of Policelli’s TAs have conflicts on Thurs. afternoon. Thanks for 
taking a look and getting back to me ASAP before I have to juggle the whole TA schedule yet again. Jay, what class is meeting 
Thurs. afternoon that is a conflict for       2 Thanks, again. -Melissa 
P.SD. What are the section times currently set for Policelli’s H 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: l lmailto; 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Bullard, Melissa M 
Subject: TA Schedules 

Prof. Bullard, 

I want to thank you first for all of the hard work that you put into sorting out these schedules--as well as everything else that you do. 

I also want to apologize for asking you to adjust the schedule again as I have a problem with Prof. Policelli’s HIST    course. 
Although I was looking forward to working with him and                       and I each have a conflict with the Thursday 
afternoon recitation. She has a class which precludes her from teaching it, while I have childcare issues. 

Early in January, my            will undergo :      , and I will need to pick up my daughter at 3:00 until he has recovered. While 
my class schedule has already made Tuesdays and Wednesdays difficult, adding Thursday would cause a little more hardship. 

As such, would you mind shifting me to another class, preferably another HIST 
TAs regarding recitation schedules? 

Again, I do apologize for asking this of you. 

Sincerely, 

where I would be able to negotiate with the other 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               5:36 AM 

lkramer@unc, edu; Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc, edu> 

Teaching Next Year 

CV .doc 

Dear Professors Kramer and Smith, 

I hope you are both having a happy New Year. I am writing about the possibility of teaching my own course during the next 
school year. I am planning to defend in the fall of . I still have one semester of funding left, so ideally, I would like to TA 
in the fall and teach my own course in the spring , but would be willing to teach in the fall or the fall and spring if 
that would be better for the department. I am most qualified to teach History                        and    (US 

), since I have been a teaching assistant for them and taught them as online courses through 
the Friday Center. I would also be very interested in teaching History since this is the 
main area of my specialization. I also could also teach History : , or whatever else you think is appropriate. I 
am attaching my CV. Please let me know if you would like a more formal teaching statement, sample syllabus, or 
anything else. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Best, 

PhD Candidate 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Louis A. Perez, Jr. <perez@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 4, 2011 9:29 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 971 

Happy new year to you too, Jay-- 

About the 971 situation: I would be happy to consider a 532 substitute. I would need the class to 
meet the same day and time--that is Tues, 5-7:50--for my spring semester has been organized 
around that teaching schedule. Also, I would assume you could reasonably guarantee, as you 
indicate, an enrollment of 20-25 undergraduates. What I do not want is an undergraduate lecture 
course of 12-14 students--or less. I assume too the department will defray the cost of having the 
texts air-freighted for the course. My understanding is that at least one of the two students 
presently enrolled in 971 .... needs this course: I believe to complete her FLAS 
requirement. The Department will accommodate her needs somehow? 

We can talk .... Please let me know: at the moment I am in limbo between completing the 
syllabus for 971 and starting a syllabus for 532. 

hou 

Louis A. Perez, Jr. 
J. Carlyle Sitterson Professor Director 
Department of History Institute for the Study of the 
Hamilton Hall Global Education Center 
Campus Box 3195 Campus Box 3205 
University of North Carolina University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Tel: 919-962-3943 Tel: 919-962-6880 
Fax: 919-962-1403 Fax: 919-962-0398 

Americas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               9:58 AM 

@email.unc.edu>; lkramer@unc.edu; Smith, Jay M 
<j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Teaching Next Year 

Dear 
Thanks for this note and the explanations about your interest in teaching next year. We won’t know the budget situation for some 
time; and we’ll be balancing a number of competing curriculum issues as we plan for fixed term appointments next year. But I know 
you’re an experienced teacher, and we’ll remember your interest in teaching and your relevant fields as we move forward with the 
plans. 

With best wishes, 
Lloyd Kmmer 

From: ~mail.com [ 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:36 AM 
To: lkramer@unc.edu; Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Teaching Next Year 

,@gmail.com] on behalf of @email.unc.edu] 

Dear Professors Kramer and Smith, 

I hope you are both having a happy New Year. I am writing about the possibility of teaching my own course during the next school 
year. I am planning to defend in the fall of      I still have one semester of funding left, so ideally, I would like to TA in the fall 

and teach my own course in the spring i    , but would be willing to teach in the fall or the fall and spring if that would be better 
for the department. I am most qualified to teach History                         and                             ), since I 
have been a teaching assistant for them and taught them as online courses through the Friday Center. I would also b~ very interested 
in teaching History                      / since this is the main area of my specialization. I also could also teach History 

, or whatever else yo~ think is appropriate. I am attaching my CV. Please let me know if you would like a more formal teaching 
statement, sample syllabus, or anything else. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Best, 

PhD Candidate 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 10, 2011 1:49 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lkramer@unc.edu 

Re 

Dear Jay (and Lloyd): 

I was recently talking to            , who has TAed for me twice. He was mentioning that he is out of funding and is al~xious about 
his prospects for next year. Let me offer my one/two cents. If you have the money and need for hiring      I recommend him 
enthusiastically. He was an exceptionally able and conscientious TA for me. My students liked and respected him and he was an 
excellent contributor to my course in myriad ways. 

Thanks, 
Fitz 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27699 
919-962-5452 
brundage@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Flora Cassen <      @gmail.com> 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 2:10 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: schedule 

UNC honors.docx; ATT00001 .htm 

Here are my title and brief description. The structure is very broad, if you need more details (say week by 
week), please let me know. 

Have a good week-end, 
Flora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Hagemann, UNC <hagemann@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 21, 2011 11 : 15 PM 

Browning, Christopher R <cbrownin@email.unc.edu>; Don Reid < @nc.rr.com>; 
Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Pennybacker, Susan Dabney 
<pennybac@email.unc.edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Kathleen DuVal <duval@unc.edu>; Bullard, Melissa M 
<mbullard@email.unc.edu> 
List of possible courses proposed by Larres 

Larres - Proosible Courses.pdf 

Dear colleagues, 

In the attachment a list of courses for graduate and undergraduate 
students that Klaus Larres taught or could teach here. 

Best wishes, 

Karen 

Karen Hagemalm 
James G. Kenan Distinguished Professor of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
History Department 
Hamilton Hall, CB # 3195, Room HM 566 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195, USA 
Phone: 919-962-3960 
Fax: 919-962-1403 
Email: hagemalm@unc.edu 
http:/~1history.uv.c.edu/[~acult~,hagemam.html. 

roducts/title.a~id=307447 
hllp :iiwww.berghahnbooks. comititle.~hp?ro~.’tN~=fia~emamChildren 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Jacquelyn <j hall@email.unc, edu> 

Friday, April 1, 2011 10:14 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

fall courses 

Jay, I’m afraid there’s been a mix up: I thought you knew that I was going on I 

with Lloyd to teach both of my courses in the spring. 

Could you cancel my fall course and reschedule it for the spring? 

I think Lloyd will be contacting you about this as well. 

Many thanks, 

jh 

Jacquelyn Hall 

Spruill Professor of History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director, Southern Oral History Program 

Love House and Hutchins Forum 

410 East Franklin St., CB# 9127, UNC-CH 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

history.unc.edu 

sohp.org 

uncsouth.org 

Icrm.unc.edu 

July I and had arranged 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flora Cassen~       ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 12:41 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: 490 

Dear Jay: 

It will be "Jews, Christian, and Muslims in the Early Modem World." 
You didn’t miss my email, I forgot to send it. I apologize. 

Flora 

On Apr 6, 2011, at 5:14 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Hi Flora: Could you give me a title for your *other* topics course, 
the one that’s not an honors course? Thanks. (And if you already 
did, and I somehow inadvertently deleted your e-mail, I’m sorry!) - 
Jay 

Jay M. Smith 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
j aysmith@email.unc.edu 
919-962-3949 
919-843-7773 
919-962-1403 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 8, 2011 4:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 
RE: 127 part III 

Jay 

Thanks. I have forwarded the information to Karla Townley-Tilson in the Registrar’s Office and have asked her to make the 
adjustment. 

Please continue to keep me posted with any changes (hopefully no more!). 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: ~:i/advismg~unc.ed~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:.iays~(~email.unc.edal 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 4:05 PM 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Cc: Wallace, Wanda L.; Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: Re: 127 part III 

Great, that’s what we’ll do. The 127-002 will be set at 110 seats, the 
127-003 eliminated. The 162 kept on the books with no change in name 
for now. OK Wanda? And Barbara? And Barbara--the same number of 
seats (45) to be reserved for first years as with 127-001. 

Sorry again for not catching these things sooner. -Jay 

On 4/8/11 3:06 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 
> Jay, 

> I was about to respond to your earlier messages when I saw this one. 
> I think your idea Here is a good one. Let’s cancel that section of 
> 127-003 and go with the 127-002. If you Would like to offer this to 
> Palmer, that’s OK with me. He would then have two courses, But if we 
> don’t have another person anyway I think this will be fine. I had 
> already offered An evening class to Wood (along with her on-campus 
> section of 391), so I think that it’s probably OK to offer a second class to Palmer--especially if we don’t have other people to teach 
the early Class. 
> 

> I would then be inclined to offer the 162 to Baran since we are now removing the other section of 127. 
> 
> Thanks for staying ontop of all this. I guess we already have 162 on 
> the list for registration because Raleigh was going to teach it. We can just leave it on the list? I think it will draw decent numbers. 
> 
> Best, Lloyd 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [               email.ur~c.ed~] 
> Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 3:01 PM 
> To: Kramer, Lloyd S 



> Cc: Wallace, Wanda L. 
> Subject: 127 part III 
> 
> Lloyd: has just turned us down for the 127-003 section, the 
> one with 50 people. I’d like to suggest that we *cancel* that 
> section, and move to fill the 127-002 (set at 110 students) with some 
> recent PhD--perhaps Maren Wood, perhaps Palmer, I’m sure we’ll find a 
> good replacement. We can settle on the person later. Is this OK by 
> you? -Jay 
> 
> (Wanda--note that this is a completely different plan from the one I 
>just shared with you and Barbara Lucido. More soon...) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flora Cassen <      ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, April 21, 2011 1:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: schedule (again) 

Dear Jay: 

As I mentioned when we discussed the fall schedule, my only constraint 
is that I will be in Chapel Hill alone with our 

Other than that I’m happy to teach at 
any time of the day. 

As for the organization of the classes, since you ask me for my 
preferences, I’d rather do the seminar in two 1.5 hr classes (both as 
a student and as a teacher, I always found the 3 hr seminars to be too 
long) but have no preference for the survey. We had a hybrid model in 
Vt: two 50 min. lectures every week with 4 discussion sections a 
semester so I could go either way on that. By the way, I really don’t 
mean to mess with the schedule for the seminars and will be happy to 
teach the 3hr block if that’s easier. That’s how I did it in Vt; I 
just found it a bit long. 

Thanks for your understanding. 

Best, 
Flora 

> Dear Flora: 
> You’re probably wondering if I’ll ever leave you alone.... Soon, yes! 
> But now I need to know your time/day requests for the spring, 2012 
> semester. You’re scheduled to teach a small undergrad research 
> seminar (course #392) with 15 students, and a large "Western Civ" 
> survey (# 151), probably with 110 students (you’ll be assigned 
> teaching assistants). 

> To remind you: the research seminars are for History majors, and 
> they are normally, though not always, taught in single 3-hr blocks 
> once a week (e. g., Tuesdays, 2-4:50pm). The survey courses 
> typically, though not always, involve 100 minutes of lecturing and 
> 50 minutes of discussion (led by TAs) in most weeks, though there’s 
> considerable variation in how those courses are formatted. If you 
> have organized your Western Civ around all lectures and little or no 
> formal discussion, you may want to consider teaching it to 90 
> students with just one grader (to do pretty much all of the 
> grading). I’m switching to that format with my survey next spring, 
> although in the past I’ve always taught my Western Civ with two 50- 
> minute lectures and a 50-minute discussion meeting each week. 
> 

> I’d be happy to share some syllabi with you if you’d like to look at 
> them (mine and others), but for now...I just need to know your time 
> preferences. Thanks. -Jay 

> Jay M. Smith 
> Department of History 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> j aysmith@email.unc, edu 
> 919-962-3949 

> 919-962-1403 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roger Lotchin <rlotchin@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 2:54 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: spring 2012 

On 5/18/2011 2:30 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Roger-that’s fine, but I still need times for the courses. -Jay 
> 
> On 5/18/11 10:14 AM, Roger Lotchin wrote: 
>> On 5/12/2011 12:29 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> Dear Roger: 
>>> You wrote at the top of your time request form for spring, 2012 
>>> "Phased in fall, see you next spring", which makes me think you 
>>> assumed this was a fall request. It’s not, it’s spring. So....when 
>>> do you want to teach your 396 and 584? I’d appreciate it if you’d 
>>> give me several options .... 
>>> 
>>> Jay 
>> Jay, 
>> I don’t want to teach 584. I want to teach 373 and 395 in the 
>> spring of 2012. That was my agreement with Lloyd, when I opted for 
>>                 373 & 395 in 2012; 374 & 395 in 2013; & 373 and 
>> 395 in 2014, in the spring in each case. 
>> Best, 
>> Roger 
Jay, 

Sorry. 10 MWF for History 373, Room MU 116; 2:00-4:50 Wed. for 
395, Room HM 570. 
Best, 
Roger 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 9:46 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Watson, Harry L. <hwatson@email.unc.edu> 

Glatthaar, Joseph T <jtg@email.unc.edu>; Radding, Cynthia <radding@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 715 

Hi, 
I checked with Violet and the only new graduate student Americanist 
that has not registered for this class is I hope 
this helps. 

Thanks 
Wanda 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [maiho:i~,smilh~;emaiLm~c.edal 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 9:17 AM 
To: Watson, Harry L. 
Cc: Wallace, Wanda L.; Glatthaar, Joseph T; Radding, Cynthia 
Subject: Re: 715 

Harry--thanks. Yes, I imagine that you may be able to scare off a few 
simply by telling them that the course is designed for people 
specializing in US history and already well informed of the basics. To 
answer your question: I cannot recall this happening in the past, and I 
know that Judith Bennett and I (in the old days) never put a restriction 
on the US readings courses. Not sure what Miles might have done. I 
think we should restrict them going forward, though, because we don’t 
want to rtm the risk of this happening again. Maybe program changes 
elsewhere have suddenly made US history very attractive to non-history 
students. That’s fine, but we’ll have to serve our own first. I 
appreciate your trying to manage your way through it this time. -Jay 

PS I saw you and      in Jack Sprat yesterday, but was running behind 
when I left so I couldn’t say hi. 

On 7/19/11 9:10 AM, Watson, Harry L. wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 
> 
> Thanks for you note. I hope that Wanda and Violet can check to see how many 1st year Americanists need to take this class who 
have not registered. I can’t just go by who was admitted because some may have fallen away, there are individual arrangements for 
the students with MAs, and so on. I don’t believe there were more than 10 US admits, but there may be others needing the course in 
US women’s or military history. Sometimes there are students in other fields who need the course for a second field requirement. We 
will need to make room for all of these. I can ask Wanda to admit them if they contact me but some may simply give up when they 
see the course is closed. 
> 
> Do you know if this problem has come up before or if there were safeguards in place in previous years that were somehow omitted 
this year? In the future, if possible, it seems to me that we should formally reserve registration to History graduate students and admit 
others by permission of the instructor. That way we can keep the class from getting too big, but if we have a low admissions year, 
bringing in selected others would be a way to allow the class to "make" its minimum or optimum size. 
> 
> Meanwhile I will write the non-History students as Cynthia suggested and advise them of the work load. 
> 
> Harry 



> 

> Harry L. Watson 
> 
> Director, UNC Center for the Study of the American South 
> Love House and Hutchins Forum 
> CB# 9127, 410 E. Franklin Street 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> Telephone: (919) 962-0523 
> Fax: (919) 962-4433 
> 
> Professor, Department of History 
> CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> Telephone: (919) 962-5436 
>Fax: (919) 962-1403 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mail~o?i24~smifl~email ~mc e&q 
> Sent: Monday, July 18, 2011 3:57 PM 
> To: Watson, Harry L. 
> Cc: Wallace, Wanda L. 
> Subject: 715 
> 
> Hi Harry: 
> Wanda forwarded to me your concerns about the 715 enrollment. The problem, as I’m sure you can understand, is that the 
department did not put any restrictions on registration at the outset. It’s not an easy thing to do, and politically awkward, to kick 
students out of a course that they were free to register for and have even made plans for. [I promise you I will keep this in mind going 
forward; you’re obviously right that we want to serve our own students first]. Do we know how 
> many Americanists need/want to take your course? Is it possible that 
> the one student who contacted you is the only other person who needs in? A class of 16 wouldn’t be so terrible, maybe even 17. 
Wanda can put a restriction on the course for all future registrations, insuring that no more outsiders will get in at this point (right 
Wanda?) Can you look at the class roll to see if all the other new admits are there yet? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chad Bryant <bryantc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 11:57 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 140 issue 

Hi Jay, 

Sorry for not writing back earlier. And sorry to hear about this mess! 

Tom Goldstein was a wonderful TA for my HI a couple of years back. He 
graduated last fall (or was it the spring of 2009) and, as far as I 
know, was living in the area and looking for a job last year. Since he 
never wrote me with good news, I assume that he’s still available. 

I’ve never had Emily Baran as a TA, but she is, from all accounts, an 
excellent teacher. (I do know that she wrote an extraordinary 
dissertation.) She graduated last spring and, if I remember correctly, 
is teaching one course for the department this fall. She’s applying for 
adjunct jobs this spring, but my understanding is that she wants to 
remain in the area. 

My grad student,          just finished teaching his own HI 140 this 
summer. He has a Quinn now and is quite eager to finish. Thus, I doubt 
that he’d be interested. But if there was a way that the Quinn could be 
postponed in order to fund his spring 2012 and fall 2012 semesters he 
might consider it. 

Eric Steinhart would also do a fine job, but I assume that he is still 
working full time at the Holocaust Museum. Is Phillip Stetzel still in 
town7 

I’d have to think about it, but another thought occurred to me. Perhaps 

I could take on the HI with TAs and "bank" a class for the future. I’m 

on leave next spring; it might make sense to have only one class next 
fall in order to keep the writing momentum going. This is thought, 
however, that has come to me in the easy days of summer .... 

If anyone else comes to mind I’ll let you know. 

All the best, 
Chad 

On 7/25/2011 6:17 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
Hi Don/Chad: 
The 140 issue is not with your courses! But we’ve just had a 
fixed-termer (Michael Huner) back out from teaching the TWO sections 
of 140 assigned to him in the fall, one of which is large and has TA’s 
assigned. I’m just wondering whether either of you can think of 
anyone offhand--perhaps a former TA?--who might be able to step in and 
teach a 140 in the fall. Does anyone come to mind? 

Jay 

Chad Bryant 
Associate Professor 
Department of History 
UNC - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cynthia Radding <radding@ad.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               10:43 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FLAS, need to replace 

Violet/Jay: 
The MA admits who were eager to teach, and 

have been placed. I think this leave~ on 
who is currently assigned as AT for Dan Cobb in 110. 

Unfortunately this will be quite a switch of subject matter and timing 
of the lectures, but we could offer this to her. What do you think? 
Cynthia 

On         10:34 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
Cynthia!Violet: 
For a moment I want to put on my advisor’s hat and ask that we think 
of other alternatives to             could probably handle it, but 
her MA was not exactly in history (something like "global studies"), 
nor was her BA in history (French lit). This is why she’s coming into 
the program on the ground floor (that is, not as a PhD student). I 
think it would be a huge challenge for her, and at this late date I’d 
prefer not to unload this news on her. 

Wasn’t there another person who wanted to TA but is ATing instead? I 
seem to recall this .... 

Jay 

On         10:25 AM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 
>> I remember as well, but I do not recommend using her; apparently there 
>> were problems in the past. I am looking over the list, and it occurs to 
>> me that we could shift            who has an MA, from being a AT in 
>> 140.008 to a TA in 140.002. The lecture times are not the same, but I 
>> hope it does not conflict with her classes, this would leave Don Reid 
>> without a AT, but it would not impair his ability to teach the course. 
>> 

>> Cynthia 
>> 
>> On 10:22 AM, Anderson, Violet wrote: 
>>> 
>>> I recall that was looking for an assignment.., although she 
>>> has used up all of her funding and has been very slow to make progress 
>>> to her degree. There was some talk about her not continuing in the 
>>> program. Melissa maybe able to help clarify that situation a bit 
>>> further... 
>>> 
>>> Cheers, 
>>> 
>>> vi 
>>> 
>>> Violet Anderson 

>>> History Dept 



>>> 919-962-9823 

>>> *From:*Cynthia Radding [mail~o:raddin~d uric edt~] 
>>> *Sent:* Wednesday, 10:18 AM 
>>> *To:* 
~ *Cc:* Radding, Cynthia~ Anderson, Violet~ Smith, Jay M 
>>> *Subject:* Re: FLAS, need to replace 

~ I will appreciate your working with the student that we recruit to 
~ replace you in the first week or so of the semester to help with the 
~ transition. Jay and Violet, we need to work today to find a 
>>> replacement. 

~ Professor Radding 

>>> On 6:04 PM, wrote: 
>>> 
>>> Dear Professor Radding, 
>>> 
>>> Thank you for your understanding of my situation. I have just been 
>>> able to confirm that I will be able to accept the FLAS and not TA this 
>>> coming academic year. I am very sorry about how long the 
>>> decision-making process was drawn out, but I hope you will be able to 
>>> find someone to fill my position. Please let me know if there is 
>>> anything else I can do to make this transition happen more smoothly. 
>>> 
>>> All the best, 

>>> *From:*Cynthia Radding [radding@ad.unc.edu <maillo:raddi~ad.n~c.ed~l>] 
>>> *Sent:* Monday, 10:49 
>>> *To:* 
>>> *Cc:* Radding, Cynthia; Anderson, Violet; Smith, Jay M; Kramer, Lloyd S 
>>> *Subject:* Re: FLAS 
>>> 
>>> On 7:55 AM, wrote: 
>>> 
>>> Dear Professor Radding, 
>>> 
>>> About a week and a half ago you were copied on an email to me about 
>>> receiving an academic year FLAS for this coming year. I will be happy 
>>> to accept that fellowship, but we have run across some complications 
>>> with meeting the FLAS requirements, and am therefore still uncertain 
>>> as to whether I will be TAing or not. I am optimistic that everything 
>>> will work out, but I do not think I can officially tell you whether I 
>>> will be accepting the fellowship just yet. I am very sorry to keep you 
>>> waiting on an official answer, but I will keep you updated as we work 
>>> out the details and will let you know as soon as I have a definite 
>>> answer~ 

>>> All the best, 



>>> We have made new TA assignments, but thank you for making me aware of 
>>> your situation. It is important for us to know as soon as possible. 
>>> 
>>> Professor Radding 

>>> -- 

>>> Cynthia Radding 
>>> Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
>>> Latin American Studies and History 
>>> Director of Graduate Studies, History 
>>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>> Hamilton Hall 513 
>>> CB 3195 
>>> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195 

>>> -- 

>>> Cynthia Radding 
>>> Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
>>> Latin American Studies and History 
>>> Director of Graduate Studies, History 
>>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>> Hamilton Hall 513 
>>> CB 3195 
>>> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195 
>> 

>> 

>> Cynthia Radding 
>> Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
>> Latin American Studies and History 
>> Director of Graduate Studies, History 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>> Hamilton Hall 513 
>> CB 3195 
>> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195 
>> 

> 

Cynthia Radding 
Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
Latin American Studies and History 
Director of Graduate Studies, History 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall 513 
CB 3195 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,                  4:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 128 

Jay - sorry it took me a while to make a decision. I would like to teach 128. Thanks again for the opportunity, and let me know what 
the next step is. 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sere: Saturday, 4:05 PM 
To: 

Subject: 128 

--I’ll need an answer by tomorrow on the 128. (And you should 
feel no pressure to do it--for the dept, it might be better that you not 
do it). Thanks. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Emma Jane Flatt (Asst Prof) <EJFLATT@ntu.edu.sg> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 6:00 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

RE: course requests! 

Dear Jay and Wanda, 

Hope you are both well. I would like to propose the following new undergraduate courses for the Academic Year 2012/13. If they 
seem suitable, could you let me know which course numbers I should use for each? 
The Mughal World: 1526-1707 
"Timepass:" Histories of Sociability in South Asia 
Sultans, Concubines and Domestics: Slavery in South Asia 

I would also like to propose a new graduate course, which will also require a new code: 
Readings in Medieval South Asian History 

Finally, I wanted to check what the code will be for the course I will be teaching in Spring 2012 - Gender in South Asian History. It 
doesn’t seem to be listed on the Undergraduate Bulletin yet. 

Many thanks, 
Emma 

From: Wallace, Wanda L. [allace@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 14 September 2011 21:41 
To: Emma Jane Flatt (Asst Prof) 
Subject: RE: course requests! 

Dear Dr. Flatt: 
I have copied the link to the UG Bulletin, you can also 
See the graduate bulletin. It will show all the courses 
That can be taught. Also, if you have a special topics course 
That you would like to teach contact Jay Smith (jaysmith@email.unc.edu). 

Just copy and paste: 
stmr.unc.ed~iCo~rsesiSched~eofC~assesiindex.h~m 

Thank you 
Wanda Wallace 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Emma Jane Flatt (Asst Prof) [mailto:EJFLATT(a)ntu.edu.sg] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 4:12 AM 
To: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: RE: course requests! 

Dear Ms. Wallace, 
Many thanks for your email. I’m afraid that as a new member of faculty, I’m rather unfamiliar with this process. Would it be possible 
to send me a copy of the courses and their codes seeing as I don’t know what code might be attached to the courses that I am intending 
to teach. I believe Prof Kramer showed me a large book during my interview with all the various history courses listed inside, but I 
don’t have a copy of that book yet. Also, could you explain what I need to do if I wish to offer a course that is not currently offered 
(and therefore does not yet have a code?) 
Sorry for any inconvenience caused! 
Best wishes, 
Emma 

From: Wallace, Wanda L. [allace@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 14 September 2011 04:04 
To: Duffy, Eve; Hunziker, S Brandon; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Cobb, Daniel M.; Caddell, Joe; 
caydin@gmu.edu; Emma Jane Flatt (Asst ProD; Iqbal Singh Sevea (Dr) 

@yahoo.com; 



Subject: FW: course requests! 

See Attached. 

Thank you 
Wanda Wallace 

CONFIDENTIALITY: This email is intended solely for the person(s) named and may be confidential and/or privileged. If you are not 
the intended recipient, please delete it, notify us and do not copy, use, or disclose its content. Thank you. 

Towards A Sustainable Earth: Print Only When Necessary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

K Larres         @yahoo.com> 

Friday, September 23,2011 5:28 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: course requests! 

Course request memo Sept 2011.doc 

Please see the attached. 

Please let me know if you require any additional information at this stage. I am happy to provide if I can, 

With my best wishes, 

Klaus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Iqbal Singh Sevea (Dr) <isiqbal@ntu.edu.sg> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 9:46 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email.unc.edu> 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

RE: course requests! 

Dear Lisa, Wanda and Jay, 

I forgot to mention that the course ’Islam in Modern and Contemporary South Asia’, which I listed as a 490 topics course, is to be an 
tmdergraduate research seminar. I listed it as a 490 topics course as I could not find a number in the bulletin which was specific to 
tmdergrad research seminars. Please do let me know if I need to change the number I assigned. 

Best Wishes, 
Iqbal 

From: Iqbal Singh Sevea (Dr) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2011 5:07 AM 
To: Jay Smith; Lisa Lindsay 
Cc: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: RE: course requests! 

Dear Lisa, Wanda and Jay, 

Hope all is well. 

I am attaching the required form with the course listings and rough (very rough) syllabuses for the new courses I propose to teach. As 
I intend to offer three of the courses as variable topics to begin with, I have given them the same number - 490. I am not sure if this is 
fine. Do let me know if you need me to make any changes. 

With Best Wishes, 
Iqbal 

Iqbal Singh Sevea, PhD (Oxon) 
Assistant Professor 
Coordinator, Contemporary Islam Programme 
S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies 
Nanyang Technological University 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 9:06 PM 
To: Lisa Lindsay 
Cc: Emma Jane Flatt (Asst ProD; Wallace, Wanda L.; Iqbal Singh Sevea (Dr) 
Subject: Re: course requests! 

Yes, Monday would be fine. The important thing (if we’re to get the 
ball rolling) is to submit *something*, *anything* that could be called 
a syllabus. There will be plenty of time later to add details and/or 
refine if one of the college committees feels a need for more info. -Jay 

On 9/21/11 10:21 PM, Lisa Lindsay wrote: 
> Dear Emma, 
> 
> My understanding is that for a new course, even a special topics, you 
> still need to submit a proposal. (Wanda or Jay can correct me if I’m 
> wrong on this.) It can be something less than a syllabus, but it 
> should sketch out roughly what the themes and plan of the course will 
> be. But the committee doesn’t meet until next Wednesday, and we don’t 
> need *that* long to look at the proposals, so if you and Iqbal could 
> send in yours by Monday it would work fine. 
> 
> Happy travels, and perhaps see you soon! 



> Lisa 

> On 9/21/2011 9:49 PM, Emma Jane Flatt (Asst Prod wrote: 
>> Dear all, 
>> Many thanks for all your replies. Am I right in thinking that if we 
>> teach these new courses as variable topics (490) you will only 
>> require the course title? If that is the case, I think, seeing as the 
>> deadline for submitting course proposals is so near, it would 
>> probably be best if we just offered our new courses as 490 topics. 
>> This will also give us the chance to refine them before making them 
>> permanent. Or does the UG committee also require syllabi to be 
>> submitted by Friday for the special topics? We will actually be on a 
>> plane on Friday (coming over to Chapel Hill, in fact) so if you do 
>> require the syllabi, would it be possible for us to submit them to 
>> you on Monday instead? 
>> We will certainly drop into the department at some point next week to 
>> say hello- so perhaps see you then? ! 
>> Best wishes, 
>> Emma 

>> From: Wallace, Wanda L. [allace@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: 21 September 2011 23:27 
>> To: Lindsay, Lisa; Smith, Jay M 
>> Cc: Emma Jane Flatt (Asst Prod 
>> Subject: RE: course requests! 
>> 
>> Dear Emma, Jay and Lisa, 
>> Yes, even if they are special topics they will still need to go through 
>> The UG Committee. 
>> 
>> Wanda 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Lisa Lindsay [mailto:lalindsa(~)emai~.ur~c.ed~] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 9:18 AM 
>> To: Smith, Jay M 
>> Cc: Emma Jane Flatt (Asst ProD; Wallace, Wanda L. 
>> Subject: Re: course requests! 
>> 
>> Dear Emma (and Jay), 
>> 

>> The deadline for submitting new course proposals is this Friday, the 
>> 23rd. They will be vetted by the Undergraduate Studies Committee on 
>> Wednesday of next week (the 28th), before being sent to the College of 
>> Arts and Sciences for inclusion in the Undergraduate Record. So 
>> ideally, we would need a proposed syllabus for new courses by Friday. 
>> 
>> This is only if you want these to be permanent courses, however. If 
>> you’d just like to offer them as "special topics," then they don’t need 
>> to go to the College (although I think they still need to go through the 
>> Undergrad Studies committee--is that right, Wanda?). 
>> 
>> Emma, you might take a look at some of the undergrad syllabi posted on 
>> the department’s website (under "courses") if you’re looking for info on 
>> how these typically are framed. 
>> 

>> Best, Lisa 
>> 
>> On 9/21/2011 9:12 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> Dear Emma: 
>>> The spring course is a variable topics course (a 490), so it doesn’t 
>>> have a separate entry in the bulletin. For the other courses, we’d need 
>>> to know how/where you want to "pitch" them before we determine the 



>>> numbers. If they’re for undergrads only, they’d be in the 200 or 300 
>>> range, if undergrads and grads could both take them, they would be 
>>> somewhere between 400-699. I can check the grad listings and find a 
>>> suitable place for the readings course. 
>>> 
>>> I’m copying Lisa Lindsay (our acting director of undergraduate studies) 
>>> because I fear that I’ve perhaps fumbled the ball on the deadline for 
>>> new course proposals. With you and Iqbal out of sight and out of 
>>> mind, I 
>>> didn’t think to alert you to the deadlines. There may still be time to 
>>> get at least some of these through the pipeline for next year, however. 
>>> One thing you’ll need, I’m afraid, is something like a draft syllabus 
>>> for each proposed course. The syllabus will lay out the basic structure 
>>> of the course, the grading scheme, some of the readings, 
>>> and--ideally--a 
>>> tentative schedule of topics (this can be something like Week 1: 
>>> Domestic Service, Week 2: Roots of Slavery, etc.) I’m happy to help 
>>> from 
>>> here out in any way, but I’ll let Lisa contribute the next cue .... 
>>> 
>>> Jay 
>>> 

>>> On 9/21/11 6:00 AM, Emma Jane Flatt (Asst Prof) wrote: 
>>>> Dear Jay and Wanda, 

>>>> Hope you are both well. I would like to propose the following new 
>>>> undergraduate courses for the Academic Year 2012/13. If they seem 
>>>> suitable, could you let me know which course numbers I should use for 
>>>> each? 
>>>> The Mughal World: 1526-1707 
>>>> "Timepass:" Histories of Sociability in South Asia 
>>>> Sultans, Concubines and Domestics: Slavery in South Asia 

>>>> I would also like to propose a new graduate course, which will also 
>>>> require a new code: 
>>>> Readings in Medieval South Asian History 

>>>> Finally, I wanted to check what the code will be for the course I will 
>>>> be teaching in Spring 2012 - Gender in South Asian History. It doesn’t 
>>>> seem to be listed on the Undergraduate Bulletin yet. 

>>>> Many thanks, 
>>>> Emma 

>>>> From: Wallace, Wanda L. [allace@email.unc.edul 
>>>> Sent: 14 September 2011 21:41 
>>>> To: Emma Jane Flatt (Asst Prof) 
>>>> Subject: RE: course requests! 

>>>> Dear Dr. Flatt: 
>>>> I have copied the link to the UG Bulletin, you can also 
>>>> See the graduate bulletin. It will show all the courses 
>>>> That can be taught. Also, if you have a special topics course 
>>>> That you would like to teach contact Jay Smith 
>>>> (j ay smith@email.unc.edu). 

>>>> Just copy and paste: 
>>>>        isJ~rar, unc.ed~/Courses/Scl-~eduleofClassesiindex.hm~ 

>>>> Thank you 
>>>> Wanda Wallace 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Emma Jane Flatt (Asst Prof) [mailto:EJFLAT 



>>>> Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 4:12 AM 
>>>> To: Wallace, Wanda L. 
>>>> Subject: RE: course requests! 

>>>> Dear Ms. Wallace, 
>>>> Many thanks for your email. I’m afraid that as a new member of 
>>>> faculty, I’m rather unfamiliar with this process. Would it be possible 
>>>> to send me a copy of the courses and their codes seeing as I don’t 
>>>> know what code might be attached to the courses that I am intending to 
>>>> teach. I believe Prof Kramer showed me a large book during my 
>>>> interview with all the various history courses listed inside, but I 
>>>> don’t have a copy of that book yet. Also, could you explain what I 
>>>> need to do if I wish to offer a course that is not currently offered 
>>>> (and therefore does not yet have a code?) 
>>>> Sorry for any inconvenience caused! 
>>>> Best wishes, 
>>>> Emma 

>>>> From: Wallace, Wanda L. [allace@email.unc.edul 
>>>> Sent: 14 September 2011 04:04 
>>>> To: Duffy, Eve; Hunziker, S Brandon; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Cobb, 
>>>> Daniel M.; Caddell, Joe;       @yahoo.com; caydin@gmu.edu; Emma Jane 
>>>> Flatt (Asst ProD; Iqbal Singh Sevea (Dr) 
>>>> Subject: FW: course requests! 

>>>> See Attached. 

>>>> Thank you 
>>>> Wanda Wallace 

>>>> CONFIDENTIALITY: This email is intended solely for the person(s) named 
>>>> and may be confidential and/or privileged. If you are not the intended 
>>>> recipient, please delete it, notify us and do not copy, use, or 
>>>> disclose its content. Thank you. 

>>>> Towards A Sustainable Earth: Print Only When Necessary 
>> 

>> Lisa A. Lindsay 
>> Associate Professor 
>> Department of History 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> CB #3195 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> lalindsa@email.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 10:12 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.tmc.edu> 

RE: hi there 

Smith 490 292 390s.xlsx 

Hi Jav, 

i am attaching a list for you to work with. I think it would be better 

Coming from you° Let me know if you need more. 

Thanks 

Wanda 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 8:09 AM 

To: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: Fwd: hi there 

Wanda--could I ask you to do me a favor? (In addition to mailing that letter today!) Could you see who has taught 
490, 292, and 390s in the last couple of semesters and either a) send me all their names, or b) select a few wand ask 
them to share with Klaus Larres their syllabi? (See his email address below). I promised him some samples, and....he 
remembered! -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:hi there 

Date:Thu, 10 Nov 2011 01:06:26 -0800 
From:K Larres -       ~,vahoo. com> 

To: Jay S mith <i av smith(~a),email, unc. edu> 

Dear Jay, 

How are you? I hope all is well. 

Can I perhaps remind you to send me a few syllabi samples; I’d like to start work on drawing up my syllabi soon. 

I’ll be away to Cairo next week to give a couple of talks and I should be able to get the syllabi to you soon after my 
retum I’d hope. 

Take care for now, 
Klaus 

Personal Webpage: http://www.klauslarres.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pennybacker, Susan Dabney <pennybac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 10:44 AM 

(;emil Aydin <caydin@gmu.edu>; K Larres 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

honors topics seminar syllabus 

History 490HFal12011. docx 

@yahoo.com> 

Dear Cemil and Klaus, 

Greetings. 

I attach this term’s honors 490 syllabus. There are eight students involved from in and outside of the dept. 

I taught a larger version last year (for 15) that was not an honors course, and arranged it similarly. I will forward the final 

paper titles to you form this term, as those would be useful. 

I am a novice at UNC structures, as you know, but please do write with any questions. I might add that the librarians 

here and at Duke, as indicated, have been very helpful in working with materials, purchasing materials and creating a 

working resource guide for md. Britain and the empire, still in progress. I am now hiring a former student, and 

prospective library school entrant, to do further work in annotating this list. You both have other, distinct specialist 

interests, but for this kind of undergraduate work, there will be welcome overlaps between us and I look forward to 

discussing those, and assisting in any way that I can. 

I do plan to be away during 2012-13, so let us make use ofthetime when we are here this coming term. 

My cell is             and I will be in DC for much of the break, should either of you be there. 

My very best, looking forward, 

Susan (and I cc Jay) 

Susan Dabney Pennybacker 

Chalmers W. Poston Distingushed Professor of History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

pennybac@email.unc.edu 

http://www.amazon.com/Scottsboro-Mu nich-PoliticaI-Cultu re-Britain/dp/069114186X 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richard Talbert <talbert@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 10, 2011 11:10 AM 

@yahoo.corn; caydin@gmu.edu 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sample syllabus Hist dept 

290HTravelersTales.doc 

Attached .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 11:26 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; King, Michelle T <mtking@email.unc.edu>; 
Chasteen, John C <chasteen@email.unc.edu>; La Serna, Miguel Abram 
<laserna@email.unc.edu>; K Larres ~yahoo.com>; Cemil Aydin 
<caydin@gmu.edu> 
RE: syllabi 

HISTORY 391, Spring 2011 Baby Boomers.doc 

Sure thing. I’m attaching the syllabus from the H390 I taught last spring. My best, Don Raleigh 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ maiLm~c.edtt] 
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 10:23 AM 
To: Raleigh, Donald J; King, Michelle T; Chasteen, John C; La Serna, Miguel Abram; K Larres; Cemil Aydin 
Subject: syllabi 

Hi folks: 
Our incoming colleagues Klaus Larres and Cemil Ayden (copied here) have 
asked to see a few syllabi for undergrad research courses (the 390s), 
which you have taught in recent semesters. Would any/all of you mind 
forwarding your syllabus to them so that they’ll have models in mind as 
they plan their own for upcoming semesters? Thanks. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Chasteen <chasteen@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 10, 2011 11:29 AM 

Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email.unc.edu> 
Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; King, Michelle T <mtking@email.unc.edu>; 
La Serna, Miguel Abram <laserna@email.unc.edu>; K Larres @yahoo.com>; 
(;emil Aydin <caydin@gmu.edu> 
Re: syllabi 

393 syllabus Spring2011 .doc.docx 

Here’s a syllabus for HIST 393. 

Best, 

John 

On 11/10/2011 11:26 AM, Raleigh, Donald J wrote: 
Sure thing. I’m attaching the syllabus from the H390 1 taught last spring. My best, Don Raleigh 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mai er~miL~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 10:23 AM 
To: Raleigh, Donald J; King, Michelle T; Chasteen, John C; La Serna, Miguel Abram; K Larres; Cemil Aydin 
Subject: syllabi 

Hi folks: 
Our incoming colleagues Klaus Larres and Cemil Ayden (copied here) have 
asked to see a few syllabi for undergrad research courses (the 390s), 
which you have taught in recent semesters. Would any/all of you mind 
forwarding your syllabus to them so that they’ll have models in mind as 
they plan their own for upcoming semesters? Thanks. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waterhouse, Benj amin C <waterhou@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 8:15 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

2012-2013 

Dear Jay, 
I went back and looked at our email correspondence from a few weeks ago, and I am indeed the source of this 
confusion. I apologize for that. 

You asked whether I could do either the post-1877 survey or a "special topics." I suggested that my new/old course was 
a "special topics." But I got the number wrong-- I said 372 when I meant 363. (363 is the old 580, but I’m not sure it’s 
even on the books yet; I’ve been working with Wanda on that.) There is no such course, to my knowledge, as 372. 

So we’re back to square one. I’ve taught 4 unique undergrad courses in my 2 years here. One was a FYS, and one was 
580 seminar (now called 363). Since I can’t do the FYS, and I consider 363 to be "new" from my perspective (new 
lectures, new readings, etc.), that leaves a hole in my schedule. As I said, if you’d like me to do an as-yet-undetermined 
new course in the fall of 2012, I could. 

But I do have another question-- when I took over 716 (grad colloquium on US since 1877) from Malinda, I was under 
the understanding that I’d do that for a few years in a row (as Fitz and Malinda each had before me). Is that going back 
to Malinda next year? 

I’m at Harvard at the moment-- yesterday I participated in a workshop on "teaching the history of capitalism," which 
actually bears on this discussion. Today there is a related conference on research on the history of capitalism, at which 
our colleague Peter Coclanis is presenting. I would be happy to step out and talk to you on the phone to help work this 
out. I won’t have access to email until the end of the day, however. If you’d like, please give me a call at 
I’ll just leave my phone on vibrate. If somehow I don’t answer, leave a message with a good time to call you back. 

Again, sorry for the 363/372 confusion. Chalk it up to my leave-addled brain, as well as the change in course numbering. 

Ben 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Robin K <rkpayne@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, November 21,2011 2:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: appt letter 

Hello Jay, 

I’ve had the chance to speak to several colleagues this morning. I know that Katie Otis (kotis@email.unc.edu), who is currently 
teaching the post-1865 survey, is very interested, well-prepared, and available to teach at the scheduled time and I would strongly 
recommend her. 

A colleague of mine who is currently finishing his Ph.D. at Duke is also interested -- Orion Teal         @gmail.com), though I’m 
not sure if there are restrictions on people who do not yet hold the Ph.D. on supervising teaching assistants. But, I do know that he 
would be up for the task at hand. 

David Palmer has also expressed interest as has Brandon Winfred from our department (though, again, I’m not sure about limitations 
for current grad students having TAs). 

I will let you know if I hear of anyone else who is interested and qualified for the position as soon as possible. 

I hope this helps. Please do let me know if there’s anything else I can do to help. 

Best, 
Robin 

From: Payne, Robin K 
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2011 10:08 AM 
To: Jay Smith 
Subject: RE: appt letter 

Thanks for your quick response, Jay. I will make some inquiries and get back in touch with you later today with a few suggestions for 
replacements... 

Again, my apologies for putting you in this situation. 

Best, 
Robin 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2011 9:56 AM 
To: Payne, Robin K 
Subject: Re: appt letter 

Robin--I’m sorry to hear about your emergency. But if you have ideas 
for how I can solve our emergency, I’m all ears. -Jay 

On 11/21/11 9:54 AM, Payne, Robin K wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 
> 

> I’m writing to let you know that, unfortunately, I will be unable to teach History 128-007 next spring. I’ve had a family situation 
arise that is going to require my temporary relocation to Washington state. Please do accept my sincere apologies for having to 
withdraw from the course with such short notice. I very much appreciate you having helped me to secure the position and have 
enjoyed teaching in the department this semester. I imagine you have a list at your disposal of suitable candidates, but I would be 
happy to recommend any potential replacements for the position if it would be helpful. 
> 

> Best, 
> Robin 
> 
> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 5:22 PM 
> To: Payne, Robin K; Robin Payne 



Subject: appt letter 

Dear Robin: 
Better late than never~ I suppose~ here’s your "form" appointment letter 
for spring. Let me know if anything looks amiss. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tsin, Michael T <tsin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 1,2011 1:02 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 133 

Will do. Thanks, Jay. 

Michael 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 12:58 PM 
To: Tsin, Michael T 
Subject: Re: 133 

Michael--yes, what you propose is exactly what Cynthia and I agreed on yesterday, keeping           as an AT in that 

course. So this should work out OK. May I ask you to get in touch soon with Wanda to talk about the sections (i. e., 

which ones should be canceled)? Thanks. -Jay 

On 12/1/11 12:52 PM, Tsin, Michael T wrote: 

Hi Jay: 

Many thanks for your message. As of my last check, the class has 62 students (49 from History and 13 from 

Asian Studies), so we are pretty close to the 70 ceiling already. 

I can take a section, the question I have, however, has to do with the TAs. Currently and 

are assigned to the class. I am hoping that     can remain the TA for the class, and 

can be "converted" to an AT. I can assure you that I’m not trying to lighten my own workload. 

Rather,           is a first year international student from Singapore/Hong Kong, and, to be honest, really 

needs some further acclimatization before he is ready to teach in an American institution. My ideal is actually 

to have him sit in my section through the semester- not to help me teach or grade- but simply to observe 

and learn more closely what a "discussion section" is and how it works, especially as it pertains to the teaching 

of Chinese history. My understanding is that there are other first year students who are given the opportunity 

to extend their "AT-ship" in the spring, and I very much hope that could be given a bit more time 

too to adjust to the academic culture here. 

Regarding the time for 133, yes, we probably should talk about that...maybe 5pm is not the best time .... 

Thanks again, 

Michael 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 9:33 AM 

To: Tsin, Michael T 

Subject: 133 

Hi Michael: 

We’ve run into some problems with your 133 in the spring. The class, you’ll remember, was set with an enrollment of 

110. Two TAs were to be assigned. But for some reason--perhaps the odd hour--only about 50 students have registered 



for the class. That puts us in a serious bind, not only because we need to use our TAs efficiently (and thus have to pull 

one from you), but also because we instituted a new policy last year that requires 1-TA courses to have (or aim for) 

enrollments of 
70. We have no intention of pulling both TAs and leaving you high and 

dry with 50 students. BUT...in fairness to others who have had to teach on this model (e. g., Louise IVlcReynolds next 
semester, Cynthia Radding and Don Raleigh last semester), we need to ask you to take a "section" 

of your own (with, say, a max of 15 students), leaving the TA with 55 students to cover. (The good news is that you’ll 

also have an AT to help with logistics, small errands, perhaps a bit of l~rading now and then, etc.). 

I expect that when registration resumes, you’ll pick up another 15-20 students, bringing the total enrollment to about 

70. It is possible, however, that you’ve just about reached the ceiling already. If that happens, we promise not to yank 

your TA. And if you max out at 55-60, and decide to let the TA handle 55 students while you do grading for the others 

(but not run an independent section), we can live with that. But for the reasons l’ve mentioned, we need to adjust our 

plans in the ways l’ve indicated. We can talk at some point about what happened to enrollments in this case (because I 

know the course generally does well), l’m guessing it’s the late hour in the day, in which case we may want to rule out 

late hours in the future. We’ll talk about this... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 10:51 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Need more discussion sections? 

Hi Jay. 

Yes, it seems that two of the twelve sections have been devoted to LAC, to be taught by non-History department TA’s, so we 
essentially have scheduled ten sections for four TA’s. 

Wanda, any chance you could schedule two more? You have lots more experience than me with this, but it seemed to me that the 
times in demand are Friday at 10 and at 12 or Thursday at 5. What is the cap on enrollments now? It seems the students may not 
enroll because they can’t find available sections? 

Thanks very much to you both. 

Sarah 

From: Jay Sulith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:34 AM 
To: Shields, Sarah D; Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: Re: Need more discussion sections? 

Sarah--I’m confused about the status of the "special" TA’s teaching the 
LAC sections. (I suppose I should understand this by now, but I 
don’t). You mean that they’re not History grad students and aren’t on 
our dime? So...we have four TAs for 10 sections in 276, in effect? If 
so, I agree that we should try to schedule two more sections. Maybe 
some of the students enrolled in the more crowded sections could even be 
persuaded to switch to the new sections so that you’d have critical mass 
in all the sections. (I also agree that it’s not a good precedent to 
have one TA with 3 sections and the other TAs with just two, even if the 
total numbers of students are about the same--that would be an equity 
issue.) 

So, if I understand you correctly--that we have, in effect, two "free" 
TAs teaching two of the 12 sections now scheduled--I agree that we 
should schedule two more. I’ll let you and Wanda determine the best 
times (and room availability! !) -Jay 

On 1/3/12 10:11 AM, Shields, Sarah D wrote: 
> Hi Jay ! 
> 

> Hope you had a great holiday. 
> 
> I am wondering if you had any thoughts about 276. Right now, enrollment is at 172 and I am getting requests from students to 
enroll. There are 12 sections, which is the right number for the four TA’s assigned. But two of them are LAC sections with special 
TA’s. That leaves only 10, of which most are as large (or larger) than optimal. Only one of the non-LAC sections really has room, so 
students are writing to tell me the sections are closed. 
> 
> I think you decided to keep all four TA’s in this course. And enrollments continue to increase. Should we open a couple more 
sections? Another for Friday at 10 and at 12 or Thursday at 5 would probably be best, judging by the current enrollments, attached. I 
think if we keep four TA’s in this course, it would be great to have them teach smaller sections and the same number of sections 
instead of each teaching two large sections. Right now, we don’t have enough sections scheduled. 
> 



> Thanks for your thoughts on this ! 
> 
> Sarah 
> 
> From: Wallace, Wanda L. 
> Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 9:53 AM 
> To: Shields, Sarah D 
> Subject: RE: Hist 276 - Departmental Consent 
> 
> Hi Sarah, 
> This is your lucky day. We can move 536 into Kennan lab B125. It is multi media B125 
> 
> PC/Laptop Connect;Document Camera;DVD/Region Free;Sound/Room Audio;Proj ector/Video;Dimmable Lights;MMC; Screen;PC; 

> Do you want it? 

> Wanda 
> 
> Also, attached are your enrollments for 276. 
> 
> Thanks 
> Wanda 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Shields, Sarah D 
> Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 8:42 AM 
> To: Wallace, Wanda L. 
> Subject: FW: Hist 276 - Departmental Consent 
> 
> Hi Wanda! 
> 
> Happy New Year! Hope you had a wonderful holiday, and best wishes for a terrific 2012! 
> 
> Back to the grind here. Sorry. Is there any way that I can see what kinds of enrollments the various sections have? we may need to 
move them around to even them out unless we get more students. I’ve gotten many many requests over the break. 
> 
> Oh yeah--any chance you could try for another classroom for 536, please? Please? 
> 
> Thanks 
> Sarah 
> 
> From: Shields, Sarah D 
> Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 8:40 AM 
> To: bsgardne 
> Subject: RE: Hist 276 - Departmental Consent 
> 
> Hi Please try again. Only 600 and 607 should be unavailable. Let me know if that doesn’t work, so we can try to fix 
whatever is wrong. 
> 
> Thanks. 
> Sarah Shields 

> From: @live.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 8:33 PM 
> To: Shields, Sarah D 
> Subject: Re: Hist 276 - Departmental Consent 
> 
> Ohhhh, I didn’t realize 600 was in Arabic. All the other sections are closed though, can you let me into one or do i need to just wait 



and see if one opens up? 
> 
> Thanks, 

> On l at 8:04 AM, Shields, Sarah D wrote: 
> 
>> Dear 
>> 
>> Departmental permission is only required if you want to sign up for discussion section 600 (a LAC class taught in Arabic) or 607 
(a LAC class taught in French). If you sign up for the course and any of the other sections, you shouldn’t need permission. 
>> 
>> Best wishes for a wonderful 2012, 
>> Sarah Shields 
>> 

>> From: @live.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sunday, 8:01 PM 
>> To: Shields, Sarah D" 
>> Subject: Hist 276 - Departmental Consent 
>> 
>> Hi, I’m a at UNC who was interested in taking your class on the modem Middle East. I’m not a history major (I’m a 
major), but I’m interested in America’s political involvement in the Middle East and believe that this class will provide an untainted 
source of information about the culture and geography of the region, as well as provide me with a couple gen ed requirements. When I 
tried to enroll, it told me I needed departmental consent and I didn’t know who to contact. Hopefully you can help me out or at least 
bounce me in the right direction. I just wasn’t sure if this class was restricted to history majors or if there was another reason for the 
consent requirement. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 8:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: schedule 

Hi there Jay, 

Thanks. 
Re 890: we agreed on a graduate class on the US and transatlantic relations; I have to check the precise title. 
Give me a day or so. 

Could you remind me of the other course for the fall which we agreed on? It seems to have escaped me. 

You are right, so far we have never talked about the spring of 2013. 
Let me think about it. "The World since 1945" doesn’t make me too excited. What other possibilities are there 
for such a large enrollment course? I am sure I can come up with something rather popular. Maybe something 
on Churchill from the beginning in 1874 to the end in 1965? but this is just a quick idea, just came to me, let me 
think about it. 

Mid-March is difficult as I will be away for spring week but by the end of March should certainly work. 

cheers Klaus 

Personal Webpage: ~ :iiwww.klauslarres.com 

--- On Mon, 2/27/12, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc. edu> wrote: 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Subj ect: schedule 
To: larres@email.unc.edu, "K Larres" < 
Date: Monday, February 27, 2012, 5:15 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Hi Klaus--in addition to my earlier question today (sent to the unc email address) asking what your 
topic for the 890 will be for next fall, I just discovered that I have NO courses down for you for spring 
2013 yet. Could you let me know what you were thinking of teaching? Since one of our courses each 
year needs to be a "large enrollment" course, have you given thought to doing, say, a history 140 (The 
World since 1945)? Either way, let me know your thoughts on the two spring courses. 

Also, the 890 will need to go through the Grad Studies Committee for its formal approval (a formality). 
So, when you can get a draft syllabus together, let Cynthia Radding know that you’d like the committee 
to look at the syllabus for a future meeting. (Could you do that by mid-March maybe?) Thanks! -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cemil Aydin <            ~gmail.com> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 9:34 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: fall schedule 

Dear Jay, 
I am now in Carrboro, waiting for my car to be repaired. I was planning to come to the office this afternoon. 
Perhaps we can meet and talk, or decide on the phone. My number is 

Here are my recommendations: 
1. Still teach an 394. Why did we think that our 394’s compete with each other: I was doing mine on 
international-global history field, not specifically on the middle east. Were they at the same time? 

2. I can teach later hours on Tuesday and Thursday, so we can do one big bloc of time on a Tuesday or 
Thursday afternoon. I prefer a Tuesday spot. As my wife is teaching on a Monday-Wednesday schedule in the 
fall, it is possible for me to teach late afternoon on Tuesday or Thursdays. 

3. Can I teach a History 490 in a once a week schedule, lets say on Tuesday afternoons? 

In any case, it will be better if we talk on the phone about this. 

Cemil 

On Mon, Mar 5, 2012 at 8:56 AM, Jay Smith emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
Cemil: 
After much rearranging, I’ve put your grad course in the spring, along with your 394 (so you won’t be 
competing with Sarah). This has created another problem, unfortunately. I had hoped that we could simply 
replace your fall 394 (which was scheduled for T/TH 9:30-10:45) with your 139. But we’re told that they do 
not have a room capable of holding 35 students at that hour. Your 292 is scheduled at 12:30. What would 
you like us to do? I’m guessing 8AM is too early? And 3:30 too late? Please advise. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 8:45 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Re: EMERGENCY: Fall 2012 HIST/AMST 110 

ll0.xlsx 

Hey Jay, 

Ok, this is the deal. 

HIST 110 is crosslisted with AMST 110. Lucido does not have AMST 110 on the list with ours. 

The AMST department raised the enrollment on their side to 45 so it made the total enrollment 

195. I talked to the registrar’s office the’/’ lowered AMST 110 to 15 and I called the department and 

Asked them not to increase their enrollment again. See attached for breakdown. 

Wanda 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 9:55 AM 

To: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: Fwd: Re: EMERGENCY: Fall 2012 HIST/AMST 110 

Hi Wanda--could you take a look at this HIST 110 issue? Number of seats, how they’re divided, how the registrar is staggering enrollment? Thanks. -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: EMERGENCY: Fall 2012 HIST/AMST 110 

Date:Wed, 4 Apt 2012 09:52:52 -0400 
From:MALINDA MAYNOR-LOWERY ~me.com> 

To:Jay Smith <iavsmith~email.unc.edu> 
CC:Cobb, Daniel M. <dcobb~email.unc.edu> Simmons-Cahan, Deborah A <dscahan~email.unc.edu> 

Jay, can you also confirm that the correct total number of seats are in the system and that they are correctly allocated to HIST and AMST? I assume we 

Malinda Maynor Lowery 

Assistant Professor of History 

UNC Chapel Hill 

CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

http://malindamaynorlowery.wordpress.com 

Twitter @malindalowery 

On Apr 4, 2012, at 9:44 AM, Jay Smith <~aysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> This is probably because the registrar limits enrollments in the spring to save seats for freshmen, who register during CTOPS. I’ll try to confirm 

> 

> On 4/4/12 9:12 AM, Cobb, Daniel H. wrote: 

>> 

>> Dear Jay and Malinda: 

>> 

>> I checked on enrollments for HIST/AMST llO for the Fall of 2012 and found that is not set up properly. Last fall we capped it at 165, with 120 sea 

>> 

>> Could you two look into this on your side of things and keep Debbie posted? We already have students not enrolling because they think the class is 

>> 

>> Best, 

>> 

>> Dan 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Molly Worthen              @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 5:38 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

courses for next year 

Dear Jay, 

I thought I would get in touch with you to say how thrilled I am that 
Mike and I are joining the UNC community, and that I look forward to 
talking with you about courses for the coming year. I have exchanged 
emails with Lloyd about it and he seemed to like my preliminary ideas 
but I certainly need to talk with you about which courses would be most 
useful to the department next year and how the logistics work. Is there 
a time in the next couple of days when it might be convenient to chat by 
phone? I have free phone calls to the States, so I can call you to save 
the department international calling fees. 

best, 
Molly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Molly Worthen ’ @gmail.com> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 6:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: courses for next year 

Hi Jay, 

Great talking with you this aftemoon. Just to confirm that I have my 
courses straight, this is what I understand to be the plan. Also, I 
tweaked the name of the grad historiography course in the spring to 
something that I think sounds slightly more interesting. Let me know if 
it’s okay: 

Fall 2012 

"Sin and Evil in Modern America" (undergmd research seminar, 1X/wk) 
"Global Evangelicalism" (special topics course, 2X/wk) 

Spring2013 

"Liberalism and Conservatism in 20th-Century America" (honors course, 2X/wk) 
"Problems in American Religious History" (grad seminar, 1X/wk) 

Let me know if I have confused anything. I’m very excited to teach these! 

best, 
Molly 

On 4/25/12 6:58 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Molly--I’ve been meaning to email you (and Mike) to tell you how 
> delighted I am that you’re coming, too, so...OK, you beat me to it. I 
> think you two will do wonders for us in all sorts of ways. So...yes, 
> let’s chat. Could you call my home number Friday afternoon? Say, 
> anywhere 1-4? It’s              We already have an undergrad 
> research seminar for you to step into, and we can tall about that and 
> all your other options. Looking forward to it (though let me know if 
> the time doesn’t work). -Jay 
> 
> PS Too bad about your man Santomm. (I jest). 

> On 4/25/12 5:37 PM, Molly Worthen wrote: 
>> Dear Jay, 
>> 
>> I thought I would get in touch with you to say how thrilled I am 
>> that Mike and I are joining the UNC community, and that I look 
>> forward to talking with you about courses for the coming year. I have 
>> exchanged emails with Lloyd about it and he seemed to like my 
>> preliminary ideas but I certainly need to tall with you about which 
>> courses would be most useful to the department next year and how the 
>> logistics work. Is there a time in the next couple of days when it 
>> might be convenient to chat by phone? I have free phone calls to the 
>> States, so I can call you to save the department international 
>> calling fees. 

>> best, 
>> Molly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cynthia Radding <radding@email.unc. edu> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 10:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 
Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: TA adjustments and opportunity in Women’s Studies, Hist 142 

Jay, 
As you can see, Kathryn does not mind reducing 142 back to 165 students, but we need to close down the three 
sections that she had asked Wanda to open. Can you do this, or do we need to wait until Monday morning? 

In the meantime, Int Studies has renewed their request for two TAs! So, on Monday morning, we can revisit our 
lists. 

Best, 
Cynthia 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: TA adjustments and opportunity in Women’s Studies 

Date:Fri, 27 Apr 2012 16:53:34 -0400 
From:Kathryn Burns ~ums(~emaikunc.edu> 

To:Cynthia Radding <raddin~emailmnc.edu> 

Hi Cynthia, 
Greetings from Knoxville, Tennessee, where I’ve just talked about 
notaries to a grad seminar in paleography (co-taught by my friend & 
ex-UNC classics prof, Maura Lafferty, and her great colleague Tom Burman) ! 

Hmm... I just asked Wanda to schedule three new recitation sections for 
Hist142, on the theory that we’d need additional sections to accommodate 
the 188 enrollment. So my first question would be: can that be halted, 
or have those sections already gone up (and started enrolling people)? 
If they’ve already got students enrolled, it’ll be awkward to switch 
away from the 188 enrollment. 

But if they’re still not open, it’s okay with me if you approach 
to see if she minds teaching for Women’s Studies. In some ways it’d be 
great to have her and do 188 students, but there’s also a lot to be said 
for having 165 & not filling the room to bursting! Please let me know 
what happens, either way.., thanks, 
Kathryn 
p.s. I, too, loved our visit to the Nasher. What a treat!! 

On 4/27/2012 1:45 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 
> Hi, Kathryn, 
> I hope you’re well. I caught a glimpse of you on Wednesday, but there 
> wasn’t time to say hello. Last week’s visit to the Nasher Museum was 
> really a treat and opens so many possibilities. 
> 
> I write to ask you about the TA line-up for HIST 142 next fall. As you 
> can see on the latest list, we have 142 pushed to the max at 188 
> students with 4 TAs and one AT. I remember that you had particularly 
> requested                     and she is assigned to your course. We have 
> received just today a request from Women’s Studies to nominate several 
> of our graduate TAs to fill some slots that they have just received 
> budget to cover. To be honest, our History Dept budget is strained to 



> cover all of our TA obligations,                     is one of the few 
> current graduate students who can teach women’s history. Before 
> approaching her, I want to ask you how you feel about our "lending" 
>           to Women’s Studies and lowering your class enrollment to 165. 
> We could possibly propose this to                 also assigned to your 
> course, but women’s studies is not one of her fields. 
> 
> I look forward to hearing from you. 
> 
> Best, 
> Cynthia 
> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Morgan             @utoronto.ca> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 10:14 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: courses 

Hi Jay, 

Thanks so much for your message. I’ve been busy too, wrapping up the 
loose ends from the semester in Toronto. It’s been much more hectic than 
I expected, but I finally have some breathing room and have been giving 
some thought to next year’s courses. 

I’ve been thinking of doing a research seminar on "the global 1970s," 
which would look at all of the changes across the world during that 
decade: superpower detente, the Vietnam War, the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan, the end of the Bretton Woods system and development of 
globalization, the rise of Islamic fundamentalism, and so on. Does that 
sound plausible to you? 

I’ve been contemplating a topics course in the history of human rights, 
but have also been thinking about a graduate readings course on Cold War 
history. Do you have a preference (or does the department have a need) 
one way or the other7 

As for the other two courses, I’d be happy to do a fall-spring 
two-course sequence on the history of international relations from 1648 
to 1945. (Am I right to think that it should end in 1945 in order to 
avoid a conflict with the World since 1945? At Toronto I taught it from 
1648 to the present, which would be the other way to frame it if the 
overlap with the World since 1945 isn’t a problem). Either way, the most 
logical dividing point between the two courses is probably 1815. Are you 
thinking of these as large-enrollment lecture classes, or would they be 
framed as the smaller courses capped at 30 that meet twice a week 
(apologies if there’s a specific term for these that I’m forgetting--I 
got the idea from Molly)? 

I’m very excited about all of these possibilities, and much looking 

forward to joining the department. Molly and I are in Chapel Hill this 
week to find housing. It looks like we’re going to be spending every day 

from dawn until dusk with our real estate agent, so I’m not sure if 

we’ll have time to stop by the department, but we’ll both be able to 

check our email in the evenings. 

Best wishes, 
Mike 

On 5/14/12 2:57 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Hi Mike: 
> I should have been in touch long before now, but it’s just been the 
> craziest semester of my life and I’ve been distracted by one thing or 
> another for the last month. Anyway, we need to set up courses for you 
> in both fall and spring. It seems to me that we could easily have you 
> divide into two halves the "international relations" (or governance) 
> course you’ve been teaching at Toronto, and have you teach the first 
> half (to 1848? you name it) in the fall, second half in the spring. 
> Does this sound OK? And do you have strong preferences on times/days? 
> 
> For your other courses: I’m inclined to ask you to do an undergrad 
> research seminar in the spring (it could well be on Helsinki if you’d 



> like it to be, though there are many other possibilities), and perhaps 

> a topics course on human rights in the fall? Does this sound workable? 
> Again, I’ll need to know about times/days ASAP, since I’m hoping to 
> finish up the schedule by the end of the day tomorrow if at all possible. 
> 

> Sorry to have been out of touch for so long. Welcome aboard! Look 
> forward to seeing you both before too long... 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Mulvey           @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 1:27 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: teaching 

Good deal! Thanks for having Wanda set up the recitations. 

OnMay 15, 2012, at 1:24 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

> Michael--yes, TA’s in both. The one sucky thing is that the 151 is on a MWF schedule, and the 130 on a T/TH schedule, but...I 
guess there are worse fates. 
> 
> For the T/TH course, I’ve just asked Wanda to set up recitations (for some reason they were not set up before now), and that means 
that you can still plan on lecturing only 50 minutes each class period. (This even though you’re allotted 75 on T/TH). The 130 would 
have 110 students, the 151 would have 165. -Jay 
> 
> On 5/15/12 1:10 PM, Michael Mulvey wrote: 
>> Jay, 

>> Sorry it took me so long to reply. I have a sick almost 2 year old on my hands. He finally went down for a nap after about an hour 
of rocking his 27 pound body. 

>> Lloyd did chat with me during the hooding ceremony. Shifting to 151/130 sounds like a wonderful opportunity. Will I have TAs 
for each course? I’m really looking forward to teaching African history this summer. It should help me set a good tone for the 
semester. All very exciting stuff! 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> Michael 
>> 
>> OnMay 14, 2012, at 3:05 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> 
>>> Hi Michael: 
>>> Did Lloyd talk to you this weekend about your teaching in the fall? We’ve been talking about shifting you from the 140 to a 151 
AND asking you to teach...African history! -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Morgan             @utoronto.ca> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 11:29 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Re: courses 

Hi Jay, 

This sounds great. We’re on for the global ’70s course, the two 
international relations courses (done as 190 topics courses), and the 
human rights topics course. I’ll pull the syllabi together once we get 
back to Toronto next week. 

Regarding the days and times, I’d love to concentrate the courses on two 
days a week if possible, whether Monday-Wednesday or Tuesday-Thursday, 
though I’d completely understand if this won’t work. 

Mike 

On 5/15/12 10:07 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Mike--the global ’70s course sounds great, so let’s plan on it. As 
> soon as you can (but early September should be OK), please submit a 
> draft syllabus to Kathleen Duval (copied here) so she can get 
> undergrad studies approval for that seminar before registration begins 
> in the fall. 
> 
> On the international relations sequence--I don’t think there’s any 
> reason for you to stop in 1945 unless you really want to. The people 
> who teach 140 (the world since 45) all do it differently anyway, and 
> no one focuses specifically on international relations, at least in 
> the way you would do it. So feel free to dice and slice as you see 
> fit. How would you like to "pitch" these? As basically intro-level 
> courses? (In which case, we might offer them as 190 topics courses, 
> "pitched" at a "Western Civ"- type level). Advanced undergmd courses 
> (the number would be 490) in which even some grads could enroll? (I 
> personally advise against this, because I think the presence of grads 
> in what is basically a lecture course is bad for everyone.) Or 292? 
> That’s somewhere in the middle, without grads (and still a catch-all 
> topics course number.) Syllabi for these courses also need Undergrad 
> Studies approval, and the sooner you can send a syllabus the better. 
> What you’ve taught at Toronto will be fine, I think. Kathleen can 
> circulate and get fast-track approval. 
> 
> As for the last question--I’m going to ask that you go with the human 
> rights topics course for now. I already have enough, perhaps too many, 
> grad courses scheduled for next year. I have to worry about enrollment 
> levels if we have more courses than our grad population can support. 
> So...would two topics courses in the fall (internat’l relations and 
> human rights) followed by the seminar and the second-in-sequence 
> topics course in spring be OK? 
> 
> Finally--let me know ifyo have strong preferences on times/days. -Jay 
> 
> On 5/14/12 10:13 PM, Mike Morgan wrote: 
>> Hi Jay, 
>> 
>> Thanks so much for your message. I’ve been busy too, wrapping up the 
>> loose ends from the semester in Toronto. It’s been much more hectic 
>> than I expected, but I finally have some breathing room and have been 
>> giving some thought to next year’s courses. 
>> 



>> I’ve been thinking of doing a research seminar on "the global 1970s," 
>> which would look at all of the changes across the world during that 
>> decade: superpower detente, the Vietnam War, the Soviet invasion of 
>> Afghanistan, the end of the Bretton Woods system and development of 
>> globalization, the rise of Islamic fundamentalism, and so on. Does 
>> that sound plausible to you? 
>> 
>> I’ve been contemplating a topics course in the history of human 
>> rights, but have also been thinking about a graduate readings course 
>> on Cold War history. Do you have a preference (or does the department 
>> have a need) one way or the other? 
>> 
>> As for the other two courses, I’d be happy to do a fall-spring 
>> two-course sequence on the history of international relations from 
>> 1648 to 1945. (Am I right to think that it should end in 1945 in 
>> order to avoid a conflict with the World since 1945? At Toronto I 
>> taught it from 1648 to the present, which would be the other way to 
>> frame it if the overlap with the World since 1945 isn’t a problem). 
>> Either way, the most logical dividing point between the two courses 
>> is probably 1815. Are you thinking of these as large-enrollment 
>> lecture classes, or would they be framed as the smaller courses 
>> capped at 30 that meet twice a week (apologies if there’s a specific 
>> term for these that I’m forgetting--I got the idea from Molly)? 
>> 
>> I’m very excited about all of these possibilities, and much looking 
>> forward to joining the department. Molly and I are in Chapel Hill 
>> this week to find housing. It looks like we’re going to be spending 
>> every day from dawn until dusk with our real estate agent, so I’m not 
>> sure if we’ll have time to stop by the department, but we’ll both be 
>> able to check our email in the evenings. 
>> 
>> Best wishes, 
>> Mike 

>> On 5/14/12 2:57 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> Hi Mike: 
>>> I should have been in touch long before now, but it’s just been the 
>>> craziest semester of my life and I’ve been distracted by one thing 
>>> or another for the last month. Anyway, we need to set up courses for 
>>> you in both fall and spring. It seems to me that we could easily 
>>> have you divide into two halves the "international relations" (or 
>>> governance) course you’ve been teaching at Toronto, and have you 
>>> teach the first half (to 1848? you name i0 in the fall, second half 
>>> in the spring. Does this sound OK? And do you have strong 
>>> preferences on times/days? 
>>> 
>>> For your other courses: I’m inclined to ask you to do an undergrad 
>>> research seminar in the spring (it could well be on Helsinki if 
>>> you’d like it to be, though there are many other possibilities), and 
>>> perhaps a topics course on human rights in the fall? Does this sound 
>>> workable? Again, I’ll need to know about times/days ASAP, since I’m 
>>> hoping to finish up the schedule by the end of the day tomorrow if 
>>> at all possible. 
>>> 
>>> Sorry to have been out of touch for so long. Welcome aboard! Look 
>>> forward to seeing you both before too long... 
>>> 
>>> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

King, Michelle T <mtking@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 11:29 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 890 

Hi Jay - 

Sorry, I just found that message in my junk email box for some reason. 

It’s fine with me to shift the course to start at 6pm. Will it be in the same room? Are the students involved already 

signed up for the course? (                                 ) 

I’ll emai[ directly to let them know about the shift once you confirm. 

Michelle 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 11:19 AM 
To: King, Michelle T 
Subject: Fwd: 890 

Michelle--see this from Tuesday. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:890 

Date:Tue, 21 Aug 2012 14:19:02 -0400 
From:Jay Smith <i aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

To:Michelle King <mtking@email.unc.edu> 
CC:Cynthia Radding <radding@email.unc.edu>, Wanda Wallace <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Michelle: 
Is there any chance you’d be willing to move your 890 seminar this 
semester one hour later--to 6pm? We apparently have not one but two 
TA’s who have a conflict between your class and a recitation to which 
they’ve been assigned. If you run a reading course the way I do (no 
breaks!) you could still finish up before 8:30 most nights. I ask only 
because this would be (from the point of view of a bureaucrat, anyway) 
the "easiest" adjustment to make. Easier than re-doing TA assignments 
or rescheduling recitations, which would cause great aggravation for 
many. Anyway...just let me know. 

Jay 
PS I understand that the students in 890 might prefer to stay at 5, 
but .... chances are they don’t have a class to run to at 8:30! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 3:10 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Please forward to Professor Jay Smith message regarding Spring Semester 2013 
Classes. Please see Below and assist me with book orders and Parking.. 

Hi, 
This email is for you and me but we have problems if she really thinks she got these 

Times and Buildings. 

Spring 2013 

HIST 128-001TR 11:00- 12:15 SM 107 

HIST 582-001 TR 3:30 - 4:45 SC 210 

Read below° 

Happy FHday. 

Wanda 

From: Genna Rae McNeil [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 2:53 PM 
To: Wallace, Wanda L.; Davis, LaTissa 
Cc: Kent, Adam S 
Subject: Please forward to Professor Jay Smith message regarding Spring Semester 2013 Classes. Please see Below and 
assist me with book orders and Parking.. 

Dear Jay & Wanda: 
I can best be reached at my personal email, which is ~gmail.com" and by my mobile phone, 

which is               I am on leave until the end of the year and writing one book as a fellow at the 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities. (I need to reset expired codes, passwords etc on my UNC email and will 
need the assistance of James. I am on leave,however, so I have not yet made an appointment. I will do that 
before Thanksgiving.) 

I came into the office for the first time since February 2012 and your notice of the teaching schedule was in 
my box with many other pieces of mail. 

I have had an opportunity to read some of the mail and I wanted to attend to the pressing matter of 
scheduling courses first and communicating with the students, getting class rosters, etc. 

ONE) I hope that you have scheduled me for Tuesday and Thursday teaching of the courses listed in your 
memo to me, namely History 128 and 582 (American Constitution since 1876).* I will be happy to teach those 
courses as you have scheduled them or if you still are interested in any preferences, My first choice would be 
128 at 8 a.m. or 9:30 a.m. and 582 at 2 p.m. My second choice would be for 128 at 2 p.m. and 582 at 11 a.m. 
If I have courses back to back (see next paragraph), my preference would be the Tuesday and Thursday 2 pm 
and 3:30 p.m. 

If it is possible to set up both of my courses in buildings that are not extremely far from Hamilton or have 
my classes back to back and in the the Stone Center, it would be helpful to me with respect to offering office 
hours and getting to classes. Those rooms that are "smart" classrooms in which I can show videos, etc and have 
students use their computers are preferable. Stone Center has both classrooms that seat about 40 and seminar 
rooms that seat about 12-15. Whatever the enrollment is, that location is ideal for me ifI am back to back. 
Last academic year I hurt my ankle badly and so it is better if I am able to have courses no farther than that 
distance to the Stone Center.* If the Stone Center is not available and you would like to propose different times 
or a different building, I will be as cooperative as I can. My only problem is the time it takes to walk from one 



class to the next and from Hamilton Hall to the very distant buildings such as Smith, Peabody, etc. Naturally, if 
there is anything available in Hamilton or Sanders, that would be easier on me physically. 

With respect to the Fall Semester, I would again prefer Tuesday and Thursday. I would appreciate having the 
opportunity to teach an African American seminar in the Fall and I would like to offer to teach the 581 in the 
Fall for you, if you have need of that. In the following Spring I could offer the 582 again and I think it would 
be appropriate for me to teach an AFrican American survey from 1863 to present. Again, because of the way I 
have constructed lectures over the years, I would appreciate a Tuesday and Thursday schedule. 

TWO) I have a second concern and wonder if you might direct me to the correct person. When I last taught I 
used Blackboard for communications with students, posting syllabi, etc. 
I do not know if that option is still available to me. Would you please advise me as to what system is being 
used to provide on-line access to assignments, syllabi, etc. for Spring 2013. If it is the new system about which 
there was some talk of transition before I went on leave, who would be in a position to provide a tutorial for me 
and how would I reach the person. Would it be James? 

Please give my regards to your wife, Jay. 
Take Care and God bless you. 

Genna Rae McNeil 

* have to find parking for the semester and I would appreciate it if you might communicate among yourselves 
to determine if it makes sense for me to try to park in the Stone Center lot because I could do both classes 
there. 

Wanda and LaTissa: 
It was great to see you yesterday. I will need to contact James Hines later because I need new access codes or 

passwords to use my UNC email. If you might send me his email address so I can have it at my disposal on this 
gmail account, that would help me stay on top of upcoming matters for students and colleagues and the 
department. As I prepare for the next semester of Spring 2013, I would appreciate it if all information 
regarding ordering textbooks might be sent to my gmail account and any notices pertaining to courses be 
brought to my attention while I am on leave via email or phone call               Please know that I will 
make every effort to check the gmail account frequently while I am on leave, but if there are items that are 
being placed in the mailboxes that are time sensitive, I will rarely be on campus. (I have no parking permit this 
semester.) Please send time sensitive mail to me electronically or through the postal service to 

27713-9302. 
I am especially sensitive to the need to have books in place or the Spring semester 2013. I am teaching a 

course that was previously taught by Jack Semonche. I would like to receive the notice about deadlines as soon 
as possible so I can determine the need to meet with Textbooks’ or Coursepaks’ staff members. Is it possible to 
have order forms and notices sent to my gmail account electronically? 
If either of you think of issues that I should address while I am on leave and writing, please do not hesitate to 

contact me. I will not always be in the state, but I do have seminar meetings with the Institute for the Arts and 
Humanities’ fellows on every Wednesday except the Wednesday before Thanksgiving. If signatures are 
required, I use the public lot in Chapel Hill and can walk over to Hamilton on Wednesdays. 

Parking will be another matter that should be addressed for January through August 2013. Would you please 
let me know how I would make arrangements for returning to a payroll deduction and a space in a parking 
garage. If Cobb is no longer available, I hope I can be as close to Hamilton as possible. If, by chance, I am 
scheduled to teach in the Stone Center, and there is space in the garage closest to the Stone Center, I could 
manage that. Ever since I hurt my ankle in 2011, it has been very difficult to have to walk long distances to 
classes or for parking. If I need to speak with the doctor again and make arrangements for disability parking, 
please let me know, I do not know who handled parking now. Is it still Joy? 

Thank you for your time and attention to these matters. I hope you are well. Please give my regards to other 
members of the department’s staff. 



Take Care and God bless you. 

Jay, Wanda, and LaTissa 

Please know, however, I want to work with you to do what is best for the students and the department. I feel 
enormously blessed to be writing this semester and I do not want you to have difficulties scheduling or handling 
administrative matters because of me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lkramer <lkramer@email.unc. edu> 

Saturday, September 18, 2010 12:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: about the web 

Jay, 

This sounds good. We’ll plan for a meeting on Oct. 1 ; is there a time that 
works best for you? Early afternoon after your class? 1:30, for example? 
Or we could try for noon if you don’t have a class on that day. Meanwhile, 
you can definitely keep working with        and Brett on the questions 
of greater "content efficiency." It’s appropriate to make any revisions in 
flaat 
area as needed. The larger issues have to do with the redesign for the 
plone 
4.1 version later in the fall. 

We may want to revisit the issue of instxuctors for spring sections of Hist 
128 
and 355 wifla Kathleen and Melissa on Wed? I know it’s confusing to get a 
sense 
of who has priority from the list Kathleen gave you. 

Thanks for your work on this, 
Lloyd 

On Sat, 18 Sep 2010 08:52:49 -0400, Jay Smifla <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Lloyd: Oct. 1 should be fine, and you can just mention this at the 
> meeting (wifla an invitation to be sent out the next day maybe?) In the 
> meantime, if it’s OK, I’ll continue to work with        and Brett to 
> see how we can represent our content more efficiently, with fewer pages 
> and tabs, etc. I think that’s a different task than the one you want 
> input on, and if we can move ahead on that first task it may facilitate 
> a faster, smoother transition later. -Jay 
> 
> On 9/17/10 5:05 PM, Lloyd Kramer wrote: 
>> Jay, 
>> I was planning to bring flais up at the dept meeting and invite people 
>> to attend a meeting in early October. But we also will need to send 
>> out an announcement on the faculty list-serv; and maybe the grad 
>> student list too? It might be helpful to invite multiple communities. 
>> And I flaink Brandon may have a way to include some undergrad input 
>> as well. If you would like to set a date and go ahead with an 
>> invitation, that’s fine with me. I’ll mention it in any case 
>> during flae dept. meeting. Would Friday, OCt. 1, be a possible 
>> date for a meeting? 
>> 
>> Best, Lloyd 
>> 
>> Jay Smifla wrote: 
>>> Lloyd: Did you want me to call a meeting for those interested in 
>>> providing input on the web redesign, or were you planning to call the 
>>> meeting yourself? If the former, should I just send out an e-mail to 
>>> flae faculty listserv? Or would you prefer to just bring flais up at 
>>> flae dept meeting? Just want to be sure I’m not letting us fall 
>>> behind schedule .... 

>>> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                  4:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: about those adjuncts 

Jay, 

A few things: 
I have updated the adjunct faculty by placing adjunct in front of their 
title, for now. I am having issues with adding tables and the spacing once 
I add them. I suspect it is a symptom of the old system. I am missing one 
from the European field page. I have Sherman and String but there is 
another that I tried to move and accidentally deleted. Please resend me 
that individual’s information. 

Also, speaking of tables... I think for the sake of ease and accessibility 
I suggest getting rid of the table format and go with something easier on 
the eyes, particularly for the faculty and fields pages. When I put all 
three groups of faculty/lecturers on one page it looks cramped and jumbled. 
That is what I wanted to show you earlier...just how bad it looks. I 
realize it will be more work for me but I think if we are moving in a 
different direction with the site and trying to streamline booting the 
dated tables would be a good start. 

On Wed, 15:09:41 -0400, Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> 

> I should have given clearer instructions on the adjuncts (those 8 people 
> you added today to the faculty of the various fields). They need to be 
> identified separately AS adjuncts. So, for example, with the Euro 
> faculty, there should be a list of the regular faculty ending with 
> Whalen. Then, a separate "Adjunct faculty" heading needs to be added, 
> with Sherman and String listed. Now, it looks as though they’re full 
> members of the dept, which they are not. 
> 
> Similarly, when we re-make the main Faculty page, even though all 
> faculty (regular, adjunct/visiting and emeritus) will show on the same 
> page, they’ll need to be in different categories. Please make the 
> adjustments to the field lists ASAP. Thanks. 
> 

> Jay 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LaTissa C. Davis <davila@email.tmc.edu> 

Friday,                   1:25 PM 

< @email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Web meeting, Oct. 1 

Hi, 
I would contact Jay Smith about this. I think he is the one heading all of the new website changes, so he can add this 
to his list. Ill forward this to him, but his email is ~smi@@)emaiL~mc.edm 

LaTissa 

On 5:01 PM, wrote: 

Hi LaTissa. I’m not certain I can make the meeting (I have a class at ipm), 
but I would like to ask you something about the Web site if I may. 

We were wondering if it would be 
possible to place a link to this project on the department’s Web page. In 
about three weeks or so we will be filing the papers to make it an official 
student organization, so it would be nice to have our contact information 
added to the main department page if possible under a link for the journal. 

Best, 

On Thu,                   16:07:23 -0400, "LaTissa C. Davis" 

<davila@emailouncoedu> wrote: 

Original Message 
Subject: Web meeting, Oct. 1 
Date:     Thu, 15:12:44 -0400 
From:    Jay Smith ~-smith@emailouncoedu> 

As Lloyd Kramer announced at the faculty meeting this week, there will 
be a "brainstorming" meeting next Friday, October i, at l:30pm in 
Hamilton 569 to address the department’s redesign of its web site. How 
should we represent ourselves to the world? Which information about the 
department and its programs is most critical and how should visitors to 
our website find that information? What new features might be added? 
If you have thoughts about these or other web-related issues, please 
come to the meeting. We’ll be taking notes and looking for good ideas. 

You are currently subscribed to history-graduate as: 
@emailoUnCoedu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

< @unc.edu> 
Monday,                1:3 0 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email.unc. edu> 
Re: web map 

Hello, 
Just a note as I am reconfiguring the site, I will need splash pages for 
some of these new folders (Undergraduate Student Life for example). 
"Applying to the Program" is another case. 

On Thu, 15:53:04 -0400, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Here’s the new and improved version ........... 

Department of History 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Brandon Hunziker <branhunz@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 25, 2010 9:34 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email.unc.edu>; 
Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

History Club’s Feedback on Website 

History Club website feedback.docx 

Dear Jay, Brett, and Lloyd, 

As you may know, the History Club recently held a meeting to discuss the 
department’s website and offer some feedback. Attached are their comments 
and suggestions, which were compiled by 

I think some of their ideas are quite good, especially the one 
(not related to the website) for History Department t-shirts. We really need 
some of those! 

If you’d like to thank      for her efforts (she’s really the reason the 
History Club is functioning again), her email address is 

~email.unc.edu(.) I also think it would be a good idea to adopt at 
least one good idea from this list. 

Best, 

Brandon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: urgent 

Hey Jay, 
A little background: each time that I do something that directly or 
indirectly involves Dr. Hagemann’s page that she doesn’t like I usually get 
a barrage of emails expressing her disagreement. Usually, if I challenge 
what she thinks should be possible on the website or assert that it is 
something that is beyond my access or ability, I have to call in OASIS for 
backup. In the meantime, I can expect an email from her husband offering 
suggestions for how I can make what she wants done happen. Apparently, 
t~ey both had a hand in designing the website and are really particular 
about her page. 

So having said all that, the email isn’t helpful mainly because I don’t use 
html to update the site. Like I told her, I will have to contact to OASIS 
to see what can be done. In my mind it would just be easier for her to 
update her information to reflect the new url but nonetheless I will see 
what can be done. 

On Sun, 15:57:19 -0400, Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc, edu> 
wrote: 
> Did Hagemann’s husband’s e-mail make sense? Helpful? -Jay 

> On         11:20 AM,    @email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> I have been working on several other updates simultaneously but I am 
>> working on getting the course list up. It will be the end of the 
weekend 
>> before I get all of the syllabi linked to it. 

>> As for the issue Hagemann has I will address that probably next week. 
>> The url changed becaused I renamed the folder to change the list on the 
>> left. I’m not sure if it can be changed back but I will look into it. 
>> 

>> I will also look into the issue on your page. 

>> ...... Original Message ...... 
>> From: Jav Smith 
>> To: 
>> Subject: urgent 
>> Sent: 11:11 AM 
>> 

>> Jennifer: The spring 2011 courses aren’t posted yet. Could you get 
>> those up right away? Thanks. -Jay 

>> Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

< @unc.edu> 

Monday,                 8:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: URL Dilemna 

This is the response I got back from OASIS. I did not forward it to Dr. 
Hagemann because I wanted to check with you to see how you want to proceed. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: URL Dilemna 
Date: Mon,            15:59:50 -0400 
From: Kevin Coletta <kcoletta@ad.unc.edu> 
To:       @unc.edu 

Unfortunately there is no way right now to get this functionality on 
your site. I would say, though, that this is not too much of a problem, 
because if you lay your site out right, most people will be able to find 
the new url very quickly. 

-Kevin 

On 08:46 AM wrote: 
> Hey Kevin, 
> As you know we are rearranging the history department website. We 
renamed 
> what used to be the faculty folder the "people" folder which changed the 
> url for faculty pages from amc.ed~ifac~l~,ihagema~m.lm~ 
to 
> ~:iThis~on,. ~nc. ed~iP eop~e~’~a~emam~.htmL 
> 
> Is there a way to redirect the old url to the new one so that when people 
> who type in the old url are automatically directed to the new one? 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 

Department of History 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brett Whalen <bwhalen@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 5:3 8 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; 
staff listings 

@unc.edu> 

Hi All, 

Here is a simple example of how we can have an alphabetical list of 
faculty, with link to faculty by field 

~o:liweb.ufl’.~.edu/;-~Nstor~,i~acul ,h~m 

Brett 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Veda Elaine <vedawms@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 4:31 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: craziness 

Hello, 

The issue was that you forgot to publish this folder: 

~s :i/histor~<ur~c.edu,{~..~.~p~e/~acult~-book-coversi 

That also is what was responsible for your disappearing images that you were seeing in the past. 

If you can tell me what URL for the faculty URL should be, we can put an alias in so that it doesn’t go to a 404 
page. I don’t have access to the old site right now to see that for myself. 

Cheers, 

- Veda 

On May 18, 2011, at 3:04 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy G wrote: 

Jay: 

I’ve been doing some tidying up on the site and in touch with Veda Williams with some questions. 
She is the Goddess of Plone over at OASIS, so I’m forwarding this to her. 

I know how frustrating this must be, since your book is hot NOW. 

Keep the faith, 

Nancy Gray Schoonmaker 
nanc~ema~l.urlc, edu 
MEMS Program Coordinator 
552 Hamilton Hall, CB#3195 
919.962.1109 
fax 919.962.1403 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 2:56 PM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy G; Kent, Adam S 
Subj ect: craziness 

Dear Nancy and Adam: 
In addition to the problem I just flagged for Nancy--my faculty url has 
been changed, and not only without my knowledge and pre-approval but 
with implications for all readers of my Monsters book--but other weird 
stuff is also happening with out site. When I click on "See the 



bibliography for Monsters of the G~vaudan" from my page, I get a prompt 
to login to the intranet! What in the world is going on?! I really 
need to have the bibliography available to all readers who want to see 
it. I hope this can be fixed right away. 

And, entre nous, if Oasis has been making moves without letting us 
know--especially after the extended imbroglio involving Karen Hagemann’s 
url last semester--I think we will need to express some outrage over 
this. -Jay 

To submit issues to the Web Services group, email: helpowebservices~m~c.edu 

Veda Williams 
Web Developer, Web Services 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056, 103 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

(Cell) 
(Skype) 

vedawms@uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com 

Monday, August 15,2011 4:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics hi story.unc, edu 20110808-20110814 (Google Analytics for the Hi story site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20110808-20110814_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww, ~e,com/a~a 
token=JXUhSz2~’BAAA.Wfix~9Iodrs4c27ZhA            SBtBWGM(baAOx@TU3WTDlvOdKh2[~Vi~aXgdmcluuaNa~ 
BZQN0rC P 7M9 KX CpMflflmb YEzvZN. 3 HEAr BrC1E2TZB rH 4 i~Q&emNl~jav s~th%40emN1, uric. edu&N=en U S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, September 12, 2011 3:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics history.unc.edu 20110905-20110911 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20110905-20110911_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww, ~e,com/a~a 
token=vtUzgzlB AAA.Wfix~9Iodrs4c27Zh             SBtB WGM(BaAOx@TU 3 WTDlvOdKh2~M~aX gdme 1 
BZQN0rCPTMgKX@MflflmbYEzvZN.g t-sdW1G~TAH~M-lpSA&er~mil~avsrmth%40er~mil.ur~c.eda&N=en US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               5:41 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Kent. Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; Olsen, Rachel <rolsen@email.unc.edu>; 
<       @email.unc.edu> 

RE: web template 

Faculty Style.docx; Guidelines for Your History Department Faculty Web Page.docx 

Excellent idea! 

Lloyd is brainstorming like crazy about the website, and Adam stopped on his way out to suggest we have work study      canvass 
other top programs’ sites for ideas. Rachel worked some today on trying to get the video of        up, and finally wrote to Veda for 
help. We’ll see if it happens on Friday when Rachel is in again. The issue as I understand it is that the Plone site options for end users 
(us) are heavily restricted, and Veda had to allow some otherwise unauthorized "dirty" html. In any case, we (Rachel and Veda, 
actually) are working on that capability. 

One thing Lloyd suggested, which is a good idea, is moving the links of interest to the left sidebar. The one on the right trails down the 
page for a ridiculous length. 

And I need to go home. 

Best, 

From: Jay Smith [iavsmith~,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:34 PM 
To: 
Subject: web template 

Hi 
Could you please send me the "faculty web page template" that I 
distributed at the dept meeting today? I’d like to send it to our 
incoming faculty so they can hit the ground running when they arrive in 
the spring. Thanks. -Jay 



A conversation with Wayne Lee. 

Q: Before we talk about your dual scholarly identity, perhaps we should 
acknowledge up front your mildly troubling academic lineage, which gives you a 

kind of dual citizenship that few North Carolinians have sought and fewer have 

enjoyed ..... 

A~ 

Q: History and archaeology are obviously sister disciplines in a sense, but it’s 
nevertheless quite rare for one person to develop genuine expertise in both. How in 

the world did this happen? 

A: That is a remarkably long story. But the connection lies in my nearly lifelong 

interest in the ancient world, which led one of my undergrad advisors to 
recommend that I try to work on a project in Greece when I came back to grad 

school. A series of truly remarkable coincidences {that’s the long part of the story) 

landed me on that project, where I quickly converted my army training in navigation 
and map reading into being named the team leader for the survey {it was a survey 

project rather than an excavation). The workers that year were all archaeology grad 
students, and we became close friends. We worked together on that project for two 

more summers. In the last summer I assumed the task of doing a historical, 

ethnographic, and archaeological study of a mountain village in the modern era 
{roughly post 1829). I learned modern Greek to do the archival work, and spent 

another summer in Greece doing research, and finally published that study in 2001. 

Meanwhile the friends I made on that first project became professors, and they 
included me in their future projects, and I started working in lots of places, including 

excavations, even co-directing two separate projects {one in Albania and one in 
Virginia). Most of my experience is field based, but I’ve also done quite a lot of 

reading in archaeological method and theory on my own as part of working and 

publishing from those projects. 

Q: Your historical research has focused on the "Atlantic world," broadly speaking. 
But this is not true of your archaeological work, which has focused on the Balkans. 

Not only are you multi-disciplinary, you’re multi-regional. How did your interests in 

Albania develop? And is there any chance you’ll eventually do archaeological work 
in the United States or western Europe? 

A: My colleagues dragged me to a project in Albania back in 1999 for the first time 
(one earlier visit occurred in 1995). After having learned Greek, I really wanted to 
keep working there! But we started working in Albania after the regime fell in part 



to avoid the rigid bureaucracy of the Greek Archaeological Service. While on that 

first project in the south, a friend and I conceived a new project in the northern 
mountains (the Shala Valley Project), and he and I co-directed that (and are now 

finishing the project volume) from 2004 to 2008. Meanwhile, partly overlapping, I 
also worked a project in Virginia. A historic "open country neighborhood" in the 

shadow of the Blue Ridge mountains (with some archaic period Native American 

components). We ran that as a field school, combining excavation, survey, and 

archival research (in the local county courthouse). I learned a lot about land 
records, wills, probates, and more on that project. We could work in North America 

again, but the colleagues I work with the most closely are European prehistorians, 
and we’ve just started a new project in southern Greece, so I think we’ll be there a 

while. 

Q: I’m guessing that you consider the work you do in these two disciplines as 

complementary and mutually reinforcing. Can you think of any concrete examples 
of how your archaeological work has informed your historical research or vice 

versa? Has the "materiality" of a community’s organization in the distant past, for 

example, given you new ways to think about how cultures operate in history? Or 
has your historical work on patterns of violence shaped your archaeological 

excavations? 

A: It has gotten more and more complementary over time. In part there is a certain 

ease that I now have in reading work by anthropologists and even archaeological 
site reports that I would not otherwise have. One of my most important articles on 

Native American warfare was considerably informed and shaped by archaeological 
evidence (much of it still unpublished, but which I obtained from the excavators), 

and by my reading of the anthropological literature on war. My expertise as a 

military historian also became surprisingly useful when we discovered a late Bronze 
Age fortified settlement in northern Albania. Interpreting that site depended 

heavily on my understanding of fortifications. Finally, literally as I was finishing up 

my article on Native American palisaded settlements, I arrived to help out a friend at 
his excavation in Hungary, where he had just determined that he had some kind of 

weird triple concentric circular palisade system. As we excavated it we debated its 
design endlessly, based on historical research that I had just completed. There are a 

number of other examples, but those are the best. 

Q: You’ve just published an important book with Oxford University Press on the 

subject of Anglo-American warfare. Have you begun work on another project? 
Please tell us a little about what you’re doing right now as a historian, what you’ll be 

doing next in archaeology, and how you manage to keep both burners working at 

the same time. 

A: I’m in the middle of writing a synthetic book on the world history of warfare, 

focusing in how the adoption and adaptation of military innovations, from 
prehistory to the present. It’s intended to sell as a textbook, but it’s also written for 

a general audience. That’s going to keep my writing hands busy for while (3 



chapters are done, but 12 more to go!). Our book on Albania is into the publisher 

now, and I’ll have to help shepherd that along. We’ve just started a new project 
combining survey and excavation in the southern Peloponnese in Greece. The 

central piece is a late Neolithic settlement, but there are also historic period 
components to the project. The region, the Mani, is famous for its feuds and the 

feuding towers. Ironically enough, there was a similar culture of feud and feuding 

towers in northern Albania, and I may work on a comparative study of those 

systems. 

Q: Because of your dual expertise, you’ve also been able to get to know other parts 
of the University in ways that most of us do not. You have colleagues in 
Anthropology and Classics, for example, with whom you work closely. Please....tell 
us why the History department is best! 

A: Well, I don’t want to cast aspersions on other departments, but I think historians 
tend to be better writers. Let’s just say that I’m happy to be a historian. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

< @email.unc.edu> 
Friday,              7:20 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; Olsen, Rachel <rolsen@email.unc.edu>; 
< @email.unc.edu> 

RE: Wayne Lee 

It is super impressive that you had this great idea and took the time to implement it so quickly. We’ll get this posted today. Your 
solution, giving a teaser and then jumping to the rest of the story, is perfect. 

Can’t wait to read it! 

Best, 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:22 PM 
To: 

Subject: Wayne Lee 

Dear 
Wow, that was fast. I’ve done my thing with Wayne (it took just two 
drafts), and I think it’s pretty darned interesting. I’m thinking we do 
something like this: 

Wayne Lee at the village of Theth in the Shala valley, Albania, 2008. 

HIS PIC 

My intro paragraph, with the word "Read" linking to the interview on a 
separate page. 

Am I missing something? I’m sure this will pose some difficulty I never 
imagined. I know, for ex, that you’re also working on getting up the 
video on Jacquelyn, and maybe Lloyd or others would have an opinion on 
the "priority" of the two, or on whether we’d be justified in profiling 
two people at once. 

Whatever....I’m wondering if we want to create yet another page, 
"Faculty Profiles," where these sorts of things can be "archived." It 
could even be the page where we park the actual interview with Wayne. 
-Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, October 17, 2011 2:25 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Analytics history.unc.edu 20111010-20111016 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20111010-20111016_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :iTwww. ~e.colrLiana ~out? 
~oke~:l~ NNzMBAAA. Wfix©~91odrs4c27Z SBtBWGM~baAOx@TU 3 WTD[vOdK~21~M~’ aXgdme 1 ~maNa~ 
BZ©N0rCPTMgKXC_pMJflmbYEzvZN. KY VOw&email--i~ smith%40emaiL tmc.ed~&N=en US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com 

Monday, October 24, 2011 9:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics history.unc.edu 20111017-20111023 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20111017-20111023_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww, ~e,com/a~a 
token=m3i0XDN~AAA.Wfix(~9Iodrs4c27Z              SBtBWGMibaAOx@TU3 WTDlvOdK[~M~-aXgdme 1 
BZQN0rCP7M9KXCpMflflmbYEzvZN,zXGgWE3Eiepvr~kJ3bWd-wA&emNl=~av s~th%40emN1, unc.edu&N=en US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com 

Monday, November 7, 2011 2:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics history.unc.edu 20111031-20111106 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20111031-20111106_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww. ~e.com/a~a 
token=Lx2NozMBAAA.Wfix(~9Iodrs4c27Z[~\            SBtBWGMtbaAOx@TU3WTDlvOdKl~hM(~aXgdmel~uaNa~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com 

Monday, November 14, 2011 2:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics history.unc.edu 20111107-20111113 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20111107-20111113_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww, ~e,com/a~a 
token=25rriExz~MBAAA. Wfix~9Iodrs4c27Z              SBtBWGMtbaAOx@~[~ 3 WTDlvOdKh2hMQDvaXgdme 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, November 21, 2011 3:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics history.unc.edu 20111114-20111120 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20111114-20111120_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww, ~e,com/a~a 
token=JWzT6zMBAAA. Wfix~9Iodrs4c27Zh             SB~BWGqM~baAOx@TU3 WTDlvOdKh2lfiMO~-aXgdme 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, December 5,2011 2:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics history.unc.edu 20111128-20111204 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20111128-20111204_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww, ~e,com/a~a 
token=X~Ri2MzQBAAA. Wfix~9Iodrs4c27Zh             SB~tBWGMtbaAOx@TU3 WTDlvOdKh2NMQDvaXgdme 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, December 12, 2011 2:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Analytics history.unc.edu 20111205-20111211 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20111205-20111211_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :iTwww. ~e.colrLiana               ~out? 
~oke~:BB~Vz©BAAA. Wfix©~9Iodrs4c27Zlk~Z SB~B WGM~baAOx~RTU 3 WTDlvOdKh2 liM~ aNgdme 1 m~aNa~, - 
BZ©N0rCPTMgKXC_pMJflmbYEzvZfk.gD2dAHGm~’Da J1A&email=~ smith%40emailamc.edl~&N-e~ US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, December 19, 2011 2:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics hi story.unc, edu 20111212-20111218 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20111212-20111218_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww. ~e.com/a~a 
token=tF/~BAAA. Wfix~91odrs4c27Zl~          SB~BWGMtbaAOx~RTU3 WTDlvOdKh2hM~,aXgdme 1 
B~QN~rC~7M9KX@M~f~mbYEzv~W~cAEt9~qJvMVUN~i6~‘Q&~mN~avsr~t~4~4~emaiLmm~edu&N=en US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, December 26, 2011 1:26 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics history.unc.edu 20111219-20111225 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20111219-20111225_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww. ~e.com/a~a 
toke            AAA.Wfix~9Iodrs4c27Zh~          SBtBWGMtbaAOx@TU 3 WTDlvOdKh2hM~, mKgdme 1 
BZQN0rCPTMgKX@MflflmbYEzvZN.IZGew H2LxxNQ0~H5~&email2~smith%~0er~mil.unc.edu&N=en US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, January 2, 2012 12:53 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics history.unc.edu 20111226-20120101 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_hi story.unc, edu_20111226-20120101_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww, ~e,com/a~a 
token=__2maw z@AAA.WfixO~91odrs4c27Zhl~          SB~WGMibaAOx@TU 3 WTDlvOdKh2hM(~’~/X 8dine i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, January 30, 2012 4:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Analytics history.unc, edu 20120123-20120129 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analyti cs_hi story, unc. edu_20120123 -20120129_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

~oken=9MWkVDUBAAA.Wfix(’~ 91odrs4c2?Zh SBff~WGM~baAOxctRTU 3 W?D~vOdKh2hM~-aXSdme 1 aaaNa~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

,@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                10:15 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; Schoonmaker, 
Nancs) G <nancys@email.unc. edu> 

Facebook 

Professor Smith (and team), 

It seems that I have been asked on behalf of Nancy to address the like/following issue on Facebook, so hopefully we can 

get this figured out in such a way that UNC will remain at the standard it is, while getting connected. 

The concept of liking a Facebook page is supposed to demonstrate to your friends on Facebook that you are interested in 
whatever you’re liking, say Bull’s Head Bookshop. Then, you get all the updates from that page, so you can keep up to 
date with what’s going on with whatever you liked, for example when special speakers are coming to the store, etc. 
The "like us on Facebook" button would be an official Facebook button on our page that would just make it simpler and 
faster for students (faculty, etc.) to connect with us as a program and instantly get all the updates on their newsfeed 
each day. 
"Following" is more of a Twitter concept, as is essentially the same thing as "liking," it’s just that Twitter has copyrighted 
"following" and Facebook has copyrighted "liking." I don’t actually see anything wrong with saying "follow us on 
Facebook," but we would have to create a link ourselves, as opposed to have one implanted using html coding onto the 

site. 

I hope this helps, and just let me know what I need to do! 
Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                10:5 7 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; Olsen, Rachel <rolsen@live.unc.edu>; Schoonmaker, 
Nancy G <nancys@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Facebook 

Professor Smith, 

No worries at all, I believe that both of your concerns are extremely valid, and I’m looking into them as we speak. I tried to find the 
pros and cons on the "friending" vs. "liking" idea, and it looks like, according to the Facebook official policy, any businesses, 
departments, or organizations are to make a Facebook Page, as opposed to an actual profile, and under the Terms of Use, if a business, 
dept., etc. is found to have created an actual profile that would enable friending, it would be deleted. I actually had no idea about this 
tmtil now, because you are right about the newfeed information, and I had proposed the idea of making a "friend" profile. So it’s 
looking like if we want to have an entirely legal presence on Facebook, we would have to just stick with the page. Here’s a website 
detailing more about the page as an entity versus a profile: ~:/i~ww.socialreflections.com/differenceobeJp~.eenoa rofi~eo 
o~ofacebooki 
As for the ads, I am currently looking into the Facebook ad policy and will get back to you guys as soon as I get any more 
information. (Rachel, feel free to jump in if you’ve already done some research on this). There is a ton going on here, so Nancy 
suggested I try to get together a bunch of information detailing the values of professionalism, the ad policy, etc., so I will be trying to 
get that together as soon as possible. 
Thank you, and again, any questions, I’m here. 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:26 AM 
To: 

Cc: Olsen, Rachel; Kent, Adam; Schoonmaker, Nancy 
Subject: Re: Facebook 

Thanks for trying to straighten out the Luddites among us (me). But I 
have a few further questions. When you say "liking" the dept will 
enable people to "instantly get all the updates on their newsfeed"--can 
you explain how that’s different from "friending"? Is there some reason 
that the dept can’t or doesn’t want to make its page available for 
friending? [I for one know that I would never in a million years 
friend the dept, but I’m just wondering about technicalities]. And my 
other lingering question is about how Facebook uses this stuff. That’s 
what really concerns me. When we "like" something, aren’t we enabling 
Facebook to sell our "likes" to people who can buy ads that will be 
placed on our page? Isn’t that what’s in it for Facebook? I could be 
wrong. I am, after all, a Luddite. And it may be that my concerns are 
misplaced anyway, that we need to enter the global marketplace and sell 
ourselves without shame as everyone else does. But before I confer with 
Lloyd and others, I’d just like to be sure that I understand what it is 
we’re talking about. So....difference between like/friend and what’s in 
it for Facebook? 

Jay 

On      10:15 AM,                wrote: 
> instantly get all the updates on their newsfeed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, February 13, 2012 3:32 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Analytics history.unc, edu 20120206-20120212 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20120206-20120212_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :Iiwww. ~le,colrLlana               ~o~st? 
~oke~:HgN2~ff) UBAAA.WfixO~9Iodrs4c27Z SB~BWGMtbaAOxqR’r U3 WTDlvOdKh21~M~aXgdme lm~aNa~ 
BZ©N0rCPTMgKXC_pMJflmbYEzvZfk.oX4~. 7W~rNT smi~h%40emaiL tmc.edt~&N=e~ US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 10:55 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Facebook, Part 2 
Facebook Ads.pdf; Uses of a Facebook Page.pdf 

Hello! 

So, I tried doing some research about how the Facebook advertising works, and tried to make a "sale’s pitch" as the 
benefits of a Facebook page. For ease of access, I’ve got all the information in two pdf files that I’ve attached. 
If anything’s unclear, or if you’ve got more questions, please, please let me know. 

I hope this helps, and just let me know what you need me to do next. 
Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, February 27, 2012 5:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics hi story.unc.edu 20120220-20120226 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20120220-20120226_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww. ~e.com/a~a               ~out? 
token=KPLx5D UB AAA. \¥ fixO~ 91 odrs4c2 7 Z ~A~Z          SB tB W G MtbaA Ox@ TU 3 WTD IvOdKh2 hM(’~, aX 8dme 1 ~aNavo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, March 5, 2012 4:16 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics history.unc, edu 20120227-20120304 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20120227-20120304_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

.com/ana 
token=S2ff~CDY BAAA.Wfix(~91odrs4c27Zl-~AZ             tBWGMtbaAOx@TU 3 WTDIvOdKh2hM~’aXgdme luuaNa~ 
BZON0rCPTM9KXCpMJflmbYEzvZfk,5aVS5Crt14PXzpKX p4QzQ&emNl~avsmith~y~0emNl.unc.edu&N=en US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, March 12, 2012 2:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analytics hi story.unc, edu 20120305-20120311 (Google Analytics for the Hi story site.) 

Analytics_hi story.unc, edu_20120305-20120311_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww, ~e,com/a~a ~out? 
token=gdhQLDYBAAA.Wfix~9Iodrs4c27Z SB~WGM(baAOx@TU3W7DlvOdKh2hM(~’aXgdmclu~Na~ 
BZQN0rCP7M9KXCpMJf~mbYEzvZ~,KwZaauz34x0CE 1Q2a0bY~q&ema~avsmRh~.~0email.u~c.edu&N=en US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, March 19, 2012 4:24 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Analyti cs hi story.unc, edu 20120312-20120318 (Googl e Analyti cs for the Hi story site.) 

Analytics_hi story.unc, edu_20120312-20120318_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

ms :ii~vww. ~e.com/a~a               ~out? 
token=lgKt UDYBAAA.Wfix~9Iodrs4c27Zlw~Z          SBtBWGMtbaAOx@TU 3 WTDlvOd Kh2hM(’~,aKgdme 1 u ~N ~r~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, April 2, 2012 7:25 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Analyti cs hi story.unc, edu 20120326-20120401 (Googl e Analyti cs for the Hi story site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20120326-20120401_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

token=l)5smTYBAAA.\¥fix~9Iodrs4c27Zh             SBtBWG~MIbaAOx@RTU3W7DNOdKh2~-fiMO~-aXSdmeluuaNa~ 
BZQN0rCPTMgKXCpMJf~mbYEzvZ~. oXcl GaSfdLAKzL~30T~g&email~javsmith~,~0email.uE.edu&N=en US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, April 9, 2012 5:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Analytics history.unc.edu 20120402-20120408 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_hi story.unc, edu_20120402-20120408_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

token=57cJvTYBAAA. Wfix~ 91odrs4c27Z SB~BWGMtbaAOxctRTU 3 WTD~vOdKE2hMQDvaXgdme 1 aaaNa~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 6:30 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Analytics hi story.unc.edu 20120423-20120429 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analyti cs_hi story, unc. edu_20120423 -20120429_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

~oken=~N 6S~cBAAAAYfix~9Iod~s4c27Zh             SB~B WGMlbaAOx%RT U3 WTDNOdKh21-fi\/l~-aXSdme 1 a aaN a~ 
BZQN0rCPTMgKXCpMJflmbYEzvZN.P02r~fimapXg2C668j 9dvG3g&amNl~javsrNth%40email.m~c.eda&hl=er~ US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com 

Monday, May 14, 2012 7:27 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Analytics history.unc.edu 20120507-20120513 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_history.unc.edu_20120507-20120513_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

~oken=bPu5cTcBAAA. \¥fix~9~odrs4c27Z~~          SBtBWGMtbaAOx~RTU B W7DlvOdKh2hM~,aKgdme 1 uuaNa~ 
BZQN0rCPTMgKX@MJflmbYEzvZN. SY-clDG U ~.~rTm94bXz0OA ~&emailz~ay srm~h%40er~mil.unc.eda&N=en US 

Contact your Google Analytics Account Administrator to set up your 
scheduled email reports in the new version of Google Analytics. The reports 
you are currently receiving will be sunset in mid-2012. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 2:19 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Analytics hi story.unc, edu 20120514-20120520 (Google Analytics for the Hi story site.) 

Analytics_hi story.unc, edu_20120514-20120520_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

~e,co~r~a~a to~t?toker~- -w- 
~zcBAAA, Wfix~91odrs4c27Zlk4Z SB~BWGMlbaAOx~tRTU3WTDIvOdKlt21~M~;aXgdme lm~aNav- 
BZQN0rCPTM91~ZXC~MJ flmb YEzvZfk, 6T32 s~nith%40emN1. ~mc.edt~&N-en US 

Contact your Google Analytics Account Administrator to set up your 
scheduled email reports in the new version of Google Analytics. The reports 
you are currently receiving will be sunset in mid-2012. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, May 28, 2012 10:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Analytics hi story.unc.edu 20120521-20120527 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Analytics_hi story.unc, edu_20120521-20120527_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 

~oken=~cBAAA.\¥~ix~9~odrs4c27ZE~\ SBIBWGMfbaAOxQ~{TU3WTDNOdKh2~M(~aXgdmelaaaNa~ 

Contact your Google Analytics Account Administrator to set up your 
scheduled email reports in the new version of Google Analytics. The reports 
you are currently receiving will be sunset in mid-2012. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 16, 2012 11:43 AM 

lbissette@mwbavl.com;            @nc.rr.com; ann.goodnight@sas, com; 
@yahoo.com 

UNC review 

Dear BOG members: 
Having just read about your assignment to review UNC-CH’s internal 
investigation into its football (and related) troubles, I write in 
confidence to let you know that I have been concerned for nearly two 
years now about the relatively narrow scope of the looking and 
questioning that the administration of the University and the College of 
A&S have tmdertaken. I have expressed these concerns repeatedly to the 
relevant administrators, and I have been told to be patient. It is 
clear to me, as an experienced faculty member who sensed something 
extraordinarily out of kilter as soon as the plagiarized McAdoo paper 
came to light last July, that the administration resists a thorough, 
top-to-bottom review of our athletics programs and the channels through 
which our athletes flow through the curriculum. They keep applying 
bandaids and hoping that the questions will simply cease. The result? 
An unending string of embarrassing revelations, parceled out piecemeal 
in response to N&O FOIA requests. I do not know why administrators have 
been resistant to close scrutiny and I will not speculate about it 
here. But the resistance is unmistakable. 

I have nothing but respect for athletes who are put through a grueling 
regimen while in residence on our campus, and I am not a knee-jerk 
critic of athletics, even of the big-time variety. But every public 
institution has a moral obligation to be honest about the compromises it 
makes and the comers it cuts. We have not yet seen that kind of 
honesty at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

I’m a proud 22-year veteran of the UNC faculty, and I dread further 
embarrassment for an institution many of us love. But nothing could be 
any more embarrassing than the ham-handedness our leaders have shown for 
two years. And nothing will do more to restore the institution’s 
standing and reputation than a transparent and systematic review of its 
practices and procedures, coupled with a vigorous promise to root out 
abuses and to live up to the ideals of one of America’s great 
institutions of higher learning. Please press our leaders on these 
issues; do not give them a form of political cover that they would 
tmdoubtedly put to use in unfortunate ways. 

Sincerely, 
Jay M. Smith 
John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor and Associate Chair 
History Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Rutledge <jbr@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 21, 2006 8:27 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: suggestions for thank-you letter] 

Jay, 
thank you so much for writing the letter. It’s really close to perfect--I couldn’t even suggest any improvements! I 
think Howard will be pleased, and perhaps give more money to UNC. He also gives to the Business School, I 
believe, and occasionally to Emory (?). I think your topic is really interesting. I wonder if there are other 
examples of wolf packs getting addicted to human blood? Contact our Zoology Librarian, David Romito 

dromito@email ~unc~ edu 
, if you need any help with the hard-scientific end of the research. 
Regards, 
John 

Jay Smith wrote: 

John Rutledge wrote: 

Jay, 
You can retrieve the Courtier from my office. It’s yours to keep. It’s not the kind of 
thing that I generally add to the Library after all. I still would appreciate it if you would 
write a brief note to the donor, Mr. Howard Holsenbeck. 
Here is my boilerplate prose suggesting how this should be done. 
Here are the details about the letter to Mr. Holsenbeck. This should be a letter in which 
you thank him for his generosity, describe your project, and state how the material 
helped your work. 
Howard Holsenbeck is a generous donor to the Library and a UNC graduate, class of 
’63. He occasionally comes back to Chapel Hill. He is in commercial real estate in 
Houston, Texas. I really don’t know that much about him, although I have met him and 
talked to him on the telephone. He may write you back, if only to say that more people 
should give to the 
University. He plays tennis, drives a Porsche Boxster. He is a Republican, so, please, 
no Bush bashing. 

Copy me please so that I can give the letter to Library Development (as an official 
communication between UNC and an important donor). 



Thanks for doing this. 

John Rutledge 

* John B. Rutledge 
* Bibliographer, West European Resources 
* Head, Humanities, Social Sciences, 
and West European Collection Development 
* Davis Library CB# 3198 
* University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
* North Carolina 27514-8890 
* ~erna~l~unc~ edu 
* 919-962-1095 

John B. Rutledge 
Bibliographer, West European Resources 
Head, Humanities, Social Sciences, and West European Collection Development 
Davis Library CB# 3918 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
North Carolina 
jbr@email.ur~c.edu <mailto:~emai~.unc.ed~> 

John: 
I’m attaching the letter. Does this look OK? If so, I’ll get you a hard copy by early next week. --Jay 

John B. Rutledge 
Bibliographer, West European Resources 
Head, Humanities, Social Sciences, and West European Collection Development 
Davis Library CB# 3918 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
North Carolina 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday,                 7: 5 8 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
The Beast of G~vaudan 

Hi Professor Smith, 

My name is           . I’m a junior English major in the colloquium 
where you gave a lecture on Wednesday about the Beast of Gdvaudan. 

Your talk on Wednesday really got me thinking about monsters and their 
significant impact on the societies of their time. It fascinates me that 
the attacks in France during that period had such far-reaching effects 
on every circle of society, from the most rural peasants all the way to 
Louis himself. But what struck me most of all was the fact that the 
troubles in French society at the time had such an important role in 
shaping the creature’s identity. 

I was so taken with these ideas that I’ve decided to apply them to a 
Burch Fellowship study in summer    . I thought I could travel to a few 
key spots and do some primary source research using documents like the 
ones you showed us in class, a few weeks or so in two or three spots. 
This would enable me to do on-site research as well as absorbing the 
climate of the region. I thought I could film a documentary on the whole 
trip and edit it when I come back. 

I’ve considered using the Beast of Gdvaudan’s section of countryside as 
one of the stops on my travels. (I’m a little afraid because I don’t 
know any French, so primary source research would be difficult -- but if 
I can find a way to circumvent that, it’s a shoo-in candidate). I’ve 
also considered Jack the Ripper. I know your interest mostly lies with 
the Beast, but if you had any suggestions about other directions I could 
take the project, they would be more than welcome. 

Thanks again for sharing your story at the colloquium, and please let me 
know if you’d have any advice for me, or whether there are any resources 
I should look into. I’d appreciate any help you could give me. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail. com on behalf of 
@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 19, 2008 6:46 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email. unc. edu> 

Re: syllabus 

Hi Jay, 

Saw this article in the Washington Post this morning about ’summer monsters’ and thought you’d get a kick out of 
it, considering your own monster who ate people in Early Modern France. 

~ : /iwwa~;. washir~ost, com/~n/conte~t/article/2008/08/18/ AR2008081802 481 .html 

A bientot, 

On Mon, Aug 18, 2008 at 12:02 PM, Jay Smith <j~aysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Oops. Thursday it is. I’ll make the correction. 

Jay M. Smith 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
jAysmit~@emaik ur~c~ ed~ 
919-962-3949 
919-843-7773 
919-962-1403 (fax) 

wrote: 
Jay, 
For the date marked on the syllabus for the final exam, do you mean Friday, Dec 12 at 12:00 or Thursday, 
Dec 11 at 12:00? No Beowulf?.?? I am sad (but I think I’m the ony one... ) Looks good; should be fun 
discussing on Tuesday. 
Ciao, 

On Mon, Aug 18, 2008 at 10:57 AM, Jay Smith email.unc.edu 
<mailto :Las~smith@emai~. ~r~c. edu>> wrote: 

See attached. 

Jay M. Smith 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

emai~.~c, ed~ <mailto: emai~ m~c. ed~> 

919-962-3949 
919-843-7773 
919-962-1403 (~x) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Molinaro, Mary <molinaro@uky.edu> 

Wednesday, July 1, 2009 3:02 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
RE: The Courrier d’Avignon 

Hi Jay, 

I was attending the DigCCur Professional Institute run by the library school (about digital curation). Quality folks and a quality 
program. Sadly didn’t meet John. After being on your campus I wondered why anyone would go to school anywhere else ! Good 
think I don’t live in Chapel Hill. With all the good food you all have there I wouldn’t be able to get through the door. We ate at 

- they 
were all terrific! 

It looks like it will work out to get this image for you - be sure you give us the parameters for the quality of the digital image you 
need. 

Best, 
mary 

Mary Molinaro 
University of Kentucky Libraries 

office: 859-257-1642 
mobile/SMS: 
twitter: marymolinaro 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ lh(~email.m~c.edt~] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 01, 2009 2:56 PM 
To: Molinaro, Mary 
Subject: Re: The Courrier d’Avignon 

Mary: 
What was the occasion for your visit? Was it a librarian’s meeting? 
And if so, did you see my friend John Rutledge? -Jay 

Moliuaro, Mary wrote: 
> Hi Jay, I just spent a week at your lovely campus last week. I was really impressed with the campus and w/Chapel Hill! 
> 
> If there is no risk of damage in providing an image I think we could do it for you. I am copying the Director of the Special 
Collections Library on this message. If you can send us the bibliographic data then we can look at the item and let you know. 
> 
> Regards, 
> Mary 
> 
> Mary Molinaro 
> Director, Preservation and Digital Programs 
> University of Kentucky Libraries 
> molinaro@uky.edu 
> office: 859.257.1642 
> mobile: 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [               email.u~c eda] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 01, 2009 12:00 PM 
> To: Molinaro, Mary 
> Subject: The Courtier d’Avignon 
> 



> Dear Mary: 
> You won’t remember me, since it’s been about three years since we last 
> communicated. You helped me get access to a valuable eighteenth-century 
>journal held at UK back in 2006, for a project that I’m still working on 
> (though I hope to finish it up this year.) I’m now writing again about 
> that same journal, called the Courtier d’Avignon. Specifically, I’m 
> wondering whether the library has photographic/reproduction services 
> that would allow me to get an image of one page in the journal. I’d 
> really like to include a sample page in the book I’ll be publishing in 
> the next year or two. I could provide you the bibliographic details 
> when you need them. If I should be communicating with someone else 
> about this, I’d appreciate it if you would just let me know who that 
> person might be. You’ve already helped me a lot, and I’m very 
> appreciative. I look forward to hearing back. 
> 

> Yours, 
> Jay Smith 
> Professor of History 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hogg, Gordon <gehogg01 @uky.edu> 

Wednesday, July 1, 2009 4:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Molinaro, Mary <molinaro@uky.edu>; Harris, Matthew <matt.harris@uky.edu> 

RE: The Courrier d’Avignon 

My associate Matt Hams will scan and send you page 1 of the January 1 1765 Courrier tomorrow. For this quick job there will be no 
charge. 

Regards, 
Gordon 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ ] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 01, 2009 3:02 PM 
To: Hogg, Gordon 
Cc: Molinaro, Mary; Hams, Matthew 
Subject: Re: The Courrier d’Avignon 

Dear Gordon and Mary: 
This is great news. There’s one page in particular that would be nice 
to have. It would the first page in the (first?) volume for the year 
1765, that is, page 1 of the January 1, 1765 issue. The issue has a 
distinctive heading at the top that reads: "Recapitulation des 
principaux Evenemens de l’Almde 1764." Judging by the xeroxed copy that 
I have (thanks to U Kentucky), it looks like the volume is in good 
shape--no evidence of tattered edges or difficulty in getting the volume 
fully open. Just let me know what the cost would be, and I’ll move 
quickly. Thanks. 

Best, 
Jay Smith 

Hogg, Gordon wrote: 
> Dear Jay and Mary: 
> 
> We would be glad to pull the needed volume for scanning. Our run of the Courtier is in very good condition; just pass along the 
particular volume and page data, and we’ll get started... 
> 
> Regards, 
> Gordon 
> 

> Gordon E. Hogg 
> Director, Special Collections Library 
> University of Kentucky 
> Lexington, KY 40506-0039 
> 859-257-1949 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Molinaro, Mary 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 01, 2009 1:40 PM 
> To: Jay Smith 
> Cc: Hogg, Gordon 
> Subject: RE: The Courtier d’Avignon 
> 



> Hi Jay~ I just spent a week at your lovely campus last week. I was really impressed with the campus and w/Chapel Hill! 
> 
> If there is no risk of damage in providing an image I think we could do it for you. I am copying the Director of the Special 
Collections Library on this message. If you can send us the bibliographic data then we can look at the item and let you know. 
> 
> Regards~ 
> Mary 

> Mary Molinaro 
> Director~ Preservation and Digital Programs 
> University of Kentucky Libraries 
> molinaro@uky.edu 
> office: 859.257.1642 
> mobile: 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [ 

> Sent: Wednesday~ July 01~ 2009 12:00 PM 
> To: Molinaro~ Mary 
> Subject: The Courtier d’Avignon 
> 
> Dear Mary: 
> You won’t remember me~ since it’s been about three years since we last 
> communicated. You helped me get access to a valuable eighteenth-century 
>journal held at UK back in 2006~ for a project that I’m still working on 
> (though I hope to finish it up this year.) I’m now writing again about 
> that same journal~ called the Courtier d’Avignon. Specifically~ I’m 
> wondering whether the library has photographic/reproduction services 
> that would allow me to get an image of one page in the journal. I’d 
> really like to include a sample page in the book I’ll be publishing in 
> the next year or two. I could provide you the bibliographic details 
> when you need them. If I should be communicating with someone else 
> about this~ I’d appreciate it if you would just let me know who that 
> person might be. You’ve already helped me a lot~ and I’m very 
> appreciative. I look forward to hearing back. 

> Yours~ 
> Jay Smith 

> Professor of History 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Archives d~partementales de l’H~rault 

Friday, September 18, 2009 4:42 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Archives d~partementales de l’H~rault // IMAGES 

ADH C44_03.jpg; ADH C44_02.jpg; ADH C44_01.jpg 

~gmail.com> 

Hello, 

please find this j oined files asked to the Archives d~partementales de l’H~rault. 

Best regards, 
Pascal LAURENT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

philippe.bretagnon@bnf.fr on behalf of 
ComptaRepro@bnf.fr 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 10:36 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

R~f. : Re: Biblioth~que Nationale de France/D~partement de la Reproduction/Estimate 
DEV-0910-013539 

Cher Jay, 

Thanks for the expiry date, so now everything is ok with your payment, I will send you your credit card receipt by mail. 

Sincerely, 

Philippe Bretagnon 

Pour : 

CC : 

Objet : 

Cher 

ComptaRepro@bnf.fr 

Re: Biblioth6que Nationale de France/D6partement de la Reproduction/Estimate DEV-0910-013539 

Philippe : 

Sincerely, 
Jay Smith 

ComptaRepro@bnf.fr wrote: 
> 
> Dear Sir, 
> 
> I received your credit card details for the payment of the estimate 
> DEV-0910-013539, but you forgot 
> to write the expiry date of your credit card. Could you send it to me 
> please? 
> 
> Best regards, 
> 
> Philippe Bretagnon 
> BnF/D6partement de la reproduction (Reprographic Department) 
> P61e comptabilit6 (Accounts Office) 
> Quai Frangois Mauriac 

> 75706 PARIS CEDEX 13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Rutledge <jbr@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 9:00 AM 

Prof. Dr. Konrad Jarausch <j arausch@zzf-pdm.de>; Browning, Christopher R 
<cbrownin@email.unc.edu>; Hagemann, Karen <hagemann@unc.edu>; Mclntosh, 
Terence V <terence_mcintosh@unc.edu>; gweinber@email.unc.edu; Bryant, Chad C 
<bryantc@email.unc.edu>; Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email.unc.edu>; Fletcher, W 
Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu>; John Headley <headley@email.unc.edu>; Kramer, 
Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Don Reid       @nc.rr.com>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Lotchin, Roger W <rlotchin@email.unc.edu>; Whalen, 
Brett E <bwhalen@email.unc.edu>; Pfaff, Richard W 
<PFAFFRW@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@email.unc.edu>; 
Chojnacki, Stanley J <venetian@email.unc.edu>; Hunt, Michael H. 
<MHHUNT@email.unc.edu>; Griffiths, David M <griffiths@unc.edu>; Coclanis, Peter 
A <coclanis@unc.edu>; at <wleeunc.edu@smtp.unc.edu>; Raleigh, Donald J 
<DJR@email.unc.edu>; Soloway, Richard A <soloway@email.unc.edu> 

Daniel Mattern @gmail.com>; Brian M Puaca <bpuaca@cnu.edu>; Dan 
Rogers ~@att.net>; Stelzel, Philipp J <stelzel@email.unc.edu>; Tom Elliott 
<tom_elliott@unc.edu>; Heidi Madden <heidi.madden@duke.edu> 

retirement announcement 

Dear European historians: 

This seems like a good time to announce that I will be retiring effective January 1, 2010. My last day in my 
office in the Library will be December 31, 2009. 

Since 1978 it has been my privilege to work with faculty in developing the library collections relating to 
Western Europe. I am happy that I experienced the "Golden Age" of professional collection development. 
During that time we have seen the collections grow from just under 2 million volumes to now over 6 million 
print volumes (and many more titles, if one counts electronic books, databases, microforms, etc.). I estimate 
that I have been responsible for adding about 160,000 volumes to the Davis collections and a few hundred to 
Rare Books in Wilson. I believe that I leave the European history fields in relatively good shape. What lasts, 
what remains--was bleibt?, as several German authors have asked--of our human activities? Surely book 
collecting is one thing that has lasting value. Of course, researching and writing books even more so. 

I have enjoyed working with you, and your graduate students, in this endeavor. I will miss our occasional 
conversations and collaborations. To recommend books (or other items) for purchase for UNC, please use the 
recommed-a-purchase feature, here: 
~ :/¢/www,~ib.unc. edu/cddlcrsirequestiindex.]’~trnL 

You may have heard that the library will be undergoing some reorganization in the coming months. The library 
plans to appoint a "liaison" to each academic unit, but I have no idea who this might be or how it will work out 
for areas/subjects within an academic unit. Committees are at work on such problems. Until the new system is 
in place (est. May, 2010), you have an excellent source of help and collaboration in the person Heidi Madden at 
Duke. She assures me that she will be glad to entertain reference questions and to meet with graduate students 
before they begin writing a masters thesis or dissertation. You are lucky to have such a highly qualified, helpful 



and resourceful person to work with. 

I will remain in the area and will continue to use the same email address. In retirement I plan to spend more 
time reading German history and novels, playing music, windsurfing, cooking, and doing all the things I never 
had enough time for while working full-time. You’ll probably see me on campus occasionally as a library 
patron. 

Best regards, 

John Rutledge 

John B. Rutledge 
Bibliographer, West European Resources 
Head, Humanities, Social Sciences, and West European Collection Development 
Davis Library CB# 3 918 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
North Carolina 
~;!email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

h-france@lists.uakron.edu on behalf of 
H-France <h-france@lists.uakron.edu> 

Tuesday, November 10, 2009 10:12 AM 

H-France <h-france@lists.uakron.edu> 

Text for modern France (response) 

Prof. Gutman, 

I am using Wright’s France in Modern Times, which is a bit more affordable (under 50), with some success this 
semester. Sowerwine’s France since 1880 would fit the focus of the course as well. 

Amit~s, 
Jonathyne Briggs 

@hotmail.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

VanDrimmelen, Jeff <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 10, 2011 12:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Williams, Veda Elaine <vedawms@email.unc.edu>; Schoonmaker, Nancy G 
<nancys@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Analytics history.unc.edu 20110502-20110508 (Google Analytics for the History 
site.) 

Jay, 

I hear you are looking to set up analytics for your personal site. Can you send me the URL of the site and if I can help I 
will send along some instructions. 

N Jeff 

I:rom: Williams, Veda Elaine 
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 11:01 AM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy G 
~:c: VanDrimmelen, Jeff 
Subject: Re: Analytics history.unc.edu 20110502-20110508 (Google Analytics for the History site.) 

Hi Nancy, 

Weird, Google Analytics appears to have "eaten" the scheduled emails I set up. In fact, when I looked at the 
MEMS setup, the scheduled emails disappeared in the time that I was trying to set up the History site one. Let’s 
hope it holds for now. Regardless, they should both be set up to email you weekly (and of course I added the 
other email addresses, too). 

RE: Jay’s question, his is a web~unc~edu website, correct? If so, I might punt to Jeff VanDrimmelen, who can 
tell him how to set that up. 

Cheers, 

- Veda 

On May 10, 2011, at 10:27 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy G wrote: 

Veda: 

I got the analytics report for the MEMS site, but did not get the one for History. Would you mind 
double checking the list? 

Adam forwarded this to me so I could pursue an answer to Jay Smith’s question below about the 
possibility of setting up analytics for his personal web site. Can we do that? 

As always, gratefully, 
Nancy 

From: Kent, Adam S 
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 10:19 AM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy G 



Subject: FW: Analytics histor~.ur~c.edu 20110502-20110508 (Google Analytics for the History 
site.) 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.962-1403 (Fax) 
ake~t@unc.ed~ 
IM: oasisadamkent 
http://history.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto :j ay smith@email.unc, edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 09, 2011 5:53 PM 
To: Kent, Adam S 
Subject: Fwd: Analytics history.unc.edu 20110502-20110508 (Google Analytics for the History 
site.) 

Adam: Was this your bright idea? A bright idea indeed! It will be very interesting to look at this 
data evolving over time. And it makes me wonder whether I/we could do the same for my 
Monsters site. Would that be possible? It would be very cool--when I saw that our two visitors 
were from France, a light bulb went off in my head ..... 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subj ect: Analytics hi story.unc, edu 20110502-20110508 (Google Analytics 
for the History site.) 
Date: Mon, 9 May 2011 21:48:23 +0000 
From: <                 @gmail.com> 
To: <j aysmith@email.unc, edu> 

Google Analytics for the History site. 

This is a weekly email from Google Analytics. You received this email 
because someone requested the report to be sent to you. You will receive 
the next report next Monday. If you would like to opt-out of future email 
delivery from Google Analytics, please visit 
https ://www.google. com/analytics/reporting/optout?token=SAfl- 
i8BAAA.WfixQEj 9Iodrs4c27ZhAZptaP715 egbp SBtBWGMtbaAOxqRTU3W7DIvOdKh2hMQDy 
aX8dme 1 uuaNay-BZQN0rCP7M9KXCpMJflmbYEzvZfk.GzGbNEp9V- 
ztNoSeX5zlhw&email=j aysmith% 
40email.unc. edu&hl=en_US<Analytics_hi story.unc, edu_20110502-20110508_ 
(Google_Analytics for the History_site.).pdf> 



To submit issues to the Web Services group, email: help-webse~wices@m~c.edt~ 

Veda Williams 
Web Developer, Web Services 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 103 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

(Cell) 
(Skype) 

vedawms@uE.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Horan .co.uk> on behalf of 

Subscriptions co.uk> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 11:04 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

LRB Back Issue/Subscription 

Dear Mr/Ms Smith 

Thank you for contacting the London Review of Books. 

Whilst you can certainly purchase a single back issue from our website for £4.00 on the following url: 

h~t~ :iiwww.lfbsho 
productid=49836&utm source=LRB&u~m medium=BackIssue Link&u~m campaign=BackIssue 

it would be relatively easy for us to start your subscription from the current issue once you’ve purchased the sub. A quick email to me 
after purchase would be all that’s required. 

You can purchase your subscription online at the following address: 

~os :iiv~. ww Ar~b.co. t~Idst~bscribe 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Kind regards 

Karen Horan ¯ Subscriptions Assistant 
London Review of Books 
28 Little Russell Street, London, WC1A 2HN, UK 
Direct Line: +44 (0)20 7400 1352 
Main Line: +44 (0)20 7209 1141 
Fax: +44 (0)20 7209 1151 

www.lrb.co.nk, www.lrbshop.co.uk 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ mail.unc.edu] 
Sent: 13 May 2011 17:11 
To: Archive 
Subject: Back issue and reprint request 

Greetings: 
I’d very much like to purchase a copy of the current issue (May 19, 
2011). I’m planning to subscribe, but given the time lag between the 
submission of a subscription order and the arrival of the first issue, 
the current issue will surely be a "back issue" by the time I’m in the 
mail loop. Could you please let me know where I should go/what I need 
to to to secure a copy? Many thanks. 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Joy Mann <j oyj ones@email.unc, edu> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 9:28 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Jay Smith 

From: .su.se] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 4:01 AM 
To: history@unc.edu 
Subject: Jay Smith 

Dear Sirs, 

I have just finished Jay Smith’s fascinating book on "Monsters of Gevaudan", but wanting to look up his bibliography on the web, as 
announced in the book, I was unfortunately told that no such page exists, though I used the exact address mentioned. Would you 
please be able to direct me to the correct page? 

The non-functional address was: http:llhistory.unc.edulfaculty/smith.html 

Best regards 
Bosse Holmqvist,professor 
Dept. for the History of Ideas 
Stockholm university 
Sweden 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 3:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: bibliography 

¯ su. se> 

Dear professor Smith, 
thank you very much for your letter and the attached link, which I will have a thorough look at. 

As someone with a great interest in French history, as well as in that particular part of France, which I have 
visited repeatedly, I found your book very interesting, indeed quite fascinating. I have also already 
recommended it to a friend who studies moral panics due to wolves in present-day Sweden, where we, i.e. the 
government, much to the displeasure of the EU, recently have allowed hunting for a designated number of 
wolves for two winters to cull what is in reality a very small population, many of whom have migrated from 
Finland & Russia. 

Once again, thanks for your assistance, 

Bosse Holmqvist 

18 maj 2011 kl. 20.59 skrev Jay Smith: 

Dear professor Holmqvist: 
The receptionist in the History department at UNC forwarded your message to me. Thank you for 
bringing this problem to my attention. Evidently, our technical team has been reforming our web 
site and they changed addresses without letting me know. I hope to get this straightened out 
immediately. But in the meantime, please go to this other site, where you will find a version of the 
bibliography under the "Pages" category: 

~s :i/monsterso~’thegevaadar~.web.unc.edu/ 

Very sorry for the inconvenience! Thanks for reading the book. 

Sincerely, 
Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
Julia Osman <j osman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 11:26 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: teaching eval question 

Holy crap, Jay! Yourbook is a hit! Andyou’re famous! Are you 
going to go on tour; read parts of your book aloud to famous people 
and sign copies? 

Both very good reviews, though Darnton’s is a little self-serving: 
"This study is awesome--and I’m doing one, too!" Robb’s quotes more 
amusing things. 

I admit I haven’t read your book, yet, but it’s coming with me to 

Viriginia and I hope to get to it there. Right now, I’m concluding my 

job at the state library, while trying to pack up the ridiculous 
amount of kitchen stuff I own... 

Let me know when you start appearing on talk shows. Too bad Opera 
just ended. :) 

Julia 

On Thu, May 26, 2011 at 6:24 AM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
I’ll give you two. It was also reviewed in the London Review of Books. 
I’ll be interested to know which one you like better... 

On 5/26/11 9:14 AM, Julia Osman wrote: 
>> 
>> NO, you didn’t! Share! Share! Share! 
>> 
>> On Thu, May 26, 2011 at 4:19 AM, Jay Smith<j aysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> By the way--did I share my Darnton review with you? I’m losing track of 
>>> how 
>>> much self-promotion I’ve done. 
>>> 

>>> On 5/25/11 10:04 PM, Julia Osman wrote: 

>>>> Dear Jay, 

>>>> I’m in the middle of packing my files, and I’ve kept all the teaching 
>>>> evals I’ve gotten as a T.A. and instructor since I started 
>>>> teaching--most of them, and all the good comments are typed up in my 
>>>> teaching portfolio, so is there any reason to keep these, now that I 
>>>> got a Tenure track job? Are these ’records’ that need to stick with 
>>>> you, or can I chuck ’em? 

>>>> Thanks. Hi to the family. 

>>>> Julia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
David Bell <dabell@princeton.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 3:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: follow up 

Dear Jay, 

I’m sorry to hear this. I was not in fact asked for a letter, and so did not have the chance to sing your praises. 
The provost must have egg on his/her face right now, after the lovely reviews your book received in the LRB 
and NYRB. I hope at least that the reviews will help push you forward the next time an opportunity like this 
arises. 

I’ll be in Paris in mid-July. Let me know if you will be there then. It would be nice to get together. 

All the best, 

David 

On Fri, May 27, 2011 at 3:03 PM, Jay Smith emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
Dear David: 
Just FYI, I wanted to let you know that my name was not sent on as a finalist for the chair being filled by the 
Provost at UNC. The process is so shrouded in mystery that you’d think they were selecting a pope, so I have 
no idea whether you were even asked for a letter. If you were, thanks for writing. If you were not, thanks for 
being willing. Hope to run into you one of these days, probably in Paris... 

David A. Bell 
Sidney and Ruth Lapidus Professor 
Department of History 
Princeton University 
Princeton, NJ 08544 
www.davidbe~net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,            9:48 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: a defense 

Great, I’ll get back to you after I speak with the others. 

I had no idea Lloyd was also reviewed in the NYRB ! This is incredible news. I feel justified paying for my subscription. 

A wow to the link: did you ever imagine your name and the Anthony Weiner incident would appear on the same page? Hey, all 
publicity is good publicity ! 

On , at 9:31 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

>       ¯ I teach MWF at 3pm this semester, but except for that hour (especially in the first week) I ought to be free anytime. 
Thanks for the NYRB comment--but one Lloyd Kramer (you know him) had his Lafayette book reviewed in the NYRB many moons 
ago. 
> 
> Just this morning I made the NYTimes! No, not a review, but a bizarre aside from the Sunday magazine page/blog: 
> ~:ii6th~oor.No~times~comi2011i0(d0g/~heomo~s~ersoamongrusi?re~=m~gazi~e 
> 

> What the hell, I’ll take it. -Jay 
> 

> On 9:21 AM, . wrote: 
>> Hi Jay, 
>> 
>> I am trying to schedule a dissertation defense by August 31st to complete the terms of my current fellowship. 
>> 
>> Would you be available Tues. Aug. 23, Thurs. Aug 25, or Friday Aug. 26th? I believe defends on the Aug. 22. 
>> 
>> Also, it was great to see the beast in the New York Review of Books. I am pretty sure you are the first author I actually "know" to 
be reviewed in the pages of the NYRB. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blake Smith             @gmail.com> 

Sunday, June 19, 2011 11:50 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Interview Request: MonsterTalk 

Hello, 

I’m the producer and co-host of the podcast/radio-show MonsterTalk, produced with the help of Skeptic 
magazine. We call ourselves "The Science Show About Monsters" and I’m reading your book on the beast of 
G~vaudan and would like to book you for an interview if you have time. Our show is pre-recorded and takes 
the form of a casual Q&A, so we need about 45 minutes (or up to an hour if you’re enjoying the conversation). 

Your book is really eye opening, and provides a great rational perspective on a topic which over the past few 
years has been the subj ect of some strange interpretations/speculation. I’d really love to expose our listeners to 
your findings and your fascinating book. 

Please let me know if you’re available any time in July. This show is a labor of love, but I have to do it after my 
day-j ob is over so ideally we’d need to record after 5:00 pm, or anytime during the weekend that would be 
convenient to you. 

Please let me know if you’re interested! 

Thanks, 

Blake Smith 
~://rr~onsterta~k.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blake Smith             @gmail.com> 

Sunday, June 19, 2011 2:07 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Interview Request: MonsterTalk 

The big theme in cryptozoology, which is a field we address a lot in our show, is trying to identify "the beast." 
Your first chapters make an excellent case that there was no single animal responsible - and that wolves can 
become dangerous. We’re also working on an interview with a researcher in Canada who has made interesting 
research into dangerous wolves, and explains what the conditions are which drive wolves to become man- 
killers. 

The kinds of questions we ask will be about how you got interested in the case, an overview of the case, my co- 
host Ben Radford (an editor at Skeptical Inquirer magazine and media critic) will probably want to talk about 
the role of the press in giving rise to this mythic beast. 

One thing I’ve been curious about in the past few years is whether anybody has exhumed any of the victims of 
the attacks to see if there are signs left of what killed the victims. 

I ran into a few people from France over the past week - young people in their 20’s - and asked them 
independently about the case. Most thought it was really a serial killer, and said that back in France the general 
consensus is that it was either really a strange animal or a psycho killer. (I didn’t try to dissuade them, merely 
noted their responses.) None of them thought it was just wolves. 

After doing my own research I’d decided it was likely that wolves were to blame, and was already planning to 
do a show on the topic as well as write one or two articles on it. You present even better data than I’d found so 
I’d love to talk about the relative danger of wolves in the middle ages to early modern times? 

Hopefully those topics will give you something to think about? 
Would July 19th at 5:00 pm work for you? (That’s 5:00 pm EST - I’m in Georgia.) 

-Blake 

On Sun, Jun 19, 2011 at 1:28 PM, Jay Smith <jAsismith@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Blake: 
Sounds like fun. I’d love to. I’m going to be out of town for the first two weeks of July, but I’m wide open in 
the second half. Just suggest a day/time after July 17 and I should be able to accommodate you. I’m all for 
spontaneity, but if you happen to know a theme or two you’ll want to touch on in the conversation, it might be 
good for me to give a little thought to it beforehand. Just an idea. But if you prefer going cold, that’s fine 
too. -Jay Smith 

On 6/19/11 11:50 AM, Blake Smith wrote: 

Hello, 

I’m the producer and co-host of the podcast/radio-show MonsterTalk, produced with the help of 
Skeptic magazine. We call ourselves "The Science Show About Monsters" and I’m reading your 
book on the beast of G~vaudan and would like to book you for an interview if you have time. 
Our show is pre-recorded and takes the form of a casual Q&A, so we need about 45 minutes (or 
up to an hour if you’re enj oying the conversation). 

Your book is really eye opening, and provides a great rational perspective on a topic which over 



the past few years has been the subject of some strange interpretations/speculation. I’d really 
love to expose our listeners to your findings and your fascinating book. 

Please let me know if you’re available any time in July. This show is a labor of love, but I have 
to do it after my day-job is over so ideally we’d need to record after 5:00 pm, or anytime during 
the weekend that would be convenient to you. 

Please let me know if you’re interested! 

Thanks, 

Blake Smith 
~ :iimor~stertalk~org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

D.G. Martin          @gmail.com> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 10:45 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Monsters book 

I have your book and would love to talk to you about it for a radio program on WCHL. 

This is a busy time, but is there a chance you could give me an hour sometime soon? 

DG 

On Wed, Aug 3,2011 at 9:43 PM, D.G. Martin ~maiLcom> wrote: 
Thanks so much! 
I look forward to seeing your book and learning about the story that Lloyd likes so much. 

DG 

On Wednesday, August 3,2011, Jay Smith email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Dear Mr. Martin: 
> I’m writing to let you know that, at the prompting of my friend Lloyd Kramer, I’ve asked Harvard 
University Press to send you a copy of my recent book, Monsters of the G~vaudan: The Making of a Beast. 
I’m sure you have more than enough interesting books and people to keep you busy, but of course I’d be 
delighted if you decide you’d like to talk with me about the book at some point. And I do think that your 
audience would find this story compelling. It’s quite an amazing yarn. Anyway, you should receive the book 
in the mail soon. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Jay Smith (Professor of History) 
> 

D.G Martin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

D.G. Martin         ;@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 11:25 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Wellman, Anthony 
<awellman@ 1360wchl.com> 

Broadcast plans on WCHL1360: September 2 during the 6pm and 10pm hours 

To Jay Smith: 

The program we recorded at WCHL on August 24, is scheduled to air on Friday, September 2, during 
the 6pm and 10pm hours (usually after about 10-15 minutes of local news and announcements). The program 
will be posted shortly on the web for listening or downloading at 

htt.p :iiwww. chapelboro, corni~esi9(~96168~ 

Thanks again for sharing your time and for giving our listeners such a good program. 

And tell Lloyd about the nationalism in France during the time of the Monster!! Thanks to him for 
telling me about your book! 

DG 

D.G Martin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Benjamin Radford             ~gmail.com> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 9:25 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Karen Stollznow <kstollznow@berkeley.edu>; Blake Smith 

garou 

@gmail.com> 

Interesting, thanks. 

By the way, we will be running a nice review of your book in an upcoming issue of Skepticallnquirer magazine, and I left a 
five-star review on your Amazon.com listing: 
~ :/iwww.amazoncom/Monsters-Gdva~dan-Ja2"-M-Smith/d~/0674047168/ret~=sr 1 1 ?ie=UT~=’S&gid= 1315 617765&sr=8-1 

Thanks again for your great work. 

All best, 

Ben 

On Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 3:22 PM, Jay Smith           emaikm~c.edta> wrote: 
If it’s useful to you, here’s the actual definition, followed by my translation: 
"Personnage mythique et maldfique, tenant gdndralement de l’homme et du loup, qui est rdputd errant la nuit dans les 
campagnes." 

"A mythic, malevolent [evil-doing is better] figure, generally with characteristics of a man and a wolf, thought to to 
wander the countryside at night." 

From: 

~ :/iwww. cr~d. fr/defi~ition/garo~ 

On 9/9/11 1:34 PM, Karen Stollznow wrote: 

Monster and linguistics - I love it! Thanks Jay. 

Karen. 

Thanks Jay - I’m forwarding this to Ben & Karen because it’s a bit of 
monstrous etymology they’ll want to know as well. 

Forwarded message 
From: Jay Smith ~’smith@emailouncoedu> 
Date: Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 12:35 PM 
Subject: Re: podcast 
To: Blake Smith                       ~mailoco~> 

I should tell you that after our interview, I went to the Tr~sor de la 
langue frangaise (a comprehensive French dictionary) and looked up 
"garou." 
It means, basically, ’wandering and malevolent spirit of the night.’ 
That’s 
a paraphrase, not an exact translation. And it is occasionally applied to 
creatures other than wolves. So...thanks for prompting me to find out 
something I should have already known! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blake Smith             s@gmail.com> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 12:42 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Karen Stollznow <kstollznow@berkeley.edu>; Ben Radford 

Re: Fwd: podcast 

[@gmail.com> 

Interesting. When they say "generally with characteristics of a man and a woW’ I suppose they mean it is generally 
found in usage as loup-garou. Which would be wolf-garou, fight? 

I think the etymology of werewolf is that the were part means man. Literally man-wolf, so that there are in folklore 
werebears, weretigers, etc... 

But are there also -garou where the blank is filled by different animals? 

In my monster reading I’ve only heard of European/French usage of the term to mean something synonymous with 
werewolf. 

On Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 5:22 PM, Jay Smith           emaikur~c.edu> wrote: 
If it’s useful to you, here’s the actual definition, followed by my translation: 
"Personnage mythique et maldfique, tenant gdndralement de l’homme et du loup, qui est rdputd errant la nuit dans les 
campagnes." 

"A mythic, malevolent [evil-doing is better] figure, generally with characteristics of a man and a wolf, thought to to 
wander the countryside at night." 

~ :lTwww,cr~rtl,fride~Snitionigarou 

On 9/9/11 1:34 PM, Karen Stollznow wrote: 

Monster and linguistics - I love it! Thanks Jay. 

Karen. 

Thanks Jay - I’m forwarding this to Ben & Karen because it’s a bit of 
monstrous etymology they’ll want to know as well. 

Forwarded message 
From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@emailouncoedu> 
Date: Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 12:35 PM 
Subject: Re: podcast 
To: Blake Smith                      ~mailocom> 

I should tell you that after our interview, I went to the Tr@sor de la 
langue frangaise (a comprehensive French dictionary) and looked up 
"garou." 
It means, basically, ’wandering and malevolent spirit of the night.’ 
That’s 
a paraphrase, not an exact translation. And it is occasionally applied to 
creatures other than wolves. So...thanks for prompting me to find out 
something I should have already known! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blake Smith             @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 21, 2011 10:01 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

MonsterTalk Interview is Live 

http :~www. skeptic, cornipodcastsim onster~alk/11/09/21 / 

Thanks again for sharing your time with us. I think this is going to be a very popular episode. 

-Blake 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pennybacker, Susan Dabney <pennybac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 3,2011 10:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
RE: 157/urgent update 

Jay---more--      wrote from la douce FR.--I am back from the UK just now. (The Beast seems fully known in Cambridge political 
thought circles-I ~vent to a CUP launch on FR.-last vol. of the History of Pol. Thought series--folks knew the book...and oh so vogue 

an occasion it was....). 

is offering to serve as grader, given givens known to you. I am torn. Part of me wants to revisit the lib arts model and do the 30- 
student upper limit w me grading, as we almost agreed. But part of me wants to re-open a wider registration and have him as grader. 
Thoughts? How few enrolled would allow him still to act as grader next term for H157? 

All thanks, 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ emaiLunc.eda] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 2:31 PM 
To: Pennybacker, Susan Dabney 
Subject: Re: 157 

Susan--oh, OK. Sorry for my amnesia. This is why I’m not suited for 
this kind of work! Anyway, I guess I’ll suggest that you teach it to 30 
students this time around, with plans to expand later on. (Is that 
really OK by you?) You may have heard that we’re incredibly squeezed 
for TA labor right now. All things being equal, I’d rather not mn the 
risk of "inefficient" use of TAs for the spring. If30 is OK, maybe you 
could let Wanda know, with a copy to me? You can think harder about it 
for another few days if you’d like .... 

Jay 

On 9/22/11 8:55 PM, Pennybacker, Susan Dabney wrote: 
> Hi, Jay, 
> 
> Ok, so now we are here, after the exchanges of last Spring that I just re-sent. 
> 
> I do not know how H157 was set at 55 when I agreed to teach 90 for a grader ifI got them, and to do the grading ifI did not. So, 
here goes w your questions that are most welcome-- 
> I do not want to teach a recitation when someone else is also doing them, as I think that is awkward for the students, but maybe I am 
wrong. I am still planning on two classes a week. If I could have a grader rather than a TA, I would be happy. I would be happiest if I 
had a grader with any number I get within reason, and I am still pretty overwhelmed with having moved, that is, there is a lot I am 
doing o many fronts, yet I also am used to grading, of course--as I had to do all of it in CT, so it really is your call. 
> 
> I guess if you cannot offer a grader within reason--that is, for any enrollment over 30, going on up and then capped at either 55 or 
90, then I would be happiest taking the offer to do 30 and I would do all the grading. 
> 
> I think Wanda found the approved new title and description from a year ago--I think she was trying to enter it somewhere in dept. 
paperwork/site and so on though it never made it into the bulletin despite repeated efforts. She offered to publicize the class in some 
targeted ways, but if we fix it at 30 1 want to think that would not be necessary. When I come off leave after 2012-13, yes, I would like 
it to be a somewhat different or entirely different course as we discussed, that said, I have given time to tightening it vis. lectures, 
images and teaching strategies, and will be pleased to do it in future if that is what is best for the dept. --that is another conversation, 
however, which we should have after the set-up for next term is clear. 
> 
> All thanks, your efforts are much-appreciated, yrs., 
> 
> Susan 
> 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ 

Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 2:46 PM 
To: Pennybacker, Susan Dabney 
Subject: 157 

Susan: 
I’m trying to finalize enrollment caps for the spring, and your 157 is 
one of those "tweeners" that I’m a little worried about. As you know, 
we generally don’t assign TAs to courses that don’t enroll 70, but right 
now we have yours set at 55. I also know that yours is a course we’re 
trying to nurture, which means we’d like to give it a chance to grow. 
But I don’t want to see happen this spring what happened last year, 
either. SO...do you have thoughts about strategy? Was it your plan to 
teach the course with recitations this time around? If so, would you 
have any interest in teaching one such section yourself (max 18 
students), and having a TA take the other three? (No recitations are 
scheduled for this course yet). OR were you planning to use the TA as a 
grader? In which case, we could even try to push the enrollment up 
toward 90. OR you could scale back for one more semester, teach it to 
30 students yourself, figure out how you want to structure the course 
going forward, and then doing something new next time. 

Anyway, let me know what you think. The 55 figure is a worrisome one 
both because there’s not a guarantee that we’ll get that high (though 
you have a much better hour this time, at 12:30) and because it’s out of 
line with the TA assignment guidelines as is. I could talk about this 
tomorrow if you’re around. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pennybacker, Susan Dabney <pennybac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 10:28 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
RE: FW: 157/urgent update FURTHER 

I am green with envy and displeased with PUP’s performance w mine (and many others’) in the UK! Great reviews here but so little 
pressure for reviews there, alas...apart from the impt. scholarly ones--not putting myself down there...History Workshop and 20th c 
British history were great. 

If I had not gotten the job here I would feel cheated!! Anyway, I am switching to CUP now as a result... 
Saw my editor there again last week and they are closing in on me. That said, your book is clearly a classic--so get used to it!!! You 
deserve all the attention. 

Mazal toy on the Folklore---and bear in mind that the English love to think of the French as frogs chasing beasts--it’s all copasetic... 

On H157:30 is great--but it is your call. One of our S Asian students plus     plus    all want to list me, but w my being away next 
year, what serves me best is a kind of laboratory immersion in H157 so I can get a full sense of the students’ modus operandi. Even the 
filter of a grader may not be best. Main thing is, if you decide to go for larger nos., Wanda and I need to know to switch into a big 
publicity push--whenever you decide. We spoke of it. We stand ready. 

Be well, wear beastliness well, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ maiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2011 10:16 AM 
To: Pennybacker, Susan Dabney 
Subject: Re: FW: 157/urgent update FURTHER 

Susan--I suspect we’ll keep you at 30, then. But will confirm later. 

Oh, and thanks for scouting out the beast in Cambridge. Nice to hear 
it’s making a ruckus over there. My impression, in fact, is that it’s 
making a bigger splash in the UK than here. (I was just shortlisted for 
the UK’s Folklore Society book award, for example). I think the HUP 
European office must be amazingly effective at publicity .... 

Jay 

On 10/5/11 11:56 AM, Pelmybacker, Susan Dabney wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 
> 
> Not a problem, and all thanks. I truly still have little sense of the pressures on you, or timing, as a newcomer, so please forgive. 
What may help you most from my end is to be very clear that the 30 person ceiling is just about my own first preference, and that if I 
could have a grader if I had between 30 and 55, I would be very happy, but I am less happy with 55-90 and a grader. It is just more 
stress. 
> 

> Hope that helps you, and I am fine with waiting; it was the queries from 
a TA request form until I hear back. 
> 
> All thanks, all best, 
> Susan 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mailto;i~ith~email.ur~c.ed~] 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 11:33 AM 
> To: Pennybacker, Susan Dabney 
> Subject: Re: FW: 157/urgent update FURTHER 
> 
> Susan--sorry to be slow on this. I really will need to wait until 

and that pressed me on. I guess I will wait to file 



> Friday, or more likely Monday, to know which way we should go on this, 
> because it’s only then that Cynthia can give me a firm count on 
> available TAs. If there were no other variables, I’d say let’s expand 
> and hope for the best. But there are still many other courses that 
> remain under-staffed, and I may need/want to address some of those 
> first. So....please be patient and I’ll be in touch soon. Thanks. -Jay 

> On 10/5/11 11:08 AM, Peunybacker, Susan Dabney wrote: 
>> Dear Jay, 
>> 
>> I have had a 2nd email from      re. serving as a grader, and ’,           is also interested. However, I can’t offer them 
anything, nor file the form without knowing what serves you best--that is, do you want a larger 157 and if so, with what ceiling if I 
choose this option and use a grader? I need to know the class size required, as below. I am still much-inclined to stick with 30 and do 
the grading, but I am open to your preference-- 
>> 
>> Can you let me know asap? 
>> 
>> All thanks, 
>> Susan 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Pennybacker, Susan Dabney 
>> Sent: Monday, October 03, 2011 10:11 PM 
>> To: Smith, Jay M 
>> Subject: RE: 157/urgent update 
>> 

>> Jay---more-_ __ _,_ ~ wrote from la douce FR.--I am back from the UK just now. (The Beast seems fully known in Cambridge 
political thought circles-I went to a CUP launch on FR.-last vol. of the History of Pol. Thought series--folks knew the book...and oh so 
vogue an occasion it was....). 
>> 

>>    is offering to serve as grader, given givens known to you. I am torn. Part of me wants to revisit the lib arts model and do the 
30-student upper limit w me grading, as we almost agreed. But part of me wants to re-open a wider registration and have him as 
grader. Thoughts? How few enrolled would allow him still to act as grader next term for H157? 
>> 

>> All thanks, 
>> 

>> Susan 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [               ema~l m~c.edtq 
>> Sent: Friday, September 23,2011 2:31 PM 
>> To: Pennybacker, Susan Dabney 
>> Subject: Re: 157 
>> 
>> Susan--oh, OK. Sorry for my amnesia. This is why I’m not suited for 
>> this kind of wor!! Anyway, I guess I’ll suggest that you teach it to 30 
>> students this time around, with plans to expand later on. (Is that 
>> really OK by you?) You may have heard that we’re incredibly squeezed 
>> for TA labor right now. All things being equal, I’d rather not run the 
>> risk of "inefficient" use of TAs for the spring. If 30 is OK, maybe you 
>> could let Wanda know, with a copy to me? You can think harder about it 
>> for another few days if you’d like .... 
>> 
>> Jay 
>> 
>> On 9/22/11 8:55 PM, Pennybacker, Susan Dabney wrote: 
>>> Hi, Jay, 
>>> 
>>> Ok, so now we are here, after the exchanges of last Spring that I just re-sent. 
>>> 
>>> I do not know how H157 was set at 55 when I agreed to teach 90 for a grader ifI got them, and to do the grading ifI did not. So, 
here goes w your questions that are most welcome-- 
>>> I do not want to teach a recitation when someone else is also doing them, as I think that is awkward for the students, but maybe I 
am wrong. I am still planning on two classes a week. If I could have a grader rather than a TA, I would be happy. I would be happiest 



if I had a grader with any number I get within reason, and I am still pretty overwhelmed with having moved, that is, there is a lot I am 
doing o many fronts, yet I also am used to grading, of course--as I had to do all of it in CT, so it really is your call. 
>>> 
>>> I guess if you cannot offer a grader within reason--that is, for any enrollment over 30, going on up and then capped at either 55 or 
90, then I would be happiest taking the offer to do 30 and I would do all the grading. 
>>> 
>>> I think Wanda found the approved new title and description from a year ago--I think she was trying to enter it somewhere in dept. 
paperwork/site and so on though it never made it into the bulletin despite repeated efforts. She offered to publicize the class in some 
targeted ways, but if we fix it at 30 1 want to think that would not be necessary. When I come off leave after 2012-13, yes, I would like 
it to be a somewhat different or entirely different course as we discussed, that said, I have given time to tightening it vis. lectures, 
images and teaching strategies, and will be pleased to do it in future if that is what is best for the dept. --that is another conversation, 
however, which we should have after the set-up for next term is clear. 
>>> 
>>> All thanks, your efforts are much-appreciated, yrs., 

>>> Susan 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Jay Smith [ 

>>> Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 2:46 PM 
>>> To: Pennybacker, Susan Dabney 
>>> Subject: 157 

>>> Susan~ 

>>> I’m trying to finalize enrollment caps for the spring, and your 157 is 
>>> one of those "tweeners" that I’m a little worried about. As you know, 
>>> we generally don’t assign TAs to courses that don’t enroll 70, but right 
>>> now we have yours set at 55. I also know that yours is a course we’re 
>>> trying to nurture, which means we’d like to give it a chance to grow. 
>>> But I don’t want to see happen this spring what happened last year, 
>>> either. SO...do you have thoughts about strategy? Was it your plan to 
>>> teach the course with recitations this time around? If so, would you 
>>> have any interest in teaching one such section yourself (max 18 
>>> students), and having a TA take the other three? (No recitations are 
>>> scheduled for this course yet). OR were you planning to use the TA as a 
>>> grader? In which case, we could even try to push the enrollment up 
>>> toward 90. OR you could scale back for one more semester, teach it to 
>>> 30 students yourself, figure out how you want to structure the course 
>>> going forward, and then doing something new next time. 
>>> 
>>> Anyway, let me know what you think. The 55 figure is a worrisome one 
>>> both because there’s not a guarantee that we’ll get that high (though 
>>> you have a much better hour this time, at 12:30) and because it’s out of 
>>> line with the TA assignment guidelines as is. I could talk about this 
>>> tomorrow if you’re around. 
>>> 
>>> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blake Smith             ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 11:04 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Karen Stollznow 
<kstollznow@berkeley.edu>; Ben Radford [@gmail.com> 

Re: Fwd: podcast 

Hello Again fellow Monster Hunters, 
(Jay - I’ve included you in this continuation but if you’re tired of the topic let me know.) 

Ok - I must confess I have a ridiculous tendency to keep digging on stuff that isn’t very important. But I wanted 
to get to the bottom of this "silver bullet" and werewolf story. I think I have at least found proof that Curt 
Siodmak did not invent the "silver bullet" being useful against a werewolf out of whole cloth for his movie. 
(Not that any of us thought he must have - but still, it’s nice to be definitive.) 

It was well established during the terror ofLa Bete that she was impervious to muskets, right? And although so 
far I haven’t found any direct reference to a silver bullet and her case, I did find proof that the efficacy of silver 
bullets against musket-proof creatures predates her reign of terror. 

What follows is a short excerpt from a British history/poem called: 
England’s Reformation, (From The Time Of K. Henry Viii. To The End Of Oates’s Plot.): 
A Poem In Four Cantos 
by Thomas Ward - Published in January 1719 (Google Books Link) 

...When, just as he was taking Aim 
In happy time to Memory came, 
That yet he had not loaded Gun 
With Bullet, as he shou’d have done ; 
The counter-charming Silver Bullet 
He searches for ’tween Lips and Gullet, 
(For in his Mouth he’d wisely hid-it 
To have it ready when he needed) 
But found it not: For lucky Chance, 
Which still preserved the Sovereign Prince, 
Had, none knows how. convey’d it thence. 
This Bullet, as Learn’d Titus said, 
Was of the Lunar-Metal made, 

’Cause champed silver kills Stone-dead 
such as are Musquet-Proof ’gainst Lead. 

Pages 192/193 

Well that’s pretty neat and pretty, isn’t it? Ok - I’m continuing my research but thought this was an important 
clue. So far it is the oldest mention of the silver bullet and its magical efficacy that I’ve dug up. 

-Blake 



On Wed, Sep 21,2011 at 6:35 PM, Jay Smith           email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Nope, no balles d’argent. They were always made of lead. 

On 9/21/11 6:31 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 

But you did not see any contemporary references to "balle d’argent" in your research? I am away 
from my computer and now urgently want to start digging! :) 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

On Sep 21,2011 4:56 PM, "Jay Smith"           emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
> Blake--I listened to the "show," and it was great. I was surprised to 
> hear the reference to the silver bullet "in French" thing, because I 

should have intervened to tell you. I must have passed out for a few 
seconds or something. Anyway, a silver bullet would be "balle d’argent" 
in French. Balle = ball (and "bullets" were in fact round balls in the 
18th c) and argent = silver. So...maybe you could search for that in 
Google books if you find gobs of free time on your hands .... 

Jay 

> On 9/11/11 12:42 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 
>> Interesting. When they say "generally with characteristics of a man 
>> and a woltTM I suppose they mean it is generally found in usage as 
>>/loup/-garou. Which would be/wolf-garou/, right? 
>> I think the etymology of werewolf is that the/were/part means 
>>/man./Literally man-wolf, so that there are in folklore werebears, 
>> weretigers, etc... 
>> But are there also __-garou where the blank is filled by different 
>> animals? 
>> In my monster reading I’ve only heard of European/French usage of the 
>> term to mean something synonymous with werewolf. 
>> 

On Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 5:22 PM, Jay Smith           email~ur~c.edu 
<mailto:         emaiLurlc.ed~>> wrote: 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

If it’s useful to you, here’s the actual definition, followed by 
my translation: 
"Personnage mythique et mal~fique, tenant g~n~ralement de l’homme 
et du loup, qui est r~put~ errant la nuit dans les campagnes." 

>> "A mythic, malevolent [evil-doing is better] figure, generally 
>> with characteristics of a man and a wolf, thought to to wander the 
>> countryside at night." 
>> 

>> From: 
>> 

>> http :iiw4vw. c~rtL fi;idefir~itio~igaro~ 
>> 
>> On 9/9/11 1:34 PM, Karen Stollznow wrote: 
>>> Monster and linguistics - I love it! Thanks Jay. 

>>> Karen. 



Thanks Jay - I’m forwarding this to Ben& Karen because it’s a bit of 
monstrous etymology they’ll want to know as well. 

Forwarded message 
From: Jay Smith emai~.unc.edu> <mailto: email.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 12:35 PM 
Subject: Re: podcast 
To: Blake Smith~ ~maikcom> <mailto:~ ~mai~.com> 

I should tell you that after our interview, I went to the Tr~sor de la 
langue fran¢aise (a comprehensive French dictionary) and looked up 
"garou." 
It means, basically, ’wandering and malevolent spirit of the night.’ 
That’s 
a paraphrase, not an exact translation. And it is occasionally applied to 
creatures other than wolves. So...thanks for prompting me to find out 
something I should have already known! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blake Smith             @gmail.com> 

Friday, October 21,2011 12:08 AM 

Benj amin Radford             @gmail.com> 

Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc, edu>; Karen Stollznow <kstollznow@berkeley. edu> 

Re: Ag bullets 

Thanks Ben, 

I just tried an interesting change of tactics - rather than scouring old random texts for the use of "silver bullet" - 
I tried going back to Werewolf lore in particular. Sabine Baring-Gould’s book on the topic includes an 
interesting phrase: 

"...and I know a story of two such creatures appearing in an inn and nightly drinking the cider, till the publican 
shot a silver button over their heads, when they were instantly transformed into two ill-favoured old ladies of 
his acquaintance." 

This at least ties that "silver" susceptibility back to before Siodmak’s work. I can’t imagine that Siodmak 
wouldn’t have read Baring-Gould since he did pride himself on his research abilities. 

Baring-Gould’s werewolf book goes back to at least 1865. I still haven’t found a direct "werewolf being killed 
by a silver bullet" before Siodmak - but this is really fun research. If any of you has a clever idea or wants to 
participate in this ridiculous quest, I’m happy to collaborate. 

-Blake 

On Thu, Oct 20, 2011 at 11:56 PM, Benjamin Radford 
Very interesting.., good detective work, Dr. Atlantis! 

Ben 

~mail.com> wrote: 

On Thu, Oct 20, 2011 at 9:03 PM, Blake Smith ~mail.com> wrote: 
Hello Again fellow Monster Hunters, 
(Jay - I’ve included you in this continuation but if you’re tired of the topic let me know.) 

Ok - I must confess I have a ridiculous tendency to keep digging on stuff that isn’t very important. But I 
wanted to get to the bottom of this "silver bullet" and werewolf story. I think I have at least found proof 
that Curt Siodmak did not invent the "silver bullet" being useful against a werewolf out of whole cloth for 
his movie. (Not that any of us thought he must have - but still, it’s nice to be definitive.) 

It was well established during the terror ofLa Bete that she was impervious to muskets, right? And 
although so far I haven’t found any direct reference to a silver bullet and her case, I did find proof that the 
efficacy of silver bullets against musket-proof creatures predates her reign of terror. 

What follows is a short excerpt from a British history/poem called: 
England’s Reformation, (From The Time Of K. Henry Viii. To The End Of Oates’s Plot.): 
A Poem In Four Cantos 
by Thomas Ward - Published in January 1719 (       Books Link) 

...When, just as he was taking Aim 



In happy time to Memory came, 
That yet he had not loaded Gun 
With Bullet, as he shou’d have done ; 
The counter-charming Silver Bullet 
He searches for ’tween Lips and Gullet, 
(For in his Mouth he’d wisely hid-it 
To have it ready when he needed) 
But found it not: For lucky Chance, 
Which still preserved the Sovereign Prince, 
Had, none knows how. convey’d it thence. 
This Bullet, as Learn’d Titus said, 
Was of the Lunar-Metal made, 

’Cause champed silver kills Stone-dead 
such as are Musquet-Proof ’gainst Lead. 

Pages 192/193 

Well that’s pretty neat and pretty, isn’t it? Ok - I’m continuing my research but thought this was an 
important clue. So far it is the oldest mention of the silver bullet and its magical efficacy that I’ve dug up. 

-Blake 

On Wed, Sep 21,2011 at 6:35 PM, Jay Smith           email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Nope, no balles d’argent. They were always made of lead. 

On 9/21/11 6:31 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 

But you did not see any contemporary references to "balle d’argent" in your research? I am 
away from my computer and now urgently want to start digging! :) 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

On Sep 21,2011 4:56 PM, "Jay Smith"           emai1.ur~c.edu> wrote: 
> Blake--I listened to the "show," and it was great. I was surprised to 
> hear the reference to the silver bullet "in French" thing, because I 

should have intervened to tell you. I must have passed out for a few 
seconds or something. Anyway, a silver bullet would be "balle d’argent" 
in French. Balle = ball (and "bullets" were in fact round balls in the 
18th c) and argent = silver. So...maybe you could search for that in 
Google books if you find gobs of free time on your hands .... 

Jay 

> On 9/11/11 12:42 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 
>> Interesting. When they say "generally with characteristics of a man 
>> and a wolf" I suppose they mean it is generally found in usage as 
>>/loup/-garou. Which would be/wolf-garou/, right? 
>> I think the etymology of werewolf is that the/were/part means 



>>/man./Literally man-wolf, so that there are in folklore werebears, 
>> weretigers, etc... 
>> But are there also __-garou where the blank is filled by different 
>> animals? 
>> In my monster reading I’ve only heard of European/French usage of the 
>> term to mean something synonymous with werewolf. 
>> 
>> On Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 5:22 PM, Jay Smith email.unc.edu 
>> <mailto: emaik uric. edu>> wrote: 
>> 
>> If it’s useful to you, here’s the actual definition, followed by 
>> my translation: 
>> "Personnage mythique et mal~fique, tenant g~n~ralement de l’homme 
>> et du loup, qui est r~put~ errant la nuit dans les campagnes." 
>> 
>> "A mythic, malevolent [evil-doing is better] figure, generally 
>> with characteristics of a man and a wolf, thought to to wander the 
>> countryside at night." 
>> 

>> From: 
>> 

>> ~://wv,.,,~,. cr~rtl, fk!def~ni~ionigarou 
>> 

>> On 9/9/11 1:34 PM, Karen Stollznow wrote: 
>>> Monster and linguistics - I love it! Thanks Jay. 

>>> Karen. 

>>>> Thanks Jay - I’m forwarding this to Ben& Karen because it’s a bit of 
>>>> monstrous etymology they’ll want to know as well. 

>>>>        Forwarded message 
>>>> From: Jay Smith email.ur~c.edu> <mailto: email.ur~c.edu> 
>>>> Date: Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 12:35 PM 
>>>> Subject: Re: podcast 
>>>> To: Blake Smith ° ~mail.com> <mailto: ~mail.com> 

I should tell you that after our interview, I went to the TrSsor de la 
langue fran¢aise (a comprehensive French dictionary) and looked up 
"garou." 
It means, basically, ’wandering and malevolent spirit of the night.’ 
That’s 
a paraphrase, not an exact translation. And it is occasionally applied to 
creatures other than wolves. So...thanks for prompting me to find out 
something I should have already known! 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blake Smith"            @gmail.com> 

Friday, October 21, 2011 11:52 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Benjamin Radford             @gmail.com>; Karen Stollznow 
<kstollznow@berke~ey.edu>; Dan Loxton <daniel_loxton@shaw.ca> 

Re: Ag bullets 

I think you’re onto something - but again it appears that Montague only continues the long-held legend that 
silver bullets are proof against witches - and witches shape-changed to animals. (But he specifies hares, not 

wolves!) 
Here are the references to silver being used to this purpose in his book on werewolves. 

I’m really curious about this now. Could it be that Siodmak really did make the first pop-culture link between 
werewolves in particular and silver-bullets? All of the background pieces are there in the folklore without the 
specific reference... 

Oh, I love a mystery. I need to go back and check Robert E. Howard. He wrote quite a few werewolf horror 
stories that pre-date The Wolfman, and Weird Tales may also be a good resource, though I don’t think it has an 
online digital index. Will check. 

-B 

On Fri, Oct 21,2011 at 10:02 AM, Jay Smith <j~smith@emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
Fascinating. Please keep me in the loop. I’m thinking out loud here, but I wonder ifMontague Summers 
might have played a role in linking this piece of lore specifically to the beast. I have not read his book on 
werewolves, but I think the dates might work, since he was writing in the ’30s. And I seem to recall that he 
made reference to the beast somewhere. If I think of it next week, I may try to look this up myself... 

On 10/21/11 12:07 AM, Blake Smith wrote: 

Thanks Ben, 

I just tried an interesting change of tactics - rather than scouring old random texts for the use of 
"silver bullet" - I tried going back to Werewolf lore in particular. Sabine Baring-Gould’s book on 
the topic includes an interesting phrase: 

"...and I know a story of two such creatures appearing in an inn and nightly drinking the cider, 
till the publican shot a silver button over their heads, when they were instantly transformed into 
two ill-favoured old ladies of his acquaintance." 

This at least ties that "silver" susceptibility back to before Siodmak’s work. I can’t imagine that 
Siodmak wouldn’t have read Baring-Gould since he did pride himself on his research abilities. 

Baring-Gould’s werewolf book goes back to at least 1865. I still haven’t found a direct 
"werewolf being killed by a silver bullet" before Siodmak - but this is really fun research. If any 
of you has a clever idea or wants to participate in this ridiculous quest, I’m happy to collaborate. 

-Blake 



On Thu, Oct 20, 2011 at 11:56 PM, Benjamin Radford 
Very interesting.., good detective work, Dr. Atlantis! 

Ben 

~maikcom> wrote: 

On Thu, Oct 20, 2011 at 9:03 PM, Blake Smith ~maikcom> wrote: 
Hello Again fellow Monster Hunters, 
(Jay - I’ve included you in this continuation but if you’re tired of the topic let me know.) 

Ok - I must confess I have a ridiculous tendency to keep digging on stuff that isn’t very 
important. But I wanted to get to the bottom of this "silver bullet" and werewolf story. I 
think I have at least found proof that Curt Siodmak did not invent the "silver bullet" being 
useful against a werewolf out of whole cloth for his movie. (Not that any of us thought he 
must have - but still, it’s nice to be definitive.) 

It was well established during the terror ofLa Bete that she was impervious to muskets, 
right? And although so far I haven’t found any direct reference to a silver bullet and her 
case, I did find proof that the efficacy of silver bullets against musket-proof creatures 
predates her reign of terror. 

What follows is a short excerpt from a British history/poem called: 
England’s Reformation, (From The Time Of K. Henry Viii. To The End Of Oates’s Plot.): 
A Poem In Four Cantos 
by Thomas Ward - Published in January 1719 (     e Books L~r~k) 

.... When, just as he was taking Aim 
In happy time to Memory came, 
That yet he had not loaded Gun 
With Bullet, as he shou’d have done ; 
The counter-charming Silver Bullet 
He searches for ’tween Lips and Gullet, 
(For in his Mouth he’d wisely hid-it 
To have it ready when he needed) 
But found it not: For lucky Chance, 
Which still preserved the Sovereign Prince, 
Had, none knows how. convey’d it thence. 
This Bullet, as Learn’d Titus said, 
Was of the Lunar-Metal made, 

’Cause champed silver kills Stone-dead 
such as are Musquet-Proof ’gainst Lead. 

Pages 192/193 

Well that’s pretty neat and pretty, isn’t it? Ok - I’m continuing my research but thought this 
was an important clue. So far it is the oldest mention of the silver bullet and its magical 
efficacy that I’ve dug up. 



-Blake 

On Wed, Sep 21,2011 at 6:35 PM, Jay Smith           email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Nope, no balles d’argent. They were always made of lead. 

On 9/21/11 6:31 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 

But you did not see any contemporary references to "balle d’argent" in your 
research? I am away from my computer and now urgently want to start 
digging! :) 

On Sep 21,2011 4:56 PM, "Jay Smith" <~ismith@emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
Blake--I listened to the "show," and it was great. I was surprised to 
hear the reference to the silver bullet "in French" thing, because I 
should have intervened to tell you. I must have passed out for a few 
seconds or something. Anyway, a silver bullet would be "balle d’argent" 
in French. Balle = ball (and "bullets" were in fact round balls in the 
18th c) and argent = silver. So...maybe you could search for that in 
Google books if you find gobs of free time on your hands .... 

Jay 

On 9/11/11 12:42 PM, Blake Smith wrote: 
>> Interesting. When they say "generally with characteristics of a man 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

and a wolf" I suppose they mean it is generally found in usage as 
/loup/-garou. Which would be/wolf-garou/, right? 
I think the etymology of werewolf is that the/were/part means 
/man./Literally man-wolf, so that there are in folklore werebears, 
weretigers, etc... 
But are there also __.-garou where the blank is filled by different 
animals? 
In my monster reading I’ve only heard of European/French usage of the 
term to mean something synonymous with werewolf. 

On Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 5:22 PM, Jay Smith email.u~c.edu 
<mailto :~,smi~@emai1.unc. edu>> wrote: 

If it’s useful to you, here’s the actual definition, followed by 
my translation: 
"Personnage mythique et mal~fique, tenant g~n~ralement de l’homme 
et du loup, qui est r~put~ errant la nuit dans les campagnes." 

"A mythic, malevolent [evil-doing is better] figure, generally 
with characteristics of a man and a wolf, thought to to wander the 
countryside at night." 

~ttp :i/v,a~. cr~rtL if/defi niti on!garou 



>> 

>> On 9/9/11 1:34 PM, Karen Stollznow wrote: 
>>> Monster and linguistics - I love it! Thanks Jay. 

>>> Karen. 

>>>> Thanks Jay - I’m forwarding this to Ben& Karen because it’s a bit of 
>>>> monstrous etymology they’ll want to know as well. 

>>>>        Forwarded message 
>>>> From: Jay Smith          email.unc.edu> 
<mailto:         email.unc.edu> 
>>>> Date: Fri, Sep 9, 2011 at 12:35 PM 
>>>> Subject: Re: podcast 
>>>> To: Blake Smith all.corn> 
<mailto:            ~mail. corn> 

>> 

I should tell you that after our interview, I went to the Tr~sor de la 
langue frangaise (a comprehensive French dictionary) and looked up 
"garou." 
It means, basically, ’wandering and malevolent spirit of the night.’ 
That’s 
a paraphrase, not an exact translation. And it is occasionally applied to 
creatures other than wolves. So...thanks for prompting me to find out 
something I should have already known! 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blake Smith            @gmail.com> 

Monday, October 31,2011 9:05 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Ben Radford @gmail.com>; 
Dan Loxton <daniel_loxton@shaw.ca>; Karen Stollznow’<kstollznow@berkeley.edu> 

More on the Silver Bullet search... 

An_introduction to folk_lore.pdf 

I found this 1895 text called "An Introduction to Folklore" and it contains a couple of references to use of a 
silver bullet to kill shape-changers including a classic variant of the "shoot the animal and later find the 
wounded person" motif. In this case a black dog - which is getting closer to the werewolf... The search goes 
on. 

-Blake 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com 

Monday, May 25, 2009 10:31 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tarheel Lacrosse Camps LLC - Your online account has been created 

Your online account has been created! You can log into your online account at any time to: 

- View your up to date registration information 
- View and print account statements 
- Make payments 
- And more! 

HOW TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ACCOUNT 
Login to your online account at any time at: 
~s ://thriva activer~etwork com/M2 A ccour~t/L TarheelLacrosseCam~ 
Username: j ay smith@email.unc, edu 
Password: *** *** (encrypted for security reasons) 

HOW TO CHANGE YOUR PASSWORD 
You can change your password at any time from within your online account, but if you ever forget your 
password, you can also easily reset it by going to the following page: 
~s :/ithriva~active~etwork~com/ResetLogir~iResetPwd~ aspx?idAp~=2&o~g=Tarhee~LacrosseCam~ 

FUTURE REGISTRATIONS - IMPORTANT! 
Now that you’ve created an online account, anytime you register with Tarheel Lacrosse Camps LLC again, be 
sure to indicate that you are a returning user and enter your username and password. This will save you time by 
automatically completing any forms for you and will also prevent you from creating a duplicate account in our 
system. 

IMPORTANT: PLEASE SAVE THIS EMAIL FOR YOUR RECORDS 

Online Registration and Management Services for Tarheel Lacrosse Camps LLC provided by Thriva I 

www,thr~va,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dupj nls-feedback@highwire, stanford, edu 

Friday, October 2, 2009 2:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS Subscription Activation JAY SMITH 

This message was generated automatically by a computer. 
There is no need to reply unless there is a problem. 

Your Member subscription has been successfully 
entered for Duke University Press Journals ONLINE. 

The current information in our database is: 

Customer Number: 
(It is very important not to lose your Customer Number. 
If you ever do, please contact: Duke University Press.) 

Name: 1 A Y ,qMITI-I 

Phone: 
Email: j aysmith@email.unc.edu 

User Name: 

You now have active online subscriptions to: 
French Historial Studies 

All Content 

Your account has been activated. Please go to the Subscriber Services 
page if you need assistance: 

If you have questions about this message, please send email to 
dupj nls-feedback@highwire, stanford.edu 

If you have questions about your subscription, please contact 
the Duke University Press. 

Duke University Press 
Journals Fulfillment Department 
Box 90660 
Durham, NC 27708-0660 
Phone: (888) 651-0122 (in the US and Canada) or (919) 688-5134 
Fax: (888) 651-0124 (in the US and Canada) or (919) 688-2615 
HWfeedback@dukeupress.edu 
h~t~:iiwww.d~ke          ouraa~s 

Thank you, 
Duke University Press Journals ONLINE 
htt p: iTd ~ k cj o ~ ma~s. o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ling@aixglobal.provost, duke.edu 

Thursday, October 7, 2010 6:04 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Activate Duke Journals Content on HighWire 

If you have already activated this customer number, please disregard this message. 

Please note, this message was generated by Duke University Press’s computerized e-mail system. Please DO NOT reply to this email. 

Dear Member, 

Thank you for your recent membership to the Society for French Historical Studies. Some benefits of membership include 

1) A subscription to French Historical Studies 
Four issues annually, www.dukeupress.edu/fhs/ 

2) Complimentary online subscription through HighWire Press, a division of Stanford University Library, to French Historical 
Studies. 

To activate, please follow these instructions: 

a. Visit          ouraals.o         tions. 
b. Under the "Activation" header, click "Individuals and Society Members: Activate your online access." 
c. Enter your customer number, which is       (If you have multiple customer numbers, you will receive an e-mail for each one.) 
d. Click "Submit," which will produce an activation form. 
e. Complete the form to activate your access to the products listed. (The e-mail address provided will be used to provide you with 
important information regarding electronic access.) 
f. Click "Send form." 
g. You should now have access to Duke University Press titles. You will receive a confirmation e-mail at the e-mail address you 
provided. 

Visit Duke University Press Journals ONLINE at           urnals.org to view Duke content on HighWire. If you have any 
questions regarding your access to content on HighWire, please contact us via          oumals.or~i/~edback. 

3) Electronic access to back issues through JSTOR at ~:i/k~l~s.dukej¢?~s.or~iarchi~’ei. No additional login is required if you have 
already activated your online subscription through HighWire. 

If you have questions regarding your membership, please contact our customer service department at membership@dukeupress.edu 

Thank you. 
Duke University Press (www.dukeupress.edu/journals) 

Please note, this message was generated by Duke University Press’s computerized e-mail system. Please reply to 
HWfeedback@dukeupress.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Joelle Neulander <neulanderj 1 @citadel.edu> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 3:00 PM 

j oelle.neulander@citadel.edu 

accampo@usc.edu; cmadmas@smcm.edu; t.adams@auckland.ac.nz; 
karen.adler@nottingham.ac.uk; andrew.aisenberg@scrippscollege.edu; 
malpaugh@mta.ca; kamdur@emory.edu; mcookand@utk.edu; nandrews@scu.edu; 
kathleen, antonioli@duke.edu;         ~gmail.com; Stephen.Auerbach@gcsu. edu; 
nbarton@princeton.edu; t.w.beaumont@ex.ac.uk; behrentmc@appstate.edu; 
Robert.Belot@utbm.fr; bernstein@history.ucsb.edu; jblanchl@swarthmore.edu; 
gmboss@wm.edu; bbowles@albany.edu; bbowles@albany.edu; nbracher@tamu.edu; 
nbracher@tamu.edu; eric.brandom@duke.edu; breckman@sas.upenn.edu; 
breenm@reed.edu; kbrennan@Loyola.edu; jwbriggs@iun.edu; 
ludivine.broch@bnc.ox.ac.uk; christi.brookes@cmich.edu; hgbrown@binghamton.edu; 
duke-brvant@rowan.edu; Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email.unc.edu>; 

~bellsouth.net; byrnesm@southwestern, edu;          @gmail.com; 
hbcallaw@fas.harvard.edu; ecamis@binghamton.edu; caroline.campbell@und.edu; 
vc21@cornell.edu; jcenser@gmu.edu; ec295@cam.ac.uk; chapman@oakland.edu; 
hc3@nyu.edu; sally.charnow@hofstra.edu; chisick@research.haifa.ac.il; 
michoudhury@vassar.edu; chrastilr@xavier.edu; rebecca-church@uiowa.edu; 

hc@clemson.edu; catherec@usc.edu; J.R.Clarke@soton.ac.uk; 
collinsj a@Georgetown, edu; Conklin.44@osu.edu;        ~aol.com; 

~earthlink.net; katherine.b.crawford@vanderbilt.edu; crowston@illinois.edu; 
phdail@wm.edu; amdaily@rci.rutgers.edu;              ~hotmail.com; 
Vdatta@wellesley.edu; ldavis@northshore.edu; Therese.De-Raedt@utah.edu; 
derosnay@uvic.ca; j degroat@stlawu.edu;, ~googlemail.com; 
esd23 @Georgetown.edu; j sduncan@bridgewater, edu; ~ ~gmail. corn; 
EADE@WISC.EDU; j ennifer, edwards@manhattan, edu; eeverton@ucla.edu; 
fabella@sas.upenn.edu;          @hotmail.com; tfallon2@illinois, edu; 
sfarmer@uci.edu; eeferg@unm.edu; cfirpo@calpoly.edu; sfishman@uh.edu; 
icfletcher@gsu.edu;         @mindspring.com; elizabeth, foster@tufts, edu; 
H.Frey@chi. ac.uk; j friguglietti@msubillings.edu; rachel, fuchs@asu, edu; 
julian.fuehrer@access.uzh.ch; Z155483@students.niu.edu; furloug@email.uky.edu; 
f.furstenberg@umontreal.ca; David.Garrioch@monash.edu; afsg2@uaa.alaska.edu; 
gaynemk@jmu.edu; Matthew.gerber@colorado.edu; fgermain@uncc.edu; 
Gillett.r~huskv.neu.edu; goodmand@umich.edu; lgraham@haverford.edu; 

@gmail.com; hlgrout@bama.ua.edu; guerry.linda@uqam.ca; 
ahaasl@binghamton.edu; dhafter@emich.edu; khamerton@colum.edu; 
jhardwick@mail.utexas.edu; ceharris@mailbox.sc.edu; jlharvey@stcloudstate.edu; 
eaheath@uchicago.edu; mherder@cornellcollege.edu; heuer@history.umass.edu; 
hobbs@WISC.EDU; chris hodson~byu.edu; holmanr@cofc.edu; mholt@gmu.edu; 
jhorne@virginia.edu;                      ~gmail.com; phutton@uvm.edu; 
EHyde@kean.edu; bjacobso@usc.edu; c.d.h.jones@qmul.ac.uk; Erin.jordan@unco.edu; 
tekaiser@ualr.edu; lkalba@smith.edu; kale@wsu.edu; j.kalman@unsw.edu.au; 
karthasi@missouri.edu; bkeenan@coe.edu; kellerka@eckerd.edu; 
damien.kempf@liverpool.ac.uk; ekennedy@gwu.edu; ejk55@Georgetown.edu; 
dkostrou@iupui.edu; Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; bkreiser@aaup.org; 
skroen@ufl.edu; Thomas.A.Kselman. 1 @nd.edu; nkushner@clarku.edu; 
1.1aborie@uea.ac.uk; landweberj@mail.montclair.edu; tlange@berkeley.edu; 
miriam.levin@case.edu; lichte@stanford.edu; amlittle@colostate.edu; 
plorcin@umn.edu; lougee@stanford.edu; luckettt@pdx.edu; ahlyons@mail.ucf.edu; 
emily.machen@uni.edu; hkmartin@WISC.EDU; lmason@uga.edu; 
mmatsuda@rci.rutgers.edu; scm@northwestern.edu; emcgregor@annamaria.edu; 
mimcguir@bu, edu; p.mcphee@unimelb, edu.au; j acob.melish@uc, edu; 



Subject: 

audram@mst.edu; j ohn.merriman@yale.edu; j eannette.miller@goucher.edu; 
ashburnmiller@reed.edu; mischi@dijon.inra.fr; mollenauerl@uncw.edu; 
moure@ualberta.ca; nama0005@umn.edu; nausjl@slu.edu; rinelson@berkeley.edu; 
EricNelson@MissouriState.edu; pgnord@princeton.edu; oconnora@mail.usf.edu; 
olejniczakb@cofc.edu; kory.olson@stockton.edu; axo009@shsu.edu; josman@lib.az.us; 
sott@unr, edu; j lpalmer@uchicago, edu; npr2103 @columbia. edu; popieljj @ slu. edu; 
popkin@email.uky.edu; dpowell@sju.edu; ap2070@columbia.edu; rpulju@kent.edu; 
oded_rabinovitch@brown.edu; gr37@cornell.edu; ravel@mit.edu; 
rearick@history.umass.edu; eric.reed@wku.edu; reeser@pitt.edu; trizzo@unca.edu; 
car27@cornell.edu; serobinson2@WlSC.EDU; j oellekoster@mail.uri.edu; 
barry.rothaus@unco.edu; nrudolph@adelphi.edu; eric.sacco@uconn.edu; 
j sawyer@ubalt.edu; rhschloss@tamu.edu; neilscho@ku.edu; pschue@northland.edu; 
seidmanm@uncw.edu; j ennifer-sessions@uiowa.edu; lsextro@uci.edu; 
shelfor@american.edu; Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email.unc.edu>; wzs 1 @psu. edu; 
dhslavi@emory.edu; esloan@ic.sunysb.edu; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; 
peter.soppelsa@ou.edu; aspicer@brookes.ac.uk; mstanard@berry.edu; 
nstarostina@yhc.edu; csteen@unm.edu; suchanek@sas.upenn.edu; 
ksummers@stanford.edu; dsutherl@umd.edu; ttackett@uci.edu; 
j takeda@maxwell, syr.edu; j dt2@st-andrews, ac.uk; dthompson@stephens, edu; 
patilburg@davidson.edu; @gmail.com; 
Troyansky@brooklyn.cuny.edu; @verizon.net; vankley, l@osu.edu; 
mikevann@csus.edu; vardi@buffalo.edu; hvaughan@wustl.edu; asvincent@ufl.edu; 
jwadowil@binghamton.edu; awhitney@purdue.edu; charles.walton@yale.edu; 
awhitney@purdue.edu; swatts@richmond.edu; pwhales@coastal.edu; 
susan_whitney@carleton.ca;         ~yahoo.com; m-wittmeier@northwestern.edu; 
laurie.wood@mail.utexas, edu; lzach@uscupstate, edu;            ~gmail.com; 
Steven.zdatny@uvm.edu;        @yahoo.fr; Linda Clark <lclark2@csulb.edu>; 
Robert Kreiser <bkreiser@aaup.org>; David K. Smith <dksmith@eiu.edu>; 
jbshank@umn.edu; plorcin@umn.edu; Kent Wright <kent.wright@asu.edu>; 
vc21 @cornell.edu; Michael Sibalis <msibalis@wlu.ca>; shause@wustl.edu; Victoria 
Thompson <victoria.thompson@asu.edu>; Julie Hardwick 
<jhardwick@mail.utexas.edu>; Elinor Accampo <accampo@college.usc.edu> 

SFHS Booking information 

Hi Everyone, 

I am looking forward to seeing you in Charleston in February! 

I am including the instructions for booking the hotel in Charleston (the Francis Marion). The room rate is 5145.00 per 

night. 

The program and local information will be going up on a new conference website next week. I will send you all an email 

as soon as that happens. 

I have also set up a Facebook group for those who wish to join. I’ll be posting the program and local information there 

as well. Feel free to post anything relevant you may have to the wall! 

http://www.facebook.com/home.php?ref=home#!/grou p.php?gid=163182323698872 

The hotel info follows this message. 

Best, 



Joelle 

Joelle Neulander, Ph.D. 
President, Society for French Historical Studies 
Associate Professor of History 

The Citadel 
424-D Capers Hall 

Phone: 843-953-5064 

Society for French Historical Studies 

Arrival: Thursday, February 10, 2011 

Departure: Sunday, February 13, 2011 

Group Code: FRENCH 

Online Booking Instructions: 

¯ Click on www.francismarioncharleston.com 

¯ Enter arrival and departure dates and click "Check Availability" 

¯ On top of next screen click "Group Block" 

¯ Scroll down, reconfirm dates, enter group code and click "next" 

¯ The room types and rates will display for the group-click "continue" to confirm reservation 

¯ NOTE: The online group code may not be accepted if the requested reservation contains nights outside the contracted 
group dates. Please call 1-877-756-2121 for personal assistance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 
Jotham Parsons <parsonsj@duq.edu> 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 3:01 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Book Review Invitation 

Mid-May would be fine: thank you very much! You should be getting the book before very long. If it fails to 
appear in a reasonable amount of time, please let David K. Smith (dksmith        ) know. He should also be 
contacting you shortly via email with information on the production system, including the publication 
agreement. When the review is ready,it should be submitted to the production editor, Michael Wolfe 

~rnail.co~). 

Sincerely, 

Jotham Parsons 

Associate Professor 
Department of History 
Duquesne University 
Pittsburgh, PA 15282 

On Wed, Jan 12, 2011 at 1:38 PM, Jay Smith           ernaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
If you can wait until mid-May I can do it. Best address is the office I guess: 
CB# 3195 
Department of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

On 1/12/11 12:01 PM, Jotham Parsons wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith: 

Please excuse an inelegant email introduction. I am the new early-modern placement editory 
editor for H-France Review and am writing to inquire if you might be willing to review a book 
we have recently received: 

Brian Sandberg, Warrior Pursuits’: Noble Culture and Civil Conflict in Early Modern France 

The publisher’s web page for this book can be found here: 

htt~:i!ihapbooks~press.jhu.edaiecorwSMasterServleg/GetIterrg)e~ilsHandler? 
iN=9780801897290&qtv= 1 &source=2&viewMode=3 &logged~N=false&J avaScri~ 

H-France book reviews generally mn between 1500 and 2500 words, thus allowing for a bit more thoroughness than 
the typical journal review. As a result, our reviews go through an editing process in which a review editor will edit 



the review. If the editor has any significant questions, he or she will send the review back to you with any 
suggestions or questions. You will also be provided an opportunity to review galley proofs of the review. 

Our reviews are then archived permanently on our web site, where they are freely and publicly available. You can 
view previous H-France book reviews on our web site at: ~:iiwww.h-france.ne~/reviews/list.h~r~fl 

Might you have interest in reviewing the text? If so, I would propose a due date of April 30. Obviously, we would 
ask you to recuse yourself if there are any professional or personal conflicts-of-interest in your reviewing this book. 

Reviewers publishing reviews on H-France Reviews grant and assign to the Society for French Historical Studies 
any and all rights covered by the Copyright Law of the United States and those of all foreign countries in and to the 
published review. The Society for French Historical Studies grants to the Reviewer the unrestricted right to use his 
or her review for non-commercial purposes. 

If you would be willing to do the review, let me know the postal address to which the text should be sent. If you are 
unable to review the text, might you suggest someone else who would be well-placed to do so? 

Many thanks, 

Jotham Parsons 
H-France Placement Editor, Early Modem History 

Associate Professor 
Department of History 
Duquesne University 
Pittsburgh, PA 15282 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

customerservice@lrb, co.uk 

Saturday, May 14, 2011 3:52 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

London Review of Books Subscription order confirmation 

OF BOOKS 

Dear Mr Jay Smith 

London Review of Books Subscription order confirmation 

Thank you for subscribing to London Review of Books. Your order will be transferred to our North American 
agency for processing. Payment will be taken in approximately 7 days. Delivery will take place in 6-8 weeks; 
issues will then be delivered every two weeks. 

Subscription Order Details: 

Order Number: 392014768 
Amount: USD 35.00 
Description: 24 issue subscription 
Payment Via: Credit Card 

Billing and Delivery Details: 

If you need to check the status of your order or would like to make any changes, please contact us using the 
customer service details provided below. 

Your email address (jaysmith@email.unc.edu) is also the login for your account. 

To create or change the password for your account, click the link below: 

~ ://v~,~7.1rb. co.ukil~assword?ke ha 1 zIBqKcmhCv4gHZdzBrxJ~ qH 

If clicking the link above doesn’t work, please copy and paste the URL in a new browser window instead. 



Don’t forget your other subscriber benefits: 

¯ Preview the latest issue and receive exclusive LRB subscriber offers by signing up for ~?ee email 
newsletters 

¯ 10% discounts at London Review Bookshop on the first Wednesday of every month. Shop in person, by 
phone or through the bookshop website 

¯ Discounted tickets for London Review Bookshop’ s renowned author events 

Kind regards 

London Review of Books Customer Services Team 

London Review of Books 
PO Box 469 
Mt Morris IL 61054 
USA 
Tel: USA: 800 258 2066 Canada: 815 734 1216 
Fax: 815 734 5897 

Email: NA Sub s~i{rb, co.uk 
www.~rb.co.uk 
v,~,~,.lrb shop. co.uk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

members@historians.org 

Thursday, August 11,2011 3:07 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

AHA Dues Renewal Confirmation 

Membership Dues Renewal- Confirmation 

Thank you Jay, your membership has been renewed. See below for detailed information on this transaction: 

Payment Number: 259891 

Amount Paid: $154.00 

Balance Due: $0.00 

Invoice Summary 

Invoice #: 268181 

Item Description 

SALARY4:9/1/2011 - 9/1/2012 

Amount 

$154.00 

Total Amount Paid: $154.00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

em.j mh. 0.26c312.712066fe@editorialmanager. com on b ehalf of 
The Journal of Modern Hi story <j mh@uchicago, edu> 

Monday, October 31, 2011 11:56 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Your JMH book review 

Dear Jay M. Smith: 

Thank you for agreeing to submit a review of Michel Pastoureau, The Bear (Belknap Press of Harvard UP, 2011) for publication in the 
Journal of Modem History. We will expect to receive your manuscript by approximately Feb 02, 2012. 

When you are ready to submit your review, please log in to the JMH site for Editorial Manager at              .comi as an 
Author. It is very important that you log in as an Author, not as a Reviewer; otherwise you will not get to the correct menu and will 
not be able to find a record of your review. (Editorial Manager considers a "Reviewer" to be a manuscript reviewer, not a book 
reviewer.) Your current user name is 

The record for this review will appear in your Author Main Menu under Invited Submissions, My Accepted Invitations. In the review 
record, click on the Action Link "Submit Invited Manuscript" and follow the screen prompts. As in the past, we ask that you provide 
your manuscript in the form of a Word or WordPeffect file; the primary difference now is that you will select that file to be uploaded 
directly into the EM system rather than sending it to us as an e-mail attachment. 

Please feel free to contact our office if you have any difficulty with the submission process. 

Sincerely yours, 
Mary Van Steenbergh 

Managing Editor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ARTstor User Services <UserServices@artstor.org> 

Tuesday, December 27, 2011 3:10 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email. unc. edu> 

ARTstor Registration Confirmation 

Dear ARTstor user, 

Thank you for registering with ARTstor. You can now take advantage of the many features available to registered users that are 
specifically designed to enhance your ARTstor experience: 

* Create your own personal Image Groups. 

Image Groups are collections of images that can be saved for future review or presentation. Image Groups can be easily created by 
selecting thumbnails of images found through browsing or searching the ARTstor Digital Library. 

* Collaborate with other ARTstor users by sharing Image Groups. 

Image Groups can be created in public or private folders. Public folders can be shared for collaboration and review by other ARTstor 
users. 

* Create presentations. 

ARTstor offers online and offline presentation tools with which you can project and view your ARTstor Image Groups. You can even 
add your own personal images to an offline presentation. 

* Attach personal notes and comments to images. 

Notes and comments can be private or public for sharing with other ARTstor users. Notes and comments are also searchable through 
ARTstor. 

* Create links to ARTstor images and Image Groups for access through course reserves and other websites. 

ARTstor can generate web addresses (URLs) that will allow other ARTstor users to jump directly into an Image Group you’ve created, or 
an image that you want to highlight. 

These are just a few of the key features of the ARTstor Digital Library. 

Please consider joining our Announcement Mailing List to receive important updates on topics such as newly available content and tools, 
notices about system outages, etc. You can subscribe at any time by sending a blank email to join-artstor-announce@lists.artstor.org. 

If you have any questions, your local ARTstor administrator is Heather Gendron who can be reached at hgendron@email.unc.edu or 
(919) 962-2397 

We welcome all feedback on your experience. 

Thank you, 

User Services Coordinator for ARTstor 

UserServices@artstor.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Baker, David John <davidbak@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 2, 2011 2:48 PM 

Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email.unc.edu>; Boyarin, Jonathan Aaron 
<jboyarin@email.unc.edu>; Hsu, Carmen Y. <carmen.hsu@unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M 
<j aysmith@email.unc.edu>; Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

MEMS 

Dear All, 

Jonathan points out that the "revised" list of grad. recruitment applicants I sent you hasn’t in fact been revised [sorry, I didn’t check this 

version]. He also suggests--and I agree--that we simply produce a new ranked list with names and Departments. 

So, here that is: 

We agreed to divide this group into 2 groups of 5, the first 5 to be offered support immediately, the 2nd five as alternates to be offered 



support in the order listed if/when first tier applicants decide to go elsewhere. 

Best, David 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
@unc.edu> 

Monday,                 11 : 5 5 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

For your perusing... 

Here’s the DTH graphic I spoke about when we first met. 

~: !/wwwo da~[~,tarhee[o corn/~dexo ~/multimedia!4773 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bardachino, Sharon L <sharon.bardachino@unc.edu> 
Friday, April 15, 2011 10:35 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Study Abroad Boyatt Awards from History 

HiJay, 

Would you be able to help me out with the email I sent to Kathleen below. I’m not hearing back from her and I really 

need to send this info. on to Ann Trollinger asap. Please let me know if you need anything else from our end. 

Thanks, 

Sharon 

From: Bardachino, Sharon L 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 12:24 PM 

To: Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: RE: Study Abroad BoyaLt Awards from History 

Hi Kathleen, 

I’m in the process of sending the scholarships to the Scholarships and Student Aid Dept. The Boyatt-History only had 

one scholarship recipient and that is: 

I was just informed by Ann Trollinger, Scholarships and Student Aid Dept., Study Abroad awards will no longer be 

entered in the Starlight system and her dept. will now be entering the awards manually for Study Abroad. My question 

is~ instead of you sending this info. on to her, I will give her all the award info. If this is OK with you I will need the 

account number for award. Please send this to me as soon as you can so I can forward this info. on to 

Ann. 

If you have any questions please contact me. 

Thanks, 

Sharon 

From: Duval, Kathleen A 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:24 PM 
To: Bardachino, Sharon L 
ICc: Nielsen, Mark S 
Subject: RE: Study Abroad BoyaLt Awards from History 

Dear Sharon, 

Thanks for your message° I’m sorry to hear about the program° We don’t have an alternate, so we’ll just wait 

until the next round to spend the rest° I’ll send out our notice to soon, if that’s oko 

Thanks, 

Kathleen 

From: Bardachino, Sharon L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:16 AM 
To: Duval, Kathleen A 
ICc: Nielsen, Mark S 
Subject: RE: Study Abroad BoyaLt Awards from History 



Hi Kathleen, 

did receive the scholarship of The 
did not happen due to not enough applicants 

for the program so the program is not running. Do you have an alternate to award this money too? Please let us 
know. 

Thanks, 
Sharon 

From: Duval, Kathleen A 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:15 AM 
To: Bardachino, Sharon L; Nielsen, Mark S 
Subject: RE: Study Abroad Boyatt Awards from History 

Dear Sharon and Mark, 

was wondering if you got this message from me of the 16th. My email has not been working perfectly since the switch 

to Exchange. 

Do you need me to do anything else? When I can send out the notice to the students? 

From: Duval, Kathleen A 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:42 PM 
To: Bardachino, Sharon L; Nielsen, Mark S 
Cc: Smith, Jay M; Hunziker, Scott Brandon; Kramer, Lloyd S; Kent, Adam S; ’Joyce Loftin’ 
Subject: Study Abroad Boyatt Awards from History 

Dear Sharon and Mark, 

The History Department committee has decided to award two Boyatt Study 
Abroad Awards in the following amounts 

I recall that last year you wanted me to refrain from informing the students until you had processed the 
information and notified them. When would be a good time for me to send them the congratulations notice from 
the History Department? 

Best, 
Kathleen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dan Kane <dkane@newsobserver.com> 
Monday, July 11, 2011 6:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: N&O reporter trying to reach you 

Thanks for replying to my email. It would be great if I could get up 
with you tomorrow or Wednesday. I am working on a story for Sunday’s 
paper, triggered by the Swahili paper that student-athlete 

wrote that appears to have whole sections cut and pasted from 
various sources. The information released via lawsuit raises 
two big questions: 

1.) it’s unclear that the professor caught this, and if he did, it 
doesn’t seem that he reported it to the honor court. It looks more like 
the athletic department reported it after recognizing there was a 
problem with the tutor, 

2.) it seems like the honor court only focused on her involvement with 
the paper -- which appears to be her producing the footnoting and 
sourcing -- and may not have realized the extent of plagiarized material. 

You may not be able to talk about the specifics in that case, but it 
sounds like you have seen problems with the honor court’s handling of 
cases in the past. 

I would be interested in talking to other members of the committee as well. 

I will try to take as little beach time from you as possible. I can 
understand the need to just sit in the ocean tomorrow, considering the 
forecast for 100 plus temps. 

Thanks again, 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 

On 7/11/2011 5:28 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Dear Dan: 
> I’m out of town (at the beach) until Sunday--but if you have a tighter 
> deadline, we could certainly talk by phone. Let me know when you need 
> to talk, and we can go from there. -JS 
> 
> PS I should mention that I’m now working on a committee dedicated to 
> assessing faculty attitudes about the court and considering 
> improvements to the system. I’d be happy to give you the contact 
> info for the others on the committee as well. 
> 

> On 7/11/11 3:42 PM, Dan Kane wrote: 
>> Professor Smith, 
>> 
>> I am a reporter for the News & Observer and I am trying to reach you 
>> about a story related to the UNC-CH Honor Court, particularly its 
>> effectiveness in investigating and adjudicating plagiarism cases. I 
>> am aware of your concerns from a report by reesenews and in an op-ed 
>> piece to the Daily Tar Heel. Is there a way I can get up with you 
>> soon to talk about this subject? 
>> 
>> Thanks very much for your time, 
>> 



Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
The News& Observer 
(919) 829-4861 office 
(919) 829-4529 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dan Kane <dkane@newsobserver.com> 
Tuesday, July 12, 2011 10:40 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: N&O reporter trying to reach you 

Jay, 

Thanks for wanting to talk. I can Skype with you if that works. I’ll 
need your contact info to do that. Mine is daniel.kane.and. 

I will try to get up with Bev Foster as well. I have already contacted 
Mr. Sauls and am trying to talk to him. 

I would also be very interested in the letter you wrote the Chancellor. 
I have a copy of the letter that you wrote Dean Sauls in 2009. I take it 
the letter to the chancellor is a different one. Can I have a copy? And 
did the athletic department respond in writing or was that in conversation? 

Again, I apologize for being an interruption to your vacation. 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 

On7/12/2011 10:17 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Dan: 
> Tomorrow would be great. I wonder if Skype is an option? If not, 
> I’ll try to figure out the number for the landline here at the beach 
> house. Anyway, you may also want to contact Bev Foster 
> (bbfoster@email.unc.edu) and Jonathan Sauls 0sauls@email.unc.edu), 
> both of whom have different opinions about the court. Bev teaches in 
> the Nursing School; Jonathan is dean of students. 
> 
> I’ll review what I can about the case in the meantime. I had 
> lost track of where things had wound up. I’ll tell you that when the 
> scandal first came to light last fall, though, I was very concerned 
> about your point #1. I could not imagine how a plagiarized paper 
> could escape undetected by a faculty member. It just didn’t smell 
> right. I wondered then (and still wonder now) whether there’s a 
> larger problem we just happened to catch a glimpse of thanks to the 
> NCAA. I was so concerned that I wrote a letter to the chancellor, who 
> directed me to the Athletics dept. They insisted that plagiarism 
> could be awfully hard to detect and very well disguised. I don’t buy 
> it. In any case, it seems that the problem in the       , case has 
> less to do with the honor court (which, in my understanding, can only 
> decide on charges brought to i0 than with other responsible parties. 
> Maybe I’ll have my opinion changed as I read more today... 
> 
> Jay Smith 
> 

> On 7111111 6:11 PM, Dan Kane wrote: 
>> Thanks for replying to my email. It would be great if I could get up 
>> with you tomorrow or Wednesday. I am working on a story for Sunday’s 
>> paper, triggered by the Swahili paper that student-athlete 
>>        wrote that appears to have whole sections cut and pasted from 
>> various sources. The information released via lawsuit raises 
>> two big questions: 
>> 
>> 1.) it’s unclear that the professor caught this, and if he did, it 
>> doesn’t seem that he reported it to the honor court. It looks more 
>> like the athletic department reported it after recognizing there was 
>> a problem with the tutor, 



>> 

>> 2.) it seems like the honor court only focused on her involvement 
>> with the paper -- which appears to be her producing the footnoting 
>> and sourcing -- and may not have realized the extent of plagiarized 
>> material. 
>> 
>> You may not be able to talk about the specifics in that case, but it 
>> sounds like you have seen problems with the honor court’s handling of 
>> cases in the past. 
>> 
>> I would be interested in talking to other members of the committee as 
>> well. 
>> 
>> I will try to take as little beach time from you as possible. I can 
>> understand the need to just sit in the ocean tomorrow, considering 
>> the forecast for 100 plus temps. 
>> 
>> Thanks again, 
>> 
>> Dan Kane 
>> Staff Writer 
>> 

>> 

>> On 7/11/2011 5:28 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> Dear Dan: 
>>> I’m out of town (at the beach) until Sunday--but if you have a 
>>> tighter deadline, we could certainly talk by phone. Let me know 
>>> when you need to talk, and we can go from there. -JS 
>>> 
>>> PS I should mention that I’m now working on a committee dedicated 
>>> to assessing faculty attitudes about the court and considering 
>>> improvements to the system. I’d be happy to give you the contact 
>>> info for the others on the committee as well. 
>>> 

>>> On 7/11/11 3:42 PM, Dan Kane wrote: 
>>>> Professor Smith, 

>>>> I am a reporter for the News & Observer and I am trying to reach 
>>>> you about a story related to the UNC-CH Honor Court, particularly 
>>>> its effectiveness in investigating and adjudicating plagiarism 
>>>> cases. I am aware of your concerns from a report by reesenews and 
>>>> in an op-ed piece to the Daily Tar Heel. Is there a way I can get 
>>>> up with you soon to talk about this subject? 

>>>> Thanks very much for your time, 

>> 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
The News& Observer 
(919) 829-4861 office 
(919) 829-4529 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sauls, Jonathan C <j sauls@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 11:06 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Foster, Beverly B. 
<bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Richard E 
<rmyers@email.unc.edu> 
RE: update 

Thank you for the update. It may not surprise you or the others that I have a very different take as it relates to the Honor Court. I 
believe the Court acquitted itself quite well and demonstrated the capacity I have long recognized to resist external pressures and 
decide the case based on what is in front of it. I look forward to further discussion. 

Jonathan C. Sauls 

Dean of Students 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 
Campus Box 5100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 

Phone: (919) 966-4042 

Fax: (919) 843-9778 
Email: jsauls@email.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ ] 
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 10:43 AM 
To: Foster, Beverly B.; Sauls, Jonathan C; May, Lee Y; Myers, Richard E 

Subject: update 

Hi folks: 
I had my chat with the N&O reporter yesterday, and, with fingers crossed, I think I can say I didn’t embarrass myself or anyone else. 
But in prepping for the conversation, I took the time to review the documents from the                case, which are now 
available and open to public scrutiny thanks to         lawsuit against UNC and the 
NCAA. You could search for the docs on the N&O website if you’re 
inclined to read for yourself. 

Included among the documents: a record of the deliberations and the rationale of the honor court, which tried the case back in 
October. I think it would take willful blindness on our part not to take into consideration the court’s performance (and its function in 

the mission of preserving UNC’s academic integrity) as we draft our report. What the court found, the penalty it imposed, and its 
rationale for acting, are now public knowledge and will be debated across the country for months to come. 

One thing in particular troubled me greatly. I think there is MUCH evidence that the athletics department sought to use the honor 

court to 

a) minimize the nature of the academic fraud committed in this case, and 
b) apply pressure for leniency in a way that faculty would never have 
approved. The absence of a faculty presence/voice, in other words, 

again stands out, at least in my mind, as a huge problem. In this case, because the faculty member of the course in question did not 

decide to bring charges (an entirely separate but equally embarrassing issue), and because the chancellor and athletic director 

decidedly unilaterally not to convene a faculty committee to look into the alleged academic fraud when it came to light last fall, the 
athletic department was free to present to the Honor Court the nature of the alleged dishonesty. They articulated the charges, and they 
directed the Court’s focus in ways that served to deflect attention from other possible problems (i. e., plagiarism). They insured that 

no one could/would dig far enough to get to the bottom of the problem. The result: yet another embarrassing finding by the Court 

(though I said no such thing to the N&O reporter) and, even worse, a disgraceful attempt by Dick Baddour and company to use the 

Honor Court’s limited finding to argue for reinstatement of an egregious plagiarizer. ANY faculty member in the humanities or social 
sciences, and probably any alert faculty member anywhere, would have seen this paper for the fraud that it is. This is a colossal black 

eye for the University. We now look like just another football factory where athletics are furtively but systematically placed above 



academics, and where University officials are unembarrassed about their priorities. Read the transcript from the NCAA appeal; it will 
make you weep. I’m not a little ashamed of my association with the University today, and I imagine others feel similarly. And...the 
honor court is unfortunately in the eye of the storm--though not really through any fault of its own. 

Sorry for the long preamble, but I wanted to explain why I am now inclined to include in our draft report a recommendation that 

certain kinds of infractions in certain kinds of cases should always trigger the use of faculty "consultants" [we could argue about word 
to use] who can assist the court in wading through difficult issues. I would say that cases involving student-athletes should form one 
large subset of such cases. Why? Because a) they are always going to plead not guilty, so as to preserve their playing time; b) 

pressure can be brought to bear that students should not be fending off all by themselves [in this case, Butch Davis wrote the court a 

letter pleading for leniency]; and c) in many if not most such cases, "tutors/mentors" are involved, and the complexity of their official 
relationship with student-athletes, and the athletic dept’s management of that relationship, is a knotty challenge best handled with 

experienced faculty on hand. Other exceptional categories triggering faculty involvement would be: foreign language, math, and 

science courses where cheating is suspected, and cases in which the student claims that health issues caused confusion or impeded 

performance. 

In other words, I’m moving back in the direction of recommending, at least on a limited basis, faculty involvement in actual hearings. 
I wanted to alert you to this so that we can be prepared to debate it when we get together again sometime in August. Needless to say, 
the draft I prepare will only be a draft. I’ll be in touch when I have something to share. Please feel free to bombard me with concerns, 
complaints, or warnings in the meantime. 

For me, at least, these latest revelations are a tree game changer. 

They underline some of the bigger problems with the Court, and they can help provide our committee useful momentum in the fall-- 

whatever we wind up recommending in the end. 

Best, 
Jay 
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